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Vol. I. V^illaiiova College, January, 1893. No. 1

SALUTATORY.

We are pleased to announce to the many patrons,

friends and former students of our institution the

appearance of a college journal. Faculty and stu-

dents had often considered this project, but did not

see a clear way to its accomplishment. The pres-

ent scholastic year, however, with its increased

attendance, together with all the good spirits,

energy and vim which augmented numbers will

bring to any educational institution, has made the

publication of a college journal a necessity. The
circumstances require it, the prospects insure suc-

cess. The different papers and magazines of the day

are, every one in its own way, fulfilling their mis-

sion. And just as the political sheet reflects the

views of him whose interest is in politics, or the

partisan one the sentiments of him whose
sympathies are warped by prejudice

;
just as

the independent paper appeals to the man to whom
experience has taught the two sides of life, or the

religious one to him whose soul hungers after

things religious, so too does the college journal ap-

peal to a particular class. It appeals to those of

literary taste, to those interested in training the

young, to seekers after knowledge ; in fine, to

all who look upon education as the means to a

great end, namely, the improvement of a people,

physical, moral and mental. We make no boast

as to what we will accomplish by our journal. We
are satisfied to be judged by our work. Nothing
unfair will enter its columns. No political party

will gain or lose by our misrepresentations of its

merits or demerits. No public question will suffer

from our unjustly aggressive treatment. But, on

the other hand, we promise our readers a due re-

gard for the fitness of things. We purpose, first,

to keep them informed of all items of interest con-

nected with our college ; secondly, to place before

them literature which will interest, please and in-

struct them ; thirdly, to discuss all questions fairly,

intelligently and from a Christian standpoint

;

lastly, we will spare no effort to make our journal

in every way worthy of a Catholic college. Such is

our purpose, its accomplishment depending much
on our friends. Recognizing the great influence

of college bred men in moulding the thought of a

people, it seems hardly necessary to apologize for

the statement, that the contributors to our columns

will be mainly those whose knowledge of the world

is only theoretical. 'Tis the knowledge of theory

which makes the practice easy.

We are encouraged, therefore, to look to our

friends for support in this undertaking. With their

help success is assured. The scope of the work

contemplated will be easily understood from the

preceding lines. The spirit of the undertaking is

embodied in the words of Addison :

—

'Tis not in mortals to command success ;

But we'll do more, Sempronius, we'll deserve it.

A New Year's Thought.

Mournfully we say good-bye to the Old Year. In

its passing away we feel that we have lost a friend,

the companion of our joys and sorrows for a period,

short indeed, considered as a part of the ages of

the earth's existence, but long, very long in the

life of individual man. . But Time is the master of

the world and his inexorable decree has gone

forth, bringing death to the Old Year, and life to

the New. Then good-bye. Old Year! speak kindly

of us when thou wilt be called back from Oblivion's

depths, as a witness of the good and evil we have

done in thy presence.

For the New Year we have words of welcome,

and fondly hope that it will prove as true a friend

as the one that we have lost. May it inspire our

minds and hearts with renewed energy, that we
may strive more ardently than ever in the pursuit

of what is true and beautiful and good. May it

bring unto us peace and happiness, and preserve us

irom the dangers that lie in our pathway as we
journey onward to Eternity! Hopefully' and

earnestly then. New Year, we bid thee welcome.

cr^cL
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Fra Moses and the Flowers.

Written expressly for the^.Villanova Monthly, by Miss
Eleanor C. Donnelly.

Thro' the convent garden,

Paced the gray-hair'd Friar,

Brow and eye a-sparkle

With divinest fire

;

Right and left the flowers
' Raised their charming faces,

. Drench'd with dewy showers,

Rich with fragrant graces.

• Right and left, Fra Moses
Waved his staff and muttered

(Just as tho' the roses

Sweet reproaches uttered)

:

" Cease your soft complainings,

True and tender teachers.

Hush your meek upbraidings

Pure and pious preachers !

" Yes, I know ye tell me
^^^^^ ; ; M

Great (since ye compel me)
Are our sins, and hateful

!

" Well I know God made you
Out of pure affection

^; For our souls—arrayed you
Thus, for our delection !

" Cease your soft complainings,

True and tender teachers !

Hush your meek upbraidings

;

Pure and pious preachers !

*' Ravish'd by the beauty,

Godlike, in you glowing,

—

We shall do our duty

With a zeal o'erfiowing

!

>- •• We shall let the glory

Of your shining faces

Wreath our homely story

With sublimest graces

!

'V ^ " Crown this life of ours

With Love's brave endeavor
;

Yea, like yours, sweet flowers

^ Make it God's forever !"

Cheerfulness is, in the first place, the best promoter of

health, repining and secret murmurs of heart give impercept-

ible strokes to those delicate fibres of which the vital parts are

composed. Addison.

Renounce not the purpose of embarking in active life ; make
haste to employ with alacrity the years that are granted to

you. .-^ ;'^^--':/ 7 -:/;;;:., .::j,' .:%/';;: Goethe.

My notions about life are much the same as they aie about
traveling ; there is a good deal of amusement on the road, but,

after all, one wants to be at rest. , : ,, Southev.

Experience is the name men give to their follies or other

sprrows. A. De Musset.

Immigration.

A subject which at present claims, in a great

measure, the attention of our people, and one upon
which the legislators of our country will soon take

definite action, is immigration.

The causes which urge the American citizen to a

consideration of this matter are every day becoming

more apparent, and it is evident that some action

should and must be taken to shield our country

from the great mass of paupers and criminals who
are yearly brought to our shores, bearing with

them the germs of vice and disease and lowering

by competition the wages of the American work-

.

man. ^.-•^ ^^.s^iv^-'y- ::.:yr:^: '''^./'f ^- "•':':

As to the measures which Congress should adopt

for the restriction of immigration, various opinions

have been advanced, and all our public men seem

to recognize the fact thaj: the time has come when
immigration should be intelligently and effectively

• restricted.

It is true that there are several great States of

the West anxious to have their lands occupied and

their population increased, but there is something

of far more importance to us than the occupation

of land or increase of population, and that is the

upholding of the standard of American citizenship.

If we permit immigration to remain unrestricted

and make no distinction in regard to the various

classes of people who, at the present time, are

admitted to share in the freedom and prosperity of

our country, the time will inevitably come when
our government will be obliged to adopt measures

not in conformity with the philanthropic spirit of

its constitution. There is no doubt but that it is

of great pecuniary interest to the many steamship

companies whether or not immigration shall be

restricted, but the safety and welfare of the entire

people should not be placed in peril for the advan-

tage of a few ; and, furthermore, these companies

could increase the passage rates in proportion to

the decrease in traffic and thereby their profits

would not be materially affected.

An educational test which is strongly recom-

mended, although in a measure worthy, is not

desirable, for it is a well-known fact that some of

the most dangerous people \5ch0 come to this country

are fairly, and in many instances, highly educated.

This has been amply proven in the cases of the

anarchists and socialists, while among the illiterate

may be found those whose morals and character are

above reproach, who labor for the welfare and

advancement of the country, and who, in fine,

make good and respectable citizens.

It is true that a property test has often met with

approval, but under no consideration should this

means be resorted to, for by it the rich of every

.. !*
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class and character would be received with open

arms ; the foreign criminal would seek here a new
field in which to practice his wicked arts ; while

by the same law the poor and honest would be

turned away.

While we have the power to prohibit all immi-

gration, or to limit the number of persons to be

admitted to the country annually ; and while many
of our leadihg citizens have declared that no other

measure will check the forward march of this

threatening evil, yet it does not seem that such

radical and exacting measures are either necessary

or desirable. All must admit that the unparalleled

progress which this country has made during the

last half century is due, in a great measure, to

immigration, and during this period the immigrant

has not, as is generally believed, lowered the

standard of American citizenship ; but, on the

contrary, has elevated.it. By his invaluable assist-

ance our citizens have been enabled to devote more
time to the different professions and to give closer

study and attention to the arts and sciences. In

legislating for the restriction or prohibition of

immigration, it should be borne in mind that the

people of the United States have taken great pride

in declaring that this country is open to the poor

and oppressed of all nations. How utterly will

they forfeit their claim to any such distinction if

they adopt the policy of prohibiting all immigra-

tion.

The measure which seems most suitable, and

which would unquestionably meet the demands of

the people, is a character test, which should re-

quire that immigrants shall be subject to consular

inspection in their own country and that they shall

furnish from the American Consul a certificate that

they are not obnoxioiis to the laws of the United

States. It should also be required that immigrants

shall furnish a certificate from a reputable physi-

cian to the effect that they are suffering from no
chronic or contagious disease. They should be

subject moreover, to rigid sanitary inspection, both

at the port of embarkation and the port of entry. A
test of this kind would protect us from all those who,

as outcasts from their native lands, would be most

unwelcome here; it would protect us from the

horde of paupers who are yearly sent here by the

numerous aid societies of foreign nations; it would

protect us from that dread disease, cholera, which
still lurks in those districts that suffered so much
from its ravages during the past summer. This

protection is especially necessary during the present

year, for if this pestilence should obtain a foot-hold

in the country, financial disaster to the World's

Fair would inevitably follow. But this considera-

tion is only secondary when we realize the great

loss of life that will follow the advent of cholera,

if it reaches us in an unfavorable season and
extends its ravages to the great metropolis of the

West.

Immigration properly regulated and restricted

would, by no means, be dangerous or undesirable,

for our country has broad fields and ample means

of employment for all those who, with honest heart

and willing hands, seek her shores. But she has

no room for criminals, nor for that class of people

who bring here their contemptible secret organi-

zations, which breed race antagonism, and lead to

a defiance of law, and even to murder. The mem-
bers of these organizations, unwilling to obey fair

and beneficial laws, seek the disruption of what-

ever country is unfortunate enough to receive them

within its borders.

M. A. TiERNEY, '93.

The Genoese Ivory Crucifix.

The Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul, in Phila-

delphia, is held deservedly to be rich in treasures

of many kinds, both ecclesiastical and material.

No visitor to the Cathedral can well help but

admire the many works of art that fill the sacred

building—the plain yet elegant altar tables, the

rich and almost glowing tints in the altar pieces,

and the intricate yet tasteful chiseling of the many
brasses, lamps, candelabra and the memorial tab-

lets—all of which serve admirably to adorn the

temple and add to the magnificence of religious

ceremonial. Truly are these monuments beautiful

and well worthy of the mother church of Phila-

delphia. Yet no one who closely studies these

many and varied monuments of Christian genius,

which he will encounter during his saunterings in

the holy place, but will feel himself drawn uncon-

sciously, even imperceptibly and, as it were, irre-

sistibly, to consider one in especial of these master-

pieces of art. This is a large and exquisitely

carved crucifix in ivory, that hangs in one of the

side chapels in the north aisle of the Cathedral.

If nothing else about this crucifix were to draw

his attention, it would at least be its somewhat
unusual size, some fourteen inches in length, and

the admirable proportions of the figure in chief

Yet these are perfections of art that one may not

unnaturally expect to find in a work that has been

given so prominent a place in the chief church of

the diocese.

But very easily will the artistic and devout soul

be drawn beyond the consideration of these merely

material excellences of the figure, to note some

other points in the carving that, perhaps, are not

quite so readily apparent, and are noticeable in all

their perfection only after some study and reflection.
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In the figure of the Crucified One, every muscle,

every nerve even, seems to tell of the distinctive

part it had to play in the great drama of tlie, world's

redemption.

"The delicate veins [these are the words of

Mr. Col ton in the American Revieiv\ are seen

coursing under the skin as in the living model,^

while every muscle is sloped to its termination

with an exactness to nature that seems almost

miraculous. Not the slightest particular eflfect,

moreover, that would result in a body hanging in

so unnatural a position, as the great protrusion of

the chest, the unusual distension of the cords of

the arms, eveii to the gathering of the flesh above

the nails in the hands and feet by the weight rest-

ing upon them, fails to appear in distinct execu-

tion,"

But the triumph of the work, if any one part

may be said to excel another, is the divine

countenance. Herein has the artist, witli the

same careful and life-like reproduction, sought to

portray the many and infinitely varied emotions

that characterized the dying Redeemer.

In pretty much every feature of the agonized

face of the Redeemer of the world, he has lined and

developed the deep traces of mingled sorrow and

love that filled His divine heart during the three

long hours that He hung on the fatal wood on
Calvary's heights. These evidences of the artist's

skill clearly witness that he was led by no common
perception of this, the great mystery of religion.

Verily is this crucifix a masterpiece of religion

as well as of art, and the more one sees of its many
perfections and ponders over them, the more is he

led to marvel at the inspiration in the carver that

gave them being. And if in his desire to learn

more about this wonder inf art, he should seek to

know whose was the skillful and pious hand that

has so deftly and feelingly represented one of the

chief mysteries of our faith, the very one, it is

acknowledged, that has always been held to be the

severest test of the Christian artist, he will very

probably be referred to a description of the crucifix

and its carver, as it is given in a small pamphlet
that was published in Philadelphia in i860, on
occasion of the last rites of religion over the

recently deceased John Nepomucen Neumann,
C.SS.R., fourth Bishop of Philadelphia.

This venerable prelate had died on the 5th of

January, i860. This was a Thursday. On the

. following Friday, Saturday anigunday his remains
lay in state in the chapel, now known as the

Cathedral Chapel, on Logan Square, and on Mon-
day, the 9th inst., the solemn exequies over his

body were held at St. John's Church, the pro-

Cathedral, on Thirteenth street.

During the public exposition of his venerable

remains in the chapel, the large ivory crucifix that

is mentioned in this sketch was placed at the head

of the catafalque. The deceased Bishop had

always admired it, had treasured it greatly, and

had proposed to put it in a place of honor in his

Cathedral when completed. In the pamphlet re-

ferred to above, the publishers, Messrs. Downing
and Daly, have given a brief sketch of this ivory

crucifix. The pamphlet states that it was carved

by a certain Fra Carlo, a lay brother in the convent

of St. Nicholas of Tolentine, near Genoa, in Italy.

This was a monastery of the Barefooted Hermits

of St. Augustine, that had been foimded in 1596.

After telling a good deal about Fra Carlo's early

life and boyhood, the pamphlet goes on to describe

how, after many drawbacks of various kinds, the

good and pious youth was led to enter the religious

state, and how, after many trials in religion, he

once upon a time came across, in an old lumber

room in the monaster}', a hugh piece of ivory that

for many a day had been lying there, abandoned

and hidden away from the community.

This ivory^a tusk, the pamphlet says, of some

extinct species of mammal, had ages before been

brought to Genoa by merchants from some eastern

land,, and had found a resting place in the monas-

tery of St. Nicholas. It was from this piece of

ivory that Fra Carlo carved the crucifix that was

so much valued by the late venerable Bishop of

Philadelphia. The description given in the pam-

phlet of Fra Carlo's task in carving it, of the

vigils and prayers and ecstacies of the pious artist,

reads almost like a fairy tale or mediaeval legend.

As space in the Vii^lanova Monthly is precious,

its readers who may wish to learn more about the

genesis of this ivory crucifix and how and when
it came into the possession of the Bishop are referred

to the pamphlet in question.

Yet the writer of this paper may be allowed to

to say that some years ago, precisely seven, a kind

of inborn curiosity, harmless enough in its way,

prompted him to search for further information

relating to Fra Carlo, the friar—artist of his Order,

and accordingly he applied for it to the head-

quarters of the Order in Rome.

Shortly after he was favored with a letter from

the father superior of the Barefooted Augustinians

at Genoa. In his letter which is dated "Genoa,

Convent of the Madonnetta, June 8, 1885," the

prior states that he knew Fra Carlo well, and—he

then proceeds to impart the much desired informa-

tion. This, summarized, is given here partly be-

cause it is interesting and partly because it corrects

some errors of fact that have crept into the pamph-

let of i860. The prior says that Antonjo^Pazenti,
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the name of Fra Carlo in the world, not Pesenti,

as his American biographers have spelled it, first

saw the light of day on February 22, 1802, in

Zogno, a petty town, or hamlet in the diocese of

Bergamo in Lombardy. In 1825, he was admitted

as lay brother to the habit of the Barefooted

Augustinians at Genoa, of the convent of St.

Nicholas ofTolentine. This convent had been foun-

ded in 1596, and here Antonio received the name
in religion of Carlo Antonio da Sajita Maria of

Bergamo. This is the Fra Carlo of our sketch.

The Barefooted Augustinians had always the

custom, which they still keep, of discarding their

secular name on their entrance into religion, and

of taking a new name by which they are thereafter

known. -^v ;..\;':- ...;^:-^V,,^.- : ;

In 1827, o" ^^^ 4^^i o^ February, Fra Carlo, by
dispensation of the Supreme Pontiff", of six months

of his novitiate term, was admitted to the profes-

sion of the three religious vows, namely, of poverty,

chastity and obedience. For several years he was
employed in the various house duties of the

monastery befitting his station as lay, or serving

brother, and in time, because of his simple, inno-

cent and trusty character, he was appointed alms-

quester of the community. This newofiice led him
as a matter of course, frequently to visit the near

by city of Genoa in quest of aid for the brethren.

The convent of St. Nicholas stood on one of the

many hills that surround Genoa, in acharmingsite

from which one could have full view of the snow-

clad Alps and the populous city and the broad ex-

panse of the tideless Mediterranean Sea.

Fra Carlo, who early in life had displayed a taste

or rather an inborn and marvelous passion for

carving and sculpture, frequently now on his visits

to the city for alms, would drop in to see his artist

friends and benefactors at work in their studios.

Then when at home he would spend his leisure

time in carving, chiefly in wood, little statues of

the Blessed Virgin, and of the saints.. This was

his pastime and the school of his genius. Fra

Carlo, the prior writes, was a good copyist,

in fact a very good one, though he knew
but little of the technicalities of his art. He
had never, it may be said, received any lessons

in carving other than the chance instructions he

had picked up in his visits to his artist friends.

After a few years of practice in carving with,

perhaps, a hint now and then from connoisseurs,

he developed such skill in the mechanical details

of his art that his Superior allowed him from this

time on to spend all Ins time at his favorite pursuit,

the more readily since the proceeds of his labors

were devoted to the support of the community.

As regards the ivory crucifix now in the Cathe-

dral, the prior states that in the convent there

chanced to be a bronze crucifix of considerable

merit, a replica^ it was said, of one by La Croix, a

French carver of repute. Fra Carlo was set to

work—this was some time in the early '40's—to

make a copy of La Croix's crucifix in ivory, and

so well did he succeed in his task that the crucifix

was put on exhibition til the Academy of Fine

Arts at Genoa, and, finally, was purchased and

brought to the United States by Mr. Charles

Edwards Lester, Consul at the time at Genoa.

This crucifix, the pamphlet of i860 says, is the

ivory crucifix now in the Cathedral.^ •

To conclude with Fra Carlo, the prior relates

that during the political troubles in Italy, in 1866,

the Convent of St. Nicholas of Tolentine, in com-

mon with so many religious corporations in that

kingdom, met with the general fate and was sup-

pressed along with other houses of the Order.

Thereupon Fra Carlo retired to the general hospice

of his Order in Genoa, the house known as the

Madonnetta, or Little Madonna, which had in

some way or other escaped the general fate, and

here he continued in his art labors until his death

on December 20th, 1874.

Such is the prior's story of Fra Carlo and the

Genoese Ivory Crucifix.

A manuscript in the possession of the writer

states that Fra Carlo was induced by Mr. Lester to

sit for his portrait, and that a very excellent one of

him in oil was made by Professor Cerro, of Milan,

and brought by Mr. Lester to New York city.

c^,X«5. <£, UuLcJLc^Un^^ !^ci. ^T. C. M.

IDEALS. '

The human soul, spiritual and immortal, cannot

be satisfied with those things which are only ma-
terial and sensible. For, however it considers

them, it finds some flaw, some imperfection,

whether apparent or hidden, which is repugnant

to its nature. It must soar above the material and

sensible world in order to find objects upon which

it may rest with complacency. But whither?

Grand and majestic as are its faculties, it cannot

comprehend the infinite, eternal God ; neither can it

burst the bonds that unite it to earth, for as long as

it is the active, vivifying principle of a human be-

ing, it must receive its impressions through the

senses.' One thing only remains, to idealize these

material and sensible impressions by the power of

the imagination, that is, to abstract them from the

world of reality, strip them of their imperfections,

and clothe them with a perfection that is a part of

the Divinity itself
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All men, even those who are mentally dull and

apathetic are more or less conscious of being

endowed by their Creator with an imaginative

faculty, which enables them to summon ideal images

in such a vivid manner as to behold them in all the

distinctness of objective reality. If they use this

power for the purpose intended by the Creator,

they will be rewarded by more elevated sentiments,

nobler impulses and higher aspirations, if not, the

spiritual and immortal part of them will be lost

sight of in the pursuit of sensible and material

things.

Now, all men being more or less conscious of the

existence of this power, and yet at the same time

possessed of different dispositions or temperaments
there must be a great variety in the jesults obtained

by using it ; and consequently there must be a

great variety of ideals. The philosopher, the poet,

the musician, the painter, the sculptor, each has his

own ideal of truth, goodness,harmony,beauty or pro-

portion. The philosopher, seeing so much around

him that is false and artificial, soars higher and high-

er into the realms of abstract truth ; the poet, with

mind and heart enkindled by the inspirations ofgen-

ius, dissatisfied with the imperfections of his sur-

roundings, conjures in his imagination ideal scei^es

fairer than human eye has ever beheld, and ideal

life, sweeter and truer than human heart has

ever throbbed to ; the musician weary of the

discord of life, rises into a world of ideal har-

mony and thence pours forth his thoughts,

desires and feelings in music that startles

and subdues mankind
; the best works of painter

or sculptor afe those founded, not upon real models

only, but rather idealized models of beauty and
justness of proportion. The imagination of the

artist is in full play and presents to his mind's eye

a succession of forms, each of which, consciously

or unconsciously, he tries by the aesthetic faculty

of his mind and at length selects, as an ideal, the

one most in conformity with his designs.

But we all have ideals—ideals which are the

sources of our best impul-es and highest aspira-

tions, and these impulses will be better, these

aspirations higher, according as they are set toward
lofty ideals. There are ideals of heroism and self-

sacrifice
;
of happiness, love, friendship ; of beauty,

strength, sublimity
; of intellectual and moral

excellence. It is not without reason that a great

writer has said : "Ideals are the world's masters,"

for their influence is life-long, and they determine
the thoughts, desires and actions of all men.

But do men ever attain their ideals ? The answer
must be in the negative. In reference to this

Carlyle says: "Alas, we know that ideals can
never be embodied in practice. Ideals must ever

lie a great way off, and we will thankfully content

ourselves with any not intolerable approximation

thereto. . . . And yet, on the other hand, it is

never,to be forgotten that ideals do exist ; that if

they be not approximated to at all, the whole

matter goes to wreck." Thus, although we may
never realize our ideals ; though we may never

accomplish the things which we attempt and

earnestly desire to accomplish ; though our ideals,

for that reason, often seem like dreams and air-

castles, yet the constant remembrance of them
discloses to us our failings and urges us on to

higher and better things. Just as

" Nature in her productions slow aspires

By just degrees to reach perfection's height,"

so should we aim at perfection in all things, and

the nearer we approach this ideal, the better will

we be able to solve the problem of human life and

human happiness. "^ '
' -

Christianity offers to us the best and holiest ideal

that the world could ever follow in the person of

Jesus Christ the Redeemer. By His coming He has

elevated the standard of humanity, and has created

a standard of perfection which was hitherto alto-

gether unknown to mankind. He has proven by

His example that it is not an impossibility for us

to lead lives of holiness ; that it is not an impossibil-

ity for the virtues which He so pre-eminently prac-

ticed to be realized in ourselves. The gods of the

ancients, it is true, were idealized human beings,

but they were only ideals, without any foundation

in objective reality. But our Ideal was once a real-

ity, living, and speaking, and acting like oursel-

ves. Although that Ideal, like the horizon, recedes

further and further away as we journey towards it,

yet there is a satisfaction in knowing that we are

always actually tending toward it. If this Ideal

be not ever in sight of Christians, they are un-

worthy of the name, for Christianity is nothing else

than a following of Christ, both in precept and

example.

Ideals then, actually exist for all classes of men,

and they must be followed, else life itself is a fail-

ure. But for man as a rational being, the per-

formance of duty, the resistance to temptations,

the doing of good to others, the preparation of the

soul for the vision of the Infinite should be the

ever present and ever ruling ideals of life.

T. P. CAIvLAHAN, '94.

We have but faith : we cannot know
;

For knowledge is of things we see
;

And yet we trust it comes from thee,

A beam in darkness : let it grow.
—Tennyson.
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An Event at Villa Nova.

Opening of a Magnificent New Organ in'St. Thomas'

Church.

At St. Thomas' Church, Villa Nova, on Sunday
last, a magnificent new organ was opened in the

presence of a large gathering of the members of

the congregation. The worth of this acquisition to

the already beautiful church was conclusively

proven by Professor Harry Gordon Thunder, under
whose direction the affair took place.

The programme for the occasion was as follows :

PROGRAMME.—Part i.

1 ORGAN SOLO—March "Aida" . .Verdi
Mr. Thuiider.

2 TENOR SOLO—"Salve Regina" .Dana
Mr. Kirschner.

3 DUET—Soprano and Alto, "Quis est Homo" . . Rossini

Mrs. Nassau and Miss Plantholz.

4 BASS SOLO—"OSalutaris" Rev. H. Ganss
Mr. Crossin.

5 ORGAN SOLO-^Intermezzo Mascagni
Mr. Thunder.

6 TRIO—Alto, Tenor and Bass, " Gratias Agimus " Rossini

Miss Plantholz, Messrs. Kirschner and Crossin.

PROGRAMME—Part II.

I ORGAN SOLO—Pilgrims' Chorus, "Tannhaeuser" Wagner
Mr. Thunder.

2 SOPRANO SOLO—"Gratias" . . . .

Mrs. Nassau.

3 ALTO SOLO—" O Rest in the Lord "

Miss Plantholz.

4 ORGAN SOLO- {» ^7™,^"°"
Mr. Thunder.

• •'•.,• •

. Guglielmo

Mendelssohn

. Thunder
. . Tours

5 QUARTETTE-"Sancta Mater" .. ...... .Rossini
Mrs. Nassau, Miss PUntholz, Messrs. Kirschner and Crossin.

6 ORGAN SOLO—Overture, "Wm. Tell" . . . . .Rossini
Mr. Thunder. >

At the conclusion of the first part. Rev. R. A.
Gleeson, O.S. A., delivered a learned and eloquent

discourse on "Music in its Relation to Divine Wor-
ship." In the course of his remarks the reverend
speaker dwelt upon the fact that many works of

the most illustrious composers are of a devotional

character. He spoke also of the peculiar appro-

priateness to t-h^ divine worship of the organ above
all other musical instruments.

The organ cost $3, 750. It contains 3 manuals,

38 stops and 1743 pipes. It is 28 feet wide and 12
feet deep.

The Bising and Setting San.

Hob,

" Alme sol curru nitido diem qui

Promis et celaSj-aliusque et idem

Nasceris."

When the morning sunbeams dart on high,

; And the twilight is lost in day

;

'^ When the bright sun smiles in the eastern sky
;

And the damp and the dews are away.

! then do we hail the return of the light,

And the lark's sweet early voice
;

When the heaven is blue, and the earth looks bright.

And all nature exclaims, R(gjoice

!

But when hours are flown, and the breath of eve

Comes soft in the gentle breeze,

And the sun, as loth the rich sky to leave,

Sinks in glory by slow degrees.

When the red and gold, with a deepening glow.

Light the earth with refulgent blaze, •

And changing to crimson and purple, slow

Fade, at length, with the sun's last rays,

Oh! how sweet to stray in that evening hour,

And to gaze on the gorgeous scene.

When the placid mind hath not envied power.

Pain and pleasure to sport between !

And tell me now which thou lovest best.

And whicb most does thy heart rejoice

;

Dost thou love the sun when he gilds the west?

Is the setting sun thy choice ?

Or dost thou love better his morning ray,

His first smile on hill and stream
;

Dost thy breast expand at returning day ?

Dost thou hailTiis rising beam ?

If thy heart is youthful, thou well may'st choose

The young orb ere his course be run
;

But for me be his sober and mellowed hues,

for me a setting sun

!

For the sunset pictures the splendid close.

When the just man's life is done

,

When rich in virtue he sinks to repose,

Like the glorious setting sun.

'r'-.(--':^]:K---^':\:A'-^,:^ •

'

F. C.H.

No man is born into the world whose work is not born with

him. There is always work, and tools to work withal, for

those who will ; and blessed are the horny hands of toil.

—

Lowell.

The mind should be allowed to dwell only on thoughts that

are happy, satisfying, or perfect. Happy thoughts ! we have

them when we expect them, and are in a state to receive thtm.

—JOUBERT.

Good thoughts are blessed guests, and should be heartily

welcomed, well fed, and much sought after. Like rose-leaves

they give out a sweet smell if laid up in the jar of memory.

—

Spurgeon.
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EDITORIALS.

Influknckd by the tlioughts which usually

force themselves upon us at the beginning of a nev^^

year, we have especially considered this the most

auspicious time to introduce our college journal.

The present year has more than a passing signifi-

cance to the alumni, students and the many friends

interested in Alma Mater, Reminded of our semi-

centennial celebration by the earnest zeal of the

faculty toward making the event what it should

be, we, the students, have volunteered our aid, and,

with the Very Rev. President's kind permission,

have decided, though not without due deliberation,

to publish a college journal.

We enter the field of journalism wanting in ex-

perience, but influenced by worthy motives and
encouraged by the promised aid of each and every

student. We will spare no effort until the Villa-
nova Monthly holds the place destined for it in

the college world—a place of honor and merit.

Let not our pq^trons be deceived \{\ the belief

that our publication will be short-lived and in-

tended only for display on this, our fiftieth anni-

versary. We are in earnest, and heartily trust

that when another fifty years, freighted with pleas-

ures and cares, has decked Alma Mater's brow
with the centennial crown of glory, won in the

holy cause of Christian education, they will find our

college journal still existing—not in its present

embryotic state, but steadily advancing, with an

established and well-merited reputation.

To the reverend faculty, professors and all those

who have enabled our undertaking to rise from a

possibility to a reality, we tender our sincere and
heartfelt thanks.

It is a matter of regret that the excellent mate-

rial for a football eleven did not manifest itself

earlier in the season. Judging from the practice

games, remarkable, prowess was exhibited, and had

proper enthusiasm been displayed sooner, some

interesting games would have been the result.

Apart from this, Villanova' s reputation in the base-

ball field is to be maintained. The gymnasium, at

present closed for extensive repairs, will be opened

after the Christmas holidays. A commodious base-

ball cage will grace the interior, and already nego-

tiations are pending for a first-class trainer, so that

the season of '93 bids fair to be a red-letter one in

the sporting annals of our college.

An explanatory word is necessary regarding the

chronicling of events pertaining to the college and

its environs. Each number of our journal will

contain those of the month immediately preceding.

Hence in this, our first issue, subscribers will find

a summary of the events of December only. Infor-

mation concerning all other matters previous to

that time will be cheerfully furnished on applica-

tion to the editor.

To enjoy the good-will of the faculty, let those

of you who are at present enjoying all the comforts

of home and kindred, return on the date specified

in the catalogue, otherwise something outside the

daily curriculum will await your tardy arrival.

Those devotees of Thespis who now reside

in our midst have not been idle, and at the

present are preparing an entertainment for their

'inany friends and patrons in the college and its

vicinity. The date of this presentation has not

been settled, but there is no reason to doubt that

an excellent programme will be arranged, and we

assure our friends that the exercises will be of

such a character as to please even the most fastid-

ious taste.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work ajie respectfully invited to send p:obleni«,

queries, etc., or any difficult es they may encounter in their

mathematical studies.

All such communications bhould be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, Villanova College.

Proposed by M. T. , Villanova College.

2.—A circle rolls inside another of double it.s

diameter; find the loclis of a fixed point in its

circumference.

Solution by G" S.

Let a circle whose centre is O', roll inside another

circle whose centre is O, and whose diameter is

twice that of O' . Take a fixed point P in the cir-

cumference of O' . It is required to find its locus.

Let R be the point of contact. Join O P^ O P,

O'Py and produce OP to meet the circumference in

Q and bisect the angle A' O' Phy O' S.

f^

Now, the angle P O' P=2 POP (the angle at

the centre is double the angle at the circumfer-

ence). . •. the angle A' O' S=P O Q, and the arc

PS: P Q :: O'R : O A, but O P=2 O' R, .
'. R

Q=2 PS, .: P P=P Q. Now, since the arc A P
=P Q, the point P must have coincided with Q.

Hence the line O ^ is the locus of P.

Proposed by X. K, Villanova College. -.^

3.—To inscribe a regular octagon in a given

square.

Solution by O^S.

Let ABCD be a given square. It is required to

describe a regular octagon in it.

Draw the diagonals AC, BD, intersecting in O.

Cut off AE, ^F=AO ; Bl, BJ=BO ; CG, CH=
CO

;
DL, pK=DO. Join ^G, JL, HF, KI.

D H L

Join OE, OG, 01. Now, because AE=AO,
and the angle EAO is ^ a right angle, . '. each of

the angles AEO, AGE is }^ of a right angle, and

the angle AOB is right ; .
*. EOB is ^4 of a right

angle. Similarly, each of the angles GOB, AOl
is % of a right angle, hence EOI is }^ of a right

angle, and we have seen that AEO is }^ of a rig) it

angle ;
.

'. ElO is y^ of a right angle, .
*. 01= OE.

And because the angle E B=^GOB and angle

EBO=GBO, and the side BO connnon OG=OE
= 01. Now, OG=Ol a.\\d OZi" common, and the

angle GOE^=/OE ; .
'. the bases /E, EG are equal.

In like manner all the sides are equal. Again,

because BE=BG, the angle BEG=^iGE ; .'.

each is j4 o( a right angle; each of the angles

GE/, EG/ is :] of a right angle. Similarly all the

angles are equal. Hence the octagon is regular.

Proposed by Alpha, l^illanova College.

4.—A Dutch wind-mill in the shape of a frustum

of right cone, is 12 meters high. The outer diam-

eters at the bottom and at the top are 16 meters

and 12 meters, the inner diameters are 12 and 10

meters each. How many cubic meters of stone

were required to build it?

Let F=volume of wind-mill, and F'^volume
of inner frustum. Both frustums are similar.

And let r and r' be the radii of the outer and inner

circles of the bottom and top. Then V=\ h r^+

r>'-^rr')=\ 12// (64+36-f48)=4//X 148^=592// and

V'=\ h 12 (36 l-25+3o)=4//X9i-=364//. -.582//—
364//=228//.

3. 1416X228=716.2848 cubic meters.

Fh'oposed by J. Z. , Villanova College.

5.—A debt of $8000 at 6% compound interest is

discharged by eight equal annual payments, re-

quired the annual payment.

Solution by O^S.

Tlie amount of $a at compound interest for n

years, r being the rate per cent, is a (i+ r)'\ The
amount of annuity of $b for the same period at the

same rate is

b{i-hr)"—i =a {i+ rf

.'.b{irr)"—ra {i-^rf^b
b{i-\-r)"—b=ra{i\r)"

b=ya {i \ r)" = 8000 a- 06 (1.06)"

To prove EGJLHFKI is the octagon required.

(I rr)"—

I

(i.o6)«-

48ox(i.o6)'*

(i.o6)-'-i

which by simple arithmetic, or logarithmic com-

putation, the result may be found to be |i 288. 286,
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New Problems.

6.—Construct a triangle given the three medians.

7.—Find the path of a billiard ball started from

a given point, which after being reflected from the

four sides of the table, will pass through another

given point.

8.—From a ship sailing down the English Chan-

nel the Eddystone Lighthouse was observed to

bear N. 33° 45' W., and after the ship had sailed

18 miles S. 67° 30' W. it bore N. 11° 15' E. Find

its distance from each position of the ship.

9.—The middle points of the sides of a triangle

are concyclic with the feet of the perpendiculars

from the opposite vertices, and the middle points

of the lines joining the orthocentre with the

vertices, (nine-points circle.)

10.—The radius of sphere is 7 feet, what is the

volume of a wedge whose angle is 36°.

ii.-T^Find the value of X. x-^x+^ -\-^x =-\.

I.—If squares be described on the sides of any

triangle, , the sum of the squares on the lines joining

the adjacent corners is equal to three times the

sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle.

Let a^b^c^ be the sides of the triangle. On «,3,f,

describe squares. Join the adjacent corners, and

let the joining lines be denoted by x^y^z^ it is re-

quired to prove that;r^4-y+2''^=3 {a^+b'^+(F).

Produce the side b' and make the produced part

=b\ and draw the line a'. The angle b'pb=c'pc^

each being a right angle. From these equals take

the angle cpb' . \ angle cpb= angle c'pb\ Then
we have the two As ^bc and a'b'c\ having the

sides b and ^, and the contained angle cpb respec-

tively=to the sides // and c' and the contained
angle b'pc' .

•. a'=a b=b' , c' is the median, .
'. a'"^

+^2=2 {d'^-rb''). (The sum of the squares of

two sides of a .j is— to twice the square of

half the third side increased by twice the square

of the median upon that side.) . *. z^^-d^=^2 (_c^+b^)
;

similiarly x''\-b-'=2{a'Xr) y-^r=2{a^+b''). Add
these equals together, and we get ;l^-+y+^H(a^+(5"

+^) -4 {a-^b'+c") and .
'. x^+f+z'=2, («H/^Hr).

Q- H. D.

SPLTNTEHS.

Jug?..

Prunes.

Tackle low !

How many lines ?

Who pulled Fitz's mustache ?

Combination for the side-pocket.
" Hittim wid a bu-uk Martin."

He's out ! three men on a line !

Allow me to—who chewed the chalk ?

Who are the big four of the corner table ?

How is biz ? What are you doing ?

Never take the pillow from the " Dore."

Hurry Kelly, catch me ; I'm unconscious.—Ford.

His story runneth thus: "When I was at St.

Michael's, etc."

How sweet the strains of the "Smoking-room
Quartette !"

If you really wish to be "in the fry,"

Buy a button and join the V. L. I.

Wait a minute till I dash you off a Corr-net part.

I wonder who is the nocturnal visitor to Philoso-

pher's Hall.

Ask the Hartford violinist for the definitions of

drain and gutter.

Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime
;

And departing leave behind us

Foot-prints meas' ring one plus nine.—T—y.

Question for geography class—Where is Kidney
Creek?

Oh, rapture ! Such lovely lavender side-boards !

Such "downy" pillows? Et hie tamen vivit

!

Did not the Duke of Clarence cut a nice figure

(behind the door) in his foot-ball suit ?

Have you ever heard the story

Of Crowley and the bat?

There's another we could tell you
Of Jerry and his cat.

You can't whistle and chew meal, neither can

you hustle buns and sell papers.—Mud.
Exact science teaches that a stitch in time is

worth two in the bush.

: : How strange ! Every Friday afternoon
" ' He ' thrusts his fists against the posts

And still insists he sees the ghosts.

"

We didn't know that the place was haunted.

The old proverb "Say nothing but saw wood"
is contradicted every day by " Dear Felix" (as the

girls call him), who says more when sawing wood
than at any other time.

We sincerely hope that a certain one of our

promising Brooklyn youths will cast off knicker-

bockers during the holidays.

V
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Our fresco artist (Billy) is engaged in while-

washing the Senior Dept. a delicate green tint.

Those poor; deluded Yankees are followers of the
*

' Nil admirari '

' theory whenever Philadelphia is

concerned.

Our worthy friend from Chicago, having returned

from his first visit to Philadelphia, and being asked

his opinion of the city, exclaimed, "Great Scott

!

We walked three a-breast on the principal business

street.
'

'

From the time consumed in the meetings of the

V. ly. I ., one would imagine that its members were

discussing the " Blair Educational Bill," or were

engaged in an International Monetary Conference,

or were appointed as a "Committee of the Whole "

to sit on the "State of the Nation."

As regards the elements of intensity, the solilo-

quies of Macbeth, Hamlet and Lear are "not in

it" compared with those of Felix.

O, what's that wail of plaintive woe
Which greets us unawares.

As room-ward we make haste to go

Up, up the old back-stairs ?

As half-way up we plod along,

The meaning is quite "pat ;
"

'Tis only Jerry's ceaseless song

—

"My cat! Where is it at? "

The residents of "Philosopher's Flat" are

treated every night to a delightful musicale.

Frank and Joe are adepts in their respective means
of torture. They can duet.

Lost ! Somewhere between the refectory and

kitchen, one waiter known as "Mud." When
last seen he was adorned with silk handkerchiefs,

and had one hand in his pocket. No reward is

offered for his return as he w s useless.

Ye Gods ! Our gold-rimmed, 6-feet 3-inch

Hercules before whose mighty "rushes" the can-

vassed eleven like saplings bent ; whose thunder-

ing tones scared the " Crows," even as Dore scared

the rabbit, is now sub-Bun-bearer of this Villa ! !

" Farewell, a long farewell, to all my greatne s."

E. Ellery Anderson,

Pious and meek.

Neglected inviting

The Speaker to speak.

Then Crisp began seeking v

His coat and his hat,

Remarking inquiringly :

"Where am I at?"
—New Ywk TW&une.

PERSONAL.

The Very Rev. Provincial, J. D. Waldron, O.S.

A., paid us a visit last Sunday.

Our Rev. Vice-President L. A.Delurey, O.S. A.,

spent Xmas at the home of his parents in Schagh
ticoke, N. Y.

Rev. M. J. Locke, S.T.L., O.S.A., Professor

of Dogmatic Theology and Philosophy, is the

guest of Fr. Ryan, Andover, Mass.

Rev. J. B. Leonard, O.S. A., until recently

stationed at Schaghticoke, N. Y., but now a Pro-

fessor at the College, is spending the Xmas holi-

days at home in Lawrence, Mass.

D. P. O' Sullivan, Professor of Higher Mathe-

matics, put in a smiling appearance in the class-

room after a week's illness.

Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S. A., for many years

Professor of Latin and Rhetoric at the College, has

been appointed to St. Nicholas' Church, Atlantic

City, N. J. We regret his departure, but, at the

same time, wish him success in his new field of

labor. • .; ^^\., ;..' ^••-
..:\-''A .;;; ;-.:.;'-v^-

;.'.'

Messrs. Ryle and Callahan moved into their new
quarters on the 17th ult. In the evening their

friends from " Philosopher's Flat " stepped in to

congratulate them.

D. J. Dore was called home Friday, December
i6th, on account of his mother's illness.

Rev. J. Ryan, O.S. A., of Andover, Mass.,

favored us with a visit on the 15th inst.

Mr. P. ,S. Flood, a student of St. Charles' Col-

lege, Baltimore, Md. , visited his brother, James
B., on the i8th ult.

We gladly seize this our first opportunity to

thank most heartily Rev. J. J. Brennan of Ivy

Mills for recent substantial favors to the Literary

Institute, Athletic Association and Glee Club.

Messrs. Callahan, Flood, Kerr and Ryle visited

former classmates at Overbrook Seminary last

week, where they were kindly received.

Buckley, for many weeks confined to the in-

firmary, is now filling his old familiar place in the

study-hall.

We congratulate Mr. John T. Shea (residence

'88 and '89) upon his re-election to the Council

Chamber of Cambridge, Mass.

Work on Fr. O'Brien's new parochial residence

at Bryn Mawr is progressing rapidly. We expect

it to be finished bv March i.

Messrs. John and James O'Donnell left for their

home on December 18. Urgent business necessi-

tated their early departure.
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ATHLETICS.

V.A.A.^Owr annual fall day sports took place,

as usual, on the college campus, in the presence of

a large assemblage. All the different events of the

day's programme were well contested, and many
were exceedingly interesting, showing wonderful

improvement among the majority of the con-

testants. The features of the day were O'Don-

nell's throwing the heavy hammer, and Dugan's

standing high jump. ^ '

It was a source of great i egret for the managers

of the field sports that they were compelled to omit

the junior entries, as this year they were expecting

some extraordiuary work from them.

THE SOCIETIES.

V.D.S.—The first December meeting of the Vil-

lanova Debating Society was held in its hall on the

third of that month.

The subject chosen for discussion—Resolved,

"That the Southern States were justified in seced-

ing from the Union"—afforded ample room for

argument pro and con. Messrs. Buckley and

O'Leary for the affirmative, and Messrs. Crowley

and Corr for the negative, conducted the debate in

a most creditable manner.

When it was thrown open to the house many
members took advantage of the opportunity to ex-

press their respective views. After a few hours

the matter assumed such proportions that an all-

night session seemed inevitable. Knowing, how-
ever, that this could not well be, the chairman was
asked to give his decision, but, owing to the late-

ness of the hour and the time required for a reca-
';^ pitulation of the arguments, he was obliged to

postpone it until some future meeting. ;

The members assembled on the 14th for the sec-

ond December meeting, to debate upon the sub-

ject : Resolved, "That the battle of Waterloo had

more influence on the history of the world than the

battle of Gettysburg." Messrs. Harkins and M. J.

Murphy were colleagues on the affirmative side,

and Messrs. Ryle and McDonnell on the negative.

For some time proofs and refutations were in order,

and then, the chairman having made a logical and
impartial summary, decided in favor of the affirma-

tive. The society, having transacted some miscel-

laneous business, adjourned till after the holidays.

F.L./.—ln taking a retrospect of the various

societies, we would fain make mention of one in

which every member who can justly lay claim to

that name, has taken an active part—that is, the

Literary Institute. Great praise is due to the rev-

erend faculty for the many wise improvements

that have been recently made about the library,

but we must likewise offer our congratulations to

the members for keeping up the good work that

the society has ever had in view. The room has

undergone an entire renovation, and now presents

a very attractive appearance. The leading papers

and magazines may be found therein, as well as

the leading college periodicals. Every facility for

quickening perceptions, cultivating tastes and form-

ing close and accurate habits is afforded the stu-

dent, that he may thoroughly equip himself for his

future career. At a special meeting held Thurs-

day, December i, the members, always willing to

evince their gratitude to those who extend a gen- ':[

erous hand to them, unanimously elected Rev. J. v

J. Brennan an honorary member of the society.

Although the society has made great progress since '

last year, it still seems unable to secure the names
of several students which should be found on the

roll of membership. V ^ ^
.,

The Rosary Sodality, so long established and of

such great benefit to our students, has this year

been reorganized with increased membership. Mr.

J. F. Kennedy, O.S. A., its president, is indeed

worthy of praise for the great interest he manifests

in its welfare. The sodality meets every Sunday
morning at 8.45 for the recitation of the rosary.

In addition to this it is pleasing to see so many of

our young men assemble in the Church every

evening to recite this beautiful prayer; and we
hope that their example . may incite others to

assist in this devotion.

««> — ^'

The Students' Retreat. ^

The students' annual retreat commenced on the

evening of December 4, and ended on the Feast of

the Immaculate Conception of B. V. M.

The exercises were conducted by Rev. M. J.

Geraghty, O.S. A., of Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.
;

The students this year manifested more than their

usual fervor on such occasions. The Reverend

Director used to the very best advantage the power

and influence which he possesses over the human
heart. He commanded their attention from the be-

"

ginning and held it to the end. His conferences

were extremely practical, confining his remarks to

such faults as the young in college are most

liable to commit At the close of the exercises the

Reverend Director gave a short and very concise

history of the miraculous picture of Our Mother

of Good Counsel, after which he enrolled all the

new students as members of the "Pious Union."

. He expressed himself in a very satisfactory

manner on the good results of his labor, and left

for his home bearing with him the heart-felt wishes

of all the students.
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SEE
B. F. Owen & Co.,

1416 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY

Pbysicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
^Hf^fiK U/. pi^IC;KITT. Oraduate irj pi?ar/naGy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A PIANO OR ORGAN. BOOKS BOUGHT.
You u/ill ^zve f[\0T)<(y aijd Jiaue a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiAZ PIKNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCCANNEY,

Saddle, Harness Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHILAPELPHIA.
THE BeMORAT studio,
V^v 914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILM.
PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALIi BRANOHKS.
Special Bates in Oroups, also to Colleges aud Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B . HKNSBUHV,

ARTHUR'S
Famous Ice Cream,

ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes, Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice served during the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COMPANY. Your orders
are respectfully solicited.

I. "WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn Bfawr, Pa.

E. K. WILSON &SON,
~"

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

li^iitst-glass ]^00te and ghees
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to, Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^aiicaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will bbU YDIT
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Pimiiture, Carpets Watches,
Jawelry, Ohinaw^are, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.
PHIL. J. WALSH,

28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURD:AY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claims,

fF
you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

. coUectioji of Old Books in Anicrica, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.
.

L-ePCRY'S OLD BOOK STORO,
9 Soutli Xintli Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iAiIG 7VYMKERS,
HAlR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

il^Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals."®a

D. J. GALLAOHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
[':f-^: AND BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

420 Library Street, Philadelphia. ^

Publishers of " AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

miflDOCU ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC
:c;^;';^i. v; : No. 1702 Market Street,,;-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

7v\:ooRe's

Windsor Hotel,
PHILRDELPHm.

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station.

1219-29 l^^ilbert Street. "

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor,
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Streets.

E extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see whatachoice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on liaiid and note tlie Low Prices at,'\vhicli we are

selling. We handle only tlie Best Goods and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

ljb(?ral Dieqoupt to public apd ^Iparitable Ipstitutiops.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS d. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Aueisue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHN J. BYRNES,
DBAI^ER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SHCOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

?Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •»•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH S THEATRE.

prouidept [\fe 9 Jrust ^o.
Of !Pliilndelpliia,

N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made jfayable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble
and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low^ rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders

In Everything Excelled by no othef Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHfRISTIAfl MOORB.-f

LINCOLN PARK,
Popular Famiiy Resort on the Delaware.

Ooncerts by AVannemacber's Military Band. Elegant, Commodious
Speedy and Reliable Steamers; OHAUNCEY VIBBARD.GEORQEANNA,
JOHN" A. WARNER, and ELIZA HANCOCK.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM k SON
PUBLISHERS

J

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPORTBRS OF

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

Nd. bib Arch Street^
PHII.ADEI.PHIA.

Everything at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

^ I^
1630' f/ortl? Ju/elftl? 5tr^<?t, pi?iladelpl7ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMIIVHSTERED.

"Hallahan'9 Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive^

in quality., variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts-, Philadelphia.

P. 1. COLAHAN. '838 MARKET ^
Dealer ip piipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.50 PER BBL.

OMSH OR CREDIT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

GEO. KELLY S^ CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FupqiiiafBlBedding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Phiifidelpbia.

Special Discount to Institutions.
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BOOKS. BOOKB.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, 4^

TScw and Second Hand.
Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi, Thit»teenth Street,

PHlLADBIiPHIA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

^UNDERTMKER.<^
526 NORTH FOURTH STEBET,

:
- v

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale § Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. Rosemont, Pa.

hauling done.

DEALER IN

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Bye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGBNT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's and

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club,rates.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters^

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

Ho. 810 HflCH ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

MODEL POOL AND BILLIARD ROOM,

Tobacco and Cigars,
225 North 8th street, Philadelphia.

WALTER HUTCHINSON, Proprietor.
REDUCED PRICES.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. B Cor Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
18K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty.

LOGUE HATTER

MONEY
REFUNDED.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.

TiM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BLICRSMITIil t lOISI SimiS,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old Lancaster Eond.

Try boston laundry,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTIN PROPRIETOR.

M. A. callanan;
DEAI-ER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Brya Mawr, Pa

THIS SPACE RESERVED
FOR

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

Sporting Goods,
S. E, Cor. 11th & Chestnut Sts.

,

Philadelphia.

M. CALLACHERmm

Practical Harness Maker,

No. 15 North Ninth Street,

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

The Fair
1025 Market Street.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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MOL^ATT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, ha? long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the

^^Vv::;^:^>:^^'^^::v:^ . mother superior.

feoi^ai p. i)Pif)aIl

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

©illK/S

Ji,.

^Illl
10

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls,! 112, 1 114 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

[yj:P£' y':: :v Reading Terminal Market^ 'x-

169,171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2(1 AND CALLOWHILL STS.
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Mater Boni Consilii.

I have seen pictoric treasuies that are priz'd the world over,

Buonarotti's Sistine frescoes and the Urbinite's cartoons
;

I have seen the gorgeous paintings in the palaces that hover,

Near the Arno's placid waters and Venezia's lagoons.

Priceless gems on cloth and plaster, limned by master-hands

artistic,

Deck the walls of Roman churches, of each sanctu'ry and
> hall

;

They are dazzling types of beauty, they've a semblance real-

istic
;

But our Lady of Good Counsel is most beautiful of all.

Yet, it is not that the picture is so masterfully painted
;

There are others far more brilliant, as to color, tint and

shade

:

But there's none so love-inspiring, so madonna-like and

sainted,

As our Lady of Good Counsel, virgin, mother, wife and

niaid.

Low above an altar pendent, 'mid a chapel's gilt recesses,

I have seen this peerless image with its more than human
grace,

And the blue eyes softly beaming, while her hand the child

caresses,

Show a mother's love out-gleaming from the heaven of her

face. r /-.v-..;..-;--^':'4 ,. :

I have knelt before that altar when the votive Mass was ended,

Ere the fragrance of the incense had departed from the

shrine, '':
,,^;x"v.

'.•/':

When the early morning sun-beams with the lamplight softly

blended,

Gave the place a look celestial, made the sanctu'ry divine.

And my soul became expanded in its scope of understanding,

I no longer felt the doubtings that oppressed me heretofore
;

And my heart became enkindled with a love so all-demanding,

That I vow'd my life an off 'ring to my God forevermore.

^M. J. L.

J,,, .^U^rU^tl t, ^oct^Aa,^ ^t <*-.
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Self.

There is one fact which even the indifferent

student of any language cannot fail to note, namely,

that some words express so very little, others so very

much. Excepting the word God in the sense of

Creator, bearing as such a most intimate relation to

all persons and to all things, there is none more

comprehensive, none more expressive than the one

we have chosen for the subject of our essay—the

word self How much of joy and sorrow, of right

and wrong, of success and failure is implied in it !

Whether we wa:ndcr through the whole category

of life's phases to show how extensive is our sub-

ject, or confine ourselves to something more par-

ticular, this all important truth ever confronts us,

that our success or failure depends, in a great

measure, on ourselves. So imiversal as to time

and place has been the knowledge of this impor-

tant truth, that it may be stated with the certainty

of experience, that we succeed or fail, just as we
are true or false in the relations and duties of self

to self and of self to others.

Nosce te ipsiim^ was the rule of the ancients, the

observance of which gave so many holy men to

earth, so many saints to God. Yes, know thyself

ere it be too late, ere thou becomest a burden too

heavy for thine own strength and an object of pity

to thy fellow-man. Know thyself ere that which

was good in thy nature has changed to bad, ere

life's opportunities be spent, life's energies wasted.

Yet 'tis a difficult task. The good and the bad in

our nature are in perpetual conflict. Virtue often

succumbs to vice, and passion as often sways reason.

Appearances mislead us. External things engross

our attention and give us no time to think of our-

selves. This must result in a culpable ignorance

of our own capabilities. Thus it happens many
a bright intellect, many a lovely heart fails to know
its own worth. The priceless gifts with which its

Creator enriched it are abused, nay, cast away,

instead of being cherished and preserved for the

needful day when to possess them would be a joy

. and a comfort.

Nosce ie ipsiiin^ but how difficult ! All of us

have our own peculiar traits and inclinations which
can be understood and mastered only by constant

and thorough study. To understand the character

of others is a minor consideration ; to know our

own is the all important one. This is the princi-

ple of our actions whether good or bad for " the

mould which forms our character is our own con-

ception of ourselves." Ignorance of self but too

often causes the one false step resulting in a life

regret else they might now be happy, who are

eking out a miserable existence, the well meaning,

but mistaken victims of a false calling. As the

Almighty in His own wise ways has distributed His

gifts to some men greater, to others less, it is neces-

sary for all to learn the extent of divine favor in

their behalf, to utilize the talents given them, and

to be ever mindful of the fact that they must one

day render a strict account of all the gifts with

which their Creator enriched them.

Self-knowledge acquired, self-government should

follow. Fortunate is that man who has an accurate

knowledge of self, but immeasurably more so is he

who, conscious of his own strength or weakness,

is capable of self-government,

—

" Man who man would be,

Must rule the empire of himself, in it

Must be supreme, establishing his throne

On vanquish'd will, quelling the anarchy

Of hopes and fears—beirg himself alone."

Reason here is master, passion the slave, and

justly so. Reverse this order, man will fall below

the dignity of man, anarchy and disorder will pre-

vail. It is men in whom reason is master that rule

the world. Their influence for good or evil is

most powerful, just as their reason is based on the

solid foundations of religion or on the weak sophis-

tries of worldlings. As long as religion holds

sway, as long as men are not blinded to the Gospel's

truths and worship God according to the dictates

of their conscience, so long will they go on in the

even tenor of their way fulfilling their true mission

in working out their salvation.

Self in its duties and relations to others bears a

different aspect. Herein is implied charity or

selfishness, zeal for the public welfare or indiffer-

ence to it .
" The proper study of mankind is man, '

'

said Pope, which words suggest to us many a

stern truth, to some "pleasing, to others the reverse.

We may safely assume that in most cases we may
judge men by their deeds. From this assumption we
are forced to realize the unpleasant truth, that

there are many murderers of peace and happiness

in this great world of ours. They are the men
whose greed of wealth, of power, of reputation is

but too often satisfied at the expense of their fellow-

man. They safely defy the human law and con-

tinue in their iniquity with the vain hope that they

may escape the divine. The natural gifts with

which their Creator endowed them are perverted

in their use, and instead of becoming a means of

salvation, become a means of destruction. The
usurer, the heartless landlord, the greedy monopo-

list forgets his obligations to God in his dealings

with his fellow-man. Self is his predominant

thought, God and man are minor considerations.
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If a time should come when reverses will embitter

the lives of these ; when misfortunes, many and
great, will come to them they will suffer the same,

nay. greater torments, than those inflicted on their

victims,

—

,.-•,,'..

" The selfish heart deserves the pain it feels
;

More generous sorrow, while it sinks, exalts,

And conscious virtue mitigates the pang."

Mankind would be better if the opulent would,

in a greater degree, help the deserving poor; if avar-

ice did not prompt so many in their dealings with

their fellow-man; if wealth were not such a pro-

nounced mark of respectability and power. This

betterment of men's condition might not only be

hoped for, but would be realized, if all were

brought to understand the diversity of motives and

variety of situations in the life of each other.

They would then surround themselves with their

neighbor's circumstances, understand better his

condition, and their hearts would go out to him in

all the sincerity of christian love.

These few principles having been carefully con-

sidered, we believe that man will best fulfill his

mission by thoroughly understanding his capabili-

ties ; by placing the restraint of reason on his pas-

sions; and by generating and fostering a love of

God and man. These are matters requiring the

serious attention of each and every one. They are

obligations incumbent upon all, for the Almighty
has not enriched us with His • choicest gifts

that they should be abused ; He has not given

commands that they should be disobeyed. '' Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole heart

and with thy whole soul, and thy neighbor as thy-

self for the lov6 of God." Herein is the whole

duty of man to his Maker, to his fellow-men and
to himself. 'Tis the one duty whose fulfillment

makes life worth living, softens the asperities of

our nature, and renders peaceful, happy and holy

the relations of men to each other and to Got

^--'^'''''"' '•
'^

-Vy
'

St. 'Agnes.

"Cujus pulchrltudinem sol et luna mirantur, ipsi soli servo

.: fidem."

Shall, then, that soul another lover seek,
'•'

Whose Lover's beauty can the sun's outshine,

Whom angels serve, and near Whose throne divine

The heav'nly voices loudest praises speak ?

Blest Agnes, thou hast chosen well thy lot

!

AnJ when the tortures wrench thy youthful frame

And thou dost oft invoke thy Lover's name.

His sweet voice whispers, " Lov'd one, fear thou not !

"

Jan. 21, 1893. C.

Our Lady Among Augustinians.

Evidences or marks of the special honor that

Augustinians pay to the Blessed Virgin can be

traced through the annals of their Order as far

back as the early part of the XHI century.

Here are a few—the chief—of many instances,

related by their chroniclers and historians, in which

may be perceived the spirit of devotion that their

Order has ever borne towards the Mother of

God.

/vW/f.—The oldest form of profession used among
Augustinians, of which there is any authentic

record, is given by Pope Innocent IV, in his bullT-

Adtnonet Nos cura^ which was issued from Perugia

on the XVII kalends of May, in the X year of

his pontificate, that is, in 1253. The bull is ad-

dressed to all the priors and brethren of the Order

of Hermits ; thus runs the title.

Up to this date, it should be premised, Augus-

tinians, in making their act of profes'Jiion, pledged

their obedience to their chief house pri<|)r only, and

not, as at present, to the prior general of the Order.

All their head communities, besides being inde-

pendent of one another, were ruled by local su-

periors-in-chief Thus in Lombardy, there was
one head house, or community ; in Tuscany an-

other, and in the Marches of Ancona a third. There
was not yet in the Order the practice of choosing

general superiors. - i

From the papal bull, that has just been named,
we learn that the following was the form of profes-

sion used by Augustinians in Lombardy and
Emilia up to 1253, to wit: ''''l[fiaine] make my
profession and promise obedience to God, the

Blessed Mary and to thee, the prior of the Hermit
Brethren of St. Mary's of Cesena, and to thy suc-

cessors until death, according to the rule of Blessed

Augustine and the Constitutions of the Brethren of

that place."

The Hermitage of St. Mary's was the chief com-
munity of Augustinians in that part of Italy.

For reasons given in the bull, not necessary to

be stated here, the Pontiff now changes the consti-

tutions of the Order, and requires that all their

houses, which had hitherto been grouped into

independent communities are now to be under one
superior-in-chicf The Order displays a monarch-

"

ical tendency. It was to. have a superior general.

Hence, besides requiring the Hermits to elect a

general, the Pontiff orders that the old form of pro-

fession given above be discontinued and that for

the future the brethren drop their profession of

obedience to the prior of Cesena alone and instead

of his title insert the terms " Prior General of the

Order," a fashion that since that date has remained
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unchanged. This ancient religious usage has been

adduced in order to show that Angustinians, as

early at least as 1253, were wont atthesolejnn con-

secration of their lives to God, at the close of their

novitiate term, to dedicjite themselves in special

manner to the Blessed Virgin also.* ,.

Secondly^ come the feast days in the Augustinian

Order, which are celebrated in honor of God's

Mother. These are as follows, namely,

the Espousals (Jan. 23);

the Purification (Feb. 2);

Our Lady of Purity (Mar. 11);

the Seven Dolors (Ma^. 24);

the Annunciation (Mar. 25);

Our Lady of Good Counsel (Apr. 26)

;

of Succor (May 13);

the Help of Christians (May 24);

;
• - the Most Pure Heart of Mary (June 11);

Our Lady of Grace (June 15);

the Visitation (July 2);

Our Lady of Prodigies (July 9);

ofMt. Carmel (July 16); ^

^^^^^^'^-^ v :^

of Snow (Aug. 5);

of the Assumption (Aug. 15);

of Consolation (Sept. 3);

Our Lady's Nativity (Sept. 8);

the Holy Name of Mary (Sept. 13);

Our Lady of Mercy (Sept. t^); '^^^x-^^:^^^^A^^-^ :

of the Rosary (Oct. i);

Our Lady's Maternity (Oct. 8);

the Seven Dolors (Oct. 15);

the Presentation (Nov. 21);

Our Lady's Patronage (Dec. 5);

her Immaculate Conception (Dec. 8);

theTransferof the Holy House (Dec. 12);

and the Feast of her Expectation (Dec. 18);

On these twenty-seven different feast days

through the year, do Angustinians pay special

honor to the Mother of God, both in their Mass
and their O^ot. : u <:.'^^-.^ -i.y.

'?:.'>'';;-^

Regularly, too, every year do these feasts occur.

But not unfrequently, though at irregular intervals

during certain years, Angustinians keep other days

holy in honor of the Mother of God.

The Constitutions of their Order prescribe that

whenever the Little Office, as it is styled, of the

Blessed Virgin is said in choir, the religious must
read after Compline of the same, a second Office

known technically as the Office of Our Lady of

Grace. This is a pretty devotion, consisting merely
of an Antiphon, three Psalms, three Lections, or

Lessons and of two Responsories.

This same Office of Grace must be said also

*The bull of P. Innocent IV, may be found in the Bullarium
Magnum, under date April 25, 1253.

whenever the usual Friday's Office is of semi-

double rite.

Thirdly.—In the early part of the XIII cen-

tury, (tlieir records on this point go back no further,)

Angustinians wore for their ordinary dress a black

as well as a white habit, black because it was the

color, so it is held, that the holy Augustine, their

founder, wore, and white in honor of the Holy
Virgin.

Pope Gregory IX in his bull

—

Dudum apparuit^

dated from the Lateran Palace on the IX kalends

of April in the XIV year of his pontificate, that is,

in 1 241, expressly mentions the white habit of the

Angustinians, and in 1255, Pope Alexander IV, in

his bull

—

Pia desideria^ addressed to the Prior

General and all the Priors and Hermits of the

Order, requires the brethren to wear, if professed

clerics, a black tunic and a white scapular and if

novices, all white, both tunic and scapular, while

lay brothers are to wear a black tunic, scapular and

capuche.

The white color for t'he dress of the cleric mem-
bers only of the Order was symbolical of the sin-

gular innocence and purity of life that should

accompany those who had entered or were to enter

the sacred priesthood.

Fourthly.—Some time in the XIV century, (it

was about the year 1324,) a papal decree was on the

point of issuing forbidding Angustinians to go in

white. There had been for many years a dispute

between them and the Dominicans, both Orders

claiming exclusive right to dress in white habits, as

had been the custom of- their fore-fathers.

The chief Fathers of the Augustinian Order,

being assembled in chapter at Perugia, made a vow
to the Blessed Virgin that if they were allowed to

continue the wearing of their beloved white habit,

the whole Order would henceforth read every week
in her honor an Office in thanksgiving. The
papal inhibition never appeared. Such was the

origin of the Office de Gratia^ as it is called, that

has been alluded to above.

Three centuries after, the dispute was re-opened

between the two rival Orders, the Dominicans this

time insisting that the Angustinians, if allowed to

wear white, should be required also to wear on
their breast a star, or some similar emblem, by
which they could be recognized by the people and

not confounded with the former. But on October

2, 1603, Pope Clement VIII, put a definite end to

the controversy by deciding that the Angustinians

might continue to dress as had always been their

fashion.

Fifthly.—Among the most ancient hermitages in

the Augustinian Order, chroniclers name several
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that were dedicated to the Mother of God. Such

was the community known as Our Lady of the

Hermitage near Budrioli, in Emilia ; Blessed John

Bonus dwelt here, it is said, in the year 1204 ; then

comes Our Lady of Cesena, also in Emilia, about

the year 1241, and then Our Lady of Monte Ganfri,

in Piceno, in the Marches of Ancona, at a place

named in their annals Colta Montissani. This

third hermitage dates back as early as 1251.

Sixthly.—The wearing of a cincture or girdle is

another sign of the loving attachment that Augus-

tinidns haVe fostered 2Jealously toward the Holy

Virgin. On his entrance into religion, each can-

didate for the Order is handed a leathern girdle to

wear ; it is part of his regular habit and he is not

considered fully dressed should he be without it-

At death this girdle \i buried with him.

The origin of the girdle is as follows : accord-

ing to an ancient tradition in the Augustinian Order,

once upon a time when St. Monica, Augustine's

saintly mother was bowed down with grief at her

son's waywardness, (he was _ yet a stranger to the

Faith,) the Mother of God appeared to her in a

vision and offering her a girdle, such as Augustin-

ians have ever worn, bid her put it on and wear it

in confidence, that Heaven's aid would always be

ready to console her. It was in pursuance of this

tradition—an ancient and steady belief among
Augustinians—that they instituted the feast of Our
Lady of Consolation, their especial and chief

patroness. It is always celebrated on the Sunday
within the Octave of St. Augustine, their Founder.

Seventhly.—At Bologna in Emilia, in 1439, with

the sanction of Pope Eugene IV, was established

in the Augustinian church of St. James Apostle,

the confraternity of Our Lady of the Girdle, and
at Rome, some sixty years after, in 1495, another

confraternity of similar import, under the title of

Our Lady of Consolation. These two societies

were united on June 15, 1575, by Pope Gregory

XIII, under the title of the Cinctured order of

Saints Augustine and Monica.

Eighthly.—The, large number of shrines or

sanctuaries of Our Lady, that have been in the

keeping of Augustinians, besides attesting the

piety of the faithful towards the Mother of God,
go far to show the spirit of zeal among Augustini-

ans in nourishing her honor. In 1707, F. John
Bonus Haydt, a Bavarian Augustinian, published

at Munich a description of sixty celebrated shrines

or sanctuaries of Our Lady, which were attended

by members of his Order. They are to be found
in nearly all the different European states, besides

several that were in Asia and in Sotfth America.
With the exception of a few in Italy, chief of

which is Our Lady of Good Counsel at Genazzano,

tlie others seem to have perished or to have been

abandoned. , , _— /- I'- C. M.

Gens Hiberna.

In St. Peter's Church at Rome, there are, on two

confes>iona]s, inscriptions which cannot be read

without emotion :

—

Gens Hiberna. Gens Polona.

(Irish Nation. Polish Nation.) What does that

mean if not that in the eyes of faith, in the eyes

of the Church, these two sister martyr nations still

live.

—

Irish Faith in America.

The golden hour of setting sun had come to holy Rome,
When I, a homeless exile, first beheld St. Peter's dome

;

That dome majestic, towering o'er the fimous hilltops seven,

That dome that forces eye and heart to soar to highest heaven.

Ad limma Aposloloruin, I passed with reverent tread,

And knelt within that temple of the living and the dead
;

Its 'musical immensities,' I sought not to define,

I only felt that here, indeed, is God's most worthy shrine
;

That here, indeed. His majesty is nobly manifest,

And here His grandest prophecy He has fulfilled and blest;

The 7ues Petrus which within the dome is writ in gold.

The cedificabo ecclesiam which Christ himself foretold.

Meanwhile, sunshine and evening shades had met im mellow

gloom
On lofty shafts and arches grand, above the Apostles' tomb

;

Soon the mystic dim, with vesper hymn, and sacred psalm was

filled.

With rhythmic music, cadence sweet, my throbbing heart was

stilled.

But midst the soothing hush, ere long, I caught an undertone,

The murmured prayer of hundreds, where I thought myself

alone ;

—

I nearer pressed, for still it seemed the faintest breath ot

sound,

A strange discordant harmony from every clime and ground;

For there were prince and peasant, there were every rank and

race.

Hoar crime beside young innocence was kneeling in that

place.

Ah ! there was God's own mercy seat, where sin's strong

chains are riven,

Where Penance weeping hears the words, " Go, thou, in

peace, forgiven."

Confessionals for people who are there from every land.

All pilgrims led to one blest shrineby Faith's unswerving hand.

From Arctic snows, from vine clad bowers, from sun-kissed

east and west.

They solace seek and nourishment from Rome, their mothe

blest. ;/-^-. ;-, ;.y:.;.:,.;r-.,:\:^.; :-:/:i.

Descendants of the old-time Frank meet those of eastern

lands,

Germania's faithful few unite with Spain's unfailing bands;

Columbia's children stalwart grown, from breathing freedom's

air.

Look pitying on while Poland and poor Erin join in prayer.

In prayerfor justice,—Saviour blest! they clasp Thy sacred feet,

Let fall on them thy loving eyes with benediction sweet.

'Mid all their woe and anguish, they have to Thee faithful

stood,

With freedom hiess them, and restore their long lest nation-

hood!,
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They lie before Thee pros'ate now, poor Poland's heart-strings

torn

By Tartan hate, the while her sons in hopeless exile mourn
;

Too worn and feeble e'en to say," Thy will be done, O God !''

With lips all tremulous with woe, she tries to kiss Thy rod.

Beside her, sainted Ireland bends, her brow with thorns

encrowned,
Her mangled, bleeding feet and hands with gyves and fetters

bound

;

Her snowy vesture bloodstained from the spear-wound in her

side ;

—

Most blessed in her semblance to the sacred Crucified.

O Erin, more than martyr ! Thou alone art worthy found

To bear the likeness of our Saviour's every woe and wound
;

Thou hast thine Olive Garden, thine own drear Gethsemane,

Beyond which, heedless of thy grief, lie many a sleeping three.

Ah ! many a Judas-kiss has stained thy pallid virgin cheek,

And many abase denial hast thou heard poor weak ones

speak ;

Thou, many a time, hast suffered from the scourge, the thoim,

the sneer,

And often have thy loved ones fled from thee in grief and fear.

How oft have English Pilates known thee free from sin and

wrong,.

Yet given thee, in thine innocence, o'er to the heartless throngl

How many a heavy cross has been thy bleeding shoulders on!

How many a mother hast thou seen gaze sorrowing on her son !

How often hast thou fallen under loads of pain and woe,

Yet risen patient 'neath the goad that made thee onward go !

Yea, many a cross-crowned Calvary have thy poor feet had to

tread; ..

Death's throes have all been thine, but ne'er the quiet of the

dead.

Ay, truly, more than martyr ! Of thy very soul bereft,

They've torn from thee thy nationhood, then thou hast nothing
'•

left;

That nationhood God gave thee with His life-bestowing breath,

O hapless Erin! what canst thou pray for but endless death ?

Then Erin, like an injured queen, rose with majestic grace,

Prophetic fire upon her lips, its halo round her face
;

In tones of holy triumph spoke, distinct, jet sweet and low,

"O hopeless child of hopeful sires, why mock me in my woe?
'Tis true, I've borne a heavy cross, and worn a thorny crown,
That 'neath my burden and my woe, I've oft been stricken

down
;

But erst, as now, I've sought relief at Jesus' sacred feet,

And ever strength and solace found at this blessed mercy-seat.

My children have been scattered north, and south, and east,

and west,

But love for Faith and Motherland burns ever in their breast

;

And wander whereso'er they may, they ever find a home
In that great Church whose centre blest is here in holy Rome.

" Yes, Poland brave, and Ireland wronged, 'tis true are yet in

chains.

But in the heart of Mother Church our nationhood remains
;

Within this grand basilica, we're yet a nation styled.

Before a tribune sacred where was Justice ne'er defiled."

And then, with swelling bosom. Gens Hiberna there she
showed ;

—

To Gens Polona, Poland pointed while her bright eye glowed.

Again spake Ireland, " True, I have my lone Gethsemane,
But,i'mid its gloom, the heavenly gleam of angel's wings I see-

Go, tell my faithful sons that here, in highest Heaven's sight,

I claim the boon of nationhood, my heritage and right.

I here keep vigil for the dawn—oh ! bid them leave me never,

My dreary night gives way to light—then hope ar.d work
forever."*************

While evening shades enwrapped me round, I piaytd for

morning's gleaming,

And asked of God that when it comes, it shall not find us

dreaming,

But up and ready for the day foretold in song and story,

Which shall reward our country's faith with nationhood's

bright glory. Katharine A- O'Keefe.

Napoleon at St. Helena.

How sad a picture of misfortune the words "Na-
poleon at St. Helena" present to our imagination!

There on that lonely island, on an isolated and

barren rock, removed hundreds of miles from any
civilized habitation, surrounded by the vast waters

of the Atlantic—Napoleon, the marshal-hero of

modern times, is doomed to spend his last days on

earth; a dark picture indeed, contrasted with Napo-

leon clad in the ermine and purple garb of an
Emperor, surrounded with pomp and glory—nW,
even with all Europe as a foot-stool!

The story of the rising and setting of Nappleon's

star of destiny is only too well known; eagerly do

we watch its rising until it reaches that zenith of

glory and grandeur whence are generated those

rays which light up the whole world with letters

of fire, forming that one magic name—Napoleon;

and sorrowfully do we follow it, declining in mag-
nitude, growing fainter and fainter, until at length

it sinks from our vision into the boundless abyss of

space, never to rise again, but never to be forgotten

—-nay, on the contrary to live in the memory of

the world till time shall be no more.

The story of his life, prior to that portion of it

spent in exile, is like that of all great men; he was
one, indeed, upon whom Fortune seems to have

lavished all her gifts and smiles. Born in the

island of Corsica, in 1769, he, at a very early age,

evinced strong inclinations for a military life, and

accordingly was sent to a military school. He had

just completed his education when the French

Revolution broke out, and he immediately proceed-

ed to make practical that which he had received as

theoretical. Rapidly but steadily he rose in the

ranks. The soldiers of France were not slow in

recognizing his wonderful powers as a leader, and

looked up to him as to a man of destiny sent by

Providence to bring order out of the chaos which

Anarchy had established in their beloved country.

So popular did he become that the French author-

ities determined to appoint him to a distant com-

mand, thus ridding themselves of one who might
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endanger tbeir own personal interests. But all in

vain; his undertakings were in every case crowned

with success; and he was recalled with enthusiasm

to become a Director, then First Consul, and finally

Emperor of France.

Never before had France attained such a height

of military glory; nay, even Charlemagne, wiih all

his grandeur and greatness, had never laid such an

empire at his country's feet. But it was an em-

pire of short duration; hardly had eleven years

passed over it when weighed down by its own im-

mensity, it tottered and fell. With the downfall of

his empire all his plans and hopes of the future

were destroyed; nay, even it seems that his own
life was crushed, his hitherto undaunted spirit for-

ever broken. Surely it was not the Napoleon of

former days that surrendered himself to the English

without making one effort to drive back the vast

armies of United Europe which compelled him to

leave his beloved France!

Napoleon an exile at St. Helena ! The aston-

ished world could scarcely believe it, could not

realize it at all. Who would have thought that the

genial English nation would treat Napoleon so

treacherously and shamefully ; that it would treat

an Emperor, even though he were deposed, more
like a felon than a royal prisoner? But they to

whom he had entrusted his life betrayed their trust

and tp St. Helena's distant shores he was doomed
to go.

Now indeed is it that his real sorrows begin.

There on those lonely reefs,like Prometheus of old.

Napoleon, sad and weary, thousands of miles from

his friends, surrounded by enemies, an exile and

prisoner—stands, with folded arms, watching the

huge billows of the Atlantic as they dash against

the unshaken rocks. Suddenly a tableau of his

former glory arises before him, and once more in

spirit he is crossing the Alps—he views the

battles as if from Tabor's Holy Mount; now he is

the proud victor of Austerlitz—he* sees all Austria

at his feet; now he is driving the Germans head-

long from their possessions; he passes under the

triumphal arch at Paris greeted with the shouts of

Vive r Empereur ! Vive I'Empereur ! Now he

is marshalling his forces for a final charge on

Waterloo's disastrous field; he sees the perfidy of

one of his generals, his men^defeated, diminished,

weary and scattered, flying in all directions, then

the fearful storm that had burst upon himself—

a

storm of rage and hate that had left him stranded

high and dry in the midst of the broad Atlantic.

Can we wonder that, as he gazes at these pictures

of his former valor and pride, his brow becomes
darkened, his eyes flash forth revenge and hatred

;

that bitter, black despair consu^mes his mighty soul

that knows too well how ineffectual are its struggles

against the cruel, iron hand of Fate?

Six long and dreary years Napoleon lived at St.

Helena, and there in i82i,in the fifty-third year of

his age, he died. A strange coincidence indeed,

that he who had taken his beginning, as it were,

from the depths of the sea, and had gone forth to

astonish the whole world by his exploits of glory

and renown, seems to have been called back from

this vast amphitheatre to seek a last resting place

in its dark and deep blue waters.

J. F. Keleher, '93.

:\:'^ ;:;;;:'/;:.: Milton. ^^"^'^-'

With reverend steps, knowing my need of worth,

I come to one of England's graves where rests

Majestic Song's most noble bard who sang
" Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme."

Milton! before whose shrine I humbly stand,

At thought of thee resound in memory's cells

The sweet, sad echoes of the misty past.

When love and pity filled my youthful heart

With grief and indignation for the wrongs
Which thou, grown old in years and service long

Wast made to suffer from ungrateful man.

Ah ! little recked they in their madd'ning rage

The worth of him upon whose noble brow,

Where wisdom sat enthroned, they poured
The vials of their wanton wrath in vain

;

Yes, all in vain ; for persecution's weight

Could never break that strong and constant heart

That ever pulsed with love of liberty.

Imprisoned in a lonely dungeon cell

His body captive, but his spirit free

To roam where'er it willed on earthly shores

Or down in hell's abysmal awful depths

Or e'en 'mid scenes celestial where He dwells,

The Uncreated One who made all things.

That soul was far too great for power of man
To-humble

;
grandly might he from on high

Look down upon his little foes and smile.

But yet he deeply felt—as who could not

—

Their base ingratitude. Within his soul

There burned for them a love unquenchable.

'How yearningly he wished that they might see

Their own sad errors and be free indeed

From vice, corruption, base, unmanly strife

And tyrant kings—of evils worst of all.

But 'twas not so to be, at least not then
;

Long afterwards they learned that he was right.

That he was always man's most faithful friend.

But all too late for him—nor peace of heart

Nor consolation to his mind it brought

For he had passed away. Yet England's love

That cherishes the best and noblest of her sons

In memory undying, soon atoned

To an indignant world this fearful wrong
And Milton sleeps within an honored tomb
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EBITOBIAIS.

Encouraged by the many commendatory letters

which we have received and by the cordial recep-

tion extended to our College Journal, we despatch

the second number of our monthly with renewed

and increased energy, and devoid of the fear and

doubt necessarily accompanying our maiden effort.

We are well aware that it is far from the purpose

in editing a paper to sing one's own praises.

It is sufficient to say that in the many letters re-

ceived from our friends and patrons, a bright future

has been predicted for us. These tokens of esteem,

especially from graduates and former students of

our college, have proven no inconsiderable factor

in urging us to further efforts. Yet, we expect

that each student will contribute his aid toward
realizing our fond hopes of making every succes-

sive copy of the Monthly surpass its predecessor in

literary merit. Of course we are well aware that

the sought-for prominence in college journalism

cannot be attained on our first or even our twenty-

first appearance; but remembering that labor omnia
vincit^ and that a diligent application to the task

before us will insure success, the approval of our

efforts may be considered as well deserved.

Let all our under-graduates who cherish a

particular attachment for the study of our mother

tongue, bear in mind that a golden opportunity is

offered them in the way of a well stocked library,

which contains all that is necessary for acquiring

correctness and fluency of expression. Classical,

mathematical or scientific studies may possess

manifold advantages ; but far surpassing these, and

first in order, is a proper and perfect acquaintance

"with one's vernacular. lyiberally, then, patronize

the library so kindly placed at your disposal, and

by the earnest perusal of the standard authors,

become familiar with all that is beautiful and good

in our language. In years to come, when your

connection with Alma Mater will have been

-^severed, you will esteem this as one of the most

precious mental ornaments moulded in her work-

shop of learning.

Ere this, our second number, will be presented

to the public another half year of college life will

have passed away. It will exist only in memory,
bringing to some pleasure at the thought of a well

spent term, to others regret for time unappreciated

aud mis-spent. Those who have made use of the

opportunities afforded for intellectual training have

not gone unrewarded, as the results of the recent

examinations will attest. On the other hand,

' those who have been negligent in their application

'to study will be forced to accept the inevitable.

However, this consolation remains for them, that

it is in their power to make good, in some measure,

the time that they have lost, by a more assiduous

attention to the books which they were wont to

use with considerable reluctance.

Just as it is customary at the beginning of a new
year to make some good resolutions and earnestly

strive to meet their obligations, so at the opening

of a school term it is eminently proper to deter-

mine a course of action for one's own advancement

in the pursuit of knowledge, so that when our

college career is ended, a retrospective view will

be a source rather of pleasure than regret.

Owing to the extensive preparations under way
for celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the open-

ing ofour college, the concert of Feb. 14th will be the

only entertainment given at the college this year.

We earnestly exhort the students to use their best

endeavors to please our patrons and thereby make
the event a grand success.
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MATHEMATICAL CLAS6.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

m itical work are respectfully invited to send pobltme,

queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficultes they may-

encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such com-nunications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLivAN, Villanova College.

6.—Construct a triangle, being given the three

medians.

Solution by C S.

Let «, b^ c be the medians of a A- It is required

to construct it.

Construct a A ABC, having AB=l «, BC=i b,

and CA=l c. Bisect BC into £>. Join AD and
produce it to E, so that DE=AD. Produce CB
to F, and make BF=BC]: oin AF, EF. AFE
is the A required.

£b -

c

Join EB, and produce it to meet AFin H. Pro-
duce AB to meet EF\n G. Join CE. Now, since

AD=DE, and BD=CD, ABEC is a parallelo-

gram ; .
•. BH\s

II
to AC. Hence AF is bisected

in H. Similarly, FE is bisected in G, and AE is

bisected \nD. .'. AG, DF, EH are medians.
.-. AB^2 BG\ but AB=l^\ .: AG=a. Simi-
larly it may be shown that FI)=by and EH:=c.

7.—Find the path of a billiard ball started from
a given point, which, after being reflected from
the four sides of the table, will pass through
another given point.

Solution by M. A. Tierney, Class '93.

Let ABCD be the billiard table. E the point
from which the ball starts, and /^ the point through
which it will pass.
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lo.'—The radius of a sphere is 7 feet; what is the

volume of a wedge whose angle is 36° ?

Solution by Jer. J. Crowley. Class '94.

Let L = area of line

S = surface of sphere

Then^=.^^^-I.
S 360° 10

S = 4 ?r R^=4 X ^— X 49=616 square feet.
^- [-::',:--. 7

-:—== - . *. L=6i5 square feet='^—square feet.
616 10 5

/:=^ RL= ^X 7 X l^=':}^L^iA,'>^^<,i^.

^solidity of wedge.
2 2

Note, —We put - =oue of the values of",
-:-

. 7 .

II.—Find the value of ;f in the equation
4 2 4 2

x'^—4;t:^-f .r~'M-4-^""^=—4-

Solution by J. F. O' Leary. Class '94.

A- .5 A- i

since x'-^—2+ 4=(x

both sides we get

2) . By adding — 2 to

I I
{xl— o)

—4{x'-^— 2)=—V. Complete the square

(-^'-io)-2 y y,

{x^—\)=\y2 or 2 y2

4 22
2;^:j—2=3.a:-' or 5.r

^

4 2

Clear of fractions.

2X-'-
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Jerry's "Tabby" has become the proud and
happy parent of two bright and interesting kittens.

All are doing well.

The big six were addressed rather sternly by one
high in authority.

George, did you get up with the rest? Yes, but
I was not rested.

When coming to our sanctum
"Points" and news providing.

Drop a Nick-el in the slot

And see some fancy gliding.

Was it not an optical illusion when he saw Oliver

Optics house on the left ?

On entering the smoker, advance cautiously and
give the countersign—There's a Pickett on guard.

"Don't leave your seats until recreation begins,

and recreation does not begin until you are in the

corridor." '"''''.".;;,,

The strain of his story is changeS^ Now 'tis

"When I was home Christmas," with "When I

was at Toronto" served as a side dish.

A reason I ne'er could discover

Why sorrow unbidden should stay
;

Nor (though I thought oyer and over)

Why Barney unbidden shouM play. '

Exercise your lung powers Trix. You'll be an

auctioneer some day, if not a vender of hot-

tomollies.

The Columbian class in U. S. History informed

us that Philadelphia was quietly settled by Wm.
Peun in 1682. The peaceful stillness (so say aliens)

has never since been broken.

The rehearsal over he reached for his coat,

He's going to be escort—his joy you might note;

But (alas for his plans) the coat was not there,

And another took P— home while John tore his

hair.

A Threnody. S^':i^^-^;v":^:-::vv::,;>;^

V Weather cold

':: -; :';.; Ice thin;

Boy bold

Falls in.

Loud shout

Water chill

Boy out

Very ill.

Doctor called

Boy in bed

Called again

Boy fled.

-**.

'

PERSONALS.

After two weeks' vacation, the students invigor-

ated in mind and body, fill once more their respec-

tive places.

Mr. Edward J. Bruen, of Philadelphia, recently

spent a few very pleasant hours with his friend,

T. P. Callahan.

Mr. J. Carroll, of Philadelphia, and his brother,

E. M. Carroll, of Epiphany College, Baltimore,

were entertained by their friends, Messrs. Kerr and

Flood.

On Monday, the 23d ult. , Rev. J. Curran, of

Schaghticoke, N. Y.
,
paid a short visit to the

College.

Messrs. B. J. O'Donnell and J. Murphy, recently

enjoyed a sleigh ride to Downingtown, the home
of the latter.

Mr. McGee, of Camden, N. J., the first student

of our College and one of its first graduates, paid

the Faculty a visit on the 22d ult.

Mr. B. J. Corr, Sr. and the Misses K. and M.
Corr, were lately the guests of B. J. Corr, Jr.

A grand hop under the guspices of the Villanova

T. A. B. Society, will be given at Ardmore on

February loth.

It affords us much pleasure to see Rev. Father

McFadden once more able to participate in the

games of the younger students.

Mr. George Buckley, on account of failing sight,

has deemed it necessary to consult an optician.

Miss Ida M. Erickson recently spent an after-

noon with her brothers, Joe and Will.

We are pleased to learn of Prof. Motley's suc-

cess at the Patent Ofiice.

Mr. D. Monaghan, of Shenandoah, visited his

son Richard on January 24th.

With pleasure we notice that Mr. T. J. Lee is

again convalescent, after a few days spent in the

infirmary.

Prof. G. J. Corrie is training several of the stu-

dents for their appearance at the musicale on
February 14th.

We are indebted to Revs. Fr. Field, of Green-

wich, N. Y. ; Fr. O'Reilly, of Lawrence, Mass.;

Fr. Murphy, of St. Augustine's, Philadelphia, and
Fr. Emmett, ofWaterford, N. Y., for the interest

they have taken in introducing the Monthly.

Mr. J. Kelly, spent Sunday, January 22, with

his sons, Chas. and Jos., of the junior department.

On February 14th, a lecture by vS. Edwin
Megargee, Esq., of Philadelphia, and a concert by

the students of our College, will be given in the

College hall.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V.L.L On Thursday, January 12th, the Insti-

tute resumed business for the new year. All had

returned from their short vacation and were present

in full numbers. Three new members were admit-

ted and the following officers were elected for the

ensuing term : Mr. J. J. Farrell, O. S.A., President;

Messrs. M. A. Tierney and T. P. Callahan, Vice-

Presidents ; Mr. W. J. Parker, Rec. Sec; Mr. T.

J. Fitzgerald, Fin. Sec; Mr. J. J. Ryle, Serg't-at-

Arms; Messrs. B. J. O'Donnell, M.J. Murphy, J.

F. O'Leary and E. J. Murtagh, Directors.

The thanks of the Institute are due to the

officers of the past term for the efficient manner in

which they performed their several functions. We
would exhort the new board to be as earnest as the

old in the discharge of its duty, by which means

the Institute will continue to hold the place of

honor which has so far been its laudable and con-

stant aim.

V.D.S.—On- Wednesday evening, Jan. 25th, the

society assembled in the debating hall to determine

whether the Press has been a greater benefactor to

mankind than Steam. Although an old question

and one many a time debated it was discussed in such

a way as to make it most interesting. Messrs. R. G.

Kerr and J. E. O'Donnell presented some very

forcible arguments in favor of the affirmative

which were effectually refuted by Messrs. J. P.

Flood and T. J. lyce, the champions of the nega-

tive. The debate was enjoyed by all present and

especial credit is due to Messrs Flood and I/ce for

the masterly way in which they handled the sub-

ject. The chairman rendered his decision in favor

of the negative. ;;':.' v-v^;"

The participants in the next debate will be

Messrs. J. F. Kelleher andT. J. Fitzgerald for the

affirmative ; Messrs. W. J. Parker and M. A. Tier-

ney for the negative. Subject—Should Canada be

annexed to the United States?

At a special meeting held Jan. 27th, the semi-

annual election of officers took place. The follow-

ing are the new officers : Pres., Rev. L. A. Delurey,

O.S.A.; Vice-Pres., Mr. W. J. Parker; Sec, Mr.

J. E. O'Donnell ; Serg't. at Arms, Mr. A. J. Plun-

kett ; Literary Committee, Messrs. M. A. Tierney,

T. J. Fitzgerald and J. F. Kelleher. .

Glee Club—The Glee Club is in a very prosper-

ous condition. The treasury is adequate for all

demands made on it and the members are ever

ready to give their services when called upon.

They will give a grand concert on the 14th inst.,

under the direction of Prof. G. J. Corrie.

EXCHANGES.

j

It is indeed a source of great pleasure to us who

{

so recently have taken a stand in the journalistic

field to welcome as an exchange the Fordham
Monthly. Judging from the care with which the

matter of the Monthly is arranged, and from the

high merit of its literature, it is. evident that the

staffof ninety-three means not only to maintain, but

to increase the excellent reputation which that

journal has hitherto borne.

The January number of the Georgetown College

Journal is a magazine of great literary merit. Its

editorials are well chosen and written in an instruc-

tive and interesting manner. Its exchanges bear

the mark of careful consideration and impartial

criticism, and in fine, the neatness of style with

which the Journal is placed before its readers can-

not fail to meet with approval.

The student who loves a neat and spicy college

journal cannot do better than spend a portion of

his valuable time in a careful perusal of the

Niagara Index for January. The article on "Silk "

is especially instructive, and the poems, "The
Passing of the Year," and the "Dying Year" are

filled with a pathos well suited for mourning the

departure of the dear old year.

The Manitoba College Journal holds no unim-

portant place among our exchanges, and we do not

hesitate to pronounce it a tasty and well edited

journal. Semper Floreat.

We gladly take this opportunity to acknowledge

our receipt of the January number of The Athe-

naeum among our exchanges. In reviewing this

excellent journal nothing pleased us so much as

the editorial entitled Examinations, which is a

well written article, and deserves the attention of

all the readers of the periodical.

We give our sincere thanks to the exchange

editor of the Doane Owl for his promptness in an-

swering our invitation, and each month shall see

us anxiously awaiting the appearance of the Owl
in our sanctum.

To the editors of St. Mary's Sentinel, one of

our earliest visitors, we extend our congratulations

for the neat and careful manner in which the paper

is arranged, and more especially for the praise that

belongs to it on accpunt of its exquisite literature

which easily enables it to take a position in the

foremost ranks of college journalism. The two
articles headed respectively "Some Observatiofts

on American Morals," and " Some of the Causes of

American Progress " are well worthy the attention

of the reader.
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co.,
1 41 6 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You will 5a^6 [T\OT)<iy apd )^auc a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiAi PIKNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCCANNEY,

PH75CTICKI-1

Saddle, Harness l Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHILADBLPHIA. "

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRABTCHSS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H, 3 . HKNSBURV,

ARTHUR~
"^

Famous Ice Cream,
ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes. Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice served during the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COMPANY. Your o.ders
are respectfully solicited'.

I. WARNER ARTHUR, ;

Bryn Slavrr, P».

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Ji^ii|st-^las§ 1^00te and §hees^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcT Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will seU YDU
$10.00 worth of Olothingr, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewehy, Chinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.
PHIL. J. WALSH,

28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A if the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claims.

Pbysioians' Prescriptions Accurately Coiupounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^NK U/. PRIC;KITT. Craduate iq pipar/nacy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.

L-eKRV'S OI-D BOOK STORO,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VTAKERS,
1^ HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'^tl

"wm:. E. HINOH,
caiNDoai ••• GLiflss,
WHITE LEAQ, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Pr inte rs , Pub 1 ishe r

s

And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationary.

^ 420 Library Street, Philadelphia.

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

;.;v-'v>:v3;?;:'i^;--;.,"v^ $3.50 Per Annum. '

TVYOORE'S

WINDSOR HOTELf
':,::0:j:

.
: philhdelphih.

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

,-H^-^-^rr Blocks from Broad Street Station. -' / "' ,

'

1219-29 Filbert Street. .

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market streets.

K exleiKi an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice

. selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

tjb^ral Di8(;oupt to public ai^d <?l?aritable Ipstitutior^s.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

.'-';\'/ PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clottimg, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Laisgaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
:

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOIVO STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHI.^."

WILLIAM J. REED, ^
DEALER IN

»Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas,?-
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept IJfe 9 Jrtist <^o.
A:, ^ ., ; Of Philadelphia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40 T-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can he made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment. v . : v

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders.

In Eyerything E^eelled by no othef Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

OBLINQER PR05. & C?.,

FACTORY, LANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 164 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

M'liolesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM k SON
PUBLISHERS J

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,
Nd. bib Arch. Street^

PHII.ADEI.PHIA.
JSverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

^DENTIST^^
1630 liorti) Tu;elftl? 3tr(?(?t, pi?ilade,lpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Oiir stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive.,

in quality., variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. J. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FIvOUR, #5.50 PER BBL.
"~ CMSH OR OReDIT.

BUY YOUR GOODS
FROM

GEO. KELLY & CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..
, ,..^,-

On Bill of $10— $1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

""dANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Fupqilifli'eiBEdding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

hove Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institutions.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Streets.

E extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton. Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have conatantly on hand and note the Low Prices at whieli we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the" Lowest in the City. Coine, see for

' yourself.

^jb^ral Di8(;oupt to public aipd <?l7aritable Ipstitutioijs.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clottimg, Hats and Caps;

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHlsr J. BYRISrES,
DIEAI.,ER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

^•Fine Hats, Gaps and Umbrellas,?-
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept Ijfe 9 Jrust <^o.
' -

: Of Fliiln delpliia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

ISSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

1 which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment. \

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders.

In Everything H^decllcd by no other Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f cHRiSTiAfi Moot^e.-f

OBLINQER PK05. & Qo.,

FACTORY, LANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 164 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wholesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM $ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPOUTKUS OF '

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,
ITd. bib Arch Street,

PHII<ADHI.PHIA,
Hverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

^DENTIST*
1630 jv/ortl? Tu/elftl? 5tr(?^t, pi?iladejpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
024r stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive

^

in quality., variety and price.
"^"^

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P, L COLAHAM, 1838 market st!

Dealer ip pipe (lroeerie$.

BEST BRANDS OF FI,OUR, ^5.50 PER BBL.
""^ CKSH OR OREDIT.

BUY YOUR GOODS
FROM

GEO. KELLY & CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERM S ON LARGE PURCHASES.

"dANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Fupqiliui'elBeddiDg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

hove Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institutions.
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WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. B. Oor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

123B MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•Oi-TEXT BOOKS, -t^

:Ne'w and Second Hand. t,

Have constantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books,

Libraries and small parcels of Books
- purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi* Thii»teeoth Street,

PHlIiADKIiPHIA, PA.

' CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MHRT. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale § Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Av/enue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAUI.ING DONE.

•*-vr. "W". FI^^3s^oIS^«'
DEALBB IN

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGENT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

LKNC75STER KiZB.. KRDTU^ORE. F=>K.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING,

rio. 810 l^RCE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

fflODEL POOL A«D BILLIARD ROOM,

Tobacco and Cigat^s,
225 North 8th Street, Philadelphia.

WALTER HUTCHINSON, Proprietor.
REDUCED PRICES.

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BLICISMITRS I lOISE SIOEH,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old JLancaster Road.

Try boston laundry,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTIN PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

':a^j^

1025 Market St.,

Sells everything needed

for the Table) Kitchen and

Household at halfother's
prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprisingr? Wonderful ? Yet True I !

Standard Text Books.
Wentworth's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenoiigli's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

. Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's L/anguage Lessons.

PUBlilSHH^S,
70 Fifth Avenue N. T. - - - T. B. Lawler, Agent.

"""""""""""""""^
M. GALLAGHER,

PRACTICAI,

15 U. 9th St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.~^
H. MUHR'S SONS,

41-Je iA£eLe R s-k^
Dliamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 729 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches; 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

Avenue du Sud, Amherst.

4FUNERAL DIRECTOR
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

«ff- Personal attention day oj night.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Acadcni}', conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.

horr^ai) p. (irinall
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry^
^^^^^^^^^^ §

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 114 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

; Reading Terminal Market. " >

169,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts.

Philadklphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything ia

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

r^ UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
> / '' Outing and Yachting.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOQUE.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
108 Madlaon St. »43 Broadway. 103% CKeatnnt St.

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED
THAT THE HBADQUARTEBS FOB

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON St CO.'S,
1228 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.~ BELLAK'S, ^.

PIANOStfORGANS
1129 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

#
MAKERS AND DESIGNERS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

,^
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.L. KINDS OF STAGK IffAKK UP, TIGHTS &.C.

121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

MOTLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER

FOR WINDOWS
o. .An ,, ,Rr,^

- NEW OR OLD.
Patented Dec. 13, 189?.

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc. Also for Window Screens and

Sliding Blinds. Send for Circular

PETER MOTLEY, ^^*> ""'' ^^'^ "°"a.&efpgU p,.

McCONAGHY BROTHERS,
NEAR ST. DENIS' CHURCH.

Carpenters Builders.
All work Promptly and Neatly done.

p. O. Address, Af^DJWOI^B, PA.
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Vol. I. Villanova College, M^arcli, 1893. No. 3.

Ode to St. Thomas Aquinas.

I.' .

Reflection of diviner light,

Far shining from the ages dim,

Thou beacon fixed on Error's height,

To guide the soul through breakers grim,

Thy gentle eye of truthful mien,

Beams forth like dews on meadows seen—
The offspring of a ne\y day's birth

lyight settling on the gladdened earth.

Cast in ascetic mould, thy soul

Peered through Life's deep, sad river winding,

Where captive human hearts, the goal

Of Heaven had lost, and Hell was finding.

Resolved that God should have His own.

It cast off Earth's quick, fading crown.

And by meek sacrifice and prayer

Did choose and wear till Death, that golden crown

more rare.

III.^
;

When smiling Nature gave to him,

Full honors, riches, titles fair.

Spurned he these shadowy treasures dim

That bring temptation, endless care
;

For, other wealth that never flees,

Delight of hearts sore ill at ease, v

:

Claimed for its own, the immortal mind,

Which clearly saw the good that hid these gifts

behind.
IV. -^''---v^.:

Calm peace of hermit cell it sought.

And there the soul's own heavenly power

A mansion rich, ethereal wrought.

That-proved for it the happiest dower.

Close friendship with its being held.

Pride's baser promptings were expelled,

And from the depths of Heaven, the mind

Drew forth the strength, on Earth it vainly searched to

find.

V,

Great angel of the schools, thy name

Lives on while nations have their death.

Thy heritage of good, thy fame,

Is part and parceLof our Faith.

For shuddering at thy piercing light

The hosts of Error soon take flig^ht,

Aa well in this advancing age.

As when the misty night obscured fair Wisdom's page.

.^ .

VI.

We hail thee from this humbler sphere.

And though in faith and holy truth

,

We ne'er can gain that reason clear

That gave to thee perennial youth.

Bright when Life's evening closed amain,

Inspiring as its earlier reign.

Still lead us through the cloudy day.

Shine forth thy reason now, on this our blinding

way.

VII.

LIGHT of our Church, calm love we bear

On this glad Festal of thy birth.

Thou to whom Heaven did once appear.

As meekly bowed thy head to Earth,

Defender of that sacred form,

How sweetly through the World's wild storm,

Spake with kind speech, our Blessed Lord,

As beaming on thy face He praised thy wisdom's

word.
VIII.

As long drawn years are gathered to their fold.

Like flocks home-wandering in the silent eve.

Thy widespread fame, not ©fa conqueror bold.

But holy as the soul can e'er conceive.

More lustrous still shall grow. And they

Who laughed to scorn the morning ray.

Shall gather with the night, to view

The brilliant light that streams o'er all the Heavens
blue.

IX.

The hastening day has come at last, and thee

Long in sweet memory we shall treasure dear,

As pointing out, like beacon lamp at sea.

With steady gleam, the threatening rocks that rear

Where Scylla waits for mariners lost by wave,

To hurl them to a sad and early grave.

And beckoning on, still farther down, where sunny

pathways rove.

Abodes of peace and joy from God's immeasurable

love. J. H. Flannery.
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"To Be Is Better Far Than Not To Be."

Existence ! What order, what beauty and what

sublimity are contained in that single word!

Whether we consider the rippling brook as it

courses through the fertile valley or the surging

cataract as it plunges over jagged rocks ; the

slender flowers that grow upon the river's banks,

or the gigantic forests that crown the mountain

tops ; the tiny ant that builds its fragile pile of dust-

atoms, or the mighty lion that roams with majestic

tread through the defiles of his native jungles ; in

all we behold the order, the beauty, the sublimity

of life. But in man who occupies the highest

place in the order of earthly creation, man, en-

dowed with reason and free-will, the pride of

nature and the noblest work of the Creator, are

these qualities seen in the greatest perfection, and

no better example can be produced to show that

existence is a priceless gift and one of the greatest

blessings that God could bestow.

Existence is because God is. All forces and act-

ive powers emanate from God the immutable and

absolute E^is^ and these forces and powers, extend -

ing throughout space under a million various

degrees and forms, virtually declare His being.

It is therefore in the unity and unchangeableness

of God that man is enabled to find the link which

binds him to the past.
'

' Not to be " is nothing and '

' nothing '

' is inde-

finable ; nevertheless we know that one non-exist-

ence implies an eternal unconsciousness of the

beauty of nature and of God ; of the earth repos-

ing amid the snows of winter or clad in the ver-

dure of spring, smiling in the brightness of sum-
mer or laden with the fruits of autumn ; of the

glories of sunrise or sunset—of the immensity of

the sea and of the skies filled with worlds innu-

merable, wafting the imagination beyond earthly

things into the vast creation of God.^ ^^

But for man to exist, on the contrary, is not only

to see but to form a part of nature's beauty, to

view with pride the dignity of his own works, the

marts of commerce and the splendid halls of science

and religion ; the ocean studded with masts, the

valleys smiling with harvests ; and his own proud

form as he moves about to direct and govern all.

Moreover, there is the consciousness of possessing

powers and faculties of soul and body which pecu-

liarly fit him for his high station here on earth, and
which also sanction his aspirations for immor-
tality. No wonder that Shakespeare cried out as

if in ecstasy, "What a piece of work is man ! How
noble in reason ! how infinite in faculties ! in form
and moving, how express and admirable ! in

action, how like an angel ! in apprehension, how
like a God!" v „.,..,,:. .

Think, oh ungrateful man, of the wondrous
gift bestowed upon you by God in creating you

like unto Himself, and in ordering that all other

created things should be subservient to your will

!

Think of the great habitation He has given to

you, and the gorgeous manner in which He has

furnished it. And, above all, think of the inesti-

mable blessing with which He has enriched you

in placing within your reach an immortal inheri-

tance and a share in His own eternity.

No one has ever yet seriously doubted whether

it is better to have lived than not to have lived

at all, until he has begun to be dissatisfied with

life. But even of these, only a few, comparatively

speaking,have deliberately concluded that for them,

at least, it would have been better if they had not

lived at all. The premises, however, of this con-

clusion are supplied by themselves. They have

abused the gift of life ; vicious habits have hard-

ened their hearts forever against the sweet and

tender emotions that should constitute ito joy and

happiness ; reason is no longer the influencing

principle of their actions, but rather madness, and

health and strength have at last succumbed to

hopeless disease and irremediable pain. Then
they say with the evil one

:

" Better end here unborn. Why is Life given

To be thus wrested from us ? rather why
Obtruded on us thus ? who, if we knew
What we receive, would either not accept

V Life offer'd, or soon beg to lay it down,

Glad to be so dismiss'd in Peace."

For the rest, miserable though their existence

may be, yet there is a something which inspires

them to live on, a something which deters them

from destroying that life which was given into

their charge, a something which keeps them from

abject despair, which, is either

" the dread of something after death

—

The undiscovered country, from whose bourne

No traveler returns—puzzles the will,

And makes us rather bear those ills we have

Than fly to others that we know not of,"

or far better, the hope in God's infinite mercy.

If, then, there is some comfort and consolation

even in the most wretched life, what joy and hap-

piness must there not be in a just and moral life
;

a life that is spent in obedience to the law of God,

in seeking our own good and the good of our

fellow-men. Such a life is worthy of man's noblest

ambition, and although he may not be able to

realize it in all its perfection, nevertheless he may
constantly strive toward it by treading the path

of highest duty, and, having placed his confidence

in "the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eter-

nity," hear at last from His own lips the welcome

words "Well done."
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?

We may conclude, therefore, that no matter in

what condition or circumstances a man may be

placed, his life is worth living, that it was better

for him to have lived and suffered than not to

have lived at all.

M. A. TiKRNKY, '93.

Our Lady of Childbirth.*

In the Church of St. Augustine, at Rome, is a

statue of the Blessed Virgin, commonly known as

the Madonna di S. Agostino, or from the Divine

Infant which she supports on her knee, del Parto,

that is Our Lady of St. Augustine or of Childbirth.

The origin of this latter title is due to the aid

which the pious suppliants of Mary derive at the

time of their approaching motherhood.

Earlier titles of this statue were the Madonna
del Sasso—it was the only statue 0/ stone in the

Church—and the Madonna grande, so styled on

account of its size. -

On one's entering the Church of St. Augustine,

he sees this statue at the right hand side of the

main door, a position it has held since the time of

its erection, about the year 1516.^

The statue is the work of Giacomo Tatti—

a

sculptor of repute of Florence, who was also

known as Sansovino from his life-long attachment

to Andrea Contucci, his beloved master in the

art, who was a native of Sansovino in Tuscany,

whence his appellative. It was carved and erected

in the Church of St. Augustine at the expense of

the Martelli family, formerly of Florence, but now
residents at Rome in the Via dell' Orso in the

parish limits of St. Augustine. Their special pur-

pose in so adorning this Church was to have the

Mother of God as guardian of their family tomb,

which was erected in the same Church on the

left hand side of the main door, just opposite the

statute. The Madonna is of white Carrara marble
;

it represents the Divine Mother of somewhat larger

size than life, and seated with a wide spreading veil

reaching from her head to the ground ; this falls

in graceful folds over her left arm and thence to

her feet which it partly conceals. The Holy
Mother is represented with a dignified yet most
winsome air ; in every feature beams the graceful

majesty of her divine motherhood, as conferred on
her by her Divine Child, whom she is tenderly

holding on her knee and encircling with her left

* The main points in this sketch have been drawn from the

Cenni Storici della Madonna di S. Agostino., by Fr. Vincent

Cretoni O.S.A., Rome, 1870. This is a small book of 155

pages, in which the erudite Augustinian has described the

chief art treasures of the famous Church of St. Augustine, at

Rome.

arm. The Mother seems to smile on the gazer, as

if to invite him to bear honest witness to her lov-

ing solicitude for her Blessed Son and to share

with her her care for His work. With His face

turned towards the onlooker, the Holy Child is

represented standing on His Mother's left knee
;

in His left hand He grasps a little bird—type, or

symbol of humanity, or of the soul, which partly

sheltering with His right hand. He holds in child-

ish anxiety towards His Mother, as if in dread lest

some one would snatch it from Him, and as if He
were instinctively seeking His Mother's care in

keeping it from harm. In her right hand the

Holy Mother holds a half-closed book on her knee,

with one finger marking the page, where she left

off reading, when warned by her Son that danger

was threatening His cherished charge.

In olden times an altar used to be in front of

this statue, where Mass was said daily. Popular

devotion to our Lady of Childbirth began no one

can tell just when ; it was long ago ; so natural is

it for Christians to recur to the Holy Mother in all

their necessities, be these spiritual or merely of a

temporal kind.

Towards the middle of the last century, while the

Church of St. Augustine was closed for repairs,

devotion to our Lady of Childbirth ceased in a

measure and remained dormant until the year

1820. In this year the old-time spirit of devotion

was re-quickened chiefly through the pious exam-

ple of a good young young man of the neighboring

parish of St. Bustachius, a hatter by trade, named
Leonardo Bracci. Again the wonders of divine

grace begin to be wrought in favor of the faithful

clients of His Mother, on the needy, the ailing,

the cripple and the heartsore. With no exception

have the high-born of the world as well as the

lowly sought consolation at this shrine of Mary
and—found it ; and from that year onward no
shrine in Christendom excepting, may be, Loretto

and Genazzano, has vied with our Lady of Child-

birth in the frequency wherewith God has vouch-

safed to lavish His mercies on His Mother's loving

favorites.

In the year 1851, on July 2, feast of the Visita-

tion of the Blessed Virgin to her saintly cousin

Elizabeth, the statues of the Holy Mother and of

her Blessed Child were crowned solemnly by the

chapter of the Vatican basilica.

From early morn until the Ave Maria at night-

fall, the shrine of our Lady of Childbirth is sur-

rounded by her trusting and loving children. The
faith that good souls put in the Mother of the

Divine One does not go unrequited ; He honors

them that honor His Mother.

T. C. M.
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The Social Virtues.

Man is by nature fitted for society. By this we
mean that God has endowed him with certain

faculties, desires and instincts which naturally dis-

pose him to associate with his fellow-men, and by

the development of which, he may acquire social

virtues. This is essentially necessary to human hap-

piness, for if the power of repulsion were greater

among men than the power of attraction, life for

them would be more intolerable than for beasts.

When a correct analysis of human nature is made,

there is reason to be surprised at the blindness of

some philosophers who, by dark and confused

notions are led to deny all motives of action but

those which arise from self-love. Man, for any-

thing that we know, might possibly have been so

framed as to possess no virtues but those which
have self for their object ; but man thus framed

would be ill-fitted for society ; his constitution

partly selfish, partly social, fits him much better

for his present situation.

It is also somewhat excessive to declare with

other writers that.universal benevolence is man's

duty. Here, as elsewhere, the golden mean gives

the greatest satisfaction. Man has both selfish and

social instincts which enable him to acquire both

selfish and social virtues, and thus procure his own
good and that of his fellow-creatures. It is very

easy to determine with accuracy the virtues which

are properly called selfish and those which are

properly called social, especially if we consider the

end which their practice has in view. If this end

be one's own good only, they are selfish ; if this

end be the good of another they are social.

The principal social virtues are justice, love,

friendship, sympathy and patriotism. Justice is

the most important of these and it is so necessary

to the others that without it they could not exist.

It consists in giving to every one that which be-

longs to him. It is the rampart which protects the

lives and property and the character of all men.

As Webster says, " It is the great interest of man
on earth. It is the ligament which holds civilized

beings and civilized nations together, and only

while it is duly honored, can there be a foundation

for social security, general happiness and the im-

provement and progress of our race.'' This virtue

compels men to to deal with each other honestly

and uprightly under all circumstances and thereby

to live in peace and harmony with each other.

Looking at the matter in a purely temporal light,

it would seem that honesty is not always the best

policy
; that they who commit acts of the greatest

injustice are often the most prosperous in the

acquisition of this world's goods. But men who
refuse to believe in justice, practically refuse to

believe in the existence of a God who is infinitely

just. If such ideas were universally held, the

inevitable consequences would be absolutely des-

tructive to the peace and happiness of mankind
;

both God and justice would soon be forgotten
;

Anarchy and Despotism would rise from their

gloomy abodes and hold indisputable sway over the

entire world.

Love, in a strict sense, is an attachment of the

mind and heart whereby one object is preferred to

all others. But in a wider sense, inasmuch as

it is a disposition of mind which inclines men to

think favorably of their fellow-men, and a dispo-

sition of heart which prompts them to do good as

far as they are able, it may embrace the whole

human race. In some cases love is instinctive, as

in that manifested between relatives; in other cases

it is inspired by pleasing qualities, either physical

or intellectual. When, however, we consider that

one of God's chief commandments is to love our

neighbor as ourselves, we must conclude that this

sentiment is not confined to agreeable qualities of

mind or body ; it must also extend to the poor and

unfortunate whose lives are in sore need of sun-

shine and comfort.

Friendship is another of the social virtues and

is productive of much good to mankind. Truly

may it be considered a ring of gold, uniting rich

and poor, young and old. It is an attachment

which we have for a person or persons proceeding

from intimate acquaintance and a reciprocation of

kind actions. Although less intense than love, it

is harder to find. La Rochefoucauld says : "Rare
as is true love, true friendship is still rarer."

Sympathy is the natural result of love and friend-

ship. It is a disposition of the mind which enables

one to feel for the sorrows of others as he would

for his own. It is, as Shakespeare says :
" the one

touch of nature which makes the whole world

kin ;" and expresses itself in pitying the unfor-

tunate, consoling the sorrowful, and helping the

needy.

Patriotism is a social virtue which has one's

country for its object. It is a grand and noble

sentiment, which makes one's country dearer than

all—than life itself. The true patriot will strive

to obey the laws of his country, to protect its

rights, and defend it from invasion. That this is

a sentiment common to human nature in all parts

of the earth, is proven from the fact that the most

barbarous and uncivilized people possess it, even to

a greater degree than those that are civilized.

The Finn and Laplander, from the barren North-

land, the Bushman from the Australian wilds, or

the Bornese or Malay from burning equatorial

sands, love their native land with a passion that is
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almost unreasonable, and would think no death

more desirable than the glorious death of the

patriot.

Such, in brief, are the social virtues. We should

endeavor to develop them, for therein lies the

secret of promoting the happiness of others and of

procuring happiness for ourselves. As Plato said,

"We were not born for ourselves alone," but

rather for ourselves and others. We must, there-

fore, always bear in mind that there are others in

this world who have a claim on our love, gene-

rosity, sympathy and assistance.

D. F. Harkin, '93.

-*•»-

The True Gentleman. ^

Every man has a place to fill in this world, and

it oftentimes becomes a question of interest to the

individual himself, and to his fellow-man, whether

that place be worthily filled or not. While the

answer to such seems easy, yet so many circum-

stances and conditions are involved that in reality

it becomes most difficult. The requirements of

polite society have ever drawn a dividing line

between the refined and the vulgar ; between him
whose pretensions to the dignity of a gentleman

seemed worthless and the one whom a happy
blending of naturc'^and art has really made one

;

and while we think that the exactions of refined

society are productive of good, yet we believe still

greater good might be accomplished, were not the

lines so strictly drawn between him whom nature

and fortune have made the gentleman, and him
whom nature has made one, but "circumstances

over which he has no control " have deprived of

the recjognition.

There is no title more frequently claimed than

that of the gentleman. While all would gladly

possess it, yet very frequently the term is misap-

plied ; for there are many who think that they

possess all gentlemanly qualifications, but who, in

reality, do not. They class themselves among
men who tower as high above them in everything

that makes the true gentleman, as the lofty oak

over the shrubbery at its base. There is prevalent

among men quite an erroneous conception of the

qualities that are requisite for a gentlemanly

character. We often ask ourselves: Who is the true

gentleman ? /

Is it he who wears fine clothes an^ upon whom
nature has lavished more than her share of gifts, in

a handsome face, a graceful carriage and a perfect

figure ? No : for these are only external. If we
would have an answer to our question, we must
study him whose character we would know. If

his words be indicative of a corrupt mind
; if in

the honey of sweet words there lies concealed a

a deadly venom ; if his actions go to prove his

vulgarity, his rudeness, and ignorance of the

proprieties of life ; may we pronounce such a man
worthy of the title which his face, form, and car-

riage would seem to bestow on him ?

Assuredly not. We cannot, therefore, trust to

appearance in our estimate of the gentleman.

There is more to be considered. A man's moral

constitution and moral responsibilities, together

with a proper sense of his obligations to God, his

fellow-men, and to himself, and a proper fulfill-

ment of all these duties and obligations constitute

the data on which we may form our opinion of the

gentleman. A man may stand as a pillar in

society ; he may even hold supreme authority over

his fellow-men ; but it does not necessarily follow

that he is a perfect gentleman. True it is, that he

may have many, nay most of the qualities requisite

for the gentleman, as that term is generally under-

stood, but some, indeed may be lacking, and the

deficiency renders void all claim to perfection.

The habits of a gentlenxan are formed by thorough

training, by force of association, and by worthy

maxims laid before the youthful mind. His first

habit is that of truthfulness. He is true to himself

and to his fellow-man. Ne never asserts what he

cannot prove. He abhors falsehood and never lies

to escape punishment. His purposes are ever those

of honesty and truth. On these are based the per-

fection of his Ijfe, and he knows full well that

digression therefrom must endanger his own peace

of mind, and also himself in the estimation of his

fellow-man. Being true, other good traits are

necessarily found in his character.

He loves everything that partakes of the noble,

lofty and sublime. His aspect is ever the same,

pleasing, and his conversation interesting. He is

always agreeable and ever ready in a kindness to a

fellow-man. With him there is no question of

age, race or condition. His kindly smile; his

quiet cordial bow; his earnestness in addressing a

friend, nay, even a stranger; his forbearance under

annoyance, are charms which go to prove the

nobility of his mind. Were these insufficient the

following would be the supplement. The true

gentleman is never envious. He is no man's rival

for it brings joy to his own heart to see others as

happy as himself.

Should fortune favor him with an abundance of

worldly means, he makes proper use of it and gen-

erously helps the poor and friendless. Should he

be favored with a discerning mind, he will find no

fault with the pretensions of others because he

knows not how to interpret them. His tact mani-

fests itself on every occasion. You hear him in
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the conversation of the wise, and he appears wisdom
personified, you hear him on another occasion in

trivial commonplace subjects, and another side of

his nature presents itself. In this way he wins the

good graces of his fellow-men.

He appears to them sensible, good-natured, and

kind. In their doubt they consult him; and in

their needs look to him for help. Thus it happens

that the true gentleman leaves an impress on the

community in which he lives, an impress far reach-

ing in its effects, for it shows, and clearly, that

there are some in this great world of ours who can

rise above mean, sordid self-interests, and live, not

alone for themselves, but also for their fellow-

man

—

"Though few of such may gem the earth,

Yet such rare gems there are,

Each shining in his hallowed sphere

As virtue's polar star.

They hold the rank no king can give

: No station can disgrace,

Nature puts forth her Gentleman and

^ Monarchs must give place."

John J. Ryle, '94.

March Birthdays.

Among the noted persons born in this month,

seven of them are writers, three of them are paint-

ers, and one each is an explorer, astronomer, phil-

osopher, musician, and patriot.

: March 6.—Michael Angelo, born near Florence,

Italy, 1475. He is famous as a painter, sculptor,

architect and even poet. Every one who visits

Rome goes to see his wonderful painting on the

ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. The " Last Judg-

ment" is one of his most famous paintings,

March 11.—Torquato Tasso, poet, 1544, Italy.

He was awarded the laurel crown of Rome, but

died before the ceremony. His chief work is

"Jerusalem Delivered."

March 14.—Friederich Klopstock, German poet,

born in 1724.

March 15.—Andrew Jackson, seventh president

of the United States, born in 1767. He held this

office for two terms. As an army officer he

achieved great success.

March 16.—Caroline Herschel, 1750, famous as

an astronomer and for her devotion to her brother

in his studies.

March 17.—Madame Roland, 1754. Longfel-

low says of her : "When the noblest woman in

all France stood on the scaffold, just before the

execution, she is said to have turned toward the

statue of Liberty—which, strangely enough had

been placed near the guillotine, as its patron saint,

—with the exclamation, ' O Liberty, what crimes

have been committed in thy name !
'

"

March 19.—David Livingstone, born in Scot-

land. He explored parts of Africa that had never

seen a white man and wrote accounts of what he

saw.

March 20.—Ovid, born 43 B.

finest of Latin poets.

C. , one of the

March 21.—Robert Bruce, king of Scotland,

born in 1274. Read about him in Walter Scott's

"Tales of a Grandfather."—Jean Paul Richter,

born in Bavaria, 1763. He was a teacher and

writer, " difficult to understand, intricate, strange,

a comet among the bright stars of German
literature."

March 22.—Ross Bonheur, painter of animals,

born at Bordeaux, 1822. Her most noted work is

" The Horse Fair, " which is reproduced in en-

gravings and photographs here.

March 27.—Raphael, painter, born in 1413, in

Urbino, Italy. Whittier says of him :

^ " Around the mighty master came

The marvels with his pencil wrought,

Those miracles of power whose fame

Is wide as human thought."

Longfellow writes of him : . y

,^ : .
" Forth from Urbino's gate there came

A youth with the Angelic name

Of Raphael, in form and face

Himself angelic, and divine

In arts of color and design."

March 31.—F. J. Haydn, musical composer,

born near Vienna in 1732. His greatest work is°

his oratorio of "The Creation."— Wni. M.

Hunt, artist, born in Vermont, 1824. He painted

portraits, figures and landscapes. The last pictures

that he painted are on the walls of the capitol at

Albany, New^York.
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The Se-Opening of Our Lecture Hall.

The many friends and neighbors who have, on

former occasions, patronized the entertainments

given by our students, were agreeably surprised

upon entering our newly furnished and decorated

dramatic hall on Tuesday evening, Feb. 14.

The program offered consisted of a lecture by

S. Bdwin Megargee, Esq., of the Philadelphia

Bar, assisted by our College Orchestra and Glee

Club, who rendered many pleasing musical num-
bers. The subject of the lecture was " Leaves from

the Lives of Catholic Heroes," and in it the

characters were ably delineated by the eloquent

orator.

The musical part of the program was pro-

nounced a success. The attendance was excellent,

and all seemed to go away satisfied. We hope to

again welcome our friends during the Easter recess,

when we shall have the honor of presenting a

drama, "The Rose of Wicklow," from the pen of

John Fitzgerald Murphy. Following is the

PROGRAM.

Part I.

1. Overture—" Poet and Peasant," . . VonSuppe
College Orchestra.

2. Violin Duo—"Sonatine en Sol," . , . . . . W. F. Taylor

Messrs. J. Stanley Smith and Wm. J. Mahon.

3. Chorus—"Merry Heart," , . . L. Denza
College Glee Club.

4. Waltzes—"SobrelasOlas," ..Rosas
College Orchestra.

5. Violin S jIo—""Last Rose of Summer," . . arr. by Farmer
Mr. M. H. McDonnell.

6. Bass Solo—" Song of the Armourer," from "Robin Hood,"
De Koven

Mr. A. J. Plunkett.

7. Piano Duo—" Charge of the Uhlans," •. CarlBohm—op. 213

Prof. G. J. Corrie and Mr. B. J. Corr.

Lecture — Subject: "Leaves from the Lives of Catholic

Heroes,"

S. Edwin Megargee, Esq.

Part IL

1. Overture—"An Evening Out," De Witt

College Orchestra.

2. Violin Duo—(a.) "Romance," Mazas
\bS "RondsallaTurca,"

Messrs. J. Stanley .Smith and M. H. McDonnell. - -:

3. Ballad—"Sweet Days Gone By," J. S.Cox
Messrs. M. A. Tierney, A. J. Plunkett,

Geo. Buckley, Jno. E. O'Donnell. ^ "

4. Violin Solo—" The Harp that once thro' Tara's Halls,"

arr. by Farmer
Mr. Wm. J. Mahon.

5. Piano Duo—"Loin du Bal," Ernest Gillet

riol. G. J. Corrie and Mr. B. J. Corr.

6. Chorus—" Forsaken," Koschat
College Glee Club.

7. March—"College Alumnus," arr. by Bowman
Prof. Geo. J. Corrie Director.

ATHLETICS.

F. A. A.—On Feb. 3d the Athletic Association

held its semi-annual election of officers. The fol-

lowing is the result : President, Mr. C. J. Mc-
Kenna, O.S.A. ; Vice-President, Mr. J. E. O'-

Donnell ; Recording Secretary, Mr. J. J. Crowley
;

Financial Secretary, Mr. B. J. O'Donnell ; Treas-

urer, Mr. D. J. Harkin ; Field Manager, Mr. C. J.

McKenna ; Assistants, Messrs. J. F. O'Leary, A.

J. Plunkett, J. E. O'Donnell, M. J. Murphy and

G. A. Buckley,

The Treasurer was instructed to purchase all

things necessary for base-ball practice. Several

batteries are getting into cqndition, and we expect

them to give a good account of themselves when
the season opens.

A committee was appointed and privileged to

make arrangements for the association's annual

play. The base-ball team will have new uniforms

this year, and it is greatly to be hoped that they

will be worn by good players.

Well Known Phrases.

The term blackguard has a very commonplace
origin. In all great houses, particularly in royal

residences, there were a number of mean and dirty

dependents, whose office it was to attend the wood-
yard, sculleries, etc. Of these—for in the lowest

depths there were lower still—the mo.st forlorn

wretches seem to have been selected to carry coal

to the kitchen, halls and other apartments. To
this smutty regiment who attended the progresses

and rode in the carts with the pots and kettles,

which, with every other article of furniture, were
then moved from palace to palace, the people, in

derision, gave the name of " blackguards," a term

since become sufficiently familiar. ' * To the bitter

end " is clearly an old nautical expression. A
dictionary published in the first part of the eight-

eenth century has " bite," a turn or part of a cable;

"bitts," to main pieces of timber to which a cable

is fastened when a ship rides at anchor; "bitter,"

a turn of the cable about the timber called "bitts,"

that it may be veered out by little and little
; and

"bitter end," (of a cable) is that part which is

wound about the bitts when a ship rides at anchor.

The modern cant expression, "to the bitter end,"

may have taken its rise either from the old nautical

words, or meaning the last coil of the cable, or

from the last end, the very " bitter" dregs. It is

a slang expression, another form of " I will fight

you to the death. " In it bitter only means pitiless,

severe, like a bitter east wind or a bitter foe.
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EDITORIALS,

Rome, during the past month, has been the Mecca
of Catholics from every part of the world. They
have assembled there, influenced by no other

motive than to pay homage and respect to a man
whose excellent qualities of mind and heart have

endeared him to all Catholics, and have gained for

him the admiration of all right thinking men.
They have assembled to celebrate the golden jubilee

of the episcopate of Leo XIII, the present illus-

trious occupant of the chair of St. Peter. To him
as the faithful priest, the worthy bishop, and the

matchless pontiff, we proudly point as a noble

example of humility amidst earthly greatness, of

''patience amidst trials innumerable, and of pru-

dence amidst the responsibilities and cares of the

highest office on earth. Assuming his present im-
portant position some fifteen years ago, when the

prospects of the Church seemed aught but bright,

he, the veritable lumen de coelo^ has accomplished

marvelous results, in dissipating the darkness of

error and in compelling his haughty and obstinate

enemies to repeat, like Henry of old, the memor-

able journey to Canossa.

Again when the evils of socialism threatened

society, and a remedy for these-was sought for by

philosophers and statesmen, all nations turned to

Leo as the one whose office, as well as his wisdom

and experience, befitted him for dealing effectively

with this difficult problem. He, therefore, issued

his famous encyclical on Capital and Labor which

will stand as a lasting monument of zeal, justice,

love of order and hatred of wrong. But, much as

we admire his genius, wisdom, and statesmanship,

yet we cannot lose sight of the fact that these are

only secondary, when we consider him as the

instrument of the Almighty in teaching, defend-

ing, and propagating truth.

In this, the third issue of ourJournal,we are loathe

to assume the aggressive toward some of our ex-

changes that have seen fit to take us to task rela-

tive to the insertion of a mathematical column in

our Monthly. It is needless to say we had a pur-

pose in view when introducing this somewhat

novel feature. Realizing the fact that mathemat-

ics is regarded as a study of secondary importance

in many of our Catholic Colleges, we, the students

of an institution that glories in its catholicity of

name and teachings, thought it well to inform its

many friends and patrons that the study of mathe-

matics is not neglected here. Nor was this the

only consideration, as the head of our mathemati-

cal column will attest. It was, and is our purpose

to receive cheerfully any knotty problems that

those interested might choose to send us, and also

to develop an interest in this matter among our stu-

dents themselves. We are forced to admit that the

censure received concerning this seemingly dry ac-

quisition to our Monthly appeared in only two of

our exchanges. The others, instead of objecting to

this novel feature of a college journal, encourage

it. Under the circumstances, therefore, we feel

justified in making the statement that the mathe-

matical column will be continued in our Journal,

and we hope that it will develop the same interest

among other students, that it has developed among
us. It is a matter of some regret, however, that

so many typographical errors have occured in the

problems and their solutions, but we are pleased to

inform all interested, that such will not frequently

occur, as we have received the assurance of more

careful work on the part of the publishers.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASb.

To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLivAN, Villanova College.

9.—The middle points of the sides of a triangle

are concyclic with the feet of the perpendiculars

from the opposite vertices, and the middle points of

the lines joining the orthocenter with the vertices

(nine points circle).

Solution by O^S.

If O be the point of intersection of the three

perpendiculars AD, BE, CF, of a A ABC, and if

G, H, /, be the middle points of the sides of the

A and K, L, M, the middle points of the lines OA,
OB, OC, then the nine points, D, E, F; G, H, I

\

K, L, M; are in the circumference of a circle.

Join HK, HG, IK, IG ; then, because ^O is

bisected in K, and AC\r).H, HK\s \\ to CO. In

like mannerHG is || to AB. Hence the angle GHK
is = to the angle between CO and AB ; .' . it is a

right angle ; consequently the circle described on

GK as diameter passes through H. In like manner
it passes through // and since the angle ICjDG is

right, it passes through £> ; .' . the circle through

the three points G, H, I, passes through the two

points D, K. Similarly it may be proved that it

passes through the pairs ofpoints E, L;F, M. Hence
it passes through the nine points.

Note.—The orthocenter in modern geometry

is the point where the perpendiculars from the

vertices meet. Points which lie on the circum-

ference of a circle are said to be concyclic. :

12.—The sum of three numbers in geometrical

progression is 39, and the sum of their squares

819 ; find the numbers.

Solution by Thomas J. Ronayne, '95.

Let X be the first, and y the third number. Then

the mean = \/xy.

And by question, x -f V'xy -j- y = 39 (i)

x^ -j- xy -\- y^ = 819 (2)

Dividing (2) by (i) x — \/xy -{- y = 21 (3)

Adding and subtracting (i), (3) :r + ^ = 30 (4)

and 2 i/jTK = 18 (5)

By squaring (4) x'^ + 2xy -{ y^ = 900
" (5 ) 4^y = 324

Subtracting x^ — 2xy + y^ = 576
.'

. X — y = + 2/\.

X + y = 30 .
•

. ;i; = 3 or 27,

y = zy 01 3, and the numbers are 3, 9, 27.

13—Prove the expression of the area of a plane

triangle, area = % {a -\- b -{- cj- tan \A tan \B tan

\C, and write the corresponding formula in logs.

Solution by O^ S. ^ ^

The expression ^(« -\- b -\- cj" tan \A tan \B tan

\C is reduced to Vs{s — d){s — b){s — c) thus :

tan lA='i^^
; tan IB='^--^^ .

cos hA cosoB

, \ /~> sin oC ,1 .

tan gC = j—, . •, the given expression
cos 2C.

^^.sin^ ^siiu|^sin|c
^^^ %:M:r-^

COS 2^ cos 2^ COS2C

tan \A= -y^~(s^:Z~ifY{s — c) (see Wentworth's Trig

s{s — a) pages 64 and 65) :

tan \B= -t/^{s— a) {s
—

"7)

^s{s — by ;;&
tan \C—-^/"(s a)(s b)

V Y^——r

—

- By substituting values

.
•. %{a -^ b + cf tan \A tan \B tan \C

_^2 V{s-b){s-c)^V {s-a) {s-c)^V{s-a) {s-b)

Vs {s—a) Vs {s—b) V s {s—c)

=VlV{s—b) js—c) y{s—a) {s-^) V{s-a){s-b)

= vs{s — a) {s — b) {s — c), which gives the area of

a plane triangle.

The corresponding formula is ;

Log area=2 log s + log tan \A + log tan IB
4- log tan IC— 2 log 2.

14.—To draw a direct and transverse common
tangent to two circles.

'

Solution by Thomas J. Lee.

First. To draw a direct common tangent. / <i

t S
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Let P be the center of the greater circle, Q the

center of the less. With Pas center and a radius =
to the difference of the radii of the two circles, de-

scribe the circle IGH; from Q draw a tangent to

this circle, touching it at H. JoinP//", and produce

it to meet the circumference of the larger circle in

E. Draw QF || to PE. Join EF^ which will be

the common tangent required.

The lines HE and QF are, from the construc-

tion =, and since they are ||, the figure HEFQ
is^a parallelogram, .

*
. the angle PEF =:^ PHQ =

right angle ; .
•

. EF is a tangent at E ; and since

angle EFQ = EHQ = right angle, EF is a tan-

gent at F. The tangent EF is called a direct

common tangent.

Second. To draw a transverse common tangent.

If with /^ as center and a radius = to the sum of

the radii of the two circles, describe the circle XVZ,
and from Q draw a tangent to this circle, touching

it at X. Join PX. Draw QM\\ to PX. Join NM.
NM'is in the transverse common tangent required.

Proof same as last.

Errata.

In Problem lo, No. 2, "Let Z == area of line "

should read, " Let Z = area of /?/«<?.

"

In Problem II, several incorrect signs and ex-

ponents. The answer to problem is, ^=[4 (5I

V4i)]3, and ;i:=l 2 1/2^ OT 1: J vC-^.

New Problems.

15.—The planes of the faces of a triangular pyra-

mid make with each other angles of 40°, 60° and
100°, and the area of the base of the pyramid is

4- square feet. Find the radius of the sphere.

16.—Being given an obtuse-angled triangle,

draw from the obtuse angle to the opposite side a

line whose square shall be equal to the rectangle

contained by the segments into which it divides the

opposite side.

17.—If ^, ^, C be the angles of a plane triangle,

prove the relation.

Sin^ A -\- sin^ /?— sin- C = 2 sin ^ sin B cos C.

18.—What length of canvas, ^ of a yard wide, is

required to make a conical tent 12 feet in diameter

and 8 feet high ?

19. -Solve ^^^- + 3- ^yx — 2>
= ^z^T.

SPLINTERS.

Babes

Helen.

Sargie.

Sausages.

Sticky, Eddie.

Oh ! 'tis false.

In

Get heads together.

Boys, keep your drag.

Who harnessed the horse ?

The busts were wet.

Don't be Too sure.

All right for you, Chicago.

The
Where are we going to-night, Jim?
Dick still treats us to his alarming stories.

The jug still hangs on the Dore.

"I have the idea now, now let me finish my
idea."

"Touch me knotP'' And he touched it.

Wood.
We will have to change tlie walks Sunday after-

noons.

The jug has no respect for persons, not even for

Rylety.

Who is that sober chap with the shoe brush on

his lip?

Who were the four with cabbage leaves in their

mouths?
There was a sweeping charge in the dormitory

on Monday evening.

"There will be silence in the dormitory for the

rest of the week.

"

I beg your pardon, /have the floor. The chair-

man asked me for information By George.

J. O. M. is rapidly decreasing in weight. Fewer
prunes, John.

What kind of a time did you have Dick ? " Oh !

'twas out of sight ; took two loads down."
George was obliged to stand on his «/pers to

keep up with the pianist. •

'Tis to be hoped that students will not borrow
time, seeing 'tis Lent for forty days.

To see Du K. with no Htr-ron you would think

some one had tried to Pickett off.

If you don't get what you want, demand it.

Frank and Joe have dissolved partnership. They
duet no more.

John was Ryled when he found he was the only

Connecticut man that had been jugged.

Tim sits now at the table.

His eyes cast kitchenward
;

Is it for toast he's waiting?

Ah, no! the thought's absurd.
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To what church do you belong, Eddie? "The
church triumphant." We did not know that we
were entertaining angels unawares.

Any person or persons having any difficulties to

settle with the "Splinter" editors may go to

the printer' s-boy-of- all-work.

Our champion sportsman, the terror of all the

owls and blackbirds in the vicinity (do you know
him boys ?) has gone gunning after the six chatter-

ing magpies of the First Grammar class. We
hope that he will succeed in bagging them soon.

Judging from the amount of time he consumed

admiring his boutonniere on Thursday evening,

'tis easy to account for his silence in the recitation

room Friday.

It would be advantageous to persons having wood-

lands for sale to communicate with T. L. , the genial

representative of people starving for timber. What
teeth his friends must have !

We may expect clearer tones from the smoking
room quartette in the near future, as approaching

Spring will recall the frogs to the neighboring

ponds.

Gentle Willie D. says that since he was born on

the seventeenth of February, he is five days older

than Washington. 'Tis a pity he was not born a

month later as we would know with certainty from

what country came Ireland's patron saint.

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER.

Stormed they with shout and yell
;

Loudly they roared and well

;

Vainly they strove to swell

y?-ward ; but naught got there

Only—'tis sad to tell

—

All that was left to them

George^ s /alsello.

TO A CIGAR.

Thou smoked out, half-inch stump,

I'm loth to part with thee
;

When others rail'd, thou ne'er hast failed

To cheer and comfort me.

And when the paper's censure came,

With maledictions free.

It is enough—I got a puff

When'er I called on thee.

When often life seemed hard to bear,

And care and sorrow reigned supreme,

The smoke from thee would bid them flee,

And bring some brighter, fairer dream.

So, old cigar, to you theSe lines

My friendship prove indeed.

And as you're out I'll turn about

And light another weed.
—Prom the Detroit Free Press.

PERSONALS.

Rev. , D. J. Murphy, O.S.A., is temporarily

stationed at St. Augustine's Church, Philadelphia.

Messrs. Jos. F, Farmer, A.M., and John J.

Power, were entertained on the 23d ult., by Mr.

W. A. Coar, O.S.A.

Rev. J. F. McShane, O.S.A., of Chestnut Hill,

Pa. , was the guest of the Rev. Faculty last week.

Francis J. Hilleary, B.S., '92, is pursuing a

special course in Civil Engineering at Steven's

Institute, Hoboken, N. J.

Our Rev. Vice-President, L. A. Delurey, O. S.A.,

will deliver a lecture on the evening of March 17,

at Schaghticoke, N. Y.

Roger, brother of Bernard O'Donnell, of Drifton,

Pa., commenced the study of the classics at the

beginning of the second term.

Cornelius Smith, an eminent lawyer of Scranton,

Pa., visited his son on Feb. 19.

Wm. Reygan,_^of Andover, Mass. , a former

student of the 'College, and for the last two weeks

engaged in aixhi)ectural work in Philadelphia,

paid us a visit on the 20th ult.

Jos. J. Finnegan, John A. Murphy and Mark C.

Mullen, '92, attended the concert given by the

students Feb. 14.

A photographer was engaged two days last week
taking groups of professors and students, also

interior and exterior views of the College. These

will be sent to the educational exhibits at the

World's Fair.

Rev. Jas. T.O'Reilly, O.S.A, of Lawrence, Mass.

while on his way to Atlantic City, K. J., on the

15th ult., stopped for a short time at the College.

Before his departure he called for the students

from his parish, and having kindly addressed to

them some words of encouragement, he resumed

his journey.

We were pleased to learn that Fr. Valiquette, of

Lawrence, Mass. , for the last year confined to his

room by illness, has so far recovered as to make a

journey to Atlantic City, N. J. During his stay

there he will be the guest of Rev. Fr. F'edigan.

We sincerely hope that he will soon be fully

restored to health.

The older students of the College were much
pleased to see Fr. Green during his visit on the

23d ult. His presence naturally recalled many
happy events on account of his former connection

with the College as Prefect.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. D. S.—On Friday, Feb. loth, was held one

of the most interesting debates that the society

ever heard. The subject presented such a wide

field for discussion, that many strong arguments

were made/'r^' and con. Mr. J. F. Kelleher of the

affirmative began the debate and made many tell-

ing points in favor of annexation. He was fol-

lowed by Mr. W. J. Parker, whose argument

against such a course contained as many and as

strong points as that of his opponent. Messrs. T.

J. Fitzgerald and M. A. Tierney then argued well

for the affirmative and negative respectively. An
interesting feature of the debate was the careful

summing up of the proofs advanced by both sides

and the able criticism of the weak points, as they

came under his notice, by Mr. T. J. "Lee. The
chairman, after one of the longest sessions the

Society ever held, rendered his decision in favor

of the negative.

On Friday, Feb. 14th, the following subject was

debated :
" Resolved that Immigration should be

restricted." If we may judge from the eloquence

of the debaters on this occasion, they were full of

their subject. When Mr. J. Walsh coolly asserted,

without at first advancing proofs, that immigration

should be restricted, the society was somewhat

amused at the unusual procedure. But Mr. J.
—

is not the one to make a statement without

advancing proofs. He then argued forcibly and

well for the restriction of immigration. He was

followed by Mr. B. J. O'Donnell who took excep-

tions to many of the statements made by his oppo-

nent and scored many strong points in favor of

his own side. Mr. E. J. Wade for the affirmative

was a bureau of statistics which he used freely to

clinch his arguments. Mr. J. E. O'Donnell, last,

but not least, of the debaters, then made a strong

plea for immigration. The chairman, after a

careful summing up of the points made by

both sides, rendered his decision in favor of the

negative. '-.V-^''^'^'^'^-''-

''
'^^^^^^^^^^

J/. D. C.—The Dramatic Club assembled on

Feb. 23d for the purpose of electing officers. Rev.

L. A. Delurey, O.S.A., having been chosen Presi-

dent the following were duly elected : Vice-Presi-

dent, Mr. M. A. Tierney
; Secretary, Mr. W. J.

Mahon; Treasurer, Mr. D. F. Harkin ; Business

Manager, Mr. T. J. Fitzgerald ; Sergeant-at-

Arms, Mr. J. J. Crowley ; Directors, Messrs. M. A.

Tierney, W. J. Parker, A.J. Plunkett and J. E.

O'Donnell. The club decided to give an enter-

tainment during Easter week, the selection of the

play to be made by a committee appointed for

that purpose. -{y V

EXCHANGES.

"Tennyson's Lyrics" is the title of an excellent

article in the February number of the Niagara

Index. It is evident from the manner in which

the writer treated his subject that he was moved
by a thorough study and great love of the works

of the lamented Laureate. We fail to see the

force of the suggestion that we should place our

mathematical column at the end of our Monthly,
as we consider this one of its most worthy

features.

Mount St. Joseph's Collegian is among our

recent exchanges. In the January number we
notice some excellent articles. Especially praise-

worthy is "Great Men of the Revolution" by Mr.

Wollard. The exchange editor will please note

that the "nuts" presented to our readers are so

nicely cracked in each succeeding issue of our

Monthly that no picks are required to reach their

kernels. We respectfully invite the editors of

the Collegian to favor us with problems for solu-

tion and also with solutions for ours.

It is needless to say that we feel pleased and

complimented in receiving as an exchange the

Ave Maria^ ot Notre Dame, Indiana. This

worthy magazine, which has for years been held in

the highest esteem by literary people, and which is

read with interest in so many Catholic homes, will

always be to us a welcome visitor.

We extend a greeting to the Carmelite Review.,

published by the Carmelite Fathers, of Falls View,

Ontario. This journal, like our own, is in its

infancy, but it presents a pleasing appearance, and

its pages contain much of interest. Recognizing

the wofthy object it has in view, we cannot but

predict for it a bright future.

In reviewing the columns of St. John's Uni-

versity Record we were pleased to perceive that its

exchange editor had made a careful study of our

journal and had given the editors some advice

relative to the mathematical column. To avoid

repetition we refer him to the editorial on that

subject wherein he will find that we consider the

mathematical department one of the most worthy
features of our journal.

The Owl^ from Ottawa University, is a new
visitor to our exchange sanctum. It presents a

neat and artistic appearance. The current (Feb-

ruary) number, replete with excellent literature,

has among its various articles two especially

worthy of notice, "The Golden Jubilee of Pope

Leo XIII," and ''The Poet Priest of the South."

We are much pleased to note among our ex-

changes The Messenger^ of Richmond College,

Richmond, Va., and iho. Earlhamifey of Richmond,

Ind.
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co.,
1 41 6 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You vuill $aue (Hoo^y apd j^aue a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
2.00 NEiAi: PIKNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCOA.NNEY,

F^HKCTICWLi

Saddle, Harness i Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,^ PHII.APE1.PHIA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 GHE8TNUT STREET, PHILA,

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL. BRANCHES.

Special Bates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B . HMNSBURV.

ARTHUR'S
Famous Ice Cream,

ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes, Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice served during the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COMPANY. Your ciders
are respectfully solicited.

I. WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn Blavrr, Pa.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
~"

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

J?ii[st-(glas§ ]^00te andghoes^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to, OuBtom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^avcasteT Avc, Bryu MawT, Pa.

I will sell YDU
$10.00 worth of Clothing-, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry, Chinaw^ate, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.
PHIL. J. WALSH,

28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claims.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
^Hf\HK U/. PRIC^K'TT. Craduate ii> pi?ar/r\aey,

PROPRIETOR-
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published; call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase. ____________

L-eMRV'S OLD BOOK STORe,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VYAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'^SCL

miNDoca ••• Giiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. OALLAOHBR. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationary,

420 Library Street, Philadelphia.

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

7V^OORe 's

Windsor hotel,
: PHiLHDELPHifi. :: :;;;." ^

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station.

1219-29 Filbert Street.

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Streets.

(sf K extend an invitation to yon to call at onr GREAT
WKvSTb:rn meat market and see what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef
Lard, Hams and Provisions

We have constantly on liand and note the Low Prices at which we me
selling. We handle only tlie Best Goods, and Quality considered,

Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for
yourself.

Ijb^ral Di8<;oui)t to public aijd Ql^aritable Irjstitutiops.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN ^jjfey^^

SPECIAL ATTENTION. ^amLM^,<- ?

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
? 241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN : ^ ,

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lamgaster Auenwe. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHN J. BYRNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WNDOW SHADES, ETC.,

Xo. 37 SOVXH SECOND STRBEX,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIiL

WILLIAM J. REED,
"^"^

DEALER IN

•f-Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas,?-
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST. a
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouideF>t IJfe 9 Jmst <^o.

Of Fliilndelpliia,
N. W, Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

ISSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

X which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus savin^e

the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders.

In Everything Excelled by no othef Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRlSTIflfl MOOf^H.-f

OBLINQER PR05. &• C:2.,

FACTORY, I^ANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wliolesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON
PUBLISHERS

J

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
iniPORTKKS OF

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

Nd. B17 Arch. Street,
PHII^ADHLPHIA.

Everything at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,
"

«DENTIST^^
1630 J\/ortl? Tu/elftl? 5tr(^(^t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

**HalIahan's Shoes are the Best."
Oiir stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive,

in quality, variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts. , Philadelphia.

P. L COLAHAN, ^838 marketIt:

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FI,OUR, I5.50 PER BBL.

CHSH OR OREDIT. ,

BUY YOUR GOODS
FROM '"" ^'.•-

GEO. KELLY Sd CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10— $1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Fnpqi^uiielfigiidiDg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

bove Chestnut. Philadelphia,

Special Discount to Institutions.
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WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Cor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

'^TEXT BOOKS, ^
Ne-w and Second Hand.

Have conatantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi. Thirteenth Street,

PHlLADKIiPHIA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

#UNDERTKKER,<^
526 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,

Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAUWNG DONE.

DBALEB IN (Sjl AGBHT FOB

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

Jlo. 810 HRCU ST..

PHILADELPHIA.

MODEL POOL AND BILLIARD ROOH,

Tobacco and Cigars,
225 North 8th Street, Philadelphia.

WALTER HUTCHINSON, Proprietor.
REDUCED PRICES.

TIM. QUINLAN k BRO.,

BUHSMlTIi § leiSE SllUi,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old JLancaater Road.

IFOK/ GI-003D •WOK.KI,

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTIN PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS.
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

'^^^^

1025 Market St.,

Sells everything needed

for the Table) Kitchen and
Household At half other's
prices, /^

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True!!

Standard Text Books.
Wentworth's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenougli's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.- v

Tarbell's Language lyessons.

GINN St C07WTRMNV.
POBLiISHERS,

70 Fifth Avenue N. Y. T- B. Lawler, Agent.

M. GALLAGHER,
PKACTICAI,

Haitne^^ Maxell

15 N. 9th St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS.

^Je iAie Lers i^

Diiamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicajro.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp,

THOalAS t^. CIlHAHV,

4FUNERAL DIRECTOR*
S. W. COR. TWELFTH AND JEFFERSON STS.,

PHILADELPHIA. '..y-'yyt-'-^'
'''-': ':!<''..

49~ Personal attention day ov night.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the ____,____, ___p_j_j__._

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

r* ? :
Reading Terminal Market. ^^^^'

v

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts,

Philadelphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
Outing and Yachting.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTEATED CATALOQUE.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
108 MadtsouSt. '4^3 Broadway, 103% Chestnut St.

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED
THAT THE HRADQUABTKBS FOB

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON St CO.'S.
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.~ BELLAK'S,

~~

PIANOStfORGANS
M29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

-^I-

MAKERS AND DESIGNERS
THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

,«^
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

At.1. KINDS OF stage: MAKE: UP, TIOHTS d&c.

121 N. NINTH STREET. Philadelphia.

MOTLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER
'^^'^

FOR WINDOWS
Patented Dec. ,3, 189.. " NEW OR OLD.

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc. Also for Window Screens and
Sliding Blinds, Send for Circular.

760 and ?5S Bonth llroad St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

McCONAGHY BROTHERS,
NEAR ST. DENIS' CHURCH.

PETER MOTLEY,

Carpenters Builders.
All work Promptly and Neatly done,

p. O. Address, Rl^D^woi^E, Pfl.
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He Is Risen

!

MORS ET VITA.

Written especiallyfor the lillatiova 3fonifily.

Rejoice ! ye people blest !

For Christ has burst ihe tVtters of the tomb;
Has risen freed from death's domain of gloom.

No more may d^ath inolest

The m ijesty of God's eternal Son;
Its etui has come, iis rrign fore'er undone. ^\

Rfj )ice ! ye people blest !

Enwmpped in folds of night,

All silently proud Israel's city lay;

No sign wa? there of ruin or decay.

Yet death's destructive blight, ;•
:

E'en deadlier far than vapors pestilent,

Is brooding there, in wrath and hatred sent

By God's avenging might.

Above the hill-tops bleak*

The Paschal moon uprising clear and cold

Discloses to the eye in tracing bold
Three crosses, tliMt bespeak

With their outstretched arms the, curse that lies

Upon that city doomed to groans and sighs,

That pardon ne'er may seek.. .

If was but yesterday

That through its streets a strange procession went;

A shouting throng that sought its wrath to vent

Upon its tortured prey
In gibes and insulis, cruel stripes and blows;

While ever mingle blood that darkly flows

And tears that will not stay.

At last they crucified ^

Their King, the Christ, who came on earth to save
Ungrateful man from sin's eternal grave.

E'en Nature testified

His God-he id under human form concealed;

The gaping tombs their hidden dust revealed;

The earth was opened wide.

The sun refused his light;

And hearts were struck wiih terror and dismay;

And lias erst dumb bethought them then to pray;

For dav was darkest night.

His lifeless form hung ghastly from the Cross,

While at its foot a Mother mourned her loss.

Oppressed by sorrow's weight..

The wearied faithful ievi

Took down that soulless form with many a tear,

And laid him in a fresh-hewn sepulchre.

Then silently withdrew
In fear and trembling for ihe future dim;

Yet all the while their trust was still in Him,
His godly power they knew.

While shone the Easter sun
Just rising o'er Judea's plains so fair

And vine-clad hills in golden splendor rare,

Two women all alone

With heavy hearts proceeded on their way
To see the tomb wherein their Master lay,

Guardtd by seal and stone.

But stood an angel there

In robes of j-hining white and gold instead;

Siurcxit, lion est hie ; the angel said.

A fragrance filled the air

As if from climes cehsfial. and they knew
That though the ri.'-en Christ met not their view,

Yet God indeed was near. -

Just as primevallight
Burst forth from Chaos' empire vast, and lo !

Creation was (in ages long ago)
So Christ in radiance bright

Burst forth from death's dire bondage free.

And won for men their long-sought liberty

From sin's linending night.

The earth could not contain
The great Creator in that darksome grave.

Whose power vast all things their being gave.

And Pilate's guard in vain

Kept strictest watch; nor kingly seal nor stone
Availed aught, for all were stricken down,

The rocks weie rent in twain.

Rejoice ! ye people blest

!

For Chri-t has burst the fetters cf the tomb;
Has risen freed from death's domain of gloom.

No more mav death molest
The majesty rf God's eternal Son;
Its end has come, its reign is now undone.

Rejoice ! ye people blest

!

And Alleluias sing,

The song of triumph, endless joy and praite.

To heaven above our voices let us raise.

Where dwells our Lord and King. _

Rejoicing more and more, in accents free

We crv: Oh, death ! where is thy victory?

Oh, death ! where is thy sting ?

Oh, happy Easter day !

In April showers and sunshine thou hast ccme
To teach us that as Spring from Winter's gloom

Comes forth in bright array,

So we from sin's more sunless gloom should rise

With Christ our Lord in grace that sanctifies.

And heavenward wend our way.

R. A. G,
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Our Lady of Good Counsel,*

It was precisely in 1467, that the Turk, who
since his entrance intoConstantinople,some fourteen

years before, in the year 1453 of our era, had

broken down the eastern portals of Christendom,

and—master of Asia and Africa—was on his way
to the shores of the Adriatic Sea, to begin his con-

quest of Europe.

Slowly, though surely, in his march westward,

was he sweeping away in his path every vestige of

Christianity and spreading desolation far and

wide.

Wherever the Turk has thrived, civilization has

slowly decayed.

As at the approach of some summer storm, one

may descry from afar, from the deathly unquiet of

the elements and the restlessness of the winged
and four-footed denizens of the forest and field,

the coming of destruction, so tales of the doom
that was destined by Moslem for Christian, had
flown far and wide among the peoples of Eastern

Europe long before the serried ranks of the dreaded

crescent-bearers appeared above the mountain crests

that formed Slavonia's eastern defence.

Albania, Hungary, Slavonia, Transylvania—^lay

between Constantinople and Central Europe. In

the XVth century, Albania was the eastern bulwark
of Christendom. Could Albania fight?, could the

Albanians, who well-nigh unaided by their nearer

and more powerful neighbors in Europe, had kept

their beautiful land—the land of chivalry and
song—free from the yoke of the tyrant Mahomet
until the year 1478, when Scutari, their chief

coast town, fell finally under the power of the

Moslem, could Albanians fight, whose heroes'

names had for ages been as "household words,"
among the hamlets and the castles of the Franks?
whose king Stephen Dushan's name had been
hailed as the Washington of his day, and whose
latest hero, known at home as George Castriot and
to the Turks as Scanderbeg, had, aided by Cor-

vinus, more than once displayed his wonderful
powers in the field against almost desperate odds?
Could Scutari resist? could the Hungarian, the

Servian, the Albanian, whose almost sole pursuit
in life was the chase, could this mountaineering
people, so keen of eye and sure of foot, distinguish-

ed alike for tlieir rude valor, their love of liberty,

the extreme simplicity of tlieir lives, could this

patriarchal people, so noted for their chastity

—

their national virtue— men who had whipped the
Bulgarians, a more numerous and powerful people,

*The main facts in this sketch ofour Lady of Genazzano have
been drawn from the history of the shrine—Za Madre del Buon
fonsigUo, Rome, 1880, by Most Rev. Peter BeJgrano, O.S.A.

and for twenty-five years baffled the designs of

Mahomet II—could not Scutari fight?

But little by little had the Albanian, worn out by
years of struggle, ill-supported by the rich and

powerful princes of Europe, slowly been yielding

to the resistless legions of the victor of Constanti-

nople. As had many a Christian people before

them so now had the conquered Albanian been

grimly offered the alternative, namely, their lives

for their faith, or pitiless tribute, or death.

And the Turk was nearing Scutari, the peaceful,

contented, happy town of Albania, that snuggled

away in a nook at the foot of the coast hills that

line the eastern shore of the Adriatic, lay so open

by land and sea to the invader. And what would

Scutari do ? What could one petty hamlet do to

stem the tide of Moslem hordes, the flower of

Turkish chivalry, that for years, aye centuries

—

proud of their victories over the allied forces of

Europe, in Syria, Arabia, Asia Minor, Egypt,

Africa and even Spain
;
gloating at their near ap-

proach to the treasure-stores of central Christen-

dom with its fabled riches and beauty ; drunk with

their late successes on the Bosphorus—were hur-

rying westward, hungry and greedy for Italia's

wealth.

For fourteen years Scutari had listened to these

tales ofcoming woe, and what tales they had heard 1

that had made youth quake in fear and old men
pray that God would take them hence ere they,

as their Eastern neighbors and kinsmen, should

witness the downfall of their beloved land, and

the slaughtered innocents, and their desecrated

shrines, and the men and women doomed to death,

to serfdom, or worse than death, to apostacy from

Faith. Should they flee ? Might they not stay?

In their distress of soul, as in olden days, the fiery

pillar of God had guided His people through the

desert of Sin, as the star in the East had led the

Wise Men to the cradle at Bethlehem of the newly

born Sovereign of the world, so to Scutari came a

sign from on high.
:

*
:

For many a year had the townfolk of Scutari

treasured, in a little church near by—a rough

structure of no particular degree of merit, a picture

of Our Lady, so fair to look on, with colors so-

vivid and lines so perfect as to seem to have been

limned by other than human hand. No one could

view this picture—we have seen it often—but

would say that no human artist had ever dreamed

of a face so lovely as the Holy Mother's, or embrace

of child so trusting, consoling and tender as her

Divine Infant's, whose little arm is clasped around

His Mother's neck as if to shelter Her from harm.

What this' picture of Our Lady of Scutari was

we know from what it is. Briefly, it is a painting
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in oil of tlie Holy Mother and her Divine Son,

done on fresco—as it is called—on a thin crust or

delicate film of wall plaster, something like white-

wash so commonly given to walls to whiten their

surface, a flimsy coating at best, no thicker than a

visiting card or the paper on which these lines are

printed. So much for the material, so thin and

fragile that a finger-nail would shatter it or a

breath of air dissolve it ; and on such a surface,

with all its delicacy of texture and extreme tenuity

of material, has the celebrated picture of Our Lady
of Good Counsel at Genazzano been painted. In

the XVth century this picture was the pride of

Scutari. But let the picture that has been

at Genazzano for four hundred years and up-

wards have come from where one will, yet is it a

miracle.

The legend tells, that one day in 1467—the

Turks were near to Scutari and in their desolation

the townsfolk went, as usual, to pay a visit to the

little church near by the sea-shore, when to their

amazement and grief, found, as it were, an augury

of their abandonment by God—namely, that their

much prized picture of Mary had vanished, gone

without a sign to tell whither She had fled—but stay

,

the same history tells us too, and the account has

never been disputed, that two pious men of Scu-

tari, whose real names are not known, but whom
the annals of Genazzano speak of as de Sclavis and

Georgio, in a vision of the Mother of God whom
they always had revered with singular love,

were told by Her that on the morrow She would

leave the town—Her home for so many years—and

bade them bear Her company in Her exile. On
the morrow, just as She had said, they beheld the

picture detach itself from off" the wall, and, floating

easily in the air as if borne by angels' hands before

them, take up its way toward Italy. Fearing

naught, trusting fully, the pious companions tread

the waters of the Adriatic the same as solid ground

and safely across the sea and the intervening

stretch of land and valleys and mountains, across

the entire breadth of the Papal States, they followed

their heavenly guide, till She reached the resting

place of Her choice—Genazzano, a petty town in

the old Latin province of Latium, some thirty

miles southeast of Rome, and there Mary and the

Child, having fled as it were, from the Herod-like

Mahomet at Scutari, found ashelter—a shrine that,

for more than four hundred years, has been one of

the favorite sanctuaries of Christendom.

The precise date of the appearance at Genazzano

of the picture of Our Lady of Good Counsel was

the vesper-hour of the 25th of April, 1467, and

this is the story of Our Lady of Genazzano.

T. C. M.

Sweet Days Gone By.

How musical to the ear, how pleasant to the

memory, and how stirring to the emotions of the

heart is that expression " Sweet Days Gone By !"

Looking down from the ladder of time, viewing by
the light of experience the picture of life, how
often is our gaze arrested, our thoughts softened

and our eyes dimmed by the vision presented to

our view. From our lofty pinnacle we see shining

on the innocent and virtuous the bright light of

happiness and hope, while over the others hang
the dark clouds of sorrow and despair. The pic-

ture is ever changing, the clouds driven along by
the winds of adversity are ever in motion. Now
we see the heavy clouds displacing the lighter ones,

and from the lips of the fated mortals we hear the

expression " Sweet Days Gone By." The life of

man is divided into different and important stages.

Far away in the distance we see the springtime of

our lives, and how bright and beautiful seems that

epoch of our existence ! How carefully do we
guard the remembrance of our early years, taking

the scenes, one by one, from the store-house of

memory, feasting on the sacred pictures of guile-

less innocence and sunbright hopes, and carefully

replacing them lest they should be tarnished by
the ravages of time. Who would not live again,

when our nature, free from all vices, made every

companion a friend, every trifle a delight, and
every act of ours a pleasure—while traversing the

green paths of innocence—blessed by a parent's

benediction

How many scenes exist in the remembrance of

each one of us, soft and dim and sacred beyond
the painter's art to copy, but hung up as in an
ancient gallery for contemplation of our maturer
minds. Mellowed they are and graced like other

pictures, by the slow and tasteful hands of time.

" Who will not linger in the earth's green fields

Till the first feebleness of youth is o'er;

Clasp the fresh joy that young existence yields

In the bright present, and desire no more."

Rousing ourselves from our meditation and

looking into the valley of time we see the dark

clouds mingling with the bright. Why this

change ? Ah !
' tis the setting sun of childhood and

we are entering upon the most serious epoch of our

lives. We are passing from parental control to

free manhood, and it remains with ourselves

whether this portion of our lives will, in after

years, be a pleasure or a pain. Sad to say, but

true it is, many, at this time, neglecting or forget-

ting the admonition of their parents, are guided,

not by the dictates of reason, but by their un-

bridled passions. Their actions close the channel
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to the treasury of pleasant memories and silently

over them settle the dark clouds of sorrow and
despair :

—

" This is truth the poet sings

That a sorrow's crowa of sorrow

Is remembering happier things."

ttow different are our thoughts concerning this

portion of our lives, if we have obeyed the laws of

righteousness and followed the advice of our

parents. What pleasant reminiscences of tempta-

tions overcome, injustice denounced and rights

defended.

This is, properly speaking, our entrance to the

world, and what a field of labor is before us ! What
golden opportunities are presented to us to store'up

treasures for pleasurable meditatious in after years!

At this time of life we are hurried along bv our

ambitious thoughts and actions, stiiving to obtain

the goal or position in life that God intended us to

fill. Our path to fame may have been strewn with

thorns, but 'twas not devoid of roses, for were we
not animated by the smiles and praises of those

whose recognition of our work mora than repaid us

for the labor? This portion of our lives abounds
in pleasant memories. 'Tis then for the first time

we taste the sweetness of love, and neither the

pen of the writer nor the imagination of .the poet

can adequately describe the pleasure of the first

dawn of love. As the expanding rose just bursting

into beauty, permeates the air with its delicious

fragrance, so is the memory of man permeated with

pleasant thoughts when that innate spark of the

human heart is fanned into a flame by the gentle

zephyrs of love.

Our dreams of childhood become a reality at this

stage of life, and in maturer years, when we fasten

our thoughts on this period and recall to mind that

loved image, we look longingly and lovingly at the

sacred picture and gently murmur: " The Sweet
Days Gone by." To the next period of our lives

we now turn otir attention, and look with pride on
the deeds that are to live after us. ' Tis then our intel-

lect is strongest, our judgment soundest, and our
body capable of greatest exertion. True, this por-

tion of our lives is not devoid of care, but heaven
has kindly intervened and prej^ared a companion
to smooth our troubles o'er. She maintains our
love, as she gained it, by her many nameless and
modest virtues, which radiate from her whole life

and actions. She steals upon our affections like a

summer wind breathing softly over sleeping
valleys. She is ever kind and attentive in our
aflSictions, and as the sun, by his warmth, dispels

the early mists, she, by her cheerfulness, banishes
the clouds that oftentimes darken our lives.

But time rolls on incessantly, and we are now
approaching the last stage of our existence.

We are now beset with infirmities, but the recol-

lection of our joys teaches us how kind our Creator

was in furni.shing each age with its appropriate

pleasures, and filling our days with a variety, as

well as a multitude of blessings. We now find, if

our moral tastes have not been entirely perverted,

that the memories most joyous to us are those con-

nected with the innocence of youth and the

virtuous actions of our subsequent years. What
solace is there to an aged man like the memory of

his virtuous actio:is ; an I wliat balm is there

so soothing to his lonely heart ? This, then, is the

period when we can fully appreciate the memories
of our early lives. We are now devoid of care and

free from the bustle of the world ; we make prepa-

ration for our etern:il sleep. Reviewing once more
the actions of our lives, offering them to our

Creator, we sink into the deep slumber of death.

Oh, how sweet is the story that's told

Of the bright, happy days long gone by !

'Tis a theme with the heart never old,

'Tis the story of sweet days gone by.

Jno. E. O'Donnkll, '95.

The Good and the Good for Nothing.

It is a consoling thought that every creature in

some way represents his great Creator. Variety

in nature gives beauty and harmony to the whole
;

the least as well as the most perfect truly and

unmistakeably points to the admirable wisdom of

the Master Mind. The mineral, vegetable and

animal kingdoms, with their rich and rare treas-

ures, sing without ceasing the power, the mercy,

the majesty of their great King. All that they

possess minister to man, who, in turn, should do

likewise to God, and then would appear the har-

mony of God's creation. We notice that nature,

ever ready to respond to genuine effort, is never

prodigal of her ample stores. How carefully she

has hidden the precious diamonds, and cautiously

covered up gold and silver and other useful metals,

that men might have the trouble and pleasure of

hunting for such treasures! Then see how that

which ministers to man's lawful wants lies close at

hand, affording comfort, health, wealth and every

temporal blessing to the honest, earnest seeker.

There is the soil, rich and deep, awaiting the

sower to sow the seed, to yield a harvest propor-

tionate to the labor spent upon it. " The heaven

of heavens He hath reserved for Himself, but the

\-^^'^
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earth He hath given to the children of men."

A big gift when we look at it properly, and one for

which we are not sufiEiciently thankful. What we
most need He has given most of, as witness the

life-giving springs of never-failing waters so

numerous on the face of the earth ; man, beast,

vegetable, seed, flower, shrub and forest tree ; all

depend Upon them for their very life. The giant

forest trees with their tops in the clouds are first

satisfied ; then the lower shrubbery drinks its fill
;

next the flowers, fruits and various roots are sup-

plied, while there is plenty still to form streamlet

and rill, river and ocean.- Thus the wheel of industry

goes around with the sun, and millions are busy

till the day's work is done. Thus the nations

exchange what each wants from the other, while

square dealing in time will make man look upon
man as his brother.

It must here be noted that these are living waters

in motion, for " the rivers shall flow and the waters

shall run," and only the still water pools are foul

and unhealthy. Yes, these waters sometimes run

and ruin all before them, says the Infidel and God
looks innocently on. That's the exception, my
Infidel friend, and the exception proves the law of

nature to be founded on principles of utility, mercy,

and justice to all concerned. Why not rather admit

the lesson nature teaches and say-^Oh, how often

we offend against the law of nature and nature's

God, with ten thousand times more direful conse-

quences ! We must be the healthy living waters

which shall make society clean and pure and holy

here, and worthy of eternal life hereafter. How
really few are the shortcomings of nature com-
pared to ours against the law that says—" Th oil

shalt love the Lord thy God and Him only shalt

thou serve." In the animal kingdom we have the

same beautiful variety of species forming one

grand, harmonious whole according to the All-wise

Ruler of the universe. In this department we also

find among so much that is useful that which is

seemingly useless and even noxious. We stamp

the life out of the snake that crosses our path, we
kick at the rat and cast a stone at the polecat. We
watch with malice intent, the lively gyrations of

the little, musical mosquito as he seeks to draw
first blood with or without the consent of his

victim. And when the shades of night come on,

the curtains are drawn, and the lights are out, how
this little pest finds out your nest and keeps you
not sleeping but—slapping till morning, I'll kill

them every one ! you say. Yes, my dear, but they

will be as numerous as ever next year. They
belong to the great creation and act their part in it

too. I wish I could say as much of you.

Look along the line of beautiful species ascend-

ing from these up to the big elephant, rejoicing in

his strength, happy and content in his wild forest

home, where all that he wants he finds in his trunk.

Nature is beautiful and perfect of its kind, reflect-

ing the wisdom of the great Creator ;
furnishing

rare subjects for the thoughtful men, for the pen

and pencil. Critics judge of all productions

according to the standard of nature, from which

tlie greater the deviation, the greater the sin. If

the milch cow feed on the grass all day, and in the

evening give not a drop of milk from her udder,

what do you suppose the owner would say ? If the

di aught horse should tire of the heavy cart and

want to try a spin with his fleet-footed brother on

the race course, what would he get from his driver?

A crack on the back. I remember a recent occur-

rence in which a party of very select ladies and

gentlemen, returning from an entertainment, hired

the first conveyance they met to take them to their

respective homes. It was a one-horse, side-seated

regulation " Bus " whose driver was a genuine

darkie. They entered, drew their warm robes

around them and bid the darkie drive on. " Git ep!"

said Jehu to the noble steed as he tickled him on

the flanks with his whip ; the horse did not even

straighten the traces. "Git ep dar ole hoss ! what

fur you actin dis way in public ?" Not a step in

advance would the old horse take. " Git a move on

yer now, didn't I done gone git yer yer dinner ob

oats, an don't I 'pend on yer fur my livin? Git a

move on yer dar ! I has six passengers here 'pend-

in' on yer ter go, git ep !" Thus far it was the best

of fun for the party inside ,who made all sorts of

comments on the contest between the rational and

irrational animal, but the fun was all over when
they had to get out and make their way on foot

through a pelting snow-storm, for that old balky

horse was proof against all reason, rhyme and gen-

uine poetry, all of which failed to mg.ke him pull

on St. Patrick's Day. I have only this to say : Are

we more true to nature than he ? Do we not often,

with reason to guide us, surpass the animal in

being thoroughly useless to our fellow- mortals?

Do we not at the end of the day, and at the end of

our life find that we have followed our own sweet

way, and that our hands are empty going before

the God of Nature who will then turn the argu-

ment against us and say: "You were quick to

find fault with the short-comin;s of creatures

below you, who followed not the law of their

nature ; but I must also find fault with you in the

higher order of creation, for you are guilty of the

same offense in refusing to serve, to love and adore

me, your Maker, Redeemer and best Friend, your

first beginning and your last end." (

Fed.
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Law and Liberty.

Men are necessarily social beings, obliged by

their very nature to be in constant communication.

In order that such communication be held, two

things are necessary, first, that they be free to

carry it on, and secondly, that they be governed by

laws. There are various ways in which both

liberty and law may be considered. With regard

to liberty there is first that of the will, a gift of

God implanted in us at creation. Man has free

will in the sense that he can do whatsoever is

possible to him, whether right or wrong. But

being at the same time a moral being with moral

duties and responsibilities, he is not justified in

using his liberty for the accomplishment of evil.

There is something above this free will of man,

and that something is the will of God to which

man's will, though free, must always be subser-

vient. To do evil, is therefore, not a use but an

abuse of the divine gift of liberty.

Those of narrow mind ask: Where is man's liberty

if he is controlled by law? We answer in a famous

manner by asking where would be the liberty of

others if he were not controlled by law? Law is

necessary in so much that without it we would

become dismembered members of the human
family, and nothing that is would be right. To
substantiate this we have but to contemplate

nature herself. In the beginning order was called

out of chaos and laws were given for the preserva-

tion of that order. These laws have been obeyed

to the letter. Were there no laws in nature, or

were the existing laws not obeyed, confusion would

reign .supreme throughout the universe, and life

would be intolerable. And yet what is apparently

more free than nature.

Can we do better than to imitate nature in this

obedience to law—nature, whose every movement
is in accordance with the infinite wisdom of the

Author of laws ? For indeed, such obedience to

law is essential to us in order that we may fulfil

the intentions of our Creator. Hooker beautifully

says of law that "her seat is the bosom of God,

and her voice the harmony of the world. Angels

and men and all creatures, though each in a differ-

ent manner, yet all with a common consent, admire

her as the mother of peace and joy."

Just as liberty and law go hand in hand in the

moral life of man, so likewise do they go hand in

hand in the moral life of a nation. A nation must
be free in order that its people may be happy. It

must be free from tyranny, from oppression, from

intolerance of every kind. This liberty is the

people's strength; if kept within the proper bounds
of law, it is as the peaceful river flowing in its

natural bed ; if, however, it breaks these bounds,

like a mad torrent it rushes headlong, spreading

ruin and desolation in its path. Just as licen-

tiousness is the inevitable consequence of unbridled

liberty in the individual, so anarchy is the inevi-

table consequence of unrestrained liberty in a

nation.

Law is, therefore, most necessary to a nation

which must needs be composed of peoples gathered

from every clime, since different parts of the world

influence their inhabitants as to sentiments and

opinions as well as to manners and customs. In

order, therefore, to avoid confusion, such varieties

of character must have a rule and guide for action,

as also an assurance that they will be treated as

become fellow-members of the human race. The

most satisfactory way of obtaining these worthy

ends is the use of their liberty to the best advan-

tage in choosing, of their own accord, men of integ-

rity to draw up a set of laws which will insure

them a continuance of their liberty.

Anarchy is the greatest curse that can befall any

nation, and for those nations in which it abounds,

we have feelings of the greatest pity. On the con-

trary we have nothing but words of highest praise

for the efficient manner in which it was stamped

out of our own free, but law-respecting Republic.

And although in order to do this, it was necessary

to deprive five or six individuals of their lives, still

it was one case, at least, in which the end justified

the means. We have no desire to promulgate a

false doctrine, directly contrary to the law of God,

but justice demands that any number of individ-

uals should be sacrificed for the common good.

With regard to liberty of nations, Thomas Jef-

ferson, in his inaugural address of 1801, says,

" A wise and frugal government, which shall

restrain men from injuring one another, shall leave

them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits

of industry and improvement, and shall not take

from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned."

Washington, the foremost leader in the Revolu-

tion of the Colonies against England, had always

the greatest reverence for the law, although, in

accomplishing the independence of the Colonies,

it was necessary for him to violate publicly and

perseveringly the laws of his sovereign country.

Daniel O'Connell, the " Libera'or," had for the

sole object of his life the obtaining of liberty for

his native land, and labored, till death took him

to his reward, for the freedom of Ireland. He said

on his death-bed that he died content if he but

advanced it one step nearer the destined goal.

Nevertheless, history tells us that he loved and

observed the law most religiously, and hated

nothing so much as a law-breaker.

Thus it is that God rules the destinies of nations

as well as of men. Their liberty, as well as that of
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men, is a divine gift, and bears with it great

responsibilities. But, just as men by a good use of

their liberty obtain rewards both temporal and

spiritual, so nations by good use of their liberty

are rewarded by peace and prosperity.

Law and liberty are, therefore, most intimately

connected, and hand in hand they unite in accom-

plishing the designs of the Creator among nations

and among men.

T. J. Fitzgerald, '93.

A Vision of Easter Eve.

The sick child tossed on his little bed.

For the fever was raging high
;

And attendants watched with alarming dread

That the beautiful child would die.

The lights burned dim in the mansion old

That had always known mirth and cheer.

And the great hall, studded with marble and gold,

Seemed ghastly, and cold, and drear.

For the finger of death had touched the heir.

And the pride of this royal home,
And angels were winging to earth to be^r >•

His soul 'neath the heavenly dome.

'Twas the eve of Easter, and near his bed
Was the little altar raised,

Where for forty days his heart had bled

As his Saviour's love he praised.

The waxen tapers were burning seven
By the picture he loved so well,

The picture of Christ's ascent into heaven, ,

On which his eyes oft would dwell.

And from his last sleep on earth he woke
And smiled with a calm delight,

As through the parched lips he softly spoke
Of his heavenly vision bright.

Like an angel he seemed in his robes of white.

As his blue eyes, opening wide,

Followed the flicker of waxen light

Till the picture of Christ he espied.

" My dreams," said the child, " have been strange
to-night, ,..;.:,/

I have wandered through many a land
;

I dreamed that my robes were of peerless white;
And a lily was placed in my hand.

" An Easter lily, of fragrance rare,
,

That would ' never fade,' said he

—

The angel from heaven—as sweet and fair

As the flower he gave to me.

" Then he took my hand and he led me on,. .

Over hill, and valley, and stream,
Till the sinking sun in the west had gone
To rest, and the last faint beam

"Was dying away when we reached the street

Of a city, grand and old.

That had known the tread of Pilgrim's feet

;

And the angelus sweetly tolled.

" We wandered through many a city and town

:

Saw life in its every form
;

The love and the hate, the smile and the frown
;

Till the shades of night were drawn.

" And I said, ' Angel, dear, is this the earth

I have lived in a few short years?

Where I lived a life of love and mirth

And never knew sorrow or tears?'

" ' Ah, yes !' said the Angel, " Too soon, my child,

Would thy gentle heart be wrung,

Thy tender nature, so meek and mild, ; j

With the taint of the world be stung.

" ' Thy Saviour has willed that, on Easter morn.

The candle of life shall burn out,

And thy bright young ^irit by angels be borne

From the world of sin and doubt. '
"

The dawn was breaking o'er land and sea

When he smiled at the visions grand.

Then the loved ones knew that his soul was free
;

That the Angel had taken his hand.

Mary K. Lynch.

-««i

ATHLETICS.

The active interest in Athletics, at present

noticeable in both Senior and Junior divisions, is

indeed very gratifying, as the winter meetings of

the Association have been dull and uninteresting.

The President, Mr. C. G. McKenna, O.S.A., to

whose energy the present interest is attributed,

certainly is worthy of much praise on account ot

his promptness in organizing the base-ball team.

Fourteen candidates have been chosen by him, and

these may be seen practising daily. From these,

the team of '93 will be selected in April. The
men are: catchers, Pickett, Herron, J. E. O'Donnell;

pitchers, O'Leary, McDonnell, O'Donnell ; first

base-men, Murphy, McDonnell ; second base-men,

j. V. O'Donnell, Buffington ; third base-men,

Dugan, A. J. Hart; short-stop, M. Murphy, B. J.

O'Donnell; left field, Walsh; right field, Donlan;

centre fi^ld, Gallagher, Ryle.

The cue and ivory enthusiasts are at present

attracting attention in the preparation for another

pool tournament, and such experts as D . J. Hark-

ins, D. J. Gallagher, W. J. Pickett, J. E. O'Don-

nell, and E. T. Wade are most assiduous in their

practice, and a close contest is expected.

J. J. C,
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EDITORIALS.

To THK young man enj'oying the inestimable

benefits derived from college life, nothing con-

tributes more to the successful issue of his studies

or to his prosperity in after years than the sys-

tematic disposal of his time. A somewhat trite

expression, "Order is heaven's finst law," may be
profitably applied to every individual, no matter

what course in life he may pursue. In the world
at large examples of success in business are mani-
fold

;
all primarily due to the proper regulation of

one's various duties.

True, while a young man is at college he is

greatly helped by the rules and the general order

that prevail therein. All these, by regulating his

conduct and hours of study, serve to impress deeply
upon his mind the importance of method in all his

actions, and render easier the acquirement of

those habits of regularity upon which mainly de-

pend the advantages of a college education.

When we become our own masters and find only

a repulsive, selfish, mammon-worshiping world to

greet us upon our entrance into the bread-winning

strife, this rule of order will be one of ''Our most

formidable weapons. It remains for us to contract

this habit now in our halcyon days so that our

after lives may be orderly as well. Our time

should be j'udiciously distributed in the discharge

of our various duties, and this plan, having once

been made, should be strictly adhered to. In this

way our tasks and occupations properly arranged

form a background for the picture of life, while

order supplies the necessary frame, and by impart-

ing unity and symmetry to all gives it a suitable

relief^ .:':.;.:;:';• ,;,; ^: ,:;.-'v^V;; ;,::;:'<,';

This regular mode of living will be found most

agreeable. We will be relieved from ennui by

employing assiduously the swiftly gliding moments
of time, and, although it may require sacrifice

and self-control, yet the enjoyment of its rewards

will amply compensate for any inconveniences that

we may have suffered in obtaining them.

Judging from the method of transacting busi-

ness at the meetings of the Literary Institute, a

rigid reform is necessary. It is not for us to men-
tion in detail the doings of those meetings as all are

more or less conversant with them. Having been

present on those occasions, we noticed with regret

that the weight of responsibility devolves upon the

shoulders of a few whose manifest interest in all

things pertaining to the good of the college has

made this burden all the more difficult to bear.

Some of the students, including a few non-

members of the dififerent societies, are willing to

support and to earnestly further anything that will

prove beneficial to the best interests of the college.

There are others, however, who if they belong to

any of the societies follow the business of the

meetings in a listless way only, and are indifferent

and neglectful even with regard to matters of the

utmost importance. Such should not be, especially

in a society instituted for improving literary taste.

The approaching out-door season will tend to

diminish the number of reading-room habitues,

but at the same time, let them remember that they

have not severed their connection with the society,

and that their presence at future meetings is

earnestly requested in order that their views and

dues may be duly recorded.

In issuing our Easter number of the Monthly,
we wish to extend to all our patrons the compli-

ments of the season.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send p;oblems,

queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications ^hould be addreseed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, Villanova College.

15.—The planes of the faces of a triangular

spherical pyramid make with each other angles of

40°, 60°, and 100°, and the area of the base of the

pyramid is 4 r square feet. Find the radius of the

sphere.

Solution by Frederick F. Commins^ '92.

Let O—ABC be the spherical pyramid, its

angles, A^ B and C are dihedral angles, formed by

the planes of its sides, and are respectively = to

40°, 60°, and 100°. To find the radius A0= R.

Spherical excess — (40° + 60° + 100°) — 180°

= 20°. But the area of a spherical triangle is to

the area of the surface of the sphere as the number
which expresses its spherical excess is to 720.

.
•. spherical A : entire surface : : 20 : 720 .

*.

A 20 I But area of spherical A = 4 '^j

S' 720
~~

36
and area of surface = 4:: i?^ .

*.

47r I

4^ ^'~ 36
^' = 36

R =. 6 feet.

16.—Being given an obtuse-angled triangle,

draw from the obtuse angle to the opposite side a

line whose square shall be equal to the rectangle

contained by the segments into which it divides

the opposite side. •
: ; :

SohUion by Thomas J. Lce^ '94.

Let ACB be an obtuse-angled triangle. It is

required to draw from C a line CE^ so that CE"^ =
AE X EB.

Describe a circle about ACB. Let D be its cen-

ter. Join CD. On CD as diameter describe a

circle, cutting AB in E. Join CE. CE is the

required line.

Proof.—Produce CE to meet the circumference

in F^ and join DE. The angle CED is a right

angle .
'. FED is right, and hence CF is bisected

in E (20 prop. Bk. L) .-. FEY. EC=EC'\ but

FE X EC=AE X EB (20 prop. Bk. IIL) .
'. AE

X EB= CE\

17.

—

\i A^ B^ C be the angles of a plane triangle

prove the relation,

siii^ A + sin'^ B—sin^ C = 2 sin A sin B cos C

a!' + b"'

:
Solution by Ostrogoth.

c^ = cos C. (See page 52 Wentworth"

s

2 ab

Trig., on the Law of Cosines.) .'.

a"- , b' (? ^ n—r +—>
——> = 2 cos C.

ab' ab ab
a . b ^ ^

-f-
,^__ = 2 cos C.

b a ab

sin A
I

sin B
sin B sin yjf

sur C = 2 cos C.
sin A sin B

Clear of fractions and we get

sin^ A -{- sin^ B — siir C = 2 cos C sin A sin B.

18.—What length of canvas ^ of a yard wide,

is required to make a conical tent 12 feet in diameter

and 8 feet high ?

Solution by T. J. Fitagerald^ '93. .

Let A C B he a conical tent.

A i9==dianieterof civcular base = 12 feet.,

CD = height = 8 feet.

slant height A C= l/6^+ b^ 1/36 + 64 =
l/ioo" = 10 feet.

Lateral area = one-half circumference multi-

plied by slant height.

12- X 3.1416 = 37.6992 feet = circumference.

^A—9_ X 10 = 188.496 square feet = lateral area

of tent. '".;';:
''^'^':i -'''^'^-^--'''^ "' ''

188.496 -:- 9 = 20.944 square yards = area of tent.

20.944 -:- ^ =27.915 = number of yards in length

of canvas.
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19.—Solve l^l/;i: -f 3 — ^V^ — 3 = V^ Vx.

Solution by J. F. O'Leary^ '94.

Squaring both sides, and observing that \/-y/~\^

multiplied by VV

x

—3 produces V

x

—9, we have

/;i--f3

—

2VX—c^-^Vx—3=2 ^x.

2 ^x—2 ^

X

— ,9= 2 ^x. Omitting 2 ^ on each

side we get

—2 Vx— 9= 0. By squaring.

4(^— 9) = o-

/^x= i^. .

x=g.
20.—Solve x^ -\- y = y (t)

/ + ^ = ii (2)

:
] Solutwn by Oswego.

Form (i). x^ = J
—

y^ x = 1/7 — ^, substi-

tute the value of x in (2)

, / -\- y^~^jZZry — II, and i/y

—

y = 11 —

y

Square both sides we get 7 — j)/= 121 -{- y* —
22 >/^

y — 22 j^ + y -\- 114 = o. We arrange this

equation according to the descending powers of y
writing only the coefficients with the proper sign

thus

:

I -4- o — 22 +1 +114. I 3

^:<X 3H- 9 — 39 —114

+3 — '^Z— 2>^ o J = 3
We find by trial, or by Sturm's Theorem, the

integral part of the required root, and proceed as

above jj/ = 3 and x = 2.

Note.—This elegant method of Horner's can

be applied to equations of any degree, and is the

simplest method of appoxiniation yet discovered
;

and so we thus dispose of this ancient pocket pistol

of the pedagogues. Siirsitm corda !

ITew Problems.

21.—Given the obliquity of the ecliptic e= 23°

27', the latitude of a star 51°, its longitude 315°;

find its declination and its right ascension.

22.—Three persons having bought a conical

sugar loaf wish to divide it into three equal parts by

sections parallel to the base ; it is required to find

the altitude of each person's share, the altitude of

the loaf being 20 inches. -? -^

23.—Prove that the perpendiculars from the

centres of the escribed circles of a triangle on the

corresponding sides are concurrent.

24.—Solve : 2 {x ' — i) 2(^*-4) =.3

SPLINTERS.

Pig.

*'Dadda."

Easter.

Base Ball.

Spring shades.

Birthday parties.

" She wouldn't have you."

The wearing of the green.

"Tuck in my little bed.'V
, ; v^^

John got another hair cut.

"What will he be when he grows up?"
" Rub my leg—I've got a cramp."

Joe Loretto is in dec-inels.

Was it worth five hundred, Tom ?

If you want a lamp for a dime, call on T. Q
"Where do you live, friend?" "In the same

place."

Gentle Will D., what does rubber do?

"Which key have you the door for ?"

Being teased about the old gray mare,

To another place he removed his chair
;

And although we miss his statistics long.

We're content with the mem'ry of his song.

" Say, friend, here's a ticket for you."

J. S. will prompt no more—Reason, ejection.

Who is the Shakesperian dude ?

" Have you a letter for Pericles O'Reardon ?"

"Did that dropping of water create. time ?"

If you want a ton of coal for a dime call on
T. C.

"She's a rock of sense—Don't fool yourself."

K r.

" Where do they cultivate those roses?" " Why
in Rose-\xio\\V

Jimmie V. is jubilant ; he is going home Easter.

We sat, he sat, they sat and sat,

The time was nearly over ; .

But when we got ouryb/^///rj/-cake J
: ^^v

'

Ah !—then we were in Clover.

Is it George teaching Barnie or Barnie teaching

George ? :-^:-- \;':'' .: -:-^*: '^'y^-^yy: :lr:Z:::^xk:^, ::' --yy':":::":

We fear the "villain" will have a relapse

—

Shake "Larry," Ed. ^y^'^iA- r^'^wz^^^

J. W. says,—Don't you think I look like Bob
Fitzsimnions? ;; ;

If you want a barrel of flour for a dime, call on
T. C.

What did Donlin do with the potatoes that grew
in his tobacco ?

Baggage delivered at reduced rates by the

"news boy."

A. J. P. will give a house warming at his (?)

room. "'--:.'- '-•^-/:\:':,
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Puffed up with pride at throwing J.,

He tackled our gentle Will
;

Yet strange, yes very strange to say,

He was worsted in the mill.

According to Denny's statistics trade unions are

not beneficial.

They /<?//-ed John only two cents, though he did

have a team.

For the past week Jim's face has been beaming

with pleasure. He received a smile on Sunday.

That knot was a regular Gordian one, the only

difference being that no Alexander was found to

cut it.

The Knight of the corridor is missing from his

favorite haunts. He has taken up French
;
proba-

bly this accounts for it.

Where are you going my pretty maid?

I'm going to rehearsal, kind sir, she said.

Will you give me a flower my pretty maid ?

Naw
;
you have no mustache, kind sir, she said.

r We are very much pleased to see the " Conserva-

tory " again stocked with young and tender plants.

Query.—What is the meaning of that word

crinoline, seen so often in the papers lately ? Sub-

mit answers to T. C.

'Tis with pleasure we note that J. O. M. ac-

cepted the advice of the Splinter editor and is

again increasing in weight.

They tell about a dandy

Who at a corner stood
;

Perhaps it was our Andy
But no—he never would.

Our waiter who went around all winter with his

hands in his pockets has removed them. The
base-ball season is at hand.

Noticing the effect produced by the mute on the

lodgers of the flat 'tis strange B does not com-

plete the good work by getting a mute for the

mouth-piece., -'.'- ;-:"'/;./ ';v-'V;;''"-V;r'''v-^v'-:v^

Why this silence on the part of Dick ? He en-

tertains us no more with accounts of his trips.

Probably two loads were too much for him.

A few days ago while one of the boys was ex-

ploring the clothes room he came upon a box con-

taining some faded flowers and withered leaves.

No further explanation is necessary than to say A.

P. was engraved on the box. "What fools these

mortals be 1"

A DOG-GEREL.

With every eye upon him bent

Up through the aisle John softly went,

To catch the dog was his intent.

Now down the aisle his form all bent :''^'r:'-

' The dog was his and out 'twas sent
;

He took his seat, his heart content.

47

PERSONALS.

Professor Motley has accepted a position as

organist in St. Thomas' Church, Philadelphia.

Rev. Bro. Achatius, Director of St. Michael's

School, Piiiladelphia, visited Bro. Dominic, on

Sunday, March 12.

Our Rev. Vice-President, L. A. Delurey, has

returned, after delivering a course of lectures in

New York State.

Rev. James A. Vaughn, O.S.A., recently visited

Lawrence, Mass., and officiated in the services at

St. Mary's during Holy Week.

We extend our sympathy to Bro. Jerome. An
ulcerated foot has long occasioned him great

trouble, and recently it developed such serious

symptoms that the physicians found amputation

necessary.

Dr. J. J. Morrissey, '81, of Hartford, Conn., was
the guest of the Rev. Faculty, on March 6. On
the evening of the above day he entertained

the students by relating many of the happy events

of his college career. We return him many thanks

for the holiday we enjoyed on March 21.

Mr. James O'Donnell will spend the Easter

holidays with friends in Hecksherville.

Mr. Gibbons Marsh, of Philadelphia, spent Sun-
day, March 12, with his brother William.

Mr. William Parker, our genial editor, will spend

his vacation at Old Point Comfort, Va.

The daily rehearsals of the " Rose of Wicklow,"
which will be presented in April, promise a grand

success.

Mr. D. Ford, of Media, Pa. , visited his nephew,
Walter, on March 12th.

Owing to the resignation of Prof. Motley, Mr.

Thos. Fitzgerald is now organist of the Church of

St. Thomas of Villanova. We are pleased to note

the great interest the latter is taking in the choir,

and hope that his efforts to have improved singing

for Easter will meet with success.

The Augustinian Fathers : D. J. Sullivan, E. A.

Daily, M. Geraghty, and J. E. Whelan, recently

closed a very successful mission at Holy Cross

Church, New York City.^v :v;
: : ; . : v

We extend our sympathy to Dr. Morrissey, '81,

of Hartford, Conn,, in the great loss he has suffered

in the death of his eldest son.

Our Very Rev. President recently attended a

reading by Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly of some of

her own poems.

We are pleased to learn that Prof Sullivan has

recovered from an attack of " la grippe."

The Very Rev. Provincial visiied the Rev.

Faculty on March 21st.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. L. I.—The ret^ular monthly nieeting of the

Literary Institute was licld on Wednesday evening

March ist, and was carried on in a very spirited

manner. Bills were presented for the decoration

of the Library and after considerable discussion

were approved.

The busts of Shakespeare, Byron and Scott now
occupy prominent positions, and there are several

new and beautiful pictures on the walls. Great

praise is due to those who had the decorations in

charge. A literary celebration might be held some
time before comnicncenient day. This would show
the progress made by the Institute since its organi-

zation, and would be a pleasant recollection for old

members.

y. D. S.—On Saturday evening, March 4th,

the Debating Society assembled in goodly numbers,

to listen to a debate by the junior members. Some
there were, who came out of respect to the debaters,

and remained through admiration of the excellent

manner in which they debated. For the first time,

they stood before an audience and expressed their

opinions fearlessly and in a hearty manner, and

their efforts were in every way commendable. The
subject was :—Resolved, That Trades Unions are

Beneficial to the Working Class, and Messrs. Mur-
taugli and Gibney determined to prove it beyond

all cavil or doubt. They would have done so, had
it not been for the fict that Messrs. Dugan and
Gallagher were two formidable opponents. We
congratulate the young debaters and speak words
of encouragement for their future. The decision

was rendered in favor of the negative.

The next debate was held on Wednesday even-

ing, March 22nd. Resolved: " That the World's

Fair be opened on Sunday." For the afiirmative,

Messrs. D. Herron and W. J. Mahon argued well.

They advanced many telling arguments, and
withal upheld their side admirably. Messrs. A. J.

Plunkett and E. P. McKeough followed for the

negative, and brought out point after point in a

masterly manner. The debaters were very evenly
matched, in fact, so much so that the chairman
was obliged to reserve his decision. , . :;

The Glee Club and Dramatic Association are

hard at work preparing the Easter entertainment.

At present everything points to a grand success.

The play, " The Rose of Wicklow," is from the
pen of John Fitzgerald Murphy, and this is suffi-

cient evicence of its high quality.

EXCHANGES.

We are pleased to welcome as an exchange The

IVake Forest Sttidcnt. This excellent magazine

presents a pleasing appearance and its editorials

show careful preparation. But what interested

and pleased us was the essay "The Theft of

Thought." We think that Mr. R. F. B. has done

well to bring this fact before the eyes of the

American student, for no sharp scrutiny is required

to see that such theft is being perpetrated in some
of our leading colleges.

The Agnctian Monthly^ 2l]o\\xw.2X published by

the young ladies of St. Agnes' Collegiate Institute,

, has made an appearance on our exchange table

and we do not hesitate to say that it is a most wel-

come visitor. On scanning its excellent articles

nothing pleased us more than the admirable essay

on " Music" by Miss J., and a study in French by

Miss G., entitled " Priez Pour Moi."

We failed to see the Duaiie Owl put in its regu-

lar appearance this month among our other visitors,

but we are glad to note that in its stead the Col-

legiiiin Forense was not afraid to brave the cold

March winds of Iowa, and make its way intrepiely

to our sanctum. We extend our hearty congratu-

lations to the author of Nota Be7ie for the admir-

able way in which he defended the true worth of

his college.

Two numbers of the Notre Dame ScholastichsiVt.

graced our department since the last publication of

our Monthly. We are very much pleased to

acknowledge this magazine among our other

exchanges, both for its high standard as a college

journal,and its for excellent literature. The Scholas-

tic^ like its sister journal, the Ave Maria^ contains

some very interesting articles, the perusal of which

drives away all the turmoil and confusion arising

from our mental exertions.

In looking over the columns of The Messenger^

of Richmond College we notice that the Exchange
editor has seen fit to criticise the spirit of animosity

with which some of our contemporaries treat their

exchanges. We heartily approve of the courtesy

suggested hy '\1\^ Messenger as this would create

better feelings between students, and we trust that

its criticism will have the desired effect and that

its suggestion will be kindly received. Let our

criticisms be just, but not harsh nor imcourteous.

The March number of the Fordham Monthly

contains an interesting account of the Alumni
Banquet at the Hotel Savoy in New York City.

W^e read with pleasure the several outbursts of

oratory showing the love which the speakers felt

and the piide which they justly have for their

Alma Mater.
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co,
1 41 6 Cliestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY

Physioians' PrefcriptloiiB Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
PR/^I^K U/. PRKKITT. Craduate ir? p}?ar/T\acy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

^-EcuaJUK.

A PIANO OR ORGAN. BOOKS BOUGHT.
You vuill 53^6 fT^or)(?y aod \\z\je a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEIaZ PIHNOS.

9 world renowned makes.
WEBER, HALLUX & DAVIS, BR1G(^,S and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catnlogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMtCS MCOANNKY,

Saddle, Harness I Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PllirADEl-PHIA.

THE DeMORAT STUDIO:
914 GHESTNUr STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IX ALT. BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, alst) to Colleges and SJoci< ties.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H , O. HT^NSBVJRY,

ARTHUR'S
Famous Ice Cream,

ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes, Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice .served durinc:^ the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COMPANY. Your o.ders
are respectfully solicited.

I. WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryii Mawr, Pa.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Jpirts1;-(§las§ l^oote and ghoes
Repairing Ncitly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

T£RMS CASH. I^aucaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will sell YDIT
$10.00 worth of Clothing-, Drfes Goods, ladies'
Coats ani Cloaks, Furniture, Carpeta "Watches,
Jewelry, Chinaware, ecc, for

$1.00 CASH AND $100 PER WELK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
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Thomas Bradley,

N, W. ISor. Tw6nt)-first

and Market Streets.

(bf K extcixi mi mvitalion to yoti to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice

selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We hHve constantly on hand endnote tlie Low PHcfs at whicli we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods and Quality considered,

Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

tjb(?ral DIsQoupt to public apd <5l?aritable Ipstitutioijs.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA. '

:

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Av/enue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHN J. BYRNES,
DKALEB IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market. East Side. PHIIiADELPHIA.,

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •»•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept IJfe 9 Jrust <^o.

Of !Pliiladelpliia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving

the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

gafe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders

In Everything Hanselled by no othef Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIAN MOOt^E.-f

OBLINQER PR05. Sr C2.,

4-

FACTORY, I^ANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wholesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SO]^,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPOKTKKS OF

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

Nd. B17 Arch. Street^
PHII^ADHI^PHIA.

Hverything at lowest prices.

OR. STEINBOCK,

^1- ^
1630 jv/ortl? T^elftl? 5tr^^t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is alwa vs attractive^

in quality^ variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. L mLAHAN 1838 MARKET st:

Dealer ii^ piije (jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.50 PER BBL.
"^" CKSH OR OReDIT.

BUY YOUR GOODS

GEO. KELLY & CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FnFi)itiii<e|B8d(IiQg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

hove Chestnut. Philadelphia..

Special Discount to Institntions.
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WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Oor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wadding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•OfTEXT BOOKS, 4^

]Ne^w and Second Hand.

Have constantly on band a fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 H. Thirteenth Street,

PHII4ADBI.PHIA, FA.

CHARLES a. nOOKEY,
"

526 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale § Exchange Stables,

Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAUI^ING DONE.

DBALKEIH ^ AGKKT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

EstimateR fumifhed to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

I

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete slock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Waub and Clock Repairing.

LKNCKSTER KiZE., KRD7UVORE. RM

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

1<io. 810 HACH ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

HODEL POOL AND BILLIARD ROOH.

TobaGeo and Cigafs,
225 North 8th Street, Philadelphia.

WALTER HUTCHINSON, Proprietor.
REDUCED PRICES.

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

lueiisHimsioisEsiioiM,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old L,anca8ter Road.

Try boston LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTIN PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
~

DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

1025 Market St.,

Sells everything needed

for the Table) Kitchen and

Household at halfotber'a
prlcea,

10 ot. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True 11

Stahdard Text Books.
Wentworth's Matliematics.

Allen and Greenough's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's Language Lessons.

GINN St OOTWIRMNV.
POBliISHEf^S,

\a^^^

70 Fifth Avenne N. T. T. B. Lawler, Agent-

M.GALLAGHER,
PKACTICAL

Harness IQaksr

15 N. 9tli St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS,

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race sts.

Branches : 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp,

THOaiAS R. CUHARY,

4FUNERAL DIRECTORS-
S. W. COR. TWELFTH AND JEFFERSON STS.,

PHILADELPHIA.

tGf Personal attention day or night.
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RIGHT at the trade centre. Only a step from the Penna. R. R. Station or from the

new Reading Terminal Station.

With the very best selections of patterns obtainable, the most superior work-
manship, and a low range of prices, our establishment continues to be Headquarters for

stylish and natty clothing for young men. ; :
-

We show an excellent line of Full Dress and Prince Albert Suits, fully equal to

custom made at less than half the cost.

Always up to date in Furnishing Goods. Latest Novelties in Neckwear, Gloves

and Hosiery.

A. C. YATES & CO.,

; 13th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia.

Ihon^ai) p. |)mall
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

h
(5\\\\m

Of

|2?

w'(

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry I

And Gafrie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

;;;,;; ...^^.:;: Reading Terminal Alarket.

tc9, 171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts.

Philadklphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS rOU ALL SPORTS,
Outing and Yachting. ' "•^^' C v

BEND FOE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATiLOGUE. '

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
108 BladUouSt. 843 Broadway. 1033 Cheatuut St.

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED
THAT TIIK IIKADQUARTKBS FOU

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON ^ CO/S,
1228 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.

' -: BELLAK'S,

PIANOSiORGANS
l!29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA..
v^jsr iiOR^isr &g sojst,

MAKRKS AND DESIGNURS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

•^ COSTUTVYES.-i^
Catalogues Furnished. Ccstumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.L. KI.MUS OK STAfcJE MAICK UP, TIGH IV* &,«.

121 N. Nlf<TH STREET, Philadelphia.

MOTt.EY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER

11^5^^^ FOR WINDOWS.
^^}\-^ v^-^^sr^ ==^

NEW OR OLD.
Patented DcC. 13. lOo .

.

'

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc. Also for Window Screens and

Sliding Blinds. Send for Circular

PETER MOTlEY, ^^" ""'' '"'-^
"^''-'AilXlVhla. p,.

McCONAGHY BROTHERS.
NEAR ST. DENIS' CIHIRCH.

Carpenters ^m Builders.
All work Promptly and Neatly done.

p. O. HddPess, AHD|WOI?H, PR.

\ . .-ti' •'
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Saint Monica.

F Y ERS was the task a husband's rage

^^^^1 to soothe

i^^^ I With gentle word and mien from

'"''^^ day to day
;

To guide an erring child in vir-

tue's way

;

To share the griefs of others, and

to smooth

Life's path for all who came within the reach

Of helping hand. None ever asked in vain
;

Her joy was but to soften every pain,

All ills to heal, to counsel and to teach.

Of self she little thought while here below
;

Her hopes were fix' d eternally above,

Where death is life, and life is living love,

' Neath suns of ever bright and lasting glow.

The fountain of her eyes was never dry
;

For Austin's sake she wept through many years
;

But when his soul was safe, she dried her tears

And fled to her reward beyond the sky.

O Christian wife and mother ! as of old,

Lend now thine aid to all who thee implore

For light and grace to reach that blessed shore,

Where thou dost dwell in happiness untold.

Be ever near to make the chast'ning rod

Less bitter in its sting, less hard to bear ;

Be ever near to use a mother's care,

In leading and enticing us to God.

.,::;,^,,^ ,._.., ;_..-.;.. M. J. L.
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Courage.

Of all the virtues in the possession of which

man rejoices, courage is one that we particularly

admire. His other good qualities may charm us

and be a source of pleasure to us ; but when we see

him armed with courage to battle for what he thinks

right, then it is that our admiration is excited.

We may not agree with him ; we may be

directly opposed to him
;
yet, when we behold him,

ready with the courage of his convictions to defend

his position, we must respect and admire him.

Courage may be called the fountain by which

the other virtues are refreshed. A man may seem

to possess Justice, Temperance or Prudence, but if

he be without courage, these virtues can exist only

in name. Can any one practise justice, if he is

lacking in courage to do what is right ? Can any

one not possessed of the courage and heroism

necessary for self-abnegation exercise moderation ?

Athough a man be ever so prudent in word

and deed, nevertheless at different periods of his

existence, circumstances will produce such a state

of affairs, that for combating these, a proportional

degree of courage will be required, and if that

courage be wanting, the other good qualities de-

pending on it will be of little avail. Instead of

increasing in the admiration and esteem of men,

he will lose their respect and become despicable in

their sight.

Courage is the embodiment of all that is noble

and honorable. A courageous nature is a noble

nature. We are aware of the fact that cruelty and

cowardice are almost invariably found in the same

person ; so too, we find courage and gentleness

united in the one person. They are, as it were,

the twin properties of the matter essential to the

composition of man ; and no person, combining

courage with gentleness, can be guilty of an igno-

ble or dishonorable act. : ,,

There are two kinds of courage^moral and

physical. Moral courage is the power of saying

yes or no, as one's sense of righteousness dictates.

This morality is instilled into the mind in infancy

by parents and superiors ; and if they are negligent

in the performance of this duty, the effect will be

seen in the after life of the children entrusted

to their care. For how will these children, when
exposed to the many trials and temptations which
inevitably come to them, be able to protect them-

selves ? As they were neglected in the matter of

proper education, they will not have the courage

necessary to help them through. As a result of

that negligence, and of early associations, any
method, even that of telling a falsehood, will be

employed, provided it be an easy way to escape

from difficulty.

Every one, at some time of life comes to where

the two roads meet, the one leading to afflu-

ence, present enjoyment of worldly pleasures,

by any kind of methods, some not to be ap-

proved of ; the other leading to greater joys, 'tis

true, but by self-abnegation, by honest methods,

serving truth ; a time of trial for the present cer-

tainly, but bringing its own great reward.

What choice will the one not taught in early life

the value of courage make ? Will he, coward-like,

choose the easier path ? Or will he be brave

enough to stand up for truth and righteousness?

Will he be strong enough to stand the test of a noble

man? For

" Then to side with Truth is noble, when we share her

wretched crust

'Ere her cause bring fame and profit, and 'tis prosperous

to be just.

Then it is the brave man chooses, while the coward

stands aside,

Doubting in his abject spirit, while his Lord is crucified

And the multitude make virtue of the faith they have

denied."

By physical courage we mean that valor neces-

sary to sustain us in the performance of many of

our deeds—that valor by which we will be able to

brave danger when duty demands it, and to en-

counter certain dangers ; we also stand in need of

it in the fulfilment of some of our ordinary deeds.

We can very easily call to mind the different

meanings which this word courage will bring to

many. We hear of some who are called brave,

who have taken their own lives, not from aiiy good

motive, but through fear of enduring some great

trouble in this world. Others fleeing dangers are

called cowards, although we are told that "discre-

tion is the better part of valor."

Now the cowardice or courage displayed by per-

sons of mature age we can easily trace to their

youth. We are all familiar with the history of the

Spartan people, and we know how well they in-

structed their children, that in after years courage

might be their characteristic. Very often the

cowardice may be traced to early life, when to

quiet a crying child some hob-goblin tale of terror

is told, enough to inspire fear into it, and this feel-

ing, implanted in early youth, grows strong as the

person advances in years ; and although in man-

hood, reason should overcome this fault, it does

not always succeed.

Frederick the Great, of Prussia, serves as an ex-

ample of courage engrafted on a pusillanimous

nature. At the battle of Mowlitz overcome with

fright, he fled, leaving his generals to fight the

battle alone ; but this instance of wavering on his

part was the only one : throughout the rest of his
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campaigns he fought with a bravery becoming one

wearing the title of " Great."

Courage, then, is a virtue greatly to be desired

and sought after. We should strive to be physi-

cally courageous so that in moments of danger our

bravery will sustain us. We should above all

strive to be morally courageous, not allowing our-

selves to be swayed by human respect in the per-

formance of our duties, but in all things and at all

times " daring to do what is right."

JAS. F. O'Leary, '94.

St. Monica.

In the year 331* of our era, appeared in the

bosom of a noble family at Tagaste, in Africa, that

had long been known for its honorable name and

ancient virtue, a child who at birth received the

name of Monica, a name that at that time was so

touching a symbol of consolation and hope for the

Church. It was just twenty years since Constan-

tine the Great had professed Christianity.

Her parents were both Christians and pious, and

by them the little maiden was brought up with

the utmost care.f

The child was placed in charge of an old family

servant, a zealous and prudent woman, who was

devoted to her young mistress and carefully

guarded her every step and word. Writing of his

mother,! St. Augustine says, that the young Mon-
ica was wont frequently to leave her playmates to

their sports, so as to engage in prayer ; that one

time she was found kneeling in prayer under a

tree ; that she rose at night to say her prayers

;

that she loved the poor and often took them bread

from the table ; that she was given to austerities

of various kinds, to sobriety and mortification

especially, without which no one may hope to

become a Christian spouse, mother or saint. At

the instance of her old guardian, she never drank

even water outside of meals.

Every here and there through his works does

the great Augustine refer to his loving and saintly

mother. He seems never to weary of telling of

her goodness, of her gifts of soul and mind, of her

piety and love of God, of her love for prayer and

of her keen, discerning intelligence, that led her

*The dates followed in this sketch of St. Monica are taken
from the De Rebus Gestis S. Aiigustini &c., (Venice, 1756,) by
Fr. John Laurence Berti, O.S.A.

tin a biographical sketch of the Saint, published by the
late Rev. Dr. Lanteri, O.S.A , he states that her parents were
named Aurelius and Facundia, and that her mother was
descended from the Tabellici princes of Getulia. See Revista
Agustitiiana, Valladolid, 1882, vol. Ill, p. 629.

JThe best account of the life of St. Monica is given by her
gifted son—the great St. Augustine. See especially the Ninth
Book of his "Confessions."

to master the most sublime and difficult problems

of philosophy. In his "Confessions" chiefly does

he dwell on the supernatural gifts that adorned

his mother, while in his treatise on the Blessed

Ivife

—

de Beata Vita^ composed at Milan, he

speaks of her wonderful knowledge of the highest

truths. At the villa of Verecundus, some few

miles outside of Milan, whither Augustine, with

his mother, his son and some friends, had retired

for his preparation for baptism, it was their daily

custom to spend part of the afternoon in disputa-

tion on ethical subjects. At one of these friendly

entertainments, described by Augustine in full in

his de Beata Vita^ the question debated by the

assembly was,—in what consisted true happiness,

and how could one attain it ? The little Adeo-

datus, Augustine's son, with a keenness of percep-

tion far beyond his years, observed that for one to

please God, he must be pure of heart, and that

thus only could he be happy,—a view of the case

in which St. Monica fully concurred.

Only one fault, if such it may be styled, does

Augustine note in the memoirs of his mother ;*

it was as follows : In accompanying the servant,

whose place it was to fill the flasks with wine for

the table, the little Monica, more through childish

thoughtlessness than any depravity of taste, grad-

ually got into the habit of touching her lips to the

over-filled flasks, and even sipping from their con-

tents. One day her nurse, being, perhaps, some-

what out of temper, or maybe to teach the child a

lesson, reproved her by calling her a wine-bibber

—

meribibula^ as Augustine writes it ; at this Monica
was abashed, and abandoned the habit from that

day forth.

Together with her supernatural gifts, Monica
united an inextinguishable thirst for learning, and
a gentleness of temper that appears to have en-

deared her to all her acquaintances.

At the age of seventeen she was married to

Patritius, a wealthy and noble pagan, a curialis of

Tagaste, who by a prior marriage had two
daughters, Basilica and Felicitas. Thus their

names are given by Augustinian writers. Monica's

consort was a singular contrast to his holy and
gifted spouse ; he was a man of disagreeable ways,

choleric of temper, ever ready to fly into a passion,

of little or no moral principles, and well known to

be unfaithful to his marriage vows. Her mother-

in-law, also pagan, was an imperious, hard-tem-

pered and jealous woman, and used to incite the

servants to bear calumnies and tales to their

master against their young mistress.

Monica's married life was for her a training

school of virtue. Each day revealed to her the

* See '• Confessions," Book IX.
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abyss that separated her from Patritius. Yet she

set her mind to win his soul to God, not by argu-

ment and discussion, but by prayer and a virtuous

example. Little by little the sweetness of her

temper and her humble and patient life won her

husband's respect. Her son relates that she for-

gave his insults and infidelities ; never spoke back

to him, yet at the same time, it must be said, she

was never struck by him. Patritius begins to

yield ; he no longer treated her harshly, and

shortly before his death was baptized a Christian.

According to Father Berti, Monica was in the

fortieth year of her age, and Augustine, her eldest

child, in his seventeenth. She had borne two

other children, Navigius and Perpetua, both hon-

ored a:s saints.

As a widow, Monica gave new proofs of her

goodness ; daily she attended Mass ; twice a day

she went to church for prayers and to hear the ser-

mon. Daily preaching was customary in Africa.

But while winning her husband to the Faith,

Monica lost her son. At home Augustine shocks

his loving mother by his impiety, and his blas-

phemies against religion ; and finally is bid by his

mother either to amend his life or rid her Christian

home of his presence. He leaves Africa for Rome,
and thence goes to Milan, whither his mother

follows him. There, aided by St. Ambrose, the

prayers of St. Monica succeed in recalling her son

to God. Shortly after his baptism, the saintly

mother, having now obtained the most cherished

desire of her heart, wishes to return to Africa.

She, with Augustine and Adeodatus, leaves Milan

for home ; at Ostia, she is taken ill of a fever, and

after a nine days' illness, the blessed Monica,

model of maidens, wives and widows, yields up
her soul in thankfulness to God that she had won
over her husband to the Faith and had witnessed

the conversion of her son. The year of her death

is commonly put in 387 ; she died at the age of 56,

and her remains were interred at Ostia. In the

XV century her body was translated to Rome and

placed in the church of Saut' Agostino. St.

Monica is honored as the patroness of the Associa-

tion of Christian Mothers. ^^^^^^^^^^^^
i /^ y^

Fro»i the Albany Times Union.

A Noted Clergyman.

"Enquirer" is informed the clergyman who
preached the panegyric at the Cathedral last Fri-

day, the feast of St. Patrick, was the Rev. F. X.

McGowan, O. S.A., pastor of St. Augustine's

Church, Lansingburg. " O.S.A. " means " Order of

St. Augustine." Father McGowan has been for

many years, and still is, the most eloquent, and one

of the most learned of this body of distinguished

men. He is recognized as such, inasmuch as, for

many years he has been the leader of the Augus-

tinian missionary band, a position of great respon-

sibility, entrusted always to the most brilliant.

The panegyric at the Cathedral has been pro-

nounced by competent judges, one of the best an4
most thoughtful ever delivered by a visiting clergy-

man on such an occasion. He has for many years

been known as " The Silver-tongued Augustinian."

To Commeinorate the Anniversary of Thomas Moore.

Dedicatedjo Rev. F. X. McGowan, O.S.A.

Thy birth and fame, the splendor of thy theme,

To-night we sing, in songs, that all thine own.

Come down the years, like sunshine on the stream,

And gem by gem enwreathe thy deathless crown:

Not cooling shade more welcome to the wight

Who treads the desert's hot and arid sand.

Than those sweet notes, that sway our souls to-night,

And bear us back to Erin's lovely land.

No, not more weclome to the storm-tossed ship

The blessed calm which stills the angry sea :

Than thy sweet songs from tuneful heart and lip.

That breathe with love, or glow with liberty:

And, as the years recede before the sun,

• And Erin's Flag unfolds its burst of light,

The deathless fame thy sparkling lyrics won,

Shall quenchless gleam athwart her starless night.

To-night, across the wide blue pathless sea,

Our yearning hearts are in that land once more,

As true to Freedom's thrill of Liberty,

As that which fired the genius of Tom Moore.

As fell the Norseman in that day of strife.

Before the valor of the fiery Gael,

As true the creed of Erin's hopeful life.

That England's star will yet as darkly pale.

With thee we tread Kinkora's princely halls.

On Ossory's plains we see the Norseman reel

—

Go down to death, ere night's dark curtain falls.

While yet unsheathed Brian's vengeful steel.

With Red Branch Knight, and Banba's royal maid.

We seek the haunts of revelry and song;

While to the lute's responsive serenade,

The joyous hours their Thespian scenes prolong.

The grave and gay, the simple and the bold,

To laughter move, or unrequited wrong :

Are struck from chords that sparkle as the gold.

And gleam like sunbeams on thy tide of song :

While " Nora Creina's " tinkling, silvery bells

—

Like marriage chime, pour out their merry peals

The " Minstrel Boy " the prideful bosom swells,

And thro' its depths like Love's own message steals.
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" Where glory waits thee "—there, alas, are found

The scattered remnants of the Cl^n-na-Gael

:

The first to answer to the bugle sound,

The last before the deadly charge to quail.

The fire of Freedom coursing through their veins

—

They face the foe with firm, unfaltering tread :

While, yet, like him, who fell on Landen's plains,

They, too, would wish their blood for Erin shed.

True, as the needle to the shining pole
;

True, as bereavement to the mother's breast
;

True, as God's pity for the erring soul
;

True, as the sun empurpling the east
;

As true the faith unconquered Erin holds,

That, yet her shores with freedom shall be blest

;

That, like the dewdrop, which her green enfolds,

Love, Honor, Fame, shall yet adorn her breast.

Blame thee, sweet bard ? What crown or gift had we
Or wealth to offer for thy matchless song?

Whose night of death was like the angry sea^

When to its breast the storm's mad furies throng ?

Hunted and homeless on the mountain's side—

-

Despair and havoc, Erin, death, and strife;

With kindred ills, and devastation wide
;

Like demons feasting on our country's life.

Proscribed her priesthood—banished, outlaw'd, banned,

Their home and chapel,—Erin's gloomy caves,

—

No arms to shield God's servants in the land,

Or bear the stricken to their lowly graves.

On scenes like these thy star of genius rose

—

The darkest chapter in the Book of time.

To scenes like these, too great for human woes.

Went up the pleadings of thy burning rhyme.

While, yet, the pathos of thy trembling lyre

For Emmet's fate, poured out its strains of woe
;

Thy song new-kindled Erin's smouldering fire.

And stirred its embers to a ruddier glow.

Blame thee ? No, never, be't our shame to ca&t,

One blot or blemish on thy matchless name
;

Who from the glorious Vistas of the past.

Brought sunny wreaths to strew our path to fame.

To night, that harp that struck the tenderest chord

When slept the music of our sainted Isle,

Shall flash its rays, like Freedom's leaping sword,

And fill our bosoms with its radiant smile
;

While " Tara's Halls" shall bear us back once more
Where shamrocks breathe their promise to the sod

O'er heath-clad hill, and flow'r enamelled shore,

To that sweet land whose faith is dear to God ?

And yet that land, beneath whose generous sward,

The mighty heroes of the ages lie.

Hath not a spot for her immortal bard.

To claim the tribute of the passer by.

Unwept, unhonored, in an English grave

He sleeps afar from her he loved so much
;

Whose numbers poised the lances of her brave.

And woke her glories with the master's touch.

Lansingburgh, N. Y. Patrick Carey.

The Coliseum.

It was Augustus, the first wearer of the Imperial

purple, under whose reign Rome became the mis-

tress of the world, that first conceived the idea of

building an immense amphitheatre in which the

various games and gladiatorial combats might be

witnessed by as many Roman citizens as possible.

He had already embellished the city by construct-

ing the famous baths and palaces and temples

whose remains at the present day justify his own
assertion: "I found Rome of brick, I leave it of

marble." But even these public monuments were

not sufficient to satisfy the ambition of the Em-
peror; he desired to perpetuate his memory by the

erection of a monument so large and so solid as to

defy even the destructive hand of Time. But

such extensive plans required many years for com-

pletion, and while they were still in progress

Augustus died. The Emperors who succeeded

him were extravagant, but selfish at the same time.

All the vast revenues of Rome were expended in

promoting their own private pleasures and luxu-

ries, and it was not until A. D. 72, that Vespasian,

who was raised to the purple by the armies of the

East began the foundations of the immense struc-

ture planned by Augustus. It was erected near

the palace of Nero. In style it was most complex,

including all the principal forms of Roman, Gre-

cian and Eastern architecture. This was in

accordance with the whims of the proud and vain

Vespasian, who desired in this manner to com-

memorate his victories in all the provinces of the

Roman Empire. In form the amphitheatre was
elliptical ; rows of marble seats were built on the

vast slopes of its inner walls ; its seating capacity

was eighty-seven thousand, with standing room
for twenty thousand more ; in the centre was a

spacious pit or arena in which the various games
and combats took place.

Such was the Coliseum. There for centuries

the Romans thronged to feast their eyes upon the

blood>^, inhuman tragedies ; to shout with exulta-

tion at the deft stroke of the gladiator ; to laugh
in derision at the weakness of his adversary

; to

give coolly and deliberately the signal which meant
life or death to the unfortunate victims. •

But the Coliseum is worthy of our veneration

not so much for the remembrance it brings of

gladiatorial fights and pagan games as for the

mementoes and pictures of the sufferings and
triumphs of the primitive Christians. When we
contemplate this noble ruin of antiquity, our

minds are immediately carried back to the begin-

ning of Christian Rome; the present fades away
and the past returns ; we enter in spirit this vast

amphitheatre aud see once more the throngs of
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gay, laughing Romans gazing upon scenes of

slaughter in which not slaves are opposed to slaves

nor captives to captives nor gladiators to gladia-

tors nor beasts to beasts, but Christians, citizens

of Rome, are opposed to one another, or are

brought thither to be devoured by wild beasts.

Yet by a strange vicissitude of fortune the Coli-

seum now owes its preservation to the Christian

blood so profusely shed within its walls. After

having been used for ages as an immense quarry

by all those whose wealth and station enabled

them to share the public plunder, it was finally

secured from further destruction by the efforts of

Pope Benedict XIV, who consecrated the building

about the middle of the last century, and placed it

under the protection of the countless numbers of

martyrs who had therein borne testimony with

their blood to the sincerity of their belief.

But, notwithstanding these efforts, the Coliseum

is fast crumbling to dust. Decay and ruin now
occupy the marble thrones where once sat the

Emperors of mighty pagan Rome, and with their

long, lean hands touch the noble columns one by

one. They mock and deride this work of man's

power, even as they have always done, and seem

to exult in the desolation which they have accom-

plished. But, in all its desolation, it is the grandest

ruin of the modern world. While a stone is left

upon a stone it will always be a spot worthy of the

interest of mankind, worthy too, of their venera-

tion, as the last great vestige of the luxury

and magnificence of pagan Rome. Lord Byron's

thoughts on visiting the Coliseum are beautiful and

touching. He says :

—

I do remember me that in my youth,

When I was wandering, upon such a night

I stood within the Coliseum's walls,

'Midst the chief relics of almighty Rome
;

The trees which grew along the broken arches

;0^ dark in the blue midnight, and the stars

Shone through the rents of ruin ; from afar

The watch -dog bayed beyond the Tiber ; and

More near, from out the Caesars' palace came

The owl's long cry, and, interruptedly,

Of distant sentinels the fitful song

Begun and died upon the gentle wind.

Where the Ccesars dwelt.

And dwelt the tuneless birds of night, amidst

A grove which springs through levelled battlements

And twines its roots with the imperial hearths.

Ivy usurps the laurel's place of growth
; JK- V

^ut the gladiators' bloody circus stands, :: .
': V: ; ^

A noble wreck in ruinous perfection !

While Caesar's chambers, and the Augustan halls,

Grovel on earth in indistinct decay.

And thou didst shine, thou rolling moon, upon

All this, and cast a wide and tender light,

Which softened down the hoar austerity

Of rugged desolation, and filled up,

As 'twere, anew the gap of centuries.

Leaving that beautiful which still was so,

And making that which was not, till the place

Became religion, and the heart ran o'er

With silent worship of the great of old,

—

The dead but sceptred sovereigns,—who still rule

Our spirits from their ruins !

Such is the story of the Coliseum, filled as all

such stories are, with manifestations of the Provi-

dence of God, guiding and directing the affairs of

men. How strange indeed that the greatest monu-

ment which paganism built, and one which wit-

nessed its triumphs over Christianity, should now
be an object of love and reverence for triumphant

Christianity, while paganism itself lies buried in

its own ruins, never to rise again.

J. F. KelEher, '93.

The Drama.

On Wednesday evening, April 5, the students

produced in the College Hall the drama entitled

"The Rose of Wicklow." The presentation was

well worthy of all the careful preparation which

had been made by all concerned. W. J. Parker,

the Squire, pleased the audience as much as on

former occasions. E. T. Wade looked every inch

a hero and his acting did certainly give evidence

of much of a great deal of stage talent. E.

J. Wade acted the part of the Spy in a way
difficult to be surpassed by amateurs. J. T.

O'Leary was a Captain in appearance and other-

wise and evinced a great deal of judgment in the

rendition of his part. But words are inadequate

when we attempt to describe J. E. O'Donnell as

the impersonator of a roving Irish lad. His simple

appearance, after the first one, was sufficient to

arouse the house and bring forth a volley of applause.

B. J. O'Donnell, although an extremely modest

youth, spoke his words with a vim that merited a

great deal of praise. A. J. Plunkett acted the part

of Douglass in most creditable manner, since he

was called upon to take that part only a few days

beforehand. J. J. Crowley and W. J. Kavanagh

were excellent examples of dashing femininity.

R. G. Kerr, as Eileen, made an excellent com-

panion for her Barney and received encore after

encore for his singing and dancing. Much credit

is due our stage manager, T. J. Fitzgerald, for the

masterly arrangement of the scenery to suit the

demands of the drama. The hall was filled to its

utmost capacity and the audience was so well pleased
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with the entertainment that it asked for a repe-

tition which was given on the 19th to ahnost as

many as on the first evening. The music for the

occasion was furnished by the College Orchestra

which received a good share of the applause so

willingly given by a very appreciative audience.

FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET.

MENU.

Blue Points.

Cr6me de Chicken.

Broiled Shad.

Olives.

Filet de Boeuf.

Fresh String Beans. Bermuda Potatoes.

Entrees.

Sweetbreads and Green Peas.

Lettuce and Tomatoes.

Cheese.

Fromage de Brie. Neufchfitel.

Ice Cream.

Assorted Cakes.

Fruit.

Coffee.

Cigars.

On Wednesday, April 12th, the members of the

staff of our M0NTHI.Y, left the College in a Tally-ho

for Philadelphia to enjoy their first annual banquet

at the Aldine Hotel. After a very pleasant drive

over the historic Lancaster pike and through the

magnificent Fairmount Park, they proceeded to

the DeMorat Studio where they had their photo-

graph taken.

About 6 P. M. the members began to assemble

in the reception room, and after some time spent

in pleasant conversation, music and songs, they

were ushered into a beautifully decorated banquet-

hall. Mr. W. J. Parker, editor-in-chief, presided.

The event, although the first of its kind, was a

grand success. It was in every way a most enjoy-

able occasion, and one that will long be remem-
bered by all that participated in it.

The banquet lasted about two hours and a half,

but by reason of the many pleasant topics intro-

duced it seemed not half so long.

After all had feasted, the Editor responded to the

toast, "Our Monthly." Rev.M. J.Geraghty,O.S.A.

was present by special request, on account of the

esteem he won from the students while conducting

their annual retreat. He responded to the toast

" Our Invited Guests." After many words of thanks

and encouragement, he amused those present with

some of his comic effusions. There were also pres-

ent Revs. R. A. Gleeson, J. J. Farrell, L. A. De
Lury, and Messrs. D. F. Harkin, M. J. Murphy
and A.J. Plunkett. After many good wishes for

the Monthly's prosperity and longevity, we en-

tered our Tally-ho and returned to the College, l.

ATHLETICS.

On April 32 we entered upon what promises to

be one of the most successful base-ball seasons in

the history of the College. A large crowd was

present at the game in which the Gladwynnes fell

easy victims to the College nine. The visitors

were cheered for every good play, but they were

not able to hold their own against their strong

adversaries. The College nine, after the third

inning, put up a very stiff game and were urged

on by one college cheer after another. The
features of the game, for the College nine, were

McKenna's pitching, Gallagher's batting and

Carey's phenomenal playing at short, and for the

visitors. Hall's pitching and Humphrey's playing

at first. The score :

Villanova B.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, Villanova Colltge.

21.—Given the obliquity of the ecliptic e = 23°,

27', the latitude of a star 51°, its longitude 315° :

find its declination and its right ascension.

Solution by Francis J. Kelleher^ 93'.

I/ongitude of star VT= 315° or —45°.

Latitude of star TM=^j.°.

The angle made by the plane of the ecliptic,

EF^ with that of the equinoctial AB, = angle

RVI=2.f zf. i

V is the vernal equinox, or First of Aries.

To find VR = Right Ascension, and

RM= Declination.

In right triangle VTM
7; cos VM= cos VTqos TM, and

: - tan J/Fr= tanvl/rcsc VT.
log cos 315° = 9.84949
log cos 51° = 9.79887

log cos Fil/= 9.64836
VM = 63° 34' 36''

^ log tan 51° = 10.09163
log CSC 315° = 0.1505 1 («)

log tan MVT= 10. 24214 {n)

MVT=— (60° 12' 14")

In right triangle RVM
RVM= RVT+ TVM

= 23° 27' — (60° I2'I4'0

:^;:t-t:^:.^
=-(36° 45' 14"

v; - sin RM= sin VM s\x). RVM
- vi \o%s\ViVM =9.95208

log sin RVM= 9. 77698

;
' V log sin RM = ^

9.72906
RM = 32° 24' 12"

22.—Three persons having bought a conical

sugar loaf, wish to divide it into three equal parts,

by sections parallel to the base : it is required to

find the altitude of each person's share, the alti-

tude of the loaf being 20 inches.

Solution by Fred. F. Commins^ '92.

Solids are to each other as the cubes of their

homologous dimensions. .
*

.

3:1 : : 20' : x^

and

;i:= 13.867 inches = altitude of upper part

20' X'

:r== 17.471 = alt from apex to ist section.

17.471— 13867 = alt of middle part = 3.604

inches, and :/-':.. :,:^ /:>..: ;i;^.^>^^

20— 17.471 = 2.529 inches= alt of lower part.

23.—Prove that the perpendiculars from the cen-

ters of the escribed circles of a triangle on the

corresponding sides, are concurrent.

Solution by William/. Pai'ker^ '93.

Let ABC be the A, and let X, F, Z be the centers

of the escribed circles. \

sin VR = tan RM cot RVM
log tan RM = 9.80257
log cot RVM = o. 12677 (w)

log sin VR = 9. 92934 (n)

W? = — (58° ii'43")
.-. VR = 360° — (58° 11' 42")

= 301° 48' 17"

Describe a circle about the A XVZ. Let O be
its centre. Join VO, and produce it to meet the

circumference in Z>, and cutting AC in E. We
shall prove that YO is perpendicular to AC.
Join F^, and produce it to meet the circumfer-

ence in i^ Join Z>/^

Now the angle YFD is a right angle (the angle in

a semi-circle), and XBZ is right, since YB is per-

pendicular \.oXZ .'. XZz.vAFD are parallel .". the

arc ZD = XF, hence the angle ZYD = XYF and
the angle YAE = YXB.

.'. the angle YEA = YBX\ but F^^ is right,

. •. YEA is right ; hence YO is perpendicular to

M^C. Similarly if we join XO^ ZO^ they will be
perpendicular to BC^ AB. Hence the three per-

pendiculars are concurrent. > .r ,:
i ;; S:

Want of space prevents us from inserting another
beautiful proof of problem 24, by Thos. J. Lee,

'94. It will appear in the June number.
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24. Solve:
I

2 (x^—i) —2 (^'—4)'

{x^—2)

Solution by Frederick F. Comfmns^ '92.

2 {x^—l) ~~^—2 (^^—4) ~^ = 3 (-^^ —2) ~ .

Which equation written with positive exponents

2 2 _ 3

4
IS

x^—

I

X X
clear of fractions.

2X-
1 11

12 ^^+ 16— 2;r + 6;r^— 4 = 3^—I5;r^-f-i2
1
-7 o—3^ + 9-^'

x'^^= — 3 or o

:r = 9 or o

25.—An army on the march is 25 miles in length.

An orderly in the extreme rear is sent with a mes-

sage to the commanding officer at the front, 25

miles away. He delivers his message, returns

at once to his position in the rear and finds the

army has jidvanced 15 miles. How far has he

traveled ?

Solution by John J. Ryle^ '94.

• :r ' 16—;tr

Let AB = 25 miles.

X = the distance the army has moved while he

is riding to x, and 15 — x = the distance the army

has marched while he rides back.

25 + x= distance up.

25 '— (15 — ;ir) = 10 + ^ — distance down.
.•. 25 -f- ;»r : ;i; : : 10 + ^ : 15 — x
375 — lox — x^ = io:r + x^

2^ + 20^ = 375. Complete square

i6;«;^ -f ( ) + 20^ = 3,000 + 400= 3,400

4x +'20 = i 5^.3.:/ ^v -

4^=38.3
^ = 9-57
••• 2S + X = 34.57

10 + X = 19.57

54.14 miles traveled.

New Problems.

26.—Given the latitude of a place and the sun's

declination : find his altitude and azimuth at 6

o'clock A. M. (neglecting refraction).

27.—If perpendiculars be drawn from the angu-

lar points of a square to any line, the sum of the

squares of the perpendiculars from one pair of oppo-

site angles exceeds twice the rectangle of the per-

pendiculars from the other pair of opposite angles

by the area of the square.

28.—A party of 20 persons go on a pic-nic and

between them they contribute $20.00 for the enter-

tainment. The men pay $1, the, women 50c. and

the children 25c. How many men, women and

children are there?

29.—Solve by Horner's method

X*— Sx^— i^x^ -\- ^x— 8 = 0.

Splinters.

Brass.

Shaun.

G-lant.

Treacle.

Mikie.

Reviews.

Holy Scissors !

The ghost walks.

Where did they Al-dine ?

Not last, but least—W. M.
Who pumped the organ?

How about the other donkey ?

Billy ^ isn't that a nice moon ?

Last night was a fine day, wasn't it ?

A half dozen oranges please.

I'm right if you hear me warbling.

He gave me a live violet.

Order what you please, dat's de biz.

Boys, keep ahead of your work.

Billy, isn't that a nice moon ?

Make hay while the sun shines.

Who is all over the field ? The short-sior^.

Who is the white-haired chappie?

The villain still pursues the boy with the cig-

arettes.

I'm living the life of a prince.

"Trust no one but yourself, Shaun."

Billy, isn't that a nice Moon f

T will C that we get fair play.

How Dick enjoys his own jokes !

How does ice water strike you Stanley ?

Really, gentlemen, this is unexpected.

No wonder he looked so lonesome.

Hide yourselves, the yeoman are coming.

It takes a strong wind to blow George South.

Phil catches the ball well when he has a Mit-on.

Kavanagh looked quite Rosey as a female im-

personator.

Hearken to the voice of the captain.

Do you say your name is Noname?—but T. con-

vulsed with laughter Gant answer.

Bill came Nye collapsing at a visit of some of his

friends.

Sullivan still frequents his familiar haunts.

And patiently endures his fellow-students'

taunts.

Frank surprised us in preventing Willie from

making a noise board-ering on tumult : Moral,

don't be Too-sure in going to Pickett up.

Say, friend, if that was mine I'd open it.

Always and ever endeavor to preserve the

beautiful.

The boys are all Expressed with those luminous

dark eyes.

Wait until I get my room next year.
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Look there, John, the boys have been playing

marbles.

Why can't you shoot it with a blank cartridge ?

Gentle Will, take our advice and don't stretch

any more. It's gone far enough.

It appears that roses cease to grow in Rosemont

as there is a noticeable scarcity of the dear little

flowers at present.

Judging from the manner in which they per-

formed the love scenes, it strikes us forcibly

"they've all been there before many a time."

T. F., one of the seniors, for the past month has

been busily engaged collecting stamps for the

African mission.—Keep up the good work,

Tommy.
The teacher went around the class,

Jimmie thought by him he'd pass

;

He was the last the Prof, espied,

Jimmie bravely said, I'm satisfoied.

J. V. has finally conceded the fact that he is sur-

passed by Felix in the production of sounds.

J. R. knows from actual measurement the exact

number of feet and inches between Villanova and

Bryn Mawr. He has footed it many times.

Since the Blues Red of the Greens they have no

fear of the Whites.

Charles thinks he will have his photograph en-

larged, embodying the strides he takes after

making a catch.

OUR HERO.

From the halls of the Convent "Our Hero"
rushed forth.

And wild was the glare of his dark, rolling eye.

As he gazed on the building that points to the

north.

And saw, as he thought, a flame leap to the sky.

Then he cried: "There's a fire ! get the hose

Brother Ned."

But the Brother responded quite coolly, by Jove,
*' O Father Avick ! what's got into your head,

Sure 'tis only a spark from the shoemaker's

stove."

Our " Splinter Ed." is ill, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

; ^
; The task now rests on Bill,

To grind out wit, and make a hit;

To move us with a quill.

A melancholy joke

Our chippy Ed. did choke.

With nod of head, the doctor said :

"He did the gods provoke !

"

Now Billy do your best,

" A Mahon's a man "—no jest

!

If you get there, you'll get the chair

When " Woody 's " laid at rest.

PERSONALS.

Mr. P. F. Monaghan, of Shenandoah, Pa., a

former student of our College, was the guest of his

brother Edward on the 14th.

M. A. Tierney, '93, was called home during the

Easter holidays to attend his mother's funeral. It

is with the deepest sorrow that we announce

this sad news, and beg to express our sincere con-

dolence in the family's bereavement.

Rev. Frs. Monaghan, '78, and Dolan, of St.

Elizabeth's Church, Philadelphia, called at the

College during the past month. They were enter-

tained by Rev. R. F. Harris, O.S.A.

Mr. J. F. Hilleary, B.S., '92, whp is pursuing a

course of civil engineering at the\Steven's Insti-

tute, Hoboken, N. J., recently made a visit to his

Alma Mater.

Mr. Gerald Gallagher, formerly '92 and at present

a medical student of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, spent Easter Sunday at the College with his

friend, W. J. Parker, our genial editor.

Thomas H. Fitzgerald and T. P. Callahan, mem-
bers of the staff", enjoyei a ride on the locomotive,

John Bull, while on its way to Chicago.

Mr. Frank Crowe, of St. Charles' Seminary,

Overbrook, called to see his cousins, Martin and

Charles, of the junior division.

Mr. P.J. O'Donnell, of Camden, N. J., spent

last Sunday with his brothers, Roger and Bernard.

E.J. McKeough, who for some time has been

under the care of an oculist, has so far recovered

as to be able to resume his studies.

On the 27th inst,, the following Augustinian

scholastics—W. A. Coar, J. F. Medina and J. A.

McErlain—will be ordained priests by the Most

Rev. P. J. Ryan.

During the past month seven new students have

been registered on the roll. The number of

students this year far exceeds that of former years,

a result of the interest taken in the students by

those in immediate charge.

Misses Ernestina and Eloisa Duque, of the

Young Ladies' Academy, of Notre Dame, Phila-

delphia, visited their brother Luciano.

On April 21, Professor S. F, Neff", principal of

the Neff" College of Oratory, was the guest of our

Vice-President. During his stay he addressed the

students of the elocution class. He spoke particu

larly on the requisites for oratory and effective

public speech in general, and concluded by reciting

a poem entitled "Alaska." The recitation was

loudly applauded, and the class much pleased with

the speaker's remarks.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. L. I. Institute Hall, Wednesday April 2otli.

To-day was held the regular monthly meeting of

the V. L. I. A full attendance was requested, but

nearly one-half of the members were absent. Those,

however, who were fortunate enough to be pres-

ent enjoyed a spicy meeting. For some time past

the daily papers have been missing from the files

and it has been impossible to locate the guilty par-

ties. At to-day's meeting, however, the discov-

ery was made and henceforth, the papers will in

all probability be on file at the regular time and

place. .^, ,,...; ;--;.^.:-::

When this matter was settled to the evident sat-

isfaction of all present, the President made a few

suggestions relative to what the society of '93

should leave as a memorial. The matter was laid

over until the next regular meeting, when some
definite action will be taken.

V. D. S. On Saturday evening April 22nd, a

general debate took place on the subject—Resolved

:

*'tliat Classics are of more benefit in education

than Mathematics." The debate proved very

interesting and nearly all took advantage of the

allotted time to express their views. The house

was divided between the champions of Classics and

Mathematics and according as the arguments

advanced by the opposing side convinced a mem-
ber on either side, he changed to that side.

Much amusement was caused by frequent changes

of the same parties and when the debate closed,

the classical side was ahead with a score of eigh-

teen to twelve. We hope to hear another good

debate of the same kind in the near future.

The debating season is fast drawing to a close

and some seem to have lost the enthusiasm that

fired them earlier in the year. This should not be.

As much depends on the constancy with which
one adheres to his work as upon the work itself.

Let us continue, then, as we have begun, and
let not our ardor flag even though spring fever is

prevalent.

Our Glee Club will soon be called upon to take

an active and important part in the Rosary

Society's annual commencement. In view of this

fact, the members are having frequent rehearsals.

As there is some good vocal talent in the club

we may expect a very pleasing entertainment

from it.

EXCHANGES.

In looking over the pages of the Georgetown

College Journal we were very much pleased with

the article, "The Training Afforded by College

Journalism." It is an easy matter to note the care-

ful thought which the writer has given to his

subject, and his varied and extensive knowledge,

which he uses to such advantage in the excellent

journal of which he has the honor to be editor-in-

chief.

We regret very much the non-appearance on our

table of the Owl^ from Ottawa University. We
hold this worthy magazine in high esteem, and

hope that it will soon reappear among our other

exchanges.

The Mt. St. Joseph' s Collegian reached us this

month at a very early date. Clad in a purely white

cove-, on which its title was inscribed in letters of

gold, it presented a most attractive appearance, and

gave evidence of the enterprise of its managers.

The Facts^ one of our most esteemed exchanges,

is a paper devoted to the interests of Southern

Catholics. Its columns are always well filled with

current news and items of public interest, while its

editorials, generally on some of the questions of the

day, are so ably written that even the most critical

can hardly find fault. Besides Facts there are

many other weekly journals which we are pleased

to mention as visitors to our sanctum, such as the

Scranton Index^ Catholic Advocate^ New York

Tablet and Boston Pilot.

Among the weeklies which come to us after

braving all the dangers of a long journey from the

West, none affords us more pleasure than the

Monitor.^ from San Francisco. Its editorials are

strong and interesting, and all its literary matter is

well worthy of perusal.

The March and April numbers of the Sentinel^

from St. Mary's College, Kentucky, have failed to

reach us. We hope for a continued exchange of

the Sentinel^ as we miss very much from our table

this excellent little journal.

We are pleased to note among our exchanges

the Highla^ider., from the College of the Sacred

Heart, Denver, Col. Its appearance is artistic and

its matter select. An essay, which pleases us much
is " The Value of Formal Logic." The writer ably

treats of the perfect syllogism and of sophistry, and

aptly refers to the great injury of the latter in

spreading error, corrupting innocent minds, etc.

Not the least injury, according to the writer, is the

humiliation of the reader or the hearer when he

realizes the deception practised on him, either by

the malice of the logician, hidden in his sophisms,

or by the untrained mind of the sophist.
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B. F. Owen & Co.,
1 41 6 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You vuill $aue /I\0P^y ap^^ [iave a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiA£ PIKNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCCANNEY,

PRKCTICT^L

Saddle, [iarness i Collor Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THE DeMORAT STUDIO;
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B . HHNSB\/RV.

ARTHUR'S
~~

Famous Ice Cream,
ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes, Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice served during the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COxMPANY. Your o.ders

are respectfully solicited.

I. WARNER ARTHUR,
Bryn niavrr, Pa.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

IPiifsfe-^lass 1^00te and §h0es^
^ Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcT Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I wiU sell YDU
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry, Ohinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Xtceets.

67 K extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTP:RN meat market and see what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on hand and note tlie I^ow Prices at which we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods, and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

IJb^ral Di8<:ou9t to public ai?d Ql?aritable Ipstitutloijs.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHIST J. BYRNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

••Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •»•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept yfe 9 Jrust <^o.

Of Pliiln delpliia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40 T-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; lo-w rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders.

In Everything EXQelled by no otheir Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f cHt^iSTifli^ Moot^e.-f

OBLINQER PR05. & C2.,
4-

FACTORY, I^ANCASTUR, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

AVliolesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IRIPOUTISKS OF

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

No. B17 Arch. Street,
PHII^A.DKLPHIA.

J^verytbing at lowest prices.

DR. 8TEINB0CK,

1630 IVortl? T^elftl? 5tr^^t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.
Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan'8 Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is always attractivCy

z;? quality^ variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
:

Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. I. CQLAHAN -1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer i^ pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FI.OUR, $5.50 PER BBL.

CHSH OR CREDIT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

GEO. KELLY Si CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$ I per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FupqituiiBlBeddiDg

Of Every Description,

43 Soutii Second Street,

hove Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to lustitutions.
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Ode to St. Aloysius.

Sweet soul of piety, enshrined above,

With heavenly glory 'round thy angel torrri,

Now singing in the choir of love
;

Thy spirit to the great white throne doth move,

Far distant from the world's dark, threatening storm.

Long since exalted worth hath called thee blessed,

And Sin and Lethe's stream have vanquished been.

But still, in moments of the soul's unrest,

I've heard thy voice above the din

In accents soft, that breathe a calm,

And banish far all feehngs of alarm.

Thy life on earth was like the flower that dwells

In modest sweetness, by the woodland dells,

Exhaling thence the troubled world around

A fragrance that, like music's sound,

Rapts the full soul and lifts it up to thee,

Thou model of true sanctity.

Oh ! blessed Saint, from thy dear home
In Heaven's far-circling dome.

Look down, and list the ascending praise awhile

That flows from mortal lips. The day's bright gleam

Obscures our sight, but when thy gentle smile

Illumines all, Pomp's gorgeous pile

Is vanished like a dream.

On thy great feast-day we recall

How in Earth's sinful pleasure-hall.

Through which in this low life men's feet must tread,

Thy way unscathed along its paths once led

Far onward in their narrow length to Heaven,

One journey thine, for this thy life was given.

In form I know that thou art fled,

And yet my vision seems to trace

A youth before a mighty army led,

A gentle prince of heaven-born grace.

Thy noble sire did gaze expectant on thy face.

To catch the first impression on the soul

Of proud array, of titles, pomp and base

Ambition ; then, the book and learned scroll

Were frowned upon ; the one and long-sought goal

Of fame and Hfe was where the thunders of Bellona roll.

On Casal's plain, the assembled troops

Crossed and re-crossed in trappings gay
;

Their arms flashed back the light of day

—

Brave men, misled, of kings the willing dupes.

For royal smiles to death would ride
;

Theirs was a base, a servile pride.

But sadly viewed the pious youth

These hireling foes of sacred Right and Truth
;

He mused on human pride and empty fame,

That give our lives to misery and shame,

That break the harmony of this fair world

And send aloft Sin's banner bright unfurled. ;
:

To fairer fields of innocent delight.

With fixed resolve, the Prince Angelic strayed.

Where sun-kissed flowers were never born to fade,

Or, trembling, feel the chilly hand of Night.

The cloister and its holy rest,

Its sweet communings with the blest.

Gave promise of enduring peace above.

When happy souls are bound for aye in golden chains ol

love. •/\/ '

What grace in saintly heart doth dwell

Is not for sinful man to tell.

The Eye of Heaven alone can mark

Of virtue's flame the glowing spark.

Oh ! meekness of a loving saint,

How hard in truthful tints to paint

Thy hallowed worth.

Ah ! now that I with reverent lips might greet

The path of penance of thy pilgrim feet,

Where, pitying, thou didst wail the sins of men,

And pray with fervent mind that back again

The erring flock might homeward wend its way,

And never more from Virtue's pathway stray !

How glad I'd kneel thy hardened couch beside,

From which so oft, in Nigh lj|lE.dark, ebbing tide.

Thou steppedst to bless the sleeping world ; but now,

When I recall the laurels on thy brow

In early youth, and how at Life's brief span

They turned to halos 'round thy head, I tell as best I

can
;

And oft, as rosy June brings 'round thy day,

The record of thy life will cheer our way.

And cast on weary hearts a Heaven-sent ray.

James H. Flannery.
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The Pleasures of Memory.

Memory is that power or capacity of the mind by

which it reproduces what was once present to the

senses. Without this faculty man would, in some

respects, sink below his present dignity, and lack,

moreover, the great pleasures that fond memories

must ever bring to him. Just a& faith, hope and

charity are necessary for eternal happiness here-

after, so free will, understanding and memory are

essential for the pursuit of pleasure in this world.

God in His wisdom has bestowed upon us the gift

of memory, that by its aid we may make our so-

journ here a happy one. We, on the other hand,

if we desire to find consolation in the pleasures of

memory, must lead truly Christian lives, so that,

when the curtain descends on the stage of our life,

we can turn to our Creator with confidence, the

memory of our righteousness being our assurance

of His divine favor in our behalf. As we advance in

life, the pleasures of memory become sweeter and

dearer; but not until we have arrived at man-

hood's estate, do they possess that charm which
" monarchs are too poor to buy." In childhood's

day we see every path strewn with flowers, and in

our youth our fertile imagination is intoxicated

with the future cf the unreal. We pass heedlessly

over these days, never thinking what a conspic-

uous part they are to play in after years. Man-

hood then dawns upon us, childhood and youth

have passed away. With the courage of the glad-

iator we enter the vast arena, to swell the multi-

tude of struggling humanity. What a change this

new condition effects in us ! Are oiir early expec-

tations realized ? Does the world look less fair

than in our youth ? Does not the fleeting phan-

tom of pleasure lure us on ? This is the waking

time of conscience. As we stand upon the bridge

of life, we see before us distinctly " a wasted yonth

on one side, and the darkness of approaching age

upon the other," In this perplexity, the sweet

voice of memory consoles us like the soothing balm

of Gilead. Now it is, and only now, that the pleas-

ures of the past can be recalled with a surely happy

effect. Now it is that the days that are gone seem

the brightest, and with the poet we exclaim :

:>:;/:; " Soul-like were those days of yore ; ? ; ! : ;

['' ^'^'^^::^y
'_:: heit us walk in soul once more." '

^ ^

With what pleasure do we contemplate our happy

childhood's home, our innocent sports and pas-

times ; the childish cares and troubles which agi-

tated our young minds ! What happy recollections

hover around the old school house in which we
learned those principles which were to guide the

future man ! Where are those smiling faces that

greeted us on the playground ? Some yet remain,

others " The grave has lost in its unconscious

womb." .Once more we stand beside a mother's

knee, and hear her gentle admonitions. 'Twas
here we first clasped our hands in prayer and were

told of the God who loves little children. Who
can forget a mother's tender care or her anxiety

lest her offspring might depart from the path of

rectitude and truth ? With what undying love does

she not observe its every action ! Then, too, the

memory of a father's kind and fostering care fills

our hearts to overflowing. Who can revert without

pleasure to the joy of his parents, and his own
great peace of soul, on the occasion of his First

Communion—happy day! Then it was that ve
possessed the unsullied lily of purity, and within

our breast "there was a heart at rest." How
much pleasure it affords us when we call up in

long review our associates in early life ! There is

not a heart open to impression that can look upon

these days without emotion ; our rambles together

in the cool shade of evening by the sparkling

brook, our plans for the future, the rollicking fun,

the anecdotes told to while away the dreary hours,

the memories of a devoted brother, the affections

of a loving sister : who can dwell upon these and

say, memory hath no charms ? Again, when we
endure some pang of bitterness, where do we find

solace?

Truly has it been written " Memory is the only

friend that grief can call its own. " We need no

better evidence of the truth of this statement than

the above. The pleasures of the past are set at

naught, if our lives have not been guided by vir-

tue's shining star. Though misfortune may have

obscured our path betimes, and though we have been

forced to drink our potion of the cup of bitterness

and have seen our most sanguine hopes grow cold,

yet in the memories of the past do we not find

some heroic example of courage that will cause us

to take heart again ? In the history of our own
land, for instance, the names of Washington,

Lafayette, Webster and Lincoln cause a glow of

pride in the heart of every true American, and these

names will give pleasure as long as patriotism is

admired and love of liberty, after the love of God,

is regarded as the highest of human aspirations.

And as it is with us, so it is with those of other

lands. To whatever nation we belong there will

be found in its history, and in its institutions, much
to glory in, much to lessen the burden of care and

cheer the drooping heart. When our spirit is

oppressed and " words come up too thick for utter-

ance," some bygone event, to which distance lends

enchantment, will serve to unburden our troubled

soul. And when the supreme moment arrives,
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when the sun of our lives is setting, what a charm the

memories of happier days cast around us ! Tlieu it

is we reflect most, and strive with all our power to

draw consolation from the past. All the joys and

comforts of life pass quickly before us, kind Provi-

dence thus permitting- us to revert in memory to

those scenes which will afford us solace at this

trying time. Herein is the crowning pleasure of

our existence, when we turn to our Creator with

the consciousness of a life well spent, and with the

hope of soon receiving in another world that great

reward which He has promised to those who faith-

fully serve Him in this—the never ending happi-

ness of Heaven.

Jas. H. Flood, '95.

St. Augustine of Hippo—His Youth.*

Augustine one of the four great Fathers of the

Latin Church and admittedly the greatest of the

four, was more profound than Ambrose, his spiritual

father, more original and systematic than Jerome,

and intellectually far more distinguished than

Gregory the Great the last of the series.

The theological position and influence of Augus-

tine may be said to be unrivalled. No single name
has ever exercised such power over the Church and

no one mind ever made such an impression upon

Christian thought.

The pre-eminence of St. Augustine among the

scholars, saints and defenders of the Church, is

abundantly attested by the titles given to him by

the Supreme Pontiffs in different ages. He has

been styled by them " Founder of Religious "
;

"Reformer of the Church"; "Light of the

Church ;
" " Patriarch of Africa ;

" " Warrior of

the Faith ;
" " Scourge of heresy "

;
" Buckler of

religion ;" " Defender of Truth ;
" "Chief of the

Doctors".

Augustine was born at Tagaste now known as

Souk-Arras, a town of Numidia in Africa, on the

13th day of November, A. D. 354.

t

His father Patricius was a burgher

—

ciirialis—of

* Augustine's full name was Aurelius Augu-tinus, as we
learn from the works of Paul Orosius, Claudianus Mamertus,

the Venerable Bede, and the Carmen—De Ingratis—oi St.

Prosper of Aquitaine. See the Sandi Aiirelii Augustini . . .

Vita, . . . by the celebrated Tillemont, (chap. (, no. 3.,) pub-

lished among St. Augustine's Marks—m vol. XI., p. 2, of the

Antwerp edition, of 1702 ; and St. Prospet's Carmin, (cap.V-
)

in vol. XII, p. 8, of tie same.

fThe chronology heie followed is taken from the Augus-

tinian Beiti's work De Gesiibus. In his de Beata Vita, (cap. 1,

no. 6,) Augustine siys that his birthday was the Ides of

November. As to the year of his birth, which some have

placed in A. D. 355, but others—and perhaps more accurately

—

in 354, (see Berti, as above, pp. 2-3,) the latter date is the one

that is generally received.

Tagaste, of rather slender means. * His mother

Monica t was not only a Christian but a woman of

the most elevated, tender and devoted piety, whose

fasts and prayers for both her husband and her son

was at length crowned with success in both cases
;

and whose affectionate and beautiful enthusiasm

has been recognized as a touching type of womanly
excellence for all ages. Besides Augustine Monica

had two children both his juniors, a son Navigius

to whom Augustine refers in his books

—

On the

Blessed Life^ (cap. VL,) and On Divine Order

^

(lib. I., cap. n. ;) and a daughter, whom St. Possi-

dius, the contemporary and friend of Augustine,

says, in his Life of this saint, was a widow and for

many years superioress of a nunnery at Hippo.:!;

Monica early instructed her son Augustine in

the principles and practices of piety. Love for his

mother was in Augustine unceasing. In his Confes-

sions he never ceases to extol the praises of the

one to whom under God he chiefly owed his con-

version. ^•.'":^:v

Falling ill—as a child he was attacked with

colic—,he wished to be baptized, but on recovering

his father had the baptism deferred.

Inheriting from his father strong passions and
deep attachments, while still a youth, in about the

seventeenth year of his age, he formed at

Carthage, whither he had gone to pursue his

studies, a connexion—common enough at the time

and recognized by the civil laws, but at variance

with Christian morality. As the result of this

connection he became the father of a son whom, in

a fit of pious emotion, he named Adeodatus—God-
given, but whom, in later years, he refers to only

as " the child of my sin."

Both Monica and Augustine nourished for one
another the deepest and tenderest love and solici-

tude ; whence they have been looked upon as

among the most cherished examples of motherly

and filial affection.

x\ugustine was not given to gross vices. In his

Confessions^ (see Book II.) it is true, he names his

faults, and styles them crimes. Such were his

habit of idling away his time when he should have
been at study ; his petty thefts at home ; cheating

his companions at play ; outbursts of anger ; and

untruthfulness to his schoolmaster, teachers and

* In his S.rtno 356 no. 6, Augustine calls \nmst\( paupercm,
atque ex pauperibus natum.

t A short sketch of this blessed .Saint appeared in the last

number of The Villanova Monthly.

X For this saintly sister of the blessed Augustine, whom
Augustinian writers, on what authority I know not, commonly
name Perpetua, see the Vita by Possidius, i 1 the Antwerp
edition of the Works of St. Augustine, (is ab^ve,) vol. X.,

Appendix
, p. 174.
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parents. Yet he was of singular self-control, and

no sparer of self; he was temperate in food and

drink, though he deplored a natural tendency to

wine.

In the midst of all his pleasures, (he dearly

loved games,) Augustine was an earnest and un-

wearying stu lent, though, as he himself says, he

hated the rudiments of science. His father, observ-

ing the studious an.l judicial temperament of his

son, designed him for the bar, for which Augustine

confessed a liking. The youth studied not only at

his native town of Tagaste, but at the age of sev-

enteen had already gone through the course of

humanities at Madaura. Here he studied literature,

oratory, music and astrology. At Carthage,

whither he had been sent by the kindness and

liberality of a townsman by name Romanianus,

who assisted Monica in paying for her son's tuition,

he passed through the several stages of rhetoric,

and there, j^s at Madaura and Tagaste, surpassed

his fellow students. He was devoted to the Latin

poets, especially Virgil ; his acquaintance with

Greek— this was an after study ; he never liked

it— , was extensive enough to read the Greek

Fathers Basil and Epiphanius in the original, and

sufficiently profound to correct the Psalms according

to the Septuagint version. He loved Plato, was

himself an Academician from the age of twenty-

nine, and was not unfamiliar with the Punic or

Carthaginian dialect. In after years he preached

,

it is said, on his visits as bishop of Hippo, to the

out-of-the-way villages of his diocese, in the Punic

tongue. Nor was he ignorant of Hebrew ; but this

he acquired long after his conversion.

While at Carthage he was carried away for a

time by the evil examples of the students to fre-

quent the theatres and public shows. He often

refers to the corrupt and sceptical class of young
men that frequented the schools of this—the

second city of the Roman Empire. No one was

more emphatic than he in condemning the spirit of

impiety and of unbridled lust, and a well-nigh

utter disbelief in a Supreme Being, that marked
the schools at Carthage. Attachment to theatrical

displays was looked on as a sign of disbelief in

Christianity. ''"J'-/:'' -'':-':^'---'---:^'-/'-^Z'r':---'-\' ";v^-

J,^.r^^. Q^M^A^^^f-' ^«,-T. C. M.

\A'^:-''-:-J^^--'''r^C:\'. {To he Couthnied.)

Subscribers will please notify us by postal or

otherwise if they do not receive the Villanova
MoN ruLY by the T5th of the month.

Work.

Every man possesses a certain amount of innate

energy which is active itself, and which constantly

impels him to activity. But like all the gifts which

the Creator has so abundantly lavished upon man,

this energy must be developed in order that it may
accomplish its destined end. For its development

he has powers both mental and physical, and the

exercise of these powers is called work. Work is,

therefore, natural to man—is, in fact, a law of his

nature.

Even if this were not so, the present condition

of man makes work a necessity, as it is the only

means whereby he may put himself in communi-
cation with nature, and acquaint himself with the

secrets which she hides within her breast. The
mines of coal and salt, of gold and silver and pre-

cious stones have come to light only by the work
of the industrious miner. The mighty forests have

been cleared away, and ploughed, and planted with

various seeds, whence are reaped harvests in abund-

ance with which to feed the thousand millions of

the human family—all by the persevering energy of

work. The elements themselves—light, heat, elec-

tricity, and all the forces of nature have been

brought under comparative subjection, and have

been compelled to minister unto the wants and

luxuries of man. Work may be compared to a

mighty magician who, entering a vast and dreary

desert waste, lifts his wand, and behold! that which
was once a dreary waste has become a luxuriant

garden, smiling with fruits and flowers, and busy

with the life and bustle of the inhabitants.

Truly it was a wise disposition of God's Pro-

vidence that man should be at the mercy of work.

Existence without it is inconceivable. Even in

the primitive state of innocence, before God pro-

nounced the curse upon man, "Thou shalt eat thy

bread in the sweat of thy brow," work would

have been absolutely necessary to man. The only

diiference would be that what is now oftentimes a

source of pain, dissatisfaction and regret, would
then have been a source of endless joy and

pleasure.

Man is so constituted by nature that life itself

depends upon the exercise of the various powers or

energies with which he is endowed. Constant in-

activity would destroy the muscles, congeal the

blood, and gradually dry up the well-springs of

existence. But work on the contrary strengthens

the muscles, puts the blood in circulation, feeds

the brain, and thus confers upon man that greatest

of all natural blessings, a sound mind in a sound

body.

The results of work are many. Independence

and self-respect are essential to happiness; and
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these are never to be attained without earnest work.

No idle man, no matter how rich he may be, can

feel the genuine independence of the laborer who
earns honestly and manfully his daily bread. No
idle man can enjoy self-respect, neither can he en-

joy or hope for the respect of his fellow-men or of

God. For God did not create man to spend his life

in idleness, and thus te of no service to the rest of

creation. Each individual is a part of one great

whole, of one great machine, which is kept in good

working order only by each part performing its

allotted functions. A man who neglects to do this

is an anomaly in creation, and the sooner he bids

adieu forever to his uncongenial surroundings, the

better it will be for himself and for the world at

large.

Who is the happy man? He who performs his

part in life ; who makes constant use of the gifts

bestowed upon him by his generous Creator, and

who thereby fulfils the end of his creation. He
who is grateful because he has found his work;

who is not discouraged by the trials and difficulties

which he must endure in its performance, but who
by earnestness and perseverance finds the pathway
to success. Such a man is not only happy himself,

but makes others happy as well ; he lightens the

burdens of others, alleviates their miseries, and

helps them in their necessity. His very presence

is a stimulant to exertion and an inspiration to

nobility of soul.

Some claim that there is no dignity attached to

work, but such persons do not understand what
they are talking about. They certainly do not un-

derstand the nature of work, nor its absolute neces-

sity to man's interests. They shut their eyes to all

that has been accomplished by work, and refuse to

see all that may yet be accomplished by the same
mighty power. They disregard altogether the

manifestation of the will of God in the discipline

of the worker by which he is made to realize his

position as a creature and his dependence upon the

Creator.

Work leads man to the temple of fame by various

paths. We form an estimate of a man from what
he does. As the poet has said :

" How long we live not years but actions tell.

"

We should strife, therefore, to perform our part in

life well by laboring earnestly and perseveringly

for our own good and for the good of our fellow-

men. For this resolution and courage are necessary.

"Resolve ! Resolve! and to be men aspire.

Exert that noblest privilege,—alone

Here to mankind indulged;—control desire;

Let God-like Reason from her sovereign throne

Speak the commanding word, 'I will ! '—and it is

done." D. F. Harkin, '93.

An Excellent Work.

From the Catholic Reviezv.

Lkonard's Mass in Honor of St. Augustine.—
By the Rev. J. Leonard, O.S. A., and dedicated

to Very Rev. F. X. McGowan, O.S. A., Lan-

singburgh, N. Y. (D. J. Gallagher & Co.,

Publishers, 420 Library street.)

The reverend author of this excellent work has

evidently great musical talent. Furthermore he

has, as is seen from his production, combined much

study and excellent judgment with his natural

ability. In these days of fol-de-rol music, unfortu-

nately so common, it is a genuine pleasure to listen

to such music as that which Father Leonard has

given us. It is to be hoped that Father Leonard

will not be satisfied to rest now upon his laurels,

but will continue on and from time to time give to

the world the results of his labors. We are confi-

dent that if he does, each new work of his will be

hailed with delight by all judges of good music.

His present production we heartily recommend to

all. V-:''.- ^^-':^^^-^^:-^''^^^

ATHLETICS.

Villanova College 6, State Normal 5.

May 6.—The West Chester State Normal School

team came to Villanova and was convinced that

the College boys were better ball-players. Although

the score was close, there was not much doubt, after

the second innings, as to which club would win

O'Leary played a beautiful game at first, accepting

a number of hard chances without an error. Gal-

lagher, for the home team, led at the bat, and

Lonaker, for the vistors. The latter also caught

his usual good game. The score

Villanova.

Herron, 1

McDonnell c
McKenna, p .

Carey, ss . .

Gallagher, 2b
Jennings, 3b .

Murphy, cf .

Dugan, rf . .

O'Leary, ib ,
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Lukens, 3b .

Monahan, ss

Farrell, If . .

Longaker, c .

Hartman, ib
Ford, p . . .

Buckman, rf

.

Pluck, 2b . .

Wilson, cf. .
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Totals . . 5 7 27 14 8

Earned runs—Villanova, 3 ; West Chester, i. Two base

hits—Gallagher, Longaker, Jennings. Left on bases—Villa-

nova, 5 ; West Chester, 4. Struck out—by McKenna, 6 ; Ford,

7. Base on balls—McKenna, 3 ; Ford, 2. Passed balls—Mc-
Donnell, 2. Time— 1.45. Umpire—Wm. Mahon.

State Normal 4, Villanova College 9.

West Chester, May 18.—A large and enthusi-

astic crowd witnessed the Normal School of West
Chester and the Villanova College teams cross

bats at West Chester.
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The beautiful weather lured a large contingent

of young ladies of the State Normal School to

see the game, and many students from Villanova,

with the College colors flying, helped to make
the scene at the West Chester field more than

usually attractive. Doubtless, also, the fact that

the Normal's opponents were the sturdy ball

tossers of Delaware county had*also its eflfect.

The Normal's friends tiied to give them en-

couragement by their faint college cries ; but were

forced to yield to the volume, tone and quality of

the cry of Villanova's adherents.

Gallagher's veterans won the game from the

Normal's after a most interesting contest, doubly

so, owing to the fact that the Normal's were cer-

tain of victory. After the fourth innings the

Normals awoke to the fact that they could not play

ball with Captain Gallagher's men. The score

Viilanova.
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Religion an Element of True Education.

Education is a word frequently used, yet varying

in its signification according to the purpose of the

person using it. To its etymology is attached a

certain definite meaning,—the bringing forth from

a negative state to a positive one, from ignorance

and rudeness to knowledge and culture. To a

Christian, education of this character would not suf-

fice ; with it must be combined that elementwhich

acknowledges that the object of man's existence is

to know, love and serve God, and to save his im-

mortal soul from eternal perdition.

Education, therefore, comprises two principal

elements : the redemption from ignorance and

barbarism and the accomplishment of the end for

which man was created. To an intelligent mind,

education of this kind will be as sunshine dispelling

the clouds of presumption and error. Many per-

sons there are who imagine that they possess more

knowledge than they really have, and who, there-

fore, do not recognize the want of knowledge.

"There is nothing so hurtful," says an able writer,

"as the spirit of pride, for this blinds the mind,

makes one overweeningly confident of his powers,

attached to his own opinion and loath to receive

instruction."

On the contrary, a truly learned man gives proof

of great humility of mind, and shows his apprecia-

tion of what he does know by comparing that with

all that it is possible for him to know. He is fully

aware that in the vast field of knowledge he can

cultivate a part only. Men of this stamp are faith-

ful followers of Plato who has said, "I know only

this that I know nothing." Pope has very wisely

said:

"A little learning is a dangerous thing
;

Drink deep, or laste not the Pierian spring:
' There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain.

And drinking largely sobers us again." ^

Thus we have seen that to the beginner two re.

quisites are necessary, viz. : humility of mind and

a disposition to receive lessons with docility.

Being all in the same condition, we stand in

need of learning and of an instructor to show us

that path of truth which leads unto the goal that

God has marked out for his creatures.
'

' What-

ever," says one of our modern writers, "conflicts

with this end is to be rejected ; whatever aids us in

attaining it is to be embraced, and as all truth is in

harmony with this end, it follows that education

can embrace all sciences that are truly such, while

it must eliminate all error." Education that would

exclude that element which regulates the relation

of man with God, which teaches the intellect and

trains the heart, elevates man no higher than

the objects which surround him. Such education

is called secular and places its reliance altogether

upon reason and scientific investigation. As an

example of this we need only consult pagan phi-

losophy to discover that reason alone and unaided

has been found wanting, and that the principles of

such philosophy are subversive of society and

morality. Religion has preserved education and

has made it what it is to-day, and thereby has built

up society and perfected civilization.

Religion as a guide leads education and with her

torch makes bright the darkness of the understand-

ing. She shows " How vain, how fleeting, how
uncertain are all these gaudy bubbles after which

we are panting and toiling in this world of fair delu-

sion." Religion is the great gift of Him who is

the great Author of good and Father of mercies. She

beholds in God the original, essential beauty and

soverign good, and tells us that the possession of

that Beauty and sovereign Good is within our

reach.

Education without religion is like a flash of

lightning that breaks through the gloom of clouds,

and glitters but for a moment ; with it there is

kept up a kind of daylight in the mind, a daylight

of perpetual serenity. Thus education and religion,

like the body and the soul, may for a time be separ-

ated, but will at some future period be re-united, and

will shine with greater splendor and brightness

throughout the ages.

John J. Ryi.e,'94.

Jubilee Announcement.

The closing days of the present month will be

looked forward to with more than usual interest,

not only by the many students now pursuing their

studies at Villanova College, but also by the large

numbers who in past years have completed their

course at this time-honored institution. The oc-

casion will be the celebration of the fiftieth anni-

versary of the founding of the college. Judging

from the interest manifested by the faculty, we have

every reason to hope that the Jubilee celebration

will be carried out on a magnificent scale, and that

it will be a memorable event in the history of

Villanova. His Grace, Most Rev. P. G. Ryan,

Archbishop of Philadelphia, will preside on the

occasion, and the dignitaries of many other dio-

ceses have promised to honor us with their pres-

ence. The event undoubtedly will be a joyous

one, as it will be instrumental in bringing together

many who have not met each other for years, but

who will then meet, and rehearse the pleasant

memories of their college days.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, Villanova College.

23. Prove that the perpendiculars from the

centres of the escribed circles of a triangle on the

corresponding sides are concurrent.

Second method ofproof by Thos. J, Lee^ '95.

L c

Let LE^ MD and NF^ be perpendiculars from

the centres of the escribed circles of the A ABC^
on the sides ^C, BA^ and AC^ respectively.

To prove that these perpendiculars are con-

current :

From D draw to DE parallel to ^C, then NE'is

perpendicular to DE.
Connect E and F, EF is parallel to BA. Then

MD is perpendicular to EF.

LE^ MD^ NF drawn from the vertices of the A
FDE are respectively perpendicular to the sides

FD, FE and ED.
And since the perpendiculars from the vertices

of a A to the opposite sides are concurrent, LE.,

MD^ NFaxQ concurrent.

26.—Given the latitude of a place and the sun's

declination, find his altitude and azimuth, at 6

o'clock A. M. (neglecting refraction). Compute

the results for the longest day of the year at Mun-

ich (lat. 48° 9').
,

Solution by O'S,

° 9' the latitude of Munich.
o «„r

|.j^g declination.

/ = 48

d= 23" 27

a = PZM^ the azimuth.

/ = ZPM^ the hour angle.

h = DM, the altitude.

By Napier's Rules,

sin h = sin / sin d.

log sin h = sin 48° 9' +
log sin 23° 27'.

log sin 48° 9' — 9.87209

log sin 23°27'= 9-599^3

log sin // = 9.47192

Altitude = h=\f Id,'

35''.

cot a = cos / tan d.

By Napier's Rules,

log cot «, log cos /, +
log tan d.

log cos 48° 9' = 9. 82424
log tan 23° i7'=9.63726

log cot «=^ 9.46150

Azimuth a 7Z'

51-34//

27.—If perpendiculars be drawn from the angu-

lar points of a square to any line, the sum of the

squares of the perpendiculars from one pair of

opposite angles, exceeds twice the rectangle of the

perpendiculars from the other pair of opposite

angles by the area of the square.

Solution by M. A. Tierney, '93.

B
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28.—A party of 20 persons go on a picnic, and

between themselves they contribute $20 for the

entertainment. The men pay ^2, the women 50

cents, and the children 25 cents. How many men,

women and children were there?

Method by Medial Proportion, or Alligation.

Sohition by BernardJ. G^ Donitel^ '95.

I

4 \ 2

I

The average is evidently $1. We reduce to 4th

s

and compare, and we have columns (3) and (4) ;

uniting these we have column (5), the sum of which

is 10. Now, 20 persons being a multiple of 10 by

2, we multiply the numbers in column (5) by 2,

which gives us column (6) : 8, 4, 8 ;
therefore there

are
•;;:;^^^: : :8 X $2 = $16.

4 women X ^ = 2.

8 children X }( = 2.

I
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Herewith we furnish an effusion of a person

aspiring to the Splinter Editorship for the coming
year. He may be successful since he is so \i-Analy

with the pen

—

Present mood, subjunctive tense,

Hoppy the little dog over the fence.

Next came in the finger bowl
With glass of delicate shade

;

S. exclaimed why " Bless my soul

!

'Tis very weak lemonade."

His bicycle was on the roll,

When they asked Tommy for the toll.

He heeded not, but passed them by,

And slowly winked the other eye.

The Reds and Blues no more will meet
Although their games are not complete

:

The Umpire his decision gave

Which made the Blues look very giave
;

And straightway to a man they rose,

And swore they'd smite him on the nose:

Then mighty Dolan wav'd his hand.

And silence reign' d throughout the stand.

(( THE CHOIR. j>

A feature of the Villa is its charming little choir.

Which the students and the members very much
admire.

Its time of practice is twelve hours of the day.

Except the little extras which occiir in the month
of May.

The leader of the choir also plays the organ well,

Upon the results of his efforts I do not need to

dwell.

As a litttle observation I am very sure will show
That the attendance of the people seems continually

to grow.

The soprano is a warbler in the true sense of the

word.

Who takes the little high notes as easily as a bird.

One of the tenors who spells his name with

an"M,"
Is considered by the people a perfect little gem.

The assistant soprano with the initials J. E. O.,

Is one of our " choicest " I want you all to know.

Every note upon the key-board he sings with per-

fect ease.

Nay more, he can arrange them in all the different

keys.

The falsetto-contralto is a genius we admit,

The Star Spangled Banner is acknowledged his

greatest hit
;

On the occasion of our concert it was he that saved

the day.

When he reached that minor key-note which the

organ failed to play.

The basso makes the old church rattle and shake.

As if our pretty " Villa " had a mighty big earth-

quake
;

The alto needs no mention, as he is known far and

near,

The judgment passed upon him is—he stands with-

out a peer.

In conclusion, let me tell you, the choir is up to

date,

As it possesses a critic who always comes in late
;

When services are over he will generally exclaim.

Why, fellows ! the choir will yet make itself a

name.

J. Stanley Smith.

PERSONALS.

During the past month three new students have
been welcomed to our ranks.

During the past month our Very Rev. President,

C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., has been busily engaged in

inviting, in person, a number of dignitaries of the

Church and distinguished laymen to be present at

the Golden Jubilee celebration.

Mr. Bernard Kerr, of Annondale, N. J., paid his

brother Richard a visit lately.

Rev. J. A. Nugent, O.S.A., of Atlantic City,

paid a short visit to the Faculty on the i8th.

Rev. D. P. O'Connor, of West Conshohocken,

Pa., called at the College on the 12th.

Very Rev. F. Anderson, O.S. A., on his way from

Australia to Ireland, spent May i6tli with the

Faculty.

Mr. Arthur Karder, of Wetherly, Pa., on the

19th was the guest of his friends, R. J. and B. J.

O'Donnell.

The students, one and all, are making very

earnest preparations for the final examinations.

Close competition is expected.

Rev. D. J. Murphy, O.S. A., of Philadelphia,

spent a few hours at the College only to witness

the defeat of his Literary Society team.

The large number of mechanics daily engaged in

the improvement of the College buildings and
grounds indicates that everything will be in first-

class order for Golden Jubilee

.

Under the auspices of the Augustinians, Revs. D.

J. O'Sullivan and J. A. Whelan, a very successful

mission is being given at the Church of Our Lady
of Good Counsel, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. L. /.—Thursday May iStli, '93. The Literary

Institute assembled to-day for the regular monthly

meeting. The members were present in goodly

numbers, and manifested their usual interest in the

affairs of the Library. A noticeable feature was

the absence of any report reflecting on the conduct

of the members.

A committee was appointed to make arrange-

ments for a celebration in connection with the

Jubilee. The committee is a strong one, and when
their report is received at a special meeting, we
will, no doubt, find a literary treat of the highest

order.

The institute is about to close the most success-

ful year of its existence. There is a total member-

ship of 60, which is a very creditable showing.

The surplus in the Treasury is large, considering

the expenses, and a committee was appointed to

dispose of said surplus in a way creditable to the

V. L. L of '93^-;v;:;/:->-^/ ^vyc-;.

V. D. 6*.—Saturday, May 20, '93. The Debating

Society, while it is always a beneficial one, is

sometimes a very amusing gathering. The earn-

estness with which some of the members to-night

entered into the spirit of orators, was indeed a rare

event and" very mirth-provoking. The subject,

" Resolved, that the reading of poetical works is

more beneficial to a student than the reading of

prose," was very ably contested by both sides.

The subject was one that required careful prepara-

tion, but we are pleased to state that nothing was

wanting on either side, in the general make-up of

the arguments. :v / •
V t^^

In the end the affirmatives succeeded in effectually

refuting a great many of the negative's strongest

arguments, to the satisfaction of the chairman,

who decided the debate in their favor..

We must congratulate the Prefect of the Rosary

Sodality on the excellent programme he has ar-

ranged for the Sodality Commencement. We are

very certain that it will be a grand success as all

are taking an active interest in it. The music is

of a high order and embraces the classical and

popular. The speakers chosen are well capable for

their tasks and we shall expect much from them.

That ever-obliging body, the Glee Club has volun-

teered its services and will sing several selections.

This fact in itself assures the success of the vocal

parts. The orchestra is devoting a great deal of

time to the instrumental selections, and will en-

deavor on this, its last appearance this year, to

crown, in a fitting manner, the success it has

attained.

EXCHANGES.

The May number of the Owl is indeed a most

interesting one. "A Popular Fallacy" and "A
Cultured Laity " by the editor pleased us very

much. In the first article he has laid the axe at

the very root and has presented his readers with

the names of many scientists and writers to whom
Catholfcs can refer with pride. In the last he has

quoted from England's learned prelate these strong

words which are the very essence of truth,

" Unless a Catholic has gone through a thorough

course of logic and of mental and moral Christian

philosophy he is a man without weapons and

armor in the intellectual conflict which rages

around him."

The University Star^ published by the students

of the University of Omaha, is a new visitor to our

sanctum. May the Star ever shine " Pro Bono
Publico " is our earnest wish.

The April number of the Agnetian Monthly was
an excellent one. The poem "entitled "Rest"
was indeed beautiful and we heartily extend our

compliments to I. T. M.

The Niagara Index is in constant demand among
our editors. But it is not its literary matter

which, by the way, is always interesting and of a

high class, nor yet the "Index Rerum" which
first claims their attention, but rather the criti-

cisms of the exhange editor who always seems to

have a chip on his shoulder, and to be looking for

some one to knock it off.

The St. John'' s University Record for May
reached our Sanctum at a rather late day ;. but

this seeming tardiness, however, was immediately

forgotten in the perusal of its pages, which indeed

afford a treat to the lovers of good literature ; the

two articles entitled "Literature " and " The Father

of Epic Poetry," are most excellent and scholarly

essays.

The Sunbeam^ from the Ontario Ladies' Col-

lege, is our latest visitor ; it presents to the eye of

the reader a very pretty appearance, and prompts
the reader to open it and scan its spicy pages.

We are well pleased to receive it as an exchange,

and hope it may long continue to visit us.

Among the many other constant visitors to our

tables we are glad to mention the following excel-

lent specimens of college journalism, namely :

—

The St. Mary^s Sentinel, which, each mouthy

seems to improve in literary merit ; The Athenaeum,
which, by the way, we notice will not be issued

again before the Fall Term, and the Queen^s Uni-

versity Journal, which, no doubt, we will hardly

recognize next term, as it will be enlarged and

improved.
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co.,
1 41 6 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You u/ill 5av/e fT\or7(^y apd J^aue a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiAi PIKNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES IVrcCANNEY,

Saddle, fidrness l Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHILADKLPHIA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBWRV.

ARTHUR'S
Famous Ice Cream,

ALL FLAVORS.

Plain and Fancy Cakes, Bread, Rolls and
Buns, Pies, Desserts.

Pure Ice served during the entire year, by the
BRYN MAWR ICE COMPANY. Your cders
are respectfully solicited.

I. "WARNER ARTHUR,
Brjrn Mavrr, Pa.^ E. K. WILSON & SON,

"""""^

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

JDiitsfe-^lass 1^00te and ghees
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcr Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will bbU YDU
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Fumittire, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry, Chinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $100 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

! will allow all reasonable

claims.

Physicians' Prescriptioiis Accurately Compoiinded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
^Hf\\iK U/. PRIWTT Craduate 1q pi?ar/naey,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to sj are is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

L-eMRV'S OL-D BOOK STORe,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG TVVAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

i^^Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.-'^Cl

^WIA. E. HINCH,
caiNDOOl ••. GhflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. GALT^AGHEB , GKO. W. OIBBON8.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO..

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

420 Library Street, Philadt Iphia.

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

i?3. 50 Per Annum.

:-^-r 7VYOORE'S vV'V v^:--- -::^.

WINDSOR HOTEL,
PHILRDELPHIH. :- ;

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station. ^ \

1219-29 Filbert Street.

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.

V
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twent)-first

and Market Streets.

Wh extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WKvSTKRN MEAT MARKET and sec what a choice
selection of

Iteef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We liHve coMStiintly on liand nnrt nofi- llie Low Prices at wliich we are

selling. We liandle only the Best Goo<1h and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

IJb(jraI Di8(;ouQt to public ar>d ^Ijaritable Ipstitutiorps.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clottiing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHN J. l^>YliNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUG<, W NDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND SXREEX,
Below Market. Enst Side. PHILADELPHIA

WILLIAM J. REED,
'•":;, ^\ DEALER IN ^; ':-', ~

:.VS:
'^ '.;'.

'

•fFine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, f
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prquidept l^ife 9 Jrust ^p.
Of iPliiljidelpliia,

N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40 T-409)

ISSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

I which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberal ty to policy-holders

In Everything E^^-elled by no othcp Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIflrl MOOt^E.-f

OBLINQER PR05. & C2.,

FACTORY, I.A.NCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

WlioIcHale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPOUTIOUS av

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

Nd. biz Arch. Sireet,
PHILADELPHIA.

J^verytbing at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

^DENTIST^*-
1630 l^fortl? Tu;elftl? 5tr^^t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is alzvavs attractive^

in quality.^ variety and price.

: HALLAHAS^,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. I. COLA HAN, 1838 market"st:

Dealer Iq pir^e (iroeerie^.

BEST BRANDS OF FI,OUR, $5.50 PER BBI..

OMSH OR OREDIT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

CEO. KELLY & CO.,
80S and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week,
SPECIAL TERM S ON LARG E PURCHASES.

"dANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FurqitureI Bedding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

have Chestnut. Philadelphia,

Special Discount to lastitutlons.
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CHARUES B. IiYf^CH.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Cor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE
>TEXT BOOKS,-f^

Xe-w and Second Hand.
Save eonatantly on band a fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEYv
39 Ji. Thirteenth Stireet,

PHlIiADBLPHlA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Avenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

•»"\Ar. "W". FK.j^i^ois-K-
DEALER IS

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Kepairing.

AGSKT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Spotting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

L-7?NCWSTER KiZe., 7=CRD7U^01=?e. F>K.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING,

flo. 810 HflCH ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

LITHOGRAPHERS. PRINTERS.

T. McMANUS, Jr. & CO
,

21 North Sixth Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

STATIONERS. BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURERS.

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BLieiSMITNI I lOISE SHIEIS,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old L,ancaster Road.

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Averm e. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

^i^/V

102 5 Market St..

Sells everything needed

for the Tahle, Kitchen and

Household a* half otliei-'a

prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprisingr? Wonderful ? Yet True ! I

Standard Text Books.
Wentwortli's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenongli's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montg-omery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's Language Lessons.

PUBliISHERS,
70 Fifth Avenue N. T. T- B. Lawler, Agent.

M.GALLAGHER,
PllAOTlCAL

Harness IQaker

15 N. 9tli St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS.

^^JeiA£eLeRSl^
Diiamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp,

THOOiHS H. CUHHRY,

4FUNERAL DIRECTORS
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

49* Personal atteation day ov night.
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RIGHT at the trade centre. Only a step from the Penna. R. R. Station or from the

new Reading Terminal Station.

With the very best selections of patterns obtainable, the most superior work-
manship, and a low range of prices, our establishment continues to be Headquarters for

stylish and natty clothing for young men.

We show an excellent line of Full Dress and Prince Albert Suits, fully equal to

custom made at less than half the cost.

Always up to date in Furnishing Goods. Latest Novelties in Neckwear, Gloves
and Hosiery.

A. C. YATES & CO.,

^^^
• 13th and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia.

feorrpai) p. i)riRaII
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game s

Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts.

Philaoklphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Eve'-ything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
•: /t > Outing and Yachting.

V SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
108 Madison St. 943 Broadwajr. 1033 Chestnut St.

A FACT TO BE R£M£MB£R£D
THAT THE HEADQUARTBE8 FOE

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON S^ CO.'S.
1228 Chestnut Street, '

- Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS*ORGANS
M29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA
AT^^iT i£o:E?.nsr &c soisr,

MAKERS AND DESIGNERS
THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

•^•COSTUTVYES,!^
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

XUJa kinds of STAGB niAKE UP, TI6HTS &c.
121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

MOTLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER
* -^ FOR WINDOWS

Patented Dec. ,3, .89^. " ^EW OR OLD.

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc, Also for Window Screens and
Sliding Blinds. Send for Circular.

PETER MOTLEY, ''^» ""'' ^'^^
^°"*A??;sM«. p,.

McCONAGHY BROTHERS.
NEAR ST. DENIS' CHURCH.

Carpenters ^ Builders.
All work Promptly and Neatly done.

p. O. Address, Rl^t)]«Ot^B, PA.
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Vol. I. Villanova College, Jiil^^, 1893. ISTo. 7,

Ode for the Qolden Jubilee of Villanova College.

H blest be the day, when the sun's golden ray,

First shone on these shades, Villanova revealing !

I/ike the sunrise that shone on King Memnon's famed stone,

Awaking a strain full of fervor and feeling !

Grave doctor and sage
In that long-vanished age,

Their record inscribed on our history's page, -

While the sons of St. Austin, with tears and with toil.

Their altars uprear'd on this prayer-hallow'd soil !

Their altars, their school, where the Monk's kindly rule

With Virtue and Wisdom form'd loyal alliance,—
Guiding youths, (now grown gray, or at rest 'neatli the clay,)

To the fountains of Faith, and the well-springs of Science !

Ah ! should we not claim
For its guardians, the fame,

That linger'd, of yore, 'roimd each love-lighted name
;

The perfume of sages and saints passed away,
Still hovers around Alma Mater to-day !

With immortal renown, 'tis St. Thomas we crown,
When we chant, with delight, Villanova' s glad praises !

For Augustine's great son for his brethren hath won
A glory, that earth and its minions amazes !

Not the glory of Time,
(A mere vapor sublime !)

But the glory that lives when Time's death-knell shall chime !

The halo, all fadeless, that Faith loves to paint
'Round the altar that shrines Villanova's dear saint

!

Fifty years have gone by, since we throned him on high,
As patron and guide of a past generation

;

And the rapture, to-day, of our JUBILEE gay.

Proclaims him our patron and guide to salvation !

While his sons have increas'd,

And while prelate and priest

Assemble to honor and brighten our feast,

—

Let us toast with a tear, the blest shades we revere,

Our FOUNDERS and friends—the departed and dear!

All homage be paid the illustrious Dead !

May their mantle descend on our guardians and masters !

And success to the Boys, full of knowledge and noise,

Who have pass'd from these halls to Life's dreams or disasters !

Time, trembling and old.

Like a hermit hath told

On his glittering chaplet, five decades of gold,

—

Villanova still lives !—Like the star of the morn.
May she live, may she shine, thro' the ages unborn I

Eleanor C. Donnelly.
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Vol. I. \"ill;in(>\;i ( \.ll<'o-,., J ul\-, 1S<):1. X . ..

Ode for the Golden Jubilee of Villanova C()lleji:e.

H blest l)t' LIk' (lay, when llie sun's <^ol(lui ra\',

iMr.st slioiK' oil lhes„' sIukU's, X'illanowi rexealiiiji^ I

Like the sunrise that shone on Kin<4 !\[eiiiuo;i's laincd stone,

Awakino a strain full of fervor and tceliuf,^ I

(rra\-e doetor and saj^e

In thai lon^-N-anished a^-e,

Their reconl insciibed on our liistorx \s pa^^'e,

While the sons of St. Austin, with tears and with t jil,

Their altars ajM-earM on tliis prayer-hallow \1 soil I

Their altars, their sehool, where the Monk's kindly iiile

With \'irLu(.' and AN'isdoui foruTd 1()\m1 alli.iiu^e,-—

(luidino youths, (now ^rown !:;ra\', or at rest 'iiealli the cla\', )

To the fountains of l<'aitli, and the well-s])rin,i;'s of Seieiiee I

Ah ! should we not elaim
For its jj^iiardians, the fame,

That linj^crM, of yore, 'round eaeh love-Iij^htcd name ;

The jierfuuK- ofsai^^c-s and saints ]\i^.sLd awa\,
vSlill lu)\-ers around Alma Matei to-dax !

With iininortal renown, 'lis vSt. Thomas we crown,
When we chant, ^^•ith delight, \'illano\a's <^hid pi.iiscs I

l''or Au,i;u^tine\s yreat son for liis brethren hath won
.\ "lorv, that earth and its minions ama/es !

Not the,<;lory of Time,
(A mere vapor sublime !)

l)Ut the <;lorv that lives when Time's death-knell shall chime I

The halo, all fadeless, that I'aith h)\i.-s to ])aint

'Round the altar that slniuo \'illaii()\ a's dear saint I

F'^ifty years have ,t;oue by, since we thrt)ned him on hij^h.

As ]xUron and !:;ui(le of a past ^icneration ;

And the ra])tiire, to-day, of our Jl'IULlCIC ,na\',

Proclaims him our patron and ,t;nide to salvation I

While his sous ha\e increas'd,

Andwdiile prelate ami ]~)riest

Assemble to houoi and bii^liU-n oir feist,—
I^et us toast with a tear, the l)le^t shades \\c rex'eie.

Our I'OrX DICKS and fi iends—the departs d an 1 dear!

All homage be paid the illustrious Dead I

Ma)' their mantle descend on our t^uardi lus and masters I

And success to the Uox s, full of knowledii^fe and noise.

Who have ])as-,'d from these halN to Life's dreams or disi-,ter.s I

Time, tieinblin^ and old.

Like a hermit hath told

On his nlitteiin<^ duplet, five decades of i^old,

—

X'ilkiuova still li\es!— Like th.e star of the mom.
May she live, may she shine, thro' the as;es unburn I
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The Celebration of the Golden Jubilee of Villanova

College.

June 2ist dawned brig-ht and beautiful, and the

rays of the morning sun shone gloriously on Vil-

lanova and her surroundings. The wide sweeping

lawns interspersed with flowers and shrubbery

never looked so fresh and green, while the lofty

trees of various kinds cast abundant and delightful

shade. Everything wore a gala appearance. High
above the campus waved the stars and stripes to

the morning breeze. All the piazzas and entrances

to the college were adorned profusely with the

national and papal colors intermingled with those

of the college, white and blue, while from the win-

dows hung hundreds of American and Papal flags.

The large tent that was erected near the main
building and in which the commencement exercises

were to be held was likewise decorated with the

prevailing colors. All around the tent, especially

near the stage, tropical plants and choicest flowers

were plentifully arranged, and the stage itself

looked like a bower of roses.

It was indeed a memorable day for the college,

for on that day she was to celebrate the fiftieth an-

niversary of her existence. Elaborate preparations

were made for the event, and invitations were ex-

tended to the surviving alumni, to the clergy of

the diocese, and many outside, as well as to the

relations of the pupils and the steadfast friends of

the time-honored institution. The early morning
trains brought large numbers, and later on the rail-

road company ran a special train to accommodate
the visitors from Philadelphia. At 10.30 the exer-

cises began.

His Grace, Archbishop Ryan presided, being

seated on the rear centre of the stage. At his right

sat Rt. Rev. John J. Keane, D.D., Rector of the

Catholic University of America, and at his left Rt.

Rev. Michael J. O'Farrell, D.D., Bishop of Tren-
ton, N. J. Rt. Rev. Lawrence McMahon, Bishop
of Hartford, Conn., was detained by illness in

Philadelphia, while on his way to attend the

exercises. Along both sides were distinguished

members of the clergy, while the great majority of

the priests occupied front rows in the auditorium.
There were present Very Rev. James D. Waldron,
O.S.A., Provincial of the Augustinian Order, Very
Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., President, Very Rev.
T. C. Middleton, D.D., O.S.A., Regent, Revs. N.

J. Murphy, O.S.A. and D. J. Murphy, O.S.A., St.

Augustine's, Philadelphia
; Very Rev. J. A. Ander-

son, O.S.A., Prior of the Augustinian Convent,
Limerick, Ireland

; Revs. F. J. McShane, O.S.A.,
and M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A. , Chestnut Hill, Phila-
delphia

; J. J. Fedigan, O.S.A., T. F. Herlihy,

O.S.A., and J. A. Nugent, O.S.A., Atlantic City,

N. J.; J. T. O'Reilly, O.S.A., Peter Crane, O.S.A.,

and John P. Fahey, O.S.A., Lawrence, Mass.
; J. J.

Ryan,O.S.A., Andover, Mass. ; D.D. Regan, O.S.A.,

Mechanicsville, N. Y. ; F. X. McGowau, O.S.A.,

Lansingburgh, N. Y. ; T. J. Field, O.S.A., Green-

wich, N. Y.; J. T. Emmett, O.S.A., Waterford,

N. Y.; F. M. Sheeran, S.T.B., O.S.A., M. J.

Locke, S.T.L., O.S.A., E. A. Dailey, O.S.A., J.J.

Ryan, O.S.A., C. J. McFadden, O.S A., R. A.

Gleeson, O.S.A., L. A. Delurey, O.S.A., P. H.

O'Donnell, O.S.A., J. B. Leonard, O.S.A., R. F.

Harris, O.S.A., J. E. Vaughan, O.S.A., W. A.

Coar, O.S.A., and J. F. Medina, O.S.A., all of

Villanova; Very Rev. J. B. Hogan, D.D., S.S.,

Catholic University, Washington, D. C. ; Rev. John
Scully, S. J., St. Joseph's, Philadelphia; Very
Rev. James McGill, V.C.M., and Revs. A. Krabler,

S.T.D., CM., J. W. Moore, CM., and Edward
Carey, CM , Germantown, Philadelphia ; Revs.

John Kreis, CSS.R., and J. Jung, CSS.R., St.

Peter's, Philadelphia; Very Rev. James A. McFaul,

V.G., Trenton, N. J.; Charles F. Kelly, D.D.,

Towanda, Pa., one of the first students of the col-

lege
;
John Donahue, Salem, N. Y.

; J. H. O'Neill,

Middleboro, Mass.; A. J. Teeling, Lynn, Mass.;

E. J. Broderick, Hartford, Conn.
; J. H. Duggan,

Waterbury, Conn. ; George S. Bradford, Wilming-
ton, Del. ; F. J. G. Martin, D.D., Waterbury, Conn.

;

J. M. O'Brien, Augusta, Ga.; E. F. Prendergast,

St. Malachy's, Philadelphia ; P. F. Sullivan, St.

Edward's ; Thomas J. Barry, Visitation ; P. J.

Garvey, D.D., St. James'; J. A. Brehony, St. John
the Baptist's, Manayunk ; M. C. McEnroe, Holy
Family, Manayunk; William Kieran, D.D., St.

Patrick's ; Henry Stommel, St. Alphonsus ; Fran-

cis J. Quinn, Nativity B. V. M.
; John J. Ward,

Sacred Heart ; A. Isoleri, St. Mary Magdalen de

Pazzi's ; Michael J. Gleeson, St. Francis Xavier's
;

Francis P. Fitzmaurice, St. Joachim's, Frankford
;

Joseph H. O'Neill, St. Francis de Sales'; James
P. Sinnott, St. Charles Borromeo's ; M. J. Lawlor,

St. Thomas Aquinas'; Bernard Dornhege, St. Eliz-

abeth's
;
John J. Donnelly, St. Veronica's ; Michael

C Donavan, St. Leo's, Tacony
;
James Timmins,

St. Michael's, Chester
;
James C McLoughlin,

Ambler; Daniel P. O'Connor, WestConshohocken;
Michael H. Gormley, Newtown ; Matthew A.

Hand, Wayne ; Charles Riegel, Cheltenham
; Luke

V. McCabe, Thomas F. Kennedy, D.D., John J.

McCort and Hugh T. Henry, St. Charles' Semi-

nary
;
James F. Trainor, acting Rector of St. Phil-

lip's
;
John T. Crowley and John J. Hickey, assist-

ants at the Assumption ; B. F. Gallagher and M.J.
Crane, St. Malachy's ; P. F. McNulty, St. John
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the Evangelist's ; Bernard A. Conway and John J.

Walsh, Our Mother of Sorrows'; O. P. McManu^,
St. Teresa's ; David P. Egan, St. Ann's

;
Joseph

F. Nagle and James T. Higgins, St. Charles

;

Francis J. McArdle, St. Anthony of Padua's
;

Michael G. Scully, St. Edward's ; Michael M.
Doyle, St. James'; Francis P. Coyle, St. Thomas
Aquinas'; James J. MacAran, St. Stephen's; F'rancis

A. Kelly, St. Francis Xavier's
;
James H. O'Neill,

St. John the Baptist's, Manayunk
;
Joseph F. Tim-

mins, St. Michael's, Chester ; Hugh J. Dugan, Con-

shohocken
; William A. Motley, St. Peter's, Read-

ing
;
John C. Carey, St. Patrick's, Norristown

;

H. P. McPhilomy, Visitation ; D. I. McGlinchey,

St. Anthony of Padua's ; M. Bradley, St. Philip's
;

A. Zeller, Sacred Heart; P. Dougherty, St. Mich-

ael's
; J. A. Dalton, Immaculate Conception ; Eu-

gene Murphy, Manayunk.
Pierre M. Arnu, A.M., D. O' Sullivan, C. S.

Gauntt, M.D., and G. J. Corrie, lay professors of

the college, were also in attendance.

Many distinguished lay persons from various and
distant parts of the country honored the occasion

by their presence. Among them we noticed with

great pleasure, some students who entered the college

fifty years ago, during the first years of its founda-

tion, viz : John J. Ban, John R. Downing, Col. E.

H. Flood, Thomas Egan, all of Philadelphia, and

J. Henry Magee, Camden, N. J. Many of the old

students greeted one another for the first time after

years of separation and interchanged pleasant

reminiscences of college life.

Bastart's orchestra of twenty-four pieces was in

attendance and the music from the " Grand March"
to the "Finale" was listened to with great

pleasure.

Rev. ly. A. Delurey, O.S.A., Vice-President of

the College introduced the speakers to the audience.

W. J. Parker, '93, Quincy, Mass., stepped forward

and in the salutatory welcomed all present in the

name of the President and college Faculty. J.
Henry Magee, A.M., one of the first students^ and

one of the four survivors of the original six of

fifty years ago, was the next speaker. He gave

very interesting reminiscences of the college and
the Augustinian Fathers, who were its founders.

A French essay entitled, " L,e Prix du Temps,"
was then delivered by J. J. Crowley, Whitman,
Mass. Another essay in German, entitled "Col-
umbia Unsere Heimath," was delivered by B. J.

Corr, Philadelphia, Pa. Then followed the Mas-
ter's Oration by Rev. J. C. Monahan, '78, of St.

Elizabeth's Church, Philadelphia. At its conclu-

sion a chorus of collegians sang, to the air of the
" Star Spangled Banner," the Jubilee Ode, written

for the occasion by Philadelphia's gifted poetess,

Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly.

The conferring of degrees and other awards then

took place as follows :

—

The degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon

Rev. James C. Monahan, Philadelphia, Pa.; Thos.

L. White, McKeesport, Pa.; John J. Morrissey,

Hartford, Conn.; Gerald J. O'Connor, Waterford,

N.Y. ; Dennis O'SuUi van, Philadelphia, Pa.; John
T. Eenehan,Wilkesbarre, Pa.; Rev. Charles Joseph

McFadden, O.S.A., Villanova, Pa.; Rev. Richard

Anthony Gleeson, O.S.A., Villanova, Pa. ; Rev.

Laurence Augustine Delurey, O.S.A., Villanova,

Pa.; Rev. John Bernard Leonard, O.S.A., Villa-

nova, Pa.; Rev. Walter Augustine Coar, O.S.A.,

Villanova, Pa.; Rev. Joseph H. Mangan, Albany,

N. Y.; Rev. Francis A. Greagan, Albany, N. Y.

The degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred

upon John Francis Keleher, Lawrence, Mass.

;

William Jeremiah Parker, Quincy, Mass. ; Thomas
John Fitzgerald, New Haven, Conn. ; Michael

Ambrose Tierney, Salem, N. Y. vy

The degree of Bachelor of Science was awarded

to Jeremiah Joseph Crowley, Whitman, Mass.
;
Jas.

Francis O'Leary, Hartford, Conn.
;
John Mark

Walsh, Schaghticoke, N. Y ; Timothy Patrick

Callahan, North Andover, Mass.; John Joseph

Kyle, Stamford, Conn.; Daniel Francis Harkin,

Allentawn, Pa.; Thomas Joseph Ronayne, New-
port, R. I.; John Edward O'Donnell, Heckscher-

ville. Pa. ; Michael John Murphy, Philadelphia,

Pa. ; Bernard Joseph O'Donnell, Drifton, Pa.; J.

Stanley Smith, Scranton, Pa.

Commercial diplomas were awarded to Joseph

Peter Wade, Lawrence, Mass. ; Edward Jas. Wade,
Lawrence, Mass.; Jos. Henry Gallagher, Brooklyn,

N. Y. ; Wm. Lawrence Pickett, Bridgeport, Conn.

The gold medal for gentlemanly conduct was

awarded to Edward J. Murtagh
;
presented by the

President of the Faculty.

The gold medal for Christian doctrine was
awarded to John E. O'Donnell

;
presented by Very

Rev. J. D.Waldron, O.S.A., Philadelphia, Pa.

The gold medal for logic was awarded to John
F. Keleher

;
presented by James Henry Magee,

A.M., Philadelphia, Pa. '
'"'^

The gold medal for classics was awarded to

James O'Leary
;
presented by the alumni.

The gold medal for English literature was
awarded to William J. Parker; presented by Gerald

J. 0;Connor, A.M., Waterford, N. Y.

The gold medal for mathematics was awarded to

Jeremiah J. Crowley
;

presented by Rev. J. J.

Fedigan, O.S.A., Atlantic City, N. J.

The gold medal for general history was awarded
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to Michael J. Murphy
.;

presented by Rev. James

J. H. O'Neil, Middleboro, Mass.

The Coluinbiau <>;okl medal for American history

was awarded to Henry T. Nelson
;

presented by

Rev. Hugh Lane, Philadelphia, Pa.

The gold medal for elocution was awarded to

The gold medal for music was awarded to Ber-

nard J. Corr
;

presented by Rev. A. A. Leonard,

O. S. A., Cambridge, N. Y.

A fine menu having been disposed of to every-

body's satisfaction, the Archbishop, as the presid-

ing genius, announced that a "flow of soul"

EXTERIOR OF COLLEGE CHAPEL.

Michael A. Tierney
;

presented by Rev. W. J.

Geraghty, O.S.A., Chestnut Hill, Pa.

The gold medal for French was awarded to Jere-

miah J. Crowley; presented by Rev.W. H. Griffin,

Oswego, N. Y.

The gold medal for German was awarded to

Michael J. Murphy
;
presented by Rev. Joseph A.

Strahaii, Philadelphia, Pa.

would now begin. He humorously handled the

transition scene from the "feast of reason."

Having briefly welcomed all present, he referred to

the heads of the Catholic University and the

Trenton diocese as Bishops from outside the

United States, one being from the District of Col-

umbia and the other from New Jersey, which
remark was received with a burst of laughter. He
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said that although he was neither a great orator nor

a learned man, he was between both (one of the

Bishops referred to sitting at his right and the

other at his left). A letter of regret for inability

to attend was announced from Bishop McNeirney,

of Albany, N. Y.

His Grace called upon Bishop Keane to respond

to the toast, "Education." Eloquently did the

learned and able Rector of the Catholic University

picture the great strides which education has made
in America during the last fifty years. " Medical

Science," was the subject of the next toast, which

in the unavoidable absence of Dr. Thomas L.

White, of McKeesport, Pa., was ably responded to

by Dr. Morrissey. The next toast, "The Bar,"

was referred to by the Archbishop as being rather

obscure; he called upon J. T. Lenahan, Esq., to

elucidate it, which he did in a happy mixture of

humor and eloquence. The last toast on the

programme being " A Word from the East," His

Grace surmised that maybe we were about to hear

from one of the wise men ; and wisely and ably did

the Hon. John T. Breene, of Lawrence, Mass.,

respond. In addition to what was on the pro-

gramme, the Archbishop proposed as a supplemen-

tary toast the last verse of Miss Donnelly's Jubilee

Ode, and called upon Rev. Charles F. Kelly, D.D.,

of Towanda, Pa., to respond to it, which he did in

a happy reminiscent tone.

The stenographer engaged for the occasion

having disappointed us, we regret our inability to

publish in full the speeches delivered after the

banquet.

Very Rev. Father McEvoy then returned

thanks to all who had taken part in the exercises

and had attended, and the Archbishop brought

the exercises to a close by imparting his blessing.

Towards the close of the speech-making copies of

a handsome illustrated volume, containing a history

of the college, were distributed among the guests.

The list of premiums having been read, M. A.

Tierney, '93, Salem, N. Y., delivered the vale-

dictory. Dr. J.J. Morrissey, '8r, Hartford, Conn.,

addressed the graduating class. Then Archbishop

Ryan arose, and having expressed his congratula-

tions on the flourishing condition of the college,

he turned to the graduates, and in his masterful

and eloquent manner he proved the intimate rela-

tion between religion and education. He also said

words of encouragement and advice, which were

appreciated highly, both by the graduating class

and by all who heard them.

At the close of the exercises the invited guests

were ushered into the beautifully decorated ban-

quet hall in the college.

Letters and Telegrams of Regret,

Wilmington, Del.,

June 2, 1893.

To the Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, President Vil-

lanova College.

Very Rev. and Dear Father :—Be pleased to ac-

cept my thanks for the invitation with which you

have honored me. And be pleased also to accept

my best wishes instead of my presence in the flesh

at the forth-coming solemnity. Finally be pleased,

too, to pray for me and believe me
Yours faithfully in Christ,

A. A. CURTIS.
Bishop of Wilmington.

SCRANTON,

/v.;:. :> .:;::^;:>;:y^;,,;.;V;;^:.^ June 6, 1893.

Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A.

Very Rev. Dear Father :—Please accept my
thanks for your invitation asking me to be present

at your celebration on the 21st, but I regret very

much that it is not in my power to leave home. Our
schools are closing ; the Sisters' retreat begins and

there are many other matters that require me to be

at my post. You must not think I am slighting

you. If it were at any other time, I would most

certainly be with you.

Yours sincerely in Christ,

},y X'X: :-':-::^' O'HARA,
Bishop, Scranton.

Bishop's House.
Ogdensburg, June 7, 1893.

Very Rev. Dear Father :—It causes me a deep-

felt regret not to be able to be present at your

Jubilee exercises on June 21st. I would like to

• testify publicly the gratitude we owe to the good

Augustinians for what they have done in the diocese

of Ogdensburg, and to wish them God-speed in

their great work of Christian education. Previous

engagements prevent me from being with you
;

some other time I hope to have a better chance.

With kindest wishes I am respectfully

Yours in J. C.

I: t H. GABRIELS, Bishop of Ogdensburg^ |

: :
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. -:::]:

:^::

;;-L;5:V.--:/:i-:.-v:;: EXECUTIVE CHAMBER, ..">:'

,1 Harrisburg, June 15, 1893.

Rev. C. A. M6Evoy, O. S. A.,

Villanova College, Villanova, Delaware Co., Pa.

My Dear Sir:—The Governor directs me to

acknowledge the receipt of your invitation to at-

tend the Fiftieth Annual Commencement and

Goldee Jubilee Celebration of Villanova College,

on the 2 1 St instant, and to thank you for kind re-
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membrance, which was warmly appreciated. He
very much regrets that other engagements for the

same date will make it impossible for him to be

with yon on that pleasant occasion.

Very respectfully,

H. D. TATE, Private Secretary.

1428 GiRARD Avenue, Phila..

Mr. William F. Harrity very much regrets that

because of absence from Philadelphia he will not

be able to accept the invitation of the President

and Faculty to be present at the Fiftieth Annual
Commencement and Golden Jubilee Celebration at

Villanova College, Delaware County, Pa,, on Wed-
nesday, June 21, 1893.

June 17, 1893.

Albany, N. Y., June 19, 1893.

Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A.,

Very Rev. Dear Father :—Rt. Rev. Bishop

McNeirney directs me to write to you and say he

regrets exceedingly that he cannot be present to

participate in the Golden Jubilee Celebration of

your College and join in honoring your community
and showing his due respect and high appreciation

of its services in his diocese. On that day, the

2istinst. , there is to be a meeting of the State

Board of Regents, of which the Bishop has lately

been elected a member, and as it is the first meet-

ing since his election he cannot, with all due con-

sideration, absent himself. He wishes your College

and Community every blessing and success and

many happy returns of the day.

Yours respectfully,

JOSEPH H. MANGAN, Chan, and Sec'y-

Harrisburg, Pa., June 26, 1893.

To Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, Villanova, Pa. / :

The unexpected prevents me sharing in your

festivities to-morrow. -^

THOMAS McGOVERN, Bp. of Harrisburg.

Georgetown, D. C, June 21, 1893.

To Rev. C. A. McEvoy, Villanova.

Deeply disappointed that unexpected business

absolutely prevents my attendance. Heartiest

congratulatio s from Georgetown to Villanova on
this glorious occasion. ^

: '

"
i :

J. HAVENS RICHARDS, S.J.

Georgetown College,
West Washington, D. C, July i, 1893.

Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., Villanova Col-

lege, Villanova, Pa.

Very Rev. and Dear Father.—It was a great

disappointment to me not to be able to attend your

glorious celebration. I fully expected up to the

last moment to be able to go, but important busi-

ness which arose suddenly, and could not be post-

po led, prevented the execution of my design. I

promise myself the pleasure of calling upon you at

the monastery at some future time.

Very cordially your servant in Christ,

J. HAVENS RICHARDS, S.J., President.

SALUTATORY.

VV. T. PARKER, '93, QUINCY, MASS.

Vour Grace, Right Rev. Bishops, Very Rev- and Rev. Fathers,

Respected Faculty, Members of the Alumni, Ladies and
Gentlemen :

The distinguished honor conferred upon me, to

voice the sentiments of the Faculty and my fellow-

students in welcoming you to our fiftieth annual

commencement, is highly appreciated.

This June day, coming as it does, to crown the

labors of a scholastic year and to despatch into the

world graduates with only the college's parting

benison, bears more than a passing import upon
the present occasion. To-day, Alma Mater cele-

brates the fiftieth anniversary of a life-work, dedi-

cated to the cultivation of religion and of the fine

arts. To-day, her sons, after years of wandering

from her hallowed shades, return, and from the

abundance of grateful hearts pour forth their tokens

of respect and esteem. To-day, those of us who
are about to part forever from her motherly care,

experience a just and holy pride in being able to

add one cubit to her stature in the estimation of

the outside world, and to entwine but a branch

in the laurel wreath which fittingly bedecks her

brow.

In offering my tribute on this august occasion,

my meagre ability prompts me to depart from the

well-trodden path. I am not inclined to indulge in

oratorical display and shall make no effort to cap-

ture the imagination by mere word painting. In

almost every college in the land, on the advent of

such events, ornate, elaborate and beautiful effu-

sions have been delivered ; each speaker seeming
to vie with the other in the splendor of rhetoric,

in the elegance of diction, and in the eloquence of

oratory.
''

In such a competition I am handicapped at the

start. My only resource is to turn to the work
performed by our college. Its achievements nailed

on Golgotha during the days of their infancy shine

to-day on a new Tabor, and the light which radiates

from them illuminates the present, and throws

itself far into the future.

Opening its portals at a time when religious

rancor and prejudices were rampant, it has man-
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fully survived its days of travail, until this occa-

sion finds it holding equal place with kindred in-

stitutions—a lasting credit to past and present

faculties.

Struggling through hardships which at first

seemed insurmountable, buffeting manifold diffi-

culties and ever lavishing a maternal solicitude

upon the priceless gem of religion entrusted to her

care, to-day, Alma Mater, after the lapse of fifty

years, can point to her children with feelings be-

tokening pride and say with the mother of the

Gracchi " these are my jewels."

Toward you, members of her Alumni, who have

gained renown in religious and secular pursuits,

for one brief moment in her fond embrace and here

amid familiar scenes to renew old friendships, to re-

call pleasing reminiscences, and with her to breathe

a prayer in memory of the companions of youth

whom the Lover of Life has claimed as His own.

And now she bids me turn and welcome to this

happy gathering those of you who were attracted

here through friendship, and whose sympathies are

in harmony with a cause having for its end the

Christian education of youth. Under this aegis

she has taken her stand ; few institutions surpass

her in priority of years, few of equal age, while

none have exceeded her in the masterly accom-

plishment of her work.

INTERIOR OF CHAPEL HALL.

she bears a special devotion. Rich in the manifold

gifts with which she endowed you, to-day she

looks for a renewal of your regard, confidence and

esteem ; to-day, though the bonds of affection have

become loosened through the course of years, she,

by your mere presence, will strengthen and make
them more lasting than hoops of steel. My words

of salutation to you fall short of meaning. Your
Alma Mater, her brow furrowed by the vicissi-

tudes of half a century, extending her arms across

the chasm of time, sends forth a welcome, voiced

only by the pulsations of a heart, full of a mother's

love. ,.;'..-.;

On this, her natal day, she only asks to hold you

To reiterate, in the name of Alma Mater, the

Faculty and my fellow-students, I extend to each

and all a most cordial welcome to our annual com-

mencement, commemorating, as it does, the half

century mark of a college whose undertaking tends

toward moulding Christian men and patriotic citi-

zens.

Early Reminiscences.

Sardou has said that '

' n6thing. can adequately

explain the present but the past." In this light I

stand before you to-day to represent the infancy of

Villanova college. Fifty years ago—a period ex-

ceeding the average life of man—a half dozen boys.
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b^cn elected a number, and as it is ibe firsl mcLt-

iiiL; since his elei'tion lu- cannot, wilh all due con-

^idcialion, ib^riit liiniseH" I k- w i^hc^ \ oui C<tHeL;e

and ConnnunilN ^\ci} blcs>in_<; and --uiei.s-, and

.man)' bapj)\ vetniais of the da\.

\'ouis rc^j)cctfnlly,

JOSIU'II II. MAXCkXX, Chan, and SlcA-.

11 \KKis:;ru(;, l'\., jnne2^, 18(^3.

Tn \\\\ Kt\. C. .\. McI-AoN, X'illanova, Pa.

'rile unc\|)ccled |iic\Lnts im.- .sjiai iii,!^ in \our

k ->li\ itiL-- to nioi row .

'riloMXS M((;( )\']':RX, r.i)..of llanisburo.

( ii< .k(,i h iw .\, I). C, June 21, iN(;.V

To Re\. C. .\. Mcl'Aox, \'ilhmo\a.

I)ei-])I\ <lisa])poinh-d that nncNpct'led bu^ine->s

ab->olnttd\ pu\uit^ m\ alUnduici. Ikailusi

con^Mlnlalio -^ fiom ( koi.i^t low n to \'illano\ a on

this ^loi lous occasion.

j. ikWicxs RICH \ki)S, s.j.

( 'ri;ou(,i TOW \ Coi.i.i'idi',,

\Vi-,sr \\'.\sin.\(. io\, I). C, July i, iSc;^.

Ven ke\. C. A. ^k'^:\oy, ().S..\.. X'lllauova Col-

k_!:;e, \'illaiio\a. l\i.

\'i:ii\ Ri.\. .\\n 1)1, \k iM'rrii'.u — It was a i^ieat

(lisaj)poinlnient to iiie not to be al)k' to alleiul Ncuir

s^lorious celebration. 1 I'ullx' cNpectcd ii]) to the

last UK mil lit to be able to po, but important ])usi-

iiess wbi(.-h arose snddeiil\', and could not be ])ost-

]>(» :ed, inewaited the execution of 111 \- dcsi_nii. I

promise myself the pleasure of calliuL; upon yon at

the nionasterx' at some future time.

\'ei\' cordially yoiir scr\anl in Christ,

j. irA\i:XS RiCIkVRDS, S.J., Ihesident.

SALUTATORY.

/'a/Z/t/K.

/ iliflt's Uhif

'

\\'. 1. I'AKKKK, '(^3, (.aiXCN . M.\SS.

/\*esf>< I '1 1/ IdiU'lx \/'iJifi,i\ (>f III, \liiim.

(ien/lt)Ht u

:

The disti 11,1; iii.shtd honor conferred upon iiie, to

x'oice tile sentiments of the I^acult)' and m\ fellow-

students in wek'ominjL; yon to our fiftietli annual

eomiiiencement, is hiohly appreciated.

Thi.s June da\', coiniii<; as it does, to ciown the

labor.s of a schola.stic year and to desjnatch into tlie

world graduates with onl\ the colle,!;;e's ])artin.i;'

beiiison, bears more than a passini^- imjiort ujion

the present occasion. To-da\', Aim i .Mak-r cele-

brates the fiftieth aiiniver.saiN of a life-woik, dedi-

cated to the tMiltixation of religion and of llu fine

arts. Tu-da\", her sons, after years of wandeiing

from her hallowed shades, return, and from the

abundance of iL^ratefnl hearts pour forth their tokens

of lespcct and esteem. To-day, those of us who
are about to part fore\Lr from her uiotherK care,

e.\])eiience a just and holypiide in bein<; able to

add one cubit tcj her stature in the estimation of

the outside world, and to entwine but a branch

in the laurel wreath which fillingl\ bedecks her

blow.

In ofkriiiL; ni\ liibute on thi.s auonst occasion,

m\ meagre ability prompt.s nie to depart from the

well-lioddeii path. I am not inclimd to indnl_i;e in

oialoiical (lis]-)hi\ .ind shall make iioeffoit to cajj-

tnre the imaj^ination b\ mere word paintint;. In

almost c\er\- colk\L;e in the land, on the adx'cut of

such i.\enl^, ornate, elaboiate and beautiful eilu-

siou>ha\i. be^-'ii (klixeied; each speaker seeininj^

to \ le with the other in the splendoi of rhetoiic,

in the elci^aneeokdiclion, and in the elocjueiice of

oialoiy.' ':.":.
" V^.;'';-^\'''-

'\-^--: -':;.:'. -'>' .'.

In sticli a coni])etitioii I am handicapi)ed at the

start. ]\Iy onl\' resource is to turn to the woik
perfoniied by our colle<^;e. Its achiexemeiits naikd

on Crol«;otha during tlu> (la\s ol their infancy shine

to-d.i\ on a new Tabor, and the li.L;ht which radiates

bom tlieiii illuminates the i)resent, and thiows

ilsdl far into the future.

()ii.nin!L; its portals at a time when religions

rancoi and prejudices were rampant, it has man-
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iiuuil'i, Hire, whirl) wa- wariiih a])]iirciat(.(l. 1 Ir

\cr\ imuli iiL;ut-^ lliat oilur eii,!LiaL:<. iiKiity tor ihc

same <laU- will iiiaki.- il iiiipo^vihK- i',,i jiini to l»c-

with \(in 1.11 ilial pK-a^anl <K-i'a>i()ii.

\\\ \ r<.^]>iftlnll\\

II. I». TATI'., I'livak- SLCTctaiv.

I |i^ (

". I KA ki> .\\ 1-mi:, run. \.

.Mr. William 1'". Ilaniu \ i r\ iiimli r(.:jici> thai

liri'an>r <i| al).-^ciu\- iVoiii IMiiladt-ijihia lit.' will iml

1h' alilc to afc\]ii ihr imitalioii of ihr l'i\>-(U-nt

.lU'l l''ai-ull\- 1(. hv ]ii\s<,iil al tlu- I'iftii'th .\ininal

C'lMimnnci nn 111 ami d. iMcu juhiKe C\-Khraiion al

\'ill,m()\a Ct'lU-.i^c, I)tlau:n-c- C"iiiit\, Pa , on W'ccl-

Ufxlay, June 2 i , iS() ^.

Jrxi-; 17, is'ij_^.

Ai.r. A.w , N. \'.
. ]uuv lo. i^<),^.

\\i\ kc\-. C. .\. Mcl'.v.v, ( ».S..\.,

\'i.KV Rj;\. I)i: Au I-.\tiii;k : Rt. Rcw liishop

.Mc-Wiriuydiircis iiic- 1(1 wriu- to \ .111 ami .<a\- he
iTi^ixN r\iH'i.(lin,L;l\- ihal hr rannol In.- pix-.-eiit lo

I'aiiiciiKilr in tlu- (nihlvii juliiUr Cokhralioii of

\<niT CiilK-r and Jdiii in honoring xour c<inunnnil\-

and showini4 his dm.- ix-s]iecl and hii^li apiirccialidn

"t it> .-(, udcc'-- in ])\> <li()l\•<^•. ( )n ihat daw llic

.?!.Nt in-l., ihrii- i-. to hi- a nirc-lin^ of tlu- Stale

iJoafd ol Ri-m-nW, of wdiich the r>i>ho]) ha> lali'ix-

hii'ii cK-rtod a nii-ni!)t'i-, and as it is llie fifst nuLl-
iii- ^incr his tdeclion hr cannot, with all dne fuii-

^iiK-ralion, ah-i-nt hiinscdi". IK- wislus \oiii- College
rt'id Ci>nininnit\- cax-iv bk-ssinL; and sinws-, and

.
niar.\- hapjn ri'lufns of tlif (la\'.

N'onis lo^pictfnlu',

jOShJ'll II. .AI.\.\T,.\X. Chan. aiKl S.c'v.

II A KK is:;rk( ;, 1' \. , j nm- j'l, iS«^:;.

T" \ (IN Kr\.. C. .\. Mrl'.xow \iilanova, I'a.

riiv iincxprrtrd prexcnt- nic sliaiini^ in \onr
'< -^lix itit.-^ lo-nioirow .

Till )M.\.S M, (;()\].;k\\ ]',,,. ,,r IIani>l)tir'>.

<.!•' iivi; I- T'lW .\, I). Cjnniji, iS<k.

To Rv\ . C. A. Mv l'',\ o\-. \'illam>\ a.

I '(.tli'.x- di->apjH.inh;d that nni\])c-clfd l)n-iiu->>

al)-olnttd\ ])i\\i nls ni\- allcnd.iiux-. IKaitii-st

con-'alnlalio -. fiMm < ".lo; -(.ti.wn to \'iilano\a on
I hi^ 1^1' Mif lU-- <H(,\i- i( in.

J. II.W I'.XS RIC'II.XRD.S, S.J.

<
". IJ lUi .III )\\ \ C"< 'LMM,!-;,

\\"i sr Wamiixo, r. i\, D. C..jn!\- i, iS(,:;.

V>T\ Rov. e". A. M( I'x.iv. S. .\.. X'illanova Col-

Kl;*.', \'i!lano\,i, I'a.

\'i;K'. Ri.\. Wji l)|.Ak I'AI'IN.k' -It wa> ,i -rr.it

d;-ap]M.intiiii.a!t to nn- n^t o> hi ahu- to atti-nd \oiii-

j^lovioiis (.-(.dchration. I fnlK- i\j)ect(.<I up to iIk-

last nioiLivnt to be able to ;m), but iniiH)rtant busi-

ness whieh arose suddenly, and eould uctt be post-

]H» :cd, piewuted tile ext-cntion of ui\ design. I

promise mysell the pleasure oicallin;^ upon \()U at

tile niouasUrv at some liiture time.

\'ei\ eoidiallv your sir\ant in CMuist,

j. ir.WI'.XS RICH.XRDS, S.j.. I'resideul.

SALUTATORY.

W . I. I'.VKKl'.K, 'o;^, (.iflMA . .MASS.

)''-/ir <,i,i,-,\ h'iiiht l\\v. Jlis/iops, I ,iv A',:. ,/;/,/ A'<w. /'a//uis.

A'f'j/><v'. ,/ l\uu'ly. Mciiil>,is of Ihr .I'liiinti, IauUcs at.J

( it >it/<')iii II :

The distin,!:^iiislit.d liom)r eonfeiied u])on me, to

\-oiee the sentiments of the I"aeidt\- and m\- lellow-

studeuts in weleomiri.^ >-oU to our fiftietli annual
eommeucement, is hi,L;hl\ ap])reeiated.

This June da\-, eominj; as it does, to erowii the

labors ot a seholastie year and to despateh into the

world _L;raduates with only tlie eolle.L;e's partin.i.;-

benison, bears more- than a passim^ iuii>oit u]K)n

the present occasion. To-day, .\lnia Mater cele-

biates the fiftieth auni\er.sary of a life-work, dedi-

cated to the cultivation of relii^iun and of the fine

arts. To-da\-, her sons, after years of wandering
Irom her hallowed shades, return, and from the

ahuudance of grateful hearts pt)ur forth tlieir tokens
of respect and esteem. To-da\', those of us who
are -about to part fore\cr from her uiotherlv care,

e.xperience a just and holy p-ride in bein,^- able to

add one cubit to her stature in the estimation of

the outside world, and to entwine but a branch
in the laurel wreath which lilliuj^b bedecks her
b:ow.

In ol'feriuL; m\- tribute on this august occasion,

ni\ mea,^i-e ;il)ility ])iom])ls me to depart from the

well-lroddeu path. I am not inclined to in(]u]_!^e in

oratorical disp]a>- and shall make no effort to ca])-

ture the imagination b\ mere word i)aintin,i;. In

almost e\er\- collei^e in tlie land, on the advent of
such exenls, ornate, ela1)orate and l)cautifui effu-

sions have been delivered ; each speaker ,seemin<>^

to \ ie with the other in the s])len(lor of rhetoric,

in the ek:^ance of dii'liou, and in the elo(pience of

oratoi \'.

In such a competition I am handica])ped at tlie

start. M\ only re.sourc-e is to turn to the work
]ierformed b\ our colk'-e. Its achievements nailed

on ("rol^otha during the da\s o| iheir iufani\ shine

to-d.i\ on a new Tabor, and the b.^ht which radiates

iHun them illuminates the i)re.sent, and throws
ilself fir into the future.

<
>i

enin.L; it.s j^oilals at a time when ivlii^ious

rancor and ])rejndict> were rampant, it has man-

ii
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fnlh' sui\ ix'ed its days of lra\ail, nnlfl tliis < ica-

sioii finds it holdinji c(|nal place- willi kiiidrctl in-

slitutions—a lasliiio credit to ]);i>t and i)rcscnt

faculties.

vSlruj4^;liiij4 throui^li liardsliips which al fnst

seemed insurnionntablc, buffeting manifold dilTi-

cnlties and c\er lavishin.i;' a maternal soliciludi.-

upon the ])ric(.dcss .i^cni of rcli^^ion c•ntru^tcd to her

care, t()-da\ , Alma Mater, after the lai)>e of fifl\'

\ears, can point to her children with leelinL^s he-

tokeninj^- pride and sa\ with the mother cf thr

(iracchi " these are my jewels."

Toward \()n, m(.nd)er.s of her Alnmni, who ha\e

<>'ained renown in reli^L^ious and secular ])ursnits.

for one 1.1 ief nionuiit in her fond tnihrace and lure

amid familiar scenes to renew old ftic ndshi]>-<, to re-

call ])leasinj4 reminisct iiees, and with her to hrealhe

a ])ra\ei' in iiK-niore of the com[ianioiis of \iiuth

whom till I,o\(,i ol" Lite ha> I'laiuKil a> ilis own.

And now ^lie hills me tiiiii ar.d wtleoine to this

liapp\- L^allui in>4 those of \ on who wi-ie attiactcd

liei\- ihrout^h frieiidshi]). and whose s\ni]'alliie> are

in harmony with a can-e hasiiii; for it> einl the

Cdirislian education of xdiith. I'lider lhi> ae,ni>

she lia> laktu her >laiiil; few instil ulioii^ snrpa>>

her in priorit\ of \ear>, few of eipial ai^t.-, whik-

noiu- ha\(,- c-\cee<I(--(l lui in the ma->ler]\ acci'Ui-

plislniKut of hi. r work.

iN"ri:K loK oi . H M'i'.i. II \ri.

she hears a special devotion. Rich in the manifold

<;ifts with which slie endowed ndu, to-day nIic

looks for a renewal of your regard, confidence and

es'eem ; to-da\, thou_<;h tlu' bonds of afiection have

become loo.'-eued thronmh the course- of years, she-,

by Nourmere presence, will streu^llKu and make-

them more lastin;.; than hoops ol" steel. My words

of salutaticMi to \ou fill short of iiKaninL^. \'our

Alma Mater, her brow furrowed 1)\ the \ icis>i-

tudes of half a centur\', extendiuiL^ her arms across

the chasm of lime, >ends forth a welcome, x'oiced

otd\ b\ the ])ul>ation^ ot" a heart, lull of a mother's

\o\v.

( )n this, her natal da\ , she onl\ asks to hold \ou

To reiterate, in llu' name of Alma Mater, the

I'aculty and my fe-llow-studeiits, I extend to each

and all a most cordial welcome to our annual e-om-

niene-enunt, commeiuoratinL', a> il doe>. the- half

e-eutur\ mark of a e-olleLje- whoe- undertakiu!^ tends

towanl monldiu!^ L'hrislian uk-u and patrioijf riii-

/eiis.
«

»

Early Reminiscences.

Sanlou has '-aiil that " nothiui^ can a<hi|uatel\'

explain the' pre-eiit but the- ]>a--l." In \\\\< lii^hl I

stand be-foie' \«>U lo-(la\ to lepU-^eUt thr illlauv o!

X'illanova colli'Lie'. b'iltv \eat-> a^o ,i period e\-

ceediu'" the- a\era<'e lileot inan--a half (U)/eii bo\->.
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ranging in age from II to 14 years, accompanied

by Rev. J. P. O'Dwyer, O.S.A., and William P.

Dalton, formed the first band of pupils to enter

Villanova. Of that small number, after the lapse of

half a century, four are here to-day to greet their

Alma Mater on this auspicious occasion of her

Golden Jubilee. It would be impossible, in the

short time allotted me, to describe even briefly

the great difference between the conditions exist-

ing at the foundation of the college and those

which now prevail. This will be readily under-

stood when we contemplate that the great improve-

ments in the sciences and arts, the vast discoveries

in the field of electricity, the mechanical inventions

and appliances that have in a sense revolutionized

tlie world, have been the outgrowth of the fifty

years we are to-day celebrating—Discoveries and

inventions before which those of all former cen-

turies have paled. During and preceding this era

it had been the object of the Augustinian Fathers,

at St. Augustine's Church, to aid and advance the

cause of education in every possible manner. Pa-

rochial schools had been established at the church

and continued under the most adverse circumstances

and conditions—for the church was poor—and the

people were, as they should ever be, like the church.

When, therefore, the opportunity of securing these

grounds offered itself, the zealous Fathers, few in

numbers, but strong in faith and purpose, saw

the possibility of realizing their brightest hopes, and

at once bent all their energies to the work, and

whilst zealously fulfilling the duties of professor at

the infant college, discharged at the same time the

duties of pastors and missionaries, at St. Augus-

tine's and other churches throughout the Diocese.

Their ministrations were in continual demand, and

it was very seldom that Father O'Dwyer celebrated

Mass on Sunday at Villanova after the first two or

three months following its foundation. But his

earnest and genial face was sure to welcome us to

the duties of the study room on Monday morning.

After a time the saintly Father Ashe assisted

Father O'Dwyer, and in his absence generally cele-

brated Mass at the college on Sundays, assisting

also in pastoral duties throughout the neighbor-

hood and acting as a professor during the week.

In this manner under great difficulties and with

double duties imposed upon the instructors the

number of pupils increased to the neighborhood

of forty before the close of the second year and

prosperity and success seemed about to crown the

efforts of the founders, but in 1844 a wave of

religious intolerance and bigotry swept over the

city of Philadelphia and laid St. Augustines in ruins.

The Fathers in this dilemma hoped to continue the

college and rebuild the church ; the task was, how-

ever, too great, and after a brief, but unavailing

struggle, in the latter part of February 1845, the

college was closed and the pupils disbanded. It is

not my purpose to pursue these remarks beyond

this period, not only on account of the limited time

assigned but also because another and abler

gentleman will follow in describing the inci-

dents of later years. I desire, however, to

pay in a few words a slight tribute to the

memory of Father O'Dwyer, the first Presi-

dent of Villanova. His was, indeed, a rare

character, earnest and energetic in all his under-

takings, profound in his faith and convictions, and

most sympathetic towards the sufferings and mis-

fortunes of others. During the period of the riots

he displayed the highest courage and immediately

and resolutely set about rebuilding the burned

church or, at least, a small chapel in which the

congregation might worship until the church could

be rebuilt. During this period I recall an incident

that well displays his sympathetic and sensitive

nature and which he related to me, as I accom-

panied him one evening in August, 1844, to act as

secretary at a meeting of the congregation held in

the basement of St. Joseph's Church. He said that

he had that day called upon a Catholic family of

note and wealth, to whose house he had always

previously been welcomed as an honored guest, but

on this occasion when the mistress of the house

opened the door and recognized him, with pallid

face and upraised hands she said " Father O'Dwyer,

do not come in ; for God's sake go away or we
will be mobbed."

Dazed and hurt beyond the power of expression,

he left the steJDS and stood upon the sidewalk,

scarcely knowing where he was. While in this

condition a Protestant, who had known him for

some time, approached and inquired if he was ill.

After some little delay and in explanation of his

appearance, he told the cause of his disturbed man-
ner and wounded feeling to his Protestant friend,

who endeavored to dispel the effects of the insult

by assuring him that such cowardice was but too

common amongst people of weak and vain natures.

Insisting upon Father O'Dwyer accompanying him
to his home on one of the fashionable thoroughfares,

he invited him to dinner, and before dismissinghim

insisted upon putting his name down for fifty dol-

lars toward the rebuilding of the church, and at

the same time assuring him of his intention to in-

fluence his personal friends in the good work. So
deeply was Father O'Dwyer affected during the re-

cital of this incident that his voice trembled with

his efforts to restrain his feelings. As he finished
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the recital he raised his eyes filled with tears to

Heaven, and said :
" The dearest wish of my heart

and its most earnest prayer is that Almighty God
will permit me to lay my bones in Philadelphia."

His prayer was granted, for, although appointed to

the Bishopric of Savannah, he sickened and died

before the time appointed for his consecration, and

now rests in the city he loved. One more word

and I am done. Allow me, one of the very first

students, to express my very great pleasure at

being here to-day to say these few words on this

august occasion.

Le prix du temps.

J. J. Crowley, '94, whitman, mass.

Cette vie, on la croit longue, jeunes Clevis ; elle

est tr^s courte : car la jeunesse n' en est que la lente

preparation, et la vieillesse que la plus lente de-

struction. Dans sept d huit aus, vous aurez entre-

vu toutes les id^es f^condes dont vous etes capables,

et, il ne vous restera qu'une vingtaine d'ann^es de

veritable force pour les r^aliser. Vingt ann^es !

C'est-a dire ime ^ternit^ pour vous, et en r^alit^ un
moment ! Croyez-en ceux pour que ces vingt

ann^es ne sont plus ! elles passent comme une
ombre, et il n 'en reste que les oeuves dont on les a

rem plies.

Apprenez done le prix du temps, employez-le

avec une infatigable et avec une jalouse activity-

Vous aurez beau faire, ces ann^es qui se deroulent

devant vous comme une perspective sans fin

n'accompliront jamais qu 'une faible partiedes pen-

sees de votre jeunesse ; les autres demeureront des

;jermes inutiles, sur lesquels le rapide ^t^ de la vie

aura pass^ sans les faire ^clore, et qui s'eteindront

sans fruit dans les glaces de la vieillesse.

Votre age se trompe encore d 'une autre fa^on

sur la vie; il y reve le bonhenr, et ce qu'il r^ve

n'y est pas. Ce qui rend la jeunesse si belle et qui

fait qu'on la regrette quand elle est pass^e, c 'est

cette double illusion qui recule 1' horizon de la vie

et qui la dore.

Vous allez entrer dans le monde ; des mille

routes qu'il ouvre a I'activitd humaine, chacun de

vous en prendra une. La carriere des uns sera

brillante, celle des autres obscure et cachde. La
condition et la fortune de vos parents en decideront

en grande partie. Que ceux qui auront la plus mo-
deste part n'en murmurent point. D'lm c6t6 la

Providence est juste, et ce qui ne depend point de
nous ne saurait etre un veritable bien; de I'autre,

la patrie vit du concours et du travail de tons ses

enfants, et dans la mecarique de la socictc, il n 'y a

point de ressort inutile. Que chacun de vous se

contente done de la part qui lui sera echue. Quel-

leque soit sa carriere elle lui donnera une mission,

des devoirs, une certaine sommedebien a produire.

Ce sera 1^ sa tache; qu' il la remplisse avec courage

et energie, honnetement et fidelenient, et il aura

fait dans sa position tout ce qu' il est donne a

I'homme de faire. Qu' il la remplisse aussi sans

envie contre ses einules. Vous ne serez pas seuls

dans votre chemin ; vous y marcherez avec d'autres,

appel^s par la Providence a poursuivre le meme
but.

Dans ce concours de la vie, ils pourront vous

surpasser par le talent on devoir a la fortune un
succ^s qui vous ^chappera. Ne leur en veuillez

pas, et, si vous avez fait de votre mieux, ne vous en

veuillez pas A vous-memes.

Le succ^s n'est pas ce qui importe ; ce qui im-

porte c' est 1' effort ; c' est la ce qui depend de

I'homme, ce qui I'^leve, ce qui le rend content de

lui-meme. L'accomplisement du devoir, voil^,

jeunes dl^ves, et le veritable but de la vie et le ver-

itable bien.

Vous le reconnaissez a ce signe q{i 'il depend

uniquement de votre volont^ de I'atteindre, et b. cet

autre q(i 'il est ^galement a la ported de tons, du

pauvee comme du riche, de I'ignorant comme du
savant, et qu 'il permet a Dieu de nous jeter tons

taut que nous sommes dans la meme balance et de

nous peser avec les memes poids.

Ainsi tout est juste, tout est consequent, tout est

bien ordonn^ dans la vie quand on la comprend

telle que Dieu I'a faite, quand on la restitue a sa

vraie destination.

Columbia, TTnsere Heimath

B. J. CORR, '94, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Friede und Liebe alien unsern Mitbiirgern, das

ist unsere Losung.

Und so folgen wir der Columbia, wie Ruth der

Naomi und wir sagen : Wo du hingehst, gelie ich

audi hin, wo die bleibst, bleibe auc hich, dein Volk

ist mein Volk und—hier pausiren wir und reflek-

tiren.

Naomi verehrte den wahren Gott und Ruth durfte

sagen : Dein Gott soil mein Gott sein. Ist der

amerikanische Gott der allmachtige Dollar, so

wollen wir ihn nicht anbeten, ist er der aguostische

Gott, von dem man nicht weiss und nichts wissen

Kann, so wollen wir ihn nicht lieben. Ist es aber

jener Gott, der sich durch seinem Sohn geoffenbart
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hat, daiiiit wir iudem wir Gott siclitbar erkeniien

durch ihn zur Liebe unsichtbarer Dinge hingeris-

sen werden
; ist es jener Gott, der als eniger Hirte

seine Herde iiiclit verlasst, sondern durch seine

Apostel mit fort wahrendem Schutze sie bewacht,
dann allerdings sagen wir : Dein Gott is mein Gott.

Unter alien Unstanden aber lieben wir audi diejen-

igen unserer Mitbiirger, welche anderen Glaubens
sind. Weil wir aber alle unsere Mitbiirger lieben,

so lieben wir ganz besonders jenes Land, welches
die gleichen Segnungen iiber uns alle auschiittet,

jenes Land, dessen Berge und Walder das herrlichste

Wildpret, dessen Seen und Fliisse die schniackhaf-

testen Fische dessen Felder und Thaler die reichhal-

tigsten Friiclite, dessen unerschopfliche Minen die

werth-vollsten Metalle und Brennmaterialien uns
darbieten

;
jenes Land, dessen unzalilige gestahlte

Riesenarme alle diese Scliiitze mit einer Schnelli^-

keit vertheilen, wie nur das ausgedehnteste Eisen-

bahnnetz der ganzen Welt es ermoglicht
;

jenes

Land so reich in seinen produkten so niannig-

faltig in seinen Naturschonheiten, so fruchtbar in

seiner Entwieklung. Kann mann eine lessere

Hermath finden ? Hier tragt jenes Kind das Reclit

zur hochsten weltlichen Wiirde dieses Laudes in

seineni Schoosse. Hier hat auch der Aerniste

Aussichten auf Verbesserung seines Standes, ja auf
gleiche Ehren und Resitzungen seiner Mitbiirger.

Hier herrscht Keine Militarsklaverei. Hier
gehoor dem Knaben das gauge Leben und er brancht
nicht seine besten Jahre im Dienste eines Potenta-

ten zuzubringen. Die schonste Arbeitskraft wird
nicht dem Lande entrissen und Greise und Matronen
sind nicht gezwungen, eines Monarchen wegen die

schwersten Arberten zu verrichten. Hier mae der

Bauer mit dem Prasidenten im selben Eisenbahn-
wagen fahren und der genohnliche Arbeiter mit
dem Millioniir zu Tisclie sitzen.

Heir herscht Freiheit des Denkens, Freiheit das
Gedachte durch Wort und Schrift auszudriicken,

also Rede-Press und Unterrichtsfreiheit. Hier
herrche Freiheit, nach seiner Ueberzengung zu
handeln, so lange das Recht eines andern nicht
verletzt wird, also Freiheit der Religion, Freiheit
der Pqlitik, Freiheit des geselligen Verkehrs und
freier und weiter Raum fiir alle edlen Unterneh-
mr.ngen.

Soil ich euch nun sagen, dass ihr dieses Land
lieben miisst! Nein damit will ich euch nicht belei-

digen. Aber wenner das Vaterland ruft, wenn es

Keinen Zungen-soudern Muskelpatrioismus ver-

langt, dann werden wir uns versammeln um die
Flagge, wir werden eilen von den Hiigeln, wir
werden Kommen von der Eben her und ertonen
lassen den Schlachtruf der Freiheit.

ORATION.

REV. J. C. MONAHAN, '78, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

It is indeed a great occasion, a glad, joyous event,

that calls us here to-day ; that has gathered within

these hallowed precincts, from far and from near, an
assembly of which any people and any institution

might well be proud.

The semi-centennial of Villanova's founding!

The golden jubilee of her consecration to the noble

work of educating the youth of our land. The
rounding out, the crowning of a half century's

career, honorable, beneficent and glorious in the

highest and truest measure.

This is the event we celebrate to-day. This is

the glad, inspiring occasion that has brought us

together. And surely it is a great occasion.

Great for the honor, the esteem, the reverence and
glory it brings to Villanova. Great, splendidly,

pre-eminently great, for the blessed, noble work
well done ; for the magnificent, far-reaching accom-

plishments in the realm of intellect and learning,

for the incalculable benefits conferred upon mankind
which it commemorates.

Fifty years devotion to the higher education of

our youth ! Fifty years consecrated, consecrated

from the purest and loftiest motives—fro^ philan-

thropy and patriotism, for the ennobling of men and

the uplifting of the world—to the moulding of

young hearts, the developing of young minds and

the fashioning of young lives ! This is Villanova's

glory. This, to-day, her splendid triumph. This

is her title to the respect, the gratitude, the admir-

ation and love of men. That she has been true

to her noble mission, pursuing it with enlightened

zeal, conscientious care and ardent love, advancing

as time moved on, with its broadening sphere and

growing demands, is matter of history ; is evi-

denced in the flourishing condition of her schools,

in her large and honored alumni, and in the splen-

did gathering of loyal hearts who are here to-day

to pay her greeting. Honorably and conspicuously

Villanova stands out among the leading Catholic

educational institutions of the country. Her name
is held in honor throughout the land, and every-

where her graduates are respected. And all this

from within. All this from the broad, generous

foundations upon which she was laid and the en-

lightened, high-minded policy with which she has

been directed and governed. Founded half a cen-

tury ago, she had in the beginning, as young in-

stilutions for the most part have, her trials and

hardships. Fifty years ago men and times and cir-

cumstances were different from the men and times

and circumstances of our day. Catholics in those
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early days were few, and for the most part possessed

of but little of the gifts of fortune. As a result,

our colleges were poorly supported, in most cases

for years barely eking out a slender existence.

That Villanova should be spared the trial which

fell to the lot of so many others was. not expected.

But she lived through it, and guided by the broad

minds and big souls of the men who founded her

—

the Moriatys, the O'Dwyers and O'Donnells—she

grew and strengthened and flourished and com-

manded the attention and respect of men. Never,

I trust, will she forget the friends of those early

days ; the stout hearts and generous souls and

skilful hands that laid her foundations so broad

grand old pioneers of Catholic education to whom
the present generation of our people, the present

flourishing condition of our Holy Church is so

deeply indebted. They were great and valiant

men. They were heroes in the strife. Guided by

those noble spirits, strengthened by those brave,

strong hands, Villanova lived and grew in stature

and won her way into the esteem and hearts of

men. For well on to twenty years the noble work

went on. Attracted by her fame, her broad and

elevated curriculum, her splendid discipline and

the marked ability of her teachers, students came

to her from every part of the land, from the North

and the South, from the East and the West, and

DRAMATIC HALL

and deep, and with judgment so enlightened and

love so sterling, led her through the dangers that

beset her.

All hail to the memories of those grand old men
who in the early days of our country's history,

fired with the zeal and enlightened with the wis-

dom that had inspired their forefathers to carry

the torch of learning through the length and

the breadth of Europe, and in the face of difficul-

ties and dangers almost as great, laid the founda-

tions of the institutions which are now the strength

and the hope of our land.

All hail, again do I say—and let it be embalmed
in song and told in story—to the memories of those

placed themselves at her feet. For well on to

twenty years the sons of those early Catholics filled

her halls and gathered from her lips the precious

knowledge that ennobled and strengthened them
for the great battle of life. Twenty years almost

of that blessed work—blessed for her who gave and

blessed for them who received.

And then came an interruption ; an interruption

that shook the young college to its very centre, that

desolated her schools, closed her doors and shrouded

Villanova in silence and sorrow. It was indeed a

dark and dismal hour ; dark and dismal not only

for the young college and the noble spirits who
founded her, but for our beloved country itself.
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so liehcn \\ ir .u^an/ kcsi'iulcrs ji. ncs Lan<l, welches

(lie ok'iclien Sej^nnn.m-n iilier nns alio aiiseliiiltet,

jcnc> Land, <!<>^cn ller^e nud WTildcr das hftrlichstc

\\'ild]irel, 'l(S-.cn Seen und i'"Iii^se die schniackhaf-

U'sten I"'iscli(.- (lessen l''cldcr nnd Thaler die rcichhal-

li^sten iMiichle, des.-en nncrsch(")i)niche .Mincn die

\vcrtli-\'i!l>lui Mclallc nnd 15re!ninuiteriali'v n nns

(hirhicun ;
ji-ncs I/uul, dcssen nn/.:ilili,L;c <;es!;i]iltr

Ric'senarnie cdle dic.->(j vSchiii/.e mil einei vSclnicllij;-

keit \' ;ihcilcii, wie hnr das ansgcdchnlcstc h'jscn-

halinnel/. der j^'anxcn \\\-ll cs cnn«"'jlic:it ; jeues

]y.\n<] .-() reich in seinen, produklcn mi nianni^;-

lalli.L; in '^t.incn. Xalnrschdnlu'itcn, so r'neliili.ir in

Seiner j-jitwicklnni^. Kann mann cine Icsserc

Hernialh linden ^ Ilicr Ir.'i^i jciies Kin<l das Rceht

/nr h(")chsten \wUliclicn Wiirde dieses Landcs in

Ncineni Schoossc. llu-r hal ancli del" Ac-rniste

Ans^itdilen anf \"cri)csscnni,^- seines vStandcs, ja anf

i^leichc I*'.]ii(.-n nr.d Iksii/.nnnen seiner Milhfirv.er.

Ilicr licrr>clu Kvinc- ?\Iililarskhi\'erei. Ilier

!:^elu)("ir deni Knahen das j^aui^c Lcben nnd er l)rancht

nichl seine hc^lenj.jlircihi Dienste cines Polcnta-

len /nzubrin(;en.Die sclu'niste Arljcilskrafl Avird

nichldcni I,aiide enlrissen nnd ( )n.isc nnd .Malronen

-^ind nieiil L;e/wnn;4en eines Menau-hen \\eL;eii die

sch\\cr>k-n Arhcrtcn zn \errichlen. Ilier nia'^der

r>ancr niit dein Priisiden.len ini sclh^n lusenbahn-
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al'^o Kcde-Press nnd T'nterrichtsfrcihcil. Ilicr

herrclie iM'uihtil, nacli seiner Ucber/.en;^nn_i; /u

iiandclii, so lan«;e. das Kechi cincs andern nicht

vefletztwird, also Frci licit dcr Rclio;i()n, Frcihcil
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lan^t. <!ann wc-rdcn wir utis ycrsannncln nni die

l'la.!L;;^e, wir werdcn cilonAon den Iliii^eln, wir

werden K;)niincn Vi^n dcr '".h-.n her Tind erloncn

I.r^-en tk 1) Scdilachtrnl' dcr iMcihcii.
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ORATION.

I<i;\. I. C. MOXAHAN, '7N, I'HIl.ADia.I'MIA, I'A.

It is indeed a,unreal occasion, a .^lad, joxous event,

that calls ns here to-day ; that has fathered within

these hallowed jirecincts, from Tar and from near, an

asscnd)l\ of which an\- people and an\- institution

niij^ht well be j)rond.

The semi-centennial of \'iIlanova's fonndinj;!

The J4t)lden jul)i!ee of her consecration to the noble

work of edncatino- the youth of our land. The
ronndin,i;- out, the crowninj^- of a half centnr\'s

career, honora.ble, beneficent and .glorious in the

hi^^hest and trut.-st nieasm-e.

This is the e\ent we celebrate t(.)-day. This is

tlie j^lad, inspiring;- occasion that has brouj^ht us

toi>ether. And surel\- it is a >'reat occasion.

Cireat for the honor, the esteem, the reverence and

o;lor\- it brin.i^s to X'illanova. (ireat, splendidly,

pre-cniinentl\- <;rcat, for the blessed, noble work

well done ; for the niaj^nificenl, fir-reachini^ accom-

l^lishmcnls in the realm of intellect and learning-,

lor the incalculable benefits conferred upon mankind

which it commemorates.

b'iftv vears devotion to the hii^her education of

our vouth I I'ifly years con.secrated, consecrated

from tlic i)nrest and loftiest motives—from philan-

thropvand patriotism, for theenuobliu.i;of men and

the upliftin.i^ of the world—to the inouldini^ of

vouni; hearts, the developiuj;- of young minds and

the fashionino;of y;>un}> lives ! This is N'illanova's

olorv. This, to-day, her splendid triumph. This

is her title to the resiject, the .q^ratitnde, the admir-

ation and love of men. That she has been true

to her n()l)lc mission, pnrsuin;^- it with enlightened

zeal, conscientious care and ardent love, advancing

as time moved on, with its broadening sphere and

orowing demands, is matter of historv ; is evi-

denced in the flourishing condition of her schools,

in her large and honored alumni, and in the splen-

did gathering of loyal hearts who are here to-day

to ])ay her greeting. Honorabh' and conspicuon.sly

Villanova stands out among the leading Catholic

educational institutions of the country. Her name

is luld in honor throughout the land, and every-

Avhere her graduates are respected. And all this

from within. All this from the broad, generous

foundations upon which she was laid and the en-

lightened, high-minded ])olicv with which she has

been directed and governed. I'oundcd half a cen-

tury ago, she had in the beginning, as young in-

stilutions for the most i>art have, her trials and

hardships. lMft>- vears ago men and times and cir-

cumstances were dilferent from the men and times

and circumstances of our dav. Catholics in those
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carl\' (la\'S were few, and lor the most part i)osscsst(l

of l)iit little of the shifts of fortune. As a result,

our eollej^es were poorl)' sui)[)orte(l, in most cases

for years harely ekini>^ out a slender existence.

That \'illanova should be spared the trial which

fell to the lot of so man\- others was not expected.

I>nt she lived through it, and j;uided by the broail

minds and bi^- souls of the men who founded her

—

the Moriatys, the O'Dwyers and O'Donnells—she

*^rew and stren<^thened and flourished and com-

manded the attention and respect of men. Never,

I trust, will she fori^et the friends of those earlx-

days ; the stout hearts and <;encrous souls and

skilful hands that laid her foundations so broad

urand did piDUecis of Catholic education In whom
the pre.-^cnt generation ol' our people, the pre.-ent

flourisliiuji condition of our 1I()]\ Churcli is so

deeply indebted. They were i^reat and valiant

UKU. They were lievoes in the >liife. (iuided by

those noble spirits, strenj^thened by tlio>e braw,

stron<;- hands, N'illanova H\-e(l and j^rc \v in stature

and won her wa\- into the Lsteem and hearts of

nieii. for well on to twenL\ years the utible work

wenf on. .\ttraeted b\- lur fame, her broad and

ele\ated curriculum, her Nplendid discipline and

the marked abilit\- of her teachers, students came

to her from e\ery part of the land, fmm the XiMth

and the South, from the f'.asl and the West, and

1)K Wl \ 1 K II M 1

and deeji, and with judgment so enlightened and

love .so sterlintr, led her throuuh the dansi;ers that

beset her.
, ...-. .^y-.:.- ,.... .^^...-^- ^:^--.-,^-: y.^^.r.,-. ._-

All hail to the memories of those .^rand old men
Mho in the early daj's of our country's history,

filed with the /eal and enlii^htened with the wi.s-

dom that had ins]>ired their forefathers to carrx

the torch of learnino throuj^h the leni^^th and

the breadth of ICurope, and in the face of difficul-

ties and dan<^ers ahnost as i;reat, laid the founda-

tions of the institutions which are now the strenolh

and the hope of our land. . ;

All hail, a^ain do I sa\- and let it be eml)a1nicd

in song and told in story t») the memories of those

placed thenisel\c-> at hei feet, i'or well on to

tweut\ years the sous of those early Catholics fdled

her halls and .gathered from her lips the precious

knowledge that ennobled and stren,t;theucd them
for the i^-reat battle of life. Twenty years almost

of that blessed work—blessed for her who .i;ave and

blessed for them who receive<l.

And then came an interruption : an iuterrujitiou

that shook the > ouu^; colle_^e to its vcr\ t'eutre, thai

des()]atevl her schools, closed her doors and .'-hrouded

X'illauova in silence and sorrow. It was iudee<l a

d;n"k and dismal hour ; dark and dismal not ouh
for the \()uu^ collej^e an 1 the uol)i(. s|)iriis who
founded her, but for our beloved counlrv itself
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Civil war had grasped the fair young Republic in

its horrid embrace and with mighty power and ap-

palling fury was battling for its destruction. Those

were indeed dark days ; days of confusion and

terror, when the stoutest hearts stood still and the

bravest souls trembled for the fate of the country.

But the worst, thank God, was averted. The Re-

public was saved. Though terribly shaken and

demoralized by that bloody tempest which cost her

the lives of so many noble children, the Republic

lived. Lived to grow, in a little while, stronger

and nobler than before ; lived to become, as she is

to-day. the wonder and marvel of the world, honored

and respected where honesty and manhood dwell,

and loved, revered, and cherished by millions and

millions of devoted children.

Closed with the first sounds of civil strife, which

alike to the hearts of young and old brought dis-

traction and alarm, it was not until 1865, when
peace had once more settled upon the land and men
had turned themselves to tranquil, happy ways and

peaceful pursuits, that the college again opened her

doors and resumed her mission. As might well be

expected, years, which for the country and its in-

stitutions had been prolific of mighty and drastic

revolutions, would bring their changes to the col-

lege also. And so it was : for in the days that

followed her closing, the friends and directors of

her early years were called from the scenes of their

noble struggles to enter upon new fields of labor.

But though new hands were now at the helm, she

was to be the same old Villanova that in the days

gone by had done such noble work, and so won
upon the esteem and hearts of men. The en-

lightened, high-minded policy which in the past

had brought her so much success and honor would

again be the spirit of her direction. And upon the

broad and generous foundations upon which she

had lived her early life and built her early reputa-

tion, she would rise to new heights and new
successes.

Thus anew, with fresh young blood, coursing

through her veins and inspired with the noble mo-
tives and lofty ambitions she had caught from her

great-souled founders, the college threw wide open

her doors to the youth of the land. And again, as

in olden times, they filled her halls. From the

North and South, from the East and the West
again they came and placed themselves at her feet,

and under her wise and liberal tuition grew and

strengthened in heart and mind, and grown and

strengthened in heart and mind equipped for life's

great battle as only a Catholic college can equip

her youth, they have gone out year by year into

the busy, thronging world, into its commercial and

professional life, and by their high and honored

careers and splendid successes brought honor and

fame to old Alma Mater. It is now many years-r

three decades we may sav—since that glad reopen- ^

ing. And what wonderful years they have been.

Wonderful in the advance of art and science; won-

derful in discovery and invention ; wonderful in

the broadening and elevating of men's minds, in

the cheerful acceptance by them and practical ap-

plication to life of the higher principles of Chris-

tian civilization. They have indeed been years of

wondrous change and marvellous growth. And
through it all, the old college, faithful to her high

mission, true to. her noble principles, has kept

steadfastly on her way. Everywhere over the face

of the land new educational institutions, many of

them backed by wealth and social influence, have

risen up and sought for patronage and power ; but

the old college, ever progressive, ever abreast of

the times and the needs of humanity, has main-

tained her high and honorable place in the esteem

and love of men, and grown and strengthened.

Though crowned with the golden crown of fifty

years, she is still young
;
young in the purity and

nobility of her motives
;
young in the enlightened

zeal and conscientious care with which she fulfills

her mission
;
young in the breadth and elevation

of her curriculum ; in her capacity for good, .arid

the vast and ennobling influence she possesses

with men. Is it not with reason, then, that we re-

joice to-day, we who love the old college, who have

sat at her feet and grown up under her fostering

care and beneficent guidance? In the face of that

splendid career, that high and honored record, that

noble, blessed, far-reaching work, so well done, is

it not with reason that we, her sons, gather round

about her and celebrate this golden jubilee, with

feast of reason and flow of soul, with merriment and

song ? That there are others with us to-day—that

they who sit in high places who have made their

impress on the age, and by their noble deeds and

golden words stood out for all that is truest and

best in education, are here to-day to dignify and

honor this glad occasion, is evidence that we are

right. Education—education in its highest and

truest sense—of head and of heart, has been Villa-

nova's mission. And therefore is it that the re-

joicing of this day is not alone the rejoicing of her

children, but of the community in general, of all

who seek the uplifting, the ennobling of mankifid

and the purity and strength of hearthstones and

country. Down through those five decades of her

existence, the old college, true to the spirit of her

saintly patrons and the will of her noble founder^

has stood in the very forefront for Christian educa-
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tion—the education, not only of the intellect, but

^of the heart and will of man ; the education which

alone realizes the needs and demands of man's

nature and ennables him to fulfil his mission and

attain his destiny. Develop the intellect of man at

the expense of his heart and will, and you shut him
out from the bright sunlight and pure atmosphere

of the higher and nobler life for which he was

created, and make him a menace and danger to soci-

ety. Neglecting the spiritual side of his nature,

he will learn to ignore and despise it. And as his

intellect is the pliant tool of his will, governed and

directed by it in all its actions, it will become a power-

ful factor for evil in the hands of that untrained, un-

educated faculty. Far, then, from being a safe-

guard to, a promoter of, morality and an antidote

for vice and crime, mere intellectual development,

by creating new wants, enlarging man's capacity

for enjoyment and accomplishment, and so feeding

his concupiscence, becomes the enemy of morality,

the abettor of vice and crime.

Go over the story of the world ! Talce up the

history of the peoples and nations—of Greece and
Rome in the old days, of Prussia and France in

our own day—who have built upon that foundation,

and you will have the clearest evidence of that

truth. What has become of the Greek and Roman
civilization founded upon and developed on that

theory ? It has passed away by the law of its own
corruption ; disintegrated by the seeds of decay and
death that gnawed at its vitals. It was a house

built upon sarid, and when the strong winds came
and the rain beat upon it, it went down. The
strength, the permanency of a nation lies in the

virtue of its people. And the virtue of a people

springs from and is controlled by religion. Religion

is the only true basis of morality, Men have sought

elsewhere for virtue, tried other foundations upon
which to build a system of morality, but only to

meet with disappointment and disaster. They
have tried, as we have seen, intellectural culture,

and failed. They sought it in the aesthetic sense

of man—in his love for the elevated, the refined,

the beautiful, only again to be disappointed.

In their way such things are good and largely

beneficial to mankind ; but that they should be set

up as the ideals of life, as the foundations upon

which pure and. noble existences are to be built,

were, an absurdity. Far from strengthening man,

the tendency of such culture is rather to effeminate

and weaken him in the face of temptation. And
again they have sought it, and to-day and in our

midst men are seeking morality and virtue in a

purely ethical culture—in a sense of the proper, the

graceful, the becoming. But no, it will never suc-

ceed. It hiay bring about an outward respectability,

a polished exterior ; it may give you the gilded, var-

nished man of the world, but it will never make
you a moral man. Virtue is made of sterner stuff.

It comes from the heart and soul of man. It is

based on the dictates of conscience—of a conscience

recognizing a Law-giver to whom every rational

being is responsible for his acts. Religion is the

only true basis of morality. The only source of true

greatness and permanent prosperity. Religion it

was that gave us our own glorious civilization,

with its wonderful vitality and marvellous fruitful-

ness ; with its lofty ideals, its noble aspirations, its

enlightened public conscience and pure and holy

firesides. And as it was religion that gave us that

civilization and up to the present has been the life

and soul of it, so is it religion that must safeguard

and conserve it. As is the individual, so will be

the family. As is the family, so will be the com-
monwealth. The root of the state, the foundation

of the nation is in the home ; at the fireside of the

people. The civil and social life of mankind
springs from and is controlled by its domestic life.

Therefore, is it to perpetuate our glorious civili-

zation, its noble ideals, its pure inspirations, its

individual honesty and responsibility, its public

conscience and pure and sacred homes, that we must
educate the heart and will and mind of our youth

;

instruct them not only in the arts and sciences, but in

their duties to God, their relations their to Creator,

their conscientious obligations to themselves and
their fellow-men. In that lies the strength of our
institutions, the hope of our race and country. On
those lines alone shall we be able to calm the spirit

of unrest that has seized upon the minds of men,
and stem the torrent of socialism that is making
sad havoc amongst them and boding calamity to

the world. On those lines alone shall we be able

to create and foster respect for authority. Onward,
then, in this glorious work, be Villanova's career.

Onward for the ennobling, the supernatural izing of

men. Onward for the strengthening, the perpetuat-

ing of the institutions and principles that have
brought peace and light and gladness to the world.

Onward for country. Onward for Christian civili-

zation. Onward, still onward in fidelity and loyalty

to the memories, the labors, the sacrifices, the

talents and principles of the great and good men

—

the Moriartys, the Galberrys, the Blakes, and the

Lockes, who watched over her career and guided
and directed her to the noble place she occupies in

the esteem of men.

Onward speed thee, Alma Mater,
In thy mission, heaven-born.

Past's bright glories round thee clinging,
Present's plaudits loudly ringing,

Heartfelt love thy children bringing,
Thy honored name adorn.
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Onward ever, star of knowledge,
Light of nations! Guide of youth!

May thy rays illumine ages,

Lustr^shed o'er history's pages.
Guide the steps of future sages.

Supernal star of truth.

On then, dear old Alma Mater,
On where waits thee fame's bright crown

;

On to glories, on to triumphs.
On to win a world's renown.

VALEDICTORY.

M. A. TiERNEY, '93.

The old convent bell is tolling the knell of our

college life, and with mingled feelings of pleasure

and regret the class of ninety-three bids you a last

adieu. With feelings of pleasure, because to-day

we receive the reward of our labor and go out from

these walls honored with the ensign of our chosen

Alma Mater. With feelings of regret, because to-

day we part with those who have been our constant

companions, and with those who have earnestly

labored to discipline our minds and to guide us in

the path of righteousness and truth. What plan

or profession in life we will follow, what use we
will make of knowledge acquired and principles

formed remains entirely with us. Thus far we
have climbed but a few rounds of the ladder of

life, and as we unassumingly gaze around us a

problem forcibly presents itself which our con-

science bids us to solve, viz.: The Problem of Life.

The task is interesting, but it is difficult, and, in

order to clearly understand its meaning, let us

ask ourselves the question : Of what is man's

nature composed ? Theories respecting this ques-

tion oscillate between two extremes—one which

exalts human nature to the summit of divinity,

another which sinks it to the lowest level of vile-

ness. The earth's great mass of humanity includes

many in whom physical, intellectual and moral

beauty approaches approximately to our ideal of

perfection, while in the same mass are also found

many in whom physical deformity, intellectual

degradation and moral vileness appear to us as if

embodied in monsters. And yet the best and the

worst are of one species, of one descent, and in all

is the same human essence. Man, considered as

animal and rational, is individually one, although

his unity is binary ; in him are combined two in-

finitely oj^posite extremes—soul and body, spirit

and matter—the one highest, the other lowest in the

realm of beings ; the corruptible and the immortal

;

the instincts of the brute with the aspirations of

the angel. The soul is the immediate creation of

God, not fallen from a higher celestial sphere of

being, and embodied as a punishment, as Pagan

philosophy teaches ; not propagated through gener-

ation or creation by parents, as modern philosoph-

ers have endeavored to prove ; but infused by God
into the human body and constituting in conjunc-

tion with the body the very essence of man.

However, between the soul and the body, the

spirit and the senses, there is a want of harmony.

The senses spontaneously and blindly desire sen-

sible good, the gratification of the passions. The
soul has its appetites, seeking after higher good,

knowledge, power and glory. These various and

opposing impulses cannot control themselves, nor

are they kept in order by any law, so that it re-

mains the duty of free will, enlightened by reason,

whose practical judgments are the dictates of con-

science, to reduce them to order, to exercise dis-

cipline over them, and to direct them rightly

toward the purpose of life. God created man with

free will, and the relation subsisting between God
and man lies in the fact that He has created man out

of love^ and requires mail' s love in return. But

although God has created man free. He is ever

lending him a helping and directing hand, like the

fond mother teaching her little babe to walk, first,

she places it firmly on its feet, for a little while

she holds and supports it, and then, going back a

little way, she waits for its love to set its little

limbs in motion and to follow her ; but how watch-

ful is her eye, how outstretched her arms to catch

her child the instant it begins to totter ! Equally

simple and intimate is the relation of God to man.

But God in His love for man not only gifted him
with an intellect and free will, but He has also

promised him eternal happiness. And man, as he

wanders over the earth, teeming, indeed, with life,

and even itself a living thing, is ever meeting here

and there with something that tells him it is not

his proper home, and that there is a brighter and
happier life awaiting him. But how unworthy
of the Creator would all this be if He had not given

man an immortal soul, capable of enjoying this

happiness 1 And, again, since the justice of God
requires the observance of moral laws, and since

man in this life does not always receive a reward

for virtue or a punishment for vice, is it not

reasonable to suppose that there is another life, in

which God's justice is satisfied ?

What a wonderful being then is man! As an

illustrious writer once beautifully said: "Placed in

the confines of the kingdoms of spirit and matter,

first in the corporeal heirarchy, and last in the in-

tellectual, gathered up in himself as it were all

nature which is below him, and entering through
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his reasonable faculties into the intellectual order,

which is above him, and which ascends even to

God, the infinite centre of all things, the summit

to which each after its measure tends, man, the

link which unites these two orders of creation on

one side, touches earth and stretches toward heaven

on the other, on one side is drawn downward
toward the abyss on the other aspires heavenward

even to the possession of God himself." The
solution of the Problem of Life then consists in

bringing each faculty of our wonderfully organized

nature under proper control, in keeping the pas-

sions subservient to the will and in making the

will obedient to the ever warning voice of con-

of parting has come, we must to-day go forth from

this dear old institution and say farewell to its

Faculty, its Professors, and our fellow-students.

Rev. Faculty and Professors, under whose guidance

we have spent our college days, it would ill become

us upon leaving your institution not to say a last

goodbye nor extend to you our heartfelt thanks for

your many kindnesses to us. We left our homes,

made dear to us by the smiles and kind words of

loved ones, to experience the cares and trials of

college life, how earnestly you have striven to

smooth the trials, to dispel the cares and to make
happy those entrusted to your charge our love for

and your college but too plainly exemplifies. This

STUDY HALL.

science, in despising falsehood and vice, the very

germs of sin, and in loving truth and innocence,

the emblems of all that is good, of all that is holy.

This, indeed, is the solution of the Problem of Life,

this the duty which falls to the lot of every human
being, and this the path which man must follow if

he would wear the crown of life, if he would see

and enjoy the pleasures of an eternal home per-

fumed and radiant with the presence of God. Such,

my dear friends, are the principles taught in

Catholic institutions, such are the principles which

we have been taught and with which we earnestly

hope life's battle may be won. And now the time

is why we to-day reluctantly extend the hand of

friendship to say farewell. In times past we looked

forward and longed for this day, but now that it is

here, and that the setting sun of our college life

casts its mellowed beams upon our foreheads we
would fain stay the hand of time, in order that we

might a little longer enjoy your presence and be

guided by your instruction. Too ungrateful have

we been to you who have tilled and sown that we

might reap, and whether the product of your labor

be scrupulously gathered or heedlessly thrown to

waste, your work has been honestly and conscien-

tiously performed, and as we clasp your hand to-day
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will make of knowledge ac(piired and principles

foiiiied remains tuti'\i\ V\'itli us. Thus far we
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life, and as wi- u.nas.suniin.i;ly !.;aze around us a
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txalts l:.!:u>iii nature to the summit of dixdnity,

anolhci wdiich sinks it to the lowest level of vile-

tiess. The earth's -j-reat mass of humanitv includes

- many in wdioui plnsical, intellectual and moral

l)eaut\ ai)proaches a])])roximately to our ideal of

perfection, while in the same mass are akso found

many in wdiom physical deformity, intellectual

dci;radation and moral \ ileness aj)])ear to us as if

embodied in liion.sters. .\nd ) et the l)est and the

worst are of oiic species, of oi;e descent, and in all

is the same hiiiuan essence. Man, considered as

auim.d .uid rational, is individiuill>" one, althou.i^h

]li•^ unil\ isbin.ux ; in him .ire combined two in-

finitely (.]^].(»iie ixtreiiies—.sotil and body, spirit

111(1 uiatlir—the one lii.^he.' I, the other lowest in the

realm of beini;.'^: the c'.)rnijUil)le and the immortal
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the instincts i^l the brute with the as])irations of

the auijel. 'i'he soul is the immediate creation of

(lod, not fallen from a higher cele.stial sjdiere of

beiiifi-, and embodied as a punishment, as Pa^an

j)hilo.sophy teaches; not propa<;ated tlirouijh L^ener-

ation or creation by ])arents, as modern pliilosoph-

er.s liave endeavoretl to prove ; but infused by (iod

into the human body and constitntin*^ in conjunc-

tion with the bodv the verv essence of man.

However, between the soul and the body, the

spirit and the .senses, there is a want of harmony.

Tiie .senses spontaneously and blindly desire sen-

sible j^ood, the ^ratification of tiie passions. The
.soul has its appetites, seeking; after lii»;her j^ood,

knowdedge, power and glor)'. These various and

opposing impulses cannot control themselves, nor

are the)' kept in order by any law, so that it re-

mains the duty of free will, enlightened by rea.son,

whose ])ractical judgments are the dictates of con-

science, to reduce them to order, to exercise di.s-

cipline over them, and to direct them rightly

toward the purpose of life, (iod created man with

free will, and the relation subsisting between God
and man lies in the fact that He has created man out

of /o:i\ and reipiires ///^cz/'v l(.)\-e in return. Hut

although (iod has created man free, lie is ever

lending him a liel])iiig and directing hand, like the

fond mother teaching her little babe to walk, first,

she ])laces it firmly on its feet, for a little while

she holds and supports it, and then, going back a

little way, she waits for its love to set its little

limbs in motion and to follow her: but how watch-

ful is her eye, how outstretched her arms to catch

her child the instant it begins to totter I luiually

simple and intimate is the relation of (iod to man.

I)Ut (iod in His lo\e for man not only gifted him
with an intellect and free wdll, but He has also

])roinised him eternal happiness. And man, as he

wanders over the earth, teeming, indeed, with life,

and even itself a living thing, is ever meeting here

and there with .something that tells him it is not

his pro])er home, and that there is a brighter and

happier life awaiting him. Ihit how unworthy
of the Creator would all this be if He had not given

man an immortal soul, capable of enjo)ing this

happiness 1 And, again, since the justice of (iod

re(iuires the observance of moral laws, and since

man in this life does not always receive a reward

for virtue or a punishment for vice, is it not

reasonable to suppose that there is another life, in

which (iod's justice is satisfied ?

What a wonderful being then is maul As an

illustrious writer once beautifully said :
" Placed in

the ccmfines of the kingdoms of spirit and matter,

first in the corporeal heirarchy, and last in the in-

tellectual, gathered up in himself as it were all

nature which is below him, and entering through
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his reasoiuiblc faculties into tlic intellectual order,

which is above him, and which ascends even to

(iod, the infinite centre of all things, the summit

to which each after its measure tends, man, the

link which unites these two orders of creation on

one side, touches earth and stretches toward hea\en

on the other, on one side is drawn downward

toward the abyss on the other aspires heavenward

even to the possession of (lod himself." The
solution of the Problem of Life then consists in

bringin*;- each facult\' of our wonderfulh- or<ranixed

nature under proper control, in keepinj^ the pas-

sions subservient to the will and in niakinj; the

will ol^edient to the ever warning voice of con-

of j)artiu*^ has come, we must t(>-da\ 140 forth from

this dear old institution and >;i\ farewell [<> ils

l''acuU\', its Professors, and our fellow-student^.

Rev. Faculty and Professors, under whose <^iiidance

we have spent our colle<;e da\s, it would ill bec(»me

us U])on leaxinj;- your institution not to sa\ a last

(goodbye nor extend to yon our heartfelt thanks for

your man\- kindnesses to us. We felt (.aw lioine-s

made dear to us by the smiles and kind word> of

loved ones, to experience the care> a'ul trials of

colle<je life, how earncstK' \ ou ha\e striven to

smooth the trials, to disj)el the care> and to make
happy tho.se entrusted to xour chars^e our love for

and \'our colle.^e 1)Ut too plainh' exemi'lilk-. This

STUDY HALL,

.science, in despisin<^ falsehood and vice, the very

j^crnis of sin, and in lovini;- truth and innocence,

the emblems of all that is <?ood, of all that is holy.

This, indeed, is the solution of the Problem of Life,

this the duty which falls to the lot of every human
bein^j. and this the path which man must follow if

he would wear the crown of life, if he would see

and enjo\ the, pleasures of an eternal home per-

fumed and radiant with the presence of (iod. vSuch,

mv dear friends, are the principles tau<^ht in

Catholic institutions, such are the principles which

we have been taught and with which we earnestly

hope life's battle nuiy be won. Aiul now the time

is whv we to-day reluctantly extend the hand of

friendship to say farewell. In times past we looked

forward and longed for this (la\-, but iu)w that it is

here, and that the settino- sun of our colle;^e life

casts its mellowed beams uj^on our forehead^ we

would fain stav the hand of lime, in order thai we

mi<;ht a little Ioniser enjo\' \our presetue and be

t^-uided b\- \our instruction. 'J'oo unj^ratehil li,i\e

we been to von who have tilled and sown that we

mi<;ht reap, and whether the product of \our labor

be scrupulouslv o;athered or heedlessly thrown to

waste, vonr work has l)een honesti\ and conscien-

tiously jierformed, and as we cla>p \onv hand to-da\
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to bid you a last good-bye and receive, perchance, a

pledge of your esteem or your blessing, it will be

with the earnest wish that when another fifty years

shall have let fall their snows and sunshines upon
your beloved institution her spires, more lofty and

gilded anew, will be honored monuments of your

labor and zeal.

But there is still another and more difficult task

to perform. To those who have for so long a time

walked with us hand in hand, who would share

with us while there was aught to share, who ex-

ulted at our joy and mourned at our sorrow, we
must now say a last farewell. Fellow-students,

the class of ninety-three leaves you to-day, perhaps

never to be among you again, but although we
cannot actively co-operate with you, yet we will not

forget you and in after years although continents

or the ocean's broad expanse may divide us, when
your combined efforts will have snatched the laurels

from your contemporaries and you bear them away
in glorious triumph we will be with you in spirit

waving to the breeze the white and blue and mak-
ing the hills resound with the good old cry of

"NIKH, NIKH." Yes, fellow-students, the

memory of our associations can never depart from

us, the pleasant face, the kindly jest, the merry
laugh of our companions are stored up within the

inmost chambers of our hearts and in future years

how pleasant it will be to close one's eyes, and in

the calm holy reflection of the heart contemplate

the pleasures of our college days. But, dear

friends, let us hope for happier things, let us hope
that if Providence deigns that we shall never again

meet within the dear old walls of our Alma Mater,

nor yet in the great world outside, it will be in a

holier and a purer land than this—in a land where
the severed ties of friendship will be reunited and
where farewell is a forbidden word.

Address to the Graduates.

John J. Morrissey, Hartford, Conn.

On this happy occasion, surrounded by the joy-

ful festivities which naturally form a component
part of a celebration of this character, I would, with
your kind permission, deviate for a moment from
the path outlined by this program, to pay homage
to the memory of a saintly man, whose highest

earthly hopes were at one time centered in the

welfare and advancement of this institution, ere he
was called to a larger scene of more honorable
activity-. Reluctantly at first, but afterwards with
that promptitude which characterizes the true spirit

of obedience, he went forth from these college halls.

from these peaceful groves, so well suited to his

quiet and unostentatious character, to assume the

duties and responsibilities inseparable from the

discharge of the affairs of a large diocese. Need I

name Bishop Galberry, whose memory will ever be

held in kindly and reverential remembrance, not

only in this quiet retreat, removed from the tur-

moil and bustle of a great world, but also in the

diocese of Hartford, where his unassuming manner,

his gentle disposition, his executive ability, and

above all, his great piety, endeared him alike to

priest and people. We, who knew him, loved him
well, day after day, year after year, during his

limited time among us, we saw the glory and self-

sacrifice of his noble labor ; we saw its living power

on men, but how much there is must be known
only to God and the individual souls. With an

industry and concentration of purpose worthy of so

holy a cause, he labored in time and out of time

for the best interests of the people and of the

diocese. And, after all, we cannot reckon life

merely by the passing of the years. He lives long-

est who best works out the purpose which makes
life worth the living, even though his years on

earth are few. I am glad to avail myself of the

privilege afforded by the present occasion to pay

this slight tribute to his memory, not only as a dis-

tinguished Augustinian, but also as a man whose

advice, and I may add with all due humility, whose

friendship were of service to myself, as well as to

all young men who came within the sphere of his

influence. And were it not that sickness detains

him in Philadelphia to-day, we would be honored

in the presence of his successor, the Rt. Rev.

Lawrence McMahon, who would testify by his

presence, not only his interest in this semi-centen-

nial anniversary, but also the esteem and apprecia-

tion in which he holds the memory of his prede-

cessor.

GENTLEMEN OF THE GRADUATING CLASS:

One of the most ordinary, and yet one of the

most typical occurrences of child life, is the boy's

first graduation from his mother's apron strings to

the street. Hitherto the little fellow has been

toddling along at his mother's side, he has appealed

to her in every difliculty, he has looked to her for

ready assistance at every obstruction, and her praise

or blame was his alpha and omega. The kitchen,

the sitting-room, and perhaps the yard, were the

little world around which his hopes and ambitions

revolved. But after a time he tires of these circum-

scribed limit?, and longs for a wider sphere of mis-

chievous activity, and so he comes out upon the

street. He sees the other boys, he regards them
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with strangeness and suspicion. They treat him
in an off-hand manner, far removed from the moth-

erly method. He is jeered at and jostled, and,

finally, in a storm of indignation and tears, he flies

back to the house. But not for very long. The
leaven of the street is in him ; that indefinable long-

ing of the man for the outside world prompts him.

He ventures out upon the street again. This time

he does not yield, he resists ; and after a few trials,

as soon as he has gained his standing, he becomes

aggressive. He enters into the different boyish

struggles with vim and obstinacy. When he espies

a marble that another boy possesses, he tries to

seize it ; and very soon he gets to know from what

boy he can take anything with impunity, whom
he must beguile with art, and where he must keep

his hands off. In short, the battle of the world in

miniature has begun with the boy's first visit to the

street alone. And when he returns to the house,

he bears with him a seed of that haughty mas-

culinity which makes him regard his mother as

mighty for everything in the house, but not of very

great consequence upon the street.

The transformation has taken place. He was a

baby, he is now a boy. And now, gentlemen of

the graduating class, in the encircling progress of

your lives, this evolution repeats itself. The stu-

dent who passes from the gentle arms of his Alma
Mater, and walks forth into the world, is like the

boy who makes his first visit to the street alone

;

many times would he run back if he could ; but

surely would he venture out again. That is his

fate, and he feels it. Among the battling forces

he must encounter, his own nature is roused ; his

resources are brought into play ; his powers are

evolved. He searches the workshop of his mental

and physical forces for instruments to carve his

way. And in the trial of his strength he learns

his own value, and the temper of the weapons

with which a liberal education has endowed him.

Ah, what a change ! Hitherto he had studied for

the sake of knowledge. His art was for art's sake.

In the sacred halls of his college the acquisition of

science was for the purpose of rounding off, com-

pleting and elevating the mind God had given

him. The highest purposes crowned the purest

efforts. The reward of virtue was in virtue itself,

and not in any extraneous advantage. But now !

There stands the world, armed from head to foot,

each striving by all means nature and education

had conferred to gain gold, honor, position, in-

fluence, the heights of life.

For the first time he is forced to use his pure arms

in selfish struggle. And there is no escape. It is

his fate, it is his destiny ! And only after years of

battling, when he has seen the reverse as well as

the facing of the woof, does he recognize that in

struggling honestly and fairly for himself, he is

battling for the highest good of the world, for the

best possessions of mankind. For, after all, gentle-

men, we are shuttles thrown by an Almighty Hand
to weave the tissue of life, and though none can

tell how much he helps, or how little he ornaments,

we do know the pattern becomes complete under

the divine direction, and that we must do our part

the best we know how.

Do your part then, gentlemen, in what sphere of

life you may be ordained to fulfill. And whether

it be in the sacred ministry, in the legal profession,

or in medicine, remember that measureless oppor-

tunities will be presented to you of doing good not

to your fellow-man, alone but to yourself and your

Maker. But as the three professions are the

chosen field for the majority of Catholic students,

they may well, as agieat writer has said, be classed

together : the priest, the lawyer and the physician.

The first staunches the wounds of the soul ; the

second those of the purse ; the third those of the

body. In themselves they represent society in its

three chief aspects of existence—conscience, prop-

erty and health. The loss of the first would shake

society to its very foundations, by upsetting that

equilibrium and natural sense of justice inherent in

every human being. The lack of the second,

though at times a calamitous deprivation, can

easily be borne by him who has cultivated the

heights of philosophy; while the loss of the third is

one of the greatest natural evils man is called upon
to bear. We can conjure a condition of society, in

which we might live without the lawyer, but never

without the priest or physician. From the first

feeble cry of existence to the last expiring groan

upon the death-bed the priest and physician are

most intimately associated—the one to cure the ills

of the body, the other to" heal the infirmities of the

soul. But taken together, the progress of society

and of civilization, and the well-being of the masses

depend upon the three professions. They are the

powers which directly lead the people to feel the

result of actions, of interests, and of principles. So
whichever one of these professions you choose, re-

member that there are mysterious triumphs in

every-day life that would elevate you to the highest

pinnacles of heroism. Within these sacred halls

you have studied many books, you have cultivated

an acquaintance with the learned expounders of

thought in the past; but there is one lesson that

you will have to learn in the bitter strife and
struggle of life, and that is to know yourself, to

properly gauge the limitation of your own capabili-
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ties— that is the most important lesson of all. The
foundation of that knowledge has been laid success-

fully, let us hope, within these holy walls—its cul-

tivation can only come with the passing of the

years.

Twelve years ago to-day, I stood where you now
stand, upon the very threshold of active life. To
my youthful and glowing mind then, as perhaps to

yours now, the world offered many attractions,

some superior to the ideals formed, other akin to

Dead Sea fruit. But be true to the lessons taught

you within this holy institution. Go forth like the

crusader of old, from our beloved Alma Mater,

ready and willing to battle for what is just, and

may not be the adventitious success which gives

you a temporary advantage over your fellow-man,

but it will be the intrinsic success which makes
you true to yourself and true to your Ood. Either

as a business man or as a member of the legal or

medical profession, never be ashamed to uphold

your religion, never be backward in acknowledging
the beauty and truth of the Church, of that Church
which found its seed in martyrs' blood, of that

Church which to-day stands in the very forefront

of civilization, the greatest civilizing force and

power which the world to-day possesses. The gar-

lands of youth and of beauty, fadeless and un-

changeable, still encircle her brow, as they did

READING ROOM.

right, and honorable. Remember "to battle" is

still the expression of what is manly, generous, and

self-sacrificing. It is recognized that to die is often

better than to live, a hero's death is preferable to a

coward's existence. So the old Greek heroes in

Homer's immortal tale "slept in the meads of

Asphodel." Perennial glory and beauty blossomed

forth from their ashes, types of a spiritual reality

for which all words are inadequate, but which is

always felt by men who are brave and true. If you

are true to those lessons, you cannot but be suc-

cessful. It may not be the selfish success of the

world, it may not be the success conferred by
robbing your neighbor, for your own enrichment, it

nearly nineteen hundred years ago. At times she

appears to be conquered, swallowed up as it were,

in the very dust created by her enemies, but like

the charioteer guiding his frantic horses, though at

times he cannot be seen, yet the guiding power,

the restraining hand is there, and he emerges fresh

and serene from the conquest. This advice, and

these words, are better suited to lips more eloquent

than mine, but as a man in the world who knows

whereof he speaks, let me tell you that the practice

of your religion will never make yon less a man.

On the contrary, it will give a crown and completion

to your manhood, without which there can be no

real and true development of character. Catholic
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college bred young men to-day, are looked upon as

the exponents of their religion, and they form an

important factor in the diffusion of its principles.

Remember too, that you will never lose the respect

of your fellow-men-by being consistent Catholics.

But of this be sure, the world will pay you

according to your value to itself, it will not reward

you according to an intrinsic value—that may be

great in the sight of God, but not in the commer-

cial eye of the world. According to the goods you

deliver, practical, spiritual, in any shape or form

that can be put to use by mankind, will the world

pay you. Not by what talent, or virtue, or inten-

tion you possess, but by the actual advance you

can give the world in one way or another, by your

thoughts, your investigations, your eloquence—will

you be awarded by that taskmaster. Only for

goods delivered, does life yield its treasures.

Dreamland is nothing to it, barren knowledge

nothing. Only accomplished facts count, and

count at the rate in which they help the world.

Gentlemen of the graduating class, I wish you

all the highest measure of success, and may the

weapons furnished by your Alma Mater and mine,

never be used in ignoble strife.

Archbishop Ryan's Address.

Before the close of the exercises Archbishop

Ryan spoke words of congratulation and encour-

agement. " The time allotted for these exercises

having expired," said His Grace, "and the time

for the less literary, but not less necessary, event

—

dinner—having arrived, I shall not detain you.

All that has passed here, the memories of the past

that have been recalled, the tributes that have been

paid to the noble men of the early days, and the

evidences of affection for their Alma Mater given

by old graduates and new graduates have greatly

pleased me. As your Archbishop I feel grateful to

this great Order for the things they have done in

the past and in anticipation of further advantages

which they will be the providential means of afford-

ing in the future. The evidences of learning

brought forward to-day are answers to the objection

often made that the Church is afraid of learning.

The fact that such Orders as that whose work we
have seen results of to-day exist within the Church,

and are devoted to the work of education, is a most

perfect answer to the charge. The last man to fear

the advance of science ought to be the Catholic

man. If my religious opinions be mere opinions,

I may fear intellectual research, because something

may be discovered to interfere with them. But if

I am absolutely certain in my beliefs, then in pro-

portion to my certitude am I without fear that God
can speak one thing to the revelation of science

and another thing to the revelation of religion.

Having given her favorite children to promote edu-

cation, where is the man to bring the charge that

she fears it ? Where is the man to say that she

does not love it ? The Church loves religion and

makes great sacrifices for it.

" I have been asked to speak a few words to the

graduates, but after the able address we have just

heard from an old graduate nothing more is neces-

sary. I simply desire to say to these young men
that looking back over fifty years they must do all

in their power to sustain the splendid reputation of

Villanovaand the Catholic-American young gentle-

man. Your Catholicity shall never stand in your

way. The American people honor a man who is

in earnest. It is calumny to say that a man's re-

ligion will stand in his way with the fair-minded,

discriminating people of America. Therefore, be

Catholic. Be American
;
you should drink in a

love of this country. Its history is short but

glorious. Be young ; let the fire and ardor of

youth show itself. Religion does not forbid the

enjoyment of life. Let your youth act out its

nature. Rejoice in life. God will bless your

young joy.

" Be gentlemen ; be not only gentle, but be men.

Religion does not destroy manhood. Courage,

strength, and independence come from God as well

as supernatural humility. Go out into the world,

leave your impress upon it, and may God bless

you, )>

The Alumni Association.

In the evening the Alumni held their regular

annual meeting. The first matter of importance

was the election of officers for the ensuing year.

J. J. Morrissey, M.D., president
; J. T. Lenehau,

Esq., vice-president ; Rev. C.J. McFadden, O.S. A.,

secretary; Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S. A., treasurer.

When the election was finished certain matters per-

taining to the association were discussed ; but as

many were obliged to leave early to fill other en-

gagements, a committee was appointed, consisting

of Revs. F. X. McGowan, O.S.A. ; C. J. McFadden
and L. A. Delurey, O.S. A., to look after the 'un-

finished business.

Allow us, dear boys of '93, to wish you a most

enjoyable vacation. Enjoy yourselves now, so that

when you return and bring many more with you,

you will be ready for another year's close applica-

tion to your various studies.

Do not fail to go to Chicago. Good-bye.

K
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"

V The Alumni Association.
;;

In the evening the Alumni held their regular

annual meeting. The first matter ol" importance
was the election of oflicers for the eirsuin<r vear.

j. J . Morri.s.sev , .M.I ),, president ; 1. T. Leuehan,
I\si|., vicc-iu'csident ;

Rev-. C. j. Mcb'adden, < ).vS. .V.,

secretary; Rev. R. A. Delurev, (>. S. A., treasurer.

When tlie election was fmish<.(l certain matters per-

taining to the association were discussed ; but as

nianv- were obliged to leave earlv to fdl other en-

gagements, a committee was ai>pointcd, consisting

of Revs. !••. X. Mc(iow-an, ().S..\. ; C. J. Mcl'addeu
au<l R. .\. Delurev, Q.S. A., to look after the nu-

ll nished business.

—- .<»
Allow us, dear boys of '(^j^, to wish vou a most

enjoyable vacation, b'.njov vonr^elves now. so that

when vou return and brin^ nianv nioie with \\>u,

you will be readv for .inother v tar's close applic.j-

ticn to yonr various studies.

Do not fail to sjo to Chi('.i''o.
( ',oiui-h\i\
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JUBILEE OOLD DUST.

'Jubilee.

Gay old time.

Partings.

Auld lang syne.

Vacation.

Borax.

Shoelets.

Squeezed lemons.

Who can and won''l explain ?

Who wrote for an explanation ?

Huckle-berry-an.

Souvenir spoons.

No flies on '93.

Darkies and ice-cream.

A bunch of sweets.

It was truly a sorrowful meal.

" A press." " One way or both ?
"

" Parting hours seem divine."

Who drove the buggy into the fence ?

How we enjoyed that menu!

La comedia e finita.

I was laughing in my sleeve.

Who ever heard of a cracker jag ?

It takes some people a long time to say adieu.

Isn't it time for you to be in bed ?

Wasn't that a nice rain, John ? Yes, Mike.

Our 93's have proven themselves excellent im-

provisatori.

What's the matter with your lip? I have a

Jubilee cold.

Who tore down that foreign flag on the glorious

Fourth ?

That lonesome boy has at last gone home.

Which kind of chips do you prefer, " shoulder "

chips or "boulder" chips?

We didn't half enjoy that game, even though the

Phillies did win.

We didn't think that you would take to the

pike.

Quietness prevails since the boys and the noise

have both gone.

The Phillies are still in first place, Yankee pro-

phecies to the contrary notwithstanding.

Commander Davis has been relieved of the care

of the Infanta. He's gone, and she's growing.

The Connecticut boys got quite a send-off next

next morning on the 8.04.

Luminous dark eyes should have remained for

the picnic at Ardmore, July 4.

The extra didn't make any mistake, but the

regular was somewhat rattled.

The Jubilee celebration on Sunday was well

worth a stay over. But {sub rosa) that wasn't half

the attraction.

Find the dimensions of a huckleberry pie, whose

crust is as thick as that Connecticut man's gall.

Solve by Horner's method, Jerry.

There were tears enough shed at Broad Street

Station to extinguish the fire that occurred there

on that evening.

Oh, tell us, prithee, tell us, boys.

Where are the mustaches three

That adorned the lips of Seniors bold

''Ere the Golden Jubilee?

i( Are you going to Vespers to-night?" "No,
I'm going elsewhere." "Take me with you, will

you?" "I can't, Johnnie, there's only one."

"Oh, shah!! !"

Chicago Wade got a magnificent send-off". Four-

teen of his dear friends waited at the Station imtil

the Columbian Express passed by. They were de-

lighted to see him, once more, as, standing on ilie

lowest step of the Pullman, he waved a last good-

bye. His handkerchief, which he had accident-

ally dropped, was immediately cut into fourteen

strips as mementos, which were worn by his four-

teen friends for the rest of the day.

Then, here's a health to all the boys

The boys of ninety-three

We'll ne'er forget the fun we had

At the Golden Jubilee.
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co.,
1416 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You vuill $aue /I\op^y ap** lisve a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiAZ PIHNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCCANNEY,

Saddle, Horness i Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Ptiiladelplnia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures.
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Ji)ii[st-(§lass 1^00ts and §h0es^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcr Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will sell YD1T
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry. Chinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28.30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Streets.

WK extend an invitation to you to call at our GRKAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice

selection of

lieef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constaiitlv on hand aiirt note llie Low Prices at wliicli ve are

selling. We lianilleonly the Best Goods and Quality considered.

Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for
your.self.

Ijb(?ral Di8<:ouot to publio ai?d Qt?aritable Ipstitutloos.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

^
PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS d. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHIST J. KYl^NES.
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUG", WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SECOXD STREET,
Below Market. East Side. PHUjADELPHIA

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

•fFine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, f
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept IJfe 9 Jmst ^o.
Of Pliilndolpliin,

N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

ISSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

I which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving

the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders

In Everything Eji-scUed by no other Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIAfl MOOt^H.-f

OBLINQER PR05. fir
Qo.^

FACTORY, LANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wliolesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM k SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
iniPORTKKS OP

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

Nd. B17 Arch Street^
PHII^ADELPHIA.

Everything at lowest prices.

DR. 8TEIN80CK,

41- I^
1630 I^fortl? T^elftl? 5tr^(?t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teetli.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is alwa vs attractive^

in quality., variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia,

P. I. rOLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST"

Dealer ip pipe Qroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FI,OUR, I5.50 PER BBL.

OKSH OR OREDIT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

CEO. KELLY & CO.,
80S and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down— $1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERM S ON LARGE PURCHASES.

"dANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Farqitsui'elBBdding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Pi.scount to Institutions.
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WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Oor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wedding Rings. Fino Watcb Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, -f^

Ne^v and Second Hand.

Have constantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi, Thii^teenth Street,

PHlIiADKIiPHTA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

526 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,

Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

•*^w w. Fi?>j^nsrcis«-
DEALER IN

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGKKT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Spoiling Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

LKNCKSTER KiZE.. KRDTW^ORE. PK.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

]io. 810 t^nCE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers

21^ .s.
.... Printers

f|1cI1ANUSj>'-&C''-

stationers .... Blank Book Makers

NoRt^ ^"'i-^a^^^

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BUnSMITISIIOItSEIlllH,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horae-Shoeing a Specialty. Old I,anca8ter Road.

IFOI?. (3-OOID "WOI^IC,

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

'a^J^

1025 Market St..

Sells everything needed

for the Table) Kitchen and

Household at half olUcr'a
prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True I!

Standard Text Books.
Wentwortli's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenongh's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's Language Lessons.

PUBLiISHE^S,
70 Fifth Avenue N. Y. T. B. Lawler, Agent.

M.GALLAGHER,
PKAtTICAL

Harness fflsksr

15 N. 9tli St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONSI

^^Je iA£e Le R s i<>

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOfnflS R. CUEAt^Y,

4FUNERAL DIRECTORS-
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

tS" Personal attention day ov night.
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Mass in Honor of St. Augustine.
FOR SOPRANO, ALTO, TENOR AND BASS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.

This Mass in honor of St. Angnstine, has recently been pnblished and issned from this office, and

to it we respectfully invite your attention.

It is the composition of Rev. D. J. Leouard, O.S. A., who had in mind the production of a Mass

that would be short, melodious and devotional, and we think he has not failed of his purpose.

Though a simple Mass, easy to the ordinary choir, we venture the opinion that, if well rehearsed

and faithfully rendered, it will become a favorite to both priest and choir.

Specimen copies sent to any address on receipt of seventy-five cents. On all orders the usual dis-

count to the reverend clergy and choir directors.

SEND ORDERS TO

D. J. Gallagher & Co.,
420 Library Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Fitting Mass for St. Augustine's Feast Day, August 28.

bon^ai> p. (Small
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts,

Philadelphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTI^,
Outing and Yachting.

— —-^—«

—

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO,
108 M«<Il8onSt.

NEW YORK,
»43 BroKdwa^.

PHILADELPHIA,
103a Chestniit St.

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED
THAT THE HEADQUABTKBS FOB

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON S^ CO/S.
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS^ORGANS
l!29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA

VAN HORN & SON,
MAKERS AND DESIGNERS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.L KINDS OF STAGE MAKK UP, TIGHTS &.c.

121 IM. WIWTH STREET. Philadelphia.

MOTLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER

FOR WINDOWS
NEW OR OLD.Patented Dec. 13, 189

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc, Also for Window Screens and
Sliding Blinds. Send for Circular

PETER MOTLEY, ^"^^
"" '"''

^°"^^}LTeU». i»».

dold ^ 5''^?^/^^^^'^ for all OGeasioQS
Plus and Badges, etc Mnde to Order.

Kngravings In General and Si>eclal AVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Afch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(,M'f r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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Vol. I. A^illanova College, August, 1893. No. 8,

Threnody of St. Augustine.

Thou, O Lord, hast created usfor Thee, and our heart is restless, until it

rests in Thee.—St. Aut^ustine's Confessions.

Y heart ran wide o'er sea and earth,

I longed for rest and quiet peace,

I gave the reins to boundless thought

;

I searched for it in noisy mirth,

I looked for rest in sensual ease,

I sought for it and found it not.

Soon as the airy phantom rose.

It melted from my gaze away
;

It left me sad and troubled more

:

Unseemly joy gave place to woes.

My sunshine grew a misty ray,

My brightest hopes were clouded o'er.

The deeper that I clung to earth,

The more I felt disquiet reign,

More gloom girt round my choicest glee

:

For I the while was nursing dearth.

And hugging fast my iron chain,

Away, my God, from peace and Thee.

The more I fled from Thee, my all.

More sunk the iron in my breast
;

Thou wert my peace and still I fled,

Deaf to the music of Thy call.

Senseless to Thine appeals of rest,

In seeming life as I were dead.

Still Thou didst press me, and didst give

A penance to upbraid and chafe.

Till I should melt before thy grace.

Till I should turn to Thee and live.

And find in Thee a harbor safe,

A refuge sure, and resting- plkce.

These didst Thou give, my heart increase

Of will and power, of love and light

;

That like a mighty river flows,

Then did my heart recover peace
;

And turning from a world's despite,

In Thee, my God, found calm repose.

I

The Threnody of St. Augustine was written by the late Very Rev.
P. E. Moriarty, D D., ex-assistant general of the Augustinian Order,
while resident at his mission of Our Lady of Consolation, at Chestnut
Hill. Pa.; and was published for the first time in his Life of that Saint

in 1872.
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Mass in Honor of St. Augustine.
FOR SOPRANO, ALTO. TENOR AND BASS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.

This ]\Lass in honor of St. Augustine, has recently been published and issued from this office, and

to it we respectfully invite your attention.

It is the composition of Rev. D. J. Leonard, O.S. A., who had in mind the production of a Mass

that would be short, melodious and devotional, and we think he has not failed of his purpose.

Though a simple Mass, easy to the ordinary choir, we venture the opinion that, if well rehearsed

and faithfully rendered, it will become a favorite to both priest and choir.

Specimen copies sent to any address on receipt of seventy-five cents. On all orders the usual dis-

count to the reverend clergy and choir directors.

SEND ORDERS TO

D. J. Gallaghkr & Co.,
420 Library Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Fitting Mass for St. Augustine's Feast Day, August 28.

foori^ai p. Small
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

mU(Q

^.

'W

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

' '^ Reading Terminal Market.

tC9, 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2d AND CALLOWHILL STS,

PHILADELPHIA.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
Outing and Yachting.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO,
108 MadUonSt.

NEW YORK,
'443 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA,
103% Chestnut St.

A FACT TO B£ REMEMBERED
THAT THE HEADQUARTEBS FOR

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON St CO/S,
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS^ORGANS
M29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA

^

VAN HORN & SON,
MAKERS AND DKSIONERS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

#
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

At.L. KINDS OF STAOK MAKE UP, TIOH TS &,c,

121 W. IMIJMTH STREET, Philadelphia.

MOTLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SASH HOLDER

FOR WINDOWS
Patented Dec. 13. '89

NEW OR OLD.

In Buildings, Cars, Steamboats, Carriages, Etc. Also for Window Screens and
Sliding Blinds. Send for Circular.

PETER MOTLEY, """ """ -"
"""'A}L7.Xmh. p-

Cold ^ 5lli/^r/T)edal5 for all GGGasiops
Pins and Badgm, etc Illnde to Order.

EnKravtn^s in General and Si>rcial AV'ork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Apch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villauova College Prize Medals.)
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Vol. I. Villaiiova College, August, 1898. No. 8,

Threnody of St. Augustine.

T/iou, O Lord, hast created usfor Thee, and our heart is restless, until it

rests in Thee.—St. Auffustine's Confessions.

Y heart ran wide o'er sea and earth,

I longed for rest and quiet peace,

I gave the reins to boundless thought
;

I searched for it in noisy mirth,

I looked for rest in sensual ease,

I sought for it and found it not.

Soon as the airy phantom rose.

It melted from my gaze away
;

It left me sad and troubled more :

Unseemly joy gave place to woes.

My sunshine grew a misty ray,

My brightest hopes were clouded o'er.

The deeper that I clung to earth.

The more I felt disquiet reign.

More gloom girt round my choicest glee

:

For I the while was nursing dearth.

And hugging fast my iron chain,

Away, my God, from peace and Thee.

The more I fled from Thee, my all.

More sunk the iron in my breast
;

Thou wert my peace and still I fled.

Deaf to the music of Thy call.

Senseless to Thine appeals of rest,

In seeming life as I were dead.

Still Thou didst press me, and didst give

A penance to upbraid and chafe.

Till I should melt before thy grace.

Till I should turn to Thee and live.

And find in Thee a harbor safe,

A refuge sure, and resting- pl^ce.

These didst Thou give, my heart increase

Of will and power, of love and light

;

That like a mighty river flows,

Then did my heart recover peace
;

And turning from a world's despite,

In Thee, my God, found calm repose.

The Threnody of St. Augustine was written by the late Very Rev.
P. E. Moriarty, D D., ex-assistant general of the AuRUstinian Order,
while resident at his mission of Our Lady of Consolation, at Chestnut
Hill, Pa.; and was published for the first time in his Life of that Saint

in 1872.
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CLOSE OF THE JUBILEE

IMPRESSIVE SERVICES IN VILLANOVA'S CHURCH ON
SUNDAY.

FIRST PONTIFICAL MASS

BISHOP MCGOVERN OF HARRISBURG, THE CELE-
BRANT OF THE DAY—ARCHBISHOP RYAN

ATTENDS IN THE EVENING—SERMON
BY REV. F. X. MCGOWAN, O.S.A.

On last Sunday at Villanova College the academic
and religious celebrations held there during the last

two weeks in commemoration of the golden jubilee

of that institution were brought to a fitting close

by Solemn Pontifical Mass and Vespers. Right
Rev. Thomas McGovern, Bishop of Harrisburg,
and an old friend of the fathers, was celebrant of

the day. He had reached the monastery the even-
ing before.

The day itself, which had opened dull and
gloomy, with every foreboding of a storm, shortly
before Mass hour cleared upas bright and beautiful

as heart could wish.

The handsome college church, which was to be
the chief scene of Villanova's jubilee, rich in its

marble altars and many tasty and charming works
of art, was adorned with flowers and plants in

sanctuary and aisles. The large and m ijestic double
high altar was covered with lights and flowers,

while outside the church, between its three main
doors, were banked masses of palms, ferns and
potted plants.

THE PONTIFICAL MASS.

As the hour for Mass approached the procession
of religious and reverend fathers of the Order pro-

ceeded from the sacristy to the sanctuary, with the
right reverend celebrant and his ministers bringing
up the rear.

The celebrant of the Mass, which was the first

Solemn Pontifical Mass ever celebrated at the col-

lege, was assisted by Very Rev. James D. Waldron,
O.S.A., provincial of the Augustinians. The
ministers were Rev. Francis J. McShane, O.S.A.,
rector of Our Lady of Consolation,at Chestnut Hill,

deacon ; Rev. Francis M. Sheeran, O.S.A., S.T.B.,
sub-prior of the monastery, sub-deacon ; Brothers
Charles G. McKenna, O.S.A., and John F. Ken-
nedy, O.S. A., acolytes; Brother Frederick S.

Riordan, O.S. A., candlestick bearer; Brother
Michael A. Ryan, O.S. A., mitre bearer ; Brother
William W. Donovan, O.S. A., crozier bearer;
Brother John J. Farrell, O.S. A., Book bearer;
Brother Frederick F. Commings, O.S. A., thurifier.

Rev. John F. Medina, O.S. A., was master of
ceremonies.

Present at the festival were Rev. James F.
Loughlin, D.D., Chancellor of the Diocese, and the
following Augustinians: Rev.Francis X.McGowan,
of Lansingburg, N. Y.; Rev. Martin J. Geraghty,
of Chestnut Hill

; Rev. Nicholas J. Murphy, of
Philadelphia, and of the Villanova community

;

Very Rev. Christopher A. McEvoy, Rev. Thomas

C. Middleton, D.D., Rev. Edward A. Dailey, Rev.
Charles J. McFadden, Rev. John J. Ryan, Rev.
Richard A. Gleeson, Rev. Laurence A. Delurey,

Rev. Richard F. Harris, Rev. James E. Vaughan,
Rev. John B. Leonard, Rev. Walter A. Coar.

The music of the day, both at Mass and Vespers,

was under the direction of Prof. Henry G. Thunder,
assisted by four soloists—Miss Mary F. Thunder,
soprano ; Miss Edith Waylen, alto ; William T.
Kirschner tenor, and James Crossin, bass—and a
picked choir of thirty voices from St. Patrick's

Church.
The Mass music was : Prelude, Baptiste's Of-

fertory in E flat, Giorza's Mass in F, Barnaby's
" Veni Creator," offertory, Rossini's " Sancta
Mater" and postlude, his '''William Tell."

JUBILEE SERMON.

The jubilee sermon at the Mass was preached by
Rev. Francis X. McGowan, O.S. A., of Lansing-
burg. Basing his argument on the parable of the
mustard seed, the reverend preacher proved from
her origin, her history and the testimony of her
apologists the divinity of the Catholic Church, and
then proceeding to show how in pursuance of her
divine mission—to teach all nations—she, the

mistress and guardian of all truths, was the civilizer

and savior of society, he argued that only in her
schools and institutions was science in its truest

sense imparted ; that from her alone has mankinp
obtained the right knowledge of God, the Supreme
Being, and of all things pertaining to the highest
principles of divine and human wisdom.

EVENING SERVICES.

In the evening, at half-past seven o'clock, were
chanted Solemn Pontifical Vespers. The Most
Rev. Patrick J. Ryan, Archbishop of Philadelphia,

having in the meantime gone out from town,
assisted at the Vespers. The celebrant was the
Right Rev. Bishop of Harrisburg, and the min-
isters the same with one exception, as at the
Mass; Rev. Edward A. Dailey, O.S. A., being
deacon. After the "Magnificat," Rev. Charles F.

Kelly, D.D., of Towanda, Pa., one of Villanova's
alumni in 1843, delivered an address on Christian

education.
Before imparting his episcopal blessing, the

Most Rev. Archbishop addressed the congregation
in words of encouragement and congratulation.

He referred to the happy growth of the Church in

general, and at Villanova in particular, during the
last fifty years, and remarked that it could not be
otherwise with those he addressed, as they were
under the protection of the Church's patron saint',

and had all their spiritual wants ministered to by
the zealous followers of St. Augustine. He hoped
that as they had increased in numbers and im-
proved their worldly condition in the past, so too,

that they would grow in the grace and favor of

God in the future.

The Vespers music embraced the following :

Prelude, from Wagner; Psalms, according to Mer-
cadante's score; Rossini's " Inflammatus ;

" Mil-

lard's "Salve Regina;" "Tantum Ergo," by
Wilcox ; and after the Benediction of the Bles.sed

Sacrament, the Postlude from Verdi's " Aida
March."
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Sermon delivered by Rev. F. X. ¥oOowan, 0.8 A ,

July and, 1893 in the Church of St. Thomas of Villanova, on

the occasion of the Golden Jubilee.

Gospel. Matthew xiii. 31-35.—At that time Jesus spoke to the multitude

this parable : The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of mustard-

seed, which a man took and sowed in his field. '>^'hich iudeed is the

least of all seeds ; but when it is grown up it is greater than all herbs,

and becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come and dwell in the

branches thereof.

Some of the most instructive lessons, given by
our Blessed Lord, to the Israelites and to ourselves

have been given under the form of similitudes and

parables. The poor people who listened to Him
and who drank into their souls His touching elo-

quence, were void of much intelligence, and
knowing their Eastern love of imagery and their

susceptibility to garner from figurative language

the truths He proposed to them, the Saviour uses

the parable as a medium to instruct and encourage

them.

So, in the significant parable of to-day. He draws

a picture of what our holy religion is, and presages

the great" stupendous progress she is destined to

make in her glorified course before the nations.

A wondrous panorama He unfolds to all ages !

The kingdom of heaven, that is, our Catholic

faith, is likened to a grain of mustard-seed which

small in itself grows quickly to such an extent

that beneath its branches come the fowls of the

air to sit and rest. So it is with our Apostolic

faith. Its beginning was from a small birth, but

it has so grown and broadened that its branches

extend from pole to pole and from ocean to ocean.

And the birds of the air come and rest in its

branches. So in the lapsing spin of the ages, the

kings and great men of the different cycles, men
gifted with sanctity and power and learning, have

sought peace and quietude amid the cheerful

growth and development of the priceless faith

that God has embosomed within the souls of men.

Good and bad, weak and strong—all have sought

her shelter whether the sunshine of heaven beamed

and blazed upon them or the night-clouds of dis-

order harassed and overpowered them

.

There is scarcely a thinking man who has read

and weighed the history of time that will not

acknowledge in all seriousness that heresy has

been the product of erroneous intellect, in that

it falsifies all truth and disorganizes all knowledge

—it is a monster—evil calculated to spread pesti-

lence among the nations. Call it what you will

—

Lulheranism, Calvinism, Agnosticism, it ever

remains the same in the broad day-light of Catholic

truth. Its falsity is seen in its origin which is not

from God, but from man, and not possessed of

divine life it is filled with error, trickery and fraud

and offers men only the stability of doctrine that

the mad, tempestuous ocean offers to the dis-

mantled ship, that is thrown in despair on its wide

surging bosom. In its falsity heresy gives men
freedom, but its freedom is the damnable license

of believing just what each one wishes. Worse

even than this, heresy is iniquitous and it affords

to men in its doctrines an easy opening to free and

unbridled conduct of life ; it subverts in their

bases all good works and, seeking to broaden its

influence, it revivifies all ancient and unworthy

beliefs. No matter how wicked men may lead

their existences, heiesy judges them worthy of

eternal life, provided they submit to what is pro-

posed to their belief, whether false, true, or in-

different.

The malignant phase of heresy is seen in its

every institution. Search the history of the Church

and you will find that heresiarchs have been the

very worst of men in character who, inflated with

pride or glutted with sensuality, have established

and propagated their errors by arms and rebellion
;

whose success has depended on the authority of

debased rulers ; on the robbery of ecclesiastical

property, and their cringing sycophancy to the

lusts and ambitions of those that favored them.

The history of heresy has been a vile conspiracy

against truth, holiness and common decency.

Now as flashes the meteor across the sky, so

flashes forth the brilliancy of Catholic truth

athwart the firmament of Time. She has no

falsity of life or of doctrine. She has no foulness

of life or of practice. She has no fleetness of

worldly existence. Her history is emblazoned on

every page of human history, since the Paraclete

came to breathe into her new life and new power.

I.

The Catholic religion is the true religion. The
true religion must be a unity, not a multiplicity of

belief; for truth is one and not divided. Hence,

St. Paul, speaking to the Ephesians, says :
" One

Lord, one faith, one baptism." It follows from

this that all so-called religions must be deemed as

false, save one alone, and that these religions have
been introduced into the world by Beelzebub—the

father of lies.

Now, that this religion which can be the only

true religion is the Catholic religion, we draw
from her name, from her origin, from her history

and from the common consent of the best intellects

the world has ever seen.

(a) Our holy religion is not only Catholic in

name but also in reality. She is this little grain of

mustard-seed which in the beginning was so small

;

yet in the lapse of the ages she has spread abroad

her motherly arms until there is now no nation,
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now no people unto whom she has not aflforded the

truths necessary for salvation. Up in the bleak

blasts of the Northern Pole ; down in the dry

heats of the Equator, her voice is heard and obeyed.

She pauses not like Alexander to weep for other

kingdoms—her clarion voice of faith echoes from

the Pillars of Hercules to the Chinese S( as, and the

calm exercise of her authority is recogniztd under

the blaze of the Southern Cross. Her missionary

work has been stupendous. When in the sixteenth

century St. Francis Xavier carried her banner to

Japan and China and India, the world marvelled at

such unwonted zeal ; but look at her to-day pene-

trating the depths and jungles of Africa, seques-

tering herself amid the lonely isles of the Pacific,

coasting along the shores of Eastern Africa, and

bearding the Mahometan in the very centre of his

power in Soudan, and you have but another glimpse

of the outer development of that divine life which
the Paraclete of old breathed into her when on

Pentecostal morn, he sent her forth to evangelize

the nations. Has any religion the counter-part of

this ? The mad enthusiasm of the Musselmans led

them to subjugate Spain and to enter France. So
elated were they with their victories they prepared

to make a direful onslaught on all Christendom,

but God did not so will it. Defeated after their

ages of victorious slaughter, they went back to

their lairs like beaten lions.

When the wild tide of open revolt swept men
and nations from the safe-guards of Catholic faith,

the spirit of the devil who goes about everywhere

seeking whom he may devour, led Protestantism

into the missionary field. Aided by human power
Protestantism drove Catholicism to the barriers of

the German Ocean, but rallying Catholicism drove

her back to the Alps and the Pyrenees. Protest-

antism never regained what she had lost—a most

evident proof of her lack of vitality. Nor has her

more modern escapades in this attempt to evan-

gelize the nations been attended with better success.

Even from the testimony of her own missionaries

in foreign lands, her efforts have been abortive.

The paucity of numbers in her conversions ought
to be discouraging, but yet, led on by her ambition

her missionary boards spend millions in support of

so-called evangelization that might be well spent

in lands where infidelity and poverty exist, well

spent in converting the heathen at home, rather

than wasted in the ludicrous task of converting the

heathen abroad. Protestantism has neither the

power, nor the grace of God to preach the Gospel

to men.

{b) The truth again of the Catholic religion is

to be seen in her origin. She conies down nearly

2,000 years uninterruptedly from Chiist, her

Founder. No century, no period of time has inter-

vened when she did not exist. In all the ages of

time, since the coming of the Saviour, the holy

Mass has been offered for the living and the dead
;

festivals have been celebrated ; fasts have been

observed ; saints and their relics have been hon-

ored and all rites proper to our holy religion have

been in use. Greater than all these there has

existed since the days of the Apostles an unbroken
line of bishops and priests, who, descending from

the days of the first great Pontiff, St. Peter, enjoy

the power given by Christ to the Apostles and in

turn transmitted by them to the ministers of the

Church. Just as all descend from Adam as regards

their life and natural power, so the ministers of our

religion descend in series as to their supernatural

power by ordination and sanctification from Christ

who is the second Adam. It is a wonderful picture

in history this Apostolic succession of our fold:

Christ, the great Shepherd and Bishop of our souls,

conferring His power on the Apostles ; the

Apostles, in turn, bestowing this same power on

the bishops of the Church, and they, again, trans-

mitting, according to rank and condition, this same
divine authority to the lesser clergy of the Church.

Her ministry dates not from the days when a proud

monk and a licentious monarch led half the world

astray. No ; she looks back over the varied ages

of her persecution and her prosperity, and she looks

on the pretentious claims of her unduteous children

of yesterday, as we look at a mirage that in its

cloudy, unsubstantial phantasm is seen one moment
to disappear the next.

{c)—When men lay down their lives and shed

willingly their blood in advocacy of the causes they

uphold, we admire their sincerity and we respect

their objects. Life is too dear to us to sacrifice it

for paltry motives. It is only the man of crazed

mind or of perverted sentiment that finds in death

relief from sensitive misery.

And what numbers have shed their blood in

attestation of their belief in the truth of the

Catholic fold? For 300 years the Pagan world

hounded the poor follower of Jesus Christ. They
followed him out into the desert ; they sought him
in the bowels of the earth, and they massacred

him while he lifted his eyes toiieaven in anticipa-

tion of the glory that awaited him. Christians

were butchered to make a Roman holiday, and Nero
played his lute while Rome burned and Rome ran

red with the blood of Christians. There was no

cessation to this martyrdom. St. Jerome asserts in

one of his Epistles, that there was no day in the

whole year, except the ist of January, on which
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Pagans led by th^ir nefarious religion did not shed

the blood of Christians.

Five thousand and over fell victims to Pagan

hatred—young men and old men, matrons and vir-

gins, aye, even children in their tenderest years

—

all gave up life and liberty and fortune for the faith

in which their souls were enwrapped. No wonder

was it, as TertuUian declared, " the seed of Christ-

tians is the blood of martyrs, '

' There was none of

the wild, barbaric craze of war in this blood-letting

of Paganism against Christianity ; but the placid,

willing acceptance of death by zealous souls to

emulate and follow the example of Him that shed

His blood on the Cross for all men, that all men
might live.

{d)—The truth of the Catholic religion is attested

in like manner by the testimony of the greatest

intellects God ever gave to this world.

When men distinguished for their intellectual

attainments proclaim authoritatively a truth, we
accept readily the authority. This is but natural

when we consider the varied and vacillating minds

of men. Man must have some standard to go by, or

some model after which to pattern. And yet as in

natural matters, even more so is it in supernatural

matters. Hence it is that Mother Church herself

is wont to rely on the authority and learning of her

sons who, gifted by God, have spoken and written

wonderful things of God and His kingdom on this

earth. There has been no faltering in this testi-

mony. While the Evangelists wrote out the holy

words and the wonderful deeds of Christ, a whole

host of Christian apologists followed them. The
fire of Isaias seemed to have touched them, and the

stern philosophy of Paul, and the sweet charity of

John urged them to great and noble battle against

Jew and Pagan and Heretic. Judaism had its

learned priests, versed well in all the tenets of the

Mosaic law. Paganism had its philosophers, acute

with the dialectics of a hundred authors. Gnosti-

cism, which appeared even in the apostolic days, had

its strong and haughty supporters. But men greater

than all these arose—champions of faith—who
dealt out deathful blows to these erroneous systems

with the bludgeon of Christ's simple faith. And
they rose up thick as atoms in the air, ready to do

fight for the preservation and increase of the infant

Church.

In the first century arose, as apologists of Christ's

faith, Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp and Denis the

Areopagite who, after the Apostles consigned to

writing the principles of Catholic faith they had

learned from the Apostles.

In the second century we have Justin Martyr

whose writings have come down to our days

;

Athenagoras who wrote an admirable defence of

Christianity against the Pagans ; Egesippus who
wrote an ecclesiastical history to his own times

;

and St. Irenaeus who wrote many works against

Vale nti nils.

In the third century are Gregory Tliautnaturgus,

Clement of Alexandria, Cyprian the Martyr, and

Lanctantius.

In the fourth century we meet St. Athanasius,

St. Hilary, St. Cyril of Jerusalem and St. Basil
;

while side by side with these we recognize the

well-known names of Sts. Jerome, Ambrose,

Epiphanius and Gregory Nazianzen.

In the fifth century come Augustine, " Light of

Doctors," the golden-tongued Chrysostom, Cyril

of Alexandria, and Paulinus of Nola.

In the succeeding ages came the sweet, honey-

mouthed Bernard, stern St. Leo, St. Thomas
Aquinas—the Angel of the Schools—the seraphic

Bonaventure and innumerable others of whom we
cannot even make passing notice.

Now all these great minds, for they were all

of pre-eminent sanctity and knowledge, promul-

gated far and wide, and defended against all

opposers their belief in the truth of our Catholic

faith and were willing to defend it against all

heresy and innovation even to the cost of their

lives. It is a wonderful spectacle before God and
men. What testimony has heresy against this?

Would she place Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress"
say, by the side of Thomas a'Kempis' " Following
of Christ " ? Does she think, for instance, she is

so spiritual, to contrast Jeremy Taylor's works with

the theological or ascetic works of the Christian

Fathers? Has she ever raised even an author

who had spirituality enough in him to approxi-

mate the practical and simple force of Scupoli in

his '' Christian Combat " ?

And her apologists—her beatiful specimens of

sanctity ! Luther who wrote the most indecent

matter the world ever read, who with eight of the

so-called principal reformers gave permission to

the Landgrave of Hesse to have two wives at one
and the same time.

Henry VIII who married eight wives after mur-
dering most of them, while that Protestant saint

Cranmer subserviently truckled to his brutal

passions.

These be your bright lights of Protestantism !

The world has grown no better since this emas-
culated sanctity came on it, and when the peaceful

simplicity of the olden days is placed in juxta-

position with the rabid, libidinous upheaval of all

order and regard for God in our days, we cannot

help but realize we should be hajipy in our own
religion ; for we must be convinced as Augustine
was in his day.
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" The consensus of peoples and nations holds

me in the Church ; her authority, begun in

miracles, nourished in hope, increased in charity,

strengthened by age—all hold me in the bosom of

the Church."—(De util. credend. 4.)

II.

The progress of the Catholic religion has been

prodigious. She bears out to the extremest mea-

sure the parable of the mustard seed. For all the

peoples of the world have come to rest beneath

her branches and her power rules from sea unto

sea. Her victories over the effete religions of

antiquity have been the greatest miracles ever

heralded in the history of the world. The total

revolutionizing of the life and habits and traditions

of men, the subversion of idolatry, the introduc-

tion of a God, unknown to men, and the merging

of type and symbol into plain realities—all these

form the most epochal narrative of events that

was ever written in the book of Time. It was

veritably a birth from darkness into light.

In the beginning the establishment and progress

of the Church, under God's Providence, were due

to many efficient causes.

(a)—There were, first, the admirable holiness of

the early Christians and their marvellous good

works. As the Pagans gazed on their personal

goodness of life ; as they looked on the love the

Christians bore one another and the charity they

showed toward their separated brethren, they

were much astonished. And it was no wonder

they should be so. For no such good-will had

ever been manifested among men, till the gentle

Jesus came to throw out the fire-brand of brotherly

love amid the varying classes of mankind. Juda-

ism had engendered a spirit of bitterness among
the divided sects of the House of Israel, and

Pharisee contemned Samaritan, and Samaritan

hated Sadducee, and Herodian abominated Phari-

see and Samaritan and Sadducee. Paganism
operated on revenge as a motive-power, and Rome
was never happier than when the captive monarch
was drawn in chains through her streets, or the

vile Nazarenc was thrown to the rabid lions of the

Coliseum. Christianity taught the world some-

thing nobler than this. The very personal purity

of life was such an evidence of the divinity of

faith that the primitive Christians became the

reality of St. Paul's words :
" For we are the good

odor of Christ unto God, in them that are saved "

(ii. Cor. 2-15). The great love of the neighbor

and the total absence of all injury among the

Christians had a very telling effect on the thoughts

of the Pagan. " See how they love one another,"

said Paganism. " I am a Christian," spoke out

Blandina to her persecutors, '* no evil is committed

amongst us." As the Pagans looked on this

heroic sanctity, on the alacrity with which the

Christians would march to cruel death, on the open-

ness with which they proclaimed their faith and

the mutual benevolence they manifested toward

each other—they were moved, and in their serious

reflection they saw that the finger of some power,

more than natural, was there, and so in the whirl

of successive ages, the great ones of this earth

—

kings, nobles, and even tyrants bent their necks

lowly and accepted the yoke of the Lord that was
sweet and took to themselves the burden that was
light. So began the progress of our Catholic

faith.

(d)—Again, as one of the causes of the fruitful

progress of Catholicism, comes the wonderful

preaching of God's word. St. Paul intimates to

us that faith comes by the preaching of the word.

Yet what makes this preaching all the more

admirable is this. The Lord did not send out into

the world the wise ones or the philosopher or the

learned of the earth to confound the so-called wis-

dom of the world. No, he sent poor, simple-

minded men—mere fishermen, mere illiterate men,

who, filled with the Holy Ghost, spake unto men
as men before them had never spoken. Their

words were as a sacred fire that inflamed men's

souls to the love of God and as a hammer that

broke the hard hearts of men and bent them to the

acceptance of Christianity. "Are not my words,

saith the Lord God, as a fire ; and as a hammer
that breaketh the rock in pieces?" (Jer. xxv. 29.)

At the preaching of this word 3,000 men are con-

verted, Pentecostal morn, to the faith of Christ.

Thousands desert the lapsed olden religions to

follow the Saviour. The ages bring their incre-

ment, until within a few hundred years the whole

known world unites in a hymn of praise and

thanksgiving to God for the priceless boon of

Christian belief and Christian confidence, the like

of which men never had seen. The old law

—

the only true religion of ancient days—was confined

to Israel ; the rest of the world groped in the black

vagaries of Paganism. What a change ! The
entire world, as St. Paul declares, becoming be-

lievers, according to God's pleasure by what the

Saint calls "the foolishness of preaching."

(c)—Another perceptible cause of the spread of

our holy faith was the startling influence of the

innumerable miracles performed in the name and

by the power of the Lord Jesus Christ. After the

ascension of our Lord to the right hand of the

Almighty Father, St. Mark testifies in the very

last verse of the last chapter of his Gospel, " They
(the Apostles) going forth, preached everywhere

;

the Lord working withal and confirming the word
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with signs that followed." (Mark xvi. 20.) The
signs or miracles simply affirmed to a hard-

hearted or unspiritual people the truth of the

Christian religion. The Apostles taught the prin-

ciples of Christ, which were entirely novel to the

Jews and Gentiles, and God, to confirm the author-

ity of the Apostles, was pleased to delegate to His

followers a glimmer of omnipotence in order to

convert the souls of men. Gifted with this sublime

power, the Apostles went forth, curing the blind,

the lame and the halt, driving out devils from the

possessed, healing the sick, and doing marvellous

deeds for the benefit of the needy, the sore and
the afflicted. As St. Gregory asserts, as we pour

water about trees to increase their growth and

their fruit, so God gave miracles to the tree of

faith that it might grow and broaden unto the

salvation of souls.

These, then, the saintly life of the primitive

Christians, the preaching of God's word and the

continuance of signs and miracles placed the faith

of Christ on its firm foundation, which will

endure, according to the Lord's promise, to the

consummation of all time.

{d)—Has not our faith increased marvelously

in our days? Catholicism has risen to her glory

by the cross, for persecution was the inheritance

bequeathed her by the Saviour—"/^r crucem ad

The Eastern heresies, one of which struck at the

vital principle of all Christian dogma—the divinity

of Christ—were quickly despatched by the insuper-

able efforts of the eastern Christian Fathers. The
western African heresies were powdered into dust

by the heroic warfare of Augustine—Light of

Doctors and Hammer of Heretics.

The great revolt against Church authority

which assumed such wide proportions in the i6th

century is to-day fast dismembering, beneath the

unbelief and infidelity it brought into the world.

The total independence of man from God and His

law, that Protestantism engendered in the intellects

of the world, culminated, at the end of the last cen-

tury, in the terrible French Revolution—that

revolution of fire and blood, from whose effects the

world has suffered and never will recover. All

our modern social heresies—Anarchism, Socialism

and Nihilism—are the legitimate offspring of the

French Revolution,

But yet our faith, that is destined to live mili-

tant on this earth till the gates of eternity open on
us, winds her peaceful course along, laboring for

the salvation of men's souls. Has she not given
the proof of her divinity in our modern days? In

the reaction against heresy, hers has been the

advance ; hers the profit.

In the middle of our own century, England,

which had drifted away from the fold of Christ alto-

gether, and which had been tempest-tossed for

ages, suddenly began to feel a new life stirring

within her. The Tractarian movement, conceived

in all sincerity and truth, bore good fruit, and the

numbers that listened to the voice of God and

sought peace for their souls in the Catholic Church

were almost incalculable. From a mere handful

of Catholics who lived in England at the beginning

of the century, the faith has increased to such a

wide extent as this. (Read No. i.)

In Canada, or a certain portion of it, the descend-

ants of the French preserved intact Catholicity.

Yet even they were made to feel the iron of British

intolerance, and the poor Acadians were brutally

transported from their primitive simplicity of life

to the semi-bondage of more southern climes, and

their country |^3arceled out to Englishmen, and

their homes confiscated and their families sepa-

rated. Yet the growth of the Catholic Church has

been wonderful, despite these preventing circum-

stances. Here is the summary of Canadian

Catholicity. And what will we say of our own
young virgin land ?

From the days of the Revolution, Catholicity in

these States made but little material progress,

though there were good Catholic souls who strove

to keep alive the low embers of faith. It was but

natural, also, that the Church suffered great losses,

for priests were few, the people scattered, and the

young subjected to all the allurements of proselyt-

ism. But when the exodus of the 40' s came and

the Irish immigrants brought over to their adopted

country the bright faith and holy practices of the

Isle of St. Patrick, and when this was supple-

mented in later days by the inpouring of Catholic

emigrants from Germany, Poland, Italy and Aus-

tria, then arose a new epoch in the history of

America and a glorious era in the history of her

Catholicity. From the meagre few of revolution-

ary days, when a few Irishmen and a few F'rench-

men lived in Boston, while not fifty Catholics lived

in all New England outside ; when there were not

a hundred Catholics in the city of New York, we
have to-day this all-wonderful record of the increase

of our faith here. (Read Ex. No. 3.)

These are the tales of Catholic progress in

three different nations which were within the

compass of a hundred years distinctly heretical

and Protestant.

We have here to-day, while we pay honor to

Villanova's fifty years of admirable service, another

evidence of the divine progress of our faith.

Fifty years ago, but two or three Catholic fami-

lies lived in this vicinity. The lapse of these years
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calls our attention to three large congregations that

worship in the mother-church, in Bryn Mawr and

in Berwyn.

Villanova portrays to our minds the growth of

the mustard seed in its fullest measure.

And while we honor and glory in these years of

progress we cannot but pay honor and glory to the

great, holy, learned men who laid the foundations

of Villanova's success.

Back in the cloud-land of fifty years there looms

up her first spiritual ruler—the saintly Dwyer—and

side by side appears the form of the venerable

Moriarty, whose eloquent voice was heard

from Maine to Florida, and whose fame went

beyond the seas ; and come up before us, also, the

forms of the devout and learned Dr. Stanton and

the cultured, refined Mullen—a poet in reality as

well as in name. Bishop Galberry for years

ruled here, and was all too soon removed by the

divine economy from the successful labors of the

episcopate.

Among the younger clergy we naturally think

of Father Blake, whose labor here and at Bryn

Mawr and St. Denis was so well attested, and

we cannot forget the erudite Doctor Locke, who
taught and labored here ; whose learning was
recognized in the halls of the Propaganda in

Rome.
These, all, we're not only giants in intellect, but

masters in the House of Israel.

It would be an injustice on this festive day not

to refer to the zealous and successful industry of

that little band of brothers who, under the direction

of Dr. Dwyer, left their native land to help lay

deep the foundation of Villanova's prosperity. Who
can forget the industrious Philip, the ever-busy

Owen, the loquacious Patrick, the saintly Thomas,
who loved to live more among the dead than with

the living, and poor Stanislaus and saintly James?
These were men of God who brought with them the

bright faith of St. Patrick and practically attested

that faith in their labors here.

Rightfully, then, this morning do we honor and
reverently keep in our hearts the sacred memories
of fifty years of faithful service. God has indeed

given us the increase, and in His own good time He
will give us the merit.

And, thou, O blessed Mother Church, in whose
gentle bosom we nestle, protected from the wind
storms that howl about the world, be it ours to be
loyal to thy inspirations that, gifted with the

blessed freedom of the "sons of God," we may
strike from ourselves the chains of wickedness and
bad passion to rise to the glory and happiness of

heaven's elect. Amen.

NOTES.

Through the kindness of Miss M. G. Cummis-
key, of Malvern, Pa., a daughter of the late Eugene

Cummiskey, one of Philadelphia's oldest Catholic

publishers, we lately received a beautiful oil paint-

ing representing Mary Magdalen. The work does

credit to the artist. The facial expression denotes-

softened grief and seems to portray the feelings of

the penitent at the turning point of her career,

when grieving over the sinfulness of her past life,

she found consolation and peace in the comforting

words of her Saviour, " Many sins are forgiven thee

because thou hast loved much."

Owing to the absence of nearly all our students

and the two-fold nature of our Golden Jubilee exer-

cises, collegiate and ecclesiastical, a description of

which we could not well omit, our readers must

have noticed a change of order relative to the read-

ing matter in the vacation numbers of the

Monthly. The next issue, however, will contain

all the usual features, including " Splinters,"

which we regret very much we are unable to pub-

lish in this number.

ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.

SECOND PAPER.

The student life of Augustine at Carthage,

—

he was there altogether about thirteen years,

—

found him easily pre-eminent in all branches of

university knowledge among the very large class

of able and brilliant youths, whom the fame of

Carthaginian teachers had drawn to the great

African capital.

During his school-life there Augustine went
through the entire course of sciences of the day.

At the age of twenty, we find him already mas-

tering by himself the Categories of Aristotle
;

while in the liberal arts of music, arithmetic and

geometry as they were styled he was fully at home.

After a short time spent at Carthage in com-
pleting his studies he was engaged as teacher

of rhetoric to a large class who had been attracted

to his chair through his well-earned reputation as

a scholar.

But great as were Augustine's natural gifts of

intellect,—his keen power of grasping and analyz-

ing the most abstruse problems of philosophy, the

discriminating and profound habits of his mind, and

his wonderful dialectical skill,—deplorable on the

other hand was the uneasy and troubled state of

his soul. Consumed as he continually was by an

increasing and torturing unrest of spirit as to his

future state, he found as he often confesses no

happiness or peace in life. Eveiy here and there
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in his Works he looks back with grief and anguish

to the dark and miserable condition of his soul

during his student days,—spiritually the most

barren, dreary and comfortless epoch of his career.

He laments that he had little or no true faith in

God, not that he ever positively disbelieved in

the Deity, for he always believed in one Supreme
Being, but that he could not understand Him.

Having been led away partly by his own demoral-

izing habits of life and partly by the sophistries

of the Manicheans, from the pious teachings of

the saintly Monica, he held that in God was a

corporeal nature, and that over man ruled two

powers, destinies or influences, the one leading

him irresistibly to good, the other to evil.

Manicheism is the doctrine of fatality. Fo^"

a while Augustine in his shiftless and aimless

pursuit of truth attached himself to the Mani_

chees at Carthage ; he believed that by their prin_

ciples might be solved the problem of life ; he

attended their meetings ; made himself master of

their doctrines, and was looked upon as one, if

not the most prominent, of their adepts. Faustus

bishop of Milevis the chief promoter at Carthage

of the sect congratulated himself on having won
over to their side the brilliant and able professor

of rhetoric.

Augustine too in his enthusiasm for his new
belief persuaded his friends Romanianus, Honor-

atus, Alypius,—one of his pupils at Tagaste and

now at Carthage,—and lyicentius the son of Roman-
ianus, to join the Manicheans, with whom they

found a justification of their wayward life and

excuses for their sins.

For nine years,—from the nineteenth to the

twenty-eighth year of his age,—Augustine clung

to Manicheism. But his life-long habit of admit-

ting as final no principle, no doctrine, that was

not in accord with true reason, and above all his

loyalty to truth, no matter how distasteful it might

be, led him to unmask the unsoundness of Mani-

chean teachings, and showed him clearly the

duplicity of its adherents, who while in speech

they maintained purity of life, in deportment were

anything but moral. Greatly too was Augustine

aided in giving up his old attachment for Mani-

cheism by his study of Hortensius^ a work now lost

of Cicero's, which fired him with an irresistible

yearning for true wisdom by a noble enthusiasm for

the good and beautiful, and by its contempt for

the baseness of the contemporary world.

Besides this he was disgusted with his pupils'

licentiousness. So unsettled in mind, doubting

pretty much everything,—he was neither Mani-

chean, nor Christian,—and desirous of his own
happiness, he shakes the dust of Carthage from his

feet, and assisted again by Romanianus his almost

life-long friend, leaves Africa for Italy, taking with

him as companions of his journey his son Adeo-

datus and—as is probable—also the mother of the

boy, and his friend and pupil Alypius.

At Rome he falls ill of a fever and recovering

through the careful nursing of Alypius engages for

a time as teacher of rhetoric in the Greek school of

S. Maria.*

But before long he finds to his disappointment

that his Roman pupils, though better behaved than

the Carthaginian, were considerably below the

ethical standard that he had established for his

followers. They were so ungrateful and stingy as

not to pay him his fees.

Hence in his yearning for congenial and upright

society, as well as because through the influence of

Symmachus prefect of Rome a better opening was

ready for him at Milan, then the imperial city of

the West, he traveled thither at the public expense

with Adeodatus and Alypius, and is appointed to

the chair of eloquence and oratory. The renown

of the able professor of Carthage and of Rome had

preceded him to Milan, and he is not long in

gathering about him a numerous and respectable

auditory at his instructions.

Here too he is joined.by his loving and saintly

mother, who in her solicitude for her wayward yet

beloved son, who had left Carthage without her

knowledge, had tracked him first to Rome, then to

Milan, and now was to be re-united with him, to

never again be parted from him in life.

The Christian church at Milan was ruled over

by the saintly and learned Ambrose an ex-soldier

and courtier of the late emperor, who through his

merits and at the request of the Faithful had been

made bishop of that See.

Ambrose had heard of this brilliant, nervous,

slender youth,—Augustine was of middle stature

and slight in frame,—and the fame of his scholar-

ship and of the numerous auditories he gathered

around him, had reached his ears. Both Monica

and Augustine went frequently to hear the sermons

and instructions of the famous Doctor of the

Church ; the first because of her piety and the

consolation she derived from his kindly and

fatherly counsels, the latter because he was

charmed by the eloquence and deep reasoning of

the speaker.

But in inverse proportion to the successes and

triumphs which attended Augustine in the schools,

was his ever increasing dismal darkness of soul and

his bitter weariness of heart. For him there was

* For the name of this school I am indebted to Lesi petifs

BoUandistes by Guerin, (Paris, 1878,) vol. X, p. 284.
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no sweetness in life, no moments of repose. He
was utterly dissatisfied with himself, with his life

and with everything around him. Deep thinker

as he was, he easily recognized as clear and evident

truth as mid-day's sun that morally he was utterly

astray ; that he a master of all earthly science had

been born for something higher and nobler than

mere earthly applause and grandeur ; that neither

learning, nor friends could cap his happiness; that

for him to seek nothing beyoud the gratifications of

earth,—he himself says that he yearned for honors,

money and marriage,— was to turn a deaf ear to

the demands of reason, which bid man so live here

so as to enjoy life hereafter. Thus had reasoned

Plato, Augustine's favorite author, and thus rea-

soned Augustine. From his 29th year when he

abandoned Manicheism Augustine had been an

Academician.

The story of Augustine's conversion—of his

many and bitter trials of mind and of his brave and

manly, though at one time almost hopeless, deter-

mination to break away wholly from his present

mode of living—is told in detail in his Con-

fessions. *

Around Milan, it may briefly be said, lived in

pious and helpful society, many saintly men who
in imitation of St. Anthony of Egypt, their model

and patron, were fugitives from the world, despisers

of courtly pomp and aspirants after perfection of

life.t

By the counsel of one of these Simplician by

name, a venerable man who seems to have been at

the head of one of these Milanese brotherhoods,

and had somehow or other formed Augustine's

acquaintance, he renounces his idea of marriage,

and giving up his companionship with the mother

of his son, sends her home to her relatives in

Africa. 1

Following out his purpose to break wholly from

his attachments for the world, Augustine also sur-

renders his chair, and by the advice of St. Ambrose
betakes himself to the study of the Sacred Scrip-

tures, especially of the Prophet Isaias. Before long

the step is taken which was to win for him that

peace and comfort of soul which he had for so many
years and so earnestly been seeking. One day,

—

* See especially book viii, chap. 6-12.

t At Milan Auj^ustine read the Life of this j^reat hero of the

Thebaid written Ijy St. Athaiiasius. See Confessions, book
viii, chap. 6.

% Here it may be noted that apart from the alliance of this

woman with Augustine little else has been recorded of her.

We know neither her name nor birthplace, yet as appears from

the few references made to her in Augustine's own Works, she

was a woman of sterling good (jualitics of mind and heart, and

is said to have <lied a not unsaiiitl}- death. See Confessions,

book vi, chap. 15.

he has himself recorded it ;
*—about twenty days

before the vintage season, while in the garden,

whither he had gone in the afternoon for recollec-

tion and quiet, he was reclining on the ground

looking over the Letters of St. Paul—the Apostle,

when his eye chanced to fall on this passage of the

inspired writer: '*—not in rioting and drunken-

ness, not in chambering and impurities, not in con-

tention and envy, but put on the Lord Jesus Christ,

and make not provision for the flesh in its concu-

piscences, "f
And the scales of error fell from his eyes—his

mind was opened—and his heart felt as never

before the quickenings ot divine grace—grief for a

mis-spent life and the most ardent yearning for

union with his Creator ; and the grace of God
triumphed over the pride of intellect and the rebel-

liousness of Augustine's soul, and the brilliant,

eloquent and gifted African, who by his teachings

in the three greatest schools of the Western World,

had for so many years held sway over the learned

of every class now retired from the arena, and

sought baptism at the hands of the saintly bishop

of Milan.

t

By the kindness of one of his friends—the gram-

marian Verecundus—a villa, or country-seat known
as Cassiciacum, § now Cassago di Brianza, some 7

or 8 leagues from Milan was put at his disposal.

Here accompanied by his mother, his son and some
relatives and friends, Augustine spent several

months in study, writing and friendly disputations.

It was here that he composed his famous book on

the Blessed Life^ that gives us so clear an insight

into the occupations of this congenial and devoted

company.

From his works we learn the names of his com-

panions in this country retreat
; T[ they were St.

* See Confessions, book viii, chap 6-12, and the graphic and
very beautiful description of St. Augustine's conversion by the

gifted Montalembert in his Monks of the West, vol. i, book iii.

t See St. Paul's Letter to the Romans, xiii, 13-14.

X It is the more probable opinion that the date of St. Augus-

tine's baptism by St- Ambrose was the Saturday before Easter

Sunday, the 24th of April, in the year 387. The six months or

so intervening hetween his conversion in the fjdl of the pre-

ceding year and his baptism were spent in preparation for that

sacrament. For the whole question relating to the date of St.

Augustine's baptism see Berti Dc Rebus Gestis pp. 34-40.

So keen was Augustine's reasoning and so dreaded was his

influence over his hearers that—it is a very ancient tradition

—

the faithful at Milan when gathered in church for prayers were

wont by Ambrose's mandate to add this invocation to the Lit-

anies of the vSaints, a logica Angustini libera nos Dotnine, i. e.

From Augustine's logic, O Lord deliver us. See Guerin—Les

I'etits Bollandi.stes (Paris. 1878,) x, p. 295.

? See Confessions book ix, chap. 5,

Tf See Confessions, vi, 10 and xii, 22 ; de Beata Vita and his

works Contra Academicos.
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Monica, his son Adeodatus, his brother Navigius,

Evodius, formerly a soldier and now the business

man of the Society, Alypins his pupil, Lastidianus

and Rusticus his cousins, Licentius son of Roman-
ianus, Trigetius, Nebridius, and his venerable

master of the spiritual life Simplician.

Henceforth Augustine devoted himself wholly to

the practices of religion, and in pursuance of his

desire to give himself up more fully to the service

of God, he now leaves Milan the scene of his later

worldly triumphs, and with his mother, his son,

his brother Navigius, and some of his Milanese

companions, sets out by easy stages for home,

^erti and Guerin name Licentius, Evodius Alypius,

Anastatius and Vitalis * as the companions of his

travel.

At Ostia—the seaport of Rome and the best place

to take ship for Carthage, the holy Monica falls ill

of a fever and (as has been told) dies there and is

interred, f

After the last honors to his mother, he again

visits Rome, spending his time in correcting some
of his writings and in examining into the manner
of life followed by religious men there. Monasti-

cism (it is said) was introduced into Italy by St.

Athanasius, during the first half of the fourth

century ; he established a colony of monks in

Rome. The new convert eager to put into prac-

tice the principles of holy life, shortly after his

return to his native place Tagaste, planted a

colony of hermits a little ways out of town, where

banded under his direction and leadership they

sought in the exercises of religion—in prayer, man-
ual labor, study, writing and mortification—to lead

the ideal Christian life. |

On his arrival at Carthage, it should be added,

Augustine had paid a visit to his old friend Inno-

centius, whom to his grief he found suffering from

a fistula, of which he cured him through his prayers.

This seems to be the first miracle wrought by the

intercession of the holy penitent.§

In Augustine's IVorks there are very few precise

references to the brotherhood at Tagaste. If we
may argue from the Rule of Holy Life which he

afterwards drew up for his nuns at Hippo, and from

the frequent directions he gives in his Works to

religious, it would seem that the brotherhood at

* See Berti De Rebus Gestis pp. 271, 293 ; and Guerin BoU-
andisles, x, p. 295.

t See the May number of the MoNTHr,Y, at page 52.

X The few references made by Augustine to this coninuinity

at Tagaste may be read in his Confessions and some of his

Sermons ; St. Possidiusin his L(/'eo{ihc same saint also refers

to it. See his yi/a chap. iii.

'i
Kor an account of it, see T/ie City of God, xx, 8.

Tagaste lived in community and while hermits in

namQ—^^Jin-m/laey^^ he calls them—were ccnobites

in practice.

Among these pious, learned and earnest hearted

Christian athletes were Augustine's holy and in-

nocent little son Adeodatus, who died shortly after

entrance, his brother Navigius, and his friends

Alypius, Evodius, Severus, afterwards bishop of

Milevis, and Profuturus.

But after three years of religious and happy re-

tirement at the hermitage of Tagaste, the brother-

hood without however being disbanded lost their

fomider. Augustine who had gone on a visit to

Hippo, the episcopal city, to see a friend—a youth,

whom (as he says*) he had hopes of inducing to

return with him to Tagaste and join the brother-

hood there, was unexpectedly summoned by the

people to be their preacher ; and thus begins

Augustine's public life as a priest of God.

T. C. M.

{To be contimied.)

GENTLENESS.

There are few who do not, at least some time or

other, make use of kind and gentle words, yet there

is no reason why these should not be more gener-

ally used, as they constitute such an effective means
of acquiring and strengthening friendship, besides

being otherwise productive of much good. The
man who is kind to every one, who never indulges

in harsh or unjust criticism, must derive great hap-

piness from the thought that by his kindly consid-

eration for others he has won their affection and
esteem. While the Almighty in His own mysterious

ways has made some men cold and unsympathetic,

others warm and affectionate. He has endowed all

with reason and intelligence by means of which
they may know when, and to whom, a kind word
should be spoken or an act of kindness rendered.

Though man be thus formed by his Creator, yet it

would seem that circumstances intensify or increase

his natural qualities of coldness or affection. Per-

haps in his tender years he suffered the loss of a

devoted father or a loving mother and, thrown upon
a merciless world, all the fine qualities of his nature

have deteriorated and he has become as selfish and
as cynical as any of earth's minions. Or, perhaps,

over confidence in a supposed friend has been

abused, and the deceit or treachery of the trusted

one has left a wound in the heart which the art of

man cannot heal. It is thus that natures once gentle

and confiding have been changed and have made
the unhappy possessors hated and detested. Hap-

* See Sermon No. 355.
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A Beminder.

" Studies will be resumed on Monday, September

The above is a quotation from the catalogue of

1892-3. Let us trust that its appearance in the

August number of The Monthly needs no

apology, since young men are apt to be greatly

distracted during the brief vacation period ; and

fond parents are sometimes loath to remind their

sons of the near approach of school opcniug, lest

pily for mankind such cases are only accidental as

the gentle youth usually becomes the gentleman,

and the gentleman carefully guards his claim to

the title till the end of his days.

If there be auy classes of people that, from their

position and their power of accomplishing good,

should acquire, if they have it not naturally,

gentleness of manner, those people are parents in

their homes and teachers in the school-room.

On these devolve the all-important tasks of form-

ing the tender minds of the young and upon the

ability of parent and teacher, together with a

conscientious performance of their duties in train-

ing those under them, will depend, in a great

measure, the future happiness or misery, success

or failure, of those in their care. While the best

and most lasting effects in training are accom-

plished by the teacher of gentle manner, yet it

is not to be supposed that such a teacher must be

lacking in firmness. The refining influence of a

gentle firmness is far more potent and impressive

than all the noise of a demonstrative but yielding

teacher. Reproval given in a kind way will event-

ually revert to the good of reprover and reproved.

It will open the eyes of the latter to the serious-

ness of his faults, and the kindness of the one who
has disclosed them to him. Thus it happens that

gentle words and manners loosen the tension of

strained relations, calm troubled minds, promote

sympathy, unite severed hearts, and, generally,

do more for the happiness of man than almost any-

thing we can name. It is impossible to say how
many quarrels they avert, how much bitter feeling

they subdue, how many happy surprises they

occasion, how many sad hearts they comfort, and

how much pleasure they insure. The realization

of even a small part of all these bestows a bless-

ing on one's fellow-man, and surely no one among
us ought to refuse a blessing so highly valued and

so easy of bestowal. A little thought, a little
|

self-control, a little effort on our part will bear
'

fruit a hundred-fold.

; A, J. Plunkett, '96.

it should smack of indifference at the early depart-

ure of their dear ones. Let us hope, however, that

in this year of grace—Columbian year—-better

counsels will prevail, and that boys and parents

alike will catch something of the heroic spirit of

the times, the one to hearken to duty's call, the

other to rejoice in duties nobly done. Who does

not know that " procrastination is the thief of

time," and that the tardy return to school is

accompanied by many and serious difficulties for

the student who has the laudable ambition of

standing well in his class ? Not only does he lose

his credit marks, but also misses important pre-

liminary instruction which is indispensable in

solving problems often but a sequence of what has

gone before. Boys, let us not forget the 4th of

September, 1893.

Days Gone By.

Oh, the days gone by ! oh, the days gone by !

The apple in the orchard, and the pathway through

the rye
;

The chirrup of the robin and the whistle of the

quail.

As he piped across the meadows sweet as any night-

ingale ;
y;:'/y'^".:. '''''^^:-:{^^'v"\'; .

When the bloom was on the clover and the blue

was in the sky,

And my happy heart brimmed over, in the days

gone by.

In the days gone by, when my naked feet were

tripped

By the honeysuckle's tangles, where the water

lilies dipped.

And the ripple of the river lipped the moss along

the brink, :':'' ''y%:J'-
''-"'' 'y.-^^--'^-: ''':.>/'::: v:';-;-':';

Where the placid eyed and lazy footed cattle came
to drink, . •.

And the tilting snipe stood fearless of the truant's

wayward cry.

And the splashing of the swimmer, in the da)s

gone by.
,

Oh, the days gone by ! oh, the days gone by !

The music of the laughing lip, the lustre of the eye
j

The childish faith in fairies, and Aladdin's magic

ring,
"^' ';-•---'' '^-'- "-"'- ^^

The simple, soul reposing, glad belief in every-

thing.

When life was like a story, holding neither sob

nor sigh, s^ K ;
-^

In the olden, golden glory of the days gone by. ;

—James Whitcomb Riley.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. Gor. Twent^first

and Market Stceets.

K extend an invitation to you to call at our GRP^AT
WKvSTKRN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice
selection of

Ueef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at whlcli we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods, and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.
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GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
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Gents' Furnishing Goods,
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Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHN J. l^YKNES,
DEALER IN
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^
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WILLIAM J. REED,
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CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept [\fe 9 Jmst ^o.
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which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,
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, .
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Special Disronnt to Institutions.
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AGBKT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Kstimates furnislied to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

;'i " ' ' * V * ? t * to • BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING,

fio. 810 t^ACE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA,

Lithographers .... Printers

?.!,-?CfHcMANUSJ'.^c..
Stationers.... Blank Book Makers

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

lUeUMITIlllOHEUOtn,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old I^ancaater Road,

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

'^^^Jf^

1025 Market St..

Sell8!everything needed

for the Table, Kitchen asd

Household at half other'a
pricea,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True I !

Standard Text Books.
Wentworth's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenongh's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's Language Lessons.

GINN St COTWVPKNV.

70 Fifth Avenue N. T. T- B. Lawler, Agent-

M. GALLAGHER,
PKACTICAL

HarBiss IHikir

15 N. 9th St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONsl

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

;': Branches: 139 State Street, Chicaco.
20 John St., New York.

i?i Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOmAS R. CbHAHY,

•tFUNERAL DIRECTORS-
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHrLADELPHlA.

49~ Personal attention day ow night.
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Mass in Honor of St Augustine.
FOR SOPRANO, ALTO. TENOR AND BASS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.

This Mass in honor of St. Augustine, has recently been published and issued from this office, and

to it we respectfully invite your attention.

It is the composition of Rev. D. J, Leonard, O.S. A., who had in mind the production of a Mass

that would be short, melodious and devotional, and we think he has not failed of his purpose.

Though a simple Mass, easy to the ordinary choir, we venture the opinion that, if well rehearsed

and faithfully rendered, it will become a favorite to both priest and choir.

Specimen copies sent to any address on receipt of seventy-five cents. On all orders the usual dis-

count to the reverend clergy and choir directors.

SEND ORDERS TO

D. J, Gallagher & Co.,
420 Library Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Fitting Mass for St. Augustine's Feast Day, August 28.

*>

bonsai p. i)rr)all
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

V Reading Terminal Market. : ^

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts,

Philadelphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
r Outing and Yachting. ^

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CHICAGO, NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA,
108 MadUonSt. !a43 Broadway* 103S Chcatnnt St.

A FACT TO B£ R£M£MB£R£D
THAT THE HEADQUARTERS FOB

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON Sa CO/S,
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

" BELLAK'S,

PIANOS« ORGANS
1129 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA ^
VAN HORN & SON,

MAKERS AND DKSIGNERS
theatrical and historical

Catalogues Furnished- Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.1. KINDS OF STAGE MAKK UP, TIGHTS 4tc.

121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co., XthfSe,

^pol(it)^ Olass^S ai^d^ picture pra/T)^8.

appropriate f^icture framing our specialty.
(iilt mantels and pier mirrors, regilding.

232 Arch Stfeet, Philadelphia.

Col^ ^ 5ilu^r/T)edal8 for all Oeea8ior}5
Pins and Badges, etc Made to Order.

Kngra-vinKS In General a|td Special ^Vork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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NOCHE SIKEITA.

From the Spanish of Fray Luis PoriCe_de Leon. O.S.A. By
Mr. Henry PhimpsrTfTorPhJTaderphfi. --^

"HEN to the heavenly dome my thoughts
take flight,

With shimmering stars bedecked, ablaze
with light,

.Then sink my eyes down to the ground,
In slumber wrapped, oblivion bound,

Enveloped in the gloom of darkest night
;

With love and pain assailed, with anxious care,

A thousand troubles in my breast appear,
My eyes turn to a flowing rill,

Sore sorrow's tearful floods distill,

While saddened, mournful words my woes declare.

Oh, dwelling fit for angels ! sacred fane !

The hallowed shrine where youth and beauty
reign I

Why in this dungeon, plunged in night,

The soul that's born for Heaven's delight
Should cruel Fate withhold from its domain ?

What madness ever swayed the human brain
From Truth and Purity to speed amain.
With mind forgetful of the hand ^ v

Divine, to roam in error grand, • : '

Along a path beset by phantoms vain?

Bound in fell chains, a captive in his bloom J
'

To futile dreams, forgetful of his doom, ;
- /

The heavens with rapid, noiseless tread ::>;>
Speed in their courses overhead.

As life runs racing fleet to Death's dread gloom.

Arouse, I say ! ye mortals ope' your eyes,

Behold with steadfast gaze your fearful loss !

Can the immortal soul, create

For deeds of Honor's high Estate,

On shadows banquet and deceptions prize ?

Awake ! and raise on high your fixed regard
To where eternal fires the welkin guard !

Tear down the bars that dim your view,
'

Despise Earth's joys of flattering hue.
In hope and fear strive for just Heaven's reward.

What is it but a small, quick-rolling dot
This base, ignoble earth, when once wc see

The spheres celestial wherein Fate
Hath mirrored forth a future state

Of all that was, or is, or e'er shall be ?

Behold the skies, the harmonies that sway
Those flaming orbs with clear, eternal rky.

Whose movements true are led by law,

Whose pace unerring hath no flaw.

Whose steps ordained in due proportion stray.

The cresset of the eve, the moon's mild gleams,
Whirls like a silvery shield, while from her streams
The glory whence deep learning flows.

Beside her track bright Venus glows,
In sparkling radiance, soft, pellucid beams.

Another path is traversed by red Mars,
The god of anger, deadly strife and wars

;

And far-off Jupiter benign,
From whom ten thousand blessings shine.

With torch of love sheds peace among the stars.

Most distant of them all, and in their maze,
Rolls Saturn, father of the golden days

;

Around him blaze a happy band,
A dazzling chorus on each hand.

Who share his treasure and divide his rays.

lyives there a man, who, when he views this sighf,

Doth not despise this petty, earthly plight ? ,

Who doth not sigh in grievous pain,,
,

And strive to rend the fleshly chain
That fetters him, an exile from pure light?

In those far realms of Hope content is found.
In gentle peace, tranquillities profound

;

Enshrined on rich and lofty throne
Reigns kindly Love's own sacred zone,

Where purities and holiness abound.

And all that wondrous beauty without end,
Unblemished shines with incandescent light,

With ray unsullied, softly bright.

Upon whose day there falls no night.

Where Spring's eternal myriad odors blend. \ ^

Ye fields of Truth ! ye tender sweetest bliss !

Ye meadows fresh, with guileless love well-stored !

Ye mines of richest ore !

Ye hearts of joy's full store !

Ye vales replete with Pleasure's purest hoard I
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Some Notes relating to the Life of Fray Luis Ponce de

Leon.

Fray Luis Ponce de Leon is famed as being " one

of the two greatest lyrical poets, the other Fer-

nando de Herrera, that Spain ever produced."

Thus speaks Ticknor of the author of Noche

Serena. (

Fray Luils was born at Belmonte in 1528. At the

age of fourteen he was sent to Salamanca to study

and there joined the Order of St. Augustine. In

1560 he gained the degree of licentiate, and imme-
diately after the doctorship. In the following year

he won by competition the chair of St. Thomas in

the university, which he held until 1565,when he

got the chair of Durandus.

While at Salamanca he created and supported by

his immense learning the August!nian School—

a

system of introducing into theological studies a

spirit of criticism, philology and literary taste,

wherein shone so greatly his disciples and fellow

religious Diego de Tapia, Alfonso de Mendoza, and

his nephew Basilio Ponce de Leon.

After teaching eleven years, on March 27, 1572,

he was arrested by order of the Spanish Inquisition

on the complaint of a rival schoolman, Leon de

Castro, on the charge of holding unsound views

relating to the Holy Scriptures, of having mis-

interpreted them, of having written a too worldly

translation of the Book of Canticles, of having

taught with Grajal and Martinez that in the Old

Law life eternal was not promised to the just, and

of having doubted of the coming of the Messiah.

He was imprisoned at Valladolid, where he was

confined imtil December, 1576, when the charges

having been disproved he was released and restored

in honor to his chair in the university, whence four

years before he had been violently abducted.

Fray Luis edited the writings of St. Teresa,

which after her death were collected with pious

, care, and published by him in 1588.

He wrote many works on philosophy and the-

ology which disclose his profound knowledge of

the Biblical languages, especially the Hebrew.

He was fond of painting; he painted his own
portrait, and was famous as a preacher and a poet.

Ticknor styles him as *' one of the greatest masters

of eloquence." Of his ode De la Vida del Cielo

;.: Hallam has justly remarked that it is "an exquis-

;: ite piece of lyric poetry, which in its peculiar line

of devout aspiration has perhaps never been ex-

V celled."

Of another work of Leon's, the Encyclopcrdia

Britannica says :
" nothing is more sensible, noth-

ing less ecstatic, than the manual of domestic

economy by Fray Luis de Leon

—

La Perfecta Cas-

ada, or The Perfect Wife.

Fray Luis died at Madrigal on August 23, 1591,

at the age of 64. The city of Salamanca erected

a statue in his honor. The Augustinian Fathers

of the Escorial have been for some years engaged

in collecting and republishing the Works of Fray

Luis de Leon.

For further references to the life and works of

Fray Luis the student may consult (i) the Revista

Agustinianay a semi-monthly published by the

Fathers of the Spanish Augustinian Province.

Many details of his life are in volume I, pages

'^lli 257) 337> ^^^ 4^*^ 5 ^^ volume XXII, page 28,

it gives the titles of his printed and published

works, for which we may also consult volume I,

pages 59, T37, and 176; in volume IV, page 35,

it presents a portrait of Fray Luis taken from some

old copy, (may be his own
;
) the same is given also

in the Viri Illustres Ord. S. Augustiniy (Antwerp,

1636, see page 229,) by the Augustinian historian,

Father Cornelius Curtius. (2) History of Spanish

Literature
y

(Boston, 1879,) by George Ticknor
;

especially volume II, pages 75, 76, 89-106, and

332 ; and volume III, pages 7, 157-160, 182, 245,

374-75, 432, and 447. (3) Literature of Europe^

by Henry Hallam. (As the editions of this monu-

mental work are so many and in their paging vary

greatly, the reader must be referred to the General

Index of the History at the end of the last volume.)

(4) Encyclopcedia Britannica (Ninth Edition) under

the caption of " Spain," in volume XXII, pages

37i«, 373^, and 374^/ and the article on Leon in

volume XIV, pages 455-56.

Some of the poems of Fray Luis were published

under the pseudonym of " Bachiller Francisco de

la Torre."

In 1883, Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., had printed in

Philadelphia, Pa., for private distribution only,

his translation of six sonnets of Fray Luis de

Leon. These are : . The Ascension ^ Noche Serena^

Cudndo serdy Vida Descansada^ The Prophecy ofthe

TaguSy and Ode to Avarice.

Through the courtesy of the translator we are

enabled to lay before our readers the sonnet on

Noche Serena^ and hope in the not very distant

future to publish the other five. ; '-
; ;^^^- ;v

We regret very much that our many patrons

have been kept waiting so long for this issue of the

Monthly ; but we feel that the contents of this

number are of such a kind that they will please all

and repay their patient waiting.
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A Glimpse of the Catholio Columbian Congress.
Prepared especially for the Villanova Monthly by

Miss Catharine T. Wade of Chicago.

It would be impossible within the limits of a

comparatively brief paper to give a true idea of the

magnificence and high order of the Catholic

Columbian Congress, which has just been held in

Chicago. Many grand meetings have taken place

within the walls of the classic Art Institute and

many men, famous and foremost in all the various

spheres of human action, have there appeared and

proclaimed their views on the great and absorbing

questions of the day ; but on no occasion has there

been collected a coterie of minds that could ap-

proach the profound learning, the masterly elo-

quence, and the sturdy wisdom that have charac-

terized this notable assemblage.

Here were gathered men of pronounced intellect

from all parts of the globe—come as to a school

with the simplicity of children, to learn and study

the advanced theories of social and religious

problems as presented by the leaders of Catholic

thought. And ^hat a happy and a holy spectacle

it was, to behold that beautiful unity, sympathy,

and co-operation which exists between the clergy

and laity of the great Catholic Church.

A lofty moral tone combined with a strong

religous zeal, and fortified with the highest forms

of Christian truth, marked the sentiment of this

congress. A broadnesss of conception born in this

age of progress, and founded on the practical plat-

form of sound logic and good sense, was a distinc-

tive feature of the proceedings. The intense inter-

est developing often times into a state of feverish

excitement, particularly when the aims and prin-

ciples of the convention were being expounded,

served to prove beyond doubt that the work of

Catholicism in this country, is not confined to the

clergy alone, but that there is a powerful vanguard

in the ranks of the laity.

The deep love and veneration which the people

have for their Sovereign Pontiflf was ever manifest,

and whenever the illustrious name of L<eo XIII

passed the lips of a speaker, it evoked a most

touching and affectionate greeting ; nor were the

honored members of the Catholic hierarchy of

America neglected in this respect. Our most

beloved and Eminent Cardinal Gibbons, the Arch-

bishops Feehan of Chicago, Ireland 4)f St. Paul,

Ryan of Philadelphia, Corrigan of New York and

the many others were each tendered a most cordial

welcome; but it was most delicately reserved for the

Apostolic Delegate, Monsignor Satolli to becomeas

it were, the lion of the hour.

Imagine a spacious hall artistically draped with

the papal colors, mingled with the national em-

blem of red, white and blue, while here and there

were banked ferns, plants and roses to lend addi-

tional beauty and form a bower in which to place

the honored guests. Imagine thousands of people

mounted on chairs, tables and every available con-

trivance ; imagine these people shouting, cheering,

waving hats and handkerchiefs, clapping hands and

stamping feet, while a dignified, stately man clad

in the garb of his holy office walked through their

midst, turning first to one side, then to the other,

smiling and bowing to an admiring throng, and

you will picture a scene which can never be for-

gotten by those fortunate enough to be present.

The Monsignor was deeply affected by the

splendid ovation accorded him, and after overcom-

ing his emotion, addressed the audience in a

masterly oration which was most enthusiastically

received. Although he spoke in the musical

Italian tongue which was not understood by many,

there was an energy, force and truth expressed in

his countenance, so much vigor and grandeur in

his delivery, and so much majesty in his very pres-

ence, that he inspired a reverence and a confidence

in the hearts of his hearers which can never be

obliterated. His discourse was translated by that

Apostle of Catholic Americanism, the Most Rev-
erend Archbisop Ireland of St. Paul—and thus was
given additional charm to the sublime utterances

of the Delegate. After congratulating the

promoters of the congress on their success, and giv-

ing them the salutation of our Holy Father, his

words were substantially as follows :

" All congresses," he said, " were the concentra-

tions of great forces. Your object is to consider

the social forces that God has provided, and apply

as far as you can, to the special circumstances of

your own time and country these great principles.

The great social forces are thought, will and

action. Thonght finds its food in truth, so that all

your conclusions must rest on that eternal prin-

ciple ; will is the rectitude of the human heart,

and until the human heart is voluntarily subjected

to truth and virtue, all social reforms are impossible.

Then comes action, which aims at the acquisition

of the good needed for the satisfaction of mankind
;

and this again must be regulated by truth in

thought, and virtue in the human will. The well

being of society consists in the perfect order of the

different elements, and these relations to which
men are subject, are summarized in three words :

God, man, and nature.

Man has first of all, his duties to God, then his

duties to himself and his fellow-men, and finally

has relation to the great world of nature ; and from

these spring up the great problems which have

ever vexed man's mind. Your social congress has
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convened to-day. Bear in mind that there was a

first great social congress which is to be the model
of yours, which gave out principles that must
underlie your deliberations. The great social con-

gress, the ideal and model of all others, was held

when Christ, surrounded by thousands of the

children of Israel, delivered his discourse on the

mountain. There the solution was given to human
problems : there were laid down the vital prin-

ciples," seek first the kingdom ofGod and itsjustice,

and all things will be added unto you." Know
God's truth, and live by God's justice, and the

peace and felicity of the earth shall be yours.

' Blessed be the poor in spirit. Blessed be the

merciful.'

"History has proven that human reason alone

does not solve the great social problems. These

problems were discussed by Plato and Aristotle,

but pre-christian times gave us a world of slavery,

when the multitude lived for the few. It was

when Christ brought down upon earth the great

truths of His Father, that humanity was lifted up,

and entered upon a new road to happiness and

felicity. Hence, since the coming of Christ,

science, art, philosophy, social economy, all

studies partake of ihe natural as well as the super-

natural. To-day it is the duty of Catholics to

bring into the world the fullness of supernatural

truth and supernatural life."

He then exhorted the congress to bring back the

nations that have left the Church by the force of

teaching and action. "Bring them back," said

he, "to the source of truth and light, the blessed

influence of Christ, and of Christ's Church, and in

this manner shall it come to pass that the words of

the Psalmist shall be fulfilled, ' Mercy and justice

have you one with another
;

justice and peace

prevail.' Let us restore among men justice and

charity, and study the great principles marked out

in most luminous lines in the encyclicals of the

great PontiiF Leo XIII, and hold fast to them as the

safest anchorage. America holds the keys to the

future, since it is the country specially blessed by

Providence in the fertility of its fields, and the lib-

erty of its institutions." In concluding his dis-

course, the learned Ablegate used these golden

words: "Go forward, in one hand bearing the

book of Christian truth, and in the other, the

Constitution of the United States."

Monsignor Satolli's address was not, strictly

speaking, a part of the original programme,
although in its completeness it embodied the mo-
tives, principles and aspirations of the assembly.

We must now return and " begin at the begin-

ning," although we will touch upon only the prin-

cipal papers of each session.

The Catholic Columbian Congress of America
was convened in Chicago on Monday, September

4, 1893, and lasted throughout the week. The
devotional exercises attending its opening were

held at St. Mary's Church, after which a procession

of the distinguished Catholic clergymen and lay-

men was formed and moved on to Columbus Hall

in the Palace of Art, on the lake front,whereitwa8

awaited by thousands of people. The Hon. W. J.

Onahan, of Chicago, called the meeting to order,

and introduced Archbishop Feehan, who delivered

the formal address of welcome, in which he pointed

out the objects and aims of the congress, and im-

pressed upon all the nature and deep responsibility

of the work before them.

The President of the World' s Congress Auxiliary,

Mr. C. C. Bonney, welcomed the delegates in an

address, which was most felicitous and compli-

mentary. (The World's Auxiliary Congress was

organized to conduct the intellectual part of the

World's Columbian Exposition of 1893.) He eulo-

gized the wisdom of the Pope,who, he said, was the

greatest Pontiflf that had sat in St. Peter's chair for

a thousand years. He referred to the work of the

Catholic leaders in this country, and thus concluded

his remarks ;
" Blind indeed must be the eyes that

cannot see in these events the quickened march of

the ages of human progress for the fulfilment of the

divine prophecy of ' one fold and one shepherd,'

when all the forms of government shall be one in

liberty and in justice, and all the forms of faith and

worship one in charity and human service." Thos.

B. Bryan, the vice-president of the Auxiliary Con-

gress was then introduced, and in some well chosen

words addi-essed the delegates.

Archbishop Feehan then presented Cardinal Gib-

bons, who was accorded a magnificent reception,

the audience standing in a body and giving cheer

upon cheer. His Eminence said in part :
" During

the past few months millions of visitors have come
from all parts of the United States, nay from every

quarter of the globe, to contemplate upon the

Exposition grounds the wonderful works of man.

They know not which to admire the most—the

colossal dimensions of the buildings, or their archi_

tectural beauty, or the treasures of art which they

contain. The casket and gems were well worthy

of the nineteenth century, worthy of the indomit-

able spirit of Chicago. Let us no longer call Chi-

cago the Windy City, but, instead, the City of Lofty

Aspirations. Let us no longer call Chicago, Pork-

opolis ; let me christen her with another name.

Let me call her Thaumatopolis.the City ofWonders,

the City of Miracles.

" But, while other visitors have come to contem-

plate with admiration the wonderful works of man
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with the image of man stamped upon them, you

have come here to contemplate man himself—the

most wonderful work of God with the image of God
stamped upon him. Others are studying what man
has accomplished in the material world. You are

to consider what man can accomplish in the almost

boundless possibilities of his spiritual and intellec-

tual nature. You will take counsel together to

consider the best means for promoting the religious

and moral, the social and economic well-being of

your fellow citizens."

His Eminence counseled the delegates to bear

in mind the saying of St. Vincent Lerins :
" In all

things essential, unity ; in all things doubtful,

liberty; in all things, charity." " In this manner,"

said he, "let all the deliberations be conducted.

Happily for you, children of the Church, that you

are not to discuss in matters of faith, for your faith

is fixed and determined by the divine Legislator,

and we cannot improve upon the creed of Him,who
is * the Way, the Truth and the Life.' " He then

produced a letter from our Holy Father addressed

to him, in which the Pontiflf gave his blessing to

the congress,which blessing he imparted with great

solemnity. The Pontiflf s letter was then read by

the Secretary Mr. Onahan, and the temporary

organization of the convention was announced,

which made the Hon. M. J. O'Brien, of New York,

temporary chairman of the congress. In a graceful

address he outlined the work of the congress. The
Secretary then read the various communications of

regret and goodwill which he had received from

many distinguished prelates who were unable to be

present. Several prominent speakers were called

upon to address the meeting, and among those who
responded were Archbishop Redwood, of New
Zealand, who traveled nine thousand miles to

attend the congress, and Monsignor Nugent, of

Liverpool, England, who read a very warm letter

from Cardinal Vaughan, Archbishop of West-

minster, the successor of Cardinal Manning.

The congress being now formally opened, the

regular routine of business was at once taken up.

Since this congress was convened during the year

of the Columbian Exposition and under the

auspices of the World's Fair Auxiliary Congress,

it was befitting that the opening papers should

relate to the discovery of America by Columbus

the Catholic, aided and encouraged by Isabella the

Catholic. Richard J. Clarke, LL.D., of New
York, presented the first paper on this subject—it

was entitled " Christopher Columbus ;
his mission

and character." His address contained the follow-

ing :
' * Because of his exalted mission and char-

acter, America and the world honor Columbus.

That he had a high and mighty mission is proved

by four grand and salient facts in his wonderful

career. First, he foresaw and foretold his mission;

secondly, he trained himselfespecially for it through-

out his life ; thirdly, he undertook it—the most

startling of human enterprises ; fourthly, he

accomplished it. The mission and character of

Columbus are so thoroughly blended and inter-

woven, that it is impossible to view them separately.

They are one in origin, nature, kind and caste, and

mutually dependent in their harmonious action and

great results. They are like a vast and graceful

celestial rainbow spanning the heavens, resting

upon hemispheres, analyzing yet blending the

beautiful rays of the sun, and sustained by the

moisture from land and ocean. Such a phenomena
is not so beautiful in its parts, as grand and
majestic in its whole. Such is the mission and
character of Columbus containing like the seven

prismatic colors, seven transcendental features.

First, the inspiration ; second, the preparation
;

third, the faith ; fourth, the apostolate or mission
;

fifth, the religious zeal ; sixth, the undertaking :

seventh, the accomplishment.
" Christopher Columbus possessed the character of

a leader and a hero. He was a true Christian gen-

tleman ; a link between the Middle Ages and the

new epoch which he himself inaugurated
; the

blended representative of ages mediaeval and mod-
ern ; science and faith united in him, harmonized

;

child of the Church ; antagonist of every popular

superstition ; crusader, ambitious to redeem the

Holy Sepulchre ; a sailor who voyaged to every

corner of the known earth, and with true genius

declared that there was more to know and more to

discover. He was a man almost without scholastic

or scientific learning, grasping the profoundest

knowledge, and revealing the most hidden truths

to the incredulous learned ; a man who united in

himself the prophet and the explorer; a man who
lived down reproach and calumny

; a man who
believed in his destiny, who announced his mission,

and rested not until he fulfilled them both.
" That Columbus had a mission of grandeur and

beneficence has been most conclusively proven. If

we contemplate how he struggled through his boy-

hood and the poverty of his maturer years, always

bearing in mind that he must set forth on a voyage
of discovery,we must recognize in him the inspired

one. When we think how he, poor and unknown,
obtained the friendship of pious laymen, of digni-

fied prelates, of secluded monks and Sovereign

Pontiffs, we must stand convinced that his mission

was from above. '

'

The reader went on to describe in the most
elegant language the Christian life, the almost

insurmountable obstacles that beset the discoverer.
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drawing a most striking parallel between Colum-
bus and Moses, and concluded with a summary of

the results of his discovery. His paper was pre-

eminently one of deep historical research, and will

stand as a grand tribute to the memory of Colum-
bus, coming from the Catholic Congress.

To Miss Mary Onahan of Chicago, was given

the privilege of eulogizing " Isabella the Catholic,"

and most skillfully did she portray the character of

that gifted woman. She made her known to us

from a true Catholic standpoint. She said, " Many
biographers have shown that the ideal of woman-
hood in the fifteenth century, as realized in Isabella

was a great and a high one, but it remains for the

Catholic biographer to prove that this ideal, inas-

much as it was great and good, and glorious was
the logical outcome of the Catholic faith which
was her heritage. If she was pure in an age of

impurity, if she was brave in an age of cowardice

and depression, if she was womanly when the type

of womanhood was Queen Elizabeth of England,

she was all of these because of the faith that was
in her, for by it she patterned her life, by it she

must be judged now. The nineteenth century

hugs to itself many delusions, none greater that

the claim that it has discovered woman. The
present age seems to be the most glorious age, its

progress the most wonderful progress, and its

importance far greater than any that has preceded

it. So in the glamour of this delusion, we almost

forget that woman was a power morally, socially

and intellectually in the fifteenth century as in the

nineteenth ; that the doors of universities ,were

open to her, that she not only studied, but actually

taught within their sacred precincts.

" When Isabella on ascending the throne set about

the acquisition of the Latin tongue, it was to a

woman she turned to be her tutor. The greatness

of Isabella need not therefore be looked upon as

something extraordinary and unaccountable. She
was merely the logical outcome of the country in

which she was born, and the religion in which she

was bred—Catholic Spain of the fifteenth century."

Miss Onahan carefully dwelt on the whole career

of Isabella
; the condition of the times, and of the

people over which she reigned, and stated that it

was her faith and religion alone that made ''the

great ruler, the wise queen and beautiful ideal of

the Catholic Church." : : r :.' ^. ,;e; v

A particular prominence was given to the late

encyclical of our Holy Father, and it formed the

basis of the most interesting and comprehensive of

all the considerations of the congress. The rest-

less uncertainty of the times demands this, and the

position which Christ's noble representative takes

on the condition of labor well merits more thali a

passing notice. The opening address on the social

question was made by the Rt. Rev. John A. Wat-

terson. Bishop of Columbus, Ohio. He prefaced

his remarks by paying a glowing tribute to the

sagacity, learning and sound principles of our

Holy Father. "The Pope," he said "must teach

the truth to the world for the world has need of

truth to live and prosper. In these times when
men are calling into question the very principles

on which, not only the church, but society itself,

individuals, families and states depend, the special

mission of Leo XIII seems to be to strengthen the

foundations of the whole social fabric. By his

personal dignity and goodness, the practical wisdom

of his teachings, and the firmness of his acts he is

giving the world to understand that the Papacy is

a great thing in the world, and for the world. And
intellects heretofore rebellious are accustoming

themselves to think that if society is to be saved

from a condttion worse in some respects than that

of pagan times, it is from the Vatican that the

Saviour is to come.

Truth is the generous blood which coursing

through the social body gives it light and energy,

health and beauty, unto all the ends for which it

was established by the providence of God. Wher-
ever truth is abandoned or disregarded, society

must sufier. Leo XIII like many of his illustrious

predecessors in similar conditions of society, is

fulfilling his special mission by defending the

cause of the people against the encroachments of

avarice and injustice, espousing the interests of the

masses against the Moloch of misused wealth and

power, and showing the shallowness of the social

theories, and mere philosophisms of the day, while

upholding, at the same time, the rights of legiti-

mate authority." He urged Catholic laymen and

women to spread the encyclicals of our Holy
Father, to scatter them broadcast throughout the

land. He bade them organize Catholic workmen
into associations under Catholic direction, or "to

try to desecularize already existing associations,

and infuse into them the spirit of Christianity.

"

Continuing, he said: "Modern philanthropists

have been trying to work out a social combination

by which men are to league together everywhere,

and thus contribute to the general good of all

humanity ; but well meaning though they be, they

must be blind not to recognize in the Catholic

church, a society, ever ancient, and ever new,

independent and always devoted to the general

good, true to God, and true to man, filling her

children with a spirit of patriotism by which we
love and serve our country and show ourselves

ready to devote our fortunes, and our very lives to

its defence, and answering in every point the needs
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of universal peace and harmonious prosperity.

" In our own beloved country, one of the richest

on the globe, evils are growing to an alarming

extent. Class is arrayed against class, labor against

capital, capital against labor. There is a great and

crying injustice somewhere. The social machine
has lost its equilibrium. How can it be restored ?

Civil legislation has done something to effect a

settlement, and it may do something yet, but only

in harmony with the gospel of Christian love.

Bring then from the religion of Christ those sav-

ing lessons of divine wisdom and goodness with

which they abound. Teach the rich to love money
less, and men more. Teach them to regard their

employees not as soulless machines, but to take a

reverent cognizance of their intellectual, moral

and religious natures ; unite men into great trusts

of mutual Christian love. Teach the poor that

social inequality must exist, that they must love

their fellow-men and be sensible of their respon-

sibilities, as well as of their rights, and bear

patiently the ills of life. And if all will learn

the lesson in practice as well as in theory, Chris-

tianity shall again triumph in her principles and
the world will exclaim as in ancient days, ' behold

how they love one another.' "

Bishop Watterson's eloquent appeal was followed

by papers further outlining the wisdom of the Pope
on the "Condition of Labor" "The Rights of

Labor," " The Duties of Capital," "Poverty, the

Cause and the Remedy," "Public and Private

Charities," and many other kindred topics.

The subject of "Temperance," and its work
was eloquently dealt with by the Rev. Jas. M.
Cleary, of Minneapolis, who made some very

startling, but nevertheless true statements in ex-

posing the dire evils of drink. The following is

quoted from his address :
" No congress of earnest

men in our time and country can justly consult the

best interests of their fellow-workmen and ignore

a thoughtful consideration of the drink evil. Many
honest and conservative men hesitate to enter upon
a discussion of the evils of intemperance, and to

openly ally themselves with temperance workers

lest they be accused of fanaticism, or misunderstood

by those whose good opinion they highly esteem.

The cause of temperance has suffered more from

the apathy of timid friends than it has from either

hypocrisy or fanaticism. Intemperance destroys

the sense of decency and honor, silences conscience,

and deadens the best instincts of the human heart.

There is no bright side to the picture of strong

drink in the home. This hideous and brutalizing

vice cannot be condemned too severely, and those

who have experienced much suffering from its influ-

ence may be pardoned if they are unsparing against

every effort that tends to widen the way for the

spread of habitual drinking among us.

" The Catholic Church does not rely for the success

of its efforts in the cause of virtue on the strength

or support of legal enactments, but hopes to win
its way by conquering the hearts of men by appeals

to their intelligence, and, by arousing their con-

sciences, lead them to realize their own best

interests. Yet our Catholic people expect too much
from the Church if they entertain the delusive

notion that the Church can save weak men from

ruin, while her own children, by their voices and

their ballots, do not aid in diminishing or removing

the occasions of sin. Too much importance cannot

be attached to the practice of inculcating habits of

total abstinence among children, and our boys and

girls during the dangerous and trying period of

youth.

" In those sanctuaries of affection and virtue, the

Christian homes of our people, let the sophistries

of the advocates of alcohol be exposed by sound

reasoning, the temptations and dangers of the

saloon be carefully explained, and let fathers and

mothers merit for themselves the reward and con-

solation of sober sons and daughters by showing a

noble example of self-control and sobriety. When
we consider that the drink bill of the United States

for the past year was $900,000,000, most of which

was consumed by the laboring classes, we will

realize that the Church has an important mission

in this respect, since it is the most powerful and

eflfective institution in the world for the elevation

of the people."

Woman's day in the Catholic Congress calls forth

many tributes of justice and praise to the work of

women in the Church. Woman's work in religious

orders, in secular life, in art, literature and in the

sciences, was most comprehensively and ably set

forth. Miss Eliza Allen Starr, of Chicago, than

whom no nobler example of the true woman exists,

read a most beautiful essay on " Woman's Work in

Art." This very article was in itself a work of

art, showing the wondrous classic tenor of the

mind of this brilliant authoress, and makes us

recognize in her an indisputable authority on

Christian and Pagan art of all times. She reviewed

the position of woman in art from Mother Eve
until the present day, and in holding up the model

of Christian womanhood, said: "There was not

one great artist in all those ages, whether monk,

nun or courtier, who did not invoke the patronage

of Mary, nor is there a school or academy that can

furnish ideals like those which she has given to

the hearts of her faithful sons. Can she do less for

her faithful daughters ? Therefore I say to the

women of my nation : Put not your trust in
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academies or schools of technique, but whether in

the cloister or in the world, make Mary your art

mistress, your guide, your inspiration, and she will

bring to your imagination what you will seek for

in vain elsewhere."

"Woman's Work in Literature " was the title of

Miss Eleanoi C. Donnelly's paper. Philadelphia's

gifted poetess was unable to be present on account

of illness, but her noble sentiments, so forcibly

expressed, constituted some of the brightest utter-

ances of the Congress. The sound practicability

of her ideas, the sweet charm of her diction, and,

above all, her hearty condemnation of the impure in

literature, won the admiration and held the atten-

tion of the vast audience from beginning to end.

She pointed out the vicissitudes which accom-

panied woman's rise in literature, and said that

*'up to the middle of the eighteenth century the

number of English women writers of any account

could be reckoned on the fingers of one hand.

Prior to the Augustan age of English literature

there were few inducements for secular women to

enter the arena of letters. Men barely tolerated

their literary sisters, or cauterized them, if success-

ful, with sneers and satires, unless they followed in

their foot-steps and ceased to be original. But the

day of class prejudice and narrow jealousies anent

woman's work in literature has forever passed

away.

"Woman's work in letters can never be an

uncertain or negative one. If she does not elevate

and strengthen, she degrades and enervates." Miss

Donnelly deplored the tendency of many women of

the nineteenth century to work backward toward

the study of pagan models. " They forget, " said

she, "that the passionate song of Sappho must

give place to the Magnificat of Mary. Their gross

indelicacy is due either to greed for gain, or itch

for notoriety. '" -'

'

" '':'- ''"-'-^ -'':;

"Accursed is the age, accursed is the common-
wealth, that ceases to respect, to reverence,

the innocence of the young. What Christian

father would dare read aloud to his young sons

the immoral tragedies of Mrs. Behm, or the dis-

gracing fictions of George Sand ? What Christian

mother lays open before the innocent eyes of her

young daughters shameless pages of the ' Quick or

the Dead,' or ' The Doomswoman,' or deliberately

put into their hands the lubrications of that hydro-

headed and sensuous gorgon of romance, yclept

'The Duchess?'" In concluding she draws a

most beautiful picture of the motives that adorn

the Catholic woman in literature, "who does not

seek for fame or immortality in this life, for she

shall be crowned by the Lord God in His everlast-

ing kingdom as one of those blessed toilers,

Whose works shall last,

Whose name shall shine as the stars on high.

When deep in the dust of a ruined past.

The labors of selfish souls shall lie !

"

Rose Hawthorne Lathrop, daughter of Nathaniel

Hawthorne contributed a most excellent paper on

"Woman and Mammon," which was loudly ap-

plauded.

One of the most important, among the many
considerations which our Holy Father recom-

mended to the people in his encyclical, is the

subject of education. Ambitious to carry out suc-

cessfully his sacred intentions, the promoters of

the Catholic Congress gathered together the most

learned and the most zealous leaders of the educa-

tional movement in this country. Hence, we find

this subject discussed by Rt. Rev. Jno. J. Keane,

Rector of the Catholic University of America
;

Dr. Maurice Francis Egan of the University of

Notre Dame ; Brother Azarias (who has died since

his Paper was prepared) ; Rev. Jno. J. M"urphy of

Holy Ghost College; Elizabeth A. Cronyn of

Buffalo ; Brother Ambrose, who has charge of the

World's Fair educational exhibit, and Miss

Katharine E. Conway, of Boston, whose Paper

embraced '

' The Catholic Summer School and the

Reading Circles."

Bishop Keane's magnificent address bore the

stamp of a man of unquestioned educational

ability and superior judgment. Invested with a

true appreciation of the importance of his subject,

animated by all the holy motives which constitute

the cause of higher Christian education and

imbued with the spirit to gain more sympathy

and interest in his life work, this talented orator

surpassing all efforts made towards these ends,

gave a most brilliant and complete exposition of

the needs of the nineteenth century. His address

contained the following : ^ ^s •"
: -. "v. ; :

^^z

" Higher education is the education of the man
of one who has passed through the elementary

and secondary stages and who presses on to the

paths of learning, usually from the ages of seven-

teen to eighteen up to twenty-four or twenty-five,

and here let me remark once for all that in speak-

ing of the education of the man, I have no
intention of excluding women. The truest pride

of a civilized nation is in the universal spread of

its schools, in the multiplication of its colleges
;

but its chief glory is in the number and excellence

of its universities. The Church knows well that

her divine mission can never be furthered by
darkness, by ignorance or stupidity, for ' God is

Light, and there is no darkness in Him.' She
has with special affection and care spurred on
those minds of noblest caliber that longed for the
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deepest draughts of the waters of truth, and in

nothing does she more fondly glory, than in being

the mother of nearly all the great universities of

the world. In our age more than in any other

that has preceded it, and in our country more

than any other country of the world, reasons of

special importance urge both on the Church and

on civilization the necessity of encouraging and

diffusing the advantages of higher education, and

making it as complete and sound as possible."

" Human society is passing through the agonies

of the very deep and wide reconstruction. Social

conditions are being leveled upward. Privileged

classes are passing away, and lingering vestiges of

caste, of feudal arrogance, of autocratic Caesarism

evoke only protest and indignation. Natural ine-

qualities have' to be accepted, but artifical inequal-

ities are dams and dykes which will not withstand .

the flood tide.

" Now how are these tendencies to be wisely direct-

ed? How is the future to be wisely moulded,and how
is that leveling up to be safely accomplished?

Through education, by making elementary educa-

tion more and more universal, and steadily elevat-

ing its level by lifting larger and larger numbers

from the elementary into the secondary education,

till the multitudes in the school be rivaled by the

multitudes in the colleges ; and in a special man-
ner by bringing the advantages of the very highest

education within the reach of every child of the

masses to whom God has given the highest quali-

ties of brain. But here we are fated by a thought of

tremendous importance. Intellectual power, like

any other power, may be used for purposes of evil

as well as for purposes of good, may be a curse or

a blessing to its possessor and to those who come
within its influence. It may be the work of the

Father of Lights, leading to light and peace and

welfare, temporal and eternal, or it may do the

work of Lucifer, who ever as in Eden, offers what

he claimed to be the higher knowledge, ending in

; darkness and disaster. Hence the natural relation

c of the Church of God to education."

He reviewed the history of the movement of the

Catholic University of America, and the difficulties

that had to be overcome in founding it. Efforts

• were being made to increase its usefulnesss by en-

dowing the faculty of philosophy and science. All

depended on the Catholics of America and their

appreciation of its national character and its needs.

It had been charged that it was opposed to Catho-

lic schools, but it was founded on Catholicism and

it was a strange thing to see the superstructure

plotting the destruction of its foundations. It had

the support of the Pope, and that was answer enough
to all objectors. The duty now was to make it

worthy of Leo, worthy of the Church, and worthy

of all mankind.

At the conclusion of the address resolutions were

offered to further stimulate the interest in higher

education.

A paper written by Maurice Francis Egan, LL. D.,

of the University of Notre Dame, on "The Needs

of Catholic Colleges," was read by the Rev. Father

Mooney, of the Cathedral of the Holy Name. Dr.

Egan said that heretofore Catholic colleges suffered

from ignorant opposition, but it was now in their

power to decide whether or not Catholic young
men should congregate at such secular institutions

as Yale, Harvard, Cornell and Amherst. Our col-

leges need to be strengthened and broadened, and

a different system of government should be insti-

tuted. More should be left to th^ honor of the

student.

Among other things which Dr. Egan criticized

was the dormitory system as employed in Catholic

colleges. He said that it was of foreign origin and

was employed because it was the simplest solution of

a difficulty, but it was too much like the life of a bar-

acks to be beneficial, and too lawless, and lacking

in discipline. The dependence on fees rather than

on endowments was also deprecated, and how many
advantages in Christian education could be afforded

poor students, could this charity be encouraged by

the generosity of Catholic people.

The deliberations of the last day of the congress

were a grand culmination of the work of this

notable assembly, and the report from the commit-

tee on resolutions which is here given in full will

forever stand a lasting monument to the character,

the intelligence and the integrity of the men who
participated therein. Judge T. A. Moran, of Chicago,

publicly proclaimed the platform of the congress

in the resolutions which read as follows :

The Catholic Columbian Congress of the United

States assembled in Chicago, in the year of grace

one thousand eight hundred and ninety-three, with

feelings of profound gratitude to Almighty God for

the manifold blessings which have been vouchsafed

to the Church in the United States and to the

whole American people, and which blessings in

the material order have found their compendious
expression in the marvellous exposition of the

World's Fair, held to celebrate the four hundredth

anniversary of the discovery of this continent by
the great Catholic navigator, Christopher Columbus,

conforming to the custom of such occasions, adopt

the following resolutions:
-r; ; v ij--'' ;:, ;

1. We reaffirm the resolutions of the Catholic

Congress held in Baltimore, Nov. ii and 12, A. D.

1889.

2. We declare our devoted loyalty and unaltered
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attachment to our Holy Father, Pope Leo XHI,
and we thank him for sending us a special repre-

sentative, and we enthusiastically hail his apostolic

delegate as the hostage of his love for America and

a pledge of his paternal solicitude for our country

and its institutions. It is the sense of this congress

that the Vicar of Christ must enjoy absolute inde-

pendence and autonomy in the exercise of that

sublime mission to which, in the providence of

God, he has been called as the head of the Church
for the welfare of religion and humanity.

3. We congratulate our hierarchy on the won-
drous growth and development of the Church
throughout the United States, the results, under

God, of the united wisdom and unselfish devotion

of those true shepherds of the Christian flock, and

we pledge to our bishops and priests our unfaltering

devotion and fidelity.

4. While the signs of the times are hopeful and
encouraging and material prosperity is more widely

diffused than in any previous age, we should be

wilfully blind did we fail to recognize the existence

of dangers to the Church and to society requiring a

most earnest consideration. Among the most
obvious of these dangers is the growing discontent

among those who earn their living by manual labor.

A spirit of antagonism has been steadily growing
between the employer and the employed that has

led in many instances to deplorable results. The
remedies suggested vary from the extreme anarchi-

cal revolution to different types of state socialism.

These remedies, by whatever name they may be

called, with whatever zeal and sincerity they are

urged, must fail wherever they clash with the prin-

ciples of truth and justice. We accept as the sense

of this congress, and urge upon the consideration

of all men, whatever may be their religious views

or worldly occupations, the encyclical of our Holy
Father, Leo XIII, on the condition of labor, dated

May 15, A. D. 1891. In the spirit of his luminous

exposition of this subject, we declare that no reme-

dies can meet with our approval save those which
recognize the right of private ownership of property

and human liberty. Capital cannot do without

labor, nor labor without capital. Through the

recognition of this interdependence and under the

Christian law of love, and by mutual forbearance

and agreement must come the relief, for which all

good men should earnestly strive.

5. We strongly endorse the principles of concili-

ation and arbitration as an appropriate remedy for

the settlement of disagreements between emplover
and employed, to the end that strikes and lockouts

may be avoided
; and we recommend the appoint-

ment by this congress of a committee to consider

and devise some suitable method of carrying into

operation a system of arbitration.

6. We suggest to our clergy and laity as a means

of applying the true principles of Christian morality

to the social problems that have now attained such

importance, the formation of societies, or the use

of already existing societies of Catholic men for the

diffusion of sound literature and the education of

their minds on economic subjects, thus counteract-

ing the pernicious effects of erroneous teachings

;

and we especially recommend the letters of our

Holy Father, particularly those on " Political

Power," "Human Liberty," and "The Christian

Constitution of the State. " The condition of great

numbers of our Catholic working girls and women
in large towns and cities is such as to expose them
to serious temptations and dangers, and we urge as

a meritorious work of charity as well as of justice,

the formation of Catholic societies for their assist-

ance, encouragement and protection. We advocate

also the continued extension of Catholic life insur-

ance, beneficial and fraternal societies. The work
that such associations have already accomplished

warrants the belief that they are founded upon true

principles.

7. One of the great causes of immorality is the

indiscriminate massing of people in cities and

large towns and their consequent crowding into

tenement houses, where the children are, from their

infancy, exposed to every bad example and corrupt-

ing influence. This evil has drawn the attention

of legislators in foreign countries- We believe it

wise charity to help the poor to help themselves,

and therefore advise the adoption of appropriate

measures to encourage and assist families to settle

in agricultural districts. As indicated by the Holy
Father, the true policy is to induce as many as pos-

sible to become owners of the land.

8. In discharging the great duty of Christian

charity the Catholic laity can and should do much
by personal service to supplement the admirable

work of the religious orders devoted to charity

and we urge them to join or otherwise encourage

the conferences of St. Vincent de Paul and kindred

organizations for rendering systematic aid to the

needy. And we would recall to the minds of all

people the time-honored Catholic practice of setting

apart from their incomes a proportionate sum for

charity.

9. An obvious evil, to which may be traced a

very large proportion of the sorrows that afflict the

people, is the vice of intemperance. While we
believe that the individual should be guided in this

manner by the dictates of right conscience, we
cannot too strongly commend every legitimate
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effort to impress upon our fellow-men the dangers

arising not only from the abuse, but too often from

the use of intoxicating drink. To this end we
approve and most heartily commend the temper-

ance and total abstinence societies already formed

in many parishes and we advise their multipli-

cation and extension. We favor the enactment of

appropriate legislation to restrict and regulate the

sale of intoxicating liquors, and emphasizing the

admonition of the last Plenary Council of Balti-

more, we urge Catholics everywhere to get out and

keep out of the saloon business.

10. To the members of our secular clergy, relig-

ious orders and laity, who are devoting their lives

to the noble work of educating the Indian and

Negro races, we extend our hearty sympathy and

offer our co-operation. We congratulate them on

the consoling success thus far attending their labors

and wish them Godspeed.

11. As the preservation of our national exist-

ence, the Constitution under which we live, and all

our rights and liberties as citizens depend upon

the intelligence, virtue and morality of our people,

we must continue to use our best efforts to increase

and strengthen our parochial schools and Catholic

colleges, and to bring all our educational institu-

tions to the highest standard of excellence. It is

the sense of this congress, therefore, that Catholic

education should be steadfastly upheld, according

to the decrees of the Council of Baltimore and the

decisions of the Holy See thereon. In the elevat-

ing and directing influence of Christian higher

education, in particular we recognize the most

potent agency for the wise solution of the great

social problems now facing mankind. We recog-

nize the signal wisdom of our Holy Father, Leo

:^ XIII, and of the American hierarchy in founding

r an institution of highest Christian learning in our

';; national capital. And with confidence in their

-

V wisdom so to direct it that it shall be fully adequate
* to the needs of our age and of our country, we cor-

dially pledge to them our active co-operation in

making it one of the chief glories of the Catholic

Church and of the American Republic. We appeal

to our fellow-citizens of all religious denominations

j to teach the rising generation to love, honor and

iear our common Creator, and to instill into their

hearts sound principles of morality, without which

our glorious political liberty cannot continue.

Profoundly appreciating the love for education

shown by the Sovereign Pontiff and our Bishops,

we repeat what has been said in Congress, that " it

is only the school bell and the church bell which

can prolong the echo of the Liberty Bell."

12. We desire to encourage the Catholic Sum-

mer School of America, recently established on

Lake Champlain, as a means of promoting educa-

tion on university extension' lines, and we also

commend the forming of Catholic Reading Circles

as an aid to the Summer School and an adjunct to

higher education in general.

13. We recognize in the Catholic Truth Society

of America, one of the results of the first American

Catholic Congress of Baltimore, and believing it to

be admirably adapted to the needs of the times,

we earnestly recommend it to the Catholic laity as

offering them an excellent means tor co-operating

with holy Church in her glorious work of dissem-

inating Catholic truth.

14. As immoral literature is one of the chief

agencies in this country and in Europe for the ruin

of faith and morality, we recommend a union of

Catholics and non-Catholics for the suppression of

this evil, whether in the form of bad books, sensa-

tional newspapers or obscene pictorial represen-

tations.

15. And we have no sympathy with any effort

made to secularize the Sunday. We urge upon our

fellow-citizens to join in every effort to preserve

that day as sacred, in accordance with the precepts

and traditions of the Church.

16. We heartily approve of the principle of

arbitration in the settlement of international dis-

putes. We rejoice in the happy results that have

already attended the application of this ancient

principle of our Holy Mother, the Church, and we
earnestly hope that it may be extended and that

thereby the evils of war between nations may be

gradually lessened and finally prevented.

.Finally.—As true and loyal citizens, we declare

our love and veneration for our glorious Republic,

and we emphatically deny that any antagonism

can exist between our duty to our Church and our

duty to the State. In the language of the Apostolic

Delegate, let our watchword be, " Forward ! in one

hand the Gospel of Christ and in the other the Con-

stitution of the United States. " Let us keep on in

the path of virtue and religion, that the blessings of

our national liberties, born of the stern energy and

morality of our forefathers, may be preserved for all

time as a sacred heritage. x: ; ,•

Other resolutions, votes of thanks, etc. , suitable

to the occasion were offered, and the chairman

called upon his Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons, to

make the closing address of the congress. The
Cardinal responded in the following terms

:

Ladies and Gentlemen :—Owing to the con-

dition of my health, which is not very good

to-day, and the brief notice that I received to

address you this morning, my remarks will be
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necessarily very short, but I assure you they will

come from the depths of my heart. When I had

the honor to address you on last Monday morning,

at the opening of this Catholic Congress, I ex-

pressed the fond anticipation that the prayer of

hope that was offered up then would be crowned

to-day by a thanksgiving full of gratitude to God
and ofjoy and jubilation. My fondest anticipations

have been more than realized. This congress has

been a great success. The eyes of the civilized

world, as you all know, have been directed during

those days toward what is called the White City of

Chicago, and I may also add, that the ears of the

Catholic world have been attentive to the voice

that has proceeded from this hall of congress ; and

the voice that came forth from this hall has uttered

no uncertain sound. There has been no confusion,

no conflict, no dissension ; but there has been peace

and concord and unanimity from beginning to end.

" The voice of the congress has succeeded in

dissipating prejudices and in removing many mis-

understandings in regard to the teachings and

practices of the Church of God. First of all, as

was right to do, the voice issuing from this hall

has proclaimed the necessity of honoring and

glorifying God. It has been a voice in behalf

of God and of religion. Next to religion our love

for our country should be predominant, and, there-

fore, we have recently heard a resolution offered

and adopted attesting the love and affection which

we have for our country and for our political

institutions. This congress has also proclaimed

the necessity of good government, and it has told

us that there can be no good government without

law and order, that there can be no law without

authority, there can be no authority without jus-

tice, there can be no justice without religion,

there can be no religion without God.

"I need not say that the voice of this congress

has also gone forth in vindication of the rights of

labor and also of its obligations. We have spoken

in the cause of humanity and the cause of the

toiling masses, and we have been told that every

honest labor in this country is honorable. Ever
since Jesus Christ, our Saviour, worked in a car-

penter shop at Nazareth he has shed a halo around

the workshop, and He has made labor honorable.

*' This congress has also spoken both during its

sessions and by its resolutions in the cause of

Christian education. It has spoken of the import-

ance and the great necessity of Catholic education.

At the same time let it not be understood that

whilst we are advocating Catholic education we
are opposed to secular education. The whole

history of the Church speaks the contrary. There

can be no conflict between secular and religious

knowledge. Religious and secular knowledge, like

Mary and Martha, are sisters, because they are the

children of the same God. Secular knowledge,

like Martha, is busy about the things of this world,

while religious knowledge, like Mary, is found

kneeling at the feet of her Lord.
" But above all, ladies and gentlemen, the voice

of this congress has spoken out clearly and fully in

vindication of the Holy Catholic Church ; it has

removed many prejudices and misunderstandings.

This congress helped to tear off the mask that the

enemies of the Church would put upon her fair

visage. This congress has torn those repulsive

garments with which her enemies would clothe

her, and has presented her to us in all her heavenly

beauty, bright as the sun, fair as the moon, with

the beauty of heaven shining upon her counten-

ance. This congress has well shown that the

Catholic Church, properly understood, is the light

of the world and the refuge of suffering humanity.

You have a White City here. The White City of

Chicago has seen passing through it men from

various countries, many of whom are assembled

here now. But may I not say the Catholic Church
is pre-eminently the White City ? She has within

her streets men of all nations and tribes and
peoples and tongues, and so we who are assembled

here together to-day may exclaim in the language

of holy writ, " Thou hast redeemed us, O Lord, to

go out to every tribe and nation and people and
tongue." Yes, ladies and gentlemen, this congress

will result in bringing more love and admiration

to the Church. Men will look at her now and
admire her, and admiring her, they will love her,-

and loving her they will embrace her. With the

blessing of God, many who were before strangers

to our faith will come forward and embrace her in

the view of the light that has been shed upon her

here. In the language of Augustine, they will say :

' Too late have I known thee, O guide of the ancient

and for the new, too late have I loved thee.' "

The Cardinal concluded by expressing his thanks

to those who contributed to the success of the

congress, and referred in an especial manner to

Archbishop Feelian, of Chicago; the chairman,.

Judge Morgan J. O'Brien, and the secretary, Hon.
William J. Onahan. i ; ::• -v^

Extra evening sessions were held in connection

with the congress for the purpose of giving the

people an opportunity to greet in a particular

manner such eloquent and popular leaders as

Archbishops Rjan, Ireland and Corrigan, and
many distinguished laymen.

Can anything be said in conclusion to supple-

ment the glory of the Catholic Columbian Con-

gress ? Do the acts of that illustrious body leave
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any room for suggestion or embellishment and are

not those sublime resolutions the embodiment of

all the precepts of our holy faith, and of Him Who
commanded us to "Love one another?" Most

proudly, most gratefully do we point with honor

to that representative gathering, and pledge our

loyalty to the principles it so earnestly advocates.

Taken in their entirety the proceedings of the

Catholic Columbian Congress portray the highest

motives, and the most sublime conceptions of

Christian truth, charity and virtue, and will well

merit a close study by those interested in the wel-

fare of the Catholic Church in America.

Koral and Intellectual Education.

So highly ought we to appreciate those priceless

gifts, the intellectual and moral faculties, that their

cultivation and development should be uppermost

in our minds. As in ancient times the importance

or value which a divinity necessarily demanded
was manifest by the embellishment of the shrine

at which it was worshipped, so it should be with

the divinity of our mind. True it is that the

variety of human pursuits is so unlimited, and the

extent of human knowledge so immense, that it

would be utterly impossible for us to universalize

the education of the mind. It is incumbent on us,

therefore, to train and exercise, as far as we able,

the intellectual faculties that their capabilities may
be developed.

The world is like a vast sea, man like a vessel

sailing on its tempestuous bosom, intellectual edu-

cation serves us for oars, good or bad fortune is

the propitious or unpropitious wind, and moral

education is the rudder. Without this last the

vessel is tossed by every billow and soon becomes

shipwrecked. The principal object of schools is to

train the student for schooling himself. Discipline

is the Archimedian lever which the mind of the

present is to furnish to the mind of the coming
generation. Man too often considers himself an
intellectual machine to be fitted up for future use.

He becomes entirely oblivious of his moral consti-

tution and moral responsibilities. He seeks only

to develop the intellectual capabilities and thus it

is that, the moral nature neglected and the intel-

lectual cultivated, we not unfrequently read of

man's deplorable descent into the unfathomable

abyss of vice and degradation. The newspapers of

our largest cities present us daily with accounts of

crimes so heinous and so hideous, that the perusal

of them is sufficient to contaminate the mind of the

reader ; they clearly demonstrate what Cardinal

Gibbons has said in his " Christian Heritage,"

namely, " The experience of other nations, as well

as that of our own, shows it to be a very great illu-

sion to suppose that intellectual development is

sufficient of itself to make us virtuous men, or that

the moral status of a people is to be estimated by

the wide-spread diflfusion of purely secular know-

ledge. When the Roman Empire had reached the

highest dej^ree of mental culture, it was sunk in

the lowest depths of vice and corruption. The
Persian Empire, according to the testimony of

Plato, perished on account of the vicious education

of its princes. While their minds were filled with

knowledge, they were guided by no religious influ-

ences." These crimes that we daily read of,

burglaries, murders, bank-breaking, etc., are often

the work not of the illiterate man, but of individ-

uals well versed in letters and the sciences, but

yet lacking the most essential basis of education

—

Moral Training. Is it not then evident that the

first and most important function of education is

the preparation and formation of a manly
character ? The student should be taught to foster

and imbibe the spirit of heroes that he daily reads

of in the classics. It is needless to state that

the prose authors and especially the poet authors

are teeming with the highest and noblest senti-

ments. Everything that is ignoble, selfish and

degrading is satirized and rebuked by the moralist.

Whatever is noble, magnanimous and heroic, is

presented to lis as an object worthy of imitation.

The education of the intellect is infinite, and the

one great mistake that pervades the mind of the

average student, is that on the completion of his

college course he too frequently considers his edu-

cation finished. He does not realize that it is at

this period his education is begun and he at once

imagines that he has entered upon an endless vaca-

tion. Thus it is that the weapons furnished him
at school for the battle of life become tarnished

;

rust accumulates thereon, and consequently they

become ill-adapted for their original purpose.

Moral character on the contrary is generally,

and ever should be, completed in the school. Char-

acter is the same at all times ; it is governed by
the same laws and they are ever constant. Moral

education is the handmaid of intellectual educa-

tion, and once we separate them, we tear asunder

the bond that unite man to his Creator, children

to parents, individuals to society, and states to

nations. For as man should not be satisfied with

having a diamond unless it is polished and cut

proportionally, and a foil be set underneath

whereby it may the better transmit and vibrate its

lustre and rays, so he should not be satisfied to

have acquired a great understanding in all matters, a

great intellectual education, unless that understand-

ing, that great education be not only polished and
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made clear but underset and strengthened with

moral education, with moral character and with

moral example.

Unlike the electric element working in nature,

unseen and unfelt, till it bursts forth in the light-

ning flash, moral education pervades the human
mind and the human heart, and is incessantly

bursting forth in all the plenitude of its beauty by
the performance of good and noble actions. It

dispels the clouds of vice and corruption by spread-

ing over them an effulgence of ideal light. " The
true educator," says Archbishop Spalding,

strives to draw forth and strengthen the sense for

truth and justice, and to develop a taste for the

pure and noble pleasures of life. His aim is to

make men good and reasonable, not to make them
smart and eager for possession or indulgence."

Common sense teaches us that the development of

the moral faculties is far more essential than that

of the mental faculties. All learned men recog-

nize that ideal education is the development of

the moral as well as the intellectual faculties ; that

man possesses eternal as well as temporal interests.

A pure and noble soul ; a soul that is stimulated

and ennobled and actuated by the spirit of purity

and heroism, shows that moral education forms

the Christian, the gentleman and the scholar.

But this soul must receive a true education. It is

destined not for a temporal kingdom but for an

eternal one. Hence the importance of a thorough

equipment and drilling not only in all that per-

tains to the temporal wants, but most especially to

the spiritual welfare of the soul. All men have

been equally endowed with the same moral facul-

ties, and have the same opportunity for acquiring

the highest standard of moral perfection, while on

the contrary the highest intellectual standard does

not fall within the reach of every individual. As
it is necessary for the ship that is destined to sail

the rough sea and endure violent winds to be well

ballasted so should man's education be fortified

and strengthened by the principles of morality

and religion, that when he launches out on the

ocean of life he may safely navigate its currents,

sound its depths, win its treasures and battle with

its storms. When the sea of life has become
darkened by the menacing clouds of ignorance and
misunderstanding and lashed into fury by contro-

versies and dissensions, the principles of all that is

upright, heroic and sublime may quickly dispel

the overhanging clouds, subdue the enraged

waters and serve as so many "Beacon Lights,"

guiding others safely onward into the tranquil

haven of Truth and Integrity, and finally into the

peaceful abode of eternal bliss and happiness.

Boston Seminary^ Sept.^ IS^j. T. P. Callahan.

International Disarmament

The Peace Congress, lately convened at Chicago,

again brings to the public mind the advisability of

universal peace existing between the nations of the

world. This cause, championed by many philos-

ophers and statesmen, and favorably approved of by
our present reigning Pontiff, Leo XIII, demands

more than casual notice at the present time.

In this age of reform the abolition of war—and

under the term war is included armed peace an

institution as detrimental as it is peculiar to our

times—stands pre-eminent among the greatest

measures of reform which man is now called upon

to rmdertake. To the thoughtful the effects of such

a transformation are apparent, for they must per-

ceive the immense benefits which would naturally

accrue from such a change. Its successful accom-

plishment would be felt in the most remote parts of

the earth.

Inasmuch as the modern method of warfare sur-

passed that of the ancients, so much the more does

it warrant peace. Review history's pages and note

the marvellous strides toward perfection in the

manufacture and use of firearms. Each century,

from the time man first opposed man on the field of

conflict, wondrous advances have been made in

bettering war's devices, until the present finds them

attaining the very acme of perfection. If ou^^revo-

lutionary fathers conld revisit earth and view the

weapons of warfare in actual use, they would evince

as much surprise as did the Aborigines when the

solitude of their forest homes was first broken by

the report of the European's rifle. Imagine Miles

Standish viewing a modern battle, seeing whole

regiments fall like grain before the reaper's scythe,

his vision not even hampered by smoke, at one time

war's necessary accompaniment. Just as a sight

of modern warfare would be most surprising to our

ancestors, in the same degree are its effects appal-

ling to humanity. But while there has been con-

tinual progress toward perfection in the imple-

ments of war, some may argue that the means of

defence in modern warfare have advanced in almost

the same ratio as those of destruction. Be this

as it may, late experience seems to prove that in a

contest between the forces of destruction and those

of defence, the ultimate victory belongs to the

former. Where is the armor plate that can with-

stand the torpedo ; or the fort, the explosion of

dynamite ? No means can possibly prevail against

the submarine torpedo boat, capable of carrying a

crew to direct its movements, nor, as late discov-

eries have made possible, against air-ships dropping

explosives into the sea. When these and like

improvements have received a fair test, anned hos-

tilities, owing to the dreadful carnage resulting,
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will inevitably cease. Then, war, following in the

wake of science and invention, shall have sounded

the tocsin of its own death knell. From this, other

arguments equally as stable follow, chief among
which is the enormous expense incurred by modern

war and the extensive preparations for same.

Recent estimates show that in the six great nations

ofEurope, namely, Great Britain, France, Germany,

Italy, Russia and Austria 3,ooo,(X)0 men are

enrolled for actual service in their land and sea

forces. The reserves in this great military organi-

zation equal about twice the number of regulars,

making 6,000,000 in all, while those who are more

or less allied with the military service and who hold

themselves liable to be called out in time of war,

make an aggregate of at least 10,000,000 men.

Naturally, the financial burdens of these powers

are enormous, and recent investigations have

proven that $600,000,000 are annually required to

maintain the forces in their armies and navies.

Add to this the $22,000,000 debt that late wars

have caused, and under the weight of which all are

now groaning, and we will find that the nations,

sooner or later will be forced to one of two alterna-

tives—bankruptcy or disarmament. We need not

look to Europe for an example in the matter of

finance. Almost thirty years ago our country sur-

vived^ the costliest and most fatal rebellion of

modern times. Since that period of strife the

United States has been obliged to bear in the pay-

ing of pensions unforeseen and great expense. Our
pension roll to-day amounts to more than the

annual cost of maintaining the largest army in

Europe. The number of pensioners, instead of

decreasing, as one would naturally suppose, is daily

on the increase, much to the depletion of the coun-

try's treasury. But the foregoing cost is trivial

and scarcely worthy of notice when we consider

the number of lives that are sacrificed, when war is

in progress. In the late rebellion our country lost

one million able-bodied men, while thousands,

crippled for life, are now drawing to a close a

miserable and pitiable existence.

With the enormous costs, consequent to support-

ing these martial equipments, which necessitate a

ponderous burden of taxes to be borne by the

people, we will consider its effect upon the indus-

tries in these countries. In almost every nation of

Europe, England alone excepted, the maintenance

of a standing army rests, not upon free will, but

force, and the ranks are now filled, not by the vol-

unteer, but the conscript. In order to uphold the

forces by compulsory enlistment, the industries of

a country are sure to suflfer. In this manner young
men, some already acquainted with a trade, and
about to enter upon some peaceful and money-mak-

ing pursuit, are forcibly pressed into service in

which from three to five years are spent in learn-

ing the craft of war. If left to themselves, they

would engage in the pursuits of civil life, hence

the necessity of compulsory service to keep up

militarism. Under such a regime, Germany espec-

ially, has lost through emigration the cream of her

population and the United States has become the

gainer thereby. In Great Britain and our own
country, where comparatively small forces are held

in readiness by the volunteer system, a particular

aversion to military service is exhibited among the

masses. Recruits in these countries are drawn

from the dregs of the populace ; and, at the expir-

ation of their time, nine out of every ten absolutely

refuse to re-enlist. It is a fact that necessity alone

compels these men to enter the ranks, and when
once bound to service for a number of years, they

leave no stone unturned to escape the drudgery of

camp life, which mainly accounts for some 40,000

desertions within the past ten years.

Thus far facts and figures have been but feebly

presented to offset this system of war and its

reminders. True, would time and space permit,

other arguments, such as the advances made in

education and civilization, the advantages of a

federal system of government, the growth of democ-

racy, and the present close relation of nations,

could be fully developed so as to strengthen

this infant reform.

We must now look for a substitute for war. Ar-

bitration at this juncture comes to the rescue. The
long list of such amicable settlements of nations'

grievances—and during the last century there have

been at least sixty—goes far to prove the pos-

sibility of dispensing with the arbitrament of the

sword. In our own time we have witnessed some
striking examples of arbitration's success, namely,

the just settlement of the Alabama claims in

Grant's administration while, not later than last

month, the Behring Sea troubles, existing between

England and the United States, were equitably

settled before a Board of Arbitrators.

Even if the two mentioned instances stood

alone, could we not reasonably hope for a continu-

ance of arbitration, thereby dispensing with the

necessity of war ? We do not look for a speedy

and entire disarmament among the nations of the

earth. It may not come to pass in the glorious

close of the nineteenth, nor in the brilliant future

of the twentieth century. Before the sword can

be forever sheathed, it may happen that the soil of

Europe will again drink in the blood of thousands

of its offspring. The darkest clouds of war may
yet threaten nations, but after their passage, will

surely come the sun-burst of a perpetual peace. "It is
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really a thought," says Emerson, " that built up
this portentous war establishment and a thought

shall also melt it away."

War has ever proven to be the rotten limb upon

the tree of civilization, and the sooner it is done

away with the better for the accomplishment of

Christ's mission of "peace on earth, to men of

good will."

W. J. Parker, '93.

«i»

PERSONALS.

Messrs. F. Callahan and J. Kelleher, '93, have

successfully passed their examination for admis-

sion to Brighton Seminary, and will pursue their

studies for the secular priesthood at that institution.

Our Very Rev. President, C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A.,

was present at the Catholic Congress at Chicago,

and was very much interested and highly impressed

with the proceedings there.

Rev. J. J. Ryan, O.S.A., of Villanova, on his

recent trip to Canada, visited the Shrine of St.

Anne de Beaupre.

Rev. F.J. McShane, O.S.A., of Chestnut Hill,

and his Temperance Cadets recently spent a very

enjoyable day on the college grounds.

Our Rev. Vice-President extends his thanks to

the many friends whose kindness he experienced

on his canvassing tour.

Professor P. M. Arnu spent two very enjoyable

weeks at the sea-shore.

T. J. Muldoon, B.S., '86, recently graduated in

law.

T. J. Jordan, '86, of Scranton, recently visited

the College.

Rev. J. J. Fedigan, O.S.A., of Atlantic City,

was an interested spectator of the proceedings at

the Catholic Congress.

Among recent visitors to the College were :

Revs. F. Greagan of Albany, N.Y., J. McGowan,

O.S.A., of Waterford, N.Y., J. Green, O.S.A., of

Lawrence, Mass., J. F. O'Connor, of Consho-

hocken, Pa., T. Tierney, of Norristown, Pa.,

P. Anderson and J. Nolan, of Ireland. ; ; ;

We extend our hearty congratulations to G. J.

O'Connor, A.M., on his promotion to the position

of leading weather observer and reporter of the

bureau in Louisville, Ky. One of the daily papers

of that place has devoted considerable space in its

columns to a glowing account of Mr. O'Connor's

work and progress.

We take this opportunity of extending our sym-

pathy to the family of Mr. Charles W. McKeone,

whose death occurred Sept. 11. He was a life-

long friend and benefactor of our college, and his

death is therefore greatly deplored by the members

of the Faculty. -s-Vy ;,]: :-Zrir :::' :.;. :-

Splinters.

Picnic.

Gopher.

Winona.

Chi-ca-go.

The Ozark.

The " Last Rose of Summer."

Fading still fading?

I^n't it a peach ?

The Midway Plaisance.

Oh, Mary, what a dream !

Oh, what is that? Why the moon.

Haven't you any family pride?

Oh ! Oh ! What a terrible thing !

Our new chamber-maid is quite a hustler.

Elroy—Five o'clock in the morning.

The huckleberries are all gone.

The boys and the noise are back again.

Mr. Fentori, from Trenton. Ah, there Katie !

I suppose that the South East corner is still

there with its four attractions.

Oh, Sallie, avic

!

; •

'Twas only a trick
;

So, Sallie, asthore.

Don't scold any more.

Why they haven't even a gopher from M—

.

One of the South Sea Islanders was trapped out-

side his tent the other night.

We have established a quarantine against Jersey

City. ,

„ •.-;/.:.>:vv:,^ or;.',,, .;;,,:.. ..,v^;,;,,..,.,.,,..,,;^

"Golly ! what's the matter with the electric

bulb? I cannot light my cigar."

What's the matter with Billy ?

He's all right. But who is Billy ? ' ' ' ' .

"I may be poor but I'm honest." (To be

repeated forty-nine times for the sake of emphasis.)

Elakasari-Hot-Hot-Hot-Hot? (With rising in-

flection.) /.,::-•:;,:-' :'^^;\^"v':v=-.-^:/>,•':'

That shed business seems to be a regular Govern-

ment snap. When will it be finished ?

The back-stop is down. It could bear up against

the cannonading of the pitchers of the Blues, the

Reds, the Whites and the Greens, but it ** wasn't

in it " during a West Indian cyclone.

All hail to the new house-keeper. Long may
she reign !

The end of the Golden Jubilee and the com-

mencement of another.
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B. F. Owen & Co.,
1 41 6 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You vulll 5av7e fAoP^y ^O*! \iz\je a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiA£ PIHNOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGvS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, eto.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMES MCCANNEY,

PRHCTICKI-

Saddle, Harness i Collar Maker,
8132 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPBIA.

TH'E DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AI<Ii BRABTCHBS.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Phiiladelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a

specialty of sacred heart pictures.
Framed and Unframe^. Have you seen

his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
18th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and Wliite Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

""

E. K, WILSON & SON,
Manufacturart of and Daalars in

Ji*ii[sl5-^lass 1^00fes and §h0es
Btpairing ITeatly and Promptly attended to. Onstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. taacastcr Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I wiU seU YDU
$10.00 worth of Olothing, Dress CJoods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry, Chinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 80UTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claims.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^I^K U/- PRIWTT. Craduate ii) pi?ar/naoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, arid Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

UeKRV'S OLD BOOK STORO,
9 Sontli Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS'.

iA^IG 7VY7XKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^WiKa and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'di

"wm:. E. HINOH,
anNDooa ••• GLiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers, v i

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila. ;;:!*,
' (Gallagher Building.) ^,\;y:,i ',.::':[

:

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

MOORE'S

Windsor hotel*
PHILRDELPHIfl.

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station. V::. r, . .r

1210-29 Filbert Street. '.^

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Stceets.

K extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on liand and note the Low Prices at which we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods, and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

Ijb(?ral Disc^oupt to public aijd Ql^aritable fQStitutioQS.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS.

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOH]Sr J. l^YRNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC..

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND SXRHET,
Below Market. East Side. PHIIjADEIiPHIA
"

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

•f-Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •*•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidei>t ijfe G Jmst <^o.

Of I^hiladelpliia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (401-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low^ rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders.

In Everything E:}('3elled by no othef Con^pony

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f cHmsTinri MOOt^H.-f

OBLIMQER PR05. 6r Z2.,

FACTORY, r.ANCASTKK, PA.

SALESROOM, 164 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wliolesale onljr.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
INPOHTKU8 OF '

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,
Nd. B17 Arch Street^

Pflll^ADHLPHIA.
Sverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. 8TEINB0CK,

-^ l^
1630 f/ortl? T^elftl? 5tr^^fc, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

**Haliahan'8 Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive^

in quality^ variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

R L CQLAHAN, ^838 market st!

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FIvOUR, $5.50 PER BBI,.

OKSH OR OREDIT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

GEO. KELLY &
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

• »

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FurqitniielBBddiog

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Ahove Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institutions.
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CHAl^IiHS fi. liYflCH.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Oor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
m8K. Wedding Rlaga. Fine Wutcb Repairing a Specialty*

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL f COLLEGE

•OI-TEXT BOOKS, -W*

Ne-w and Second Hand.

Have oonatantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 Ji, Thirteenth Street,

PHlIiADBLPHIA, PA.

CHARLES a. HOOKEY, "

626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAUUNG DONE.

DBALBB Iir ^ AGKHT FOB

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks J Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
, , , . ^ ^, . ^

tacles and Eye Glasses. A Estimates furnished to Clubs at

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing. W the lowest club rates.

bUmttf

.1^

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING,

flo. 810 HACH ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers .... Printers

?'"'::>McMANUS*-^c..
stationers Blank Book Makers

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BlUISMITRSeiOISESIIEIS,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horae-Shoeing a Specialty. Old JLancaster Road,

FOI?. Q-003D "WOI^^IC,

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS.
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

^//5^

1025 Market St.,

Sells everything needed

for the Table) Kitchen and
Household at half otiier's

prlcest

10 ct. goods are 5 els.

Surprising-? Wonderful ? Yet True I I

Standard Text Books.
Wentworth's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenough's Ivatiii Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar.
Tarbell's I^anguage Lessons. ,/:: :l :;::":{;:.

GINN St OOTWTRMNV,
PUfiLiISHHRS,

70 Pifth Avenue N. Y. T- B. Liiwler, Agent-

M.GALLAGHER,

Harneas (Qaker

15 N. 9tli St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS. ^

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches : 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

'

'

"'

iji Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THomns H- cubary,

4FUNERAL DIRECTOR*-
S. W. COR. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts., c^

' PHILADELPHIA,
'

49~ Personal attention day or night.
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Mass in Honor of St Augustine.
FOR SOPRANO, ALTO, TENOR AND BASS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.

This Mass in honor of St. Augustine, has recently been published and issued from this office, and

to it we respectfully invite your attention.

It is the composition of Rev. D. J. Leonard, O.S. A., who had in mind the production of a Mass

that would be short, melodious and devotional, and we think he has not failed of his purpose.

Though a simple Mass, easy to the ordinary choir, we venture the opinion that, if well rehearsed

and faithfully rendered, it will become a favorite to both priest and choir.

Specimen copies sent to any address on receipt of seventy-five cents. On all orders the usual dis-

count to the reverend clergy and choir directors.

SEND ORDERS TO

D. J. Gallaghkr & Co.,
245-47 North Broad Street, Phila., Pa.

(Gallagher Building.)

A Fitting Mass for St. Augustine's Feast Day, August 28.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts.

Philadelphia^

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything' in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,

A FACT TO BE REM£HBER£D
THAT THE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. IB, DITSON St CO/S,
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS^ORGANS
1129 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

:M: VANHORN&SON,
MAKERS AND DESIGNERS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

#^^^ ^I'^ IDT HaC 3IB) S^#
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.I. KINDS OF STAGE MAKE UP, TIGHTS dtc.

121 n. NINTH STREET. Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co.,
Manufacturer

for the Trade,

AND

UNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS,
Outing and Yachting. ,: ;

-
; 1: >

1
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. '^^^Of

CHICAGO, NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA,
108 Madison St. 243 Broadway^. 103!i Cheatnnt St.

l^ool^iQ^ <iia88^5 aijd pi(;tijr^ pra/T\^8.

APPROPRIATE PICTURE FRAMING OUR SPECIALTY.
GILT MANTELS AND PIER MIRRORS. REGILDING.

232 RtTch Street, Philadelphia.

(iold ^ 5iiu^r/T^^dal8 for ail OGea8io95
Pin* and Badge*, etc Made to Order.

EngraTlngs In General and Special 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
70O At*eh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'Pr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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CUANDO SEBA.

From the Spanish of Fray Luis Ponce De Leon, O.SA.
Henry Phillips, Jr., of Philadelphia.

By

H, when shall I, from prison free,

To the Empyrean wing my longing flight,

Cleaving the skies in liberty,

Leaving this earth's entombing plight.

Behold, unharmed, the Truth's most sacred light?

There shall I tarry, freed from care,

In Heaven's pure splendor, glorious demense
;

All knowledge 'fore my soul laid bare

That e'er can be, or e'er has been.

Its most recondite lore will clear be seen.

Before my eyes' the laws displayed

How once the Sov'reign Hand the stars did greet.

The world's foundation firmly laid

By plumb and level, true, complete.

To ponderous elements gave stable seat.

Those lofty columns shall I see

That high-exalted bear our planet's weight

That fetters know 'gainst which the sea

Rolls billows curbed by kindly fate,

By Providence that chains its will estate. :

And why this globe doth tremble, quake.

And why the shrilly North-Winds rage and roar,

The hollow waves in surges break

That lash the skies, to heaven soar.

And why the ebb and flood-tides ne'er give o'er.

Whence babbling brooks their being take,

Where flowing fountains, whence the streams

drose,

The rills that ripple to the lake.

Whence come the frosts, the winter snows,

What brings the summer-heat when Sirius glows

;

The drizzling rains within the sky,

Who holds their misty burden in its place

Who wields the thunderbolt on high.

Who holds the lurid levin's pace,

And holds the day and night in his embrace.

Hast thou not marked, in days serene

A-sudden clouds the balmy air of spring,

The air grows black, no ray is seen.

The wild winds blow, no bird doth sing.

The powdered dust to Heaven the tempests fling ?

Within that sombre, boding cloud

God's chariot rolls in dread, majestic flight,

'Midst portents dire, in thunders loud.

Whilst vivid fires flash blazing light.

The planets quake, and nations bow in fright.

The angry floods in deluge fall ' \

Filling the swollen river's turbid bed.

The peasant's soul the storms appall.

Destroy his harvest, ruin spread

—

In one short moment is a year's work fled.

In Heaven's most exhalted sphere

The movements of the starry host I'll know,

The signs and omens that appear

From planet houses, earthward flow,

And rule the fate of all the orbs below.

Who guides their course in nightly ways.

Who first applied the torch that lit their flame

With myriad, sparkling, gilded rays;

And why the Pleiads trembling came
L,ed to the Ocean's brink in fear and shame.

The eternal source of life and light

That burns immortal, fed from its own spark;

Wherefore so slow the summer's flight,

The winter's night so drear and dark,

All shall I know, and well their causes mark.

My soul in Heaven shall raptured be

Amidst the Seraphs of the loftiest race;

Full of content, from troubles free.

In mansions pure, of golden grace,'

Of happiest spirits most blessed dwelling place!
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ORATORY.
Oratory is derived from the Latin verb, orare, sig-

nifying to plead, to beseech, and may be defined

the art of producing persuasion or conviction by

means of spoken discourse.

Aristotle distinguished three kinds of oratory,

namely, demonstrative, deliberative and judicial.

The first included panegyrics, invectives and aca-

demic discourses ; the second included legislative,

and other debates on public policy, moral lectures

and all instructive oratory ; and the third included

pleading, accusation and defence as before a court

of justice. He makes the oration consist of intro-

duction, proposition, confirmation and peroration,

and most writers on oratory have adopted his divi-

sion. The modern division is that of the Pulpit,

the Bar and the Senate, which is hardly as conve-

nient as the ancient. It comprehends the four

following divisions, namely, invention, disposition,

elocution and delivery. The first has reference to

the character, the second to arrangement and diction,

the third and fourth to the utterance and action

with which they are communicated to the hearer.

Therefore the faculties of the orator are not ex-

ercised within certain limits, and it is this which

makes oratory the most comprehensive of the

vi: whole circle of arts.

It was justly said by Themistocles that speech is

like tapestry unfolded, on which the imagery ap-

pears distinct, but that thoughts are like tapestry

in the bale in which the figures are rolled up to-

gether. Thus he alone can be deemed an orator who
can use the most persuasive arguments, and clothe

f them in such language as to become the dignity

of the subject, who can penetrate into every minute

•; circumstance, and turn every incident to its great-

est advantage. The master of oratory is an artist

gifted with the divine power of executing images

and forms of beauty which dissolve into the very

essence of the soul. He has the power to give a

resonance and fire to words of genius and to express

what others feel but cannot express. He is to in-

: terpret the very thoughts of the few privileged

mortals upon whom God has bestowed genius and

a soul susceptible to all forms of beauty. He pos-

sesses the key to every human heart, and stirs up
such feelings that no other art can accomplish.

As an evidence of this we need only consider the

influence which oratory has always exercised over

.. . man since the very beginning. In the Old Testa-

, ment we find that the Prophets and Kings inspired

the armies of Judali by means of their eloquence.

Again in Homer's immortal Iliad there is abundant
• proof of the high esteem in which the art of

oratory was held by the Greeks.

The golden age of Greece is the age of her

greatest orators. It commenced with Pericles and

ended with Demosthenes. It was not till Demos-

thenes appeared that Grecian eloquence reached

its highest perfection. He was the prince of all

orators, and no one has yet succeeded in wresting

this title from him. After his time Grecian elo-

quence which was coeval with Grecian liberty

declined with the fall of the latter.

Roman oratory reached its perfection in Cicero,

but like Grecian declined with the fall of Roman
liberty. It was long held in check by the military

spirit, so incompatible with a high degree of civil

freedom, because it lessened that popular intelli-

gence, which is the only element in which the

noblest eloquence is nurtured. But at last the study

of oratory was introduced from Athens and found

a jealous disciple and a great master in Cicero,

whose fame is second only to that of his Athenian

predecessor.

It has often been a question how ancient orators

attained such a height of perfection. The reason

is simply this : they bestowed great pains upon

the education of the young in this most difficult

art and took great care in preparing all their ora-

tions before delivery. This made Greek eloquence

simple and severe, the Latin, florid, and both de-

void of every particle of wit.

In modern times oratory has not reached such

a height of perfection as among the ancients because

it has been cultivated with less care. The reasons

of this are in many ways apparent. A speaker of

the present day is mainly known to the public

through the press and it is often more important

for him to be read than heard. Again the many
arguments and different opinions carried on through

the press contribute in some degree to the neglect.

However the power of oratory must always be ifn-

mense in all countries especially if they are repub-

lican. It seems to flourish and decay according to

the freedom of the people and therefore there

is no excuse for neglecting it in republican coun-

tries. We have a good example of this, viz.:

France. It was not until she thiew off the yoke of

a despot that she produced such orators as Mirabeau

and Vergniaud and we can see by the records that

the eloquence of her national assembly has been in

proportion to the freedom of her Government. The
highest eloquence is found in the Catholic pulpit of

France where Fen^lon, Massillon, Bourdalone and

Bossuet raised pulpit oratory to its highest place.

The struggle against despotism in England

brought forth great bursts of eloquence from Eliot,

Vane and others. In the eighteenth century such

geniuses as Pitt, Burke, Chatham and Sheridan
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flourished, but in Germany and I may say Italy,

Spain and Portugal the systeni of government
checked to a great extent the growth of oratory.

In America we find the eloquence of James Otis

and Patrick Henry brought out by the revolution,

and later the senatorial speeches of Clay, Webster

and Calhoun which may be compared with the most

perfect orations of any time.

To become a master of oratory we should regard

no degree of labor as idly bestowed, and remember
that eloquence is the most select boon which
Heaven has bestowed upon man. Our supreme
ignorance of the fact that this art is such a grand

accomplishment is the cause of its being so much
neglected. True, it is often very difficult to over-

come some natural faults, but by degrees we be-

come more perfect. The student perhaps cannot

perceive his own improvement so readily as his

audience. '''' Nemojudex in propria causa.'''' If we
strive earnestly, systematically and perseveringly

failure will not be the result, but on the contrary,

we will derive an incalculable benefit from the

study of this beautiful and useful art. We cannot

forget Demosthenes, who became eminent only

after diligent and strenuous exertion. The same
may be truthfully said of numerous other artists,

both ancient and modern. It behooves us, there-

fore, not to allow the many splendid opportunities

of the present day to pass unnoticed, but rather to

take every advantage of them and strive to excel

in an art that was hardly neglected as much in the

early ages as in our age of boasted enlightenment

and progress. J. Stanley Smith, '96.

ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO
Third Paper.

The popular demand of the Faithful at Hippo to

have Augustine appointed as their preacher was
readily assented to by Valerius bishop at the time

of that see.

Though himself a wise, able and respected pre-

late, the bishop Greek by race was, it is said, but

indifferently skilled in Latin— the common
language of the Western Church and people.

Besides he labored from some kind of impediment
in speech, that prevented him from addressing his

flock as he wished.

Being thus persuaded that he needed a represen-

tative in the pulpit, and desirous of having his

flock instructed by one whose piety and learning

were beyond question, Valerius gladly acceded to

the wishes of his people, and ordained Augustine
to the priesthood in the year 391 of the Christian

era, and the thirty-seventh of his age.

This step of Valerius in appointing a priest as

preacher in ordinary was an innovation on the

customs of the time in the Western Church.

Among congregations of the Faithful in the

churches of the Eastern world it was customary

for priests to preach to the people, while in the

Western or Latin churches bishops only were wont

to give public and formal instruction from the

pulpit.

With Augustine's promotion to the office of

episcopal preacher begins to dawn in a measure

his wonderful influence over the Church, which

through his words and his writings during the

four years of his simple priesthood but in a far

"more brilliant, impressive and efficacious measure

during the 35 years of his episcopal life won for

him prominence and regard among all classes of

churchmen and laity.

To the very incomplete list of titles accorded to

St. Augustine by Popes and by Councils of the

Church, which was given in the First Paper of

this series, [seethe June number of the Monthly,
page 63,] might easily be added, did space allow,

many others to attest still more strongly the con-

tinual and universal esteem for Augustine's master

mind in affairs of Church and State.

Christian theology and philosophy in so far as it

can be said to have been moulded by human genius,

is largely Augustinian. St. Thomas of Aquin the

Angelic Doctor of the schools refers to him as

master.

I have read some where or other though just

now I am unable to recall the place, that in the

Council of Trent in which were discussed and

settled so many questions of vital and supreme im-

portance to Christendom, two volumes, it is said,

were kept on the table in the council hall of the

Fathers to which they referred as final arbiters in

all matters under discussion. These were the

Holy Scriptures and the Works of St. Augustine.

It will occur too to those who are versed in the

writings of the schoolmen that the phrase one so

often meets with

—

Dubitat Augiistiims— , that is,

Augustine has not ventured to decide the point,

indicates that in matters where Augustine has not

spoken the question may be considered still open

and debatable.

Nor truly could Valerius have well made a

better choice for assistant priest than the saintly,

learned, and able scholar who trained in all the

profane and sacred sciences of his day, in music,

geometry, arithmetic, rhetoric, dialectics and

philosophy, had himself filled with honor the most

important chairs at the imperial and quasi-imperial

cities of Carthage, Rome and Milan. Moreover
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Augustine had for some three years or so been

ruler at Tagaste of the brotherhood of saintly and
learned men of whom several were afterwards

raised to episcopal sees in Africa.

Thus to his many moral and intellectual qualifi-

cations for his new position is to be added his

experience in directing and ruling others.

But Augustine was also well known to the world

of letters by his many writings in scientific and
moral subjects that even in our age of critical

scholarship challenge the admiration of the

thoughtful for their originality of view, their

thoroughness of treatment and their clearness of

expression.

At Carthage before his conversion probably in

the year 381, he composed his work on the Beauti-

ful and Fit^ which he dedicated to Hierius a Roman
orator.

At Milan subsequent to his conversion he wrote

several treatises on Order^ on the Immortality of
the Soul^ on the Blessed Life—an ethical composi-

tion that reads as well to-day as when first written,

and his Soliloquies^ if he really be its author.

At Rome where he sojourned, as has been said,

for a time after the death at Ostia of his saintly

mother, he completed in two volumes his work On
the Morals of Catholics and of Manicheans^ and

besides wrote two treatises—one. On the Soul and

the other On Free Will.

While at Tagaste amid his cares for the brethren

in the hermitage he wrote on such varied topics as

Music^ the True Religion^ and an Exposition of the

Book of Genesis.

The universal esteem in which Augustine's

works have always been held receives singular con-

firmation and support from sources that cann. t be

suspected of favoring partisanship or bias. These

are the opponents of the Catholic Church. Even
the devil—so runs the saying—quotes Scriptures

when it's to his purpose. And nothing is com-
moner, (and may not one say more laughable ?) than

to hear such extremists as predestinarian Calvinist

and atheistic Liberal claim the great Augustine

—

the acknowledged champion of the orthodox Faith

and the unswerving defender of the Papacy—as

favoring their own oddly contradictory and irre-

ligious views. John Calvin strives to make
Augustine a denier of man's freewill. It is almost

an every day experience to see freethinkers in their

writings quote from Augustine as an opponent to

Rome.
Thus Augustine, whose well-deserved fame as a

teacher and writer had already preceded him to

Hippo, brought to his new field of active life the

best of all qualifications in a leader—popular esteem.

No wonder that the people desired to have him

among them. As a rule Augustine was wont to

preach at least during his episcopate once, and even

sometimes two and three times a day, mostly in

Latin, but in out-of-the-way places where Latin

was not understood by the people in the Punic or

Carthaginian dialect the only tongue of many
country villages. At Hippo in the year 393 was

held a plenary council of the African Church,

under the presidency of the venerable Aurelius

primate of Carthage, at which Augustine then only

two years a priest delivered at the request of the

assembled prelates an address

—

On Faith and the

Creed. Two years later Valerius, now infirm and

nearing the close of his days, designated Augustine

as his coadjutor in the episcopal see of Hippo. He
died the year after.

As to Augustine's daily life while priest and

bishop,—it is not easy to separate them,—one may
gather from many places in his IVorks, here an

incident, there a chance description of something

or other, from which he may form a very fair and

reasonably complete picture of his daily doings.

Every day he said Mass and assisted at the reading

of the Divine Office in church. At a fixed hour

in the afternoon he gave instructions in church to

candidates for baptism. In these early ages the

sacrament of baptism was unless in cases of

urgency not administered to infants, but was

deferred until the candidates were fully instructed

in the mysteries of the Faith.

Thorough scholar as he was Augustine as was

natural enough inculcated a love for books. As

bishop he founded a library in or near the episco-

pal iiesidence for the benefit of his clerics. He
was fond of writing, and at times complains that

his various duties kept him away from his desk.

He was a lover of neatness in dress and apparel,

and severely reproves the Girovagi—an ill- disci-

plined and unruly body of fanatical and false

religious, that gave great trouble and scandal to

the church in Africa,—for their disregard among
other things for cleanliness.

They went unwashed, with filthy and tattered

garments.

At table Augustine was a moderate eater and

drinker. He discountenanced the use of food or

drink outside of meals. No plate was allowed in

the community ; spoons only were of silver ; dishes

were of clay, or wood, or stone. For strangers and

the sick meat was allowed ; for the members of

the house only herbs and pulse ;
while wine was

served by measure.

At meals there always was reading for the in-

struction of the community, and, when all had fin-

ished, conversation on the questions of the day,

—

a kind of debating society,—in which as a rule
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Augustine acted as moderator or chairman, the

others giving their views or opinions and he sum-

ming up the conclusions.

It was characteristic of Augustine's well known
charity for all men and his concern for others'

reputation especially the absent, that in the com-

munity refectory at Hippo was displayed on the

wall in the sight of the eaters a warning against

backbiting, which ran thus

:

Quisquis amat dictis absentem rodere viiam^

Hanc mensam vetitam noverit esse stbi*

which in English may be translated as follows :

This board allows no vile detractor place,

Whose tongue shall charge the absent with dis-

grace.

Mention has already been made of the admira-

tion Augustine felt for the quiet and peaceful life

of the religious whom he had encountered at Milan

and at Rome, and how in pursuance of his plan to

introduce a similar system of brotherly life into

Africa, he established a community of his relatives

and friends at Tagaste. When bishop Valerius

summoned Augustine to Hippo, he gave him the

use of a garden within the church precincts,

wherein Augustine formed a second brotherhood of

religious on similar lines with the one at his old

home. With these he still continued as priest and

bishop to correspond by letter, and at times—it

may not unnaturally be supposed—he paid them
occasional visits.

But as he could not take Hippo to Tagaste, he

brought thence some of his old companions in the

hermitage, and settled them near his epi.^copal

home. This garden convent or hermitage imme-
diately under the eye of the bishop became the

training school or seminary as we would call it

for the future prelates of the African church.
Among those who were brought thither from

Tagaste were Alypius, Augustine's life-long friend,

afterwards bishop of Milevis, Evodius, whom we
have seen with him at Milan, Severus, and Possi-

dius, his biographer and subsequently bishop of
Calama.
Arguing on the plain and quasi fundamental

truth that the regeneration of society must spring
from perfect leadership, and that tlie community
form of holy living was the fittest school for train-

ing the future leaders of the African Church,
Augustine during the many years of his episcopate
established monasteries in many places under his

jurisdiction, wherein he could raise up a body of

learned and saintly associates in the work of the
sacred ministry. In his IVorks he refers to some of
these episcopal foundations.

T. C. M.
{To be continued^.

* The Life (elsewhere quoted) by St. Possidius gives four
variants of this distich, none of them however affecting the
sense. See Vita S. Augustini by St. Possidius, in vohinie X of
the Antwerp edition.

The Destruction of Pompeii.

In the south-western part of Italy, on the shore of

the Bay of Naples lay Pompeii, a beautiful and oj 11-

lent city f)f Campania. Of its history compara-

tively little is known; its name is mentioned but

once during the wars of the Romans with the Sam-
nites and the Campanians, but it played a promi-

nent pait in the insurrections of Central Italy,

known as the Social War, during which it with-

stood a long siege by Sulla but was finally reduced

by the Romans and afterwards admitted to the

Roman franchise.

The inhabitants of Pompeii were intelligent and

. industrious ; some of them were engaged in com-

mercial pursuits, while others belonged to that

class whose wealth and leisure enabled them to sur-

round themselves with all the luxuries and enjoy-

ments of life. The city continued to prosper;

beautiful palaces and temples and villas were erect-

ed; it was never thought possible that the neigh-

boring mountain, so beautiful to look upon, with

its vine-clad sides and olive groves, could contain

the elements of dire destruction. But their security

was only a fancied one. The day came when Mt.

Vesuvius, which had slumbered for ages, awoke
from its long slumber, and in its awakening

brought death and destruction to the beautiful city

which lay so peacefully at its foot.

One beautiful August night in 79, A. D., the

Pompeians retired to rest, little dreaming that it

was to be tluir last. They saw that the sky was
gloomy; that the beautiful bay, usually so calm

and still, was surging and foaming as if agitated

by hidden tempests; they felt an unaccountable

oppressiveness in the air; no refreshing breezes

came from either mountain or sea. Animals, seem-

ingly wiser than men, sought shelter amid rock -5 and

caves. The next day the inhabitants were filled

with terror; the sunless sky was covered with a

lurid glare; dense clouds of smoke were issuing

from the summit of the mountain; the sea was a

boiling and seething mass ; suddenly a report as of

a thousand cannon was heard; flames and ashes and

rocks leaped forth into the air, only to fall in over-

whelming masses upon the doomed city. The
people rushed out only to meet on one side the burn-

ing mountain, on the other the raging sea. For

three days and nights Vesuvius wielded its de-

structive agencies, and when all was over Pompeii

in all its beauty, splendor and magnificence lay

buried beneath fifty feet of ashes, rock and lava.

Thus it remained for centuries. Over its tomb
other houses and villas and towns were built, their

inhabitants all unconscious of the city lying in

ruins beneath them. About the year 1748, while

digging wells and quarries they discovered these
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ruins for the first time, and immediately made
preparations for the carrying on of the excavations

on a very large scale. To their utter amazement
they found everything in a state of almost perfect

preservation. Paintings, sculpture of exquisite

design and workmanship, richly ornamented lamps,

mosaic work, costly jewels, utensils of various

kinds and gorgeously-woven silks were found in

great profusion.

Our knowledge of ancient painting has been de-

rived more from the ruins of Pompeii than from all

other sources; and when we contemplate the beauty

and variety of the objects which the entombed city

contained we cannot but ask ourselves what would

have been the result had a great and opulent city

like Naples or even Rome itself been preserved for

us in the same manner as the insignificant Pompeii.

Interesting as are the numerous works of art

that have been unearthed during recent excavations,

and important as is their bearing upon some branches

of the history of ancient art, they cannot compare

in interest with that flood of light which this mar-

vellous discovery has thrown upon ancient life in

all its details, enabling us to picture to ourselves

the habits, manners and customs of a cultivated and

intelligent people eighteen hundred years ago in a

manner which no amount of study of ancient liter-

ature could accomplish.

M. H. McDonnell, '95.

:'^r:--.^--^-'y' : -v ^-. ,• --;-;- rpj^g
Clover. ':-"'-'^'>':-

;''-:';'-^-i.-

Some sing of the lily, and daisy, and rose,

And the pansies and pinks that the summer-time throws

In the green, grassy lap of the medder that lays

Blinkin' up at the skies through the sunshiny davs.

But what is the lily and all of the rest

Of the flowers to a man with a heart in his breast '

That was dipped brimmin' full with the honey and dew
Of the sweet-clover blossoms his babyhood knew ?

I never set eyes on a clover-field now, / ;; i

Er fool round a stable, er climb in a mow.
But my childhood comes back jest as clear and as plain

As the smell of the clover I'm sniffin' again
;

And I wander away in a barefooted dream
Whar I tangle my toes in the blossoms that gleam
With the dew of the dawn of the morning of love

Ere it wept o'er the graves that I'm weepin' above.

And so I love clover; it seems like a part ''';.^-;i.-:;"^ ''i:::

Of the sacredest sorrows and joys of my heart ; '::'-i-';.:'^'-'

And wharever it blossoms, oh, thar let me bow ' '

And thank the good God as I'm thankin' Him now ! •

And I pray to Him still for the stren'th when I die,

To go out in the clover and tell it good-bye.

And lovin'Iy nestle my face in its bloom,
;

'
.

While my soul slips away on a breath of perfume.

—Jama Whitcotnb Riley.

The Head and the Heart.

There are two main channels through which we
endeavor to improve men in character and conduct

;

first by increasing their knowledge, and second by

arousing their feelings. Some believe exclusively

in mental enlightenment. In their view, education

is the great moral renovator. The schools are

their chief reliance for abolishing vice, for cleansing

impurity, for promoting honesty, industry and

fidelity, for establishing right principles, and lifting

men to a higher plane of action. They trace all

wrong-doing to ignoarnce, and think that in pro-

portion to the spread of knowledge will be the in-

crease of virtue. In personal efforts they endeavor

to convince men by arguments, and make all their

appeals to the understanding. They point out

why certain lines of conduct are good, and certain

others are bad, and portray the ultimate conse-

quences of each. They feel well assured that if

men only know what is right, they will follow it;

that if they only believe what is true with their

intellects, they will accept it with their hearts, and

embody it in their lives.

Another class of philanthropists with the same
beneficent object in view repudiate this method,

and make their entire appeal to the feelings. The
heart, they say, is the mainspring of the character,

the true source of good and evil conduct. It is, in

their view, a long way from the intellect to the

actions, and the whole range of feeling lies be-

tween ; therefore they deem it better to play upon
the nearest string, to awaken dormant emotions,

to excite languid, feelings, to soften hard-hearted-

ness, to melt coldness, to arouse fear or hope or

gratitude or remorse, and through them to effect

the changes in life and action that they desire to

produce.

Both of these methods are legitimate to a certain

extent, but neither of them is sufficient alone.

Knowledge is a primary necessity before any one

can become a moral agent. No one can choose the

right till he distinguishes right from wrong, or

follow the truth till he knows what is true. If he

is to be honest, he must understand something of

the principles of justice ; if he is to be diligent, he

must learn the value of time ; if he is to restrain

self-indulgence, he must comprehend in some de-

gree to what it will lead if unrestrained ; if he is to

be a good husband, or father, or citizen, he must
know what duties those relations involve. The
study of practical ethics—that is, of the principles

which underlie right]conduct and the consequences

which follow both right and wrong actions—is of

the utmost value, and might well be introduced into

every system of education and adapted to every age

and condition. Also the mere fragmentary instruc-
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tion of this nature, that we may be able to give or

to receive, as circumstances permit, has a value

which no one should depreciate. The mistake

sometimes made by those who advocate it, is not

that they prize it too highly, but that they make it

their only reliance. Any part of our nature, culti-

vated to the exclusion of the rest, will destroy its

harmony, and to this law the intellect is no excep-

tion. The most thorough knowledge of the prin-

ciples of justice will not suffice to make a just man
unless his heart also embrace them ; nor will the

most accurate understanding of the nature and

results of selfishness suffice to make a benevolent

and sympathetic man, unless the emotions of love

or compassion are awakened within him.

On the other hand, while the head needs the

heart to give warmth and vitality to its ideas, the

heart equally needs the head to give wisdom, calm-

ness, order and strength to direct its impulses and

embody its desires. Feeling without knowledge

is like a ship without a rudder or a horse without a

bridle. Unintelligent emotions may drift us into

all kinds of excesses, and their unrestrained ebb

and flow render all steady growth impossible. The
stronger and the more intense they are the more

urgently do they need the guidance of clear thought,

a well-informed mind and a strong will.

The best benevolence is that which relies upon
both these influences, and so blends them as to form

the habit of right doing. For, after all, it is the

constant repetition of right actions which builds up
a noble character. A distinguished English clergy-

man, deprecating the extreme reliance often placed

on external aids, said :
" Crutches are capital for

locomotion, but for strengthening the limbs which

they save from the ground not very capital. No,

rely upon it, the spiritual life is not knowing
nor hearing, but doing. We only know as far as

we can do ; we learn to do by doing, and we learn

to know by doing ; what we do truly, rightly in

the way of duty, that and only that we are.

Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something,

nothing
;

*Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands
;

But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that which not enriches him

And makes me poor indeed.
:' OthellOy iii, 3.

There is a tide in the affairs of men.

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune
; ;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life / ': i^ :; v
"

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.
,

'
: i;

fulius Caesar, iv. 3.

ATHLETICS.

Owing to the numerous challenges which we re-

ceived last season, and also to uncertainty of dates,

we were obliged to postpone some games until the

reopening of our college. The members of the

base-ball nine having all returned with one excep-

tion, we were prepared to meet our opponents.

The first of these games was played with the Con-

shohockens on Saturday, September 23d, before a

large assemblage. The game throughout was
rather one-sided—the superiority of the home team

being ever manifest. The features of the game
were the magnificent pitching of Herron, who
struck out eleven men, the all-around playing of

O'lvcarv and the field work of Blake.

Villanova College.

R. H. o. A. E.

M. J. Murphy, 2b 23000
Nolan, If, .... 4 I o o o
Mahon, cf, . . . i i 000
Herron, p, . . . i 2090
Dugan, rf, . . . 2 2 o o o
Field, lb, . . . i 3 15 i o
McDonell, c, . . i i 7 3 o
Kavanaugh, ss, . i o 2 2 o
O'Leary, 3b, . . i 3 3 3 o

Conshoh
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EDITORIALS.

The present j'ear of Villanova's existence seems

destined to be one of more than ordinary prosperity.

The splended appearance of the bnildings con-

nected with the institution and the beauty of the

surrounding grounds are due in a great measure to

the magnificent preparations made at the close of

the last term for a proper celebration of the Golden

Jubilee. The number of students in attendance

already exceeds that of any previous year, making
necessary a proportionate increase in the members
of the Faculty. Altogether the outlook is a most

promising one. While the intellectual develop-

ment of the student receives careful consideration,

his physical development which is equally impor-

tant, is not by any means neglected. Already

there are plans under consideration, the execution

of which will greatly benefit this branch of col-

legiate training. This course of action, together

with the co-operation of those immediately inter-

ested, will give such an impetus to athletics as they

have never before experienced here. Thus all

things considered an epoch is presaged most mem-
orable in the annals of our grand old institution of

learning. : - " "•^^•;^

«« »
An event extremely important in conjunction

with the World's Fair was the g..thering there of the

most representative body of Catholic thought and
action in the United States. This congress, which
is only one of the many convoked since the open-

ing of the Exposition, had for its object the con-

sideration of matters of vital importance to all

mankind irrespective of creed.

The encyclical and letters of his Holiness Leo
XIII were the basis of the dissertations on the

social, educational and temperance questions, and

the relation of these to religion. By reason of

the spirit animating all the citizens of the United

States during this Columbian year eulogies were

pronounced on the mission and character of Colum-

bus, and likewise on the nobility and self-sacrifice

displayed by Isabella, that most virtuous of queens.

The tone of the congress was in perfect harmony
with the principles of our Government, and the

sentiments expiessed displayed that spirit of lofty

patriotism which emanates from deeply-rooted

religious conviction and fond love of country.

Throughout the entire session, respect and defer-

ence to all the wishes of the Sovereign Pontiff were

manifest. The effect of this congress cannot be

overestimated. Even the extreme partisans of

Protestantism can now understand that one can be

at the same time a good citizen and a good Catho-

lic ; that the Catholic Church is seeking not self-

aggrandizement and union with the state, as preju-

diced minds suppose, but rather the welfare of all

mankind. So the mask of misrepresentation being

removed she stands forth in all her effulgence ; in

the words of Cardinal Gibbons "men will look

upon her with admiration, and admiring her will

love her, and loving her will embrace her."
m-m-w

All of us upon entering college should have

some definite purpose in view ; to those who hive

not, the following remarks are especially pertinent.

Having determined to pursue a collegiate course,

the most important matter to be considered is the

selection of a profession in which we may expect

to be successful in after life. This decided, it now
devolves upon us to strive strenuously for the
accomplishment of our purpose, remembering that

this can only be accomplished by strict application

and persevering effort. But while we apply our-

selves industriously, we must do so as systematic-

ally as possible, for it would be unwise to employ
the time that is so precious in the pursuit of tliose

studies which have little or no bearing upon the
profession which we intend to adopt. Nevertheless,

we should not go to extremes in this matter, and
omit other studies which are of great assistance to

us in the development and culture of the mind.
For although a man be an excellent physician,

attorney, or a member of any of the learned pro-

fessions, his repute among intelligent men wonld
be not at all great if he were not also conversant
witli matters of a more general nature. It

behooves us, therefore, to make use of all the

opportunities which a collegiate course affords for

developing our faculties and fitting ourselves for

all the duties of life.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions, or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addrepsed to

D. O'SuLLivAN, M.A., Villanova ColWge.

30.—The angle of elevation of the top of an in-

accessible fort C, observed from a point A is, 12°.

At a point B^ 219 feet from A and on a line AB
perpendicular to ^C, the angle ABC is 61° 45'.

Find the height of the fort.

Solutio7t by T/ios. J. Lee^ '95.

c

In right [\CAB

cot ABC= ^^ AC=- AB
AC Cot ABC

log AC=\ogAB+ co]og cot ABC
log ^C=log 219+ colog cot 61° 45'

log 219=2.34044

colog cot 61° 45'= .26977

CD
AC

log /4<7=2.6io2i

In right A ADC, sin CAD--

CD=AC sin CAD
log CZ>=log ^C+log sin 12°

log y4C=2.6l02I

log sin I2°=9.3i788—10

log CD=i.g28og ^^^^^^^^^^^^
^ Vv

CD=8^. 74 feet=lieight of fort.

3r.—A farmer buys oxen, sheep and hens. The

whole number bought is 100, and the whole price

;^ioo. If the oxen cost ;^5, the sheep £1, and the

hens IS. each, how many of each did he buy?

Solution by Thos. J. Ronayne.

Let -r=number of oxen

andj= " sheep

100

—

x—y— " hens

100

—

X—y
^x-Vy-\ =100 (I)

20

I00A:+20^+I00—X—J=:2000
99;t:-|- I9J)'= 1900

i9j= 1900—99;*: (2)

41"

divide by 19. j=ioo

—

^x

4.f

Iranspose. 10c

—

^x—5J= —
19

x
multiply by 5. 500—25.1-—5j)/=;»rH

19
X

Let —=;;/. then ;r=i9;«

19

substitute value of ;r in (2) i88i;«+i9^=i900
transpose. i9j/=i90o—188iw

j:=ioo—99;^

if m=i, x=^ig, y=i and
100

—

X—•j=:8o

Hence he buys 19 oxen, i sheep and 80 hens.

See problem 28 in June number, for a similar

question solved by arithmetic.

32.—The radii of two circles are 8 inches and 3

inches, and the distance between their centres is

15 inches. Find the lengths of their common tan-

gents.

Solution by Martin T. Field, '95.

Case I.—Let AB be the exterior tangent, to find

the length of ^^.

156"o/«/7b«.—Draw O'C parallel to ^7?. OO'

inches, (9C=8—3=5 inches, 0'C=\l OO'^—OC
=T/ 15^—5^=14.142 inches=v4i5.

Case II.—Let ABh^ the interior tangent, to find

the length of AB.

Solution. —Make 0C=OA+ O'B.
;

;

Draw O'C
0(7=8+ 3= ir inches, 0'0=\^, O'C-

YOO"—OC^=j/^iS'—ii'=io.iS inches=AB.

33.—The dimensions of a trunk are 4 feet, 3 feet

and 2 feet. What are the dimensions of a trunk

similar in shape that will hold four times as much.
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Solution by John E. O" Donnelly '^5.

I : 4=4^ : x''

:r='-p^256==6.35 feet

I : 4—3' : x^

;r»=io8

;ir=^V 108=4.76 feet

I :
4=2'^

: x^

x=:' V 32=3. 17 feet

The dimensions are 6.35 feet, 4.76 feet, 3.17 feet.

34.—Given four points, no three of wliich are

collinear; describe a circle whicli shall be equidis-

tant from them.

Sohition by J. F. O' Leary^ '94.

H

Let A^ B, C, D be four points, no three of which

are collinear, it is required to describe a circle

which shall be equidistant from them.

Sohition.—Describe a circle passing through A.

B. C. Let O be its center. Join (9Z>, cutting the

circle in E. Bisect ED in F. With O as center

and OF 2lS radius describe the circle GHI. This

is the circle required. ;--:f~-;iV":.l

Join OA^ OB^ OC^ and produce them to meet the

circle GHI. Because OF=OI, and OE=OC\ .'.

EF=CI\ but EF=DF\ .: CI=DF. In like

manner BH qax^ AG Sir&^=DF. Hence the circle

through G^ //, /, F\s equally distant from yi, /?,

C, D.

New Problems.

35. The continent of Asia has nearly the shape

of an equilateral triangle, the vertices being East

Cape, Cape Romania and the Promontory of Baba.

Assuming each side of this triangle to be 4,800

geographical miles, and the earth's radius to be

3,440 geographical miles, find the area of the

triangle : (i) regarded as a plane triangle
;

(ii) re-

garded as a spherical triangle. •

3 V.'

36. Expand to four terms (9— 2x^) ^

2^']. How many square feet of tin will be required

to make a funnel, if the diameters of the top and

bottom are to be 28 inches and 14 inches re-

spectively, and the height 24 inches? ' -<:;•:

Splinters.

Boo.

Blues.

Shiners.

Javelin.

Initiations.

Homesick-ness.

Happy Returns.

The new "Cur."
"Well, I say it is."

Baraboo, ha ! ha ! ha !

Quid sit amor, Dick?
Michael, dear, why so angry ?

What's in the bottom drawer ?

" I'll not clane out the sphittoon.''''

Where did you leave that hat, John ?

Wanted—A tenant for the glass house.

What about that new adventure, John ?

This is no philosophical picnic.

How often do you get that prescription filled?

Oh, those hideous yells ! Jerry's volume has in-

creased.

" Rouse up !
" *' Rouse up !

" is the favorite six

o'clock ejaculation of the dormitorian.

Tom will eventually become a sailor. He handles

the ropes well while "sinking."

Gentle Will is anxious for a position on thfe foot-

ball eleven. He has the feet to kick.

I couldn't take the stains out, but I put my time

on it. Aint it? Rising inflection.

The question is : Who is to be official scorer ?

Ten to one on the Sec.

The glee club has reorganized. George still

hangs on to A. tenor with both feet.

And would you believe it. The veteran Tom
was pulled on the lung tester.

When E. J. was refused the toast, he murmured
audibly, " There is no place like home."
But never mind, Billy, for your great kindness

to me, I'll reward you in this world or the next.

Dick's soliloquy : The man who threw that

brush shall not enter the " Zink " again.

A commotion was raised in John's room one

evening lately. His explanation was that he was
removing M. T's x's. -

^^
'^'"^^'-f-\y

We thought Roger too modest to indulge in any

frivolities of the present day. Yet, with careful

attention and diligent coaxing his tache will win

the race.

How the south paw fiddler hung on to the lin-

gering strains of "Why art thou sad when I am
near ? " Let him beware, the soft axe is ready.

J. S. says that Bro. Mark is well " Bread " all

"dough" he has an awful "crust," but J. S.

" knead" not " salt " us with such " y-eastern "

stories, ^'f^;'^-/
'
'r-x'-'"-^!-

'':
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The smoking-room society reorganized with the

usual—or who bought the last box of cigarettes ?

Pickett is off duty, but his place is doubled.

Jim holds that a verbal acknowledgment is all

that is necessary for a person to become a benedict.

Now for instance he says :
" If you had two sisters

and I am engaged to one, I cannot marry the

other." But hold on Jim one at a time, please.

Once more Jimmie V heaves his usual sigh,

As tlie east-bound train moves rapidly by.

'* Come ! Line up, Tom ! the Prefect said,

' Tis twenty minutes to one ;

For breaking bounds—poor youth misled

Five hundred must be done. '

'

" Our 'Jug,' unlike the Janus fane,

That closed when war did cease
;

' Tis strange ! but thus the fates ordain,

Is oped by a long piece.

Our Jersey friend, seeing a tandem cart ap-

proaching, said to his companion :
" That's a very

funny way they have for driving horses in this

section, one afore and t'other afther."

The. Hartford boy, with many names, parades

the walks with a scowl on his usually pleasant

countenance. Probably he is considering what
punishment he should inflict on the person who
relieved his chicken of the legs and wings.

Something has transpired within the past month
that deserves more than a mere mention. It is the

changing of the name of the lower flat from " Zink "

to " Auditorium." At least the sign reads :
" Pass

on, gents ; the Zink is here no more."

The" long" and the "short" of it are found in

the " Casino." /M:J.^:-':'''^'
:'[ \^^^''--: -/:^---v- ^"^/'v^v-v.'-'

Remember, now, my name's Ed. Good-bye,

John.,., ,,;.„.- .,.. .^._'.

' The worthy philosopher who undertook to ex-

plore the near-by towns on a wheel (went off on a

tangent). He is an adept in describing a circle, but

he outdid himself on that occasion. 'Tis needless

to add he and his wheel returned in an express

wagon. ,. ;: ••;o,--o •,---•.....-;--;.."':-••- --^ > :,:,-

Mary and John. You be Mary, and I'll be John.

—

Jimmie V.

PEBSONALS

The suite M. and S. now occupy v

:

Is the envy of the passers by.

Not for the ornaments rich and rare,

But for plainness visible there.

•'. y..:

Revs. W. A. Jones, O.S.A, of Atlantic City,

N. J.,and M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A, of Chestnut

Hill, Philadelphia, were the guests of the P^aculty

on St. Thomas of Villanova's day.

A large number of the members of the Senior

Department attended on two or three occasions the

Fair held under the auspices of the Church of Our
Mother of Good Counsel at Bryn Mawr.

Mr. T. J. Fitzgerald, '95, paid us a very pleasant

visit while on his way to St. Mary's Seminary,

Baltimore, Md.

Miss Annie Nolan of Reading, Pa., visited her

brothers Bernard and Edward during the latter

part of September.

Misses Hannah and Lida Fahey of Philadelphia,

called on their friend, John Conroy, of Chicago.

Messrs. P. O'Donnell of University of Pa., J.

O'Donnell of Mt. St. Mary's, Bernard Donnelly

and H. McMenanim of St. Charles, Elliot City,

recently paid a visit to their friends, J. J. Ryle, R.

J. and B. J. O'Donnell.

Mr. William Wilson and wife recently visited

their son William of the Junior Department.

Rev. George Bradford of Wilmington, Del., was
the guest of our Very Rev. President.

Misses Mar/ and Teresa McCrea of Chestnut

Hill spent a Sunday afternoon with their brother.

Mr. William Sullivan of Philadelphia recently

visited his son Daniel.

Mrs. McCarthy of Philadelphia and Miss Annie
Norriss of New York called on E. J. Murtaugh.

Fr. O'Brien, O.S.A, entertained the priests of

Villanova on the occasion of the opening of his

new residence. v'.v
': "".',

The new Hall of St. Thomas' T. A. B. Society

was opened Sept. 27. Our President, Very Rev.

C. A. McEvoy, O.S. A, delivered an able address.

We are glad to announce the recovery of Neal

Dugan of the Senior Department, who on account

of illness was obliged to go home for a few weeks.

Rev. Fathers McGill and Landry, O.M., of Ger-

mantown. Pa., paid the Faculty a visit during the

past month.
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THE SOCIETIES.

K D. S. The Villanova Debating Society held

its initiatory meeting for the present term Satur-

day, September 30, 1893. The following officers

were chosen : President, Rev. L. A. Delury, O.S.A.;

Vice-President, J. F. O'Leary; Secretary, J. E.

O'Donnell
; Sergeant-at-Arms, T. J. Ronayne. A

Literary Committee, consisting of Messrs. Ryle,

Mahon and Dolan, was appointed.

We expect great results from this society for the

coming year, as many of the members are becom-
ing noted for their oratorical powers, and we hope
that they will show increased interest at the com-
ing meetings, so as to enable us to give several

public debates.

There is no doubt but that they would prove a

source of pleasure as well as benefit.

V. L. /. The reorganization of the Literary

Institute for '93-' 94 took place Thursday, Sept.

14, 1893.

The following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing term : President, Mr. J. J. Farrell ; First Vice-

Pres., J. F. O'Leary ; Second Vice-Pres., F. Tour-

scher ; Recording. Secretary, W. J. Mahon
; Ser-

geant-at-Arms, John Carey.

Messrs. B. J. O'Donnell, J. T. O'Malley, M. T.

Field and A. J. Plunkett, Directors.

With such an efficient board of managers we
do not doubt but that the society will be as suc-

cessful as it was last year. Every student should

take special interest in this society, because by
making good use of its privileges he has the power

of increasing his intellectual abilities greatly and

thereby equipping himself for his future career.

We hope, therefore, to see the name of every

student of the college on its register.

V. A. A. The Villanova Athletic Association

was reorganized Thursday, Sept. 21, when many
new members were admitted. On Satiuday, Oct.

7, the officers for the ensuing term were elected

as follows: Mr. McKenna, O. S.A., Pres. and Field-

Manager
;
James O'Leary, Vice-Pres.

;
John Dolan,

Treas. and Scorer
;
John E. O'Donnell, Fin. Sec;

Wm. Mahon, Rec. Sec. ; and Charles Medina,

Serg' t-at-Arms.

Messrs. Hart, E. T. Wade, B. J. O'Donnell, John

E. O'Donnell, M. T. Field and James V. O'Donnell^

at an adjourned meeting, were elected assistant

field-managers. A commit!ee also was appointed

to obtain funds for the support of the College base-

ball team. This committee will solicit funds from

members of the Alumni and look into the advisa-

bility of producing a play, under the auspices of

the Association, before Christmas.

EXCHANGES.

After two months' absence from our sanctum,

we joyfully and heartily return to it, with renewed

spirit, and will do all in our power to make the

exchange column as successful, if not more so, than

last year.

Let us hope that this year all ofour " exchanges "

shall grace our sanctum regularly, so that we will

not, with regret, note their non-appearance.

We welcome to our sanctum, for the first time.

The Mirror. This magazine, published in the

interests of the Central High School of Philadel-

phia, shows order and regularity in the division of

its departments, and care in the selection of its

literature. It possesses very unique but appropriate

headings for its various divisions, thus presenting

a pleasant appearance that confers credit upon the

young men who edit it.

We cannot too highly commend the treatise on
" The Picturesqueness of Longfellow," found in the

September number of The Notre Dame Scholastic.

It is from the pen of a scholar, and an experienced

one—one who has learned to observe, and to -vrrite

down those of his observations which are of interest

and profit to the general reader. Extracts from the

works ofLongfellow appear here and there through-

out the treatise, and would be, even if alone, worth

the attention of the reader.

In perusing the columns of our esteemed contem-

porary, the Owl., for the month of September, we
noticed two articles deserving of honorable men-
tion ; one, entitled " About BehringSea," very ably

treated by Mr. James Murphy, '94, and the other,

"The Silver Dollar, and the Ado About It," by
Mr. John R. O'Connor, '92. The articles are treated

in a manner that shows much knowledge and re-

search by these two gentlemen. Furthermore, they

are written at an opportune time, as they are two
of the great questions now before the minds of both

statesmen and people. . %

In reviewing our exchanges, the St. Mary^s
Sentinel particularly attracted our attention and

elicits from us a few words of praise. " Lynch Law
Is Never Justifiable '

' is the title of one of its excel-

lent articles. The masterly way in which this

subject is discussed, the strength of its arguments

and the forcible expression and beauty of its lan-

guage fully repay the reader. Its editorial on the

rejection of the Home Rule bill is deserving of no
less credit ;'/:>'' vC-'_

.-^''''
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SEE

B. F. Owen & Co.,
1416 Chestnut Street,

BEFORE YOU BUY
A PIANO OR ORGAN.

You u/ill 33ve /Aop^y ai^d [laue a

CHOICE OF THE BEST.
200 NEiA£ PIANOS.

9 WORLD RENOWNED MAKES.
WEBER, HALLET & DAVIS, BRIGGS and

STARR PIANOS, ETC.
Write for Catalogues, Prices, Terms, etc.

1416 Chestnut Street.
JAMtCS McCANNtCY,

Saddle, Harness i Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PHII^ADELPHIA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRADTCHBS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphiia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures.
Framed and Un framed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placqnes ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

""~
E. K. WILSON & SON, ""H"

' Manufacturcrt of and Dsaltr* in <•;._'' ;.•

|i'iitst-(§lass 1^00t;s and §h0es^
Btpairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Onstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcT Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I wUl bbU YDU
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Je-welryt China-ware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

lifactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

ciaimt.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/*^K U/. PRIC;KITT. Craduate it) pi?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
J^F you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

^ at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

I-eKRV*S OLD BOOK STORO.
9 Soutli Nintli Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH 6c CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG TV^KKERS.
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JVWigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.^it

UllfVDOm ••• GLiflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. GALLAGHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers. ;:,;;^^ ^r.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila. ;

(OaUajrher fluUdlnsr.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

-V';' -/::•'":.; ;'"/•';,'':,.
, . l3.5o Per Annum.:,' i;-.,?;V'.

\/VlNDSOR HOTEL,
PHILRDELPHIfi.

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station. V'
:"

1219-29 Filbert Street. ;;;

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

K. W. Ul Twenty-first

aud Market Streets.

E extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and see what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We h»ve conataiitly on hand anil note the Low Priws at whicli we are

Brlling. We handle only the Best Goods, and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

Ijb^ral Di8(;our7t to public aipd Ql7aritable I^&titutioQS.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHlsr J. I^YRINTES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Clotti, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOVXH SECOND SXRBEX,
Below Market. East Side. PHILADELPHIA,""~"" WILLIAM J. REED,
. ."•,:>.. DEALER IN V L- /-.-J'-,;. ;;

• ',-.

Pine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, f
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept [\fe 9 Jrust ^o.
Of [Pliiladelpliia,

N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments; low rate of mortality; low^ rate of
expenses ; liberality to ijolicy-holders -. .

In Hvetiything Excelled by no othet* Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
PresoriptionB a Specialty.

•f CHRlSTIAISi MOOt^H.-f

OBLINQER PR05. & C2.;

FACTORY, LANCASTKR, PA.

SALESROOM, 154 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wlioleaale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM k SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPOUTKRS OF '

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,
Nd. B17 Arch Street,

PHII^ADHI^PHIA.
Sverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

1630 f/ortl? Jwelfti) 5tr^^t, pi?iladelpl?fa, pa.
Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teetii.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive^

in quality, variety and price.

HALLAHAN,^ Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. I. CQLAHAN. m MARKET sT

Dealer ip pipe Qroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.50 PER BBI,.

"" OKSH OR CREDIT.
i BUY YOUR GOODS

;^-';;;i'^^.-'C;'v.; ; from

•KELLY & CO
808 and 810 Market St.,

\C(-^W-\ PHILADELPHIA.

On Bill of $io—$1 Down—$ I per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FDFi)itni<B|BB(I{iiDg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Phtladelpbla.

Special Discount to Institntions.
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CHAI^LiHS B. UYflCH.

WATCHE8, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Ck^r. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
i8K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Speeialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, •»»

Ne-w and Second Hand.
Have constantly on band a fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 Ji. Thirteenth Stireet,

PHlIiADBLPHlA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

#UNDERTHKER,4^
626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale § Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. RoscMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

•wTAT W. IFi^A.ISrOIS*-
DEALER in

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Qlanses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

UKNCHSTER n^B.. KRD7WTORE. F>K.

AOK^T FOB

Spalding's, Reach's ant.

Tryon's Spotting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

1^0. 810 f^nCH ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers .... Printers

won

Stationers

jHcI1ANUSJ''-^<:«-
Blank Book Makers

5

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

BlUHMITIJS HOME HUH
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horae-Sboeing a Specialty. Old JCancaater Road,

TRY BOSTON LAUNDRY,
235 aid 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.^"
M. A. CALLANAN,

DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

LanoEtster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

'<^^/^

1025 Maiket St.,

Bells everything needed

for the Table, Kitchen and
Honsehold *t halfotber'a
prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True I I

Standard Text Books.
Wentworth's Mathematics.

Allen and Greenough's Latin Series.

Goodwin's New Greek Grammar.
Montgomery's U. S. History.

Whitney's New English Grammar. .;

Tarbell's Language Lessons. i;-;
:

PUBlilSHEt^S,
70 Fifth Avenue N. T. T. B. Lawler, Agent.

M.GALLAGHER,.
PRACTICAL

Hariiii IHakir

1 ' 15 K. 9th St., ^

/ Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS,

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St , Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches : 139 State Street. Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud. Antwerp.

THOmAS I^. CliHAf^Y,

#FUNERAL DIRECTOR*^
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

V-
; ; ^: PHILADELPHIA.

49~ Feraonal attention day or night.
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Mass in Honor of St. Augustine.
FOR SOPRANO, ALTO, TENOR AND BASS, WITH ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.

This Mass in honor of St. Augustine, has recently been published and issued from this office, and

to it we respectfully invite your attention.

It is the composition of Rev. D. J. Leonard, O.S.A., who had in mind the production of a Mass

that would be short, melodious and devotional, and we think he has not failed of his purpose.

Though a simple Mass, easy to the ordinary choir, we venture the opinion that, if well rehearsed

and faithfully rendered, it will become a favorite to both priest and choir.

Specimen copies sent to any address on receipt of seventy-five cents. On all orders the usual dis-

count to the reverend clergy and choir directors.

SEND ORDERS TO

D. J. Gallagher & Co.,
24^-47 North Broad Street, Phila., Pa.

•
, : (Gallagher Building.)

A Fitting Mass for St. Augustine's Feast Day, August 28.

A FACT TO BE REMZMBEREB
THAT THE HRADQUARTEBS FOR

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

J. E. DITSON St CO.*S,
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

horwai p. i)rr)all
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

a And Game r

stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. , ,,

109,171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2d AND CALLOWHILL STS.

- n Philadelphia.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
Manufacturers of Everything in

Athletic, Gymnasium Goods,
AMD

flJNIFORMS FOR ALL SPORTS, |
;^ ; ./^ V Outing and Yachting. :^

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. ''
:;

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
108 MadUonSt. %43 Broadway. 1032 Clieatnut St.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS^ORGANS
l!29 CHESTNUT STREET, -

PHILADELPHIA.

VANHORN&SON,
. : .. ~. MAKERS AND DESIGNERS ..V,".. !

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

4^ ci) s^ ^i"^ TOT iiac Eg -s^#
Catalogues Furnished- Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.I. KINDS OF STAGB MAKK UP, TIGHTS An.
121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co., noTt^Se.

I^ool^ii}^ Classes ar)d pi(;tur^ pra/n^s.

APPROPRIATE PICTURE FRAMING OUR SPECIALTY.
GILT MANTELS AND PIER MIRRORS. REGILDING.

,

232 Afch Street, Philadelphia.

(iold ^ 5ilu<^r/T)^dal8 for all Oeea8ioi}5
Plus and Badge*, et«. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Speeal IVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Af«eh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villauova College Prize Medals.)

I
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THE LADDER OF ST. AUGUSTINE.

T. AUGUSTINE ! well hast thou said,

That of our vices we can frame

A ladder, if we will but tread

Beneath our feet each deed of shame !

All common things, each days events,

That with the hour begin and end,

Our pleasures and our discontents

Are rounds by which we may ascend.

Tlie low desire, the base design.

That makes another's virtues less
;

The revel of the ruddy wine,

And all occasions of excess
;

The longing for ignoble things
;

The strife for triumph more than truth
;

The hardening of the heart that brings

Irreverence for the dreams of youth
;

All thoughts of ill ; all evil deeds,

That have tlieir root in thoughts of ill
;

Wiiatever hinders or impedes

Tiie action of the nobler will ;

—

All these must first be trampled down

Beneath our feet, if we would gain

\\\ the bright fields of fair renown

The right of eminent domain.

We have not wings, we cannot soar

;

But we have feet to scale and climb

By slow degrees, by more and more.

The cloudy summits of our time.

The mighty pyramids of stone

That wedge-like cleave the desert airs.

When nearer seen, and better known.

Are but gigantic flights of stairs.

The distant mountains that uprear "

Their solid bastions to the skies.

Are crossed by pathways, that appear

As we to higher levels rise.

The heights by great men reached and kept

Were not attained by sudden flight,

But they, while their companions slept, KK >
'

Were toiling upward in the night. ;^^^^^; ;;'-;;

Standing on what too long we bore

With shoulders bent and downcast eyes.

We may discern—unseen before—

•

A path to higher destinies.

Nor deem the irrevocable past, ^^: ^ r

'

As wholly wasted, wholly vain, "

If, rising on its wrecks, at last ;vv . .; ; "'-V

-To something nobler we attain.

Henry Wadsvuorth Lotigfcllozv.
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The Civilization of Ancient Oreece.

When, from the sacred garden driven,

Man fled before his Maker's wrath,

An angel left her place in Heaven
And crossed the wanderer's snnless path.

'Twas Art ! sweet Art ! New radiance broke

Where her light foot flew o'er the ground
;

And thus with seraph voice she spoke,

" The curse a blessing shall be found.,"

Just as a star shining through the black clouds

that endeavor to conceal its radiance sends a bright

ray to cheer our world, so art or civilization shining

through the darkness of ignorance, reveals to us

her beauties and advantages. Long ages ago the

world was buried in almost universal barbarism.

One by one the nations of antiquity arose from

this degraded state to a greater or less degree of

civilization, but none reached such sublime heights

of culture as "Greece, lovely Greece, the land of

scholars and the nurse of arms."

Civilization does not signify merely the process

of reclaiming a country from the condition of

barbarism to that of refinement and culture ; but

taken in a liberal and more extensive view, is that

state which leads directly to the contemplation and

appreciation of the fine arts. So intimately con-

nected, then is civilization with the study of the

fine arts, that we may easily estimate the perfec-

tion of the former by the value given to the latter.

Thus in Ancient Greece civilization and art went

hand in hand, and brought out of the chaos of

barbarism, a fair and lovely land of poetry, paint-

ing, sculpture, architecture, music, oratory and

philosophy.

The history of no other nation presents to our

eyes such a chapter as that of Greece from the

time of Homer down to the reign of Alexander

the Great. Within so brief a period is comprised

that astonishing collection of mental achievements

which has been and ever will be the object of

universal admiration.; ;,: -

The literature of early Greece possesses a pecu-

liar and indescribable charm for the reason that it

has been the model or rather the master of compo-

sition and thought for all posterity. In the con-

templation of these august teachers of mankind
we are astonished and are filled with conflicting

emotions. It is the early voice of the world better

remembered and more cherished than all the

intermediate words that have been uttered
;
just as

the lesson of childhood still haunts us when the

impressions of later years have been effaced from

our minds. Homer is called the Father of epic

poetry ; Aeschylus, the Father of tragedy

;

Thucydides, the Father of history. In fact in all

the important branches of literature, such as, epic,

lyric and dramatic poetryj history, philosophy and

oratory, the Greeks, though the first in the field

have never been surpassed.

The Grecian philosophy, though owing its

origin in some degree to the Orientals, nevertheless

attained such a degree of perfection, that in no

other branch of learning has their genius displayed

so much originality and rich invention. Even
their erroneous opinions with regard to God, the

creation of the world, and the immortality of the soul

instruct us, since they are absolute proofs of the

heights of Iruth to which unaided human intellect

can attain. The names of Plato, Aristotle and

Socrates will shine forever in the realm of Philos-

ophy, and will be revered by all who wish to be

guided through the dark and cheerless paths of

error into the light of truth.

Eloquence was also understood and recognized

as an art among the ancient Greeks, and reached

its culminating point in the immortal orator

Demosthenes.

Grecian music was the handmaid of poetry,

reverently following the bard's inspiration, animat-

ing and accenting his words, giving character to

the whole, but without independent existence

either in lyric or dramatic poetry. Music and

poetry were inseparably united ; musical rhythm
followed the poetical cadence, or rather this cadence

was a musical one
;

poets were in like manner
musicians. That the influence of marvellous

charm which poetry acquired by its union with

music had deeply moved the poets themselves, is

attested by the renowned enconium of Pindar in

the first Pythian prize song :
" Even the flaming

lightning dart is extinguished by the tones of the

lyre, the eagle slumbers on the sceptre of Jove ;

his swift pinions droop on each side of the royal

bird , for the sound has shed a dark mist over his

bowed head, and softly closed his eyelids ; slum-

bering, he raises his gently heaving plumage,

tamed by the power of melody
;
yea, even the

heart of mighty Ares is rejoiced ; see, the terrible

lance rests peacefully on his large temple. But he

whom Jove loveth not is terrified, and withdraws

himself in fear when he hears the voices of the

Pieridos on the earth and boundless ocean
;
yea,

even Typhos, abhored of the Gods in Tartarus."

Painting did not at first acquire so great a prom-

inence among the Greeks because of its dependence

on architecture. > When painting ceased to be

subordinate to architecture, much progress was

made.

In architecture as well as in the other branches of

art, the Greeks surpassed their contemporaries.

They joined beauty and symmetry with the mas-
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siveness of the structures of Egypt. They origi-

nated three styles, the Doric, the Ionic and the

Corinthian, which have influenced the architecture

of all succeeding ages.

Sculpture attained a higher degree of perfection

among the Greeks than it did among the Egypt-

ians, because the former indulged in a more free

and lively spirit than the latter. Sculpture in

Greece as elsewhere, was entirely dependent on

religion ; but ** whilst the religion of the Egyptians

was a religion of the tomb, and their ideal world a

gloomy spot peopled by sleeping lions, dreamy

sphinxes or weird unearthly monsters, the myth-

ology of the Greeks, rightly understood, is an

exquisite poem, the joint creation of the master

minds of infant Greece, and their art is a transla-

tion of that poem into visible forms of beauty."

It is not, therefore, a cause for astonishment that

we celebrate with feelings akin to reverence the

the civilization of ancient Greece, so lofty in con-

ception, so grand in execution. And though long

since her glory and pride have departed from her,

yet the very thought of this former glory and pride

makes us love Greece still, and with Lord Byron

we exclaim in lamenting tone :

" Such is the aspect of this shore
;

'Tis Greece—but living Greece no more !

So coldly sweet, so deadly fair,

We start—for soul is wanting there.

Her's is the loveliness in death.

That parts not quite with parting breath
;

But beauty with that fearful bloom,

That hue which haunts it to the tomb

—

Expression's last receding ray,

A gilded halo hovering round decay,

The farewell beam of feeling past away !

Spark of that flame, perchance of heavenly birth.

Which gleams, but warms no more its cherished

earth." ;l;:^'>'!•;:v^^"'-;v:^.'\;^:^; '•.:-•::

•'
. '

' M. J. Murphy, '95.

Silver Jubilee.

Rev. J. J. Fedigan, O. S. A., of Atlantic City,

N. J., ex-president of our college, celebrated his

silver Jubilee on the 24th ult. The ceremonies com-

menced with a Solemn High Mass, with Rev. Fr.

Fedigan, celebrant ; V. Rev. J. F. Loughlin, D.D.,

chancellor of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia,

deacon ; Rev. M. Taylor, of New Ydrk city, sub-

deacon ; Rev. J. A. Nugent, O. S. A., Atlantic

City, master of ceremonies.

The sermon was preached by Rt. Rev. Bishop

Keane, Rector of the Catholic University, on the

Gospel of the day, the Feast of St. Raphael. It

was undoubtedly one of the grandest and most

eloquent discourses ever delivered within the walls

of St. Nicholas' Church.

There were present Most Rev. P. J. Ryan, D. D.;

Rt. Rev. Bishops O'Farrell, of Trenton, N. J.;

McGovern, of Harrisburg, Pa. ; Vicar General

McFaul, Trenton ; Dr. Kiernan, Philadelphia
;

Very Rev. Frs. Fitzsimmons, Camden : Waldron,

O. S. A., Provincial of the Order; McShane,

O. S. A., Chestnut Hill ; O'Brien, O. S. A., Bryn
Mawr ; our esteemed President, C. A. McEvoy,
O. S. A.; also very many prominent laymen.

In the evening a magnificent public reception

was tendered him, during which an ode composed

for the occasion by Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly, was
read. May he live long to continue the good work
thus far so well carried on is our sincere and heart-

felt wish.

ODE.

All glory to the King of Kings upon this blessed feast

!

-To Christ, the new Melchisedech, the everlasting Priest

!

All glory to Augustine great, to Monica with heart of Gold.

To Nicholas of Tolentine, and all the Saints of old !

Our Father keeps beside the sea,

His Silver Jubilee

!

All homage to Saint Raphael blest, the Angel sent of God,
One of the Seven, near the Throne, in heaven's bright abode !

For he who, to Tobias, gave a spouse (across the Tigris tide).

Espoused our Father to the Church, his fair immortal Bride !

And now, he keeps beside the sea,

His Silver Jubilee!

Beyond the main, in olden Ghent, 'mid Austin's chosen sons,

In Belgium's sweet " 6"/. Elienne,^' his life-monastic dawns.

A novice in a stranger land, he, joyous,heard the call of Christ,

And bravely trod the Narrow way—home, mother, sacrific'd !

That he might keep beside the sea,

His Silver Jubilee !

In Penn's dear state, in fair New York, in Massachusetts gray,

In old New Jersey, by the strand, since that eventful day
(That bright St. Raphael's day of yore when he a priest of God

was made),

His life has passed in fruitful toil, in sunj-hine and in shade.
And now he keeps beside the sea,

;^^;j. :"^::v His Silver Jubilee !

A faithful shepherd he hath proved for five and twenty years.

Hath ever shared his people's joys, andwiped away their tears.

His thoughts, his words, his works, his prayers, were all

devoted to his flock.

And though he toiled upon the sands, he builded on the Rock !

Thrice-blessed, then, dear Father, be
Thy Silver Jubilee !

Arise, O city by the wave, and bid the billows blend

Their music with our greeting to thy Soggarth and thy friend !

For more than half his priestly life, his love, his labors, have
been thine. /.f-[-.'\

O turn his silver into gold—the gold of meed divine ! \. :.,':
That he may keep eternally,

God's Golden Jubilee

!

Eleanor C. Donnelly.
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The North American Indian.

In tracing the reclamation of a country from the

state of barbarism, some knowledge of the diiTer-

ent periods of its existence previous to that recla-

mation becomes necessary. This is especially true

if the inhabitants themselves submit willingly or

unwillingly to the process of civilization. This

great Western continent was at one time barbaious.

The European settlers have reclaimed it from that

condition, not by civilizing the former inhabitants,

but by establishing colonies of their own people.

Indeed, hardly any attempts were made to elevate

the condition of the Indian. From the very begin-

ning he seemed to recognize in the whites the

character of Destroyer, and therefore, sullenly and

despairingly he went further and further away from

them until he is now almost lost sight of in the

prairies of the far West.

When Columbus discovered America, he found

it inhabited by red men who were preceded by a

race of which few traces remain. Their ancestors

are connnonly supposed to have emigrated from

the north-eastern part of Asia.

The American Indians were divided into clans

or tribes ; each tribe had a different dialect
;

although the red men differed somewhat in dispo-

sition, yet they posses ed the same characteristics

in common. With regard to their external appear-

ance they were copper-colored, with coarse black

hair, little or no beard, regular and noble features

and a haughty demeanor. They lived in huts or

wigwams made of branches of trees, or skins of

wild animals ; they were very indolent, despising

work and wandering from one place to another
;

while the men were engaged in the pleasures of

hunting or fishing, the women were compelled to

perform all the drudgery. Many tribes of the

Indians were gentle, amiable and hospitable, but

in general the Northern tribes were very cruel and

tortured their prisoners with .shocking ingenuity.

At the head of each tribe was a sachem who held

supreme power ; he was recognized chief either by

descent or by some act of heroism ; but since his

authority depended entirely upon his personal in-

fluence, it was often contemned.

Since the discovery of this country by Columbus,

the native Indian has been the subject of curious

speculation ; by the very want of those things which

are so very attractive in other nations, he lias be-

come the object of mysterious interest. By the mere

absence of facts and dates by which the course of

his migration might be known, and also by the

uncertainty of his origin he has become a frequent

character in romance. The mere mention of the

name Indian brings to one's mind a picture of a

shadowy image, looming up dim but gigantic in a

darkness which nothing else can penetrate.

" The efTorts of a poet's imagination are more or

less under the control of his opinions "
; but man's

opinions are founded on history, and properly

speaking there is no historical Indian ; and as a

consequence poets and novelists have founded their

savage personages on a hypothetical standard of

either the virtues or vices of the savage state. If

this rule were applied to the portraitwre of civilized

men, it would be discarded as false and pernicious.

The reason, therefore, of its toleration in the case

of the Indian must be that the separation betwee:i

him and ns is so broad that our conceptions of his

character would exert little or no influence on cur

intercourse with mankind.

The American Indian is the ideal of a savage

—

no more, no less ; since he possesses those qualities

which are characteristic of an unenlightened race

isolated for many ages from all civilizing influ-

ences. He differs in a certain sense from the other

barbarians ; but the principal distinction lies in

the completeness of his savage character ; the

peculiarities of the country in which he lives, its

climate and its remoteness from other countries

have been instrumental in stamping upon him the

peculiarities of his race.

The state of the continent when the Indians first

landed on its shores was that of a vast unbroken

solitude ; the contemplation of this almost bound-

less extent, together with the profound loneliness

which is the consequence of such vastness, were

the most powerful agencies at work in modifying

their original character. The primary effects of

this cause may be observed in the migration of

white settlers to forests and prairies ; no matter

how jovial and light-hearted they may have been

before, they soon become meditative and taciturn
;

these (and especially the last) are the peculiar char-

acteristics of the Indian ; indeed, he carries his

taciturnity even to austerity.

" Isolation," says Carlyle, " is the sum total of

wretchedness to man," but, in the words of De
Quincey, " No man can be truly great without

chequering his life with solitude," for while sep-

aration from his fellowman deprives a man of those

humanizing influences which are the effects of

association, yet, on the other hand, it may strength-

en and develop in him some of the noblest

qualities of human nature. Surely this must have

been the foundation of that proud dignity which

has always been characteristic of the Indian.

The Indians believed in a Great Spirit, but did

not worship Him ; they also believed in an Evil

Sp rit, whom they endeavored to propitiate by

magic and witchery ;
their idea of a future state
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was that, after death, their bodies would be borne

to the happy hunting grounds. B:it throughout

their religion materialism reigned supreme ;
the

whole system was a degraded superstition. The

faith of the Greeks was embodied in ceremonies

and observances; regularly appointed religious rites

kept alive in them a spirit of piety ; the erection of

temples in honor of their deities, whatever may

have been their conception of the character of these

deities, attested their genuine piety and kept before

them the abstract ideaof a Supreme Being. Before

the coming of the white man the Indian erected no

temples in honor of his divinities ; on the contrary

he revered them only as long as they conferred

physical benefits upon him ; his religious rites were

grotesque in their conception, varied in their

character, inhuman in their details.

Corrupt manners and degrading systems cannot

exist in conjunction with a pure religious system
;

the outlines of social institutions are coincident

with the limits of piety, and the purity and refine-

ment of morals depend on the purity of religious

faith. Thus the prevailing spirit of a nation's

religion may be determined by an inquiry into its

manners and customs. Now among the relations

of life the one existing between parent and child

forms the best index of human advancement ; filial

affection is, as it were, a secondary manifestation

of a devotional heart, and such affection and obe«

dience to a father on earth are but imperfect signs

of our love to our Father in heaven. But what of

this sentiment in the Indian ? This question may
be answered in a few words : there is no such senti-

ment in the Indian character. The children seldom

or never have been known to love or respect their

parents ; like beasts of the field, no sooner have

they become able to take care of themselves than

they cease to remember by whose care they have

become so. The written law of the Indian exacts

no higher penalty for parricide than for homicide

and the command to honor his father and mother

because they are his father and mother appears to

the mind of the Indian simply absurd.

Of late years there has been much lamentation

in this country over the gradual extinction of these

interesting savages ; and in Europe we have been

the object of indignation for our '

' oppression of

the Indians." But four centuries ago millions of

them were roaming the forests and prairies and

valleys ; now their numbers have gradually

dwindled to a few hundred thousand, who are

but the shadows of their former selves and
who owe their existence to the protection of

the whites. The extermination of the Indian

decreed by a law of Providence ; barbar-

inevitable, but also right that such should be the

case. Man must advance at the word civilization

or decay from the earth. The Indians refused to

accept the civilization proffered by the white man
;

they have set themselves in opposition to all refining

influences, and thus the lesson which all history

teaches has again been taught, that two distinct

races cannot co-exist in the same country on equal

terms ; the weaker must be incorporated with the

stronger or invariably be exterminated.

M. H. McDonnell, '95.

IS

ism must g\i/e way to civilization ; it is not only

The college founded by the late Alphonso XII.

king of Spain, in the celebrated Kscurial convent,

called the eighth wonder of the world, has been

aided and encouraged by the Queen of Spain, and

now, in charge of the Augustinians, is a univer-

sity, in which all higher branches of learning will

be taught by the most distinguished scholars of

that country.

British Rule in India.

In the sixteenth century the Dutch, always

noted for their sea-faring tendencies, in one of

their trading expeditions touched at India. Con-

vinced of the immense wealth of the country and

of the vast resources for the development of which

only strong and willing hands were needed, they

established trading posts and began the work of

exporting the products of that region. England

was the principal mart for these exports, until a

discrimination having been made against her with

regard to a certain commodity, her principal mer-

chants were incensed at this act, and formed a

company of their own under the title of the " East

India Trading Company," with quarters in India.

Other countries, France and Spain especially,soon

became interested in the new discovery, and they,

in like manner, established companies of their

own, with branch offices in India. The traders

of these different countries, being engaged in the

same business of colonization and exportation,

were constantly interfering with one another on

account of competition and jealousy. Numerous
conflicts were the resiilt, and, as a matter of course,

the several European Governments aided their

respective countrymen. The natives also sided

with the particular cause which they espoused.

For many years this internal strife continued,

until, finally, the entire country was brought under

the control of the English Company, and this

control was eventually transferred to the crown

itS-lfi
-

.,'. -.;>.:.-.;>..,;:> r.::,n:-^ .v..; .^ ./; -. ... ,•;• :

England thus assumed the government of India,

and, if we contrast the condition of the inhabi-

tants of to-day with that which existed during the
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career of the celebrated Lord Clive, we may safely

say that India owes a debt of gratitude to England

for this assumption of power, which brought with

it all the civilizing influences of an enlightened

country. At first there were abuses, and we may
say necessary ones. The natives had for many
years been subject to tyrannical and despotic princes,

and, being naturally superstitious and ignorant,

they submitted patiently to the oppression of their

rulers. This oppression degraded them, made
them indolent, treacherous and suspicions, and,

and although these defects have not been

removed, yet justice, enlightenment, freedom

security which followed in the wake of England's

assumption of power elevated their condition and

inclined them to yield to her civilizing influences.

Moreover, many who were formerly sluggish and

inactive are now engaged in the cultivation of the

rich and fertile soil that had been so long neglected.

The improvement in education is also remark-

able ; schools, colleges and universities have been

established with great success.

The material progress is no less wonderful
;

miles of railroad have been built, lines of tele-

graph have been constructed, and irrigation, so

essential to agricultural pursuits, has been accom-

plished by the aid of canals.

Thus a beneficial change has been wrought in the

condition of India by its British rulers. Manners and

customs and opinions have been directed more and

more to the manner of British thought and action
;

so much so that a great German statesman, struck

by this unprecedented phenomenon, remarked :
" If

the British lose Shakespeare and Milton and every

other writer who has made their name illustrious

throughout the world, the justice and ability with

which they have administered India will be an

imperishable memorial of their nation."

The reasons of this powerful and salutary influ-

ence over these Orientals are many ; their poli-

tical qualities, their strong individuality which

meets reverses and difficulties with composure and

even indifference ; their natural gravity and serious-

ness of character, which is itself so marked a pecu-

liarity of the Oriental ; but especially their non-

interference with the religious rites and belief of

the natives, for religion outweighs every other

consideration with the Oriental, and is, therefore,

the most serious and solemn duty of his life.

Such, in brief, is England's power and influence

in India, attained only after many years of strife

and bloodshed, and so firmly and systematically

established that it is destined to last as long as

England herself is recognized among the powers

of earth.
,

•:;:;.;/"•>

J. F. O'Lrary, '94.

The Brook.

I looked in the brook and saw a face
;

Heigh-ho, but a child was I!

There were rushes and willows in that place.

And they clutched at the brook as the brook ran

by;

And the brook it ran its own sweet way,

As a child doth run in heedless play,

And as it ran I heard it say :

" Hasten with me
To the roistering sea

That is wroth wi th the flame of the morni ng sky !

'

I look in the brook and see a face

;

Heigh-ho, but the years go by!

The rushes are dead in the old-time place.

And the willows I knew when a child was I
;

And the brook it seemeth to me to say,

As ever it stealeth on its way,

Solemnly now, and not in play :

" Oh, come with me
To the slumbrous sea

That is gray with the peace of the evening sky!"

Heigh-ho, but the years go by

—

I would to God that a child were I!

—Etigene Field,

LABOR AND GENIUS.

The history of the past and present affords ample
evidence to prove how much depends upon labor

;

not an eminent man has lived or lives whose life

does not exemplify it. Nevertheless, very many
young men believe that labor can accompli -h little

or nothing
; that greatness is the result of chance,

and that every one must be content to continue just

what he is ; they lessen the importance of labor,

add to that of genius and are mistaken in their

notions of both. Many are the instances of men
of the greatest genius, whose beginning gave such

brilliant promise, but whose after life was a com-

plete failure owing to their indifference to labor

and misplaced confidence in their own gifts. ; i

A knowledge of the untiring industry of the

greatest poets, orators, statesmen, and artists of

every kind, men of the most brilliant and com-
manding talents, should serve most effectually to

dispel the erroneous notion that natural talent is

the primary consideration and labor only second-

ary. Homer by ceaseless effort mastered all the

knowledge of his time ; Demosthenes toiled un-

ceasingly ; Cicero narrowly escaped death from
study ;

Pascal killed himself by it ; Burke is said

to have been the most laborious and indefatigable

of men ; Milton seldom left his books, and like

Homer, was thoroughly acquainted. with all the
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knowledge of his age ; Leibnitz was continually

in his library ; Gibbon was in his study every

morning at six o'clock ; Raphael, who lived but

thirty-seven years, by labor and application carried

the art of painting far beyond any mark of excel-

lence it had before reached ; Gladstone's life is one

of ceaseless industry, and his constant companion is

a useful book.

There are examples to the contrary ; but com-

monly speaking, all truly great men have labored

industriously. The early part of their life was

usually passed in obscurity. They spent it think-

ing " while their companions slept," reading while

others sought pleasure less profitable, ever feeling

something within them which told them that their

labor and perseverance would be crowned with suc-

cess. Thus they toiled, and when their time came,

gave to the world the results of their labors, those

works which have thrown around their authors the

bright halo of undying fame. Then, do men praise

them and exclaim: "A miracle of genius !

"

" Yes, " some author says, " they are miracles of

genius because they have been miracles of labor."

They have knocked unceasingly at the door of

knowledge, of wisdom, of art, of science, of facts
;

and have questioned every phenomenon. They
trusted not to the resources of their own mind
only, but acquired the knowledge of a thousand

minds. "Excellence," declares Samuel Johnson,

"in any department can be attained only by the

labor of a lifetime ; audit is not purchased at a

lesser price.

"

Is all this endless toil necessary ? Is it

profitable? Yes, for "the fire of our minds,"

says a modern writer, " is like the fire which

the Persians burn on the mountains : it

flames night and day, and is not to be quenched
\

Upon something it must act and feed—upon the

pure spirit of knowledge, or upon the foul dregs of

polluting passions. " Labor is profitable. It is a

rest from sorrows, petty vexations, and a safeguard

against sin. It is the enemy of idleness which is

the bane of body, mind and soul.
. .

Labor then, although the beginning promises

little. Time will bring the recompense. " Only

let your mind be full," says a well known writer,

"and then you will want little or nothing to

fulfil your happiness."

T.J. Lee, '95.

PATRONIZE
OUR

ADVERTISERS.

To-Morrow.

Who says "To-morrow still is mine?'*

As if his eye could peer

Through the thick mists of future time,

And trace out life's career :

To-morrow !—stranger, it may be

A phantom never grasped by thee.

How canst thou tell to-morrow's sun

Shall shine around thy path?

Thy mortal work may then be done,

And thou niayst sleep in death.

Oh ! say not then, "To-morrow's mine"

—

The presei;t hour alone is thine.

Hast thou not seen the eager child

The butterfly pursue ?

He almost grasped it—as he smiled,

It vanished from his view.

And oh ! has not to-morrow seemed.

To some, as near—yet never beamed ?

Where is to-morrow? hidden deep

From human ear or eye
;

And who shall smile, or who shall weep.

No mortal may descry.

And he that lives upon to-morrow.

Shall often drink the cup of sorrow.

But should to-morrow never rise.

What other scenes would meet thee ?

Were earth to vanish from thine eyes,

Would heaven's bright splendors greet thee?

Oh ! then it matters not to thee,

Even should " to-morrow " never be.

^^X ;'''':'':'
"'v'^^^^ :.-•'•;:': Great Men.

Great men were all great workers in their time
;

Steadfast in purpose, to their calling true
;

Keeping with single end the aim in view
;

Giving their youthful days and manhood's prime
To ceasless toil : matin and midnight chime

Often upon their willing labors drew
;

In suflTering schooled, their souls endurance
knew.

And over difflculties rose sublime.

Genius alone can never make one great

;

There must be industry to second skill.

Faith, tireless perseverance, strength of will,

;: Ere triumph and success upon thee wait. --

Wouldst thou ascend Fame's rugged, frowning
steep? ^.,^.;_^_.:^

It must be thine to toil while others sleep.
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EDITORIALS.

In the catalogue of .stiidie.s of all educational

institutions, as well as our own, history occupies a

prominent place. The reasons for this are obvious.

History from its very nature, is indispensable to us

all, and no matter what profession we may adopt,

or occupation we may engage in, time and labor

should be given to acquiring a knowledge of this

particular branch. ^ i^:-^^^

The interest attached to the lives of remarkable

persons, to revolutions, to civil and military trans-

actions, to the manners and customs of the

ancients, together with the aid that history affords

us to imderstand the Greek and Latin classics, is a

strong reason why this particular branch should

not be neglected. Its importance has been recog-

nized by illustrious men of all nations. Cicero

calls it, "the witness of ages, the torch of truth,

the life of memory, the oracle of life, the inter-

preter of the past ;" and further adds, "that to be
ignorant of what has happened before one's birth

is nothing less than to remain in a continual state

of childhood." Since history embraces science,

literature, art, moral and material decline and im-
provement, it should be studied in all its divisions,

thereby affording us a knowledge of each and its

relations to the others. Having followed .such a
course and believing in the old proverb that " his-

tory repeats itself," we will be able, in a mea.sure,

to determine the issue of contemporary events.

History, moreover, conduces to the ennobling of

the heart, by inspiring in us a desire to emulate

the heroic actions of those described as models of

courage and patrioti-sm ; certainly its pages teem

with accounts of crimes, but the mention of these

inspires in us only horror and disgust, and proves

that unruly passions degrade humanity, and cause

the downfall of empires, and the ruin of families

and individuals. Therefore, considering the vast

amount of information in this, " the interpreter of

the past," the many uses to which it can be

directed, and the influence it exerts over the head

and heart, let us neglect no opportunity to become

conversant with it, so that, profiting by the expe-

rience of those who have gone before us, we may
know how to guide our actions, and help our

fellow-man.

While every organization whose object is the

mental improvement of its members is worthy of

study and attention, it is not surprising that so

many of our advanced students are taking such a

keen interest in the literary societies of which

they are members. But, while this is generally

the case, we regret that there are some who fail

to appreciate the great benefits which the debating

society affords them. Our minds are expansive

fields, ideas the seeds sown therein, which after-

wards ripen and are separated from the chaff by

the industry and vigilance of the careful debater.

But this is not the only feature of a debating

society ; herein subjects are discussed with whith

heretofore we have been partially or totally un-

familiar. Furthermore the embarrassment and

timidity we all experience in our first attempts

to address an audience are considerably lessened y.^';

and sometimes entirely removed. :• vv

It would be well for all who have determined to

pursue a calling in which public speaking will

play a prominent part to join the society, attend

the meetings, and take an active part in them. ;i
^

We have no sympathy for those who are present :'V:

at all the meetings, but take little or no interest in V\

the proceedings. The loss is their own. We can-

not too forcibly empha.size the fact that the really

practical part of one's education is the ability to

express thought composedly and correctly, and this

is acquired in a debating society. Even if we
have resolved to lead a quiet and reserved life,

yet, considered in the light of college graduates,

we may at some time be called upon to address an

as.se inbly, and if we cannot do so with composure,

our theoretical knowledge will be of little conse-

quence, provided we are unable to give a practical

demonstration of it.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.

To this class all students and others interested in mathe-
matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

35.—The continent of Asia has nearly the shape

of an equilateral triangle, the vertices being East

Cape, Cape Romania, and the Promontory of Raba.

Assuming each side of this triangle to be 4,800

geographical miles, and the earth's radius to be

3,440 geographical miles, find the area of the

triangle : (i) regarded as a plain triangle
; (2) re-

garded as a spherical triangle.

Solution by Augustine.

(i) Regarded as a plane triangle.

Altitude = yj aW-^^-

BD = 1/4800'^— 2400^^= 1/17280000

Area = I (base X altitude) = AD X BD
log area = log 1/17280000 + log 2400

log v/1728000 = 3.61877

log 2400= 3.38021

log area = 6.99898

Area = 9976500 sq. miles.

'

(2) Regarded as a spherical triangle.

The area of a spherical triangle is found when
the three angles A, B, C, are given as follows :

Let R = radius of sphere. •

E = the spherical excess — A+ B+C— 180°,

F = area of triangle. -

E
then by solid geometry F

180°
r. R2

When the three sides a^ b^ r, are given as in the

above example the spherical excess is computed by

means of the following formula, which is known as

I'Huilier's Formula.

tan'' ){ ^=tan Yz s tan ylis—a) tan y>{s—b) tan

«,/^and c=-
60

= 80°.

Z s = 240^=

% {s—a) = 20°

% {s—b) = 20°

y^ {s—c) = 20. Then we have log tan'

% E = log tan 60° + log tan 20° + log tan 20''

+ log tan 20°
"i

log tan Yi s =: 60° = 10.23856 )

log tan Yi {s—a) = 20° = 9.56107

log tan Y U—^^) — 20° = 9.56107

log tan Y {^—^) "^ 20° = 9.56107

log tan^ j^ B z=: 8.92177
16° f 8.1".

E = 64° 28' 32.5".

£ = 2321 12.5".

180°"^
7*

\ogF=\og 232112.5+log 6^8^./+log ^'

log 232112.5 =5.36570

^^

Then from E

log ^' = 7.07312

,

^ogE = 7.12439
/^ — 133 1 6560 sq. miles.

36.—Expand to four terms (9—2x") -

Solution by Tliomas Condon^ '^<5.

(9-2;r2)-^

= (9r'+3 (9)"^(2^)+v(9r^(2^=')%i2 (9r^(2^/
4-

I
• • • •

{2--^)' +
1_
2 7

«i 1458
+

39366
-h

37.—How many square feet of tin will be re-

quired to make a funnel, if the diameters of the top

and bottom are to be 28 inches and 14 inches

respectfully, and the height 24 inches ?

Solution by J. S. Smith.,''g6.

The funnel is evidently the frustum of a cone.

The lateral area of the frustum of a cone of revo-

lution is equal to one-half the sum of the circum-

ferences of its bases multiplied by the slant height.

Let 5" denote the lateral area, C and c the cir-

cumferences of its bases, R and r their radii, and L
the slant height. "i:S^^.--:\ .:: ::;/.,'_;.

^ Thus S= Yi{C ^- c)y. L. /<>:.' V'-; ":-v' ; v-

1/576 H 49

inches = 11.45 square feet.

1 625= 25

1649.34 square
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38.—Inscribe in a given circle a trapezoid, the

sum of whose opposite parallel sides is given, and

whose area is given.

Sohttiou by 0\S\

Let AB, equal half the sum of the opposite

sides, and the area equal the rectangle ABCD,
Proof.—^Join JiD, and in the circle place EF=^
BD. At the point /^make the < EFG = <ABD.
Join EG, and draw EH parallel to EG. EHEG

is the required trapezoid. From the centre O let

fall a perpendicular OI on FG, and produce it to

niQ&t EH in/. Let fall a perpendicular EK on

EG. Produce EH, and draw EL parallel to EK.

Because EE= BD, and the \__EFK= V_DBA,
and the rgt L EKE= L DAB, .

'. EK = AB,
.

•
. 2 AB = 2 IE -\- 2 IK; that is = EG + EH.

Again, the |__ s EGE and EHE, equal two rgt

L. s, and EHE,LHE equal two rgt L -^ / •
'

•

the [\s EGK a.\\d i^Z,//'are equal because the !_ s

ECKand. EKG, are equal to LHEand FILE, and

the side EK = EL. To each add the figure

EHEK. Hence EHEG = ELEK, and therefore

EHFG= ABCD.
,

.. ^

\-r/0*--,--.'<::-''r''^--''^::':-- ^^^ Problems.
, -

'

,

39.—A man in a balloon observes the angle of

depression of an object on the ground, bearing

south to be 35° 30'; the balloon drifts 2^2 miles

east at the same height, when the angle of depres-

sion of the same object is 23° 14'. Find the height

of the ])alloon.

40.—Prove that the sum of the squares of the

diagonals of a parallelogram is equal to tlie sum
of the squares of its four sides.

41.—Prove that three times the sum of the

squares of the sides of a triangle is equal to four

times the sum of the squares of the medians.

SPLINTERS.

42.—Extract the square root of 103— 12 \ 11.

43-—I" a mile race between a bicycle and a tri-

cycle their rates were as 5 : 4. The tricycle had
half a minute start, but was beaten by 176 yards.

Find the rates of each.

Pie.

Boston.

Almonds.

'Chestnuts.

Handkerchief.

Close up.

Hallow-e'en.

Willie strings.

Rubber overcoat.

Cards are out.

Not on your 80 cents.

Who ran the gauntlet?

Give me four seconds.

Two many pounds—271.

Tom's folks are well.
»

They live m a new block.

Mike's folks are well.

Train leaves quite early.

How very punctual you are !

The spots are not worn off.

How about you ? ( ) smiled.

We miss the dog catcher " long."

But now he sends his pious regards.

He was ''''/rowing formatoes^'' at me.

How we miss Felix and his audible soliloquies.

Don't make me any redder than I am.

And for those eyes I'd Paradise forsake.

Never take the shingle from the door.

He didn't bite but he took the cake.

A Lawrence soliloquy : Oh ! for a sleep over

those cold Nov. mornings.

Eddie was floored when accused of Philosophical

heresy.

This goes to the highest bidder. All the way
from the flowery kingdom.

We still have an example of classicality in

John's Albertus Magnus.

Please Father I cannot submerge my pedal ex-

tremities in cold water.
. ,:- .

A quotation from the conservatory. Guard well

thy tongue lest you suffer embarrasment.

We would like to know if our Conn, friend still

retains the idea of purchasing the place.

We are pleased to state on very good authority

that they had a real, live, pocket Gopher from M—

.

"Give me a piece of steak and I'll pray for you
eight days next week."

Much merriment was caused by Dick's transla-

tion of Rapit ill jus—He dragged him in the soup.

If he were here this year he would find a good
definition and moreover a description of Crinoline

in Dick's Albertus Parvus.

What an advice ! Now I hope there will be no
*'/!//r//" among the Ed's. Why certainly not-

they have made no preparations.
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We have no sympathy for the worthy senior,

who with his " Acornia" is endeavoring to cheat

the straggling minstrels of a few pennies.

The nocturnal visitor's sojourn in France seems

not to have entirely eradicated his nomadic pro-

clivities.

The " Casino Concerts " have become very pop-

ular this year. The soloists are many and varied.

The quality of voice is a secondary consideration

with them. The "Longfellow" takes the high

notes without " winking " and the dyspeptic tenor

dressed in "Buff" deserves considerable mention.

We heard it faintly, at dead of night
' Twas a sound that seemed not earthly

By the struggling hall lamps misty light

We approached on tip-toes stealthily.

The stairs we climbed with breath suppressed

The landing gained, we paused to rest

And again burst forth the tone F (sharp)

Fingered by " Charlie '

' on his Jew's harp.

Carlos' (Para Poleos) usual remark "During my
first year." What an excellent memory.

John never "Iters" to speak as he passes by.

He merely salutes.

Who is there ? McKenna. Do you want me ?

The door was opened and he shuffled in.

The messenger boy rang the bell.

He had a despatch to deliver
;

But when it was found to be only a "sell,"

J. no longer did cower or shiver. -, ..v.;
;

/: -;

Not content to wait till nine, ^ ;; ^

He took the first one on the line
;

And nothing happened worthy of note "CV,^

Except he almost lost his coat. :^ i\^
t

Marsh, Holt-on to the Dore,

There's a Kerr behind it. (First Gram, class.)

When Charlie G. was a boy '''-:r:'\<::^^::-\y v

He was quite mischievous ; ' ;:
'^ :

. ; i \y K

And it was his pride and joy

To make the old folks peevish.

One day on the table was seen

Some nice red pickled cabbage
;

. With a drop of soda he made it green

And was thrust out bag and baggage.

PERSONALS.

We extend our sincere sympathy to Notre Dame
University in the loss of her founder, V. Rev.

George Sorin. The work accomplished by him is

sufficient evidence of his zeal and untiring energy.

Rev. T. A. Field, O.S.A., Greenwich, N. Y.,

visited his nephew, Martin Field, of the Senior

Department.

Mr. William Parker, '93, entered St. John's

Ecclesiastical Seminary, Brighton, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. John Coar, of Jersey City, spent a

very pleasant afternoon with Father Coar, O.S.A.,

on the 22nd.

Mr. William Picker, of St. Charles, Ellicott

City, was entertained by his friend, A. J. Plun-

kett, of the Senior Department.

Joseph Finnigan paid a brief visit to his college

friends on the 22nd.

Mr. William Murphy, of Philadelphia, was the

guest of his son, Michael, of the Senior Depart-

ment.

Rev. James E. Vaughan, O.S.A., on account of

the illness of Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A., will

assist Father Fedigan, of Atlantic City, for a few

weeks. •

Mr. J. Sullivan and Miss Hannah Gallagher, of

Chestnut Hill, visited friends on the 29th.

M. A. Tierney, '93, is pursuing a course in law

in Troy, N. Y.

D. F. Hat kins, B.S., '93, is now studying medi-

cine in the University of New York.

Rev. F. X. McGowan, O.S. A., of Lansingburg,

N. Y., for a long time Professor in our college, :

recently paid us a brief visit before starting for

Europe. ..^.. -...^ ;..,,.,, .
•

, ..,,,- Vv ,-;.-, ;-;. :..;• :':',-:: v.y--

M. J. Mullen, in company with his mother and

aunt, recently visited some of his old friends.

Among the very welcome visitors to our college

on the 27th were Rev. Fathers Waldron, Sullivan,

O.S.A., of St. Augustine's, Philadelphia, F. J.

McShane, O.S. A., Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia,

and Father O'Neill, of Manayunk, Phila.

Rev. James T. O'Reilly, O.S. A., an alumnus of

our college, prior of St. Mary's, Lawrence, Mass.,

also president of the Catholic Total Abstinence

Union, of Boston, delivered a very able and im-

pressive address before an enthusiastic audience in

favor of the cause which he has so long and so

nobly defended.
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THE SOCIETIES.

The Sodality of Holy Rosary of which Rev. J.J.

Ryan, O.S. A. , is Spiritual Director, and Mr. J. F.

Kennedy, O.S. A., Prefect, re-organized Sunday
morningjOct. 8th, for the ensuing year. This society

has a large membership and is well attended.

V. L. I.—The Villanova Literary Institute held

its second regular monthly meeting, Saturday,

Oct. 7th. The report of the committee previously

appointed to revise the constitution and by-laws,

was accepted. Six new members were admitted.

V. D. S.—The Villanova Debating Society com-

menced regular work on the evening of Oct. i8th.

The subject, resolved :
" That Spoken Language

Exerts More Influence than Written Language,"

proved to be one that caused more interest than

has been experienced in the society for some

time.

J. J. Dolan opened the debate for the affirmative

with a verv interesting discourse, which showed

that he had given the subject deep thought and

long consideration. During the whole discussion

he evinced a very fair display of argumentative and

cool reasoning power. .;; ^ ._,.:

M.J. Murphy followed with a well written com-

position and had he dealt a little more in particulars

and facts he would have succeeded admirably in

refuting his opponent's arguments.

J. J. Ryle, the second for the affirmative, favored

us with a choice rhetorical production and his

manner of substantiating statements made them
seem indisputable. ...

J. F. O'Leary closed the debate for the negative.

He expressed himself in a manner which proved

that he was entirely familiar with the subject.

He attracted a good deal of attention and de-

serves praise for the orderly way in which he dealt

with the statements of his opponents and brought

forv/ard arguments in favor of his side of the ques-

tion. When the appointed debaters had exhausted

their supply of arguments the debate was thrown

open to the house.

Many availed themselves of the opportunity and,

we are pleased to state, kept up the already very

spirited discussion. Their example is well worthy

of imitation and will undoubtedly produce good

results. The critic decided in favor of the affirma-

tive. The next debate will be between Messrs. M. T.

Field, T. J. Lee, M. H. McDonnell and W. Rior-

dan. Subject— " Modern Oratory is Equal to

Ancient." '\''- :",:'./''.' ':-'^ '-.---:/-\'./:-.y :---^
,

--''"'

EXCHANGES.

A marked feature of the Fordliam Monthly is

the variety of its literature. We especially appre-

ciate the address of the Rt. Rev. Mgr. John Farley

to the graduates, in which is mirrored the char-

acter of this eminent prelate.

The essay on "Literary Criticism" contains many
and suggestive thoughts expressed in an easy and

graceful style.

We are glad to see the Wake Forrest Student

again in its accustomed place in our sanctum. It

appears in a new cover, which conforms with those

of other college journals. Of the contents of the

Student itself, it would be, after thirteen years of

popularity, more than useless to speak.

The task of editing The Catholic High School

Journal^ of Philadelphia, appears to be performed

by the professors rather than by the students. The
latter, therefore, are to be congratulated on their

success in having professors, who, not only wil-

lingly, but also very creditably perform duties,

which indeed would be far more interesting and
better appreciated if done by the students.

We are surprised to notice in the pages of our

esteemed contemporary, the Richmond College Mes-
senger^ an apology for poetry, copied from the

Columbia Spectator. A college paper should not

copy such nonsensical stanzas and indulge in such

frivolities. A piece like this should be placed in

the "joke column " at the best. Surely some mis-

take or oversight was made.

The current numbers of the Niagara Index open
with an entertaining treatise entitled " Conscience -

in Shakespeare." The illustrations and deductions

reflect credit on the writer. Its exchange and per-

sonal columns are models for imitation. Let us

hope that we may receive many such productions

from the "old monk with his many scars."
,

The following exchanges grace the table of our

sanctum : Notre Dame Scholastic^ The Ozvl^ ^igli

School Bulletin^ Lawrence, Mass. ; Ave Maria^

Doane Owl^ Crete, Neb. ; ML St. Joseph^s Colle-

gian.^ St. JohCs University Record., and The
Georgetown Journal, Many of these arrived too

late for review in this issue.
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thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

L-eKRV'S OL-D BOOK STORO,
9 Soutli Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VT7XKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

4^Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.*S(t

^wm:. E. HINCH,
oiifiDoai ••. oiiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. OALLAOHEE. OEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers. ,

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery

245-47 NortA Broad Street, Phila.- ; ^ : .; ^
(GaUaerher Building'.) ...:,.' ;-:;^

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

-v::;; ,.\. '•>;.>.•."''
v-/" 13-50 Per Annum.

,

;•,-,": "V:"'s >;;-- :'-•

7V^OORE*S

WINDSOR HOTEL,
.:;.%• PHILRDELPHIfl. -.v.,.

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station.

1210-20 T^ilbcrt Street, rVS^

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. Sor. Twenty-first

and Market Stceets.

WK extend an invitation to you to call at our GRKAT
WHvSTKRN MEAT MARKET and sec what a choice
selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef,

Lard, Hams and Provisions
We have constantly on hand and note tlie Low Prices at which 'we are

selling. We handle only the Best Goods, and Quality considered,
Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for

yourself.

Ijb^ral Di8(^our)t to public aijd (^I^aritable Ir^stitutlotjs.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOCARTY,-
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Auenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

JOHIST J. BYIINES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHIIiAPELPHIA.

^^ WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas,*-
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouidept l^ife 9 Jmst <^o.
^ -- Of r»]iilndelpliia, -

^

- N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts., (40T-409)

fSSUES Lite, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment. ;' :^^ >;>;;.
Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low rate of

expenses ; liberality to policy-holders

In Everything E^^elled by no other Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHf^ISTIAfl MOOf^H.-f

OBLINQER PR05. & C2.,

FACTORY, LANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 164 N. THIRD ST.,
PHII.ADELPHIA.

AVltoleiiale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
IMPOUTKltS OF

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,

No. B17 Arch. Street,
PHII^ADEI^PHIA,

JSverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. STEINBOCK,

'^• i^
1630 f/ortl? Ju/elftl? 5tr(j^t, pi?iladelpl?ia, pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.
GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Oiir stock of Fine Footwear is always attractive^

in quality^ variety and price.

HALLAHAN^
Eighth and Filbert Sts., Philadelphia.

P. T. COf.AHAN, 1838 MARKET st:

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FI,OUR, $5.50 PER BBL.

OKSH OR OREDITv
BUY YOUR GOODS ^^^^^ % I

FROM

GEO. KELLV & CO
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

^ > On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

"dANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

• »

Furqiliui'elBBilding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Ahovc Cbestnat. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institutions.
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CHARIiHS B. UYHCH.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Oor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
l8K. Wedding Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a 9peel*lty,

LOGUE * HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•W-TEXT BOOKS, -i^

Vfe-w and Second Hand.

Have oonatantly on band a fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR OAT.T.

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 |4. Thirteenth Street,

PHILADBLPHIA, PA.

CHARLES a. HOOKEY,

^UNDERTAKER, *0

626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,

Lancaster Auenue. Roscmont, Pa.
*" hauling done.

DEALER IN

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Olasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGENT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates fnrniahed to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

BROGAN a SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

]io. 810 HRCB ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers .... Printers

Stationers....

,>Mcl1ANUS*''C'
Blank Book Makers

TIM. QUINLAN k BRO.,

BUmSMITIS I lOISE SIIEH,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horae-Shoeing a Specialty. Old I^ancaster Road,

Foi?. (3-oor) -wok^k:.

Try boston LAUNDRY,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY (K)ODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,

1025 Market St.,

Sells everything needed

for the Table, Kitchen and
Hcnsehold at halfother's
prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprlsingr? Wonderful? Yet True I!

^ ^ $io and $20, Genuine Confederate Bills only
tP^J five cents each

; $50 and ;?iioo bills 10 cents

each ; 25c. and 50c. shinplasters 10 cents each
;

$1 and $2 bills 25 cents each. Sent securely sealed

on receipt of price. Address, Chas. D. Barker,
90 S. Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co.,

707 and 709 FILBERT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. \Vash-Dra\ving.s, Taiutings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK, Manager.

M.GALLAGHER,
I'KACTICAI..

Harness |||Bl((r

15 N. 9tli St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.~"~
H. MUHR'S SONS.

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches : 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOmAS H- CUHARY,

4FUNERAL DIRECTOR*-
S. W. Cor. welfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

tSr Personal attention day or night.
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'T^HIS is the Overcoat for the coming season

—

* fly front, cut long, full and .loose fitting,

with a strictly-gently swing. The higher grades

arc silk lined throughout, others have cassimere

lining with body and sleeves silk-lined. Made in

Kerseys, Meltons and Fur Beavers, Black or Blue.

The Kersey the favorite material and Blue the

popular color. Any price you wish from ^15.00

to $45.00.

K. C. YHTES St CO
13th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.

• f

hon^ai) p. i)Fine[II

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Stalls, 1 112, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

' 'v: Reading Terminal Market. i ,

109,171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2d AND CALLOWHILL STS,

PHILADELPHIA.

A. L. PLUSH,
DKAI.IvR IN

Bicycles -;:

Of all Kinds.
Also Se^t'liiK Maclilnes,

Ouns, Klfles mid
^porting Ciooda.

lOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

A FACT TO BE REMEMBERED
THAT THE HEADQUARTKRS FOR

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

r. DITSON S^ CO/S,J. E
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOSrtORGANS
1129 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA. _-

VAN HORN & SON,
:',;J MAKERS AND DESIGNERS

THEATRICAL AND HISTORICAL

Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club,

AL.I. KINDS OF STAGE DIAKE UP, TIGHTS &.c.

121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co.,
Manufacturer
for the Trade,

, lool^ii}^ Classes a^d pit(:ur^ pra/r\^s.

APPROI'RIATE PICTURE FRAMING OUR SPECIALTY.
GILT MANTELS AND PIER MIRRORS, REGILDING.

232 Arch Stfeet, Philstdelphia.

(Jold ^ 5''^?f"/n<?^al8 for all Oeeasiops
Pins and Badges, etc. Mnde to Order.

Kngra-vlngs In General and Specal 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Apeh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villauova College Prize Medals.)
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LONG AGO.

Taken from the Celtic Monthly and composed by Jolin Locke,

brother of Revs. Dr. Joseph and Fr. Michael Locke, O.S.A.

Y harp, dost thou remember

When first youth's fragile fingers

Used to touch these fairy strings and

Make their wildest music flow?

Now, one more burst of song- sound

While backward memory glides to

Those grand, old summer evenings

Of long, long ago.

God be with them, God be with them,

They were bright though evanescent,

—

Full of legendary lustre,

Glowing, golden, sweet and bland
;

And they left me, ere they faded,

A few dearly-treasured memories

Like wave-forsaken pearl-shells,

,On Oman's yellow strand.

In the mellow wine red radiance

Of those hallowed olden evens,

When the finches came to nestle

In their leafy hostelry,

I used sit between the hazel boughs

Above the brook to listen

For a little foot-step coming '
t'

"

Down the pasture-paths to me.

\\\ the moonlight and the starlight,

Still those hazel boughs are swinging,

And flows that baby brooklet

As of old it used to flow
;

But she whose merry laughter

Echoed back its rippling tinkle

Faded with those summer evenings

Of long, long ago.

And where's the glowing future.

The radiant, ripened manhood,

The guerdon of achievements -^H

I dreamt that should be mine ?

Ah ! trusting heart of youth-hood,

Never have I found them

All were fickle phantasies

Of Fancy's and of thine. '
-

And yet I love to muse on

—

I pleasure in recalling

Those beautiful illusions

That Fancy used to strow

Along th' untrodden turnings

Of life's delightful pathway

r th' grand old summer evenings

Of long, long ago.

Sweet harp, my harp be silent
;

I would I had not waked thee

For oh, beloved ! 'twere better

We both had been laid low

—

Had sunk to dreamless slumber

In the golden-gleaming glory

Of those grand old summer evenings

Of long, long ago..
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Christmas Reflections.

As the year draws to its close, our thoughts
naturally revert to that once peaceful land so redo-

lent with poetic and historic memories, and while,

with the shepherds, we listen to the angels sing-

ing, "Glory be to God in the highest," we our-

selves participate in the joy and peace that were
echoed over the hills of Judea nineteen hundred
years ago. Nor is it strange that such should be
the sentiments of our hearts when we remember
the wondrous nature of the event first made known
by that Angelic Choir to the humble shepherds
keeping the night watches over their flocks on the

bleak mountain-passes of Bethlehem. Truly we
may say that this is the source of all that joy which
may find a home in the heart of man.
An event of such great importance to the human

race invites our attention, and the origin of the

celebration of Christmas may well command our
notice. The exact chronology of the birth of

Christ is not determined in Holy Writ. Neither
the month nor the year is designated. At least

one hundred and thirty-eight years passed before

Bishop Telesphorus celebrated the day. He or-

dained that the Gloria in Excelsis should be sung
on the eve of the Nativity, But the date was
variable, and it was not until the year -^^-y] that

December 25 was taken. Rome declared this to be
Christ's Natal-day, and we should accept this

authority since in that city are, even yet, found
the records of the enrollment of the Blessed Virgin
and St. Joseph at Bethlehem.

To the early Christians this feast was of a relig-

ious character altogether, and many of the elabor-

ate customs which characterized it, have come
down to us, laden with the memories of centuries,

to give life to our worship of the new-born infant.

Among them the most familiar and the most touch-

ing is that of placing the manger in our churches
during this season. This is attributed to St.

Francis Assis', who, in order to instruct the people

by bringing the very scene before their eyes,

erected a stable and had all its simple details rep-

resented in a most realistic manner to make it

more touching and beautiful.

When we look at Christmas in our own land, a

scene far less pleasing to the Catholic meets our
eyes. The Pilgrim Fathers, fearing that the joys
of Christmas would dissolve the air of gloom with
which their manner of worshipping God was sur-

rounded, abolished its celebration and instituted

Thanksgiving Day to take its place. To them,
and indeed to all non-Catholics, Christmas was an
idolatrous festival. This tradition bore so heavily
upon our country that up to within thirty years
this great auniyersary was not even a play-day.

Shops were open ; men worked and traded ; only

Catholics glorified the Incarnate God with prayer,

song and sacrifice, rest from labor and joyous

pleasure.

Lately, however, a change has been wrought.

One after another, the Protestant churches, follow-

ing in the wake of their Catholic neighbors, have

begun to add a little more spirit to the celebration

of Christmas. Business is abandoned, labor is set

aside for the time, to be replaced by religious exer-

cises and social enjoyment. With each recurring

advent of Christmas we are struck with the general

and increasing interest which this great feast ex-

cites, and, although shorn of many of its ancient

and festive honors, the preparations made on every

side—the evergreen decked churches and houses,

the generous smile of the gray-haired sire and the

glad shouts of the little ones—all show that Christ-

mas is hailed with delight.

The date when social pleasures began to mingle

themselves with the religious celebration of this

feast cannot be well fixed. It is but natural how-

ever, that the glad noise of laughter should blend

with the Christmas carol and that the day which

commemorates the announcement of "peace and

good will " to all should be selected as the occasion

for gathering together the scattered members of the

family. Than this no more appropriate day could

be chosen to draw more closely the bonds of kindred

hearts, to assemble the wandering children about

the parental hearthstone where one grows young

again amid the endearing mementos of childhood.

In this charmed circle " heart calleth unto heart "

and from its deep well of living kindness is drawn

that peace and gladness which re-animate the

drooping spirit and rekindle the genial flame of

charity in the quiet recesses ot our bosoms.

Under the influence of this season, man's better

nature is aroused and with it comes the desire to

make his fellow-men sharers in his joy. We find

the expression of this desire in the salutation

"Happy Christmas" which our pleasure-loving

contemporaries have corrupted to " Merry Christ-

mas." " Happy Christmas," What recollections do

not these few words conjure up in our soul. How
they strike the chords of our memory, and with

the spell that surrounds them call forth our tender-

est thoughts—thoughts, which if sometimes min-

gled with sad recollections, raise our souls to that

divine Child who sends comfort and " p?ace to

men of good-will."

.^,„, Edward G. Dohan, 96.

Our advertisers will be pleased to have you call

on them during the holidays.
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The Story of a Shipwreck.

BY A SURVIVOR.

Often do I think of the days gone by—some re-

membrances sweet, but others so sad. The sad

thoughts of those days forever past outnumber the

merry ones and oftentimes cast a gloomy shadow

o'er me.

Nearly sixty year ago I left my father's home. I

lived with him, my mother and sister, in a large

manor overlooking the Thames. I became dissat-

isfied with the slow, monotonous life in old England

and sailed across the billowy deep to the new

world to seek new adventures—and a fortune ; for

by leaving the paternal roof I was disinherited.

The year '49 brought with it many good things

for me, for, as is well known, in that year the gold

mania was raging in California. I went thither,

and after five years of hard, but successful labor, I

had amassed great wealth ; indeed, fortune smiled

at my every effort.

From California I went to New York and settled

there for the space of twenty years, in the mean-

while taking unto myself a life partner.

Year after year rolled by and I was comparatively

happy, yet an irresistible desire took possession of

me ; it was to visit once more the haunts and

scenes of my childhood days ; to see once again

the face of my venerable father, to hear again the

soft, loving voice of my dear, patient mother. At
last the desire conquered me and we took passage

for merry England.

" Many a year is in its grave

Since I crossed this restless wave."

We arrived in safety. My spirits were buoyant

at the prospect of seeing again the places I once

detested, of beholding the faces that always had a

place in my heart. Alas ! proud hope.s, soon to be

blasted ! Dame fortune for the first time turned

her smiling countenance from me and never looked

my way again. God in His justice rightly punished

the sin of my youth.

I arrived at my birth-place, only to hear the sad

news of my father's death reverently whispered

among the village gossipers. I could hardly believe

my ears, but too soon and too truly was the news

verified. This plunged me into a chasm of sorrow

which was deepened by the loss of my dear mother,

who died of a broken heart.

The joyous spirit in which I found myself

whilst sailing o'er the briny ocean now gave place

to feelings of melancholy. My wife and sister were

now the only ones for whom I had to live. The
estate, which reverted to my sister, was sold, and

she gave the proceeds to me for safe-keeping. We

decided to leave for America, as England had no

charms for us.

Ah ! how little does one know that his cup of

bitterness is not yet filled.

it * * * *

Old king Sol has just gone down ; the dazzling

reflection from his golden chariot is plainly seen as

he fast disappears below the horizon—his purple

and crimson fleecy robes trailing after him.

The queen of night, in all her royal splendor,

accompanied by her myriads of attendants, each

trying to outshine the other in paying homage to

her, peeps from beneath her silvery covering and

suddenly shines, it seems to me, more brilliantly,

serenely and beautifully to-night than I have ever

seen her shine before. The waters are so placid

that her shadow scarce trembles on their vast

expanse.

Under such propitious signs we sail out of the

harbor. Old England, with its neat cottages along

the shore and the mouldering ruins of many old

abbeys covered with ivy, fast disappears.

The ship is now two days upon the waters, and

" How gloriously her gallant course she goes !

Her white wings flapping—never from her foes

—

She walks the waters like a thing of life.

And seems to dare the elements to strife.

Who would not brave the battle fire—the wreck

—

To move the monarch of her peopled deck? "

Toward noon of the third day a cloud—the first

that mars the beauty of the skies since we set sail

—

is seen. At first it appears so insignificant that no

one pays any attention to it.—No one do I say?

There is one on board, who knows that it forbodes

naught but evil, and that person is the brave cap-

tain of the proud vessel. The darkening brow, the

troubled look, the ominous shake of the head,

warn us in a manner unmistakable that something

is wrong.

The cloud approaches nearer and nearer, and the

bright blue sky grows darker and darker. It is

now evening and the ship is bounding on her way,

as the maddened waves flash into spray around her

prow. Night, with all its impending terrors, is fast

approaching. Little do we know what this dark

night has in store for us. ••';." >\''.
\ ; : V \

'^ ;:.

Suddenly there is a flash of lightning, a peal of

thunder, and the cloud bursts. In less time than it

takes to relate it, the storm with all its fury is upon

us. The giant form of the massive ship is tossed

about like a chip upon the wrathful surge. She
ploughs through the mountainous waves, eager to

be free, her sails panting to be on their flight. . . .

Midnight is at hand, and still the storm is raging

wrathfully and loud. Darkness surrounds us, save
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when the lightning's terrible flashes play upon the

crests of the broken waves, and light the gap

between them. About the ship the waters roar,

and the roar is answered by a crash of the falling

masts. The word confusion is inadequate to ex-

press what is taking place on that ill-fated ship.

Husbands and wives, brothers and sisters, parents

and children are swept away by the merciless

waves. Before my eyes (I shudder at the remem-
brance) my wife and sister disappeared into that

boiling abyss. Never shall their death struggles

and painful woe-begone looks leave me. The
groans and cries of those unfortunate ones still

ring in my ears.

Those of the ship's crew that are left are hurry-

ing hither and thither, with ghastly faces ; wailings

and moanings are heard on every side. Brave men,

maddened with despair, know not what they do.

There is a sudden lurch, her keel strikes a hidden

rock, the timbers are torn asunder with a reeling

shock, a vivid glare of lightning making those

who yet survive look like so many ghosts, and with

a crash, simultaneous with the thunder, the proud

ship sinks—with many hundred souls. The raging

seas close over them, forming a common grave for

all. No one seems to have escaped but myself,

"Alone in the dark, alone on the wave,

To buffet the storm alone

;

To struggle aghast at a watery grave,

To struggle and feel there is no one to save !

God shield me, hapless one !

"

I clung to the masts, which came together form-

ing a raft. VT, :.,..::;.;,... ;.. >a..;.,v..::,:--:j. ..•'.•/•.--•..:::.. s-

{
" Quick brightening, like lightning it tore me

">/•''.' along) '/-•.: ;•'. .'"^: ->:;' ->....": ^^' w;';:.' v'i';"'-?;-
V'

; : r Down, down till the gush of a torrent at play

In the rocks of its wilderness caught me, and

strong

As the wings of an eagle, it whirled me away.
' Vain, vain were my struggles—the circle had

won me,

^ Rounl and round in its dance the wild elements

spun me
;

And I called on my God, and my God heard

my prayer.

"

v ^'' :;:.-

Would that God in His mercy had not heard my
prayer. A terrible thought I know, but my present

unhappiness at times overwhelms me, and I long to

be with those whom I loved. :.;-"'" /^ ; :v :', .^'

: I was on the raft for about six hours, in the ter-

; rific storm, when it began to abate. :;:::>';"
The storm had sunk to rest, and the breast of

the treacherous ocean lay motionless beneath a

cloudless sky. The sun is high in the heavens
;

silence, dreadful silence all around me, silence in

the air, silence in the deep, silei.ce in those voices,

which I had heard only the day before. I almost

give up in despair of ever being rescued, when over

the horizon a snowy speck appeared. I strain my
eyes to watch this harbinger of safety in the

distance.

Nearer and nearer she approaches. Ah ! she is

by my side. A fervent prayer ascends like incense

to Heaven, from the depths of my heart
—"Thank

God, I am saved."

John J. Dolan, '94.

Book Review.

History of the 121st Regiment Pennsylvania Vol-

unteers. By the Survivors' Association. " An
Account from the Ranks," Philadelphia, Pa.: Press

of Burk & McFetridge Co., 306 and 308 Chestnut

St., 1893.*

This History of the 121st Regiment— one of the

" 300 fighting Regiments " of the late Civil War

—

gives a fairly complete record of the various haps

and mishaps that befell the Boys in Blue from

their first serious engagement of any importance at

Fredericksburg, Va., to their last at the celebrated

battle of Appomattox Court House, on April 9,

1865.

Though it is rather late in the day for war

records of over thirty years ago to be published,

yet a story is none the less readable when told long

years after the events described took place, especi-

ally as (in the case of the gallant 121st) the Penn-

sylvanians showed themselves to be anything but

slow at the moment of battle. The war loss of the

Regiment in killed and mortally wounded is set

down at 13.26 per cent, (page 157.) The list of

the names, etc., of all the officers and men of the

Regiment adds value to the work.

Our fellow parishioner Mr. Strong, of Villanova,

Chairman of the Committee of Publication, is to be

congratulated on the successful completion of his

task. :,.:.;„.• ,;;..v-^.:?- ,; -:r: ,....'.^.- -,..,. .-.'-V -...; ;-

French Prose. .:",.-..':/ "^ •;;. .:.^

Popular Science, by Prof. Jules Luquiens, Ph.D.,

recently published by Ginn & Co.., of Boston, is an

admirable collection of extracts. The book is in-

teresting and instructive, and far better suited for

the enlargement of the mind of the young French

student than selections from fiction. I would

recommend it to all French students as a Reader

particularly suitable for advanced French Classes.

*Ov:tavo ;
pages 287 ; with Illustrations and Maps showing

the Battlefields of the Regiment. By Wm. W. Strong.
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Beminiscences of the World's Fair.

" O joy almost too high for saddened mortal
;

O ecstasy envisioned ! Thou should'st be

lyasting as thou art lovely ; as immortal

As through all time the matchless thought of

thee !

Yet would we miss then the sweet piercing pain

Of thy inconstancy. Could we but banish

This haunting pang—ah, then thou would'st not

reign

One with the golden sunset that doth vanish

Through myriad lingering tints down melting

skies
;

For the pale of mystery of the new world flower

That blooms once only, then forever dies

—

Pouring a century's wealth on one dear hour.

Then vanish, City of Dream, and be no more
;

Soon shall this fair earth's self be lost on the

unknown shore."

The evening of the Fair has passed and midnight

falls upon the White City by the lake. But from

out the gloom that envelops that enchanted

spot can not many happy memories be recalled, ere

the gorgeous scene fades from view and is gone.

How great the sadness contained in tliat word

gone! But what is gone? Can it be that those

beauteous palaces which so delighted our fancy,

pleased our senses and baffled our imaginations

have passed forever from mortal gaze? Not quite

gone as yet, but the seal of doom has been placed

upon them and vigilant agents are ruthlessly

obeying the dictates of the grim destroyer. Very

soon nought will remain of those wonderful

edifices. There will be no material signs of the

grandest collection of structures ever conceived
;

only history will record in its commonplace way

that a World's Fair was held in Chicago, U.S.A.,

to. celebrate the 400th anniversary of the discovery

of America by Columbus. But in spite of all this

there are certain things that no earthly power can

remove, and no human force can take from us, and

as we sit and muse, picture after picture arises of

that dream city and for a time we are back

again in spirit, and are wandering here and*

there amid the charms of a paradise. We see

agfain lofty towers and stately domes, and among
them the golden dome of the Administration

Building stands forth in its mark of royalty.

Diana still holds sway from her pinnacle on that

architectural gem, the Agricultural P>uilding; the

bright lights .still glimmer through the palace of

electricity; Machinery Hall retains its dni in the

same loud measures ; Manufactures and I^ibera}

Arts remains in its seemingly unassailable position
;

the Colonnade with its pillars and groups of statuary

still surrounds the sparkling lagoon ; the fountains

are playing
;
patriotic music fills the air ; the great

throngs of people are passing to and fro ; the gon-

dolas move quietly and lazily along in their grace-

ful fashion, while the little electric launches are

swiftly passing over the clear waters, and it is thus

that the World's Fair comes back to us—a scene

which can certainly defy the invasion of the

wrecker's tools. Once in a while we recall the

meeting with a companion or a distinguished per-

sonage, and these questions, or similar ones,are aj^t

to have invariably followed our greeting :
" When

did you come?" and "How long do you intend

staying?" and then we probably continued by in-

quiring if he has seen the exhibits which mo.stly

pleased our fancy, such as the picture " Breaking

Home Ties," the battle ship, the marvels of

electricity and if he has ridden in the Ferris

Wheel?
Who could banish from memory the recollections

of a night spent at the Fair? The very thought

makes our hearts swell with emotion and pride.

We see in fancy the myriads of electric jets ; the

colored lights from the wooded island and imagine

it inhabited by elves, fairies and goblins ; we behold

the rainbow sprays as they shoot high in the air

and their reflection in the clear lagoon ; we watch

the shifting of those wonderful search lights and
hear the inspiring music from the orchestra as it

mingles in tuneful harmony with the splashing

water, and falling under the influence of .so much
grandeur we are moved to a reverence of the

Creator who has done so much for man. On such

a night, as in the imagery of Trowbridge, probably

many voices were heard to exclaim : ; ;'V;;>^

; - Becalmed along the azure sky t- ^/-':''y--:y-:'^--'^l

Ay V The argosies of cloudland lie ;
4:^r. ..(^^^^^

;
V- Whose shores with uiany a shining rift -^ ':^-

.,;>;/; Far off their pearl white peaks uplift. /-

Probably no one visiting the Fair failed to appre-

ciate the glorious night exhibit, but it is ludicrous

to note how a simply indescribable scene impresses

itself on different minds. During the past summer,
while the myriads of fiery beads were appearing on
the buildings surrounding the basin, how many
different views were taken of the numberless unex-

celled scenes ? I remember in particular hearing

one young man compare the golden dome on the

Administration Building to a "vision of the great

white Throne," and another to the " Holy of holies

in the Old Temple," while one old couple with thf.
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utmost assurance agreed that it reminded them of

a large mound of molasses candy. And so it was

with the entire exposition—no two people viewed

objects in the same light, and possibly no two

people were alike interested in the same exhibit.

However, there each individual could find his secret

ambition illustrated and his particular hobby grati-

fied in the most satisfactory manner ; all forms of

human industry were there given recognition, and

all men could study in that object school which held

session for six short months. While " the greatest

of all exhibits at the Fair were the palaces that

contained them," we are not all imbued with suf-

ficiently poetical natures to be content with the

mere outward survey of the landscape shown ; we
admire the exterior beauty to the fullest extent of

our capabilities, but we must take a look at the in-

terior as well, and then permit ourselves to be

overwhelmed at the scope of the World's Colum-

bian Exposition. If we are students of art our

desires lead us to recall the miles of canvas that

were stretched before us in that cpiiet but superb

structure devoted to the fine arts, and we call to

mind creations we had heard of and had read of,

but had never hoped to see ; the classic dis])lay of

famous artists as shown in the loan collection ; the

true reproduction of life in Holland with the quaint

Dutch windmills and homely landsca})e views ; the

characteristic work of the Russians ;
the magnifi-

cent offerings of the French, and the numerous

portraits of men famous in spheres of literature,

science or politics—all return to answer the beckon

we niakje towards the past. And thus it was with

everything and now alas ! even the glancing back-

wards presents a panorama which certainly seems

to have existed without a limit. Apart from the

Fair and of it was the Midway. The gay, noisy

Midway in speaking of which, Julian Hawthorne

calls the " world a plaything." Just survey in

memory that merry street as it appeared during

the summer months. Here comes the ''hot, hot,

hot Elakasari " old Turk with his sweetened

waffles : now we see the turbaned Hindoos and un-

assuming little Javanese ;
there stroll side by side

the Esquimaux clad in his garment of furs and the

Dahomian with but a mere pretense of raiment
;

we see the dancing girls in their odd costumes, the

band from the German village marching down the

Plaisance to the strains of many old German airs,

and in contrast with these we hear the grating

sounds that fill the air from the numberless

orchestras which make not only night but even

day hideous ; we distinguish the voices of the wiity

gentlemen of the theatres and the advertising agent

of the ostrich farm with his amusing harangue.

As we jouney along we catch echoes of the iJhie

Danube coming from old Vienna and cannot resist

a halt in Cairo street. Here bald headed men and

aged women become as children again, and now
that it has appeared and vanished the thought

re". urns of the unbounded glee which took posses-

' sion of all who entered there, and even the most

disagreeable of men must have given way before

the innocent but tantalizing manner of the children

of different nationalities. What a curious picture

we likely i;epresented when mounted on the great

cumbersome camels, and when riding the powerful

burros, which though wont to be lazy, were urged

to their utmost speed amid the excitement and

yells of the multitudes there congregated ; we pay

a quarter to mount the eighty steps of the Blarney

Castle that we might stoop to kiss the "real"

Blarney Stone ; we watch the dairy maids while

they make the delicious butter ; we gaze with ad-

miration on the renowned Irish beauties ; we listen

with rather languid attention to the bagpipes, but

enjoy the melodious songs of old Erin's Isle ; as a
* finale we take a trip in the big I'>rris Wheel and

see Chicago in the distance. Chicago, the city on

the plains—the so-called " Windy City," where, so

said those whose judgment remains unques-

tioned, " art had no abiding place," and yet she

gave to America and to the whole world a triuni-

])hant creation of beauty and utility which future

ages may imitate but cannot surpass. Farewell,

indeed, to the greatest World's Fair ever held;

farewell to the greatest event that has happened in

this or any past century. The exhibits which have

been gathered within the limits of the one square

mile of ground have been gazed upon by twenty

millions of people who had come from every part

of the e irth to witness all of the rare novelties of

art and n iture selectei from the different parts of

the world. Th2 great Wliite City, grandest monu-

ment ever erected to-the genius of man, has been

the ino-5t magnificent of all.

E. T. Wade, '96.

Gjeeting.

AUhough the holidays are somewhat d"stant, yet,

as they will have come and gone before the next

issue of the MoNTflUY, we take advantage of this

one to wish our patrons, friends and subscribers all

the comj)liments of the season ; a Merry Christmas

and Ilajipy New Year and many returns of both.
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Labor in the United States.

There was a time, not far distant, when men
thonght they had found in the United States the

sovereignty of labor. The working classes looked

with something like contempt upon the condition

of their fellow-laborers in Europe. Here was a

land where every man's independence rested in his

own hands and in his willingness to labor. No
day should come when an honest day's work would

not earn, not bread alone but a home—an American

home. This was the time when the followers of

Boone were disclosing to wondering eyes the virgin

richness of the Ohio and Mississippi valleys ; when
later, adventurous spirits led the way over the

Rocky mountains to a new western empire. Yes,

here at last was found what the poets and philoso-

phers of Greece and Rome had only dreamed of

—

the ideal commonwealth. Thus had a free repub-

lic, established in the richest and grandest territory

that the sun ever shone on, conquered at last the

problem of ages, and labor stood the peer of capital.

Is this state of things true of to-day ? Yes, in

part, it may be answered. Looking at the com-

parative independence and comfort of the great

masses of the working classes of this country,

noting that intelligent zeal for personal liberty

which pervades them, much reason for congratula-

tion still remains. But now the country has

grown to manhood and, growing thus, has met the

harsh experiences inseparable from national as

well as individual life. Labor has met war, its

fever, its deadly collapse ; labor has met deJ^t and

lastly, labor has met capital which rises portentous

to its full strength and stature out of the smoke of

war and the shadow of death.

Here, then, is a problem for the statesmen of

this age widely differing from that which engaged

the attention of our forefathers of the Constitution,

yet, like it in this, that its successful solution

aims at the amelioration of the condition of

mankind. ..:.:,•. •\:,-.-.\ ••-:/

Must we sink Into the old ruts along which
labor has slowly and painfully dragged its burdens

for ages in Europe? Is there no help for this? Is

it possible that the light which the founders of this

Republic set up for the political regeneration of

mankind one hundred years ago, may be rekindled

in the same land in a successful age to lead the

way to the regeneration of labor?

The people are called upon to consider these

questions; to answer the complaint of the laborer

against the capitalist.

Hence able and eloquent speakers and writers

are now contending that labor does not receive its

full and merited reward ; and that the laboring

class, the most important of all, whether you look

to its numbers or the actual service it renders, is

oppressed by the laws. For it is the working

classes who by their labor and trade and their con-

tribution to the revenues, enrich the land
;

it is

they that fill the ranks of our armies and navies
;

to which we owe all our home trade, all our

manufactures ; which supply us with laborers for

our factories and grainfields. In fact it is this class

which does all the productive work, whether in

town or country.

Some, however, regard the miseries of the

laboring class as the accumulated effects of many
mere circumstances, principally personal impru-

dence and vice ; others, however, attribute them

to more general causes, such as a selfish and

uncharitable spirit or the rapid increase of popula-

tion ; or the present land ownership system

;

usury, monopoly, rents, banking, speculation and
the like. Above all these looms the fact, whatever
may be the cause, that capital is becoming less in

the hands of those who produce it, and is growing
greater and greater in the hands of cunning and
lucky speculators.

Hence a great number and variety of novel

measures and institutions are ingeniously con-

trived. Some think that more education and
better lodging houses at less cost would be a good
and sufficient remedy, while others go so far as

even to propose agrarianism.

The doctrines of some economists are :
" Tear

down all barriers, leave trade free and production
will regulate itself. Competition will regulate

supply and demand on the one hand, and the price

of labor through human necessities on the other.

"

Another class of economists cries out :
" Destroy

the barriers to free exchange of products; let all

who have capital enter the race ; the strongest will

win and if the weak fall others will take their

place." But what grand day-dreams were these to

give to the people—no more restrictions between
the communities, between nations. All men are

brothers ; all have an equal right in the struggle
for existence. But, alas ! it remained but a dream.
The roseate picture the land reformers and

trade reformers outlined for this country had great
weight in fostering those dreams of equality,

afterward so prevalent ; but dear experience
brought the laborer to the conclusion that his

freedom did not consist so much in the freedom to

toil as the freedom to enjoy that boon, and that
capital, free from legal restraint, proved anything
but a true saviour.

Such has been the result of the dream of liberty!

Liberty to struggle, to wrangle, to fight alone,

remains. As a logical consequence escape lies

only in combination. And on the one side we
have trade unions, torn in great part by intestine

discord, struggling against fate for mere materiyl
advantages. And on the other side, associated

capital governing the operation of demand and
supply, and both insensibly drifting in their

struggle for vantage-ground, to the " despotism of
state socialism and the quagmires of Communism."

Martin T. Fiei^d, '95.
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EDITORIALS.

Of the iiiimeroiis blessings conferred upon man
by the Creator not the least important is speech,

by means of which reason becomes manifest, thus

proving clearly man's superiority over irrational

creatures. Apart from this, the great value of this

natural gift may be easily understood, when we
realize that the strength of the reasoning mind is

reflected in the clearness, propriety and i^erfection

of language. While we thus recognize speech as

the ordinary medium for communicating thought,

we must not overlook the fact that written lantruaire

is an almost indispensable adjunct in accomplish-

ing the same purpos.e. Assuming this as true, we
readily understand how important for acquiring

perfection in spoken and written language is the

study of literature. . In this, however, an ostenta-

tious display of words should be avoided, as the

substance, rather than the shadow, is desirable,

ostentation marring the beauty of real ornament.

Now a study of literature, while making us familiar

with all that is beautiful in style, will enal)lc us to

detect the deficiencies in our own language and in

that of others. It will help us to avoid the vulgar-

isms and improprieties of expression so common in

our vernacular, to form a style clear, elegant and
forcible, and make our language, written or spoken,

pleasing to others and satisfactory to our.selves.

When we consider, iiioreover, what a prominent

place the arts and sciences hold in literature and

how this sways the pas.sions and opinions of men,

is it not surprising that this important study is so

much neglected? In many of our high schools

Greek and Latin classics cannot be studied con-

jointly with English literature, .hence graduates of

these institutions who have pursued a course in the

former, but devoted little or no time to a study of

the latter, lack in conversation and in writing that

confidence so manifest in a fully educated man.

For these there is some excuse, but for those who
attend an institution whose curriculum requires

that a pro])ortionate amount of time be devoted to

each, and do not improve their opportunities to the

best of their ability, there is none.

With this issue of the ViLi.iVNovA Monthly
closes the first year of its existence. During this

time we have endeavored to make it take its ap-

propriate place among the college journals and

fulfil all the promises we made for it in the begin-

ning. We have spared no expense to make it pleas-

ing and interesting to its readers. Now, in conse-

quence of all this, we ask our subscribers who have

not paid their subscription to do so now. We have

thus far refrained from mentioning money matters

and hope this one reference to the subject will be

sufficient. There are many expenses attached to

a work of this kind, which—let us add—good wishes

and sympathy will not defray. You will confer a

second favor when sending your subscription, if

you will inform us whether you will continue tak-

ing the Monthly or not. If you do not tell us to

cancel vour name we will allow it to remain on
our subscription. list.; ;•.;;; ;

-
;;

-^

Any one wishing to have bound volumes of the

Monthly will notify us, and we will guarantee to

furnish them at very reasonable prices. If you
have preserved the different copies, you may send

them to us and thereby lessen the price still more.

Please send your order before January first.

We would suggest to those students who occa-

sionally forget tliemselves and indulge in loose

remarks, commonly known as slang, that the

I

English language is sufficiently comprehensive for

j

a proper expression of their ideas. As habits

I

formed in youth are with difficulty abandoned in

more mature years it is your interest to take special

care now of your manner of speech, that in the

I

future you will not have reason to regret your

negligence.
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JMTHEMATICAL CLASS.

To this class all students and others interested in mathe-
matical work are respectfully invited to send pfoblenis,

queries, etc., and their solutions; or any difticulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'Sui-LivAN, M.A., Villanova College.

39.—A mail ill a balloon observes tlie angle of

depression of an object on the ground bearing

son til to be 35° 30'; the balloon drifts 2% miles east

at the same height, when the angle of depression

of the same object is 23'' 14'. Find the height of

the balloon.

Solution by Monad.

In (Fig. I) sin A = X
'AB

sin 35 30

X

X
AB

AB X sin 35° 30'

X
In (Fig. II) sin B = ^ .\ x = BC X sin 23° 14'

Therefore sin 35° 30' X AB = sin 23° 14' X BC,
and .

'. sin 35° 30' : sin 23° 14' : : BC : AB, and
hence in (Fig. Ill) we can pnt for the sides of the

A formed by the lines joining the two positions of

the balloon with the object on the ground, that is

to say, with AB and BC, sin 35° 30' and sin 23°

14.'

. ^ - sin 2-1° 14' •
sin C = . -^ ^

,

sin 35° 30'
^

log sin C = log sin 23° 14' -|- colog sin 35° 30'

log sin 23° 14' = 9.59602—10

colog sin 35° 30' = .23605

log sin C = 9.83207— 10

C= 42° 47' 23"

tan C= •"'";'^ .;^ .-. tan 42° 4?' 23" .

2 % miles

AB = 23^ X tan 42° 47' 23"

log AB = \og 2yl + log tan 42° 47' 23"

AB
2/.

log 2>i =-: .39794

log tan 42° 47' 23" == 9.96046—10

log AB 36440
and in (iMg. I)

sin 35° 30

1/f

Height

AB
Height = sin 35° 30' .

:

log height = log sin 35 ^,

log sin 35" 30' = 9-76395— 1"

log.ii9--== .36440

log height -12835

o 4- log l/>'

Height r.344 mile.s.

40.—Prove that three times the sum of the

squares of the sides of a triangle is equal to four

times the sum of the squares of the medians.

Solution by Edward G. Dohan, ^ g6.

Let D, E, E be the middle points of the sides.

Then in any A the sum of the squares of two

sides of a A is equal to twice the square of half

the third side increased by twice the square of the

median upon that side. Therefore

AB'^-^AC ==<^BJ^2DA^ and hence

2^//=^-!-2^C'' = 4fe>'+4ZM- that is

iAB'^iAC = liC^^ ^DA' similarly (1)

2BC'-^2/M' =^ C^--!-4£"i52 ; ; ^ and (2)

2CA'+2CI^ -=AB'+^EC'' therefore (3)

By adding equations (i) (2) and (3) we get

4 {AB-+BC'-hAC') = :

aW
\
BO-VAa^\ {AD-^-BE-VCE') ^''%--%

then by subtracting we get

^{A~B'+BC--tCA') =- 4{DyP-{-BE"-\ CE-)
:v-:- ?:;:;:;: q. e. d.

41.—Extract the square root of 103 — 12I 11.

Solution by Thomas J. Condon, '96.

Let 1 X — 1 y = ' 103 — 121 II

Then I x f V y = 1 103 1
12 1 11
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By nniUii)lyin^ \vc j;cL

v — y =^ \ i()6(K) — 15^4

»"—;' =-95
But r -\- ^ = 103

.r = 99 and y -= 4.

I .r — I; _J/
;^ I 99 — I 4

r .1- — 1" )' ^- 31 II — i.

42.—111 a niile race between a bicycle and a tri-

cycle their rates were as 5:4. The tricycle had

half a minute start, 1)ut was beaten by 176 yards.

Find the rates of each.

Solution by Iidicard McKi'oitgJi^ '96.

Let X = number of yards bicycle goes joer minute

and j= " " " tricycle " ''

then ;r : jj' :: 5 : 4 ^'•; ;

'W^r 4-1" == Sy

^ "^
4 . ;^--ri,

Vr = number of minutes tricycle was1584

y
going after bicycle started.

y
xy

3i68;ir — xy = 3520;/ substitute "7 for ;f ',

^•-'^"-.•^^^--:v:-''^-:- . sy = 1760

J r= 352 yards per minute,

jt = 44*-**

New Problems. "

,^^:-^;:;:V'''v;.v"''T'::;^,

43.—Two objects A and // were observed from

a ship to be at the same instant in a line bearing

N. 15° E. The ship then sailed north-west 5

miles, when it was found that . i bore due east and

B bore north-east. Find the distance from A to B.

44.—If a cubical foot of brass were to be drawn

into wire of 4V of an inch in diameter ; required

the length of wire, allowing no loss in the metal.

45.—A side wall of a house is 30 feet high, and

the opposite one 40, the roof forms a right angle at

the top, the lengths of the rafters are 10 and 12 feet
;

the end of the shorter is placed on the higher wall

and vice versa: required the length of the upright

which supports the ridge of the roof, and the

breadth of the house ? "'.; -4

46.—Find the value of .v: -J

_ sin- 121° 17' 6" :: tan 136° 14' ;,
cos ;i; _

^,ot T2°l7' 13" v. cos* 148° 16' ^

47.—Prove. If two equal triangles ABC and

ABD be on the same base , //?, but on opposite

sides, the line joining the vertices C and D is

bisected by AB. - t

SPLINTERS.

Choir.

Charlie.

iMirnishings.

Blow out.

All hail.

jNIince i>ie.

Camp fire.

" Snow drops."

Chrysanthemums.

A short one, Billy.

vStable equilibrium.

Wasn't it amusing?
" Soft-crabbed shells." :.: :.

" Be wary ; speak low."

Where's the history lesson, " Ed. ?
"

Call him Bernard, please.

" We called all hands upon deck ! upon deck !

''

" Some came on bicycles because they had no

fare to pay."

B's electric Greek method Cora— Co-Ryan.

They did not know the time as the study-hall

clock was stopped.

" Ah! he cannot say anything to us now, for he

gets up himself on a free day."

'Tis very evident that the would-be patients do

not relish dry-bread and tea. R. knows his biz.

He took John to town and never told me. Well,

we'll have to work Sunday to make it up.

Let the poetical, type-writing law student be-

ware, or we will " Troy " and even up accounts.

Most students at this period of the year have

foot-ball hair, but the joker from S. , N. Y. claims

to have hand-ball hair.

Referred question : What did B. do with the

works of the study-hall clock ? We would like to

know, Geo., as we are losing time.

His friends of last year should be pleased to

learn that Jno. no longer sallies forth as "Knight
of the Corridor," he is now " Knight of the

Cleaver."

They are " Dolan " 'em pretty lively since the

Chinese exclusion act went into effect. Of
" Corr"-se that was to be expected.

Who among us can explain the facial expression

and contortions of the body that Carlos midergoes

while engaged at hand-ball. * :^
'

His face was as long as his legs when he was
politely requested not to partake of the bounteous

repast.

The "Casino" which plays a most important

part in our history has been lately furnished with

ornaments galore and Turkish rugs upon the floor.

We were surprised one evening lately by hearing

that the heart of the waiter from Brooklyn was
upside down. Why not stand him on his head

and right matters ?
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If the old saying is true, " That fish is brain

food," the students at one of the upper tables

should now possess massive brains as they have
'* Herron " three times a day.

Practice nnkes perfect ; 1)ut practice is some-
times expensive, as was the case with one of our
worthies endeavoring to arrive at perfection in

making a capital P.

It is amusing to watch the growth of the fire-

escapes 0:1 the face of our friend from Jeddo. As
he is a waiter probably he is cultivating them for

the purpose of providing a trolley system.

Billy has purchased a mute for his violin.

What a relief it would be for the occupants of the

flat if he could provide mutes for the pianos.

What is it attracts his attention,

As close at the window stands he ?

'Tis needless to those it to mention,

Who comprise the Villa's S. C.

But to others, ignorant that Jack
In a wager bet indiscreetly.

We will say 'twas the almanac,

On which was his capital P.

THE WASH HOUSE SCARE.

The laundry girls in awful plight

Gave us a scare the other night

;

They ran up here with dreadful tale

Of miird'rous burglars on their trail.

'Twas such a dreadful, horrid thing

We hardly knew what help to bring,

But John O'l). with base-ball bat

Ran down to knock the rascals flat.

While F'ather V. in his alarm

Pull'd out a gun and shot the barn.

To Walter C. we gave a stick

He vow'd he'd make those burglars sick
;

To Feather L,. we gave a gun,

He ^aid :
" No, no, I'd shoot some one."

When all were ready for the fray

The burglars were ten miles away.

Yhe saddest feature of the case

Was Annie's fainting from the chase;
" They has poor Sal " she faintly said.

And then fell over, almost dead.

CtO tell the tale where'er you can

That "bins has more pertection " than

The four poor girls wlio got the fright

From burglars bold at dead of night.

PERSONALS.

Rev. PVancis I^'arley, of Hochessen, Del., was a

welcome visitor to our President on Nov. 4th.

Mrs. Williams, of Phikidelphia, paid a brief visit

to her son Harry, of the Junior Department.

Misses L. Mahoney and T. Olsen, of Phila-

delphia, called on their friend,, John Hughes.

Miss Barthmaier of Philadelphia, visited Nicho-

las Vasey, of the Senior Department, on Nov. 26th.

Miss ,Mamie McHugh, of Philadelphia, was
entertained Sunday afternoon, Nov. 26th, by her

brother Frank.

Mr. Laurence McCall, of Philadelphia, recently

spent a very enjoyable afternoon with his son

Joseph.

Mr. Charles Healey, a medical student in the

University of Pennsylvania, enjoyed a short visit

to his friend, John Maher.

We are glad to announce that Lex Hart is

improving rapidly from the injury received on the

Qth, while playing foot-ball.

Rev. Father Conway, of Our Mother of Sorrows,

West Philadelphia, was the guest of the Faculty

on the 2 1 St.

Walter F'ord, one of the Juniors, who was called

home on account of the death of his grandfather,

Pv. C. Lyons, of Media, Pa., has returned.

Rev. P. H. O'Donnell, O.S.A , was transferred

from St. Denis' Church, Haverford, Pa., t3 Water-
ford, N. Y. The vacancy was filled by Rev. E.

A. Daily, O.S.A., former pastor of St. Monica's,

Berwvn.

Rev. P'^athers Leonard and Gleeson, two of our

esteemed professors, preached very eloquent ser-

mons lately
; the former at the dedication of St.

Mary's Church, Coaldale, Pa., on the 19th Nov., the

latter at the dedication of St. Anthony's, Philadel-

phia, Pa., on Nov. 26thv

It is with deep sorrow that we are obliged to

publish the sudden death of Mrs. Bernard Kerr,

who died in Annandale, N. J., on Monday morn-
ing, Nov. 20lh. vShe was the mother of Richard

and John, our fellow students of the Senior Depart-

ment. W« extend our heart-felt sympathy to the

family in this its hour of bereavement.

We extend our heartiest congratulations to our

fellow student John T. vSliea of '89, whose pro-

motion from the Council Chamber of Cambridge,

]\Iass. , to the State Legislature was effected by an

overwhelming majority in -the late elections. We
extend greetings, John, and wish you success as

a law maker of the great commonwealth. But
don't stop there. Carry the "White and Blue" to

the Ht.lls of Congress,
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THE SOCIETIES.

r. D. S.—The debate which took place Wednes-
day evening;, November 22, was really interesting

a«id instructive. The question was Resolved—
That Modern Oratory is equal to Ancient. Messrs.

M. T. Field, T. J. Lee, M. H. McDonnell and W.
D. Riordan were the debaters.

Mr. M. T. Field opened the debate for the affir-

mative and although his arguments were few, yet

they were forcible, inasmuch as they were very

pointed. Then followed Mr. M. H. McDonnell
for the negative. He treated the audience

to a very well written essay on Oratory, but

did not, we believe, speak very well to the point

at issue.

The next speaker for the affirmative was Mr. T.

J. Lee, who deserves special praise for the manner
in which he resolved the subject into all its details,

mentioning and treating separately and collectively

all the essential parts. His arguments were well

selected and forcibly advanced and consequently

made a deep impression on his hearers. Mr. W.
D. Reardon, after summing up the arguments of his

opponents and criticising tliem lo such an extent

as to call forth much applause, gave his own solu-

tion of the subject and closed the debate.

When the (|uestion was given to the house many
arguments for and against each side were brought

forward which kept the result for a long time in

doubt.

The discussion throughout was listened to with

nnusual interest. When the time came for onr

critic to give his decision on the merits of the

arguments he was almost at a loss how to decide,

but having highly commended the debaters on the

efficiency they displaced he awarded the palm of

victory to the affirmatives.

The next debate will be A'^-.w/rrr/—That the

Pulpit is more influential than the Press: The
debaters will be Messrs. Jno. K. O'Donnell, B. J.

O'Donnell, S. T. Kenny, and \\.}. Wade.

V. L. /.—The November meeting of the V. L. L
was held on the 12th. A large number of the

members was present and manifested the usual inter-

est in the proceedings. After two new members
were admitted, the chairman of the committee for

refurnishing the Library made a satisfactory report.

The society recently received some instructive and

valuable books for which the members are very

grateful.

PATRONIZE

OUR

ADVKRTLSERS.

EXCHANGES.

The "Pearl of Literature" holds a prominent

place among the contributions to the St. John's

IJniversiiy Record. The manner in which the

writer has handled this essay reflects credit upon

him. He shows familiarity with the subject,

and traces with a skillful hand the different kinds

of literature from its origin among the ancients to

its height of perfection in subsequent ages. A
treatise on " Evolution " is filled with learned

thoughts, and brings forth proDfs strong and con-

vincing that the Catholic Church has never been

an oppressive incubus on .'scientific progress.

The Quecii's Vniversily Jo^irnaPs "just coming

to age " is a fact worthy of notice, and we wonder

not that such an event produces a " mingling of feel-

ings " in the editors. The criticism this journal

has passed upon the " Prince of India" is by no

means unjust, and displays on the part of the critic

a careful perusal of the work. We are surprised

that our Canadian friends devote so much space to

athletics. It could be much better filled with

literary matter.

A regular and esteemed visitor to our " Sanctum"
is the Chattanooga Facts. To young and old this

paper is both interesting and instructive. Its

literature is the choicest. Its articles, pertinent to

Cliurch and State, are selected with care and ;

written in a simple but pleasing style.

The editors of the Niagara Index may well

feel proud of their Jubilee number in honor of the

Silver Jubilee of Rt, Rev. Bishop Ryan. The
account of the proceedings is very succinct and

interesting. The cuts distributed throughout the

journal are well executed and make it a very pleas-

ing sheet. ,...,,., , . .,
-:.,-^. :..:,..i...y

Fvvery issue of our esteemed contemporary The

Atheuaeum gives us nnich pleasure. The main

feature of this journal is its Editorial department
.:

in which the Editor expresses himself in that ;

strong, original and " right to the point, " style not

so often seen in college journals. ^ ^

" American Literary Woman" is an article in

the November issue of the Agnetian Monthly

that shows care and research on the part of its fair y

writer.
'"'"''

: '" -'->-
'"r\,^

One thing very noticeable in this bright monthly
;

is the absence of an exchange column. We would ''

suggest that an exchange editor be added to the

Monthly'' s staff.

The absence of The Highlander., Denver, Col.,

has been felt for a long time in our sanctum. We
hope it has not forgotten us. Its reappearance

shall be heartly welcomed by us,
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,
824 Arch St.,

H.S. KILNER&CO.
Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Catholic Boole Store south of New Yofi(.

GRAND CHRISTMAS EXHIBITION
AT

SCHWARZ'S TOY BAZAAR
1006 CHESTNUT STREET.

Our assortment and fine selections of TOYS, DOLLS and NOVELTIES
is acknowledged to be the largest and without competition.

PRICES THE LOW^EST.

JAMES IVrcCANNEY,

Saddle, Harness i Collar Maker,
3132 Chestnut Street,

PH11.ADELPHIA,

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALl. BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.

THE ONLY WM.
In Pliiladelphiifa,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placqnes ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway^s Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rales."~

E. K. WILSON & SON, .
Manufacturers of and De»lers in

Ji'iitsfe-glass 1^00ts and ghees^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^aiicaster Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I will sell YD1T
$10.00 worth of Clothing-, Dress Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Furniture, Carpets Watches,
Jewelry, Ohinaware, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claims.

Pbysioians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
JtHf^l^K ^' PR'WTL Craduatc Iq pj?ar/nacy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
F you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. \Vc have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old I{ooks in .A^nicrica, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LBHRY'S OL-D BOOK STORe.
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Pbiladelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

1a£IG 7VVAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

49*Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'SCl

AV"]Vr. E. HIlSrCH,

OllNDOCn ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO..

Printers, Publishers
:; : V And Blank Book Manufacturers/ |^:;^gC

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery

:•; t 246-4'7 North Broad Street, Phila. ...
•;.;;.• (GaUagrber BuUdlntf.) .•' .>

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

'

'
-• '' - ^•' y''-''--' ''-"

$3.50 Per Annum. /

MOORE'S

Windsor hotel,
PHILRDELPHIfl. '-'-'-^^->''''--

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

Blocks from Broad Street Station.
,

' iai!)-9i) Filbei-t Street. ;; ;;(

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.
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Thomas Bradley,

N. W. gor. Twenty-first

and Market Stceets.

WK extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT
WESTERN MEAT MARKET and sec what a choice
selection of

13eef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef
Lard, Hams and Provisions

We hHve constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at whleli we are
selling. We handle only the Best Ooods and Quality considered.

Our Prices are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for
yourself.

IJb^ral DigqouQt to public a^d Qljaritable Ii78titutioi78.

ORDERS BY MAIL
GIVEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY
AND FREE OF CHARGE.

JOHN A. ADDIS, .

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

^
PHILADELPHIA.

THOMAS J. FOGARTY,
DEALER IN

Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Clothing, Hats and Caps,

Dry Goods, Notions, Trimmings, Etc.

Lancaster Awenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, P:ast Side. PHILADELPHIX.
"^ WILLIAM J. REED,

DEALER IN

•f'Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas,*-
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.
261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

prouideF>t Ijfe 9 Jmst <^o.

: Ol' Ir^liiljidelpliia,
N. W. Cor. 4th and Chestnut Sts,, (40 r -409)

fSSUES Life, Endowment and Term Policies,

which can be made payable at death in 10, 15,

20, 25 or 30 yearly instalments, thus saving
the widow, who is the usual beneficiary, the trouble

and risk of investment.

Safe investments ; low rate of mortality ; low^ rate of
expenses ; liberality to policy-holders

In Everything Ex-^ellcd by no othcp Company

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
PreBoriptions a Specialty.

f CHRISTIAN MOOt^B.-f

OBLINQER DR05. & QO.^

FACTORY, LANCASTER, PA.

SALESROOM, 164 N. THIRD ST.,
PHILADELPHIA.

Wholesale only.

PETER F. CUNNINGHAM ^ SON,
PUBLISHERS

AND

Catholic Booksellers,
lAIPOliTKItS OF '

CATHOLIC BOOKS AND CATHOLIC GOODS,
Nd. B17 Arch. Street,

PHII^ADE^LPHIA.
JSverytbing at lowest prices.

DR. 8TEIN80CK,

1630 jv/ortl? T^elftl? 5tr^(?t, pi^iladelpljia, pa.
Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

"Hallahan's Shoes are the Best."
Our stock of Fine Footwear is alwa\s attractive^

in quality^ variety and price.

HALLAHAN,
^___^___

Mghih and Filbert Sts-, Philadelphia.

P. J. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (iroGerie$.

BEST BRANDS OF FI.OUR, $5.50 PER BBL.

OMSH OR CREDIT.
^ ^ V BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

GEO. KELLY & CO.,
80s and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERM S ON LARGE PURCHASES.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FDri]itiU[<eifie(lding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Ahoye Chestnut. Pbiladelpbia.

Sitecial Discount to Institutions.
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CHARliHS B. IiYflCH.

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
S. E. Cor. Market and 16th Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.
x8K. Wddlng Rings. Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty,

LOGUE * HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRIGE.

1236 MARKET ST.MONEY
REFUNDED.

BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•0*-TEXT BOOKS, -J^

Ne-w and Second Hand.

Have oonatantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR OAT.T.

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi» Thitrteenth Stireet,

PHlIiADKIiPHIA, PA.

CHARLES G. HOOKEY,

626 NORTH FOURTH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA .

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. Rosemont, Pa.

^ hauung done.

DEALEB IN ^ AOBMT FOm

Spalding's, Reach's anc

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glaoses.

Fine \Vatch and Clock Repairing.
Estimatet furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

UKNCKSTER KlfB.. KRDTU^ORE. ^7^-

BROGAN & SMITH,

Practical Steam Fitters

STEAM and HOT WATER HEATING.

|<lo. 810 l^ACE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers .... Printers

TIM. QUINLAN k BRO.,

ILUISMITI! % lOni UOERI,
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Horse-Shoeing a Specialty. Old Lancaster Road.

FOK. o-oor) ^woK^ic.

Try boston laundry,
235 and 238 NEW ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THOS. E. HOUSTON PROPRIETOR.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS.
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Ma'wr^Pa,

1025 Market St..

Sells everything needed

for the Table, Kitchen and

Household at half othcr'a
prices,

10 ct. goods are 5 cts.

Surprising? Wonderful? Yet True I I

C£^ [^ $io and $20, Genuine Confederate Bills only
tPJ)) five cents each

; $50 and ^100 bills 10 cents
each ; 25c. and 50c. shinplasters 10 cents each

;

^i and $2 bills 25 cents each. Sent securely sealed
on receipt of price. Address, Chas. D. Barker,
90 S. Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..

707 and 709 FILBERT STREET, >.
PHILADELPHIA.

Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

frotn Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK, Manager.

"ai^^

stationers .... Blank Book Makers

M.GALLAGHER,
PKACTICAL

Harness IQaksr

15 N. Qth St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BOOTS.

H. MUHR'S SONS.

^Je iA£eLe R

s

-k^ -

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOmRS R. CUEARy,

^FUNERAL DIRECTOR*-
^ V S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts., ;

'•

PHILADELPHIA.

49* Personal attention day or night.
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^HIS is the Overcoat for the coming season

—

*• fly front, cut long, full and loose fitting,

with a strictly-gently swing. The higher grades

are silk lined throughout, others have cassimere

lining with body and sleeves silk-lined. Made in

Kerseys, Meltons and Fur Beavers, Black or Blue.

The Kersey the favorite material and Blue the

popular color. Any price you wish from $15.00

to $45.00.

K. C. YKTES S CO
13th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.

• f

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

':;;.;: Reading Terminal Market. : v^:v

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts,

Philadelphia.

A. L. PLUSH,
dkai,i;r in

Bicycles

Of ail Kinds,
AIko Se\%'iiiK 9IncliliivM,

<>nii!i, Rifles niid

Sporting (aOOllB.

LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL
T-yy LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

A FACT TO B£ REMEMBERED
THAT THE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

Ji E. DITSON Si CO.'S,
1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

" BELLAK'S,

PJANOS^ORGANS
M29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

VAN HORN & SON,
. . MAKERS AND DESIGNERS

theatrical AND HISTORICAL

Catalogues Furnished- Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.1. KINDS OF STAGK MAKK UP, TIGHTS d&c.

121 N. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co., "ffSfSe,

IpoKiQ^ dlass^S ai)d pi(;tur^ pra/n^s.
APPROF^RIATE i'lCTURE FRAMING OUR SPECIALTY.

GILT MANTELS AND PIER MIRRORS, REGILDING.

232 Apch Street, Philadelphia.

(Jold ^ y\\\}((r (V\({d^\h for all OeeasioQS
Plus and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Specal VTork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Apeh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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HIS is the Overcoat for the coming season

—

fly front, cut long, full and loose fitting,

/ \v • with a strictly-gently swing. The higher grades

are silk lined th roughont, others have cassimere

lining with body and sleeves silk-lined. Made in

Kerseys, Meltons and Fur Beavers, Black or Blue.

The Kersey the favorite material and Blue the

popular color. Any price you wish from $15.00

to $45.00.

T;-.

:

H. C. YKTeS 5t CO
13th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia.

• f

'hor^ai p. (imall
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs,

Poultry

And Game
Stalls, 1 1 12, II 14 and 1 116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

109,171 and 173 union market, 2d and callowhill sts,

Philadelphia.

A. L. PLUSH,
dkai,i;r IX

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
AIho Se^viii^ Nnt-liliieM,

(wiiiiii, Kifivs niifl

Sportiiif; (•otxls.

LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL
LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

A FACT TO B£ R£M£MB£R£D
THAT THE HEADQUARTKRS FOB

Music, Music Books, and Musical Instruments
IS AT

Ji e. DITSON ^ CO.'S, r

1228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

BELLAK'S,

PIANOS^ORGANS
M29 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

VAN HORN & SON,
MAKERS AND DESIGNKRS

theatrical and historical

4 €3^^^ ^I"^ lEJ' ]E^^ ^^^#
Catalogues Furnished. Costumer For the Mask and Wig Club.

AL.1. K:INDS of STAGK SIAKE up, tights dM5.

121 JM. NINTH STREET, Philadelphia.

L. Bookbinder & Co., ^rSfSe,

lpol(iQ(^ (ilass^S ai>d piXtur^ pra/n^s.
appropriate picture framinc; our specialty.

gilt mantels and pier mirrors, regilding.

232 Afeh Street, Philadelphia.

(jold ^ Jilui^r/Tli^dals for all Oeeasior>5
Pins and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Specal Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
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',:;,;. Happiness.

" Omiies homines beati esse volunt et hoc ardentissime

appetiint, et propter hoc catera appetunt."

SL Aug. de Trin- r.5.

All men, without exception, wish to be happy
;

in fact, the first and strongest desire of the nature

of man is happiness. It is his sole aim and is

what moves him to the performance of great deeds

or restrains him from. them. He seeks it every-

where, and all his acts are performed that he may
attain that end. Even though disappointment

conies, inevitably, in one way or another, he still

persists and never gives up, nor grows weary of

the search. The question, therefore, naturally

proposes itself : In what does real happiness con-

sist ? One after another, gayety, mirth, laughter

and pleasures are tried, and again and again the

apparent happiness fades away and eludes the

grasp. .•• -.,. '?:./'-.

Happiness is defined as the possession and enjoy-

ment of good. Good must be understood here as

that which will satisfy the appetite of man. Hence

we see . that anything that is not desired will in

nowise conduce to happiness. We know by expe-

rience that man is constantly seeking different

objects and having obtained them, soon tires of

them. Yet he is not happy. The human appetite

can be satisfied by the possession of infinite good

only. The perfect happiness of man is in no

created good, but reposes in God alone. For a

prime requisite of happiness is, that it be perman-

ent and not a fleeting shadow. This can be had

only in that which transcends created things. It

must last beyond the end of time, and certainly we
have yet to behold anything created that will bear

this test. Hence we must look beyond the created

and seek the Creator.

It is not in the perpetual seeking and never find-

ing that happiness consists, it is in the attainment

and not in the pursuit. We have an illustration

from the ancient Pagans whose poets, according to

their idea of punishment in Hades, represent

Tantalus in the midst of a pool of water, yet

never able to slake his 'burning thirst. Moreover,

being deprived of the light of faith on which

much depends, especially in this case, they mis-

took happiness for a state in this life. They
placed it in mental tranquility, or made it synony-

mous with a i)lacable or imperturbable state of the

mind. Horace most beautifully describes it in the

third book of the Odes :

" Justum ac tenacem propositi virum
Non civium ardor prava jubentium

;

Non vultus instantis tyranni

Mente quatit solida : Neque Auster

Dux inquieti turbidus Adriae,

Nee fuhninantis magna manus Jovis,

Si fractns illabatur orbis, • v:-

Impavidum ferient ruinae." - ;: ^H
*•-

. -J

Happiness, however, isJiot a state, it is an act. It

/-^ not a passion, but an action. Contentment

must not be confounded with our subject, else this

world were full of happiness. While a very little

will render a man content, to be happy he requires

an infinity. Neither are we to mistake the words

of the eight Beatitudes, which say—" Blessed are

they that hunger," and " Blessed are they that

mourn." Their happiness consists in the promise

that they shall be filled and comforted. We know
what makes labor light, troubles bearable, is the

hope of finding rest, calm and peace. Without

this hope we would have nothing in the world but

misery and pessimism. The happiness of this life

comes from living for a supernatural end, the true

end of man. When we make this life or world our

end we deny the very condition of either indi-

vidual or social happiness, since it is dependent on

infinity.

Man can find good, only when seeking his ulti-

mate end, and whenever he loses sight of this

end, he abandons the source of good, and since

the human appetite can be satisfied only by the

possession of good, he virtually abandons happi-

ness. The avaricious man places his happiness in

the possession of money ; the voluptuous, in the

gratification of his passions, and the ambitious, in

honor. They are foolish enough to imagine that

in these can be found the greatest of all good.

Yet, who ever heard of a miser being content and

happy; a libertine satisfied, or an ambitious person

resting on his laurels? The Apostles taught that

cupidity is the root of all evils. How then can it

bring happiness which requires only good ? Noth-

ing need be brought forward to condemn the

libertine, his own actions are sufficient. Finally,

happiness ought to be in him who is happy, as a

good intrinsic to himself. But honor is an ex-

trinsic thing and in him only who confers the

honor. Therefore it is not conducive to happiness.

Again, being unstable and depending on the

opinion of men, which changes as a weather-vane,

it contradicts the stability and eternity required

for happiness. Religion provides for earthly

felicity, for it draws our minds from earthly things

and fixes them on God.

T. J. Fitzgerald, '93.

St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore.
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Address to a Black-thorn.

Written for the Villanova Monthly by Patrick Carey.

To thespot where you flourished I send a fond greeting,

That dear liltle island, afar, o'er the sea !

For time since we parted, tho' changeful and fleeting,

Has brought but few blessings to her, or to me :

You come from the glade where in truancy often

I sought the sweet solace offreedom from books
; ;

The future all dark, with no sunbeam to soften

' The schoolmaster's rod, or his ominous looks !

freedom from school, what an exquisite pleasure

To chase the gay butterfly over the lea !

To watch where the wild bee unloaded her treasure

• Or capture the young birds high up in the tree !

Than the wisdom of sage, or the brain- racking grammar,

Such pleasures were sweeter in youth's sunny prime
;

Tho' oft their indulgence brought birchings and clamor

Which troop down the vistas of old Father Time !

Incisive and keen is the sting of your thorn,

No blossom blooms fairer in woodland or lea;

And your odorous breath on the zephyr of morn
Is sweeter than spice-breeze from Araby's sea !

And many a time, I am minded this minute,

I gathered your berries as black as the night

;

While safe in your branches the mavis and linnet

Poured out on the morning their songs of delight

!

1 pledge me the spalpeen, whose name I wont mention,

Who tore you away from the spot where you grew.

Must have tried every art of the coward's invention

To battle your armor protective and true !

To the Pattern or Fair with the lawless and lowly

They bore you away in the vigor of youth.

And, there, as an actor, in strife all unholy

They dimmed in Old Erin the Crystal of truth !

No longer o'er innocent heads do you hover,

—

For Donnybrook Fair is a thing of the past

;

The wild days of feud, and of faction are over,

And concord o'er dissonance triumphs at last !

From Cork to Fermanagh, from Limerick to Derry,

There is but one county in Ireland to-day
;

And Antrim may sneer at the mountains of Kerry,

Without one blackthorn being raised in the fray !

You may travel incog, from Athlone to Dunleary,

Or spend the fair-week in sweet Ballinasloe
;

Yet, never have fear that a single shillelagh

Will speak you uncivil, or ask where you go
;

But yet I wont vouch, if the bailiff" or peeler

Who happens to trust himself near you in fight.

Will not kiss mother earth with that catapult feeler,

Which scatters strange stars thro' the ebon of night !

As knitted thy fibre as sinewy Erin,

The first in the onslaught, the last in retreat

;

Intrepid to dare, in the conflict unfearing
;

Yet mild as the pink flow'r which grows in the wheal!

There are strength and endurance in thee my blackthorn,

A type of the land where your armor was cast ! ' V
For like our good actions, the more you are worn, I ;

The more does your time-service laugh at the past

!

To that beautiful glade by the bright shining river, {

Where ferns are woven by fairies at night

!

Where the sweet scented primrose, the balm-bieuthing
'''''

clover .-''-/v'-" ^ - "'-- :'r-'-':r^:_:_

Inspires the gay lark to the regions of light ! > -

To thee, dearest spot, do I send my fond greeting.

And wonder if Death will not bear me to thee.

When my soul takes its flight, and the earth is retreating,

Shall I see thee once more, fairest isle of the sea ?

St. Augustine of Hippo.

FOURTH PA.PKR. •
I ;:

Africa at all times fruitful in men of merit and
genius,—in scholars, poets, writers, statesmen,

saints and martyrs, vv^as in Augustine's day

blessed equally with other portions of Christendom"

with learned and holy men.

Besides those who have been named in previous

papers was Aurelius the primate of the African

Church, whose see was Carthage, and who was a

worthy successor of the saintly Cyprian, the mar-

tyred Doctor of the Church.

One may form a fairly good idea of the flourish-

ing state of religion in Africa, the southernmo.st

portion of the Roman Empire, from the great

number of bishops that held sees therein.

In the fifth century of the Church the number
of Catholic sees in Africa was 481, viz., 54 in

Africa Proconsularis ; 125 in Numidia ; 122 in the

Byzacena Province ; 123 in Mauritania ofCaesarea
;

44 in Mauritania of Sitizum
; 5 in the Tripolitana

Province, and 8 in Sardinia and the Balearic

Isles.*

The reader will observe that throughout this

paper the term—Africa—is not employed in its

modern geographical sense,—to embrace, namely,

the whole of the vast continent known as one of

the great land divisions of the earth.

The Africa of the fifth century comprised merely
that belt of land along the southern coast line of

the Mediterranean Sea, which reaches westward

* The figures given above have been taken from that mag-
nificent monument of Catholic scholarship,—the Series Episco-
pormn Ecclesiae Catholicae, etc., (Ratisbon, 1873,) of tlie

learned and painstaking Benedictine, Rev. Pius Boniface
Gams, for which see page 463.

't^--;'.- „:-.
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from Barca to the Atlantic Ocean. l^ast of it lay-

Egypt.

Among the many sees subject to Carthage, Hippo
styled Regms^ or the Royal, because of its once

having been the residence of the kings of Numidia,

was not the least important. Among the African

cities Hippo Regius ranked next to Carthage. „ .

Thus did the sublime charge of chief pastor and
guardian of souls, which had devolved on Augus-
tine,—the one time trusty and experienced assist-

ant of Valerius, call into play not only at home in his

own see, but abroad all the marvellous abilities and

gifts of him, who in later ages of the Church was to

be known as her chief doctor. It would not be

within the scope of this paper, even were it pos-

sible, to detail, except in a very summary form,

the many social, political, literary, and ecclesias-

tical achievements of Augustine in the interests

of Church and fatherland during his long and

eventful episcopal career. During the thirty-five

years of his rule of the diocese of Hippo, no one

who makes a study of his life, or of his works,

—

no one who considers the eulogies accorded to him
by his contemporaries and his successors, can fail

to observe with what earnestness, faithfulness, zeal

and wisdom, this holy Bishop, raised up as it were

by the Providence of God, at this most critical

period of the history of His Church, corresponded

to the task set before him. One must recognize

how everywhere throughout Africa, not to say of

the Church at large by his words and writings, and

in a far more efficacious manner by his virtuous

and exemplary life Augustine sought to organize

and strengthen the society of the Faithful accord-

ing to the loftiest Christian ideals, —to implant in

it the good seed of truth and the love of virtue,

—

to guard it against the evils of the times,—in a

word, to be the mainstay of his brethren in the

clergy, the guide of the laity, and to all the norm
and model of the good Christian.

Briefly as Augustine, in pursuance of his plan to

rebuild Christian society, established, (as has been

.said,) during the early years of his converted life a

brotherhood of devoted and sympathetic followers,

—his kinsmen and friends,—at Tagaste, and later

on another community also of earnest-hearted

disciples at Hippo, so, it may be stated here, was

he in his solicitude for the welfare of his flock ever

careful to provide for all classes of his charge, the

means to work out their sanctification.

At Hippo were many good souls, who in imita-

tion of the sainted followers of our Lord at Jerusa-

lem, sought to lead a perfect life, some by retire-

ment from worldly cares, others by their active

ministry in the vineyard of the Lord.

With the far-seeing wisdom of the true lawgiver,

Augustine recognized it as of primary necessity

that in the development of his ethical reforms on

Christian principles, he should begin at the sum-

mit of the social edifice, and that in vain would he

labor to effect good in the ranks of the Faithful, if

their leaders and guides were dissolute, wayward
and false to duty.

Hence his life-long efforts, in private and in pub-

lic, to raise up around him as assistant teachers of

his flock, a body guard, as it were, of saintly and

learned ecclesiastics. In his City of God^ not to

mention the many treatises wherein he lays down
the true principles of social and political reform,

he has shown how society owing to the faults of its

leaders, fell into moral as well as material decay.

Hence in so many places in his diocese especially,

were communities of religious and seminaries or

training schools of the clergy opened. ^ ^ •

Besides the communities at Tagaste and Hippo

we find frequent mention in his works of other and

similar bodies of churchmen in and throughout

Africa, all more or less under the watchful care of

the bishop of Hippo, to whom the other prelates,

the primate Aurelius first of all, seem to have

accorded full powers of supervision and even juris-

diction. St. Paulinus writing to Alypius some time

before the year 395, requests him to salute the

brethren in the Lord, in the churches and monas-

teries at Carthage, Tagaste, Hippo-Regius, and in

all the parishes of Africa.* ; -v -.^ ^

But the organization into formal ecclesiastical

communities of such members of his flock, as felt

themselves called unto the higher life, whether by

total retirement from the busy cares of earth, or by

actively co-operating with their prelate in the care

of souls, was not restricted by Augustine to merely

those of the so-called stronger sex. As in the Acts

ofthe Apostles'\ we read that in the holy brotherhood

of the first Christians, established shortly after the

ascension of our Lord, at Jerusalem, under the care

of the Apostles themselves, were assembled with

them and the other disciples of the Lord, also

many of the pious and God-fearing of the weaker

sex, so did Augustine, in imitation of this saintly

band, this first great Christian brotherhood, the

type of perfect Christian society, establish at Hippo

a community of women religious.

Like their brethren at Tagaste these female ser-

vants of the Most High were employed in the com-

mon practices of devotion and of manual labor.

From the Ride of Holy Life^ drawn up by the

saintly bishop for the religious in his diocese, it

seems that among their other duties they were

engaged also as writers. The Rule refers distinctly

* See Epist. 39, now 24, in the Works of St. Augustine.

t See chapters IV and V.

k
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to their use of the library codices. Among these

nuns at Hippo, we have it on the authority of

Augustine himself, were his nieces and some other

kinswomen, and on the same authority we learn too

that his sister, whom many Augustinian writers

have named Perpetua, was their first superior. ;-

This Hippo nunnery, like the hermitage of the

brethren at Tagaste, was the first establishment of

its kind in the African Church, or for that matter

in the Western.

As St. Augustine was the first to introduce

monasticism into Africa, so was he the first of the

Latin, or Western, Fathers to draw up a complete

scheme of life for such as sought to model their

lives in close imitation of the Apostolic brother-

hood at Jerusalem. *

And as Tagaste became the mother house of

other communities of hermit brethren, so did Hippo
nunnery, it would seem, branch out into many
other similar female communities throughout

Africa ; but of these we have only the meagerest

details. T. C. M.

( To be contifiited.

)

Success.

A short time ago the thoughts of the whole

world were centered upon one man ; all nations

united to do honor to Columbus, to praise the man
who dared believe what the world disbelieved.

In the eyes of his countrymen he was a fanatic,

but to-day he is ranked among the heroes of the

past. •:
;, .._,;yJ:._^ :ry -.; V. ;,-.;.•..'.:; ; :"...-•.:/•'-]'.

Thus we, like Coltimbus, set sail upon an un-

tried sea ; unknown dangers lie before us ; but

for those who dare persevere, new worlds lie

yet to be discovered. Every branch of learning

or of industry is but partially explored, and in

every direction stretches the unfathomed deep.

Like the great Genoese, we shall find many
labors to be endured, many obstacles to be over-

come, and the constant need of self-watchfulness

and self-control ; though there be faltering and

temporary defeat, yet if our spirit be strong and

our heart upright we need not despair of ultimate

success ; should we fall short of this, every honest

eftort in the right direction is a benefit both to

ourselves and to mankind.

The world owes much to its men and women of

courage, the courage that displays itself in silent

effort and endeavor, that dares endure all and
suffer all for truth and duty. Courage together

with energy and perseverance will overcome diffi-

culties apparently insurmountable, will give force

* The firs* to draw up a written rule for religious is com-
monly said to liave been St. Basil, surnamed the Great. Hp
died A. D. 379.

and impulse to effort and not permit it to retreat.

A man to succeed must have the courage to be

himself and not the echo of another ; he must

exercise his own powers, think his own thoughts,

and speak his own sentiments. He must form his

own thoughts and convictions, even though they

be different from the thoughts and convictions of

the multitude. All the great work of the world

has been accomplished by men of courage ; eyery

step in the progress of our race has been accom-

plished in the face of opposition and difficulty,

and has been achieved by men of intrepidity and

valor—great discoverers, great patriots and great

workers in all the walks of life. These had the

courage to seek and to speak the truth, the cour-

age to be honest, the courage to be just, and the

courage to do their duty. Their great example

becomes the common heritage of our race, and

their great deeds and great thoughts are the most

glorious of legacies to mankind. Such men con-

nect the present with the past, and give nobility

of purpose to the man of the future. They hold

aloft the standard of principle, maintain the dig-

nity of human character, and fill the mind with

the tradition and instincts of all that is most

noble and most worthy in life.

Thus, with the light of great examples to guide

us—representatives of humanity in its best forms

—

every one of us is not only justified but bound in

duty to aim at reaching the highest standard of

character ; not to become the richest in means, but

in spirit ; not the greatest in worldly position, but

in true honor ; not the most powerful and influen-

tial, but the most upright and honest, ever bearing

in mind that, " Energy, invincible determination,

with a right motive, are the levers that move the

world !"

Martin T. Field, '95.

The Assassination of Caesar.

The student taking a cursory glance at the long

list of injustices and crimes recorded in the history

of the world, pauses before some that are more

conspicuous than usual, either on account of the

eminent merit of the victims or the important

results which followed from the deeds themselves.

Such a one is the assassination of Caius Julius

Caesar.

In order to understand and appreciate the char-

acter of this truly great man and to measure his

influence over the age in which he lived, it will be

necessary to consider briefly the condition of Rome
at that time and also the customs and manners

that prevailed among the Roman people.

For nearly half a century previous to the begin-

ning of the public life of Caesar, Rome was

-irt^fSJ^^ki >,,<-i^;.:
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plunged into all the miseries of civil war. The
alternate rule of Marius and Sulla in which the

whole state was divided into two opposing factions

was the signal for slaughter, confiscation of private

property and other public crimes of the same
nature. These civil wars may be considered the

dividing line that separates two great epochs in

the history of Rome—one consisting of the condi-

tion of affairs that brought about the civil wars, and
the other, the condition of affairs that resulted

from them. Their influence over the people was
no less remarkable. They had gradually departed

from that austere mode of life which was charac-

teristic of their ancestors and had considerably

deteriorated in their moral habits and qualities.

Sobriety, frugality, honorable poverty and labor-

ious life were now superseded by the opposite vices.

" Simultaneously with this decay of morals among
the Romans," writes a noted historian, "the
fertile fields of Italv were converted into flower-

gardens, groves, places for sumptuous baths, or

parks for hunting to gratify the fanciful taste of

wealthy individuals, and the number and duration

of their repasts, the abundance, variety, delicacy

and seasoning of their meats, were carried to an

inconceivable degree of refinement." Besides this

luxury of the table there was joined another great

vice, that of an inordinate relish for pageantries,

games and theatrical representations. After a

short time the dramatic exhibitions did not satisfy

the inclinations of even the most lenient and were

consequently abandoned for more costly places of

amusements, the amphitheatres which rivaled the

Egyptian pyramids and obelisks in massiveness of

structure and symmetry of form. The purpose for

such magnificent buildings did not equal the skill

displayed in the architecture but was rather deplor-

ably inferior. In the amphitheatre lions, elephants

and other ferocious beasts were, at first, made to

fight against one another, afterwards men against

beasts and finally men against men. These gladi-

ators, as they were known among the ancients, in

their inhuman combats became the favorite spec-

tacle and shed the blood of one another for the

mere diversion of barbarous spectators. And,

moreover, to these two vices already mentioned

there were added the practice of bribery, corrup-

tion, extortion, oppression of subjects and of con-

quered provinces. The cruel treatment of children,

slaves and insolvent debtors, the frequency and

facility of divorce, the adulteries, plots, conspira-

cies, treasons, murders, were so frequent during

these corrupt ages as to excite universal horror and

condemnation. Such a people required a leader who
possessed extraordinarily moral, intellectual and

physical power. Caesar possessed these qualities

and was therefore destined to rule the Roman
people and to restore the Roman State.

Cains Julius according to the common account

of Plutarch, Suetonius and Appian was born on

the twelfth day of July, loo (B. C). He was

begotten of a noble family which was traced to an

illustrious ancestry, that of the descendants of

Yulius or Ascanins the son of Aeneas. When a

youth he was ordained a priest of Jupiter by

Marius, his uncle by marriage. When still a youth

of 1 8 or 20 years, he boldly refused a legal separa-

tion from his wife Cornelia, daughter of Cinna,

and barely escaped the proscription of Sulla, who
"saw many a Marius in that young man." At the

age of 35, he was appointed Questor in Southern

Spain. Two years afterwards he was Curule

Aedile. At 39, he was elected Pontifex Maximus

—

that is, oflEicial of state religion—Quintus Catulus

being his opponent and leader of the aristocracy.

This ofl5ce he held for life. The following year

(B. C. 62), he was chosen Praetor, and the next

year he went as Propraetor to govern the province

of Spain. He returned to Rome in the following

year and soon formed a political coalition with

Pompey and Crassus. This coalition is sometimes

called "the first triumvirate." The meridian of

Caesar's life was devoted to the subjugation of

Gaul, Germany and a portion of Great Britain. He
carried on war against these nations with so much
energy that in a remarkably short time he subdued

them. The remainder of his life belongs to the

general history of Rome. At the close of the

Gallic war he returned to Rome, and, after defeat-

ing Pompey who fled to Greece, but was afterwards

murdered in Egypt, was made Imperator. This

scheme of government became an hereditary

monarchy under the name or form of republic.

During the short period of Caesar's dominion he

enacted a series of measures of wise and political

statesmanship, namely the reform of the calendar,

the regulation of the administrative system and a

policy of checks upon abuses of money power.

But this supreme authority excited the envy and

hatred of a fanatical party who vainly thought to

restore the rule of a licentious aristocracy. On the

15th of March, 44 (B. C.) Julius Caesar was foully

assassinated by a number of conspirators under the

leadership of the ungrateful Brutus. There in the

senate house, surrounded on all sides by enemies

and by those whom he had regarded as friends,

Caesar stood erect and defiant, with a determination

characteristic of the man, unyielding and uncom-

promising. When he was asked to recall from

exile Publius Cimber, the brother of Metellius

Cimber, one of the conspirators, he gave them a

positive denial. Forthwith they began the assault,

'«k.i'
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as agreed upon before, and although receiving

many wounds he continued to fight like some

savage beast attacked by hunters ; until stabbed

by Brutus, for whom he had a sincere affection.

Then drawing his robe over his face he died. As
Shakespeare beautifully remarks

:

** Ingratitude, more strong than traitors' arms.

Quite vanquished him: then burst his mighty heart;

And in his mantle muffling up his face,

Even at the base of Pompey's statue,

Which all the while ran blood, great Caesar fell."

Julius Caesar was, indeed, a man whose character

is well worthy of the closest analysis. His great

power and influence with the Roman people were

entirely due to his extraordinary talents and

indomitable courage. His lofty ambition was
made manifest early in life. The story is told that

when he and his followers were crossing the Alps

they came to a certain insignificant town. One of

his friends said jestingly :
" Can there be any

such envy and ambition here as we see among the

great?" To this Csesar replied proudly: "I
would rather be first here than second at Rome."
His ambition was indeed his ruin. He had

received from the people all the attributes of kingly

power, but was not satisfied until he was crowned

King. Although even this was freely given, it did

not take long for his enemies to make use of this

title as a means of arousing the hatred of the people

against him. They were reminded of the detested

Tarquins, and were cautioned against opening the

way for kingly tyranny and oppression. But

with all this he was a hero, a noble-minded and

magnanimous citizen who loved his country and

used the great powers which nature bestowed upon

him for its best interests.

After the death of Caesar, terror and dismay

prevailed, not only at Rome, but also throughout

the extent of the empire. The conspirators were,

at first, permitted to go unmolested ; in some parts

they were even received with approbation. The
plebeians revered them as heroes and patriots who
had liberated them from the dominion of a tyrant.

But the body of Caesar was scarcely cold before they

realized the magnitude of their loss and the mon-
strous ingratitude of which they were guilty in

approving the assassination of their greatest friend

and benefactor. They were consequently so in-

censed against the assassins that the latter deemed
it expedient to leave the capital and to conceal

themselves in some distant country. Civil war was
again renewed with increased vigor, and the com-

monwealth was plunged in a deeper state of bar-

barism than that from which it had been rescued

under the short dominion of Caesar. That he had

been always devoted to the welfare of the state and

spent his brilliant career chiefly in promoting the

true interest of the republic is attested by many
prominent contemporaneous authors. Plutarch, in

writing of Caesar's attempt at sovereignty, says

that his oppression was merely nominal, for no

tyrannical act could be laid to his charge ;
and he

adds:—"Nay, such was the condition of Rome
that it evidently required a master ; and Caesar was

no more than a tender and skilful physician

appointed by Providence to heal the distemper of

the state."

The assassination of Caesar was, therefore, a mark

of the basest ingratitude on the part of the Roman
people ; and it is only fair and reasonable to con-

jecture that had he been permitted to reach a

mature age, he would have doubtless by that same

authority which had always characterized him as a

statesman, elevated the republic to as great a

degree of prominence as his grand-nephew, Caius

Octavius, surnamed Augustus, at a later period.

^
'^:?'-;-^-'/,

/;^w^
,. M. J. Murphy, '95.

The Annual Retreat.

The students' annual retreat commenced on

Sunday evening, Dec. nth, and ended Thursday,

Dec. 15th, '93. The exercises were conducted by

the Rev. M. J. Garaghty, O.S.A., of Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia.

How fully the students realized the truth of the

opening text, " Now is the acceptable time, now is

the day ot salvation," was best shown by the fervor

and sincerity manifested during the retreat, a

truly edifying sight to a new-comer at Villanova.

Nor are we surprised that such was the case when
we consider the important part taken in our retreat

by the Rev. Father Garaghty who exercised to the

very best advantage his influence over young men.
Who could listen to him and not be touched by

his eloquence when he spoke of the goodness of

God and the ingratitude of man, of God's mercy
and man's perverseness, of the eternal truths and
their influence upon the soul ? During his confer-

ences he referred frequently to the faults prevalent

among young men and earnestly exhorted his

auditors to avoid them.

The retreat is over, but is it forgotten ? No,
the seeds then scattered, we hope, have fallen on
good ground whence they will spring forth and
bear an hundredfold.

Edward G. Dohan, '96.
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EDITORIALS.

To THE old year we bidia fond adieu. While to

many it has brought more than its usual share of

trouble and affliction, yet for us it had more than

its usual share of joys and blessings, and on accoiuit

of these we forgive the old year for whatever trials

it has sent us while executing the decrees of divine

Providence. To the students of Villanova the year

just past will be a memorable one, not only for the

pleasant associations formed during that time, but

also on account of the Golden Jubilee celebration

of the founding of our College. The Alumni and

friends of our institution who were present on that

occasion will look back to it as one of the fondest

memories of the past year. 'Twas the year which
witnessed the establishment and subsequent pro-

gress of oiir Monthly. Filled with the happy
spirit of the New Year we extend to all our sub-

scribers and patrons the compliments of the season.

Particularly are these extended to the members of

the original staff, whose interest in the monthly
contributed so much to its success. And since it

is customary at the beginning of a new year to

make resolutions, ours will be to continue the good
work of our predecessors. If the close of the

present year will be productive of such results we
will be convinced that our work has not been in

vain, moreover, we will be amply repaid for our

efforts, and satisfied with ourselves.

Our Catholic people are displaying considerable

anxiety about the new organization, professedly

hostile, which has lately attracted so much atten-

tion. At first sight its title, A. P. Aism, suggests

to us something of the animal kingdom, which

ordinarily would be considered harmless, but 'tis

more, 'tis a hideous monster, ever ready to destroy

the innocent and unwary. Its animating principle

is a spirit of bigotry and hostility to everything

Catholic and this spirit is manifested in such a

repulsive and repugnant manner that no self-re-

specting person can approach it. But if, led on by
the irresistible impulse of curiosity natural to us

all, we desire to examine it thoroughly, this would

be impracticable, since it is only associated with

dark and obscure places, concealed and shielded by

its own blackness. By this time it must know that

it is considered by all pure minded persons an

undesirable addition to the animal kingdom and

foreign to this beautiful land of ours, in which free-

dom of thought and freedom of action have ever

found protection under the Constitution. As it

would be most dangerous to allow this monster

further liberty, proper measures should be imme-
diately taken to check its destructive course.

In all the whirl and excitement of this busy

life of ours, there is one fact which cannot escape

the notice of even an ordinary observer, namely,

that most men interest themselves only in matters

of great moment to themselves or their fellow-men,

to the total neglect of everything of a trivial

kind. While generally there may be little or no

harm in such a course, yet it frequently happens

that great evil results from a mistaken notion of

what really constitutes trifles. The single per-

formance of an act may be trivial in itself. Re-

peated it assumes greater significance, and so on it

grows in importance with every repetition until

it becomes of great moment. If the first tended

to good, the last will also ; if to bad, so will the

other. Herein then lies the evil. Many fail to

draw the line between the first and second acts

when the first is bad in itself. They fail to note

the error of their ways in the beginning, and
their bad acts grow into bad habits, to the destruc-

tion of the unfortunates who have acquired them.

Pope faithfully portrays the transition in the well

known words :

" Vice is a monster of so frightful mien
;

As, to be hated, needs but to be seen
;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,

We first endure, then pity, then embrace,"

'^£.L^-
'.j^:...- *u;tt*-;-i;7**'J:--
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLivAN, M.A., Villanova College.

40.—Prove that the sum of the squares of the

diagonals of a parallelogram is equal to the sum of

the squares of its four sides.

Solution by M.J. Murphyy''<^^.

Let ABCD^ be the parallelogram. Draw CE^

parallel to BD
;
produce AD^ to meet CE. Now,

AD-^BC, Qin^ DE=BC\ .: AD = BE] .'.AE

is bisected and CD is the median, hence AC'^-\-CE'^

=2A& -\- 2DC'' \ but CE^ = BJD^\ .'. AC'

+

B&=2A&+2DC^ -^v^J-v/: -:::-, -'-^r;;:

But 2AB'-^2BC^ = l4D^-fDC^+AB'+BC^
.'. AC'^-\-BEP' = the sum of the squares of the

four sides of the parallelogram.

43.—Two objects A and B were observed from

a ship to be at the same instant in a line bearing

N, 15° E. The ship then sailed north-west 5

Solution by J. F. O^Leary^ '94.

Let Fig. I represent the cardinal points. 6" the

first position of the ship. S' the position after

sailing 5 miles.

BSN = 15° :V.:;^ \: :':-;- :,'^'y;

BSS' = 60° :.-...;'V'-:'-\-.-'^
-'•-;: -vv;.:;

SAS' = 7s° ;v.::l';':,^itv/;,-- >.: :.,r:::i^^:MW^>:^-.

BAS' = 105° ^^^V:./:/:^-/'.'::^::;
'"-:;-; i-r^^'X::/'^'.--'.-'^-,

ABS' = 30° ^'''S'v::^---- -.--/V-^^'/'v'V^' ":-<-::':

S'A ^ sin ASS 'VI '; '-/y^- [::<:''': -:,;; vO
'

';;•

-V ss' sin5'^^-^; '-^^ ^-^i-"-^-'':.-:^'-'-^

; S'A = SS'^s\nASS' ' v

sinS 'AS vl;

log S 'A^= log SIS ' + log sin ASS ' + colog sin
6* 'AS.

log S'A = log 5 miles + log sin 60° + colog
sin 75° "

'

, \sy^-..

'

-:^^:.^ .,,,,,

log 5 = 0. 69897
log sm 60° = 9. 93753—10

colog sin 75° = o. 01506

log S'A =1 o, 65156
AB ^sin BS'A
S'A~ sin S'BA

~ "sin5'^^
log AB = log S'A + log sin BS'A + colog sin

S'BA.
log AB = 0.65 156+ log sin 45° + colog sin 30°.

log 6"M = 0.65156
log sin 45° = 9. 84949—10

colog sin 30° = 0.30103

log^i9
"

miles, when it was found that A bore due east and
B bore north-east. Find the distance from A to B.

AB —

0.80208

AB = 6.3399 miles. : : ?;

44.—If a cubical foot of brass were to be drawn
into wire of ^s of an inch in diameter ; required

the length of wire, allowing no loss in the metal.

Solution by Walter D. Riordan^ '95.

The wire is a cylinder, whose volume divided by
the area of a section equals its length.

volume 1 4.1= length
area of base

one cubic foot =1728
cu. inches (-4^)^ X . 7854
= area of base .

*

.

1728 _
(iV)^7854

1728

TtsVff X . 7854

1728X^6^

= length

= length

2764800

•7854
length in inches

divided by 63360 the number of inches in
a mile.

7854

2764800

•7854"

2764800 .,1 -, -1 1 i.1 r •-—^ >^ ?
—? = 55o miles = length of Wire.

.7854 63360
^:5» s

_

47.—Prove : If two equal triangles ABC and

ABD be on the same base AB, but on opposite

sides, the line joining the vertices C and D is

bisected by AB.
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Solution by Martin T. Fields '95.

Through A and B draw AE, BE, parallel to

BD^ AD, respectively
;

join EC. Now, since

AEBD is a parallelogram, the A AE:B= ADB\
but ADB = ACB (hyp) ; . '. ACB = AEB,
. •

, CE is parallel to AB, because equal triangles

on the same base and on the same side of it, the

straight line joining their vertices is parallel to the

base on which they stand).

Let CD, ED meet AB in the points MN.
Now, since AEBD is a parallelogram, ED is

bisected in N \ and since NM is parallel to EC,
CD is bisected in M.

New Problems.

48.—The length of a lake subtends, at a certain

point, an angle of 46° 24', and the distance from

this point to the two extremities of the lake are

346 and 290 feet. Find the length of the lake.

49.

—

{a). The base of a regularpyramid is a hexa-

gon, of which the side measures 3 feet. Find the

height of the pyramid if the lateral area is equal

to 10 times the area of the base.

(J)). If the edge of a tetrahedron is a, find the

homologous edge of a similar tetrahe?dron twice

as large.

50.—Given two sides of an obtuse-angled tri-

angle, which are 20 and 40 poles ; required the

third side that the triangle may contain just an

acre of land.

51.—A straight railway passes two miles from a

town. A place is four miles from the town and

one mile from the railway. Find by construction

how many places answer this description.

52.—A workman has a squared log twice as long

as wide or deep, he made out of it a water trough

whose sides, ends, and bottom are each three inches

thick, and having 11772 solid inches. What is the

capacity of the trough in gallons?

SFLUrXEES.

New '
:'/^''':%'

:. .,.,.., -^ ::''''' •'y^'-'^y.: ,.-,.... .

Year's ';'-/',;,>••', '/.;/...:;'•'''>':<

Greeting. '•''.
V','^-!.-':^: '//

Got the Grippe ? •

::

Oyster stews.
'A;;.:'^^';

,.• ^^\:-:-:'^;/4-l-;'",./tA:'''V!;'^^

;V Cream puffs.^' . -'Vv';^;;;:.-'.,-/'./ ^; /'-v^.' V:'V:^^^V^: v^h:.
--;'.',:•

;,; Oh ! I forgot. ''-:')':
''Cf'y :

'^^-'
"^ S'^-/

'"'^-
'':/- /'K'^

': Brown mixture. ^^^^^^^^

\ '

Who went skating ?

The " Crows " have flown. -
,

Didn't you carry a skate bag?

He took his final drive. "
.

He knows his little book.

We had a good time, didn't we?
Gents, look out for the milkman.

You have an elephant on your hands.

It was easily deduced from the proposition.

At last we have it. " Next ; no waiting."

Of course it's no trouble.

Who is that fellow that looks cross-eyed at the

kitchen ?

You know I have been as true as steel. YeSj I

know that ; but here now is another chance to test

your metal.

Bro. Rob. has a new remedy for the " grippe."

Peaches and chop-sticks.

Oh, John ! I thought you would never come.

What kept you ? '

- . ;

The daily question : Did your ship come yet?

The worthy seniors may be all right, but they are

four J's just the same.

He listened intently, and discovered from remarks

dropped that some of our young men are making
rapid progress in the art of decorating.

Our friend from S— . is more fortunate than

many of us. He carries his little cottage with

him, and thereby suffers no inconveniences.

A.—Say, you put one in on me.

B.—I will \iyou will put one in on me.

A.—All right.

B.—It's a go.

Smiles, handshaking, etc.

We have learned from good authority that the

"Glass House " which nurtured such tender plants

as a "Cally" and a R— is soon to be leveled to

the ground, not by the hatchet of George Wash-
ington, but of George .

. 'Lf, ,^•0..-^^..,-
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Professor, some more music, please ?

He fell in and got wet.

Two little girls in blue. 7 ;;

Have you a corner? Yes, he has the other. Oh !

every Field has a corner. , , . ..

May the dog that ate my rubbers die of indiges-

tion. iV. ::^^. '.
;•• - -..v^\-:

'/.> i; :;v ;„;, •-•.;
u-'\-:-^r/-- ^: .ni^r;-^'

PEBSONALS.

Who are you ? I am Mr. Perhaps you

know my uncle who was here twenty-five years

Oh ! excuse me, that was before my time.

We have just four miles to walk. Let's hurry

it's only a mile for each.

Joe, after a hard year of study, beholds his semi-

annual examination in music approaching, and as a

consequence has rosined his bow for the occasion.

There is boy a named Abel,

Who plays the violin
;

The builders of old Babel

Aren't in it with him.

The Hand-ball player reported that on a certain

nail in the dormitory there hung a vest which
belonged to the man from the "city of watches,"

and that in that vest there was something that

ticked like an eight-day clock, and disturbed the

peaceful slumber of the boys. What was it ?

Big John has promised his friends a reception

after the holidays. He said that he would send a

box to himself, and freely distribute the contents.

Slowly they ope'd the door,

Softly they trod the floor.

They stopped ! for they heard some talk
;

They dusted ! for they dared not walk.

"ode to the respected professor of jug-

MATICS. '

'

There was a teacher and every day

Jugging fellows for him was play.

He thought he was "strictly in the swim

"

When for five hundred he got you in.

The paper came out, the name went down.
He told you the reason with many a frown.

I'll jug you to-day without a doubt

Was greeted with many a laugh and shout.

You think with me you are having fun.

You'll find your mistake at twenty to one.

Oh ! all you "Grammarians" for him look out

!

If he gets you in jug you'll never get out

!

H. F. Nelson.

Rev. R. F. Harris spent the holidays in Boston.

Michael Kelley, '82, visited the College on

Sunday, Dec. 31. •,? - ^ v \ -
Mrs. J. G. Loretto paid a short visit to her son

Joseph, Monday, Dec. i8th. :-.,.. ,ry\-:-'--: ../':^,<--:,r
.•<':

Rev. J. J. O'Brien, Bryn Mawr, Pa., spent New
Year's day with the Faculty. ^. ; ^ ,: : : ;

Rev. James Curran, of Schaghticoke, N. Y., was

the guest of the Faculty lately.

Rev. Jno. Leonard spent thq holidays with rela-

tives and friends in Lawrence, Mass.

Mr. Andrew Ryan, of New York, was lately the

guest of his friend, Mr. Edward Dohan.

Rev. F. X. McGowan writes us that he is enjoy-

ing his trip through Europe very much.

Miss Coar, ofJersey City' paid a short visit to

her brother Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A., Sunday,

Dec. 17th.

Mr: Merino, of Philadelphia, called at the Col-

lege and took his ward, Narciso Valhonrat home
for the holidays.

Rev. N.J. Murphy, of St. Augustine's, Philadel-

phia, has returned, having made a very enjoyable

trip through Europe.

We announce with pleasure the recovery of Rev.

Father O'Connell, of Hoosick Falls, N. Y., after a

long and serious illness.

Mrs. Laura McCloskey, ot Pittsburgh, recently

called at the College to take her son George home
for the holidays. Maybe George wasn' t glad to

see her.
'

' "^'

Rev. Fathers L. A. Delurey and W. A. Coar

assisted at the Solemn Pontifical Mass in the

Cathedral at Harrisburg on Christmas day. The
former preached on the occasion. The latter then

proceeded to his home in Jersey City to spend the

holidays.

Another Silver Jubilee in Philadelphia helps to

bear out the statement that the year '93 was a

notable one for such celebrations. We congratu-

late Rev. William Kieran, D.D. of St. Patrick's on

his twenty-five years of faithful work in the service

of God and his people.

During the past month the Archdiocese of Phila-

delphia in general and Port Richmond in particu-

lar suffered a great loss in the death of Rev.

Thomas Mullen. While his health had been

delicate for many years, yet he was ever attentive

to the wants of his people, ever ready when duty

called him. We sympathize with the people of

St. Anne's for we feel that it will be difficult to

make good their loss.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. D. S. Oil Friday afternoon, December 15,

Messrs. J. E. O'Donnell, B. J. O'Doniiell, E. J.

Wade and S. T. Kenney proved to be pleasing and

forcible debaters, when they discussed the subject:

Resolved—That the Pulpit is more influential than

the Press. -
- -,:.,•-'.

,.,; ^-•, -,.;' --:.;:"y: \-:':4:- ; -r ; : /

The affirmatives, Messrs. J. E. O'Donnell and

B. J. O'Donnell, who are not brothers, showed the

far-reaching influences of the Pulpit. They
brought forward striking instances from the early

Christian times to the present, and considered their

subject from various points of view.

Messrs. Wade and Kenney, the negatives, were

well prepared to reply to the apparently incontro-

vertible arguments of their opponents. The former

gentlemen clearly and cogently discussed the great

influence emanating from the Press.

When the debate was open to the house, Messrs.

Buckley, Dohan, Riordan, O'Leary and Dolan, all

able disputants, spoke upon the question. Mr. J.

E. O'Donnell's sallies of wit, and Mr. Wade's
telling retorts throughout the debate, won much
applause. The critic, when his time came to

decide, reserved his decision, after much reflection.

V. L. I. The V. L. I. held its monthly meeting
December 11. As it was to be the last meeting of

the year a goodly attendance was requested and the

members responded almost to a man. Much busi-

ness of importance was transacted. Among the

recent presents to the library is a neatly prepared

Index, the work of Michael S. Gibney, '95, for

which the society wishes to return sincere thanks.

The new furniture, which is expected soon after

the holidays, will be a great improvement. After

the admission of six new members the meeting
adjourned.

V. A. A. On December 6, the V. A. A. held

the last meeting of '93. As the interest in athletics

is rapidly increasing, there was an unusually large

attendance. The association intends to make the

year of '94 a very successful one. Such being the

case the expenses will be heavier than ever before.

To meet these expenses, besides the usual amount
raised among the students, the association will give

an entertainment. The association has this year,

for the first time, called upon the Alumni for some
assistance in this line. It is needless to say that the

association will feel very grateful for whatever is

done for it by its friends.

EXCHANGES.

" Great Oaks from Little Acorns Grow," is a very

well chosen motto for T/ie Collegium. The appear-

ance and size of this journal compared with

last year's are quite in keeping with its modest

motto. If it continues to "grow," especially in

its literary articles, it will soon hold an enviable

place among college journals. Why not be a little

more careful in the arrangement of literary contri-

butions ? For instance, in the November issue,

,

" The Beauties of Nature," an article of real merit,

could indeed have a more conspicuous place. The
Exchange Column, "November Nonsense,"
" Local Items," seemed to be inserted at random, as

if they were written for unoccupied space.

Although the Owl is not the acme of perfection,

nevertheless it may be justly entitled a bureau of

miscellaneous information. The treatise on " The
Elements in Connection with Sanitation " is a

learned contribution of scientific truths ably

written. Among the many articles " Once Mon-
arch of the Prairies," " Methods and Aims of

Grecian Universities," deserve perusal.

The November number of Si. Mary^s Sentinel

contains many literary articles appropriate and

interesting. " Manly Exercises in Colleges,"

should attract the attention of all, not only for the

common sense and sound judgment displayed in

it, but for the manner in which the utility of such

exercise is shown.

The editorials in the Manitoba College Journal
manifest careful study and preparation, and reflect

credit upon the journal. " First Quarter Century
of the Dominion " is in brief a history of Canada
in her infancy. The writer clothes his ideas in

simple but strong language. Diligence of research

is displayed throughout the composition.

We extend a hearty welcome to our latest ex-

change The Eatonian^ Jackson, Tenn. The initial

number gives promise of a great future for this

journal. The general appearance in regard to form

and type is very good. Long may this journal

flourish.

In our opinion The Earlhamite stands a leader

in typographical display among college journals.

The following exchanges were at their regular

places : Ave Maria^ Agnetian Monthly
.^
Catholic

High School Journal^ Phila.; Carmelite Review^

The Mirror^ Phila.; Lawrence High School.^ Ar-
thenaeum^ Orphans' Bouquet^ Viatorian^ Notre
Datne Scholastic Facts^ St. Johns's University

Record.

^L:.jyAi-j:-i:.;
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THE NEWCATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,

824 Arch St., : v

H. L. KILNER&CO.

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.K
'

Largest Catholic Book Store sonlb of New York.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Plniladelphia, ^ .

'; In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
V, specialty of sacred heart pictures.

Framed and Unframed, Have yoii seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dtalars in

J^irts1;-(§lass 1^00ts and §hees
Repairing Neatly and Fiomptlj attended to. Cnatom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcr Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO. W. GIBBOHS.

iic: D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., ,^

Printers, PuBlishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagrher Building.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

I wiU seU YDU
$10.00 worth of Clothing, Drees Goods, Ladies'
Coats and Cloaks, Ftimittu*e, Carpets "Watches,
JeweliT, Chinavrare, etc., for

$1.00 CASH AND $1.00 PER WEEK.

PHIL. J. WALSH,
28-30-32 AND 34 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

OPEN
ON SATURDAY

UNTIL
TEN O'CLOCK.

PHILAD'A If the Goods are not sat-

isfactory, come to me and

I will allow all reasonable

claimi.

Tbe Best
is the Cheapest.

Hallahan'8 Shoes
are tbe best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

HALLAHAN,- ^^

f^":'''
'''' ^"^^^^ ^'^''''^

",:,.;. Philadelphia.
. , . .; .^i,: •: t^:

P. j. COLAHAN. L^38ilAKKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (iroGeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VTMKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

J^Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatrlcals.'dl '•

CaiflDOCZl ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Oroupa, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. 13Y±ilsrES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market. East Side. PHIIiADELPHIA.,

, WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

••Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •«•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lanoaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We exteud au iuvitation to you to call at our GHKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Frsvisions.

We have coiihtaiuly on hand aud note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the liest Goodii and, ynality considered, our Prices
are the I<owest in the City. Come, see lor yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

! .

•f CHRISTIflfl MOOHH.-f

TIM. QUINLAN & BRO.,

lUlilSHITISIIOIISnilllU,
• " BRYN MAWR, PA.

HoraeSboeing a Specialty. Old I^ancaster Koad,

" CKSH OR CReOIT.
BUYYOUR GOODS

FROM

GEO. KELLY St CO.,
808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10—$1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
pr^/^I^K ^- PRIWTT. Craduate ii? pi?ar/i\aey,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.

LEARY'8 OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Fupqil!ui<e|B8d(IiQg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Pbiladelpbia.

Special Discount to Institutions.

: V ;THOMAS F. SMALL V

,. v; Wholesale and Retail Dealer in : • ; !

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 112, 1 114 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. >

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

Ptiiladelphiia,

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 l^ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pljila,. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

'^^KRCHITECT^^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building, ; v/

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. ReynoldSi
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction , Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DtLIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY,

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMItY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WT. lAiHEL-KN,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
Honse Famishing Ttn Ware of Every Df»crlpttou

Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCA-BTBR AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

JOHN Bradley.
Manufacturer of

1^1 N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
GUSTOlIiWOEK A SPECIALTY, KEPAIEINQ HEATLY DONE.

>
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•W"TEXT BOOKS, -i^

Ne'w and Second Hand.

Have constantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash. . , ^

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL "

'JOHN JOSEPH McVEY, ;

,

;^ 39 H» Thirteenth Street,
PHlIiADELPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Established 188R.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St, Troy, N. T.

Terms of Subscription I One year $2,00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 cte.

Money can be sent by Post Oftice Order or Keftistered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE V 1^^^^^
HATTER

v.STRIGTLY ONE PRICE.;

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

«-W. -W. FE/A.1TOIS*
DEALER IH AGKNT FOB

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

(lit r^ ^lo and $20, Genuine Confederate Bills only
tP^^) five cents each

; $50 and ^100 bills 10 cents

each ;
25c. and 50c. shinplasters 10 cents each

;

$1 and $2 bills 25 cents each. Sent securely sealed

on receipt of price. Address, Chas. D. Barker,
90 S. Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

M. GALLAGHER,
PKACTICAL

Htrness Pjaker

15 N. 9th St.,

Philadelphia.

MANUFACTURER OF FINE HORSE BO©TS.

H. MUHR'S SONS,

^^Je iA£e LeR s -i^^

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

fHOmAS H. CUHAHV,

4FUNERAL DIRECTORS
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

7V\:OORE'S

Windsor Hotel,
PHILHDELPHIfl. 'yp'''V

Half Block from New P. & R. Terminal, and One and a Half

' ''y''^':',
. Blocks from Broad Street Station. .' • ?

- 1219-29 Filbert Street. '

PRESTON J. MOORE, Proprietor.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co.,

707 and 70C) FILBERT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

EnRravlng for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK. Manager.

Lithographers ....Printers

i.^
21 ,.
WoR<** Rh,

Stationers

,I>HcMIAINUSj>'-^^».
Blank Book Makers

'Personal attention day or night.

WjEBST£)R'S
INTBRNATIONAL

Jl^r^/^y^f^s.DICTIONARY
A New Book from

cover to rover, successor
of the "Unabridj^eil."

Ten years spent revi.-

ing, 100 editors employed,
over $300,000 cxpendeil.

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all qtiestions
coneeniinp; the history,

spelliu(r, i)ronnnciation,
and meaning of words.

A l/ibrary in Itself, it also gives in

a form convenient for ready reference facts often
wanted concerning eminent pcrsonti; fictitious

persons and l)l.^ces ; countries, cities, '.owns, and
natural features of the globe ; etc., etc., etc.

This Work is Invaluable ii the
household, and to the teacher, scholar, i)rofes-

sional man, and self-educator.

Sold by All Booksellers.

G.iS: C.MJ^RRIAMCO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass. , U. S. A.

(P^* r>o not hny ohoap reprints ot .ancient edition?.

(J^Jp* .sonil tor five illuslniteil inospectns.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Avenue. RoscMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

(iold ^ 5''^?r/n?^al8 for all GeGasiops
PiiiM nnd Badges, etc. Pintle to Order.

KngrRvlii|(8 lit General and Siieclal 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Rpch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

iMTr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)

\ ;>

•~.iM,. ^n:-:.. -.A^^itA^'

.
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Jfe,
K V V: ''God's Will be Done."

OD'S will be done !
" it is the only prayer

That Cometh now into my faint, sad heart,

For, from God's will I have no will apart :

Jf, And yet I gain no grace, for my despair

Hath bowed me thus, and brought me to His feet,

And not the meekness of a spirit sweet

And gentle, filled with love, submission, trust.

But a crushed spirit, humbled to the dust.

" God's will be done !
" the path seems drear and long

;

I have no aim to guide to any goal.

And looking onwards as the slow years roll.

No light can I discern, no purpose strong.

To nerve and brace me for the battle-field.

I could lay down my arms and weakly yield.

Before the guerdon of the fight is won
;

The victory gained, the day's long conflict done.

"God's will be done !
" Again, and yet again,

The words return, and echo through my soul.

And some day, may be, they may " make me whole,"

And work a cure and ease me of this pain.

And I shall feel again the pulse of life

Quicken within me, and the weary strife

Be ended, of these long and empty days
;

And, gazing upward I shall give God praise.

M. W.
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"^ The Early Western Politician.

The colonizing of the "Great West" was

attended by many peculiar circumstances whicli

had their origin principally in the character and

surroundings of the colonists. The settlements

were weak and the population small ; with the

^V exception of a few narrow fields in the vicinity of

each frontier, fort, or stockade, the vast extent

; of territory was wild and uncultivated, and held

in undisturbed possession by Indians and wild

beasts.

The distance l^etwten these settlements and the

original States was so great that assistance was

impossible. In those times, therefore, though a

few were looking forward to separate political

organization and the erection of new States, the

larger number of the Western people were too

constantly occupied with their defence to give much
attention to internal politics. Such organization

as they had was principally military ; the early

pioneer, who had distinguished himself in the first

explorations of the country, or by successfully

leading and establishing a new settlement, became

not only the commander of the fort but also the

law-giver of the community.

The pressure of external danger was too great

to allow a very liberal democracy in govern-

ment
; and, as must be the case in all primitive

assemblages of men, the counsels and commands of
' him whom they knew to be the most able were

always observed. He who had proven himself

competent to lead was, therefore, the leader by

right ; and the evidence required was the per-

formance of such exploits and the display of such

courage as were necessary to the defence, well-being

and protection of the settlers. It is obvious that

no mere pretender could exhibit these proofs, and

that where they were taken as the sole measure of a

man's worth, skill with a rifle was of more value

than skill with the tongue—Indian-fighting a more

respectable occupation than speech-making. The
people had neither time nor patience to listen to

declamation ; the man who rose in a public assembly

and called upon his neighbors to follow him in

avenging a wrong made the only speech that they

cared to hear. Besides, the men of the frontier

were simple-hearted and unambitious, desiring

nothing so much as to be left alone, and willing to

make a compact of forbearance with the whole
world, excepting only the Indians. They had
never been accustomed to the restraints of munici-

pal regulation ; they were innocent of the unhealthy

pleasures of office-seeking ; their lives had given

them little or no knowledge of the nature and
importance of offices.

But as time rolled away and the population of

the country became more dense, as the pressure of

external danger was withdrawn, and the necessities

of defence grew less urgent, the rigor of military

organization gradually became irksome. The seeds

of civil institutions began to germinate among the

people, while the extending interests of communities

required corresponding enactments and regulations.

The instincts of social beings, love of home and

family, attachment to property, the desire of tran-

quility and, perhaps, an ambition for a good repute

among neighbors, all combined to open men's eyes

to the importance of peaceful institutions. Then
began to appear for the first time the class of poli-

ticians, though, as yet, office-seeking had not

become a trade, nor office-holding a regular means

of livelihood. Politics had not acquired a place

among the arts, nor had its professors become the

teachers of the land ; there were few, indeed, who
sought to fill civil stations, and although men's

qualifications for oflfice were probably not any more

rigidly examined than now, those who possessed

the due degree of prominence were, either in their

own opinion or in that of their fellow-citizens,

peculiarly capable of performing such function*?.

They were generally men who had made them-

selves conspicuous or useful in other capacities,

who had become well or favorably known to their

neighbors through their zeal, courage, sagacity, or

public spirit. .:,?/.; ::::'>:' \::K:V:;^^:'^'-1'm\::r'-^ .

A leader of regulators, for example, whose ad-

ministration of his dangerous powers had been

marked by promptitude and severity, was expected

to be equally efficient when clothed with more reg-

ular authority. A captain of the rangers, whose

enterprise had been remarkable for certainty and

success would, it was believed, do quite as good ser-

vice in the capacity of a civil officer. A daring

pioneer, whose courage or presence of mind had

saved himself or others from the dangers of the

wilderness, ought surely to make as safe a guide in

the pathless ways of politics. There was another

class whose members were distinguished as being

noisy, loud-talking, wise-looking men, self-consti-

tuted oracles, with a better opinion of their own

wisdom than any one else was willing to endorse.

Such men became "file-leaders," or "pivot men,"

because the taciturn people of the West, though in-

clined to undervalue a mere talker, were simple-

minded enough to accept a man's valuation of his

own powers, or easy-tempered enough to spare

themselves the trouble of investigating so small a

matter.

Those were the halcyon days for mere pretenders,

since their claims were allowed, chiefly because

they were not deemed worth controverting, and the

difference between these and the more worthy class
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was hardly recognizable, since the methods which

both classes used to assert their claims were the

same and were equally admitted by the people.

In personal appearance the primitive politician

was well calculated to retain the authority invested

in him by such a people ; he was in fact an epitome

of all the physical qualities which distinguish the

rugged people of the West ; and between these

and moral and intellectual qualities, there is a gen-

eral correspondence. He bore upon his brow and
features the marks of the great struggles through

which he passed, and although these features were

for that reason harsh and severe, nevertheless he

was usually kind-hearted and sympathetic in his

relation with his fellow-citizens.

In those things for which his qualifications were

agpropriate the politician did thoroughly well, but

sometimes the success which was in fact the result

of his manly candor, was attributed by him to his

cunning management. Naturally he was always

forming and attempting to execute schemes to cir-

cumvent his political opponents, but usually, if he

bore down all opposition, it was in spite of his

chicanery, and not by its assistance. He resorted

to every conceivable art to induce the freemen to

voX.^ properly^ and when he could not succeed in

this, his next effort was to prevent them from vot-

ing at all. On election day he would gather his

clans about him, among them " the boys from the

heads of the hollow," men who were never seen be-

yond the precincts of their own little clearings

from one end of the year to the other, except on
that day and the Fourth of July. He would chat

with them, whittle with them, drink with them,

watching all the time, however, that no one over

whom he believed that he had control went away
without voting the straight ticket^ and then if

elected, he and his friends would celebrate their

success in a right royal manner.

In the course of time, his class began to decay
,

the tide of immigration, or the increasing intelli-

gence of the people, raised up men of larger views
;

and he speedily found himself outstripped in the

race and forgotten by his ancient retainers. Then,
like his predecessor, the original frontiersman, dis-

gusted with civilization and its refinements, he

migrated to more congenial regions and in the

scenes of his former triumphs was heard no more.

M. H. McDoNNEi^L, '95.

Then all too late comes counsel to be heard.

Where will doth mutiny with wit's regard.

Direct not him whose way himself will choose
;

'Tis breath thou lack'st, and that breath wilt thou

lose.

Richard 11.^ ii. i.

St Augastine of Hippo.

f--:/P;t,:::'::g':'C:'^.:'v.. ,. FIFTH PAPER. ' '•^'^.J;";:/-'- ,V ;:; ;.;,;:';;

It does not seem uncalled for by our subject, here

to make a slight digression, so as to set forth a

little more in detail the Augustinian scheme of

virtuous life,—to tell more fully in just what

Augustine, in his clear-headed and common sense

way of viewing human nature in all its varying

phases of good and evil, insisted on in his spoken

and written words, as the primary, the fundamen-

tal, and the wholly necessary basis of what one

may style a good every-day Christian life,—one

that would fully come up to the standard of moral

goodness required by the Maker and the Redeemer
of mankind—and the one that by word and example

He sought to have His disciples follow.

Augustine perceiving that as man who has been

created only for good, for happiness, for eternal

glory to which he has been destined by a loving

Creator and Redeemer, falls away from his great

birth-right and divine ideal, because of his volun-

tary yielding to the evil bents of his nature, hence

in pursuance of his plan of leading his charges

back again to the primitive and natural duties of

their station in life, did he set out by laying down
very clearly and emphatically certain plain and

evident truths known to all by reason and religion,

which may be looked upon as the ground-work of

all social and ethical reform. ^:

Augustine was led to this rebuilding of the

moral edifice at Hippo, by recognizing that while

in Africa there were many evil-minded men, there

were also many just and holy souls. Despite the

troubles and sorrows of the times, virtue was not

dead in Africa. Besides the many references in his

works to the saintly men and women who illustrated

and adorned the diocese of Hippo by their virtues

and sanctity, the persecution of the Vandals, which
followed not long after Augustine's death, attests

by its ferocity and its -long duration and by the

countless martyrs it sent to heaven, that the age of

heroism had not vanished.

But he also saw that in the harvest-field of the

Lord, much cockle was mixed with the good seed,

—that while there were many saints, there were

also many sinners, and these he desired to convert.

Frequently does the pious and warm-hearted pre-

late in his solicitude for religion and his zealous

care of his countrymen, deplore this sad state of

his people,—this falling away of the multitude

from the teachings of their fathers, from the

first principles of all natural and revealed law,

from the very commonest dictates of conscience,

and of decency and of belief. And apart from his

thirst for souls, Augustine (no doubt inspired by
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the Most High) was moved to his task of reform-

ing his people, by liis views of the society of .his

day.
-

Society throughout the Christendom of the IVth

and Vth centuries was confessedly very corrupt.

All classes of men, not merely the giddy world of

pleasure, but the cultured world of the day, the

world of labor, and the world of science, and the

world of trade and commerce, as any one who
chooses may learn from the records of the times,

were being led astray by the spirit of the world

from the truths of (xod and of nature.

The histories of this era, the chronicles, the

dramas, the school-books, the state reports of

'ulers and officials, bear witness to the otherwise

almost inconceivable depth of moral and religious

/ottenness, into which the Western World —Africa,

Gaul, Spain and Italy, not to speak of the Eastern

World, was plunged. Augustine's own works,

especially his City of God^ wherein may be read

the story of his times, relate enough to show us

that everywhere two evil influences were at work
against the Church and State. These were bad

teaching and bad example—the one assailing the

intellect, the other corrupting the will, of men,

and both together undermining the Church in

Africa and wrecking the fairest hopes of ecclesi-

astical and civil society. Of the evil doctrines

taught it niay be said, that there was barely a

religious or moral truth that was not endangered

in some guise or other. Of God—the Supreme
Being, it was taught that He was not one but

more than one ; that He was not pure spirit, but

a kind of medley of matter and spirit,—a com-

posite of flesh and blood and passions ; of Christ

—the only Son of God, that He was not God, nor

even divine, that He probably had been a good

man, but nothing more than man ; that His

merits. His graces. His atonement were of little or

no avail ; that they were in fact not needed by

man, and at best could do him but little good ; of

the Sacraments of Holy Church—the Life-giving

symbols of the infinite love of a Redeemer, and

the institutions of His infinite mercy, that they

were of little efficacy ; were mere shadowy rites,

of little importance, and were even largely the

foolish remnants of a childish and unmeaning
superstition

; of man himself, who (as every one in

his own inner heart can bear witness) is capable of

the full and free exercise of his powers, it was
taught by some that he was merely an automaton,

a being ruled by blind destiny and fate, and by
others that he was a being so perfect and all-suffi-

cient, that he needed no aid, no grace from on

high, that of himself he could win everything in

this world as well as in the next.

Such were some of the evil doctrines taught in

the chief cities,—in the famous schools of the

Western and Eastern Empires. They were the

teachings of Manes, Arius, (of whom St. Jerome,

a contemporary of Augustine, had said that the

whole world was becoming Arian,) of Donatus and

Pelagius.

While the schools, very many of them fre-

quented by the Faithful,—schools that should

have been training-grounds for natural and Chris-

tian morality, and the public shows with their

games and circuses, whither flocked even the

Christians, for their pastimes, were utterly un-

healthy for soul and body,—were, in fact, publicly

and unblushingly training-schools of mischief and

hot-beds of viciousness in its most seductive,

obscene and corrupting forms. Thus the people

—

not only pagan but Christian, not only one class,

but all classes, were in one degree or another,

being given over, some slightly, others gravely,

wholly to the spirit of evil,—to the spirit of the

flesh, and to the pride of life. In brief, the trend

of the age in its teachings and examples was
largely anti-Christian, and sanctioned a maximum
of worldly riotings and delights with a minimum
of self-restraint and common decency. Men were

being paganized again.

In thus stating the intellectual, moral and
social decay and rottenness of this era, in which
the people—rulers and ruled—reveled in their

waywardnesses and lusts, the pen almost shrinks

from relating except in general terms the frightful

corruption ot the age, which not many years after

Augustine's death, (he died A. D. 430, and the

Fall of the Empire is commonly placed in A. D.

475,) drew down on the great empire — the

mightiest social and political fabric that ever had

been reared by the hand of man,—the awful

punishments of the offended majesty of the Most
High.

Whoever wishes to learn more of the chief

features of these times, may find enough in

Augustine's City of God to show how like another

Soiom and Gomorrah the proud empire of Rome
went to its doom. Yet,—and there was some
consolation though sorrowful in the thought,

—

the unbelief and viciousness of Augustine's age

were evils, that in all times, from the very begin-

ning of the world, had been making men traitors

to the Most High. The world had been saved

once, why then not again ?

- J: ' vt'rt^'-

T. C. M.

{To be Continued^
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Time ; its Value and Uses.

What subject is more natural and appropriate

than the above for the consideration of young men,

especially of those at college? They, as a rule,

never fully realize that they have arrived at the

turning point of life ; that they are passing through

that critical period of their existence, which is

destined to tell extensively on their whole future

career ; that they are under influences, which, for

good or evil, will undoubtedly give a tone and

color to their conduct, habits and character. If

these momentous truths could take possession of

their souls, they would undoubtedly grasp, in its

varied phases, the meaning of the word. Time.

Let us consider briefly that portion of youth

which verges on manhood. Whatever motive

principle a young man has in him, is then stimu-

lated into activity, and suddenly attains a strength

and power previously unfelt and unknown. It is

at this time that the young man and those whose
duty is to mould or form his character should bear

in mind that, "as the twig is beat the tree's in-

clined." This period of life, lying between early

youth and the maturity of manhood, has as much
of the fire of youth, of its liberal warmth, of its

amiable frankness, as to leave the mind open to

receive the impressions which it is very desirable

should be made upon it ; and at the same time, it

has as much of the tenacity of approaching man-
hood, as to retain those impressions through after

life. Surely it must be evident to every one that,

when the cares and responsibilities which come
with mature years shall have engrossed his atten-

tion, the many opportunities which his youth

afforded him will have been lost forever. In the

United States Mint at Philadelphia, a rack is placed

over the floor of the gold room to prevent a visitor

from carrying away with the dust of his feet the

minute particles of gold, which, despite the utmost

care, fall upon the floor when the rougher edges of

the bar are filed. The sweepings of the building

save yearly thousands of dollars. " How much
more precious," says an American writer, "are the

minute fragments of time which are wasted by the

young, especially by those who are toiling in the

mints of knowledge ! Who can estimate the value

to a college student of this golden dust, these rasp-

ings and parings of life, these leavings of days and
remnants of hours, so valueless singly, so inestim-

able in the aggregate, could they be gleaned up
and turned to mental improvement !"

The improvement of time is important in itself

;

but how to improve it, is equally so. It is neces-

sary not so much to get knowledge, as to strengthen

and develop the intellect. The possessor of know-
ledge should understand its value and be able to

turn it to account in the way of utility. Milton

says :

" Who reads incessantly, and to his reading brings not

A spirit and judgment equal or superior,

Uncertain and unsettled still remains,'

Deep read in bojks, but shallow in himself." ,^

In order to be profitable, reading and reflection

must be united. It has been said that a mere

swallower of books is no more likely to become

wise, than is a glutton to be healthy and strong.

To improve time, it is necessary to read intelli-

gently and thoughtfully.

Writing your own thoughts will make them

clear to your own minds. "I confess," said St.

Augustine, " that by writing I have learned many
things which nothing else had taught me." Every

young man can recall to mind Bacon's words,

" Reading makes a full man, talking a ready man,

and writing an exact man." Of all means of

mental culture, writing is held to be the best ; it

strengthens and deepens the intellectual faculties.

It may be safely said, that any man who has never

translated his thoughts into written language, is

unable to think correclly or profoundly. One
must take the pen and do honest work to learn the

secret of diligent meditation, to acquire the habit

of grappling intelligently and successfully with the

problems which greatly concern him as man.

The proper and assiduous employment of time

is essential, also, to the preservation of health,

cheerfulness of temper, purity of heart, and growth

of character. Young man, if you learn the present

value of single minutes, you will not look back here-

after with dissatisfaction and repentance. How
vengeful wasted time is ! How it stings at the last!

It diminishes the chances of a happy and successful

end. Use your time well and conscientiously, not in

hope of success, but of excellence which is its own
recompense. T. J. Lee, '95.

Very Rev. Father McKenna's Visit.

During the past month the Very Rev. C. H.

McKenna, the distinguished Dominican, paid us a

visit. He was accompanied from Philadelphia by

Very Rev. J. D. Waldron, O.S.A.
,
provincial. After

dining with the faculty, he was escorted to the

college dramatic ball, where the students enter-

tained him with the following programme :

Selection from "Robin Hood," R. De Koven,

college orchestra; "The Old, Old Story," solo and

chorus, Woolson Morse, College Glee Club, string

accompaniment.

After the above two numbers were finished R. J.

O'Donnell, in the name of the students, welcomed

the distinguished visitor in a very appropriate and

well-rendered address. The speaker referred to the
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similarity between the Dominicans and the Augus-
tinians, speaking words of praise for the immortal

St. Thomas Aquinas and for the guest's missionary

labors. Mr. O'Donnell closed his remarks by ask-

ing the Very Rev. Father for some words of en-

couragement, requesting also that his influence be

brought to bear upon the faculty to give the stu-

dents at least one day's freedom from studies. The
speaker was loudly applauded for the manner in

which he acquitted himself. Undoubtedly a good

share of the applause was in response to his last

request, for, freedom from study, even for one day,

is, we all know, very gratifying to the tired stu-

dent.

The venerable Father arose and in some well-

chosen and effective words thanked the students

most cordially for the reception tendered him. He
said he had long since wished to visit Villanovaj

but not till the present had he the opportunity to

realize his fond wish. He expressed himself as

being very agreeably surprised, as such a recep-

tion was altogether unexpected. He dwelt at some

length on the memorable Dr. Moriarty, O. S.A., to

whom he, as a boy, was wont to listen with the

greatest enthusiasm, and from whom he learned

his first lessons in public speaking. Continuing,

he exhorted the students to appreciate the advan-

tages now at their disposal, and to cherish a deep,

love for their Church and faith, and finished by

asking and obtaining a holiday for the students.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the speaker was

listened to with great attention and received long-

continued applause.

The remainder of the programme consisted of

Rossini's " Carnival," by the College Glee Club

and Herman's "Cocoanut Dance," by the College

Orchestra, for both of which the students were

highly complimented. The Very Reverend Guest

left soonafter, bearing with him the good wishes of

all for his continued success and another visit from

him in the near future.

Mythology.

The mythology of the ancients has always been

considered a matter of utmost importance on

account of the great light which it throws upon

the history, the literature, the manners and cus-

toms of the various nations of antiquity. Every
nation had some fabulous stories both religious and

patriotic, which we, if not totally ignorant of, are

at a loss to understand and explain. No nations

abound in myths more than Greece and Rome.
Their works are filled to overflowing with such

stories, some representing the gods as beautiful,

omniscient and rational beings, protectors of na-

tions, propitious in war, kind and beneficent to

mankind ; others clothing the divinities in the

forms of irrational beings.

Many have attempted to fathom the mysteries of

mythology but in vain, for to man in general

mythology is a puzzle that has never been solved.

It was to the ancients what religion is to us. It

seemed to guide them in their daily lives, whether

their occupation was domestic, commercial or

military. ' v'^.;,:v'Vv-^^;,--.5 y^,:^'•?^^^;v',.:::n^'^vV^^i:^^^;^':•^\^;:i

By some Homer and Hesiod are considered the

originators of mythology. Their poems contain

numerous representations more or less worthy of

the Olympian divinities. Even the ancient critics

denounced many of these stories as unjust and false,

and the authors of them as impious and irreverent.

Nevertheless we, viewing these poems as immortal

works of literature, cannot but admire the graceful

happy manner in which they intwine the fables of

the gods with stories of the great heroes of

antiquity. '

' ''/
'

'
'''^

'- •'"> v>-.':'-''~^;-v .-'
;;.^:vv

Virgil, too, clothes mythology in a poetic garb

and the beauty and splendor thereby added to his

narrative of the foundation of Rome cannot be

underrated. One who has ever read Ovid, will

notice with what an agreeable play of the imagina-

tion he traces the lineage of his people to the

ancient heroes, and of these in turn to the gods

themselves. Thus we might take up volume after

volume of the works of ancient authors, whether

historians, poets, dramatists, philosophers or orators,

and find them all abounding in myths and mytho-

logical allusions.

That mythology was beneficial to all nations and

more especially to Rome and Greece is fully verified

in the histories of these countries. The idea of it

seemed to stir them on to patriotism, and filled

them with a holy and reverential fear for the

deities who guided them in war and peace. It was

in fact a restraining influence, and wherever it was

deeply rooted in the minds of men, there was a

greater simplicity in life and a more strict atten-

tion paid to the laws of morality. So much so that

had it not been for mythology, it is almost certain

that Greece and Rome would have lapsed into their

former barbarism.

Egypt has also given to the world a mythology

different from all the others. Like all Orientals,

the Egyptian^, not content with worshipping in

the ordinary form of Pagan ceremony, created, as

it were, out of their fervid imaginations the deities

that governed them. They recognized the divinity

in the sun, moon and stars ; in lakes and rivers

;

in beasts and birds. Although in this manner the

Egyptians possessed numerous deities, they were

never incorporated into the literature of that
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country, and as a result, we look in vain for those

sublime works that characterize the literature of

Greece and Rome.
The beginnings of all the ancient nations are in

this way clouded in the obscurity of myth and

fable. The Norseman with his myths of Odin and

Thor and the Valkyrie ; the Indians with their

hunting grounds and their spring of perpetual

youth ; the dusky savages of Africa worshiping

the sun and attributing to it wondrous works

wrought in behalf of their ancient lineage; all of

these give evidence that some form or other of

religious belief and worship prevailed at all times

among all nations. The wise men of each nation,

it is supposed, in attempting to solve the problems

of their own existence, the creation of the world,

the nature of the divinity, etc., are accountable for

the numerous myths that are found in the histories

of all nations. Others, however, assert that all

the myths regarding God, the origin and destiny of

man and the existence of the earth are corruptions

of a revelation that was made to man in the begin-

ning, but which became obscured more or less by
reason of separation from the parent stem, and by

consequent vice and barbarism. It is difficult, if

not altogether impossible, to give an explanation of

these ancient myths that will be satisfactory to all.

They are myths and myths they will ever remain.

But the student of ancient history will find a study

of them absolutely necessary in order to understand

the most important events of ancient times.

Mythology is not therefore ^evoid of interest

;

neither is it devoid of benefit ; and aside from its

pleasant and entertaining qualities it fills the mind
with poetical ideas and will be forever associated

with all that is immortal of ancient times.

J. J. RylE, '94.

OBITUARY.

OUR OCTOGENARIAN BROTHER JOHN GOES TO HIS

REWARD.—BY HIS DEATH VILLANOVA HAS
LOST THE OLDEST MEMBER OK

HER COMMUNITY.

Brother John, known in the world as Dennis

Gallagher, was born about the year 181 2—the

precise year of his birth is not known—in the

parish of Tulloughbegley, County Donegal, Ireland,

of Joseph Gallagher and his wife, Bridget Feary.

After some years' service in his native land and in

Scotland, where he worked for a while at Glasgow
in the manufacture of delfware, Dennis Gallagher

came to the United States with letters of recom-

mendation to the late Dennis Kelly, Esq., of Cobb's

Creek, and there found a friendly welcome and a

home. This was about 1839. In 1843, having

been received in the meantime as a postulant of the

Order at St. Augustine's Church, in Philadelphia,

he was sent out with another brother postulant to

Villanova, that had been purchased a year or so

before for community purposes of the province.

Here, in that same year, on the Feast of All Saints,

Dennis Gallagher was vested with the religious

habit of St. Augustine and given the name of John,

and as Brother John was known ever afterwards.

At Villanova, with the exception of a few

months—about a year in all—Brother John spent

the fifty-one years of his religious life, serving the

community faithfully as head cook, or as chief of

the baking department, until the last five or

six years of his life, when old age and in-

creasing infirmities obtained his release from

active duty. He made profession of his vows of

religion on November 10, 1849, and in the year

just spent (1893) celebrated the golden anniversary

of his entrance into religion. Thoroughness and

faithfulness seemed to be special characteristics of

the good old man. Blessed with a powerful con-

stitution and—by temperament and habit—a model

of steadiness in his ways, he was always at his post,

and never known to be ill. When not on duty in

the kitchen or bakery he filled up his spare time in

bead-making. His rosaries—so neatly wired^were
were famous far and near. V

A week or so before his decease he caught a cold

—a heavy laryngeal affliction—that soon laid him
abed, and, despite the prompt attention of Dr.

Allison, the monastery physician, and the soli-

citous care of the brother infirmarian, brought him
to the grave. On Thursday evening, the 8th inst.,

after receiving the holy oils, the old brother passed

to his reward.

The funeral services were held in the monastery

church on last Monday. After the recital of the

solemn Office of the Dead the Requiem Mass was
chanted by the monastery choir. The officers of

the Mass were : The Very Rev. James D. Waldron,

Provincial of the Augustinians, celebrant ; Rev.

John B. Leonard, O.S. A., deacon, and Rev. John
McErlain, O.S. A., sub-deacon. With the abso-

lution services fiuished, the religious in procession,

chanting the " Benedictus," bore the remains of

their old companion to the monastery graveyard

and there laid them to rest.
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EDITORIALS.

By the death of Geo. W. Childs the city of

Philadelphia has lost one of its most esteemed

citizens, and the world at large a most devoted and

generous friend. The tone of sympathy that per-

vaded the numerous accounts of his death, and the

references made to his many noble and charitable

acts evidence the respect and regard in which he

was held by his fellow-men. In his life were

beautifully portrayed the words of Shakespeare,
" He hath a tear for pity, and a hand open as day

for melting charity," while from it, too, those

abounding in this world's goods might learn the

lesson of thoughtful, systematic charit)'. There

are some who possess enormous wealth, yet seem

altogether blind to the wants of the needy. But,

happily, there are others to whom the condition of

the poverty stricken, and their change from a life

of distress and want, to that of comfort and plenty

are ever matters of consideration. Of such a kind

was the late ]Mr. Childs. His charity will live

after him, and his kindly deeds will be a reminder

to the many that their sphere in life should not be

confined within the narrow limits of self, but

extended, so as to embrace in universal charity

the poor and unfortunate ones of earth. And
when we look over this great world of ours, how
many are the phases of life that appeal to us

!

The uneducated, the hungry, the maimed, the

destitute. All cry out in plaintive tones: Help us,

we are in need. While it is pleasant to note that

these appeals are not always in vain, yet it is a

matter of regret that charity is sometimes mis-

placed by the deceit of those asking it. For the

peace of mind, however, of those who look beyond

the grave for the rewards of righteousness in this

life, let them remember that the Almighty con-

siders the motive of charity and not the deed. ,

If there is any thing which a young man should

constantly have in mind, and to which all his

actions, either directly or indirectly should tend, it

is the moulding or forming of his character.

This must be all the more noticeable to the obser-

vant when they look around them and see the

mixture of good, bad and indifferent qualities in

the manners and habits of men. There are some
who are wafted around on every wind of fortune,

whose friendship endures only while it can be

made the means to a selfish end, whose persever-

ance lasts only as long as the effort affords novelty,

and whose sole aim in life seems to be personal

gain, no matter how acquired, by fair means or

foul. The world is the loser by reason of such

men. They are lacking in character. They are

lacking in that whigli gives us confidence in our

fellow-man, the want of which makes every one

only too eager to profit by his neighbor's loss.

While it is consoling to reflect that there are

many in whom mankind can repose confidence,

and to whom it can look with pride as examples

of nobility of character, yet still we cannot close

our eyes to the fact that there are many whose

lives show just the reverse. From a moral point

of view it must be evident, therefore, that a grave

responsibility devolves on those whose duty it is

to mould properly the character of the young
;

and on the latter when they have attained the age

of discretion to strive by every means in their

power for the accomplishment of that end.

We owe an apology to our many readers for the

late issue of the February number of the Villa-

nova Monthly. This, however, is not due to

negligence, but to circumstances over which we
had no control, such as examinations and La
Grippe. We promise them more prompt consider-

ation in the future.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.

To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

45.—A side wall of a house is 30 feet high, and

the opposite one 40 feet, the roof forms a right

angle at the top, the lengths of the rafters are 10

and 12 feet ; the end of the shorter is placed on

the higher wall and vice versa ; required the length

of the upright which supports the ridge of the roof,

and the breadth of the house?

Solution by Thos. J. Lee^ '95.

; BC= 30 feet ; FD = \Qt\ AB = 12 ; AF= 10.

To find AG (the length of the upright which

supports the ridge) and ^^ (the breadth).

: EB is drawn parallel to DC .'. EB= 30 feet and

FE = 10. •;; :.c-,yt- .,v :;-;.., ^;: -, .,,\\.;:':' ::.
;

: Proof; in the rt. As FAB and FEB. . £ ; :

::':FA = FE 2ind. FB = FB. Hence, the As are =,
and AB = EB .'. EB = 12 feet, which is the

breath of the house.

B

a
J)

Join FB and AE. Now the As at ^4 and ^ are rl.

As .

". the As at F and B are = to 2 rt. As; hence the

angular points of the quadrilateral AFEB are in

the circumference of a circle ; and therefore {AE X
I^B)={AB X FE) + {AF X EB). The rectangle

contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateral in-

scribed in a circle, is equal to the rectangles con-

tained by its opposite sides). A being a rt. A-
1/1 15.62.FB^ = AD" + AB"" .-. V 10^ + 12'

(10 X 12) + (12 X 10) _ j^^^ _ ^^
15.62

Then in the A ABE, we have AB = 12;

EB = 12 ; AE == 15.36. Therefore we can com-

pute the altitude AH by the following formula

taken from (Wentworth's Problems of Computation)

page 173. Altitude = -r^V'sJs—a) {s^d) (s^c)

12 + 12 -f 15.36 = 39.36

:V; s — a = 4.32 'Y'y-
:-':'•'

s — c = 7.68

11.8 ft.Altitude =_] /ig,68 X 4.32 X 7.68 X 7.68

30 + II. 8 = 41.8 . '. .; V ;i; x'

AG = 41.8 feet = length of upright

50.—Given two sides of an obtuse-angle triangle

which are 20 and 40 poles ; required the third side

that the triangle may contain just an acre of land.

A

Solution by E. Dohan, '96.

Let ABC be the obtuse-angled A
;
Side AB =. 40 poles

Side BC =^ 20 poles

Area A = 160 perch

160 -^ -V- =16 poles = altitude AD
1/40^—16' = 36? = BD :

;

36 ^ — 20 = 16I = CD : V : :

}

;{ 1/16I -f 16^ = 23.

1

23.1 poles = y4C third side.

51.—A straight railway passes two miles from

a town. A place is four miles from the town and

one mile from the railway. Find by construction

how many places answer this description.

Solution by R. G. Kerr, '96.

Let A represent the town. With A as centre

and AB representing 4 miles as radius describe a

circle. Draw the perpendicular bisectorDE to the

AB, bisecting at C. Then DE will represent the

railroad. Draw parallels to DE on either side,

at a distance from Z^^* = to %AC {i mile). Let

these parallels cut the circle in x,y, s, t. These four

points are equally distant from A, that is = to AB
= 4 miles, and equally distant from the railroad,

DE = I mile. Therefore there are four solutions.
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52.—A workman has a square log twice as long

as wide, or deep ; lie made out of it a water-trough

whose sides, ends and bottom are each 3 inches

thick and having 11,772 solid inches. What is the

capacity of the trough in gallous?

Solntioji by John J. Dolati^''()^.

Let ;r = width of log in inches ; V
;"'

'. 2:f = length ^V' ':;.'.':"/'';-'-,/:, .,•-'-„...•.

2x X X X 2)
= ^^ = cubic inches in one side

6;i:' X 2 \2X = «* in both sides {a)

'^{x — 6);tr = 2^x^ — 18^ = " in one end

(3-^—i8.r)X2— 6.r^

—

^dx = " in both ends {B)

{2x—6){x—6)X2,=6x'^—
^4x + 108 ^ " in bottom (c)

j- (a) = \2xP'

Add I \b) = ()x^— idx
y{c) = 6x^ — 54:tr + 108

.24:1:^ — gox + 108 = cubic inches in

sides, ends and bottom.

24-^^ — 90.r -f 108 = 1 1772. Divide by 6

/^x"^ — i^x + 18 = 1962

4;f^ — i5.r = 1944 Complete square

4^2 _( )_! (J^)=^^i944 + ^V
4^2 — ( ) + (V;' = -VV- Extract root

2X— V - ± -'^^

2^- +1]^+ V
2X

((

((

u

{(

;t- = 24 inches = width and depth of side

2;r = 48 " = length

48 — 6=42 " = length of trough inside

24 — 6= 18 " = width

24 — 3=21 " = depth

Multiply length (42), width (18) and depth (21)

inches together and divide by 231 the number of

cubic inches in a gallon.

42 X 18 X 21 ^08X = 00— eallons.
231 II

New Problems.

53.—Three men bought a grinding-stone of 40

inches diameter, which cost ^i, of which the first

man paid 9s., the second 6s., and the third 5s., how
much of the stone must each man grind down, pro-

portionately to the money he paid.

54.—Given four points, no three of which are

collinear, describe a circle which shall be equi-

distant from them.

Note.—Problems 46 and 49 are still unanswered.

Want of space prevents the insertion of 48 ofwhich

we have the so'ution.

SPLINTERS.

Rabbits. ' :

Brunswick. .

; Good skating. - ^;

' Geraniums. J :;:\' '

;;; Eye-glasses. '^'•:.-^.-v^v U ::";">

Sad good-byes, Mac. •
•

Exams, are over. Did I pass?

Where is Cologne? Under Cork.

He's gone to join the angels.

Where is the missing link?

They only strike on the box, John.

Decline Ego—Ego I, me or my.

Wanted.—Somebody to carry water.

I'm sure I'd like a second chance.

Cicero, after three attempts, made his escape.

We'll not have lamps but candles.

The subscription list is " Stretch "ing.

J. S. says he is sure of the Greek oration in

June.

They went fishing and hooked a can of salmon.

What a delicious basket, and oh ! how delicious

the fruit.

Is Miss H at home ? Yes, walk right back to the

kitchen, please.

See R. concerning words expressed by gestures.

The latest—Are you with us on the wagon ride ?

They cannot "Crowe" over it. He was
"Reddy" for them.

Why she is a cousin of mine, Mrs. Shaw, the

whistler.

Lawrence W. swears by the book-jack, that he

will not rise with the rest. But still his bed is

empty in the early morning.

They were suspended from the window as I heard

them pant.

You know your little Anabasis. What did you
say, sir?

The latest from the Elocution class :
*' What is

worth doing, is worth doing well."

Teacher: "Tommy, give first future indicative

active of amo." Tommie : "I'm a beau."

Teacher: " I hope you're not."

A pleasant smile overspread A. J.'s countenance,

when he heard that " Chicky " was en route.

When you Rouse that Kerr at the Dore, be

Reddy to run, or Youell feel his Holt on your pants.

We sincerely trust that Mr. McK will no longer

away to where the lilies bloom so fair. Why not

let ihem wither and die.

. : J -^^.^. .. J ^-^'^J^anl^
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Our Spring poet has written a parody on " The
Man in the Moon," and we fervently hope that he

will not " Gibboney " such effusions to the present

generation.

One of our worthies suffering from La Grippe

awoke his room-mate at 3 o'clock A.M., to inform

him he could not sleep. What consistency !

Little C. when requested by one of the Greek

professors to give Greek word for necessity, replied

thus :
" I cannot pronounce it, but I will spell it."

'*Well, proceed," said the professor. Little C.

says :
" Alpha—Nu—Alpha—g—e—n."

•

'
>•; .:

.

Quite an amusing incident occurred a few nights

ago. Father M.—noted for his fearlessness—was

in his room reading. A rodent appeared on the

scene, and Father M., with a hop, skip and jump,

left Mr. R. master of the situation.

We kindly advise the student who boarded the

train Xmas carrying violin, cornet and banjo, to be

less musical in the future.

Judging from the movements of a certain Edw.,

one is inclined to think that eye-glasses are to be

worn to and from chapel only.

Formerly Latin scholars were unable to compare
" duplex," but the bright boy from Lawrence sup-

plied the needed forms a few days ago, as follows

:

Duplex, duplicior, duplicimus.

Our friends evidently did not practice economy,

when they elected one of the Seniors for a mascot,

as without a doubt they will have to pay full fare

for him.
"'

In the year of '93

We were happy, gay and free.

But now in '94

From La Grippe we're sad and sore.

—A Sufferer.

bill's pinch of snuff.

With a great desire to be a tough

He quickly took the proffered snuff,

Ten minutes gone, he heaves a sigh

And quietly cries, "I'll die, I'll die."

Kind Jim leads him unto the bed

"We cannot spare you. Bill," he said,

" Lie down and in ten minutes more,

I think the feeling will pass o'er.

'

' Oh Tom ! oh Tom ! you see the state

That Billy's in, just feel his pate,

Put up your box, put up your snuff,

He never will again be tough.

PERSONALS.

Rev. Andrew Slattery, O.S.F., of Winsted, Conn.,

was the guest of Rev. J. F. Medina, O.S.A., on

the 5th.
^ v:- , ;;-v;v^.-;: . :,,-.::::^:^ /:- ^w/'--

Mr. Jos^ Dolores Salaverria, of Philadelphia,

called on his brother Eduardo on the 28th.

L. H. Buffington, M. D., of Philadelphia, paid

his son Lee a pleasant visit on February ist. \.

Rev. Bernard Kelly, a former student, who has
,

been on the Dakota Missions but is now Secretary

of the Indian Bureau, at Washington, D. C. , spent :

a few days with the Faculty

Mrs. and Miss Florence South, of Berwyn, Pa.,

recently visited Rev. Fathers C. J. McFadden and

R. F. Harris.

Andrew Whitely, of the Junior Department, was

pleasantly surprised on February ist by a visit from

his mother and sister, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Andrew Ongley, of Troy Seminary, N. Y.,

recently made a short stay at the College with his

friend Thomas Holton, while on his way South

where he intends to spend his vacation.

George N. South, Jr., of Berwyn, recently visited

some of his former class-mates.

Mr. Jeremiah Donovan, leading actor in Moore's

company, spent a few hours with his friends Mr.

F. Commins, O.S.A., and Mr. J. McCarthy on

February ist. f^^ •-' ?•?";-:^/:^^.^J:^^:": :...;."-; s:,'-v ::/':..;';;,.-.;;;%:

Among the recent visitors to the faculty were

the Very Rev. Father Waldron, O.S.A., and Rev.

Fathers N. J. Murphy, O.S A., of Philadelphia,

Pa., J. J. Fedigan, O.S. A., of Atlantic City, N. J.,

D. Reagan, O.S. A., of Mechanicville, N. Y.,

H. A. Gallagher, O.S A., Lawrence, Mass.

Mr. Edward McKeough, who was one of the

many unfortunates to fall victim to " La Grippe"
during vacation, has resumed his studies. We are

glad to note that he is as pleasant as ever.

While taking a brief survey of the College

grounds on Sunday 19th, we beheld the familiar

faces of J. J. Finnegan, J. A. Murphy and M. J.

Mullen, C. D's of '92, all of Philadelphia, Pa.

It was with feelings of the deepest sorrow that

we heard of the death of George W. Childs, pub-

lisher, editor and philanthropist. He was a model
for all whose occupations chiefly belong to the

world. His was the life of a man who, by his own
exertions, raised himself from poverty to affluence.

Although he had obtained a world-wide reputation

as a philanthropist, nevertheless, it was especially

pleasing to him to minister privately to the wants

of the poor. The people of Philadelphia, conse-

quently, mourn for him as for some dear departed

friend.
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THE SOCIETIES.

• V.L.I. The semi-annual election of officers of

the Villanova Literary Institute occurred Sunday
afternoon, February 4th, when the following

were elected : .x "
^<:;::;:',.•;; :v;-/j:>;;:'\.: ]^:

, President, Mr. J. J. Farrell, O.S.A.; ist Vice-

President, James F. O'Leary ; 2d Vice-President,

Frank E. Tourcher ; Recording Secretary, William

J. Mahon ; Financial Secretary and Treasurer,

Mr. John J. Farrell ; Sergeant-at-Arms, John J.

Dolan, and Directors, J. O'Malley, E. Dohan, J.

McCarthy, J. Hughes.

The officers of the retiring board are to be com-
plimented for the efficient service they have
rendered during their term of office. It is hoped
that the newly-elected officers will endeavor to em-
ulate their predecessors in discharging their duties.

V. A. A. Feb. 7. At the regular monthly
meeting of the Athletic Association officers were
elected for the ensuing term. They are as follows :

President, Mr. Chas. McKenna, O.S.A.; Vice-

President, Jas. F. O'Leary ; Treasurer, Martin T.

Field, ; Financial Secretary, Edward J. Wade

;

Recording Secretary, J. Stanley Smith ; Sergeant-

at-Arms, Chas. Medina ; Scorer, John J. Dolan

;

Field Manager, Mr. McKenna, O.S. A.; Assistants,

Messrs. A. J. Hart, B. J. O'Donnell, E. T. Wade,
M. Field and J. E. O'Donnell. The prospects of

the Association are brighter this year than ever.

The base ball team will soon organize, and from
present indications will excel last year's team.

Nearly all our old players are with us again, and
many of the new-ccmers have already displayed

considerable skill in handling the sphere.

The candidates are very numerous and are busily

engaged training in the gymnasium.
The Association intends to present a play in the

near future for the benefit of the base-ball club, and
we hope it will meet with decided success.

V. D. S. Feb. 10. The Debating Society held a

meeting this evening to elect the officers for the pres-

ent term. Rev. L. A. Delurey, O. S. A., was elected

President; John J. Ryle, Vice-President; John J.

Dolan, Secretary
; S. T. Kenney, Sergeant-at-Arms.

The members of this society have been some-
what inactive since their return from the Christmas
holidays, owing to the fact that they have been
preparing for examinations. But now as that
ordeal is over an active interest is once more being
displayed. It has just completed a most prosper-
ous term and many of the debaters have acquired
a facility of expression and a fluency of language
that they did not possess in the beginning.
On Saturday evening, the 24th. Messrs. E. Do-

han, A. Plunkett, T. Condin and W. xMahon will
debate the question, Resolved, That Hawaii should
be annexed.

EXCHANGES.

Though the Fordham Monthly has been an

irregular visitor to our sanctum, yet we trust that

in the future it will be found there regularly in its

accustomed place. The Christmas number of said

monthy, though somewhat changed in appearance

—

the change by no means an improvement—is replete

with articles interesting, appropriate and well

written. The masterly way in which the writer

treats of " The Sublime and Ancient Classics," and

the thorough knowledge he shows of ancient

authors, alone demand a perusal of this article. It

is also pleasing to note the happy way Mr. K, '95,

has reviewed that interesting of all novels, David

Copperfield. The lack of editorials in this journal

is quite noticeable.

The articles of the Christmas number of the Owl
are well worthy of perusal for their high literary

merit. On the title sheet of this magazine is the

announcement " Published by the Students of the

University of Ottawa." In an issue of seventy-

nine pages we notice only three contributions by

undergraduates, which hardly warrants the use of

the above statement.

We welcome with pleasure the Stylus rejuven-

ated. 'Tis a matter of regret that this journal ever

fell into a state of " innocuous desuetude," but we
congratulate its editors on its reappearance and

wish it a long lease of life.

The Mountaineer of December, '93, we took up
with pleasant anticipations, and laid it down feel-

ing well repaid for the time spend in perusing it.

We found the essay " Legend of Indian Lookout,"

especially interesting and instructive.

The Sunbeam again illumines our sanctum.

This is a pleasing little journal hailing from the

Dominion and abounding in miscellaneous litera-

ture. The editorials especially, are very spicy and

evince a happy blending of good taste and common
sense in a degree that reflects much credit upon

the writer.

We are in receipt of the following journals

:

The Collegium, Queen's University Journal, St. John's

University Record, The Highlander, Agnetian Monthly,

The Mirror, Oak Forest Student, The Athenaeum, Earl-

hamite, Niagara Index, The Eatonian, Catholic High
School Journal, (Philadelphia), Santa Maria, The Col-

legium Toreuse, Notre Dame, Scholastic, Georgetown

Jojirnal, The Franklin Academy Mirror, The Facts,

Carmelite Review^ etc.
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,

824 Arch St.,

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Caibolic Book Store sontb of New York.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphia.

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specially of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Unframed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ? ,

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

A Kent for tlie American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

^r E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Ji^iitst-^lass 1^00te and §h0es^
Repairing Keatly and Promptly attended to. Gnstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. OALLAQHBB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

..;,.;., D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Qallagher Buildinif.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTabushed 1870,

John P. Collins,

BOOK BIDDGR,
No. I South Tenth Street,

IPliiladelpliia

.

PhysicianB' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

JROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/^NK U/. PRIC;KITT. graduate ir? pj?ar/i\aey, -

PROPRIETOR.
. : : :

A.1bo a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

The Best
is the Cheapest.

Hallahau's Shoes
are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES. ;v;

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.
.

HALLAHAN, Eighth and Filbert Streets,

Philadelphia.

P. 1. rni.AHAN. 1838 MARKET St.

Dealer it) pii^e (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
J.66 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VTMKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-•^Wijcs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.1*

M^IVL E. HnsrcjH,

caiNDoai ••• GLiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOORAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Kates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. liYlijSTES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUG«, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECO?>iD STREET,
Below Market, Ea st Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

$»- JOB 1« ORK A SPKCIALTY,

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa,
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TH07VYMS BRKDL-EY.
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au invitaliou to you to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, MuttiD, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Pr.visiocs.
We have constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered our Prices

are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL D.SCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty. .

•f CHRISTIAN MOOt^H.-f

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plainand Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcirainit3g a- d Jobbir g in Plastering
Promptly attended, to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO,, PA.
Post Ortlee Address, Roseiuont or Bryn Mawr.

OKSH OR OReDlT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

-:-.;.,-'"'';:>.:..
.-/v: FROM ':'::'.'' ^--^

GEO. KELLY St • »

808 and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

On Bill of $10— $1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

WILLIAM J. REED,
':.... -v ;...' : DEALER IN '•.:\..

•fFine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, ••

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
F you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'8 OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(Firf t Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Furqitui'eiBBdiling

Of Every Description,

4 3 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Spoclal Piscoiint to Institutions.

i : ;|THOMAS F. SMALL :'-•"
--'--''-" '^'

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in %

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganlt
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 114 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue, ,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

Philadelphiia. v

. DR. STEINBOCK,

"

iURGEON DENTIST
1630 l^ortl? 5u;elftl7 Jt., pl^ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

^HRCHITECTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

T200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

•

.. M* E. ReynoldSf
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire 8stis''action, Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DtLlVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTKR AND DKAI.E;r IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR, PH |LA DELPH FA .

7VY. iA£HeL-HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges, Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Fnriil8liin§; Tin Ware of Kvery Description

Kept lit Stock aiifl Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCa-BTBR AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

JOHN Bradley.
Manufacturer of

i$\ N. 6tli St., Philadelphia.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY, REPAIRING NEATLY DONE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL f COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, 4^
"New and Second Hand.

Have conatanily on hand a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 Ji. Thirteenth Street, {V

PHIIiADELFHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
KdtabliHhed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 River St , Troy, N. T.

Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 ots.

Money can be sent by Post Oflice Order or Registered Letter.

Cotnmuniciitiona should be add resided to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
:^ V STRICTLY ONE PRICE. v^ :

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

*-W". -Vr. FK-A-ITOIS*
DEALER IK AGENT FOl

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

Ct^ ^ $io and $20, Genuine Confederate Bills only
tPJ)j five cents each

; $50 and $100 bills 10 cents

each ; 25c. and 50c. shinplasters 10 cents each
;

$1 and $2 bills 25 cents each. Sent securely sealed

on receipt of price. Address, Chas. D. Barker,
90 S. Forsyth St, , Atlanta, Ga.

CviT O^T This Coupon, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Donahoe's \
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston, Mass., will receive the superb ^
Catholic monthly, DONAHOK'S MAGAZIN£, for one }'ear. m

[V The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication ouly, ^
1^ can it be had for 81.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

H. NIUHR'S sons!

«>i^Je ja£e L-eRs <^
Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOmAS H- CIlEAIiY,

^FUNERAL DIRECTGR*^
S. W. COR. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

H
• :-,•otel F{iGl7ardso9 •,

'.' '•' '305~7 F'^^^''t 5t'"66'^' Pl?iladelpl?ia.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station, ; ^

;
PRICES VERY RFASONABLE. ^ ;;'

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran- ,';%

sient. ,,,,:-:-...;''';

Arthur Lynaugh, ,-

Manaiier.

,
Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..

707 and 709 FILBERT STRtET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Diawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK. Manager

Lithographers •>. Printers

stationers BlanK Book MaKers

WBBSTMR'S
INTERNATIONAL

^^t^^l^es.DICTIONARY

MS" Personal attention day or nisht.

iMiii

A New Book from
cover to cover, successor
of the "Unabridged."

Ten years spent rovi.^-

ing, 100 editors employed,
over $300,000 expended.

Mverybody should
own this Dictionarj'. It

answers nil questions
concerninp; the history,
spelling, ])ronunciation,
and meaning of words.

A Liihrary in Itself, it also gives in

a form convenient for ready reference fact.^ often
wanted concerning eminent persons; fictitious

persons and places; countries, cities, towns, and
natural features of the globe ; etc., etc., etc.

This Work is Invaluable i\ the
household, and to the teacher, scholar, profes-

sional man, and self-educator.

Sold by All Booksellers.

G.& C.MURRIAMCO., Publishers,
Sprlng&eld, Mass., V. S. A.

HOP" Do not buy cheap reprints of ancient edition?.

53^ Hcnd tor free illustrated prospectus.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue.TEF ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

dold ^ 5ilu(jr/n<?dals for ail Oceasiops
Plus aud Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravlnga In Crcneral and Special AV'ork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 flpch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(MTr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, ^^^STlYd^/phm.
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the ,.-._,,__ ^rmTmr^o^^ ^ ^ MOTHER. SUPERIOR-
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIAl^O
1717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.

®^ALTAR WINES-^
Importers of First Quality

MAKSALA AND SPANISH WINES
]»I. P. 9ICDONOUGH & CO.

aaa south front street, phii.a.del.phia.

Why pay high prices for Pictures and Frames ?

Go to the Manufacturer.

Otto Scheibal's Art Store,
16 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia.

Also Se^vlUK Macblnea,
Guns, Rifles and

Sporting Goods.

LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.***»»» . *****t»»*****.^. ,»

KOR
F^RESH MND REL-IMBLE

*•

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SBKD store: OK

w^^^^V^
1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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: ; :
" The Children's Evening Prayer.

" Ma fille ! va prier. La nuit est venue."—Victor Hugo.

O, children, pray ; the night is here;
Its shadows rest on hill and plain

;

The wind from grove and woodland near
Strikes gently on the list'ning ear

Like a soft and low refrain.

The golden stars are gleaming bright
;

Those sad, mysterions, dreamy eyes
That seem to mock man's brief delight,

So steadily they gaze all night
From the silence of the skies.

Go, children, pray ; on bended knees.
With folded hands and heartfelt love.

In childhood's lisping melodies
Breathe words that waiting angels seize

: w And waft to hea\^n above. ) V

God loveth best your young hearts' prayer
In which such faith and reverence blend

;

Distrust nor doubt may enter there,

Nor worldly thought nor worldly care,

Nor sin its sorrows lend.

Yes, children, pray ; words cannot tell

How much we need the prayers ye say
;

Bewildered by earth's potent spell

In mind and heart—we know too well
How hard it is to pray.

For friends and loved ones far and near
Or strong or weak, their sins despite,

For all whose lives are sad and drear,
• By sin or sorrow void of cheer,

Offer up your prayer to-night.

Then, children, sleep ; let sweetest dreams
Your slumbering eyes in peace enfold

;

Such blissful dreams, that to me it seems
In the crimson and golden sunset's beams
They were born of joys untold.

Oh ! children's prayer ! Oh ! children's sleep !

Of minds so free and hearts so light

;

Come back from childhood's grave so deep !

And o'er our souls your vigil keep
Through life's long, weary night.

iv. A. Ct.
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The Advantages of Physical Culture.

" To the strong hand and strong head, the capa-

cious lungs and vigorous frame, fall, and will always

fall, the heavy burdens ; and where the heavy bur-

dens fall, the great prizes fall, too."

—

Laws of Life.

The first element of success necessary for each

and every one of us in our various avocations of

life is constitutional talent. By constitutional talent

is understood that fervency and energy imparted to

man's thoughts and ideas by a superior bodily

stamina, by a vigorous physical constitution. Till

within a recent period physical culture has, in a

great measure, been neglected ; in fact, almost

despised as something 'unworthy of attention.

Throughout the country our books have lauded

the midnight oil, our oracles of education have

advocated incessant study, and " Nocturna manu
versate^ vcrsate diurna^''^ has been the favorite

motto in our colleges and institutions.

But within recent years a thorough revolution has

taken place in the public sentiment in regard to the

subject of physical culture ; and it is now generally

understood that the body, as well as the mind, has

certain rights which must be respected by all. We
are learning by bitter experience that if the mind,

which is the master of the body, ever tramples on
the rights of its slave, the slave will not forget the

injury done, but will rise up and smite its oppressor.

We are fast discovering that although the pale,

sickly student may win the most prizes in college,

yet it is the one who is possessed of vigor and

strength that will win the most prizes in the more
extensive school of life ; and in every profession,

ceteris paribus^ he will be the most successful whose

sleep is refreshing and who is able to digest his

food with the least difficulty. The doctrine of

Pascal, that " disease is the natural state of Chris-

tians,' ' has now few believers. To intelligent people

it does not appear plausible that God thinks so

;

else health would be the exception, and disease

the rule. It is now conceded by all that the mind
is not justified in developing itself at the expense

of the body
;
that it is no more reasonable for it to

abandon itself excessively to its cravings than the

body to sensual gratification. Those stimulants, the

mental drams, which produce unnatural activity or

overgrowth of the intellect, are as contrary to the

laws of nature as the coarser stimulants that un-

duly excite the body. The mind, it has been well

said, should be a strong, healthy feeder, but not

a glutton ; when unduly stimulated it wears the

mechanism of the body like friction upon a machine
not lubricated, and the growing weakness of the

physical frame nullifies the power it incloses.

To perform his work successfully and well every

man needs a working constitution, and this can only

be acquired by daily exercise in the open air. The
atmosphere we breathe is an exhalation of all the

minerals of the globe, and draughts of this are the

true stimulants and are the most potent and health-

ful of all that earth affords. The thorough aera-

tion of the blood by deep inhalations of air, so as to

bring it in contact with the whole breathing surface

of the lungs, is indispensable to him who would

maintain that full vital power on which the vigor-

ous working power of the brain so largely de-

pends. Sydney Smith tells public speakers that if

they would walk twelve miles before speaking

they would seldom break down. The English

students understand this, and hence at their Uni-

versity boat races ten-mile walks form a part of

their educational course. The English lawyers and

members of Parliament acquire vigor of body and

clearness of perception by hunting with the hounds,

by shooting grouse on the Scottish moors, or by

climbing the Alpine clifls; Peel, Brougham, Synd-

hurst, Campbell, Gladstone, nearly all the great •

political and legal leaders, prodigious workers at

the bar and in the senate, have been men of

strength and vigor, who have been as sedulous to

train their bodies as to train their intellects. If our

American leaders accomplish less, and die earlier, it

is because they neglect the care of the body, and

supply will power in the place of physical strength.

It is no exaggeration to say that health

is a large ingredient in what the world calls talent

;

without it a man may be a giant in intellect, but

his deeds will be the deeds of a dwarf. On the

contrary, let him have a quick circulation, a good

digestion, the bulk and sinews of a man, and the

unthinking confidence and alacrity inspired by

these, and, though having but a thimbleful of

brains, he will either blunder upon success or set

failure at defiance. It is true that the number of

Centaurs in every community is very small—men
in whom a heroic intellect is allied with a strong

constitution. In general, a man thinks himself

well off in the lottery of life if he draws a healthy

body without much brains, or a fine intellect with a

sickly body. But of the two a weak mind in a

herculean frame is better than a giant mind in a

puny body. In any of the learned professions a vig-

orous constitution is equal to at least fifty per cent,

more brain. Wit, judgment, imagination, elo-

quence, all the qualities of the mind, attain thereby

a force and splendor to which they never could

approach without it. A mechanic may have tools

of the sharpest edge and brightest polish, but what
will these avail him without a vigorous arni and

hand ? Of what use is it that our minds have

become a vast storehouse of knowledge if we have

not the strength to turn the key ? The effects of the
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culture of the body are strikingly seen in the

nations of antiquity, with whom gymnastics and

calisthenics were a part of the regular school edu-

cation. Ancient philosophy, instead of despising

the body as a mere husk, regarded it as a true part

of the man, the contempt or neglect of which

would prove a fearful retaliation upon the whole

being. The gymnastics of the Greeks were not

- practiced by the boxers and wrestlers only, but

went under the solemn sanction of sages. The
orators, philosophers, poets, warriors and statesmen

of Greece and Rome gained strength of mind as

well as of muscle by the systematic drill of the

; palaestra. The brain was filled thereby with a

quick-pulsing blood, the nerves made healthy, and

the whole physical man, as the statues of antiquity

show, developed into fullest health and vigor. It

is related of Cicero that he became at one period of

his life the victim of that train of maladies ex-

pressed by the word dy>pepsia ; the oiator hurried,

not to the physicians, who might have hastened

his death, but to Greece ; here he underwent a

systematic mode of training, submitted to its

regimen for two entire years, and returned to his

struggles of the forum as vigorous as the peasants

that tilled his farm. Who can doubt that by this

means his periods were rounded out to a more

majestic cadence, and his crushing arguments

clinched with a tighter grasp ? Had he remained

a dyspeptic he might have written beautiful essays

on old age and friendship, but he never would have

humbled Catalineor blasted Antony with his light-

nings. So the intellectual power of those giants of

antiquity, Aristotle and Plato, was owing in a large

degree to the harmonious education in which the

body shared as well as the mind.

The success of men gifted apparently with noth-

ing but constitutional talent, and the frequency

with which men endowed with the finest intellect-

ual powers, but powers supported by a weak body,

have disappointed the expectations of their admirers

have also led some persons almost to regard the

stomach as the seat of the intellect, and genius and

eupepsy as convertible terms. Ridiculous as this

may seem, it is certain that the brain is often

credited with achievements that belong to digestion;

everything demonstrates that the greatness of our

eminent men is as much a bodily affair as a mental

one. Nature presented our Websters, Clays and

Calhouns not only with extraordinary minds, but

also with wonderful bodies ; and again our Grants,

Shermans and Sheridans, what would they have

been without their nerves of steel and frames of

iron ? Let Napoleon answer. The tortures of hered-

itary disease united with the pangs of fever

wrung from him, in one of the most critical days

in history, the exclamation that the first requisite

of good generalship is good health. The effi-

ciency of the common soldier, too, he knew
depended, first upon his being in perfect

health, and hence he tried to bring his troops to

the best possible condition. This was the secret of

their prodigious efforts, their endurance of fatigue

that would have killed ordinary men. Even in

literature a robust frame has become absolutely

necessary to great and lasting success ; time was

when an author wrote only with his head—with the

superior and intellectual part—the essence of his

being. But to-day, owing to the enormous labor

which he imposes on himself, or which society

imposes on him at short notice, owing also to the

necessity he is under of striking quick telling blows,

he has no time to be platonic and delicate. A writer's

works in this nineteenth century are the offspring

not merely of his brain, but of his blood and mus-

cles; his physiology and hygiene, his entire organ-

ization have become an indispensable chapter in

every analysis of his talent. It is true there have

been men who, despite frail, miserable health,

have done immortal things
;
great and heroic were

the achievements of blind Milton, of Pascal, a

confirmed invalid at eighteen ; of Johnson, brave

by carrying through life the weight of a diseased

and tortured body; of Channing, with his frail

clayey tabernacle. It is true that Julius Caesar

was troubled with epilepsy, and could not plan a-

great battle without going into fits ; that Pope was

a hunchback and invalid, and that Aristotle was a

pygmy in body although a giant in intellect. But

these are brilliant exceptions which only prove the

rule ; the general fact is that it is the man of tough

and enduring fibre, of elastic nerves who does the

greatest works of life. It is Scott with his manly
form ; it is Brougham with his superhuman

powers of physical endurance ; it is Napoleon,

sleeping four hours and in the saddle twenty.

There is no calling in which men do not require

that sturdy vigor, that bodily strength and agility

without which mental culture is but a preparation

for disappointment and mortification. But in the

learned professions a good constitution is doubly

indispensable ; there is nothing else taxes, tries

and exhausts the life force as much as mental effort.

Instead of being pale, delicate, feeble and sickly

the thinker, whether in the law-office, the pulpit,

the editorial room, the counting-room or the hall

of legislation, needs to be stalwart and hardy. Is

it not an immense advantage to be possessed of

such a constitution as to be able, if a professional

man, to endure for a whole week a perpetual strain

on your brain, and amid confinement and close air

with confused heaps of papers, law books and
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books of reference to examine, to go on daily and

nightly extracting therefrom liquid and transparent

results, and find yourself, when you arise, as vigor-

ous as when you sat down ? Is not a lawyer doubly

sure of success who, after a fortnight's laborious

attention to a suit, can rise up to address a jury

with all his faculties as vigorous and eager for the

contest as on the first day of the term, while his

opponent has become wilted and exhausted? On
the other hand, of what avail are brilliant talents

and a splendid education to a young man just

entering manhood who has a feeble constitution?

It is Ulysses' bow in the hands of the suitors ; he

brings into the arena of life to meet its fierce con-

tests, to bear its hard shocks, to persevere in its long

continued enterprises, and to subdue its impetuous

oppositions, a puny body and limbs trembling

with weakness and pain. His feeble system is

borne down to the bed of sickness even by the

operations of his own over-cultivated mind ; the

spirit is too strong for its tenement. He hears the

trumpet sound and the busy hum of preparation,

his soul is "up in arms and eager for the fray,"

but he canuot arise and equip himself for the battle.

Opportunities of usefulness and of winning an

honorable reputation crowd thick upon him, but

he feels a postrating weakness which, like an

invisible enemy, creeps through his veins and

drinks the life-blood from his heart ; he languishes

in pain and wretchedness like Ivanhoe in the castle

of Front de Boeuf, unable to perform a solitary act

in the fray on whose results hang all his most

cherished hopes.

Let, then, the young man who is stripping

for the race of life account no time or money
as wasted that contributes in any way to his

physical health or to the development of his

muscles. The life of the present day is lived so

often at fever heat, is so swift and restless that the

mental wear and tear is enormous. Never before

were men devoured by so insatiable an ambition,

or scourged by so merciless an activity as in this

latter half of the nineteenth century ; it is the pace

that kills. We need, therefore, all the vigor, all

the ruggedness that can be drawn from exercise to

strengthen us for the struggle ; it is true the pro-

fessional man needs health rather than strength.

He need not boast the brawn of the gladiator, he

need not be a Sandow or a Spartacus ; he need not

be able to lift a thousand pounds, or walk a

hundred miles in twenty-four hours. It is a sound
constitution that most men want, in order to do
their work, in short that condition of body and
that amount of vital power which shall enable

them to pursue their callings with the greatest

amount of comfort to themselves and usefulness to

others. It is true also that physical ability is

required more in some callings than in others

;

but in all it is indispensable to leadership, and he

who lacks it, though he may live a useful and

reputable life, may even become an eminent man,

must not think to command.

:.'Vv;';v:;:iv--:v>j:^vr; Vv;:v.'.,:\M. H. McDonnell, '95.

:•':'
'^'''?-^-'^'':^-'l'M St. Augustlne of Hippo.
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;;>-.,, SIXTH PAPER. ,;;:

Such then as described in the previous Paper

was the condition of the Roman State in Augus-

tine's day. Such were the errors and evil doctrines

that had rooted themselves in the intellect of man,

and such the vices that, fastening themselves on

his heart, were turning men into voluptuaries and

unbelievers, and these in turn by their disedifica-

tion were fast laying waste one of the fairest

communities of God's Church.

Yet was this perversion of man in heart and

mind and conscience, this most deplorable moral

and social backsliding of the Faithful, nothing

new in the history of the world. In all ages

among believers and unbelievers, among Jews, and

Christians and Gentiles, had there been at times

this same ignoring of the natural and divine truths

and maxims of life, this same struggle between

the graces of the Most High and the pride and

passions of men. Always had there been errors,

always temptations and weakness as well as heroic

virtue. Thus did it happen that Adam—the father

of mankind, the most gifted and the holiest of men,

had through his wilful disregard for conscience,

his wilful disobedience to the laws of God as well

as the clearest dictates of his innermost soul, fallen

away from the standard of natural and divine

righteousness, and had broken that command of

the Most High, which bid him honor his Creator.

Thus did it happen that Cain, his son, the offspring

(with his brother Abel,) of the holiest parents, the

world has ever known, by yielding to hatred,

became the murderer of his brother. He too dis-

honored God. And thus did it happen that

Solomon the Wise, the wisest among the sons of

men, became through his lusts the worshiper of

false gods, and he too broke another of the God-
given commands the one that proclaims "Thou
shalt have no other God but me." With the

defection of the leaders was undermined all discip-

line in the ranks.

Nor in any rank or class of human brotherhood,

in no community of churchmen or laymen, of the

denizens of the hermitage or cloister, or the fre-

quenters of the busy scenes of life, has experience

ever shown any different origin of the troubles and
miseries and heartburnings that at times have

^.•J..t^-^V-'^.'--.-aln^
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wrecked or imperiled the peace and welfare of the

most promising and flourishing communities in

Church or State. Did not Judas by his lying and

treachery dishonor the Apostolic body of which

he was so unworthy a member? Did not Arius

—

the patriarch of the Church of Constantinople

—

by his vanity and pride disedify and ruin that fair

province of the Eastern Empire ? and can any one

deny that all the fallings away of men from tlie

path of uprightness, that all social evils, as wars,

scandals, schisms, infidelities, heresies, family

brawls, and every form of community ruin, is

directly traceable to one man's personal and indi-

vidual fault, to his wilful ignorance, or his criminal

negligence, or the sheer malice of his heart ?

To assert that all social crimes and wrongs
spring from individual selfishness and evil-minded-

ness is simply to repeat what is told in story,

and what each thinking man knows from his own
experience is the truth.

For since human nature with all its good and

evil bents changes not in saint or sinner, except

that in the good man virtue predominates while in

the bad evil holds its sway, since from birth to death

man always has been the same and so will remain

till the end of time, so does all moral evil in man,

—call him Adam, or Judas, or Arius,—issue from

the very same roots or sources of moral action in

our being. These are pride which is the fruitful

mother of disobedience, covetousness the mother

of self-will, and the lusts of the flesh, the mother

of lechery. Thus in striving to recall his people,

his religious, his clergy, his laity, back to the ven-

erable teachings of God and n. ture, Augustine

pointed out no other way to virtuous and exemplary

life than had been pointed out to man from the

beginning of time. The plain-speaking voice of

each one's conscience bade him know himself,

recognize the limitations of hil nature, his evil

inclinations and his many moral shortcomings, and

then trust to God, to the mercy of a Supreme Be-

ing, from whom only could one expect and hope

the graces needed whert by to tread the paths of

charity and justice, and so secure his spiritual wel-

fare, which after all is the siiuimum bojium of life.

For with peace of mind and the consciousness of

one's having done his part, life (no matter what its

burdens) is easy, pleasant and blessed, but without

this happiness of soul it is not worth living. So
clear are these truisms relating to the beauty and

excellence of the moral order and the necessity of

conforming one's outer as well as inner self to the

will of the Most High, that besides being taught

by the sages of antiquity, the prophets of old, and

by the Redeemer of the world, they were admitted

and inculcated by even heathen philosophers.

Here brief reference may be made to only a few of

the leaders among the pagan sages of the world,

namely, Plato the founder of an ethical school,

Socrates known as the father of philosophy, and

Cicero the greatest of Roman orators and lawyers.

These three taught in many places in their works

the excellence and necessity of moral virtue, of

inner discipline of the heart, of training one-

self to good habits, truthfulness, bravery, chastity,

moderation, prudence, religion and conforming

one's life to the will of heaven.

In his works St. Augustine extols the wisdom of

Plato and Aristotle ; he praises the love of purity

among the Vestal Virgins ; he refers to the many
instances of true virtue in pagan households and

individual practice as so many proofs that by the

mere light of reason, by merely one's own inner

powers, man, if so he desired, could lead a good
moral life, not however, (the idea is repugnant to

Christian belief,) that he could thereby rise to the

lofty standard of Gospel morality, but that for the

most part he certainly could shun the grosser forms

of vicious immorality. St. Augustine insisted that

while such a man, deprived of the light of Faith

and the grace of Christ, might not be a saint in

the fullness of the term, he would by no means be

on a level with the thief, extortioner, drunkard,

idolater and murderer. Natural ethics recognizes

the highest forms of virtuous asceticism, and nat-

ural theology the most sublime teachings relating

to monotheism". The fundamental axioms that,

like so many truisms of the politico-moral order,

seem to underlie all Augustine's efforts to reform

his people, were as follows : first, that no society,

whether a mighty people or a petty community,

whether a nation, state, diocese or religious monas-

tery, is any better or worse than the individual

members composing it. It is a principle in

mechanics that a structure is no stronger than its

weakest part ; and the same holds relatively true

of the social fabric. Second, that all moral evils

which disturb and disfigure any social body, are

invariably traceable to the fault of some one or

other individual member of that body, namely, to

either his ignorance, weakheartedness, or malice,

so that no social or political reform in matters of

ethical discipline (at least on a large and stable

scale) can be effected, or even hoped for, unless the

ethical conversion of the individual first be secured.

The evil doer must first be brought back to the

plain fulfilment of his duties, to respect the self-

evident principles of natural and revealed law and

order, principles on which by both pagan and

Christian teaching has been based the welfare of

states as well as of the individual man himself

And, thirdly (—it follows as a corollary from the two
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foregoing principles), that in all ethical reform of

society, the starting-point of reform is the indi-

vidual, first the chief, then the subject ; first

the leader, then the led. For as all social perfect

tion is correlative and dependent on the proba-

bilities of securing individual perfection, so must
the maxims of holy life find a home in the hearts

of individual men and women, the units as it were

of society, before that society can be termed

exemplary.

{To be continued.^

T. C. M.

February 20th, to bring back a sick Sister to

Chestnut Hill, when she was siezed with her fatal

attack of pneumonia.— The Catholic Standard.

In Memory of Sister Mary Marcella.

Late Assistant-Mother at Mou7tt St Joseph's Convent, Chestnut

Hill, Pa., who died after a short illness, at IVestcrnport,

Md.,* on February 25, 1S94.

Brave heart, strong heart, so quickly stilled

At Azrael's supreme command !

Warm heart, true heart, so swiftly chilled

Under his icy hand !

Pansies should spring where thou art laid.

Sweet purple pansies from thy clay

—

For thou wert Mother's thoughtful aid,

Her heart's-ease, night and day !

Well may she mourn thy going hence

Into the veiled eternity
;

Thy empty place, with eloquence.

Speaks her, each hour, of thee!

Speaks her (as sounds thro' strange dreams come),

Thy parting words of anguish brief;

" ' Tis lonesome—dying—far—from—hoDie .^"

Melteth her heart in grief.

But when those other burning words

Portray thy bliss, thy glad content.

In welcoming thy Hidden Lord

In His great Sacrament

—

When tender messages they breathe

Thy farewell to the dear old " Hill,"

With : "Tell our Mother not to grieve
;

It is God's holy will !

" And tell her, if He grant it me.

In yonder peaceful Paradise.

Her helper I will gladly be.

And aid her from the skies !"

" Fiat /" the Mother softly says
;

" Praise Him who set our dear one free !"

Then, with uplifted eyes, she prays:
" Marcella ! peace to thee !"

Rl.KANOR C. DONNKI.LY.

Sister Marcella went to Westernport, Md., on

The Rise and Progress of Language.

During the present century the human mind has

undergone a great alteration, its investigations are

carried on in a broader scale and its inventions are

almost unlimited ; to it, the arts pay homage and

science reveals hitherto well kept secrets. But in

nothing do we notice more this change than in the

impetus it has given to the study of language.

Heretofore the literary world has received blindly

the theories concerning language, which have

come down from remote ages, enveloped as they

were in the mists of fable. This new era has

expelled, to a great extent, the clouds of error sur-

rounding our old-fashioned ideas by introducing a

new science called Linguistics, which has led men
back to the source of language, whence step by

step they follow its development until they find it

to day in a state of perfection. The result of all

these investigations is that many new theories are

brought forward concerning its origin. Some of

thetn are at their best but idle talk, others have

some semblance of reason. Among the latter the

most plausible and the most generally accepted is

that " God endowed man with the power of speech

and of making a language suitable to his wants."

That this formation was a difficult task, however,

is hard to believe, for we must remember that the

first man, Adam, was not a child, neither was he a

savage ; he was, at his creation, a man with an

intellect superior to that of any human being since

born. And we read in the Book of Genesis (chap,

ii, 19 and 23) that Adam possessed a language

even before Eve was formed.

The method cJT" communicating thought before

the Fall was limited to man's immediate w mts, so

that, after the expulsion from the garden, so vast

was the change in himself and his surroundings

that an entirely new vocabulary became necessary.

Hence, he set about forming for himself words by
which to make known his thoughts. The first

thing necessary was to supply names for the

objects which, on all sides, met his sight. What,
then, would be more natural than that he should

imitate in the name some quality of the object?

Many words in various languages traced back to a

common root prove this to have been the case.

Where such imitation was impossible, men agreed

among themselves as to the name whereby differ-

ent objects were to be known. In like manner
words indicative of action and passion and epithets

were added to the language.
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We may easily imagine that in the early times,

the vocabulary was not remarkable for a super-

abundance of words. Hence, oftentimes suitable

names were wanting by which to convey new
thoughts or ideas as they arose. The first speakers

endeavored to supply this deficiency by using one

name for many objects ; this gave rise to meta-

phors, comparisons and other figurative expressions,

which, while no longer of necessity, are continued

in speech for the sake of ornament. This poetical

style of the early ages shows us that our fore-

fathers, while wanting in words, were not lacking

in vivid imagination. Evidences of this are like-

wise to be found in their arrangement of the various

parts of speech in sentences. In these, the object

to which the mind is most strongly attached is

placed first, themselves who are to be the recipients

next, and lastly comes the word expressive of

action. This inverted order is the outcome of a

lively though natural fancy. But as time wore on

and understanding gained ground, men became
less easily influenced by this sprightly faculty and

have guided the structure of their sentences by the

dictates of reason. While this improvement was

being made, language was increasing and with this

increase the harsh sounds hitherto prevailing were

gradually polished by intermixing vowels and

consonants ; hence arose the prosody of language.

We have sought the origin of language and we
found it in God. We look for its object and we
see it in man, for he is social being. When we
contemplate its progress, we are astonished at its

prodigious strides. The little seed planted in the

Garden of Eden, sprang up quickly ; its roots

extended from land to land and its boughs spread

over all the earth and beneath the shadow of its

branches the whole world comes to dwell.

In this wonderful progress we have another

mark of man's genius. How well has he cared

for his charge ; how carefully has he fostered its

growth, how watchful that nothing be wanting to

its welfare ! He has brought through the ages an

art than which none greater need be sought.

E. G. DOHAN, '96.

CIRCULAR.

TO THE ALUMNI, STUDENTS, FRIENDS AND
PATRONS OF VILLANOVA COLLEGE.

Dear Sirs :—With unbounded pleasure we
announce to you that the present attendance of

students at our College exceeds that of any pre-

vious year. Among this number are many pos-

sessed of excellent physical qualities, for the

exercising of which financial assistance only is

required. Cognizant of the kind interest you have

always displayed toward the elevation and promo-
tion of everything pertaining to the general

welfare of our institution and your Alma Mater,

we now appeal to you in the name of the Athletic

Association. Hoping >^ou will aid u-> by a donation

expressive of your appreciation of our efforts, we
remain, as ever. Yours fraternally,

^:- V -
: W.J. k.^h.YLO^^ Secretary.

Please make Remittances to

Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S.A.

The Old Schoolmaster.

; HY I.EE O. HARRIS.

He sat at his desk at the close of day,
For he felt the weight of his many years

—

His form was beut and his hair was gray
And his eyes were dim with the falling tears.

The school was out and his tisk was done,
And the house seecned now so strangely still,

As the red beam of the setting sun
Stole silently over the window-sill,

vStole silently into the twilight gloom,
And the deepening shadows fell athwart

The vacant seats and vacant room,
And the vacant place in the old man's heart

—

For his school had been all in all to him,
Who had no wife, no children, no land, no gold

;

But his frame was weak and his eyes were dim,
And the fiat was issued at last, " Too old."'

He bowed his head on his trembling hands
A moment, as one might bend to pray

;

" Too old, they say, and the school demands
A wiser and younger head today.

Too old ! too old ! these men forget
It was I who guided their tender years ;

Their hearts were hard, and they pitied not
My trembling lips and my falling tears.

*' Too old ! too old ! it was all they said,
I looked in their faces one by one,

But they turned away, and my heart was lead !

Dear Lord, it is hard, but Thy will be done."
The night stole on, and a blacker gloom
Was over the vacant benches cast

;

The master sat in the silent room.
But his mind was back in the days long pa.st.

And the shadow.s took, to his tear-dimmed sight,
Dear well-known forms ; his heart was thrilled

Willi the ble-sed sense of its own delight,
For the benches all again were filled

;

Andhe slowly rose at his desk and took
His well-worn Bible that lay within,

He said, as he lightly tapped the book,
" It is the hour—let school begin."

And he smiled as his kindly glances fell

On the well-beloved faces there

—

John. Rob, aud Will, and laughing Nell,
And blue-eyed Bess, with the golden hair.

And Tom and Charley and Ben, and Paul,
Who stood at the head of the spelling-class-^

All in their places—and yet they all

Were lying under the gravej ard grass.

He read the book, and he knelt to pray,
And he called the cla-ses to rei ite,

For the darkness all had rolled away
From a soul that saw from an inward light.

With words of praise for a work of care,
With a kind reproof for a broken rule.

The old man tottered, now here, now there.
Through the spectral ranks of his shadow school.

Thus all night long till the morning came,
And darkness folded her robe 01 gloom.

And the sun looked in with his eye of flame,
On the vacant seats of the silent room.

The wind stole over the window sill,

And swept through the aisles in a merry rout

;

But the face of the master was white and still,

His work was finished, and his school was out.
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ascertain those duties in life for which they are

best fitted. This matter settled, let them look to

the end; swerving neither to the right nor the left;

permitting no obstacle, however great, to lie in their

way ; ever striving diligently, faithfully, and con-

scientiously to better or perfect themselves in their

respective callings. Herein is the only sure way
to success. Herein, the only course which, if fol-

lowed, will spare them at some period of their

lives, the almost inexpressible sorrow conveyed in

the words of Whittier,

—

,j

; .: " Of all sad words of tongue or pen
The saddest are these it might have been " ;

•
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EDITOEIALS.

The time comes in the lives of most men when
looking back at their youth, with the many advan-

tages it afforded them, they pause to think whether

or not their life work has been in that sphere for

which God and nature intended it. In fact there

is hardly one individual in this great world of ours

who can bring the past in brief survey before him
without at least some regret to darken the sunshine

^of his days. Time wasted, chances lost, a mis-

taken notion of his calling—all serve to bring most

forcibly before his mind the past error of his ways.

Certainly when years shall have come upon him no

memories can be more painful than these, that the

golden opportunities of youth have been lost for-

ever, and that his life has been a failure ; either on

account of his own inability to judge rightly of his

calling or the lack of some one to judge for him.

If the young, therefore, would spare themselves

great sorrow in their declining years, they must
make an effort, a supreme one, if necessary, to

We note with pleasure the strenuous efforts 01

the Athletic Association to promote the interests

of athletics for the coming year. With this end

in view, the society has addressed a circular to the

many patrons, friends and former students of the

college, hoping thereby, that when the attention of

the latter is drawn to the urgent need of funds, so

necessary for carrying on college games and sports

with any degree of success, help will be forthcom-

ing. While we hope that the appeal of the associa-

tion will meet with a generous response from those

who received it, yet we feel that there are many
subscribers to the Monthly who are interested in

Villanova and its welfare, and who, not having re-

ceived the above-mentioned circular, yet by this

brief notice may be induced to help a little in the

good work. The action of the association is some-

what in the nature of an innovation. Heretofore

it has relied for support on the immediate members
of the institution. While these have always con-

tribtited liberally, yet their subscriptions were but

sufficient for carrying on athletics in a very limited

way. This year, however, the scope of athletic

sports will be extended and additional expense

thereby incurred by necessary improvements in

gymnasium, extra material for field sports, guaran-

tees for base-ball teams, etc. It is with commend-
able zeal, therefore, that the association is striving

to establish itself on a sound financial basis, so that

it may compete with similar organizations of other

colleges. We all understand the important part

athletics play in the educational institutions of to-

day, and how young men intending to pursue

a collegiate course are biased toward the one

wherein this branch of education receives proper

attention. We feel, therefore, that the many
friends of the college will fully understand the

position of the Athletic Association, appreciate its

efforts, and lend it their generous co-operation in

making the coming season a red letter one in the

history of its athletics.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

48—The length of a lake subtends, at a certain

point, an angle of 46° 24', and the distance from

this point to the two extremities of the lake are

346 and 290 feet. Find the length of the lake.

Solution by Thos. /. Ronayne^'^i^^.

a + b = 636

a — b = ^6

a + b= 133° 36'

y^iA -h B) = 66° 48'

a — b _ tan >^ (^ — B)

;,: , a-^ b tsin y (A -^ B)

tan ^ {A—B) = tan y2 {A -\- B) X a — b

a -\- b

log tan y2 {A — B) = log tan y {A -\- B) -\- log

{a — b) -\- colog {a + b)

log tan y {A + B) = log tan 66° 48' + log 56 +
colog 636.

log 56= 1. 74819

colog 636 = 7. 19654—10
log tan 64° 48' == 10.36795

log tan y (A — B) = 9.31268

y{A-B) = ii- s^' 33"

y{A-{-B) = 66° 48'

If to y sum you add y difference you get the

greater, and if from y sum you subtract y differ-

ence you get the less .
'.

66° 48" +11° 36' 33" = 78° 24' 33" = A the

greater

66° 48' — 11' 36' 33" --

a

c

= 55° 11' 27" =: i? the less

sin A
sin C
a sin C
sin A

log c = log a + log sin C + log sin A
log c = log 346 + log sin 46° 24' + colog sin

78° 24' 33"

log 346 = 2.53908

log sin 46° 24' = 9.85984—10 ;

colog sin 78° 24' 33" = 0.00895

log c = 2.40787

r = 256 feet j= length of lake

49.

—

(a). The base of a regular pyramid is a

hexagon, of which the side measures 3 feet. Find

the height of the pyramid, if the lateral area is

equal to 10 times the area of the base.

Solution by Thos.J. Z^^', '95.

I^t « = apothem, and
X = altitude of pyramid.

a = V3^—1 y^ = 1/9—3.2s = 1/6.75

= ^(101/675)—(1/6.75)' = >''675—6.75
X

;ir =]/668.25 = 25.85 feet.

49.

—

(b). If the edge of a tetrahedron is a, find

the homologous edge of a similar tetrahedron

twice as large.

y Edge of r' = d!]/2

53.—Three men bought a grinding-stone of 40
inches diameter, which cost ;^i, of which the first

man paid 9s., the second 63., and the third 5s
;

how much of the stone must each man grind

down, proportionately to the money paid?

V ;
Solution by/. F. O^Leary^ '94. '

The areas ground will evidetitly be ^^^ ^% and /^

of the whole stone.

Let the s'oths ground by the first man be repre-

sented by the outer ring whose width is A B. The
part ground by the second man be the next ring

whose width is B C, and the third man grinds the

rest.

As circles are to each other as the squares of

their radii

:

5 .20 — ^ ' or?

5 X 20=*

2000

100

: 20 X''

20;*r*

10 = ;»;
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Again /o : hh —i6^:x^
5^''= II Xio-
5-1-* = iioo •

.r" = 220
' X = 14.83

Therefore—

:

"^
:

the first mail grinds 20— 14.83 = 5.17 inches,

second " - 14-83— 10 = 4.83 "

: ;;
third " ' =10. *'

54.—Given four points, no three of which are

collinear, describe a circle which shall be equi-

distant from them.

Solutio7t by John J. IVa/sh^^c)^.

Let A^ B^ C, D be four points, no three of which
are collinear. It is required to describe a circle

which shall be equidistant from them.

Describe a circle passing through A^ B^ C. Let (9,

be its center. Join OD^ cutting the circle in E. Bi-

sect ED^ in F. With (9, as center, and OF^ as radius

describe a circle GHL This is the circle required.

Proof—Join OA^ OB, OC^ and produce them to

meet the circle GHI. Because OF =^ (9/, and OF
= OC] .'. EF= CI] hwt EF= DF, :. CI =DF.

In like manner BH and AG are equal to DF.
Hence the circle through (?, //, /, i^ is equally dis-

tant from the points A^ B^ C^D.

New Problems.

55. —Solve the quadrantal triangle :

—

a = 174° 12' 49.1", b = 94° 8' 20", c = 90°

56.—Clear of radicals the equation :

—

l-^jV

—

s + Vs—X -f- Ix—y= o

57.—The sum of three numbers in geometrical

progression is 39, and the sum of their squares

819; find the numbers.

58.—In turning a one-horse chaise within a ring of

a certain diameter, it was observed that the outer

wheel made two turns while the inner made but one

;

the wheels were both 4 feet high and fixed 5 feet from

each other on the axle-tree. What was the circum-

fereuce of the track described by the outer wheel ?

59.—Prove that the square of a diagonal of a

ractangular parallelopiped is equal to the sum of

the squares of its three dimensions.

60.—A ladder standing erect against a wall slides

down on a horizontal floor ; find the locus of the

center of the ladder.

SPLINTERS.

Spooiis.

Easter.

Trolley.

Base-Ball.

The Politician.

Police Inspection.

Sulphur Springs.

Me and Jim—See !

Meditations are over.

Who took the poison?

" That don't cut any ice."

" Look out for number nine."

What luck S plays in.

How do you like my pony?

Even a snow-ball leaves a mark. Eh, Fat ?

When you go walking do not go driving.

'Twas a dead "cinch " when he rang the bell.

Oh! indeed I would not do a thing to you.

Who were the four distinguished and conspicu-

ous sight-seers at the Isle?

Owen More left town one day,

Owen More than he could pay
;

Owen More returned one day

Owen More.

—

Ex.

J. S. says he will be doubly careful hereafter in

his translations.

The Crows say they have been jugged time and

time without caws.

You will please pardon the question, but tell me
is it raining without?

A message to home. Kindly hasten the Easter

eggs and let them be golden.

The B. B. M'gr. has secured the services of T. C.

and T. R. as poles for the foul flags.

He was solicitous for our welfare when he urged

us to be more attentive to the belles.

Dennis appears smaller and has much less to say

since John Y. McKane took the trip.
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The next time you go to the providential cross-

roads, linger not too long and take only one of

^them.
. .,

The "Sun" no longer appears in the library.

It distributes its rays of knowledge in the library

annex, second door, right, in Philosopher's Hall.

It happened on two days—Xmas Eve and the

day before Xmas.

. Chocolate and peaches, ::'''^/',i:'.i':--
''::;

Napkins and speeches.

What time is it ? Well my mother told me to

take a pill.

We've been " Herron " queer things lately from

St. Dennis'.—You should hear me sing.

" Have you seen any Chameleons?" "No, I've

never eaten any of that dish."

A precocious, impulsive young Mr.

Was in love with a girl and he Kr.

Said she, " Sir go slow

For I'll have you know
I'm to you nothing more than a Sr."

—

Ex.

One of the boys on Philosopher's flat says he is

obliged to raise the window when he wishes to

look out.

Upon inquiring why the gas was burning at

midnight, we learned that the usual twenty-five

page letter from Winona had arrived.

It has just reached our ears that Richard and
Martin practised during the holidays, six hours

daily, for the Evening Entertainments. What a

blessing we were absent.

Andrew W. has received the latest work on bat-

ting. We will look forward to some great hit of

his in the near future.

Tommy has no Holt-on his hair now, for the

tonsorial artist relieved him of it. The boys

showed their appreciation of Tom's act by giving

him a rousing reception on his entrance to the

refectory.

He started from Philly one dreary dark night
;

Arriving at Bryn Mawr he chose to alight

For he was a new one just thirsting for knowledge

And thought he could cut 'cross the lots to our

College.

When upon learning that lie was mistaken.

His faith in his brother was quite rudely shaken,

For the latter in talk always spoke of Bryn Mawr
Which Martin believed could not be very far.

No train did he take for not one did he see,

" And how did I know that one went up? " said lie.

Then hiring a carriage, he came bag and baggage,

And thus did he enter the doors of our College.

PERSONALS

Rev. T. A. Field, O.S.A., of Greenwich N. Y.,

paid us a short visit a few days since.

Tlie many friends of Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S. A.,

will be pleased to learn that, after a severe illness,

he is at his old post again.

Rev. Father McGlynn, of St. Paul's Church,

Philadelphia, called on Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy,

O.S. A., on March 5th.

Messrs. Dennis Kelly and John Sweeney of St.

Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, Md., were entertained

by Richard Kerr, of the Senior Dept. , on February

nth.

During the present month, the Forty Hours'

Devotion at the Churches of St. James and St.

Paul, Philadelphia, will be condvcted by the

Augustinian Fathers.

Rev. Fathers Jones, O.S. A., of St. Augustine's,

Philadelphia, and Nugent, O.S. A., of Our Mother

of Good Counsel, Bryn Mawr, visited Rev. L. A.

Delurey, O. S. A., during his recent illness.

Mr. Thomas J. Fitzgerald, A. B.,'93, was wel-

comed at the institution by numerous old time

friends on the nth of February, We only regret

that his visit was of such brief duration.

Mr. J. J. Wade, Sr., of Chicago, III, and J. J.

Morrissey, M.D., M.A. , '93, of Hartford, Conn.,

called on us, February 28th, and spent a few pleasant

hours with E. T. Wade, Jr. who is, we are pleased

to say, recovering from his recent illness.

It was with feelings of deep sorrow that we heard

of the death of Mr. William Hayden of Bryn

Mawr. We extend our warmest sympathy to the

family in its great bereavement.

Messrs. Ed. Harley, J. F'ox, and J. Donnelly of

Norristown, Pa., and Richard Harley of the George-

town University, were visitors to Chas. McEvoy,
on February 28th.

Among the number of clergy that assembled at

the consecration of Rev. M. A. Tierney as Bishop

of the Diocese of Hartford, Conn., was our respected

President, Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S. A.

We sincerely regret that sickness necessitated

the removal of M. T. Kennedy and Charles

McBride to their homes. We look forward with

pleasure to the time when they will be among us

again.

The Lenten course of sermons at the Church of

St. Thomas'of Villanova, has thus far been preached

by Rev. C. A. McEvoy, J. A. McErlain, J. B.

Leonard, F. M. Sheeran, J. F. Medina. The rest

will be preached by Rev. R. F. Harris, W. A.

Coar.
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THE SOCIETIES.

F. Z>. ^. On Wednesday evening, March 4,

occurred the debaba which was announced to take

place Saturday e\ening, February 24 The
affirmative side of me subject, Resolved, That
Hawaii should be annexed, was argued by Mr.

E. G. Dohan alone, owing to the unavoidable

absence of his colleague, Mr. A. Plunkett. Mr.

Dohan opened the debate and demonstrated by

strong arguments that annexation should be the

policy of our Government ; that it is the wish of

the Hawaiian people ; and that it would be advan-

tageous both to them and to us. He showed that

by annexing Hawaii our Government would not

be acting without a precedent. Mr. W. J. Mahon
the first negative, then followed, showing in

various ways, how undesirable annexation would

be. He replied very thoroughly and impressively

to many of his opponent's arguments. Mr. Dohan
again spoke and developed more fully the divisions

of his subject. Many arguments and facts were

produced by Mr. N. A. Dugan, the second nega-

tive. Throughout the debate the three aforesaid

gentlemen argued in a clear and able manner.

Messrs. J. Dohan, J. E. Donnell, J. O'Leary, and

J. Hughes discussed the subject when it was open

to the house. The judge decided in favor of the

affirmative.

The subject for next debate, on March 21, to be

discussed by Messrs. McCarthy, Vasey, Hughes
and McKeough is : Resolved, That

K A. A. The base-ball management has been

busily engaged for the last few weeks in arranging

the schedule for the coming season. The care and

active interest which our respected secretary has

taken in doing this have evoked great praise from

the students and reflect much credit upon himself.

The boys are hard at work practising ; no slug-

gishness whatever appears on the part of any

one of the many candidates, but each one goes

into the work with a vim that is indeed pleasing.

Our principal battery Herron and McDonnell,

to whom we will intrust most of our important

games, are in goo3 form. Herron has perfect con-

trol of the ball and appears to be even more speedy

and effective than last year.

The prospects of having a good team this year

are very encouraging, so that with the financial

assistance of the many patrons and friends of the

institution, we hope to make this year a marked

one in the base-ball annals of Villanova.

EXCHAHOES.

The Fordhani Monthly for February is, as far as

literary merit is concerned, excellent. We liked

very much, "A Legend" by Claude Perin '96.

The picture of the foot-ball eleven must be ad-

mired by every true lover of the sport.

Do you not devote altogether too much space to

local items? For instance, in the above number
there are nine columns, devoted to as many divis-

ions, which could be condensed considerably. If

every little event, that happens in your ranks be

chronicled, you can very easily fill up space, but

with matter interesting to none, save those immedi-

ately concerned. ^^-,:- :r--^-: r:\,;-. \.;,.-,^ r.-^y.y .y::/,:-\,^

Although we find it not a very pleasant task to

criticize, especially our "fair exchanges," yet we
feel it incumbent upon us to say something in re-

gard to what we call the fickleness of the Agnetian

Mo7ithly. Why not keep a uniform color for

your title page, instead of changing it in almost

every edition ? One would be led to believe that

you wished the changing of color to be a character-

istic. Last January a column called " Our Sunday

Evening Visitors—Exchange," was inserted, and

in February we looked for it in vain. Now " Sun^

day Evening Visitors" were too interesting to cut

their acquaintances so quickly. What say you ?

The different editions of the Notre Dame Schol-

astic during the past month have won our admira-

tion. In one is an article entitled " The Evolution

of the English Novel," manifesting profundity of

knowledge and simplicity of style, and at the same

time, emitting the " steady blaze of the genius " of

that litterateur^ Maurice Francis Egan. Many
other articles therein contained, are well worthy of

perusal.

That inter-collegiate debates are stepping stones

to higher aspirations, that they are useful, instruc-

tive and necessary, the account of the Columbia-

Georgetown debate, published in the Georgetown

College Journal^ clearly illustrates. The orations

of the debaters on the negative, in particular that

of Mr. John J. Dolan, were cogent, and convincing.

This journal we are pleased to note has attained

its former standard of excellence.

St. Mary^s Sentinel^ a small beautifully printed

and well bound journal, is a collection of brief

sketches of some literary excellence. Although

its matter is obscure in parts, it, nevertheless,

abounds in simple and suggestive thoughts.

Looking over our Exchanges we note that The

Stylus informs its friends of what others think of it,

and as it is praised by all, we trust that the Editors

will not become vain and careless, but that they

will endeavor to keep up the reputation of their

journal.
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,

824 Arch St., i

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Gatbolic Ml Store soDtb of New York.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at •

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

I. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturer* of and Dealers in

Ji*iifst-(§lass g00ts and §h0es
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Onstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcr Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. OALLAGHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

; -S D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., ftl;^

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagher Buttdlnfr.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

. $3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870,

John P. Collins,

BOOK BIODGR,
No. I South Tenth street,

Ir^liila delpliia

.

.^- JOB IWOHK A MPKCIALTY'.

Phytlciani' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR^NK U/. PRIC;KITT. Craduatc IT) pj?ar/naoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

The Best
is the Cheapest.

Hallahan's Shoes
are the best.

> GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^!^

^^^ : :
: $ $?•

HALLAHAN, Eighth and Filbert Streets.

Philadelphia.

P. J. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer 19 pipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, ^5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

.::-' -r. yr. :.:..,:. LADIES' AND GENTS',

Mid 7VVAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JVWigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'O

TV^M. E. HINCH,
caiNDOOl ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 GHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBV/RV.

JOHN J. l^YKNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth. Linoleums,
^

RUGS, W NDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SECOP^D STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA..

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lanca.ster Avenue. Bryr 'iTwr, Pa,
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TMOT^TXS BRT^DL-EV.
; MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST. ^ -:. > ^:

We extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and PrMsions.
We have coiistauily on Iiaiul and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Uest Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices

are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY. x^

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Presoriptions a Specialty.

ESTABLISHED ao YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calciminicg a- d Jobbit g in Plastering

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Eesidence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.

Post Oflice Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

OKSH OR CReDlT.
BUY YOUR GOODS

FROM

CEO. KELLV St CO.,
80S and 810 Market St.,

PHILADELPHIA..

On Bill of $10— $1 Down—$1 per Week.
SPECIAL TERMS ON LARGE PURCHASES.

WILLIAM J. REED,
DKALER IN

•f Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, •»•

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
F you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LFARYS OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(Flr-'t Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FurqitoBlBBddiQg

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Pbiladelpbia.

Special Pisoouiit to Institutions.

•t THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

- Philadelplnia.

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 l^fortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

^ARCHITECTi^
V ; .Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds^
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satlBfaction , Students call on me before

going: elsewhere. *

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WT. inZHEL-HN,
Manufacturer of aud Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
Honse Farntshliif; Tin 'Ware of Kvery Description

Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building IiANCaSTER AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

JOHN Bradley.
Manufacturer of

1^1 N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY, REPAIEING NEATLY DONE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.

CATHOLIC SCHOOL $ COLLEGE
•^TEXT BOOKS, -W-

Ne^v and Second Hand.
Have oonatantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books,

h Libraries and small parcels of Books
:^. purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

gJOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 H» Thirteenth StPeet,;N :

PHIULDBLPHTA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Established 1886.

, PaBLISHED {IVBRY SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Snbscription ! One year $2.00 Six months $1.00 Single copies 5 ots.

Money can be sent by Post Office Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

» THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,:
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE # HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE. ' " '

"

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

AQKHT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

DEALBK IH

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing. W
LKNCiffSTER n^B

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

, HHD7UTORE, F»K.

^ ^ $io and $20, Genuine Confederate Bills only
tP^) five cents each

; $50 and |iioo bills 10 cents

each ; 25c. and 50c. shinplasters 10 cents each
;

$1 and $2 bills 25 cents each. Sent securely sealed

on receipt of price. Address, Chas. D. Barker,
90 S. Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.

CviTOut This Coupon. It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and 8i.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 6i i Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Sfontlily, DONAHOE'S MAGAZINE, for one year.
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication o
can it be had for $i.oo. This coupon must accompany the order.

)erb ^
ear. S
oiy,

J

H. MUHR'S SONS.

Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.
Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOcans H- cuhai^y,

4FUNERAL DIRECTOR*-
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

)^
• %•otel I^iel^ardsoQ v

; V! V 1305-7 pilbert 5treet, pi?iladclpl?ia.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE, s
'

'
'

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-
' sient.

:^^ ^ , Arthur Lynaugh,
Manaj^er.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..
'l; 147-49-51 NORTH TENTH STREET,

?^ ^ V V PHILADELPHIA.
Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Ilalf-Toiie Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK, Manager.

Lithographers .... Printers

?.l-?*:jHcl1ANUS*.^c..
Stationers.... Blank Book Makers

WBBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

JiJ^r^A^V^^s.DICTIONARY
A New Book from

cover to cover, successor
of the "I'niibridged."

Ten years cpcn; revil-

ing, 100 editors cmplf)yc<l,

over $300,000 expended.

J^ver^fcody should
Q-wn this Dictionary. It

answers all questions
concerning the history,
spellinp, pronunciation,
and meaning of words.

A Itihrary in Itself, it ah^o gives in

a fonn convenient for ready reference facts often

wanted concerning eminent personn ; flctitimis

jiersons and places; countries, cities, towns, and
natural features of the globe ; etc., etc., etc.

This Work is Invaluable in the
household, and to the teacher, scholar, profes-

sional man, and self-educator.

Sold by All Booksellers.

G.& C.MnRRIAMCO., Publishers,
Sprinj&eld, Mass., V. S. A.

1^* Do not buy cheap reprints of ancient edition?.

Jgp" Send for free illustrated prospectus.

MART. D. BYRNES,

livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

hauling done.

4^ Feraonal attention day or night.

(iold ^ 5''^?r/^?^3ls for all OeeasioQS
Plug and Badges, eUs. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Special AVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^MTr of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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Vol. II. Villanova College, A.pril, 1894. I^o. 4,
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• In mremory of Kev'd. A. A. Leonard, O.S.A.

N this Easter morn, sweet Spouse of Christ,

Thou art called to mourn thy much-loved priest

:

So young, so brave, and so pure of heart

;

Wlio chose, for thy glory, " the better part" !

Ere the lilies drooped on thine incensed breast,

He was borne away to his last, long rest

;

Ere thine Alleluias of joy had ceased,

Thy chant went up for thy dear dead priest |

Oh ! joy and sorrow, how close allied,

Like the warning hush on the sparkling tide !

To-day, our chalice of joy how clear
;

To-morrow mourns the loved and dear !

Pale are those lips, and cold, and mute,
Like the vanished chords of a shattered lute !

And those eyes whose gleam on the good reposed ,

Are rayless now and forever closed !

On that calm, still face, so white, and cold

:

Where friendship sparkled like sheen of gold !

Sweet resignation, and peace, and love

Are Heaven's bright imprints of bliss above !

Ineffable rest, so sweet, and calm.

Which steals through the breast like the Vesper psalm !

Oh ! who would mourn a form so fair,

.E'en though the silence of Death be there !

Another branch from the fecund stem.

Ere Nature fashioned her diadem !

Blasted and torn ere yet her song
Through her sunny bowers was heard among !

Another rod with its bud and bloom.
Laid 'mid the silence which fills the tomb !

A Levite's rod, with its burgeoned worth.

Forever set in the humid earth !

Then chant thy requiem sad and lone,

Like Rachel wailing her children gone !

But, oh ! the comfort, her heart refused

On thy breast fair Spouse like the gold is fused !

We mourn as one who hath known him long

;

Who hath drunk the strains of his life's sweet song !

We pray as one of his kind and ken
For the sweetest hope of his soul's anieu !

Patrick Carey.
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Gladstone's Betirement.

For the fourth and last time, Mr Gladstone, on

March 3, delivered to his sovereign the privy seal,

next to the crown, the highest emblem of authority

in Great Britain, and laying aside all honors of

position and title, stepped back into the ranks of

the people.

So ends one of the longest and one of the greatest

political careers which modern England has seen.

The affectionate admiration of friends and oppo-

nents follows him in his retreat, and it is likely to

grow stronger, not weaker, with time. Never again

will English public life be what it was under his

stately leadership. Nor is there anybody to exert

in the House of Commons that influence which he

has wielded beneficently, or to impress upon its

deliberations that authority which comes from

long service, lofty character and intellectual

supremacy all combined.

History will have to record that he was the first

British Minister to win the love and respect of the

Irish people. He himself believes that the work

in which he has been engaged for the last eight

years is the greatest and most beneficent of his life.

This time was spent in noble efforts to remove the

enmity existing between two nations which, for

seven centuries, has been the most bitter known in

the world's history. The story of British rule in

Ireland—of wrongs, insults and base outrages—is one

which has excited the greatest sympathy. Indeed,

so great were the grievances of the Irish people

that at last, in their desperation, they lost all terror of

the law. The midnight raids of the police no longer

alarmed them ; even the frowning shadow of the

country prison did not terrify them as it once did.

The fact that so many great and good men
were imprisoned, robbed the jail of its odium

in the eyes of the people. Of course English

laws, on account of their manifest injustice, were

never held in respect in Ireland. But now they

lost all power of exciting fear. How could it be

otherwise when men, highest in the esteem of their

fellow-men, of the most pure and self-denying

lives—men whose characters were open as the

day—were arrested; subjected to the mockery of a

trial and clapped into prison, not for deeds or even

words of violence, but for words of counsel and

encouragement to a grossly wronged and suffering

people? If this course, and it is one persistently

pursued by the late Government in Ireland, be not

exasperating, there is nothing in the history of

human justice that is.

Eight years ago Mr. Gladstone realized, that in

the great quarrel between the two countries, Ireland

was right and England shamefully wrong, and

thereupon he began the noblest work of his life,

repairing the wrongs of a suffering people. To him
must forever belong the honor, not only of admit-

ting the injustice of his country, but also of setting

himself to the task of making it plain to all his

countrymen, and exciting in them an enthusiasm

almost as great as his own to remove it.

He knew full well what a tremendous task he

was about to undertake. He knew also that the

struggle would be long and fierce ; that he would

have to suflfer many reverses, and make many sac-

rifices. Cognizant of this, he took upon himself

the defence of the Irish cause, and ever since has

made it the one purpose of his political life. How
he has struggled for that cause has been the marvel

and admiration of the world. Not less marvelous

has been his success.

That he, of all British statesmen, was the best

equipped for the work, is universally allowed. No
other Englishman had such influence over the

masses of his country-men. As an orator, foes as

well as friends recognized and admitted his supe-

riority, while in knowledge and experience, he

stands without a rival. All these great gifts and

powers of intellect he has cheerfully placed at the

disposal of oppressed Ireland.

That now Mr. Gladstone at the age of 84,

threatened with a distressing malady, should feel

it is his duty to seek the ease of retirement is not

surprising; the wonder rather is that he did not do

so sooner. In withdrawing from active leadership,

he must feel not a little pride and gratification in

the knowledge that he carries with him the grati-

tude and love of the Irish race and that he achieved

what no other statesman of his country ever did.

By reason of the services of this eminent man,
we here give a short sketch of his life :

William Ewart Gladstone was born in Liverpool,

on December 29, 1809. Being the son of Sir John
Gladstone, a rich merchant, many opportunities of

gratifying his love for study presented themselves

to him. In 1829 ^^^ entered Christ Church Col-

lege, Oxford, and graduated there two years later

with the highest honors, after which he made an

extended tour through the continent. Upon his

return, he was urged by the Duke of New Castle

to stand for Parliament for Newark. After a most
vigorous campaign he was elected. When Parlia-

ment agained convened, he proved himself a man
of no ordinary abilities. Step by step he rose in

power, till in 1878 he reached the highest pinnacle

of political power that could be aspired to—the

premiership of England. Then followed an era of

great legislative measures, culminating in the

Education Act of 1870. When he came into power
again in i886, he admitted that in his past opinions

of Irish affairs, he was grossly wrong, and an-
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nounced his plans for Home Rule. Mr. Gladstone

was re-elected premier in 1892, from which office

he has now resigned. And although he has stepped

down from his high position without a regal title^

he will be known to succeeding generations by a

far more noble and honorary title than any the

State could give— the title of the "Grand Old
Man." _ . . Mr'^--:'^---

'

•••'^'"

,^ Martin T. Field, '95.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

SEVENTH PAPER.

It followed then in Augustine's view that for

the social Christian reform to be thorough,—for it

to be efficacious, universal and lasting, the stream

of divine grace and virtue had to run and spread

through all the ranks of society from the highest

to the lowest. And that similarly for all indi.

vidual reform to be complete, it was needed at the

outset that each Christian man for himself should

strike at self, and uproot in self the sources of his

moral evil,—of the errors in his intellect and of the

malice in his heart.

And so with this 'purging of intellectual and
moral viciousness in the inner and spiritual man,

would they^ri-/ s^ep be taken towards perfect union

with God, who alone is the beginning and end of

all creatures.

Thus would human . nature, strengthened by
divine grace, return again as of old to the practice

of the primitive and fundamental virtues of charity

and justice, and to the acknowledgment of the

natural and divine truths of God and the future

life. -

And this would be the second step in the purifi-

cation of human nature, while with the continued

and increasing practice of these two virtues would
all society of men be chastened, purified and
united in mind and will with their Creator; for

without the charity of God and man, there can be

no true and perfect justice ; for justice consists

primarily in giving to each one his due ; and with,

out justice there can be no domestic, no civic, no

social virtues,—no beneficence, no peace, no friend,

liness, no forgiveness, no sympathy in the minds
or actions of the multitude ; and without the light

of the divine Truth and the love of the divine

Being there can be neither true nor perfect happi-

ness in this world or the next.

Charity, then was the dominant in Augustine's

scheme of life, the key-note of Augustine's pro-

gram of true ethical reform ; that charity, which is

the love of God and of one's neighbor to be proved

and displayed in each man's works. But in order

lo love God, one must know God,—must know

what He is, and what He has done for man. For

all sound knowledge of self, all one's sober reflec-

tions on the destiny for which he was created, and

his many trials and mishaps in life, is based on the

truth and the knowledge of God's laws—and of

God's truth.

To understand Augustine's theory of holy life,

one must needs go back with him in spirit to a

consideration of the three chief epochs in the

story of man, and the three fundamental facts, the

starting-points, as it were, in man's moral life.

These are the creation of man, his downfall and

his redemption. By the first man knows what he

was in the beginning through the omnipotence and

bounty of the Most High ; by the second he knows
into what sad state he has fallen through his sin

and malice, and by the third what means have

been given him for his recovery from sin and his

restoration to the blessed grace of the Most High by

the mercy and love of the Redeemer of the world.

For through the wisdom, goodness and power of

the Omnipotent Being had man once been perfect

;

—perfect in all his nature and essence
;
perfect in

his soul with all its faculties and powers of under-

standing, will and memory, and" perfect in his body

with all its organs and senses. This is fact number
one in the history of mankind. And fact number
two is that despite the wholly gratuitous benefi-

cence of the Creator, the creature—man, through

his own wholly wilful and uncalled for malice of

heart, fell away from divine virtue and the life of

the spirit, and doomed himself and his posterity to

everlasting misery and woe, had not the fresh

bounty of the omnipotence of God preserved him
from further evils and restored him again to his

destined birthright of heaven. And this is fact

number three in the moral life of every man.

Thus through the charity of God was man created;

thus through the malice of the creature was the

Creator's love defeated, and thus through the

charity of the Redeemer was the creature again

made blessed and happy. Thus do these three

great truths—creation, sin, redemption, with their

correlatives—religion, reparation and love, under-

lie the moral fabric of the spiritual edifice in each

man's soul. For to recognize the omnipotence of

God in His creation, is to honor Him ; to atone for

one's own guilt is penance, and to praise the

Redeemer for His mercies is charity and justice.

Nor really can any one, viewing the history of

ages and the story of all moral and social reforms

among men, perceive any other course looking to

the restoration of true morallifein self or others, than

this recognition of the three great truisms of the

spiritual and moral order. And hence did Augus-

tine, great reformer as he was in Church and state,
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strive continually by spoken and written word, to

bring these fundamental facts of the moral life

prominently before men, that, with divine grace

illumining their minds and inspiring their wills,

they might know what was the better life, and
what steps to take to progress therein. :;,:,. ... .

As to creation—the first great fact, or truth, in

the life of man, Augustine's teaching was substan-

tially as follows ; namely, that in His creation of

the world, of the heavens and the earth, and of all

therein, the Maker, in order the better to display

His own power and goodness, formed the first man
and woman perfect in spirit and body ; endowed
these two most privileged beings with every

spiritual and bodily perfection and grace needed

for His own divine ends, and, besides, enriched

them with every gift of spirit or soul that they

—

His creatures—needed in order to secure the blessed

and everlasting life. In order the better to under-

stand the fulness and richness of the divine bounty

in the creation of man, one must not fail to remem-
ber that before the creation of Adam, the Lord had

already created two other great and noble classes

or orders, of beings—the spiritual, or angelic be-

ings, namely, and the material or corporeal beings.

The first class of beings—the angels—were wholly

simple and spiritual in their nature, and gifted in the

highest degree with intellective and appetitive ac-

tivity towards whatever was true and good. They
were created to forever know, praise, and adore the

Supreme Being, who in forming them had shared

with them, in a measure, His own divine attributes

of truth and goodness, of wisdom and love. The
latter class of beings—the sensitive, the animal, the

vegetable and the inorganic creatures, being soul-

less, without mind or will, were to be ruled wholly

and necessarily by the unchanging laws of their

own material nature. They could not know their

Creator, yet they could serve Him. If the angelic

beings by reason of the spirituality of their nature

could not die, brute beings and all classes of

creatures lower than they in the visible world

would necessarily by reason of their material

nature have to perish.

In the angelic beings, who were pure spirits,

—

immortal and eternal like unto God Himself,

dominated in their intellect the wisdom of God,

—

the virtue of intelligence, and in their will the

love of God,—the virtue of charity, the chiefest

and noblest gifts the Almighty can impart to His

creatures ; for God is Wisdom, and God is Charity.

In all material beings, which by their nature are

essentially destructible and perishable, dominated

necessity, which in brutes is styled instinct, and in

the lower classes of the visible world the laws of

physical nature.

If in the order of creation, angels by the pure

spirituality of their nature were the highest in the

invisible world, animals by reason of their perfect

sensitive organization were the highest type of

creation in the visible world.

For in the visible world of creation, the lowest

ofGod's creatures, the inorganic beings,—minerals,

metals, salts and the still lower forms of existence,

have merely being ; they are without life, feelings,

or the power of motion ; and because of .this want

of organic, sensitive and vital power in them, they

are wholly and necessarily inert. Because they

are lifeless, and neither grow, or increase, they stay

where they are put. Yet herein do they serve their

Creator. ;'' ..'^ .-
—.'/.'^-^;/:'^ ^:'> .:

.''^"^ ''".'•>

T. C. M.
{To be continued^

Trial by Jury

There is hardly anything so unique in the history

of jurisprudence as trial by jury. Whence it came,

or by what nation it was first introduced, seems to

be involved in great obscuiity. The history of

antiquity discloses the fact that forms of trial

bearing more or less resemblance to this system, are

among the features of primitive institutions of all

nations. But there can be no reasonable doubt

that we owe the development and subsequent per-

fection of this system to the English people.

Whether it originally sprang into existence among
them, or was borrowed in an embryonic state from

a conquered nation and afterwards perfected, all

must acknowledge that its most essential parts are

unmistakably marked by many of the distin-

guishing traits and characteristics of the English

people.

Like all other human systems, it has its advan-

tages and its disadvantages. Human justice must

be meted out as long as human nature exists, and

from the very fact that it is human justice, it must

be often imperfect on account of the sway of pas-

sions and prejudices over the minds and hearts of

men. Thus it is that, theoretically speaking, trial

by jury offers to us an excellent method of admin-

istering justice, but in practice, as the poet Burns

ays :

The best-laid schemes o' mice and men
Gang aft agley,

and so what was originally intended to be a means
of preserving equality of rights among men, is often

employed in the interests of injustice and oppres-

sion. Jurors, regardless of their ability to weigh

close questions of fact, are selected by chance.

This, indeed, stands as an obstacle on the very

threshold of the jury system. The banker, the
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merchant, the farmer and the miller are forced from

their respective places into the court room, in order

to decide a case upon the evidence given by wit-

nesses. Such men are often capable of rendering

impartial and intelligent verdicts, but they cannot

give that close attention to the evidence which the

case in question requires. Their thoughts must
and will wander to their business, and this pro-

duces anxiety, irritation and uneasiness. Such
dispositions as these are certainly not the proper

ones by which men should be animated, in order

to bear the responsibility of dealing out justice to

mankind.

Some bring forward the argument that these

men should be willing to sacrifice their personal

advantages and interests for the public good.

This argument is very plausible, but in order

to be effectual, it must first be proven that all

juries are empanelled for the public good. And
again, it does not seem reasonable that because one
man has injured the public good, another should

sacrifice his interests for the purpose of vindicating

the public good, especially when such vindication

is by no means probable. In almost every case we
find men who are really competent selected as

jurors, but who plead some excuse for not serving

as such ; the too frequent result is, that incompe-

tent men are chosen to fill their places.

Trials in their infancy were very brief, scarcely

one day being needed for a verdict. At the present

time, however, they run into weeks, even into

months, for example, the Cronin case of Chicago,

which lasted nearly four months. The result of

this long delay is, that the jurors necessaiily be-

come confused before the case is half over, and

have but a vague idea of the proceedings of the

whole trial when the time comes for rendering a

verdict that oftentimes, as in the case cited, in-

volves a matter of life and death.

Formerly where hundreds were involved, to-day

millions figure, and to contend with these con-

flicting questions requires more than the ordinary

training acquired on the farm, in the counting-

house, in the store, or in the workshop. It needs

men who have above all things the faculty of ana-

lyzing the statements of the witnesses, and who
can deduct a correct conclusion from them. Such
men are not so easily found, and it is highly im-

probable to expect that they will always be found

in a jury chosen by chance.

The loss of time and great expense are of trivial

importance, when we take into consideration the

chief feature of this system. Twelve men are

required to be of the same mind, in order to bring

in a verdict. In other words, twelve men are

required, legally speaking, to have the same opinion

with regard to the acceptation or rejection of testi-

mony, and the degree of guilt or innocence of the

defendant. This cannot but encourage sophistry

among lawyers, who only think of gaining the

case committed to their charge, and who are only

intent upon making this sameness of opinion

redound to their success. Sometimes the court is

permitted to set the verdict of the jury aside, and

this in itself clearly proves that the trial by jury is

a very iyiperfect system for the administration of

justice. :;'
;.,;:

,-,•./..,., '^:; /

Let us hope that ere long there will be some plan

by which a premium will no longer be placed on

incompetency, one which will allow all to assert

their rights speedily, with the least expense and

the highest degree of certainty.

J. J. Crowley, '94.

The White Scapular of Our Lady of Good Counsel.

In the early part of the current year His Holi-

ness Pope Leo XIII, in order to signify by a new
favor his well known devotion to the Most Holy
Mother of God and his regard and esteem for the

Order of St. Augustine, deigned to institute

the Society of the Scapular of the Blessed Virgin

Mary, Mother of Good Counsel.

The decree of His Holiness authorizing the use

of this Scapular* refers to the urgent need among
the Faithful, especially in these days, of the virtue

of good counsel, one of the choicest of the seven

gifts of the Holy Spirit of God. '* Mine is coun-

sel^'' saitli the Holy Ghost :
" / dwell in counsel^

and am present in learned thoughts

P

In the eighteenth century was established at

Genazzano, with the approval of Pope Benedict

XIV, the Society of the Mother of Good Counsel,

known as the Pious Union of Our Lady.

As the proper vestment or insignia of the

brotherhood of the Pious Union, this Scapular has

been instituted.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SCAPULAR.

The Scapular of the Blessed Virgin Mary of

Good Counsel is made (as usual) of two woolen
pieces, (of white color,) joined together by two
cords or ribbons. One of them is covered with

the likeness, stamped on silk or other material, of

the picture of the Blessed Mary, as honored in her

sanctuary at Genazzano, with these words : Mater
Boni Consilii^ i. e. , Mother of Good Counsel ; the

other bears (similarly on silk or otherwise,) the

Pontifical insignia, namely, the triple crown with

the keys, and this inscription in Latin or the ver-

* The decree

—

De Bcata Virgine Qaiitricc, issued through
the Congregatiop of Rjtes, WPP signed 0» January 21, 1S94,
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nacular : Fili acquiesce consiliis ej'us^ i. e.
, Son,

hearken nnto her counsels.—Leo XIII.

The Indulgences accorded by the Supreme Pon-
tiff to those who are enrolled in the Society, are as

follows.; '-'-' ''^' '";
V " PLENARY INDULGENCES.

A Plenary Indulgence, applicable to the souls

in purgatory, may be gained by all the Faithful ot

either sex, provided they have been rightly con-

fessed and have received the Holy Eucharist

worthily, on the following days :

1. On the day of their enrollment in the Society

of the Scapular of the Blessed Virgin Mary,

Mother of Good Counsel ; or on the Sunday or

any Feast Day immediately following it.

2. On the 26th of April, Feast of the Mother of

Good Counsel ; or any day within its Octave.

3. In the article of death
;

provided, that being

rightly confessed and refreshed with the Most
Holy Eucharist, they invoke the Most Holy Name
of Jesus with their lips, or at least in their hearts.

4. On the Feasts of {a) the Immaculate Concep-

tion, {B) the Nativity, (r) the Annunciation, {d)

the Purification, and {e) the Assumption of the

Blessed Virgin Mary ; and (/) on the Feast of St.

Augustine, Bishop, Confessor and Doctor of the

Church.

PARTIAL INDULGENCES.

1. An Indulgence of seven years and of as

many quarantines, applicable also the souls in

purgatory, may be gained by the Faithful of either

sex on the Feasts of {a) the Presentation and {b)

the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary
;
pro-

vided with contrite heart they visit a church or

public oratory, and there for some time piously

pray to God according to the intention of the

Supreme Pontiff.

2. An Indulgence of one hundred days as often

as they invoke the Counsel of the Virgin Mother
of God in their heart or with their lips.

3. Also an Indulgence of one hundred days as

often as with contrite heart they do some good
work in order to secure the conversion of sinners.

For enrollment in the Society of the Scapular of

Our Lady of Good Counsel one may apply to any
Augustinian Father.

Beauties and Teachings of Nature.

Nature resplendent with all its beauty, and
robed in variegated garments of brilliant or quiet

hues, eloquently testifies to the glory and goodness
of God.

The tall and lofty mountain, clad in its verdant

mantle, and rising so grandly and majestically

above its surroundings, until to our delighted eyes

its appears cloud-capped, seems to point out, accord-

ing to our vivid imaginations, a safe though tedious

journey to those realms that canopy earth.

The irregular stretch of green-carpeted valley,

bathed with purling streams, dotted with many-
colored flowers, and interspersed with trees of wide-

spreading and animated branches delights the eye

of the beholder and invites the weary traveler to

a seat 'ueath some stately oak, to be regaled by

the odor of sweet smelling flowers, pleased with

the melodious notes of tireless warblers, quieted

and lulled to sleep by the gentle zephyrs that fan

his cheeks.

The loud and boisterous cataract, tumbling over

rocks and precipitating itself with the utmost

haste and violence to the depths below ; the hoarse

interminably vast ocean ; the extensive and gloomy
forest, aroused by the howls of some beast of

prey from its perennial slumbers ; the magnifi-

cently proportioned beasts ; the many birds ot

brilliant plumage ; and, lastly, man made to His

image and likeness, reflect, each in its own way,

the beauty, grandeur and unspeakable majesty

of the Creator, and excite in us feelings of wonder,

admiration and love.

But how powerless would all these objects be to

produce such feelings if light were wanting ! And
how indescribably beautiful is the sun itself, which
produces this light that gives tone to all things,

especially at its rising and setting. As a great

poet has sung: "

" Sweet is the breath of morn, her rising sweet,

With charm of earliest birds
;
pleasant the sun,

When first on this delightful land he spreads

His orient beams, on herb, tree, fruit and flower,

Glistening with dew."

The heavy sable draperies of night seem thrust

aside by an invisible hand as slowly, majestically,

and with unclouded splendor, the precursor of

God's goodness for that day rises in the east,

suffuses all with its radiance, and awakens to

blooming joy the countless plants and flowers that

had bent their sleepy heads under the narcotic

influence of dewy night.

Nevertheless the millions of plants and flowers

destroyed by the intense heat of the noon-day sun

teach us the important lesson that too much pros-

perity can be as baleful and injurious as the most

chilling blasts of adversity.

But previous to the gloaming is the beauty and

splendor of " the glorious king of the day " most
pronounced. And the indescribable tints with

which he colors the clouds following in his train

long remain to enchant and ravish the minds of

observers.
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Then the silent twilight steals softly on, followed

by gloomy night relieved of utter darkness by the

pearly light of the moon,with its myriads of accom-

panying lesser lights, each symbolical of the mercy
of the Most High. •

But nature at all times does not wear this charm-

ing aspect. Periodically it exchanges its warm
garments of youth for the cold and uninviting one
of hoary old age. '^_:r^::.-<^y^y.- z:,^'

V Often, moreover, the brilliancy and brightness of

the sun is obscured by the warring elements that

disturb the calmness and serenity of the sky.

During these disturbances all things appear to

wear a mournful look, grieving doubtless over the

concealment of that vivifier to which they are so

greatly indebted.

But the brief duration of such conflicts which
must and do eventually end, serves to show that

our own troubles and trials are not permanent, and
that -;

'.-;:;';"

" There is a day of sunny rest,

For every dark and troubled night
;

And grief may bide an evening guest

But joy shall come with earthly light."

J. F. O'Leary, '94.

In Memoriam.

Rev. Augustine Ambrose Leonard, O.S.A., who fell asleep

at Cambridge, N. Y., March 22, 1894.

Asleep in Passiontide—on that blest feast

When Jesus gave His own the Living Bread !

Asleep in Death ! O can we call thee dead.

Who livest in the Lord, His own dear priest ?

The shades of Holy Week have almost ceased

To cast their gloom upon Golgotha's tryst,

—

We sit in darkness, but ^/lou art released,

To keep thine Easter with the Risen Christ

!

^^ I am the Resurrection and the Life?''

O Son of Saint Augustine, here we find

Our hope and solace. Nevermore earth's strife

Or woe can wound thy heart with thorns unkind.

Heaven's eternal rest and bliss be thine,

And may peipetual light upon thee shine !

Eleanor C. Donnelly.

Good Friday, 1894.

The Wanderer. ^ -

Love comes back to his vacant dwelling.

The old, old love that we knew of yore !

We see him stand at the open door,

With his great eyes sad, and his bosom swelling.

He makes as though in our arms repelling

He fain would lie as he lay before
;

Love comes back to his vacant dwelling,

The old, old love that we knew of yore

!

Ah ! who shall help us from over-telling

The sweet forgotten, forbidden lore !

E'en as we doubt in our heart once more.

With a rush of tears to our eyelids welling,

Love comes back to his vacant dwelling.

W. Wordsworth.

The following is our Base-ball Schedule for
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EDITORIALS.

It is natural for all men when they hear of a

person renowned either for moral or intellectual

greatness to desire to emulate him. But how
many put this wish into practice ? How many
allow the spiritual to transcend the material or

suffer their minds to pursue the same rugged road

of thought travelled over by those who have so

deeply and favorably impressed them ? Many
urge that the relative conditions of mankind pre-

clude, not the possibility, but the probability ofsuch

a course, owing to its inconvenience and difficulty.

But this view arises from the erroneous notion they

possess respecting that which constitutes moral or

intellectual greatness. While every individual

cannot become a Washington or a Gladstone, still

the principles of thought and action that guided

the former and still regulate the conduct of the

latter can be adopted by all, no matter what may
be their position or state of life. It is in the power
of each and every one to strive to follow with per-

severence the right and just course ; to bear cheer-

fully misfortunes and trials ; to resist temptations

of all kinds ; to love and do good to one's neigh-

bor ; briefly, to temper with mercy, justice and
honesty the various duties of life. Having fol-

lowed such a course, although one may not have

attained international prominence, or even any

reputation in the estimation of men, yet he will

have in his character greatness iu the true and
strict sense of the word. " ^ ^ v <

' 4:
;

A GOOD practical education should be the aim of

each and every one of us. For the attainment of • ;

this end many and different studies are requisite, i

the most essential of which are those which tendj;

to make us thoroughly conversant with our mother

tongue, as the proper understanding and expression

of one's own vernacular is altogether indispensable

to a well educated man. While a knowledge of

foreign languages cannot be considered absolutely :

necessary for a good education, still the many
advantages derived from a study of the same, will

amply repay us for our time and trouble. The ,

satisfaction of being able to understand the many
foreign phrases met with in the books of standard

authors; the ability to appreciate the beauties of

thought and expression that abound in the works,

especially, of French, German and Italian writers

;

the benefits accruing to public, private and profess-

ional men in understandingand being understood by
those with whom, on account of business relations,

they are brought into close contact, evince some of

the reasons why studies of this kind should not be

neglected. Hence, while we have the time and
opportunity, let us take advantage of them and
become familiar with the foreign languages, for

such knowledge, though not considered necessary
;

is, however, one of the most useful features of a

good, practical education.

Not the least encouraging sign of the spirit of

the times is the growing number of Catholic pub-

lications. While there are very many that, by their

merit, interest all lovers of good literature, we feel

that the one entitled Our Lady of Good Counsel^

which will appear for the first time during the

present month, will be welcomed by thousands.

This little magazine will be under the auspices ofthe

Augustinian Fathers. The editorial management
will be in the competent hands of Miss Eleanor C.

Donnelly, the gifted poetess of Philadelphia. Very
Rev. T. C. Middleton, D.D., O.S. A., will contribute

the Augustinian matter. Its columns will be open

for items pertaining to Our Lady of Good Counsel

or her shrmes throughout the world. We wish it

success.

In accordance with our views already expressed

regarding the Athletic Association, we now ask

each and every student to make the play for its

benefit a great success.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

55-

a =

-Solve the quadrantal triangle :

—

174° 12' 49.1", b = 94° 8' 20", c

Solutioti by /. S, Smithy '96.

= 90^

Let A\ B\ Cy a', b\ d represent the corres

ponding angles and sides of the polar triangle,

Then ^'=(180° — 175° 12' 49.1")= 5° 47' 10.9'

;:
; .- B'={i^cf — 94° 8' 20") =85° 51' 40"

: C'=(i8o° — 90") =90°
tan ^y2 c'= — cos {ff ^ A') sec (B' — A')

B' ^ ^'=91'' 38' 50.9- _,
B' — ^'=80° 4' 29. \"

log cos {B' + A') = 8.45863

log sec (^B'— A') = 0.76356

2 [9.22219

log tan j4c^ = 9. 61 1095

yi (/ = 22° 12' 56^''
-£-::;': y = 44° 25' 53"

..

C=i35°34^/-//

tan 'y2 b' = tan [^ {B' + A') - 45°] tan [45°+

y,{B^-A^)-\ ,

y {B' + AO — ^5° = 0° 49^ 25.5''

45°+ y2 {B' - A') = 85° 2' 14.6'^

log tan 0° 49^ 25.5''= 8.15770

log tan 85° 2' 14.6" = 1 1. 06133

219.21903

log tan y b' = 9.609515

yb^ = 22° 8' 35-

b' = 44° 17' 10''

B = 135° 42' 50''

tan 'y a' = tan [>^ {B' + .4') —45°] tan [45°—
y {B' — A')-\

y {B' + A') - 45° = 0° 49' 25.5"

45°-^(^'-^0 = 4°5/45-4''

log tan 0° 49' 25.5'' = 8.15770

log tan 4° 57' 45.4'' = 8.93867

•2 17-09637

log tan y2 a' = 8.54819

ya'=2'' X' 2^"

a' = 4° 2' 50'^

A = 175° 57' 10'^

56.—Clear of radicals the equation : .

Vy — 5- + Vz — ;r + Vx — y = o.

Solution by T.J. Condon^ '96.

Vy — 2" + V2 — X -\- VX — y =^ 0.

\/y — z -\- Vz — jr =— \/x —y. Squaring.

r y — z -\- H — X -\- 2 i/{y
—z) {z—x) = x — y

, 2 i^{y— z)(z— x)=2x—2y. Dividing by 2

;
V! .i V(v — z) {z x) =x— y. Squaring,

(y — z){z — x) = {x— yf
y z — z^ — xy + xz=:::t:^ + y^-\-2xy

x"^ -\- y"^ + z^ = X y -\- X z -{- y z

57.—The sum of three numbers in geometrical

progression is 39, and the sum of their squares 819 ;

find the numbers. ,

Solution by Thos. J. Ronayne^ '95.

Let X z=z the first, and jj/ the third. The mean
= VX y.

X -\- Vxy -{- y= T,g (i)

jr^ + ^ y 4- y = 819 (2)

Dividing (2) by (i) x — V'xy-{-y=^2i (3)
'': Adding and subtracting (i) (3)

X +j^= 30 (4)

:: 2Vxy= 18 (5)
Square (4) x^ -\- y^ -{- 2 x y = 900

"
(5) 4^y = 3H'

Subtract (5) from (4) ^ + ^ — 2 x y = 576
;;. . '. X — _y = + 24 ..;^';:.-:-;

'

.';-:•, ,''.'•

]:;£ X -\-y = 3Q ^'''dh'^^'y-'-:^^ ' ^^- -:"'"'

, •. .a: = 3 or 27

^ = 27 or 3 and the numbers are 3. 9. 27.

56.—In turning a one-horse chaise within a ring

of a certain diameter it was observed that the outer

wheel made two turns while the inner made but

one ; the wheels were both 4 feet high and fixed 5

feet from each on the axle-tree. What was the cir-

cumference of the track described by the outer
wheel ?

Solution by M. J. Vesey^ '96.

Let X =:diameter of inner circle

;r + 10 =: diameter of outer circle

The circumference described by the outer wheel
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is twice the length of that described by the inner

;

therefore

,
2 : I = ;i: + lo : ;r .,

/^^ V„:::r :-:' A'.-.:.-''v^r-^v.,„

'\ ' ;tr -f lo = 2;r '"',

W
':'- -^v'

;r =: lo
•:;, X + lo — 20 '"" ''-•' •'•

;/ ; 20 == diameter of outer circle

20 X 3.1416 = 62.836 feet

62.836 feet = circumference of outer circle.

59.—Prove that the square of a diagonal of a

rectangular parallelopiped is equal to the sum of
the squares of its three dimensions.

Solution by J. Stanly Smithy '96.

B

—
"t T^

\

\
\
\
\

,

V

A I N •

^^ - , "^
"" — \

"* — \

H

D

Let CE be a diagonal and CZ>, OB and CG the
dimensions of the rectangular parallelopiped E—
ABCD. _

To prove CE'' = CU^ + CB" + C(P
Proof. Draw CA ; then the triangles ACD and

ACEarergt A
Hence C^' = CB^ + AEf = CD" ^~C&

;, CE"^ = CA^ + AE^ = CA' + CG'
^-: CE\= CD" + cB -fee

New Problems.

61.—Given a = 20° 16' 38", /; -= 50° 19' 40",

c = 66° 20' 44" ; find A, B, C.

62.—Construct a triangle, being given

—

1. The radius of the inscribed circle, the verti-

cal angle, and the perpendicular from the vertical

angle on the base.

2. The base, the sum or diiference of the other

sides and the radius of the inscribed circle, or of

one of the escribed circles.

3. The centres of the escribed circles.

63.—A gentleman has a garden 100 feet long and

80 feet broad. Now, a gravel walk is to be made
of an equal width all around it ; what must be the

breadth of the walk to take up just half the

groimd ?

64.—If I purchase at $130 a bond of $100 bear-

ing 8 per cent, interest, and having 50 years to run,

interest payable semi-annually ; what rate of inter-

est per annum do I realize on my investment if

held to maturity, and if money is worth 5 per

cent?

SPLINTEB8.

; Vive

L'empereur !

Johnny.

Chewsday. •

Dead Ball.

Tickets for one.
*

A pretty red rose.

Chic-chicky-chicken

.

Room to rent, third floor, right.

Always take Grandma's advice.

I meant to do what was right.

You see I'm far away from home.

Martin's rolling was a feature of the game.

Who can account for Johnny's early return.

"And there is my brother home working."

Are you really going home to-morrow ?

Oh ! Ed, did you hear what a " break " I made.

He had a severe cold and almost lost his breath.

Indeed I go regularly every Sunday afternoon.

I expect to capture first prize in the spring races.

Ah ! now I'll read. Does not that inspire you ?

A base fiddle would have been a welcome visitor

in our last game.

You would need four eagle eyes to be on the

watch, .^'i^^-v/.-.'-
^- ;.,:::--;-':-.;. -^';.;

Wanted.—Five more juniors for the upper left

hand table.

has a beautiful voice for a parlor, but of

course / don't know.

" They asked me to make the concluding

remarks and I'm glad to so do."

We advise the boys who mailed the postal cards

during the Easter holidays to beware.

We were laboring under the impression that

Eddie was lost, but a bad penny always turns up.

The rays of the sun no longer penetrate the

flat since the gentle reminder by Biz.

W^hat a smiling countenance D assumes

when he thinks how soon the "loads " will begin.

We don't "Kerr" to receive any more such

attempts at versification from . You had

better consign them to the flames.

How about that, Steve ? Do you not think it is

your turn to purchase the weed ?

Neil was gratified to learn that it was growing

pains with which he was troubled. And he is

willing to have them continue.
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I want free life and I want fresh air,

I long for another year down there,

I sigh for a canter down Lancaster Pike
With Billy and John and my old friend Mike
And Tommy trotting along by my side.

Speaking of naught save his pretty bride, •

.

And how few people there who knew ?:.' ";

Of my escapades with Mon--^ • • - '

Nick says it makes no difference whether you
are born in Hong Kong or America. Well, we're
not " cue " rious.

Our friend Dennis, from Brooklyn, is constantly
in the Gym. swinging on the rings. He is evidently

trying to stretch himself 'Tis iu vain, Dennis.

For the benefit of those anxious to hear how
many days of school remain Dave has arranged a
very accurate account of them, both of study and
recreation.

The manner in which J. M. hit the ball is suffi-

cient proof that he has listened attentively to the

instructions given by his pal, Andy.

" You do not give me credit, boys,

For knowing half I do," he said.

And then leaned back and looked so wise

While cig'rette smoke curled round his head.

I half believed him when he spoke
;

But then I thought it was a joke,

One of his old ones, rich and rare,

;v Which he prepares with so much care. ;

He wants to speak, 'tis plain to see.

He cannot keep it, no, not /le.

He faintly smiles and says the word,

Oh how I wish it ne'er occurred !

But list awhile and you will know
;

He spoke too fast you'll say I trow.

The next day's sun had not yet set,

When he his smartness did regret.

Now list again, my noble friend,

For after this Gra-apes I'll send
;

And if perchance something you hear.

Ne'er let it reach the victim's ear.

The following is an address copied from a letter

that made its its appearance a few days ago. It

found the owner.

To a youth named Kerr^

Otherwise called Dick^

In Villanova^ sir.

Be pleased to take me quick
;

In Pennsylvania^ sir,

County Delaware^

'Tis the best breed of " Kerr "

To be found anywhere.

PERSONALS.

Mrs. Thomas Kennedy called to see her son

Michael on the 5th instant.

Rev. Father Brehony, of Manayunk, Pa., called

recently on Rev. M. J. Locke, O.S.A.

Rev. N. J. Murphy, O.S. A., of Philadelphia, paid

us a hurried visit a few days since.

Among our recent visitors was the Rev. P. F.

McClean, of the Catholic University.

Our Very Rev. President, C. A. McEvoy, at-

tended the funeral of Rt. Rev. M. J. O'Farrell, at

Trenton, on April 5th.

Mr. and Mrs. Bridgman spent the greater part of

Easter Sunday with their son, Francis, of the

Junior department.

Messrs. Donnelly, Maloney, O'Brien and McNa-
Mara, of Pittston, former students, paid a visit on

April 8th.

Messrs. Melley and Wheeler, of St. Charles'

Seminary, Overbrook, Pa., spent a few pleasant

hours with their friend, J. M. Walsh, March 20th.

Mrs. J. J. Wade, of Chicago, spent two weeks at

the College with her son, E. T, who has been

suffering from a severe attackof inflammatory rheu-

matism but is at present improving very rapidly.

Rev. E. P. Flynn, O.S. A., formerly of Law-
rence, Mass. , but at present at Chestnut Hill, Pa.

,

where he will remain until Father Geraghty's

return, called to see us.

Rev. R. A. Gleeson and W. A. Coar, O.S. A., of

our College attended the funeral of Rev. August-

ine Leonard, O.S. A., at Cambridge, N. Y.,

March 26th.

Our Very Rev. President, C. A. McEvoy, O.S. A.,

attended the dedication ceremonies at St. John's

Church, Manayunk, Pa.

The following Augustinian Fathers, Rev. P. J.

Fahey, J. A. Wheelan, J. M. Fleming and M. J.

Geraghty commenced, on April 8, a two weeks'

mission at Randolph, Mass. The same Fathers

will immediately after conduct a four-weeks' mission

at Lynn, Mass.

We sympathize with the people of the Diocese

of Trenton in the loss of their great and good

Bishop, Right Rev. M. J. O'Farrell, D.D.

That he stood high in the affection and respect

of his religious and secular friends was evidenced

by the immense number that assembled at his

funeral to pay their last tribute of love to their

departed friend.
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SOCIETIES.

V.D.S. Saturday evening, April 7. The sub-

ject for debate was, " Resolved, That vessels used on

water are more serviceable than land vehicles."

The affirmative was championed by Messrs. Mc-
Carthy and McKeough ; Messrs. Vasey and

Hughes were the negative's strong supporters.

• Mr. McCarthy's arguments were interspersed

with frequent outbursts of humor. Mr. Vasey was

quite conversant with his subject and made some
telling points. The most convincing speaker of

the evening was Mr. McKeongh, who is a thinker

and a sarcastic debater. Mr. Hughes discussed

the question at length and in a forcible manner.

The negative succeeded in convincing the judge

that " land vehicles are more serviceable than

vessels used on water."

At 9.15 the audience retired, expressing grati-

fication for having been present at so entertaining a

debate.

V. D.A. On the evening of Wednesday, April

i8th, the Villanova Dramatic Association will pre-

sent Dion Boucicault's well known play, " The
Colleen Bawn," for the benefit of the Athletic

Association. As this is the first play we have

presented this term our efforts will be untiring to

make it a great success. The Glee Club and

Orchestra have kindly volunteered their assistance

for the occasion.

As the proceeds of this play are in particular for

the base-ball team, and in general for the Athletic

Association, we earnestly solicit the patronage of

everybody, and hope to see the same interest that

has been displayed at our plays on former occa-

sions.

V.A.A. The regular monthly meeting of this

society was held on Wednesday evening, March 7.

After the regular monthly business had been

transacted, the committee to arrange for the play

reported that the proceeds would be for the use of

this association. From present indications the

base-ball team of '94 will excel that of '93, as

the new members have strengthened it wonderfully

and the daily practice • under the supervision of

Captain Carey is already producing encouraging

results. The first game will be on Saturday, April

14, when we will open the season with the Mont-
gomery A. A. Base-ball Club.

No better opportunity could be offered to the

lovers of the national game to witness first-class

base-ball games than is offered at present. We
cordially invite everybody interested to come and
witness these games, and ample provision will be

made for the accommodation of all. All games
commence at 4 o'clock.

EXCHANGES.

The April number of the Niagara Index has

been studiously and wisely directed, both in

matter and arrangement. The essay on Long-

fellow, showing on the part of the writer an

intimate acquaintance with the works of this great

American poet, is well written. While the field

of knowledge is open to all, and the choice of an

author rests with the reader, yet we should not

overlook the writers of our own age and clime

" lest," as the writer remarks, " it be hereafter said

that others have found a jewel unknown in our

age." The conclusion of "Shakespeare and

Duty," brought with it regret that such an able

article had come to an end. We trust that others

equally as good will follow.

For the first time it is our pleasure to greet from

the sunny South The Collegian^ of Belmont, N.C.,

as an exchange. The Ex-man saw this journal in

its infancy, and to say that it has greatly improved

in appearance and literary merit, would be saying

bi\t little. We were not surprised to note the

hesitancy of the staff in the adoption of an

exchange column, for the choice of an Ex-man is

oftentimes a difficult task. The selection being

made, the man so honored finds the office no sine-

cure, for he must ever be an able and friendly

critic, and always ready to give and take, and both

in the proper way. But we see he has steered his

vessel in the right direction and we wish him
" bon voyage."

On the arrival of the Earlhamite we experienced

much pleasure and interest in that excellent

article '* The Reign of Justice." The sentiments

and thoughts therein contained are of a high and
noble order. The subject, " Evolution and the

Human Conflict," has been completely and felici-

tously presented. The standard of this journal is,

in our opinion, somewhat lowered by the sickly

appearance of the "Exchanges." Ye editors,

infuse life into your shadow of an exchange
column, and the change will be appreciated by
all.

The Fm/<7r7«« clothed in its vernal robe betokens
especial care and preparation in its miscellaneous

matter. The poem, " He is Risen," embraces
"truth in its Sunday clothes." The essay on A.

P. A'ism, " a by-word among all people," is a

scathing denunciation of this association, pernicious

alike to society and republic. The ingenious

manner with which the author treats the subject

makes the composition one very instructive and
entertaining.

It is ever with pleasure that we receive and read

the Athenaeum of West Virginia University.

We heartily enjoyed that treatise on the dude

—

almost as much as though we were reading Twain
or Bill Nye.
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOK STORE,

. 824: Arch St., ':'<:'':'-^^:i,''.

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Catbolic Book Store sontb of New York.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In PhLlladelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Kates.

E. K. WILSON &SON,
'

;. .;
' Manufacturer* of and Dealers in

|?ii[s1;-@lass l^eets and ghees^
Bapairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Onatom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastet Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

T>. 3. OALLAGHBR. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

V D. J. GALLAGHER & CO..

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Gallagher Bulldinir.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

KSTABLISHED 1870.

Jolin P*. Collins,

^BooK-f Binder-^
Ho. 1 South Tenth Street,

«a~Job Work a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,
^BDt^' Fui<Di$Iiiog ^ood^ &qd ^Iiiiili ManofBctDreii

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Pbyiiciana' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
PROPRIETOR.

A.lso a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

The Best
Is the Cheapest.

Hallahaii'.s Shoes
are the best.

:S GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes. ,

Eighth and Filbert Streets.

Philadelphia.
HALLAHAN,

P. J. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe Croeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iAZIG TV^AKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

ilVWifCB and Beards to Hire, for Amateur TheatricaU.'SCii

A\^]yi. E. HiisrcH,

cuiNDoai ••• GLiflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTNUr STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AliL BRANCHES.

Special Rate* in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HKNSBURV.
JOHN J. HY^ii^HlS,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SBCOT^iD STREET,
Below Market, Eflst Side. PHILADELPHIA..

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker § Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER. Ilf

Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.Lancaster Avenue.
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an invitation to you to call at our GRIJAT WESTEKN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dri«d Beef, Lard, Hams and FroTisions.

We have constaiuly on hand and note the Low Prices at which wc are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEQANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

••CHRISTIAN MOOt^H.-f
E^iTABLISHED 3o YEARS. KSTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Oiaterns, Qas Tanks, Etc.

CalciminiDg^ and Jobbicgr in Plasterlnsf
Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.
Eesidenoe- QARKETTVILLE, DELAWABE 00., PA.

Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

0. K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GEORQE S. BEANS, Treasurer

WM. L. ELKINS, President
MARTIN MALONEY, Vici'-Prts't mid Manager

THE FENNSYLYAN^ SLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qo9tra(;tor8 for Ij^l^tip^ Qitie5 ar?d Jovuqs

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, f

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADKLPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer In Durable

Fupqitui'BlBediliiig

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Pbiladelpbiu,

Special Discount to Institntlons.

3
: THOMAS F. SMALL - ;;:|

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Gonie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

PHiladelphia,

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 l^ortl? 5u/elftl? 5t., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

•^P[RCHITECT<^
; .:• Beneficial Saving Fund Building, .,

'

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M. E. Reynolds,
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE MAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going: elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Farnlsliliig Tin Ware of Every Deacrlptlou

Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCASTER AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

JOHN Bradley.
Manufacturer of

1^1 N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
ODSTOM WOEK A 8PE0IALTT, BEPAIEINO NEATLY DONE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•^TEXT 40*

New and Second Hand.
Htive eonatantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
• purchased for cash. - ;;:•

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

I JOHN JOSEPH McVBY,
39 1^. Thifteeoth StiTc«t,

PHlIiADEIiPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLICWEEKLY.
EstabliBhed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St , Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $1.00 Single copies 5 cts,

Money tan be sent by Post Office Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRIHTINQ AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE » HATTER
STRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

*-W" "W. I^E.A.lTOIS*
DBALEB IW

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Olasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AOEBT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at

the lowest club rates.

LKNCKSTER RAZB.. MRDTW^ORE, PK.

JOS. C. FISHHR,

^ COSTU7VIER,H<>
^55 Soath Ninth Street, Philadelphiay Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

CutOut This Coupon, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and Si.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 6n Washington St., Boston, Mass .will receive the superb
Catholic Kfontlily, DONAHOK'S MAGAZINB, for one year. ^The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication only,
can it be had for fi.oo. This coupon must accompany the order.

H. MUHR'S SONS,

^Je 5A£e L-eRS <^
Diamonds, Precious Stones, and Watch Manufacturers.

Salesroom, 629 Chestnut St., Factory, Broad and Race Sts.

Branches: 139 State Street, Chicago.
20 John St., New York.

131 Avenue du Sud, Antwerp.

THOmflS R. CliHAHY,

^P^UNERA^L DIRECTOR, <»

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

49~ Personal attention day or night.

]^
otel I^iel7ard8oi> •.• •..

•.• •.* 1305-7 pllbert 5treet, pi?lladelpl?ia.

__ One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE.

Rooms with Board, Permaneut or Tran-

sient, [y-r'''-:'- ''- '")-''-[''-•-'" ^^- :--':y'--^:-'-
,.;.-.;,;

:
•

>^^^^^^^^^ Arthur Lynaugh,
vi:--:-'.r<^^.yy:: :?.:.''. :.:^, .,..',,:-- :' .^j- >' /:\-/j': ':.-,: ' ' Manager. ^'"

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..

147-49-51 NORTH TENTH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Kngfraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK. Manager.

Lithographers .... Printers

?.lx::>„NcMANUS*.^c..
Stationers Blank Book Makers

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

Sntirtly New.
jiireast of the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY

^Miiiiiit

Sitrccssnr of the
"Unabridged."

J^verybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
-, i-crninn the history, siiell-

"j injr, pronunfiatiou, and
meaning of words.

A tiihrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired information
concerning eminent per-

___„^ sons; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe ;
particulars c<mcerning noteil tictitious per-

sons and i»laces; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, oftice, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.

Hon. D. J. Brewer, .Justice of V. S. Suprenie Court,
writes: " Tlie Internatioiml Dictionary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I connnend it to all as the

<me great standard authority."

Hold Oij All lioohscUcra.

WEBSTER'SG. Jk C. Merriatn Company,

SiJ'ml'ftet'C^htss. \ INTERNAHONAL J—

^

\ DICTIONARY

,

il9~I>o not buy clipap photographic
reprints of ancient editions.
oWSend for free prospectus.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale § Exchange Stables,

Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

(Jold ^ 5''^?''/n?^3l8 for all OGGa8ioi}5
Plus and Badf;es, etc. Made to Order.

Kngra-vlnga In General and Special AVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'fr of the Villanova College Priie MedaLs.)
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THE ASCENSION.

. From the Spanish of Fra Luis Ponce De Leon, O-S.A.

ND thou hast left, oh pastor saint

Thy flock to wander in this vale obscure,

In solitude and plaint,

Whilst thou, most high and pure.

Dost cleave the air immortal and secure.

And those who erst were happiest

Are full of sorrow, sadness, weeping sore
;

Nurtured upon thy breast

Thy loss we now deplore

—

Where shall they turn for comfort, where adore ?

ISTo. 5.

That object now shall glad those eyes

That basked in sunshine of thy beauteous face ?

What should they not despise

Who heard thy voice's grace ?

All other sounds must leave an evil trace.

Since now thou'rt hidden from our view.

What hand shall rule the billowing ocean's might ?

Who'll curb its rage anew

When storm winds take their flight ?

What compass guide the bark through starless night?

Ah, envious clouds that hence convey

Our earthly joy, of but a moment's span !

Whence speed they with such prey ?

How rich they sail away,

—

And what a poor blind erring thing is man !
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Self-Reliance. . -.'.,... j :,

Every person has two educations—one which
he receives from others ; and one, more important,

which he gives himself."

—

Gibbo7i.

Of all the elements of success none is of more
vital importance than self-reliance—that is a de-.

termination to be one's own helper, and not to look

to others for support. It is the secret of all indi-

vidual growth and vigor, the master-key that

unlocks all difficulties in every profession or calling.

Aide-toi et le del t^ aidera^ as the French have it

—

Help yourself, and Heaven will help you—should

be the motto of every man who would make him-

self useful in the world or carve his way to riches

or honors.

The direst curse that can befall a young man is

to be the recipient of charity; to lean, wliile his

character is forming, on others for support. Help

from within always strengthens, but help from

without invariably enfeebles its recipient ; it is not

in the sheltered garden or in the hot-house, but on

the rugged pine cliffs, where the storms beat most

violently, that the toughest plants are reared. It

is not by the use of corks, bladders and life-

preservers that you can best learn to swim, but by

plunging courageously into the waves and buffeting

them, like Cassius and Caesar, " with lusty sinews.

"

The man who dares not follow his own judgment,

but runs perpetually to others for advice, becomes

finally a moral weakling and an intellectual dwarf;

such a man has no self within him, and believes in

no self within him, but goes as a suppliant to

others and entreats them, one after another, to lend

theirs. God never intended that strong, independent

beings should be reared by clinging to others, like

the ivy to the oak, for support ; the difficulties,

hardships and trials of life—the obstacles one en-

counters on the road to fortune—are positive

blessings. They knit his muscles more firmly and

teach him self-reliance, just as by wrestling with

an athlete who is superior to us, we increase our

own strength and learn the secret of his skill.

All difficulties come to us, as Bunyan says of

temptation, like the lion which met Sampson. The
first time we encounter them they roar and gnash

their teeth, but once subdued, we find a nest of

honey in them.

Peril is the very element in which power is

developed. "Ability and necessity dwell near each

other," said Pythagoras. " He who has battled,"

says Carlyle, " were it only with poverty and hard

toil, will be found to be stronger and more expert

than he who could stay at home from the battle,

concealed among the provision-wagons, or even
rest unwatchfully abiding by the stuff."

Burke, repelling the Duke of Bedford's attack

upon his pension, says of himself :
" I was not

rocked and swaddled and dandled into a legislator.

Nitor in adversum is the motto for a man like

me." Great statesmen in all countries have owed
their sagacity, tact and foresight more to failure

than success. The diplomatist becomes master of

his art by being baffled, thwarted and defeated,

quite as much as by winning his points. Every

time that he is checkmated he acquires a more pro-

found knowledge of the political game, and makes
his next combination with increased skill and with

increased chances of success. - : ^.; .r

It is told of Lord Thurlow, a Chancelor of

England, that on being consulted by a parent as to

the best means his son could adopt to secure success

at the bar, he thus replied :
" Let your son spend

his own fortune, marry and spend his wife's, and

then go to the bar ; there will be no fear of his

failure." Why this recommendation ? Plainly be-

cause Thurlow's observation had taught him that

the man who has a sure means of support has not

the inducement to put his shoulder to the wheel

which stimulates and urges him who feels the

pressure of the res angustiae domi.

''''Ibit eo quo vult^ qui zonam perdidit^

Who are they that

" Pluck bright glory from the pale-faced moon.

Or dive into the bottom of the deep.

When fathom-line could never touch the ground.

And drag up drowned honor by the locks ?
"

The scions of noble blood ? The sons of the rich

who were dandled in the lap of luxury, whose path

was smoothed for them at every step, who were

never for an instant compelled to fight against the

armed resistance of misfortune, penury and wrong?
No ! they are men of humble parentage—men
whose cradles were never rocked in lordly mansions,

and who buffeted the billows of fate without de-

pendence save upon the mercy of God and . their

own energies ; nature's noblemen, who have trodden

under foot the painted lizards of society, and worked

out their own distinction with an ardor that could

not be quenched and a perseverance that consid-

ered nothing as done while anything yet remained

to be done.

The are many persons who are always looking

to government, to institutions, to workingmen's

or other associations, to anything and everything

but their own hands and brains to better their own
condition and make their life-journey easy. But

even the best institutions can give a man no active

help; laws wisely administered will secure to men
the fruits of their industry, but no laws which the

wit of man can devise can make the idle, indus-

trious ; the thriftless, provident ; or the drunken,

sober. Nine-tenths of the great social evils which
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reformers denounce are but the outgrowth of indi-

vidual life, and no legislation can extirpate them,

unless the axe is also laid at the root.

~ The great art of education, it has been wisely

said, is " to teach others to teach themselves."

Nor is there any contradiction to the aphorism in

the saying so often quoted that "a self-taught

man had a very ignorant fellow for his master," for

by "self-taught" is here meant one who, ignorant

of all that others have accomplished makes no use

of others' labors in any department of art, science

; or learning, and is therefore limited to the result

of his own discoveries. It has been well said that

"in mind as well as body, we are children first

only that we may afterwards become men ; depend-

;
ent upon others in order that we may learn from

them such lessons as may tend eventually to our

edification on an independent basis of our own."

It cannot be too often repeated that it is not help

but obstacles, not facilities but difficulties that

make men. Shelly tells us of certain poets that

;
they % .:•;;>;".: ^.';'; -,;:.:/' '...:.', '.- -."ir-',:'^-''^'

':''/
':\\::-.

"Are cradled into poetry by wrong ; > '

They learn in suffering what they teach in song."

And it would seem that as flowers need to be

: crushed before they will give forth all their per-

fumes, and as the goldfinch is said to sing the

most sweetly when a hot needle is thrust into its

eye, so pain and anguish are the conditions of

some men's success, without which it is impossible

to evoke the most brilliant displays of genius.

The moral feebleness of the time is equalled by the

intellectual ; men are gradually ceasing to think,

they have their thinking done for them. " As the

native in some parts of the world carries the

traveller in a chair on his back over the moun-
tains, so the teacher carries the pupil up the Alpine

peaks of knowledge ; as the priest in Siberia puts

his devotions into a mill and grinds out prayers so

we expect our preachers to do our praying for us

;

as the steam engine whisks us, asleep or awake, to

the city or capital, so we expect the books over

which we doze to bear us to the metropolis of

science." While it is true that all men cannot be

Raphaels or Shakespeares, that the number of

Miltons and Newtons who have Paradise Losts

and Principias stored away in their brains is far

smaller than is generally supposed—it is equally

true that every individual mind may contain some
germ, some seed or latent principle, the develop-

ment of which may sooner or later, exert an im-

portant influence over the whole widespread

world.

Do you complain of your difficulties ? In answer
to this question it may be said that neither power
nor capacity is to be measured by the capacity of

the recipient. Were not the oak forests of the

earth once contained in a single acorn ? Was it

not a camel-driver that founded a new religion and

changed the faces of empires ? Was not Pope

Gregory VII a carpenter's son, Sixtus V a shepherd

and Adrian VI a bargeman ? Did not Cobden, a

manufacturer with no brilliancy of parts, by his

stubborn perseverance overthrow in a few years

the long established and deeply rooted commercial

system of the British Empire ? And was it not

Arkwright, the barber's apprentice, who, although

receiving a little more than a barber's education,

bore the English nation triumphantly through the

wars of the French Revolution, by the splendid

achievements of his mechanical genius, which

are now declared to be of greater value than all her

colonies from Hindostan to Labrador ?

History teems with such examples, showing

that giant deeds may be performed by apparent

pygmies, and that, if engaged in a noble cause,

there is no social dwarf who may not become a

moral Hercules. There are some men who instead

of making the best use of the faculties which

they have, are continually telling of what they

might do " under happier circumstances." Under
happier circumstances !—as if the very seal and

sign of greatness were not precisely the regal

superiority to circumstances which makes them
aids and ministers to success instead of becoming
their slave. The truth is, that the " circum-

stances" upon which so many faint-hearted men
dwell with lugubrious eloquence should be re-

garded as the very tools with which one is to

work, the stepping-stones by which he is to mount
to the pinnacle of honor and fame.

It is said that when John C. Calhoun was in

Yale College, he was ridiculed by his fellow-stu-

dents for his intense application to study. "Why,
sir," he replied, "lam forced to make the most

of my time, that I may acquit myself creditably

when in Congress."" A laugh followed, when he

exclaimed :

'

' Do you doubt it ? I assure you, if I

were not convinced of my ability to reach the

National capital as a representative within the

next three years, I would leave college this very

day."

Let every young man thus have faith in him-

self and earnestly take hold of life, scorning all

props and buttresses. Instead of wielding the

rusttd sword of his valorous ancestors, let him

forge his own weapons, and, conscious of the God
in him and the Providence over him, let him

fight his own battles with his own good lance.

Instead of sighing for capital or friends and declar-

ing that, "if he only had these he would be some-

body," let him remember that, as Horace Greely
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says, he is looking through the wrong end of the

telescope, that if he only were somebody, he would

speedily have all the boons whose absence he is

bewailing. Instead of being one of the foiled

potentialities, of which the world is so full—one of

the subjunctive heroes, who always might, could,

would or should do great things, but whose not

doing great things is what nobody can under-

stand—let him be in the imperative mood, and do

that of which his talents are indicative. If this

lesson of self-reliance be once learned and acted

on, every man will discover within himself, under

God, the elements and capacities of usefulness and

honor.

M. H. McDonnell, '95.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

EIGHTH PAPER.

But creatures of the vegetable world, of the

order of plants and trees, while gifted with being,

have also life, and the power of development,

which comes from life ; but being soulless, they

have not the power of sense, or feeling, or instinct.

Yet the vegetable world is not wholly inert. Plants

live, though they cannot change their place, nor

feel pleasure, or pain. Like inorganic substances,

plants stay where they are put, and by their

increase and fruit-bearing serve their Creator.

Yet higher in the order of creation and far more

gifted than vegetables are the creatures of the

animal kingdom, of the world of brutes, beasts,

birds, fishes, and the like. Ranking higher than

all other creatures of the visible world, brutes

share with these lower orders of things the perfec-

tion wherewith they are endowed. With inorganic

substances, brutes have existence, being ; with

vegetables, life, growth and the power of increase
;

while unlike the orders of the inorganic and veg-

etable kingdoms, brutes alone, because of their

immeasurable superiority, have the power of sense,

feeling, instinct, motion. At will brutes change

their domicile ; when they feel like it, they eat,

drink, sleep ; and, so closely do they imitate man
—their master, that in a certain crude way they

even go through many of the forms of domestic,

social and political life. Brutes have their fami-

lies, which they nourish, protect, instruct and

rule ;
they have their societies, and assemblies,

their leaders and their guides.

For in the marvellous order of God's creation

each class of beings, while partaking in a more or

less eminent manner of all the graces, attributes

and perfections of the beings of the various king-

doms inferior to it, reflect in a certain way the

graces, attributes and perfections of the kingdom

of beings next superior to it in the scale of crea-

tion.

Yet between the two great classes of beings

hitherto created, the purely spiritual and the _

purely material, the wholly immortal and the

wholly perishable, the invisible angels and the

visible bodies, had been ranged all the marvels of v

the divine creative power. In the creation of

angels with their powers of intelligence, and free-

will, and in the creation of animate bodies with

their senses, instincts, feelings, it would seem that

the Supreme Maker of all things designed to dis-

play the furthest limits, as it were, of His divine

omnipotence and skill.

Yet the cycle of the creative power of God was

not yet complete. In the order of creation a being

was wanting that by its resemblance to spiritual

beings, and its resemblance to corporeal beings,

should at least in part combine, or unite, in itself,

—in one being, all the manifold, varied and almost

contradictory gifts and excellences of both the spir-

itual and the material worlds.
, ,

For all classes or orders of things so far created,

and each individual being thereof, had been made

by an All-wise and powerful Being to reflect in

their several characteristics His wisdom. His good-

ness and His skill.

If the angelic beings—pure and immortal spirits

—had been created to proclaim the greatness of

their Maker, by the intensity of their intellective

faculties, and the ardor of their loving wills ; if all

other creatures of the visible and perishable world

of animals, vegetables, and the inanimate and inor-

ganic substances, were formed in order that by their

dumb yet unwavering compliance with the fixed

and unchanging laws of their purely physical and

material nature, they might show forth the handi-

work of the Lord ; brutes by their industry,

strength, swiftness, agility ; vegetables by the mul-

tiplicity of their uses ; and thelowerorder of inani-

mate things by their wonderful variations in size,

shape, color, texture and proportion ; if all these

beings of either class, so cunningly fashioned, so

richly endowed, so nobly gifted with almost every

conceivable power and attribute of spirit and

matter, declare the perfect work of an infinite intel-

ligence, an infinite goodness, and an infinite power,

then was it no more than fitting, (so far at least as

human ingenuity can perceive,) that God, the Cre-

ator of all these things, should as a final and almost

exhaustive test of His divine omnipotence, form

still one other creature, in which should be harmon-

ized, blended, moulded, all the marvellous and

seemingly most contradictory graces, properties,

powers and varieties of spirit and matter.
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Were this creature, this composite being, this

inicrocosm of the universe, in its resemblance to

both orders of creation, to be gifted with both the

spiritual power of the angels, and the material

power of animals, then might the Lord rest from

His work. For thus would the spirit of the Most

High, which He had already conferred on the

angels, be joined also to matter ; and with heaven

thus linked to earth would the virtue of the

Infinite and All-perfect God become as it were

incarnate, ^-v.-
J •:./;':.:' .•{•h:'. :•: '.;:\''":'V:'

""< '^.;' .\:.:-" y _:':: ^ '"'.

And if, (to pursue this train of thought still

further,) if in virtue of the semi-spiritual nature of

this being, it could know and love its Maker, then

would it resemble the angels ; if in virtue of its

bodily nature it could live, move, grow, and

increase, then would it lesemble animate or sensi-

tive beings ; if in virtue of the utter freedom of its

will, it could live forever, therein resembling

angels, and yet if it chose could die, therein

resembling brutes ; if because of the holiness of its

spirit it could remain as pure and innocent as an

angel, and yet have it within itself if so it chose,

to lead the life of a brute ; if, in a word, this being

with the spirit of God working in it could produce

the works of God, and yet because of the tendency

of its earthly nature could elicit the works of the

world, of the flesh, of the beast of the field, then

would this creature, with such an amazing potency

for good or evil, for holiness or malice, all the bet-

ter display the marvellously varied creative ingen-

uity and skill of the divine Artificer.

And at the word of God, this creature, this semi-

heavenly, semi-divine, semi-animal, semi-earthly,

being was formed. God breathed His spirit—the

spirit of Life, of Truth, of infinite holiness, on the

base clay of the earth, and the clay took to itself

shape and form after the image and likeness of God
Himself. And this being was man.

T. C. M.

(7b de Continued^

Snccess.

" Is there one whom difficulties dishearten—who bends to

the storm ? He will do little. Is there one who witi, conquer ?

That kind of a man never fails."

John Hunter.

If we look among the circle of our acquaintances,

we will be surprised to see how few have success-

fully made the voyage of life, bow few, even with

minds susceptible of the highest improvement, and
generally recognized as endowed with brilliant

parts, ever reach any great distinction among their

fellow men.

There are exceptions, it is true, for at times we

are attracted by the stately form and intelligent

face of some kindly old man, and a review of his

life tells us that, in youth he was the pride of his

home, the center of society, and that his whole life

has been a continuation of successes ; again we
may meet an octogenarian who affords no particular

attraction, but yet has a something in his face which

leads us to inquire about him, and we are told that

his life has been a most peculiar one, in youth the

laughing stock of his class, the buffoon of society,

whose abilities were deemed inconsiderable, but

who seemed, after having gone out into the world,

to have always measured the scope of his faculties,

and unnoticed, to have attained a prominence which
everyone considered far above his reach.

It is not my purpose to endeavor to define that

trite expression, "success in life," nor yet to mark
down the royal road which leads to it. It will be

enough, perhaps, to look upon it as the accomplish-

ment of the laudable life purpose of a man of

natural or cultivated parts, who has found an object

in life worth living and working for, and has

honestly and perseveringly labored to attain it.

Viewing success in this light, there are three

essentials which every young person should con-

sider well ; vis: The choice of his life work, self

reliance, and perseverance. College is an excellent

place to digest mentally this former, which is an all

important problem, and to educate, if not perfect

ourselves in the two latter. Each of us is, as a

rule, ordained for some special position in life ; the

natural bent of our minds and our talents some-

times suggest, not only to ourselves, but to our

associates, the particular sphere for which we are

adapted
; but there are comparatively few whose

characteristics are so obvious as to suggest an un-

mistakable bias to some peculiar profession, for in

most cases there is no particular preference, and a

wise decision is not reached before many considera-

tions have been carefully weighed.

A socially ambitious father or mother often

checks the ardor of a son to become a merchant,

and sends him to college, and makes a textless

preacher or a briefless barrister out of the material

which might have been moulded into an efficient

business man. And again, many a boy whose soul

yearned for the higher walks of intellectual culture,

has been doomed by injudicious advisers, to become
the slave of the counting room desk or drudge out

his life in agricultural pursuits. Such lives have
indeed been utterly ruined, and as the damask hue
fades from the maiden's cheek who mourns for her

absent lover, or the silvering hair betokens the sad-

ness of the youth's once amorous heart, so such

lives but too plainly tell the story of their thwarted

ambition.
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'The natural inclination may be hard to find but

the discovery will well repay the search. We can-

not all expect to be as fortunate as the character

portrayed in the "Story" of the "Poet Priest,"

and into whose mouth he puts these words
;

" My heart was born with priestly vestments on,

And at Dream-Altars I have ofttimes stood,

And said such sweet Dream-Masses in my sleep

—

And when I lifted up a white Dream-Host,

A silver Dream-Bell rang and angels knelt.

Or seemed to kneel, in worship."

This favor will certainly not be shown to us all,

we must enter into and study ourselves, and deter-

mine for ourselves the state for which we are best

adapted.

If we believe ourselves to have discovered our

bent, we must then beware of the danger which

lies in ficklensss of purpose, for whatever the call-

ing there will be toil and trials for its follower, and

perchance some slight rebuff or trivial reverse

will lead us in a moment of unguarded despondency

to suppose that we have chosen unwisely, and that

another field offers to us the allurements of un-

bounded success. Practically it is the repetition of

the old story of the sailor who sighed for the quiet

and pleasures of rural life, while the farmer gazing

longingly upon the proud ship, dreams of the en-

joyable excitements of a life on the ocean wave.

If you have deliberately chosen a profession,

stick to it. It is the early days which bring weari-

ness and pain, for after a little stay, we become
expert, our recompense more lucrative, and our

work easier. Perhaps the most essential mental

qualification to success in life is self reliance, and

truer words were never spoken, embodying in so

small a compass the results of vast human experi-

ence, as the old and well tried maxim, " Heaven
helps those who help themselves."

The spirit of self confidence is the germ of all

genuine growth within us, and constitutes the

principal source not alone of individual but of na-

tional vigor and strength

.

If we have not the will nor the confidence in our

abilities to accomplish a certain end, we will never

accomplish it ; but with shattered hopes we will at

once seek help from without, a practice which is

most enfeebling in its effects, for it takes away the

stimulus and necessity of doing for ourselves and

renders us comparatively helpless.

There are two kinds of education—the one we get

from books and the other from experience. The
former is that theoretical kind, which gives us an
extended vocabulary, a beauty of language, and

sends us out to battle with the world with a re-

fined and polished exterior
; the latter is that prac-

tical kind, which neither makes of us a circulating

lexicon nor a shining litterateur, but fits us for a

proper performance of the duties of life, and, as

has been aptly remarked, nine-tenths of the force-

and thought which moves the world is the fruit of

this latter education. But although we may choose

wisely and be implicitly confident, if we have not

perseverance we can never be eminently succcess-

ful. The extraordinary results affected by dint of

sheer industry have led ' many people to doubt

;

whether genius be so exceptional an endowment as

is generally supposed ; one definition of genius is

patience, and although this may appear to be ex-

aggerated, it hardly seems so when the accomplish-

ments of patience are considered. It will not be

necessary to furnish trite examples, nor to heap

encomiums upon the achievements of persevering

men ; we have only to make a cursory review of

our own lives, and we will see that whatever we
have efficiently accomplished was the outcome of

patient perseverance. Be not then disheartened.

Choose your life work. Have confidence in your

ability to conquer, and let nothing betide you un-

til you have reached the end ; remembering what

the poet Lytton has said, that, " In the lexicon of

youth, which fate reserves for a bright manhood,

there is no such word as

—

fail."

Brosie, '93.

A Night on the Hudson.

Oh ! wondrous, beauteous Hudson, juvenile

Rhine of America; inexhaustible mine of tradition

and legend, whilom the habitation of the Indian, the

scene of revolutionary strife and object of universal

admiration, thy peaceful repose was ne'er rudely

awakened save by the canoe, before that period

which marked the adventurer's path. Oh ! thrice

rewarded and blessed is he, thy discoverer, whose

name thou bearest ! How oft I love to stroll in

the moonlight's silvery rays upon thy mossy banks;

to watch the mountain streams, rushing delighted-

ly down and glittering like so many precious gems,

joyous at mingling their fresh crystal waters with

thine ; to visit thy numerous coves and there to

meditate on the romances* of the early Knicker-

bockers ; to walk thro' the pathless woods where

the stillness inspires reverie which is occasionally

interrupted by the chirping of a bird or the slight

rustle of leaves.

Oh ! wild romantic Catskills whose noble out-

lines can be distinctly discerned from the banks of

the Hudson ;
with what feelings of pleasure have

I often roamed upon your summits embrowned by

* « • Sleepy Hollow " " Wolfert Roost," etc.
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the scorching skies ; upon your peaks from which

—when the storm is present—torrents leap down to

the valleys and the thunder re-echoes from the

neighboring mountains ! How often I love to

visit your caves which were once the companions

of exiled chiefs and hermits around whose lives

cluster romance as ivy about the ruins of an an-

cient castle, but now only wild flowers linger there

which tell the curious visitor that he treads on
hallowed ground ? • ^

'< * ; , ;^; :

Thus communing with myself on the historic

scenes and places of note which disclosed them-

selves to my view, whereon our forefathers fought

and died for liberty and their blood became the dew
that strengthened the seed of independence, I

silently glided down the river in the calm summer
evening. It was the twilight hour ! The sun, that

bounteous philanthrophist had completed his round

of charity and benevolence and had disappeared

behind the mountains, going westward to continue

the performance of his good works to the nations

of that clime. An intense stillness pervaded the

woods save occasionally when there issued the low

soft refrain of the vespers from an old church whose
tumbling turrets towered still high above the oak,

and the sweet melodious notes of the shepherd's

lute as he drove his flock homeward. Such is the

twilight hour on the Hudson. The scene is here

beautifully described in these words :

" It was the cooling hour, just when the rounded

Red sun sinks down behind the azure hill,

Which then seems as if the whole earth it bounded
Circling all nature hushed and dim and still."

The spell was suddenly but not rudely broken

by the serenading of an impassioned lover. His
rich tenor voice rang out clearly in the night air.

He sang with emotion the following

:

"When the stars are in the quiet skies"

Then most I pine for thee
;

Bend on me, then, thy tender eyes,

As stars look on the sea." Etc.

About midnight I reached a portion of the river

which is indented by numerous coves. On one of

these coves there is situated in the midst of a broad

expanse a beautiful villa surrounded by a well kept
lawn which gradually slopes toward the river. This
lawn is artistically arranged with beds of flowers

and a long winding path shaded by the overhang-
ing branches of elm and maple trees which leads

to the house. In the middle of the lawn is placed

a fountain of Gothic architecture ; its form is

very symmetrical but is ornamented with quaint

carvings ; in one figure a lion is represented ; in

another a saint, from whose mouths the water

issues and sparkles into basins.
. ,

.- ,-;.
.

-
.

- :,_::

" Where it spent its little torrents into a thousand

bubbles -. ^

I/ike man's vainglory, and vainer troubles." :

Before the villa runs a rivulet upon whose waters

the swan nestles contentedly. The woods de-

scended to the banks of the Hudson and stood, as

pickets, guarding the current. It was the villa of

a wealthy banker who had retiredfrom the anxieties

and troubles of a life spent in the metropolis to

enjoy the solitude of the country and to lull his

cares to rest by the smooth and delightful melody

of myriads of birds. ^

Too soon indeed, the journey came to end, but

the beautiful scenery of the river left a deep

impression on my mind. The subtle machinations

and busy turmoil of the world have never been

able to efface it from my memory, and in the midst

of these my imagination often delights to dwell on

the reminiscences of that calm summer evening on

the Hudson.

M.J. Murphy, '95.

The Drama.

^ On Wednesday evening, April i8th, the students

produced in College Hall the drama entitled " The
Colleen Bawn." All the careful preparation given

to it was fully manifested on that evening. The
success achieved by our society last year was

evidently not forgotten. Long before the time

specified for the performance to commence the hall

was literally packed, and nearly one hundred that

could not secure even standing room were obliged

to leave. It was, beyond a doubt, the largest

audience that ever assembled here on an occasion

of the kind, and never allowed an opportunity to

pass to show its appreciation of the students'

efforts. The drama was interspersed with many
topical songs and dancing, which were loudly

applauded. The music for the occasion was fur-

nished by the College orchestra, which was like-

wise very much appreciated. Owing to the satis-

faction given, it was the intention to repeat the

entertainment two weeks hence, but certain cir-

cumstances arose later on which prevented us from

carrying out our intention.
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EDITORIAL

The unsettled condition of public affairs at the

present time is too evident to escape observation.

This state of things did not become manifest

within the past week or month, but rather with the

business depression first felt toward the close of

last year. From that time it has continued under

different phases becoming very prominent during

the agitation for the free coinage of silver, and still

more so later while the tariff bill was under discus-

sion. Although the disquietude originated with the

suspension of business at the time above men-
tioned, nevertheless, that industrial inactivity can-

not rightly be considered its course. Trade at that

time, as is well known, was depressed, pending a re-

vision and acceptance of the tariff bill. It must be

evident, therefore, that the uncertainty as to tariff

rates has been the cause of the present unsettled

financial state of the country. Recognizing this

fact it should be the duty of our legislators to la>

aside all petty and personal interests, and frame

immediately a tariff bill which, in its provisions,

will best serve the interests of the nation We
cannot help thinking that it might be still

better if party lines were erased and platforms

abandoned in regard to the question of tariff, and

a compromise effected in the shape of a bill that

would be permanent in its existence, general in its

beneficial effects and warranted to settle once and

forever this troublesome question that like a malig-

nant fever periodically makes its appearance. We
trust such a time is not far distant, and until then,

we can only expect that those whose duty it is to

attend to such matters will meet the issue

fairly and squarely, shirk no responsibility and

arrive at some speedy but judicious adjustment oi

the matter. 'v'
:'''.'

:'.\'-''-S.:
-'[

The time that is to elapse until the closing

exercises of the present school year is compara-

tively brief and so should be employed to the best

advantage. But since the advent of warm weather

we cannot help noticing a growing tendency

among some to engage in study carelessly or indif-

ferently. This is all the more evident when con-

trasted with their former diligence and, on the part

of many, eagerness to advance in their studies. It

is a matter of regret to see idle habits thus de-

veloped and so many precious moments lost. If

those to whom these words apply would but pause

and consider the duty they owe to themselves, to

their teachers, and to their parents, we are confi-

dent a change would immediately follow.

Last month we gave notice of the little maga-

zine Our Lady of Good Counsel about to be pub-

lished under the auspices of the Augustinian

Fathers, and the editorial management of Miss

Eleanor C. Donnelly. Since then two numbers
have appeared and we are pleased to say that all

our expectations concernins: it have been realized.

Judging from the names of the contributors to its

columns, we predict for it an enviable place in

Catholic devotional literature.

The echoes of A. P. A. ism still continue to be

heard throughout the land. Surely it is but a

small recommendation for those who flatter them-

selves in the belief that they constitute an intelli-

gent American audience to listen to the rabid

harangues of still more rabid ranters against the

most peaceful and law abiding citizens of the com-

munity. Sooner or later the eyes of all intelligent

men will be opened to the injustice of the present

agitation, directed, as it is, against a people by whose

spirit and enterprise this land was discovered, by
whose zeal it was christianized, and with whose
blood it purchased that dearest of all blessings,

liberty.
.

This mark ()() o" the wrapper signifies that

your subscription is due.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to , C
D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

6i.—Given a = 20° 16' 38", b = 56° 19' 40", c

= 66° 20' 44" ; find A, B, C. ,:f]y

;
Vv V Solution by John J, Ryle^ '94.

A''-'V:<.;..^'^ ^=20° 16' 38" :/..'. ..:.;^:

-: ;:"v:--vi'y.4 b = 56° 19' 40''
,.:>^v;;;:v';:^;;,'vv;:-;

. -::;:v ^^

^:';., :r :;';•,, :;2J = 142° 57' 2" -,<"'
''';':^v^--\v"'"'

j= 71° 28' 31^

s — a = si° 11' S3'

r .- s — b= 15° 8' 51" :y. .:;.;:':: w} .•.;;-';-,

-::l
'-^= 5° 7' 47" '''l'-''^'''-'-''::^-

'.'
tan r = ^/esc s csc{s—a) sin {s—b) sin {s—c)

log tanV = log CSC 71° 28' 31" -+ log esc 51° 11'

53'' + log sin 15° 8' 51'' + log sin 5° f 47"

'['^^:^yi}.:, log CSC 71° 28' 31" = 0.02311 ^ ^

'ri-. log sin 5° / 47" = 8.95139 :,^':^ r'-^

/ ; log sin 15° 8' 51" = 9-A^7^5
log sin 51° 11' 53" = 9.89172

log tanV = 8.28337

r — 9. 14168

\ogta.nj4A= 9.24996

\ogtan}4B= 9.72453 ^::; !^ :^
'^^^^

log tan ^C = 10.19029 " r

>^^= 10° 4^56.8"

y,B= 27° 56' 15-5"

^C= 57° 10' 8.6"

A= 20° 9' 54"

B= 55° 52' 31

C— 114° 20' 17

62.—Construct a triangle, being given :

I. The radius of the inscribed circle, the vertical

angle, and the perpendicular from the vertical

angle on the base.

Solutio7i by O^S.

Let R be the radius of the inscribed circle, x the

verticle /_, and /'the perpendicular from the ver-

tical l_ on the base. It is required to construct

the triangle. ::rr-: //:::';.. C:':'.:'-: ^:vv.;.^'"-'

Solution.—With any point A as centre, and a

radius = to R^ describe a circle ; draw BC a dia-

meter, and at the point A in AB make the Z_

BAD = X. Through C, D, draw EF, EG, tan-

gents to the circle. With E as centre, and a

radius =: to /*, describe a circle ; draw EG a com-

mon tangent, touching the circles in K, L. EFG
is the required triangle.

Proof.—Join EL. The ^ ELF is right ; EL
is the perpendicular from the vertical [_ on

the base, and it is equal to P\ and AD the

radius of the inscribed circle is = to R. Again,

each of the /Is ACE, ADE is a right /_.

• '• /_s CAD, CED are together = to two right

^s ; and the Z_s CAD, BAD are together = to

two right ^s. .-. CED = BAD = x.

63.—A gentleman has a garden 100 feet long and

80 feet broad. A gravel walk is to be made of an

equal width all round it ; what must be the breadth

of the walk to take up just half the ground ?

Solution by Walter D. Riordan, '95.

yog F.T-.
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Solution by Thos. J. Ronayne^ '95- r

.

\i P denotes the price of a bond that has n years

to run, and bears r per cent, interest, S the face of

the bond, and q the current rate of interest, what
interest on his investment will a purchaser of such

a bond receive ?

Let X denote the rate of interest on the invest-

ment. Then P {\ -\- x)^ = value of purchase

money at the end of n years.

^y (i + qf-^ + 6y (i + qr~- +....+ 6V +
^ = the amount of money received on the bond
if the interest received is put immediately at

compound interest at q per cent. :

*

But Sr (i + ^)"-^ + 5r (i + q^''' + . . • .

Dividing

we obtain

r = 8

equation by P and extracting «^*^ root

I ^x - (f'i + ^'- K' - g)°--^'-])i-

To illustrate

:

Let 5 = $ioo, P= $130, n ==50 years,

per cent, ^ ^ 5 per cent.
'

Then I + :.= C-i±A%225)!^4),i
' ^ 130 X .025 ^

From which equation the value of x (rate of

interest realized) can be easily found by the use of

logs.

Note.—The above solution is of very great value

to all requiring to know the rate per cent, a bond
is yielding.

NEW PROBLEMS.

65.—The vertices of a rectangle are the points

(rt!,<^,), (

—

a^b)^ (—a,

—

b)^ and {a,—b). Find the

lengths of its sides, the lengths of its diagonals, and

show that the vertices are equi-distant from the

origin.

66.—The inside of a wash basin is in the shape of

a segment of a sphere ; the distance across the top

is 16 inches, and its greatest depth is 6 inches
;

find how many pints of water it will hold, reckon-

ing 7^ gallons to the cubic foot.

67.—From the end of a tangent 20 inches long a

secant is drawn through the centre of the circle.

If the exterior segment of this secant is 8 inches,

find the radius of the circle.

68.—Solve : 18^+ 24.1-''—7;r^—io;i:—88=0.

69.—What is the area of a field in acres, perches,

etc., whose south side is 2740 links ; east side, 35.75

chains ; north side, 3,755, links ; west side, 41.05

chains ; and the diagonal from south-west to north-

east, 48.35 chains.

SPLINTERS.

Col.

r*^Baby."

Walter.
.

;" .;'
J]-:'-''tf-M;\.:''^^^

Slide! "
^'Vv'-:-';:':^-!?^'-:'^

You're out. -^}^^
\

:/[',:' X^-J^, :'^-^^'}--'.C.':
:''

^

'': ''^'''<

Pocohontas. '-' y' ''''''<,
'^^v^--''" V''v-'^/v'.''',':^''v

The climax. ^^

'

•^'/^''•''•^ '''•';;'•'"-
''^;v'^;:'^

Unknown, S. "
v'/,^^^>' ^,'",./-,^'V'^\':;:^;;f?vV,\v....

'"

" Steady boys." ;);/ ;-;'
''•-':;'';''

':;'::v 'r.';.'''^'' '\'

„ New prefects.

Quit your winking.

Don't thumb the ball.

M. Speaks in whispers.

I'd make markers of them.

Foul tips are all the rage.

Get off ! get oflf ! ! get off ! !

!

:'

Is that S in his lights?

They couldn't hit a shower of tea bunns.

Be watchful lest you be discovered.

John got a " splinter " in his foot.

Why, Jack is in Philadelphia, John. ;

Pop was down there in abundance. ^!

Be careful lest you be not "unknown."

How many errors did I make in to-day's game?

" If I can't find them, I must do with him."

He got a " Ryle" send off and left the class.

Why that person sang so much I went to bed.

There they are, Jerry, now keep your promise.

Somebody kick me. I met five " oflScials."

When are you going to resume classes ?

Ticket please. Don't think Annie can slide in.

How many buildings ought the college picture

contain ?

John, secundum se, must have eaten a calendar

lately.

What position do you play ? Oh ! I play almost

any position.

Take a friend's advice and do not wear straw

hats in the evening.

They recognized Eddie when they saw him in

his true role.

"1 rii'ii' iiiiiijiBiiialii
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" Mud " is now the happy possessor of a collar

and chain.

His song on the lake this summer will be :
" She

was the idol of my heart."

The colored catcher covered a great amount of

ground for " fowls." The old failing.

Has it ever occurred to you how nicely little

Billy parts his hair in the centre ? \rr:: ':/:,:':/': \;i,..r,

A bright smile o'erspreads his countenance as he

is no longer " Sticky " Eddie. > •

" If you mention my name again in that column

I'll pack my trunk and vacate."

We have our optics on the young man who
awaits the 3 :ii on Friday afternoons.

Wanted—Three small boys as companions for E.

McK., Geo. B. and J. O'M., until their "win-

dows " are re-paired. n • > <

Joe is out-doing himself in good behavior at

present. He evidently will not forget the trip to

West Chester this year. "

It was amusing to note the diffidence of J. S.

after calling for Pocohontas at one of our recent

games.

Our friend occupying the east room facing south

is obliged to keep his head under cover for fear of

having his " pate " tanned.

That sad look has not departed from the counte-

nance of the manager of the Junior nine since his

team was taken in tow by the Bryn Mawr twirlers.

T. R. was a candidate for the position of short-

stop on the ball team, but the captain thought he

would be too far from his work on ground balls.

The usual custom in regard to photographs is to

exchange. One of our boys, however, is passing

his around promiscuously. Now, dear Eddie, your

phiz, on or off paper, is not an object of admiration,

and for your own good discontinue this practice.

Remember, we are for your good.

A good suggestion was offered by one who
knows that is, that we should have eleven on our

nine.

If you should be so fortunate as to procure the

turnout for a ride, you should be careful and not

turn up the road after passing the drug store or

you may have to explain your reason for doing so

to one who is at present keeping an eye on the

boys—practising, doubtless, the duties of the posi-

tion which some day he will occupy.

PERSONALS.

Mrs. Medina spent a few happy hours with her

sons. ,.,; ,, ,.,^
.--\

,„, . ,, ,^ .
_

.,

Mr. John Barr, of Philadelphia, recently .spent a

Sunday with his friend, J. A. McAleer. v v ^ '.

Rev. B. J. Conway, of our Mother of Sorrows,

West Philadelphia, paid a short visit to Rev. C. J.

McFadden, May 2.

Mr. Edward NcEvoy, accompanied by his

daughter, called to see his son, Eddie, April 22.

Brother Elwarn and a companion from the

Cathedral spent a very pleasant afternoon at the

college with some of their friends.

Doctor Lynch, while returning home from Johns
Hopkins University, from which he recently

graduated, called to see his friend and former class-

mate, James F. O'Leary. .

'

Messrs. J. J. Farrell, J. F. Kennedy, and C. G. Mc-
Kenna, on May 4, the feast of St, Monica, made
their solemn profession of vows. Very Rev. C. A.

McEvoy, O.S.A., officiating. The ceremonies

were witnessed by a large number of their friends

and relatives. We extend our best wishes for their

success and happiness in the life they have chosen.

The Very Rev. D. I. McDermott, of St. Mary's,

Philadelphia, spent a few pleasant hours with the

Faculty, May 2, previous to his going to Rose-

mont, where he delivered his lecture, " Catholicism

and Caesar," for the benefit of St. Thomas of Villa-

nova Literary Association. He is a convincing

and entertaining speaker.

Many of our Reverend Faculty attended the first

entertainment given by the above mentioned asso-

ciation on May 2. The committee on arrange-

ments spared neither time nor labor to make its

first attempt a grand success, and such it was.

The programme was largely a musical one, and
the proficiency of the participants was the subject

of comment.

We are pleased to see that so many of our

readers have accepted the kind invitation of our

associate society editors to attend the games played

on the college campus. The attendance thus far

has been very flattering and evidences a remark-

*able interest in the players shown by the patrons

of the national game.
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.- , ATHLETICS.

On April 14 the Villauova Base-Ball Club opened

the season on the home grounds with the Mont-

gomery A. A. in a ten innings contest, resulting

in a victory for the home team. The day, though

somewhat early in the season, was an ideal one

for base-ball, and the diamond was in perfect con-

dition, the snow which had fallen a few days

previous being cleared away. The manner in

which both teams played was admirable, and

spoke highly of the training they had received.

The game, from start to finish, was very close and

exciting, made more so by the spirit of rivalry

existing between the two nines. The score stood

wavering, now in favor of one, now of the other,

until the ninth inning, when it was 9 to 9, Then
it was that the excitement became intense. How
our boys did yell ! which fact of itself gave every

indication that the Villauova boys are not, at

least, afflicted with consumption. The tenth in-

ning saw the visitors without a run. Our boys

came in for their half with determination im-

printed on their countenances. Brown made a

safe hit, stole second and came home on errors,

thus bringing in the winning run The score :

123456789 10— R. H. E.

Villanova ....400200300 i— 10 12 13

Montgomery A. A.I 10120310 o— 9 7 13

Earned runs : Villanova 2—Two base hits, O'Leary, Herron,

Hart. Left on bases ; Villanova 9 ; M. A. A. 13. Struck

out by Herron 5, Barr 4. ' ;: : >

April 21. The Villanovians defeated the Ard-

more Base-ball team, before a large crowd of spec-

tators, without much apparent effort. The contest

throughout was rather tame and unexciting, as

there was no doubt, from the very start, which
side would be victorious. However, the adherents

of both nines created some enthusiasm by cheer-

ing whenever a brilliant play was made. Toward
the last, the home team began to play very loosely,

and were reminded several times by the captain

to " play ball." The batting, base-running and

fielding of Kenny were the features of the game.
The score :

12345678 o—R. H. E.

Villanova 20400003 x—9 11 3

Ardmore 00 i 000 i o 6— 2 4 5

Earned runs : Villanova 3—Two base hits, Smith, O'Leary,

McDonnell, Kenny. Three base hits, Kenny. Struck out

by McKenna, 11.

On Wednesday, April 25, the Villanova boys

met defeat at the hands of the Lan fords, a strong

team from Philadelphia. The game was hotly

contested throughout, although the home team
seemingly clinched victory in the sixth inning by
piling up nine runs. The visitors, however, suc-

ceeded in overcoming the lead attained by their

opponents, and by steady up-hill work, assisted by

the costly errors of Brown and Kavanagh, won
the game. The features were the all around play-

ing of Leary, McDonnell and McKenna of the~

home team, and the phenomenal work of O'Brien

at short for the visitors. The score :

'-"^^'^-'''--'-''-I'^/V'^t' 2345678 9-R. H. E.
:

Villanova . .;-«', .10200900 2—14 12 4

Lanford i 4000 2 3 3 2—15 8 4 ,

Earned runs : Sanford 3, Villanova 5—Two base hits, Claxton,

Murphy, O'Leary, Carey : Fields, McDonnell. Base hits :

O'Brien, Lauer. Double plays.Gibb to Dougherty; Dougherty
to Lauer. Struck out by McKenna, 5.

A one-sided and uninteresting game of ball took

on Wednesday, May 2, between the Villanova

B. B. C. and the Farmer's Alliance team from

Philadelphia. The pitching of Herron, who held

the visitors down to two hits was the only remark-

able feature. Not a man reached first base until

the seventh inning. The score :

12345678 9—R. H. C.

Villanova 20604060 x— 18 10 i ,

Farmers' Alliance...00000 i i o o— 2 2 13

Earned runs : Villanova, 5. Bases stolen : Villanova, 6.

Double plays : Carey, Brown, O'Leary. Struck out by Her-
ron, 6 by Stokes, 4.

The Normal Greys of West Chester, Pa., jour-

neyed to Villanova, Saturday, May 5, with a firm

determination of regaining their lost laurels of the

season of '93, but, as has been customary, were

again unable to down the home team owing to the

latter's terrfic batting in the early part of the

:

game. Conley was knocked out of the box and
was replaced by Farrell who pitched good ball in

all save the sixth inning. The features were the

battery work, playing of O'Leary and Kavanagh
of the home team and the all around playing of

Gildersleeve of the visitors. Score :

12345678 9—R. H. E.

Villanova 53100400 x— 13 10 3

Normal Greys 10000042 3—10 12 5

Earned runs : Normal Greys, 4. Villanova, 5. Two base

hits ; Slocum, O'Leary, Carey. Three base hit, O'Leary.

Struck out by Nolan, 9.

An exceedingly large crowd congregated to

witness the second game between the Villanova's

and Montgomery A. A., Saturday, April 28, on the

rather unfavorable grounds of the latter in Ard-

more, Pa. The contest lasted but seven innings

owing to the last of many unjust decisions of the

umpire, the game being forfeited by the Villa-

novas who rightly considered that imposition was

being practised upon them. The umpire even

acknowledged in the presence of spectators that he

did not see the play in question. The decision

disputed occurred in the seventh inning when with

one out and two men on bases the ball was knocked

to right field and Walsh safely reaching home
base the umpire declared him out.

-
-'''

^•-'•-^i-'J'-'-'-^iii^iij^jigt^ttt^^
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THENEWCATHOUC BOOK STORE.

_±M-M:^B2A: Arch St.. -••--•.
.

;.

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Catholic Book Store sootb of Nev Yori^.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Ptiiladelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,

: Framed and Unframed. Have yon seen

V: his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Deal.rs in

J?ii[sfe-^la§s 1^00l;s and §h0es
Bepairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Castom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^aticaster Aye., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GEO. W. GIBBONS.D. J. GALLAGHEB. -;•;
; V;'- .--r^^P

'
: ; D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., :

: >

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Oallasrher BuUdingr-)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

Jolin ]P. Conins,

^BooK*- Binder ^
No. 1 South Tenth Street,

l^'Joli Work a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,
IqBDt^' Fai^Di^hing ^ood^ ^i $Wt MaDafBclQi<ei(

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Ph7ticl»na* Prescriptions Accurately Ootnpounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^NK U/. PF^I<;KITT. Qraduate ii) pi?ar/naoy, _

PROPRIETOR.
A-lso a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

The Best
is the Cheapest.

Hallalian'8 Shoes
are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES. §
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes. V;

$3, $4, $5'.

HALLAHAN, ^1^!^^ "^ ^''^^^^ ^''''''
' Philadelphia.

P. I. mLAHAN .Ssii MARKET ST.

Dealer li) pipe Qroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FIvOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

:• HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
49'Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'CIl

cniNDoai .4. Giiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PS

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AIAj BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Qroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. BYiiNES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUG<«, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SBCOT^^D STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 Norlh Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.Lancaster Avenue.
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST. "'?^::::'\'^:'i^.-':,

We exleud au invitation to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of " "":——---^ - -—-—

•- ---^ -

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have coustauily on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the r,owest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY. -v

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

••CHRISTIAN MOOf^H.-f

ESTABLISHED ao YEARS. KSTIMAIKS KUkc<«1oMI:.U.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calciraining and Jobbirg in Plastering'

Promptly aiteaded to at Reasonable Prices.

Eesidence- GAREETTVILLE, DELAWAKE CO., PA.
Post Office Address, Koaemoiit or Bryii Mawr.

O. K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GEORGE S. BKANS, Treasurer

WM I,. EI.KIN8, President
MARTIN MALONEY, Vlce-PrcB't aud Manatter

r THE PENNSYLYANIi^ GLOBE Gig LIGHT CO.;

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

QD9tra(;tor8 for Iji^l^tir?^ Q'ties a^d Jou/qs

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

24-S NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

••Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, ••

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.^
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(Flret Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FDrqitoelBedding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestaut. Philadelphia.

Special Dl.soount to Institutions.

THOMAS F. SMALL-;
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Garne
Stalls, 1 112, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

Ptiiladelptiia.
"""""^

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
; 1630 f/orti? Svuelfti? Jt., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

-^KRCHITECT-i^
c Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, .

:

^ 1". : ^ PH

M. E. Reynolds,
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satiafaction , Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. P H I LA DELP H FA .

7VV. :iA£HEL-HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House Fiinilsliiii^ Tin Ware of Every Deacriptlon
Kept 111 Slock and Alade to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANGA8TE3R AVEN UE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

John Bradley.
Manu''acturer of

151 N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
CUSTOM WOEK A SPECIALTY, BEPAIBIUG DTAlLy EONE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•0^TEXT BOOKS, •*» f-^
Ke-w and Second Hand.

Have oonatantly on band a fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneoua Books,

Litiraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL C'

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY, i
39 H» Thirteenth Street,

PHlIiADELPHTA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
KstabKohcd 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St , Troy, N. T.

Terms of Subscription ! One year $2.00 Six months $1,00 Single copies 5 ots.

Money can be sent by Post Office Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addre^ed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
I 8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE. .

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

"W" "w. i^i?/^isrois«-
DEALER IK AaSNT FOl

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

L-KNCKSTER T^^B.. T^CRDTUYORE, F=>M.

JDS. C. FISHHR. ^
^COSTU7V^ER,-K^

a55 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cut Out This Comfon, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and $r.oo in cash to Uonahoe's
- Magazine, 6i I Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb -m Catholic Monthly, DOBTAHOK'S MAGAZINB, for one year. ^
» The price per anuum is $2. CO, and by readers ofthis publication only, -

can it be had for $i.oo. This coupon must accompany tlie order.

K. C SPKLDING St BROS..
ATHLkHTIC outfitters.

Uniforms and Implements for all Out-door Sports. nase-I)all and Foot-
ball Uniforms a Special y, and our 1894 line of Hase-ball and Foot-ball Goods
is superior to anything heretofore offered to the public. iHi^na

THE SPALDING BICYCLE, Price $ 25.00, has more important im-
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if
desired. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
1032 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

* FUNERA.!:. DIRECTOR, ^
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

• Personal attention day or night.

^^
.

« • V-otel FJiel^ardsoF)

*.* •.• 1305-7 pllbert Jtreet, pi?iladelpl?ia.

-^ One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One^~;^
!

-' and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE ; y ;

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

v.,-', sient. ;---;^'--''
^>:/r--^:.-'-^

/:/'•::':''•:

1 V :. . - Arthur Lynaugh, '

'::.,;: Manager.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..
• ;; 147-49-51 NORTH TENTH STREET,

i':''-:/:-:\:':,::;.,
::'-',:.. PHILADELPHIA.

Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper.

C. W. BECK. Manager.

Lithographers .... Printers

Stationers, ^v;^ Blank Book Makers

wmbster's
int:ernational

Entirely New.
Abreast of the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY
Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionarj-. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

inp, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A Ifibrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired information
conceniing eminent j.cr-

sons ; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe; particulars concerning noted fictitious i er-

gons and places; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office , study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. D. J. Brewer, Justice of V. S. Supreme Court,

writes: " The International Ilictionary U the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Merriam Company,
PublLsliers,

Springfield, Mass.

WEBSTER'S

i
INTERMnONAL

J

DICTIONATOT
O^Do not buy nliean photographic

reprints of ancient editions.
iKJ~.Send for free prospcctu."!.

MART. D. BYRNES,

Livery, Sale | Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Avenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

hauling done.

Cold ^ 5''^?f'/n?dals for all Ooeasioos
Pius and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Kngravlngs In General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Afchk St., Philadephio.Po.

(M'i'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, CHESTNUT HILL, • :\

PH7L/!IDELPHM.
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

#^ALTAR WINES-®
Importers of First Quality

MABSALA AND SPANISH WINES
91. P. Mcdonough & co.

'Z^3 SOUTH FRONT STRBBT, PHILADELPHIA.

Why pay high prices for Pictures and Frames ?

Go to the Manufacturer.

Otto Scheibal's Art Store,
16 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of ail Kinds.
Also Se%vlnf{ Machines,

Ouiia, Rifles and
Sporting Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

»
KOR

F=RESH T^MJD REL-IKBL-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKHD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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A^illanova College, June, 1894:.

Invocation to Our Lady of Good Counsel.

" Partim velle, partim nolle aegritudo animi est."—St. Aug.
Conf. Lib. ix 2.

05 1 O will in part, and still unwilling be,

^A. Augustine terms a mental malady
;

To cure this ill his sons recur to thee.

Our Mother of Good Counsel—dear to me.

Physician wise, empower' d from high to heal

Perplexing doubts which human hearts reveal,

With confidence before thy face I kneel

To pray : On all our councils set thy seal.

At Genazzano rests thy holy shrine,

Our heritage both sacred and sublime. ^ ^ ,

Through it impart that counsel which is thine

To all thy Clients true in every clime. '

''//''
--'-..^'^'--V^^^^^^^

" W. A.J. '86.
_

'

Pleasure.

(A Sonnet from the Spanish of Fr. F. B. Garcia, O.S.A.)

©HAPPINESS ! bright dream that never stays !

A light, whose splenior casts illusion far,

To cloud past thoughts and future hopes to mar.

The heart delights in thy enchanting blaze.

In my desire to follow your swift rays

I traced in books of history your star,

Perchance, if wisdom's power guides glory's car

In pleasure's abiding ways, Athw^irt my gaze

On every page is writ in truth the fate

Of Pleiades, on whom blind fortune poured

The best and choicest gifts of her rich ho.ird
;

And when methinks that happiness though late

Is found, a voice, " Take care, it palls," does sound

Whose echo knells, *' 'Tis gone, behold ! the cloud,"

No. (>,
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Decision.

It IS a truism to say that there can be no snccess

in life without decision of character, John Foster

in his celebrated essay did not exaggerate the

Importance of this quality ; though it may be

admitted that it is not strictly a moral power and that

the most inexorable decision is much more closely

connected with physical differences of tempera-

ment than with any superiority of mind. Indeed

Foster himself expresses the opinion that, could

the histories of all persons remarkable for decisive

character be known, it would be found that the

majority of them possessed great constitutional

firmness. By this is not meant an exemption from

disease and pain, nor any certain measure of

mechanical strength, but a tone of vigor, the oppo-

site to lassitude, and adapted to great exertion and

endurance.

Decision of mind, like vigor of body, is a gift of

God. It cannot be created by human effort ; it

can only be cultivated.

It has been truly said that as resolution or

strength of will is a primary power in man, there

is no higher power which can give birth to it, for

this higher power would necessarily involve the

existence of the lower that was to be produced.

But every man has the germ of this quality which

can be cultivated by favorable circumstances and

motives presented to the mind, and by method and

order in the prosecution of his duties or tasks, he

may by habit greatly augment his will power, or

beget a frame of mind so nearly resembling resolu-

tion that it would be difficult to distinguish

between the two.

Fichte has well observed that nothing is more

destructive of character than for a man to lose all

faith in his own resolutions, because he has so

often determined and again determined to do that

which, nevertheless, he has never done. Here, as

elsewhere, success is attained only by slow grada-

tions of travail, study, effort and patience. But,

whether born or acquired, decision is a quality

vitally important to him who would be successful

in this world. Even brains are secondary in

importance to will ; the intellect is but half the

man ; the will is the driving wheelj the spring of

motive power. A vacillating man, no matter what

are his abilities, is invariably pushed aside in the

race of lif^e by the man of determined will. It is

he who resolves to succeed, and at every fresh

rebuff begins resolutely again, that reaches the

goal. The shores of fortune are covered with the

stranded wrecks of men of brilliant ability, but

who have wanted courage, faith and decision, and

have therefore perished in sight of more resolute

but less capable adventurers, who succeeded in

making port. Hundreds of men goto their graves

in obscurity, wlio have been obscure only because

they lacked pluck to make a first effort, and who,

could they only resolve to begin, would have

astonished the world by their achievements and

successes. The world was not made for slow,

squeamish, fastidious men, but for those who act

instantaneously and with power; obstacles and

perplexities every man must meet, and he must

promptly conquer them or they will conquer him.

It is better to decide wrong occasionally than to

be forever wavering and hesitating now veering to

this side, and then to that, with all the misery and

disaster that follow from continual doubt.

It has been wisely said that the great moral

victories and defeats of the world often turn on

minutes Fortune is proverbially a fickle jade and

there is nothing like promptness of action, the

turning of things in the lucky moment, to force

her to surrender her favors. Crises come, the seizure

of which is triumph, the neglect of which is ruin
;

—this is particularly true on the field of battle.

Nearly every battle turns on one or two rapid

movements executed amid whirl of smoke and

thunder of guns that jar the solid earth.

It was at such moments that the genius of

Napoleon shone forth with the highest lustre. His

mind acted like lightning, and never with more
promptness and decision than in moments of the

greatest confusion and danger ; what confounded

others only stimulated him. He was accustomed

to say that one of the principal requisites of a

general is an accurate calculation of time ; for if

your adversary can bring a powerful force to attack

a certain post ten minutes sooner than you can

bring up a sufficient supporting force, you are

defeated, even though all the rest of your plans be

the most perfect that can be devised.

At Areola he saw that the battle was becoming
unfavorable to him, and at once called up twenty-

five horsemen, gave them each a trumpet and made
a dashing charge that won the victory. So at

Montebello he computed the distance of the Aus-

trian cavalry, saw that it would require a quarter of

an hour for them to come up, and in those fifteen

minutes executed a manoeuvre that saved the day.

The reason, he said, why he defeated the Aus-

trians was that they did not know the value of five

minutes.

At the celebrated battle of Rivoli, the day seemed

on the point of being decided against him ; he saw
the critical state of affairs and instantly formed* his

resolution. He dispatched a flag to the Austrian

head-quarters, with proposals for an armistice ; he

seized the precious moments, and while amusing

the enemy with mock negotiations, rearranged his
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line of battle, changed his front, and in a few

moments was able to renounce the farce of discus-

sion for the stern arbitrament of arms. The splen-

did victory of Rivoli was the result.

Certainly there are occasions when caution and

delay are necessary ; when to act without long and

anxious deliberation would be folly ; for all wisdom
is a system of balances in which it is well enough

to be careful and wary to a certain point ; but be-

yond that a hesitating policy is as ruinous as direct

; rashness. ':,.::->;"
v'

'i-
:,:. •.•c.; .;;';^''-:-^'''-- ;

"

?''-'-

Thousands of men owe their failures in life sim-

ply to procrastination ; they never know their own
minds but like Coleridge debate with themselves

the whole journey, and meanwhile keep winding
from one side of the road to the other. Many a

business man has made his fortune by promptly

deciding at some nice juncture to expose himself to

considerable risk. To know when to sacrifice a

little to win a great deal, when to abandon impor-

tant minor objects to accomplish a great end, exacts

the soundest judgment.

.

I \

*' There are two moments" says Browning, "in
a diver's life," (and the same is applicable to every

man's career) -.y,/-r ;. .,]

" One when a beggar he prepares to plunge
;

One when a prince he rises with his pearl."

The battle of life is constantly presenting new
phases ; and he only can expect to be victorious

. who is ready to present a new front as often as the

situation presents a new peril. A sword that

'breaks in the very crisis of a duel—a horse killed

in the moment of collision with the enemy—

a

bridge carried away by a freshet at the moment of

commencing a retreat—are ^events which are par-

alleled in every man's career and call for instant

decision. They confound and benumb the feeble

mind, but rouse a terrific reaction of haughty self-

assertion in that order of men which matches and
measures itself against difficulty and danger.

There is a race of narrow wits that never suc-

ceed for want of courage ; their understanding is

of that halting, balancing kind which gives a man
just enough light to see difficulties and start doubts,

but not enough to surmount the one or renounce

the other. They do not know what force of char-

acter means. Always brooding over their plans but

never executing them, they r'^'nind one of Vol-

taire's sarcasm upon La Harpe whom he called an

oven that was always heating up, but w:hicli never

cooked anything. They never advance an inch

bedfcuse they are always hugging some cowardly
maxim which they can only interpret literally.

" Never change a certainty for an uncertainty."

"A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush,"

are some of their favorite saws ; and very good

ones they are, too, but not to be followed too

slavishly. Of what use is it to be sawing about a

set of maxims to which there is a complete set of

antagonistic ones ? Proverbs, it has been well

said, should be sold in pairs, a single one being

but half a truth.

Literary men are more apt to lack decision than

those who have to deal with practical matters. A
melancholy example of this is afforded by the life

of Sir James Mackintosh whom Sir Henry Lytton

Bulwer in his "Historical Characters" terms the

"Man of Promise."

The career of Sir James was a perpetual struggle

between that which he desired to be and that for

which his talents fitted him. At the University of

Aberdeen he was alike remarkable for his zeal in

politics and love for metaphysics ; at Edinburgh,

and, also, when he went to study medicine, it was

the same thing. Spending his mo-nings at a
" spouting club " he gave little attention to the

study of medicine, till absolute necessity compelled

him. He then applied himself with a start to that

which he was obliged to know, but his diligence

was not of that resolute and steady kind which
insures success as the consequence of a certain

period of application ; and after rushing into the

novelties of the Brunonian system which promised

a knowledge of medicine with little labor, and

then rushing back again he endeavored to establish

himself as a practitioner at Salisbury and at Wey-
mouth in England, but receiving no patients,

retired disgusted and wearied to Brussels. He
next dabbled in politics, wrote the famous pamph-
let " Vindiciae Gallicae " in reply to Burke's

lectures on Public Law which was received with

great enthusiasm ; defended M. Petier in a speech

at the bar, which was read with admiration not

only in England but on the continent. Althorgh

he lost his cause, he was considered no less promis-

ing as a pleader than after the " Vindiciae Gallicae"

he had been considered as a pamphleteer ; he

then became Recorder of Bombay, returned to

England and feeling that it was time to be some-

thing, "decided, resolved to exert himself to the

utmost ;
" he entered the House of Commons and

made several remarkable speeches, accepted at the

same time a professorship at Haileyburgh College;

planned a great historical work which like his

projected works on Morals was "always to be pro-

jected." At length a short time before his death,

galled by the thought that the season of action

was almost passed, and he had not accomplished

anything worthy of his great powers; he made a

start and crowded into the last few years of his life

the most ambitions of his works—works, however,

of a third rate character, neither worthy of his
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abilities nor justifying even in a moderate degree

the expectation of his friends. The fatal defect in

his character was lack'of decision, of concentration

of power to choose some one object to be accom-

plished and to sacrifice to its attainment all inter-

fering inclinations. From the beginning of his

life to the very end he ever remained the " Man of

Promise " until amidst hopes which his vast and

various information, his wonderful memory, his

copious elocution, and his transitory fits of energy

still nourished, he died in the sixty-seventh year of

his age universally admired and regretted, though

without a high reputitiou for any one thing, or

the ardent attachment of any particular set of

persons.

Let then every man who would avoid a life so

abortive as this, decide early what he wishes and

for what his talents fit him ; and having deter-

mined upon some end to be attained, let liim give

his whole soul to its attainment without swerving

to the right or to the left. "I respect a man

"

says Goethe, " who knows distinctly what he

wishes ; the greater part of all the mischief in the

world arises from the fact that men do not suffi-

ciently understand their own aims ; they have

undertaken to build a tower and spend no more
labor on the foundation that would be necessary to

build a hut."
M. H. McDonnell, '95.

Worth the While.

It is easy enough to be pleasant

While life flows by like a song,

But the man worth while is the one who will smile

When everything goes dead wrong.

For the test of the heart is trouble,

And it always comes with the years,

And the smile that is worth the praises of earth

Is the smile that shines through tears.

It is easy enough to be prudent

When nothing tempts you to stray.

When without or within no voice of sin'

Is luring your soul away.

But it is only a negative virtue

Until it is tried by fire,

And the life that is worth the honor of earth

Is the one that resists desire.

By the cynic, the sad, the fallen,

Who hath no strength for the strife.

The world's highway is cumbered to-day
;

They make up the items of life.

But the virtue that conquers passion.

And the sorrow that hides in a smile.

It is these that are worth the homage of earth,

For we find them but once in a while.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

-'''^'' ">:''::': ^", NINTH PAPER.

In this being—man, the masterpiece of creation,

the crowning work of God's wisdom and skill,

did the Maker duplicate and unite in one sole sub-

ject all the powers and gifts, which were proper

to the two classes of beings hitherto created.

Man being in part of his nature like an

angel was a spirittial being; in part like an animal,

a brute, an earthly being. For in the spiritual

part of this wonderfully composite creature God
had infused a pure, and noble soul, endowed with

the spirit of truth and righteousness
;
(even yet is

the love of truthfulness and goodness recognizable

in man ;) and in his earthly or material part, He
had breathed an undying, a never-ending, life.

With his soul like unto an angelic spirit, man
was endowed with intelligence, understanding,

will and memory, since these powers are necessary

to intellective and appetitive perfection. By crea-

tion man was a perfect reasoning being. ^

With his body like an animal's, man was en-

dowed with members, organs, senses, instincts,

only in a far more perfect and eminent degree

than was enjoyed by mere brutes. For the power

of perceiving, appreciating and enjoying objects

which present themselves to the sense, is neces-

sary to sensitive perfection. And man was also

a perfect animal. ..^ '-.-;'-"::'': :::-

Moreover, with his soul immortal, like an angelic

spirit, man had also an immortal, though perish-

able, body. Though in his lower or animal nature

man could eat, drink, grow and, if so he wished,

could even die in the flesh, yet becau.se of the

nobility of his reasoning and spiritual nature,

because of the sublimity of his eternal destiny, and

finally because of the exalted and divine part he was

to play in themystery of the Redemption—such, by
God's will, was the power of man's will over

matter—over his earthly frame, that, had he so

wished, he might have preserved the corruptible

nature of his body—the envelope of his spirit,

incorruptible ; man might have preserved this flesh

from decay, and transfigured in the body like unto

Christ, glorified in the flesh, as have been and will

be the saints of God in the resurrection, man might

never have died, but have lived forever. The
immortality of primitive man, lost by sin, was

regained by grace.

Physical death, which in mere animals and

beings of the lower order is a necessary condition

of their composite and material nature, is for man
a penalty of his primal sin. Had the finst man

—

Adam—not sinned against the laws of his nature

;

had he preserved himself in the spiritual and
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physical integrity of soul and body, wherein by

divine bounty he was formed, neither he nor his

posterity would have died.

Endowed moreover with spiritual life and health,

as were the pure spirits of heaven, primitive man
could perceive, recognize and know moral truth

and goodness under all its varied forms. For Adam,
being eminently reasonable in all things, as became

one who was fashioned after the image and like-

ness of God, was also a moral man.

As regards the very singular blending in human
nature of the leading characteristics of the invisible

and the material worlds of creation, wherein by

his spirit life, his sensitive life, and his vegetative

life, man so intimately and yet so curiously resem-

bles angels, beasts, and even the still lower forms

of animate and inanimate nature, it is interesting

to note how, in his bodily or material organiza-

tion, man (veritably the microcosm of creation)

enshrines wilhin himself also the treasures of the

inorganic kingdoms of the physical world. ^^

By chemical analysis it is shown that in the

corporeal elements—the solids and liquids—the

bones, blood, muscles, flesh, humors, etc., of the

human body (herein unlike the corporeal elements

in brute bodies), enter as component parts, in one

form or another, very many substances of inanimate

and inorganic nature, as metals, minerals, salts,

gases, alkalies, etc.*

So fully does God's work in His creation of

spirits, men, beasts, vegetables, and the lower

orders of the visible world, disclose the immense
and almost inconceivable variety and reach of

created perfection, that the human mind, unable in

its feebleness to grasp the marvels of creation in any-

thing like their entirety, is naturally amazed at

their grandeur.

Moreover so complete, so admirable, so perfect

are the works of the Lord, that human ingenuity,

while always recognizing the self-evident truth

that there is and can be no limitation to the infinite

*The following list names the chief elements which
are found in the human body, viz.:

Oxygen.
Hydrogen
Nitrogen,
Chlorine,
Fluorine,
Carbon,
Phosphorus,
Sulphur,

^ (compressed)

I
(ditto)

\ = gases

J

Iron, ^

Calcium,
|

Magnesium, \

Potassium,
|

Sodium, J

metals

= non metals

Besides these are minute quantities of silicon, manganese
and copper.

The oxygen, which in a man weighing 148 lbs., equals 92.4

lbs., would at ordinary temperature be of the volume of 975
cubic feet ; and the hydrogen, weighing 14.6 lbs., would be of

the volume of 2,800 cubic feet.

operative power in God, can yet perceive nothing

wanting in the creation of the world ; can suggest

no improvement in what God has done so well.

On the contrary to go even a step further in our

consideration of the magnitude and excellence of

divine creation. Had God not created this triple

class, or order, of beings,—the spiritual, belonging

to the invisible world, and the human, the brute,

etc., belonging to the visible world, so different

and so varied are all three classes in their natural

endowments, and yet so completely furnished with

all desirable powers and habits, His work, (we

repeat, speaking according to our human weakness,)

could not well be conceived as final and finished.

For apart from each class of beings reflecting in

itself the manifold gifts and excellences of its fel

lows ; and above all the infinite attributes and per-

fections of the Supreme Designer, each individual,

(marvellous to behold,) by its own special charac-

teristics and powers makes up, or complements, as

it were, the deficiency or lack of these in the other

and lower species.

And thus from every point of view all three

classes serve to render the picture of creation, with

its varying and delicate lines, and tints, and shades,

of spirit and matter, finished and in every respect

complete.

And truly. For without the beings of the spirit

world, without the angels, so closely do these par-

ticipate in the divine attributes of the Author of

all things, there would have been none to imitate

His wisdom. His power, His goodness. For of all

His creatures, (man only accepted,) angels alone

see and know Him who is Truth Eternal; they

alone love and adore Him who is infinite Good-

ness.

For the creatures of the animate world—brutes,

while manifesting in their ways and habits a cer-

tain wonderful yet imperfect degree of intellective

and appetitive excellence—of sagacity, foresight,

cunning, and of the passions of love and hatred,

yet being really devoid of spiritual prerogatives

can neither reason nor understand. And though,

especially in the construction of their homes—their

nests, cells, burrows, they display marvelous archi-

tectural and economic skill, though by training or

by nature they readily obey and imitate man, yet

they are not capable of progress or self-improve-

ment ; they can neither teach or guide others
;

and, not knowing the difference between moral

right and wrong, they are guided by no other law

but instinct.

And instinct is not reason.

T. C. M.

{To be continued.)
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Second Annual Banquet.

One of the most enjoyable events of the season

was the second annual banquet given to the mem-
bers of our editorial staff, Wednesday evening, May
30th. This occasion will always be numbered
among the many pleasantries of '94.

The staff, accompanied by several friends, left

the college in a Tally-ho about 4.30 P. M., and

after a pleasant drive through Fairmount Park, in

which the beautiful scenery was much enjoyed,

arrived at the Hotel Richardson where a bounte-

ous repast was prepared. After half an hour's

sociability in the reception room the party was

ushered into the banquet hall which was profusely

and tastefully decorated for the occasion with the

college colors " white and blue," and altogether

made a very pleasing appearance.

Our genial editor-in-chief, Mr. James F.

O'Leary, presided and responded to the first toast

"The Monthly."
While partaking of the luscious delicacies many

other toasts were proposed and responded to.

The banquet lasted about two hours and judging

from the manner in which everybody enjoyed it,

this occasion will long be looked forward to with

much pleasure.

: Invitations were extended to several very inter-

ested parties, but they failed to appear, some being

prevented by ill-health and others by engage-

ments. After wishing the Monthly many more

prosperous years the party returned to the College.

How We Must Read so as to Profit by Our Reading.

Reading is the art of conveying to our mind the

thoughts of the author, and its object to make his

thoughts our own. The advice of Roscommon to

a reader is :
" Choose an author as you would

choose a friend."

If we wish to make a confidant of a person, we

rarely make known to him on our first meeting

some great secret of our life ; we naturally make
inquiries concerning him, what manner of life he

leads, who are his associates, and so on until we

feel that we can trust him ; let it then be the same

with our books.

To profit by our reading we must enter into the

feelings and sentiments of the writer ; this we can

do only inasmuch as we understand every word

and expression, reading continuously and with

attention.

The advice of an eminent teacher to those who
read was :

" Read with an object, and let all your

reading be on one subject until you attain the end

you have in view." This is the only reading to be

remembered. In many instances the book or essay

may not interest us in some particular, and may
require great effort on our part to continue, but by

perseverence we can overcome all obstacles.

As has been wisely remarked, this is an age of

reading ; everyone who is able to read does so
;

some give the preference to one class of literature,

others to another and so on throughout the world.

While you wait for a train at a railroad station you

will be surprised at the number of people of all

ages and classes who are reading books or papers

of various kinds. Take your place among the

passengers and the same thing is noticeable. No
matter where we travel, this tendency is visible

and from the eagerness of all to read, it would seem

as if they were anxious to store their minds with

useful knowledge. But is this the case?

If we were to inquire into what was being read

I believe we would be surpiised to learn, that the

matter thus perused is very seldom of high literary

merit ; and even the good matter is often hurried

over in a careless manner. Such methods are

almost as detrimental to those who accustom them-

selves to them, as would be the neglect of all kinds

of literature. " Reading makes a man full," says

the profound Bacon. But reading of this kind

never yet made a man full of knowledge of men,

history or current topics. The works of the old

masters are valuable sources of information, but

still we see many who ca.st them aside to make

way for frivolous matter from which they can

derive no benefit.

Historical reading is beneficial as it increases

our stock of knowledge, and gives us models of

personal imitation, while current literature is the

greatest dispenser of useful knowledge. The pages

of our magazines and periodicals abound in topics

of a profitable nature, in the words and thoughts

of able writers and their opinions on those leading

subjects which are of supreme interest to the

public.

At the present day, the newspaper wields a great

influence, as it is within the reach of all; although

they may contain some things which do not suit

the views of all, yet we can alway find in them

something instructive and interesting.

The field of reading matter is so vast, that all

persons may find sufficient to suit their tastes on

any subject with which they may wish to become

familiar. In reading, our pencil and note book

should be our constant companions, since the very

fact of reading with pencil in hand stimulates

thought. We may, perchance, come across some
nice form of expression or some disputed fact

which will be of use to us in the future ; we should

then note it, and on some future occasion we will

discover the utility of such a course.

J. Hughes, '96.

:g-.l»:fc.'taj-« affi^^iaiiLSa-a
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Annual May and Sacred Heart Sodality Celebrations.

The annual procession in honor of the Blessed

Virgin, which took place this year on Sunday
afternoon, May 27, was one of the largest that has

ever been held at Villanova. Not only the students

but also the Sunday school children, and the

societies and sodalities connected with the parish,

participated in it. The decorations on this festive

occasion were most beautiful. Here and there,

throughout the whole extent of the college grounds,

potted plants in abundance, of variegated colors

harmoniously blending with the azure canopy

above, and nature's choicest bloom below, verily

formed a picture on which the eye delighted to

dwell.

Promptly at 3.30 P. M. the procession started;

and while wending its way along the broad avenues

of the college grounds to the church, it was viewed

by the people of the surrounding towns whom the

celebration and the favorable weather attracted in

large numbers. The exercises in the church, con-

sisting of recitations by the Sunday school children,

and hymns well rendered by the college choir, were

performed in a very impressive manner.

The sermon for the occasion was delivered by

Rev. J. A. McErlain, O.S. A. He clearly showed

that the Blessed Virgin, from the earliest ages of

the Church down to the present time, has always

been an object of veneration and love among all

Christians throughout the civilized world. In con-

clu.sion he exhorted the parents who were present

to cherish a devotion to Mary, to instil into the

tender young hearts of their children a true and

solid love for their Virgin Mother.

The celebration was fittingly brought to a close

with Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament,

Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy officiating as celebrant.

Rev. I/. A. Delurey as deacon, and Mr. J. J.

Farrell as sub-deacon.

On the following Sunday the Sodality of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus had its annual celebration.

Large numbers were in attendance. The decora-

tions were tasteful and beautiful. Especially were

they noticeable in the college chapel around the

altar of the Sacred Heart which, resplendent with

its glittering tapers and decked with the choicest

flowers, certainly presented a pleasing sight.

Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S. A., delivered an excellent

and instructive sermon on the origin, and the

progress of the devotion to the Sacred Heart of

Jesus and the abundant graces to be derived there-

from. Benediction was then given after which a

large number was enrolled in the Sodality of the

Sacred Heart.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

Exchanges.

It is always a pleasure for us to receive the

Carmelite Review. We have watched with in-

terest the constant growth of this magazine from

its infancy to the present, and now reckon it among
the best of our many exchanges. " The Life and

Catholic Journalism of the late James A. Mc-

Master," coming from the fluent pen of the Rev.

Mark S. Gross, should command the interest of

its readers. Too much cannot be said in favor of

that leader among Catholic writers, that martyr to

journalism, and his self-sacrifice in behalf of his

faith. ,. ,.:.-;;...,...,. . J.,,

The pleasing appearance of the May number of

the Agnetian Monthly would in itself be sufficient

to draw from us a few words of commendation,

but when within its lily-white dress are enclosed

essays of great merit, we cannot refrain from

speaking well of this journal. On its initial page

in a poem entitled " A Thought," by Miss M. R.

Willson, which fills the reader with a longing for

that home where "joy is infinite and life eternal."

"An Echo from the Sea," is an article which^

once read, cannot easily be forgotten. We would

like to see the young ladies manifest a greater

interest in mathematics.

The Catholic High School Journal comes to us

later than it is wont. The literary matter of this

issue is an improvement over that of previous

months. "Exercise and Training," an article

by James F. Prendergast, M.D., giving advice for

a "healthy and vigorous living," is a most prac-

tical contribution, and one whose suggestions

should be acted upon if we would have a sound

mind in a sound body. The intense interest shown
in the mathematical department highly pleases us.

How gratified the students of Earlham College

must be when they realize the great honors which
a useful life of twenty years has brought to their

journal, the Earlhamite. We congratulate both

the students and the staff on this occasion. " Ad
multos annos."

The "Praises of Mary" is both fitting and
beautiful offering to our Lady in the May edition

of St. John'' s University Record.

A well-named journal. Acta Diurna^ is a new
and welcome arrival in our sanctum.

Note.

His Excellency, Most Rev. Mgr. Satolli, will pre-

side at our Commencement exercises, June 27th.

\ /
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EDITORIAL.

AvS vacation is near at hand a few words pertin-

ent to the subject will be appropriate. Doubtless

the majority of us anticipate in this time a total

cessation from study and the utter abandonment
of directed mental effort. While absolute mental

relaxation is thoroughly proper for men weighed

down with business cares and seldom requiring

more than two weeks for recuperation, yet for

students having over two months at their disposal,

we would urge them to make a more profitable use

of their vacation. Nor need we go to extremes,

and by continual application to books, exclude

all pleasure and enjoyment. Some of us have a

penchant for a particular branch. Such should

each day follow this tendency. Others, while not

attracted toward any particular study, are naturally

ambitious. Let these devote an hour or more of

every day to their different studies while another

hour or two might be spent profitably in reading the

standard authors. In this manner much time that

would otherwise hang heavily upon our hands

could be .spent pleasantly and well, while the

benefit derived would amply repay and satisfy our

efifbrts. : ; ;: ^

~ The many deeds of violence that have lately

occurred during the progress of strikes and which

have been so frequently and graphically described

in the newspapers, illustrate, but too well, the

intensity of the struggle between capital and labor.

In centuries past the strife was not so pronounced

as at present, but with the development of trade and

extension of commerce during the present century,

disagreements between the employer and employee

have constantly arisen. The causes of such

disagreements can be attributed sometimes to the

former and at other times to the latter. While it

is only reasonable to suppose that an individual

should have sole and absolute control in the man-
agement of his own affairs, yet, if in the conduct

of business he is wholly unacquainted with all

human sympathies or steels his heart against them,

which occurs very frequently, legislation should

step in and remedy the evil. Again the employed

should not allow themselves to be influenced by

demagogues, or the shiftless and lazy who, imagin-

ing the State owes them a living, would appeal to

it every day for support. Capital in its superb

organization is undoubtedly stronger than labor.

Hence, it should be the object of the latter to follow

the advice of those political reformers who advo-^

cate labor unions as the best means for promoting

the interests of the working man. "In union

there is strength" and when by their union labor

organizations become as powerful as the capitalists

who would crush them, then, in all fairness, should

differences arise, they should be submitted to an

able and impartial tribunal. This ultimately

must be the solution of this troublesome question.

With this issue the staff of ninety-three and

four severs its connection with The Villanova
Monthly. We unhesitatingly say that we are

pleased with the year's work, and although we
assumed our charge with considerable fear and

diffidence, yet we have endeavored to discharge

our duty faithfully and well. We are indeed very

grateful to all who have in any way assisted us in

our work. Hoping that this journal will have a

permanent existence, and that its present standard

will be upheld and improved, we say farewell.

This (X) mark on the wrapper signifies that

subscriptions are due Please examine yours, and

if it bears that mark we will be plea.sed to hear

from you very soon, so that we may balance our

accounts before vacation.

f^
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,
queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies. '

:
.
^^

All such communications should be addressed to
D. O'SuLLivAN, M.A., Villanova College.

65.—The vertices of a rectangle are the points

(<^, 3,), (—«, b^\ (—«, —b\ and («,
—b). Find the

lengths of its sides, the lengths of its diagonals, and

show that the vertices are equi-distant from the

origin. '^v:-,':5':--;
'•'^

Solution by J. J. Crowley^ '94. ' ;!

Since the ordinates of the vertices (a, 3,) and

(—a, b) are each b^ the side between these vertices

is parallel to the axis of x at the distance b above

it, and the length ot this side is a— (—«), or 2a.

For like reason, the side between the vertices

(—«, —b) and (a, —b) is parallel to the axis of x at

' the distance b below it, and the length of the side

is 2a. ::"<': :-:^^-':"---''":--'--'}':: •"":'"' ':;''•":.:, '^..oy--".
>,;'•:-:

Since the abscissas of the vertices (—«, b) and

(—«,
—b) are each —«, the side between them is

parallel to the axis of^* at the distance a to the left,

and the length of the side is b— (—^), or 2b.:

For like reason, the side between the vertices

(«,—b) and («, b) is parallel to the axis of y at the dis-

tance a to the right, and the length of the side is 2b.

The opposite sides being parallel to the rectan-

gular axes, the figure is a rectangle whose opposite

sides are 2a and 2b^ respectively.

Now, by (i), the length of the diagonal between

the vertices («, b) and (—«, —b) is y^a+af +{b-]-bf

" We obtain the same expression for the distance

between the vertices (—«, b) and (a, —b).

Again, by (i) the distance from {o. o ) to either of

the vertices is ]/^2 _[_ i/\

66.—The inside of a wash-basin is in the shape of

a segment of a sphere ; the distance across the top

is 16 inches, and its greatest depth is 6 inches; find

how many pints of water it will hold, reckoning

7/4 gallons to the cubic foot.

Solution by John E. O^ Donnelly '96!

Altitude of segment = 6 inches = a

Radius of circular section ^ 8 inches = r

Volume of segment

Taking the value of - = ^^

Vi -r- a -!- \ -d

we obtain

Volume =- X — X64xk+^X-X2i627 67
" = 4224 ^ m = 5016 ^^^j^ j^^^^^^777
(( = 5016 ^^

7 1728

5016

5016

12096
X 7^ X 8

12096

42

cubic fe.t.

2413 pints.

67.—From the end of a tangent 20 inches long

a secant is drawn through the centre of the circle.

If the exterior segment of this secant is 8 inches,

find the radius of the circle, -•" •
•

',/ '

".'""

Solution by IV. J. Mahon^ '96.

CD = 20 inches

CB = S

ches 1 To find OB radius of circle.

Solution.—Tangent is a mean proportional be-

tween the whole secant and the external seg-

ment ; therefore

AC \ CD = CD \ CD '/ --yy^^^^:''y/-}-'[

/,;.:'/-. AC : 20 == 20 : 8

;:- '6 AC = 400 ,::[:: ' ;'..,: -, ^-^V^-.' vO^--;^^- ',: :^^

; 50 — 8 = 42 = Diameter of circle

42 -f- 2 = 21 = Radius.

68.— Solve : 18 jt'' + 24 x^ — 7:1:^ — 10 Jtr — 88
— o.

Solution byJohn E . O' Donnelly '96.
; ;

Multiply the equation by 2. ;

36 ;ir'' -f 48 ^tr* — \/^ x^ — 20 ;i: — 176 = o.

Attempt to extract square root j6:ir^ + 4 jc

6 X' '^5 ^4 _|_ 48 jt"* — 14 ;t:- — 20 ;ir — 176

36 Jt'

\2 x^ + 4^;

48 X^ — 14 x^

48;»r* + i6;»:'

— 10 x^ — 20 Ji: — 1 76
'. 36;i:^ + 4« ;ir' — 14 ;»;- — 20 ;r — 176
= (6 ;r^ + 4 xy-— -ipx^— 20 ;r— 176

. (6;t:-4- 4;r)'^— 30;ir-— 20,r— 176=0
(6.r2 + 4,r)-—5(6;c2 + 4;r)— 176=0

Let 6 x' -\- 4 X = y. Then by substitution we
obtain

y — 57— 176 =0
{y— 16) {y + ii) = o

J);
:= 16, or — II

6 ;r + 4 ;«; = 16

6 x"^ -\- 4 X — 16 = o

(3 ^ — 4) (2 ^ + 4) = o
.'. ji: = — 2, or 3

6 x^ -{- 4 X = — II. Complete square

36 ;r^ + 24 :r + 4 = — 62

6 X -\- 2 = ^_ I/'
— 62

6 X = — 2^1/ — 62

^ / N.
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^ 2 t / — 62

.'. ;r = — 2, a, or
— 2 1 1/ — 62

> «»

69.—What is the area of a field in acres, perches,

etc., whose south side is 2740 links; east side

35.75 chains; north side 5755 links; west side

41.05 chains, and the diagonal from south-west to

north-east 48.35 chains? V '['''^''•'--'':''-i- ^^^-r--

Sobition by E. J. Mitrtaugh^ '96.

J"'^^?'

-6.

^ Sys6~ ^^

»7v-o ZC JS"

3755 links = 150.2 rods

4105 " = 164.2

4853 " = 193-4

,
- 2,507.8

u

u

253.9= ^ sum

253.9 — 150-2 = 103.7 = 1^^ remainder ;;

253-9— 164.2 = 89.7 = 2d "

253-9 — 193 4 = 60.5 = 3d

Area of ist A = i^ 253.9 ^ 103.7 ^ 89.7 X 60.5

= 11953-5 perches

4853 links = 193.4 rods

3575

2740

u

((

= 14.^-

=: 109.6

U

((

((

((

2446^

233. = Yi sum.

223. = 193-4 = 29.6 = 1st remainder.

223. = 143. = 80. =: 2d

223. = 109.6= 113.4 = 3d^

Area of 2d A = V 223 X 29.6 X 80 X 113.4 =^

7734-44-

Area of ist A = 1 1953.5 perches

" 2d A -= 7734-44

19691.94

19691.94 -^ 160 = 123 acres 12 perches.

Note.— It was extra labor converting the links

to rods. The area of each triangle should be found

in square chains, which divided by 10 will give the

answer in acres.

((

(

(

SPLINTERS.

Two.

_^ Exams.
_

___:....,...— _,

Misfit. .

The banquet.

That hammock.

Peerless maids. . - '

'''/^^.'R3.\ Ha-a-a! .
" ,

No extra gas burned last month.

"Gee around the mud puddle."

" There's John roasting ' Billy' again."

Demo, Demere, Dempsey, Duque.

Signer Falsetto is quite a character.

Can you tell who holds first mortgage ?

You can have oats if you wish.

Henrietta, .'ilenrietta. Who is that?

The " Ryle " jewels are out again.

The cigarette fiend is Eddy-ing round again.

We advise Mellin's for the boy, Steve.

Here comes Mike, 'tis time to call the game.

Frank, the crack short-stop of the " Greens," says

they are ready to play.

^, .. .
. -^

.

(airy buff. )•";;..; ''.::.:, .-, y-:'-:}l0-^':

Oh, could I now the day foresee^^^^: -;;•;'

When I a graduate would be! 'r^l'>,ry'i

Return would I in ninety-five.

To reach that distant goal I'd strive.

Conundrum :—How many hay-makers have

we at the University ?

" Let me thank you for that ticket." " Oh 1 never

mind ; keep the change."

The boys have a hard crust after eating so

many eggs at West Chester.

It is amusing to watch the boys, who visit the

truck farm, dodge the Prefects after onionating.

Barney is sadly depressed since that rumor con-

cerning a certain sojourner to Atlantic City reached

his ears.

Who are the four princes who hired the

tandem to convey them to the swamp to gather

water cress ?

Most of the boys are preparing for vacation

while "the few," now that their vacation is at an

end, are preparing for work.

Will you kind sir, explain to me
Why I such happy students see ?

The jug room's closed and nevermore

Will opened be in ninety four.

"*•' *:>'i^,^ ^wO .,.,.-*,<l^.«t..
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The manner in which Mc. defends the property

of the library is sufficient proof that he is the right

man in the right place.

The Dago who has been supplying some of the

bo'ys with bananas and oranges is considering the

advisability of bringing the sheriff with him the

next trip.

The feature of one of the recent games of base-

ball was the manner in which " Fatty " held down
second base. For allowing grounders to pass and

making wild throws he excels all. i;
.

v ,;
• ^ .,

:

Maggie had a little lamb, ^'-
' ;

She bought it cheap for cash ;

'

, % She had it baked, stewed, hot and cold,

^ < ,; And then four days in hash.

J. S. went, saw and was conquered. He found

Pocahontas far beyond his expectations and in her

discovered his beau ideal. His heart is shattered,

not by an Indian arrow, but by those of famed

cupid darting from the shining orbs of " Poca."

Judging from the number of visitors frequenting

the "glasshouse" an observer would be mislead

as to the popularity of its inmates. They keep

the cigarette box filled to overflowing, and the lid

never falls on the "Cornell mixture." This

accounts for their wide circle of friends.

• John was not a little surprised when he saw the

picture. He vainly endeavored to convince us he

had no freckles. V^eW, granting this point for his

benefit, we will add that the absence of freckles

does not make a beauty.

We are anxiously awaiting the next performance

by . Having no previous knowledge of the last

one we were wholly at a disadvantage. However,

recognizing the celerity with which they sprung

such thinks, we will endeavor to be amply supplied

with for the next one.—Beware and play low.

The story of the Philosophers' photographs is

sad, to say the least. The artist produced them and

because he did not flatter, the photos were rejected.

He then disposed of them at the low price of ten

cents each, and their friends, prompted by charity,

purchased the lot. They are now fully aware of

the fact that they are not as handsome as they one

time foolishly imagined, and probably their re9ent

experience will save them from Narcissus' fate.

So you like sweet peppermint drops, John,

For a nice little game of " swops," John
;

But handle with care,

She is Young and so fair

—

Look out for Paoli "pops," John.

PERSONALS.

Mr. James Connie of Philadelphia, was a visitor

to B. J. Corr on June 2^'f^j-j^:_jr.__:..^i:^_^::_ s^,^ :\,
.::-''> -

Miss Margaret Vasey of Philadelphia, spent

Sunday, May 27, with her brother Nicholas.

Mrs. Catharine O'Connor of Jersey City, called

to see her so.i Thomas and spent the day with him.

Mark J. MuUin, '92, accompanied by his mother

and aunt, Miss Annie Crane, were entertained by

their friends June 3. ,.
-

• >; . k;

Mr. James Nolan, of Reading, accompanied by

Rev. J. T. Cleary, called to see his sons, Eddie and

Bernard, previous to his trip to Europe.

Mr. Joseph Kelly of Harrisburgh, surprised his

two sons, Charles and Joseph, at quite an early hour

Wednesday, May 30, and took them to Philadelphia

to spend the day. : ; ^

Mr. Matthew Erhardt of Philadelphia, in com-

pany with Charles R. Medina, attended the base-

ball game at West Chester, June 2, between the

College boys and the Normal Greys.

The students in general and particularly those

appointed to take part in the annual Sodality and

College commencements are busy, preparing for

the final examinations which will commence in a

few days. .'.;^v ^;^'^:^-:^•'::>^"^.• ''f'yy''-i. ^y:t-:-'?.-i:':':^!h-
=•-•>•/,''

The Very Rev. Michael Moore, O.C.C, Assist-

ant General of the Order, who is in this country

on business pertaining to his order, was the guest

of the Faculty on Monday, May 14,

Rev. Charles R. Hennon, a former student and

at present the Chancellor of the diocese of Man-
chester, N. H., spent a very pleasant evening a

short time ago with some of his classmates who are

among our esteemed Professors.

It was with feelings of deep sorrow that we
heard of the death at Washington, D. C, of Rev.

Albert Skinner, C.S.P., a graduate of '86. Rev.

R. A. Gleeson, O.S.A., attended his funeral from

St. Paul's Church, New York City. His remains

were taken to his home at Hoosick Falls, N. Y.,

for interment. We extend our sincere sympathies

to the family and friends in their bereavement.

Rev. Frs. J. P. Fahey and J. A. Wheelan, O.S.A.,

have just finished a<i extremely successful mission

at the Church of Our Lady of Good Counsel,

Bryn Mawr, Pa. Their reputation as successful

missionaries is long established. That their

efforts were well appreciated is confirmed by the

large numbers that attended the devotions during

the entire week.
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ATHLETICS.

An assemblage of over five hundred persons,

many of whom were ladies, saw the Villanova

Base-ball Club defeat the Normal Greys, of West
Chester Normal School, on the grounds of the

latter, Thursday, May lo. As the West Chester

game is one looked forward to with the greatest

interest and enthusiasm for the last four or five

years on account of the spirit of rivalry, yet

the greatest good will, existing between the two
schools, many of the students accompanied the

team on its journey and cheered it on to victory

with their shouts of approval and encouragement.

The Normal boys treated them with much kind-

ness and hospitality. Nor were the young ladies

backward in doing honor to them, but showed their

appreciation of good playing by contioued cheers.

Nay ! they even composed little poems, thus mani-

festing their good nature and amiability.

The game, though not a very exciting one, was
interesting and pleasant to look at, abounding
in brilliant fielding and clever base running on the

part of both nines. Villanova got the lead from

the start which it kept throughout the game.

Herron pitched and did good and effective work,

but five hits being made off his delivery. His

support was excellent. In the fifth inning with two
out and two on bases, Monahan knocked what
was evidently a safe hit were it not for the beautiful

run and catch made by Brown, which not only

saved two runs but also is reported as the most

remarkable catch made on the grounds for years.

The other features were the batting of O'Leary,

the all around playing of Brown, and the general

good work of Hartman and Gildersleeve.

THE SCOBK.
NOBMAL OBEY.

A B B. H O. A. E.
Monahan, cf. 8S . . 6 1 3 2
Hartman, c 5 1 1 4 1 1

Slocum, lb .... S 1 15 1

Corcoran, p ... I 13
Pike, It 601100
Neitz. rf ... 5 1 1 1 1

Farrell. cf. ss . . . 4 1 1 2
Jackson, 3b .... 4 1 4 2
Gildersleeve, 2b .. 4 6 4

VILLANOVA.
A.B. B. iB. P A. B.

O'Leary, lb .... 8 2 3 14 1

Brown, 2b 622260
Carey, sa 6 1 1 1 2
Nolan, 8b 5 10232
Fields, cf ..500010
McDonald, c. ... 6 1 1 3 8 1

Herron p 6 10280
Kenny, If . .... 5 1 2 2
Kavanagh, rf . 5 1110 1

Totals 42 5 6 27 18 9 Totals , 45 10 10 27 20 6

Villanova . .

Normal Grey
I

Earned runs—Villanova 6, Normal 2. Two base hits- Kenny, Bartman'
Stolen bases— Villanova 9, Normal 3. Struck out by Herron 4, by Cjr"
ooran 3.

Villanova, May 15.—Before a large crowd of

spectators the Wenona A. A. was defeated by tire

college boys, in a long and one-sided contest.

During the first few innings, the home team by
good batting and clever base-running piled up
runs sufficient for a good lead, which was retained

throughout thegame. In the early part of the game
Catcher McDonnell was injured and went to the

field. O'Leary took his place behind the plate,

which position he filled in a creditable manner.

In the seventh inning Ames was batted out of the

box ; he was replaced by Charton who suffered

nearly the same fate. The features of the game

were the batting of Brown and Kena^i. The score:

R. H. B.''.' *

Villanova .•'•»-•» -2 0323402 x— 16 11 7

Wenona .1 o 2 4 o o i o o— 8 8 12

Earned runs : Villanova 7. Stolen bases : Villanova, 6 ; Wenona,

4 Two-base hits: O'Leary, Brown, 2, Kenny, Ames.

Double play : Decker, Shields Time : 3 hours. Umpire :

J. Ryie. \yr .,^-:--- ^i ":,'-; :^;-r'::/^-y-^^^^^

Thegame played on May 19, with the Congre-

gational B. B. C. was a somewhat peculiar one,

inasmuch as the visitors brought but seven men.

To complete the required number two of the col-

lege boys played with the visitors, and, notwith-

standing the awkward position, played good ball.

In addition to this it had rained all day. Conse-

quently the ground was very wet and slippery,

but by a copious distribution of sawdust the dia-

mond was put in a fair condition. Up to the

sixth inning the contest was close and exciting,

but after that the "White and Blue" piled up

run upon run, and gained the victory with ease.

The score

:

; /

R. H E.

villanova ........i o o o o 3 2 2 x—8 10 4

Congregational .. loooiooo o—2 6 5

Earned runs : Villanova, 3 ; Congregational i Two base hits

:

Brown, Palmer. Struck out by Herron, 6. Time : 1.40.

Umpire: J. Ryle.

On May 26, the Villanovas a second time

defeated the strong Wenona team on the home
grounds, this time chiefly through the effective

pitching of Herron. Not a hit was made off him
and only once was the ball batted outside the

diamond. This indeed was a great showing, con-

sidering the batting strength of the team he had

to contend with. For the first six innings the

playing was remarkable, only one error being made
and the score read i to o in favor of the visitors.

The seventh inning, however, was a fortunate one

for the home players. In this inning they located

Charlton's curves and pounded out five runs. In

the eighth the good work was kept up and three

more runs were added to their score. The visitors

were retired without a run. In the ninth, the

Weno las, notwithstanding their strenuous efforts,

m^de but one run, making the score stand 8 to 2

in favor of Captain Carey's men.

R. H. E.
Villanova 00000053 x—8 8 5
Wenona ooioooooi—2 o 4

Earned runs : Villanova, 4. Two base hit, Kenny. Three base

hit, O'Leary, Struck out by Herron, 4 ; Charlton, 6,

Double play, Carey, Kenny, O'Leary. Time of game : 145,
Umpire : J. J. Ryle.

^
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,

-r--— 824 Arch St. "^"
-;-,......:

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Catbolic Book Store south of Nev York.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Phiiladelphiia, .

In jfact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
speciajty of sacred heart pictures,

A Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at ;

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturer! of and Dealers In

Ji^irtsfe-^lass ]^00ts and ghees^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty,

TERMS CASH I^ancastcr Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GEO. W. GIBBOK8D. J. GALLAGHER.
, ; . ,. :

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., .:

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacurers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Gallagher Buildlnif.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

*
$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

John P. Collins,

^BooK»- Binder-!^
jMo. 1 South Tenth Street,

'^'Job Work a Speclaltjr. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,
^entg' Fnmighiqg ^ood^ Bqd ^hii^li ManufactarEr

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

PbysiciAns* Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours al-

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
pP^/if^K ^- PRl^K'TT. Craduate ii) pf?ar/T\aQy, 7T~

PROPRIETOR. ;:;,.-

Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

J hu lUvst

U the Cheapest.
llnlluhaii'M Shoes

are the best.

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

*t GENTLEMEN'S SHOES."

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes, ^'v'-.-rriii:^':-^ y:{V:'^/--yr

• $3' $4i $?•

HALLAHAN, :

.
f^"!''' f"^.

''"^'" ^"''''
' Philadelphia..

P. } rnLAHAN, 183B MARKET ST.

Dealer ii> pipe (Jroeeries,

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

\rJAO 7VYAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

t^Vf'\g% and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals."®*

aiiNDooi ••• Giiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

.
- No. 1702 Market Street,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GMESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. l^YKMES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SHCOPiD STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA,

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,^ PHILADELPHIA.

^

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladles' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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:. MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au invitatiou to you to call at our GRKAT WESTEKN MKAT MARKET
and see what a choice selectiou of . .^_^, _„—^-,—^^— >

Beef, Mutt00, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We liHve ciMi-.Uimly on liaiid and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see ibr yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

i BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ILEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
;" ' Prescriptions a Specialty. ^?'

;

•f CHRISTIAN MOOf^e.-f

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ttSTIMATES FUKNISHEU.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

CalciminiDg and Jobbirig in Plaetoring
Promptly a1 tended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.
Pof.t cilice AddrosH, Roseniout or Bryn Mawr.

WM h. KI.KIN8, Pro»iil( nt
MARTIN MALOXKy, Vice-Prist nnd MBn>i;er

i;. K. ROBINSON, .Secretary

«KOR«K 8. BRANS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYLVANIi^ GLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

C^OF)tra(;tor8for Ij^^l^tiQ^ Qties ar?d Jou/98

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

VJ^ILLIAM J. REED,
DEALER IN

••Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, f
ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,

CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly-

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.

LFARYS OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(Flrft Store below Market .St.) PHIt ADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FupqitoelBBdding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Pi.scoHni to Institutions.

:^ ;;: THOMAS F. SMALL:..
;. /;;H:.— Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.: i

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

Ptiiladelplnia,

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 \iort\) Su/elftl? 5t., pi?iia.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

^lARCHITECTi^
./,:.. Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satis'iftction, StiidentH call on me before

KoirtK elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY.
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BeST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. iA£HEL-HN.
Mamifnctnrer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
IIoiiHe Kiiiiiltthiii;; Till Ware of Rvery Description

Kept. Ill Stock and Mnde to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANC^STEJR AVENUE,

ARDMORR, MONTGOMKRY CO , PA.

John Bradley.
Manufacturer of

1^1 N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
CUSTOM WOEK A SPECIALTY, KEPAIRIKQ BEATLY IGKE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, -i^

Ne^r and Second Hand.
Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books,

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL '
:

'

V,

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 fi. Thirteenth Street,

PHlIiADKIiPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Eatabll^hed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 River St , Troy, N.T.
Terms of Subscription ! One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 ote.

Money tan be sent by Post OfKce Order or Kc^^iutered Letter.

OommiinicattoiiH should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
vV^ TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE # HATTER
6TRIGTLY ONE PRICE. "

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

•W. "W. FI5/A.1TCIS*
DEALEB IN

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGBST FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

. KRDTU^ORE. PK.

JOS. C. FISHER. —

.

^^cost\j7va:er,^
^55 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cut Out This Coupon, It is Worth $ i .00

Kach person who sends this coupon and Ji.oo in cash to Douahoe's
, Magazine, 6ii Washingfton St., Boston, Mass .will receive the superb -

d Catholic Mouth]}', DONAHOK'S MAGAZINE:, for one year. ^^ The price per annum is $2.co,and by readers ofthispjiblication only, ^W can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

H. G SRKL-DINC Si BROS..
ATHLiHTIC OUTFITTERS.

Uniforms and Implements for all Out-door Sports. Base-ball and Foot-
ball Uniforms a Special y, and our 1894 line of Base-ball and Foot-ball Goods
is superior to anything heretofore offered to the public.

THE SPALUING BICYCLE, Price $ 25.00, has more important im-
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if

desired SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
1032 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA.

THOniAS R. liHAHY.

* FXJIN^EIIA^L DIRECTOR, <^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sis.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Personal ftttontion day or night.

'»..'«.
'•*,:,:otel rjiGl^ardsor) *

%• VV »305-7 F^l^®'''^ 5treet, pf^fladelpbta

One BldclTfroni P. & R. Terminal. One

and a lialf blocks from IJroad St. Station.

. i>RlCES VERY JREASONABLE > ;

"Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran- '-;\:

-. sient.

!;

"'
,

>:| Arthur Lynaugh,
''''

'

Manager.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..

147-49-51 NORTH TENTH STREET,
:

PHILADELPHIA.
I^ngraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

froii Photographs. Wash Drawings, Paintings, etc., elched on Copper.

C. W. BtCK. Manager.

Lithographers » . . . Printers

Stationers Blank Book Makers

INTERNATIONAL
Entirely New.

Abreast q/^rflTTtfUes.

A GranifEducator

.

DICTIONARY
Siivccasor of the
"Unabridged."

Mveryhody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
ceriiinfi the history, spell-

inji', pronunciation, and
meaning; of words.

A hihrary in It-
self. It also tiivcs the
often desired information
concerning eminent per-

sons ; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, sind natural features of the

globe ;
particulars concerning noted fictitious jer-

sons and places; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, otlice. study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.

Hon. D. J. Brewer, .lnsticc of T . S. Supreme Court,

writes: "The International Dictionary is the i)er-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the

one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. <k C. Merriatn Company,
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

K3~llo not b>iy clieap photographic
reprint.* of nndent editions.
iatS~Scnd for free prospoctus.

^VEBSTER'S

,
INTERMHONAL

j

DICTIONARY,

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. RoscMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

dold ^ 5''^?^/n?^3l8 for all OeeasioQS
Pins and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Sfieclal AVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Aceh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'f'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the -_^_j_,__ ^^^ , pp,^ -_ „

Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

X

@^ALTAR WINES-#
Importers of First Quality

MABSAIA AND SPANISH WINES
91. P. 9ICDONOIJGH & CO.

aas SOUTH front STRKET, PHII.ADELiPHIA;

Why pay high prices for Pictures and Frames ?

Go to the Manufacturer.

Otto Scheibal's Art Store,
16 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se-winK Machines,

Guns, Rifles and
Sporting Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE. BKYN MAWH. PA.

KOR
I=RESH r^ND RELIMBUE

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKKE) STORK OK

w^fe^^^o^
1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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r

Fifty-first Anniversary of Villanova College.

DEAR Alma Mater on thy queenly brow
The One and Fiftieth wreath of worth is set

;

More grandly now than in the years ago,

When Love and Faith enwove thy coronet

!

To thee, equipped, the Levite bids farewell

;

And eke to them who watched with tenderest care,

His Rod's fruition into blossom swell

—

His life-dream shaping an eternal prayer

!

From thee he parts with more than filial love
; , ,

Thy teachings graven on his inmost soul

;

The fire of Heaven descending from above

To make his faith all-perfect, and all-whole !

Down through the years how oft will memory's glance

Bear back his thoughts to scenes of College days
;

When flashing wit, incisive as a lance.

Aroused his mind to anger, or to praise !

On Life's wide sea in cloud, or storm, or sun.

He now embarks, to battle, and to save
;

The wrecked and lorn, the treasures to be won
;

The shore to reach, the land beyond the grave

!

Benignant Mother, from thy cultured halls

Thy priest goes forth, with burning zeal and love
;

'~ To spread God's light where deepest shadow falls,

•And in His name admonish, or reprove !

Not void his hand, where poverty is found.

Nor cold his heart, when raised its piteous cry
;

Within his soul it wakes a chord profound

—

The sweetest chord by angels touch'd on high !

The pitying heart which feels another's pain,

With words of comfort soothes its wild unrest

;

To him four-fold the blessings and the gain.

Who brings sweet joy to some benighted breast

!

May many wreaths more glorious than this one, •

Thy brow encircle like a zone of light

!

Till in the splendor of thy setting sun

Thy deeds shall glow before the Infinite !

^ ^ ^^ Patrick Carey.

k'

A
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Fifty-first Anniversary of Villanova College.

DEAR Alma Mater on thy queenly brow

The One and Fiftieth wreath of worth is set
;

More grandly now than in the years ago,

When Love and Faith enwove thy coronet

!

To thee, equipped, the Levite bids farewell
;

And eke to them who watched with tenderest care,

His Rod's fruition into blossom swell

—

His life-dream shaping an eternal prayer !

; From tliee lie parts with more than filial love
;

Thy teachings graven on his inmost soul

;

The fire of Heaven descending from above

To make his faith all-perfect, and all-whole !

Down through the years how oft will memory's glance

Bear back his thoughts to scenes of College days
;

When flashing wit, incisive as a lance,

Aroused his mind to anger, or to praise !
'

On Life's wide sea in cloud, or storm, or sun.

He now embarks, to battle, and to save
;

The wrecked and lorn, the treasures to be won
;

The shore to reach, the land beyond the grave

!

Benignant Mother, from thy cultured halls

Thy priest goes forth, with burning zeal and love
;

To spread God's light where deepest shadow falls,

And in His name admonish, or reprove !

Not void his hand, where poverty is found,

Nor cold his heart, when raised its piteous cry
;

Within his soul it wakes a chord profound

—

The sweetest chord by angels touch'd on high !

The pitying heart which feels another's pain.

With words of comfort soothes its wild unrest

;

To him four-fold the blessings and the gain,

Who brings sweet joy to some benighted breast

!

May many wreaths more glorious than this one,

Thy brow encircle like a zone of light

!

Till in the splendor of thy setting sun

Thy deeds shall glow before the Infinite !

Patrick Carey.
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Fifty-first Annual Commencement of Villanova College

Scarcely less imposing than the golden jubilee of

the college, celebrated a year ago, was this year's

Commencement, which, though not attended by so

many priests, was honored with the presence of

the Pope's representative in the United States, the

Delegate Apostolic, as he is officially called. His

Excellency Francis, Archbishop Satolli, who pre-

sided, and His Grace Archbishop Ryan. The event

took place on Wednesday afternoon, June aytli, and
attracted an unusually large attendance, most of

whom arriving early, had an opportunity of inspect-

ing and admiring the rare beauty of the surround-

ings as well as enjoying the healthful breezes

among the trees on the summit of one of the

highest hills in Delaware county.

At the time announced for the exercises to begin,

the college hall, in which they were to take place,

was filled to overflowing. There were profuse,

handsome and artistically arranged decorations on
and around the stage, and American flags waved
all along the college building. To the strains of

music by the college orchestra the dignitaries

and the other clergy entered. Mgr. Satolli took

the seat of honor. Near the middle of the stage

had been erected a dais, on which was a large chair

under a canopy of the Pontifical colors of yellow

and white, which was surmounted by a shield on
which were emblazoned the Papal emblems. On

, each side were gonfalons containing the Papal

colors. A large oil painting of St. Augustine

occupied the background of the throne. The col-

lege colors of blue and white and the red, white

and blue were conspicuous about the room. As the

distinguished prelates entered the audience arose

and gave hearty applause. Archbishop Ryan took

the seat to the right of the Apostolic Delegate, and
the President of the College, Very Rev. C. A.

McEvoy, to the left.

Among the other priests present were Very Rev.

James D. Waldron, Provincial O.S.A., St. Augus-
tine's : Very Rev. T. C. Middleton, D.D., O.S.A.,

Director of the Augustinian Seminary ; Revs.

John Scully, S.J., St. Joseph's Church, Philadel-

phia; P.J. Dooley, S. J. ;
James S. Brie, S.J., and

W. A. Stanton, SJ., Gesu ; J. T. Landry, CM.,
and A. Krabler, CM., Germantown

; W. Kieran,

D.D., St. Patrick's; M. J. Lawler, St. Thomas
Aquinas'

; J. A. Brehony and Eugene Murphy,
Manayunk

; P. J. Dailey, Annunciation
; John J.

Ward, Sacred Heart
; F. J. Fitzniaurice, St.

Joachim's; James P. Sinnott, St. Charles Borro-

meo's
;
JohnJ. Rogers, Cathedral

;
James O'Reilly,

Mt. Carmel, Pa.; Joseph A. Winters, Lansdale

;

D. P. O'Connor, West Conshohocken : Heffernan,

St. Anthony's, Greenpoint, L. I.; William J. Rich-

mond, Bergen Heights, N. J.; John J. Fedigan,

O.S.A., Atlantic City, N. J.; N.J. Murphy, OS. A.;

J. P. Gilmore, O.S.A., and W. A. Jones, O.S.A.,

St. Augustine's, Philadelphia ; F. J. McShane,

O.S.A. ; M. J. Geraghty, O.S. A., and E. P. Flynn,

O.S.A., Chestnut Hill
; John J. O'Brien, O.S. A.,

and J. A. Nugent, O.S. A., Bryn Mawr
;
James T.

O'Reilly, O.S. A., and J. M. Fleming, O.S. A.,

Lawrence, Mass.; J. J. Ryan, O.S.A. , Andover,

Mass.; F. R. McGowan, O.S.A., Lansingburgh,

N. Y.; P. J. O'Connell, O.S.A., Hoosick Falls,

N. Y.; John T. Emmet, O.S.A:, Waterford, N. Y.;

T. F. Kenna, D.D., O.S.A., collecting for the St.

Patrick's Basilica in Rome, and staying at St.

Anthony's Church, Greenpoint, L. I. ; M. J. Locke,

O.S.A., and F. M. Sheeran, O.S.A., of the Villa-

nova Scholasticate
; L. A. Delurey, O.S.A.; C. J.

McFadden, O.S.A.; R. A. Gleason, O.S.A.; J. B.

Leonard, O.S.A.; R. F. Harris, O.S.A.; F. Medina,

O.S.A., and W. A. Coar, O.S.A., of the College

faculty, P. M. Arnu, A. M. Distinguished

members of the laity from a distance were John T.

Lenehan, Esq., of Wilkesbarre, and Captain Blake,

and Rev. A. B. Conger, Rosemont, Pa., John
McMenamin, Philadelphia. : ^

-*^ ' ;

To the strains of the overture the graduates

marched upon the stage and took their places to

the right. One of them, advancing, presented to

Mgr. Satolli a handsome vari-colored bouquet.

Degrees were conferred and medals awarded as

follows :

Degree of Bachelor ot Arts—James F. O'Leary,

Hartford, Conn.
;
John J. Ryle, Stamford, Conn.

;

Jeremiah J. Crowley, Whitman, Mass.
;
John J.

Dolan, New York City.

Degree of Bachelor of Science—Walter D. Rior-

dan, Lawrence Mass.; Edward J. Wade, Lawrence,

Ma.ss. ; Stephen A. Kenney, Millville, Mass.;

Thomas J. Condon, Waterbury, Conn.; Edward G.

Dohan, Troy, N. Y.; Nicholas J. Vasey, Philadel-

phia, Pa.; Edward P. McKeough, Hartford, Conn.;

William J. Mahon, Hartford, Conn.; Daniel A.

Herron, Freeland, Pa. ; Bernard J. Corr, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Commercial Diplomas—Harry U. Strong, Villa-

nova, Pa. ; Harry T. Nelson, Oakford, Pa. ; Roger

J. O'Donnell, Drifton, Pa.; Chas. R. Medina,

Philadelphia, Pa.

AWARDING OF MEDALS.

The gold medal for gentlemanly conduct was
awarded to Nicholas J. Vasey, presented by the

president and faculty.

The gold medal for Christian Doctrine was
awarded to Edward G. Dohan, presented by the

Very Rev. J. D. Waldron, O.S.A., Philadelphia,

Pa.
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The gold med ils for lyOgic were awarded exaujuo

to James F. O'Leary, John J. Ryle, presented by

Very, Rev. P. F. McSweeney, D.D., New York

City, and Rev. J. J. Fedigan, Atlantic City, N. J.

The gold medal for Classics was awarded to Mar-

tin T. Field, presented by the Alumni.

The gold medal for English literature was

awarded to John J. Dolan, presented by J. T.

Ivcnahan, Esq., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

The gold medal for Mathematics was awarded to

Thomas J. Lee, presented by Rev. J. J. Keegan.

Randolph, Mass.

The gold medal for General History was awarded

to Thomas J. Condon, presented by Rev, James H.

O'Neill, Middleboro, Mass.

The gold medal for French was awarded to

Thomas J. Ronayne, presented by Rev. C. Hennon,
Manchester, N. H.

The gold medal for German was awarded to

William J. Kavanagh, presented by Rev. John J.

O'Brien, O.S. A., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

SALUTATORY.

J. J. RYLE, '94, STAMFORD, CT.

Your Excellency^ Ifosl Rev. Apostolic Delegate.,

Your Grace Most Rev. Archbishop., Very Rev.

and Rev. Fathers., Respected Faculty., Mem-
bers of the Alnmniy Ladies and Gentlemen :

To be the recipient of such an honor on this, an

ever memorable occasion in the History of Villa-

nova's glorious career, thrills me with feelings of

pride, and fills my soul with fond aspirations.

To-day, Alma Mater throws open her portals, and

bids you one and all a hearty welcome to her

hallowed precincts. To-day she sends more of her

representatives into the world, there to fight the

good fight, and she has called you to bid them
God-speed on their journey through life. And to-

day she is signally honored by the presence of our

Most Reverend Prelates, "divines that follow

their own instruction," and men whose names
have become revered and cherished in every hou'^e-

hold.

Your appearance here to-day. Most Rev. Apos-

tolic Delegate, overspreads her countenance with

the beam of happiness, and the smile of welcome.

Her arms are ever outstretched to any representa-

tive of our holy Mother, the Church, but she feels

especially honored and signally favored in extend-

ing a welcome to one the especial choice of our

Holy Father, Leo XHI. The success with which
your labors have been crowned

;
your name,

synonymous with Catholicity
;
your eminent tal-

ents, your profound knowledge, and your accurate

judgment give brilliant presage for your future.

That to-day one of her chairs is occupied by

you, our own Most Rev. Archbishop, Prince of

Pulpit Orators, adds one more proof of your affec-

tion for her and the deep interest you take in

whatever pertains to her welfare and advancement.

Be assured that she tenders you her heart-felt

thanks and expresses the hope that you may long

continue her guardian, and like Aeneas of old,

watch over her interests with a paternal eye.

And you, members of the Alumni, the children

of her hope, you who have drunk from her hands

the cup of nourishment for the bivouac of life, she

summons here to-day that she may clasp you in

her welcoming and affectionate embrace, here to

meet in friendly consolidation ; here to tighten

the chains of friendship and love, loosened by the

hand of time. Just as the heart sends the blood

coursing through our veins, that our bodies may
preserve their vitality and animation, and perform

their due functions, so Alma Mater, the Principitim

Vitae of your society, gathers you here to-day, to

circulate in you the blood of her early training,

and dispatch you again into the world to labor

with renewed energy and improved faculties, in the

cause of truth and justice.

She bids me welcome you, her friends and bene-

factors, some of whom have watched her growth

with increasing years, sharing alike her prosperity

and happiness, sympathizing with her in her mis-

fortunes and afflictions, and ever offering a helping

hand in time of necessity.

For more than fifty years has Villanova been a

commanding figure in the development and perfec-

tion of her grind undertaking, the moral, intel-

lectual, and phy.sical education of American youth.

She has been the nursery of religion and educa-

tion, a centre of piety and learning, never falter-

ing or wavering, but by unremitting and long

continued toil, overcoming obstacles the most ob-

stinate, that beset her path. Year after year she

has graduated into the university of the world

bands of devoted souls, and anticipating the popu-

lar mandate of our Most Rev. Delegate, she has

commanded them : "Go forward, in one hand bear-

ing the Book of Christian truth, and in the other

the constitution of the United States."

Her bark has ever been piloted by men of spot-

less integrity, and remarkably blessed by God in

their zeal and piety, and by men imbued with the

spirit of educational missionaries. And to-day

she stands as a monument bearing witness to their

lives of untiring labor, self-sacrificing devotion"

and indomitable trust in God, a lasting memento
of those whose souls have taken their flight and

an inspiration for those that remain.

At no time during her career has Astrea more
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lavishly bestowed her gifts than during the year

just passed. And to-day, the ark of dear old

Villanova, guided by the patronal hand of Isis on

her voyage over the sea of time, discharges her

cargo of good works at the port of eternity, there

to await judgment when our dear patron, St.

Thomas of Villanova, will offer them to his Maker
in testimony of the labors of his faithful clients.

. ; In conclusion Alma Mater again bids me, from

the superabundant affection of her heart, in the

name of the Very Rev. President and Faculty and

my fellow-students, to extend you all a most

cordial welcome to this, her fifty -first annual com-

mencement, trusting that when years shall have

rolled by, and your imagination summons from ob-

livion the memories of the past, you will recall the

few hours spent to-day, within her shrines, as among
the happiest moments of a well spent life.

» ««»

Salutatio ad Excellentiam suam, Reverendissimum Apos-

tolicum Delegatum Franciscum Archiepiscopum

SatolU.
"•' •.

'

RRV. I.. A. DEIvUREV, O S.A.

Excellentissime Domine : Te salvere jubenius.

Hie dies nobis plerumque laetus, te praesente, fit

laetissimus. Jamdudum nos, Saucti Augustini

filii nostrum respectum tibi, delegato Sanctissimi

Patris ej usque Angelici Doctoris approbato expli-

catori ostendere exoptarunt, quia in te tuisque

operibns spiritualium filiorum Statibus in Foede-

ratis ejusdemque curam, dilectionem, zelumque

videmus. Res, quas regere uou potuimus, pro

tempore nobis obstiterunt quoniinus tibi obser-

vantiam nostram et reverentiam ostenderemus, sed

illae nunc victae sunt.

Quare hodie votis nostris completis gaudemus et

exultamus. Igitur nobismetipsis cougratulamur

et tibi veras atque sinceras giatias agimus pro

lionore quem nobis con fert tua praeseutia. Nosme-

tipsos inprimis honoratos sentimus propter factum,

quod casu in nostro, etsi in maun tua fuit diem

seligendi, tu valde benigue nobis facultatem dedisti

ponendi diem pro exercitiis nostris academicis.

Iterum tibi gratias agimus quia hoc nobis persua-

sum habemus quod Villanovae patronorum amico-

rumetalumuorum amor respectusque, tua praesentia

confirmati, creverint et tu in corda juvenuni te

hodie circumstantiuni resolutioncm virtutemque

infuseris. Non est necessarium te admonere ut

adolescentibus medio nostro proficiscentibus facta

foeventia cxpectemus, facta quae ad gloriam Dei et

Alma Matris redundabunt. ( )mnia haec sentimus et

rationabiliter arbitramur huuc diem faustum diem
omnibus praesentibus in memoria longe retenen-

duni. Igitur semel in perpetuum te salvere jubenius.

In te honores regios conferre non possumus sed tibi

liberalitatem nostram oflferrimus et extendimus

confidentes conatus nostros tibi placituros esse et

te Sanctitatae suae, Leoni decimo tertio nostras

simplices autem sinceras optationes esse laturumet

nos tuos inter amicos devotissimos numeraturum.

Le beau et I'utile.

/THOMAS J.
RONAYNR, '95, NEWPORT, R. I.

Kant, en separant le beau de I'utile, prouve

clairement qu il n'est point du tout dans la nature

des arts de donner des lemons. Sans doute, tout ce

qui est beau doit faire naitre des sentiments g6n6

reux, et ces sentiments excitent a la vertu ; mais

des qu'on a pour object de mettre en Evidence un

precepte de morale, la libre impression que pro-

duisent les chefs d'oeuvre de Part est necessairement

detruite ; car le but, quel qu'il soit, quand il est

connu, borne et gene Pimagination. ; V -;

La nature dep^oie ses magnifiicenses souvent sans

but, souvent avec un luxe que les partisans de

Putilite appelleraient prodigue. Elle semble se

plaire a donner plus d'eclat aux fleurs, aux arbres

des forets, qu'aux v^g^taux qui servent d' aliment

a Phomme.
Si I'utile avait le premier rang dans la nature,

ne revetirait^elle pas de plus de charmes les plantes

nutritives que les roses qui ne sont que belles? Et

d'oii vient cependant que, pour parer les autels de

la divinity, I'on chercherait plutot les inutiles

fleurs que les productions n^cessaires? D'oii vient

que ce qui sert au maintien de notre vie a moins de

dignity que les beautes sans but ? C'est que le

beau nous rappelle une existence immortelle et

divine dont le souvenir et le regret vivent k la fois

dans notre coeur.

Ce n'est certainement pas pour m^connaitre la

valeur morale de ce qui est utile que Kant en a

separe le beau ; c'est pour fonder Padmiration en

tout genre sur un d^sinteressement absolu ; c'est

pour donner aux sentiments qui rendent la vie im-

possible la preference sur les lemons qui servent h la

corriger.

Rarement les fables mythologiques des anciens

ont ete dirigees dans le .sens des exhortations de

morale on des exemples ^difiants ; et ce n'est pas

du tout parce que les modernes valent mieux qu'eux,

qu'ils chercheut souvent a donner a leurs fictions

un resultat utile ; c'est plutot parce qu'ils ont

moins d'imagination, et qu'ils transportent dans la

litt^rature Phabitude que donnent les affaires, de

tendre toujours h un but.

Les ^venemeuts tels qu'ils existent dans la

reality, ne sont pas calculus comme une fiction dont

le denouement est moral. La vie elle m^me est
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conyue d'une mani^re tout k fait poetiqiie ; car ce

n'est point, d'ordinaire, parce que le coupable est

puni et I'honime vertueux recompense qu'elle pro-

duit sur nous une impression morale, c'est parce

qu'elle d^veloppe dans notre coeur I'indignation

contre le coupable et I'enthousiasme pour I'homme
vertueux.

t;

Das Loos des Menschen.

WII^I^IAM J. KAVANAGH, BROOLYN, N. Y. -Vx^' i

^^ ,/ W erblicken ausser uns eine Verbindung, in

welcher Keiner fiir sicli selbst arbeiten kann, oline

fiir alle Andere zu arbeiten, oder fiir den Anderen

arbeiten, ohne zugleich fiir sich selbst zu ar-

beiten, indem der gliickliche Fortgang eines Mit-

gliedes gliicklicher Fortgang fur alle ist ; ein

Anblick, der sclion durch die Harmonic, die wir

in dem Allermannigfaltigsten erblicken, innig

wohlthut, und unsern Geist machtigst erhebt. Das
Interesse steigt, wenn man einen Blick auf sich

selbst tliut und sich als Mitglied dieser grossen

innigen Verbindung betrachtet. Das Gefiihl unserer

Wurde und unserer Kraft steigt, wenn wir uns

sagen, was Jeder unter uns sich sagen kann

:

Mein Dasein ist nicht vergebens und zwecklos;

ich bin ein nothwendiges Glied der grossen Kette,

die von der Entwickelung des ersten Menschen
zum vollen Bewusstsein seines Daseins bis in die

Ewigkeit hiiiausgeht.
"" Alles, was jemals gross und weise und edel

unter den Menschen war, diejenigen Wohlthater

des Menschengeschlechtes, deren Namen ich in

der Wei tgeschi elite ausgezeichnet finde, und die

mehren, deren Verdienste ohne ihre Namen vor-

handen sind,—sie alle liaben fiir mich gearbeitet

;

ich betrete auf der Erde, die sie bewohnten, ihre

Segen verbreitenden Fussstapfen. Ich kann,

sobald ich will, die erhabene Aufgabe, die sie sich

aufgegeben batten, ergreifen, unser gemeinsames
Brudergeschleclit immer weiser und gliicklicher

zu machen ; ich kann da fortbauen, wo sie auf-

horen miissten ; ich kann den herrlichen Tempel,

den sie unvollendet lassen mussten, seiner Vollen-

dung naher bringen. Aber ich werde aufhoren

miissen, wie sie, diirfte sich Jemand sagen. O, es

ist der erhabenste Gedanke unter alien ; ich werde,

wenn ich jene erhabene Aufgabe iibernehme, nie

vollendet haben ; ich kann also, so gewiss die

Uebernehmung derselben meine Bestimmung ist,

ich kann nie aufhoren zu wirken, und mithin nie

aufhoren zu sein.

Das, was man Tod nennt, kann mein Werk nicht

abbrechen
; denn mein Werk soil vollendet werden,

mithin ist meinem Dasein keine Zeit bestimmt

—

und ich bin ewig. Ich habe mit der Unternehmung
jener grossen Aufgabe die Ewikgeit an mich geris-

sen. Ich hebe mein Haupt kuhn empor zu dem

drohenden Felsengebirge, und zu dem tobenden

Wasserstiirze und zu den krachenden, in einem

Feuermeer schwimmenden Wolken, und sage : Ich

bin ewig, und ich trotze eurer Macht !
Brecht

alle herab auf mich ; und du Himmel, vermischt

euch im wilden Tumulte! und ihr Elemente alle,

schaumet und tobet, und zerreibet im wilden

Kampfe das letzte Sonnenstaubchen des Korpers,

den ich mein nenne! mein Wille allein mit seinem

festen Plane soil kiihn und triumph i rend iiber

den Triimmern des Weltalls schweben, denn icli

habe meine Bestimmung ergriffen, und die ist

dauernder als ihr ; sie ist ewig, und ich bin ewig,

wie sie.

ORATION.

JOHN J. DOLAN, '94, NEW YORK, N. Y.

There has never been a time when so much
interest was manifested in the education of youth

as at the present and when the necessity of a

liberal education was more evident. Among all

nations of the civilized world the subject of educa-

tion has received the highest consideration.

Let us go back in thought to ancient Greece

and Rome, those two stars, that glimmered, blazed,

became dim, and finally faded, which gave to the

world works of all kinds, that have not yet been

equalled, which have given to posterity so much
food for thought and reflection—education was to

them a serious question. From those days to the

present it has been agitated in pulpit, rostrum and

press, so upon this occasion before an assembly,

within the walls of an institution whose sole

object is education in the true sense, a few words

upon the question will not be amiss.

Plato defines education thus : "To give to the

body and the soul all the perfections of which they

are susceptible." What can this mean but that

the object of education, is to render to man all the

means whereby he may bring himself out as it

were, that he may make the best use of all the

talents that the Dispenser of good has given him
and so become developed morally and physically

—

healthful, intelligent, virtuous. What a beautiful

and comprehensive meaning this grand old phil-

osopher has given to education.

The necessity of some education is self-evident

;

the necessity of a liberal education is almost

equally patent. A liberal education fits us for the

turmoils of this life, and prepares us for our ulti-

mate end. The culture of the mind, the moulding

of the behavior, the tempering of the affections,

the quickening of the observation, practical judg-

ment and a combination of all, the early instilling

of conscientous principles and seeds of religion,
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these are the results of a liberal education. What
could do more fur us? ^'^f :':_'::- ":--i:'''''\'rt.}'-:.^'-':-:r

:, It was once thought, and many seem to be of

the same opinion at present, that a mechanic or

tradesman had and has no use, certainly no need, of

a liberal education . But we have become so familiar

with results never dreamed of by our sires (so

great has been the advancement of science on her

onward march, so completely has mind triumphed

over matter,) that this idea is now an idle dream
;

and we perceive that a mechanic or a tradesman

who has received a liberal education, is not a worse

mechanic or tradesman on this account ; they

realize that "knowledge is power" and practical

power. It is not my purpose to dwell any longer

on the necessity of a liberal education, for necessary

it is, yes, almost a sacred obligation, but I stand

here before you as an humble defender of the

Higher Education, to offer a refutation to the

many times heard and unjust, narrow-minded

remark that the man who is graduated from the

university or college is unfit, as a rule, for work in

a world which is no respecter of persons, and

which judges each according to his own personal

merit. How can this be so? Daily proofs of

benefits derived through graduation from the

higher educational institutions, are constantly

brought into prominence. Educated men are

bound to forge ahead. In war they are generals
;

in politics, statesmen and party leaders ; in the

professions they command the largest incomes ; in

journalism they control public opinion ; they can

start in business with little or no capital, but with

their well trained minds they rise to be mine

owners, merchants, millionaires. If it be true

that the training received at our higher educational

institutions, incapacitates a man for the battles of

life ; if it be true that theory and development of

the mind be null and void ; then would it not be

a serious question whether or not our govern-

ment should charter universities, and support

military schools ?

But note the men whom our military academies

have graduated. In the last war, for instance, was

not the destiny of our nation placed in the hands

of these men, and do we not all know how well

they performed their sacred duties ?

See the physician with his surgical instruments

saving the life of a fond mother, sparing her to her

loving and beloved ones : behold him again on the

battle-field healing poor unfortunates whom bloody

swords and cruel bullets have brought to death's

door. With what untiring energy does he make
scientific researches, and for what purpose ? For

himself? No. The physical amelioration of man-

kind is his object.

And the lawyer, the man who is the ."adviser

of the people and the architect of the state."

What has he done? Haughty barons brought

King John to the field of Runnymede and at the

point of their swords forced from him the renowned

Magna Charta, but the pen of the lawyer framed

it and so wisely that it now needs no amendment.
The lawyer compelled Elizabeth, '

' proudest of

queens " to surrender monopolies threatening the

kingdom of Britain with ruin. He brought on

the Revolution, in consequence of which we to-day

are enjoying liberty, in the freest land under the

heavens. The lawyer is charged with the gravest

public responsibilities and from his ranks the chief

ruler of our glorious country is generally selected,

for of twenty-three presidents of the United States

nineteen have been lawyers. They were foremost

among the signers of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, and among the framers of the constitu-

tion of our glorious country, which constitution

has attracted here millions of immigrants from

European shores, notwithstanding the superior

advantages of soil and climate of our sister

Republic, Mexico, and equal material advantages

in Canada. '-.'-''' -"-"V:v>, >.;; :~''':'''.:\'' -'''.-: y'::--'''^
:

-

But what shall we say of the lives and deeds of

those, to whom are entrusted the care and spiritual

welfare of a world, the influence of whose works,

good as it is widespread, proclaims emphatically

the usefulness of our theological seminaries?

When our hearts are crushed with weight of woe
to them we go, to receive the highest consolation,

consolation coming from Heaven itself. Their

duty for God's glory, man's salvation and the

country's good is ever before their eyes, written in

letters of gold. Our greatest orators, orators who
move the soul as well as the mind, come from their

exalted ranks. In many instances they are the

motive power of educational work, but their par-

ticular functions are deeds, charitable and moral,

especially the moral, for morality is the foundation

stone of nations, and are not these men guardians

of the stone ?

For actions whose effects are not hampered with

the idea of self-advancement but which send rays

of never-failing sunshine to their less fortunate

brothers ; for deeds that glow with fraternal charity

in advancing mankind intellectually and morally
;

for purposes that are as lofty and as broad as the

very dome of Heaven itself, increasing the

pleasures and joys and diminishing the cares of

mankind for these and many more are we indebt-

ed to the college graduate—and no truer words

were ever spoken than those uttered by the Hon.
Chauncy M. Depew—" Every college is an insur-

ance company against anarchy and socialism."

•i -''iriifrrii'iiiifiiMiiii
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In conclusion allow me to say a few words rela-

tive to the one true Church and her representa-

tives, as promoters of education and especially of

the higher kind. She has always been the pro-

moter of a liberal education but as the champion
of Higher Education she has always stood foremost.

The task of maintaining a knowledge of the

sciences and liberal arts was upheld chiefly by

monastic institutious. The clash of arms broke

upon the humble monk's ear, while cultivating the

"arts of peace."

From the time of Charlemagne, who rendered

great service to literature and the higher studies,

scarcely any great educational development has

bsen inaugurated that cannot be traced to the

Church.

Paris, Bologna, Oxford, making their appear-

ances as universities came under the maternal
wing of the Church, receiving privileges, assist-

ance and rules from her. The number of uni-

versities founded by the Popes in the Middle Ages,

is forty-five, the majority of which are to-day

world renowned. Among these are not counted the

Propaganda, Roman College, '* Collegio Pip," and
the very many institutions of France. - •

The Popes have always willingly and ardently

co-operated in everything that pertained to en-

lightenment. We need not go any farther for proof

of their interest in Higher Education than to our
own "Catholic University at Washington." Al-

though young in years, it has men at its head
eminent in learning, and wise in experience.

From these considerations is it not evident that

the time has come, when the voices that have been
raised against Higher Education should be forever

silenced ? The best minds of the day have been
moulded and developed within the university and
college walls.

Let the nation therefore give every encourage-

ment to youth in its effort to scale the loftier cliffs

of knowledge ; let the progress of the college and
university keep pace with the progress of the na-

tion, and may the progress of the nation know no
limit.

VALEDICTORY.

JAMES F. 0'l.EARY, '94, HARTFORD, CT.

Oftentimes whilst reading a book which, by its

interesting plan, its excellent and natural scenic

descriptions, its striking and consistent portrayal

of character, contributes greatly to our entertain-

ment and instruction, we are eager to finish it in

order that all mystery and uncertainty may be
cleared away and the whole plot with its denoue-
ment may lie open to our minds. So it happened

that while turning the leaves in the book of our

college life and enjoying all the beautiful scenes

and pleasant associations contained therein we
were keenly desirous to behold the last page,

emblematic of the day that would witness expec-

tations realized and efforts crowned with success.

And now the goal of our collegiate aspirations has

been reached, already the topmost rung in the

ladder of our hopes has been attained, and the day

which we anticipated with feelings of exultation

and happiness as the end of our labors has arrived.

But with its advent how different are realizations

from expectations ? Instead of enjoying that

unalloyed pleasure and satisfaction usually asso-

ciated with the thought of duties faithfully per-

formed, we are experiencing sensations of a

gloomier and more sombre nature. Until now we
did not realize how strong is our love for Alma
Mater, nor what an effort it costs to loosen our

bark from its fastenings, preparatory to making the

voyage over the troublesome and tempestuous sea

of life.
::;:--^' ::: :;:;.::,;,:.,.,.^:<.v :-.;/•-;:, ^ ..;,.,:-,

Hence our spirits are depressed and our hearts

made heavy by the sad thought that we are about

to leave the halls which will never again re-echo

with our happy voices, and bid adieu to our Rev-

erend Faculty and Professors who have guided us,

and to our fellow-students who have trodden with

us the path of virtue and of labor. But now these

paths must diverge ; we must go forth into the

world, each relying upon the power that is in him
and using it honestly, nobly and perseveringly

until the end. This is one of nature's laws. For
in this broad universe, of which we form an
integral part, activity, motion, increment and
decrement are everywhere apparent. In each

individual ens is found an animating principle

possessing perfection proportionate to the grade of

life with which it is associated. The disparity of

order and merit in the actions attributable to

rational or irrational animals and the respective

changes effected by vegetative, sensitive and intel-

lective life, leave no doubts in our minds as to the

pre-eminence of man over the rest of created

nature. This superiority of human beings is

directly traceable to the powers and faculties radi-

cated in human nature and which only require

objects for the display and exercise of their virtue.

For an individual may possess talent the most
eminent, ability and skill the most pronounced, all

vested in the high order of intellection which he

enjoys, but these qualities will be unknown and of

no material benefit to himself or to others if he
allows his faculties to lie dormant and deprives

them of the exercise necessary for the development

of their power. Hence the primary matter for our
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consideration is the object or end looked upon by
us as the acme of our ambitions and around which
our hopes and expectations should cluster.

Then, by throwing the physical, intellectual and
moral strength we possess into our work, let us

concentrate all our energies to the attainment of

this end
; let no obstacles impede our progress, let

no disappointments discourage us, but let us per-

form conscientiously, faithfully and well, all the

duties relative to the profession or business in life

which we have determined to adopt.

Reverend Faculty and Professors :—The moral

and intellectual education of youth, the noble

work to which you have devoted your time and
talents, is immortalized in the number of illustrious

men who have been nurtured within the walls of

this institution. Therefore any dissertation by us

on your untiring devotion and earnest care for

those entrusted to your charge would be as rain

drops upon the polished surface of so many
monuments to your zeal. But it is the conscious-

ness of your unremitting efforts, of your kindness

and watchfulness which now saddens us, about to

be forever deprived of your guiding and protecting

hand. Ever present in our minds are the consola-

tion you administered in our sorrows, the counsel

you gave in our doubts and perplexities, the assist-

ance you rendered in our labors, the diversion you
furnished as relaxations from continual mental

application. It is now necessary to make use of

the implements with which you supplied us for

working the future's mine with its countless bright

and sparkling potentialities. But before we
descend into its uncertain and treacherous depths,

we stand at the entrance and extend our hands to

clasp yours in a last farewell, with the hope and

earnest wish that you may long be preserved to

guide the destinies of our college and that it may
long continue to propagate its principles of

morality, of religion and of education. We are

now about to feel the sadness of a separation from

those who were our companions in college life, in

whom our joys produced pleasure and to whom
our sorrows were a source of pain. Fellow-students,

the class of '94 bids you farewell. To-day, per-

haps, many of us will look upon each other for the

last time. But if any of you should never again

greet and delight our mortal gaze, your images

will always remain engraved upon our hearts.

For deep indeed should be the draughts from the

waters of Lethe to make us forget the acts of kind-

ness, generosity and self-denial which you per-

formed whenever the occasion required them, thus

forging links in the chain of friendship and love

that binds us so closely to you. Even now fancy

depicts you as of yore, when you stood shoulder

to shoulder with us in the contests during which

the white and blue struggled for the supremacy,

ably assisting in the preservation of our established

prestige and the elevation of the insignia of our

college high above those of its competitors. But

all this is past, and the old life, in which we were

fellow-students, is at an end. Yet, if we can no

longer live it again in reality, at least in spirit we
will be ever with you, and our hearts shall always

rejoice or sadden, according to the varying fortunes

that attend your struggles. .;,>.. .
vv

And, if inevitable fate decrees that we are never

again destined to meet,either within these walls or in

the broad world outside, let us look forward to the

reunion in the great hereafter,where hands are never

clasped in partings nor lips ever framed in fare-

wells.
":

-v^^r :":././;;;;,/,
v:;^)':'-

Address to the Graduates, V. Rev. P .F. McSweeney, D.D.,

Rector St. Brigid's Church, N. Y. City.

Young Gentlemen of the Graduating Class

—

Brought up, as you have been, by the sons of St

Augustine, so famed for learning and piety, I con-

ceive that, on this occasion especially, when you

have just graduated and are about to go out into the

world as their representatives, bearing in your

hands the certificates of their approval, such a

thing as advice on my part would be superfluous.

Doubly honored, as we are on this occasion, by the

illustrious presence of the Most Rev. Apostolic Dele-

gate and the Archbishop of Philadelphia, I think

I cannot do better than to use the beautiful and

paternal words of our Holy Father: "Z)«w vos

gratulamur simul animum addimus ui hi inceptis

vestris projicis caminiy—"While we congratulate

you we wish at the same to encourage you to go on

as you have begun.

"

KEEP THE FAITH AND THE FAITH WILL KEEP YOU.

A mother, whose son was about to leave his

home for distant lands, gave him this advice :
" My

son, remember that you have a mother who never

dies, and that she has a house in every city
; when

you enter the gates, first of all inquire for the

Catholic church and you will be nowhere a

stranger."

Be always mindful, then, that you are Catholics.

If I may be permitted to make a slight change in

an old apothegm :
" Servate ordinem et ordo serv-

abitvos^'''' I will put it thus :
" Servate Fidem et

Fides servabit vos.^''
—" Preserve the Faith and the

Faith will preserve you."

PLENTY OF ROOM FOR GOOD YOUNG MEN.

A great many changes have come over this

country in the last forty-five years, since I was

myself a student of your college. The walks of

^'d, ji. wii/;.t-»:i&'u;iii
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MOST REV. SEBASTIAN MARTINELLI,
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consideration is the object or end looked upon by
us as the acme of our ambitions and around which
our hopes and expectations should cluster.

Then, by throwing the physical, intellectual and
moral strength we possess into our work, let us

concentrate all our energies to the attainment of

this end ; let no obstacles impede our progress, let

no disappointments discourage us, but let us per-

form conscientiously, faithfully and well, all the

duties relative to the profession or business in life

which we have determined to adopt.

Reverend Faculty and Professors :—The moral
and intellectual education of youth, the noble

work to which you have devoted your time and
talents, is immortalized in the number of illustrious

men who have been nurtured within the walls of

this institution. Therefore any dissertation by us

on your untiring devotion and earnest care for

those entrusted to your charge would be as rain

drops upon the polished surface of so many
monuments to your zeal. But it is the conscious-

ness of your unremitting efforts, of your kindness

and watchfulness which now saddens us, about to

be forever deprived of your guiding and protecting

hand. Ever present in our minds are the consola-

tion you administered in our sorrows, the counsel

you gave in our doubts and perplexities, the assist-

ance you rendered in our labors, the diversion you

furnished as relaxations from continual mental

application. It is now necessary to make use of

the implements with which you supplied us for

working the future's mine with its countless bright

and sparkling potentialities. But before we
descend into its uncertain and treacherous depths,

we stand at the entrance and extend our hands to

clasp yours in a last farewell, with the hope and

earnest wish that you may long be preserved to

guide the destinies of our college and that it may
long continue to propagate its principles of

morality, of religion and of education. We are

now about to feel the sadness of a separation from

those who were our companions in college life, in

whom our joys produced pleasure and to whom
our sorrows were a source of pain. Fellow-students,

the class of '94 bids you farewell. To-day, per-

haps, many of us will look upon each other for the

last time. But if any of you should never again

greet and delight our mortal gaze, your images

will always remain engraved upon our hearts.

For deep indeed should be the draughts from the

waters of Lethe to make us forget the acts of kind-

ness, generosity and self-denial which you per-

formed whenever the occasion required them, thus

forging links in the chain of friendship and love

that binds us so closely to you. Even now fancy

depicts you as of yore, when you stood shoulder

to shoulder with us in the contests during which

the white and blue struggled for the supremacy,

ably assisting in the preservation of our established

prestige and the elevation of the insignia of our

college high above those of its competitors. But

all this is past, and the old life, in which we were

fellow-students, is at an end. Yet, if we can no

longer live it again in reality, at least in spirit we
will be ever with you, and our hearts shall always

rejoice or sadden, according to the varying fortunes

that attend your struggles.

And, if inevitable fate decrees that we are never

again destined to meet,either within these walls or in

the broad world outside, let us look forward to the

reunion in the great hereafter,where hands are never

clasped in partings nor lips ever framed in fare-

wells.
« m»

Address to the Graduates, V. Bev. F .F. McSweeney, D.D.,

Rector St. Brigid's Charcli, N. Y. City.

Young Gentlemen of the Graduating Class

—

Brought up, as you have been, by the sons of St

Augustine, so famed for learning and piety, I con-

ceive that, on this occasion especially, when you

have just graduated and are about to go out into the

world as their representatives, bearing in your

hands the certificates of their approval, such a

thing as advice on my part would be superfluous.

Doubly honored, as we are on this occasion, by the

illustrious presence of the Most Rev. Apostolic Dele-

gate and the Archbishop of Philadelphia, I think

I cannot do better than to use the beautiful and

paternal words of our Holy Father: "Z?«w vos

gratulamur sitnul animum addimus ut in inceptis

vesiris projicis caminiy—"While we congratulate

you we wish at the same to encourage you to go on

as you have begun."

KEEP THE FAITH AND THE FAITH WILL KEEP YOU.

A mother, whose son was about to leave his

home for distant lands, gave him this advice :
*' My

son, remember that you have a mother who never

dies, and that she has a house in every city ; when
you enter the gates, first of all inquire for the

Catholic church and you will be nowhere a

stranger."

Be always mindful, then, that you are Catholics.

If I may be permitted to make a slight change in

an old apothegm :
" Servate ordinem et ordo serv-

abitvos^^'' I will put it thus: ^''Servate Fidem et

Fides servabit vos^—" Preserve the Faith and the

Faith will preserve you." ; : ;, vs

PLENTY OF ROOM FOR GOOD YOUNG MEN. A

A great many changes have come over this

country in the last forty-five years, since I was
myself a student of your college. The walks of
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life not yet occupied have diminished in number,

and we hear it said continually that there is now
no opening for many of the youth. That may be

so in some cases, even when it is not the fault of

the young man himself, but I hazard the statement

that it occurs but seldom. As far as I have been

able to observe in the thirty-two years of my
ministry, in a great city, the reliable and trust-

worthy young man is in good demand still. If he

enters into commercial pursuits or into the profes-

sions he has only to wait a little, and too soon,

I say regretfully, will the defect of religious train-

ing in the education of his rivals make a vacancy

for him in the higher ranks of them. Indeed

honesty, sobriety and good morals are so valuable

that I have often seen men of comparatively poor

ability supplant others who were in every other

respect far their superiors.

The good young men, I am sorry to think, are

not as plentiful as the good young women, and so

they are apt to become even a sort of luxury in the

market.

\ THEY ARE ALWAYS AND BY ALL HELD IN

.: HIGH ESTEEM.

One of the questions which is now looming up is

Woman Suffrage. Many of us have doubts as to

the value of this political change, but who does not

believe that it would be altogether desirable for

the good Catholic young man who is ambitious of

public office ? The sex which the Church has

honored with the title of " devout " would be sure

to be on his side. Woman has suffered too much
from the irreligious man to allow any beautiful

traits of intellect or comeliness of appearance to

outweigh in her estimation purity and solidity of

character.

But your Alma Mater bestows on you also all

the knowledge which these worldly young men
possess and more. Like St. Peter (Acts iii, 6), she

addresses you: "Silver and gold have I none,

but what I have I give to you." She gives you

that what your wise parents deliberately chose

in preference to silver and gold when they made
sacrifices to keep you at college to this happy day,

when, tempted by the prospect of present gain, they

might have withdrawn you )ears ago. "For wis-

dom is better than all the most precious things
;

and whatever may be desired cannot be compared

to it." (Prov. viii, ii.) They made the same

choice as Solomon, the wisest of men, and no

doubt, they will also receive from the Lord the

blessings of Solomon. " Because thou hast asked

for this thing and hast not asked for thyself long

life and riches . . . but hast asked for thyself

wisdom. . . . Behold I have done for thee

according to thy words and have given thee a wise

and understanding heart . . > ; Yea, and the

things also which thou didst not ask I have given

thee, to wit, riches and glory." (Ill Kings,iii, ii.

13.)

ITS GREAT AND UNIQUE ADVANTAGES.

You aie about to begin the world with the richest

of patrimonies
; one which is in itself the fountain

of all prosperity, a legacy of which you cannot be

deprived either by the vicissitudes of fortune, by
the rapacity of the usurer or by the violence of the

highwayman; a treasure of which you may be

generous even to prodigality not only to your fond

relations, but even to the stranger at your gates,

without ever diminishing it ; nay, its very bestowal

but increases it still more.

It is an endowment, an heirloom, which will

give you true nobility, which all must respect,

whether monarchical or democratic in their political

leanings. To-day you hold in your hands the

patent of an aristocracy which springs not from

ancestry of wealth or of power, but which never-

theless will make you honored by the proudest of

such aristocrats and feared by those who are incap-

able of doing honor.

ESPECIALLY WHEN UNITED WITH RELIGIOUS

TRAINING.

This valuable inheritance is education—educa-

tion of the head and of the heart—sound Christian

education, which, flowing from the fountain-head

of truth, the Catholic Church takes up and purifies

and makes its own whatever is true and good and
beautitul in secular learning and gives it all to you
together with "wisdom to discern judgment."
(Ill Kings, iii, 11.) So that you leave these halls

really educated men.

WITHOUT WHICH ONE IS NOT REALLY EDUCATED.

There are, of course, other colleges and schools

conducted on a different principle in which knowl-
edge of science, of language and any amount of

erudition can be acquired; but one may possess all

this and yet be poorly educated. We may call him
a literary man, but to lay claim to the title of

learned he must have fixed and well founded prin-

ciples and a correct judgment, so that he may use

his erudition to advantage. He must be able to

observe without being deceived, to reason without

arriving at false conclusions, to value without over-

estimation, to honor what is truly honorable, to

seek what is really desirable, and, on the other

hand, to reject and scorn what is false or immoral,

no matter how adorned to deceive the unwary and
no matter what sacrifice may be called for.
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BECAUSE HE IS NOT ABLE TO USE HIS LEARNING
WITH JUDGMENT NOR TO CONTROL HIMSELF.

, Now what is this but sound philosophy, to be

^ found only in such retreats as Villanova, under the

shadow of the Church. Human reasoning must be

impregnated with the salt of Divine Revelation or

it is liable to lead us into " the ditch " of the blind

man. The true philosopher must be also some-

thing of a theologian, the good citizen a good deal

of a Christian, the true patriot must love the altar,

the wise statesman must wish well to the Church.

What reliance can be placed on a min who does

not believe firmly in a future life ? But philosophy

not directed and helped by revelation cannot even

give us a firm belief in that. What a difference,

then, is there not between him who has received an

education such as yours and the man who has

acquired a mere secular training ? Summa pjiil-

osophia est cogjiitio sui. " Knowledge of self is the

height of wisdom," and ''he that can overcome

himself is a greater general than the conqueror of

many cities. " And so we see around us the wrecks

of men of the greatest ability and of the highest

position in life—able financiers, prosperous busi-

ness men, congressmen, senators, cabinet officers,

even vice-presidents of the United States—because,

knowing how to manage others, they could not

control themselves. When we contemplate these

men we are reminded of the old proverb, " A live

ass is better than a dead philosopher." No doubt

the man who coined this proverb had reference, not

to the humble and unaggresive quadruped, but

rather to the biped, and, if we may give it a new
and opportune interpretation, we will put it, " Bet-

ter is a bad scholar who has the faith than a

philosopher who has it not," for the latter is a dead

philosopher indeed.

THE YOUNG LOVE LIFE, BUT IT DOES NOT CONSIST

IN MERE LENGTH OF DAYS, BUT IN

WELL-SPENT TIME.

Young gentlemen, it only remains for me to ex-

press the hope that you may live long to enjoy
" the glory and the riches " which are promised to

the wise man. But, as we read in the Book of

Wisdom, "Venerable old age is not that of long

time nor counted by the number of years, but the

understanding of a man is gray hairs and a spotless

life is old age." (Wisdom iv., 8, 9.)

TWENTY YEARS OF OUR AGE WORTH MORE THAN
TWENTY DECADES OF OLD TIMES.

The intelligent man who does good works lives

more in a week than the unintelligent drone in a

year. In fact, the latter may be said to exist rather

than to live. So that the young man who lives

long enough to receive his well-deserved diploma

is already older than many of the bipeds whom the

maker of that proverb had in his mind, and even if

he should then die out of these scenes he would not

be a dead philosopher by any means. In fact he

would begin a life that knows not death. We live

in an age when twenty years are practically more
than twenty decades of years of the olden times.

More history is now made in that short period than

was made before in two centuries. Methusaleh, as

we are told in the Bible, saw nine hundred and

sixty-nine years, but we might say that there are

men now alive who are older than Methusaleh.

Let us now look back even fifty years to the day

when this college was founded. What a change
has taken place ! What with the telegraph, steam

power, electricity, the wonderful development of

the printing press, etc., why we can see and know
and travel more in a day than the ancients could

in a century. -''-• ^- 1'" '> ^

In fact, it is now that the full force of the

prophecies of the Bible is realized. In omnem ter-

ram exivit sonus eorum et in fines orbis terrce verba

eorum—" Their sound hath gone forth into all the

earth, and their words unto the ends of the world."

(Psalm xxviii, 5.) . <

THE AGE AND THE CHURCH HAVE MADE YOU OLD,

YET YOUNG.

When was that so well fulfilled as when a few

months ago Pope Leo gave out his Encyclical on
Labor and within twenty-four hours it was in the

power of every woman and child in every civil-

ized country on the globe to get a copy of it.

Then consider for a moment how rapidly public

opinion is now changed, and public opinion is now
the emperor of the world. Since the accession of

Pope Leo, for instance, how different is the atti-

tude of powers and peoples toward the Holy See
from what it was previously, and how quickly the

Holy See has responded to the change. So, my
young friends, your lot is cast in wonderful times,

and if, as we trust, you live up to the teachings

which you have received here, your influence for

good will be much greater than it would have
been in earlier times and your lives practically

much longer. The Church has prepared you for

the work by giving you part in her own inheri-

tance, an undying inheritance. How men wouM
wonder if she could restore his youth and vigor

to the aged man, but she does that which is quite

as wonderful. When we see men like Gladstone,

for instance, so full of learning and knowledge of

men, it makes us sad to find that mere age and
infirmity of body should make it necessary for him
to retire so soon, and just when his guiding mind
is so important to the people.
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY WILL BE YOURS WITH

ITS GREATER PROGRESS, AND THAT, TOO,

WILL BELONG TO THE CHURCH

AND TO THE COLLEGE.
;

Now, if the Church could work a miracle on

him and give him a young and vigorous body like

yours, so that he could continue his work, what a

blessing that would be. She does not that indeed

simply because God does not will it, but by His

will and power she does what is equally marvel-

lous and useful, she puts an old and experienced

mind into a young and healthy body. The youngest

of her children, if he be her docile son, is a wiser

man than Plato himself, and yet has a long life of

years before him. Dear friends, we will soon be

at the threshold of the twentieth century, over

which many of us, who have passed the meridian

of life, will never step. That century will be

yours to work in. If the nineteenth has been so

full of events and wonders, the imagination even

must fail to grasp the progress of the next hundred

years. It is a sort of geometrical progression,

V But there is one thing which will be always the

same in doctrine, though always as young as her

children in adaptability, and that is your Mother
Church. And if you should come back to Villa-

nova, as I have done, after forty-five years—in

1939—the college will be here, and Augustinians,

J perhaps yet unborn, will be here, too, worthily

carrying on the same noble mission, and Peter

will still speak from his chair on the Vatican Hill,

and his Apostolic Delegate will be in Washington to

speak words of peace and of charity to the children

of the Church ; and, as we said, it is now so easy

to spread the truth and to transform the thought

of mankind, may we not also hope and even

believe that the progress of the Church and the

College will more than correspond to that which

we have beheld with our own eyes during the

past half century, and that the graduates of Villa-

nova will be reckoned by the hundreds.

MGR. SATOLLl'S ADDRESS.

At the close of Dr. McSweeney's address there

followed so spontaneous a call for the Apostolic

Delegate that His Excellency arose, and, the

applause having subsided, stepping to the front of

the platform, spoke briefly, first in English and

then in Latin

:

" I have received," he began, " so pressing an

invitation to speak to you that I cannot well

refuse. I have been both pleased and gratified in

what I have seen this afternoon. The efiiciency

shown by the graduating class has afforded me
great satisfaction, and I look forward to great

advancements and a bright future for every mem-

ber of the class. But, as I speak English with

great difficulty, and am somewhat of a novice in

your language—a very little boy—I will take the

liberty of addressing you in the language to which

I am most accustomed.

"

.,;.>
Mgr. Satolli then finished his remarks in Latin,

congratulating the class upon its progress and

bestowing a glowing eulogy on the Catholic

Church for its efforts in the line of solid education.

He spoke eulogistically of the Constitution of the

United States, and contended that the principles of

the Catholic Church underlie those of the Amer-

ican Government, both of which, he said, were in

absolute harmony. Catholic philosophy, he

declared, acted out and developed the true prin-

ciples of American liberty.

Archbishop Ryan followed in an eloquent

address, in which he referred to the great good

accomplished by the Catholic Church by her love

for learning. In this country, he said, she taught

those great principles which are essential to the

perpetuation of this free government. It was only

by having the virtue, honesty and self-denial of

the Fathers of the Republic that one could per-

petuate its principles. All power that was from

God was holy, the Archbishop said, and the Church

taught men to respect those in office, and that

to disobey the law of the land was sin. Here

lay the great power of the Catholic Church against

Anarchy. " In the certainty and uniformity of

Catholic truth," he said in concluding, "these

young men go out soldiers of the Republic,

defenders, as they are lovers of their country."

ALUMNI MEETING.

On Wednesday evening the meeting of the

Alumni took place in the college library at 6.30

P.M. There was a large attendance. The election

of officers resulted as follows : President, Hon. John

Lenahan ;
vice-presidents, J. Morrissy, M.D., and

Mr. J. Oblinger ; secretary. Rev. C. J. McFadden,

re-elected : treasurer, Rev. L. A. Delurey, re-elected.

Mr. E. Dohen was chosen orator for the next

annual meeting.

The annual Alumni banquet took place in the

College Dramatic Hall at 8.30 P.M. Hon. John

Lenahan presided. Toasts were made and respon-

ded to by Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., Rev.

F. X. McGowan, O.S.A., Rev. C. J. McFadden,

O.S.A., Rev. James O'Reilly, O.S.A., Messrs.

Crowley, Daily and Fitzgerald.
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SFLINTEBS.

Spes Ordinis.

" I am a Yankee.

"

"I ze//7/ annoy you."

Is mother well?

" Didn't I do it? "
^v

'

^

;, Didn't he undo it?
, ; : ,

"I am very little boys."

Doesn't he look sweet? •

What's in a vote?

.; Please try and be Discreet.

Benedicamus Domino.

Oh! shades of Horace!

TuUy, where art thou ?

Will you ever learn to etc. ?

Taken from life—a dead man.

Has the V. P. finished his list yet?

It takes a revenue cutter to do the work.

How did you enjoy your trip down the b-a-y?

Where is my wandering boy to-night ?

J. K. says that his shirt is collared.

Dan says the locomotive has a pull ?

Passing away time—pawning a watch.

" O Res humame
Quantum est in rebus inane? "

Excuse me, I thought it was the boys.

I had a terrible fall last night—I fell asleep.

I wouldn't mind going to war, if I could come
home only half-shot.

Throw him under the bed, while I am asleep.

He will then be under arrest.

Macte vertute, Rosa mea !

Vox prseterea nihil.

Our young friend from the far West has visited

a tonsorial artist.

A man may have plenty money and yet have no

sense.

I called for a Manhattan cocktail, but the man
hadn't any.

I went to bed last night about one o'clock in the

morning.

J. L. would like to know if he would die by
degrees if he swallowed a thermometer.

Remove the Anarchists and Chicago will occupy
among other cities a position similar to that of its

ball nine.

Watches for sale—two of iron and one of gold

—

excellent timekeepers. Apply to Fr. L-e.

Brother " Ned " is gone to bed,

He's sleeping so and so.

And in the morning when he wakes

You'll find him quite de trop. " Git up."

Break, break, break
; v > :>

On the cold gray stones, O sea. ^•:,

And I would that my tongue could uttei"^:;

The thoughts that arise in me. ^-
; ;

^

*
"The coon is up above us, • ;

His nest is in the tree.

We know he does not see us

And oh ! how fond are we. " l;

PERSONALS.

Most. Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, O.S.A., Prior

General of the Augustinian Order, whose picture

appears in another part of our Monthly, arrived

in America, June 29. He was accompanied to this
;

country by Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O. S. A. , of this /

province, who for the past two years has been sta- -

tioned at the famous shrine of Our Lady of Good
Counsel at Genazzano, and Rev. G. O'SuUivan,

O.S.A., Prior of St. Augustine's, Cork, It eland.

He is at present engaged in visiting the different

houses of the Order in this province.

We were very much grieved when the death of

J. H. McDevitt, '82, was made known to us. Rev.

F. M. Sheeran, S.T.B., O.S.A., preached his

funeral sermon.

Rev. J. J. Fedigan, O.S.A., of Atlantic City,

N. J., was the guest of the faculty a few days ago.

Mr. and Mrs. Sinnott, of Rosemont, entertained

His Excellency, the Apostolic Delegate, and a

number of friends, on the evening of June 27.

Rev. Mr. Conger, of the Episcopal Church,

Rosemont, was not the least interested spectator at

the commencement exercises.

The Misses Rose O'Donnell and Mary O'Brien,

of Manayunk, visited friends here on Sunday,

July 8.

Very Rev. C. A. McEvoy attended the Conse-

cration of Rt. Rev. Bishop Burk, at Albany, Sun-

day, July I.

Messrs. James and Laurence McCall, of Phila-

delphia, called on the President during the past

week.

The delegates of the T. A. B. Societies held

their annual meeting at the new hall of St.

Thomas of Villanova, Rosemont, Sunday, July

8. Addresses were made by Very Rev. C. A,

McEvoy and Rev. J. J. Ryan, Spiritual Director of

St. Thomas of Villanova T. A. B. Society.

i->;.--^' j:'^.;:-.ji;:^'i.':ii='-j,u.>B-j
•»' SK^iJ^.'»aai-:JK: m
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THE NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSTORE,

824 Arch St.

H. L. KILNER & CD.,

Finest Goods, Lowest Prices.

Largest Catbolic Book Store soQth of Nei Yorii.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Ptiiladelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agentfor the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
tlie Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Jpii[s1;-(glass {^©©fes and §h0es
Bapairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Cnstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^aucaster Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

I>. J. GALLAGHER '•:';'-.'! i;^;;."VlC,' .-V
' geo. w. giiiiions.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., ^

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with ail kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(GaUagher Building.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

KSTABLISHED 1870.

John P. Collins,

•^-BooK-f Binder 4<^

No. 1 South Tenth Street,
^-Job Work a Sprclalty. PHILADELPHIA.

" JOHN P. MILLER,

IqBDt'^ Farqi^hing Qood^ and ^M MBnofBclureit

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Phyticians* PreHcriptionB Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
^m\\^\ U/. PF^IC;KITT. Cr-aduatc ir? pi?arri\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

'Ilic Itivst

is the (Cheapest.

Hallahnii'N Shoes
are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHO ES. r

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'. v.

P. J. COLAHAN, 1B38 MARKET ST.

Dealer Ip pipe (Jroeerie^.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
4^Wlf;8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals."®*

'^ WMnEr"HTNCHl
miNDoua ••• Giiflss^
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H, B. H75NSB\/HV.

JOHISr J. HYl^I^^JilS,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, Esst Side. PHILADELPHIA,

Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA. ^

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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)5Sr:r^ THOMMS BRMDL-EV.
7^,; MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an iuvitatiou to you to call at our GRKAT WKSTKRN MKAT MARKF.T
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have cunstanily on hand and note the I.ow Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the I,owest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
:y-:''l'k'-'r-::X:r'/'''\ GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

S f CHRISTIAfl MOOf^E.-f
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FUKNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Ceoaent for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

CalcitniniDg and Jobbicg in Plasteiing
Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.
Residence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Offlee Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

\X\\. I,. F.I.KINS, President
MARTIN MALONKY, Vice-Pres't and XlaUHKer

»;. K. ROIUNSON, Si'cri'lary

GKUKGK .S. UKANS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYLVANIA gLOBE GAg LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qoi)lr(;torsfor Ij<5l7ti9^ (^itie5 arjd Jouyps

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

WILLIAM J. REED,
DKALER IN

••Fine Hats, Caps and Umbrellas, ••

ALL THE NEWEST STYLES,
CLOSING OUT TRUNKS AT COST.

261 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NEXT TO FOREPAUGH'S THEATRE.

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARYS OLD BOOK STORE,
9 Soutli Ninth Street

(Fir*t Store below Market St.) PHFLAUEt.PHlA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

Fnrqitui'ElBeilding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnnt. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institutions.

-J-:;.; THOMAS F. SMALL;?;::;:;f;i(v^

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue/

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS,

PJnilacielphiia,

^ , DR. STEINBOCK,

^ m DENTIST
1630 l^ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pipila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

;;^».^^: GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

•^^P!:RCHITECTI^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

- r^;; M E. Reynolds^
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students oall on me liefore

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREB TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PH ILADELPH FA .

7WV. iAiHELHN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House Fnriiishliii; Tin Ware of Kvery Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCASTER AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERV CO., PA.

JOHN Bradley.
Manu''«cturer of

i^i N. 6th St., Philadelphia.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY, KEPAIRING NEATLY DONE.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL | COLLEGE

^TEXT BOOKS, -^
Ne'vr and Second Hand.

Have coaatantly on hand a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL ^I • > '

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,l|>
39 Ji. ThiiTteenth Street,

PHlIiADBLPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
KstabllBhed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.
•

Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 cts.

Money can be sent by Post Oflice Order or Ret^iHtered Letter.

Communluatlons should be addressed in

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE HATTER

MONEY
REFUNDED.

8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.

DBALEB III ^ KOKKT KOB

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks 7 Spalding's, Reach's anu
Jewelry and Silverware.

Tryon's Spoiling Goods.
' Also a complete stock of Spec-

tacles and Eye Glasses. A Estimates furnished to Clubs at

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing. W the lowest club rates.

L^KNCKSTER W3^B.. 7TRP7MVQRB. PH.

JOS. C. FISHER,_^^
^COSTU7V![ER.-r<^

955 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions ai d Tableaux

Cut Out This Coupon. It is Worth $ i .00

Kach person who sends this coupon and Ji.oo in cash to Douahoc's ^
Magazine, 6ii Washington St., Boston, Mass ,wi11 receive the superb \
Catholic AloiiUily, DONAHOK'S niAGAZINU, for one year, d
The price per annum is $2.ro, and by readers of this publication only,
can it be had for 81.00. This coupon must accompany the order.

M. G SPKLDING Si BROS..
ATHLtBTIC outfitters.

Uniforms and Implements for all 0\il-door Sports. Kase-ball and Foot-
ball Uniforms a Special y, and our 1894 line of Hase-ball and Foot-ball Goods
is superior to anything heretofore offered to the public.

THK SPALDING BICYCLK, Trice $'25.00, has more important im
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if

desired. SHND FOR IIJ,USTKATED CATALOGUK.
1032 Chestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA

^F-UNERA^L DIRECTOR, ^<^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

H
otel I^iel^ardsoi) •.• •.•

, ^ J^W^^

'.• •.* 1305-7 pilbert Street, pi^lladelpljia

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VHRY REASONABLE
; ;

'
;

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient.

y-;;;: Arthur Lynaugh, :;
Manajier.

Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype Co..

; : - 147-49-51 NORTH TENTH STREET,.
PHILADELPHIA.

Engraving for all purposes and by all methods. Half-Tone Illustrations

from Photographs. Wash-Drawings, Paintings, etc., etched on Copper

C. W. BECK, Manager.

Lithographers ....Printers

Stationers.... Blank Book Makers

WEBSTER'S ^

INTERNATIONAL
Entirely New.

Abreast 0/ the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY
Sitcceti,tor of the
" Unabridged.'

>

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

ing, ])roniinciatiou, aud
'1 meaning of words.

A I^ibrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired information
concerning eminent 1 cr-

sons; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of Iho

globe; particular3 concerning noted fictitious yer-

sons and places; translatio.i of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in tho home, ollice, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.

Hon. 1). J. Brewer, .lusticc of t'.S. Supreme Court,

?) writes: "Tho lnteriiatio"al Dictionary i , U;e jier-

fcclion of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the

one great standard authority."

Sold by All liookscllcrs.

G. «fc C. Merriatn Company,
Puhliahcrs,

Springfield, Mass.

o3j~I1o not buy olieap photographic
reprinlR of undent editions.
OtS^Send for free prospectus.

WEBSTER'S

,
INTERKATIONAL

j

DicTiONflror,

MART. D. BYRNES.

Livery, Sale I Exchange Stables,
Lancaster Auenue. ROSEMONT, Pa.

HAULING DONE.

49~ Personal attention day or night.

Qoid ^ 5''^?^ A\?^al8 for all OeGa8ior/3
Plus and Badf^ea, et«. Made to Order.

Engra-rlngs In General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 flfeh St , Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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AIR was the day, and calm the sea

As the skipper paced the strand,

With all the grace and dignity

A skipper of ten might command.

"Aboard, my lady fair," he cried, :
'

^

" Aboard for a sail with me."
" He ! He !

" laughed the lady of eight at his side.

"Ha! Ha!" cried the skipper. "Ha! Ha! He! He!"

" Oh, where away, my sailor brave !

"

Cried a skipper old—" To where

" You will find a sailor's grave.

Though calm the wind, and still the wave,

And the sky above be fair I

"
: ^ ;

But the skipper laughed in scorn, and cried

" Enough, old man. Old man, enough

—

Our hearts are made of sterner stuff,"

And the skipper's bosom swelled with pride.

He ! He !
" laughed the lady of eight at his side.

u

The sun sank low. The cruel wind

With wild and exultant glee.

And leaving a trail of foam behind,

Blew over the skippers at sea.

And the waves leaped up with cold embrace.

To kiss the skipper's tear-stained face.

And the face of the lady of eight by his side.

At morning's dawn on the beach they lay.

The lady of eight by the skipper's side.

Together they sailed to their death that day,

Together washed back by the flowing tide.

We all are skippers, this world the sea,

The while so calm. But apace,

The clouds may lower upon us and we

Be lost in the breakers' embrace.

John I. Whelan, '95.
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St. Augustine of Hippo.
''"'- "=••' TENTH PAPER. -;:' •^/-'•'^-.'^"

In pursuance then of God's plan of preparing

the universal world for His dwelling-place and habi-

tation, wherein He would abide in companionship

with His creatures as their guide, support and ex-

emplar, uniting Himself with them as their Way,
their Light and their Life ; and moreover of embel-

lishing this same universal world with His memen-
tos and likenesses, portrayed in every guise by

His infinitely varied skill,—in pursuance of this

plan, we repeat, His own infinite attributes and

perfections would not have been reproduced in

their more perfect form unless He had created the

angels, to whom He had imparted so graciously

and so lavishly His best and highest gifts in the

order of nature and of grace—the gifts of His very

Spirit. ^,,-:-:-.;' :,,:'r;

As the chief wish and design of the Almighty

Power in universal creation was to unite Himself

to His creatures in spirit and truth, so that all the

works of His hands might be, move and live in

Him, so to every reasoning mind three things are

very clear and manifest in creation.

First, that in its many glories and excellences

the universe is a picture—an imitation—of its

INIaker, made by Him to proclaim His own glory

and excellence.

Second, that by His wisdom, goodness and provi-

dence God is continually abiding among His

works, quickening them, sustaining them, testing

them, and therein perfecting them still more and

more in their being, by the constant and unceasing

inflow of His divine energy.

And, thirdly, that when in due time the proba-

tion of His creatures shall have been ended, the

Maker will rewaid such of them as have been

proved faithful imitators of Him, and similarly

will discard and reprobate those that have failed

to reach the standard of the divine Designer and

Artist.

And truly. As regards this intimate and life-

giving union of God with His creatures, and their

imitation of Him, this is manifest especially in

the manifold and lofty endowments and perfections

of the beings of the higher and spiritual worlds,

—

of the worlds of intelligent and reasoning crea.

tures—of angels and men ; and the same loving

care and watchfulness is manifest in a measure

also in the lower and material worlds of beasts,

birds, fishes, insects, and even in the still lower

classes of merely material and inorganic nature.

For by their wonderful order, variety and splen-

dor do all God's created works—spiritual and

material—proclaim the power, wisdom and good-

ness of their living Maker, after whose image and

likeness all things have been made.

Thus by the unity of design and distinctness of

feature, which characterize each individual class

and type of being; by the variety and beauty of

their form, size, shape and color ; by the order and

regularity of their motion, do all the beings of the

lowest world—the world of inanimate matter—the

mere world of the heavens and the earth—attest

the infinite skill and art of the Supreme Architect,

and His ever underlying providence, which keeps

them all in their allotted bounds and limits.

Thus God's truth and reality, which pre-emi-

nently and in infinite degree are characteristics of

the Deity, are participated in by even the lowest

of His creatures. :.'-'" ::' :'-y'
r -'':'

'-:^-l

Again by the activity of their powers in living,

growing ; by their fruitfulness in seed, blossom,

fruit and flower, whereby the beings of the vege-

tative and sensitive worlds reproduce themselves,

is displayed the benevolence and beneficence of

the Giver of life, and the fruitfulness of His Spirit,

who has given to things even devoid of the spirit-

ual sense the power of doing good to others.

Thus is fruitfulness in good works—a character-

istic of the Deity the same as Truth and Reality

—

shared by Him -with the creatures of His Love.

And still again,—for this topic of infinite good-

ness may easily be pursued through all the vary-

ing phases of creation,—again the human world,

—

the world peopled with reasoning and virtuous

beings,—with the children of God, all made after

His true and living image and likeness, all like to

Him in the nature and powers of their soul, in

their many spiritual endowments, in their intel-

ligence, in their benevolence and beneficence

towards their great Maker as well as themselves

and their fellow-men, all these so highly gifted

creatures are portraits of the divine conformity

which the Son of God bears to His Father. Men
are Godlike not only in the perfectness of their

merely material and organic nature, but in a far

higher and nobler degree, because they know the

Infinite Truth of God and love His Infinite Good-
ness.

While far loftier than men, far nobler than they,

in nature and in grace, the angelic world, so

greatly superior to all other classes of beings, by
the pure spirituality of their nature, by the sub-

limity of their endowments, by the splendor of

their virtues of intelligence and will, by their

activity in serving God—their Maker and Sanctifier,

by their zeal in rendering Him worship and praise,

and in fulfilling His behests, represents chiefly the

power and majesty of the Most High, and the
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obedience and love, which the Son of God bears

to His Father.

Thus all things of the visible and invisible worlds

of creation,—of the inorganic, the vegetable, ani-

mal, human and angelic kingdoms, each according

to the measure of its nature, its capability, its en-

dowments, are symbols and likenesses of God's

Being and His infinite attributes and excellences.

We may recapitulate briefly by saying that by

the symmetry, regularity and harmony of all

beings, is imitated the Unity of the Divine Being;

by their exactness and faithfulness in fulfilling the

divine laws, which regulate and control their

nature, is imitated the Truth of God ; and by their

activity and fruitfulness in good works is imitated

the Goodness of God, to whose image and likeness

all things were made, and who as He is the first

beginning of all things so is He also their last

end. '[iry-r..:: :-:^':-<'::-:'-\M<-.:"''\-'i.:'::^y

In creating the worlds of matter and of spirit

after His own likeness—the likeness of His di-

vine and infinite attributes and excellences, the

Almighty Maker, by further reach of His inex-

haustible bounty, reserved for such of His crea-

tures as were worthy of it, a share in eternal

companionship with Him,—in the enjoyment of

the Vision of His Infinite Truth and of His Infi-

nite Goodness. This beatific union with the Maker
is the reward He has promised to those who have

kept their likeness to Him undeformed and un-

tarnished to the end. This union with God is

Heaven,—the reward of only His intelligent and

reasoning creatures.

But it is otherwise with the creatures of God's

merely material universe. The visible and merely

material world— the world of sense and matter,

having been made principally to serve man and
aid him in his course through this life to the life

hereafter, with his transfer from earth to heaven,

from this perishable world to the immortal and

glorious life with the saints above,—this world

that now has ceased to serve him will naturally

cease to exist. And just as naturally, with man's

arrival in glory, will cease also to exist with this

world all the instruments of his graces, all the

symbols of his powers, all the sacraments of divine

love and goodness once given to man when on

earth whereby he was fitted and fashioned to see

God in all His beauty and splendor. For now
viewing God in His heavenly abode no longer

darkly as in a glass, as he did on earth, but face

to face, as He truly is, the regenerated and glori-

fied earthly creature will have put off wholly the

corruptible and mortal in exchange for the incor-

ruptible and immortal. In the purview of the

Creator Heaven was to be peopled with the chil-

dren of God, and the children of God were to be

the sons of man.

But different from the merely visible world of

matter the invisible world of spirits and glorified

men, made as they originally were to serve Ciod

in the closest union of never ending friendship,

will just as naturally be everlasting and as imper-

ishable as the Eternal One Himself, who has prom-

ised His Saints that they would reign with Him
forever.-

.: , .'^v--:--,;. „: •, -;-.; •;>'.,;„ . ^ /. -:-;::.:

But the reward of spirits and of men was to

depend on and be measured by their fruitfulness

in goad works. The good tree was to be saved
;

the barren tree cut down and cast into the fire.

For as the test of a picture,—call it image or

likeness, it matters little,—consists chiefly in its

being a more or less faithful copy or resemblance

of its original, obviously the perfectness of God's

created likenesses in the visible and the invisible

worlds,—we here speak only of angels and nien,-^

will not be so much in their merely material,

perishable, physical and outward resemblance to

their divine prototype, as in their purely spiritual,

immortal and inward conformity to Him, who as

He is the supreme exemplar of all beings, is also

supereminently the Spirit of truth and goodness,

whereby all beings are quickened and preserved.

If then in God's creation of the universe, by

His communicating to all His creatures without

exception a proportionate share in His own infinite

being and excellence. He has reproduced Himself

in essence and nature ; if herein He has displayed

His own infinite perfections of wisdom and good-

ness under so many varying outward as well as in-

ward likenesses, then does it follow that in His

moulding His creatures, in His preserving them,

and guiding them, He has constituted each being

from the very lowest type in material nature to the

loftiest in the spirit-world, a more or less close and

perfect imitation of His own infinite unity, reality

and excellence. And by like reasoning does it follow

from the very fact of God's manifold and wondrous
endowments to His creatures, that He requires

—

exacts—that they keeping not their talents idle

—

fruitless, employ them according to their powers
by making them fruit—some of them—even an
hundred fold. For in things human,—and the
same is true of the angelical,—the development,
display and communication to others, of one's own
goodness, usefulness and fruitfulness, is the proof
or measure of each one's excellence, and the per-

fectness of his likeness to his Maker. For so far

as God's intelligent and reasoning creatures are

concerned, His divine beneficence, or power of

doing good to others, is viewed as His chief and
most lovable attribute. Man acknowledges the

unity of God ; he worships His wisdom, but His
goo ness he loves. T. C. M.

{To be continued.)
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Reflections on the Reign of Augustus.

The reign of Augustus marks an important

epoch in the history of Rome— I had almost said

of the world—it demands our best attention, it

invites the most careful study. For as a diamond
will reflect new and changing beauties according as

we present it to the light, so will this brilliant reign

present new phases in the light of serious thought.

The history of a country is the story of its kings

:

and, in reviewing the incidents connected with the

early years of the Roman Empire, Augustus will

stand out prominently as the one grand figure.

To paint the Rome of that time is to portray

Augustus. Whether we view it in the light of

religion, of morals, of government, or of letters,

his reign is memorable, the dividing line between
the old and the new regime ; and its fame is his

fame, as its history is his. But let us consider

whether in his case, this was a primary or second-

ary greatness, let us endeavor to ascertain whether
the emperor, as such, became famous, or the em-
pire, but the mirror reflecting the glory of its great

leader. Shall we paint the picture of Augustus and
call it Rome, or that of Rome and call it Caesar?

When the transmutation of Octavius into Augus-
tus was consummated, Rome was already mistress

of the world. Gaul, Spain, Greece, Asia Minor,

Syria, all were at her feet. He had not, therefore,

helped her to military glory. The rich inheri-

tance was there ; his the hand to snatch it. But,

having obtained the supreme power, he began to

exert an influence for good that made itself felt

even after his own day. Whatever the motive, in

looking at its effects, his conservative administra-

tion of power challenges our admiration. Laws,

hitherto inoperative, were made vigorous ; or,

where they were ineffectual or faulty, were sup-

planted by others, potent and just. The city and

the outlying provinces rejoiced in a sense of quiet

and peace never before enjoyed. Private rights

were respected even to the detriment of some plan

of his own he would have wished to carry out.

The fields were cultivated, the arts flourished.

The effects of his reign, as we said before, were

good, but, in looking at the cause, undue praise

must not be given solely to him. Was he success-

ful in military affairs ? To Agrippa then, was a

large proportion of that glory due. Was he styled

the Patron of Letters ? Maecenas did more than

himself to secure for him that title. In these men
he had two able advisers ; and while he possessed,

in its entirety, neither the skill of the one nor the

keen judgment of the other, he had enough of

both to recognize these qualities in them and to

avail himself of their assistance. And he was

their superior in this, that he had his feelings un-

der perfect control, skilled in policy and well

versed in human nature. In a word, then, he was

politic
; and he was ambitious. Therein lies the

double key to his character, therein we find one
reason of his greatness.

"There is," says Hume, "a predominant trait in;

every man, which, though at times it may slum-

ber, is bound to assert itself." We may safely say?

that in Augustus this characteristic was ambition.

Love of power first prompted him to take the city

captive, and then induced him to plot the death of

his former dupes. His purpose having been accom-

plished, there was nothing for him to wish for. He
was Emperor of the World,—not in the empty
title, but in the surer reality. He had tamed
the lion which now fawned at his feet. He may
treat it well ; nay, may even caress it, but let it

not try for freedom again. He subjected Rome to

his power, none the less that its citizens knew not

to what extent, and then permitted them to thank

him for his fatherly care. He was kind, it is true;

who will say that a noble beast, so long as it is

docile to its keeper, is not treated well by him ?

For it is too valuable to be neglected, but it is no

longer free. Nor was Rome. It was the old ambi-

tion asserting itself in a new form. I will make
them sing my praises, he said, and did so. Even
upon his death-bed, this thought was uppermost
in his mind. "Tell me I have played well my
part

;
give me your applause." r S. 1/^ I ':

As a ruler, he was a success, and his name lives

after him. His numerous public beneficences and

private acts of kindness kept it alive. He had, as

he said, transmuted Rome from brick into marble.

But let us remember that the brick was already

there. The favor that he showed to those great

men, Virgil, Horace and Livy, is truly commenda-
ble ; but ambition swayed him even in this patron-

age. He permitted them to inscribe their works

to him,—a gracious condescension. This was a

personal pride. He also wished to make good

the loss of Cicero and Sallust, that Rome might

contend with Greece in eloquence and letters. This

was national pride ; but as he was the nation, it

was rather another form of his ambition. We
know, too, that he could withhold his patronage

when he wished, as the case of Ovid bears testi-

mony. Too much praise, however, can not be

given him for the benefits he conferred upon the

world of letters ; and all students of the classics

will thank him for the good that he has done, nor

seek the reason.

Another incident makes his reign remarkable.

He had been the instrument—an unwilling one, of
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course—in fulfilling the designs of heaven. He
had been reigning for thirty-one years when our

Saviour was born into the world. A census of all

, under his dominion had been ordered, every man
registering in his tribal village. In this way, as

we know, Joseph and Mary went down into Beth-

.. lehem, and there Christ was born. After the same

manner, he was, in many ways, fortunate in living

at the time he did. He was eminently qualified

to exercise supreme power ; but who will say that

another would not have done so well ? He did

much for his country, but he was also much
indebted to her. ; ::;vv ; : i :v v;

. As a man, subject to all our propensities to evil,

without a counteracting religious sentiment which

we enjoy, who will be his judge? The vices of

his early life he more than atoned for in after

years. Not that, as Augustus, his was a blameless

life ; but we must remember the licentiousness of

his age, when faults were openly professed and

readily condoned. We must then admire his won-

derful self-control and strength of character, by

which, without need to fear the consequences, he

exercised it. An emperor, with the attributes of

sovereignty, a man whom men might admire

—

let us give him our applause.

John J. Whelan, '95.
> »»»

To Lydia.

Tell me, Lydia, I pray, by all the gods above.

Why thou art quick poor Sybaris to punish for his

love?

Why does he spurn the sunny camp, who dust and

heat has tried?

Why does he not in martial garb among his equals

ride?

Why fears he now the Gallic steed, with sharpened

bit to tame.

And dreads to breast the Tiber's waves that leap

like yellow flame ?

Why, grown more cautious, does he spurn the oil

which serpents ooze ?

Why in the contests does his arm no more its

whiteness lose ?

Although renowned in former time, in throwing of

the quoit.

By javelin hurled beyond the mark so frequently

made great.

Why does he like, as rumors tell, the sea-nymph,

Thetis' boy,

Who hid in fear before the day that marked the

fall of Troy,

Lest by a chance his manly garb his person should

disclose,

And hurry him to scenes of blood and bonds of

Trojan foes ?

^ - Landu and Kilka.

^^^^;^ ( ;
; : A TALK OK THK MOHAWKS. • v

Years preceding that epoch which caused an ex-

traordinary revolution in the history of the world,

—

long before civilization had begun to forsake

Europe, and to take up its abode in this country,

marking its onward progress by the establishment

of colonies and the foundation of cities—before our

ancestors had trod these dreaming and peaceful

shores, the Indian roamed through the prairies and

forests in his primeval simplicity.

About this period, in a fair and luxuriant pro-

vince whose plains were abundantly watered by

the majestic Hudson, dwelt a powerful and warlike

tribe of Indians known as the Mohawks.
They were famed afar for their achievements in

war over the neighboring tribes, and also for their

barbarity on account of their cruel and inhuman
treatment of the early settlers. To this tribe be-

longed Landu, a youthful brave of manly and win-

some address, skilled in the art of Indian warfare,

foremost in the hunt and a favorite with the chief.

From childhood Landu had conceived an affection

for Kilka, a dark-eyed maiden of prepossessing

countenance and figure, lithe and graceful. A
likeness of disposition begot mutual friendship and

admiration which soon ripened into ardent love.

And this was mutual. Each was delighted with

the other's company. The marriage which after-,

wards took place, gave promise of contentment and

happiness. Their felicity, however, was soon

rudely disturbed. As on a clear blue summer sky

there suddenly appear immense black clouds which
sweep swiftly across the horizon and effect a speedy

change in nature ; so also was it with this happy
pair. Leisurely basking in the sunshine of their

conjugal happiness, they little dreamed of the storm

which was fast brewing and soon to burst with

fury on their heads.

Nantuck, a medicine-man, whose profession had
secured him respect, had long looked with a jeal-

ous eye on the union and resolved to destroy it.

His appearance was not of such kind as is wont to

inspire the observer with confidence. A cast of

features, which Nature bestowed on him and inci-

dentally intended as a warning to all, lent a sinis-

ter expression to his countenance ; the cunning
and cruelty, which distinguished him at a later

period, were visibly portrayed in his painted and
scarred face. His manner and carriage, too, were

arrogant and haughty, but this could be accounted

for as arising from the consciousness of his super-

iority over the rest of the tribe and their readiness

to obey his injunctions. Being one of the many
aspirants for the hand of Kilka, he was so greatly

humiliated and incensed at her preference for
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Landu that he conceived an intense hatred for

them and determined, whenever the opportunity

presented itself, to strike a stealthy and deadly

blow. His influence easily enabled him to do so.

For the medicine men occupied among the Indians

a position similar to that whiclfthe Druids are

said to have held among the Britons and, like them,

/ were reputed to be well versed in alchemy, astrol-

: ogy and divination. ' ^ ^
•:•.,: ./-;/^.,r ;: ..

Nantuck, therefore, had recourse to the follow-

ing subtle means for the attainment of his end.

He told the chief that the Great Spirit was dis-

pleased with a certain brave, Landu T^y name, on

account of his treachery, and further added, that

imless some punishment were inflicted upon him,

the whole tribe would be visited with a terrible

pestilence. The severe but good old sachem,

whose wrinkled face and tall but stooped form gave

evidence of long and efficient service to the nation

over which he still ruled, was sorely perplexed.

He loved Landu as if he were his own son, and
yet, full of fear at this threat, ordered his expulsion

from the tribe. In vain did Landu protest his

innocence; his protestations served only to give

stronger confirmation to the charge. The chief,

however, was inexorable, the fiat having been

proclaimed, its revocation was impossible. The
mingled feelings of sorrow and disgrace which
Landu had to endure would, no doubt, have

depressed a mind more philosopliical and cultured

than his. He was excluded from the companion-

\ ship of those with whom his youth had been spent,

and whom he had learned to love and serve. No
longer permitted to mingle with his people ; no

longer a sharer in the games and feats of courage, of

his youthful companions, he no longer could rejoice

with them in their triumphs or sympathize with

them in their defeats, but would be everywhere

branded as a traitor. Suspicion and distrust

would always follow him. Even the other tribes

held such a one in abhorrence. This was, indeed,

a punishment to which death itself would have
been preferable. He, therefore, like Aristides,

went into exile. Should he ask, as did that cele-

brated statesman, when requested to write his own
name upon the shell, " Has that man done you an
injury?" The answer which many would give

him would doubtless be the same as that which
the illiterate burglar returned to Aristides. '

' No,'

'

he replied, " nor do I know him ; but I am vexed,
I am wearied to hear him everywhere called the

just." It is thus, as many other instances will

show, that refined and educated nations are just as

capricious and inconstant in the treatment of their

most, illustrious citizens, as the barbarous and un-

enlightened children of the forests. Landu retired

to the mountains, there to lead a solitary life

amidst the shrieks of the wild and hungry denizens,

not caring how soon he would become their prey.

In the meantime Kilka continued to plead in his

behalf. She employed every means in her power,

but all to no avail. She began to lose favor with

her tribe. The Indians feared that her persever-

ance in the belief of Landu's innocence would

eventually provoke the Great S|>iiit to visit them

with the threatened punishment. Accordingly,

when she interceded for him she was met with scorn.

But she bore with patience every rebuff" and reproof,

which served only to make her the more faithful.

After twelve moons had risen, shone and waned,

an accident, or rather an intervention of heaven.,

occurred, which saved one unhappy, innocent crea-

ture from disgrace and infamy. It happened thus.

In an engagementwith a neighboring tribe, Nantuck

was mortally wounded and his band completely

routed. He, however, with the aid of two or three

companions, escaped and was borne back to his

wigwam. Kilka, notwithstanding her natural and

just antipathy for him who had ruthlessly blighted

her own happiness and that of her husband, felt

compassion for him in his distress, carefully dressed

his wounds and endeavored by every means in her

power to alleviate his pain. He lingered for several

days, during which time he suffered intense agony.

In this extremity, finding himself growing weaker,

he sent for the chief, confessed his guilt and died.

Need the sequel be related ? Landu was again

admitted to his tribe and restored to the happy and

faithful Kilka. Nor was this sufficient. Fortune,

that fickle dame, wishing to make reparation for

the injury which she had inflicted, now smiled

most graciously on the joyous lovers. The old

chief, being on- the point of death, summoned
around his couch the whole tribe and solemnly

declared Landu his successor.

Thus, these two lives, strengthened by mutual

love and supported by virtuous conduct, uncon-

sciously demonstrated to all that gocdness shall be

rewarded even on this earth, and transmitted to

posterity the following inscription, to be carved on

their tombstones :

—

" That no circumstances are so desperate which

Providence may not relieve."

M. J. Murphy, '95.
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, ,l_ : - . 'J. ~. ^\^ ,.-.<..
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Conversation

A thought is conceived within the human mind,

and, longing to be freed from the confinement

wherein it germinated, it breaks open the seal upon
the lips, and is born in words. This we call

speech. What a blessing it is ! Have you a secret

pang? Disclose it to a friend and find relief.

Have you discovered the hidden spring of happi-

ness that makes one's heart grow light, and gives

a joyous sparkle to his eye? Then share your

secret with those round about you, that they too

may drink of this delightful well and lose th- ir

sorrows in its rippling overflow.

This intercourse by means of speech is known
as Conversation. It is, as the name implies, a turn-

ing around and around of the subject under digest.

Its motive may be readily conceded to be an inter-

change of thought. If that which is conceived in

the mind were allowed to remain there, forever con-

cealed, little good could come of it ; for thoughts,

as a writer has aptly said, are as plants that die

unless exposed to the kindly rays of the sun.

If the idea is a lofty one, the speaker will en-

deavor to clothe his thought in fitting, words ; lest

for want of proper adornment, its inherent beauty

fail of recognition. Even Nature must needs some-

times be "dressed to advantage." Conversation

being an art, as such can be perfected.

What a pleasure it is to listen to one who is an
adept in the saying of the proper thing at the

proper time. What a treasure does society find in

a happy conversationalist. To what disadvantage,

in comparison, does he appear, who saying nothing

for himself, praises the other in monosyllables, or

yet more faintly by his sickly smile. Nature has

given to all men to speak ; well or badly, it rests

with themselves. 'Tis true, she seems rather

bounteous in her favors to some ; to others, she

seems saving of her stores. Still, we can improve

what little has been given to us, be it never so

little.

Man, as a component part of society, must ac-

cept those obligations that society lays upon him.

If invited to a banquet, it is his duty to do more
than enjoy the rich viands set before him ; he

should join hands with his host in affording pleas-

ure to his neighbor. And so it is in every social

gathering. It will not be suflEicient that he be

able to speik fluently upon any one particular sub-

ject. If he be a politician, let him not force his

views concerning the tariff" upon his auditors ; or

if a divine, he should not make the mistake of

supposing that his hearers are being consumed
with the anxiety to learn just how many tracts

were sent out by the Foreign Missionary Society

during the preceding year.

One should be able, at least, to speak on any of

the current topics of the day. The newspapers

are at his disposal, and the information they give

is not dearly bought in the reading. Whose
thoughts are buried in antiquity, and who knows
but little of the every-day affairs of the world

about him, he may not hope to win laurels as an

entertaining speaker. He had as lief brought his

musty volumes to the parlor, who.se mind reverts

continually to the dim old library.

k. gentleman will not force his own views upon
those about him, nor does he express any that he

may foresee will give offense. He will never inter-

rupt a conversation by rude questionings, nor

attempt to refresh the memory of one narrating an

incident with which he may be acquainted. An
attentive listener bespeaks a careful hearing when
he may wish to express his views. For his will be

an apt sa>ing and well timed. "

Too long a silence, however, might suggest that

you had unfortunately left your organ of speech at

home. And as you would avoid offending by your

loquacity, go not to the other extreme and let " I

think so," or " I don't know," do duty as your sole

vocabulary. Try to bear your shire of the burden

of conversation ; and burden it must be if all dis-

close such poverty of expression.

"Yes, ma'am," and "No, ma'am," uttered softly,

'::'?: '.•'',;^-0-t; show •',•'>•;'' ".-•:/' ]:'-'";"-'''';.
:^ :A;-/"v;>

Every five minutes, how the minutes go. - ':

And lastly, charity will be found to be an excel-

lent guide to follow. A good heart will do more
for a speaker than a brilliant though erratic mind.

What Profit ?

What profit. Lord, tho' I might acquire

The gains and the guerdons the earth may hold,

If my soul should miss the refining fire

That purge5_dross from the purest gold ?

What profit. Lord, if my name be writ

In blazing letters on Fame's fair scroll.

If Thou, in the book of the Infinite,

Should enter me a proscribed soul ?

What profit. Lord, tho' the lures of love,

And the triumphs of time should all be mine,

If I be banished from heaven above.

And the rights of the ransomed I must resign ?
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EDITORIALS.

The present number of our Monthly ushers in

many changes made during vacation within the

circle of our College. At its provincial chapter,

held in July, the very Rev. F. J. McShane, O.S.A.

was elected President, a new board of directors

chosen, and the number of the Faculty increased.

Never in the history of our College has its opening

day been so auspicious or its prospects so bright.

Under the skillful management of the President

and the board of directors many desirable improve-

ments have been made. This is in an especial man-

ner true of the scientific department. Heretofore

the course has been, for the most part theoretical,

but it is with pleasure we add, that henceforth the

many new appliances and improved apparatus will

we hope, give an impetus to the students to make
a thorough and practical course in this department.

Yet, nothwithstanding all this there is one cir-

cumstance which we must note with a certain

amount of regret.

In returning to Alma Mater^ after a long and
pleasant vacation, we missed the cheerful counte-

nance and robust form of the very Rev. C. A.

McEvoy, our former revered President. During
his administration he had endeared himself to

us by his many acts of unwavering kindness.

Second only to his gentleness of character and

piety was his ability in the management of busi-

ness affairs. Through the co-operation of the

members of the Faculty he brought our College to

its present flourishing condition. Accordingly we,

the students, one and all unite in extending to

him our congratulations for the prosperous stand-

ing in which he left it, and wish him Godspeed

in his future work.

/There is a fact which must not be overlooked,

namely, that in these days, the prominence of any
institution depends to a great extent, on the suc-

cessful termination of its athletic contests. This

may appear parodoxical at first, yet the truth of

this assertion is easily proven. Statistics plainly

show the increased matriculation in the leading

universities during the last decade. What can be

attributed as a reason for this increase? One seldom

hears—outside of the college journals—of the

questions which are frequently and sometimes very

warmly discussed in the debating societies ; while

how few there are who do not know when and

where an important game between two leading

universities will take place, and who will not be

more or less interested in regard to its result.

Since such is the case, why should this spirit of

emulation lie dormant in you, fellow-students?

Remember, the body as well as the mind needs

cultivation. Remember, also, that if you do not

take the first step, you cannot expect that the

graduates, who were once where you are now and

who strove with all their strength to preserve the

reputation of their Alma Mater will lend their

assistance. Therefore, rouse yourselves from this

lethargy. Shake off" the shackles of indifference

;

and do not cease in your endeavors until you have

raised your College colors to the same proud posi-

tion that they formerly occupied.

Astronomers assert that there are some stars

which are rapidly advancing, but as yet are so dis-

tant from the earth that they are not discernible,

and vice versa. There will, no doubt, arise geni-

uses whose bright witticisms will illuminate the

world, and whose wonderful inventions will eclipse

those of the past centuries. Such is the natural

order of things. The name of Oliver Wendell

Holmes shall be the bright star which will shine

in the horizon of literature at the dawn of the

twentieth century. When it has ceased to shed

its lustre still his memory and the buoyancy of his

youth, retained even to old age and mingled with

deep-rooted reverence for religion which charac-

terized all his writings, shall be fondly cherished

long after this generation will have passed away.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College/

Compute by logarithms the value of the follow-

ing : !;::•.•' /"'/•;': -i'-'-V.-
'•''•--

^^>^.V^ '^^^-';?'j ,
• v'-

:iyM-:-h (364793' xv/(. 38961)^ f ;.::: ;^.^ ;

Solution by N. A. Dugan^ '96.

r log (36.4793)^ = 3.64476.

log i/(.3896if= 9-38595— lo-

colog 6.7154 =9.17293—10.

colog (.59)f =0.09821
;

;
:

'

:

log ;r = 22.30185—20
';>.'' '--:-""''" log ;»; = 2.30185 iy. ''^^ -[:,:-':''\:':y-\[/-' /}

y.\x = 200.377.
':""' '-'^'

'

•''•-''

A ladder, whose foot rests in a given position,

just reaches a window on one side of a street, and

when turned about its foot just reaches a window
on the other side. If the two positions of the lad-

der be at right angles to each other and the heights

of the windows be 36 and 27 feet respectively, find

the width of the street and the length of the

ladder. \^:--,,-;'";:,n- ;,. ;;.,;/ :;";..!;^V.:-'-r-/v;V.,,-/.\ ,,--
:^ -.,,-,

Solution by J. J. Dean^ '98.

Let ^Cand CD be the two positions of the lad-

der at right angles to each other.

l_ BCD = 90° AB = 36 DE = 27

BC = CD L BCE = L.BAC^ L ABC
But (_ BAC= l_ BCD each being a right angle.

.-. l__ DCE = L ABC
TheninrightA's/4^CandCZ)£'wehaveahypot-

enuse and an acute £_ of the one = to a iiypot-

enuse and an acute /_^ of the other ; therefore the

two A's are = in every respect.

AD = CE, and AC = DE
.'. C^" = 36 feet

'

'
and ^c = 27 " ,:

"

; -":•,'•;• '"\.

AE = breadth of street = 63 feet. '
^ ^ '

. }/^^+2f = 45 feet.
,

^
, -i^'^-^H

^-.tl
Length of ladder, 45 feet.

The chimney of a factory has the shape of a

frustum of a regular pyramid. Its height is 180

feet, and its upper and lower bases are squares

whose sides are 10 feet and 16 feet respectively.

The flue is throughout a square whose side is 7

feet. How many cubic feet of material does the

chimney contain?

Solution by Af. /. Ryle,^<^6.

Let B = area of lower base, B' = area of upper

base, and h = height.

Volume of frustum = i /i {B-{^B'-\-i/BB')

= -3-(256+ioo-|-i6o)

= 60X516 = 30960 cubic ft.

Volume of flue = 72X180 = 8820 cubic feet.

30960—8820 =22140 cubic feet.

Solve
X—y y—-3" __ X -\- £^ X—a—6

a b c , a-fb^c

Solution by J. R. Whelan^ '95.

X—y X—a—b / N,

a a-\-b-{-c

y— z X—a—b

b ~~ a-^b-^c

x-\- z X—a—b

(2)

(3)

Clear the three of frac-

tions.

c a-\-b-\rC

X (a-{-b-\-c) — y {a-\-b-{-c) = ax—a^—ab (4)

—z{a^b^c) -^ y {a+b+c) = bx—l^—ab (5)

X {a^b-\-c) + z {a -\-b-\- c) = cx—ac—be (6) Add
2x {a-\-b-\-c) =x {a-\-b-\-c)—a^—b"^

—2ab—ac—be

X {a-\-b-\-e) = —{a'^-\-b^+2ab oc-\-be)

.'. X = — {a-\-b) From (4)

—{a+b) {a^b^-e)—y {a-{-b-\-c) = —2a^—2ab
or —y {a-\-b-\-c) = —a^-\-b--\-ac be

. ^ _ {a+b)(a-b-c)
' ' ^ a-^b+c

From (6)

—(a+ b) {a-\-b+e) + z i^a-\-b+e) = —zae—2be

z (a-\-b-^e) = a^-\-ab-i-di^—ae—be

Chas. McEvoy^ '97.
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Prove that the area of an inscribed regular

hexagon is equal to three-fourths of that of the

circumscribed regular hexagon.

Solution by J. J. Reilly, '96.

Let ABCDEFh^a. regular hexagon

inscribed in a circle whose centre is O. Let OK be

the apotheui. Then AO = R^ AD = «, and

ok = r.

Proof OK' = OA'

.^2

AK\ that is

K^ -iV^R)

r T= y, R ]/ 3 = apothem of inscribed hexagon.

; ^, r area of inscribed hexagon
' area of circumscribed hexagon

K" 6,R

area of inscribed hexagon

area of circumscribed hexagon
= 3//4

New Problems.

Find the locus of a point in space, equidistant

from three given points not in a straight line.

Transform the quantity

tan '^A + cot -A—sin "^A—cos "^A

into a form containing only cos A.

The carpeting of a room twice as long as it is

broad, at 5 shillings per square )ard, cost _;^i 2s.

6cl. and the painting of the walls, at gd. per square

yard, cost £1 6s. 3d. What is the height of the

room ?

Given- the base of a triangle, its area, and the

angle at the vertex ; construct it.

In a mile race A gives B a start of 100 yards and

beats him by 15 .seconds. In the second trial A
gives B a start of 45 seconds and is beaten by 22

yards. Find the rate of each in miles per hour.

SPLINTERS.

|MM«ll«a

11

Dimples.

;
Bar-ba-ra. ^^ '

;

'::.

[

Bouncers. '[ ':::'",- ."v^';-y-; ::;

.Wrinkles. :> "•>!A-^':;-/;\:"\:!;;-

! " Domine Campe." ^ f y;;;

.
" Unitate Valeamus." '

He speaks in paregorics.

" I am in a foreign territory.'

Where is Willie off the yacht?' K:.':'':''['\^:^-:,^:'^::'
''-

Hurrah for the green room !

Who will be our "Fatty" now?

He has legs on him like a piano.

Joe K is a big man for his size.

"How about de oder fellers on the flat?"

" Meet me on the bulletin board."
.

He asked for a poached hen on eggs. ; v

Give ear, give ear, the Sage of Salem cries !

.
" They ain't no more bread !

" Oh, Charlie !

Did Day Arbor a thought of having it free ?

Do you understand that, now ? Sure, Father.

He speaks in a manner Bostonese,

Sesqui pedalia verba these.

The favorite P-yle jewel has been returned.
'

She calls the flimpsey thing h/e because it is a

veil of tears.

"There many a slip twixt the cup and lip!"

Eh, Martin ?

Did you see Steve's face when they told him all

was lost ?

*' Garlic, garlic. How did they know I liked

garlic? "

They say he used bad words when Dick arose

and spoke his piece.

Line up. You think we mean Foot-ball. That

is a rank mistake.

"They always Hughsed me well when I went,

but I cannot go any more."

What has become of the glass house ? It has

been turned into Wood.

We are not getting in our winter coal the Wood
came in September.

We may not go out but we see our Daily friends

just the same.

A good one on the infirmary : One of the work-

men asked to be shown to the room " the^ was

making a horse-pistol of."
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Now doth the Httle busy bee

Improve each shining hour

;

And the long-haired foot-ball player, he

Is a great big chrysanthemum flower.

What they said about Herron was a fish story.

Speaking of fish, one said he liked Lancaster pike.

" Well, John, I see you are in the swim." " Oh !

no ;
' I'm in the pool.' " He was in it for twenty-

five cents. Please ex-cue-s. v vv':f^ :: ,;; v^.,^

.

Time and tide wait for no man. V. g. that Daily

accommodation for Haverford. »..''''.;?

The younger members of the Debating Society

found the speeches on the opening night "capital

punishment." "\^-.'--"'\ ^v'-'' v,";/--

Only a little banana peel,
;

;
'

, Only a dainty shoe
;

Only a stifled feminine squeal

—

;- >.

And then \r----v , '-^^''^-^'y- ''.'''''
•

'

"Take her, she is yours," said her father ; but,

by the way she orders him around, most people

think he is hers, v '^^>^•^ '^''''^'--'r-'^
'- ' •^•^^•'• /v

We have a rara Avis: he flew into a passion

when he was "jugged." How the other birds did

crow. • ^:"-- ".;;:'''
'^'Z,

'
--..-' "C •''

r---':'-'^

When he went through the Wood-s, he blew his

Hor-(a)n, and the Kerr came bounding forth.

One of our local sportsmen, while out hunting

the other day, Tucked a small Crow under his

coat and Wade'd through "Mud" after a Herron.

Two little laddies, ah, so sly !

One little pike when the moonlight broke,

One very big prefect, very good eye.

Two himdred lines, "jugiim joke."

AN UNFINISHED SERENADE.

" Star of my heart," the lover cried.

But something his language smothers.

A William-goat that lover spied.

And of stars—well, there were others !

When the corn is waving, Annie dear,

I'd meet you by the stile
;

But that the prefect, Annie dear.

Is watching me the while.

" The Kerr's has come upon us," cried

The lady of Shalot.

T' would be a pretty pun, if true,

But, oh ! 'tis not.

Two Kerrs there were, that is last year
;

Two of a kind.

The Dickey bird has lost his mate,

John stayed behind.

THE SOCIETIES.

V.D.S. At the first meeting of the Villanova

Debating Society, which occurred on Wednesday,

October 3, the following officers were elected

:

President, Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S.A.; vice-presi-

dent, J. I Whelan ; secretary, F. F. Condon
;

sergeantat-arms, K. J. Murtaugh ; literary com.,

M. J. Murphy, M. T. Field, E.J. McKeough. It

was decided that the first debate should be open

to the house and the question: Resolved, "That
Capital Punishment is Justifiable," was selected. ,

On Wednesday, Oct. 17, the society met to

decide this momentous question. Mr. Field

opened for the affirmative by showing that capital

punishment has the sanction of Divine Law, and

the custom of ages, and that the death penalty is

productive of much good since it checks crime.

The next speaker, Mr. Whelan, espoused the nega-

tive side. He laid open in a few words the weak
points in the former speaker's arguments, and

then brought forward against the question, that

capital punishment is inimical to the best interests

of humanity, that it does not promote morality and

that it does not conform to the teachings of the
" Prince of Peace." The force and propriety of

Mr. Whelau's remarks called forth freq"ent

applause. Mr. Condon, who followed, likewise

favored the negative side. He spoke eloquently

for the abolition of capital punishment but he

wandered somewhat from the point at issue.

The next speakers, Messrs. Reilly and Dohan,

championed the affirmative side, their remarks

were chiefly in refutation of the arguments

advanced by their opponents.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, many, who
were desirous of entering the debate, were unable

to do so, hence no decision was given.

V.L.I. The Villanova Literary Institute was

re-organized Saturday, Sept. 22, with a greater

membership than in any previous year.

The officers for the ensuing term are : President,

F. F. Commins, O.S.A.; first vice-president, E G.

Dohan ; second vice-president, M. T. Field ; secre-

tary, E. J. Wade ; sergeant-at-arms, H. Reynolds
;

directors, J. McCarthy, J. Hughes, PI Murtaugh
and H. Conway.

V.A.A. The Villanova Athletic Association

held its first meeting Thursday, September 20.

The following officers were chosen : President,

Mr. W. W. Donavan, O.S. A.; vice-president, D.

A. Herron; treasurer, V,. T. Wade; financial

secretary, S. Kenny ; corresponding secretary, K.

J. Wade ; field managers, A. J. Hart, J. Maher, W.
Hazel, J. A. Walsh.
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EXCHANGES.

We open our exchange column, this month,

deprived of our respected Ex-man of last year,

who laid down the pen which he wielded so satis-

factorily. The burdensome, and, we might say,

unpleasant task of criticising, devolves on new
and inexperienced shoulders. But inexperienced

and incompetent though we be, we will endeavor

to deal out fearlessly justice and truth through

these columns, ever having before our eyes the

motto :
" Censure what must be censured

;
praise

what ought to be praised."
•

On perusing the many and respected journals

which come to our sanctum, an essay in the SL
Mary'^s Sentinel on "Love of Our Country" is

especially worthy of praise, on account of the

masterly way in which the writer has treated it.

He says, " whether an American is amid the his-

toric ruins of Rome, before the great pyramids of

Egypt, gazing on the beautiful scenery of the

snow-clad Alps, or drifting on the picturesque

waters of the river Rhine, his mind will return to

his native shore and his heart will burst into song

as did John Howard Payne's when, in Algiers, he

composed the words of the immortal song " Home,
Sweet Home." He also cites instances of what
men have done for this country and exhorts us to

follow in their paths. Such a production is indeed

worthy of a Catholic and an American journal.

The Notre Dame Scholastic which enjoys the

well deserved reputation of publishing choice and

well selected matter, is to be praised for a well-

written essay on the " Habit of Observation," and

an article from the pen of Maurice Francis Egan,

LL.D., entitled "A French-Canadian Poet."

If we may judge from the October number of

the Fordham Monthly,, the tditor for '94-'95, not-

withstanding his confession of " evident unfitness,"

bids fair to compete favorably with his predeces-

sors. In perusing this journal we were pleased to

see that the talent of the " Sub-Freshmen " is

brought into prominence. We found in "Zola's

Lourdes " a very goo'1 criticism of M. Zola's

Works.

We are glad to find The Oud once more in our

sanctum. Among,the many good things contained

in this journal we noticed particularly an editorial

on " The Art of Living with Others. " This article

is well worth the reading, both from the nature of

the subject "and from the fact that the writer

evidently '* knows whereof he speaks." Another
subject which attracted our attention was " Ignor-

ance and Bigotry."

PERSONALS.

Rev. P. J. Monahan, '78, of Philada, visited the

Faculty, Oct. nth.

Mr. and Mrs. Buffi ngton called to see their son

Lee, Oct. 28th.

The Misses Kelly of Philada., spent Sunday,

Oct. 14th with their brother, Willie.

Rev. Fr. O'Hare, of Brooklyn, N. Y., accom-

panied by Rev. D. J. O'Sullivan, O.S.A., of

Philada., called to see Rev. F. X. McGowan, OS.
A., Oct. 25th. ^^,^-.Vr^ :.-,-•:../:..-•;',,•: v.--;-:V.-

Messrs. E. P. McKeough and T. J. Condon, who
for some time have been under the care of an ocu-

list, have so far recovered as to be able to resume

their studies.

Rev. George Bradford, a former student, recently

of Wilmington, Del., and now pastor of Elkton,

Md., brought his nephew, James, to pursue his

studies with us. Fr. Bradford made quite a long

stay and was entertained by the Faculty and

Messrs. J. I. Whelan and A. J. Hart, Jr.

Rev. James F. McGowan, O.S.A., arrived at the

College on the 15th inst, having been appointed to

fill a vacancy in the Faculty, caused by the illness

of Rev. F. X. McGowan, O.S.A. The former has

been assigned classes in Latin Literature and

History.

During the past month many new students have

been registered. The number in attendance this

year far exceeds that of any previous year, a

result of the great interest taken in them by their

professors and prefects.

Of our graduates of '94, Messrs. J. F. O'Leary

and J. J. Ryle are pursuing a medical course in

Baltimore, W. J. A. Mahon in New York City, and

J. Stanley Smith, a course in law at the U. of P.,

Philada. The two former and the latter paid us a

visit en route to their respective institutions.

Of our last year's students the following :

Messrs. B. J. O'Donnell, F. E. Tourscher, N. J.

Vasey and M. J. McDonnell have entered the

Augustinian Novitiate at Villanova. We are

pleased to know that they are happy in their new
life and wish them a very successful Novitiate.

Messrs. W. D. Riordan and T. J. Lee have en-

tered Brighton Seminary, Boston, Mass.

It is with deep sorrow that we are called upon
to announce the painful illness to which Rev. F.

X. McGowan, O. S. A. , has been subjected for the

past five weeks. He has suffered intense pain from

an attack of inflammatory rheumatism. We sin-

cerely trust, however, that his recovery, already

commenced, will be exceedingly rapid.
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HORACE A. OOAN,

EDMUND L. HALL,

WM. H. KING,

JOHN F. NORMILE.

High Grade, Imported,

Key West and

Domestic Cigara.

^OR^OE ^. ooikH c;o!ft?^Hy
LIMITKD. m

PHKjADEIiPHlH.

I

N. E. Cor.

Chestnut and

Eightaenth Sts.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphii^,

, In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,

,; Framed and Unframed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agentfor the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturari of and Dtalars in

|?ii[sfe-glass B©0ts and ghees
Btpairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Oastom Work a Specialty.

I^ancaster Aye., Bryn Mawr, Pa,TERMS CASH.

D. J. GALLAGHBB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

:t D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., • )

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with ail i<inds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagher BuUdlnif .)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

J3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

John P. Collins,

^BooK-f Binder -K^

Ho. 1 South T«nth Street,
49-Jo1> Work a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Pbyalcians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all boura at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
.., FR/^NK U/. PRIWTT. Craduate ip pi?ar/naoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

The Best
Is the Cheapest.

Hallahaii's Shoes
are the best.

.GENTLEMEN'S SHOES;P?
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.
.

$3, $4, s^.

HALLAHAN, Eighth and Filbert Streets

Philadelphia.

Roman OoUars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

P. J. COLAHAN, i«38>MAKKET ST.

Dealer If> pii^e Qrooeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $5.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
JS'Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.ISCl

"WlVf. E. HINOH,
CJUiNDoai ••• Giiflss^
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

. No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT STUDIO,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
J0H:N^ J. BYKNES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.,

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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.. MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an invitation to yon to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, MuttoD, Lamb, Dried Beef, JLard, Hams and Frovisioss.

We have constaiuly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

. . , BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
,
/• ' Prescriptions a Specialty. •/; :

•f CHRISTIflfl MOOf^H.-f

Established 30 years. lS.&>TlMAlt^6 FUKNlaritvU.

Plainand Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement'for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc,

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Eesidence- 6AERETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Oftloe Address, Roseiuontor Bryn Mawr.

WM I.. KI.K1N8, Presl.leut

.NURTIS MALONKY, Vlcc-Proa't and Manager
0. K. ROBINSOS, Secretary
GEORGE S. BRANS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYLYAN^ gLOBE GAg LIGHT CO.,
.

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qoi>tra(;tor5 for IJ<5l7ti9(5 Qitie$ ai?d Jou/9$

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

24S NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA. ^_

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 I'AW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, 861 N. Eighth 8t:

Try one of my Special Derbys

$-^.00 and 9!i'50

HATS ULOCKKD VVHILK VOV WAIT

RENOVATIN<; DON'IJ OX THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHTT
fF

j'ou want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.

LFARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

ForqitoBlBEdding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. Philadelphia.

Special Discount to Institntions.

;-; THOMAS F. SMALL - f?
J ., : ;-} Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. : v

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Phiilacielptiia.

DR. 8TEINB0CK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 f/ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pipila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

^MRCHITECT^^
r i; Beneficial Saving Fund Building, ;>. .^

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M. E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Qives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

,
going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VV. iA£HeL-HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
Honse Fiiiiilahliif; Tin AVareof Every Deacrtptloii

Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCa.8T£R AVSNUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling, LanCaStCf AvcnUC,

Graining, Sign Painting, D tut t)
Jobbing Promptly Attended to. oryil Ma'WF, fa.
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

^TEXT BOOKS, -i^ -
Vle-w and Second Hand.

B*ve oonatantly on band a full line of CatboUc
Tbeologioal and Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books

.^
purchased for cash.

v^...
-

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 H' Thiittecnth StPe«t, S ;

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLICWEEKLY.
Eatabliohed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVEKT SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Subscription ! One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 cts

Money can be sent by Post Office Order or BeglHtered Letter.

Oommunicationa should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PEINTINQ AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
^ >" STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

•»^W. ^W. FI?.^lTOIS«-
9DBALEB Ur

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
[ewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing. W
tJknc7=cster T^VB

AGKBT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to -Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

. KRD7«?ORE, F»K.

JOS. C. FISHHR.

955 Soatb Ninth Street, Pbiladelpbia, Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Procep.sions and Tableaux.

Cut Omt This Coupon, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and $i.oo iu cash to Donahoc's
Magazine, 6ii Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receivethe superb
Catholic Montliljr, DONAHOE'S MAOAZINB, for one year ^
The price per annum is $2. co, and by readers of this publication o «ly, ^can it be had for $ I. cx). This coupon must accompany the order.

K. G SRKLDING Si BROS..
athubtic outfitters.

Uniforms and Implements for all Out-door Sports. Base-ball and Foot-
ball Uniforms a Special y, and our 1894 line ofBase-ball and Football Goods
is superior to anything heretofore offered to the public.

THE SPALDING BICYCLE, Price $25.00, has more important im-
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if
desired. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
1032 Ohestnut Street. PHILADELPHIA.

THOmAS R. CUHflHY,

^ FUNERAL DIIiECTOR, 4^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,
PHILADELPHIA.

49~Feraon«l attention day or night.

\^
*4*otel I^iel7ard809 •

*•' '•' '305~7 F'^'^si't Street, pi?iladelpl?la

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VEiRY REASONABLE
Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient. .-^ vrj..? ^':\t::.-"j'.':\
•>':>';.:• -v- :-/-: >..'V.;'V-'-'-^-

.•'':'

:,:-:-.-:.^-t^:;iArthur Lynaugh, i'v-\

.;',:
:,:.-c;,.v Manager.

AUaUSTIN & BAPTIST,

mtmwm
25f, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,
^^-•-••'•'^^••;-•' •''' PHILADELPHIA. -'^'''

Lithographers ,... Printers

E^*r:iMciiANusj'.^t'-
Stationers Blank Book Makers

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

Entirely New.
Abreast of the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY
Snccessor of the
"Unabridged."

JSverybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

ing;, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A lyibrary in It-
self. It also pvcfy tho
often desired ini'orniatiou

conceruinjj eminent jicr-

sons ; facts conceriilng tho

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

plobe ;
particulars eonceminir noted tictitious per-

sons and places; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office, study, and
schoolroom.

Tbe One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. D. J. Brener, .lustice of 1'

. S. Supreme Court,

writes : " Tho International Dictionary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as tho
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Merriatn Company,
PnblUhern,

Springfield, Mass.

WEBSTER'S

I
INTERNATIONAL

j

DICTIONARY,
t^-Do not buy cheap photographic

reprints of ancient editions.
BS"Send for free prospectus.

I). .\ HOO.NK. C W. BKI.T.

Dafiiel A. B(i)(i)^e& G(i).,

Altar Wines.
112 East German St., Baltimore, Mb.

Plus and Badges, etc Made to Order.
fingraflngs In General and Sfteclal Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
70O Apeh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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. : LOVE'S LOSS.

HE was a little maiden,

He was an urchin brave
;

She was his fairy princess,

He was her willing slave.

i.:,:i A^i-

A dainty thing in gingham, ::_).. •

But clad with nature's grace
;

A modest suit of homespun,
An honest, manly face.

Love that was all unspoken.

Perhaps not understood,

A glance from beneath a doubtful hat,

A blush from beneath a hood.

Sweet innocence of childhood,
.

Bright spot in Life's sad span !

—

Oh, heart of woman breaking,

Oh, broken heart of man !
-^

Time made her a woman of fashion.

With lovers by the score.

Not twenty slaves sufficing

Where one had done before.

She laughed at his tearful pleading
;

He saw her drift away,

Into the night of the wanton.

Out of love's bright day !

He had a heart, she crushed it
;

Yet his was the better fate,

For she had a heart, but knew it

With the knowledge, come too late.

A grave in the village churchyard,

A peaceful sleeper there
;

A grave in the heart of one living.

Tears, remorse, despair.

- -
' John I. Whelan, '95.
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Oliver Wendell Holmes.

On October 7th 1894, the English speaking race

was called upon to mourn the loss of one of its

wisest and wittiest writers ; one who, although an
American, lived to hear his praises sung not only
in the land of his birth, but also beyond the seas

where little that is American can elicit commenda-
tion. This man was Oliver Wendell Holmes. He
was born in the year 1809, at Cambridge, Mass.
His early school days were spent at Cambridgeport
and at Phillips Academy, Andover, from which he
went to Harvard, entering the class of 1829.

For a year after his graduation from college he
studied law, but finding this study not congenial

to his tastes, he next took a course in medicine,

which for the most part he pursued at Paris. It

was not, however, in law nor even in medicine,

that Ho'mes was to become famous, but in a
literary career than which few greater can be found
in our age. While a mere youth at college he dis-

played the budding poetic genius which before he
had passed early manhood had already ripened

into maturity.

For nearly three score years and ten, Dr. Holmes
has written, unfolding in his numerous and varied

writings a character which is in every respect truly

admirable.

His was a genial spirit ; he laughed because he
thought it well to laugh, and he wrote to make
others join in that laughter which to him was so

natural. How cleverly does he fulfil his object in

The One Hoss Shay^ The Spectre Pig, The Organ
Grinders and others. Yet he has the gift of pass-

ing quickly from laughter to tears, showing us in

The Last Leaf that he can mingle 'pathos with
wit. How purely pathetic are the lines,

—

" The mossy marbles rest

On the lips that he has prest

In their bloom
;

And the names he loved to hear

Have been carved for many a year

On the tomb."

His kindly nature is evinced in his earnest desire

to be of service to mankind. He used his writings

as a means to reach his fellow-men with whatever
good and helpful thoughts had come to him.
These, now sad and again joyful, were ever hope-
ful. He delineated well his own character when he
said of Emerson thac, " He could no more help
taking hopeful views of the universe and its future

than Claude could help flooding his landscape
with sunshine." This generous optimism in

Holmes made his pen a potent lever for the fur-

therance of human progress.

His. sincere love of country and desire for the

Nation's glory have inspired many of his sweetest

songs. So dear to him was every least memory of

the Nation's triumphs that, at the very beginning

of his career, he opposed the breaking up of that

precious relic of the Revolution, the old warship

Constitution. Rather than have her sacred timbers

desecrated by the axe he proposed :

V * * «' That her shattered hulk
Should sink beneath the wave:

Her thunders shook the mighty deep

And there should be her grave.

X ^ ^ Nail to the mast her holy flag

Set every threadbare sail -' ' ' >

And give her to the god of storms

The lightning and the gale! **

Again when civil strife cast its blight upon our

land, his patriotic verses did much toward spread-

ing Union convictions and strengthening many in

the struggle in behalf of an undivided Nation.

"Yet if by madness and treachery blighted, ^ p-

Dawns the dark hour when the sword you must draw,

Then, with the arms of thy millions united, ..;,'

Smite the bold traitors to freedom and law !
"

; < ;
. .;,

Holmes upholds the democratic spirit which is

the essence of our Constitution. He recognizes no

classes but he is a firm believer in the brotherhood

of man. This belief was not a mere sentiment

either, appearing here and there on the pages of

his works ; it was a real, genuine love and sym-

pathy for his fellow-men, inspiring him to assist

them by word and work as far as lay in his power.

It is evident that Dr. Holmes was imbufed with

a profound religious spirit. His poems in The
Poet of the Breakfast Table and others are expo-

nents of his faith in God which, though somewhat
trammeled by the doctrines of Unitarianism, is

often chastened by deep Christian sentiments.

Occasionally his mind is narrowed by the pre-

judices of early Puritanic training but as a rule he

fails not to see the beauty and truth of the doc-

trines and practices of the Catholic Church.

While we cannot but recognize the merit of

Holmes' prose, of which he was certainly a

master, yet it is chiefly in his poetry that we shall

cherish him. Indeed it was ever his ambition to

excel in this. In The Poet at the Breakfast Table

he says :

'

' There is no earthly immortality that I

envy" so much as the poet's. If your name is to

live at all, it is so much more to have it live in

peoples' hearts than only in their brains." How
nearly he approached his aim was fully recognized

by the people. He was not a victim of that " un-
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generous silence," which he tells us, '* leaves all

the fair words of honestly earned praise to the

writer of obituary notices and the marble worker.

"

No, his praises have been sung wherever the

English language is spoken, and even further, for

his works have been widely translated and his wit

and wisdom have won appreciation throughout

the civilized world.

Now that the Harvester has come and found full

ripe the grain, the genuine and widespread mourn-

ing shows how deeply the loss is felt. To us

Americans is it especially severe. While Oliver

Wendell Holmes lived we felt that we were still

bound to the Titanic age of American literature,

but his death has severed the connection and
carried those days of the giants into the irre-

claimable past that lies beyond the grave.

E. G. DOHAN, '96.

«»»

I

St. Augustine of Hippo. ; ;;

EI.EVENTH PAPER../:;::/'^ '::;/ ,;;-: 'l^:--.

Therefore as the angelic beings—pure spirits of

God's best and holiest creation—were formed in

especial manner to be the noblest and the choicest

works of His hands in the universal world of

matter and spirit, they were destined to a three-

fold honor

:

(i) They were to reflect in the closest way possi-

ble in themselves, in their inmost being and

nature, each one according to his own individual

and personal energies, the manifold and infinite

powers and excellences of God—the Maker. For

according to the decree of the Almighty, the

angelic spirits were to be His chief likenesses, and

were predestined to bear in their inmost nature.the

impress of His true and living self—His own
divine Image.

(2) The angels, moreover, were to serve God
with all the individual and personal powers and

faculties of their life—to know Him fully with

their minds, to love Him truly with their wills, to

have their virtues imitate His divine virtue, their

life, His divine and sovereign life. For not only

is God truth supreme, goodness unspeakable, holi-

"ness immeasurable, but all His works being good

and perfect were therefore to be the instruments of

His divine glory. Angels were to be the agents of

the divine will, the messengers and mouthpieces,

as it were, of the Sovereign Ruler.

(3) And, lastly, as a reward of their faithful and

loving service, the angels were called to dwell for-

ever with God and in Him, in the closest bonds of

most intimate and lasting friendship, as with One,

who not only was the source of all their righteous-

ness—their goodness and holiness—but (by nature

as well as by grace) the final term of their ex-

istence and life—of all the happiness, wherewith

their intellective and appetitive energies were to

be endowed and blessed. For otherwise with this

union of friendship with their Maker and Sancti-

fier, unless their life and happiness at hand were

to be followed by the eternal and never-ending life

and happiness to come, then would their present

state be but an imperfection, a mockery, a disap-

pointment. ;:-.•.:;'-..;•.•• ^ .:•/.- •'•;
. V':-v-:

This condition of angelic happiness—this perfec-

tion of angelic nature—lies in the holiness or right-

eousness of their spirit.

Holiness, be it said, (we are speaking chiefly of

the angelic constitution,) is a grace of the Almighty,

whereby the creature is elevated by His grace and
bounty to the higher life, and becomes wholly like

the Maker. "-•- '"-

This holiness is the outcome of the energy of

God—of His most choice endowments, the fruit of

the Spirit of the Most High,—whereby all the

energies of the creature, each according to its'

nature and capacity, are co-ordinated to the supreme
end—the divine Will, are devoted and dedicated

to carry out that Will—the supreme law of all

life.

By its search for, and recognition of, the Law of

God, is the intelligence of the creature perfected

and illumined ; by its willing and loving obedience

to that Law is its will perfected and strengthened,

and by its total conformity to the Spirit of God is

the spirit, or soul, of the creature perfected unto

all sanctification.

The sanctification, then, of the creature depends

on the proper and righteous use, which its intelli-

gence makes of the means— the graces, which the

Almighty and All-Bounteous Giver awards to it.

For by the wisdom and generosity of the Most
High, is the creature made holy not only at the

start of life, that is, it is not only endowed with

inner and outer goodness, but afterwards is led by
the same Spirit of God to develop this goodness, to

exercise its energies, to lead, in a word, a life of

utter correspondence with the will of its Maker.

This state of holiness is the primal state of the

creature ; and this development by the creature of

its own personal and virtuous energies is its second

and final state. In both ways—by its innate and
passive goodness, or holiness, and by its active per-

sonal employment of its God-given virtues, does

the creature resemble the Supreme Being. This

quality of simply being good and virtuous is known
as the state of passive holiness, and the employ-

ment of its virtuous and saintly energies as devel-

oped, or active holiness. In either case this most
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saintly condition and life of the creature is chiefly

and directly the result of the most blessed gifts and

graces awarded to it by the goodness of God.

Again, it may be observed, all true and real

goodness, or holiness of life, whether passive or

active, is two-fold. There is the holiness, that

proceeds naturally from one's own virtuous ener-

gies. This results from one's proper and righteous

employment of his upright mind and his righteous

will, as directed by his own inner lights—the out-

come of his gifts by mere creation. And this happy

and blessed state of the creature is known as

natural goodness, natural saintliness, or natural

holiness. And the means or measures by which

this holiness is secured are known as the natural

virtues of the creature.

And the second state of holiness, similarly either

passive or active, which arises from nobler and

higher bounties and graces of the Almighty in

mind and will, whereby nature is lifted up as it

were, to the divine plane of moral and spiritual

excellence, is holiness of the supernatural and

divine life ; and this is known as supernatural and

divine sanctification or justification.

For in moulding His creatures of the intelligent

and reasoning worlds, in equipping them with full

complement of all energies, that might be needed

to reach the final term of their happiness and life

eternal, there are in the economy of divine Provi-

dence, two markedly distinct and different stages,

or processes, as we may style them, in the exercise

of His sanctifying power over His creatures.

For leaving out all reference to the creatures of

the merely material and visible orders of vegeta-

tive and sensitive life, to which the Creator has

supplied whatever means were needed by them to

attain the very limited and wholly material end of

their existence, we will speak only of the spirit

world of angels and of human souls, as these were

by God's creation.

In the divine economy of angelic and human
justification, each angel and man was duly endowed
at the outset of its created life with a perfect yet

limited spiritual constitution, with full furniture of

mind, will and spirit,—with the ability to know
the truth—the Law of God by his own natural

understanding, and with the ability so to mould
his life in accordance with that Law as to live

righteously, within, however, a narrow, because a

mere created range of goodness.

These virtuous powers or energies of mind, will

and spirit—the natural endowments of angel and
man, constitute its natural perfection, and form

the first stage in its sanctification. This stage is

known as the natural order, or the order of nature.

And in this primal ability of the creature to direct

its life temporal towards the life eternal, lies its

primal and natural uprightness. It is God's first

gift to angels and men.

And the second stage, closely following the first,

begins with God's witnessing the earnest and lov-

ing efforts of His creatures to seek and learn His

Law fully and in all things do His Sovereign Will.

He then by further and loftier display of His good-

ness awards His creatures fre^i and new endow-

ments whereby He illumines their understanding

with glimpses of His divine Truth far above and be-

yond the range of their natural intellectual vision
;

strengthens their wills with the spirit of His divine

righteousness even to search and enjoy the Infinite

Goodness itself, and thus by His divine and higher

graces,—by the indwelling in their spirits of His

Spirit, perfects and completes the sanctification of

the creature for all time and eternity. This stage

is known as the supernatural order, or the order of

divine grace. '-:' ':'
-^ y.i-' :-::"

:'-::''-::.-^i..--yC:

In reality all God's gifts to His creatures, all the

varied and manifold endowments, that His Good-

ness has awarded to—nay, lavished on the world

physical as well as spiritual, are graces, or favors,

of the Most High.

Such are the physical excellences of beings of

the inanimate and animate worlds, of the stars and
constellations of the heavenly firmament, of the

plants, insects, birds, fishes and brutes of the earth
;

such are their beauty of form and color ; their sym-

metrical size, shape and proportions ; such too in

man are his gifts of health, strength and youth

;

his comeliness of form, his shapeliness of body and
its members, his neatness and delicacy in action

;

and such too are the gifts of man's inner being, his

learning, talents, skill and genius. They are man's

created and natural graces.

In the world of visible creation, the term grace

and its derivative—gracefulness—are commonly ap-

plied to such qualities of matter, as imply some
special beauty or charm in form, motion or action.

F'or example one speaks of the shape and outlines

of a flower, or a tree, as graceful ; and this charac-

teristic of gracefulness is attributed also to the

outward bearing, carriage, or gait of the animal or

human being. And so too are the many excel-

lences of the inner man, for example, the varied

and charming works and fruits of his intellect, and
genius, styled graceful. Poetry is often graceful,

so is melody, harmony, music, and in fact all

works of art.

All these gifts of the Almighty are truly graces,

or favors, of divine goodness, some of them needed

for the perfection of the physical and bodily con-

stitution of the creature, others for the perfection

of his inner and immaterial nature.
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Yet are none of these graces of any real need,

except in a remote and indirect way, for the per-

fection of the moral and spiritual constitution of

the creature, in a word, for the sanctification of his

spirit, or soul, wherein chiefly the creature re-

sembles the Creator. None of these qualities,

admirable and desirable though they be, is needed

for one to become saintly. To such gifts then the

term grace is applied merely in a broad and figur-

ative sense. -

The term grace, as strictly used, is applied only

to such means—aids of the Most High, as are

given to the creature in direct relationship with its

higher vocation, to enable it to tend towards its

final end in life, its happiness eternal. For this is

the chief perfection of the creature.

The means then that are really needed by the

creature to secure this perfection of the inner life,

to build up the edifice of its spiritual constitution

according to the divine plan and standard, are

chiefly the light of the understanding whereby it

may know the Law of God, and strength of will to

do that Law, or, more briefly, the power to be

right-minded and right-willed. / • ^

For as in God's wisdom and providence He
wished that all his followers by vocation should

prove by their works the faith that was in them,

and thus further their calling to the higher life

—

the life eternal, so in His mercy and goodness, He
sent, forth none of His creatures unequipped for

their task. To all angels and men at creation He
gave the necessary endowments of righteous mind,

will and spirit, so that, if they wished, they might

by their development of these virtuous energies,

work out their calling towards full and complete

sanctification. These useful and helpful endow-

ments of the inner life—of the spirit, or soul, are

known as God's natural and created graces. They
were the first blessings given by the Creator to His

intelligent and reasoning creatures.

No one therefore, should his employment of these

graces prove inefficacious and fateful, can plead

rightly in excuse for his shortcomings—his wander-

ings away from the Law of Gor", the Supreme Ideal

of all truth and holiness, either ignoiance of that

Law, or inability to follow it. In all ages of the

world have men of philosophical and reflective bent

of mind, nay, even they that knew not God as He
wishes to be known, looked upon this righteous-

of mind and of will as deservedly the chie'"est and

choicest of the blessings of life, whereby life, if

happy, is made still happier, and, if unfortunate,

bearable. For to all is the light of the divine Law
known by the light of the understanding, and in

all is the spirit strengthened by the spirit of God's

righteousness. In the course of the creature's

sanctification,—in the pursuit of the natural end ot

his created life, this is stage number one. It is

the natural perfection of the creature.

;
;:;' ^y :;v {To be Cofttiniied.)

"u-^-k Hurry!

After the King of Denmark's Ride—{Some years after.)

Word was brought to the Pere one day

(Hurry
!)

That the Fire-fiend was holding sway

In a manner brooking no delay
;

(O, run for a pail of water !)

Better he loves each rocking chair

In that burning chamber over there

Thau his buttered toast ; so he rushes where

Destruction raged, and slaughter !

All the Prefects fly in haste

;

(Hurry !)

Not a second's time to waste
;

In that chase their steps are paced

^ By a Pater flying !

Hear their labored breathing low
;

Up the creaking stairs they go
;

A white-robed figure looks below

In fear and trembling sighing !

Call the Brothers !—(Spare the boys !)

^^'X..:-' '''.' (Hurry !) :•;:'•

Smash up things, and make a noise

—

Firemen's danger, firemen's joys;

Shout in orotundo !

When the smoke has cleared away,

Paters, Prefects gaze, they say.

On the fragments there in clay.

Of Christopher Colombo !

Battle nobly fought and won
;

(Rest ye !)

Bosoms heaving every one,

Tears (from smoke) in rivers run

—

Rest, ye fought full well !

Praise for noble men and true

;

Praise for Joe McCuUough, who

—

Well, freedom shrieked, and he did, too !

When Colombo fell

!

Or6cian Civilization.

The earliest history of Greece is almost wholly

lost in the mist of ages, and the little knowledge

we have of it is vague and uncertain. The first

accounts of any country and its people are, to a cer-

extent, fabulous because among an unenlightened

people, every imposture is likely to take place, for

*' ignorance is the pareat of credulity."
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Thus in the early records of Greece, legends
of gods and heroes, which constitute her only
approach to history, are of that marvellous kind
in which a superstitious and ignorant age delights.

But how much truth may underlie the stories of

Cecrops, Cadmus, Danaus, Theseus, Hercules and
many others, it is difficult to say ; or to what
extent the events of the Argonautic Expedi-
tion, Trojan war, hunt of the Calydonian boar,

and other similar exploits, may be real, historians

can never hope to learn. ^ "

:;

But setting aside these events as uncertain, and
bringing our attention to bear only on those points

history is certain of, it must be admitted that the

early story of Greece is the first chapter in the

political and intellectual life of Europe. In contrast

with nations still in the tribal stage, the Greeks had
already the life of cities. In contrast with the

despotic monarchies of the East, they recognized

the principle that the power of a monarch should

be limited. From the first, they appeared as a

people obedient to reason and, in the intellectual

sphere, they endeavored to ascertain causes, inter-

pret thought and find graceful expression for the

social feelings and sympathies.

Thus it may truthfully be said, that of all coun-

tries of antiquity none have been so highly cele-

brated and none have furnished history with so

many valuable and illustrious examples as Greece.

In wliatever light she may be considered, whether
in the glory of her arms, the wisdom of her laws, or

the study and improvement of the arts and
sciences, we must admit that she carried them to

the utmost degree of perfection, and in all these

respects, she has been, in some measure, the school

of mankind.

The literature of Greece is so extensive that it is

almost impossible to give any adequate view of it

in a small space. Poetry seems to have been the

earliest form of composition among the Greeks, as

indeed it must of necessity be in all nations. The
earliest species of poetry seem to have been hymns
in honor of the gods ; to these succeeded songs

praising the glorious deeds of heroes ; but the

greatest jx)em of ancient times, which has come
down to us, is the Iliad of Homer, detailing the

events connected with the siege of Troy, and the

warriors who took part in it. The Iliad and the

Odyssey have been toolongand too generally known
and admired to need a word of commendation.
The remarkable popularity of the Homeric poems
produced a host of imitators, and hence we find a

great many poets endeavoring to rival the fame of

the "blind old man," by narrating in verse the

after fate and vicissitudes of the heroes who took

part in the war of Troy, or by treating of subjects

allied to that of the Iliad and even of mythological

stories.

Grecian history may be divided into four periods,

which include many memorable epochs, and com-
prise the space of 2154 years.

The first extends from the foundation of the

several petty kingdoms, beginning with that of

Sicyon, to the siege of Troy, and embraces about

a thousand years, from the year of the world 1820

to the year 2820.

The second begins at the taking of Troy and
ends at the reign of Darius, a period of 663 years,

from the year of the world 2820 to the year 3483.

The third, which is the most celebrated period in

Grecian history, begins at the reign of Darius and
extends through 198 years from the year of the

world 3483 to the year 3681.

The fourth and last begins at the death of

Alexander and includes the period which marked
the decline and downfall of the Greeks. This
epoch may be dated partly from the taking and the

destruction of Corinth and partly from the extinc-

tion of the Seleucidae in Asia by Pompey. This
';

last age includes in all i293 years. ^; 7 :.;:,/, .,>
The first two epochs, which furnished such

remarkable themes for the poets, are wrapped up
in a darkness and obscurity which it is very diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to penetrate, and may be
rightly termed the heroic ages.

But it is the third epoch wherein her glory is

established, that comprises the palmiest days of

Greece and the most flourishing period of her;

mental activity. Not only does the perfect devel-

opment of lyric and the dawn of dramatic poetty

occur within this time, but a number of didactic

poets began to show signs of awakened energy.

Thales, the founder of Grecian philosophy, exerted

a powerful influence on the literature of Greece.

Prose threw off" the iron fetters of a rigorous poetic

form. Intpllectual freedom as well as the general

diffusion of public education in Athens among the

higher classes was promoted and rendered endur-

ing by Solon. And this very thing contributed

greatly to elevate Athens to the lofty distinction she

enjoyed in the sequel—that of becoming the focus

from whic^ all Grecian culture radiated.

Soon, tragedy which was afterward so highly

regarded by the Greeks, was introduced, and

reached its highest point of peifection in the

admirable productions of Aeschylus, Sophocles

and Euripides. The writers who endeavored to

follow these three great masters, were of far in-

ferior merit, and with them tragedy degenerated

to the effeminacy of lyrical songs and meie rhetor-

ical bombast.

With the decline of tragedy theie arose that

A^

'^/.'^

.-Ji^jtf -..:..
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philosophical research which became afterward a

characteristic of the Greeks and which, with them,

reached a high degree of perfection.

Plato and Aristotle, the pupils of the renowned

Socrates, mark out at once the whole range of

Greek culture, and the extreme height and depth

to which Grecian genius ever attained. The works

of these two master-spiiits have for two thousand

years exercised immense influence over the mental

activity of Asia and Europe. " Aristotle is marked

by the refined elegance that was beginning to char-

acterize his age, whilst Plato was considered an

archetype of excellence in language, art and the

essence of Grecian, more especially, Attic culture.

Aristotle influenced learning, rendered criticism

more acute, and developed all the resources of

historic science in the most decided and profitable

manner."
..•,..V...;-,vO<v v;:--;:':^' •^;:::-v., ;.,^ .::: -!:-:

.

Meanwhile Grecian power gradually increased

until it reached its limit in the mighty person of

Alexander the Great, who brought the whole world

into subjection. At his death, however, the glory

of Greece began to wane, and finally found its set-

ting at the fall of Constantinople. M •; ;

Looking on Greece as it is to-day, and then

drawing aside the curtain of time which conceals

the history of its past, it does indeed seem sad that

such a mighty nation should so descend from her

high estate. Fitly, sadly, truthfully did Byron

write

:

;.^;,

; "The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece ! V ; •

Where burning Sappho loved and sung,

Where grew the arts of war and peace.

Where Delos rose, and Phoebus sprung !

y Eternal summer gilds them yet,

But all, except their sun, is set.

'Tis something in the dearth of fame.

Though linked among a fettered race,

To feel at least a patriot's shame,

Even as I sing, suffusemy face
;

For what is left a poet here ?

For Greeks a blush—for Greece a tear."

Martin T. Field, '95.

Foot-Ball.

VILLANOVA, 24 ; V. LOGAN A. C, O.

On Thursday, Nov. 22, the Villanova foot-ball

team played its first game this year on the grid-

iron, having for their opponents the strong Logan
Athletic Club, of Philadelphia, Pa. This was the

opening game of the season as the course of train-

ing began rather late, which necessarily prevented

the arrangement of a satisfactory schedule. The
day was one to delight the heart of an enthusiast,

and the manner in which the team played together,

the strong interference displayed at every oppor-

tunity and the individual work of each player,

demonstrated very clearly the effects of Captain

Murphy's judicious coaching. The names of Hazel

and McDonnell are especially worthy of mention,

but Rogers was the star of the day. He was down
the field on every kick ; his tackling was sure, and

his great run of sixty yards was the feature of the

game. Kenny and Conway also did good work,

while Jones and Smith did by far the best playing

for those of the opposing team. McDonnell of the

home team made the first kick off", which was

caught by Thompson, who was promptly tackled

by Herron. Then the play became fast and furi-

ous, and after about five minutes of hard struggling

Kenny carried the ball over the line for the first

touchdown. Carey kicked goal. When the ball

was again in play but a short time, Rogers started

on his brilliant run which, aided by good interfer-

ence, netted the second touchdown, Carey again

kicked goal. On a fumble, after the third kick

off", Conway was enabled to cross the line for the

third touchdown, and "our little Johnny" suc-

ceeded in adding two more points to the score,

which now stood, Villanova, 18; Logan A. C, o.

Then the linesman called time and the first half

was over. In the second half the visiting team,

strengthened by McNab, braced up and the game
became more interesting, although Villanova's

superiority was ever manifest. By repeatedly buck-

ing the center large gains were made, and when
the teams had but six more minutes to play Mahar
dashed through an opening made between Ryle

and Herron for the last touchdown, Carey kicking

goal for the fourth time. Fitzgerald's tackling was

a feature of this half. The opponents frequently

had the ball, but were unable to gain any advant-

age on account of the magnificent defence work of

the home team.

The teams lined up as follows :

—

Villanova. Positions. Logan A. C.

Mahar . . left end . . McNab
Fitzgerald . . left tackle . . Madden
Hazel . . left guard . . Haggerty
Herron . . . centre . . Stanton

Ryle . . right guard . . . Cook
Conway . . right tackle . . Gill

Carey . . right end . . McDevitt
Murphy (capt.) quarter back . McCormick
Kenney . . right half back . Thompson
Rogers . left half back . . Jones
McDonnell . full back . . Smith
Touchdowns : Rogers, Conway, Kenny, Mahar.

Referee : A. J. Hart. Umpire : E. T.Wade. Lines-

man : James Hayes.
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EDITORIALS.

We are now looking forward with much pleasure

to Thanksgiving Day. Its coming naturally brings

to mind the anticipation of a delightful time, viz.

:

the excitement arising from the fun and gayety

peculiar to the occasion, the field day sports and

particularly the game of foot-ball ; the " big

dinner" prolonged by wit and humor, and lastly,

the social happenings in the evening. Such, in

fine, is a brief enumeration of the pleasures of

college life on this day. There is another reason,

however, why we mark this day on our calendar.

It is because we consider it the last milestone on

the way to Christmas vacation. Yet, notwith-

standing all the pleasures in store for us, a feeling

of sadness steals over us when the thought of those

in whose company we spent last Thanksgiving, but

who have since graduated and left us, comes to our

minds. With pleasure then, not unmingled with

sadness we await its coming and when it has come,

let us not forget to give thanks to Him from whom
all blessing flow, and -who gives us the means to

enjoy them.

Numerous and varied are the types of character

which college life affords to the students of human
nature. Just as one standing on a high eminence

can survey the whole surrounding country and

behold it in its many aspects ; so also can one of a

reflective turn of mind from the vantage-ground

that college life aflfords examine the diflferent char-

acters which come under his observation. Here

he sees characters which are gradually being

formed for great deeds or little, according to the

talents of the students and the system of education.

Here, too, he may see the rich and the poor, the

talented and the ignorant, the persevering and the

wavering. The contrast appears striking. Just as

vice oftentimes believes that she finds defects in

virtue, so too, are there many presumably virtuous

young men who delight in noting the faults and

delinquencies of their fellows as may be observed

on the campus, in the study-hall and class-rooms.

In view of this, it is a matter of regret that there

are only a few, staunch, true and charitable, to

defend them. Would that the example of these

few were followed by more, and that loftier aspira-

tions might more generally prevail, then, indeed,

life spent at college would lose many of its dis-

tasteful features and assume new charms.

In perusing the newspapers we cannot help

noticing the important part which the American

Protective Association played in the recent elec-

tions throughout the United States. It is with

great impatience that we behold the increased

membership of the above association and the bane-

ful influence which it has exercised, is exercising

and will continue to exercise unless it is suppressed

by the good sense of the American people. The
principles which it professes are unjust, despicable

and un-American. Every fair-minded and unpreju-

diced citizen cannot do otherwise than look with

feelings of contempt on the membership of such

an association. The very .secrecy of its proceed-

ings affords an easy means to every malignant

coward of injuring a religion of which he is jeal-

ous and one which he will not or cannot compre-

hend. It furnishes a safe hiding-place from which

he may strike a deadly blow. The comparison

which Macaulay institutes between the serpent of

Virgil and the Royal Society of Literature holds

good here. "The serpents of Virgil," he tersely

remarks, "after they had destroyed Laocoon,

found an asylum from the vengeance of an enraged

people behind the shield of the statue of Minerva.

And in the same manner everything that is grovel-

ling and venomous, everything that can hiss and

everything that can sting would take sanctuary in

the recesses of this new temple of wisdom."
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

80.—Find the locus of a point in space, equi-

distant from three points not in a straight line.

Solution by T.J. Condon^ '96.

Let A^ B^ and C, be any three points in space.

It is required to find the locus of a point in space

equidistant from A^ B^ and C.

Construction

Draw ^ C and /? C. At the middle point of A B,

draw the planeMN -^- to A B, and at the middle

point of B C draw the plane P Q -i- to B C.

Let .S" T' be the intersection of the planes M

N

and P Q : then will S The the locus required.

Proof Since S Tis in the plane M Nany point

in 6* 7" is equally distant from A and B.

Similarly any point in 5 7^ is equally distant

from B and C. Hence any point in 6" 7^ is equally

distant from A, B, and C.

Any point without this line is without one or both

of the planes MN and P Q, and is therefore not

equally distant from the points A, B, and C,

Hence S Tis the locus required.

81.—Transform the quantity

tan=^ A + cot' A — sin^ A — cos' A
into a form containing only cos A.

Solution by E. G. Dohan^ '96.

cos'
tan' A = sin' A I —

cos'^
^'A

Qoi^A = cos^ A cos' A
sin A~ I —

I — cos' A
cos* A +

cos

I

'A
cos' A

I — cos' A
2 cos' A -\- 2 cos* A - cos' A 4- cos* A

cos' A cos* A
I — 3 cos' A -\-

2>
cos* A

cos' A — cos* A

82.—The carpeting of a room twice as long as it

is broad, at 5 shillings per square yard, cost ^6. 2s.

6d., and the painting of the walls, at gd. per square

yard, cost ^i. 6s. 3d. What is the height of the

room?

v Solution by A. X. Dooley, '99.

- Let X = breadth of room in yards '

.

2 X == length of room in yards -
.-

^ ;
2 :r X 5 = cost of carpet in shillings .

10 x' 122^2 shillings

20 x^ = 245

4 ;r' = 49
"

'

'"•'
;;

2 X = y yards or 21 feet

.-. Breadth = lo^^ feet

Length = 21 feet.

Again 2 (length + breadth) X height X
cost of paper in pence.

/i. 6. 3. = 315 pence ; .

•'• 2 (21 + 10^) X height X 9

63 X height X 9_
9 /^

•

:: 63 height ^ 315 ;

height = 5 feet.

9 =

315 pence

83.—Given the base of a triangle, its area, and
the angle at the vertex ; to construct it.

Solution by M. F. Rouse '97.

Let A B be the given base and K the vertical

angle.

Make the triangle A D B — the given area.

Complete the parallelogram A C D B.

On A B describe a segment of a circle which
shall contain an angle equal to the given vertical

angle K.

At the point E^ where the circumference cuts

C D,\o\nE A, E B.

Then A E B shall be the triangle required.

For the A ^ ^-^ E B and A D B axe upon the

same base and between the same parallels, .
'. A

A E B = A A D B
But i\ A Z) B = the given area

.
*. /\ A E B = the given area

and the A ^ ^ ^ = A A'

.
•. the /^ A E B is equal to the given area, has

its vertical angle equal to the given angle, and is

on the given base A B.
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84.—In a mile race A gives B a start of 100 yards

and beats him by 15 seconds. In the second trial

A gives // a start of 45 seconds and is beaten by

22 yards. Find the rate of each in miles per hour.

Solution by Geo. A. Buckley^ '96.

Let X = number of yards A runs in one second

and^ = number of yards B runs in one second.

Since there are 1760 yards in one mile .....

1760 , 1738 , r 1 ^ .

and = number of seconds A ran inX X
first and second trial respectively

and --— =" number of seconds B ran in
y y

first and second trial respectively.

1660 1760
Then —

y

and -^i

X
1760 _

15

45

Multiply (I) by 88 ^6080- 154880 _ ^

Multiply (2) by
83'^46o8o + 144254 = _

'Add - _

(I)

(2)

X 3735

10626 = — 2415X
^ ^ 241R yards

Therefore A runs 4 //,«, yards, or j|^ of a mile

in one second, and in one (= 3600 seconds) 9

miles.

Substitute value of ;ir in (i) y = 4
Therefore B runs 4 yards in one second, or 8i\

miles in one hour.

New Problems.

85.—In order to find the breadth of a river a dis-

tance A /?, was measured along the bank, the point

A being directly opposite a tree C, on the other

side.

The angle A B Q was also measured ; if A B
= 96 feet and ^ B C = 21° 14', find the breadth

of the river.

86.—Divide an angle of an equilateral triangle

into five equal parts.

87.—An open cistern 6 feet long and 4)^2 feet

wide holds 108 cubic feet of water. How many
cubic feet of lead will it take to line the sides and

bottom if the lead is >^-inch thick?

88.—In a regular inscribed decagon, show that a=
^(VS—^) y _ 1/ 7? W ", 7-' A — ^^A°

2 )
'^ — /i ^ r 10 + 2 1/5, ^ — 144 )

C = 36*^ (^ — radius of a regular inscribed poly-

gon), r = apothem, a = one side, A = interior

angle, and C ~ angle at centre.

89.—A rhombus contains 100 square feet, and the

length of one diagonal is 10 feet. Find the length

of the other diagonal.

SPLINTERS.

-t"
Lu!

',"

ire! •;;: -; ' <.r-\y-
'

'y'. .'?:'-

Cocoa! "v ^; ..^^'/V^^:v V'^:fi-

Salt River.,- '-J^^^s^r^^^^^

Mullet-head .
•:;;;• ,;:;-:v.^\^''vf/ '-[W-^'/fi.: -^X^^'-::::-^/]^'',-:-

Visions in pink. '/':.^i''X: 'f-^-'iM''^P-'--'y''-''-.
-;;;;:'• v::''"'?;

.;

The Night Owl. ''-I'
'::'::'' ^-)-^'^'::^^^^

Why this delay? ''''''

\-F[^^^:::-'':l'/::'-s'):'['^^^^^ :'.;;;.: v.;4."'',.

Stu- pe-fa-ca-tion !
:

r^''-'. ; ^^'''ly.
'

',

T"-;-',,.
f ^.ii

201 ^ lbs.—whew !
'

'

u':
'

"' ". ,; .;:' v^' ';

" Ay cluster there! "

One o'clock, Cuck-oo I
>

<

" I nearly choked him." ., ^ ;
:

The fellow that walks thi^ ^ay/ :'

Felix est homo quipileum amisit.

What color is it? A dark white.

Not on your nine seconds' change.

" She's looking ! she's looking! I
"

- - '

What had I better take now, Tom ?

Who fell over the barbed wire fence? -

A ra\n-beau—Chappie in a mackintosh.

" I never spoke before, Father." Tacuitne f

After the bawl (of " Fire ! ")—charcoal splinters!

" You're in the splinter column, Ha! Ha! Ha!

"The leaves are leaving us." Try again, Tom.

Keep those secrets in your heart, sweet Marie !

A new Richard. Dick-Double-Dick, as it were.

The rhetoricians have a class motto :
" Not yet."

We quote Eddie M.

What will Willie and Eddie say, when they read

further on ?

The foragings of the Night Owl are still followed

by a banquet in the (Indian-) club room.

An awful temptation. Oh ! whom is it by ! ! !

To be candi(e)d, I cannot tell.

A lady reader remarked that the last splinters

were "doggie." Her companion said the same

thing oc-f«r-red to her.

" I never liked school till I came here—Father,

may I go to the station? "

What did he mean when he said :
" I don't know

who they are, unless they are niggers ? "

The bird has flown
(The words are deep !)

No more he'll talk

Here in his sleep I
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** It won't take me but a minute. I'll be back

in two or three."

The old oaken bucket still hangs in the well
;

It's been hanging there many a day.

But why it should hang there for ever and aye,

Will the broad breasted tenor please tell?

The Astronomy class has been started. Star

gazing will receive no new impetus, however.

Song was the prompting whisper, ^; ':
j V'^

Soft was what he said
;

: "

i

V
.Then, while they shook with laughter, :
Eddie's face grew red.

" He didn't know nothiti' for four weeks after

June twenty-seventh."

Please Wude\x\zx\A reorganize

;; • / The Bouncer's Club below
;

We want to hear our Whitely sing

In whispers soft and low.

* Hi: " There was quite a smash-up on the road,

I hear."

Lo : " Yes, Tom broke the statue when she

wasn't near."

Did you ever read the story of a " Stolen Cen-

tury Plant?" It is illustrated in one of the ^'vix-

dows. '^v-^^^ '•-.'• ^••-
: ^^ ,''•'

""':.'r'\-:'-
-" ';".. :v ,

-'.y^ ^'
; \.

Will the Connecticut Choir please say " Au revoir " ?

Some songs they can never forget,

They trill them and drum them and whistle them o'er

—

Far better they'd never been met.

"Kitty, Kitty, 'tis a pity, listen to my pretty

ditty," are the opening words of a song one of our

musical youths rendered for the delectation of his

fair friend. Pity 'tis, she listened. ?,;. ^ :;: ;
r

A FEMININE OPINION OF THE PHILOSOPHERS.

Kenny wouldn't laugh,

Murphy wouldn't smile,

Fields wouldn't giggle,

And it wasn't Whelan's style.

Welsh was as solemn,
As a half a ton of coal

;

You couldn't tickle Kerr,
With a ten-foot pole.

Thanksgiving day has come once more,
The gobbler mourns his loss

Of turkey hens, served up galore
In red cranberry sauce.

Slobs : *'I feel so sorry for E. Has he rheuma-

tism? He walks quite lame."

Blobs :
" Oh, no, dear boy, he takes the cane out

of his trousers-leg when he gets out of bounds."

"Charlie is only half 2. heavenly recruit," said

the small boy, contemptuously. Probably refer-

ring to his propensity for washing his foot instead

of his feet.

" Friends, why come ye hither without your
masquerade garments?" And they were cast into

exterior darkness. The weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth would have followed if the old

man had reported them " to the College in the

morning."

•* Will you walk into our parlor?"

Said the spider to the fly— ? } ;V

A big, long legged spider,

A small buff-colored fly.

" O, we've mats, and rugs, and pictures, .

And many other things :^ ^ v;

That flies and spiders never owned-^
- Not on their legs and wings." ..

ROMANCE AND SHOES. ^V^

Two beardless youths, on mashing bent, .
',

With much exchange of compliment,

Escorted the Misses So-and-So
Down past Bryn Mawr, two miles, you know.
'Twas so romantic, but alack !

Fortune, who often has a knack /
Of playing pranks, did this time choose

To play them with a pair of shoes

—

.

'

Not her own, of course, but a brand new pair,^

One of the youths made bold to wear.

In vain, he tried sweet things to say.

His thoughts were on his shoes, and they

Were far too full of feet ! "So shy,"
She murmured when he said good-bye.
He, then. Dame Fortune's trick to beat.

Homeward walked in his stocking feet.

The harp that once thro' Tara's halls,

The soul of music shed
Is not the harp that in these walls

Fills us with sounds so dread
;

For Tara's harp is mute and still, _

Its pulse is felt no more.
But Michael's harp is heard until

We all are sick and sore.

The " autoharpic " strains we hear
From dawn till late at night

;

As Michael " picks" the tones so clear

And plays (?) with all his might ; ,

'y -[ ' Figure " music, too, plays he,

He can be daily seen,

At I 2 3, that's Sweet Marie,

9-4 that's Mary Green.

Oh ! some day we will all unite.

And build a gloomy pyre,

So when you see the blazes bright

You'll know 'tis Michael's lyre
;

Then we will all so happy be
As once we were before

;

The harp—we'll neither hear nor see
'Till we reach the other shore.

PERSONALS.

Our anuual retreat will commence on Sunday,
December 2.

On Sunday, November 25, a mission was opened
in St. Denis' Church,West Haverford, Pa. It will

be conducted by Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A., and
will continue for one week.

On Sunday, November 18, we were pleased to

see the genial countenance of Mr. J. E. O'Donnell,

of Heckscherville, Pa., a member of last year's

staff. He was entertained by his brothers, Pius

and David.

Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S.A., our Vice-president,

preached the dedication service of St. Cecilia's

ChurchjWaterbury, Conn., Sunday, Nov. 18. The
V. Rev. Dr. F.J. Martin, '83, is pastor of the church.
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EXCHANGES.

Of t!ie numerous journals to be found in our

sanctum, the Earlhamite is perhaps one of the most

commendable, both for its bright and attractive

appearance and for the choice matter which it con-

tains. In the last month's issue an editorial on

"Judgment without due consideration," which the

author truthfully dec'are^ is very applicable to

student-life, is worthy of our notice. The writer

says :

—
" Popularity is too often blind. It goes in

a stream. A word may turn the tide to or against

some one. This is not light. If students be

trained intellectually, why cannot they also become
cool-headed enough not to follow unauthenticated

rumor, and not to rush like merciless vultures to

prey upon a fellow-student's character before just-

ice has rendered her sentence. Let the truth be

known and there remains time enough for judg-

ment or praise."

In the October number of St. JoJdCs I niversily

Record there is much of interest. The sketch,

/ sotta Da Rtmifn\ evinces careful research ; the

articles on " Conversation," and " Oliver Wendell

Holmes " are also worthy of perusal. We can

hardly agree, however, with a statement made in

the last mentioned article to the effect that Dr.

Holmes' loss is not appreciated. The genuine

mourning heard throughout the land is suggestive

of a deep sense of loss.

The Notre Dame Scholastic for November con-

tains many spicy and well written articles. An
essay on the " Tractarian Movement " and one on
" Byron's Graphic Descriptions " show that they

are the results of deep thought and much con-

sideration. The latter, however, abounds in lofty

descriptions, and reminds us of the redundant

writings of Cicero, which, though they are elegant

and energetic, generate this thought that Cicero

aiid Cicero alone is the author of them.

The Stylus^ published by the students of Boston

College, is a very creditable journal, reflecting

much credit on the staff which conducts it. Not
only are the respective departments well managed,

but there is also evidence of much care in select-

ing such choice subjects. The principal articles

in the November issue are the essays :
" Oliver

Wendell Holmes," "A Bold Undertaking" and

an admirable little poem entitled, "A Dream of

Summer."
The Mirror stands easily at the head of the

high school journals which grace our sanctum. It

is a neat, spicy and well edited journal and alto-

gether a credit to the Central High School.

To the latest additions on our exchange list, Les
Annah Thisiennes and Tlie Dial we extend a

cordial welcome. We trust that the distance which
they travel will not prevent their regular visits,

, SOCIETIES.

V.D.S. At the regular meeting of the Debat-

ing Society, held Wednesday evening, November

2 r. The subject :
" Resolved, That more atten-

tion should be given to the rudiments," was pre-

sented for debate. That the question was an

interesting one was shown by the large number

who took part in the debate as well as the strict

attention given to each speaker.

Mr. M. J. Murphy opened for the affirmative

;

in a well-written essay he brought forward some

forcible arguments in favor of a more thorough

study of the rudiments. Mr. J. J. Reilly, the next

speaker, thought Mr. Murphy's argument unten-

able ; he discoursed at length upon the various

subjects of our curriculum and he endeavored to

prove that little time or attention ought to be

given to the rudiments which can be more thor-

oughly learned in advanced studies.

Messrs. Whelan, Field, Dooley and Dohan and

Messrs. Buckley, Condon, Hazel and Plunket

upon the affirmative and negative sides respec-

tively, kept up a lively discussion until the time

allotted for the debate had expired. The Rev.

President, after a few remarks on the arguments

pro and con, gave the decision in favor of the

affirmative.

V.A.A. The Villanova Athletic Association

held its regular monthly meeting on Wednesday

evening, October 31. As the interest in athletics

is increasing there was an unusually large attend-

ance, and it is very apparent that '95 will be a

successful year for the association. The main

object of the meeting was to choose officers in

connection with the foot-ball team and to delib-

erate upon the advisability of producing a play,

under the auspices of the association, before Christ-

mas. Messrs. Carey and Hart were chosen as

trainers for the eleven, the latter also to officiate

as referee, Jas. Hayes as linesman and E. T.

Wade as umpire. A committee of three, Messrs.

Herron, Walsh and Ryle, was then appointed to

call upon our Rev. Vice-President in regard to the

selection of a play.

V.D.A. The many patrons of the Villanova

Dramatic Association will be glad to learn that it

has reorganized and will present " Kathleen

Mavourneen " immediately prior to the Christmas

holidays. As there are among the new students

many disciples of Thespis we predict a bril-

liant debut for the society of '94-'95. The pro-

ceeds of the play will be devoted to the Athletic

Association,
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HORACE A. DOAN,

EDMUND L. HALL,

WM. H. KING,

JOHN F NORMILE.

High Grade, Imported,

Key West and

Domestic Cigars.

\\OR^CE ^. \>OKU 00!A?^Hy
IjiniTKO.

GRO(?eR$ ^ ImPORTGRS
pHiijadeuphih.

N. E. Cor.

Chestnut and

Eighteenth Sts.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Phiiladelphifi,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a

specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen

his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
iStli and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agent fur llie American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
tlie Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

L K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturer* of and D«»l«rs In

Ji'iitst-glass Beote and §h0es^
Repairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. OuBtom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. GAU^AOHEB/: ;

.^JV.. \ - GEO. W. GIBBONS,

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,5
; ; ^

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(QaUagher Building.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,'

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHKI) 1870.

John P. Collins,

•sHBOOK-^ BlNDER-f^
No. I South T«nth StPeet,

«^Job AVork a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN p. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

PbyslcUns* Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/^l^K U/. PRIC^K'TT. Craduate \q pi?ar/i\aoy, ;.v

PROPRIETOR.
Also a fxA\ line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

Tlio Best
U tile Olicapest.

Hnllaliau'M Klioes

are the best.

i GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes. ,

$3, $4, $5.

HALLAHAN, Eighth and Filbert Streets

Philadelphia.

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

P. J. COLAHAN, 'IjiiiAiiKi^JI:

(Dealer ii) pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $A-^^ PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

WIG 7VYKKERS,
HAIRGOODSOFEVERYDESCRIPTION.

i^^WiKs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.*®*

"WISL. E. HINCH,
cniNDOCU ••• GliflSS,

; WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC
No. 1702 Market Street,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHKS.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies,

,

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBV/RV.

I

JOHN J. J^YKNES,
I

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
I

^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

I

No. 37 SOUTH SECOT^D STREET,
I Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
j

241 North Fourth Street,

I PHILADELPHIA.

I

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBA.LER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa

;--f
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THOTV^T^S BRKDI-EV,
> V: MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au iuvitation to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Muttoo, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Frovisiocs.

We have cou^iaiiily on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods aud, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourse.f

LIBERAL D SCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
PfeBcripti;n3 a Specialty. ;•,---(

•f CHRISTIAN MOORH.-f
ESTABLlSHbD ao YEARS. fcbTlMAlES FUKNlaHliU.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks Oisterng, Gas Tanks, Etc.

CalcimiDing and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly atte ded to at Reasoaeble Prioas.

Residence- QARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA. '

PoBtOnUe Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. L. KI.KIS8, I'rusiaeul

XIARTI.N MALONKV, Vice-Pres't .iiid Mauum'r
«;. K. ROUIXSON. Secretary
GKOKOR S. BKANS, Treasurer.

_ THE PENNgYLYANIi^ gLOBE GAS LIGHT CO., : .

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

C^^I}tra(;t:o^5for lj<5l;/tiQ<^ C^itie^ a^d Jou/95

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

243 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NKXr TO 4 I'AW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, aoi N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Dierbys

$«.00 and 94.50

HATS HLOCKED WHILE VOU WAIT

RENOVATIN<; DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
F you waut a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to ^Y&re is perfectly

welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation

to purchase.

LFARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

FupqituPBlBedding

Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Chestnut. PblladelphU.

Special Discount to Institutions.

i;: THOMAS F. SMALL
. y: -"'' :^'''.- Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2n(l AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelphia, ^ »•

DR. STEINBOCK, J^?""^^"""^

SURGEON D E N T I S T
1630 f/ortl? Svuelftl? $t., pipila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

^MRCHireCTi^
- Beneficial Saving Fund Building, ;;~c

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

"'"^-M* E. Reynoldsi '^'-^-^-'-

BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,
Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

-. going elsewhere. . >

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRmG GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. iA£HeL.HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Furnishing Tin AVare of Kvery Deavrlptlou

Kept In Slock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCASTER AVENUE, .

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelline,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

i- v ,«>
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•OJ-TEXT BOOKS, -W-

Ne^w and Second Hand*
Have constantly on band a full line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneona Books.

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

; : ^ SEND YOUB ADDRESS OR OAT.Ti : ^.

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY, I
3 39 N- Thirteenth Sti^eet, I ¥

'-'^'''"'^'-
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Kstablished 1886.

• -PUBLISHED EVEEY 8ATURDAT, At 277 River St., Troy, N. T. >-
'

Terms of Subscription I One year $2.00 Six months $100 Single copies 5 cts

Money can be sent by Post Oftice Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

. THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PEINTINO AND PUBLISHIUa COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE ra * HATTER
6TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

^'

1236 MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

•*"w. 'w. :Fi^^3sroiSi<-
DEALEB IH AaCHT FOl

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Kye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs «l
the lowest club rates.

JOS. C. pTgyicia ^^
^COSTU7VTER,-K*

aiss South Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cmt Out This Covifon, It is Worth $1.00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 61 1 Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receivethe superb
Catholic Monthly, DourAHOE'S MAGAZIJWK, for one year. ^The price peranuum is $2.co,and by readers of this publication only, ^can it be had for 81.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

K. G SRKL-DIISG St BROS..
ATHUBTIC OUTFITTERS. J

Uniforms and Implements for all Out-door Sports. Base-ball and Foot-
ball Uniforms a Special y, aud our 1894 line of Base-ball and Foot-ball Goods
is superior to anything heretofore oflFered to the public.

THE SPALDING BICYCLE, Price $125.00, has more important im-
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if
desired. SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
1032 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

THOmflS H. CliHfll^Y,

* F'UNERA.L DIRECTOR, ^^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,
PHILADELPHIA.

\^
otel F(iel7ard809 •.• •••

'.• •.• 1305-7 pllbert 5treet, pi?iladelpl?la

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One ,-

and a half blocks from Broad St. vStation.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE
Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient, r .,.;- , .

:,,:^,,y.rW^^ Arthur Lynaugh,
Manager.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,
,

W-'m^^^^ Caterer® ^

"4.
'

- ^ 5:

25i, 253. 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,
"'-•

v''-'--':'.^ ;••--'' PHILADELPHIA. -'-

Lithographers . . . . Printers

?J:?'rfMciiANus*-'c.
Stationers....

^'-H,lA

Blank Book Makers

INTERNATIONAL
Entirely Ntw.

Abrtast of the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY
Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

ing, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A L/ihrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired int'orniation

concerning eminent rer-
sons ; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe
;
particulars concerning noted fictitious i^er-

Bons and places ; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. D. J. Brewer, .Justice of V. S. Supreme Court,

writes: " The International Dictionary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Merriatn Company,
Publishers,

Sprinfffteld, Mass.

"WEBSTER'S

i
INTERNATIONAL

J

DICTIONARY.
ttsrVo not buy cheap photographic

reprintR of ancient editions.
i^Send for free prospectus.

n. A IIOONK. c. w. iii-.i.r.

' Personal attention day or night.

Altar Wines.
112 East German St., Baltimore, Mb.

Cold ^ 5iIu^r/T)^dals for all Oecasiops
Plus and Badges, etc. Made to Onler.

Engravings In General aud Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
70O Aveh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M't'r of the Villauova College Prize MedaU.)

•:¥,:
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, ''"^^iZ.^l^rA.-'^l
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1717 Chestnut Street, PhiiaHelpWa, F^.

@^ALTAR WINES-©
Importers of First Quality

MABSAU AND SPANISH WINES
M. F. MCDONOUGH & CO.

5223 SOUTH FRONT STRKKT, PHII^ADELPHIA;
""^

LOUIS REITV^EL,

MANUFACTURER OF UPPERS.
721 and 723 West Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEAI^ER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se-wliift MacIilneSf

Gun*, Rlflvs and
Sporting Gooda,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWB, PA.

-, -«• - »^»-»*»»
KOR

I=RESH MND RELir^BL-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKKD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
'* MM , I
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A Song For Christmas Eve,
WRITTKN BY THE LATE VERY REV. P. MORIARTY, O.S.A.

The mighty God, the Prince of Peace,

Took flesh in virgin's womb
;

And He, whose name is wonderful,
To this dark world is come.

The government is His, and all

The nations own His sway
;

His enemies shall postrate fall,

And vanish soon away.
A brighter star than e'er before

Gilded the sky with light.

To show the Saviour's meek abode.
Cheered the lone hour of night.

The angels tuned their harps of fire.

And, from the deep blue sky,

With songs proclaimed the boundless joy.

That filled the world on high.
In a stable's lowly manger
Was the Infant laid to rest

;

But His Virgin Mother near Him,
Soothed and took Him to her breast. ^

Thus the Eastern Magi found Him,
And, adoring at His feet,

Oflfered gifts of hidden meaning,
Gold, and myrrh, and incense sweet.

The gold they gave Him as their King,
The myrrh means mortal grief and care

;

To God the censer's smoke ascends.

Emblem of faith and prayer.

Adorable Jesus ! Blessed Mary !

Shield us with protecting love
;

Guard our souls from sin forever,

Take us to the world above !

A. P. A.ISM.

It is strange to see how fanatacism crops up ever
and anon in the religious and political world. In
most cases it is the reproduction

—

the I^ala Morgana
of old but awakened objects. The full light of

investigation is turned on the scene and the mirage
disappears. We see on the plain before us every-

thing in reality—object and color and shade. Fana-
ticism swoops down on a community like a
Scythian onslaught and it snatches up all the

cowardly weak-minded and black-hearted victims
it may happen to reach. Crescit Eundo. Some
with more folly in their hearts than wisdom in

their souls proffer it a fiduciary obedience ; others
with knavish craft and fine cunning follow its

leadership to the gain that is in it. The latter

class forms the mad gathering of fanatical vote
because it does what Mahomet did—it makes vio-

lence the minister of its designs. According to a

writer—a prominent religious Fanatic, fanaticism

is enthusiasm obtained by hatred.

Just here we rest to observe the worst specimen
of fanaticism that has been delineated within almost
a half century of our age. The general elections

are over, and the country breathes freely . In all the

trying vicissitudes of these elections a secret and
potent factor prevailed—if not so generally in the

Eastern States—surely almost absolutely in the

Western. This factor—A. P. A.ism was found on
discovery so near to the knownothingism of the

forties and fifties, that both seemed to be two peas
extracted from the same pod. Subjectively they
differed somewhat—objectively they were identical.

The Fetich of both was what they called Romanism
and their explanation of this scheme was the same
—to destroy Roman subjection to a foreign

ruler, to overthrow Roman opposition to the public
school system and to unveil Roman roguery in the
local and municipal offices. The phases of A. P.

A.ism are too violent to call it d, fin de Steele

mode of fanaticism. The A. P. A. "mixtum
gatherum" composed of orangemen, soidisant

British Americans and ignorant bigots, should be
reprobated by all liberty loving citizens. Its

purposes are against the law of God and the law of

the country. It is therefore a menace to our
civilization. Its unnatural doctrine fortified by
solemn oath, that Catholics as such, must be
proscribed and driven both from public office and
private employment is a travesty on the Christi-

anity it professes. It strikes at the very vital

powers of our national Constitution. The Ameri-
can people in their native fairness should rise and
oust this lessee of public notice from their borders.

To-day the West is resonant with paeans of A. P.

A. victors, and the Rockies echo the " lo Trumphe "

of the victory back to the Alleghenies—Is this

American ? Is this just? This political proscription

of honest, industrious and law abiding Catholics?

Have we fallen again into the days of Sylla and
Marius and the Triumvirate ? We cannot believe

it. No, there is too much sense of respect among
Americans whose country is the asylum of the

oppressed of nations to suffer this stain on the

national escutcheon. A. P. A.ism will have its day,

it is waning and will die a natural death. A
check will be placed upon it and the entire republic

will readily contribute the obolus that Charon
may ferry A. P. A.ism over the Styx where in

rage it may regret its existence amid the genial

company of the know-nothingism of the forties

and fifties. In our charity we may then say
" Peace be to its ashes." X. ^'j^.
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STYLE.
Written for the Vili.anova Mo.ntiii.y by Maurice Francis Kgan.

I am anxious not to appear as a pedagogue in

these impressions of the art of writing, for that

implies a dogmatic attitude which seems to suit ill

any words which are merely the result of experience.

To write well, one must think well. " To write

well," the young person generally says, in his

compositions, "a man must have great thoughts."

This, like most platitudes, is only half true, for a

good style is not alone the expression of thought.

If it were, denotation would be the sole quality to

be considered ; connotation, which is an important

element in style, would not count at all. Clear-

ness, as we all know, is the intellectual quality of

style. To be clear, one must not only be able to

convey one's thoughts, but to make them plainly

understood. Moliere knew this when he read his

comedies to his housekeeper, an illiterate woman
of good sense ; she represented the medium
opinion, neither the pedantry of the Hotel de

Rambouillet nor the grossest lack of knowledge.

Style means more than the mere expression of

thought. It means the impression of thought,

emotion, temperament. A man who gives merely

his thought in letters does not fully express him-

self. He appeals only to the mind, and the mind

often has hard work to get at his thoughts. A
good style should fit as a good glove fits a hand

;

it is not the man, as Kuffon says, but the outer

covering of the man. It moves with the move-

ments of his hand ; it is plastic. - -

Herbert Spencer has written a turgid book on

style—a book in which he contradicts in his own
manner of writing every principle he lays down

;

it is so far the best book written on style in

English. It is a truly hard book to read. He
says, among other things, that the good writer will

adapt his style to his subject. He goes further

and says, too, that a man in Goldsmith's mood will

write like Goldsmith and in Swift's mood, like

Swift. He, going further, makes a mistake. No
man is ever entirely in the mood of any other

man. The moment he attempts it, he ceases to be

quite himself, and then his style must suffer, for

although le style ii^ est pas V homme^ it is the per-

sonal expression of the man.

All great writers have simply expressed them-

selves. There is a difference—which Caj;dinal

Newman makes plain—between scientia and litera-

ture. The Ten Commandments as delivered by
Moses are not literature because they are not

Moses' personal expression ; but the Epistles of

St. Paul are literature, as they are the personal

expression of great truths. Now the essence of

literature is personality.

Every thought, every emotion, every experience

put in writing becomes literature. We talk liter-

ature every day without knowing it, just as

Moliere's hero unconsciously spoke prose. Liter-

ature, then, to amplify Cardinal Newman's defi-

nition, is the personal expression of thought,

emotion, experience, impression and mood.

The two faults of beginners are : they are afraid

of themselves ; they have had no practice. To
speak well, a man thinks aloud on his feet ; to

write well, a man goes on thinking or dreaming

with a pen in his hand. It is as easy to write as

to talk when one has the knack of it. .;

Set your student down with a pen in his hand.

He determines to write an essay. An essay means

to him a composition after the manner of Addison

or Macaulay. "I cannot write an essay on Mil-

ton," he says, " I must read up on the subject !

"

And this answer shows that his conception of liter-

ature and his relation with it is radically wrong.

The business of his preceptor is to force him to

get close to his muse— if one may be Addisonian

for a moment. He must not approach her as if he

were about to dance a minuet, with a low bow and

great formality. One of the much-quoted bons mots

of the brilliant Archbishop of Philadelphia is that

the muses have remained unmarried because no

poet could afford to marry any of them. This

may be applied to the present subject. The young

writer does not write because he is too ceremonious

with his ideas or impressions. He looks for out-

side help ; he is afraid to approach his thought

without the formula of an introduction.

{To be continued^

HANS:

A TALE OF THE CHRISTFEST.

When Hans first looked out of his little dormer-

window one bright December morning, his big

blue eyes lit up with pleasure, and his chubby face

suffused with smiles For the snow, that had come

silently during the night, was glistening in the

morning sun. Nature had donned her winter

dress, and it seemed as though the peace which

Christ had promised to earth, were symbolized in

this exterior garment of purest white. But Hans

entered into no such metaphysical discussions.

He was a dreamer, it is true, for his ideas of that

other world, which was not bounded by the lines

of the hills rising majestically above his humble

dwelling, had been formed by the workings of his

own precocious mind. And that land beyond the

hills! Did not his mother tell him of the wonderful

adventures of Diiumelinchen'i In his imagination.
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the story was repeated and the scene was laid in that

shadowy land. Beyond the hills was the great blue

sea, across which the Msslichejunge Entlein flew
;

beyond the hills grew the beautiful flowers which

Der Engel found and carried up to heaven

;

beyond the hills the Feuerzeug disclosed the hid-

den chests of gold. And there too, the Magi found

the Infant King whose feast was fast approaching

!

Living in this ideal world the boy's mind was fast

prepared to form the project which was to touch

his innocent faith with melancholy sweetness, to

end his young life with tragic haste. Yes, Hans
was a dreamer, but a child ! ;

Looking out upon the broad expanse of white,

then, the boyish instinct rose supreme, and his

sturdy legs bore him quickly down the creaking

stairs, while the hills afforded no other thought

than of a certain spot in the clearing, where
the boys were wont to bring their sleds in

winter.
*' Mother," he exclaimed, as he rushed in upon

her, " the snow ! Where is my sled—and (an after-

thought) Gretchen? " ::.<->
What a funny child was Gretchen ! A second

edition of Hans, as it were, as far as the chubby
face and limbs were concerned ; but the crowning

glory of Gretchen, fit exemplar in this respect of the

most dignified of her sex, was her hair. And such

hair ! Yellow as the marigolds that grew in sum-
mer beneath their cottage window, and restrained

in its luxuriant profusion into two most wonderful

plaits, sticking out, as though in defiance, from the

back of her little head. A dress of a nondescript

material and a pinafore that would slip down from

her shoulders. There you have a picture of

Gretchen,—comical but lovable, and loving Hans
more than the rag-doll she dragged after her in

most undignified manner clutched indiscriminately

by the arm, leg or head.

Gretchen peeped out from behind her mother at

the sound of her name. She and the rag-doll

approached Hans.
*' Wurst," she said, pointing with her disengaged

hand toward the stove. "We're going to have

Wurst for breakfast !

"

Human little animal, Gretchen, thinking of

breakfast when there are possibilities of coasting

outside ! Hans ignores her.

"Mother," he asks, "may we not go out for a

ride? Then, anticipating a refusal, he adds "Just

for a little while.

"

But his mother shakes her head, half sadly, and
says, as she points to his shoes that are but half

concealing his little feet.

" No my boy, I'm afraid you can't go; see, your

feet are almost on the ground."

"But, mother—" he exclaims, but she interrupts

him and draws him to her.

" Listen, Hans," she says, " Old Jake has gone

to the village to sell the socks and mitts and scarfs

I have been knitting ; and what do you think he

is going to bring back with him?"
Visions of plum-cake and goodies came up before

Hans' eyes, but he well knew such luxuries were

not to be thought of, and he stifled any incipient

desire he might have had for them. "

"Not shoes?" he said, pretending not to

know. --V- ';;- ;
'; ;..;- :V:Vc,

:,'•'
'

.,-:'' '..-.;/';.

"Yes, shoes," she answered, smiling that he

should thus patronize her.

"Not for me?" he continued, and she kissed

him.

Meanwhile, Gretchen, who had paid more atten-

tion to the cooking operations, cried out that the

wurst was dancing in a merry way up and down
in the pan. Then this happy trio sat down to

their frugal meal.

Soon old Jake came in and Hans was rejoicing

in the possession of his new shoes.

" Everything is lively down at the store," ven-

tured Old Jake when he had taken his seat near

the stove. " What! with Christmas a-comin' and

evergreens to be brought in, us wood-choppers has

got to turn in and hustle."

"Christmas!" echbed the children, " is Christ-

mas a-comin' soon ? And Christ-Kindel ? " They
had recollections of the day as one of feasting and

pleasure.

" Christ-Kindel doesn't come to see poor folk,"

said the mother softly.

Times had changed since the children's father

had died, and she knew there could be but little

feasting in the house that year. Much as she dis-

liked doing it, she must, however, forestall their

anticipations. Hans said nothing, but wondered

why the " Christ-Kindel" would not visit them if

there was no other reason than that they were

poor.

The mother busied herself about the kitchen

;

but the air of gaiety which she ever tried to assume

before the children, she could not this time simu-

ulate. Her thoughts were with him, whose last

Christmas on earth had been so pleasant for them
all. But death had called him, and the widow
was left to provide, as best she could, for her

orphaned babes. Old Jake used to render them
many little assistances, such as the one which in-

troduced him to the reader, but aside from this, the

poor mother struggled along, hopefully, alone.

The snow had begun to fall again and Hans'

wish to go out was not expressed a second time.

He and Gretchen were watching the snow-flakes as
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they gently fell from the sky. He was the little

dreamer once more. : ', ;
*

, ,

"Guess," he said at length.
" What ?" from the cheerful Gretchen.
" What do the snow-flakes look like ?

"

*' Why," said Gretchen, who had conquered the

wurst and was already sighing for other similar

worlds to conquer, " It's like somebody like mother

'way up in the sky, a-dustin' down sugar on a big

cake ! " And she clapped her two fat hands to-

gether. The rag doll fell unheeded to the floor.

" No," he replied, "they're the tears of the an-

gels in heaven weeping because the Christ-Kindel

doesn't come to visit poor folk !"

On Sunday Hans went to church with his mother

and wore his new shoes. He was like most boys

of his age, and looked neither with distaste nor

pleasure upon the Sunday-morning walks to the

village. He went with her as a matter of course.

Nor was he particularly devout. He had not yet

learned to read ; and having whispered his simple

prayers, he sat quietly in the pew, observing all

that came within his line of vision. It was only

when the priest prefaced his remarks with the

statement that the Tuesday following was Christ-

mas-day, that Hans showed any particular interest.

But that magic word had aroused him.

The priest referred in touching language to the

visit of the Magi to the Infant Saviour. He spoke

of how the music from the heavenly choirs had

burst upon the enraptured ears of the shepherds

;

how the star had shone forth to guide the Magi to

the crib in Bethlehem. Then he referred to the

Church which Christ had established upon earth,

and of the tabernacle wherein the same Jesus lay,

neglected as of old, save by those who were wise

beyond earthly wisdom.
" The star is still shining," he continued, " fol-

low its guiding light and it will lead you to Him
who will give you everything you wish. Walk in

the "path lit up by its efiiilgence and heaven and

heaven's treasures are yours."

Hans listened in amazement.
" The star is shining," he whispered to himself,

"I will follow the star."

He was very silent on his way home from

church, and in fact was quiet all day. Gretchen

was forced to devote herself entirely to the rag doll

. while their mother was engaged about the house.

Hans' thoughts were on the words the priests had

spoken.

"I will follow the star," he kept repeating.

" I will tell the Christ Kindel we are poor and

ask for something for mother and Gretchen and

Jake !

"

When twilight deepened he was watching the

sky, but all was dark. The moon's face was hid

and the stars were not to be seen.

" I fear we will have a storm," said his mother,

as she prepared their porridge.

Hans was troubled. If the star did not shine,

how would he find the Christ Kindel ? He awoke

once that night and ran to the window, but all

was still dark. The wind howled dismally among
the leafless branches of the trees, and Hans, dis-

appointed, crept back to his little bed.

In the morning all was clear and bright. There

had been a fresh fall of snow during the night,

but the storm had spent itself. Hans and Gretchen

helped their mother in many little ways, in arrang-

ing the holly and evergreens, which Jake was to

take to the village that afternoon, Hans was quiet

but cheerful. He was thinking of the star.

" I will follow it," he kept repeating, " and it

will lead me to the Christ-Kindel."

When Jake returned from the village there was

a whispered conference between him and the

mother. She had had him bring some inexpen-

sive toys for the children. She could ill-afford

even this slight outlay, but she felt she must

make them sharers, to some extent, in the joyous

festivities of the day.

When their evening meal was ended, Hans
silently stole out into the night. The wind was
keen and chill, and the child, for the moment,
trembled with fear at his own daring. But he

looked above him at the serene blue of the sky,

where the stars were shining down encouragingly

upon him, and started on his journey. Almost
unwillingly he traveled toward the village church.

It was there he had learned that the star was shin-

ing ; it was there he felt he must go again before

he should search for it.

There were a number of good people gathered

about the confessional, and they seemed to look

at him in surprise ; but he quietly slipped into

one of the pews, and, rather by force of habit

than from any thought of what he was doing,

murmured a short prayer. The choir was having

a final rehearsal of the morrow's music, and Hans
closed his eyes in ecstacy, his heated imagination

likening the rather mediocre attempts of the singers

to the chanting of heavenly bands. Then some-

one touched him upon the arm and he arose. He
seemed to be walking in a flood of light.

" It is, it is the star," he exclaimed, in delight

and looked up.

But no. It was the radiance of a most beau-

tiful face looking down in love upon him.

"Come," said a voice of exquisite sweetness,

"come with me and you shall find the Infant

King."
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Trembling with joy, he started to follow the

speaker, but a heavier, though not unkindly hand

touched him and the celestial light had vanished.

" Run home now, you'll find stars enough on
the way." r

It was the sexton. The singing had ceased.

The choir had gone. All was deserted.

" I came near locking you in," he continued
;

" run home now, your mother will be looking for

you." ..,...-";;' ^•:;; ^/'iy'-:-^;' .
.:- ,;::-.;v^,:'o;;:,:^ ••:. :..;:/;. .,:;•,,.;;;,,,

Hans rubbed his eyes and departed. Ah, sex-

ton, hadst thou known, thou wouldst have closed

the door and left the child to his dream of heaven

and kept him from the reality !

Hans was not disconcerted by this little experi-

ence, but was more assured than ever that he
would find the Christ-Kindel. He looked at the

sky. The north- star glistened in the heavens.

It was lustrous with a light brighter than that of

its fellows. '^ ;'/-:/;- ''^?:V;;"--XH'^'''^ ;':':.''.;/

"It is the star !" he said, with bated breath and

prepared to follow it. ; ; ; •

The wind blew through the trees, and a snow-

flake that had become dislodged from a branch

descended and kissed his ruddy cheek. He felt

the cold in hands and feet, he thought of Gret-

chen and his mother, the latter with half a pang
that she should worry about him ; but he kept

bravely on
" I will follow the star !" he said, "I will follow

the star !'»^. ^'^''^^^-'-'^^ ': -'^^ '''/^ ''"'• :ryi\:-y--\::X.' ':''\:'.\^-^;^-:i\

"_:' * * * * * * * *

On the night when Hans set out upon his

journey through the snow the same star that was

guiding him, as he thought, was shining down
on a rather pretentious dwelling two miles or so

beyond the village we have already mentioned.

Within all was mirth and gaiety, and merry ex-

pectation of the coming feast. Did I say all ?

Nay, rather let us point out one, who, mingling

in that joyous throng, to all outward appearances

partaker of their gladness, was yet concealing in

her bosom a secret, silent grief. As she stood

fastening some trinket to the tree which had been

erected in one corner of the room, the light from

the chandelier fell uponher, disclosing the beauties

of her face and figure. Invested with the charm

of maiden grace and dignity, her regular features

gathered new beauty from her lustrous dark-

brown eyes that revealed the pure soul within.

The smile that parted her lips at the bright sallies

of her companion remained only long enough to

disclose her teeth, even and white, ere it sub-

sided again in the placid contentment of her face.

Her hair was of a chestnut-brown, and, seemingly

resisting the confinement of comb or pin, clustered

in natural ringlets about her classic forehead.

Her's was a loveable face, yet there was a name-

less something about it which seemed to court

one's sympathy at the same time that it called

forth admiration.

Such was Margaret. Her companion was of

quite another type ; a laughing, merry face, whose

dimples came and went, a face made for smiles ; an

aureole of yellow curls that shook with each quick

motion of her little head. She was petite and
altogether lovely, but you would say to her " Don't
look sad," for if grim melanchdly settled on that

face, its beauty fled forever. But if Alice was gay,

she was by no means frivolous ; and that she could
understand and sympathize with another's graver
disposition, was evidenced when she quietly ap-

proached Margaret and, gently drawing the dark
head of the other down to her own, pressed her
fairer cheek to hers. Cavillers of woman say that

true friendship i -5 not found in her; yet in that

living picture we must see that woman's heart
goes out to woman suffering, and the intuitive per-

ception of sympathy, offered and accepted, sets the
stamp of genuineness upon a friendship that is as

true as the love which bound Pythias to Damon.
"Margaret," she whispered, "you know how

much your sadness affects me ; and you know, too,

how much I long to comfort you."
A shadow of a smile played about Margaret's

lips, as she listened to this rather serious expression
from her lively companion."
"Do not think, Alice," she said, "that because

I am not always gay and merry like yourself that

I am on the other hand enshrouded in deepest
gloom. On the contrary, I am quite happy,
although my happiness, like yours, seeks not for

expression in laughter or in smiles."

"No, you are nol happy, dear," from the other.
" And I have made up my mind to give you a good
talking to to-night."

"Oh, yes," she continued, as Margaret looked
surprised, "a regular sermon ! Ima'gine me," and
she gave the yellow curls a doleful shake, " imag-
ine me with my hand raised on high, and my
admonishing voice saying ' Amen, Amen, I say to

you a sinner.'

"

They both laughed at this dramatic recital,

Margaret with suppressed measure, but Alice's
mirth rang out sharp and clear, like the pealing of
silver bells.

"Now /ha^ is better," said the little preacher
placidly. "That is more like the Margaret I used
to know before she raised a shrine to Henry Heid
in her heart, and set him up as a hero to be wor-
shipped."

"Hush," said the other, half in alarm, as the
quick color dyed to deepest crimson her olive
cheek. " I have known for some time that you
have shared my secret, and was satisfied that it

should be so, for I knew that your love for me
would keep it safe. But—spare me—

"

"No," interrupts Alice, "I will speak, for the
affection that could penetrate your secret, has dis-

covered that another worthier love is yours only
for the asking."
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*'' You mean jack ? " whispered Margaret.
"How well you have guessed it," replied the

fairy.

Margaret shakes her head. " It cannot be," she
says.

" It shall be," continues Alice warmly, " if true

love have power to wjn a woman's heart."

Margaret was partly annoyed, but she could
understand why her friend thus persisted in the

conversation, and indeed was grateful for the
friendly interest which had prompted it all.

" ' The Courtship of Miles Standish ' up to date,'

'

she says with quaint humor.
" No," Alice responds. " I speak but for you.

I am no partisan of Jack. I know that he loves

you. And I also know that you have an ideal

lover enshrined in your heart ; that his face is the
face of Henry Heid ; but that the thousand and
one virtues you ascribe to your ideal, man never
possessed.

"

She was waxing eloquent. Margaret stood in

silence. Heid was indeed unworthy of the love

she had given him unasked. She had never be-

trayed herself in his presence. Alice alone knew
her secret. But her brother and his wife, with
whom she lived, wondered why she was so indiffer-

ent to Jack, who was everybody's friend, obliging,

kind to all. He was the idol of Margaret's little

nieces, for he was like a great big brother whom
they could command at will. Baby May had start-

led them all by calling him "Uncle Jack" one
day at dinner. Jack's lace turned frightfully red.

Margaret's face twitched slightly, but otherwise
she was composed. The mother's quick wit won
looks of gratitude from each of the unfortunates.

" May thinks all of our friends must be her
uncles and aunts," she had said. She called

Alice her aunt, the other day. "Didn't she?"

—

To Alice, who was present.
" Yes." The fib was told unblushingly.
This little incident came up in Margaret's mind

as Alice spoke. The little preacher had by no
means finished.

" I wish Henry had come here oftener," she
says. " For I am sure your ideal and the real

would have exhibited many discrepancies. As it

is, he has sailed for New York and you have given
your heart for a dream."

Margaret sighed. She felt that what Alice said

would be and probably was true ; but she knew that
the love in her heart, whether it were centred on
an ideal or a real being, had chastened her nature.
The affection she could not bestow upon one, she
longed to offer to the many. The next words of
Alice came startlingly upon her, they seemed to

spring so much as a result of her own meditations.
"What are you going to do all your life?"

asked practical Alice. " Going to devote yourself
to your ideal and die an old maid, worshipping a
shadow ?

"

This time Margaret had to laugh, and Alice was
compelled to join her. She had been serious for a
long time, but the strain was telling on her.

*' I will not answer your question by asking
what you yourself intend to do," finally rejoined
Margaret, ** but tell you what was uppermost in
my mind when you spoke."

They had been standing near the tree all this

time. Margaret places her arm about Alice and
leads her to a sofa.

" I was thinking seriously," she continues, " of

those noble women like Grace Darling and Florence
Nightingale, who have devoted themselves to a
life's work of good : and I feel that if God gave
me only some such work to do, I would, indeed,

be truly happy, and my life would be not mis-

spent. '

'

"Become a Sister of Charity at once, then,"

from Alice. " In the hospital wards and on the
field of battle, your heroic self-sacrifice would find

full scope."
" No," says Margaret, "this life is indeed the

immolation of self, but the motive which prompts
them is higher and nobler than that which gives

birth to my desire. I have none of the character-

istics which stamp the religious : I have only the
selfish motive of satisfaction in doing good."
This was getting too philosophical for Alice, so

she remained silent. She thought that to save a

man's life was a heroic deed and sought not to

know the degree of merit the motive would gain
for it. -- ^;'-^;'-.:

^;.--'- '•>%::':

"This is Christmas eve," continues Margaret,
" tomorrow we celebrate the feast of Him who
came to give peace to men. You and I shall con-

tinue that work in some small measure and make
this Christmas-day a happy one to as many of

God's own poor as we can."
A tap at the door, and a manly voice crying out,

" May I come in ? " interrupted them.
"It is Jack," whispered Alice.

Margaret is calm. " Come in," she answers
cheerily.

Jack's presence is like balm to the troubled
waters of Alice's disturbed soul. She felt as one
coming off second best in an argument. She and
Jack are great friends. She runs up to him to

help him off with his top-coat. She does not
quite come up to his shoulders. Strength and
weakness personified.

" What have you been doing ?" finally inquires

Jack, looking at the unfinished tree.
" Working our tongues instead of our fingers,

of course you wish us to say, but we zvotCt !
" with

emphasis, from Alice.

"No, indeed, we worked both." Margaret's
joke. Jack is delighted.

" Well," he says gayly, " as far as woman's own
weapon goes, count me out. But if fingers are in

it," and he exhibited his big, brown hands, "just
give me a trial."

" Fingers may be in it, as you say," quickly re-

joined Alice, "but in inverse ratio to their size."

The laugh is on Jack, as it generally is in such
encounters. He doesn't mind. He is happy. He
glances at Margaret.

" There," she says, handing him a paper fairy,
" let me see you hang this Diana on that top
branch."
He tries to reach the branch, but fails. Alice

brings over a stool.
" Stand on that," she says, " and I'll catch you

if you fall."

Margaret smiles again and Jack thinks she is
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enchanting to-night. He hopes the dressing of the
tree will last for an indefinite period. But no,

Alice, thinking to place the others as much
together as possible, says :

'' While you two tall ones are arranging things
on high, I suppose I can devote myself to some-
thing lower down. By the way, where is the
moss? I can begin to make the garden where
these wonderful cattle are supposed to be star-gaz-

ing I
"

Margaret exclaims that she forgot to order the
moss. Here was a dilemma.
"We must have it," chimes in Alice. "May

will never be satisfied unless those monstrosities
are turned out of the Noah's arks to graze."

Margaret calls to her brother. He has been
called away on business. The coachman is with
him. Poor Jack ! Dressing the tree with Mar-
garet was his idea of happiness, but he would go
to Jericho for her, and so he offers his services.

After some slight demurring on the part of Mar-
garet and a whispered admonition to hurry from
Alice, he sets out for the village.

The wind is keen but Jack heeds it not. He is

thinking of Margaret. It was she who sent him
on the errand. What a sweet bondage to serve
her all his life. He looks up the sky. How
brightly the stars shine, he thought, but 'twas love
lit up the sky that night. Presently he stumbles
and falls over something. 1

".

"What's this?" he cries out. "Someone has
fallen in the snow."
He is bending over the prostrate form. "A

child," he exclaims. " Poor little chap !" He
chafes the numb little blue hands; he tries to

arouse the lad ; he places his hand above his
heart.
" He lives," says Jack, " but that is about all."

He does not hesitate but lifts the limp form in
his arms and at once retraces his steps. The boy's
cap falls, unnoticed by Jack, and the wind disturbs
the yellow curls that cluster close to his white
forehead.
The boy was beautiful. "Angels must look like

that," thinks Jack. Arrived at the house, he
startles them all by rushing in upon them.

" Who is it?" asks Margaret, when he has briefly

recounted his adventure.
"Some poor little wanderer, I know not who,"

he replies.

They apply simple restoratives and Hans, for it

is he, opens his eyes. For an instant only.

"Mother," he exclaims, "the Star!"
" His mind wanders," they say. But they did

not understand.

Everything that kindness could suggest was
done for our little hero. Margaret felt that now
indeed might she play the part of the Fairy God-
mother, and she speedily resolved that when the
morrow came she would seek out the boy's parents,
if parents he had. Perhaps he was one of God's
own poor, as she had called them. Then would she
gladden his heart with a Christmas he had never
dared hope for. Hans was unconscious of all this.

He lay perfectly still save that his lips occasionally
trembled as though he were striving to speak.

In the midst of their exertions in behalf of the

little wanderer, Margaret's brother came in. His
sutprise was great.

" Why," he said, " this must be the little fellow

1 heard of as I passed the town-house."
" Who is he?" they all exclaimed.
" That I do not know," he said. " A woman

half distracted, with a little girl, had come to the

Baillie, inquiring for her little boy, who had
wandered away, and thev were searching for him
as I left."

" Where is the woman ?" asked Jack.
" Most likely she is still waiting for the search-

ing-party to return.

"

Jack needed not Margaret's glance of entreaty.

He was putting on his coat.

"The horse is hitched outside," her brother

called out after him.
Jack soon returned with the poor mother and

Gretchen. There were no dry eyes in the room as

she knelt by the side of her boy, calling him her

liebling^ her schatz. She made no outcry, no
wild lamentation ; she was quiet, though her heart

was breaking. Her mother-love told her that her

darling was dying. She lifted up Gretchen and
bade her kiss Hans. Poor little Gretchen wept
bitterly, calling piteously to Hans.

" Mother !" he said again, but with no recogni-

tion of the sad face bending tenderly over him.

Suddenly he arose. His big blue eyes opened
with a new and wondrous lustre. His hands were
closely clasped over his heart as though to still its

beating.
" I seethe Star," he cried joyously. . ^^'' v ,

His mother's arms were about him. His head
fell upon her shoulder. He had indeed seen the

star. He was with the Christ-Kind el.

What more is there to add? After the little

casket had been lowered into the grave, Gretchen
and her mother returned for the first time to their

desolated home. Here they found many little

luxuries which the loving hands of Margaret and

Jack had prepared for them. These two had, un-

known to each other, resolved to lighten the

sorrow of the stricken family. As Alice was the

confidant of both, we may be sure that she took a

hand in the proceedings, and had so arranged mat-

ters that Jack and Margaret should surprise each

other in the widow's house. The meeting was
indeed unexpected, and the silence which followed

it was awkward. But this " one touch of nature "

had opened the eyes of Margaret to Jack's sterling

worth, and that gentleman blesses the day whereon
he visited that humble dwelling. What of Alice ?

Margaret's children call her "Auntie Alice," and
as there is an uncle who seems very fond of her

we may believe she too had found a faithful and
loving Jack of her own.
So was Hans' mission fulfilled. His mother

is nominally housekeeper for Margaret, for she

would accept no further gratuitous alms. Gretchen

is, of course, with her, while old Jake frequently

comes to visit them and talk of old times. And
these blessings of Heaven descended upon them
all because Hans followed the star.

John I. Whelan, '95.
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EDITORIALS.

We wish all our readers a very "Merry Christ-

inas and a Hapj^y New Year."

In the light of our modern days, luxury is a

something iudefinable. Sociologists call it the

patron of the arts and sciences, and the minister of

national prosperity, and evidence America and
Great Britain as examples of this, while moralists,

as is too often their wont, deem it the cause of

prevalent corruption, the omen of national decline

and ruin, and point with assurance to Rome with

her Cati/taidia^ and Greece with her un-Spartau

excesses as testimonials of their teachings.

So luxury as a denominative may mean some-
thing to be admired or censured—a use and orna-

ment to society, or a vice and corruption in it.

Horace glorified luxury in Augustus' days, if he
did rib-roast Roman indulgences—but Juvenal
dipped his pen in vinegar when he scarified Rome
with his satirical lancet for her sins and her omis-

sions. Diogenes walked the streets of Athens with
a lantern seeking " a man," and with snarling con.

tempt made his dwelling-place in a tub
; Cato

walked the streets of Rome togaless and shoeless-

Both contemned the luxury of their times. Yet
the Luculli feasted in the height of Rome's empire,

and the appetite of Heliogabalus was keener than a

Damascus blade.

What is luxury ?

The olden writers gloried when they could say a

good man was born of poor and honest parents
;

the modern scribes tell of his being born in the lap

of luxury. Quid?
"

^':'-'/';;''::<.

Therk is noticeable among certain students d

tendency to rely too much on their teachers.

While the latter are a great, and we might add, a

necessary help to us in solving difficult questions,

yet too great a dependence on them argues either

incapability or a lack of self-confidence. This is

a fact which does not escape the observation of a

teacher and must be likewise patent to the mem-
bers of a class. The blessings of a rich mind, a

powerful memory and a vivid imagination avail

but little comparatively, if the pupil be influenced

only by the exhortation and threats of his teacher

in the performance of his duties. There must be

a higher motive, and that motive is success in

life by individual effort. Professors and text-books

will not forever be our companions, hence the

necessity of self-reliance in as great a measure as

possible. Only a short time must needs elapse

before we shall have finished our course and be

left to our own resources when we will have occa-

sion either to congratulate ourselves on our self-

reliance, or condemn ourselves for our unnecessary

dependence on others.

Christmas has come again. That joyous and

felicitous season of the year which the whole

Christian world celebrates with the greatest festivi-

ties. Christmas to which, all through the ages,

happiness and good cheer have been as closely

united as the ivy to the tree it entwines. Christ-

mas, happy joyous Christmas is again with us.

How it affects mankind ! Past troubles are lost in

present joys, strife ceases and a holy spirit fills the

souls of men. The Infant Jesus is on earth again,

and again the Christian world resounds with the

angelic refrain, "Glory to God in the highest and

peace on earth to men of good will."

We take advantage of this number of the

Monthly to remind our students, their parents or

guardians , that the holiday season will close on
January 3. On account of circumstances well

known to you, this reminder ought to be suffi-

cient to induce all our students to return on that

day. Remember that this time of year, for many
reasons, is most suitable for study, and even one

day's absence from class is a great and almost

irreparable loss.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

85.—In order to find the breadth of a river a

distance A B^ was measured along the bank, the

point A being directly opposite a tree C on the

other side. The angle A B C was also measured
;

\{ A B = 96 feet, and angle A B C= 21° 14', find

the breadth of river.

Soh(finv hv f /, n^nn.^cyj. ,

\.z.r^B = A C -^ A B
A C= A C X tani?
log A C=logA B -{- log tan ^

\ogAB= 1.98227

log tan B = 9-58944--i^-

log^ C= 1.57171

37.3 = breadth of river.

86.^-Divide an angle of an equilateral triangle

into five equal parts.

Solution by E. G. Dohan^ '96.

Let A B Cho^ an angle of an equilateral triangle.

It is required to divide it into five equal parts.

Proof.—Describe a circle about the triangle A B C,

and in it inscribe a regular polygon of fifteen sides
;

then five of those sides will be in the arc A B.

Let Z>, E^ E^ G^ be the points of division.

Join C D^ C E^ C F^ C G. Now since the arcs

A D^ D E^ E F^ F G^ G B^ are equal, the angles

that subtend are equal.

.'. the angles A C D, D C E, E C F, F C G, G
C B^ are equal.

87.—An open cistern 6 feet long and 4^ feet

wide holds 108 cubic feet of water. How many
cubic feet of lead will it take to line the sides and
bottom, if the lead is % of an inch thick ?

SohUion by J. J. Maher^ '97. ^^^^^: •:;';,;/

6 X 4>^ = 27 square feet, bottom. : v

Height — 108 -^ 27 ==: 4 feet. .

4 X 2 (6 + 4>^) = 4 X 2 X 'o»- =84 square

':;.-;.; feet, sides ';•.•',••;• ^'.'^:\i .•?;; '-

: ;. 27 + 84 = III square feet V
. : : r-

'
''

= %l cubic feet; III X „^
,

:'^ '>.: :..,.,- 8 X 12

-, g| == 1/2- cubic feet = i cubic foot 27ocu1)ic

inches.

88.—In a regular inscribed decagon, show that

A = ^Jl^' 5-1)^ r = >{ y? V 10 + 2 1/ 5, A =
2

144°, C=36°
{R = radius of a regular inscribed polygon, r =

apotheni, a — one side, A = interior angle, and

C =^ angle to centre.)

Soltition by J. I. IV/ielau^ ''g^.

Let A B be one side of a regular inscribed deca-

gon in a circle whose centre is O. Let (9 A' be the

apotheni.

Then 6> A ^ A\ O K = r, and A B — a.

2

Proof.—O A : A li .= A B : O a — A B
What \s R : a = a \ R — «

II.—To prove r=^\ py 10+2 i/J ;;
::

Proof 0~K = TTA—A~K
r\\2ii IS r^ = R^—Q, ay

--{ ^(i/5-i)|/

4. i

.-. r = 1 i'^y IO-1-2 15
Ul.—A = 2 L OAB

— 144°, since it is measured by \ of /^

of the circumference.

IV.—C= L A O B
= 36° since it is measured by j*n of the

circumference.

89.—A rhombus contains 100 square feet, and the

length of one diagonal is lo feet. Find the length

of the other diagonal.

Solution by M. F. Rou^e. '07.

JiM>.^m.^^. 'i^miM.-^
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The diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other at

right angles. .

•.:','-. '' "'" '' "-:'.'' "'

^''..'-r'-"'^

Therefore r 77= }4 C£ CD = s

/\ A B C = so square feet

5 X --^ = area of /^ A B C

AB = lO

A B = 2o

2o feet = length of diagonal A B

90.—A passenger train after travelling an hour,

meets with an accident which detains it one-half

an hour, after which it proceeds at four-fifths of

its usual rate and arrives an hour and a quarter

late. If the accident had happened 30 miles

farther on, the train would have been only an hour

late. Determine the usual rate of the train.

New Problems.

91.—The area of a polygon of 25 sides is equal

to 40 : find the area of the ring comprised between
the circumference of the inscribed and circum-

scribed circles.

92.—If from a piece of tin, in the form of a

sector of a circle, whose radius is 30 inches, and
the length of its arc 36 inches, be cut another
sector whose radius is 20 inches ; and if the then
remaining frustum be rolled up so as to form the

frustum of a cone ; it is required to find its con-

tent, supposing one-eighth of an inch to be allowed
off its slant height for the bottom, and the same
allowance of the circumference, of both top and
bottom, for what the sides fold over each other, in

order to their being soldered together ?

93.—Prove that the line which joins the middle
points of the bases of a trapezoid divides the trape-

zoid into two equivalent parts.

94.—What is the area of a quadrilateral circum-
scribed about a circle whose radius is 25 feet, if the
perimeter of the quadrilateral is 400 feet ? What
is the area of a hexagon having an equal perimeter
and circumscribed about the same circle ?

95.—Solve

m X ^—

I

__ X {m '

—

n ')

m. n

SPLINTERS.

Gimp. - \-'>:\-;-::y;-''^ /:.':;''"..•/_ .;.- ".; ^/v; '.-> •:' ^

Letters. '. '
^''.:'"'

^.v^^ '
'^^' '','<

\

Retreat.

Cynical. ^:>'-",-.' '/:-;/:/' "-'"^S,': " -'• '" ').}'

Telegrams...;. :^:''^"f:f-''-^^^\'i!^Si-'^-'-
" :'-"'i'''':^-'-;^^ i'''T

^'7'-'^' ''•

Tea-leaves.;; •;':,';
''/'': ''''''[::':

'A'--
^:" -'' :-'-" '"^•'.'",;;;-'

Shocking!' Vf'; ^:\!;'^:/—
^.'-"-V^^

Quid ampiius f ''''''./:
^''-^----'^i^.'";.;,

^-^,.''' ' '':'

Feminine Freak. V v. v^^
'

Willie Whiskers.
,

.>

Get into the game.

"Are you afraid ?"

Big Prefect, ;

*

Little boy
;

Some -

No joy

!

Out of sight—the i. /
Out of place—the ace.

"Oh, ain't it awful' ' ! ^

The story runneth thus.

A lion among the ladies.

Romeo and Rooms to Let

!

" This is my early week."
" Irishmen don't like tea."

What did Mattie tell them ?

The mystery of the corridor.

Bring fruit, lemons or sugar.

Andy wasn't on to his tic-tacs.

Smoke McAleer's straight cut.

He sings Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay

!

On time—the fly on the clock.

Punch forgot something, did he?

Ah, did you hear it snow in May ?

" Bring out the best in the house."

"Hop-up" from the Berkshire Hills.

It's all a game of chawnce^ Professor.

She gave him a rose ; 'twas Cupid's dart

To one unskilled in Cupid's art.

Joe Loretto cut his hair
;

Now he cuts Joe Loretto.

Scissors are flying through the (h)air.

" I'll play the night-mare act on him."
What is the hour by your Limburger ?

"What are you going to have, B'yes?"
" Next Sunday it will rain for a week."
Big drop in corn beef the other morning.
How sweetly Dan plays " Annie Laurie !"

Isn't it your turn to buy snufF now, John ?

" Lord 'Awke's gone home"—to Scranton.

Will the Health Officer guarantee us. Father ?

" Don't call me Ike, or you will make me mad."

"Hello, Mack! Are you down for another

game ?"

Charity doth cover a multitude of sins
;

A handkerchief will hide the down on lips and chins.

'.jCr;'-':':
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**Fat" says the doctors were holding a conso-

lation. ...... V- .....;.:..-:•. -Mi.,. ...

, "Is Mr. B. the double-breasted tenor?" No,

dear.

"Will we catch cold without a cane?" Well,

George

!

•

We miss Steve's bright Sallys. So say we all

of us.

Tautological. Tom said he had lumbago /;/ /lis

back.

A NURSE-RY JINGLE.

They are the college colors
;
yes, 'tis true—

U^hite Caps on Two Little Girls i?i Blue /

The new war whoop : Ella Lu ! Ella Lu ! Lu
Ella!

"I didn't know outsiders could send in splin-

ters." Really !

It appeareth that Martin took a long time in

saying good-bye.

The Big Wind wasn't in it with a certain Mon-
day morning.

Do you know Mabel ? He Oil to Hunter. She
is out of sight

!

:

Anxious Inquirer : No, dear, I am not raising

side-boards. They are razed.—M.

Mac came back ; he had his day.
Mac came back ; they wouldn't let him stay.

She called one of the twins Miss and the other

Fortune^ because they came not singly. .

When the swallows homeward fly,

'Tis in the spring they say
,

But lads with feathers in their hat

Left on Thanksgiving day !

This is ad rem.

An instrument known as the " Gastograph

"

has been constructed for the purpose of recording

the motions in the stomach of a patient under

treatment, the movements of the food while it is

undergoing chemical action being carefully and
minutely recorded by means of electricity.

—

Ex.

We miss the boys, we miss their noise,

That's what we miss when we miss the boys.

But there are other Misses,—heaven's joys,

—

Who miss the boys, yes, miss the boys.

A GAME OF CARDS.

We played at Cinch. I knew the game

—

At least, I thought I knew it.

I also knew she held the ace,

I had the five, and threw it.

" My only heart, I give to thee,"

—

With double meaning,— " win it."
'

' It's diamonds I want, my friend
;

Your heart—well, isn't in it."

HIGHER MATHEMATICS. "^

A man who is 45 years old has spent 19 years at

school. How old is he now. Ans.—26.

There was a man in our room,
And he was wondrous wise

;

He crawled beneath the coverlet,

Hid from the Prefect's eyes.

But when the Prefect had gone out,

With all his might and main.
He crept from out the coverlet,

'

' And played at Cinch again.

y . Nolans, volans, would fly the coop,

—

' Twould be a f<7i7^ fl^-/a//
" y : / Nolans' Auntie saw the group;

They stayed, she flew awa'.

SHAKESPEAREAN QUOTATIONS.
'

'-'['
:\C']....,^ ::... -_^--;The Philosophers.

A pleiitiful lack of -^it.—Hamlet. (S. A. K.)
Crammed with distressful bread.

—

Henry ]'.

(M. L F.)

An onion will do well.

—

Taming of the Shrew.
(L M. N.)
•Dan Cupid, regent of love's rhymes.

—

Lovers

Labor* s Lost. (J. L W.)
He makes sweet music.

—

Two Gentlemen of
Verona. (M. J. M.)
A mere anatomy.

—

Comedy ofErrors. (T. J. R.)

Thereby hangs 2l\.^\\.— Othello. (R. G. K.)

The students of the College, with wonder and delight,

Will read in the Splinter column of that famous Wed-
nesday night.

A CHRISTMAS IDYL.

'Tis the last bird from Autumn
Left fatt'ning alone,

All his waddling companions
Have gobbled and gone.
No foul of his kindred,
No gobbler is nigh,

To fight with his lordship

Or blacken his eye.

II.

I'll not leave thee thou lone one.
To perch on the fence

;

Since all turkeys have vanished,
Thou, too, must go hence.
In kindness I beg thee
To eat all the more.
For Christmas is coming,
A roast we implore.

III.

So, soon may I see thee
On next Christmas Day,
When thou shalt lay sprawling
Thy life ebbed away

;

When good things surround thee
And lov'd ones so gay
Thy wish bone are pulling
On next Christmas day. M. V. G. J.

The cook got into an English stew

—

Big Alice, where art thou ?

Oh, wilt thou fly to Cleveland, too.

Whilst the sausage barks bow-wow ?

Beside the grave of Annie, dear,
(y Neillxn. anguish great.

While Sweet Marie doth shed a tear,

And whistles and waits for Kate.
My Muse hath broken a Tracey see.

And Ag-ony looms up
;

I'll Sue for toast, while Afary D.
Will read the leaves in my cup !

:k
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y Jes' 'Fore Christmas. ;^ :

Father calls me William, sister calls me Will,

Mother calls me Willie—but the fellers call me Bill 1

Mighty glad I ain't a girl—ruther be a boy

Without them sashes, curls an' things that's worn by Fauntle-

roy !

TvOve to chawnk green apples an' go swimmin' in the lake

—

Hate to take the castor-ile they give for belly-ache !

Most all the time the hull year roun' there ain't no flies on me.

But jes| 'fore Christmas I'm as good as I kin be !

Got a yeller dog named Sport—sick 'im on the cat

;

Fust thing she knows she doesn't know where she is at

!

Got a slipper-sled, an' when us boys goes out to slide

'L,ong comes the grocery cart an' we all hook a ride !

But, sometimes, when the grocery man is worrited and cross,

He reaches at me with his whip, and larrups up his boss

;

An' then I laff and holler :
*' Oh, you never teched me !

"

But jes' 'fore Christmas I'm as good as I kin be !

Gran 'ma says she hopes that when I git to be a man
I'll be a missionerer like her oldes' brother Dan,

As wuz et up by the cannib'ls that lives in Ceylon's isle,

Where every prospeck pleases an' only man is vile

!

But gran'ma she had never been to see a Wild West show.

Or read the life uv Daniel Boone, or else I guess she'd know
That Buffalo Bill an' cowboys is good enough f'r me— ,

Rxcep' jes' 'fore Christmas, when I'm good as I kin be !

Then ol' Sport he hangs around, so solium like an' still

—

His eyes they seem a-sayin' : " What's er matter, little Bill ?
"

The cat she sneaks down off her perch, a wonderin' what's

become
Uv them two enemies uv hern that use ter make things hum !

But I am so perlite and stick so earnestlike to biz,

That mother says to father : " How improved our Willie is !

"

But father, havin' been a boy hisself, suspicions me,

When jes' 'fore Christmas, I'm as good as I kin be 1

For Christmas, with its lots an' lots uv candies, cakes an' toys,

Wuz made, they say, f'r proper kids, and not f'r naughty boys!

So wash yer face, and bresh yer hair, an' mind yer p's an' q's,

An' don't bust out yer pantaloons, .in' don't wear out yer

shoes

:

Say yessuni to the ladies, an' yessir to the men.
An' when they's confpany don't pass per plate f'r pie again

;

But thinkin' uv the things you'd like to see upon that tree,

Jes' 'fore Christmas be as good as you kin be !

—

—Eugene Field in December Ladies^ HovicJournal.

EXCHANGES.

The November number of the Wake Forest

Student is very interesting and worthy of much
attention. Its columns contain a wide range of

history, poetry and fiction. The article entitled
" The Sea in old English Poetry," is very pleasing.

In this essay, the writer, as he says himself,

"attempts to .set forth briefly one feature of our

Anglo-Saxon literature," viz.: the abundance of

epithets of the sea and the elements which have

furnished so grand a theme for poets, both past and

present. The author executes the task with a per-

fection that necessarily involves much labor and

research. " Politics in the Palmetto State," and
" The Cretans," a historical sketch, are both well

written.

We admire the interest the Student takes in

endeavoring to rouse the schools of the State to

realize the fact that too little attention is being

directed to the study of State history, and in en-

deavoring to bring it about that a history of North

Carolina be published, which will reflect due honor

on her departed heroes.

Among our visitors there is none which receives

a more cordial welcome than the Sacred Heart

Revieiv of Boston. Every week it comes to us

laden with the choicest bits of wit and wisdom.

Its various departments, conducted in a most

creditable manner, commend it to the Christian

home, where the many useful and happy thoughts

gleaned from it, will do incalculable good.

Another of our esteemed weekly journals is the

Monitor from the Pacific slope. No one who reads

this paper can fail to appreciate the zeal of its

editor for the furtherance of Catholic truth and

fair play ! We are sorry, however, that our friend

considers the publishing of sermons in the daily

papers a " reprehensible practice," since we believe,

with a writer in the current issue of Donahoe's

Magazine^ that " the generous secular press of the

United States might be made a perennial truth

society." Why^ then, should not our Catholic

clergy avail themselves of this golden opportunity

to reach the masses ?

We are much gratified to find the Holy Cross

Purple on our table. This journal, although yet

in its infancy, is a magazine of considerable

literary merit. The article on " England's Latest

Historian," gives a careful and true estimate of

Mr. Froude as a historian and the poems are of no
mean order.

The Normal College Echo is a very creditable

college journal, orderly in all its departments,

spicy and instructive in its editorials. In fact, the

entire paper, although under feminine manage-
ment, is thoroughly masculine in tone. "The
Nineteenth Century Woman," and "Woman and
Her Higher Education," although old subjects,

are well written.

In addition to the above mentioned journals, we
have received during the pa.st month the Ave
Maria^ Notre Dame Scholastic^ Quecn^s University

Journal, Collegium, D. H. H. S. Item, R. C. H. S.

Journal, Mirror, Niagara Index, Viatorian, Car-
melite Revieiv.
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HORACE A. OOAN,

EDMUND L. HALL,

WM. H. KING,

JOHN F. NORMILE.

High Grade, Imported,

Key West and

Domestic Cigars.

^ORKOE ^. DO^H OOWPKHV
liiniTKD.

GRO?eRS ^ ImPORTGRS
PHlltADEIiPHlA,

N. E. Cor.

Chestnut and
;

Eighteenth Sts.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelplnia,

;; In fkct, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a ;

^
^
specialty of sacred heart pictures,

; Framed and Unframed. Have yon seen

V his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church.

Agentfor the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from
the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

|?iirst-^lass B^^ts and ghees^
Bapairing Neatly and Promptlj attended to. CuBtom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastcr Avc., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. OALLAGHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

KA B. J. GALLAGHER & CO.;' ' ''

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagher Building.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHF.n 1870.

John P. Collins,

^BOOK*- Binder 4^

flo. 1 South Tenth Stireet,
49'Job 'Work a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Pbyalciani' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/iNK U/. PRIWTT. Craduatc li) pi?ar/i\aoy, ..

PROPRIETOR.
A.I90 a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists* Sundries.

The Best
l8 the Cheapest.

Hallahan'8 Shoes
are the best.

r GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.S "

;

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.
''-''

-'\-'-'j'r-y;';^:

HALLAHAN, Eighth a,Kl Fllbert streets,
' Philadelphia.

P. I. mi.AHAN, .838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ii) pipe (Jroeeries-

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL. *

A. M. BUCH & CO..
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS', <"

WIG TVVAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

9^Vf\g» and Beards to Hire, for Amateur TheatricalB."0

OlIflDOm ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT STUDIO.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHKS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HT^NSBURV.
JOHN J. BYRNES,

DKALEB IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC..

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. FHILADEIiFHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,
~

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladles' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an invitation to you to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have coustanily ou hiiud and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty. ""''

'/'::''^^[

.

•f CH^ISTIflfl MOOt^H.f
ESTABLISHED 3o YEARS. bSTIMAlKS FUKMlaHKU.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Olsterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence-GARKETTVILLE, DELAWARE 00,, PA.

^ Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I,. KLKIS8, President
MARTIN MALONEY, Vice-Prcs't and Manager

0. K. KOBINSOX, Secretary
GKORGE S. BEANS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYL¥AN^ KLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

: » Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qoi}tra(;tor5 for Ij<§l7ti9<5 Qties a^a Jou/95

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

24.8 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 taw's theatre.

W. J. REED, 861 N. Klghth St,

Try one of my Special Derbys

$».00 and 9».50

HATS IILOCKKD WHILE VOr \V.\IT

RENOVATlN(i DONE ON THE PRKMISKS

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest

collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-
ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

DANIEL GALLAGHER,
Manufacturer of and Dealer in Durable

ForqituiiBIBedding
Of Every Description,

43 South Second Street,

Above Cbestaut. Pbiladelpbta.

Special Discount to Institutions.

:
;

; THOMAS F. SMALL, |i|
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in-

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 114 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Phlladelptiia,

DR. STEINBOCK, i

SURGEON DENTIST
^ , 1630 flortl? 5u/elftl7 Jt., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

« PLROHIXeCT*
:- Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WT. iA£H©L-KN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House FnriilshlniB; Tin AVare of Kvery Descripttoii

Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCABTER AVENUE,
AKDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling, LanCaStCF AvcnUC,

Graining, Sign Painting,
ra m» t>

Jobbing Promptly Attendad to. Bryn MaWf, Pa.

U^.^^A^
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BOOKS. BOOKS.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL I COLLEGE

•^TEXT BOOKS, 4^
New and Second Hand.

JSisve oonatantly on band a, fall line of Catholic

Theological and Miscellaneous Books,

Libraries and small parcels of Books
purchased for cash.

v..

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL V •

: JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,5^
39 H' ThiPteeoth StPeet,

PHILADBLPHIA, PA.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Kstabliiibed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT 8ATUEDAT, At 277 River St , Troy, N. T.

Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $1.00 Single copies 5 cts

Money tan be sent by Post Office Order or Beglstered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE ^M HATTER
C; ;^ STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

*-vr -vr. FE.A.ITOIS*
DKALER IH

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGKNT FO» \S:,

Spalding's, Reach's ano

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

LHNC7TSTER 7^:^B.. HRD7UTQRB. PM.

JOS. C. pTo^ni^ ^
^COSTU7VTER/K^

^55 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

. For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

CutOut Thi5 Coufon, It i5 Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Douahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Montlily, DOBTAHOK'S MAOAZINE, for one year, d
The price per annum is $2x0, and by readers of this publication only, ^
can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

K. G SPKLDING Si BFJOS..

ATHliBTIC outfitters.
Uniforms and Implements for all Out-door Sports. Base-ball and Foot-

ball Uniforms a Specialty, and our 1894 line of Base-ball and Foot-ball Goods
is siiperior to anything heretofore offered to the public.

THE SPALDING BICYCLE, Price $(25.00, has more important im-
provements than any other bicycle made this year. Sold on easy terms if
desired. SF;nD FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
1032 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA.

* FUNERAL DIRECTOR, 4<^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sis.,

PHILADELPHIA.

\^
%•otel I^iel7ardso9

V 'V 1305-7 pllbert 5treet, pl?iladelpl?ia

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

- ^v PRICES VERY REASONABLE ;:ir

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-^ '

^

sieut,;; :">' -.-:-r^ -.< • -:^::>.\- :;/:. i' - '^ ,.:: '^-v: /'v/;-^

-:.r_/.ri.:::.M^^ Arthur Lynaugh,
Manager.

. AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST, :

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,
•-'•"-'•'"' -"-''"'^'•'•- PHILADELPHIA.'"'""'

''-"'
^-^ ' ' "^^ -

Lithographers ....Printers

?J.>:jiicmainusj'.'c^
Stationers.... Blank Book Makers

WMBSTER'S
INTMRNATIONAL

Entirely Nriu.
Abreast of the Times.
A Grand Educator

.

%

DICTIONARY
Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

inp, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A l/ibrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desiretl information
concerning eminent per-

sons ; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe
;
particulars concerning noted flctitioiis i)er-

sons and places ; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. I». .1. Brewer, .Justice of V. 8. Suiirenic Court-,

writes : " The International Dictionary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Sferriatn Company,
Publishers,

SprUxgficld, Mass.

ca-Do not buy cheap photographic
reprints of ancient editions.
i^-Send for free prospectus.

WEBSTER'S

I
INTERNATIONAL

J

DICTIONARf,

I). .\. HOONr., C. W. BELT.

Altar Wines,
112 East German St., Baltimore, Mb.

(49* Personal attention day ot night.

dold ^ 5'^^?r/n?^3l8 for all Oeea8ior}5
Plus and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Special 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^M'i'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, """^^lIi^I^ia/
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the -__j_j_-_._ _^-Q_.jp,-j_

Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

@^ALTAR WINES-®
Importers of First Quality

MARSALA AND SPANISH WINES
91. P. mcOONOVGH & CO.

aaa SOUTH FRONT STREET, PHIl.ADEI.PHIAi

LOUIS ReiTVTEL,

MANUFACTURER OF UPPERS.
721 and 723 West Girard Avenue, ' Philadelphia, Pa.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se^vlii); Maclilncs,

Guns, Rifles aud
Sporting Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BHYN MA^iVR, PA.

•»..
KOR

w%

*^

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKKD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.



PKICE 10 CENTS.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BO

Schoorand College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books. "v .;'

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash. -

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL :.

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 N. Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The Best
is llie dicnpcst.

Hallalian's Slioos

are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.

H A I 1 A l-l A N" Highth and Filbert Streets,
llAL^l^mini\,

Philadelphia.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MASUPACTUBBR' OF AWD DKALKR IN

'

DURABLE ':'•,.

Furniture § Bedding
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

^3 South Second St.,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Instltntions.
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A Retrospect.

What has the past year biou<;|^ht,

—

Tears, only tears ?

Hope would not beam so bright

Had \ve no fears.

Christ, to the drooping heart.

His grace unfurls

—

(iive them to Him, our tears,

Changed into pearls.

What has the past year brought,

—

Sighs heaved in vain ?

Flowers of purest joy

Budded in pain.

Drops from the wounded heart.

Chastened from sin, N

Rubies of rarer worth.

Give them to Him.

What will the new year bring?

Rest, sweetest rest.

Knowledge, from sorrow sprung,

Lasteth, is best.

Free not from sighs, our hearts
;

From tears, our eyes :

Crown us with these, oh. Lord,

In Paradise.

John I. Whklan, '()5.

STYLE.
Written for the Vii.i.anova Monthly by Mamkr I'raiicis l';i;,ui.

SKCOND PATKR.

We were formerly taught at school that some

great writer—Addison, for example,—should be

taken as a model for imitation. Preceptors had

even the temerity to recommend Dr. Johnson and

the pompous Gibbon. We were expected to imi-

tate these great people,—the idols of the classicists

in English literature. We were taught certain

rules, out of Blair's Rhetoric. These rules were

arbitrary. Our essays were blue ])encillcd when

we ended a sentence with a preposition or began

a sentence with " however." However, time and

a better understanding of this wonderful English

language has opened our eyes to the fact that

(juestious of rhetoric are not nuittcrs of bad and

good, but of better or worse, and that, in compari-

son with Greek or Latin, or German or I-'rench,

English is practically a grammarless tongue. The
only rules for style— I mean good style, of course

—which we can enforce are rules which are drawn
from good usage. Blair's diclii))i does not count

;

there is no infallible au'hority on style with us,

except good usage, if one can call an authority

infallible which is perpetually in evolution.

I hope that nobody will think that I am sneer-

ing at Blair's Rheloric. Like old violins and old

friends, it becomes more valuable (as a book of

reference) each year. It needs to be supplemented

by modern experience. lUair's RJietoric alone

will retard literary vitalit\- ; in the hands of an

experienced professor, who can condense it, and

cut out for use its definitions, it is unrivalled.

English is the niofyt illogical, the most inconsis-

tent, the most plastic and comprehensive of all

modern language. It was a lute in Chaucer's

time; it is a great organ now with all the stops,

except the z'ox Jiuuiana of the Italian. Analogy

will not help us in understanding it ; as we do

with the genders in I'rcnch, we must, in luiglish,

fall back on usage,—on good usage. They
manage this better in P'rance. As the legend goes,

Louis XIV, when a child, called for his carriage

and misplaced the gender. He said ''lecarosse"

for " la carosse." And it has been " le carrosse "

ever since ! Whether this be true or not, it is worthy

to be written in the annals of a polite nation.

We are not so polite. When Thackeray makes a

new word " resurging," we dd not ado^^t it,

although he is a good stylist ; nor is a word used

by vShakespeare, — " facinerons," for instance,

—

looked on as in good usage ; nor is a word

in good usage simply because it is '' in the

dictionary." A word to be of good usage

nnist have been used by at least three writers of

high repute. If I found a new word in De
Quincey, I should feel that it was on the wa>' to

be of good usage,—because I know of no English

writer who is more careful than De Quincey. If
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A Retrospect.

What has the past year brought,

—

Tears, only tears?

Hope would not beam so bright

Had we no fears.

Christ, to the drooping heart,

His grace unfurls

—

Give them to Him, our tears,

" Changed into pearls. ;
,

^ •

What has the past year brought,— .

Sighs heaved in vain ?

Flowers of purest joy r

Budded in pain.
'

Drops from the wounded heart,

Chastened from sin,

Rubies of rarer worth,
; ;

-^^^^^^ > ;

Give them to Him. :\^ ^:

What will the new year bring?

Rest, sweetest rest.

Knowledge, from sorrow sprimg,

Lasteth, is best.

Free not from sighs, our hearts
;

• From tears, our eyes :

Crown us with these, oh. Lord,

In Paradise.

John I. Whelan, '95.

STYLE.
Written for the Yillanova Monthly by Maurice J'rancis Kgaii,

SECOND PAPER.

We were formerly taught at school that some

great writer—Addison, for example,—should be

taken as a model for imitation. Preceptors had

even the temerity to recommend Dr. Johnson and

the pompous Gibbon. We were expected to imi-

tate these great people,—the idols of the classicists

in English literature. We were taught certain

rules, out of Blair's Rhetoric. These rules were

arbitrary. Our essays were blue pencilled when

we ended a sentence with a preposition or began

a sentence with " however." However, time and

a better understanding of this wonderful English

language has opened our eyes to the fact that

questions of rhetoric are not matters of bad and

good, but of better or worse, and that, in compari-

son with Greek or Latin, or German or French,

English is practically a grammarless tongue. The
only rules for style—I mean good style, of course

—which we can enforce are rules which are drawn

from good usage. Blair's dicttim does not count

;

there is no infallible au'hority on style with us,

except good usage, if one can call an authority

infallible which is perpetually in evolution.

I hope that nobody will think that I am sneer-

ing at Blair's Rhetoric. Like old violins and old

friends, it becomes more valuable (as a book of

reference) each year. It needs to be supplemented

by modern experience. Blair's Rhetoric alone

will retard literary vitality ; in the hands of an

experienced professor, who can condense it, and

cut out for use its definitions, it is unrivalled.

English is the most illogical, the most inconsis-

tent, the most plastic and comprehensive of all

modern language. It was a lute in Chaucer's

time ; it is a great organ now with all the stops,

except the vox humana of the Italian. Analogy

will not help us in understanding it ; as we do

with the genders in French, we must, in English,

fall back on usage,—on good usage. They
manage this better in France. As the legend goes,

Louis XIV, when a child, called for his carriage

and misplaced the gender. He said "lecarosse"

for " la carosse." And it has been "le carrosse "

ever since ! Whether this be true or not, it is worthy

to be written in the annals of a polite nation.

We are not so polite. When Thackeray makes a

new word " resurging," we d^ not adopt it,

although he is a good stylist ; nor is a word used

by Shakespeare,— " facinerous," for instance,

—

looked on as in good usage ; nor is a word

in good usage simply because it is "in the

dictionary." A word to be of good usage

must have been used by at least three writers of

high repute. If I found a new word in De
Quincey, I should feel that it was on the way to

be of good usage,—because I know of no English

writer who is more careful than De Quincey. If
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I found it in Goldsmith, De Quincey and Newman,
I should use it in spite of all the dictionary

makers ; I should do the same thing, if I found it

in Ivring, H^thornfe and Robert Louis Stevenson.

'1 intended, in this paper, to show how a young
person of average abilities might become an easy

writer ; but I have been led to speak of the art of

mental revision first. As soon as possible a young
writer should be taught to be critical. He should

be put through a course of the exercises on Addi-

son's style, in Blair, and the exercises in Brown's

false syntax, until life becomes a burden. This is

better than all the corrections his preceptor can

make in his essays—because the blue penqil

of the critic seldom gives the reasons for

such corrections and the eye of the learner often

neglects them. Let him develop standards of

judgment: Richard Grant White's "Words and"

their uses," Alfred's "Queen's English," Ayer's
*' The Verbalist," are all good for this. In the art

of writing, nothing can be done—as in the art of

reading—unless the habit of mental criticism be

formed. I hope that some of our young readers

" queried " a phrase in the last paper,—"a gross

lack of knowledge. '

' When I wrote, my acquired

instinct objected to it. It has been used before by

good writers; but it does not seem to me to-be

good enough for Villanova College. I let it go

with a purpose,—that you may do an exercise in

mental revision by discovering for yourselves why
it does not conform to the better usage.

"

This habit of mental revision should be practised

in one's own work. Do not begin by becoming a

jurist in regard to the work of others. ]&iogenes

probably failed to find an honest man because he

never thought of flashing his lantern into his own
face,—or perhaps he kept it too near his own face

and that made the world darker. At any rate, the

man who wants to write should not be on the look

out for bad writers ; he should use all his power of

revision on himself. And he ought to remember

that criticism means the discovery of beauties

even more than the picking out of defect. Let

him look for defects in himself and for beauties

in others; then he will become an artist.
—" Good '

Heavens! " said a youthful critic before Bouguer-

eau's "Orestes," in the Philadelphia Academy, "how
big the man's hands are !

" " Any fool could see

that ! " murmured the artist, Healy, under his breath.

The Field of the Cloth of Gold.

In the vast interminable conflicts which seemed

to convulse Europe ere the pride of Lucifer and

the licentiousness of Henry VIII had arrested a

goodly half of the people from Catholicism to

Protestantism, we read the portentious signs of the

political and religious revolutions that were to

occur. Enthusiasts were abroad long before the

sixteenth century. The Lollards of England had

held their secret conventicles at an early period,

as anyone that has read Bulwer's " Last of the

Barons " well knows, and at even an earlier date

Wyjcliflfe had sown seeds of theological and politi-

cal heresy that boded no advantage to his native

land. The Albigenses were doing nefarious work
in northern Spain and southern France. Germany
was rife for revolt. All Europe rested on the crater

of- a slumbering volcano that afterwards vomited

forth its lava of revolution on the deplorable six-

teenth century of the Christian era.

The effect of the wars between Guelf and Ghi-

belline was apparent in Germany and Italy. New
prophets arose to keep alive old traditional memo-

;

ries and they spared neither the Church nor kings

in the excitement of the times. In vain were

treaties made to assure peace among these disturbed

nations. Revolts were cropping up at all periods,

thick as flies on a summer's day. France kept her

eye on fair Italy, and sturdy England desiderated

Scotland's hills.

We come now to some antecedent causes that

brought about the reality of our subject. At the

accession of Henry VIII to the crown of England

—

peace reigned in Europe. The perceptible rise of

all the large monarchies could be noted. When
Pius III died, a warrior Pontiff, Julius II, succeeded

him. He held much of the same doctrine in

regard to Italy that President Monroe held in

regard to America :
" Italy for the Italians." When,

therefore, Louis XII of France and Ferdinand of

Spain took possession of Italian provinces, the

former of the duchy of Milan, the latter of Naples,

the strong-hearted Pontiff conceived the project of

driving these foreigners, whom he called contempt-
" uously barbarians, from Italian soil. He seemed to

see in their movements, the reality of what we
have seen in our days under Pius IX, the seques-

tration of St. Peter's patrimony to secular and op-

pressive power. Julius II, soldier without flinch-

ing, was withal ambitious of making Italy one

great empire under one great ruler whose natural

battlements and defences would be mountain, cold

and sea. He battled as man never battled before.

He humbled the pride of the Venetians, but Italy's

independence was still threatened by France, Ger-

many and Spain. The Spaniard withdrew from

all hostility to Rome, and the Roman Pontiff hoped

to draw the German into a quarrel with the French-

man. The English monarch of unsavory memory,

Henry VIII, young and susceptible to honor, was

to be made the ally indirectly of Rome in its pro-

ject of making Italy Italian. Events one after the
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other focused, and Henry in his endeavors to assist

the papal designs was badly beaten on land and

sea. Later on, England had her revenge, in

August i6, 1513, when a few hundred German
lancers and British archers put to flight 12,000 of

the French cavalry in the famous Battle of Spurs

or Battle of Guinegate.

But Henry VHI was soon willing to extend the

olive-branch to France. He was abandoned by

the Pope, deceived by the German Emperor, be-

trayed by Ferdinand—it was mere chance that

gave him his victory, for the best troops of France

were then in Italy—he would come, therefore, to

favorable terms with the French. Contrariwise

Louis held on till he had to play the diplomat, in

spite of himself He was the outcast of Rome, the

hated of the Swiss, the pursued one of England,

Spain and Germany. The famous league of the

nations against France was broken, and even Leo
X after the Council of Pisa besought the allies to

cease warfare with Louis XII of France.

Then came the marriage of the French king to

Mary, the sister of the English king, brought about

byWolsey, who was speedily to be Lord High Chan-

cellor, and ere three months had passed, the old

French monarch, unable to stand the gaieties of

his new life, was placed in the tomb of his

ancestors.

Francis I, Duke of Valois, succeeded Louis

XII. Handsome and majestic he was predicted in

days to come to be *' king of the people, hero of

the soldiery, prince of the ladies." The old policy

of extending the power of France in Switzerland

and Italy, became the sole object of France's efforts,

and the French king won what he ambitioned.

Peace was declared between all powers in Europe
save one, and it was with no uneasy eye that

France looked on the unfriendly conduct of Eng-
land, which, while it did not go into open combat
with France, encouraged her enemies and aided

them with supplies.

Here we turn our eyes from general history to

gaze on the form of a man who directed with mas-

terful energy most of the stirring events of those

and future days, who rose like the morning sun
and faded after his day was done into the gloom of

night itself. Wolsey the Magnificent and Wolsey
the Heartbroken. From the huoiblest circum-

stances of life, Wolsey had arisen to the highest

preferments. From the small revenues of an
ordinary clergyman, his wealth and munificence

increased to the boundless magnificence of a cardi-

nal of the Roman court. When he went abroad to

foreign countries, his attire better befitted a mon-
arch of ancient Rome than a humble servant of

Christ. There was a magnetism about him that

captivated all. The abbot that brought him his

scarlet hat from Rome was so poorly clad that the

people of Dover hooted him, but Wolsey, Cardinal

of St. Cecelia's and Legate a latere^ was resplendent

in purple and gold when in St. Peter's Abbey, West-

minster, king and noble bowed as slaves before his

spendor. His retinue was simply dazzling in its

make-up ; abbots, eai Is, bishops and knights formed

the long cortege that designated to the populace

Wolsey was abroad. Erasmus called him the

glory of the English kingdom. Richelieu, in the

height of his power and glory, was never decked

out as Wolsey, and it is no wonder that an historian

should term him Alexander the Great in a Scarlet

Cassock. Elegant in his manners and generous in

his disposition, he soon found Henry VIII acces-

sible and ready for his plans. Fifteen long years

he ruled the royal councils, and his fame had so

increased that it was not the literati, but the very

kings of Europe who recognized his paramount

mfluence and flattered his sense of superiority.

He, however, was possessed of a "vaulting ambi-

tion,"—he would yet be Pope of Christendom. To
this he directed even the success of national inter-

ests. To become Spiritual Ruler of Rome—the

" Butcher's son," as one historian called him,

would subjugate England's prosperity to personal

aims.

" How like a mounting devil in the heart,

s V. Rules the unweigbed ambition."

WHvLIS—Parrhasius. ;

Beneath the controlling power of Wolsey, a re-

conciliation was effected between Henry VIII and
Francis I. Not even the power of Charles V of

Austria nor the presents he showered on Wolsey
could defeat this proceeding. Francis in his de-

sire to accomplish his design of warding off the

enmity of England, sought an interview with the

diplomatic Wolsey more than he did with Henry.

Mayhap Francis promised the Cardinal the tiara,

could peace be procured.

On the frontiers of their kingdom, French and

English monarch were to meet. They both had

seemed loath to encounter each other, and had

even sworn to allow their beards not to grow till

such meeting came. Long beards became the

fashion at the French court, while Sir Thomas
Boleyn had to excuse his royal master that the

English queen had a great antipathy to a bushy

chin. The Field of the Cloth of Gold was fixed in

Picardy, near to the castle of Guisnes. About

June 4th, 1520, the monarchs with their large re-

tinues, and surrounded with ladies of noble

lineage, encountered each other. For weeks thou-

sands of workmen had been engaged in erecting a

large frame structure near the castle. It was quad-
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rangular in form, and no expense had been spared

interiorly and exteriorly to make it palatial. On
one side of the castle were placed the French, and

on the other, the English. As each monarch ap-

proached, one could see gold on every side. With
Francis were the French nobles vested in cloth of

gold and bowmen with gold quivers. Last came

the king, mounted on a horse of fine mettle, and

dressed in cloth of gold with a gold mantle, studded

with priceless stones. Heralds and kings-at-arms

marched near his majesty with their banners

golden in the sheen of the sun.

On the other side was Henry with his dukes and

earls and nobles in uniform of gold and green, at-

tended by bowmen with gold quivers. Henry was

attired in a cloth-of-silver vest decorated with pre-

cious stones and a white plume waving in the air

from his cap. The festivities began after the two

monarchs had entered into the palace that was

hung with cloth of gold. Next day began the tour-

naments. Challenges had been sent to all foreign

courts—declaring that the kings of England and

France with fourteen other champions would meet

all comers to the plains of Picardy at tilting and

other knightly pleasures. An historian says that

Wolsey must have had in his eye the two guests
;

Csesar Borgia had hanged on the battlements of

his castle, so numerous were the sentinels and

watchers about their tents. Their meeting was

very cordial, at least as far as exterior appearances

were concerned. In the midst of a vast arena were

the kingly and knightly sports to take place. Two
trees (artificial) were erected—a red hawthorn in

honor of Henry, and a raspberry in houor of Fran-

cis, and around their trunks were entwined damask
and green ribbons. Everything about these trees,

even to the delicately-cut leaves was so made as to

deceive the most skillful eye. For a whole fort-

night the tourney continued. When the clarion

sounded, the two royal knights entered the lists.

With perfect grace they proffered their obeisance to

the attendant ladies, and began the combat. At
the first pass France was nigh successful, but Eng-
land was not subdued. In the second joust Henry
disarmed Francis, but did not unhorse him. The
ladies waved their bannerets for the combat to

cease. Meanwhile went on the battles between
the French and English knights—battles on foot

succeeding their cavalry combats. In exultation

Henry boasted of the achievements of his bowmen,
and to his taunt Francis vaunted the possible

deeds of his Bretons. One word drew another,

and bluff Harry challenged his French adversary.

Henry was short and stout, while Francis was slen-

der of limb but agile in his movements. The con-

test had hardly closed before Francis managed to

trip up the English monarch, and Henry rising

purple with rage and panting for revenge, wished

to continue the combat—but the judges decided

otherwise. The chivalric festivities ceased, and

other matters were to be attended to.

The Field of Cloth of Gold, after all its splendid

environments, was a field of future misery. Henry
was pleased to have his greed even further glutted

by Francis' promise to pay him annually 100,000

crowns. The lordly incumbent of the French

throne would soon be undeceived, for Wolsey was

even chancing on his rupture with France as he

and his monarch were going to that field. Henry's

great joy of these days of the tournament was the

flashing glance of Ann Boleyn, who sat by Eng-
land's queen, gazing on the dexterity of her royal

paramour. :;;.;-,::, ;,.:/-;;•-.; '::^.:--;;,:- ^;:v^v:.."'w, :;"/:•-

Wolsey the Magnificent had by this splendor

made a friend of Francis, and he had Charles V of

Austria in his favor ; with Henry's aid he would

now gain the Papal Diadem.

Did he succeed ? The poor abbot that gave him
hospitality at Leicester could best tell this.

Did Ann Boleyn succeed ? Henry's sacrificial

block in the Tower of London gives us the answer.

Did Francis succeed ? The arms of Henry and

Charles V devastated his kingdom.

Did the Lord Harry succeed ? Within the por-

tals of the despoiled convent, Sion House, the very

dogs lapped up his blood. / .^ ,
-•

" Heav'n still with laughter the vain toil surveys, 1-

And buries madmen in the heaps they raise."

Pops.—Essay on Mau.—^p. IV. Line 74.

My Guardian Angel.

Guardian of my soul immortal,

Leaving heaven's golden portal,

Sent by love divine.

Guide my steps through every danger,

Turn away God's righteous anger

From these sins of mine.

In the darkness of temptation

Be my soul's Becure salvation,

Lest in sin I fall.

I will heed thy gentle warning,

Whispered to my soul each morning.

As on thee I call.

Though I cannot see thee near me,

Yet I know that thou wilt hear me

—

Hear my lowly prayer.

And across life's troubled ocean,

Steer my bark in fond devotion,

To a haven fair.

To that shore where joy unending,

Fills the soul with peace transcending,

Speed my spirit free.

Let me anchor in a harbor,

Where there's neither grief nor labor,

For eternity. j . P.McG.
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. St. Augustine of Hippo.

TWELFTH PAPER.
"

Therefore to reach this perfection of their loftily

endowed being,—to have and enjoy these graces of

the Most High in all their fulness and richness, to

attain to this state of real inner holiness, whence,

(for such was the Will of God—their Creator,) was

to follow their perennial happiness and beatitude,

was the vocation of the angelic spirits.

That such was the purpose of the Most High in

His creation of the angels is clearly pointed out by

all their endowments, by all the energies of their

sublime spiritual nature. •
.

^'
,. '/ . - ,

For vocation, be it said, is a sequence of the

,. Divine Goodness, a very clear and distinct proof of

this Goodness, and the one grace of God that

deserves primarily to be cherished. In general

vocation is nothing else than the call, or summons,
(we here are speaking of intelligent beings only,)

which God addresses to His creatures, according to

the measure of their powers to correspond by their

individual and personal activity to His most per-

fect and divine Will,—to so attune their lives to

^tlie standard of His divine Life, as to reach that

eminence of inner spiritual excellence—of personal

holiness, which He of His own free Will, through

His own sheer benevolence for His creatures, has

set for them as the ultimate goal of their virtuous

activity. This is the only real and proper vocation

of angels and men.

Moreover in bidding His creatures thus to follow

that path in life, which in His divine wisdom He
has traced out for them, God not only makes known
to them what is His divine purpose, not only bids

them what course to follow in life, what to do, how
to act, how to live, what to shun, but in His provi-

dence has also endowed His creatures with the

means—the graces of mind and will, whereby

cherishing these behests of the Most High, they

may execute them by knowing Him, loving Him,
and imitating Him.
For in the attainment of knowledge, that is the'

possession of truth, (and the higher the better,)

in the love of this truth, (and the more ardent the

nobler,) consists chiefly one's imitation of the

Deity,—the highest possible perfection of the

creature.

For God being essentially infinite perfection is

therefore infinite Truth and infinite Charity ; and

this perfection of truth and love in the creature is

obtainable only by their intelligence and will.

For though the beings of God's merely material

universe,—the merely physical organisms of plant

and brute, are marked with manifold signs of His

divine Wisdom, goodness, bounty, everywhere dis-

closed in the marvellous order, regularity, variety

and beauty, which holds in their organization and

adornments, yet these same material organisms are

not stamped with the seal of God's inward and

spiritual goodness,—with the image of His divine

Life, the holiness of His infinite righteousness.

For having no spiritual character, no under-

standing, no freedom of will, the plant and beast

cannot know the Law of God ; cannot see the

why and wherefore of their creation ; cannot, by

practising virtue, attain to inward cleanliness—to

righteousness of mind and will ; canrfot recognize

His gifts; nor, in brief, freely and meritoriously

of themselves imitate His goodness.

For the organisms of the lower world of crea-

tion were not made for eternal life. When speak-

ing of plants and beasts the term vocation, or

mission, can be taken then in only a loose and

figurative sense. For them the perfection of their

spiritless and therefore graceless lives consists

simply and solely in their unreasoning and unlov-

ing fulfilment of the laws of their Creater, who, in

moulding them after His fashion, in endowing

them with merely vegetative and sensitive nature,

designed them solely as the aids, instruments, or

servants of man—their nobler fellow creature, and

therefore as the unconscious and meritless agents

of the Will of God in working out His plan for

the justification and happiness of the human world.

Such is the mission, or vocation, of the merely

material universe.

Frequently in the story of the human world

have been recorded instances where the Almighty

has made use of His material handiwork in order

thereby to work out His divine and mysterious

purposes, and thus all the better display His

infinite power and wisdom.

Thus, (to inention merely a few instances,) God
formed Adam—the first man—of the clay of the

earth ; in order to rebuke the stubbornness of His

human servant Balaam, He made use of the voice of

His brute servant—an ass ; to point out His coming

to earth to the Wise Men He chose the ministry of

a star ; and with dust and spittle He healed the

sightless orbs of a blind yet trusting believer.

Here we may also note the marvelous and truly

divine energy, which, in after ages of the world,

God—the Redeemer of mankind—gave to such

material substances, as water, wine, bread, oil,

—

the matter, as it is technically known, of the

Sacraments of His Church,—the channels of His

divine graces, whereby men are put in close and

immediate touch, as it were, with the power and

excellence of the Divine Life.

But to return to the real vocation, or mission,

of the Most High. This term, as ought to be
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clear, when properly and strictly used, implying
as it does, natural goodness on the part of the

creature,—a reasonable and willing desire to honor,

obey and love His Creator, can be predicated only

of God's intelligent creatures, who, as is evident

from their nature and its endowments, cau, in

seeking His truth and following His righteous-

ness, not only share in His own inner and divine

excellence, but with Him also enjoy the divine

Life without end. ''..',:-,-:'/.<;•;•"'.;;.:!; '.::y'': ^'''^\: -•<}'/:' 'Z'
r'

For like other blessings of the Most High in the

created order of things, this vocation, call, or mis-

sion, of God's goodness, when made known to

angels and men by merely created agencies—the
understanding and will, is styled the natural voca-

tion of the creature. Such vocation is also vari-

ously known as the guidance of common sense, the

light of reason, the voice of nature, because reason

teaches its possessor (though not fully) what he

must do to please His Creator. It tells him what

is true, right and good, and therefore that God is

supreme and infinite Truth ; that He is the Giver

of all good ; that in the love and enjoyment of His

friendship alone lies the natural term of all intelli-

gent and virtuous existence ; and that apart from

^ Him one's happiness, or beatitude, can be but bar-

ren and utterly incomplete.

But it must be observed and just as strongly

insisted upon that in His love for His creatures, in

view of their higher and really divine destiny, God
makes known His Will to His beloved at times in

ways that are wholly above the natural reach of

the creature,—in ways that in themselves are

supernatural, superhuman, superangelical. Such
extraordinary manifestation of God's Will is

known by the name of divine vocation, or the

vocation of God in the order of grace. But of this

we will treat more fully further on. Here it is

enough to state that the natural vocation of every

intelligent being to a life of righteousness is then

the chief blessing, or grace, of the Creator,—in

fact, the first of all God's gifts, or graces, to, the

intellectual universe. No one gifted with intellect,

or reason, is deprived of this grace. It is a conse-

quence, or corollary, of his intellectual nature, and

is given to all at the start of their reasonable and

intellectual life.

From this it follows, (and the same may be said

with emphasis,) that whoso in hearkening to this

most beneficent voice of nature, believes in God,

loves God, and seeks to imitate His righteousness,

is blessed therein because of his proper use and

employment of his understanding and will. For

the intellective creature this is the natural happi-

ness of life.

And as may be said of other gifts of the Most

High, when hearkening to his natural vocation as

made known to him by the light of the mind, one

enters into this blessed and most natural fellow-

ship with his Creator, he may not unreasonably

expect to be made partner with God in His still

higher and infinitely nobler blessings ; may look

forward to the time when he shall be called again

by the Most High to the life bf divine righteous-

ness, wherein he will partake of the divine and

heavenly graces of God's own Spirit, which sanc-

tify unto Life Eternal.

This second vocation of the creature follows the

natural vocation, and is styled the supernatural

and divine. Unlike the natural vocation, this

divine vocation is not given to all. It is a bless-

ing that is given to the upright in mind and will,

and IS reserved for them that, heedful of the light

of their understanding, and loyal to the bidding of

their conscience, invite on themselves the higher

blessings of their Maker. Thus in after ages of

the world, (so we are told in history,) by signal

bounty of the Most High, were called by His

divine voice to a life of divine righteousness those

servants of His, who chiefly were to be instru-

mental in furthering the salvation and redemption
of the human race,—in making known to them the

revealed Will of the Maker, in teaching them the

beauty, excellence and inexhaustible richness of

the after life, to which they had been chosen.

Such were the patriarchs and prophets of God in

the Old Law, and the apostles, disciples and saints

in the New.
These truly were the well beloved of the Master.

T. C. M.
^

{To be contiiiued.^

An Extract From My Diary.

One afternoon last week while leisurely engaged
in scanning my diary I came to a part that has
always been of more than usual interest to me. It

was a facsimile of a letter which I received some
time ago from a dear friend which contained a
description of a storm beautitully contrasted with
the state of the weather immediately preceding,

and also a thrilling experience of a shipwreck.
Being connected with a large and flourishing com-
mercial house the writer was accustomed to visit

Europe, Australia and South America to transact

business. While on one of these voyages to the

last-named place the ship on which he embarked
encountered a severe storm and was wrecked. I

was so much absorbed in this work that I deemed
it sufficiently interesting to present an accurate

account of all the principal events and circum-

stances connected with the wreck as told in his

own words.
August 8, 1 86-.

It was an ideal day in June. The sky was
cloudless, save ever and anon there was visible in

the blue horizon a thread-like silvery cloud which,

however, quickly disappeared. The sun, resplen-
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dent in all its glory, had already passed the meridian
in its course toward the west. The ocean, as far

as the eye could reach, resembled a boundless
prairie ; so calm and smooth was it that one
might be tempted to set out fearlessly in a frail

boat on its broad and inviting waters. There was
a gentle breeze blowing. The sea birds were fly-

ing close to the waters, into which they would
occasionally dip their bright wings. The finny

tribes, enticed by the warm rays of the sun, were
sporting on the ocean's surface. The far-distant

mountains, whose white-capped summits were
scarcely discernible, lent a fitting background to

this picture of Nature's loveliness. Such, in fine,

was the day prior to the wreck. We had hereto-

fore enjoyed an extremely pleasant voyage, because
of the beautiful weather that had prevailed. The
ship was sailing slowly with a light wind. The
captain, whose weather-beaten and wrinkled coun-
tenance betokened years of exposure to the storms

.and perils necessarily encountered in a seafaring
life, paced restlessly up and down the deck with
many an anxious glance cast heavenward. More
than once did he pause to examine, by the aid of
his telescope, the appearance of the western sky.

.^ That a storm was brewing was evident from the
i tightly drawn lines and nervous twitchings of his

;. mouth, and after each survey his face bore a more
•troubled expression. Nor were his fears un-

y grounded. For, lo ! far to the west there appeared
immense black clouds, each becoming blacker and
more terrible to behold, as they approached nearer
to the ship. Onward came the storm, fiercely

struggling in the sky, hissing and roaring like

some furious monster when in pursuit of its prey,

fearful lest it should escape. The thunder, almost
inaudible at first, and like the far-off cannonading
of two large armies in battle, was gradually but
surely growing more distinct and more terrifying.

As I, in fear, listened to its terrific peals, the recol-

lection of Dickens's words passed vividly before my
mind. " If every piece of ordnance that man ever
invented and brought into the field of battle had
been simultaneously discharged that night, the
combined sound would have been as a whisper
compared to the roar of heaven's artillery that

thundered in the skies."

The darkness was so intense that no object could
' be seen except at intervals when the bright flashes

of lightning would illuminate the heavens. The
brave ship plunged forward like a steed untrained
to the reins ; her gallant prow cut the waters

; the
topsails were reefed ; the sails were furled. Slie

wandered aimlessly over the surging deep, some-
times her bow appeared to be buried in the waves,
only to emerge again from her fancied sepulchre
and dauntlessly push forward as if conscious of her
great responsibility. The wind was blowing troni

the northwest. The sea was tremendous, and so

high was the foam thrown that, at times, the waves
seemed to reach the sky.

At this moment a mountain of water of fright-

ful shape, towering high above the ship, advanced
threateningly toward her and for a short time she
seemed as if lost, but when she rose again to the
surface, the two masts, carrying the mate and two
of the sailors lashed to them, were swept away.

The ship was soon afterwards discovered to have
sprung a leak. The water was fast rushing in.

All hands were busy at the pumps, not with the

intention of saving the ship—for that was beyond
all human power—but for the purpose of keeping
her afloat as long as possible. These brave sailors

employed every means known to them ; but it was
too late. It was only a matter of time, the leak

was too large. The hold was soon filled ; the ship

was slowly sinking. Another immense wave,
larger than the first, approached and broke with
terrific force upon her deck. I, half stunned by
the violence of the blow, was washed into the sea

;

and at this instant grasped at a piece of the debris.

A few moments later the ship sank from view
carrying all on board, fifteen in number, down
into the watery depths. :'- ::'r ,::,./:-:.r/^.^::':.-.^--'',:-!^:\.

Let the reader imagine himself withdrawn, for

a short space, from intercourse with the living

world, and dwell in spirit with me on the wild and
furious ocean. After I had witnessed the fate of

the vessel, hope abandoned me. It seemed, indeed,

as if kind Providence had saved me to be
"Alone on the wave, alone in the dark

• / To bufifet the storm ak ne." ^ ; : V
For, as an author of great prominence truly

remarked. "In proportion to the number of
sharers in the danger, individual fears diminish."
So it was with me, death with the sailors was by
far preferable to this one. ;

*

Was there ever a prospect so unfavorable? Dur-
ing the whole night the storm waged with un-
abated fury. Momentarily expecting my doom
vi2. : to be dragged from the spar which I had
opportunely seized, or devoured by some huge sea
monster, I stood cold, hungry, thirsty and tremb-
ling with fear like a criminal awaiting his sentence.
For hours (and it seemed ages) I clung to the raft

drifting in whatever direction the waves carried
me. About daybreak I descried on the horizon
a moving object. As this approached I tound it to

be a sail. I immediately began signaling her, but
she returned no salute nor indeed, did she give
any sign of recognition. I was plunged into a
deeper state of wretchedness than that from which
I was aroused by the sight of the ship. My joy
knew no bounds when I perceived her turning
from her course and steering directly toward me.
I was, at length, rescued.

On the day following the rescue, after having
sufficiently recovered from the terrible shock of
the shipwreck I was standing on deck admiring
Nature in her beauty, I could not restrain a
shudder at the thought of the treachery hidden in

the ocean's breast. The noonday sun was high in

the heaven. The breeze had sunk to rest. The
ocean gave no sign of the awful tragedy in which
it played such a prominent part. The scene, that is

presented to my view as I gaze in admiration on
the ocean and as I think of the fate of the ship
and her crew, is very beautifully portrayed in the
following

:

"The angry tentpest ceased, the winds were hushed to sleep,
And calm and bright the sun shone out upon the deep.
Rut that gallant ship no more shall roam the ocean free.

She has re^t- hed her final haven, beneath the dark blue sea."

M. J. Murphy, '95.
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EDITORIALS.

We all admire modesty. We cannot help it.

"Modesty is to merit," says La Bruyere, "what
shade is to figures in a painting : it gives it bold-

ness and prominence." It seems peculiar that in

our days, modesty in a gentleman is coi^sidered a

failing. How often we hear that such a one is

"too modest," "too backward," and "he will

assuredly never get on in life." The inference is

that he ought to be more bold and more forward.

This is not truth. We admire a woman for her

modesty, and it seems to add to her beauty. It

throws on her countenance a light that is borrowed
from her virtue. In England the people call the

rosy tint which surmounts the cap of the white

rose, "the maiden-blush." This delicate hue is

only a symbol of the best ornament of womanly
character. A moman without modesty is like a

faded flower. We admire modesty, too, in a young
man. Who can bear a blustering, talkative, arro-

gant youth ? He talks to his elders so dictatorially

that one would believe the law of nature was re-

versed. A modest youth always gains for himself

the esteem and consideration of those who surround
him. If he has not yet entered into active life, he
obtains good-will, and, afterwards, a generous pro-

tection that will give him ample opportunity to

rise to distinction in the ranks of life. It is always
a pleasure for great men to discover hidden merit

—

to make it shine before the world. When Pliny,

who was a great lawyer and a beautiful writer,

would be importuned to plead a case, he often

would accept on condition that some poor modest

and timid advocate should be associated with him.

Among the Romans modesty was considered to

be a valuable element in oratory. Pliny always

liked the hesitative manner, the modest blush in a

speaker. The very confusion which overtakes

young speakers gains for them the sympathy of an

"audience. We speak of the circumstance when it

is not drawn out too far.

Vain-glory is incompatible with modesty. When
we see men, especially young men, inordinately

praising themselves, we cannot help laughing at

their vanity. Or when we see them gathering up

the compliments paid them, and, in their speech,

adorning and augmenting them, we feel they have 7

weak heads and narrow minds. Vain-glory is the

opposite of modesty. Vain-glory is only a species

of pride, and a very low species at that. It is a
''

vile thing, and if often even it is combined with

merit, it licks the dust—to use a poet's expression.

We all should strive to be modest, and not run

after flattery and glory like children chasing

butterflies.

" Modesty is to virtue," says Lord Chesterfield,

"what a veil is to beauty." It does not dim the

glory of virtue. When old Themistocles wearied

his countrymen about the battle of Salamis, they

rose up and exiled him. His vanity bored them.

The Orientals have a beautiful apologue about

modesty. It is a dew-drop changed by God into

a pearl—the reward to that which thought itself

the least of Creation.

With this issue our Monthi^y enters upon the

third year of its existence. We deem it our duty

and find it a pleasure to thank all our friends and

patrons for the assistance they have given us

and our predecessors. Many changes have taken

place during the past two years. None of the

original staff" remain. The most of them have

graduated, and are striving for distinction in their

various avocations. Although they have ceased

to take an active part in the welfare ofour Monthly,
yet it is to their imited and untiring efforts that

it owes its existence. That they may succeed in

their every undertaking and occasionally exert

themselves to further the interests of Villanova

and its Monthly is our sincere and earnest wish

Subscriptions for the ensuing year are now due.

Please forward the same to the business manager.

Your amount is small, but yet of great assist-

ance. - 5-, ;"

-<<

^-.^, -.^-. .i^^.>
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. MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

ni itical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

91.—The area of a polygon of 25 sides is equal

to 40 : find the ..area of the ring comprised between

the circumference of the inscribe and circum-

scribed circles. . , .,

Solution by John I. Whelan^ '90,

\ ch -1^-1.6

\ C-fi2'
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The area of the trapezoid A E FD ="

\h{A E -^ D F) -:':.:v;^:;;vV-j^v:;'r^7^:•::

The area of the trapezoid E B C/^== V^^- ."
•

\ h{E Ji ^ FC) , V . '
-

"RwiAE-l- D F= E B + FC '

Therefore the trapezoid A E FD is equivalent
to the trapezoid /f B C F.

9|.—What is the area of a quadrilateral circum-
scribed about a circle whose radius is 25 feet, if

the perimeter of the quadrilateral is 400 feet?

What is the area of a hexagon having an equal
perimeter and circumscribed al)out the same circle?

Solution by J. J. McCarthy.
. ,

Let P represent the perimeter of the circum-
scribed polygon A B S Q and O C the radius of
circle.

Then the area of quadrilateral A B S Q =^ Yz
(p y. o c).

~'

Proof.—Draw C A, C B, C S, C Q.
The area oi /:\ AC B = y, {A B X O C).
In the same way it may be proved that the area

ofeach z^, equals half the product of O Cand its base.

Therefore the area of the quadrilateral which
equals the sum of the areas of the triangles is

equal io ]/, {P X O C)
O C= 2^ feet

P = 400 feet

Therefore area of quadrilateral = }4 (400 X 25) =
5000 square feet.

The hexaofon has the same area.

New Problems.

96.—Compute the value of the following expres-
sions :

(a) a sin 0° -\~ d cos 90°

—

c tan 180°

(d) {a^ + d'-) cos 360°—4 ad sin 270°
97.—The rectangle contained by the segments of

the base of a triangle, made by the point of con-
tact of the inscribed circle, is equal to the rectangle
contained by the perpendiculars from the extremi-
ties of the base on the bisector of the vertical angle.

9<S.—If P denotes the radius of a circle, and a
one side of a regular inscribed polygon, show that

(a) In a regular pentagon, a = ~ 1 10 — 2 1^5

(b) In a regular octagon, a =^ P V 2 — v^ 2

(c) In a regular dodecagon, a -- P \2 — i/~^

99.—Solve
x^ — {m+ n) X = }{ {p -\- </ -{- m -j-n) {p-\ q—m—n)

SPLINTERS.

Our Jim. ,':';'.,:
/U'^"--";-'/-'':^;

'

•r: : Bill Barr^. ''l,,v. ^H:^:X'.M':''!^

Newcomers.

Little Cupid.

The Wizard. ,,, , ,

Harbor lights. ;,-. ,-^ • . ,v v. •; V :^'"^j'*.. / ::•

The Professor.
,

, '^•;;V.v'v'':':'7' '(r>:-^i-y,'':J:j(,:?:^ v'.^:

Little Brother. '

'

'•'' v^f:
^/-^''

l :]. "[::'.%, 1'--.^^-

" I'se 'sprised !" •:...'; y]
^

,.:.'. ;.-'.••'' „v.
'-;' :'^'.'-'

r
•'"

I. c. its awful." J;;. ;;.:•.:?
\''-^^" .S ;;

'^^^i-'^^
:>:.

"; -y<:§.

(, Motus astrorufn.- " /;,;;;,::.;•;':; /\ ;':'::'•'',.';'
'"f;

3.30 A. M. Ghosts. vv
,

."^-^
" Childless mothers." ~ / v ;

" Say, Bill, get the key!" /
He must be a mind reader.

Who jze/^i?^ the four eggs ? ; <

Oh, those Wednesday nights t

" My brother has it."—Maud. : ^v ;

Sour milk is good for sore lips. ;;:];
Where did they get those hats? { < <

;::Up to date—the man who writes 1895.

Who hurried across the base-ball field? -

" I can't play but am willing to learn."

To think that K y is also a ladies' man !

Boo and Prince had a fight. Boo got licked.

All the rail fences in this vicinity are barbed

wire.
: ;

; ^,;v
.^v;.;\- " v:;^--'::.. ^ ;•- ;-^

-'O-;.' ;; ':^:s-'-- ^M'' '
:'<^'':''yX:

<'-.-'.

Getting down to hard facts—crawling into a

college bed.

The first night Bill slept in the nfew glass house

he blew out the gas.

Brother J. got off a joke. He asked if the car-

penter had sent the Dore home yet.

A belated one from the Nurse-xy. "If it fell

over a little more it would look like the moon."

The rain does fall,

But the sun has set
;

Ah Charles have you got

The crackers yet i*-

How many cards have you ?

Just four trumps and two.

Six young men went out to skate, •

And said they wouldn't be home till late
;

They made up their minds they'd have some fun,

But five were told " your're not twenty-one."

" Your face is like a /5«.y/'^a' concertina."

The ingenuous youth, who is "not .slept out

yet," asked if she played " that violin with two

bows."

Oh youthful affection is a touching sight to see,

And John gave up tobacco since he went with me.

" The last time I was measured 1 weighed four

feet."

.>

V.,-
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,V^ .

Oil

Sully says when last he saw him, he was seven

squares long by two wide.

"I thought it might be a tramp trying to steal

the overcoats out of the study hall."

A wedding,

Some feasting,

Late hour to bed
;

No breakfast

Next morning, 'il/''k

A big swelled head !

'; ^

-"Are you asleep, father?" "Yes." "Good
night."

He came back from the city with a twinkle in

his eye. r/'-'-.J^-:-'--'^
":;.'"•"?; ^'v?/- i-.-^

^'''>>'. t'''.^'''--^-':'

A Splinter fell on the church steps and pre-

sented a queer aspect. ^ :
•; ;; ; : : : ; ^

The young man may have a wery nice woice,

but he told one lie in wa(y)ne. :.:;*.:
^

She says he is too slow to lead around by the

hand.

Tom received a Christmas present. Now his

friends are asking what he will do with it.

? She was a charmer,

j-y He was charmed.

•
'

• :
:

She charmed snakes

,
That were not fakes

;

He saw snakes.

Grew much alarmed,

'''J^'
^;'\,' .:'^y::'-i^'-;^;: But she was a charmer, •

'

;: : :^ He was charmed. -

.

He reasoned in psycology,

Expounded sociology,

: He studied his philosophy with zeal.

He was a linguist grammatic,

Solved equations, too, quadratic,

*But located St. Louis in Mobile.

All of the diminutives are measuring with the
new philosopher,—anxious to yield to him their

honorable title of " Shorty.

"

Hip, hurrah ! hold your horses

Or they'll get away !

Oh, what pleasure in the country,

Riding in a sleigh !

But the joy intoxicating

Quite upset his mind,

And he asked, " Is that horse coming
Toward us or behind ?"

I have learned a pretty story,

It will hardly do to tell,

Yet such a pretty story,

I cannot keep it well.

It's you tickle me
And I'll tickle you !

You tickle, I tickle,
"^

Tickle then we two.

It has been suggested to Andy,

Since the star of his heart has not risen.

That he advertise for a " steady girl,"

Who will promise to be all his'n.

Honi soil qui maly petise—
A motto old and solemn

—

Dear Owl Aud Earlhamite please note,

When you read our " Splinter" column.

SHAKESPEAREAN QUOTATIONS.

The Rhetoricians: . ;; V^^;^^'^^^; ;;;;

Banish Jack and banish all.

—

Henry IV. (J, J.

His nature is too n.o\i\^.—Coriolanus. (A. J. P.)

I know a trick worth two.

—

Henry IV. (E. T.

W.)
I do remember an apothe

—

Cary.—Romeo and
Juliet. (J. T. C.)

I'll rant as well as thou.

—

Hamlet. (E. J. W.)
Loves to hear himself talk.

—

Romeo and Jiaiet.

(J.J. R.):v^:.'.?,.://.^;.^..-:V ::--::.: ^/.^.-•^^^^

Life's but a hollow shadow.

—

Macbeth. (T. J. C.)

Mischief, thou SiXt . Siiooi.—Jiclitis Ccusar. (E. V.

McK.) ,:.,- „>^. ,..;:;.. ,:,.-

Commend me to thine honorable wife.

—

Othello.

(D. A. H.)

Oh, that this too solid flesh.

—

Hamlet. {^.

J. M.)

Remember the poor creature, small beer.

—

Henry IV. (M. J. R.)

Saint George, that swinged the dragon

—

K.

fohn. (G. A. B.)

He was, indeed, the glass.

—

Henry IV. (C.

E. W.)

BREAK, BREAK, RROKE.

Break, break, break.

On the rocks of my frailty.

For the promises made at New Year's

Will never be kept by me !

Oh well for heroic boasts

And vows that were to endure,

Oh well for the potent No-tobak,

The Fool's gold of the Keely cure !

And the tide of life runs on,

Withersoe'er you will

—

But O, for the sight of the leaf that was turned.

That isn't turning still

!

Broke, broke, broke,

The green leaf was fair to see.

But the kaleidoscopic tints of old

Have settled again on me

!
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EXCHANGES.

•^

Indeed it is not our wish to use our column as a

medium of aggressive criticism, but when we are

confronted with such an article as appeared in

the Lebanon Valley College Forum of last month,

viz.: " Boodleism and Romanism," we will be par-

doned for manifesting a little resentment. If we
were to follow the thread of the invective step by
step, it could easily be shown how thoroughly

biased and unreasonable the article is. But we
have not space for that, nor indeed would we if we
had, as the only way to treat such open bigotry and
prejudice is with silent contempt. But the writer

traps himself by the line of argumentation which
he endeavors to follow out : comparing the strength

of the nation to that of Samson which rested in

the secret of his hair, and comparing the Catholic

Church to Delilah of old, he says, " Like unto the

seven locks of hair, we boast of our strength as a

nation in that we have seven free institutions, viz.:

free thought, free speech, free worship, free press,

free shops, free schools, and a free ballot. These

seven locks ' Romanism '
—

* theinother of harlots '

—

through superstition, bigotry and trickery is trying

to sever from us and unless we awake to the true

situation, she will succeed." With these and

other similar expressions the writer, while he en-

deavors to prove the desire on the part of the

Catholic Church to destroy the "seven powers,''

to an observant reader will evidently appear as

being most eager himself to destroy one of these

powers by severing one of the aforenamed locks,

viz.: free worship.

The most interesting feature of the last number
of the Holy Cross Purple^ is the article entitled

"Fifty Years Ago," illustrated with portraits of

the different presidents and several bishops. Pict-

ures of the college buildings as they were some

thirty years ago and as they are to-day decorate

its pages. We commend the Purple for the

laudable pride it assumes in behalf of her Alma
Mater. The poem " To Alma Mater" is excellent.

In the November and December numbers of the

Sunbeam^ from Ontario Ladies' College, may be

found several interesting and instructive essays,

among which may be classed, " Advancement in

Life" and "The Novel in Literature." The
poem, however, entitled "The Little Wanderer,"

is not of a very high order.

We extend a hearty greeting to our latest ex-

change, the De La Salle. Its first number augers

well for a bright career. Stop not, De La Salle,

till you have equalled or, if possible, excelled your

predecessor at "Old De La Salle," whose untimely

death deprived Scholastic Journalism of one of its

brightest ornaments.

The Crimson and Gold vies in excellence with

its sister journal of the Central High School. Its

articles are good and its editorials well written.

Altogether it presents a very neat appearance.

To the Owl we send greetings. Laugh while

you may, Brother, life is not all sunshine.

THE SOCIETIES.

V. L. I.—Irtie regular meeting of the Literary
Institute, on Wednesday evening, Jan. i6, was
well attended. The President was requested to

convey the thanks of the society to the Rev. J. T.
O'Reilly, OS. A., of Lawrence, Mass., for his sev-

eral favors to our reading room, and to the Rev. J.
B. Leonard, O.S. A., of the Faculty, through whose
kindness thirty-six volumes of the Ave Maria
were added to our Library. After the admission
of several new members, the society adjourned till

Wednesday, Jan. 30, when oflEicers for the ensuing
term will be chosen. The members are requested
to heed the warning of our President, that none
but those in good standing will have a voice in the
election.

V. A. A.—On January 27, the Athletic Associa-
tion met to transact the monthly business. As the
semi-annual meeting will take place soon, anything
of importance was deferred until that meeting.

PERSONALS

\

Among those who called at the College during

the past month were Rev. Frs. Gleeson and Cun-
ningham, S. J., of Philadelphia ; Peter Crane, O,

S. A., Lawrence, Mass ; the Misses Coar.and Con-
don, Jersey City : Miss Clara Hart, Wilmington,
Del.; Miss Constance Simons, Baltimore, Mrs.

Thomas Kennedy and Mr. J. Stanley Smith,
B. S., '94-

It is with deep sorrow that we are called upon to

make mention of the rather sudden death of Mr.
IVIichael Whelan, who died on Dec. 18, at his home
in Wilmington, Del. To his son, John, one of our

associate editors, and to the family in its present

hour of bereavement, we offer our heartfelt sympa-
thy. Among those who attended the funeral were
our Very Rev. President L. A. Delurey, who
assisted at the Mass, and M. J. Murphy, '95.

Scarcely had we ceased to think of Mr. Whelan's
death when the news came that Mrs. J. Parker,

of Quincy, Mass., mother of W.J. Parker, A. B.,

'93, was called to her reward. Although she had
been ill for several weeks no fears were entertained

as to her ultimate recovery, and the suddenness of

her death produced additional sadness in the family

on account of the very great loss sustained by her

death. We beg to extend our deepest sympathy
to the family in this their hour of great sorrow.

. ^li.fV.r-'r V^
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e. B. 5bowell, P. Dewee* Fryer, Qeo. W. Klrchner

Showell & Fryer, LIMITED,

ITU^RORTBRS RlSlD DBKL^BRS IN

^Groceries and Cigar8i«>

Juniper and Market Sts., V

PHILADELPHIA.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Ptiiladelphlfi,

111 fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that iiiakes a

specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
. i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

':^ 832 ARCH STREET.
Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

^ , E. K. WILSON & SON,
' Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Eepairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Custom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. LuTicasteT Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO. Vf. GIBBONS.

•;;K;::?J: D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., J :

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagher Bulldintr.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

John P. Collins,

^BooK-t- Binder -^

No. 1 South Tenth Street,
49-Job Work a Specialty. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,

X07 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

PhyiicUiu* PrescriptloDB Accurately C!ompounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/if/K ^- PR'WTT. Craduatc irj pi?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
A.lso a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries-

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

A. L. PLUSH,
DE.A^I.KR IN „ .,

Bicycles c

Of all Kinds.
Also Sevvlu^ Maclilnes,

Guns, lllfles and
SporttUK Ooods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
LA.NCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWB, PA.

P. J. COLAHAN, i838^MAl<KET ST.

Dealer ip pipe ()roeerie5.

BEST BRANDS OF FI^OUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VYAKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'iBIl

TN^ISI. E. tllNOH,
aiiNDoca ••• Giiflss,
• WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street, ;^
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GMESTNUT STREET, PHILA. .

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHBS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. l^YiilSTES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOPiiD SXREEX,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA,
'

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS.
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa

:A.
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THOTV^T^S BRT^D I-EV,
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au iuvitaliou to you to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selectiou of

. Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Cried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have coustaiuly ou liiiiul aud note the I,ow Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the I<owest in the City. Come, see for your.se.f

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ILEOANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

••CHRISTIAN JVIOORH.-f
'

ESTABLISHED so YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

CalcimlDing and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly nlte'^ded to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- GAREETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.

Post Oflice Address, Rosenaont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I,. KI.KIN'S, President
MARTIN MALO.SKY, Vici'-Prest and MaDiiKir

(!. K. ROIUNSON, Secretary
GKORGE S. HKA.NS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYLVAN^ GLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

(^09tra(;tor5 for Ij(^l7tir}^ Qties apd Jou/9$

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET.
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

"W. J. REED, aei N. Etguth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$'4.00 and 9!i.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU W.\ir

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LFARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN • FISH*^
DEALEN IN

Wati'lies, Clocks, Jewelry,
9ilv<-r\vare and Speftat-lrs.

Rcpaii-liiK a S|M-<-iaIt.v.

5-Cent Store.

<i|M-f'ia1tieH in 5 ami 10 Cent
Toys, Har<l\vare, Glassware,

f'U:

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

» THOMAS F. SMALL ;

,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, III2, 1114 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2ncl AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelptiia,

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 f/ortl? Svuelftl? Jt., pipila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

« AROHireCT*
; :

;. Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M. E. Reynolds.
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire sstlsfaetion , Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR, PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. iA^Hei-HN.
Manufacturer of aud Dealer iu all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
Honse FurnUhlni; Tin Ware of Every Deacrlptlon

Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA-BTER AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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WiCAVtAl\ I HAULMARKs^W COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

Sronipt answer and an honest opinion, write to
IlINN <&: CO., who have had nearly flfty years'

experience in the patent business. Cnminuniea»
tions strictly confidential. A Ilnnilbnok of In-
formation concerninK I'nteiitN and liow to ob-
tain them sent tree. Also a catalogue Of luechau*
leal and scientiflc bool<H sent free.
Patents taken tbroiidh Munn & Co. receive

BPecial noticeinthe Scivnlilic AiiiPi-irnn. and
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" Tempufl Fugit."

" Time flies "—as our old friend Horace sings

—

In its swiftness pursuit defying
;

To-day we enjoy the laughter of life, ; ;

To-morrow 'twill end in sighing.

To-day all is bright with flowers and song, :

'

And the sun o'er the meadows shining
;

To-morrow brings darkness and wind and rain

—

The birds and the flowers are a-pining.

To-day, looking down through the vista of years,

Our hearts are o'erflowing with gladness
;

To-morrow brings sorrow and pain and regret.

Alack ! they are weary with sadness.

Our to-days and to-morrows and yesterdays

Are but rain- drops in Time's vast ocean
;

The waves roll on in their ebb and flow

And show uiDt a sign of emotion.

But to-days and to-morrows and yesterdays

—

Though swiftly coming and going

—

Are the sum of a life, be it long or short,

Its pleasures and cares bestowing.

Time flies—we heed not its wild, wild flight,

The years that return—ah ! never

—

They will seem but as moments when, all too soon,

'Twill have flown from us forever.

R. A. G.

STYLE. --^^v^-::'>.:.:\^^^-^--W;;:

Written for the Villanova Monthly by Maurice Francis Sgan.

r> THIRD PAPER. . :

A critic has said to me: "No man can be a

writer who has not sublime thoughts—sublime

thoughts will produce a sublime style. And the

only rules that govern English should be derived

from Aristotle's 'Poetics' or from the study of

Cicero. The latter is always elegant and sonorous

;

you can not write a sublime style unless you think

sublimely."

My friend does not understand that I am not

writing for men of genius. I am writing for

men, who, like myself, are not boiling over with

sublime thoughts, men who want simply to ex-

press their own thoughts, and any man who
expresses his own thoughts in good English makes
literature. '>:''.,:'.

>''-;'~"''''^--'^V:^/'':'^;-;";'^':'-V:--,

Shakspeare and his great predecessor, Sophocles,

aie not less great because they ignored the rules

of Aristotle.^ And few English-speaking men will

admit that Carneille and Racine were made greater

by their adherence to their rules. Newman owed
asmudi to the study ofJeremy Taylor and Hooker
and the Bible as to Qicero. When one thinks of it,

one can not help concluding that Cicero's Latin of

the Senate was more colloquial than we, accus-

tomed to associate sonorousness and elegance with
long words, have for some time believed. " Ap-
prehend " is a mouth-filling word ; but, after all,

it is not better, except for its connotation, than
"catch on."

To return to the main question : How is the

student, not a genius, to learn to write ? He is

surfeited with rules for expressing what he does

not know how to express; he is gorged with
rhetorical directions whiifh he cannot apply ; he is

stunned with philological and historical notes on
"the authors" until they become to him as dry
as a bit of calculus to the mere unmathematical
layman. He hears about "style ;" he is told by
one man to admire Gibbons, by another to Imitate

Macaulay, by another to kvoid Latin derivatives,

by another to be as grandiloquent as De Quincey

"*>.
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at the end of the famous paper on " The Knock-
ing at the Door in Macbeth." He is paralyzed

by all this
; but, if he happen to be thrust into

newspaper work, he forgets it all—and writes.

The easiest way to learn to write, is to write. We
shall get rid of a great deal in the rhetoric books,

and give a few rules :

(/.) No day without a paragraph. ';-:iC]'-y--'''-'''-''^---'.

{II.) Never be in a hurry.

But, by way of preface, learn to think con-

sciously ! Of course every man who writes well must
express much more than his conscious thought

;

he, himself, is much more than his conscious

thought, and he must express himself. How shall

the young student be taught to think consciously

on any subject for a theme ?

{a.) He must gather together all his thoughts

or impressions ; all the results of his observation

or experience.

{b.) He must write them—p^le mele, at first.

The process of logical thinking is another

matter. Let us take, for example, a student who
has read his local paper and probably a novel or

two, and not much else, except his text books.

How are we to begin to help him to express

thoughts of which he is wholly unconscious ? You
may say that there is no necessity for his expressing

his thoughts at all. Nevertheless, any system of

education which does not teach the dumb to speak,

the deaf to hear, and the blind to see, fails of its

object—unless, as is too frequently the case, a

school sets out to develop only the clever. Now,
the quiet boy, the apparently stupid boy, is often

simply lacking in the power of expression. He
may be timid, too. He is dumb, because he has

not been taught to speak ; but experience shows

us that this boy rather than the glib and brilliant

student is the one who often speaks and writes best

and most eflfectively, when he has found the means
of expression. He is worth any amount of trou-

ble ; but there is no study so difficult to him as the

art of writing. And, in no class are all the facul.

ties of the teacher put under such a strain as that

in literature, when such young men form part of

it. Their pride will often prevent them from show-

ing an interest in a matter which has no element
of hope in it for them ; and it is difficult to arouse

interest and enthusiasm where both pride and
ignorance are aroused against you. No student

can learn to write who either "does not care," or

"does not want to care" ; but any enthusiastic

and docile student can learn to write.

ADVERTISE IN THE

VILLANOVA MONTHLY.

A Double Sacrifice.

x^; ; By J- I- whelan, '95.

: . ; -^r. Chapter I.

MEETING.

Joan had been happy all day. Not that she was

generally melancholy and morose ; but this day

she was particularly joyous, and as she went about

her household duties, she filled the house with

gladness and song. When she had helped her

mother prepare their frugal meal, she took down

her shawlj a light thing which she always left

hanging back of the door, and said she was going

out for a short walk.'

" But you have had no supper" said her mother.

"I care for nothing, tonight," she answered.

Then, in response to her mother's questioning look,

she continued : ;:

" I have been in the house all day, and the fresh

air will do me more good than a cup of tea. So,

bye-bye, mother dear, I will return before it is

dark." -^

Her mother looked after her affectionately, and

followed, with a look of pride, her retreating figure.

Joan was well calculated to inspire admiration in

one that beheld her. She was not "divinely tall,"

but divinely fair. The pink and white of her com-

plexion rivaled the delicate coloring of the blossom

of the apple. Her hair was of the color which the

old masters gave to that of the Virgin, and was

bound in one loose knot at the back of her head.

Her eyes were a liquid blue, intensified by the

long lashes, darker than her hair. The shawl

which she had thrown about her shoulders, did not

conceal the contour of her figure, which was well

developed. She was a perfect picture of youth and

beauty ; one whom m,en would madly love, one

who would love in passionate return.

Joan was the youngest of three children, the

only girl, idolized by her mother and two brothers.

She was a posthumous child, and when her father

had died, the widow ofJohn Morley resolved that

should the child be a boy, she would give him his

father's name. But the little stranger that came

to do battle with a cruel world, without a father's

protection, was a 1, and the mother called her

Joan ;
which was especially akin in sound to the

name of her father, when we consider the broad

pronunciation of the folk of the north country.

For our heroine lived in the quaint old city of

Greenock, at the month of the river Clyde in Scot-

land. Her father had been a master-workman in

one of the shipyards for which this river has been

famed so long. Joan's brothers, sturdy, handsome

lads, were now employed in the same place, earn-

ing fair wages, and the little family lived as comfort-

ably as most of their neighbors, as happily as any.
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Joan's path lay not through the noisy thorough-

fare, the main street of the city, where tall stores

and warehouses encroached upon the narrow side-

walk. She turned at the corner, and passing

through an arch under the railway, came at once

upon a narrow stream or burn. For this is the

peculiarity of the place, that solidly and compactly

built, and covering an area of two square miles, at

one place it is not over two hundred yards wide.

This is owing to a hill which rises rather precipi-

tately at this point, and through which the rail-

road tunnels.

She walked more leisurely now, following the

burn. She paused by the side of a large rock,

hollowed out, by the action of the elements, so as

to form a natural seat. Presently she was joined

by one whom she had evidently counted upon see-

ing. Their meeting was simple and unaffected.

It was evident that the place had known similar

trysts. .:,;,:,•,:,>. ..:'-:'-'::::':

" Good evening, Jim,** was all she said ; but the

pleasure was expressed in her beaming counte-

nance.
His hand was to his cap when first he caught

sight of her.
" Do you know," he said, " I was thinking of

)ou just as I made the turn in the road." This
was only a part of the truth ; he had been thinking
of her all day/-^- ii-:'-"', ':;-- :':::'V':;^;:-;:v;r

".'• :•;';"

" Were you ? " she asked. " How strange !

"

Jim didn't think so, and said that, as the last

time he saw her it was at this place, it was only
natural that she should be uppermost in his mind
as he approached the spot. : •:

This caused the color to deepen on her cheek.
" And I was wishing you would be here as I

passed," he continued.

He was as artless as she. Unconsciously they
had started to walk together, and their course lay

in the direction whence Jim had come, not towards
her own home. In life there is " naught so sweet
as love's young dream." So the immortal bard
has said. And with one shaft cupid has transfixed

these two innocent hearts.

Let us study Jim as they pass slowly along the

burn. He was tall and well built, evidently of an
athletic turn. As is not infrequently the case in

his country, he had the dark hair of his more
southern brother, which contrasted well with his

ruddy complexion and the blue gray of his eyes.

A high forehead, from which he had the habit of

brushing back his hair, betokened a capacity for

mental work. The whole expression of his face

was that of one of strong character, yet with a dis-

position as gentle as a child's, of one who would
appreciate a kindly action done, who would grieve

over, rather than resent, an injustice done by a
friend. He was a clerk in a linen draper's estab-

lishment, but the emoluments of his position were
by no means large, and he already sighed for a
wider and more lucrative field. He was agitated

by aspirations as yet vague and undefined. He

felt that there were latent powers within him
which he should try to develop. He had studied
drawing and music as far as they were taught in

the government schools, and had secured a certifi-

cate in both. He thought that in either line he
could have achieved success, but the consultation
with the good minister of the kirk, which had
followed the broaching of the subject to his par-

ents, had put an end to Jim's hopes. It was per-

haps well for his future happiness that the longing
in his soul was not appeased by these softer strains.

The all-wise Providence had reserved for him a
greater harmony which was to flood upon him.
Our friends now began to retrace their steps.

They paused once more, almost involuntarily, at

the side of the natural chair. It was here they first

had met, and it seemed to Jim that he could never
pass by the place without stopping.

"I will cut our names upon this tree, he said,
" to remind us, if either should come alone, of our
former meetings."
Was Jim getting sentimental or did he feel, as if

in the foreshadowing, a coming separation ? She
stood by his*side as he cut her initials in the yield-

ing bark of the tree.

"
J. M., that's forJoan Morley " he said. *' Now

for my own." And he cut, just below them, J. C.

—Jim Chrystie.
" Our first initials are the same," she said. Jim

gave her a quick look. Was this simplicity or

coquetry ?

" Perhaps our last initials will be the same one
day" he answered.

She colored slightly and they started for her
house. It was now nearly nine o'clock, although
day-light still lingerd. In the north country, in
summer, there is almost no night. > '•

Jim left her at the main street. He had never
yet called at her home. Not that he was not, in

every way, a suitable companion for her, or that he
feared his presence there would be distasteful to

her people, but there was just a touch of romance
in both their natures, arrd withal a feeling common
to both, that a meeting out in the free air of this

secluded spot, where one's presence was all suffi-

cient for the other, was more in keeping with their

hearts which beat as though they sought to throw
off the restraint of their narrow casements and to

soar through the unknown regions of love.

Joan returned to her home and retired at once to

her room, there to live over in a day-dream the past
few hours. She loved Jim Chrystie and acknowl-
edged the truth of what her heart whispered. She
had never been vain of her beauty before, but now
she stood before the mirror and gazed with satisfac-

tion upon the reflected image. Her breath came
fast. She was excited and her cheeks were more
than usually bright.

" I am beautiful," she said, " he must love me."
Then half ashamed and almost startled at the

vehemence of her own expression, she turned away
from the glass.

In the meantime Jim was enjoying his evening
meal. His appetites were healthy and, therefore,

he deferred thinking of the recent meeting until

the natural craving of hunger was satiated. But

"1
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he too was quiet all evening. He thought ofJoan
Morley in a manner somewhat new to him, that of
one who has a right to think of and admire an-

other. Why this was so, he could not tell. Did
he love her ? That he would not acknowledge, for

love, in its incipiency, affects the youthful lover in

a manner different from that in which it touches
the heart of the maid. She bows at once to its

dominion and owns to a pleasing subjection ; he
rather resents the admonition that heart not head
shall rule him. Jim Chrystie knew that Joan
Morley had greater charm for him him than any
other girl, knew too that he was not indifferent to

her, but to what extent he did not seek to inquire.

At any rate, he could leave her to morrow, and
would leave her, if chance should discover to him
a means of advancement in art or worldly welfare.

This was his passion then supreme, that made him
the less vulnerable to the shafts of Cupid. «

Chapter H.

the parting. /;,"'/

A month had passed since Jim had cut his own
name and that of Joan Morley upon the tree by
the burn. He had been a not infrequent visitor

at her home since then. Even in that short time
his visits had become to be looked upon as a matter
of course by the members of her family. Joan's
mother divined at once what had given the new
elasticity to her step, the deeper brilliance to her
eye. But Jim was a good lad, steady and ambi-
tious, and although she felt a present pang in the
prospective parting with Joan, she wisely entered
no objection. So it gradually dawned upon Jim
that he was looked upon as the accepted suitor for

Joan's hand, and indeed she had come to have a
place in his day-dreams of the future. And now
those dreams were, in his estimation, about to

reach their realization. He had engaged a berth
in the steamer '* Circassia," one of the Anchor
Line, sailing from Glasgow. He was to sail for

America ! Full of ardor and animation, he
broached the subject to Joan. A friend of his
family was going to sail on the twenty-sixth and
his ardent entreaties had won from his parents a
reluctant consent to his embarking at the same
time. He had two weeks for preparation, more
than ample time to arrange his few effects. Youth,
ambition, courage were his. The world was before
him. He would chisel his name upon the tablets of
fame. America, the Elysium to so many daring
souls ! America, the Charybdis of so many blasted
hopes! While the future reveals itself to Jim in
such roseate hues, Joan felt that her brief day-
dream of happiness was waning. She felt a fore-

boding that the night of sadness now enshrouding
her would know no other sunrise. She was silent.

"Well," Jim said finally, pausing in his breath-
less recital, " you are silent?"
"Yes," she said simply, "you are going to

leave us. How can I rejoice at your departure !"

Then Jim understood. He had been selfishly

full of his scheme, and as it was supreme with him,
he had not thought that she could do other than
share his joy. But as she stood with quivering lip

before him, trying to keep back the tears from her
eyes, he saw what the parting woul(i cost her, left

behind to wait in silent loneliness till fortune's

star should illumine his path. His heart reproved
him as he looked upon her and in all sincerity he
impetuously exclaimed

:

" I will not go ! I will cancel my ticket !"

"No," she said calmly, "yourheart is set upon
going. You say you are willing to give up the
project. But that is only a transient emotion,
which even to-morrow you will be sorry for. Go,
and in your going may God's blessing be with
you." ?:-;;^f.V';i::;;'';';':M; -Yv.:-

He saw that she \^s right. He would be
unhappy forever, now, within the narrow horizon
of their every-day life. But he was struck with
the nobility of her character and her womanly fore-

sight which prompted her to say^<9, with her lips,

while he knew that with every helpless throb, her
heart was saying stay. He felt that she was far

superior to him ; he saw as in a mirror the beauties

of her soul ; he bowed before her at last. He
loved her. And now at once he fears lest another
should win her, should steal her from him. He
stretched out his hand toward her as though to

hold her for himself. Her eyes met his, her soft

hand sunk into his palm. His lips were pressed

to her cheek. Then her fair head rested upon his

shoulder, and as she trembled with emotion, he
mingled his tears. with hers. :':c ^:

'

Joan had said that his willingness to forego the
journey was a transient emotion. He was swayed
by sentiment as are all natures which are finely

strung. That this was true of Jim, was no doubt
due to the fact to which we have before alluded,

namely the undefined longing which was in his

breast. And now, when he admitted that he loved

Joan, it was because he had seen her sorrowing
with the knowledge that he had been the cause of
her grief. Was this feeling too, but an emotion
whose effects time would efface ? The future only
could decide. In the midst of her sorrow a feeling

of quiet joy came to Joan. She could the better

part with Jim as her lover than simply as her
friend. And the knowledge that she could stay

him with a word elevated her in her own estima-
tion and touched her with romantic heroism.
On the night preceding his departure, our friends

went out for a quiet walk along the burn, which
had such pleasant memories for both. Little was
said as they walked slowly side by side. Jim was
naturally excited as the time of his departure drew
near. He was in reality thinking more of the land
beyond the seas than of the girl who measured
steps with him. Joan was sad yet calm. As they
drew near the tree whereon he had cut their names,
they paused.

"When I return," he said, "I will cut our
initials anew."
She knew what he meant. She was wearing a

ring upon her finger that had once been his
mother's.

"What shall I give you for a keepsake ?" she
asked him. She was tying a black silk hand-
kerchief about her throat as she spoke.
"Give me the handkerchief," he said. "When

our vessel steams down the Clyde to-morrow morn-

f,.:^^^ i.^.^.Vii».;j.-.:i,
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ing, and you stand on the Greenock dock, amidst
the many indistinguishable white handkerchiefs
that will flutter from the deck, this black one
shall tell you where I am, waving my last good-bye
to you."
Then they started for her home. He had

already said farewell to her mother and brothers
and did not enter. He knew there would be many
at his own home, waiting to wish him Godspeed
on his journey. He was to leave by rail for Glas-
gow early the next morning. Their parting was
a sad and almost silent one. He kissed her again
and again, he felt her tears upon his cheek ; her
arms were about his neck ; he could feel the heaving
of her bosom as he pressed her to his breast. For
one brief minute they stood thus together, her
fairer hair outlined against his darker locks. At

, length he gently withdrew her arms from his
( iieck ; he held her hands an instant from him.

"Good-bye," he whispered huskiljr, and dashed
down the street. :•

•:"'
f^-.:^;^'-:;;-:-*^;

•.".: y ':<.:..:.

The next morning he was at the station awaiting
the express which was to take him to the city.

• A friendly crowd had gathered to see him off.

'VThere were hand-shakings and whispered words of
i-hope, tears from weeping eyes, wishes that trem-
bling lips could not frame. As the train dashed into
the station, his mother flung herself upon him call-

ing him hex datrn, her bonnielad. Jim's self-posses-

sion was completely destroyed. He wept like a child.

The bright sun of his future prosperity, as he had
often pictured it was hidden behind the cloud of
present distress. He could say nothing to cheer his
mother. His father led heraway. Thegongsounded.
The guard shouted "all aboard!" Jim leaped
into his compartment. The wheels revolved.

He had taken the first step on his road to fortune.

Jim was a listless spectator of the bustle and
confusion attendant upon the sailing of the huge
vessel. He was thinking of his mother and Joan.
He saw their faces in the tear-stained faces of those
round about him. He had not known the wretched
misery of parting until now. His own sorrow was
augmented by what suffering he beheld. He
sought out the steward and went below. Nor did
he reappear on deck until the gentle motion of the
steamer told him she had left her moorings. It

was nine o'clock. The vessel he knew should pass
Greenock about eleven. The passengers were
already arranging their chairs on deck, ensconcing
themselves in rugs and shawls. He listlessly

observed the faces of those with whom he was to

live in close contact for the next seven or eight
days. Some of them, hitherto unknown to each
other, were already engaged in conversation.
Nowhere do more lasting friendships spring up
than on the deck of an ocean steamer.

At the time he had estimated the steamer
passed by Greenock. There was fluttering of hand-
kerchiefs from the long dock. There was a general
response from the vessel's side, even by those
whose friends had all been left behind in Glasgow.
But Joan standing by a bulk-head on the dock,
saw amid the fluttering white, a darker speck
waving its ominous farewell.

{To be Continued^

Die Mihi Musa.

Sing, my Muse, of the slaughtered calf^

Not the Prodigal's calf of old,

Nor the golden calf that Moses smashed.
Though 'twas worth its weight in gold,

But an ordinary, every-day calf

Of the Villanova fold !
, Q

;

Three weeks it drained the maternal fount

—

It travelled the milky way

—

While Kieran watched its growth with pride.

And Fidelis smiled they say.

But the Procurator came along

—

Every calf must have its day !

"Kill not the calf," kind Kieran cried,

"Yes, kill," cried the other brother,

Whilst the bloody butcher bared his blade
(He would kill the calf and its mother).

But only the innocent, three-weeks calf

Passed from this world to another.

The boys were fed on fillets of veal
;

But the calf 's-foot jellies that quiver,

Graced the Prefect's festive board

—

Give thanks to that bountiful giver

—

While the Fathers sat down to ambrosial feast

Of that poor little call's little liver !

Shall we meet again, O slaughtered calf

Where the butcher's blade don't flash ?

To say that we will, O slaughtered calf,

Is a promise far too rash.

But we shall m^^t thee, slaughtered calf,

Once more in the dish of hash.

"Brave Little Pete."

" Where is that boy Pete ? " said Colonel Morti-
mer as he strode toward the kitchen, where much
steaming and baking was going on, presided over
by a portly colored dame. "Have you seen him
this morning, Annie ?

"
" Yes sah," she replied, while she stood in the

door with her hands on her hips and a red ban-
danna tied round her head. " He was heah a
while ago an' I 'spec you'll find him ober in de
peach orchid a readin' ob a ole book or sumfin
lek dat."

" Confound him ! reading, always reading !
" he

muttered as he strode in the direction indicated.

"Pete! you Pete !"
" Here sir," piped a little voice as a small boy,

thinly clad, made his appearance from among the
apple trees, a flush mounting his brow at the harsh
look bent upon him from the fierce eyes of the
Colonel.

" You young dock rat, what do you mean by
skulking around like this when there is plenty of
work for you to do ? I've a mind to give you a
good thrashing."

"I've been helping Annie," gasped the boy;
" I've not been out here long."

" No back talk you young loafer or I'll flay you
within an inch of your life. Take old Bill down
to the blacksmith's and have him shod, and don't
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let the grass grow under your feet, as one of the
wagons must remain idle till you get back."

Pete hastened to the stable and in a few minutes
was galloping down the road, perched upon the
back of old Bill, every now and then disappearing
in a cloud of dust. The Colonel stood and
laughed heartily at the sight ; and indeed Pete
presented a funny spectacle—seated upon the back
of the old horse he looked not unlike a monkey.
But he heard the derisive laughter of the Colonel
and a hot flush mounted his temples as he under-
stood the cause. "Wait till I'm a man and PU
make him change his opinion of me," he said to
himself.

At that moment the Colonel was confronted by
Pat Doyle, a good-natured Irishman, who often
helped Pete. " Your worship," said Pat, "there
is wan thing he can do and which you give him no
credit for."

"What is it, Pat? If he can do anything
besides moping around and reading I might have
some patience with him."

''Well, sor, he is a wonder among the horses;
there's not wan of thim but knows him, and he
can ride Demon as aisy as I can ould Bill."

" What ! you don't mean to tell me that he has
been fooling with that horse." Now Demon was
a huge bay horse, beautiful, but untamed and
unmanageable, which no one dared to approach
without danger of his life. ,

" Yis, sor, and he handles him as aisy as he
would a kitten."

*

The Colonel stood amazed ; his only idea of
Pete being a weak, shrinking wretch, trembling
and sobbing at every harsh word ; but whose large,

dark eyes seemed to reproach him, and it was this

more than anything else that so often puzzled him
and made him cruel.

"Pat," he replied in a harsh voice, "the next
time you catch him fooling with that horse tell me
and I'll fix him so that he will not want to ride for

some time to come ; it's a nice bill I'll have to be
paying for broken bones."

"All right sor," replied Pat, but the Colonel did
not see the twinkle in Pat's eyes, "Ketch Pat
Doyle tellin' anything to an old curmudgeon loike
you. Indade its thequare bit of a boy he is any-
how, his heart is entoirely too big for his body."
The Colonel often called Pete a, "dock rat" and

this indeed had a sting for his little dependant
whose earliest recollections were when he sold
papers for a living and made his home wherever
night overtook hitn, which was usually under the
docks. One cold winter's night an officer found
him in one of those holes under the wharves almost
frozen to death and took him to the sergeant, who
sent him to an asylum for homeless boys. After
spending a few months in this place the authorities
gave him to the Colonel thinking that they had
procured him a very desirable position, but the
Colonel was a harsh rough man toward his ser-
vants and on this account often made Pete's
life unbearable. His wife was dead for many
years and all his affection was centred in his daugh-
ter, Julia, a beautiful girl of eighteen summers,
whom he fairly idolized. She had been educated
in a famous Eastern school and had everything

that such a child could desire. But what the

Colonel admired most was her horsemanship and
he bought her a beautiful grey which she named
"Jewel " and when she appeared on his back

dashing across the country, neatly attired in her

pretty blue riding habit with her dark eyes flashing

and her long black hair waving in the breeze she

was truly a perfect picture of health and beauty.

She took an interest in Pete and saw that he was
better clothed and fed, and when her father was
unusually harsh with him she made up for it in

some way or other. On account of this kindness

Pete would have died for her and he often wished

that he could do something that' would show how
much he loved her. He little dreamed how near

at hand that time was. ^^'v ::j-- v
. y/v-i

A favorite resort of Julia's was a sort of island

about a quarter of a mile from the Colonel house.

It was a beautiful spot, covered with rich verdure

and wild flowers, in the centre of which grew an

old maple tree under which she was accustomed to

sit and read when it was warm and sultry else-

where. She had nearly reached her favorite seat one

day, when she heard loud sobbing and going to the

spot found little Pete crying as if his heart would
break. Upon asking him the cause of this out-

burst of grief, he told her a pitiful story of a beat-

ing which the Colonel gave him for some trifling

cause ; he, indeed, presented a pitiful sight as his

hands and face were bleeding from the kicks and
blows that he had received.

"Oh how dreadful !" she exclaimed as the hot

tears rolled down her cheeks. " I'll talk to my father

about it and it will not happen again."
' * No, do not ;

" the boy pleaded,
'

' he would only

beat me more ; I intend to go away."
where will you go? You will surely

Oh no I won't, as I can live on nuts and berries "

"But
starve."

and then he cried passionately, " I would rather

starve than live with a tyrant !"

Before Julia could say word he was gone and she

hunted for him in vain. She did not sleep much,
that night nor many others, as her mind was
occupied in thinking of poor little Pete who was per-

haps starving in the woods. During the day she

saddled "Jewel" and rode through the country

endeavoring to find some trace of him but without
avail.

The heat of a July afternoon was pouring down
upon the dry and dust-laden earth. Not a breath

of air was felt and both man and beast sought
shelter from the burning rays of the sun.

The Colonel, attired in duster and slippers, threw
himself in a hammock, which was hanging on
the porch with the intention of reading but he was
soon overcome by the heat and fell into a deep
slumber from which he was rudely awakened by a

sound as of a hundred cannon. He sprang to his

feet amazed, only to find that one of those storms

so peculiar to the southern climate was upon them.

Alreadv the large drops were falling upon the

parched earth and in an instant the storm burst in

all its fury. He ordered the doors and windows
closed. It was none too soon for the next moment
the wind like ten furies came rushing ;

bearing

with it, branches torn from trees, roofs and. every-
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thing movable ; the lightning seemed to cut the

heavens in two while the crash of thunder sent fear

and terror everywhere. The cattle, mad with fear,

ran hither and thither looking for shelter whilst

inside the cries and groans of the servants were
terrifying, but amidst all this the Colonel was calm
and collected.

"Where is Julia?" he shouted. But no one
knew. He groped his way to the kitchen and found
Annie on her knees calling for mercy.
"Where is Julia ?" he cried.

The negress arose, rolled her eyes and exclaimed:
.'.;. " She's gone !'» :./;.: •-::';:.-'>' v;^; •-^-v/^V ,.;; .

/ "Gone where?"
; " She went dis mornin' lookin' for Pete."

The Colonel started as if some one gave him a
blow and at that moment he heard a yell from Pat,

and looking in the direction indicated beheld a
sight that confirmed his worst fears ; for Jewel
came dashing into the yard with Julia's 'veil tied

on the bridle and the saddle falling off.

The Colonel dashed out into the storm and sev-

eral of the "farm hands" followed. As they
hastened down the road there came toward them
a figure waving his arms wildly and pointing
toward the river. It was old Sam who lived in a
hut near the river.
" Did you see Julia, Sam?" gasped the Colonel.
" De big tree on the island," he exclaimed.
The Colonel and those following him hastened

to the river only to behold a sight that almost
drove him mad. The river which a few hours
before was but a small stream had now overflowed
its banks and was full of trees, timber and all

sorts of debris swept away by it in its mad course,

while in the midst of all was Julia clinging to the

limbs of the "old maple." The Colonel saw
nothing in that vast whirlpool but his child, and
shrieking "Julia! Julia!" he dashed into the
raging waters, but was pulled out by sturdy Pat.

In an instant a calm came over him, and in his

old-time manner he ordered the men to get boards,

doors ; everything suitable for a raft. The men
hastened to obey, well knowing that they had
nothing strong enough to withstand the force of
the waters. They soon returned with doors,

boards and all kinds of timber and in haste began
to form a raft, but the Colonel soon saw how fruit-

less were their efforts and again became almost
frantic and piteously called his child.

" Be gor," exclaimed Pat, "look at that comin
down the road." And indeed it was a sight that
would make anyone stand and admire ; for down
the road came Demon with lightning speed, with
head proudly erect, nostrils dilating and his mane
and tail floating behind, while on his back was
little Pete urging him to his utmost ; nor did he
stop when he reached the river, but endeavored to

force the horse into the water. But Demon, as if

he knew the danger into which he was going,
reared and tried to avoid it. Those who were
watching wondered what Pete would do next,
when suddenly he leaned over as if whispering
something to the horse, and after gently patting
him on the neck, he applied the reins and the
noble animal immediately plunged into the river,

and guided by the firm hand of Pete, swam steadily

for the tree to which Julia was clinging. She saw
him coming and knowing that Pete could not do
more than manage the horse, she felt how much
depended on Ixer own coolness and presence of

mind. She slowly lowered herself till she reached
the limb at which he was aiming, and as he passed

under it she dropped on the horse's back and
grasped the pommel of the saddle. Pete then
turned the horse for the shore which appeared oh !

so distant.

He had nearly covered half the distance when
the old maple gave way and was swept down the

stream. He barely escaped this when another
agent of destruction, in the shape of a pile of

lumber, came rushing toward him, all of which he
dexterously avoided except one big log, which cut

Demon very severely in the leg. For a time the
horse acted wildly and it looked as if he would
surely drown his riders, but Pete soon got him
under control, and at las.t the gallant animal
reached the bank, where willing hands received

Julia and Pete with sobs and tears of joy.

The horse stood for a few moment and then fell

to the ground whining with agony. When they
approached they saw that he was badly cut on the
side and legs, and after being gently led back to

the stable the best of care was taken of him.
Meantime the Colonel's carriage had been

brought and both Julia and Pete were placed in it

and rapidly driven home. They were immediately
wrapped in blankets and the doctor summoned
from Antoine. He soon appeared, and after look-

ing at Julia, pronounced her all right, but upon
examining Pete he became very grave and told

the Colonel that it was a serious case of brain fever
and that the boy's recovery was doubtful.

Before night he was in the delirium of the fever
and once more was driving Demon and living his
short life over again. At last the crisis of the
fever passed ; the doctor said that he would live,

but that many weeks would elapse before he would
entirely recover. When Pete awoke to conscious-
ness he thought that he was in Paradise, for he
never saw anything so pretty as the room in which
he was, with its bright carpet, oak furniture and
light curtains through which the joyful beams of
the sun shone, and it was not till the Colonel and
Julia came bringing him some flowers that he
realized where he was.

In a short time he was carried to the porch and
placed in an invalid's chair, where he spent many
a happy hour with Julia and heard from her lips

the story of the storm and rescue.

Everybody loved and admired him, especially
the Colonel, who left nothing undone to show his
appreciation of that noble, heroic deed by which
his only and dearly-loved daughter was saved from
a horrible death.

He is no longer known as Pete, but Mr. Peter
Mortimer, the adopted son and heir of the Colonel.
He is now pursuing a course of studies in a college
not far from Philadelphia, and here we will leave
him, happy and honored by his companions to

whom he sometimes tells the story of " brave little

Pete." A. J. Plunkett, '96.
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EDITOEIALS.

It has long been a subject of discussion among
litterateurs whether the " Great American Novel"

has appeared or not. The consensus of opinion

seems to favor the negative side. For the standard

required (which has not yet been reached) is

that the novel must be American, written in

this country and about this country, an Ameri-

can nature subservient to the human nature

and with that it must be consistent. Many
obstacles, however, prevent the accomplishment of

these ends. The miscellaneous crowds of for-

eigners who annually migrate to this country and

who are allied by ties of consanguinity render it

almost impossible for an author to depict a character

peculiar to them as a nation. The ancient Ara-

bians were wont to remain in one position for

hours in deep contemplation ; the Athenians were

polished and artistic, whilst the distinguishing

feature of the Romans was their patriotism ; the

modern Jew's ambition is centered in money ; the

tropical nations are impetuous and passionate ; the

climate of the north produces an opposite eflfect on

its inhabitants. AH these have been and continue

to be for writers the "farrago libelli." What
must the author do who wishes to aspire to that

most coveted title, " the Great American Nov-

elist?" Many eminent Americans have attained

enviable distinction as writers both in this country

and on the continent. Irving has pleasantly told

of the customs of the Knickerbockers ; Cooper

stands unrivaled in relating thrilling stories of

the Indians ; Hawthorne truthfully portrays Puri-

tan life in New England. Yet when these things

are told there remain some untold—those of the

turgid Westerner and the wealthy Southerner.

Hence the task of the novelist, i. <?., he who is to

write the Great American Novel is difficult. The
easiest way out of this enigma is the one shown
by a learned authority on this subject, viz. " He "

(the novelist) " must idealize. The idealizing

novelist will be the real novelist. All truth does

not lie in facts."

The foot-ball season is a thing of the past. No
longer do we read of the magnificent runs of big

Brown, the strong interference of Green and

Smith's terrific line bucking, which filled the heart

of the enthusiast with delight last fall. Now our

ears are filled with questions concerning the make-

up of the base-ball team and its prospects. We
have no reason to predict anything but success for

ours, provided two very necessary conditions are

fulfilled, viz. : that the committee appointed to

select the members of the team perform its duty

and exercise good judgment, always keeping before

its mind the adage, justia fiat mat caelum. We
thoroughly appreciate the unwelcome task this

committee has to perform, and advise its members
to weigh well its proceedings before making a final

announcement of their selections. The second

positive requisite for success is, that there be real

unity among the players. They must be submis-

sive to the voice of the Captain ; they must act

according to his suggestions, at least until these

prove to be unreasonable or fruitless. Experience

has shown that many defeats have been caused

from a want of harmony, rather than by inefficiency

to handle the sphere. There must be true friend-

ship among the players, each must work for the

benefit of the others. When this is done there

will be team work and team work will lead on to

victory. Star plays and players, only, are not

wanted. Unity is needed : it means victory; victory

means gratification. Hence, place yourselves

under the White and Blue., wave them to the sky

and say, Villanova must conquer or be defeated

only by superior teams.

It may be pleasing news to many of our sub-

scribers to know that we are having bound the

first two years of our Monthly. The same will

be mailed to any address for the small sum of $1.

^r^x^.-.\-^^^^;.-. i=_L.uj'.«. -..-.-j-r.3-!-^,-.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS,
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLivAN, M.A., Villanova College.

95.—Solve

m X __ X (w' — «'
)

m n

v^'. i Solution by John J. Hughes^ '96. '' ;

»« ;c2 — I = ^ ^^' ~ ^'^
clear of fractions

m n

n^ n x^ — m n = X {nt^ — n^)

m^ n x'^ — X {m^ — n^ )= m n complete square

^m*ti'x''—{ ) + K —«? =
m^ -\- 2 m^ tr -\- n^ ''.'-^^^.^'.'r-^'- W^/''^/' '^

Extract root

2 nt^ n X — (w' — «') = + {m^ + «^
2 ni^ n x= 2 rd^ or — 2 r?

2 m
' f = .

2 m^ ti

or — 2 tr

2 n^ n
m nx = -, or— —
n nr

96.—Compute the value of the following ex-

pressions

:

:'•':'-•;•: ^: .7:

{^4i^ a sin (9° + 3 cos 90°— c tan 180°

•

{J^ {a^ -\- b^) cos 360°— 4 ab sin 270°

, Solution by E, J. Murtaugh^ '96. ^
-(«). « sin (9° 4 3 cos 90°— c tan 180° ;;

- .• .- sin 0° = o ,;y--->:;-^^^^^

cos 90° == O' /;;'^^^:::-:'"' ;^ \v'''''.
'.:' '

tan 180° = O : :

Substituting

a X o + b X o—c X 0= O
(d) {c^ + b^) cos 360°—4 ab sin 270°

cos 360° = I

sin 270 = — I

Substituting

(a^ + ^^) X I — 4 a^ X — I

= a'* + ^^ + 4 ab

97.—The rectangle contained by the segments

of the base of a triangle, made by the point of

contact of the inscribed circle, is equal to the rect-

angle contained by the perpendiculars from the

extremities of the base on the bisector of the ver-

tical angle.

Solution by J. I. Whelan^ '95.

Let A B C\>^2, triangle, O the centre of the in-

scribed circle and D the point in which the circle

touches A B.

Join C O, and produce it.

C O is the bisector of the L A C B.

From A let fall a. -^ A E on C E, and produce

it to meet C B, in H, and from B let fall a ^- B E
on C E.

It is required to prove that ADXI)B = AE
X BE. .,.., ,. . : .

Proof.—Join O D. Bisect A B in G. Join E G
and produce it to meet B Eva. L

'-: Join E G.

Let the sides of the /\, A B Che denoted by <a!,

b, c, and we have B D =^ {s—b), A D = {s—a)y

.
•. B D—A D ; that is, 2 G^ Z> = {a—b\

\ Now since l_ E CH = [_ E C A^ and the rt.

[_, CEH ^= CE A^ and the side E C common,
.'. CH= CA,CB— C A = B H; that is

{a—b) or 2 G D = B H = 2 G E \ .'. GD = GE:.
In like manner G D = G E^ and G D = G I

\

hence the lines G E^ G Z>, G E, G /, are equal,

and the circle with 6^ as centre, and G Z> as radius,

will pass through E^ E, I. Let it cut B D in K.
: NowBDX B K= B EX B 1. ^

• But since A G = G B, 2inA D G = G K, AD
= K B..::-:\^'- .:'"

\

-.'-

: Also B /= I/E^ A E,sind .:

B D X A D = B EX A E.

98.—If R denotes the radius of a circle, and a

one side of a regular inscribed polygon, show that

R
10 — 2 ;/

{a) In a regular pentagon, a= — ^/ ^^ ^ ^

{b) In a regular octagon, a^ R \/ 2 \/~^

{c) In a regular dodecagon, « = R \/z V
Solution by Monica.

B

(a) Let A B he one side of a regular decagon in-

scribed in a circle whose centre is O. Let O A' be

the apothem.

Then O A = R, O K = r, and A B = a.

To prove a = ^ (^7~ ')

M
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Proof.— (9 A'.AB = A B :0 A—A B.

(See Prop. XIII, Book v, inscription of a regu-

lar decagon in a given circle). ;

That \s R \a = a : R — a.

, :, a"" = R^ — aR -^ Z, '•

^

«2 + aR= R' .'•^; -:? '^^ ,'- ;'

Complete square .' \

.' + ( ) +
(^)

Extract root

R
a +

R

a

a =

2

R
15

1^ 5 -

side of inscribed rega-

in

2 ' ^ 2

/?(i/T-.i) ^
2 _

lar decagon.

99.—Solve

x^ — hn -\- n) X =^ \ ip + q -\- m -{ n)

ip -{- q — m — n)

Solution by Richard G. Kerr^ '95.

Multiply by four times the co-efiicient of x^

\ x"^ — \{m -\- n) X ^^ ip -\- q -\- ?n -{- n)

ip -{- q — m — n)

complete the square

4;r2-( )-f (^4- nY =p'' -\- 2 Pq + q^

extract root

V
•

: 2 X — {in -f //) ^ ± (/^ + ^) ; •;
.;

2 X = m -\ n dl (^ + ?)

;;/ + n -V^{p -\- q)

.r=

NEW PROBLEMS.

100. A cast-iron garden roller is 40 inches long,

22 >^ inches in diameter, and the iron is }{ inches

thick ; required its weight, if a cubic inch of iron

weighs 4^ ounces.

loi.—If A^ /?, C are the angles of a triangle,

prove that : cos ^ + cos B + cos C — i + 4 sin

\ A sin \ B sin \ C.

102.—From the top of a mountain 3 miles high

the angle of depression of the most distant object

which is visible on the earth's surface, is found to

be 2° 13' 50". Find the diameter of the earth.

103.—Prove: If two circles touch externally, their

common tangent is a mean proportional between

their diameters.

104.—What is the width of the ring between two

concentric circumferences whose lengths are 440

feet and 330 feet?

105.—Solve x"^ \- y^ ^=^ *] -\- xy
x^ -f

_)/•' = 6 xy — I.

SPLINTEB8.

."Yah!"
^v Mumps.
,. Wamba. *

. / Valentines. ,
'

:k.; Tall rooms.

; : Parlor boarders.
' Three o'clock dinners. ^ ^

i
*' I draws from you."
" Beneath my dignified."

" Who was in that room ?
"

" The man from Boston."
" Well, F'rank, there's no love lost between us."

Who had information of the stomach ?

" J**n N***y has more than cows !

"

Eye-water, bay rum, S. K. , by gum !

How well doth Mike remember the coat with

the sleevelet torn !

In Iambic tetrameters the rhetoricians spake,

While horrified Melpomene was buried in a lake !

How many sheep make a head ? Forward
answers to A. W.

Quis est homo qui bene aedificatur?

Our " extraordinary man " can distinguish gold

from brass.

" As in a looking-glass "—the study of philo-

sophic beauty.

Ask Johnny to tell you the story of the Rob-
bers of the Shawsheen.

"If I knew S e was in there, I'd burst in

the door.

The small boy will observe that Father Mc.'s

stick is splintered.

"A pint of whiskey with four quinine pills to

wash it down."—Ah, John of Gaunt

!

" If you advertise in the SPL,iNTrcRS, you may
get a red head."

" It's my turn to laugh, and I'll laugh with all

my might."
" If I had a pistol I'd shoot you thro' the heart."

Then Tim showed his perfection in the high

kickers' art.

He buys him tobacco, likewise cigarettes,

For Jack loves Skinner, and he's one of Skinner's pets.

Distinctions don't distinguish in the land where
baked beans mellers, for "Jack might take the

class out, but he couldn't take the fellers !"

Little boy,

Ditto ax,

Ditto tree.

Ditto whacks,

Ditto heart

Pit-a-pats.

No lie?

Oh, Rats !

.
. n.'i.jTj^.'^'i-j.ii'JtL.j-.:

, A^^jJklL^
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The " fat " boy hath spoken. " Felix is going

to be ordained a Brother soon."

He who has "a great object in life " paid us a

visit lately.

It is a great feat to fit feet with T. C.'s rubbers.

Eh, Eddie?

FROM THE SPANISH-ENGLISH CLASS. '

Prof : What does mtichacho mean ?
"

Raphakl : " Boy." • civvVvjA.:^^^^;:-;

Prof: Very good. And muckacha f'*

: Raphael :" Female boy."

; r • " " Suppose a man had no eyes?"
.

Oh, what a brilliant mind !

V " Why if a man had no eyes,

The poor man would be blind !

"

A NEW VERSION.

When she was good, she was very, very good,

but when she was bad—but, then, she was never

bad! ;.
;

.;;'".-'

A DEFINITION.- ,-" .'^;"\'

:: V Some paper lace, V
f

V':'.;,;^J.::v^ :,'•';;.:;; .; A picture in it, ^j:;.
;'-;/;, '^'

.,.

\ A Cupid's dart, '

A thrush or linnet,

A verse about
Love, love divine,

—

A dollar for

A Valentine !

what's in A NAME.

[i;. The New York girl ;;'•/: 'v;

-

'
' On prayer intent, : •

; • Begins to talk

Of fasts and Lent.
The soulful maid
Whom Boston owned,

In effete language
Calls it Z<^aw<?</.

He was growing sentimental,

Lapsing into " thee" and "thine,"

And he sighed, with soulful pleading,
" Take me for thy valentine."

She was built on lines prosaic,

Humor, too, was in her line,

So she graciously received him
As her comic valentine /

" To Haverhill with poverty "

—

Oh, what a wicked wish !

—

" To Haverhill with poverty.

Give the cat a fish !

*

'

Sing a song of six cents,

Prefect in a stew.

Ticket good for Bryn Mawr,
Tries to make it do.

Conductor, cruel-hearted,

Wastes no time in talk

—

" Pay the other six cents,

Or get out and walk.'

'

Six cents, six cents,

A kindly hand has passed,

Then the panting Prefect

Freely breathes at last.

" I come to bury Caesar "

—

, ,

" He's buried long ago,"

—

.s-:'..r "Well, then, I'll bury Cleveland," •

J

;'

"-; He was gracious, don' t ye know. a ; ,?

The thing was said un-Z>(?<7/'^,

, : 1 - And Z^az/y was it said, ^ v ;v V
- '/ " How can you bury Cleveland, ;' i: ;

-T; ; ;\v When Cleveland isn't dead? " v
^

-•: ,0 \:;

SHAKESPEAREAN.QUOTATIONS FOR THE SOPHS.

Old John of Gaunt, time-honored.

—

/Richard III.

(J. CM.) ^.::.:-::^': .,:,.--...-.-. ..:^-..

The Devil can cite Scripture.

—

Merchant of Ven-

ice. (E. G. D.)

A hungry, lean-faced villain.

—

Comedy ofErrors.

(W.J. K.)

One fire burns.—Romeo and fuliet. (W. A. B.)

Baby figure of the giant mass.

—

Tro. and Cres.

(J.J.G.)

Ofi" with his head.—i??V>^flr^ ///. (J. McC.)

What doth gravity out of his bed ?

—

Henry IV.

(J. McC.)
;

Another lean, unwashed artificer.—^w^ y<?^«.

(E. M.)

I have a good eye, uncle.

—

Much Ado. (W. H.)

Where gottest thou that goose-look ?

—

Hamlet.

(T.J. H.)

Seldom he smiles.—/?///«5' Caesar. (M. J. R.)

Divinity, they say, in odd numbers.

—

Merry
Wives. (J. J. D.) ::.\-::, ,:.;•.,.;,•::, ,:, ^:^ :-:',->: -/.r;

Hath a lean and hungry lod^.—fulms Caesar.:':/^

(H.T. N.) ..;://:

A deed without a name.

—

Macbeth. (J. H.)

Vile squealing of the wry-necked fife.

—

Merchant

of Venice. (W.J. S.)

With all appliances and means to boot.

—

Henry
IV. (W. K.

It willdiscourse.

—

Hamlet. (J. K.)

THE SOCIETIES.

V.L.I.—At a special meeting of the Villanova
Literary Institute held' Wednesday evening, Jan.

30, the following officers were chosen : President,

Mr. F. Commins, O.S.A.; vice-presidents, J. F.

O'Malley and E.G. Dohan ; secretary, A.J. Nolan
;

sergeant-at-arms, C. D. McAvoy ; directors, J.

Barthouski, W. Kennedy, J. Healy and T. Rogers.

V.A.A.—The Athletic Association held its semi-
annual meeting on Saturday, Feb. 2nd, at which
an election of ofiicers for the ensuing term was
held. The new officers are : President, Mr. W.
W. Donavan, O.S.A.; vice-president, J. M. Walsh;
recording secretary, J. I. Whelan ; financial secre-

tary, W. J. Kavanagh ; field officers, W. Shana-
han, T. Rogers and J. Maher. The committee
appointed to select the base-ball team is busy and
we are anxiously waiting for its report.
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EXCHANGES.

From what appeared in the exchange column of
the January number of the Collegium^ we under-

stand that our mathematical department is very
distasteful to that paper. Speaking of it, the ex-

man says :
** It is a rather unpleasant engagement

after reading an interesting production to be con-

fronted with a list of figures and a mixture of

mathematical signs, such as Euclid himself would
shrink from encountering." In this strain he con-

tinues and advises our professor of mathematics to

teach his pupils in a private class-room or if he
wished to show the students' abilities to work out

problems and puzzles, to do so in a more befitting

manner than through the medium of the journal.

Dear Collegium^ we take all this in good part,

seeing that it was probably prompted by the desire

of just criticism, but never for a moment did the

thought enter our minds that we inserted such

preponderous problems as would make poor Euclid

tremble. The problems that have appeared thus

far have been comparatively simple but if you
wait awhile you will see some real hard ones.

In order to avoid all further controversy we will

endeavor to give satisfactory reasons for the

presence of a mathematical department in our

Monthly. In the first place since it is

almost exclusively for the students and should

therefore do everything in its power to promote

their interest and welfare. Secondly, as mathema-
tics is one of the important studies in a college

course, we consider it no waste of space or time to

devote one page at least to such matter. Nor
indeed should it be confined to the class-room, any
more than composition-work. And finally our

mathematical column is open to all whether they

belong to the college or not who take an interest

in that study. For this class special efforts have
been made to have each and every mathematical

difficulty solved. For all these reasons we believe

that a mathematical department is just as worthy

of a place in a college paper, as a personal column,

a funny column or even an exchange column.

The Niagara Index sends us this .month a

souvenir of its Silver Jubilee. Among its pleasing

features are half-tone portraits of many who, in

former years, guided the destinies of the Index
and its predecessor, the Tribute. Happy reminis-

cences of the old times make interesting reading

matter. The Index prides herself on " Loyalty

to Custom " and well she may for she is still the

same " good hand at hauling over the coals" and
she still retains that same high opinion of her

own excellence which has characterized the Index
from her infancy.

A diminutive specimen of the school journal

bearing the name Porcupine made its way to our

sanctum from the Pacific coast. We admire the

editor's pluck in sending it on such a long

journey. We trust that before the Porcupine^s

next visit, it will h^ve increased its size and

added to its reading matter.

PERSONALS.

The opening of the new term has brought

several new students to crowd our already well-

filled college.

During the past month we have been favored

with visits from many of the parents of our

students. Also the following clergymen called on

the community. Rev. Father McDevitt, Phila-

delphia ; Rev. J. T. O'Reilly, Lawrence, Mass.;

Rev. D. D. Regan, Hoosick Falls, N. Y. ; Rev. C.

A. McEvoy, our revered ex-President ; Rev. P. J.

Fahey, Mechanicsville, N. Y. ; Rev. Frs. O'Don-

nell, East Boston, and Curran, Beverly, Mass.

On Friday morning the 22nd, Joseph A. Bram-
hall died rather suddenly. He had been com-

plaining only a few days, but being rather weak,

could not withstand the ravages of " La Grippe,

"

from which the visiting physician said he was

suflfering. He was taken to his home in Philadel-

phia, where the students presented to his mother a

beautiful floral oflfering as a token of their affection

for their fellow-student. Our Rev. President, L.

A. Delurey, sung the Mass and attended the

funeral Monday 25th. On Thursday morning,

February 28, the students assisted at a Solemn
Requiem Mass which was celebrated by the Rev.

L. A. Delurey, O.S.A., assisted by Rev. W. A.

Coar, O.S.A., as Deacon; Rev. Mr. C. G. Mc-
Kenna, O.S.A., Sub-Deacon, and Mr. F. S.

Riordan, O.S.A., Master of Ceremonies. To his

mother and relatives we extend our deepest sym-

pathies.

The many friends and acquaintances of Rev. P.

J. O'Connell, O.S.A., Lawrence, Mass., who have

not yet heard of his death, may not be surprised at

the same, knowing as they do, that he had been

very poorly for a long time. He has been for

some time relieved from care and active duty.

During the past few years he made several trips

through the South, which gave him considerable

relief and revived him for several months there-

after. His funeral took place from St. Mary's

church, Lawrence, Wednesday, 27th. Requiescat

in pace.
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E. B. Showell, P. Dewees Fryer, Qeo. W. KIrchner.

Showell & Fryer, LIMITED,

I7M5RORTBRS KND DBRL^BRS IIS

^Groceries and Cigarsfo^

Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA,

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphia, v

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures.
Framed and Unframed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conweiy's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
Agentfor the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.
"

E. K. WILSON & SON,
Manufacturers of and Dealars in

|?irfst-(§la§s ^©©fes and §h0es
, Btpairing Neatlj and Promptly attended to. Onstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^SLticaster Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

D. J. GALLAGHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO^, ,,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(aaUdgrher Building.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

KSTABLISHKD 1870.

John P. Collins,

•^BOOK-^ Binder 4^

flo. 1 Soath T«nth Street,
49>Job Work a Specialty. 3 ' PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN P. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Boman Oollars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

PbyticUns* Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/i^K U/. PRIWTT» Craduate fij pi?ar/r\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se^viii^ Mavblnes,

GunSf Rifles and
Sporting Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
liAIfCASTER AVENDE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

p. J. CULAHAN, iJ38_MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries-

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA^IG 7VY7XKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

-'\\ 49*Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'^S*

"w^m:. e. hinch,
"~"

CUlNDOOa ••• GLiflSS,
, WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
,:
/;V"' '-''::,. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHT IN ALL BRANOtlBS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. ^^^ H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHIST J. I3YRNES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
*^ RUG?, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

?70.37 SOUTH SBCOPiD STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA*

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA, __^
M. A. CALLANAN,

DEALER VH

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, Pa
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an invitation to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Fr .visions.

We have constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL D SCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•

-f CHRISTIAN MOORH.-f

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plainand Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Oigterng, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly a1tended to at Reasonable Prices.

Eesidence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I,. KI-KINS. PrcKlilfnt

MARTIN MALOSKY, VicePri's't ami Manager
I). K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GEOROE S. BKANS, Treasurer.

; , THE PENNSYLYAN^ GLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qoi}trac;tor5 for Ij<§l7ti9<5 Qities a^d Jouyps

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

. 248 NORTH BROAD STREET.
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, aoi N Eigiith St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$'e.00 and 9<.&0

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call
at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to sfare is perfectly
.welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'8 OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN r Fism^
DtALCn IN

Watches, Clo«'ks, .Jewelry,

Silverware and per taeles.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent Store.

Speriaities in 5 and 10 Cent
T«>ys, Hardware, Glasswaro,

etc.

Sf;; THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 114 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. '

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

^ . Philadelphiia, ^

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 f^ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth.

>i>' GASAND ETHER ADMINISTERED,

Edwin F. Durang»

Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds^ t . ..

BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,
Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OP THE CITY.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House Famishing Tin Ware of Kvcry Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA.BTB5R AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Ensmelling,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to-

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

;*

XT'
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WiCAVtAl 0, i nAUtMARKs^^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
MUNN dc C<K, who have hud nearly fifty wears'
experience in the patent business. Coniinuniea-
tiong strictly confidential. A Handbook of In-
formation concerninK I'ntenlH and how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of luecban-
leal and scientific bool(s sent free.
Patents tulcen throuKli Munn & Co. receive

special notice In the Scivntilic Aincricnn. and
thus are brouKht widely before the public with-
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, elCKantly Illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work In the
world. V3 a year. Paniple copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $1,10 a year. SinRlo

copies, ti5 cents. Every number contains beau-
tiful plates. In colors, and photOKranlis of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest desitms and secure contracts. Address
HUNN & CO.. New Youk, 3«i Buoadway.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Eatablisbed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 River St. , Troy, N. T.
Terms of Subscription ; One year $2.00 Six months $1.00 Single copies 5 cts

,

Money tan be sent by Post OfHce Order or Registered Letter.

CoDamunications should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
^^^^^^ - ""^ STRICTLY ONE PRICE. ^ -

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

*-W V<r. FE/A-IsTCIS*
DBALE£ IK

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glaoses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AQMT FOB

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

JOS. C. i^To^nt^ ^
^COSTU7VIER,4<>

255 Soath Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cut Out This Qoufon. It is Worth $1.00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receivethe superb
CatbollG Monthly, DONAHOB'S MAGAZINK, for one year.
The price perantium is $2.co,and by readers of this publication on'
can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order

erb ^
ar.

The Acknowedged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. H. DITSOX & CO.,

1398 Chestnut Street, PHILADEI^PHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

THOmAS H. CIiHAl^Y,

* FXJNEKA.L DIRECTOR, *^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,
;.'

. PHILADELPHIA.

49" Personal attention daj 01 night.

Uotel I^iel7ard809 •.• vr^^^^^^^^ :
,

/ ••• *.• 1305-7 pilbert 5treet, pi?iladelpl?ia.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One :yv

:. and a half blocks from Broad St. Station,

mCES V^Y REASONABLE ;;;
;,:^ Rooms with Board, Permanent or Trail-

^-^''/a'sient. ::
'li.-

•
.

- ..,-
- ,„;'•-

K>-^^;^:^^:#&" Arthu R Lynaugh, "-Jl^ ;:

Manager.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST^ ;,

WM Caterers ''''''^W:\

25(, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,
^"''- --'''-- --^''^•'•' PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers , . . . Printers

?i?'::>iicNANusj'''«-
'-'^OELp

Stationers
»IA

Blank Book Makers

WMBSTMR'S
INTERNATIONAL

Entirely New.
Abreast of Ike Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY

^mm

Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

inp, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A Itihrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired information
concerning eminent jer-

sons; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe
;
particulars concerning noted fictitious per-

sons and places ; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, oftice, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. D. J. Brewer, Justice of IT. S. Suiireme Court,

writes : " Tlie International I)icti<mary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the

one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Merriam Company,
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

o^"l')o not buy cheap photographic
reprints of ancient editions.
ar^Send for free prospectus.

WEBSTER'S
JNTERMHONALJ
DICTIONARY,

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WINES,
112 EAST eERHAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

(iO\d ^ 5ilu^r /T^^dals for all OeeasloQS
Plus and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings In General and Special 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
70O Rrein St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M't'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, """^pIIJlIoSIp'hia.
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the -,^_j_-_j_, -^^p—— ,_j_,

Buy only the MATCHLESS "'
"""""I""""""""""^

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

S^ALTAR WINES~>®
Importers of First Quality

MABSAIA AND SPANISH WINES
VI. F. McOONOlJGH & CO.

»»3 SOUTH FRONT STREET, PHILADELPHIA^

LOUIS REIMEL,

3PdM FIjlBIJVe^*
MANUFACTURER OP UPPERS.

721 and 723 West Girard Avenue, Phi!Jelphia, Pa.
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-'' Regret.

A little bird perched on a cypress tree

That close to my lattice grew,

And warbled its morning prayer for me
When the leaves were wet with the dew.

Again it came, each morn, until

It knew my mild command.
And would sit and sing on my window-sill

And eat from my outstretched hand.

And I learned to love each tender note

Of that rapturous melody.

As it is swelled from out that feathered throat,

For I knew it was all for me.

But I frigh'ened the bird in jest one day,

I touched its heart with pain,

My feathered songster flew away,

And I sigh for its song in vain.

I had a friend whom I loved full well,

His friendship was true to me.

—

When friendship dies, O, who can tell

The depth of our misery ?

He loved me indeed. Too late I knew
The strength of his loving heart,

—

But a word unkind, a thought untrue.

Hath the sting of a venomed dart

!

O, bird come back ! O, friend return !

If only that I may say

How the burning tears down my cheeks have run

For the sins of that yesterday.

But the little bird hath a nest to mind,

Far from the jests of men.

And my friend hath found a friend more kind,

I will never see tjiem again.

J. I. Whelan, '95.

STYLE.

Written lor the Villanova Monthly, by Maurice Francis Kgan.

FOURTH PAPER.—THE PROCESS.

Your student may go through a Class of Litera-

ture as a circus rider goes through a hoop—clean

and sharp, taking nothing with him. Or, per-

haps, a few scraps of thin paper may cling to him
in the shape of hazy impressions about Spenser,

Shakspere, Addison and Gibbons. If he does so,

the Class of lyiterature has failed in its purpose,

which ought to be to stimulate the student to

express himself in the language moulded by the

literature of his own country.

There is no use in writing on such a subject as

"The Spanish Armada," unless it is for a history

class, and the object of the essay is to fix certain

facts, or the relation of certain facts to other facts

in one's memory. To write on "Julius Caesar"

means that the student will either paraphrase some

modern historian or boldly condense Plutarch.

But in a class of the art of literary expression,

we do not want facts ; we do not want things ; we
need thoughts, observations, impressions; we need

the expression, too, of the temperament of the

writer. The perfunctory young writer to whom a

subject for a theme is given, rushes at once to find

a book. "Sir Thomas More! I'm in luck," he

says, " there's lots of Sir Thomas More in the

library, and I've read his * Irish Melodies ' all

through." He finds out his mistake later ; but

his essay is the result of more or less intelligeut

copying from old magazines, newspaper files or

anything he can find. The production may be

polished up by an injudicious and desperate teacher,

and at commencement we may find it on the pro-

gramme as " Sir Thomas More, the Patriot : an

original essay." It no more represents the student

than I—Hecuba !

L,et us take the beginner, who has neither read

nor written much. How shall we make him
think ? By teaching him logic ? If the study of

logic were absolutely necessary for the art of

thinking we should have few thinkers. Besides,

we cannot wait until he reaches the Class of Logic

;
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he must write as soon as he learns to put a noun
and a verb together. And from the beginning he

ought to make "exercises" of his letters; he

ought to be impressed with the thought that the

easier and more personal his letters are, the better

they are. The danger for the clever writer is

that he may be afraid of his thought when he

attempts more formal composition. A young man
talks well on many subjects; he goes on in the

most informal way; he uses "doesn't" and

"don't," and perhaps, in a moment of forgetful-

ness, says " aint." But when you ask him to con-

geal this stream of bright talk into a new form,

he is appalled. The change of form, although it

may consist in the subsitution of words used more
in written style than in colloquial, troubles him.

You may say to the letter writer, when he has

shown you a more than usually interesting epistle,

" Put this into a short essay." He smiles, " Why,
it is too personal ; it is just what I thought at the

time ; it is only a letter." The man has been

unconsciously making literature. The ever-living

work of Madame de Sevigne consists of letters.

The letters of Dorothy Osborne to Sir William

Temple were " only " letters, and the sheet of

paper on which Voiture's reputation rested was
"only a letter!"

When I said "no day without a paragraph," I

meant no day without a thought clothed in syllo-

gistic form. I would have liked to say, " No day

without a sonnet," but to the careful writer that

would mean that the whole day should be occu-

pied in literary work. A sonnet, which, in per-

fection, is merely a syllogism in music, is the best

possible exercise for the beginner in prose. It is

the most difficult form of literature; it strains

every mental muscle; it is logical or nothing.

When the man has written (and burned) twenty-

five sonnets, he may be sure that he is capable

of editing his own style. And this effect ought
to be one of the main objects of early literary

training.

The paragraph I recommend, however, is not the

paragraph which appeals only to the eye,—as the

modern paragraph when a part of a mass of

composition does. The daily paragraph should

consist of a beginning,—one line, if you like;

an argument, in six lines, if you like,—and then
an epigram,—a conclusion like the snap of a
whip !

"

Next to the paragraph the best exercise for be-

ginners is a daily description of the events of the

day. This will cultivate the literary spirit, which
feeds on observation, and which begins to vitalize

the little things of the day after observation,

trained by practice, has discovered them. And this

theme should never be written in a hurry. In the

beginner, haste is fatal to real progress.

"Nothing happens in my day," your student

may say when he is asked for his short daily theme.

And yet on that same day the whole landscape has

changed. To such a man,—one who seldom notices

the subtle movements of nature, I always recom-

mend Hamerton's "Thoughts about Art," and

"A Painter's Camp in the Highlands." If there

is much in him, these books make him see that no

two clouds are alike, and, above all, no two days

—

even in their external appearance.

To induce a man to put on paper thoughts and

impressions which he has never consciously con-

sidered as existing is sometimes very hard. I recall

one young man of twenty, who had given a great

deal of time to Mathematics at a high school, but

whose exercises in literary art had been confined

to an occasional short essay. ;^^.' .- ^^

*' You must write." • '
. .. .

'

' Why ? " he asked. " I only want to learn about

authors so that I can talk. I shall have no need to

write ;—I intend to be a civil engineer."

This is the first rock you strike,—with the Phili-

stine, it is a conclusion that nobody without a

" literary turn" should write.

" If you can express your thoughts in spoken

words, why not in written words ? It is a necessity

in our times that a man should defend the truth, or

explain himself in written language." - v-f^

" I have nothing to say," he answered. "^ ^

" You have too much to say in spoken words."

He laughed.
" Write something,—put your own experience

into it."

"Couldn't. All I could do would be to take

things out of books."
" What did you do last summer ?

"

" Oh,—let me see ;—dredged for oysters down in

Chesepeake Bay."

"Write about oysters."

He laughed again. "That would be foolish."

"Oysters are the same all over the country? "

"Of course not," he said, beginning to be in-

terested, "do you know that the Lynn Haven
oysters get their flavor from the beds of wild

celery?"
" Write about oysters as you would talk "

He hesitated. Finally he wrote about fourteen

hundred words, pell mell, on the American oyster.

After that he was induced to arrange the matter in

order. He became greatly interested
; he even

went so far as to hunt some facts from St. George
Mivart in corroboration of his own views. And
when it had been written for the third time, the

only thing I had to cut out was a certain allusioi;
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to the poet Gray's "Gem of purest ray serene,"

which an essay on anything maritime from the

stormy billows to the humble clam seems to suggest

to the beginner. But the ice has begun to melt,

and my young friend has learned to express his

•thoughts clearly and with a certain ease ;—but, I

think, he will always be fond of his first paper,

written in the sweat of his brow, on " The Ameri-

can Oyster."

St. Augustine of Hippo. '

THIRTEENTH PAPER. ^ -
'

In thus fitting out His earthly and spiritual

worlds—proofs of His own divine Being and attri-

butes, God marking them as His agents, filled them

'with likenesses of Himself—all endowed in greater

or less degree with power to display the likeness of

their divine Master. ":^V^/:-^^;^;•^/^, :;•- ;^^^.^„ '';: -

According to the end and purpose for which God
had created all things, these were to bear witness

to their Archetype, and reflect His glory, who was

their Way, their Light and their Life. ,.v .
- : >

And truly do all things, numbered, weighed,

; ; measured as they are, correspond to their divine

r representative character.

The starry world—the heavens with their count-

less luminaries all rotating in order and unison,

; reflects the glories of the eternal Heaven ; the
'- earthly world, with its times and seasons of un-

measurable variety, proclaims the beneficence of

God; the watery world—rivers, lakes, seas and

oceans—with its unceasing flow and reflow, be-

tokens the constant, yet ever-changing bounties of

the Lord ; while the living world of plant, animal

and spirit, with its marvellous display of energy of

every kind, realizes in certain fashion all the

graces and gifts of the Spirit of God.

This symbolic character of divine workmanship

which shines forth in all created beings is inherent

in tlieir nature. For, as in judging works of art,

the design of the maker must ever be kept in view,

so in judging the material world, the organic

world, the spiritual world—masterpiece of the

divine artistic power in creation, there is and

can be no other reason conceived for their being

than that they were to represent their Maker on

the stage of creation,—the material world His

greatness, goodness, wisdom in their outward

guise, and the spiritual world these self-same per-

fections in all their formal, inward and personal

excellence, saintliness and beauty.

In accordance with this divine representative

character in star, plant, beast, man and angel,

human philosophy can find nothing wanting,

nothing out of place. The deeper it studies the

marvels of creation, the laws of matter, of being,

motion, life, the more earnestly must it avow that

in this world all is complete ;
reason can only

marvel at the order and harmony wherewith all

things are governed and ruled ; and must perforce

admit that in adorning His creatures with their

varied excellences and beauties God has shown

His Wisdom ; that in giving them laws for their

guidance He has proclaimed His Mastership, and

in maintaining, developing, perfecting them. He -

is continually giving proof of His Providence.

That all things in the visible and invisible

worlds are according to lines laid down by an

Infinite Intelligence, whereon they are to move,

act and live in Him, with Him, through Him, is

one unchanging, eternal law, that is recognized by

all that treat on ethical truth.

This law of imitation that binds all creatures in

heaven and earth, that leads all intelligent beings

to move ever onward in steady, regular course

towards their self-development, self-adornment,

self-perfection in God, is the supreme ratio,

wherein- appears in eminent degree the excellence

of all moral and spiritual nature. This law is the

standard of all intellective excellence ; the norm

of all healthful virtue ; the end of the creature's

saintly energies. By its material imitation of its

Creator the intelligent world was being schooled

for its subsequent spiritual imitation of Christ.

But while the mere irrational, lifeless and so-

called physical world was nothing else than an

^imitation of God's Sovereign Goodness, divine

vocation in its full and proper meaning could be

only for living beings,—for them that, knowing
the design of their Maker, could understand His

Law, and, doing it, could be happy in thus fulfill-

ing His sovereign behests, whose Will is the Light

and the Hope and the Joy of the world.

With regard to divine vocation, wherein God
makes known to His reasonable creatures their

allotted tasks, it must not be fdrgotten that in all

ages of the world, as everywhere appears in its

story, men of righteous mind recognizing the

Will of God in His Works, and His Law in their

hearts, have always applied to Heaven for light to

discern this Will and strength and guidance to

fulfil it.

And similarly does it appear from this same
record of mankind, that whether in their purely

inner concerns of spirit,—in their yearnings for

health of mind or will, in their search for and
recovery of God's friendship, or even in the con-

duct of their outward life,— in their merely tem-

poral and earthly affairs, in their pursuit of bodily

health, of riches, honors, happiness, at no time has

this search for the aid and blessing of Heaven,
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when honestly made, gone unhearkened and

unblest ; at no time has God refused the prayer of

the believer ; nor, one may even go so far as to

say, at no time have the nations and peoples of

earth been wholly deprived of the Light of divine

Truth and the directing power of God's merciful

Hand. -'--::'
^: : ': ^:-'Cr''-:-T:'x--i

.

From this idea of divine vocation two corollaries

then flow : (i) that for the creature not to bid and

welcome this Light, this Will of God, this voice of

reason, nature, grace, betokens in him the utmost

disloyalty to every law of reasonable truth—the

sovereign Goodness of God, which everywhere

shines forth in creation, and at the same time does

it betray the most woeful unconcern for the only

real and healthful mission of life,—compliance

with this Goodness.

And (2) that whoso thus enlightened and guided

by this most righteous reason of his mind, much
the more by the living grace of Heaven, follows

therein the biddings of his intellective nature,

pursues his rightful calling to religion—the honor

and service of his Maker, and employs (as alone is

reasonable) all his energies chiefly to seek and

enjoy his share of the divine righteousness, which

alone can make his life really worth living.

But the law of divine imitation was not carried

out at its best in the creation of merely outward,

unfeeling and lifeless beings, as the heavens, the

earth and the waters of the earth ;
they were merely

material likenesses of God's excellence. . >,!

The power of imitation in any being is depend-
^

ent on and limited by its nature. This supposes

an assimilating power in it,—a kind of absorptive-

ness, (that is never found in the inorganic world,)

whereby it reproduces in itself the qualities and

characteristics of its type, or prototype. This

power is life.

Now the inorganic world of God's creation,

though very fair to view, was yet without living,

moving, self-acting beings ; without agencies that

quickened by their own distinct, individual and

personal energy, could really imitate by them-

selves the attributes—the power, majesty and good-

ness of their Creator. Without these living

agencies the excellences of the Divine Life in all

their variety and beauty would not have been por-

trayed as He wished. The Life of God was to be

reproduced in the world.

For by the mere inorganic world of solids and

liquids,—at best but a dim reflection of God's liv-

ing, sanctifying energy— could not have been

imitated, (except in a figurative way,) the divine

quickening power of God, nor the many deeds of

His beneficence, mercy, goodness.

Thus the heavens with their radiant, and spark-

ling lights, are only symbols of the scintillations

and rays of the divine and glorious light of God's

Truth, that beams on and blesses the minds of

nations. Earth with its stores of minerals and

metals is only a sample of the scientific handiwork

of the Divine Artist, that finds its true and perfect

realization only in the spiritual edifice,—the taber-

nacle of His Spirit, that He rears in the hearts of

His living creatures. While the waters of the

firmament of ceaseless enriching, yet changing,

power, are counterparts in the material world of

the streams of divine grace in the spiritual world,

that bring forth the fruits of God's own Spirit in

the souls of His intellective creatures, in adorning

whom His Bounty knows no rest. And in this

service of the heavens, the earth and its waters,

lay the perfection of their Being. ^ * ^

But with these mere dumb witnesses in creation

of the possibilities of the Divine Life, with no one

to hearken to their story, no one to learn the

lessons they were ever teaching, no one to follow

whither point all things even the tiniest grain of

sand, this would not have been the perfect realiza-

tion of the divine Truth, of the divine Goodness, of

the divine Life. For the Will ofGod, as made known
to His intelligent creatures, was that they should

learn of Him, should follow in His footsteps, and
should be and move and live in Him as He lived

in the Father.

For (as has been said in previous papers) life with

God is knowledge—the perfection of the mind ; it

is love, which is the perfection of the will ; it is

the complete union in the creature of truth and
goodness, that perfection of the spirit, wherein
only can be shared the eternal and divine life with

God.

Such was the vocation—the mission of all intel-

lective life, the ultimate term in the angelic spirits

of their ethical state.

As in our preliminary analysis of the world's

constitution, we have referred to the final term of

each class of beings, among others to the blessed

and happy state of the angelic spirits, for which
their manifold endowments destined them, so now
as is proper we will treat of their endowments in

detail, and first of all of the angelic life. For life

is the basis of all spiritual as well as all physical

health, grace and beauty.

{To be continued.^

T. C. M
Slzmder

Whose edge is sharper than the sword, whose tongue
Outvenoms all the worms of Nile, whose breath

Rides on the posting winds and doth belie

All corners of the world. — Cymbeline, iii. 4.
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The Emerald Beetle.

Douglas was not in the habit of arising at four

o'clock in the morning, but the closet-like state

room on the Niagara River boat was close and

stifling, and already the noise and odors of the

dock were beginning to force themselves upon his

consciousness. He had been spending Sunday

with his mother up the river, and he thought hap-

pily of his pleasant, airy student apartment in the

beauteous site near the Falls of Niagara, and drew

a sigh of relief as the boat reached the wharf and

the long country Sunday was ended. He did not

even take time to bathe his face in the thick steam-

boat waslibowl. He threw his clothes on, and mak-
ing his way out through the ill ventilated "salon "

walked over to the dock and out into the street to

wait for a car. Perhaps it was his recent visit to

the country that made him glance about at the

soggy men and women who were making their way
home at this hour, and think of the time when he

had turned over a board or a stone long unmolested.

In the earthy bugs and .worms that had gone scur-

rying out of sight of the blessed light of day he

could see a disgusting similitude of these children

of the city's darkness. This Douglas had not one

bit of sentimentality about him, or romance, or im-

agination, and even this ugly thought surprised

him. As an open car came along he swung him-

self on board, taking a back seat and lighting a

cigar. He was the only passenger save one, a half

drunken sailor, who turned at the scratch of

Douglas' match and taking a "T." " D." from

his pocket lighted it. The conductor gave him a
" Hi !

" and called him back to the smokers' seats.

He placed himself directly in front of Douglas.

The air blew the smoke ahead so that there was no

necessity for moving, and they rode along the river

front and up through the tenement district, almost

touching each other, these two types of worlds as

far apart as the planets. Men were still sleeping

in the doorways or sitting up rubbing their eyes to

begin another day's existence, whose only want

was food. The sailor leaned back. " I've done

that," he said, jerking his thumb in the direction

of the ragged, yawning men, " but I ain't going to

do it no more. I've got what!" and he slapped

the breast pocket of his jacket. " You've got on a

pretty breast-pin there, but it ain't nowhere by the

side of mine." Douglas was looking coldly and

quietly into the man's eyes. He was simply a spec-

tacle to him, one with which he had no sort of pity,

any more than he would have had with any other

sort of an unclean beast. The sound of his voice

and the look of his coarse person were offensive
;

but Douglas' nerves were strong. He did not look

underneath and see the man that might have been.

That was not his way. But that he noticed him
at all was sufficient encouragement to the sailor.

He was in the maudlin state when there was noth-

ing to resent short of a blow, and he had some one

to talk to. He pushed his fist down into his

l^ocket and brought forth a wad of dirty canvas

stiined brown. With nervous, awkward fingers

he unwound it. Douglas looked on, expecting to

see some gaud from a water-front shop, when the

last wrapping came off and the man held on the

end of his finger a jewel that made him draw his

breath. It was a beetle carved from a single em-

erald, that was a glimmer of pale sea-green light.

He knew the form, and he saw that the cloth was
a piece of mummy wrapping. The jewel had lain

upon the breast of some Egyptian king. Douglas

put out his hand, and the sailor let him take it.

It seemed to him that there came up his finger and
along into his brain a sort of electric shock. As
the sailor saw the jewel on Douglas' hand a change

passed over his face. New lines came, firmer lines

about his mouth, and some of the silly coarseness

seemed to melt away. A look of loathing, if that

character of face could hold such an expression,

was in his eyes as he looked at the emerald.

"Ah ! do you want to sell this thing?" Douglas

asked.

" Yes, I do, " the sailor said firmly.
*

' A mate of

mine got it somewhere, and when he died he gave
me the thing. There's no luck in it. You may
have it for ten dollars."

Douglas reached his fingers into his waistcoat

pocket and brought out a little bill book. He felt

in a measure ashamed of himself. He knew that

the emerald was worth thousands of dollars, and
he was not the man to cheat anybody, but this

fellow would only throw the thing away. Why
should he not have it? Still holding the jewel

between his fingers, he drew from his purse a ten-

dollar bill, which he placed in the sailor's hand.

The man opened his mouth as if to speak, and
then, without stopping the car, suddenly swung
himself off on one side and disappeared, while

Douglas put the emerald in his pocket and rode

on. Suddenly it seemed to him that the world

looked different. Ideas entered his head that had
never been there before. He had a large transac-

tion on hand that morning, one in which all his

powers would be exercised to make two men see

the justice of their differences and come to an
amicable settlement. They were old friends of

his, and he had intended to devote all his mind to

this one case. But now, suddenly, he saw that by
leaving out a certain argument here he could per-

manently divide them, and thus, by his knowledge

of affairs, gather in a large reward for himself. He
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shook himself together, sick at his own evil

thought. He changed cars for his own part of the

town, and with such an impulse as he never expe-

rienced before he walked into a hotel and asked

for a morning cocktail. As he came out a tiny

little brougham passed before him, and for an in-

stant a little, gleaming face, like a cat's, looked at

him through the window, the sleep wanting eyes,

with darkened lashes, gazing into his. Then a

row of white teeth gleamed at him. " Confound

it!" he said, savagely. ''What was there in my
face to call out that?" . . . Three months

later Douglas stood one evening on the hearth-rug

in his apartment and looked away down into the

two burning sticks that his servant had laid on the

irons. It was early winter, but the air was chill

and bleak, and it was after dark that Douglas was

beginning to live. The cozy lawyer apartments

had assumed some changes in the past few

months, as where there had been a leather-

covered lounge upon which he used to fling

himself with a new magazine when he came

in tired in the evening, there was a broad

silken Turkish couch piled with embroidered

cushions, and a French novel lay among them. A
palm in a great Chinese bowl stood by a fancy

draped window, and there was about the whole

atmosphere of the room a luxury, a pampering of

the fleshy side of life, that made the man coming

in at the doorway stop and hold his breath, as

though he were entering a strange place. He
dropped the curtain that fell over the door and

met Douglas in the middle of the room. " My
dear fellow," he said heartily, "you are so lapped

in luxury here that I hardly knew the place.

When did you accomplish all this?" " Oh, piece

by piece," Douglas replied carelessly, "the old

way seemed bare, somehow. When did you come
home?" "Yesterday. How is your mother? I

want to go up to-morrow and see her." The words

were said carelessly, but Douglas sprang up as

though he had been stung. " Now see here,

Carston, I know that mother has set you at me
just as well as I know anything. I want to say right

here, that I am old enough to take care of myself.

"

" She hasn't seen you for three months." " I've

been so awfully busy." Carston did not smile at

this excuse as his errand was too serious. Douglas

was his cousin and his mother was his best friend,

and he had come to do what he could. "Your
mother thinks, we all think, that where the honor

of the name is at stake, your mother, who gave it

to you, has some right to speak. They say you

are to marry—" Carston hesitated as if he could

not utter the name. " Have it all out. They say

I am to marry the French dancer at the Casino.

Well?" "I will not believe it. I have known
you boy and man, Douglas." "They have also

told you, I suppose, that I have advised Melton

and Clay out of the Western Land Company and

swallowed the company. Indeed ! the public prints

keep me advised of my doings" At these words

the door suddenly opened, and her mouth full of

words, a maid ran into the room. " If you please,

Mr. Douglas, Mademoiselle said would you send

her right away the little box you promised her ?"

Douglas walked over to his desk, and opening it,

took out a dirty piece of cloth and unrolled it. A
gleam of green light came to the eyes of the man
and woman across the room. He put the gem into

a new velvet box, gave it to the maid and pushed

her gently from the room. Next he turned around

and looked at Carston in a dazed fashion for a

moment. Then walking rapidly to the windows,

he threw them up so that the crisp evening air

came rushing in. He stood by one of them and a

fit of trembling seized him. The handkerchief

that he passed across his brow was moist. " Car-

ston," he said, " do you believe that in centuries

of evil association inanimate things may become

so saturated with it that they give out a like

poison?" "I am not fanciful," Carston replied,

" but there are queer things. People believe in

the influence of holy relics. May they not believe

that unholy ones have an influence also?" " Let's

go out," Douglas said abruptly, " I want fresh air.

I will go up home with you to. morrow and stay a

month. That will surely relieve my mother's

mind." " I knew they were lies," Carston said

as he grasped his cousin's hand. "I had known
you too long."

E. T. Wade, '96.

To a Child

(From the German of H. Heine.)

Thou art as some sweet flower

So pure, so fair, and bright,

I look on thee, and sorrow

O'ershadows my heart's delight.

For I feel, as I stoop to bless ihee,

That this should be my prayer

—

That God would take thee and keep thee,

Forever pure and lair.
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EDITORIALS.

Whether a playwright should sacrifice his in-

dividuality for the success and emolument of an

actor is an important question. It is much mooted

at the present time, and should this question be-

come a fixed principle viz ; a playwright should

compose for a particular actor, the ambitious

writer would soon find himself engaged in an

almost impossible work. It would, in fact, affect

alike the author and actor and place severe restric-

tions on both. It would tend to dampen the spirit

of emulation existing among actors and reduce to

a state of desuetude all those powers that nature

has bestowed on them and that art has improved.

Whilst to the playwright it would be unjust

because it would restrict his faculties of observa-

tion, his sometimes perhaps felicitous mode of ex-

pressing what he observes, his power of wit or

humor, to the talents of the actor—an incongru-

ous portrait of mankind conformable to one in-

dividual. Hampered by such conditions the play-

wright would never rise above mediocrity—"a
shapeless pillar crowned with Hermes' head"—he

must sacrifice those powers which distinguish him
from others. Shakespeare was not affronted with

such an obstacle and as a result he developed

marvellous power to make realities from that

material which others make into pictures and

dreams. If universal, the question would be, in-

deed, detrimental to the fame of the playwright.

Goethe and Schiller would remain the idols of the

Germans ; the French would seek in vain for a

rival of Moli^re, Corneille or Racine; and the

departed poet of Stratford-on-Avon would not

writhe in his sepulchre with the enviojs thought,

that another would usurp his seat in the sphere

of dramatic literature. The effect in respect to the

actor would be opposed to the principles of modern

advancement. It would cause a movement whose

tendency would be downward rather than upward

and onward. It does not require much ingenuity

or versatility for an actor gifted with a graceful

carriage, a resonant voice and dramatic talent to

interpret a character especially adapted for the dis-

play of such qualities. There are many actors

whose repertories contain several plays in which

the characters are diametrically opposed to one an-

other, yet they portray all skilfully and satisfac-

torily to thousands. To Forrest, McCollough,

Booth and Salvini did the people of a decade or

two listen with delight and attention when they

rendered their different conceptions of Shake-

speare's characters. Hence no playwright should

sacrifice his individuality.

Many students look upon reading as a means

to while away time which hangs heavily upon

their hands ; a few, as a relaxation from their more

tedious pursuits, while others recognize in it a

didactic branch. According to this division we
may safely judge of the kind of literature that

they read. Those in the first class, which unfor-

tunately contains the largest percentage of readers,

revel in trivial, specious and fictitious reading,

whose influence is rather degrading than elevating.

Those included under the second head may, and

as a matter of fact do, read standard works, but

without advantage, because they do not reflect

sufficiently on what they have read. Those of the

third and last class are the only ones that obtain

any real benefit, because they alone read with care,

weigh and consider what they read and make a

very careful selection of their authors. Bacon

tells us " Some books are to be tasted, others to be

swallowed and some few to be chewed and digested
;

that is, some books are to be read only in parts

;

others to be read, but not curiously ; some few to

be read wholly and with diligence and attention."

Our advice is simple and easy to remember. Read

a few books that are worthy of perusal, but read

those few well. For it is more advantageous to

read a few books well than a whole library

badly.
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A Double Sacrifice.

V^ By J. I. Whelan, '95.

::\.-'::
/;.'

'

^'/': y.,-: CHAPTER III. •. ''/:':::r:y[-\!::,,:y;:,

: "lead kindly light." : ^ \- ;•

In something less than three weeks after Jim's
departure, Joan received a letter from him which
she read many times. Those three weeks had been
long indeed to Joan ; but she knew that such a

time must elapse before she could receive news
from him. He told her all the little incidents of

of his voyage, how he and Bob had made a num-
ber of friends on the trip. These were all described

with characteristic fidelity. Among them was a

young man, John Reid, and his sister Lydia, who
were just returning from a six-months' visit to

Perth. Their parents had been natives of the
Scottish town, and the young people were full

of enthusiasm for the country and everything
Scottish. Jim and his companion, Bob Wylie,
soon became great favorites with these ingenuous
young people, who delighted in conversing with
them on subjects so well known to both. When
John learned that the two emigrants intended
making their home in Boston, he at once offered

his assistance in securing them positions. He
himself was engaged in some clerical capacity in a

large dry goods store on Washington street, and his

influence would, no doubt, be used to good advan-
tage for the two Scotch lads. All of this was
detailed enthusiastically to Joan, together with

other little happenings on board. Then followed

that which Joan most desired to hear ; how he had
felt so lonesome and so wretched upon leaving

home ; how he was thinking of them all and long-

ing to see them again ; that he would never forget

her and knew that she would remember him.
Another letter followed soon after this, in which
he told her that he had secured a position in the

store at a salary, modest enough, but rather good
in comparison with what he had been receiving at

home. Lydia's name was again mentioned casu-

ally in the letter. He was a visitor at the house.

That was on John's account, Joan whispered to

herself. But she could not keep down the sus-

picion that was continually insinuating itself into

her mind that John's sister might be, nay, was the

attraction. What a world of wretchedness and
misery and suffering springs from that little seed

of suspicion ! Joan kept thinking of Lydia, won-
dering if she were fair, or charming or attractive.

In her imagination she saw her in a hundred dif-

ferent aspects, changing, varying, but always
lovely, more beautiful than herself. Poor Joan
was torturing herself already, and Jim had been
gone only three months. He, in the meantime,
was moving along smoothly in his aj^pointed

groove, winning the affections of those into whose
company he was thrown, the favor of his em-
ployers. It was but natural that he should fre-

quently visit the Reid family, who had from the
first treated him kindly and welcomed him cor-

dially. But although he was impressionable, his
parting with Joan and the picture of her tear-

stained face were yet too vividly portrayed in

memory's glass for him to look upon Lydia with
feelings other than those of gratitude and esteem.

Nor did it seem probable that he would engross

more of her thought than the many other young
men of her acquaintance. If Joan had known this

she would havf been able to go about her house-

hold duties with more cheerful disposition ;
if Jim

had but surmised her thoughts he could have

spared her many a dreary hour.

His letters, however, brought with them quiet

and contentment. And thus a year went by. Jim's

fortune was still in the prospective. The old long-

ing came upon him once more, the yearning for

something higher and nobler, for the ideal, the

undefinable. His soul was temporarily satiated

with music, which he drank in with avidity in the

many opportunities afforded in the modern Athens.

It was at this time that his letters were mailed less

frequently to Joan. The year's separation was
having its effect upon him. He was mingling
with the young people of his station in life, and,

in a manner, enjoying life. But without Joan's

presence as an incentive, his love for her soon

waned. It was at best but a transitory passion, not

the love that would endure. He did not cease to

think of her, often with tender regret, but never

with passionate longing ; and so his letters

breathed a different sentiment, which Joan was
quick to detect. They gradually degenerated into"

mere formalities which, to Joan, seemed harder to

bear than if they had i;ot come. So finally, with-

out reproaching him at all, she hinted at this in

concluding a letter to him. Jim was rather sur-

prised, for, although his disposition toward her

had irndergone a change, he had not thought that

she would so easily give him up. His vanity had
received a shock ; but it is evident that his heart

was little affected by the letter when he could

philosophize upon the subject and say it was well.

And yet he was not wise enough to read between
the lines. He wrote her one more letter in which
he referred to what she had said, agreeing with
her that their intercourse should end. Nor was
this with entire indifference. His love for her, if

love it might be called, had, for the time, been a

suflUcient reason for his plodding life in the store.

But that life, too, was now becoming irksone.

The incentive was lost. John urged him to try

for a scholarship in the Conservatory ; but even
this required time for preliminary study and an
outlay which he could not afford. He had man-
aged to save each month a trifle from his rather

meagre earnings, and his resolution of making a

regular remittance to his mother was scrupulously

kept. The result was, however, that he dressed

fairly well, lived fairly well, and had nothing left.

It was at about this time that he became intimate

with one of the girls in the store. Her name was
Kitty MacDonald, the Mac, as suggestively

Scotch, being, no doubt, the first bond of friend-

ship. But Kitty was not Scotch, whatever her
name might imply, as she herself said with a merry
toss of her head. She was Irish. Jim was not

more surprised at this than to learn that she was a

Catholic. He had never associated with any of

that denomination, and it is likely that had he
been previously aware of her religious views his

friendship with her would never have been formed.

But although he still clung to his Scotch prejudices,

^;.
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he had been far from faithful in his attendance at

the Presbyterian church to which he had at first

gone after arriving in the city. In the dissatisfied

state into which he had fallen the church service

seemed cold and unreal. This fact, together with
his already-formed acquaintance with Kitty, broke
down all barriers, and he was free to admit that

she was as charming a companion as any he might
meet. Her disposition was naturally merry, and
her bright laughter attracted him, already fast

lapsing into cynicism. She lived in the Roxbury
district, and he had once or twice called upon her.

He called at her house unexpectedly one Sunday
evening. She was going to Vespers. He there-

fore accompanied her. He could not bring himself
to enter, and told her he would wait for her out-

side. They had arrived at the Mission Church of
the Redemptorist Fathers. It was during the
Lenten season, and the choir was to render the

Inflammatus from RossinC s poetic tragedy, Stabat
Mater. Kitty had told him of this, and, knowing
his passion for music, tried to persuade him to go
in with her. But he said he could enjoy it from
the outside. He lit a cigar when she had left him
and paced the side-walk in front of the church.
The deep pealing of the organ was like the roll of

distant thunder. They sang MillarcV s Vespers,
but it was not until the glorious strain of the

Juravit greeted him that he showed any interest.

He had always loved a baritone voice, and this

singer was an artist. He turned almost involun-
tarily toward the door ; and, as though there was
something prophetic in the words, at the et non
poenitebit eum^ he thrust aside the shackles of his

prejudice and entered the church. He was lost to

everything but the music, and it seemed as though
upon the wings of harmony his soul took flight.

Suddenly the melodious sweetness of the richest

voice he had ever heard burst upon him. It was
the soprano singing the De torrenie. He was in-

toxicated with pleasure. He reasoned vaguely how
grand that church must be whose music was so

sublime. Then there was a pause. He saw the
people round about him on bended knees. He, too,

knelt as the choir sang the Vent; but this time he
acted not unconsciously , he had been moved to

reverence. Then followed the sermon, short but
graphic. The priest had taken for his subject

the words of the noble verse, Inflammatus. It

was something entirely different to the cold mono-
logues he had been accustomed to hear, appealing
at once to the intensity of his feelings and to his

poetic imagination. Then followed the hymn
itself, tragic, sublime. . The prelude of the organ,

the burst of harmony from the well-trained chorus,

appealed to his cultivated ear, but when he heard
once more the voice of the soprano in the difficult

cadences of the solo part, and as it soared high and
clear above the other voices and the organ, cul-

minating in the c of the upper octave, he nearly

forgot his surroundings, and the "bravo" in his

heart almost found expression upon his lips. He
marveled that those around him remained impas-
sive. He felt something warm upon his cheek.

He raised his hand to his eyes. They were wet
with tears.

The Benediction had not so great an eflfect upon

him. It seemed to exhibit a sort of mysti-

cism. After the services he waited for Kitty.

She had not known that he had entered the

church.
"The music was fine," she said, '* you should

have heard it."
" I did hear it," he said quietly. •: L ;.

"Were you inside?" she asked, pleased.
" Yes," he said. Then he continued :

"I heard them singing and stopped to listen.

Before I knew what I was doing I was in the ves-

tibule. An usher came towards me. It was too

late to tuin back. He showed me to a seat and I

enjoyed the greatest treat of my life."

Kitty was naturally delighted. She was light-

hearted and perhaps frivolous, but she was a
good Catholic and took a Catholic's pride in hear-

ing anything in connection with the Church
praised.

That visit of Jim's was the first of many to the
Mission Church. He was struck by the devotion
of the worshippers, infatuated with the music.
Above all he felt within him a peaceful serenity

whenever he was in church. If any one told him
then that he was in danger of giving up his father's

Faith and accepting that of the Church of Rome, he
would have strenuously denied it. He had, in-

deed, no such intention, but he could not analyze
his feelings. He was happy

;
yet his happiness

was as it were only in the anticipation. It seemed
as though there was about to come to him a realiza-

tion of his day dreams, but he was perhaps unwill-

ing to admit that it would be through his visits to

the Redemporist Church. He was still a visitor at

the Rei^ house, but to John or to Lydia he said

not a word of what was moving him within. But
invisible are Thy ways, oh God. Unconsciously
the light of faith was illumining his soul. For one
Sunday when, through some slight ailment, he
was prevented from going out to Roxbury, he was
laboring under great mental distress. He felt as

though he had missed something. He tried then
to analyze his feelings. Was it because he had not
seen Kitty ? The answer was emphatic. He had
enjoyed her company but the deprivation of it

would cause him no uneasiness. To what then
had he been looking forward on each recurring
Sunday night? Fight against it as he would, the
conviction forced itself upon him that it was his

visits to the church. The thought was repugnant
to him at first for the old Adam of intolerance had
been strong within him. But constant dwelling
upon the thought made his change of sentiment
seem less radical.

"Why not," he finally asked himself, "seek
happiness where happiness is to be found, instead
of deliberately throwing myself upon the dark sea
of disappointment and discontent?"
He took down his old Scottish Hymnal from its

place on the shelf and turned its pages. His eye
chanced upon the beautiful hymn of Cardinal
Newman. He had sung it many times in the church
choir at home but now it seemed to have a strange
and peculiar significance for him. He remembered
too, the change that had come over the writer since

he had written the lines, and this gave him new
courage. He read aloud the lines :
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" Lead kindly light amidst the encircling gloom,
Lead thou me on

;

The night is dark, and I am far from home.
,; »

Lead thou me on !"

*' The die is cast " he exclaimed, as he closed the
book. " Lead me, O kindly light, from the night
and the gloom to where all is bright and fair. Lead
thou me on !"

Kitty introduced him to one of the Fathers at

the rectory, who, having heard his story, took a
great interest in him. Having once determined
upon the step he was about to take, he placed him-
self entirely in the hands of the Father and was as

docile and obedient as a child. Those were happy
days for him spent in preparing for his first reception
of the Sacraments. His progress was great for his

soul was in it. Kitty at first used to hear his cate-

chism but he soon excelled his teacher in the knowl-
edge of the Faith he was soon to profess. Finally on
the feast of Corpus Christie with all the ardor and
love of a Saint Aloysius, he received his first Holy
Communion. He was a Catholic and ha}>py. To
John and to Lydia he had not yet spoken, but they
had surmised the truth and a slight coldness had
sprung up between them and him. John finally

learned of Jim's action through some of the girls

in the store, and their friendship came to an end.

To John's inherited bigotiy there was added the

Puritanic intolerance, and looked upon him as

lost.

Jim did not at once acquaint his people of his

step, knowing how much sorrow the news would
bring to them. As for Joan, if he thought of her
at all now, it was with a feeling of satisfaction

that all was at an end between them. He always
thought that she first had given him up ; this

opinion, for the time, saved him the pang of con-

flicting emotions.
One of Kitty's friends asked her one day, when

she and her convert were to be married. But Kitty
was wise in her day.

'

" I would like to believe that he was my con-
vert," she answered ;

" but his bride will not be an
earthly one."

Kitty was right Jim was following strictly in

the footsteps of the great Cardinal, and wished to

give himself entirely to the Church. The Divine
grace had descended in all its plentitude upon him
in his reception of the sacraments. The last

shadow of doubt had left him then, and in his

soul there was an exstasy almost akin to pain.

He saw now the emptiness of earthly fame ; he
longed to work in the vineyard of the Master,
that he might bring others to a knowledge
of the peace and restful quiet his heart expe-
rienced.

His confessor was delighted with the disposition

of his young neophyte, but, wishing to test his

ardor and the truth of his vocation, at first gave
him no encouragement. Jim was troubled, fear-

ing that the priest deemed him unworthy of so
great an honor ; but he persevered, and his ardent
zeal was finally rewarded.
The following September found him in the

preparatory school of the Redemptorist Fathers
near Erie, Pa.

EXCHANGES.

How good of the Index to say that the Villa-

nova Monthly " always contains at least one

good article." Is not this, brother Ex-man, a de-

parture from your time-honored custom ? Are you

not deviating from your path of duty, from that

"loyalty to custom " which on your initiation you

solemnly swore to respect? It is out of sheer kind-

ness, no doubt, that you point out the "good
article "in the February number, and even go to

the trouble of giving the name, the occupation and

the address of its writer. Are you not aware that

lots of people who do not know that such a thing

as the Index exists, and who are better off for not

knowing it, are familiar with the name of Maurice

Francis Egan? We feel honored that this worthy

author condescends to write for our Monthly.
We are, indeed, at a loss to know what you mean
by signing properly. Please compare the two jour-

nals, and see if ours does not contain as many in-

telligible signatures as your own. An uninterested

party, we feel, would decide in our favor. You
are indeed very complimentary to our young
editor, but you must indeed be very poorly in-

structed to think that the editorial in question

smacks of theology. Have you never used the ex-

pression "consensus of opinion?" Did you not

learn in Sunday school the meaning of "consan-

guinity?" '

'

Perhaps your writer on "Abelard" is a good

philosopher or even theologian, although this does

not appear ; but neither his philosophy nor his the-

ology will justify such an abuse of the English

language as "In his labors to theology," " Cardi-

nal Newman of all other writers," and " It was
lacking in the three Scriptural essentials—pacify-

ing, chaste and from above."

Your reasons for despising the Mathematical col-

umn we are not slow at guessing. Perhaps you
iowviA. ^h^ pons asinorum too realistic. We would
not for an instant think you guilty of imitating

the Collegium in attacking this column. If you
consult your files you will find that the Index was
the first to begin the attack

;
yet in practically the

same mail which brought that number of your

journal the Mathematical column received very

favorable notices from your superiors in college

journalism.

You accuse us of praising your jubilee number.

Perhaps we did ; but such was not our intention.

Accept our apologies. When we are twenty-five

years old we will have better sense. Until then

pray bear with us. You bid us "come often;"

we bid you "come oflf."
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SULLIVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

98.—If R denotes the radius of a circle, and a

one side of a regular inscribed polygon, show that

R

v

(a) In a regular pentagon, a= — i/io — 2i/c
2 ^

{6) In a regular octagon, a = R \/ 2 |/~y

{c) In a regular dodecagon, a=' R y^~2

Solution by Jas. A. Dean^ '9/.

Problem 98 proves that:

2
, __

I 0.

a 2/5

a' -y
(The square on the side of an inscribed regular

pentagon is equal to the sum of the squares of the

radius of the circle and the side of the inscribed

regular decagon).

,^ ^. _ 4^^ + ^M6-2v/7)
4 _

a^ = ^ do - 3 1/ 5)

4
R w 7=

« = — K 10 — 2 1/ 5

{b^ To prove a — R \/ 2 — i/"^^

Let A B \>^ the side of the regular inscribed

regular octagon.

Proof.—Draw A C the side of an inscribed

square.

O K = ^-v-i;
2 ^

B K = OB— OR
= R — R V

Now A B"" = A K'' + B R\ or

.'. a= R Vz— y^
{c) In the last diagram let A B he the side of a

regular inscribed dodecagon.

of a hexagon.

To prove a = R V 2 V
Proof O K=\R F~3

B K-=- O B— O K

A C will be the side

A B^ = A R'' + B AT

2 = ai?)2+ _;^(2-F3)^a

a = R Fg^TfTJ-

100.—A cast-iron roller is 40 inches long,

22^ inches in diameter, and the iron is }( inches

thick ; required its weight, if a cubic inch of iron

weighs 4}4 ounces. .

Solution by H. Nelson^ 'p/.

40 inches long

22.5 " diameter

.1,, *' thick

22^ X 3.1416 X 40 X I = solidity.

3-1416
'"'''< 23-g

' 15708
62832

62832

70.6860 = circumference

30 of 40

2120.58 = no. of cubic inches of iron

848232 ::'^'„.\-. "V
'''/-,

.•.

i6|9542.6i = no. of ounces

596.41 = pounds of iron.

loi.—If A^ B, C are the angles of a triangle,

prove that : cos A + cos B -j- cos C = i + 4 sin

2 A sin J B sin \ C.

Solution by J. J. Whelan^ '95.

cos C= cos [180° — {A-^B)'\
= — cos {A -\- B)
.

'. cos A -f cos B -f cos C = cos A +
cos B — cos {A -\- B)

By (22) == 2 cos i {A + B) cos ^ {A — B) ^
cos (^ -I- ^)

By (17) = 2 cos I {A + ^) cos » {A — B)

—

2 cos =^i (^ +^ ) -f I

= [2 cos J (^ + B)] X [cos ^{A—B)
— cos J (^ + i^)] -f I

By (23) = [2 cos ^{A ^ B) X \_2 sin i ^ sin

i ^] + I

= (2 sin i C) 2 sin J ^ sin i Z?) + i

= I + 4 sin i v4 sin i ^ sin i C
103.—Prove : If two circles touch externally, their

common tangent is a mean proportional between

their diameters.
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Solution by N. A. Dugan ^ 'pd.

Let O and O' be two circles touching at P, and
^ ^ their common tangent.

Then A C \ A B = A B : B D
Proof.—Draw A P, C P, B P, D P, O O'

Since A C 2Sid. B D are -L to A B, they are ||.

.-. ^ A O P+ L B O' P=2xi Ls
But ^PA B = h L A O P
2.xi^ LPB A = \ L_B O' P
.'. / PAB+LPBA = aril
.'. L. A P B =-. art L
Also ^APC = artL
.*. C 7^-5 is a straight line

In like manner D PA is a. straight line -

Now the rt As ^ C i? and ^ i9 ^
L C= L D A B
.'. /\s A C B and A D B are similar

Whence A C : A B = A B : B D
104.—What is the width of the ring between two

concentric circumferences whose lengths are 440
feet and 330 feet?

Solution by M. F. Rouse ^ '<?/.

Solution. .;:v
;••,";-'. r' ^'.:'

: The diameters of the circles are
-

4f and3^

The width of the ring between the two con-

centric circumferences is one-half the difference

between their diameters.

J
(44° _ 35o|

. '. The width between the circles =17.5 feet.

¥ = 17.5

NEW PROBLEMS.
106.—Two ships are a mile apart. The angular

distance of the first ship from a tort on shore, as

observed from the second ship is 35° 14' 10", the

angular distance of the second ship from the fort,

observed from the first ship, is 42° 11' 53". Find
the distance in feet from each ship to the fort.

105.—The radius of a sphere is 4 inches. From
any point on the surface as a pole, a circle is

described upon the sphere, with an opening of

the compasses equal to 3 inches. Find the area

of this circle.

106.—Prove : That the area of a circular ring

is equal to that of a circle whose diameter is a

chord of the outer circle and a tangent to the
inner circle.

107.—Given the side of an equilateral triangle

10. Find the radius of the circumscribing circle.

v^.

SPLINTERS.
Maud.

Generative.

"Sham-rogues. ;;; ;

Dissipation ! •

; Miss Shakespeare.
-
V A Daily Politician !

" Sew buttons on it."

'.-^ Base causer of eSects ! y.J'':0'^l:'.r'

; Annie has the mumps ! n a;\,. ::.•-; .^^^
^ -

"Mac, Mum's the word." ;V'^;
: ,C .^

" We keep no table cf hole.'''' >• ^ /;'/'••. ^--^k

"Where's the little fellow ?" ^'i;; ;:"•:,)';-

%

"Do you love me, Georgie?"
! :;v ; !; !

- "^ V
" Who takes the flying leaps ?"

[^y
^''''^\.:y'::.

" You get good substantial food." v ; v- .

"Say, Brother, were you ever in love?"
" Has Joe got neuralgia of the stomach ?" "

'

D*v*tt's new phenomenon, the roily bolly Alice !

"Why don't you speak for yourself, John?"

—

Paoli Maid. ,-:,: ; ; .•, jv- ;,,'./. :-. •.. .„-\s:.:x :-..,.;, ',;',:: v:

"I am game till the last drop of blood leaves

me. >)

There's more in his Philosophy than Grand-

claude ever knew.

He showed a cheerful willingness, and this is how 'tis

proved :

The motion, it was seconded, and K y, he was
" moved.

ACCIDENTALLY OVERHEARD. :: yX^i.r-'-^-^-y-.i^-

yWh.aX became of the cubes?—J. H. v -v
;
^;. '

.

Where is the little fellow ?—Fr. Mc. .

"'
./^ ;'/

Don't do the jug, Joe.—J. D.

He's " nutty," he writes poetry.—J. M. W.
J. M. winks at everybody.—S—e.

A lunar eclipse of the moon.—E. J. M.
What of it ? Up to home.—L. H.

Three cheers, Ireland's gone Democratic—J. H.

He makes motions to me with his mouth.

—

N—e.

A correspondent sends us the following, and

asks if this can be " our Stanley "
:

There is a young man attending the University

of Pennsylvania upon whom " the turn was called "

very cleverly the other day. He came to the

University to pursue post-graduate studies, from a

college in a small but distinctively college town.

While attending that institution he found time to

cultivate the acquaintance of a number of the

prettiest girls in the village, and the idea took

possession of him since he came to Old Penn that

the portraits of all his old "flames" of other col-

lege days would add much to the adornment of

his quarters. So he penned a request to the fair

creatures who lingered most in his remembrance

for copies of their photographs. He got them all,
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too, the other day, but in a form he little expected.

The dear girls, on receiving his request, put up

a job on him. Eight of them visited a photo-

grapher's in a body, and had a group picture

taken showing only the backs of their heads and

shoulders. One of these pictures was mailed with-

out comment to the fresh University man. He
hasn't had the picture framed for his room.

<< DO, DO, MY

•^j-

Oh, 'tis the Bostonian knows how to speak,

In language so cultured, and neat, and chaste
;

And the following words that I heard last week,
,

This column will cheerfully give them in haste.

Perhaps you have heard, in lowlier strain,

Of the Devil, his due,—vulgar, very,

—

Dress it up a la Boston, and read it again,

Give the King of Hades his huckleberry /

THE ECLIPSE.

The moon went into mourning one night,

They called it Eclipse, no doubt.

And a Lady and Knight, to see the sight,

Into the courtyard went out. r n '

But there was a man in the moon. Boo ! hoo !

Like the moon he was out of sight,

But he seemed to be on to that pair, them two,

For I heard his voice in the night :

—

" Oh, Lady, what are you Dohan there,
J

Not siren, or sylph, or worse?

—

>.; '

Ah, no ! methinks in that Lady fair
;
?

, 'Tis the Nurse I see, 'tis the Nurse !"

SAINT Patrick's day.

A little bit of ribbon green.

His left lapel adorning,

On Irish Paddy's coat is seen.

Saint Patrick's day in the morning.

The day wears on (his head goes round),

The green is out of sight

'uMop spisdn J9q)BJ 9jb sSujm puy
Saint Patrick's day in the night

!

SOME MOORE.

Once in the stilly night.

When slumber's chains had bound them.

Little shoelets out of sight,

Cast off garments round them.

The kicks, the bumps.

The heavy thumps.

The cries, the words then spoken,

Had but the power

To make Frank sour,

While Michael's heart was broken.

Yes, in that stilly night.

^•

When slumber's chains had bound them,

Rude kockings brought the light

Of horrid Hades round them. -

O, in that stilly night,
;

: ;

I may not, dare not word it,

—

.The story of that wordy fight, '
;

V Verbatim, as I heard it,

—

/ '

.
.'• :• •* ..V-

For Friendship's chain •:z::'::^'\::,:'}.-'''c.

Was smote in twain.

The links were burst asunder, . *

y- As Martin laughed, [^::'',:i/''':-:'^/'^-\.-

'::} And Nielie chafied, 1' ';
;

And all grew mad as thunder,

;

Thus in that stilly night.

When slumber's chains had bound them,

A cast-off rubber brought the light

Of horrid Hades round them.

ATHLETICS.

; The prospects for Villanova's base-ball team are

exceedingly bright this year as many of the old

players have returned, and with the additional

assistance of three new members, we hope to prove

as formidable to our opponents as of old. The
team has an exceptionally strong list ofpitchersand,

in fact, the entire nine will undoubtedly prove to

be the strongest that Villanova has placed on the

diamond for several years. Individually the players

are manifesting very good abilities and not many
more days will have elapsed ere the team-work will

commence to place them in good trim. May " the

boys " be as successful as ever, and may the White
and Blue wave as triumphantly in '95 as it has

during the seasons of the past. The aspirants for

the team are : M. T. Fields, J. J. Barthouski, T.

Rogers, J. M. Walsh, S. A. Kenny, W. Hazel, D.

A. Herron, M. J. Kavanauglv, E. Moynihan, M. J.

Murphy, J. J. Carey, J. A. Hannon.

The following is our base-ball schedule thus far

arranged for the season :

Villanova

vs.

Clermont A. A.

Clover A. A.,

West Chester Normal School at Villanova

Kensington, at Villanova

West Chester Normal School, at W. Chester

Manhattan College, at New York

Penn Mutual, at Villanova . .

Powells, at Villanova ....
Manhattan College, at Villanova

Congregationals, at Villanova ... " 15-

at Villanova
(C ((

April
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PERSONALS.

We are pleased to hear that E. J. Monaghan is

rapidly recovering from an attack of rheumatic

fever. '";:,"'

On Tues(!ay, March 5, Rev. G. H. Mahon, of

Oxford, N. Y., visited the Faculty and brought

with him Mr. John Murphy, whom he left to pur-

sue his studies.

Besides Rev. Frs. Gleeson, Medina and Coar, a

large number of the Seniors attended the able lec-

ture delivered by Rev. James Monahan, '79, of

Philadelphia, March 17, at Wayne, Pa.

Rev. Frs. F. X. McGowan and M. J. Geraghty,

O.S.A., delivered lectures St. Patrick's night ap-

propriate to the occasion. The former at St.

Veronica's Church, Philadelphia, and the latter at

St. Denis', Ardmore, Pa.

March 17 our Very Rev. President, L. A. Delu-

rey, O.S.A., delivered a lecture on "Ireland, Her

Saints and Her Heroes," in St. Patrick's Church,

Waterbury, Conn. The papers of that city speak

of Fr. Delurey as a forcible and interesting speaker

and devote a large share of their columns to a

summary of his lecture.

Among those who called at the College during

the present month were Rev. James O'Reilly, of

Downingtown, Pa.; J. P. Fahey, O.S.A., of Me-

chanicville, N. Y., and B. B. Schmeckler, O.S.A.,

of Lawrence, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy, Mr.

and Mrs. McCall, Mr. Charles Kuhne, of Philadel-

phia, and Mrs. Beasley, of Chestnut Hill.

E'v

NNSYLVANIAGLOEE

SOLE M/KNUF/KCTU(^EF\S DF THE

IMPROVED ROYALX
|(^SGASi4/VCHINE
THE BEST IN THE

MARKET
246 apd 248

f/ortl?

Broad 5treet.

Ifr

^^^

W^^ CONTRACTORS FOR LIGHTING CITIES
[^MaND TOWNS with THEIR RENOWNED SYSTEM OF

'^X^yM I
SELF-GENERATING GAS LAMPS.OVER 5-0 000 |N US£
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Showell & Fryer, umm,
ITW^PORTING f GROCeRS

AND DEALERS IN

Imported and Domestie Cigars.

Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHIliAOEIiPHlA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

THE ONLY HOUSE
. ^ In Philladelphiia, ,v

, 5;;^;.;; In fact, in the country, that makes a

; J^ specialty of sacred heart pictures, :;

V ';? Framed and Unframed. Have yon seen ;

•

Ji' ^ [ ;^ his Hand-Painted S. H, on Placqnes ? r •

^('..-^'rl'.
Drop in and see Progress at ,:..>; ^x

H; Conway's Catholic Supply House
t' .

;^-- i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
Agent for the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from

the Old Country. Drafts at th» Lowest Rates.

E. K. WILSON & SON, p
Manuftcturari of and Detlars in !.>.

IDiitst-f^lass 1^00ts and §h0es
Btpairing Neatly and Promptly attended to. Onstom Work a Specialty.

TERMS CASH. I^ancastez Avc, Bryn Mawr, Pa,

^"^ '
D. J. QAIXAOHEB. .

^ GBO. W. GIBBOHB.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.^J:; S

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers..

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Gallagher Buildlngr.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

John P. Collins,

•^BooK-t- Binder*^
flo. I South T«nth Street,

m^'Joh Work a Speclaltjr. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN p. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

PhTslcUna* Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours al

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^l^K U/. PRIWTT. Craduatc li? pi7ar/t\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se-MrluK Maclilnes,

Guns, Rifles and
Sporting Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING. ;

LANCASTER AVENUE. BBYN MA^WB, PA.

P. I. rOLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe Qroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
4^Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Tbeatricals.'SIl -

"WM:. B. HINCH,
"

OlIflDOCa -f GLiflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

• ^ ::;'rr •:: Mo. 1702 Market Street, :;:?•:
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTISUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AliL BRAHOHE8.

Special Rates in Qroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. BYHNES,

DIALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

I«o. 37 SOUTH SECOPKD STRHBX,
Below Market, East Side. FHIIiADELFHIA*

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker § Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

____^_
PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au iuvitation to you to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
aud see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Previsions.

We have coustamly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods aud, Quality considered, our Prices
are thf Lowest iu the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
-, Prescriptions a Specialty.

> CHRISTIflN MOOl^H.-f uJ

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plainand Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterna, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Caloimining and Jobbing in Plastering:

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Oflice Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I-. KI.K1N8, President
MARTIN MALONKY, Vlce-Pres't and Manager

O. K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GKORGF. a. BEANS, Treasurer.

; THE PENNSYL¥AN^ SLOBE GAg LIGHT CO., ;

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

QDr}tra(;tor5for lj(§l?ti9^ Qtie$ apd Jovuqs

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET.
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, aoi N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

Sie.OO and 9!i.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call
at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN r FISH^»
DCALCR IN

^Vatches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware an fl pectaclt-s.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent Store.

Sperialtiex in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

g: : THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

;
' Reading Terminal Market./, l,^

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL 8TS.,

Philadelphia,
"~~~"""

DR. STEINBOCK,
"""~~

SURGEON DENT I ST
1630 ffortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pipila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth

: V GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED. ; S v

Edwin F. Durang,

«MRCHITeCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

- M. E. Reynolds, v-

BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,
Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VV. iA£Hei-KN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Fiuiilsliliig Tin 'Ware of Every Descrlptlou

Kept In Stock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCABTBR AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, EnnmellinK,

Qraining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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?p^iim-s
WiCAV tAl 0. 1miMARKs^^ COPYRIGHTS. ^^
CAN 1 i>nTATN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer uiirt an honest opinion, write to
nllJNPf »k (!<>., who Imve bail nearly fifty v ears'
experience in the patent business. Coniinunica-
tionsBtrlctly confidential. A IIuii<lbook of In-
formation concerning I'ntenlH anil how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechan-
ical and Bcientltlo boolts sent free.
Patents talieii tlironKli Muiin ft Co. receive

enecial notice in the Scienlitic Aiiirrirnii. and
thus are brouKlit widely before the public with-
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly. eleKantly illust rated, has by far the
lur»:est circulation of any scientific work In the
world. S3 a vear. Kaiiiple copies sent free.

BulldiiiK Kdition, monthly. flSOa year. Sinitle
copies, 'iH cents. Every numt>er contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and pliotocraplis of new
houses, with plans, enablini; builders to show the
latest desitrns and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO.. New Youk, 3U1 Buuauway.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY,
Established 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.
Terms of Bntscription; One year $2.00 Six months $100 Single copies 5 ot"

,

Money can be sent by Post Office Order or Registered Letter..

Communications should be addressed to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TFOY, N. Y.

LOGUB HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

DBALEB IK A AQKMT FOB

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a completn stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

JOS. C. i^TctJBta ^1

255 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Fe^tivals. and Arranger of

ProceF.sion' a> d Tableaux.

CUTOqTTHISQOUFON.lTI5WORTH$I.OO

Each person who sends this coupon and Ji.oc in cash to Donalioe's
Magazine, 6ii Washington St., Boston, Mass ,will receive the superb
Catholic Monthly, DUNAHOK'S 9IAGAZINK, for one year.
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication on"
can it be had for $i.oo. This coupon must accompany the order

?rb
ar. ^
Jy,

J

The Acknowledged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. E. DITSOPi & CO.,

laiS Chestnut Street, PHILADKLPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

THOmAS R. CliHAl^Y,

^FUlSrER^L DIKECTOR, 4^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADEJ.PHIA.

Personal attention day ov night. ^

\^
otel FJiel^ardsor} •.• •.•

'.' '.' JSOS"? F'''^®'''^ 5t''eet, pf?iladelpl?la.

;; One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station,

''
PRICES VERY REASONABLE

'; Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-v'
J:;

't ' sient. ,
'

:-'/"''

%..-.:..-.J-M Arthur Lynaugh, -^

"^
'" -•' Manager.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,,
'" "'•^' Caterers -fil:;:^

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers . . . . Printers

E>::iMciiAiNus*«o-
Stationers Blank Book Makers

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

Bntirtly Neiu.
Abreast of the Times.
A GrandEducator

.

DICTIONARY
Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

infr, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A I^ibrary in It-
self. It also gives the
often desired information
concerning eminent jier-

sons; facta concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of tlie

globe ;
particulars concerning noted fictitious per-

sons and places ; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. D. J. Brener, Justiceof IT. S. Supreme Court,

writes : " The International Dictionary is the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G, & C. Merriatn Company,
Publishers,

Springfield, Mass.

o^-Do not buy cheap photographic
reprints of .inoient editions.
O^Send for free prospectus.

WEBSTER'S
tlNTERMnONALj

DICTIONflRY,

D. A. BOONE. C W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR • WINES.
..f''

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BiLTIMORE, MD.

(iold ^ ^\\\]qr /n^dals for all Ooeasloos
Pltis and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

EngraTlngs In General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Afeh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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' Easter Morning!

Oh, Father, touch the East with hght

—

Break, blessed day ! — ^>y-j':^ ::/:.,; :^,:r :':-.'
:,

Burst forth ye buds in radiance bright.

Sing birds your roundelay

For Christ is risen in His might.

Earth, sinful, trembles with affright,

An endless day succeeds to night,

Death knows no sway.

When Mary stood beside His tomb,

Stricken with fear.

Weeping, sighing amidst the gloom, ,

" He is not here !"

'Twas but the whispered word,

"Mary!"—His voice she heard,

With love her soul was stirred,

Jesus was near !

Jesus who died for men.

Thou who didst rise again.

Rise from the dead,

Give us the joy of her.

Joining our words with her

—

" Rabboni," she said.

" Master," to Thee we turn,

" Master," from Thee we'll learn

—

Bid us arise !

That, freed from Death's dark chain,

We, too, may live again

In Paradise.

Break blessed morn, dawn happy morn,

Rise, King of morning, arise in the sky;

Sing happy birds for me,

Flowers, exhale for me.

All of thy perfume, and waft it on high !

J. I. Whelan '95.

A Sketch.—An Evening on a Canal Boat.

During the past summer vacation I happened to

be visiting friends in New York city, and, in fact,

having a real "good" time passing the day in

"taking in" the sights of the great city, and

the evening in making friendly calls on some for-

mer acquaintances. I thus came in contact with

many more persons than I really imagined I

would, and while it was a pleasure, it was also a

suitable opportunity for widening my views in

regard to my fellow-men. During one of these

evening visits I made the acquaintance of a Mr.

Stevenson, and while conversing on various sub-

jects, we came to speak of ships and shipping, my
friend being an agent for a canal-boat company of

Buffalo, while I, myself, had often, as a boy, made
trips with my father, who was a captain on the

steamship "Alaska," plying between Baltimore

and Boston.

When our company was about to separate to

their respective homes, Mr. Stevenson asked me if

I would like to visit the company's boats then

lying in the East River ; saying that if I so de-

sired he would be pleased to conduct me thither

the next afternoon.

Now was my chance, for it had been my ardent

desire to see what life was like on these awkward
looking vessels ; as at that time I was engaged in

writing for a youth's magazine, I thought that this

visit would furnish me with an excellent subject.

I therefore told my friend that I would be pleased

and at leisure to accompany him at the appointed

time.

The next morning when I awoke a heavy fog

overhung the city, and I began to fear that my
visit to the boats would have to be postponed, but

happily by noon there was a clear sky, all was sun-

shine, and I anxiously awaited the coming of Mr.

Stevenson. He called at four o'clock, and after a

short delay we started for our destination, which

was about a mile from the house, and arrived there

toward sunset.

On South street, numberless trucks and wagons

began to rumble homeward. With wheels rattling

Jsi'A »
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and drivers cursing and shouting, there was enough

noise to satisfy any morbid taste for turmoil.

With one step from this scene of tumult we
were in what might be called the repose of a

country church-yard. On every side lay an end-

less jumble of canal-boats of all shapes and sizes.

Here and there from many projecting stovepipes

arose the thin blue smoke of the supper fires,

while the air was sharp with the odor of frying

bacon and other savory dishes provided by the

frugal canal-boat matrons. ; ,

Occasionally, from out the open cabin windows,

would float the refrain of some old, old sjng, and

again a young girl's voice could be heard amid the

rattle of pots, pans and kettles, singing a romantic

ballad.

Being now left to myself, as I told my friend my
object in coming, I began to notice every particu-

lar ; fir^t, it was the great number of dogs of all

breeds, ages and sizes ; these made themselves

conspicuous by their continually barking defiance

at each other across the level decks. I learned

that they were useful for guarding the boats at

night. I was next attracted by two boys sitting

on a projection of the pier and holding an ani-

mated discussion on some subject, but it imme-
diately ceased as I drew near.

They were typical country boys, from their

ragged shoes even to the crownless hats.

" What boat do you work on ?" I asked.

" The ' Sallie Waters '," replied the larger of the

two. " I drive and Tom there helps round the boat."

"When do you start for the country ?"

" Next week, I reckon, leastwise it's 'bout time

we was goin'. All our money is spent now."
" What are you eating ?"

"Lickerish."
" What do you do while lying here ?" I asked.
" Oh there's lots to do. We've got to tend the

bosses, keep the deck clean and do chores. Then
we're got to stay about, mostly to watch things, I

reckon. Once we was away up town, got lost

somehow, and didn't get back here till nigh mid-

night. The old man cussed awful and gave Bill a

kick that most lifted him ofi"the boat."

At this moment, from the bow of the boat there

came a confused noise of thumps, snorts and a

volume of adjectives, " Whoa, like ! Whoa ! Gol-

dorn fishooks ! Whoa ! I'll be Jim whizzled if you
haint the all infarnelist mule I ever seen. Take
that ! Goldorn your buttons."

Then there was the sound of a blow. At the

same instant boards, splinters and nails flew from
the side of the little stable up in the bow, and a

tall young countryman came out scratching his

head ruefully.

"What's the matter, Buck?" asked the smaller

boy.

"It's that fool mule," replied Buck, "he tried

to fetch me one, but I was too smart for him. I'll

make him pull the boat back by hisself t'rm here

to Buffalo."

There was now a general laugh in which Buck

himself joined. Now again all was silent and

I judge that they were engaged in attending to

the wants of the inner man. In looking around

the fleet, I saw a white haired old man sitting in

front of a deck house on one of the boats. He sat

quietly smoking an old pipe and gazing at the

dim orange flare in the west, where the day had

lately died, and at the black shadows of the

distant towers and spires.

To me he seemed like one of the old patriarchs,

Abraham or Moses, who had returned to life.

Presently, up through a gangway at his feet, arose

the spiritual face and shoulders of a young girl.

She was as fair as one of those dreamy water

nymphs which we have seen so often painted.

Under the smooth brown hair her eyes seemed

like pools of darkness. She leaned upon her

hands, with only her shoulders above deck, and

looked for a long time silently at the city.

The thousand electric lights had begun to

glimmer along the streets and now and then a far-

off elevated train dashed by with its glimmering

windows and its dull roar. Suddenly, clear and

sweet through the air, there broke the chimes of

old Trinity. The girl sighed. " I'd like to be

over there, grandpa," she said.

*' Where, child, the church ?
"

" No, grandpa, the city."

" Don't talk that way, my child ; don't ! You
do not know what you are talking about. You
had a sister once. She came to the city with me
on this very boat. Where is she now ? She did

not come back with me."
" But she's married and gone away some place,

you said ; she lives over there some place, grandpa,

and I want to find her. It's funny she doesn't

write. I would like to go out there and see what
city life is like. I will never forget the night you
took me out. There were lights and lights, and
oh, such a lot of people and wagons and noise. It

was delightful, and all the time I was thinking of

sister, and enjoying her. Maybe she is too fine for

us now, grandpa ; but if I should see her, I would
not care. I would just put my arms around her

and hug her good.

"

Then the old man, with something like a hoarse,

dry sob in his throat, got up and walked away,

leaving the pale-faced girl still leaning on her

hands and dreaming of the city. That night there

V
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was music and dancing on one of the boats, young

men and women enjoying themselves, but I was

dreaming of the beautiful young girl, and as the

party broke up, and we were returning to the city,

that white face still gleamed from the dark hole

in the deck. The girl was still gazing at the city

lights, and dreaming of her sister.

J. J. Hughes, '96,

A Doable Sacrifice.

By J. I. WheIvAN.

: :• V ; Chapter IV.

—

joan of arc.

The sun was sinking in the west, tinting with

colors of red and gold, the restless waters of the

Clyde. The sea-gulls, who had no home, unless,

as story told, they hailed from the eyries of Ailsa

Craig, lifting its hoary head high up from the

waters of the Firth, these were soaring in graceful

circles above the white-capped waves. But Joan,

standing on the long dock, heeded them not,

although their constant motion would seem in

keeping with her troubled spirit. Her eyes were

fixed up^n the sun, dying in the west. Hope had

long since died within her breast, but she still

thought of him, whose home was in that other

land, far across the sea.

" The sun is still shining there," she said,

" while here night already approaches."

And she felt that there was something symboli-

cal in it all, of the lightness that his heart must

know, of the shadow which enveloped her. It

was two years since Jim had left, waving that

good-bye to her, standing on the very spot where

now she stood, where she often took up her posi-

tion as evening fell. She loved to hear the waters

lashing about the piers, she loved to hear the

piercing yells of the flying gulls. Her soul was

out of tune and she loved not harmony.

In those two years she had lived a lifetime. She

was a woman now, and having grown more

womanly, had become more lovely. If her color

was of a less pronounced nature now, it was all the

better contrasted with the almost pallid whiteness

of her throat and brow. And then the magic

color of her hair, hesitating between yellow and

red ! Even now the last ray of the sun fell upon

her ; the rising wind disturbed the covering of her

head ; she was crowned with liquid gold.

One of Joan's impressionable and shallow-minded

admirers had characterized her as an angel, a

dream. She was nothing so ethereal ; not an

angel, except she were one of mercy, bringing sun-

shine and gladness into many a poor hovel ; not a

dream, except she were an ideal realized ; but she

was a lovely woman, God's noblest work. Let

none of my readers, especially the fairer ones (if I

have any), who would be more inclined to censure

Jim, blame him that he could not fully appreciate

the beauties of her person,the more requisite ones of

her ardent soul. Jim has made forhimself a higher

ideal, though Joan knows it not. Let us rather

hope for him that he will never again see this

picture of loveliness, that he may never again read

in those sad, blue eyes, that he holds the key of

her affection. For in that meeting, in that inward

looking into each other's souls—but let us hope,

I say, for her sake, for his, it may never happen.

Joan returned home, not at all alarmed, though

night was fast approaching ; for her many acts of

charity and kindness had made her revered in this

rather disreputable locality. There were pro-

tectors all around her in the sailors, whose bed of

sickness she had so often cheered. She was think-

ing of these as she walked home.

"Mother," she said, soon after she entered, "I
have found out my mission in life."

"Well," said her mother, smiling at the mock
heroism, " I did not know you had lost it."

"Oh, mother, what a joker you are," and she

pinched her cheek softly. Then she continued:
" I am serious. It all came to me as I walked

home from the quay to-night."

She drew a stool close beside her mother and sat

at her feet.

"Do you remember," she asked, "when as a

child, I used to sit at your feet and you told me
the story of Joan of Arc ? How when the inward

voice prompted her she left home and kindred to

bring succor to the King at Orleans ? A voice no
less strong urges me now to be up and doing. No
stricken city needs my help. No King cries out

to me for help : but I am weary of this life of inac-

tivity and there is but one thing that I can
do."

"And that?"

Joan seized her mother's hand as though to force

from her, consent to what she was about to suggest.

"You know," she said, "that Dr. Lonie told

me I was a born nurse. In that, then, you have
the cue to what I would ask."

" Oh, not that," sighed her mother, picturing to

herself all the trials and dangers to which Joan
would be subject.

"And why not?" asked Joan. "I must do
something, I can not continue to dream my life

away ; and—and you know that I have done
nothing else lately."

Her mother's arms were about her now and she

was sobbing softly. Jim's name was never men-
tioned between them ; but each was thinking ofhim
with diflferent emotions however. The mother
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rightly blamed Jim for the sorrow that had come
to Joan.

"No, mother," continued she, "I must awake
from my dreams. I can not be wedded to a

myth."

As they gradually grew calmer, they quietly dis-

cussed the question. Mrs. Morley was too wise not

to know that if Joan was to be her old self again,

it was only to be effected by some such engrossing

work as this which she herself proposed. But

Joan's idea was to go to Glasgow, there by prac-

tice and study in one of the large hospitals to

perfect herself in her chosen avocation, and her

mother could not bring herself to think of the

separation. But Joan finally prevailed upon her

to give her consent.

They sat thus side by side until the fire burned

low, talking of Joan of Arc, and the siege, and the

crowning of the King at Rheims. And so they built

about them a rampart of romance and gloried in it

in their own delightful way. And they never

spoke of the tragic death of the Maid of Orleans,

for that was too sad ; and besides Joan's mission

was not to be restricted to one heroic act. The
Maid had been martyred because she continued in

the field after her mission had been fulfilled.

The boys came in, and the practical side of the

question was again discussed. They were of a

thorough-going sort and they thought Joan had

chosen wisely and well.

And so it came about that, through the offices of

Dr. Louie, the modern Joan left home and

kindred, and was duly established as ''Nurse

Joan " in the Scottish Royal Infirmary.

Chapter V.

dinna' forget.

Letter of James Chrystie, North East, Erie

County, Pa., U.S.A., to Andrew Chrystie, Queen's

Terrace, Greenock, Scotland :

September 20, 188-

My Dear Father

:

—
My last letter informed you of my change of

residence, at which you were no doubt surprised,

but it did not prepare you for the reason of that

change, which now I must give. It is two years

since I left old Scotia's shores to seek my fortune

in the New World ; and to-night, alone in my
little room, with only my thoughts for company,
the rest and sweet content that fill my heart tell

me that I have succeeded in a manner far beyond
my expectations. My fortune is made ! But, oh,

my father, not in the way I had thought, and I

fear, not in the manner that you will approve. For
it is because I knew that the peace which has

come as balm to my heart will find no responsive

throb in your breast, because I felt that what I

have to tell you would give pain in the telling, it

is for these reasons that I have been so long silent

in regard to the step I have taken.

For this letter is written in a Catholic Seminary

which I entered early this month. I was received

into this Church in June last. And there, father,

briefly and simply, is the key at once to my great

happiness and your deep sorrow. I well know your

feelings in this matter. I picture to myself you

and my dear mother reading this letter. I can see

her tear-stained face. I can hear you say tliat an

abyss has suddenly come between you and your

boy. I know it all, I feel it all, for my sentiments

were similar to yours a year ago. But my dear

father, and you my darling mother, believe me
when I say that I love you now more than ever. I

love you and pray God to bless you ; that God,

who has told us to leave all and follow Him ; that

God, who dries the tears of the mourner, who com-

forts the sad and sorrowing. Think of me then as

of old, for in following the path He has illumined

for my feet, I have not left you in this that I can

never cease to think of you with filial affection, in-

tensified now because I know that I have caused

you pain.

I beseech you write to me soon, that I may
have your blessing in this step which my whole
being tells me is to bring me nearer to that Truth

for which we all prayed together in pur dear old

home. '- ' '.-.;/ •;,":-.;:/-.•:-.-...>'-: ''''"<'' "•''•'-';:'

And now, good-night, and God bless you.

Jim.

Letter of Alexander Chrystie, Greenock, Scot-

land, to James Chrystie, North East, Pa., U.S.A.:

October 18, 188-.

My Dear Brother

:

—
Your letter reached us in due time. The effect

of your disclosures you have in part anticipated
;

its entirety is known only to us who have wit-

nessed the anguish of our dear parents grieving

over your secession from the good old faith which
has sufficed for them and for all their kin. I will

not reproach you, Jim, for the sorrow you have
brought upon us ; I will keep down the feelings

which rise within me. For they uttered none,

and 'tis they suffer most. Father cannot bring

himself to answer your letter, and although you
have cut yourself off" from us, although you have
bowed your mother's head with grief and shame,
still we will try to be kind to you, and I am de-

puted to write you in answer to your appeal for a

letter. You can surely expect no commendation
for the step you have taken. For myself, I cannot
imagine what has gotten into you. But if it is
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any consolation to you, in that "little room

of yours," when "your thoughts are your only

company," to know that no word of reproach or

complaint has crossed the lip of either parent,

then that solace is yours. But if you had com-

mitted some dreadful crime father could not feel

worse, and mother is sighing continually for her

" poor lost bairn." It is as though we had had

a funeral in the house.

You were always good to mother, Jim, better

than Tom or myself, and this adds a greater sting

to the wound you have given her heart. But are

you set in your views ? Surely you can not be so

radical all of a sudden. I can not believe that

you will persevere in those outlandish Popish

practices you and I were wont to ridicule. What
has Bob Wylie been doing all this time not to see

you were making a fool of yourself?

But there—I wasn't going to be unkind. I

have no news to offer. We are well—in health, at

least. '''-:;^- ::.'•"'''
\'-:'-Z — '^

: / Your brother, -

':^y'\^^\''-M^ "Sandy."

James Chrystie, North Bast, Pa., U.S.A., to

Alexander Chrystie, Greenock, Scotland :

October 31, 188-.

Dear Sandy :—
What pain your letter gave me. You said you

would utter no reproach ; but, oh, my dear brother,

I read it in every line. Will you not believe that

I am suffering agony equal to your own ? You, at

least, are together in your sorrow ; but I, I am
alone. Every word you write brings the tears to

my eyes in the reading. And were it not that I

am upheld by the conviction that I have done

right, that I have been guided by the Eternal

Light, I could not stand the weight of sadness

that has come upon me. I have been the cause

of all your sorrow—yes. But it was borne by me
in the anticipation long before it came upon you.

I kept it from you as long as I could. But it had

to be told.

I cannot write more now. My duties call me
away ; but I felt that I must drop you a line. I

will write again soon.

Tell my mother not to look upon me as lost.

If she, if you all, only knew . Ask her and

my father to forgive the pain I have caused them.

Ah, if she would but write to me, only a line,

to tell me that she believes me to be in my affec-

tion for you all, The same old

Jim.

P.S.—Bob Wylie went to New York in May.

I had not seen much of him. In my next letter

I will try to explain my change of views. Then
you can judge for yourself J.

Letter of Mrs. Maggie Chrystie, Greenock,

Scotland, to James Chrystie, North East, Pa.,

U.S.A.:
^'^^^•^

;

' : ) Dkcember I, 188-. ;

Dear Boy

:

— ./.' ^.. -; -;-. ;"',• ;"-.•'.'.

Your two letters to Alexander have both been

received. You know I am not a good hand at the

pen, but I will do the best I can. Well, dear

Jimmie, your father and myself were much put out

and saddened by what you wrote, but we will try

and bear it all like true Christians, and leave it all

in the hands of the Almighty. No doubt you did

all for the best, lad, and so we must not judge

you. I was never much for those folk, but if you
are to be a minister among them, I will try to do

kindly to them. I did think there was something

atwixt you and that lass o' Morley's, but when
she sent me a ring I had one time given you, I

guessed it was all over with. She is a fine lass,

and a handsome one, and would make a good wife.

But I suppose you mustn't think o' such things

now.

Well, dear boy, my hand hurts me and I can't

write any more. So I will only tell you to remem-
ber, as the message I send, the words o' the " auld

song" I used to hear you sing, " Dinna forget ye

hae a mitherlad." And that is the best message

I can send. I hope you will always do right, but

right or wrong, dinna forget ye hae a mither wha
lo'es ye for aye. God bless my poor bairnie.

; ; •; From your mother,

:"/':.;^;:^^./^^-:; ':-:.;?" Maggie Chrystie.
-i';-

Chapter VI.

" WAS EVER WOMAN IN THIS HUMOR WOO'd ?
"

Joan had been duly installed in the infirmary

one year, when there was brought into her ward a

young man of the better class, who was to play an

important part in her after life. She had shown
much proficiency in her chosen profession and was
fast gaining distinction. The head nurse said that

there was an ease and gentleness about her that

was encouraging to the patients. She was born for

the sick room. She gave evidence at once of this

upon her entrance into the institution in the very

opening and closing of the ward door. Such little

things as this passed not by unnoticed by the head

nurse, and to such trifles (important trivialities.

Dr. Lonie had told her) Joan owed many of her

opportunities. The invalids loved to hear her soft

foot-fall ; and there was such a world of consolation

in her bright smile as she arranged their pillows.

And so a year had passed by when John Rams-
dell was brought into the ward suffering the in-

cipiency of a severe fever. The little tablet at the

head of his cot informed Joan of these facts when
she came into the infirmary after a short walk one
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afternoon. The features though pinched and drawn
were classical, the forehead intellectual, his hands
were small and shapely, evidently unused to toil.

She saw all this at a glance. His linen too was of

a superior quality. Every thing about him bespoke
• the gentleman. How he came to be brought into

; the common ward instead of into a private room
was accounted for bv himself after he recovered a

little. He had been taken sick suddenly while his

people were traveling on the continent. His doc-

tor had advised him to go to the infirmary where he
would receive every requisite attention. He had
assented but was too weak to enter into any detail

of arrangement. When his recovery had justified

,j his removal into a private apartment, he had de-

clined to leave the ward, knowing that he would
have to change nurses. Nor was it simply because

he appreciated all that Nurse Morley had done for

him. It was the old story. She had nursed him
back to life and he had fallen in love with his nurse.

One day after she had been arranging the glasses

and little necessaries upon the table at the head of

his bed, she stooped to arrange the coverlet which
was slightly awry. He caught her hand as she

passed him and held it for an instant. Joan looked

upon him with startled surprise. She could not

mistake the message that was written in his face.

It alarmed and disconcerted her and she hurried

from the ward. Nor did she go near him again

until duty forced her. Then he was the picture of

abject misery and penitence. >

** I must speak to you, Nurse," he said.

"No," she said decisively but gently, "your
fever has increased. The doctor has strictly com-
manded that you be kept free from excitement."

She utilized her professional authority and en-

forced silence. But he evidently took the doctor

into his confidence, for on the next day, when she
brought him his breakfast, he began abruptly with :

" The doctor says I may speak to you."

Joan hid prepared herself for what must come
but, in order to gain still a little time, answered :

"The doctor would, I think, advise you to take

this cocoa first."

He obeyed her in silence, while she busied her-

self doing nothing about the ward. She knew what
he was about to tell her, knew what her answer
should be, nay, must be She had not entirely cast

the old idol out of her heart. She still loved Jim
Chrystie ; otherwise she might have looked upon
this invalid lover with feeling deeper, stronger than
esteem. He finally asked her to sit down and she
complied, taking a position in which he could but
partially see her face.

" Would not this chair be more comfortable ?
"

he asked.

" I can hear what you have to say here " she

made reply.

" You know what I have to say," he cried im-

pulsively, " even though I should not utter a word.

For you must have guessed from that other inci-

dent that I love you, Nurse. Tell me that I have not

offended you, that I may hope my love is not in vain."

He tried to turn that he might look into her face,

but he was yet too weak for such exertion and she

had to assist him. She gently placed him in his

former position, but this time she took the chair he

had previously designated. It was au odd wooing.

He had once more seized her hand. She disen-

gaged it and answered quietly :

" I was more surprised than offended, and what-

ever offence there was, I have already pardoned."

"Then you bid me hope—

"

"No," smiling sadly, "but since you have

honored me with your love, which a woman might

well be proud of, I will at least be frank with you

and tell you why I cannot accept it." : ; i;;:; „,'

Then briefly and simply she told him the story

of her love for Jim in all its little details. But he

could see that she ever strove to place Jim's actions

in the best light. She told him then that, with

the pleasure which she always felt in doing her

duty in the sick-room, in awaiting upon him, there

had been associated another feeling, more akin to

esteem than love. But she could not give her heart

to one, her hand to another. ^^^^^^-^^^^^^
-
'^^

He was much affected by her recital. He indeed

could see the nobility of her character ; was grate-

full that she had trusted him with this secret which
no stranger had shared ; and withal loved her more
than ever.

" But surely," he said, " you will not thus live

ever in the past. The future is before us all. He
has long since forgotten you. In being true to a

memory, is it just that you should be untrue to

yourself? "

So he pleaded with her. Love made him elo-

quent. He would make her love him, he said, by
the very force of his own love. He would not be-

lieve that her love for Jim would be long centered

upon him who had shown himself unworthy of so

great a boon. These and such arguments did he
use, and finally obtained from her the promise that

if, knowing all these circumstances, he was willing

to accept her hand, she would not say him nay.

And so it was that the doctor in making his

rounds that afternoon, saw a great change for the

better in John.

"The nurse beats the doctor," he said sententiously.

" She does," emphatically from John. Joan
colored and moved away.

{To be concluded.^ - -c
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St. Augustine of Hippo.

FOURTEENTH PAPER.

For as in every living being, so in the angelic

spirits was life the chief endowment of their nature,

their most characteristic grace, which blending in

them all the gifts of God, ensured the most

thorough development of all His spiritual excel-

lences and beauties of understanding and will,

wherefrom ensued in the angels their fullest imita-

tion of their Maker and Sanctifier and their most

complete and lasting union with Him in eternal

and noly friendship.

Such is the end, or term of life in its noblest and
highest sense.

' In the works of the visible and invisible creation,

life is everywhere apparent in its eflfects and
phenomena. These all are varied in degree and
measure, according as in His goodness and wisdom,
God—the Maker and Sanctifier—has extended to

His living creatures, their share, as it were, of His
own infinitely perfect and divine Life.

By their greater or less resemblance to this divine

Ivife creatures are more or less true and perfect

likenesses of the infinitely varied and multiform
energy of God's own divine Spirit, which is the

Spirit of life. On every living being is impressed
some one or other of the characteristics of the

Deity,—of His reality, wisdom, goodness. Every
thing reflects the handiwork of God. Everywhere
in visible creation,—in plant, insect, fish, bird, and
brute, is apparent some strangely individual,

constant, and everworking- principle, that is un-

ceasingly tending in some way or other, to unify

all the creature's activeness, to perfect each indi-

vidual nature, and from the germ upwards to de-

velop in the being all its vital and healthful powers
and make them fruitful sources of real beneficence

to self and others.

Life thus is a reality ; in each created being the

basis of all its true and healthful activity, the

principle of its perfectness, which though often

dependent upon its environments, on the vitality of

even other beings, is yet in its completest form in-

dependent of all save its Creator. Perfect inde-

pendence in its highest conceivable degree is an
attribute of God alone. Thus though in varied

proportion each living being in the world visible

or invisible, has its own field or sphere of fruitful-

ness, of healthy action, its own individual equip-

ment, in a word, its own life and its own aim or

business in life, which is its own self-perfection

—

the perfection of the resemblance, which it bears

to its Maker.
Imitation of one's Maker is thus the natural as

well as the supernatural goal of life. And all the

numberless moving, acting, living, self-perfecting

agencies in creation, from the meanest and lowest

organism in the visible world—the plant, and the

noblest and highest—man, to the most exalted

spirit in the invisible world—the angel, are so en-

dowed with this real, inner, helpful activity, that

while perfecting themselves, they are also aids in

perfecting others.

Fruitfulness is the perfection of nature—the goal

of life Fertility in field and flock, in man
and angel, is another grace or blessing of the Most
High, which accompanies all true life. All real

fruitfulness which He has accorded to all His living

creatures comes from God. In their fruitfulness of

body or spirit creatures reflect more or less dimly
the fruitfulness of God's own Spirit, the mark of
life eternal.

For beneficence, or the power of doing good to

others, an attribute of all true life, is in its highest

degree an attribute of the Deity alone His power
of self-perfection and of doing good to others,

wherein consists the fruitfulness of life, is thus the
perfection of all healthy life action.

While most strikingly apparent in beings of the
rational order as men, this fruitfulness in reality is

apparent also in a measure in beings of the order
of irrational life as plants and brutes. Some
plants while perfecting themselves aid other plants

of the same or even different species to live, thrive

and grow ; some brutes support and nourish other

brutes similarly of the same or even different

species. This dependence of one living being on
another is true of beings especially of the parasitic

kind. And yet it is true also of man, for in per-

fecting himself man must needs serve his Maker,
and from Him derive all the excellence and health-

fulness of his life.

It is a law of dependence that the lower serve

the higher. The inorganic world was formed to

serve and actually does serve the organic ; the
organic the human, and the human God. And
the perfection of the creature is measured by the
perfection, of this service. For order that is, one's

recognition, and love of the Source of all one's

perfections, is Heaven's first law. By this graded
fruitfulness of living beings is shown the order,

interdependence and harmony of life.

Moreover the goodly uses and services of the
vegetable and animal worlds are, (as every one
recognizes,) highly valuable not only to creatures
of their own species but even to beings of the
higher planes of life. The higher is served by the
lower. The plant not only serves the plant, but
one plant is nourished by another, while both serve

the brute. One brute is nourished by plants

;

another by its fellow brutes, and man by both as

well as by the Spirit of God.
This self-perfecting and beneficent power in

dependent and independent life is according to the
nature of each being. For in all beings gifted

with life—is inherent the power of action—of self-

development, of self-perfection, and this basis or

subject of all its excellence is its individual
nature.

Nature is the source of energy in every being,

wherein is developed all its perfection. To improve
and perfect this nature, to refine and sanctify it,

work all the graces ot God of both the natural and
supernatural order of His benevolence. The
nature of a being thus means its real fundamental
excellence—goodness, its fruit-bearing power, in

state or deed, in habit, adornment or act. . - ..

(7<? be Continued.)' L
T. C. M.
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EDITORIALS.

We greet with pleasure the happy Easter season.

It is proverbially a time for rejoicing. During the

brief space of a few days we review in imagination,

the grandest, most sublime and, at the same time,

the most touching tragedy ever enacted on the

stage of life. We notice and enjoy the rapidity

and completeness of the transition from the passion

and crucifixion to gladness and rejoicing. As the

pagans of old celebrated all their festive days, days

on which some of the leaders, after subduing a

province, would be honored with a triumphal

march through the capital city ; so do Christians

celebrate Easter. For that day commemorates the

glorious victory of Christ over suflfering, crucifixion

and death. On that day Christ brought joy and
happiness to the Christian world. Nature herself,

by clothing the earth in a new garb, one pleasing

to the eye, seems to vie with the Creator in making
man happy. At this season everything seems to

be imbued with new life and vigor. Let us there-

fore thank the munificent Being who has conferred

this great benison on the world.

Frequently in reading we meet a thought

which attracts our attention both on account of its

profundity and its good, sound, common sense.

Such a sentence is found in Dryden's defence of

Chaucer wherein he says " We must be children,

before we grow men." This thought is, indeed,

a very comprehensive one. It teaches us that

perfection cannot be obtained at once, if ever.

There was a Homer, and in the progress of time

an Aeschylus and a Sophocles before Ennius Virgil

and Horace, an Apelles before Raphael.

We are admonished also that men unjustly

criticise the works of art because they do not go

back to the age in which the authors lived and

the difficulties which they had to overcome, but con-

tent themselves with a superficial view from a

modern standpoint. It is true that nature which

Chaucer cherished and followed everywhere was
the same then as now but he lived in the infancy

of our language when poetry, which has since been

improved to such an extent that we think it almost

incapable of further embellishment, was in a very

crude and disordered state. Hence it is that a

thought happily condensed often pleases more
than a diffuse explanation.

There is a great pleasure arising from study

which constitutes a compensation for the many
tedious hours spent at it. To find beauty and wit

in poetry, depth in philosophy exactness in mathe-

matics, persuasion in oratory, succession of wonder-

ful events in history is like discovering so many
rich metals lying hidden in their respective mines.

You must first dig and labor much if you wish

to obtain them. But the reward is ample and
sufficient to repay all the labor.

The fruition of studies is sweeter than ambition

gratified which invariably ends when the faculties

are dimmed. Not so with studies ; they are ever

with us. Cicero says: "They may be with us

at home or abroad, embellish our prosperity, afford

us a refuge and succor in our adversity ; spend
many delightful evenings in our company, travel

with us and be present on pleasant hillsides."

There is no doubt whatever that the newspapers
of to-day exercise a VfMv% powerful influence upon
the minds and hearts of men. The improved and
increasing facilities for the rapid communication of
news, of every description, from every nook and
corner of the world have placed the newspaper in
position to satisfy even the most curious. Not
only are we quickly and thoroughly informed of
the political happenings throughout the world, but
also, alas ! of the minutest details of its most
nauseating scandals. The pernicious influence of
indiscriminate newspaper reading is patent and it

behooves those in authority to note well what
periodicals come under the eyes of those placed in

their charge.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

I02. From the top of a mountain three miles

high the angle of depression of the most distant

object which is visible on the earth's surface, is

found to be 2° 13' 50". Find the diameter of the

earth. ^-'••'
-

"':-''-:.''-."''^''-' ^^:'^:^^7''^"•^*-'';v•.;?;/' •_
:,

;'''''

Solution by D. A. Herroiiy '96, : ,/

A B 0='6f 46' 10". Let X =^ radius, h = t,

miles, and A B = d.

{2x + h)h = d\ 2hx + h^ = d^

2 h X = d ^—h^^ X=

d^—g
• If = 7

6

2k

tan 87° 46' 10" = -, . substitute value of ;r.

d
rf^—

9

.-. tan 87° 46' 10" =^ __6
d

d^— g
6d

= 6 tan 87° 46' 10"
a

log
^'""9 ^ log 6 ^ log tan 87° 46' 10"
d

log 6 = 0.77815

log tan 87° 46' 10" = 11.40945— 10

log —^ = 2.18774

d^— Q
54-04

d'-9 = I.. 1 = 3851—
;z— i542S — ——

—

d 25

25^' — 225 = 385iflr

25 d^ — 3851 d = 225. A quadratic equation in

which
of =154.

1

tan 2° 13' 50" = ^

tan 2° 13' 50"

log X = log d -j- colog tan 2° 13' 50"

log 154. 1 = 2.18780

colog tan 2° 13' 50" = 1.40950 '."kl'-:'--'^'

log ;«r= 3.59730
'-''''

'''•''^''yP:'i

. / ' .;r = 3956.36 = radius -

' 7912.72 = diam. of earth

106.—Two ships are a mile apart. The angular

distance of the first ship from a fort on shore, as

observed from the second ship is 35° 14' 10",

the angular distance of the second ship from the

fort, observed from the first ship is 42° 11' 54^'.

Find the distance in feet from each ship to the

foit. •. -- ;-•

> Solution by Wm. J. Shanahan^ '97.

^ ^ = 35° 14' 10" r :
B = 42° II' 53^'

C = 180° -{A-\-B)= 102° 33' 57"

sin C = sin (180 — C) = sin yy° 26' 3''

a:c= sin 35° 14' 10" : sin 77 ° 16' y'

csin 4S° 14' 10" -1 o r ta = - ^^ y c= 1 mile = ^280 feet
sin yj° 26' y ^

log a = log 5280 + log sin 35° 14' 10" + colog

sin 77° 26' 3"

log 5280 = 3.72263

log sin 35° 14' 10'' = 9. 761 14— 10

colog sin jy° 26'' 3'^ = 0.01053

logrt = 3.49430
« == 3111 feet

b:c = sin B : sin C

b= gsin42°ii'53^^ ; -•;.;:- \,;:V:,^v

sin 77° 26^3''
;-^'^-'' V;";^^ ;/'••' -;'^^^

log b = log 5280 + log sin 42° 11' 53'' + colog

sin 79° 26' 3''

log 5280= 3.72263

log sin 42° 11' 53'' = 9.82719—10

colog sin yy^ 26' 3'' = 0.01053

log b = 3.56035

b = 3633.5 feet from fort

107.—The radius of a sphere is 4 inches. From
any point on the surface as a pole a circle is de-

scribed upon the sphere, with an opening of the

compasses equal to 3 inches. Find the area of this

circle.

Solution by J. I. JVhelan, '95

Let O be the centre of the sphere, P the pole,

and A a point in the circle.

' Area of /^ P O A = VJ^xV^^xT^xiy^
= % l/riX3X3X5
= % 1/495
= I4:X22.25 = 5.56

Also area of A = Yi^^y^h = 2/1

.'. 2k = 5.56

A = 2.78 = radius

Area of circle = - r^
(( (( 23

7 X (2.78f = 24.289 sq. in.
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io8.—Prove : That the area of a circular ring is

equal to that of a circle whose diameter is a chord of

the outer circle and a tangent to the inner circle.

V Soluiion by J.J. Reilly^''<)6.

Let A C =^ tangent to inner circle at B and

chord of outer circle.

To prove aiea of circle having ^ C as diameter

is equal area of ring. ,

: l_ A O D IS measured by arc A D
L D C

A

'K y2 arc AD
.-. LAOD = 2i^DCA
LAOD^L^OAC-^LOCB
.'. LOAC=LOCB
.'. l\OBA = l\OBCanAAB=BC
Proof.—

^{oc'^—ob'')Area of ring = - OC^ — ~ Olf
Area of circle = ~ _^(^^

i\0 B C= rt ts, \
?: ;:

.'. B C'' = 0^'+ O^

.:^BC' = r:{oc''-'WB'')

NEW PROBLEMS

no.—The planes of the faces of a quadrangular

pyramid make with each other angles of 80°, 100°,

1 20°, 150° , and a length of a lateral edge of the

pyramid is 42 feet. Find the area of its base in

square feet.

III.—A person goes 70 yards up a slope of i in

2)% from the edge of a river, and observes the

angle of depression of an object on the opposite

shore to be 2° 15^ Find the breadth of the river.

112.—What is the zenith distance of the sun at

noon on June 22, in New York City (lat 40° 42') ?

113.— Some men earning each I2.50 a day, and

some women earning each $1.75 a day, receive

altogether for their daily wages I44.75. Determine

the number of men and women.

114.—Prove that in an inscribed quadrilateral,

the product of the diagonals is equal to the sum of

the products of the opposite sides.

SPLINTERS.

Pool.

Beard. -^''V-. .''':'•'
::

Smacks. "*

Ice water! - -

Paraphrase. ^j:^- ^ >
,

'

'
- / '

"Dislikeness. 'V ;. :; ^»

;-: Bill poster, {-^.'"''svv'-: ,, \ \' '

; Three times three. >- .'
.. ,

'

^ "Get a hair cut."

Cayenne pepper.

,

" Dis-shovelled hair."

What was that something?

" Oh, 'tis a love-lie day !

"

*' There's a light in the window."

The Reach ball is a base ball.

" Joe, where did you get the head ?
"

That funny man from Connecticut.

Like the man what swallowed the whale !

"I has been with farmers, I has !
"

And then they sang of " Auld Lang Syne !

"

He lost his voice by too much singing.

" Never again within these post-holes."

"And there will be no cradles there."

And the first thing I knew I was snoring.

Who had his hair cut *' with harsh words ?
"

" That's contemptible !
" I didn't think so, did

you ? \r: •-;.•;. ^';-,-^ ..^:•::.^•f.
^":-

If only good-looking men should be ushers, why
not make one of him.

You should hear John and Patsy dilate on Irish

subjects.

Will someone please decide which player is the

best?

"What do they take from the musk-rat?"
"Why, musk, I suppose !

"

A voice from the mud : If you want to walk
on me, why trample on me.

A Mr. — a Miss. N w solve me this.

He Mr. and so, she still is Miss.

" Sure I said it on the jump of the moment."

—

When time was taking aflying leap ?

Golden promises are held out to Steve for a

home-run hit in the Manhattan game.

Jack and Eddie is now the cry
;

Jack and ? in the sweet bye and bye.

So : Do you know where the mound is ?

Lo : No, where is it?

So : Just a little beyond that.

'Tis egg-nog in the morning,

'Tis zheg-nogs in zhe night

—

'Tis head-ache in the morning,

Egg-nog's out of sight I

r^-iS.,
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Lost : A half-grown Debating Society. Finder

will please treat kindly but need not return, as we
have no use for it.

The foot-ball player cuts his hair,

That grew profuse and wild and rank
;

And now there warbles in the air

The voice of the base-ball crank.

Prop : Which part of Metaphysics will you

study ?

S : Physiology ! t'iy\''^/^.y'' yrif.^ ry'' '
'

;]

'..: " When he died, he made his will,"

That's what you said, you know.

Did he put it off until

He'd write it down below ?

Po : Easter Sunday comes on Friday this year

and we can't eat ham !

Ker : You don't say!!
;,

V v A SILLY-GISM.

Cosmology treats of the world
;

But cosmology is a compound word

;

Therefore the world is composite.

Announcement : Hereafter Mr. O'Brien Skee-

zicks will share with us the arduous task of grind-

ing out rhymes for the Splinter Column. Mr.

Skeezick's chief recommendation is the following

gem taken from his (as yet) unpublished poem,
Lovers Romance: ^^^^ . ^ ^.^

Her laugh was a silvery eloquence,

A voice so rarely heard, ' ' .

Her make- up was of elegance,

Her lover there she lured.

The dainty darlings, dainty dears,

Now go to church on Easter morn
;

Each one a Flora sylph appears,

Each has her Easter bonnet worn.

But grim papa, who pays the bill,

Says they are fools, and swears, at that.

Don't say that he is wrong until

You see \hefeathers in each hat.

" Old man, old man, why diggest thou this hole?
"

I asked on the base-ball field
;

For I saw a sight which pierced my soul.

As the soil to his spade did yield.

" And why diggest here," I asked again,

" Where the dark-haired pitcher will stand ?
"

But he said not a word, this strangest of men.

But buried his spade in the sand.

Then, when his work was fully done,

He raised his hoary head.

" Do you think I am working here for fun ?

*Tis for the umpire," he said.

PERSONALS.

The Easter recess commences pn Thursday,

April II, and ends on Tuesday i6. "^ <

/ The scholastics and several of the Fathers will

assist at the Tenebrae in St. Augustine's Church.

In the same church, a few days after Easter, will

commence a Novena in honor of Our Lady of

Good Counsel, whose feast is celebrate i on the 26th

inst.
-'' "'-'':':-'

'- :.^:.v^- ': .-.'',.: ',] ::{:y': -'--''''-'''- y':

-

During the past week several of our fellow-

students took the examinations for entrance to the

Novitiate. Their reception will take place on the

feast of St. Monica, May 4. \

We are pained to announce the death of Mrs.

McGeehan, of Philadelphia, sister of our late Very

Rev. President F^ J. McShane, O.S. A. Her funeral

took place from St. Malachy's Church. Rev. C.

A. McEvoy celebrated the Mass, assisted by Rev.

Fathers Crane, Geraghty and Delurey as Deacon,

Sub Deacon and Master of Ceremonies respectively.

We extend our sincere sympathies to our felloW-

students, Joseph and Francis McCullough and their

parents for the loss they have recently sustained

by the death of Dr. John McCullough, a young
but skilful physician of New York City.

SOCIETIES.

V.D. C.—Our Thespians have at last determined

to show themselves, and Beerbohm Tree and Olga
Nethersole had better look out for their laurels.

This year marks a departure from the old-style

Villanova plays, which, while very amusing,

could scarcely be said to aflford our boys sufficient

opportunity to display their powers. The play

which has been chosen is called " A Celebrated

Case." It is well known to very many, is drawn
from a novel of the same name, is powerful in its

emotional representations, clever in its plot, thrill-

ing in its climaxes. Some of the parts are very

strong and, as far as we can judge, are in excellent

haads^^^The date fixed for the production is

>Vc(iue^y. evening, April 2^^. We trust that our

friends, who have shown their hearty appreciation

of our former attempts to please them, will encour-

age us by attending in large numbers this, our

latest, our crowning eflfort to amuse.

.v^ ^ ^.^i ':a-:."^
" ^^
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::.r:-.V'y;>--';-i:' , ;.. exchanges.

thQ editor of the Manitoba College Journal

recalls with what fears and misgivings that paper

was introduced, ten years ago, into the ranks of

journalism, but these fears have long since been

dispelled and now there are entertained for its

future nothing save success and progress. We
thoroughly agree with the editor in predicting a

successful career for that Journal provided its

present high literary tone is kept up.

*' A comparison of Ancient and Christian

Ethics " is a masterly essay. It conveys a concise

idea of how that important part of philosophy was

considered and treated by Plato, Aristotle and the

various schools of philosophy which were so num-
erous in ancient Greece and Rome and how it is

considered by Christian philosophers. Philosophical

treatises of this kind should be greatly encouraged.

A contributor to the Holy Ghost College Bul-

letin has the presumption to declare that the study

of Logic is shamefully and almost totally dis-

regarded by modern education, " the extent" says

he "to which the study of Logic has been neg-

lected in this our day is no less painful than sur-

prising fact. The strange antipathy shown to this

science at the present time amounts almost to antag-

onism. It is imagined to be a system of useless

and barren discussion." .
:

All this sounds like Rip Van Winkle talk. If

the writer takes the trouble to observe, he will

soon discover the erroneous conception, he has of

this study. For never since the days of ancient

Greece and Rome was more time given to Logic,

Metaphysics and Ethics than the present. The
freethinking spirit of the age demands it.

It shows a low degree of literary taste, when
jokes and puns which have been heard of for weeks

and finally discarded by Puck^ Judge and other

comic papers find their way into college journals.

Perhaps the people who insert these think like

Horace that a good thing bears repeating ten times.

—
''*' Haec decies repetita piacebity—but we cer-

tainly do not think that it bears repetition one-

hundred and ten times !

Is it wise to go to college ? This is a common
sense question which the College Forum under-

takes to solve and succeeds quite well. In answer-

ing it the writer says : "It depends partly on the

college and partly on the one who goes thither.

Assuming that the college is what it should be and

that the student will allow it to do its proper work
in him, I have no hesitation in saying that it is

always wise to go to college."

ATHLETICS.

On the advent of fair weather and the opening

of the base-ball season the permanent positions

of the team have been assigned. The gradual but

decided improvement in the practice work of the

players is quite noticeable and greatly appreciated.

The only position apparently weak, at present, is

that of short stop ; but with Carey once in good

shape and playing his old time game we may
confidently rely upon his ability. As to the

other players we need ascertain no fear, and in

spite of the many strong teams against which we
have to contend the present outlook is particularly

encouraging. On Decoration Day the team will

journey to Wilmington, Del., there to struggle

for honors with the Rockfords of that city. Two
games have been arranged and the interest mani-

fested by the adherents of both clubs will do

much to swell the attendance. The grounds are

receiving all due attention, and as an improve-

ment, as well as an incentive for better ball play-

ing, a new grand-stand is being built. It will be

much larger than the old one. It will be con-

structed immediately behind the catcher's field,

thus affording a splendid view of the grounds.

Our Very Rev. President, who has ever been

such an ardent admirer of base-ball, has shown
his appreciation of the efforts of the team in a

very generous manner. He has donated to the

Athletic Association a solid silver cup adorned;

with appropriate emblems. This cup stands

about eighteen inches in height and is inclosed in

a glass case. The player attaining the highest

general average will have the honor of seeing his

name inscribed in letters of gold on the case.

Hence let each player, in turn, demonstrate his

appreciation of this inducement and strive to be

the lucky individual.

On Wednesday evening, April 3, the committee

selected to choose the respective members of the

Red and Blue teams submitted its report, which

included the names of the players and the dates

on which the games are to be played, to the Athletic

Association. These games, although they in-

variably cause a certain amount of rivalry to exist

between the supporting factions among the

students, are very interesting and are always

looked forward to with pleasure.

The following games have lately been added to

the schedule

:

Montgomery A A April 27 at Villanova

Allan Grays May 8 •• '<

Central High School " 15 "

Mortons " 23 " Morton, Pa.

Rockfords Two games " 30 " Wilmington, Del.
" June 19 " Villanova.

•^.:; :^:^^ ^^
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':': .'• "':<':' PROPRIETOR. J ':^-:\ r '

'.'w"

Wso a full line of Patent Medicines, and Drtiggists* Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
'

• DEALER IN ^ 1 \

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also SeM'iiiK 9Iaehl»es,

Guiis, Rifles aii<t

Sporting Gooils,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING
LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

P. I. CULAHAN. iSjlMARKgL^-

Dealer ip pipe droeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BEL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS', v ;
-v:; -^

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
4a"WiK« and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'O

caiNDOOl ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio,
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE ^

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRANCHES.
Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOlilS^ J. J^YliJNJJilS,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, ERf<t Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents* Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Ma-wr, P
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THOTV^KS BRKDL-EY.
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au iuvitalion to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
and see what a choice selectioii of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have constantly on hand and note the Low Prices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the l,owest in the City. Come, see for yourself

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIflH MOOf^H.-f

ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plainand Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimlning and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly .atte"ded to at Reasonable Prices.

Eesidence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Oflice Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM I.. ELKINS, Presiilrnt

MARTIN MALONKY, VicePris't and Manager
t! K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GKURGK S. BEANS, Treasurer.

THE PENNSYLVAN^ gLOBE GAg LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

QD9tra(;tor5 for [^(^l^tiQi^ Qitie5 apd Jou/p^

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's THEATRF.

"W. J. REED, 261 N. Elglith St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$2.00 and $3.50

HATS blockk;d while you WAir

RENOVATING DONIJ ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LFARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(Flrpt Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

•^JOHN • FISH*^
OCALCn IN

Watches, Clocks, .Tcwelry,

Silverware ami Spectacles.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cciit Store.

Specialties in !i an«l lU Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

^ THOMAS F. SMALL :,;y:;^

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in '

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue, ; .

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelplnia,

DR. STEINBOCK,

SURGEON dentist!
1630 I^ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pi?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F, Durang,

«KROHITeCT*
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

'-'

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds^
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satlefactioD, Students call on me before

going: elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OP THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
import:ER and dealkr in

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. 3ivCHei-KN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House FnrMlshlug Tin AVare of Every Dcscrlpttou
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCaBTER AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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^P^lMTs
mrcAVbAi 5. 1 HAULmarks^•^ COPYRIGHTS.^

^tAVt I OftTAtN A PATENT? For »
bK>niDt answer and un honest Opiniotlj write to
nllJNN &. CO,,yihn have hud nearly fifty tears'
experience In the imtent bUifinesij. Coniniunicu^
tlons strictly contldciitlal. A lliindlxHik of In-
formation' concerninK I'nirnlH and how to oit-
tain them sent fi'ce. Also a catalogue of mecban-
loal and scientific books sent free.
Patents tulcea through Munn & Co. receive

special notlcolnthe Siifnlilic Aiiiciicnii, aiiU
thus are brotiKht widely before the luiblic with-
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly. eleKunt ly illust rated, has by fur the
lurKCst circulation of any scientitic work la the
world, 93 a year, trample copies sent free.
Bulldlnx Edition, monthly, (l50a vear. 8inKle

copies, 'iH cents. Every number coiitiiins beiiu-
tlfui plates, In colors, and phototrruphs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest desicns and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., ^Juw Yoitii, a«l BuoAbWAY.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Bstablisbed 1886.

PUBLISHED EVEEY SATURDAY, At 277 Eiver St , Troy, N. Y.
Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 cts

Money can be sent by Post Office Order or Begistered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

TBE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N, Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
6TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

*-W "W. FE/A-lSrCIS*
DEALER IN AOXHT FOI

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Qlasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

LKNCKSTER n^B.. KRD7WTOR] RK.

JOS. C. FISHEH*

^^COSTU7VTER,-K>
ass Soatb Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Fe^tivals. and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cut Out This Coupon, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Douahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston Mass , will receivethe superb
Catholic Monthly, DUNAHOG' . A1A6AZINB, for one year. S

'readers ofthis publication c-'"

The Acknowledged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. B. DITS01«i & CO.,

laag Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

THOmAS H. CliHAl^Y,

^FUlsrEIl^L DIRECTOR, 1^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sis.,

PHILADELPHIA.

49" Personal attention day ov night.

I<

otel F{iel7ard809 •.• vr
*.* ••' '305-7 pilbert 5t''eet, pi?iladelpl?ia.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VERY^REASONABLE ^"^ C
Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient. r.-C. ''':l.-::'-.\\.

Arthur Lynaugh,;; -^^ -^

'':iy'.:^-':'-f:-:i' ::: :.
'::''''.'[.',-

i:::..:----:'-'<-'-'-:.
Manager.

AUaUSTIH & BAPTIST,
WfM.- Caterers '-f

"^^•-^

25(,253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lithographers .... Printers

f'"'::>McMANUS*-^c..
stationers

^PHi

Blank Book Makers

WUBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAl

Entirely New.
Abreast of the Times.
A Grand Educator.

DICTIONARY

lUif

Successor of the
"Unabridged."

Everybody should
own this Dictionary. It

answers all questions con-
cerning the history, spell-

inp, pronunciation, and
meaning of words.

A I^ibrary in It-
self. It also Kives the
often desired information
concerning eminent jier-

^.-^ESEB^ sons ; facts concerning the

countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the

globe; particulars concerning noted tictitious ler-

sons and places ; translation of foreign quotations.

It is invaluable in the home, office, study, and
schoolroom.

The One Great Standard Authority.
Hon. I). J. Brewer, .lustice of r . S. Sui)renie Court,

writes: "The International Dictionary i* the per-

fection of dictionaries. I commend it to all as the
one great standard authority."

Sold by All Booksellers.

G. & C. Merriam Company,
Publishers,

Sprinrffteld, Mass.

i^Do not buy chpap photographic
reprints of anoifnl editions.
n»-Sen(i for free prospcctii-i.

m
WEBSTER'S

,
INTERNATIONAL

J

DICTIONARY

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR WINES.
112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

(Jold ^ y\\\j<ir /n^dals for all OeeasioQS
Plus aud Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Kngravlngs In General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Areh St., Phitadelphiia, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Pr ze Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, ^"^pIIlIdeIp'hia.
This Academy, conducted by the vSisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the ,-.-,_,,__, _ . , _,_^_, T/-^T-^

^_J_
^^ ^ MOTHER SUPERIOR.

Buy only the MATCHLESS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

> I... :: w

@^ALTAR WINES-®
Importers of First Quality

MAESALl AND SPANISH WINES
M. P. Mcdonough & co.

'M3 SOUTH FROIVT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

LOUIS HEUMEL,

MANUFACTURER OP UPPERS.
721 and 723 West Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.•^^- -<

FOR
F=RESH MND RELIMBLE

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKEE) STORK OF i

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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Vol. III. Villaiiovn College, IVEay, 1895. No. 5.

V The Conversion of St. Augustine

THE FEAST OF WHICH IS CELEBRATED ON THE

FIFTH INSTANT.

To/le Lege! Tolle Lege

!

: Dedicated to Rev. J. T. Emmit, 0,S.A,

INSPIRED of God, what may not man
Achieve when dawns the morn of grace

;

What far-seeing eye to note and scan
;

What conscious power of mind to trace

Eternal truths, before half veiled.

At which unbridled folly railed !

Sage of the schools, deep in their lore,

Thy learning shone o'er sea and land
;

From Carthage to Italia's shore

Than thou none greater or more grand !

But yet, its bounty brought but pride

While error, dark, engulfed its tide !

But ever and anon a spark

Of heavenly fire inflamed thy breast

;

For in its depths one shining mark
Could not by error be eflfaced, -

That grew in secret, purified.

Till all within shone like the tide

!

" Take up and read !
" Oh prince of thought

!

Find there the truths for which athirst.

Thy soul rebellious, long has sought

;

Thrice learned he in those truths versed

!

"Take up and read ! " Lo, hear thy God,

And with it, too, Love's priestly Rod !

"Take up and read !
" Where first it opes :

See what the great converted writes

;

How fruitless all : how vain the hopes

Of him who worships false delights,

Who barters heaven, that folly's sway

May live its brief inglorious day !

All searching light, profound and deep

!

Thy steady flame now shines within

The breast where contrite follies weep
;

Where torn the heart by tooth of sin !

" Take up and read !
" God's unction here

Will heal its scars, make green the sear

!

Hail ornate mind, superb, unique !

" Take up and read " how like a child

Obeying Heaven, subdued and meek,

Thou turn'st from all thy passions wild !

Oh, in that hour, thy soul didst lave

In wisdom's fount which heaven gave !

"Take up and read !
" All wise behest

!

In thy command no labor lies

;

Who that obeys hath life as blest

;

Who shuts his ears, as surely dies

;

" Take up and read !
" Nor lay it down

Till from afar shines mercy's crown !

When tried the soul and folly's sway
Would still the voice which speaks within !

"Take up and read !
" God's spouse obey

And prone to earth will fall thy sin !

As in Augustine's day of grace,

As radiant now God's smiling face !

" Take up and read !
" Defer not thou

The high command, for grace is shown,

To him who with uplifted brow
And contrite heart would seek his own !

To-day is thine, to-morrow's sun

But shines for him whose fight is won !

" Take up and read !
" How oft in life

The warning voice speaks high command
;

How oft in its dark bitter strife.

The book lies ready to our hand
;

But perverse, all, unheeded heard

The pleading cry with heart unstirred !

Patrick Carey.
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^i^ ^'.^l' A Double Sacrifice. ':'r^,

'"-'''"•;':-" •';,--^

;; By J. I. Whki,an.

:: CHAPTKR VII. *
;

TEMPTATION.

Another year had rolled around, bringing with

it many changes. Jim, working calmly within the

quiet walls of the Seminary, heard little of the

doings of the busy outside world, except that

which came to his knowledge through the few

letters he received. Kitty corresponded with him
;

but her letters were serious, formal affairs at which
he often smiled, thinking how much she must
have repressed herself in their writing. But the

bit of news which startled him most and which
indeed recalled old scenes to his mind, came from

across the sea. His brother had written him that

Joan Morley was to marry a "young swell"

(Sandy's words) from Glasgow. Why did his

cheeks pale and his lip quiver as he read those lines?

What was Joan Morley to him now? But oh, the

past, the tender sad memory of days gone by ! He
saw her face again as never before had it been

impressed upon memory's mirror since he kissed her

good-bye that night in Greenock. Why should

her face come up before him now to harass and

distress him ! Joan was to be married ! Another

had claimed her as his bride.

"She was mine," he cried out aloud. What
had come over him ? He took his biretta from his

head to cool his brow. As he did so, his eyes

chanced upon it; then he gazed at his soutane. It

was as though he had been struck with a whip.

He was trembling.

" Fling off that black robe" a voice within him
cried, "away with that priest's cap. Such things

are not for thee."

Joan's face, more beautiful than ever, came up
before him once more. He was in anguish.

"Oh, God," he cried, throwing himself upon
his knees, "Thou, who wast tempted by the

Devil, suffer me not to be tempted beyond my
strength !"

For fifteen or twenty minutes he remained upon
his knees, his eyes closed, his lips moving in silent

prayer. When he arose, he was calm. He again

picked up the letter and twice read it through.

The matter of Joan's marriage was never again,

for some reason he could not understand, mentioned

in any letter he received. But Sandy was tem-

porarily working in Ayr, and his father's letters

were necessarily brief and few. Then his mother

was taken sick and this was the one topic of sub-

sequent epistles.

" It is well," said Jim, and he tried to banish all

thought of Joan from his mind. But all that he

had gone through, together with his close applica-

tion to his studies, had been telling on him, and

the physician advised that Jim be sent away to

the seashore where his mind would be entirely

diverted from his books.

By good or ill fortunate, it was at this time that ..

a letter came from his mother enclosing a money <

order for twenty pounds, and asking him to come

home to see her. She was quite recovered from ;:

her illness, she said, but during that time he had ;

been her constant thought, and now she feared ;

lest, when the summer should come, and she felt

as though her recent sickness were a warning, she

should die without seeing him. The doctor, to

whom Jim narrated this, exclaimed that this was

providential as an ocean voyage and a brief sojourn

in his native Scotland would work wonders for

him. Jim, however, and his confessor, who knew
everything, were rather fearful of the consequences,

but they reasoned that if Joan were married, she

was residing in Glasgow and they could hardly

meet. Above all there was his mother's request

that he should go. This was no idle wish of hers

to see him, he thought. Might she not have a

presentiment of her approaching death ? This last

thought strengthened Jim in his resolution, and he

started for home on a two-months vacation,

followed by the prayers and good wishes of his

professors and friends.

Chapter VIII.

HOME AGAIN.

Jim received a hearty welcome back to his old

home. His father and mother, brothers and sisters

were glad to see him. His mother kissed him
again and again, and pressed him to her bosom.

She had aged considerably. Jim noticed this with

a sigh. He too had changed.
*' How manly you have grown," she said to him,

sadly and tenderly. He was twenty when he left

her, but she had never ceased to think of him as a

boy. Now he seemed to have grown away from

her.

"Looking on the serious things of life," he

replied gently. This was the only allusion made
to his change of religious views. It seemed to be

tacitly agreed that that subject should not be

broached on the day of his home-coming.

And so they were happy together. His mother

was proud of this handsome lad she called her

son, and withal looked upon him half reverentially.

He was her own dear boy, caressing her and call-

ing her his "dear little mother," but she could

not help feeling that he was lifted beyond their
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sphere. She busied herself preparing dinner.

She well knew the dishes he had liked in the dear

sweet days of the past. And these she spread be-

fore him on the linen cloth of her own weaving.

And Jim fell easily into their simple ways again

and was glad to be among them.

"Lentil soup," he cried, delighted. *' Do you

know I haven't seen a lentil since I left home!"
And he praised the salmon that had come all

the way from the river Tay ; and the butter that

would put our butter to shame ; and the tea !

—

such tea as is brewed in no other country, save in

Ireland alone.

After dinner Jim and Sandy went out for a

walk. There was little change in the place. Old-

world towns improve but slowly. They had

wandered down by the docks. Suddenly Jim
started and clutched Sandy violently by the arm.

A dark-robed figure had come out of one of the

poorer looking houses and was approaching them.

Sandy gazed in surprise at his brother ; he looked

down the street at the figure upon which his

brother's eyes were riveted. ,

"Joan Morley !" he whispered.

It was she. Jim was trembling with excitement.

Her appearance at such a time when he thought

her far away had quite unnerved him. She
started as she saw him and gave a little gasp.

She had stopped almost involuntarily at sight of

him. He too had halted ; but neither spoke.

Then with heightened color and downcast eyes,

she proceeded on her way, nor looked back.
" What is she doing here?" Jim asked huskily.

" Where is her husband ?"

He could hardly bring himself to utter the last

word.
" Her husband ?" cried Sandy, surprised. " She

is not married. I thought I
—

"

Jim started as though he had been dealt a blow.

He walked quickly away from his companion.

"What have I done?" he cried aloud. "Oh,
why did I return ?"

Sandy partly guessed the cause of Jim's excite-

ment and made no effort to approach him. Pres-

ently Jim turned. His face was white
;

great

drops stood upon his forehead. Joan in Greenock

and unmarried ! They had seen each other and

that one look had spoken volumes. He felt that

she still loved him, and he

—

"Why didn't you tell me she was here?" he

cried pitifully.

Sandy had never seen him so agitated. " I

thought you knew it," he answered. Then he

explained.

Joan was to have married the young man whom
Sandy had designated as the " young swell." He

had come down from Glasgow a fortnight before

the wedding and was taken sick at the hotel. His

sickness becoming alarming, Mrs. Morley had had

him brought to her own home, and Joan once

more took up her position at his bedside as his

nurse. He was constitutionally weak, and he had

not fully recovered from his recent severe illness. He
had died on the eve of what was to have been his

wedding day and Joan was a widow without hav-

ing been a wife. Joan remained in Greenock for

a short time and had then returned to the Infirm-

ary. She was now in Greenock on her vacation.

All of this Jim heard with mingled feelings of

sorrow and fear and joy. He was glad she was

still unmarried. Yet he could not bring himself

to say why. . He feared, not for her, but himself.

How should he meet her? Did he wish to meet

her at all ? He was overcome by conflicting emo-

tions. He thought of the two happy years he had

spent in the seminary and longed to be there

again. He thought of Joan and sighed.

" Let us go home," he said at length, "I have

seen enough of the town to-day."

Chapter IX.

THEIR STORY RUNNETH THUS.

Jim had now been home about a week. He had

not seen Joan again and was deliberating each day

as to what he should do. He had made no one his

confidant ; he could therefore seek advice from

none. ":-'. -^^"V
-:'-."'

v.:.

Finally he decided that he owed it to her to call

upon her. As a coincidence, he received a note

that same day. There was no name signed but

he knew whence it. came. It was brief and as

follows

:

" I thought you would call. I must see you. I

shall walk by the burn to-night."

He was glad that he had decided upon seeing

her. He would have found it hard to resist the

pleading which was in those few lines. He was
quiet all day. He went out shortly after tea and

walked at once toward the burn. She was already

there.

He held out his hand to her in silence. He felt

her hand tremble as it lay for an instant in his.

He saw too that she had been weeping. His first

impiilse was to fly, but he saw that that would be

weak and unmanly.
" If she would not look like that," he mur-

mured to himself.

The sight of her once before in tears had wrung
a confession of love from him. He felt, almost

with horror, a longing to throw his arms around

her and press her to his breast. But he thought
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of his new home across the Atlantic and made no

betrayal of his feelings.

Finally he made some commonplace remark

about how well she looked, and the ice once

broken they gradually drifted into conversation

and grew less constrained. When he left her that

night, it was understood that he was to meet her

at the same time and place on the morrow. ^

^ . He had now met her three times and each time

she had appeared more lovely. Each time that he

left her he had determined not to see her again.

He had told her what his aim now was but she

had said that they would meet as friends, just for

old time's sake, that he would soon return to his

studies far across the sea, she to her work in

Glasgow, and other things prompted more by heart

than head, I think.

But the parting to which she alluded was

becoming all the time harder for Jim. He had

no intention of not returning to his work. His

high ideals were still with him ; but in Joan's

presence he felt as though under a spell. He kept

asking himself what he should do. He finally

decided to seek advice from one who would be

disinterested and competent to advise him. For

this purpose he went to Glasgow and consulted a

celebrated monk of the Benedictine Order. He
told him his story truthfully and simply, with-

holding nothing. The advice was as simply and

briefly given. The priest told Jim to go back at

once to his studies, and forget Joan as soon as

possible. Better, he said, to sacrifice the one for

the many. He advi§ed Jim for both his sake and

the girl's not to see Joan again. Jim left him

prepared to follow out his instructions.

He wrote to Joan telling her that it was best for

her, best for him, that they should not meet again,

that his life-work was before him and he must

return to America. He assured her that he had

greater regard for her now than ever before, and

this friendship, chastened and ennobled, he now
offered her. Joan was naturally much disconcerted

at this, but she did not answer the letter.

He met her again accidentally one evening. He
walked with her as far as her home. Once more

he was saying farewell to her on the spot when

first he had parted from her. But the circum-

stances now were different. She knew now that

she would never see him again. And the knowl-

edge that she still loved him, had loved him all

these years, made this thought harder to bear.

But she also knew that now indeed when he in

turn truly loved her, he was giving her up for a

pure and high ideal. His nature seemed too noble

for her to correspond to, whilst he was thinking

that he was never really worthy of her.

And so they parted. Jim left at once for

America. He did not glance toward the Greenock

dock as the vessel steamed down the Clyde. It

would have been to but little use. Joan was not

there. She too went back to her work, a noble

woman. She had bid him "Go" this time and

meant it. She knew what his life was to be. She

too had made the sacrifice. She thought often

and seriously of that religion which made such

heroes of men and women. Was she inclined to

follow Jim's example? That was perhaps too much
to expect. Let us hope however that Jim's visit

to his old home, saddening as it was to both of

them, was not without fruit.

THK END.

SPRING.

Nature now in joy is beaming

—

Birds from tropic climes return
;

And the butterfly is dreaming
In the home he soon will spurn.

Venus near the earth is treading
;

Other planets round her cling

—

Each to vie in lustre shedding
As they welcome Spring.

Now the sun in all his beauty
Spreads his mantle o'er the land

;

With delight returns to duty
Earth to snatch from Winter's hand

Dandelions amidst the clover

As they smile they seem to say :

We are come ; the Winter's over;

Let all hearts with us be gay.

And the birds with sweet notes pealing,

As they flit or poise the wing,

Seem to echo Nature's feeling

In the joyousness of Spring.
— G. A. Buckley, '96

SPRINGTIME.

Now Winter hies itself away
To usher in sweet Spring

;

And nature bends beneath her sway
For the joys which she will bring.

The daisy lifts its snowy head
From out its long repose

;

And now the cypress blossom red

Plays lover to the rose.

The trees are robed in bright array

Of blossoms fresh and fair
;

And gentle zephyrs bear away
Their fragrance on the air.

Oh ! who hath praise for winter now
When all is fresh and green ?

Oh, Spring ! sweet Spring! mankind, I trow,

Will rise and call thee queen.

—A.J. Plunketi, '96,
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Bishop Keane's Visit.

On Thursday, April 25, Villanova College en-

joyed and highly appreciated the visit of the Right

Rev. Rector of the Catholic University, particu-

larly as this was the beginning of his visitation of

the Catholic colleges of the United States. He
was accompanied from the city by the Very Rev.

C. M. Driscoll, O.S.A., Provincial, and Rev. J. J.

Fedigan, O.S.A. , and was met at the station by

our President, the Very Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S. A.,

and our Vice-President, Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S. A.,

who escorted him to the Monastery. Soon after

he proceeded to the College Lecture Hall, where

he was enthusiastically received by the students.

After some instrumental and vocal music by the

College Glee Club Father Delurey, in behalf of the

faculty, welcomed him to Villanova, and with a

few words upon his former visit to the college intro-

duced him to the students.

The Bishop, in response, expressed his pleasure

at again visiting the College of the Augustinian

Fathers, because of the great love he had long

cherished for their Father, St. Augustine. He
spoke in glowing terms of Augustine's character

and his works, and exhorted the young men to

model themselves upon his noble nature. A few

more comments upon the writings of St. August-

ine led to the subject of his visit, namely, the

Catholic University and its future work. In sub-

stance his remarks were as follows :

The object of the University is not to injure the

Catholic College, nor to impair its work, but rather

to improve and develop it. The school is the

foundation of the great educational structure, the

college forms its walls, and the university its roof,

and as the walls without a roof become permeated

with moisture and fall into decay, so college edu-

cation without a university course will fail in its

good results.

Then followed a summary of the work done by
the University since its foundation and the reasons

for opening it with the Department of Divinity.

" True education begins with God," he said, " and
ends with man." But as the true university does

not consist of one department alone, the authori-

ties of the Catholic University have determined to

open on October 2, 1895, "^w departments in phil-

osophy, experimental and applied sciences, letters

and social sciences. In these young men of intel-

ligence will find ample opportunity to pursue, to

its fullest extent, that specialty for which his

talents best fit him, or by which his future labors

may be most benefitted.

He extended a cordial invitation to the young
men of Villanova to go to Washington after the

completion of their college course, dwelling very

emphatically upon the fact that he would like to see

enrolled among the new members of the University

some young, men who had been educated under

the guidance of the great Augustine whom he,

from his youth, had chosen as his patron, exhort-

ing them to be, in the meantime, earnest in study

and to live always for the best, with the determi-

nation to be all that God wills. When he finished

speaking, J. I. Whelan arose and, in behalf of the

students, delivered the following address :

Right Rev. and Dear Bishop :—
We have heard your kind remarks concerning

us and in behalf of the boys of Villanova, I thank

you for your words of approval and encouragement.

It is but fitting, too, that I should give expression

to our very great pleasure in your visit, and that

we, in our own names, should bid you welcome, a

welcome, to be sure, but poorly expressed, but one

which we trust you will believe to be heartfelt and

sincere. ' •-.'-
'

In the heart of the school-boy especially, is there

implanted that spirit of cordiality and generous

hospitality, a spirit which the daily routine of his

life encourages and develops. He is quick to wel-

come the coming guest, loth to speed the parting.

We see so much of one another—so little we shall

be saying in the after days of regret—that the visit

of a friend is hailed with enthusiasm and delight.

It is then that we stretch forth our hand to him
and say " I'm glad to see you," and he knows that

we speak the truth.

To you then, who have come to visit us, we
turn as to a friend, for we read your friendship

toward us in your face, we have heard it expressed

in your words, and, in the limited vocabulary of

schoolboy friendship, with outstretched hand we
say " We are glad to see you."

And we are proud to welcome you among us.

For we, who are but tasting of the Pierian spring,

can appreciate what your efforts have accomplished

in the cause of higher Christian education, can

anticipate, and rejoice in the anticipation of what
you will do in the future. You encourage us to

persevere in the acquirement of knowledge. So
we shall. Let us, in our small way, encourage you

to go on in your greater effort to build up that

magnificent temple to Christian science, and to the

Catholic religion.

We have heard of the University of Washington.

By God's help, and through your ministrations,

we shall hear more of it in the days to come.

Some of us perhaps have already turned our eyes

to that Mecca of Catholic scholarship in the hope

that we should there one day proceed further into

the domain of science, drink deeper of the fount

of learning, a taste for which we have acquired
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here. That your words will cause many another

to think seriously of the great advantages there to

be obtained, and be to them an inspiration and

incentive to renewed eflfort, we can have but little

doubt. Let us hope that in the future, when we
read of the bright lights in the scientific firmament

which have arisen as stars from the greatest

university of the world, when we read of the

D.D.'s and the LLD.'s who have gone out from

its doors, let us hope that among their names will

be found those of some of the Villanova boys who
have listened to you to-day.

And now for fear a better opportunity be want-

ing, let me throw another light on the school-boy

character. We like work, we like study. But we
do not work all the time. So the professors tell us

at least. And we generally enjoy our weekly

holiday as it comes around. This afternoon we
will enjoy it, fighting for victory on the base-ball

field. We give you a hearty invitation to be

present and see what we can do. And sometimes

we enjoy an extra holiday as a natural consequence

of the visit of a distinguished guest.

I know the boys expect me to ask you for a free

day. But I will not ask for it. That would be so

small a favor that your lordship would scarcely

know that you were conferring one. We have

had visitors with whose names there is associated

neither a Rt. Rev. nor a D.D. They have given

us a free day. But from the Rector of the Univer-

sity of Washington who is both a Rt. Rev. and a

D.D. I could not ask for one free day. Your
lordship will surely give us two.

The bishop then arose amid tremendous applause

and very happily remarked :
" If it were not so

close to the end of the term I would give you
three." He then petitioned the Faculty for the

two asked for and they were most cheerfully given.

After dinner he spent a short time viewing the

ball game and was then accompanied by our Very
Rev. President to St. Charles' Seminary, Over-

brook, Pa., and addressed the students there in the

evening.

E. G. DOHAN, '96.

The Advent of Spring.

Once more the dreary Winter's past.

And gladsome Spring has come at last.

The Spring with all its balmy days

—

The time of flowers and birds' sweet lays.

What scenes surround us in the Spring !

Such scenes as naught but pleasure bring.

That fill the heart with joy supreme.

While fancy dreams one long glad dream.

Now blooms the flower on every hand
;

Now sweetest songsters fill the land,

And seem to every one to say :

Shake off" dull care ; cast pain away.

The grass grows green. The leaves appear

With friendly shade dull hours to cheer
;

'Neath which we seek a welcome rest

Whene'er by Summer's heat oppressed. ^

Then let us hail thee, glad Spring time.

That bringest joy to every clime
;

Thou showest to us thy beauties rare

: And bidst us know Godis tender care.

H. T. Nelson, '97.

Our Easter Entertainment.

A large and appreciative audience witnessed

and enjoyed the play given by the Dramatic

Society on the 23d ult. " The Celebrated Case "

is a play which is very well known, and has given

opportunities for many great actors and actresses

to demonstrate their abilities. In the original

cast we find the names of Charles Coghlan, Sara

Jewett and Agnes Booth. Our boys were natu-

rally rather timorous about the result of their

efforts to preisent the drama successfully ; but our

friends assured us by their close attention, their

tears, their laughter and applause that our fears

were groundless. The prologue was especially

fine, and the stage pictures presented in both

parts were beautiful. Augustine Dooley made
an admirable yi?«« ^<?«aM</. He spoke and acted

his part excellently. Madeline Renaud was im-

personated by James Kelly. His work was also

very commendable. Master Dempsie 2iS Adrienne^

their child, was most pleasing, and the meeting of

the three was a touching sight. Lazare^ a. camp
follower and heavy villian of the first rank, was
E. T. Wade, and the part could not have been in

better hands. The murder of Madeline was indeed

thrilling. Francis Condon portrayed the Duke
d*Aubeterre with an ease and naturalness rarely

found in amateurs. William Hazel was "every
inch a solder," and was likewise an excellent

lover. O^Rourke^ in the person of Jno. Mahar,

did his share to unravel the plot, and was very

pleasing. Edward McKeogh, as the Corporal^ left

nothing to be desired. E. G. Murtaugh showed
plainly what a clever man can do with a minor
part. William Kavanagh made a beautiful Valen-

tine^ and carried himself with the grace of a

princess. John Hughes, as the Chanoinesse^ de-

serves great praise, as does James Hayes for his

impersonation of the Duchess. On the whole, the

affair was as successful as we could wish,
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EDITORIALS.

Rt. Rev. Bishop Keane's lecture on a uni-

versity course caused considerable comment among
those that heard it and all were unanimous and

sincere in their appreciation and enthusiasm. The
Bishop's address was of a high standard and well

worthy of the rector of the Catholic Uni-

versity. It showed deep research, learning and

careful preparation. His lordship's easy style of

speaking, logical method of argumentation, forcible

gestures, appropriate facial expressions, the

numerous lucid comparisons and proofs which he

adduced, were the subjects of uninterrupted

admiration. We wish him success and Godspeed

on his tour, feeling assured that the efforts which

he so skilfully displayed here, in behalf of a Cath-

olic university course, cannot but be ably seconded.

We sincerely hope that when the morn of the 2nd

of October breaks upon the world we may see the

realization of his hopes.

It is not too soon to begin to review for the

coming examination. As we have every reason

to believe that very many of the students have
already commenced, we would advise the others

to lose no time in imitating their good example.

We say this to remind you how near the

approaching examination is to us and that you
may be prepared when the time actually comes.

Do not put off beginning till next week or later^*^

for, as the weather will be growing warmer, there

will be an inclination to stop study. Remember
you must go over a whole year's work and review
it so as to be able to pass the examination success-

fully and withjustice to yourselves and your parents.

Therefore commence to review at once and in a

business-like manner; be earnest and sincere or do
not review at all. For after all, the student who
can if he would, but does not apply himself to his

work or does it in a half-hearted manner, will not

be the successful one. But the methodical indus-

trious student, who always has the determination

to succeed in view and labors accordingly is the

one who will make his mark in the world when
his college days are ended and the realities of life

present themselves to him.;

Many are apt to forget the importance which
ought to be attached to little things. Character is

largely made up of small items and the happiness

of an individual is greatly due to a multitude of

little influences conspiring to produce it. The
individual that performs many great deeds or has

his condition materially affected by the great deeds

of others is an exception. If you would form an

estimate of the real worth of a friend, you must
observe, and closely too, his tendency on special

occasions. You must learn to what extent he is

influenced by trivial circumstances. Outside

appearances have a great deal to do in forming the

impression which others may have of us.

Our friends may pardon many trifling faults, but

the world in general will not extend to us such

liberality. Strict adherence at all times, to the

truth, gentlemanly, Christian language, conscien-

tious performance of all our duties, courtesy and

kindness will always merit and gain favor, while

their opposites will surely repel it. Many little

acts of good will compensate for the want of a giant

intellect and bring an individual more praise than

talents accompanied by a repulsive, disagreeable

disposition. Remember that nature makes but few

great men and the multitude must depend upon
many little deeds for respect and favor, assiduity

and attention to little things will produce great

results. Better do that, than fail entirely by over-

estimating your abilities.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.

To this class all students and others interested in mathe-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

queries, etc., and their solutions ; or any difficulties they may
encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

105. Solve x^ -{• y = T -\- xy i^ f

.. :.. ^ + y = 6 xy—1 :

Solution by M. T. Field^ 'pj.

(i)

(2)

Transpose xy in (i) x^ — xy -\- y'^ = 7 (3)

Divide (2) by (3)
, 6 xy — IX + y= L

Simplify yx -{- yy = 6xy— i (4)

Put u + V = X, and a — v =^ y in (3)

(i^ + vf - {u' - vj + («— vf= 7 '

Put u -{- V = X, and ze — v = y in {/[)

7 (^ + z/) + 7 (?/ — v) = 6 (,ti^ — z/^) —

I

6 w^ — 6 v^ — 14 z/ = I • (6)

Multiply (5) by 2 2«^ + 6z/' =14 (7)

Add (6) and (7) Su^ — 14^ = 15

Complete square 2562/" — ( ; + (14)- = 676

Extract root i6u — 14 = Zl 26

i6u = 40, or — 12

ti = 5, or ^
substitute ' for u in (5)

7
'-"'''"-;•¥ + 3^'

-

1^= I

V 4- r.

substitute — ^ for u in (5) ^'^ + t,^^ — 7
10 33^

^ 4S

V ± % T/i.03

since x = u -^ v, substitute § for «, and "h ^y4 for v

•^ - e + (± ^)

substitute value of— }^ for «, and + 1 i/'ijja for v.

X — }i±'/i i/H^

X = % {— 3± ^'l^)

since y = u — v, substitute ^ for u and J^ for z/

jj/ = 2 or 3.

substitute — % for «, and — ^ v/^-g^ for z/

y = — YA — tti/'ip)

y == >i ( — 3 + i/^)

no.—The planes of the faces of a quadrangular

spherical pyramid make with each other, angles

of 80°, 100°, 120°, 150°; and the length of a lateral

edge of the pyramid is 42 feet. Find the area of

its base in square feet.

;
* V Solution by J. A, Deatiy 'p/. r

Let E denote the number of spherical degrees in

polygon y^ ^ CD.
And let 2" denote the sum of the angles of the

spherical polygon.

And 6" = area of surface of sphere.

Then E=T—{n—2) 180°. (See prop. XXX
8th book.)

7"=8o°+ ioo°+i2o°+ i5o°=45o°
^=450°—(2 X i8o°)=90°

Area_90°_,/
5' -720°""^

. ,

s=^ r. ^2^4x^x42=^=22,176 V :,:': :'y:^yci'

Area
. ,„ -•':. -;^ ''..'''':: '<':'^

22,176^^
'

Area=i^ of 22,176=2,272 square feet.

113.—Some men earning each $2.50 a day, and
some women earning each $1.75 a day, receive

altogether for their daily wages $44.75. Determine
the number of men and women.

Solution by Alpha.

Let ;r=number of men
_y=number of women.

Then 5^ ,ZJ'_i7924 4
10 ;rH-7)/=i79

7^=179—10 X
4—3 -^

y=^2S—x-\

y—25-{-x

7

4—3 ^

Multiply by 5. sy— 125-^5 ^=2—2 x-j-
6—;

Let m =6—x

x=6—7 m
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Substitute 6—7 ;// for x in the original equation.

'':y:--/y:': 60—70 w-f 7 ^=179 -'"'"• \'.-^ ,';"./;•:.,>'
''::;

7>'=ii9+70w ^ -';;.,

Divide by 10. y=^i'j-\-io m
U m=o ;r=6 y=i7
If w—— I ^—13^^=7

. ^

114.—Prove that in an inscribed quadrilateral,

the product of the diagonals is equal to the sum of

the products of the opposite sides.

, Solution by E. J. Murtatigh.

Let A B C D be the inscribed quadrilateral.

To prove A DXB C ^-A BV.CD=A CXB D.

Proof: Mak&\hQ L.D A 0=LCA B.

Then Wvq l\ D A O. CAB are similar

;

.. AD: D 0=A D\ C B

.
•

. A DXCB=D OXA C
Again the A D A C, O A B are similar

and C£>:A C=B O : A B ;

.
•

. A BXCD=A CXB O ; :

Hence by addition

ADXCB^-ABXCD=AC{D0+B0)
But D 0\B 0=B D

.'. A DXC BA BXC D=A CxB D.

NEW PROBLEMS.

115.—Given a parabola to find the directrix,

axis, and focus.

116.—Solve the quadrantal triangle whose sides

are : ^=174° 12' 49.1", ^=94° 8'^ 20" ^=90'.

117.—To cut a cube by a plane so that section

shall be a regular hexagon.

118.—A mixture of black and green tea is worth

$22.65. When the number of pounds of each is

interchanged the mixture is wortli $24.60. If 4
pounds of the black cost as much as 5 pounds of

the green, find the cost price per pound of each.

219.—Solve 81 1/ jr '-+ V. = '' "

SPLINTERS.

Toddy..;:;:;': :;.': ;.r ;;::;,;.; :':;:
.

: Joseph. ';,: ,.

Martin the lover.

Soda-water Tom. ^^

"Come here, baby."

"Helloa, brother Felix."

Who chased the crazy—
"That baby is a Democrat."

So little Jack is a jollier too."« c.

" You wont jug me, will you ?
"

Seventy-fiv-e lines for each inhale !

"Who killed that little chicken?"

"That's the best pack in the cards."

" I had enough from Chicago, sir !

"

"Say, mister, have a piece of palm?"

Our five-cent dudes G and M ^.

Spring Sonnets are the order of the day.

"God bless the students of Billanova !

"

" A beef-steak with the sunny side up.

"

'At the reception : Did you see that hump?

How long it took him to come up the stairs.

" Say, have you a piece of glass in your pocket ?"

The duhes made a lot of noise in that room, but

we were all on the outside.

Down fell the glasses,

Shattered, that's all.

Now Eddie needs a handmaid
To lead him from the hall.

"Oh, she'll be disappointed, if she doesn't see you.

"Say the god's are unpropitious, but my heart is true !

Give me a cob-corn pipe, he said, oh give me a

pop-corn cob.

" Please don't say Good-bye again."
" Well, here goes—I'll not say it."

Tu :
" You've spilt a pint of milk."

Lu : "Well, add some chalk and water."

The summer-girl has blossomed forth in colors

red and yellow ; soon will she leave the city beau

and mash the seashore fellow.

-. ^_:,.^.'^ i;'.i£.i5 .j„¥.ii^^
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Patsy says the grand stand is the battery of the

base-ball team. ^^^^

; ^ :
^^

They say John Sprechenviel met his match on

Easter Sunday night. ^^: i
.

Charlie says we are all do.wn on him, but he

doesn't care, as this is his last year.

It would be a move in the right direction to have

cabs meet the 10.53 train on Sundays. ,

. Ti :
" Who made this /Mn lemonade ?

Ni : "I don't know, but a young Skinner was

in i/."

Tell me one thing, tell me truly,

y If when walking on the pike

With a partner, not your brother

—

But with one more f<?7/««-like,

'And your eyes, in blank amazement,

Should discover the V. P.,

: Tell me this thing, tell me truly,

. Would you to your heels and flee ?

" Playmates were we "

—

The words had an ominous ring

For the youth who heard them uttered in

The Diamond State Sing Sing.

In the Spring, the young man's fancy

Turns to thoughts of rhyme a bit,

; And the poor beleaguered editors V
•

.
'

; V Have a dismal time of it.

The smile has gone from Pee Wee's face

—

He doesn't smile a bit

—

For when he tried for that home run.

He didn't make a hit !

KEEP OFF THE GRASS !

The birds are a singing.

The flowers are a springing.

Up from the meadows even as we pass
;

Just sound the note of warning

Lest the white pants, adorning

The dude, be discolored if he sit upon the grass.

Laid aside are winter skatelets.

Spring wakes from her dream,

And the girl who has a " leller"

Revels in ice-cream.

They had a chariot race

And Martie was Ben Hur.

To name the other charioteer

I really do not Kerr.

There were Iris' and Tirzah's.

When the race was run,

Dick had all the others,

Ben Hur had one /

EXCHANGES.

In the last number of the Boston College Stylus^

there appeared an excellent editorial showing how
necessary a good course in reading is to the scholar.

" We cannot urge the students too earnestly to put

into practice the thoughtful suggestions recently

made by our reverend president with regard to a

systematic course of English reading. We cannot

live without food ; we cannot breathe without air.

Reading is to the mind what food and air are to

the body. The want of a proper training in this

particular invariably shows itself in our outward

behavior. The polished, interesting speaker, the

courteous gentleman, the able lawyer, the eloquent
priest—are all men of extensive reading. And this

is but natural. For as a wise instructor has well

remarked :
' in order to have a judgment sound and

correct, you must travel through the history of

other times and be able to compare the present
with the past. To have the mind vigorous you
must refresh it and strengthen it by constant inter-

course with the mighty dead, who have gone away,
but left their imperishable thoughts behind them.'
This can only be done by a judicious course in

reading."
The truth of this is evident. The advantages

to be derived from good healthy reading should be
continually kept before students, especially since
it is at school that the taste for either light or heavy
literature is acquired which exerts a powerful in-

fluence in after years. It was this thought that
two years ago urged the Board of Regents of the
State of New York, to include a " Course in Eng-
lish Reading '

' among the subjects for examination.
In the Holy Cross Purple appeared a very good

criticism on Gladstone's Horace—an intellectual
feat which urges greatly in favor of a classical edu-
cation. The writer says " Mr. Gladstone's prin-
cipal defect is his too strict adherence to compres-
sion, which, although it takes away the witty and
urbane spirit however, preserves the Horatian
strength and dignity better than any previous
translation.

St. Monica's Day at Villanova.

THREK YOUNG MEN RECEIVE THE AUGUSTINIAN
HABIT.

St. Monica's day was commemorated this year,
as usual, in a manner befitting the dignity of the
great St. Augustine's holy mother. At 8.30 A. M.
Solemn High Mass was celebrated by V. Rev. V. M.
Sheeran, O.S.A., with Rev. J. J. Ryan, O.S.A., as
Deacon, Rev. Mr. J. J. Farrell, O.S.A., as Sub-
Deacon, and Rev. Mr. J. F. Kennedy, O. S.A., as
Master of Ceremonies. Immediately after the Mass,
Messrs. Edward G. Dohan, Troy, N. Y.; Michael J.
Murphy, Philadelphia, Pa., and Thomas J. Condon,
Waterbury, Conn., were received as novices into
the Order of St. Augustine. V. Rev. F. M. Sheeran,
O.S.A., Prior of the Monastery, assisted by Rev.
M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A., Master of Novices, pei-

formed the ceremony. In the sanctuary were a
number of the priests and clerics of the order.
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After lying dormant for eight months the base-

ball fever has again caught Villanova and that the

college boys will have even more than the usual

number of worshippers at the shrine of the
national game, was evidenced by the the large

crowd which visited the grounds on Saturday,
April 20, to witness the first ball game of the

season. For weeks this auspicious event has been
looked forward to with joyous anticipation, and on
that afternoon over five hundred throats pro-

claimed the fact that Villanova' s base-ball season

was opened for the year of 1895. The well known
rivalry of the Villanova and Clermont A. A.
(Phila.) teams was, if possible, heightened by the

defeat administered to the home team during the

month of September, 1894, and everyone seemed
to realize that "the boys" would enter the con-

test with the determination "to do or die." Pre-

cisely at 4 P.M., our Very Rev. President, h. A.

Delurey, threw a new ball to the umpire and amid
the rousing cheers of the spectators Villanova took

the field, with Murphy to do the twirling. The
game resulted in a pitcher's battle, with honors

slightly in favor of Denny who succeeded in strik-

ing out fourteen men. However, the defeat may
be attributed to stupid base running and to the

fact that this was the opening game of the season.

The game throughout was exciting, but doubly so

in the ninth inning when on a base on balls to

Herron, a sacrifice by Kenny and Rutherford's

error, the first and only run was scored. The
Clermonts scored three runs by bunching their

hits in the third inning, as not a hit was made by
them after the fourth. The features were the

fielding and throwing of Kenny and the splendid

playing of Kavanagh at third. The score :

O'Leary, ib . ,

Herroii, 2I)

Hannuii, c . .

Carey, ss . . .

Kenny, If . . ,

Fields, cf
Kavanagl),3li
Murphy, p . .

Hazel, rf . . .

R. 11. S.H. O. A. E.

O
U
o
I

o
o
o
o
I

R. H. S.H. O. A. K.
Rulherford, 3b . . 1 1 o 212
Uutz, If ...01 0000
White, 2b 00 o 000
biiiith, cf 01 o 100
Denney, p . . . . o i o i o i

McCarthy, ss ..10 i 030
Berry, c 12 017 2 3
Newburg, ib . . . o o o 510
Haas, rf 00 o 000

Total 13 2 -7 13 5 Totals ..37 i 27 7 6

Struck out, by Denny, 14 ;
by Murphy, 5. Stolen bases, O'Leary, Herron,

Hannon, Ktuny 3, Rutncrford 2, White. Hit by pitched balls, White and
Berry.

On Thursday, April 25 and May 4, the Vil-

lanova Base-ball Club was afforded an opportunity

to indulge in some hard earnest practice the lack

of which was so evident in the opening game.
The opponents were the Clovers, of Philadelphia,

who were defeated by the score of 20 to 3, and the

Temple College team, also of Philadelphia, which
failed to advance a man as far as third base while

the home team scored 1 7 runs.

Probably what will prove to be the most excit-

ing game was the one which took place on Satur-

day, May 4, when the base-ball team representing

the State Normal School, of West Chester, Pa.,

journeyed to Villanova determined to obliterate

the stain of their many defeats sustained in the

years gone by. Invariably, however, in each of

these games there has been more glory than dis-

grace in the Normal's endeavors to lower the

colors which wave year after year so triumphantly

from Villanova's flagstaff. Between our team and

the Normal's there has always existed such a

friendly spirit of rivalry, such a regard for the

gentlemen who participate in the games that here,

at home, their coming is anxiously awaited with

pleasure not only by the ardent admirers who an-

nually witness the contest, by the students and the

ball players themselves, but also by the Faculty

which, while it glories in the victories of the home
team, ever extends its best wishes for the Normal's

success on other diamonds. The members on

the visiting team played exceeding well, still

the home team played better but individually

the contestants deserve much praise. To Hannon,

however, the greatest merit must be given as he put

up a game such as is rarely seen displayed by an

amateur. Out of seventeen chances he had but

one error, a wild throw ; out of six times at the

bat he had four hits, one a three-bagger, and with

three stolen bases to his credit surely he has a

record of which any amateur may be proud. In

the sixth inning with the score 4 to 3 in favor of

the visitors, with a man on first, another on sec-

ond, he knocked a slashing three-base hit to deep

left centre. Again in the eighth with the score

8 to 7 against the home team, he made a single

and the circuit of the bases by a clever steal and

Jackson's error, thus tying the score. Then in

the ninth inning with two men out and Dore on

first base after making a pretty single, he knocked

a difficult fly to left which Johnson dropped allow-

ing Dore to score what proved to be the winning

run. The Normals could not touch the ball in

their half and were once more compelled to bite

the dust. The other features were the fielding and

throwing of Kenny and Herron and the pitching

of Murphy in the seventh and eighth innings.

O'Leary, ib . ,

Hannon, c . ,

Murphy, p .

Carey, ss . . .

Kenny, If

Herron, 2b . ,

Field, cf . .

Kavanagh, 3b
Dore, rt . . . ,

R.
I

2

. 1

. o
I

. I

. I

o
. 2

H S.H. O. A. K.

Totals

Johnson, If . . .

Jackson, 3b
Hartraan, ib . .

Connelly, p . . .

Mansell, rl

Gildersleeve, 2b
Oallagher, ss
Dicks, c
Pike, cf . . . .

Totals . .

R. H. S.H. o. A. K.

o 26 8 69 13 I "26 7 6 Totals . . 89
Mansell out for batting out of turn.
Earned runs, Villanova 2. Two base hits. Murphy. Three-base hits,

Hannon. O'Leary. Stolen bases, Murphy, Carey 2, Kenny 2, Hannon.
Double plays, Hannon to O'Leary, Hannon to Herron, Herron to Hannon.
Struck out, by Murphy, 10; by Connelly, 7. Umpires, Condon and
Farrell.
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Showell & Fryer, limited,

I7WTPORTING r GROCeRS
AND DEALERS IN

ImpoFted and Domestie Cigars.

Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHIliADEIiPHlA.

. We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convecience
of our customers,

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Phiiladelphia,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of . sacked heart pictures.
Framed and Un framed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
Agent for the American Line and White Star lAne Steamers to and from

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

D. J. OAI1UA.UHBB. GEO. Vf. UIBBONU.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers, v ./

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, PhUa.
(OaUagber Building.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

J. J. mi^ffLLI^CGR, -1-
DEALER IN

L-MDIES' KND
GENTS' SHOES,

Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave*^
Ntxt Door to W. L. Evans' Proviiion Store. ROSJSMONT, PA,

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERKKCT SATISKACTION GUARANTKED.
REPAIRINO NEATI^Y AND PROMPTLY DONK.

JOHN p. MILLER,

^ent^' FaitQi^hiDg ^ood^ Bqd pbiiit ManafBctDiiBif

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

nTalcUuia* Prsscrlptlona Accoratoly Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^f^K U/. PRIC;K'TT. Craduate Iq pipar/naoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a fuU line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists* Sundries.

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Sevi'liif; Maclilnea,

Guus, Rifles and
SporttiiK <>uofls,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING
LANCASTEB AVENUE. BRYN MAWR. PA.

P. J. COLAHAN, ISSSJAKKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (lroeerie5.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH d CO.,
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG TV^KKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4E^WiK8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Tlieatricals.'CV

"wm:. B. HINCH,
UlIflDOai ••• GliASS,
V WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN Al4li BRAMOHES.

Special Ratea in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HP[NSB\/RV.

JOHN J. BYlilsTES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

:No. 37 SOVXH SECOND SXRHEX,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladles' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P

'tffimmmmmmmfimK^An
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THOTVYT^S BR7^DL-eV.
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an iiivitatiou to you to call at our GRKAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
aii<l see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Provisions.

We have coiislaiiily on hand and note the Low Trices at which we are selling. We handle only the Hest Goods and, Quality considered, our Trices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIflrl MOOl^E.-f

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residenco- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO,, PA.
Post Office Address, Uosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I.. KI.K1N8. I'rcslileiit

MARTIN MALONKV, Vicc-1'ri-.sl ami Mnnngrr
I! K. ROBIN.SON. SccrctBrv
(iKUIKiK S. IlKASS, Treasurer.

THE PENNgYLVAN^ (5L0BE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

Qo9tra(;tor5for [^(^l^tir}^ Qities ar^d Jouyps

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NKXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

VJ. J. REED, aoi N. Kigutii St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$'^.00 and $'4.50

HATS IlLOCKED WHILE YOli WAIf

RENOVATING DONE OX THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store lulow Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^ JOHlSr • FISH*^
DCALER IN

\Viit«-Iies. Clorks, .Tewolry,

SilvprwHre himI Spec

RrpairiniifaSpr Ity

I

1

•ta«'l»'s. T

5-Ccnt St<>r<>.

Specialties in 5 and ID Cent
Toys, Hai'dnarc, Glassware,

etc.

: : THOMAS F. SMALL ^ ;|

:

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1 1 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

]69, 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelplnia, :

DR. STEINBOCKr

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 l^ortl? Su/elftl? 5t., pl?ila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth

GAS AND ETHER ADMIhflSTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

« MRCHireCT
Beneficial Saving Fund Building, .,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M. E. Reynolds* •

- '

BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,
Qives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLFaM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WY. 3a£H©L-HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Fnriilsliiiti; Tin "Ware of Kvcry Description

Kept In Slock and Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA-BTBR AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMKRY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling, LanCaStCF AvCIlUe,

Graining, Sign Painting, tj lur t>
Jobbing Promptly Attended to. DTyn MaWF, fa.
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^P^mis
^^CAVtAl 0, 1 HAUL MARKSiV^ COPYRIGHTS.^'
CAVi I ORTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer un<i an l)Olle^t opiiiion, writu to
«1 IJ !S N «fc <;0., who Imvo had iioaiiy Hfly j t'lrs'

experience In the patent busiiieNs. C'oiiiniuni)':i«

tloiiB strictly confldt'iitial. A lliiiiilboiik uf In-
furniation concerning I'aleiitH anil liow to ol>-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue oi^ luecbiui*
leal and Mclentltlo hooks went free.
Patents taken tliroimU Munn & Co. receive

BPetual notice In the ScicnliOc A iiiericnii. Hiid
tiiiiH are brouiflit widely before the piilili<; witlu
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid i)ari'r,
tHsued\vi'*ol<ly<t'l*^Kttntly illustrated, has hy far the
largest Circulation of any scientitlc work In tlie
world. $3 a year. Sample copies sent free. •

' UulldlnK KditioD, monthly, If'.riU a year. HinKia
<?opies, "J.l cents. Fvcry nunilier contains beau-
titul plates, in colors, and iil<olo(>rnplis of new
bouses, with plans, eiiahlint; iiuilders to show tha
lalest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & C«)., Ni:w Voku, a«l BlcoAi.wAY.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Kstablisbed 188f..

PUBLISHED EVEEY SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Subscription ; One year $2.00 Six months $1 00 Single copies 5 ot .

Money tan be sent by Post Dllice Order <ir UcKistered I.«tter.

Conimiinicrftions should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TPO Y. N. Y.

LOGUE ^ HATTER
'/'"''[''^^lS strictly one price.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.W "W. FK,.A.3SrOIS«-

DEALER IN

Diamonds. Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Qlassen.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

AGXNT FO»

Spalding's, Reach's anu

Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimatea furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

LKNCTTSTER HIiZe.. 7TRD7WTQRB. F»?t.

JOS C. pTOyJCla ^^

955 South Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cmt O^t This Covifon, It is Worth $1.00

Each persou who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Uonahoe's
Magazine, 61 1 Washingftou St., Boston Mass .will receive the superb
Catholic Dloiithly, DUNAH0E:« . MAGAZINK, for one year, d
The price per annum is $2. to, and by readers ofthis publicatiou only, ^
can it be had for Ji.oo. This coupon must accompany ^le order. W

The Acknowledgred
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. B. UITSUI^ & CO.,

VZiS Chestnut Street, PHIL.ADBI^PH1 A, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalognes.

THOOIAS R. CliHflRY,

^FUISrER^I. DIRECTOR, H<^

S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sis.,

PHILADELPHIA.

49~ Personal attention day or night.

|i
otel I^iel^ardsoQ v v

V •;• '305-7 pilbert 5treet, pi?iladelpl?ia.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

PRICES VERY REASONABLE v

Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient. .: '^:^^::: :.'::: ::'

^

•>-'::;'' ".vrv-:
."' "[::''' -^''

^ S Arthur Lynaugh, •

..
;.,,

,;., ^ ^- '•'

'V'
•'.-' ' Manager.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253. 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR • WINES.
112 EAST «ERSIAX STKEET, BALTIMORE, MO.

(Jold ^ ^\\\j((r /T)(^dals for all OeeasioQS
Plus and Bad§;efi, etc. Made to Order.

Kn|{ravlu{(s in General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
70O Afch St., Philadelphia!, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Prize MedaU.)
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; "AD LICINIUM."

A TRANSLATION.

PAR from land, far away, o'er the billowy bay,

In thy glow and a glory of pride,

Tho' thy bark be as steel in mast and keel,

Comes a day when thou may'st not ride.

Yet I'd have thee beware the death-dealing snare

Where the roar of the rising sea

Beats a funeral dirge, with every surge

On the rough high rocks of the lea.

There's a sweeter spot, to whosoever lot

May seek it and know its worth,

In the golden mean of a mind serene,

Where contentment finds its birth.

For the first, faint fire of unjust desire

For another's kingly dome

Burns not in the heart free from poverty's smart,

Seeking treasure no other than home.

Of the noble trees making love to the breeze,

The proud pine towered over all

;

But the wild wind heard not a wistful word,

When it sounded the proud tree's fall.

And the stately spire climbs higher and higher.

To fall with a mightier crash
;

And the lofty peak hath but voice to speak

The lightning's luminous flash.

When sorrow and care would whisper despair,

The heart that is higher trusteth on.

Contented to wait, till kindlier fate

Brings back the glad joy that was gone,

—

Brings it back doubly dear to be treasured with fear

For the heart that has heaved with pain.

That poverty brought, hath ever a thought

For the grief it may know again.

'Tis Jupiter's hand that covers the land

With the mantle winter has spun.

But the plant that grows neath the sheltering snows

Best tells what great Jove hath done.

Doth Apollo show his broad-bent bow

And the arrow trembling to start

Hath he not love's lyre when a gentler fire

Wakes the life in his manly heart?

If thy soul is torn with the pangs thou hast borne

And the sun seemed to smile not for thee.

Bear thy breast to the smart, and live, faint heart,

Live and look for the joys that will be.

Sail on o'er the sea. Hope will fashion for thee

But when zephyrs change to a gale,

Thou hast learned of old, like a mariner bold.

To reef thy i^bellious sail.

J. I. Whki.an, '95.
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Between the Fufls

@NE pleasant evening last summer, while
strolling aimlessly about the streets of H
and admiring one of the most beautiful pic-

tures in nature's bright picture book ; namely, a
splendid sunset, I was wondering where 1 would
spend the evening, when I suddenly decided to call

on Dr. Williams.
Dr. Williams wns one of the leading physicians

of the city and although a comparatively young
man, enjoyed a large practice.

I had know him for years and the better I knew
him, the better I liked him, until now I placed him
on the list of my best friends. -

On entering his office, I discovered to my great
pleasure that he was at home ; and in a few
moments he himself appeared, confirming my dis-

covery.

After greeting me pleasantly he carried me off a

captive to a cozy little nook of his on the veranda
where various topics were discussed under fragrant
clouds of smoke, produced by the doctor's
" Havanas" ; for he was a lover of a good cigar
and, what is more, was a fine judge of the weed.

Finally the subject of college days was brought
up, on which, we were both well versed, having
spent several years within college walls.

The conversation had proceeded in this interest-

ing channel for some time when the doctor sud-
denly said, *'Oneof the most trying moments of
my life was spent at college."

This I knew, was the advance guard of a story

;

so by attacking this advance guard with a few
questions, I drew on the main body itself.

Settling himself back in his chair and medita-
tively stroking off the ashes of his cigar, he began,
" It happened while I was studying for my * M.D '

at Blank College in New York " and as he spoke
an expression of tenderness stole over his face,

showing that the tale brought back memories very
dear to him ; and as he was not very often in this

mood, I expected a good story.

"But to begin at the beginning, he said, we
must go back many years to my boyhood days.

' 'At that time we lived in the small town of N
,

a few miles from here ; our family, besides father,

consisted of two boys, and one girl, mother hav-
ing been dead several years. We were a happy
family then and in comfortable circumstances,
father being a prosperous farmer.

" But this brother of mine, who was a few years
my senior and of a wild harum scarum disposition,

gave us a great deal of trouble and anxiety, but a
person could not help loving the reckless young
fellow, for Tom had a warm heart under his always
torn jacket, and we dearly loved him ; indeed he
was a young hero in my little sister Nellie' eyes
and nothing that he ever did was wrong in her
opinion.

"But of late father's lectures to him had grown
more serious and plentiful, as his pranks around the
town increased in quality and quantity. Tom,
thinking that everybody was dowti on him and
that life was becoming unbearable to him at home,

(as boys of his nature generally think) suddenly
left home one day in company with a bosom friend

of his, Thornton by name, and by means of a freight

train reached New York, the center of gravity for

all runaway boys from the neighboring States.
" This was a severe blow to us and plunged our

happy little family into an ocean of sorrow, from
which we did not crawl out upon the sands of time,
drenched and exhausted, for many years.
" No word or tidings were ever received from him,

although we advertised, offered rewards for informa-
tion concerning him, and poor father even went to

New York after him, but all our efforts were in

vain.
" A few years afterwards, when we became old

enough, Nellie was sent to boarding school, and I

to college, leaving poor old dad alone with
the servants, and the memories of his lost boy
which never left him ; he had begun to blame him-
self, even for having reproved him so much on
account of his wild habits ; but this kindly feeling

is most always held for an absent one.
" In a few years Nellie graduated from the school

which she had been attending, with high honors,
and came home, to father's great delight ; for now
he could have at least one of his children near him,
especially the one whose every movement reminded
him of his departed wife, whom he had pas-

sionately loved. ..-,'.>. :''"'::- 'r'—yfy-i :;-:; /Vv •;/''"

;

" About the same time I graduated satisfactorily

from my beloved Alma Mater. The sole aim of
my life was to become a " Sawbones " some day
and now it was to be reached. I next entered a
noted Medical College in New York, where I

studied quite hard and soon became a very pro-
ficient student. I soon became so hardened and
accustomed to the cases which a student meets in

the dissecting and operating rooms that by my
third year, a case never interested me aside from
its medical value, as it would during my first or

second year; then, every fresh "stiff" or new
case that was brought before me set me thinking
at a great rate, concerning the dead or living (as

the case might be) person's birth and death ; his

manner of living ; his joys and sorrows, and so on
until my conjectures would become plentiful and
fantastic enough to excite the cupidity of a sensa-
tional novel writer.

" Yes, indeed, I had become quite hardened, so
hardened in fact, that I began to think I had no
such articles as nerves until one day I received
a shock that reminded me quite forcibly that I had
a good supply of those troublesome things left yet.

" On this day while some other members of my
class and myself were practising in the hospital with
Dr. Crane, we came to the case which proved so

interesting to me.
*' It was a man who had been engaged in a fight

in one of the numerous dives which infest the

famous " Tenderloin," district, and who, judging
from his battered condition, had got decidedly the

worst of it. He had been picked up and brought to

the place in which we found him.
"Somehow or other, at first sight, there was some-

thing about the man's face which at once attracted

me ; it was a fine countenance, even now, although
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dissipation had laid its hand upon its comeliness.

We immediately began to ascertain the extent of

the man's injuries, which, by the way, consisted of

a much bruised head and body and an arm broken in

two places, one break at muscle and the other below
the elbow, but while removing the miserable cloth-

ing from the right arm—the one which had been
broken—on our search for injuries, we came to

something that sent my thoughts rushing back to

a day at home years ago, when a poor half-starved

creature moved by father's gifts of food and cloth-

ing, had yielded to Tom's and my request and
tatooed a similar figure on the arm of each ; for

before he had left the farm we had discovered him
to be an artist with the inks and needles, and, boy-
like, wanted a picture on our arms. V-i

" The figure which he drew was that of an angel,

with the word "Charity" above his head and
within the cloud of light that enveloped him, pecu-
liarly and beautifully drawn in colored inks.

" This was the object on the man's arm which
met my gaze. As soon as I saw it I uttered an
exclamation, which attracted the attention of those

present, and turned deathly pale. In a second I

had the injured arm in a death-like grip and was
greedily devouring each line and curve ofthe figure,

with my eyes. I knew that there was not another
picture like that on any person living except my-
self. Could this poor, dissipated, wounded wretch
be my brother? I asked myself. Oh, God ! I was
almost positive ! Having plied the now astonished
man with a few questions I became convinced and
declaring to him my conclusion I tore up my
sleeve and displayed the exact prototype of the

figure on his own arm. Fully realizing our true

relationship, we were soon locked in as close an
embrace as his condition would allow. -. '

" Truly this was retribution. Could that beggar
of long ago have witnessed this meeting and
realized that he had been the cause of ending lives

of sorrow and beginning anew lives of joy for his

old benefactors how pleased he would have been to

know that he had thus rewarded them. The bread
cast on the waters had returned increased a thou-
sand fold.

*' Then followed explanations to the astonished
students and doctors who had witnessed one of the
strangest of strange scenes that often occur in this

place.
" After being set to rights physically again, Tom

enjoyed as much sleep as was possible under the
circumstances. He soon heard how all our folks

were at home and all that had occurred there of
note since he had left it.

"At mention of father and Nellie, the tears started

to his eyes and in a broken voice, he exclaimed :

" ' Oh George, if you only knew how thoughts of
you all on the dear old farm used to torture me."

" After allowing his feelings to subside, he again
spoke ;

' It took but a short while for the novelty
of our escapade to wear off and poor Thornton and
myself were two very sorry runaways who would
gladly have returned home but for shame's sake."
"'So as not to tire you by relating all that I

went through since I left home, I will cut my story

short.

'"A short while after we reached New York, my
chum and I separated by chance one day and have
not met to this day. Some time after this, I secured

a good position and was getting along nicely for a

long period, until, on falling in with a fast set v
of young fellows, I took to drinking and gam- ;

bling.;;r:"^- ,.,
.
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"' Reports of my conduct began to come to my
employers' ears who had been very kind to me. At
first they bore them with a good grace, but more,
and worse tales reaching them, they decided to

dismiss me.
^

" ' Discouraged by losing my position and being
unable to secure another, I l:)egan to drink heavily.

Days often came which brought no meals tome
and nights, no bed. I have been arrested several '.

times, but never for anything that was mean or

sneaking, on which account my associates dubbed
me Saint Tom.

" ' I had led a rough life indeed up to the night I

received my injuries, which brought me here. On
that night, I entered a saloon quite drunk, which '

was owned by a man named Hoolihan and bore a !

bad reputation. While there I entered into a dis-

pute with some strangers, who happened to be
prize-fighters, and in the fight which ensued I was
so terribly beaten that I did not come to until I

arrived here.

'

" After he had finished his account I left him, see-

ing that he was exhausted.
" Owing to good care he was soon round about

;

he looked well but for a slight paleness in his face

and thinness in his figure. In a few months he
had improved wonderfully and consented after

much urging to return home and see the old
familiar faces again. He had been rather timid
about going home whence he had departed so
many years ago in so foolish a manner.

" At last my vacation arrived and with it the day
on which we were to take the journey. The folks

were in ignorance of the surprise which we had in

store for them. I had not mentioned the
meeting in my letters and the papers had not got
hold of it, owing to the silence of those who had
witnessed the affair, on my account.

On the way home Tom was rather anxious and
quiet as though affected by the old scenes which
constantly met his gaze. It was dark when we
at last reached the old homestead which was
surrounded with all the beauties of spring as

though decked out in honor of our guest and
brother and son ; the folks were ready to begin the
evening meal and were waiting for my arrival as I

had informed them of my return home.
" Having arranged it so, I went in and endeavored

to prepare the family for the great surprise, while
Tom remained outside. But I performed my part
of the affair so poorly that they guessed the truth
before I had spoken a dozen words. Immediately
they were outside where they discovered Tom.
Although the meeting of the brothers was tragic,

that of father and son, sister and brother was
indeed touching and affectionate, and beyond my
limited powers of description.

" In a few moments they appeared, leading Tom
between them and a gay trio they were too.
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" All then sat down to one of the happiest meals
that was ever eaten in that old house and there
were a good many. Conversation was carried on
for some time, until at a late hour we arose from
the table.

*' Now I must mention another happy event which
occurred a short while after Tom's return. For
some time Nellie had been courted by a pro-
minent merchant in one of our large Connecticut
cities and there was now no reason why the bliss-

ful courtship should not be terminated by a happy
wedding ; at least so the two most interested

thought and the joyous event was not only an
occasion for tolling the marriage bells but also an
appropriate time for killing the fatted calf at the
return of the prodigal.

" Tom now settled down to a better life on the
farm aided by the love and attention of those at
' Home Sweet Home.' "

Dr. Williams having reached this point in his

recital, stopped for a few moments ; but throwing
away the stump of a cigar which he had been
smoking, he resumed :

" Father has been dead
some years ; Nellie is a happy wife and proud
mother, and Tom has control of a large business
and a small family of little ' prodigals ' at B .

The other member of the family is a poor strug-

gling doctor in a half starved town," he added
with a smile, for he knew himself that the last

sentence was wide of the truth.

The hour being late, I took my departure, reflect-

ing on the way home upon the strange story which
I liad heard between the puffs of the doctor's

cigar.

E. P. McKeough, '96.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

Fifteenth Paper.

Again nature is correlated to healthfulness

—

vitality, that principle in every self-acting being,

which adorns it and gives it strength, development

and perfection. Accordingly the term nature is

synonymous with activeness—the source of all

power; and is opposed to inertia, barreness, fruit-

lessness. Moreover as God is the Giver of life, as

in all living beings fruitfulness is a mark of divine

benevolence, so is unfruitfulncss in work and deed

a sign, or mark, that the enriching, hallowing and

enlivening grace of God is wanting. But as every

grace, or blessing of life, that is really needed for

its perfection, may be had for the asking, there is

no reason why the creature may not get its general

or special share from the Supreme Source of all

beneficence.

Taken in its strictly proper meaning the term

nature, which implies real individual- excellence,

cannot be applied except figuratively to beings

devoid of life, as minerals, salts, metals, earth, etc.

And the real nature, that is, the real basic perfec-

tion, excellence, fruitfulness, of creatures in the

worlds visible and invisible, depends on the end

which the Supreme Intelligence of God had in

view in creating them, and endowing them with

their individual powers. According to the design

of the Supreme Artist by Him was determined

what part every being was to take in the drama of

life, in what degree it was to be sharer in the ex-

cellences of (iod, in what way it was to be witness

of the divine commands, in how far it was to pre-

sent and illumine (as it were) the grandeurs and

glories of His divine and eternal Truth. And in

this graded endowment of the creature consists its

real perfection. ;^-

Moreover this fruitfulness of all living beings,

each after its own kind, whereby while serving its

Maker, it also serves its fellow-creatures, depends

also on its own individual vocation, the fulfilment ,

of which is its chief and ultimate aim in life. All

beings in creation are therefore dependent—and

some of them co-dependent—on God, whose truth

they proclaim, whose excellences they represent,

and whose Will they carry out in life.
[

Again in all beings gifted with life it is a constant

unvarying law that the standard of their excellence,

of their perfection—of the healthfulness of their life

—depends on thisdevelopment of their living, work-

ing, beneficent nature, their natural fruitfulness,

whither tends the exercise of all their healthful

energies. And this fruitfulness of the creature

depends in turn on the greater or less influence

which the vitalizing power in its being—the source
'

of all its vitality—has on its energies. A plant is

good, perfect, when it fruits for its owner ; a flock

when it fruits for its master, and man when he

fruits for God. For in some way or other all health-

ful living beings bring forth fruit ; thus plants

corresponding to their natural energies bring forth

fruits of the earth ; animals fruits of the flesh ; and
men and angels fruits of the Spirit—of God.

In beings of the higher life—the intellective

—

these fruits of the Spirit are known as their good

works, or merits, a term that is applied distinct-

ively and solely to works of intelligent agencies,

—

of creatures gifted, that is, with sound mind and
loyal will, whose works are pleasing to the Most
High, because they correspond to the nature of the

doer, and are according to the will of their Maker.

By his merits the intelligent creature repays in a

way the services—homage, fealty, etc., due to his

Sovereign. Thus in the fullest development of

every intelligent creature,—of his faculties and

talents, lies his natural as well as supernatural

vocation, the chief characteristic of the reality,

beauty and excellence of his life.

Thus all life in plant, animal and intelligent

being, is a state of steady action, of a uniform.
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constant and progressive tendency on the part of

the individual creature, wherin moving along the

lines laid down by the Supreme Intelligence of

God, and aided by His benevolence, it tends to ful-

fil its destiny in creation. In the intellective life

this tendency leads each one to exercise his abili-

ties rightly, to develop his really healthful energies,

in a word life to aim at self-perfection. And this

healthful evolution of one's better self, this per-

fection of every rational and intelligent being, by

which his nature is fully rounded out in accord-

ance with the views of the Sovereign Ruler, is his

only true aim in life.
; .y

With life, it may be observed, is associated

health, which is the result and outcome of all

true and perfect vitality.

Health—the offspring of life, as life is the off-

spring of God, is that state of being, wherein all

its functions and energies, no matter how varied,

how complex, or how opposed apparently one to

the other, are evolved and perfected in complete

and harmonious activity toward the given end of

their being, which is their scrviceableness to them-

selves, to others and to their Maker.

We speak of a healthy body, a healthy plant,

a healthy brute, a healthy man, and of their

healthy organs, powers, faculties, according as the

subject, or part-subject, is vitalized, moved and

quickened by the source of its bodily perfections.

But just as truly, really and properly may one

speak of a healthy spirit, or the healthy faculties

or energies of the spirit, as a healthy intelligence,

reason, will, etc., since in the intellectual being

these agencies are just as dependent for their true

healthfulness on the source of their immaterial

and spiritual perfection or life as the merely phy-

sical or material powers in the animal are depen-

dent on the vital principle of organic life.

The former phase of vitality is known as phy-

sical, material, or organic life and health ; the

latter as intellectual, moral or spiritual life and

health. And in just such proportion as the living

being, developing its energies fulfils this destiny

in life, and thus perfects itself, is its life said to be

truly healthful. Healthfulness is thus a mark of

vitality and strength. But to return to the term or

goal of life. Reason as well as revelation teaches that

when self-development has resulted in the integral

perfection of the being, that is to say, when all

one's energies have reached their fullest stage of

fruitfulness in act, then has been reached the final

term of life,—the repose of all one's activity, the

highest ethical state to which one's powers are

capable of being evolved.

Thus viewing life in its lowest phase—in the

lowest organism in the vegetable world—the plant,

even the tiniest, is moved by some secret, inward

power, to growth, self-nourishment, self-develop-

ment and self-reproduction or the renewal of its

species. By some unknown process of absorption,

the plant feeds and converts its food into its own
substance ; by some mysterious yet constant and

gradual evolution of forces within itself, it blos-

soms, seeds and fruits.

And by this healthy action of its organic powers,

though in vain we seek to fathom the process,

the plant has passed through the various stages

of its activity in root, stalk, pith, cortex, branch,

flower and seed. ^

This gradual evolutionary process in plant life

constitutes its probationary stage in nature. Its

vegetable energies are destined to go no further

onward in the course of life. The plant's vitality

ceases ; it then withers, and dies. By its fruitful-

ness, the plant has proved its worth—its usefulness

in creation ; when it ceases—and has become
incapable—to fruit any more, it has reached the

goal of its vegetable perfection, and has filled its

mission, (if so we may apply the term,) on earth.

And its vegetative perfection is the lowest form of

perfection in organic life.

Then there is brute or sensitive life, a life of

somewhat higher type than vegetable life, because

it is capable of higher and more varied develop-

ment ; and yet while more mysterious, more com-

plex than the plant, the brute is of only a slightly

higher grade in the scale of God's creation. In

plant-life is typified the divine fruitfulness of God
;

in brute-life His activity. Both plant and brute

are fairly equal in longevity, in beneficence, in

scrviceableness.

For by some hidden and inward agency whereby
it is like a vegetable in its powers, the brute is

moved similarly to self-growth, self-nourishment,

and self-reproduction. Like its congeners in the

vegetable world, the brute animal feeds, grows,

perfects its organism—its natural powers, and, the

same as a plant, leaves the representatives of its

energy after the parent stock has vanished. But
different from a plant,—and herein lies the proof

that animals belong to a higher plane in the

scale of organic being, the brute can change its

abode, can vary its condition. For brutes have the

power of self-action
; they possess a certain degree

of ' intelligence, of will power, and a kind of

aesthetic capacity. Brutes can learn, feel, suffer

and enjoy. And this is sentient, instinctive life,

the highest form of organic perfection, as vegeta-

tive life is the lowest.

Yet in both plant and brute, life being merely
organic, that is, wholly material and physical, is

utterly dependent for its development and perfec-
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tion on its earthly and perishable environments.

Very different in this respect is intellective life,

that is, life at its best in the world of spiritual

existence, which not only in its nature and attri-

butes, but in its evolution and perfection, is wholly

independent from all created—material or imma-
terial—surroundings. : \,--:?':\.C'r-:''-y:j':-y':-':

Referring to the power that spirit has over matter,

it is a strange fact in physics, yet one that is ad-

mitted by all scientists, that by the energy of

intelligent being, vegetables and animals may be

so moulded—modified—by their .surroundings, by

transplanting, grafting, in-breeding and cross-

breeding, as to change at least apparently their

primitive organic form and type, to become—for

the skill of ages has developed wonderful results

in scientific processes,—to become wholly unlike

their progenitors, to seem even to belong to a

wholly different stock. To such class of organic

curiosities may be said to belong among others

the so-called htstis naturae—the freaks and hybrids

of the vegetable and animal worlds.

Experiments by them that are skilled in plant,

vine, tree, and even brute, culture, attest this

singular fact in physics, that organic life is subject

to the power of intellectual and spiritual life.

By his knowledge on this point the patriarch

Jacob succeeded in increasing his share of Laban's

flock. (See Genesis, xxxth chap.) By their skill

horticulturists develop new species in the vege-

table world ; and by their composing and decom-

posing treatment of matter, chemists change the

characteristics of substances in the inanimate king-

dom of minerals, metals, salts, and the like.

T. C. M.
{To be continued. )

OOK NOTICE.

Like ok Bi.ksskh Ai.piionsus Orozco, O.S.A.,
compiled from the Spanish of Rt. Rev.
Thos. Camara, O. S.A., by Rev. W. A. Jones,

O.S.A.—Kilner & Co.

The appearance of a new book upon the stalls is

calculated to arouse in most cases a curiosity that

is appeased only by immediate investigation of its

contents. For some, however, the very idea of

novelty is sufficient reason for the purchase of a

new book. It matters little how much profit or

entertainment may be derived from it provided the

book is selling, and society leaders have set the

pace. A glance at the first two or three pages is

quite enough to glut the appetite of these literary

butterflies who flit from book to book without

having read as much as would enable them to

explain their titles.

To such readers it would be useless to recommend
a book that deals expressly with the cold hard
facts of daily life, with the evils that threaten our
existence, with the self-denial, sacrifice, perse-

verance necessary to escape these evils and tread

safely the narrow, high-climbing path of moral
rectitude : it would be useless, in a word, to

recommend the biography of a Saint. To those of

our readers, however, who delight in studying the
characters and virtues of great and holy men,
nothing, we feel assured, will aflford keener enjoy-
ment, more solid profit or greater longing after

what is best and noblest in life than a perusal of
the work just published by Kilner & Co. Com-
piled from the numerous writings of the present
Bishop of Salamanca, Spain, it has lost nothing
by its presentation in English dress. On the con-
trary, it will be found that Father Jones, in the
selection, translation and arrangement of the mat-
ter, has taken care to bring out in bold relief the
many qualities, both of mind and heart, possessed
by his saintly hero, whose long-continued struggles

with temptations prove how essential is the grace
of God to the perfection every Christian should
seek to attain in the present life.

.;^
;'-.''• ,"'' :-'^.''"'
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J- F- McG. '..

EXCHANGES.

While giving the article " Our Nation's Per-

petuity," found in the Earlhamiie\\is full meed of

praise for the many things, good and well-said which

it contains, we object to a statement emanating, no

doubt, from a predjudiced reading of history. We
do not refer to the oft-repeated calumny uttered

against the " Papacy," but rather to the attribut-

ing of the *' Religious Toleration," which we
Americans enjoy, to Luther—to a man who, in his

own day, would not tolerate those of his own dis-

ciples who differed from him in doctrinal points.

According to Bancroft and other historians of note,

the Catholic Lord Baltimore and his companion

fugitives from British persecution first granted

religious liberty on the shores of the New World.

The Sacred Heart Review of Boston still keeps

up to its high standard. Its editorials are timely

and filled with sound sense. A new feature of the

Review is the Hartford edition in which is a history

of the Church in that city together with short

sketches of the several Bishops who have occupied

this see, among whom is Right Rev. Thomas Gal-

bery, D.D., O.S. A., for many years a resident at

Villanova as student, professor, and president.

The 07vl for May has many decidedly meritori-

ous articles. We were particularly pleased with,

'A Half Hour with Faber," and the "Literary

Notes." Did our space permit we would like to

quote at length from an editorial entitled ''Talented

but Lazy," an article well written and true to life.
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. ATHLETICS.

;
V VILLANOVA 8, JASPERS 2. ;

., The gala day of Villanova's base-ball season was
Saturday, May 25, when thehome teamedjourneyed
to New York to contend with the Jaspers of Man-
hattan College. A cloudy sky but an invigorating

atmosphere mildly tempered with the genial rays of

a May day sun, a thoroughly impartial, enthusiastic

crowd many of whom were of the gentle sex, a
profusion of white and blue and green and white
ribbons combined to make the meeting this after-

noon on the diamond between the Colleges of Vil-

lanova and Manhattan a memorable event. The
team of the latter had played fourteen games thus

far and had met with but one defeat, their van-

quished being numbered among the strongest ama-
teur teams in New York State and their schedule
included games with Yale, Princeton and other

teams of equal strength. Imagine then the awe
inspired feeling which penetrated the breasts of the

ball players representing Villanova College who,
although they, too, had been unusually successful

were about to face for the first time the mighty Dris-

coll who has made monkeys ofsome of the strongest

batters in the New England league. The team and
its accompanying rooters arrived at the College

about noon and were immediately ushered to the

reception room where a most elaborate dinner was
awaiting them, after partaking of which they were
shown about the grounds. At 3.30 P. M. in the

presence of about eight hundred spectators the

Jaspers took the field with Driscoll to officate in

the pitcher's box, backed by Brennan, the ex-New
Haven catcher. However, Driscoll did not prove

to be the redoubtable *' Dan" of '94 fame as the

Villanova sluggers pounded his slow ball for eleven

hits, each man on the team securing one and Mc-
Kean and Carey two each. On the other hand the

Manhattan's sturdy lot of ball players could do

nothing with Murphy's pitching, his curves prov-

ing enigmas to all the batsmen who succeeded in

securing but four hits and a scratch off his delivery.

The first inning opened very auspiciously as after

O'Leary and McKean had been retired Murphy
made a hit but owing to a lame ankle was replaced

on first by Hazel who promptly stole second. Then
Hannan was given a life on Cohalon's niuflf of his

line fly to center. Hazel going to third. Carey was
next at bat and the Villanova rooters eagerly called

upon him for a hit and "little Johnny" proved equal

to the occasion, as after having two strikes called on

him he responded with a cracking single over second

scoring two runs. In the second three more were

scored on hits by O'Leary and McKean a base on

balls to Moynihan and errors by Castro and

O'Brien. Again in the third and fourth innings

by bunching their hits the visitors scored three

more but after this inning could do nothing with

Driscoll's curves. The home team scored one in

the first on O'Brien's base on balls and Murphy's
wild throw to catch him napping and another

in the fourth on Glennon's single and Herron's

wild throw. After the game the visitors were again

dined and given three hearty cheers, departing with

the wish extended that on behalf of Manhattan
College it was hoped that this game, although a

defeat, would be but the beginning of a life-long

friendship. Thus Villanova's colors travelled to

New York and returned not bearing the galling

stain of defeat within their folds but soaring higher

and higher and waving more majestically in the

calm Pennsylvania breeze.

The features of the game, outside of Murphy's
masterly twirling, were the phenomenal catching

of Hannon, the playing of McKean at short and
Herron at second. Field in center field for Villa-

nova and the all around playing of Shea for the

Jaspers. The score

:

Villanova. r. istB. P.O. a. e.

OXfary, ib . . . . i i 7 01
McKean, ss. ..12420
Murphy, p. . . i i o. i i

Hannon c 2 i 7 2 o
Carey, rf. i 2 i o o
Herron, 2b. . . . o 1 4 3 i

Kenney, If. . . i i i o o
Moynehan, 3b . . i i o i o
Field, cf. o 1 3 o o

Totals , 8 II

JASI'ISRS.
O'Brien, ib .

Glennon, 2b .

Driscoll, p
Brennan,

c

Shea, 3b. . .

Colter"
Castro, ss . .

Coholan, cf . . . . o
Henry, rf o

Totals .... 2

R. IStll. P.O. A. E,
I O 12 O 21200

I O 3 U
I 2 I (}02611410010213010100

. 2 5 27 11 6

Karned runs, Villanova 2. Three base hit, 0'I<eary. Bases stolen, Villa-
> ova 5, Jaspers, i. Double pla.. Colter to O'Brien. Struck out by Murphy,
6, by Driscoll, i. Umpire, Condon.

ROCKKORD 5, VIIXANOVA 4.

On Decoration day *'our boys" played two
games in Wilmington, Del., with the Rockfords of

that city. The Villanova players, owing to the

inclement weather of the previous three days, were

deprived of their daily practice, and this fact to.

gether with their desire to save themselves for the

more important contest of the afternoon, not only

prevented them from playing their usual good

game, but also from placing the regular team on
the field. The clubs split even, the home team
winning the morning game by one run, while in

the afternoon the Villanova's simply toyed with

their giant opponents. The first game was called

at 10.15, about 500 people being present. The
visitors led off" with O'Leary reaching first on four

bad balls. He stole second, was advanced to third

on McKean' s sacrifice and scored a moment later

on Bullock's wild throw to catch him off third.

In the second with one out Herron reached first on
Phillips' error, but was forced at second by Kenny,
Moynihan was then hit by a pitched ball and both

scored on a long two-bagger by Field, who also

tallied on O'Leary's timely .single. McKean's easy

{^Continued on page 7.?.)
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EDITORIALS.

Phii.OvSOPHY is a study which man has but to

contemplate to perceive its necessity and value.

For man is so formed as to be eager in his search

after truth—and philosophy, with the aid of revela-

tion, serves as a light to lead him through the

dark paths of ignorance and error to that of certi-

tude and truth. Philosophy directs ariglit the

reasoning faculties of man, overcomes prejudices,

and substitutes for false and erroneous principles,

those which are sound and incontestable. Phil-

osophy gives a polish to a liberal education or is

the climax of it. Indeed, so intimately connected

with and dependent on philosophy is education,

that without it education would be as an Egyptian

obelisk without an apex or a cathedral without a

dome—begun but not completed, which if left in

such a condition, would be unprotected from the

storms and the weather and would in a very short

time, present a dilapidated appearance and more-

over the time, labor and money spent in its erec-

tion would count for naught. Likewise an educa-

tion of the kind of which we speak here, if the

study of philosophy be neglected, would undergo

a process of decay similar to that of the building.

It would be unable to explain the many difficult

yet important questions regarding the soul ; the

origin of the world ; the dependence of created

things on their Creator, and His relation to them.

Such questions are continually occurring to men's

mind and unless it is able to comprehend and

explain them satisfactorily, nothing but a confusion

of ideas can result. Therefore, philosophy is of so

much importance that no one can think correctly

unless he thinks logically ; no one can pass judg-

ment on anything or form a ratiocination unless he

adheres strictly to the rules of logic. The object

of metaphysics—as the name implies—is the treat-

ment of things which are either immaterial or

which must be considered in an immaterial

manner. Thus with the knowledge derived from

logic and metaphysics, man should set out upon

the journey toward his ultimate end, guided by

ethics, and bearing in mind the advice given by
Herrick :

Attempt the end, and never stand to doubt

!

Nothing's so hard but search will find it out."

((

That promoters of education and the presidents

of our leading universities and colleges, with a few

exceptions, strongly recommend physical exercise

to those under their charge, cannot be doubted.

These men recognize the fact that one whose mind
is developed at the expense of the body, lacks the

physical force and stamina necessary to give con-

viction to what it conceives. The parent, too,

anxiously consults the health of the child and finds

that an institution in which physical culture is

taught proportionately with the other branches of

knowledge is the one which is conducive to the

dual development of his offspring. The ancients

devoted considerable attention to the exercise

of the body and sometimes went beyond the limit,

as is known from the writings of several of their

prominent authors. The importance which they

attached to it may be leaned from Juvenal, whose
saying: ^^ Mens sana in corpore satio^^'' has

become proverbial even with us. Hence we
should conclude that physical culture is necessary

to everyone, but especially to those who live a

sedentary life.

The Faculty has authorized us to extend to all

the subscribers of our Monthi^v, an invitation to

the annual commencement exercises of the College,

to be held on Wednesday afternoon, June 26.

The business manager has informed us that

there are many that have not paid their subscription

and asks that they be reminded of the same, believ-

ing that this mention of the fact will prove suffi-

cient to cause the tardy ones to send at once the

small amount due.
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MATHEMATICAL CLASS.
To this class ail students and ottiers interested in matlie-

matical work are respectfully invited to send problems,

•queries, etc., and their solutions; or any difficulties they may
' encounter in their mathematical studies.

All such communications should be addressed to

s . , D. O'SuLLiVAN, M.A., Villanova College.

III.—A person goes 70 yards up a slope of i

in 3>^ from the edge of a river, and observes

the angle of depression of an object on the opposite

shore to be 2° 15'. Find the breadth of the

river. ;'"• -_'':'::''.,
. V^:;"-' ;

Solution by E.J. Murtaugh '97. '
-

70 : 20
sin 90° =
sxM B A C

sin 90^

I .*.

20

^\n B A C

70
log sin B A C ^= log 20 + colog 70
log 20 = 1.30103
colog 70 = 8.15490—10

log sin B AC= 9-45593—10
BAC=i6° 36' 6"

L^B A C= LCD A-\- I ACD
.: / A CD= 16° 2>^' 6"—a° 15'= 14° 21' 6''

In L A D C
70 : y^ Z? = sin 2° 15' : sin 14° 21' 6"

;;

_ 70 + sin 14° 21' 6^ V
Sin 2 15

logAD= log 70+ log sin 14° 21' 6" + co-

log sin 2° 15'

log 70 = 1. 84510
log sin 14° 21' 6'^ = 9.39423—10

CO log sin 2° 15' = 1.40605

\ogAn
A D = 441.96 yards

116.—Solve the quadrantal triangle whose sides

a = 174° 12' 49.1'', b = 94° 8' 20", c = 90°.

Solution by N. A. Dugan^ '96.

= 2.64538

are

Let A' B' C a' b' d represent the corresponding

angles and sides of the polar triangle.

Then^'== 5^47' 109" .

B' =^ 85° 51' 40''C -= 90°

tan' >^ ^ rr. _ cos (ir -f- A') sec {B' — A')

D' -\-A' = 91° 38' 50.9"

B'—A' ==80° 4' 29.1''

log tan' }4 c = log cos 91° 38' 50.9" -|- log sec

80° 4' 29.1''

log cos 91° 38' 50.9" = 8.45863— 10

log sec 8o°4'29.i" =^ 0.76356

219 22219—10

log tan )^ c = 9. 61 1 10

14 c = 22° 12' 56^"

^ = 44° 25' 53"

d= 135° 34' 7"

tan'^ ^ ^ = tan [y, {B' |
^')—45°] tan [45° +

% {B' — A') ]

;^(^'-f ^0-45° =49' 25.5"

45° + 'A {B'—A') = 85° 2' 14.6"

log tan 0° 49' 25.5" = 8.15770

log tan 85° 2' 14.6" — II. 06133

2) 9 21903

log tan Yi b' = 9.60952

: : ^/'= 22° 8' 35"

^ =? 44° 17' 10''

B -135° 42' 50"

tan'' >^ «' = tan [>^ (^ + ^')—4S°] tan [45" —

K (^^+^')-45° = 0° 49' 25.5: -V yU^-y {B-A') = 4° 57' 45.4";;. y;
log tan 0° 49' 25.5" = 8.15770
log tan 4° 57' 45.4" 8.93897

27.09637
log tan ^2 a' r= 8.54819

}4 a' = 2° i' 25"

a' = 4° 2 50"
A'= '75° 57' 10"

117.—To cut a cube by a plane so that the sec-

tion shall be a regular hexagon.

Solution by J. I. Whelan. '95.

:^ C
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• Let A — HE F G\iQ^ any cube ; it is required

to cut it with a plane, so that the section shall be
a regular hexagon. ^^^;^

; ;
•-

Construction.—Draw A F^ the diagonal of the

cube, and through its middle point O pass a plane

-L to it, forming the section K L MN PR \ then

will this section be a regular hexagon. r
Proof.—The point /'is equally distant from A

and F. (Prop. VI, 6th Bk., Cor. 482.) But A B"=
A D- + D P-

and FP' = Ft' + C P\
Hence DP- = CP' or D P = CP.
That is P is the middle point of the edge Z> C.

For like reason [/ is the middle point of B C.

Ko{ H E\ R o{ D E\ M oi B G, etc.

Hence P N =^ Yi D B^ or each side of the sec-

tion is equal to ]/> the diagonal of a face.

Ab C P N and C D B are similar, and CN =
% CB.
The section through (9, parallel io D A HE is

= to D A H E and passes through P and L.

Hence O P= O L^ }4 diagonal D H.
Hence the I\^ O P R, OR K, etc., are equi-

lateral Ah, and .
•

. the A., R P N, PN M, etc., are

each equal to 120°.

Hence the section is a regular hexagon.

118.—A mixture of black and green tea is worth
$22.65. When the number of pounds of each is

interchanged the mixture is worth $24.60. If 4
pounds of the black tea cost as much as 5 pounds
of the green ; find the cost price of each.

Solution by Jas. J. Dean^ ''gy.

hety = number of lbs. of black in ist mixture
and green in 2nd

S ^ = cost per lb. of black

4 jr = cost per lb. of green

^ X y = cost of black in ist mixture
$22.65 — 5 ;t: y — cost of green in ist mixture
4 ;r y = cost of green in 2nd mixture
$24.60 — ^ X y = cost of black in 2nd mixture

$22.65— 5.^y = number lbs. green in ist mixture

$24.60— ^xy = number lbs. black in 2nd mixture
5 ^

.
•

. $22 .65 — 5 ^ y _ $24.60— 4 .^ y
4x 5x

113.25 X — 2S x^ y := 98.40 X — 16 x^ y
Divide by x

113-25 — 2Sxy = 98.40— 16 X y— gxy = — 14.85
X y = 1.65

^ X y = $8.25 = cost of black in first mixture
$22.65 — $8.25 = $14.40 = cost of green in 2nd

mixture
4 ;r J/ = $6.60 = cost of green in first mixture
$24.60 — $6.60 = $18.00 = cost of black in 2nd

mixture
G. C. D. of $8.25 and $18.00 — $0.75 price per lb.

of black
G. C. D. of $6.60 and $14 00 = $0 60 price per lb.

of green

{Continued from page 6g.)

out stopped the run getting, and after this inning

not a hit was made nor a run scored during the

remainder of the game. For the Rockfords D.

Kenny's effective pitching alone won the game, as

their fielding at times was decidedly off color.-

They scored two in the second on a base to Buck-;

ley, his steal, McClafferty's sacrifice, and Phillips'

pretty single to left. The latter reached second on

the throw in and tallied on Kenny's single. In

the fourth McClafferty made the circuit of the

bases on a base hit to left, the ball having been

lost in one of the ditches in that territory. Again

in the fifth Bullock and Conley scored on a hit,

O'Leary's error, a sacrifice by Chappelle, and a wild

pitch. Both pitchers pitched winning ball, but D.

Kenny had much the better of the honors. The
feature of the game was Carey's sensational catch

in the eighth with two men on bases.

FIRST GAME.
VILLANOVA. R. H. P.O. A. E.

O'lycary, ib i i 12 01
McKean, ss . . . . 00 3 30
Murphy, If ..... o o i 01
Hanuuii, c 00 2 00
Carey, rf 00 2 00
Herron, 2b 00 i 10
Kenny, p 10 o 60
Moynihan,3b 10 2 21
Field, cf II I 00

Totals 4 » 24 123

ROCKFORD. R. H. P.O. A. E.
Bullock, C II 9 2 1

BegKS, 3b ... . 00
Conley, 2b i i

Chappelle, If . . . . o i

Buckley, cf i o
McClafterty.ss . . . i i

Phillips, rf I I

McDaniel, ib . , . . o i

Kenny, p o i

Totals 5 7 27 10

Earned runs, Villanova, 2 ; Rockford, 2. Two-base hit. Field. Hit by
pitched balls, Moynihau, Herron. Sttuck out by S. Kenney, 2; D. Ken-
uey, 8.

The afternoon game was the one which was

anticipated with the greatest pleasure, as Murphy,
our star twirler, would be opposed to Fischer, who
pitched for the Amsterdam Club of New York
State League in the early part of the season. The
followers of the White and Blue had great confi-

dence in the only " Murph " and it was soon dem-

onstrated that it wasn't misplaced, as, as usual,

their opponents could do nothing with his speedy

curves, he being particularly effective when men
were on bases. About i, 500 people witnessed the con-

test and, despite the fact that they were for the most

part Rockford rooters, they seemingly could not

refrain from applauding some of Villanova's bril-

liant plays. The umpiring was rank, the decis-

ions frequently calling forth loud and continued

jeers from the impartial crowd. Well, for five

innings Mr. Fischer's swift balls and slow balls

were pounded all over the lot for ten runs. Then
he was replaced by Kenny, who again proved his

abilities as a pitcher, as the boys once more failed

to connect with his curves. Hannon caught both

games in his usual magnificent style, and each one

of the infielders fielded his position beautifully,

O'Leary having eighteen put outs and one assist

with no errors to his credit. The visitors scored

their only runs in the second and fourth innings.

In the former on three successive hits and two
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stolen bases two men crossed the plate and one

moie in the fourth on Buckley's two- bagger and

Kenney's error. r.\v-/>:-;v.s '::r\ .'::-?'-;

':

'\'^;:: i^
I ''''^: SECOND GAME. '/..:;""'•;'

VII-LANOVA.
O'lvCary, ib
McKran, &s
Murphy, p . . .

Hannon.c. . .

Carey, rf . .

Herron, 2b* . .

Kennv. If

Movnihau, 3b . .

Field, cf . . .

Totals ....

Herron out for

Karned runs, V
Daniels to Beggs.

R.
. 1

o
. 1

2

3
o

I

I

. I

P.O. A. K
18

I

o
2

2

I

O

3
o

.10 9 37 19 I

ROCK FOR

D

Bullock, r, cf
Beggs, 3b .>, V
Conley, zb .

Chapoelle, If

Buckley, cf, ss
McClafferty,s.s
Phillips, c
McDaiiiel, lb .

Fischer, p, rf

Kenny, p . .

R. II. A. E.

o I

1

I

I

2

o
10

10

o
I

3 6 27 99Totals . . ,

not touching second.

illanova, 3; Rock ford, 2. Double plays, Beggs to Mc-
Struck out by Muiphy, 7 ; by Kenney, 7.

VIU.ANOVA 3; WEST CHESTER NORMAL 3.

A very unsatisfactory contest took place May
18, between Villanova and the Normal Schools of

West Chester, Pa. Up to the fifth inning neither

side had scored, but during this inning the Nor-

mal's scored one and then two in the sixth. With

the score 3-0 against them, the visitors made three

runs, and the excitement was at fever heat, the

600 spectators cheering first one team and then the

other, and nearly going wild when Moynihan

leaped in the air and pulled down a screeching

liner in the sixth, thereby cutting off" a base hit.

In the eighth, after Gallagher and Conley had

been retired on strikes. Pike knocked the ball

to Carey, who threw wild to first base, the ball

struck a post near the bleachers. The runner

started for second, and was easily put out, and so

declared by Umpire Strickland, who, however,

was persuaded to believe that it was a blocked

ball, and although obviously in the wrong refused

to call the runner out, and Capt. Hannon very

justifiably left the field. The crowd showed its

approval of his decisive move by its continuous

applause. The following morning's edition of

the West Chester Republican and Local also united

in censuring the Normal Ball Club for its action,

and spoke very highly of Villanova and its gen-

tlemanly ball players.

VILLANOVA 8 ; PHILADELPHIA A. C. 3.

An exceedingly interesting game of ball was

played on Wednesday, May 16, between the home

team and Philadelphia A. C, as the latter had a

splendid fielding team, but were unable to find

Kenny for more than seven hits, three of which

were credited to McFarland, the celebrated coacher.

The features of the game were the battery work

and batting of Herron and Carey for the home
team and the playing of Herwlch and McFarland

for the visitors. The score :

123456789RHE
Villanova 0004001038 15 3

Philadelphia AC. ... 1000200003 72

May 20, after a bus ride over fifteen miles of

muddy roads and steep hills, the team, weary and

sore, played a listless game of ball with the Morton

Club, of Morton, Pa. For six innings the contest

was quite close, but in the seventh, with three

men on bases, the ball was lost in the deep grass in

left, and three Morton ball tossers crossed the

rubber. The boys then became discou'-aged, and

lost the game.

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R II K
Villanova , . , , . . 2000001003 84
Morton 100004300S103

In a seven inning contest. May 8, the Allen

Grays proved an easy mark for the home team.

Score

:

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H R
Villano\a 0234104 23 16 4

Allen Grays 0410200 7 38
The St. Ann's, champions of '94's Philadelphia

Literary league, came to Villanova to check our

course of victories, but were unmercifully slaught-

ered. Score :
';,':- /'.•;

1234567S9 RHE
Villanova . . . . .. 22531 1401 19 it 3

St. Ann's ....... 100020102 6 78
The Powells, of Philadelphia, and the P. R. R.

Y. M. C. A,, of the same city, afforded two practice

games for the home team on May 1 1 and May 28.

The former were defeated 27 to 8, the latter 26 to 9.

The Central High School team, of Philadelphia,

sustained their second defeat of the season at the

hands of the " Villans." The score :

123456789 RHE
Villanova 1030,1 4080 17 97
Central High School . ooioioioi 4 65

ORDINATIONS.

On Saturday, June 8, the following Augustinian

clerics. Rev. John J. Farrell, Rev. Charles G. Mc-

Kenna and Rev. John F. Kennedy, who on the

previous day had received the deaconate, were

ordained to the Holy Priesthood by the Most
Reverend Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia at the

Cathedral of that city. On the same day at Troy,

N. Y. , Rev. C. E. Lenehan, class of '89 was
ordained by the Right Rev. Bishop Burke of

Albany. On Trinity Sunday Rev. Father Farrell

celebrated his first Mass at St. Augustine's Church,

Philadelphia. Rev. J. P. Gilmore, O.S. A., assisted

him, and Rev. N.J. Murphy, O.S. A., preached. At
St. Denis' Church, Cobb's Creek, Very Rev. C. A.

McEvoy, O.S.A. assisted Rev. Father McKenna,
and Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S. A., preached. Rev.

Father Kennedy at Villanova was assisted by Rev.

J. F. McGowan, O.S. A., who also preached.
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SPLINTERS.

Sandow.

Onions.

Phoite. V
Peanuts. ,.,:.,•> ...

., Garret Rats. ''' "'7 ':./:'.':;'''
,..

Saw-dust filling.
, ;

Cinnamon hands.

" Trying to shave?"

Bum a' Nickel.

"Oh, my writhth !"

" You are a ham sure !"

So cute when he smiles !

"

What a face he wore.

Fifteen cents for six !

Oh, what a tackier he is !

Dinny is the whole play.

And the Jonah wasbounced.

"Joe is an elegant rooter?"

Go about it systematically !

Assist the frost-bitten.—B. D.
" You are too small, get out." " Who ?"

And we did not get our supper.

The young man who stands so straight.

Lewith wath ththuck in the mud.
" I did not know he wore spurs.

"

The trepidation that Jack caused.

" Saint Anthony be at his heels !"

And two good kickers on the team !

" My brains are down in Bryn Mawr."
" My uncle used to do that to me."

Joe went rowing on the Susquehanna.
" I am getting corns on all of my feet !"

" Why does that little fellow wear an apron ?"

" You wouldn't take them from a secular."

" Only base-ball players in this picture."

And Eddie asked what antipodated meant.

"Why did you tell them I was an Indian?"
" I will have to buy her a box of candy to get

ack my drag."

And Martie met us in New York with his broad
smile.

'Tis as shallow as a dream :

That is what Monsieur did scream.

Saint Denis' a tale can tell

(Oh sad it is to say !)

How the college boys went there to sing

On a Sunday morn in May.

The organ pealed quite joyfully

The notes leaped from the keys
;

And Andy and Joe wept mournfully,

As Dick leaped for those "G's."

Danny and Billy held their breath,

Eddie and Pius shook.

For John didn't sing as he Hughesd to do,

And that 'A', he never took.

'Twas the night of Manhattan game,

Good night had been said.

And the nine sturdy warriors

Sought quiet in bed,

But a light in the darkness,
;

-.

: Like a star in the sky, ; ^i^^^^^
: !

Gleamed out thro' the window

Of the small room on high.

There Fatty McK r,

(More power to his name !)

Was breathless detailing

The points of the game.

All night kept he spouting.

At six went to bed.

Nor woke from his slumbers

For breakfast, 'tis said.

In the parade we had.

The singers were great :

And a medal was given

To Mc. who had e'ght.

Two ladies in a carriage,

A gallant by their side.

Journeying Bryn Mawr- wards,

A somebody espied.

Oh, the gallant was a good one,

He had a knowing head.

" I'll get behind this curtain,

To roll it up," he said.

The subterfuge in vain, sir,

For somebody had eyes
;

Get behind two curtains next time,

That's what we advise.

It has a new significance now,

Come down S K come down.

Come into the garden boys,

For the Brother Pat has flown.

Come into the garden boys.

We are here at the gate alone
;

For the sight of the lettuce charms us boys

And the odor of onions is blown.

I hold the onion more fair tha^ the rose

Than babble and revel and wine

;

And ever the tear to my red eye goes
When I call that onion mine

;

And the lettuce had power, whene'er it chose.

To wring the glad tears from thine.

He is coming, my own, my sweet,

I hear his airy tread
;

Far better to beat a retreat

Than be caught in this onion-bed.

But before we could take to our feet,

"Ye' re no gintlemen, sirs," he said.

We played the Manhattans on Jasper Field,

We were in the game for keeps
;

We played them again on our college grounds

—

Excuse the writer while he weeps.

\.:y-.-:i.ial:t^'6^t^^^i.J.ili\\»^
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Showell & Fryer, limited,

ITV^PORTING f GROCeRS
AND DEALERS IN

Imported and Oomestie Cigars.

Juniper and Market Sis.,

P^IbADEliPHlfl.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.
Orders called for at any time to suii the convetience , ,

';

of our customers,

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Plniladelphifi,

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a

specialty of sacred heart pictures.
Framed and Un framed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placqnes ?

Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
Afjetitfor the American Liiu' and Wliile Star Line Steainers to and from

tlie Old Country. Drafts at the I.oweMt Kates.

D J. CiALLAUIIEB. GEO. W. GinilONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
'- And Blank Book Manufacturers. ^^

'

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(GaUaghur Building.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICXl REVIEW,'

^^3.50 Per Annum.

II'

DEALER IN

L-KDIES' KND
CeNXS' SHOES,

Cor. Robsrts' Road and Lancaster Ave*^

Next Door to V/. L Evans' Provision Store. ROS^MONT, PA,

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low C\it.

P1;r1'ECT satisfaction GUARANTIvIvD.

RICPAIRINU NEATbV AND PUOMPTL.Y DONK.

JOHN P. MILLER,

^ent^^' Flimi^hing (qoodg ^i ^hii^fc Manafacturei'

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

f

PbyBicians* PreBcriptione Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FH/i^fK U/. PRIWTL Craduate Ip pi7ar/naoy, V .

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists* Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DKALKR IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
AImo SfwliiK niiicliliies,

CtUiiM, KlIIeH ami
S|iortliiic 4j<u<iiIs,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE,
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING
LANCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MA"WR, PA.

R I. COLAHAN. iSsLmarket st.

Dealer I9 pipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
4^WigH and Beards to Hire, for Amateur TheatricalB.*C»

Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

cuiriDoca ••• oiiflss,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE -i

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALI. BRANCHBS.
Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
J0H:N^ J. l^YlilS^ES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Xvenue. Bryn Mawr, P

. . 1»^J.^ti^,<^ull^^-«f,^.CMtii4.i, , ^y.
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THOTV^T^S BRKDLEY,
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend an luvitatiou to you to call at our GRKAT WiCSTKKN MKAT MARKHT
auil sec what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Med Beef, Lard, Hams and Fravisions.

\\'e have constantly on hand and note the I»ow Trices at which we are setliti);. We handle only the Best Goods ami, <}uality considered, our Prices
are thi- I.owrst in the City. Conic, see for yourself.

UBERAl- DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
V ;> ; i .

i " . .^ .:; GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE. ;> ;, v -^

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f cHRisTiRri Moot^e.-f

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNIbHEU.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Ceineut for Floors, Walks, Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Onice Address, Kosemontor Bryn Mawr.

WM. 1,. KI.KIN8, I'rcsiildit

MAIITIN MAI.ONKY, VicelVcs't ttiiil Mauiigur
1) K. ROBINSON. Swrcturv
GKOKUK S. BKANS, Trctt-surur.

THE PENNSYLYANli^ (5L0BE GAg LIGHT-CO.,

iVanufacturers of Gas Machines

(^09tra(;tor5for|J<5l7ti9(5 Qtiesapd Jou/i^s

N.'ipliUia and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NKXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

W. J. REED, aoi N. EigiiOi St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$,2.00 and 9'*-50

HATS BLOCKKD WHILK YOU WAIF

RENOVATINd DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKSBOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First store below Market St.) I'HILAOELPHIA.

*JOHN • FISH*^
DCALEN IN

^VmIcIk-s, Cl«Mk(«, Jewoliy, 1 Spooialtii

SIlvJTware and Spoctrtclcs. T Toys,

RcpHiriiig a Specialty. '

."j-Ceiit St<ire.

SpeoialtieN in 5 and 10 Cent
Hardware, Glassware,
etc.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL SIS.,

Pliiladelplnia,

DR. STEINBOCK,
~~~~'\

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 \iort\) 5u/elftl? 5t., pijila.. pa.

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial Teeth

V GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire sattsraction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster 'Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMTORTKR AND DKAI.KR IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7MZ. iAZHei-MN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Furiilsliliig Tin AVare of Kvery Oenvriiitloii

Kept 111 Slock ami Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCaBTEB AVENUE,
AKDMORK, MONTGOMKRV CO., I'A.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling, LanCaStCF AvCnuC,

Graining, Sign Painting,
13 TUf D

Jobbing Promptly Attended to. DTyn MaWF, fa.

.r-^x=*'j«> ..;!..>:: !;'.*Li
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9P^iMTS
miCAVtAI 0. 1miMARKs^^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAIV I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

pruniut answer and an honeKt opinion, write to
MlJNN «fe t;0., wlio liave bad nearly fifty yeiirs*
experience In ttie imtent businesH. ConiniunUro.
tionsHtrictly contldcntlal. A liiin«lli(»ok of !»<•
lorination concerning ralfiilH and bow to ob.
tain tbero Hont tree. Also a catalotjUttOf Uieehaii*
teal and Hcientltlo books sent free.
Patents taken tlirontrh Munn & Co. receive

special noticeinthe Scieiililic Ainoiicnii, and
tbus are brout'lit widely before tbe public witli-
out cost to the Inventor. This Kplcndid paper,
IsHued weekly, ele^antl y i 1 lust rated, bas l>y far t lie
largest circulation of any scientific work iu tbe
world. !S3 a year. Snniple copies sent free.
Buildine Kdition, monthly, jl.'iOa vear. SinKle

copies, 'iH cents. Kvery nunil>er cohtalns beau-
tiful plates. In oolors, and photOKrapba of new
bouses, with plans, enablint; builders to show the
latest desikrns and secture contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., Ni;\v YoisK, 3Ul Buoadvvay.

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY.
Established 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. T.
Terms of SnbBcriptioni Oneyear$2.00 Sixmonths $1 00 Single copies 5 ct .

Money can be sent by Post Ottice Order or Registered Letter.

Gomniiinications siiould be addressed to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,:
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE ^ HATTER
STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

AfONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

DKALEB IK A AQBHT FOI

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Eye Glasses.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing.

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Estimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

LKNCTTSTER K^B.. KRD7UVORE. PK.

JOS C. ""'"=" ^
^COSTUTVTBR.i^

955 Soatb Ninth Street, Philadelphia^ Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

Cut OviT Thi5 Qovifon, It is Worth $ i .00

Kach person who sends this coupon and Ji.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 61 1 Washingtou St., Boston Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Montlily, OUNAHOG' . MAGAZINE, for one year.
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this ptiblication only,
can it be had for $i.cx3. This coupon must accompany the order.

The Acknowledired
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. E. OITSON & CO.,

I2IR CheKtnut Street, PHILADKL.PHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

THOmflS H- CliHAHV,

* FUNERAL DIRECTOI^,^^
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

4S~ Personal attention day or night.

11
otcl FJiel^ardsoQ •.• *>i; •

^ . V %' '305-7 F'lt^srt 5treet, pi?iladelpt?la.

One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
and a half block.s from Broad St. vStatioii.

PRICES VHRY REASONABLE
Roonus with Board, Permanent or Tran-

sient.

Arthur Lynaugh,
Manager.

v AUGUST IN & BAPTIST,;:

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St..

PHILADELPHIA. ;,,""
.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR WINES.
112 EAST OERMAN STREET, IMLTIMORE, MD.

(iold ^ ^\\\3((v /T\(^dal8 for all OGeasio95
PliiN and Badf^es, etc. Made lo Order.

Engraving" !> Ueiieral and imperial Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 nireh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

iM'l'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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LOW, winds of heaven,

Lower, ye clouds.

Until your blackness

All things enshrouds.

Rise up, oh, cruel sea.

Wreck every bark
;

Tear out the souls of meUj ;

Leaving them stark.

Rage, all ye elements,

—

Death in your sway !

—

Hope for to-morrow.

Kill with to-day.

Woman,—I trusted her.

Loved her till now

—

Hate shall transform me,

Write Cain on ray brow !

Wind of the wild, wide West,

Sigh for my sigh.

Hide me, ye shades of night,

From my own eye.

Waves of the restless sea,

Lappiag my feet,

Throb, with your mighty heart,

For my faint heart-beat.

Flood me, ye dews of heaven.

With Night's own tears,

Joy hath no part for me
Through all the years.

Man,—my heart yearned for him, v

I was his bride ; v

Cruel, he turued from me.

Thrust me aside.

Tell him I love him yet.

Speak, Wind, for me :

He shall believe me yet

—

Receive me, oh sea.

Wildly the winds, they moaned,

Waves leaped on high
;

Flashed, with its ominous gleam,

Light in the sky.

Vessels, they plunged and sink
;

Spars broke in twain.

Hope was all lost in fear,

Death ruled the main.

There, when the morning broke.

Just where she sank.

Fishermen found the corpse,

Dripping and dank.

Far from the cheerless shore,

Where lightning flashed,

Found they a stricken man,

Livid and gashed.

Sigh for the yesterday,

But sigh not in vain
;

His heart, oh Sea and Wind,

Found hers again,

J. I. Whrlan, '95.
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Fifty-second Annual Commencement of Villanova College.

Villanova College held its fifty-second annual

commencement on Wednesday, June 26. In the

morning the students and faculty assisted at

Solemn High Mass, celebrated by V. Rev. L. A.

Delurey, O.S.A., assisted by Rev. W. A. Coar,

O.S.A., V. P., Messrs. W. W. Donavan and M. A.

Ryan, O. S.A., as Deacon, sub-Deacon and Master

of Ceremonies, respectively.

The surroundings indicated a festive occasion.

The stars and stripes floated from a tall flag pole near

the base-ball grounds, while from every window
hung a flag. The red, white and blue predomi-

nated in the decorations, but with a truly Catholic

spirit the emblems of other nations were also dis-

played. The blue and white of the college were also

conspicuous, a noticeable feature being that a num-
ber of the ladies present were attired in these colors.

In the room where the exercises were held

ribbons of the college colors hung in profusion

from the central chandelier, while American
shields surmounted by American flags and flanked

by those of other nations appeared at intervals on

the walls. Stands of flags and numerous potted

plants formed a handsome stage setting.

When the exercises began the hall was crowded

to its utmost capacity. Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll,

O.S. A., provincial of the Order, presided. The
music was furnished by the Germania Orchestra.

Among those present were Very Rev. Lawrence
A. Delurey, O.S. A., president ; Rev. Walter A.

Coar, O S.A., vice-president ; Rev. John B. Leon-

ard, O.S. A., Rev. Charles .J. McFadden, O.S. A,
Rev. James F. McGowan, O.S. A, Rev. Richard A.

Gleeson, O.S. A., Rev. J. Frederick Medina,

O.S. A., Pierie M. Arnu, A.M., Dennis O'Sullivan,

A.M., Very Rev. Thomas C. Middleton, D.D.,

O.S. A., Rev. Michael J. Locke, S.T.L., O.S. A.,

Rev. Martin J. Geraghty, O.S A., Very Rev.

Francis Sheeran, O.S. A., prior, all of the college.

Rev. N. J. Murphy, O.S. A., Rev. E. A. Daily,

O.S. A., Rev. J. P. Gilmore, O.S. A, Rev. J. A.

Hogan, O.S. A., Rev. James C. Monahan, Rev.

James O'Reilly, Downington ; Rev. F. A. Ward,
Wayne ; Rev. J. P. Fahey, O.S. A., Mechanisville,

N. Y. ; Rev. J. P. Curren, O.S.A., Waterford,

N. Y. ; Rev. F. J. McShane, O.S. A., Carthage,

N. Y. ; Rev. Peter Crane, O.S. A., Rev. F. J.

McCranor, O.S. A., of Lawrence, Mass. ; Rev.

John J. Fedigan, O.S. A., Rev. William A. Jones,

O.S. A., Rev. Edward P. Flinn, O.S. A., of Atlantic

City ; Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A., Chestnut Hill;

Rev. J. J. O'Brien, O.S. A., and Rev. J. A.

McErlain, O.S. A., of Bryn Mawr ; Very Rev. C.

A. McEvoy, O.S. A., of Haverford ; Rev. Charles

G. McKenna, O.S. A., Lawrence, Mass.
; Rev. John

G. Farrell, O.S. A., Rev. John F. Kennedy, O.S. A.,

Rev. John Scully, S.J., Rev. A. A. Gallagher, Rev.

John B. Hickey, C.SS.R., of New York ; Rev. D.

P. O'Connor, Conshohocken ; Rev. B. J. Dever,

Chester ; Rev. W. J. Dunphy, Brooklyn ; Brother

Gordian, of the Christian Brothers.

The following degrees were conferred. Rev.

Walter A. Coar, vice-president of the college,

making the announcements and Very Rev. C. M.

Driscoll presenting the degrees :

Master of Arts—Frederick F. Commins, O.S. A.,

of Carthage, N. Y. ./•••. /:^^•:^-'^'^^?^^^-^^ :,

Bachelor of Arts—Michael J. Murphy, Philadel-

phia ; Bernard J. O'Donnell, Drifton, Pa.; John I.

Whelan, Wilmington, Del.; Richard G. Kerr, An-

nandale, N. J. ; Stephen A. Kenney, Millville,

Mass. ;..../;.,„.,:'•,.:•::: -.•:;.-> "t.o>v\ .;•-.. :;^-'

Bachelor of Science—Henry T. Nelson, Gakford,

Pa.; John J. Hughes, Philadelphia ; William J.

Shanahan,Waterbury, Conn.; Cornelius A. Dugan,

Jeddo, Pa.; Edward J. Murtaugh, Catasauqua, Pa.;

Andrew J. Plunkett, Stamford, Conn.; George A.
Buckley, Baltimore, Md.; James J. McCarthy,
Carthage, N. Y.; Joseph H. Gallagher, Brooklyn

;

William J. Kavanaugh, Brooklyn
;
James J. Deane,

Lawrence, Mass.; Michael F. Rouse, Dushore, Pa.;

Charles D. McEvoy, Norristown, Pa.

Commercial Diplomas — Cornelius A. Dugan,
Jeddo, Pa.; Louis B. Tucker, Philadelphia ; D.

Joseph Dore, New Haven, Conn.

The following gold medals were awarded : . .X^

For gentlemanly conduct, to James J. McCarthy.
Presented by the president and faculty.

For Christian Doctrine, to John J. Hughes. Pre-

sented by Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O.S.A.
For Logic, to John I. Whelan. Presented by

the alumni.
For Mathematics, to James J. Deane. Presented

by Rev. James J. Keegan, Randolph, Mass.

For English Literature, to John I. Whelan. Pre-

sented by Joseph F. Fanner, A.M., Jersey City,

N.J.
For Classics, to John J. Reilly, Boston. Pre-

sented by Rev. James H. O'Neill, Middleboro,Mass.
For General History, to Henry T. Nelson. Pre-

sented by John T. Lenehan, Esq., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

For Elocution, to Edward T. Wade. Presented
by Silas F. Neff", Ph.D., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Chemistry, to John I. Whelan. Presented ^

by Dr. F. W. Steinbock, Philadelphia.

For German, to Michael F. Kennedy. Presented

by Rev. John P. Fahey, O.S. A., Mechanicsville,

N. Y.
—^

SALUTATORY.

ANDREW J. PUUNKETT, '96, STAMFORD, CONN.

yery Rev. and Rev. Fathers^ Dear Friends :

—

Once more Villanova opens her doors to receive

and welcome within her walls you, her friends

and patrons. She invites you to share in all the

'
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joy and happiness which she feels on this occasion.

Although more than fifty years have elapsed since

her first commencement was held, yet she still

adheres to the custom then instituted and bids you

enjoy the same hospitality and welcome which she

then extended to those who wished her success and

prosperity. That same welcome she gives to you

on this, her fifty-second commencement. Welcome
my friends, she says as of yore, I am glad to see you,

come and I will show you what treasures I

possess.

As she sees gathered here to-day friends among
whom she recognizes many faces of her old

students and of those who took part in her com-

mencements of former times, she is filled with

delight and invites all within her folds to share

her pleasure. For she remembers how difficult it

was to say farewell and feels how much easier it is

to say you are welcome ; which she does with a

heart full of happiness. She indeed rejoices with

her children as they meet their dearly loved rela-

tives and show them where they were accustomed

to sit with their companions and talk of the games
and studies, and the time when they would be

members of the graduating class. The college

boy is always glad when he learns that a friend is

about to visit him and he hails his arrival with

every demonstration of joy. How much pleasure

then must he feel when he is called upon to assist

his Alma Mater in receiving their mutual friends.

Yes on commencement day the college boy is

doubly pleased, for he partakes of the happiness

which everyone around him feels and he knows that

he will now have for a short time a rest from his

studies. If perchance we seem anxious to leave

these hallowed walls, let it never be forgotten that

deep in the heart of each one of us is a smoulder-

ing love for our college which needs but the men-

tion of her name to be kindled into a bright blaze.

And as we behold so many friends of our dear

college gathered to do her honor our hearts swell

with pride and joy at the position which she holds

and extending our hands, we, with our Alma
Mater, welcome you within her domain as friends

and guests, whom she is ever pleased to see.

She never grows weary of smiling on her patrons,

nor will future time change her, you will ever find

her ready to receive you and her hand extended in

the friendly grasp of welcome. Adhering to her

old traditions she wishes to impress this deeply

upon the hearts of her sons as they go forth from

her halls. And to-day our Alma Mater will send

from her walls men, who being guided by her

unerring hand in the principles of truth and learn-

ing will, we hopfe, in the coming years shine like

stars, an honor to themselves, to their parents and

to this college. It is easy to see, by the large

number present, how fond of our college are her

friends and how desirous they are of seeing her

rank with the leading colleges of the country. We
thank you for the constancy with which you have

attended our exercises in the past, and trust in the

future you will continue to encourage us by your

presence. As a result of the interest of her patrons,

Villanova boasts that this year she has a larger num-
ber of students than ever before entered her halls and

that her name has gone abroad as an emblem of

all that. is purest and highest in Christian educa-

tion.

Rightly then has she always endeavored to make
suitable preparation for the reception of her friends.

And she does so in an especial manner on com-
mencement day, when knowing as she does how
much depends upon her friends for her well being

in the future, she has prepared a banquet of learn-

ing and invites you to partake of it. And you
have come in goodly numbers as though you could

not resist the pressing invitation of welcome which
she extends. And we trust, that knowing how
well you have been satisfied in the past, that you
will always endeavor to attend Villanova's com-
mencements.

Now kind friends and patrons, in behalf of the

Rev. Faculty, the graduating class and the students

of Villanova, I bid you one and all a sincere and
heartfelt welcome. In after years when you take

part in our college commencements think kindly

of the boys of '95 who then endeavored to enter-

tain you in her halls.

L'art d'ecrire.

EDWARD G. DOHAN, '96, TROY, N. Y.

Pour bien ^crire, il faut done poss^der pleinment

son sujet, il faut y r^fl^chir assez pour voir clair-

ment I'ordre de ses pens^es, et en former une suite,

une chaine continue, dont chaque point repr^sente

une id^e ; et lorsqu'on aura pris la plume il faudra

la conduire successivement sur ce premier trait,

sans lui permettre de s'en ^carter, sans I'appuyer

trop in^galement, sans lui donner d'autre mouve-
ment que celui qui sera determine par I'espace

qu'elle doit parcourir.

C'est en cela que consiste la s^v^rit^ du style

;

c'est aussi ce qui en fera I'unit^ et ce qui en r^glera

la rapidity ; et cela seul aussi suffira pour le rendre

precis et simple, dgal et clair, vif et suivi.

A cette premiere r^gle dict^e par le genie si I'on

joint de la d^licatesse et du go^it, du scrupule sur le

choix des expressions, de 1' attention K ne nommer
les choses que par les termes les plus g^n^raux, le

style aura de la noblesse.
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Si I'on y joint encore de la defiance pour son pre-

mier mouvemeut du mepris pour ce qui n'est que

brillant, et une repugnance constante pour I'dqui-

voque et la plaisanterie, le style aura de la gravite,

il aura m^me de la majesty.
':' Enfin si I'on ^crit comme Pon pense, si I'on est

convaincu de ce que I'on veut persuader, cette bonne

foi avec soi-meme, qui fait la biens^ance pour les

autres et la v^rit^ du style lui fera produire tout

son effet, pourvu que cette persuasion int^rieure ne

se marque pas par un enthousiasme trop fort, et

qu'il y ait partout plus de candeur que de confiance,

plus de raison que de chaleur.

Les ouvrages bien ecrits seront les seuls qui

passeront h la poster! t^. La quantity des connais-

sarices, la singularity des faits, la nouveaute meme
des decouvertes ne sont pas s6rs garants de I'im-

mortalite ; si les ouvrages qui les contiennent ne

roulent que sur de petits objects, s'ils sont Merits

sans goiit, sans noblesse et sans g^nie, ils periront

parce que les connaissances, les faits et les decou-

vertes s'enldvent aisenient, se transportent et

gagnent meme a etre mises en oeuvre par des mains

habiles.

Le style ne pent done ni s'enlever, ni se trans-

porter, ni s'alterer ; s'il est dleve, noble, sublime,

I'auteur sera egalement admire dans tons les temps
;

car il n'y a que la verite qui soit durable et meme
eternelle.

;! : Pewunderung und Ehrftircht!

MICHAEL T. KENNEDY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Zwei Dinge erfiillen das Gemiith mit immer
neuer und zunehmender Bewunderung und Ehr-

furclit, je ofter und anhaltender sich das Nacli-

denken damit beschaftigt : der bestirnte Himniel

iiber mir und das moralisclie Gesetz in mir.

Beide darf ich nicbt als in Dunkellieiten ver-

hiillt oder im Ueberscliwenglichen, ausser meinem
Gesichtskreise, suchen und bios vermuthen ; ich

sehe sie vor mir und verkniipfe sie unmittelbar mit

dem Bewusstsein meiner Existenz.

Das erste fangt von dem Platze an, den ich in

der iiusseren Sinnenwelt einnehme und erweitert

die Verkniipfung, darin ich stehe, ins unabsehlich-

Grosse mit Weiten iiber Wei ten und Systemen von
Systemen, iiberdem noch in grenzenlose Zeiten

ihrer periodischen Bewegung, deren Anfang und
Fortdauer,

Das zweite fiingt von meinem unsichtbaren

Selbst, meiner Personlickeit an, und stellt mich in

einer Welt dar, die wahre Unendlichkeit hat, aber

nur dem Verstande spiirbar ist, und mit welcher

ich mich, nicht vvie dort in zufalliger, sondern all-

gemeiner und notliwendiger Verkniipfung erkenne.

Der erstere Anblick einer zahllosen Welteu-

menge vernichtet gleichsam meine Wichtigkeit,

als eines thierischen Geschopfes, das die Materie,

daraus es ward, dem Planeten wieder zuriickgeben

muss, naclidem es eine kurze Zeit mit Lebenskraft

versehen gewesen.

Der zweite erhebt dagegen meinen Werth, als

einer Intelligenz unendlich, durch meine Person-

lichkeit, in welcher das moralische Gesetz mir ein

von der Thierheit und selbst von der ganzen Sin-

nenwelt unabhiingiges Leben ofFenbart, wenigstens

so viel sich aus der zweckmiissigen Bestimmung
meines Daseins durch dieses Gesetz, welche nicht

auf Bedingungen und Grenzen dieses Lebens ein-

gescliriinkt ist, sondern ins Unendliche geht, ab-

nehmen lasst.

ORATION.

WILLIAM J. KAVANAGH, '95, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The true friend of education must needs stop at

various times to consider the different phases in

which this subject can be regarded. He must go
back in thought and see what progress has been

made in the cause ; he must look- forward to deter-

mine what means can be best used to further this

progress ; especially must he consider it at the

present time to note its condition, to see if it is

doing its work properly, if it is healthy, and he

must try to remedy any defect.

The cause of education demands from all this

consideration. As Wendell Phillips tells us
" Education is the only interest worthy the deep

controlling anxiety of the thoughtful man," and
most true are these words for it is in truth an im-

portant part that education plays in our life, in our

national existence.

In vain will we strive to perpetuate our govern-

ment, in vain will we endeavor to maintain our

nationality—in vain will we spend our efforts in

behalf of posterity—if the cause of education be

neglected by us.

Looking backward it seems as though one can-

not but be pleased with the advance of education

in this country. In the wonderful march of

progress, in this our noble land, education has

kept full pace. We see the development of the

seed planted in the colonial schoolhouse and we
notice with pride its growth ; as the people in-

creased in numbers, so were schools multiplied,

colleges erected, and universities founded. Although

the desire of amassing this world's riches had

seized upon the great majority, yet we have many
proofs, substantial ones, that the cause ofeducation,

though seemingly neglected by many, was not

altogether abandoned. The endowments, dona-

tions, legacies and bequests from time to time to

our colleges all unite to verify this statement.
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But while this progress has been so satisfactory

in things merely material, and it is a source of the

greatest pleasure to point to the increase of our

schools and colleges ; and while it is a sign of

great promise to see so many young men and

women graduating year after year, we must stop

to ask the question :
" Is the education imparted at

present calculated to be a source of good to the

country at large and an inspiration to the individ-

uals to make their own lives pure and fruitful ? Is

education as powerful a factor in our midst as it

ought to be?" To answer this question it is

necessary for us to study the "times." Much
indeed has been said and written of our land and

its glorious liberties. This is the chosen theme of

the school boy declaimer, of the demagogue, of the

orator and the statesman in the halls of legislation.

Ours is a beautiful theory of government. It solves

the great social problem, and lays down what
seems to be the just medium between the liberty of

the masses degenerating into license, and the

governing authority, running into tyranny. Thus
it is to guard equally against the two extremes of

anarchy and despotism of which it were difficult

to say which was the more dangerous.

By a wisely established and nicely arranged

system of checks and balances, the mutual rela-

tions between the governing power and the

governed are carefully guarded, and each is kept

within its own appropriate sphere. The lowest

citizen has equal rights with the highest, and the

avenues to distinction and political power are open

to all. The law, established by general consent

for the general good, is held to be equally binding

on all ; and the high and the low, the rich and the

poor are alike amenable to its behests. And of

this beautiful theory of government we frequently

hear education called the mainstay and the sup-

port. To deserve this name education has indeed

a hard task to perform. Consider the frequent and
prolonged struggles between capitalists and labor-

ers ; the seemingly low standard in our politics;

the occasional outbreaks of anarchy, and one

might be led to judge rashly that education had
failed in its purposes and aims. But this we know
is not true.

Education cannot cure all evils at once by a

miraculous turn; it is by gradual, but resolute efforts

that really important objects are gained, not by
spasmodic movements; and educational movements
especially are not the work of a day. It may take

years to convince one of a nearly perfect system

of education, but meanwhile the good work accom-
plished by it increases, and despite the objection of

those who declare that the great majority is

declassed by a good education it will always re-

spond to the demands of religion and civilization.

Religion and civilization both call for education. <

God created man and He created him neither like

an ox or a horse. He created him for a three-fold

development—a moral, intellectual, and physical

,

development. The man who possesses only a

physical development is almost on a level with an

ox or a horse whose actions are guided by necessity

and instinct. The man who has an intellectual as
'

well as a moral development is the noblest Chris-

tian and best member of society. 'v

Stagnation is decay. The perfect health of the

body requires a certain action of the brain ; if

the brain is wholly inactive it becomes torpid,

and the physical action of the body becomes slow

and stupid. Again the man whose intellect is

cultivated can enjoy the highest, purest pleasures

God has given us. He can converse and improve

the minds of his family. He can see more clearly

the narrow line which often defines the limits of

right and wrong ; and through that very exercise

of the reason and intellect resulting from a good :

education, he will have all the greater firmness in

adhering to what he knows to be the right.

This kind of education which when training the

intellect of man, is also able to instill the difference

between right and wrong, can be properly called

the safeguard of the nation, and we have reason to

be proud that this is the education imparted in our

own and other Catholic colleges. Compelled to v

face the most dangerous attacks from here nemies,

often crippled by lack of necessary funds, and

thereby forced to take part in an unequal and one-

sided contest, our Catholic institutions have

bravely fought with varying success yet with un-

diminished valor ; and we can see them now in

the enjoyment of more prosperous circumstances,

though still far short of what is deemed proper,

doing their work nobly, and sending out yearly

into the world men who if they follow the prin-

ciples imparted to them in their college life can-

not fail to become noble Christians and model

Americans. But yet we cannot disguise from our-

selves the fact that a dark cloud of religious bigotry

is lowering over our political horizon, threatening

to break in destructive violence on our devoted

heads " Lighter in some parts, denser in others,

but too heavy in all '' it is menacing our nearest

and dearest rights as citizens
;
yet we quail not

under either its present or prospective violence.

By anticipating it we are prepared for its utmost

fury. The storms of persecutions of eighteen

centuries have swept over a church " oft doomed to

death though fated not to die," and with the

divine succor she can truimphantly stand as much
in the future as she has withstood in the past.
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Nevertheless it is surprising to think that men
of such small calibre can be found to believe that

the education given by Catholics to their children

is inimical to the best interest of the country. Yet

they can be found, though fortunately not in large

. numbers. The people as a whole convinced by

v their own principles and belief in education, are

fully aware of the sacrifices and advances made by
Catholics in the same cause. They see the effects

" everywhere ; they cannot blind themselves to the
'. facts.

'"'•':'. '. '..''^" -"'";.:.; V .;:;•:.:, / ^v .-..•,',:-•": ;.,. ;.-

May we hope then that when this storm has

passed it will prove to have been a source of

enlightenment and education to many now in the

dark ; that the progress of education in this land

of ours may be still more marked ; that all will be

united in furthering the cause of that education

whose true purpose is " to cherish and unfold the

seed of immortality already sown within us, to

develop to their fullest extent, the capacities of

every kind with which the God who made us

has endowed us."

T

VALEDICTORY.

JOHN I. WHELAN, '95, WILMINGTON, DEL.

When Adam was driven out of the Garden of

Eden, the edict that announced his banishment

proclaimed that his future was to be a life of toil.

By the sweat of his brow was he to earn his bread.

It was a curse pronounced upon him ; and this

malediction has descended to us as our inheritance.

We may suppose that even if Adam had not trans-

gressed the law of his Maker, and had remained in

possession of the Garden of Paradise, he would

naturally have taken a pride in caring for his sur-

roundings, in the propagation of species, and in

furthering the growth of plants. But that which

had in it the elements of pleasure, became a pain,

a degradation, because it was the punishment of a

crime. A labor-loving mechanic, who, having

violated one of the civil laws, is condemned to

penal servitude, hates the work he has erstwhile

loved, because of the disgrace there is now attached

to it. So may we believe that the old Adam with-

in us, foolishly and ignorantly despising labor,

has associated with the honest, manly toil that

first idea of Adam's merited shame.

But He who laid the curse upon us hath power
to raise the ban. And this He has done. For
when He sent His only Son to earth to figure in

the work of man's redemption, that Man-God put

on our poor humanity with all its attendant frail-

ties and hardships, and did not scorn to labor in

the work-shop of Joseph. And so He has sancti-

fied labor, has stamped it as something worthy

even of Himself. That which was a curse has now
become a blessing, the human has partaken of the

divine ; and therein, in a special manner, is found

a reason for ascribing to labor a dignity peculiarly

its own.

In these days of multi-millionaires, the line is

rigidly drawn between the two great classes, the

rich and the poor, the high and the low. But who
are the high ? Is poverty a crime from which the

proud must shrink ? Too often the velvet robe is

but a covering for a craven soul, and beneath the

lace and jewels there may be found a heart sinister

and foul. The laboring classes are generally de-

nominated the poor and the lowly. But shall we
not recognize the beauty, the dignity of labor,

when He has set upon it the seal of His greater

glory ? He was a laborer and was poor, clothed

not in "silken garments," And shall we pass by

the honest homespun when we are looking for a

man? And shall we ourselves, to whose lot it has

fallen to labor for our daily bread, declaim against

this real blessing and sigh for the doubtful pleasure

of opulence ? .'•-. /'''''',}:-',,:'3S::''-':::{'::i':-:^

: y " Is there for honest poverty ,''

That hangs his head and a' that?

The coward slave, we pass him by

And dare be poor for a' that

!

For a' that and a' that.

Our toil's obscure and a' that

:

. , The rank is but the guinea's stamp,

The man's the gowd for a' that."

And who are the truly great? Does honor come
with inherited rank ? Goldsmith has said that a

breath has made men princes, a breath can rob

them of their pride again. Does honor come from

inherited wealth? Ignoring the fact that wealth,

if acquired honestly, was originally the reward of

toil, what nobility doth it lend to our character if

we spend the dollars that our fathers saved ? Does

magnanimity consist in working for one's own
aggrandizement? There is no honor in these

things. But when, by our own efforts, we have

achieved success and acquired an honest name
then may we rest in the enjoyment of them.

Who made our country a nation of the earth ?

Was it the lord who sat at his ease in his castle,

or the man of biawn and spirit who labored for his

country, fought for her, and died? Who is mak-.

ing the country's history to-day ? The capitalist,

grown rich upon the blood of his dependants, and

revelling in his ill-gotten gains? The fop, upon

whom Nature has bestowed another's hoarded

wealth, but whom she overlooked in the giving

out of brains ? No !—But the man that is found

where the hammer is ringing out upon the anvil

a paean to honest toil ; the builder of our homes
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in time of peace, the saviour of his country in

time of war :

—

he is the man who writes prosperity

upon his country's banner, he only is truly great,

the mechanic, the exemplar of labor, he only can

take a real pride in all that our country has done,

is doing, will do ! He is the pulse of the nation's

life. Let the laboring man then rise to a sense

of his dignity ; respect himself, and enforce respect

from them whose glory is their shame. :'

We have said that labor has acquired a dignity

through Him who sanctified it, and by them who
have worked for their individual or their country's

good. But there is another reason why we should

appreciate work, and attach to it a higher, nobler

dignity. We were condemned to labor as a punish-

ment for Adam's transgression. But that sin has

been atoned for by Him who alone could make
reparation for it. The obligation to labor, how-

ever, still remains. Work and pray, is the new
injunction. And why ? We know that this life

is transitory, that it is but a preparation for the

better life to come. It is not our purpose to dwell

upon the pleasures of that future life. Its joys

are infinite. It is the one thing to be sought for.

But if it is in itself a thing so magnificent, so

sublime, then to the means by which we are to

acquire it, there must accrue some of its great-

ness. Therefore, by virtue of its end, labor has

acquired a dignity greater than can be bestowed

upon anything earthly. Truly in this case does

the end crown all.

The end crowns all. The end. 'Tis hard to

say it. For to-day is the crowning of our year's

work. To-day we are assembled for the last time

as students under the roof of dear old Villanova.

To-morrow, the joys which we have felt in com-

mon, the knowledge that we have been among
friends who have cared for us and loved us, will

begin to be but a memory. To-day we stand

united in the bond of good-fellowship, members
of one class, one school ; to-morrow the bond will

be. loosened, let us not say broken ; we may still

be one in spirit, but divided, separated. Do we
realize how dear we have been to one another ?

True appreciation comes only with the loss. We
are thinking perhaps of vacation joys. The small

boy throws his hat high in the air and cries out
" School is done. " But we who have come to know
the reality, the earnestness of life can see the

darker shade amidst the light, can know of the

cloud that is hidden behind the sun. In the after-

time we shall be sighing for the joys of our school-

life which we could not now appreciate. Shall

stretch forth our hand for them as the child grasps

the bubble, only to find in that apparent some-

thing, a nothingness, a void.

Yet what must be done were best done quickly.

But I had wished that another had been named to

say good-bye. For I feel that the short time I

have been with you all, has been most happy.

To none then would it come harder to say that

last word, Farewell !

But the word must be said. We have met—we
part. Of little avail now our sighs or our tears if

in the past we have not profited by our advantages.

Have we studied as we could have studied ?

Have we helped each other as best we might ?

Regrets are.vain, unless we find in them an incen-

tive for future good.

Fr. Delurey and Fr. Coar—our thanks to you as

President and Vice-President of the College for

your interest in us during the year. We need

make no protestations now. Unfortunately it is by
our work during the year that you will measure us

—and regret that we could not more nearly realize

your expectations, shame that we should ever have
caused you distress, will add to the sting of

parting.' •"-'•:-: .^.

To our professors we have but one thing to say.

We have felt that you have been with us and of us,

partaking of our pleasures, trying to soften our

griefs. We were not always as attentive and as

studious as your efforts in our behalf deserved. We
will realize this more in the future. At present

your kindness is uppermost in our minds and we
part with you with regret.

For the men who have been placed over us as

prefects we can have no words except of gratitude

and thanks. Theirs was an arduous task and the

greatest encomium that we can pass upon them is

that we found them gentlemen, we part with them
as friends. Each one of us can remember for him-
self a reason for especial gratitude toward the

prefects.

And now, boys, we must say good-bye to you.

The past year has been one of remarkable unani-

mity of feeling amongst us. We have been friends

among friends. As the highest class in the college

you had the right to expect of us that we would be

an example to you in conduct, study and observ-

ance of rule. A poor example, we confess, we were.

But do you not so much follow in our footsteps as

profit by what you know us to have left undone.

Each year the roses bloom. Each year the trees

burst forth into blossom. So the good old tree

Villanova sends out new branches and we are this

year's fruit. We may reflect but little credit on
the parent stem, but it is hale and hearty and you
will have to attest its productiveness in the future.

Do better than we have done. Think of us as

sharers of your joys in the past and when future

pleasures become the present, remember that we
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would gladly be partakers of them. Good-bye

then. The past with its happy days will never

more return. Never again shall we join our

laughter with yours, engage in the same sports,

sing the same old songs—Time is fleeting

—

Oh well may we hope, when this short life is gone,

To meet in some world of more permanent bliss,

For a smile or a grasp of the hand hastening on,

v. Is all we enjoy of each other in this. : ^ ;^ ,

Fellow-members of the class of '95—now in-

deed is it hard to say Good-bye. I have saved you

for the last for I would postpone as long as possible

the saying of those words which mean that we

must part. Friends have we been during the past

year, only such friends as a class like ours, bound

by every bond of unity, can understand. Ah,

what satisfaction now in the hour of parting to

know that we have stood shoulder to shoulder

throughout the year, that we have been one class,

not in name only, but in all that makes friendship

and fellowship dear. Which of us has had a

sorrow that his brother did not share, which of us

has ever indulged a secret silent joy ? Unitate

valiamus we took for our motto and have lived up

to it to a man. So in the future, when direct in-

tercourse among us will be impossible, when per-

haps overcome by the conflict of the world, sad-

dened and alone, we may sigh " for the touch of a

vanished hand, and the sound of a voice that is

still," let us remember that we are yet "strong in

unity," in that unity of friendship and affection

which will bind us the closer together during all

the years, for the unity of the past. •

We are fewer in numbers now than we were

when the year commenced. The separation has

already begun. But those who have left we hold

as dear as of yore. We have been too long united

to feel that there has been any break. We are

still one. And being one, their joys will be our

joys ; their sorrows will find us asking to have

them shared.

One of us has already taken the step which is to

be to him the beginning of a great and noble

career. May he—may they—succeed and prosper.

For the rest of us the future is as yet indefinite.

But whatever destiny shapes our ends, let our aims

be pure and high. May friends applaud you in

the future as we have cheered you in the past, that

when the world will be startled by the discovery of

some wonderful cure in medicine, or by the solving

of a knotty problem of the law, some voice there

will be that shall cry out in the homely words of

old :
" Ho Steve Kcnney go d©wn, go down. You've

made a hit. YouVe tasted it. Go down, Steve

Kenney, go down." Yes go down to posterity with

your names made famous, bringing renown and

credit to yourselves, your class and your Alma

Mater.

Friends all—Farewell. The class of '95 sends

you its last message. —Good-bye, God be with ye.

As the sun declining in yonder sky marks the

death of another day, so the sun of our college

days is setting. Day is done. Before us lies the

future, the unfathomable, the dark, the unknown.

We are leaving the sunshine and the light. Good-

bye and good-night. But when Time itself shall

end, when the angel shall draw aside the curtain

from before the Great Throne, may we be there to

bid you good-morning.

Address to the Graduates, V. Rev. JasT- O'Reilly, OS A ,

Lawrence, Mass.

Gentlemen Graduates—It would indeed be the

height of folly for me to think, amidst the festivi-

ties of this grand occasion to impress on your

minds any serious thoughts of mine with a view to

making an impression on your future lives. This

work of moulding your character, training your

intellects to admire the beauties of nature, your

souls to appreciate the truth, and cultivating a

healthy appetite for wholesome information has

been going on for years, when as boys under the

fostering care of your Alma Mater you have been

preparing, not for to-day but for what is to follow

to-day. You stand to-day on the threshold between

boyhood and manhood. Whether you go forth

from these halls to enter the institutions of higher

learning, it is to exchange the class room of the

boy for the lecture hall of the man. If you go

forth to enter mercantile life it is to build on the

sound principles you have been acquiring as boys,

a superstructure to be fashioned by you as men,

according to your various characters and aspira-

tions. Hence it is the custom on occasions like

the present, that mark an epoch in your youthful

lives, to invite someone from the outer world to

meet you at the threshold, and extending to you

the warm hand of fellowship, bid you welcome to

the busy activities of manhood, and introduce you,

as it were, into the field of your future labors with

a few prattical suggestions to link, as it were, the

theories of college days to the realities of life.

Whither shall you go to-morrow ? How shall

you meet the requirements of the particular

avenues of life into which your footsteps shall

be guided by Providence? These are questions to

which you shall have to give practical answers as

time rolls on and you become more familiar with

your surroundings. To-day is yours. It is a day

of exhibition for your Alma Mater. To-day she

presents you to the world as the children of her
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labor, and she is proud of you. To you she com-

mits her claim to fame as an educator. On you

she depends for evidence that she is fulfilling her

mission in this age of enlightenment and general

awakening of men's minds. To your future lives

she will appeal for proof that a Christian educa-

tion in science is far superior to a purely secular

training.

For you it is commencement day. To-day you

stand at the beginning of your career looking out

over the wide world through whose surging masses

of humanity you shall have to maintain your

individuality to win success, or sink into oblivion

as a failure.
''-'•":"^^-'-' '""'' ^^v^^^/,;.;;;^-.^•^^^: a,. ,;,.,-.

Your country demands your services as Christian

citizens, and there is no country in the world

which offers its citizens so many opportunities as

ours. The citizen makes the laws, and the citizen

enforces the laws, as well as observes them. But

our country does not make citizens, she but takes

the material at hand, and clothing it with the

robes of citizenship, makes the best use of it. It

is in institutions of this kind where men's minds

are formed that citizens are made. From such

centres as this go forth the leaders of the people,

the minds that shape and direct the destinies of

our country. '

At this season of the year thousands of graduates

come out from our colleges throughout the land,

and were they educated alike, they would, no

doubt, make in time a very decided impression on

the character of the nation, but here the great

danger centres, and here comes your responsibility

as graduates of a Catholic college.

There are two kinds of education given to our

young men, there are two classes of citizens, two

schools of thought, each probably seeking honestly

to promote the common good, but it is to be

regretted on very opposite grounds. Your stand-

ard has been raised; you must show in your lives

loyalty to the principles you have here imbibed,

that the Christian Catholic citizen is the true

guardian of the liberties of the people. Remem-
ber Villanova is behind you and the world is before

you.

Besides the general good purpose of every

man, there should be a particular aim in life,

a determination to follow along a certain line,

in other words, a definite purpose in life.

The young man who labors aimlessly, loses his

time and realizes nothing. A sense of responsi-

bility is probably one of the greatest helps to prog-

ress. It gives a man an upward tendency in

every position in life. A close application to busi-

ness is an absolute necessity for every man who
not only aspires to lead, but who expects to hold

his own in the great competition constantly going

on in every direction, consequently habits of in-

dustry, persevering and unfailing must be cultiva-

ted. -V '-: ..: :
'

/--w?/-';'^ ^ ;(;-;' 'V-. 'J-M.<:'"': ^ ^-n' .\. -V'^'' ,>;: -^V'-'k:-

Moral rectitude is the great foundation stone

upon which your reputation is to be built if you
wish it to endure. Of course to young men
with buoyant spirits and hopeful hearts, with well

trained minds and intellects thirsting for knowl-

edge, everything to-day has a roseate hue. Every-

thing is bright and encouraging, but in a short

while the visions of college days will fade away,

and as you find yourselves amidst the realities of

life, there will not be so many to applaud, there

may not be the opportunities for applause. There

will be many a jealous glance, many a secret

intrigue, much deceit and treachery, all the defects

of corrupt human nature will confront you by

turns, and frequently the temptation will come to

you, to deviate from the path of honest endeavor,

aiming at tardy success for the quick results pro-

mised by smartness and deceit.

I say to you that as the sound business man
looks with mistrust on all schemes that promise

abnormal profits, beware of short cuts to wealth

and comfort. They lead through dangerous passes

and frequently lead to disaster. In years to come
your Alma Mater will be more anxious about you.

To-day she smiles on you as in the beauty of your

manhood she sees her loving sons about to leave

her presence. By and by she will scan the horizon

of the world, she will look abroad over the wide

field of humanity, and among its great ones, its

leaders of thought, the men who have benefitted

the world by their presence, she will look with

anxious eye and loving heart to find her children.

If you are true to her teachings, true to your

opportunities, and true to yourselves, she will find

you, the graduates of to-day, conspicuous amongst

those whom your country honors as her noblest

sons.

TRANSFORMATION.

The worm that crawls upon the dampening earth

In all its trailing ugliness of slime.

Is but the butterfly of aftertime.

When kindly nature gives it second birth.

A worm am I, oh Lord, and in Thy sight

A dark and gruesome thing, defiled by sin
;

But when Thy heavenly home I enter in,

From sin set free, I'll rise on wings of light.

J. I. W.
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SPLINTERS.

Slide!
"- " ;:-:;'':;•;": -";.-,';'

;i,'^v:;;v:
;-;;

Kinney. '.''-• /''.''/"*-. ''-''''.

A''^'-"

St. Anne's. • /,.;'..,...

Dr. Bill. y^-.^"'v,-.
'.""'-., 'V:'v:v:VV::::;v::,;^.

Indians. '""'•:<,::;;;.•'.-;,:.. ':;;,";. . 'Vv 7;v ;;y;;.:v.j-;

" What do you want?" '-
^-y:-r.\'^\j-^:f-r:::f]r/^^'^^^^^^^

"Young man afraid of water." : :

Eggs are at a discount. J. B. went home.

What is the difference l)etween a fire-bug and a

lightning-bug? Forward answers to the summer
boarder.

Woui.D-]JE Tramp : Say, sonny, have you a

quarter?

Dick: N-n-no, sir, I have n-n-not !

The thermometer just now is a thing of " high

degree."

Doctor Bill, knight-errant bold.

Told us a thrilling story.

Yes, that's just it. When the truth was told,

Gone was the Doctor's glory.

NEVER MORE.

Quamquam clamemus,

Ouamquam imploremus,

Nunquam audiemus

Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! Katy Burns.

Little Willie

Toy cannon

Fourth of July;
An explosion

Angel Willie

Up in the sky !

Sully had a hair-cut, hair-cut, hair-cut—it's a

cross between a Svengali and a Trilby !

Hide not your light under a bushel, Frank,

Be one of the bold gallants
;

Don't wait till all of the boys have gone

To sport your white-duck pants !

ST. AXNE'S.-A DIRGE.

Oh, they were a team, St. Anne's, St. Anne's
You never saw the like :

I shan't name the catcher of poor St. Anne's
But the pitcher's name was Mike.

We played them a game,—a dozen, I mean,

—

But Mike was called away.

He did his best—his memory's green

—

Of the dead speak well, they say.

She sent to a Pennsylvania town,

(I cannot spell the name)
The Paoli adventurer, he came down

;

The result was just the same.

Oh, St. Anne's ! Oh, St. Anne's !

Whatever will you do?

>or "Jack" and " Pete," o\i, poor Si. Anne's,

] Are far too much for you ?

V: " I'll hie me off to Boston town,"

Cried the catcher in dismay.

She hied her off, she brought him down,
'y The king of a former day !

But he was a " busted phenom," no doubt,

He could not strike his gait
;

And poor St. Anne's were again shut out

—

Still the catcher murmured " Wait !"

She tried another, he had a " rep,"

Had beaten the best in his class
;

He went to the fray with a jaunty step

—

(Oh, " reps," how swift they pass !)

He had come from the region of anthracite coal>

They called him "little Nit,"

But though he tried with heart and soul,

He couldn't pitch a bit

!

But there's a land where the hay seed grows,

And the Jersey lily sprouts.

And there was a player of wonderful throws,

High " ins," low " drops," and " outs."

That Jersey twirler turned to his pard,
" Are you out of it ?" " Are you in it ?"

And then they played. They tried so hard.

But alas ! St. Anne's couldn't win it.

He came, he saw, was conquered, too,

Has sought the sequestered shades,

-Where the long-billed, warbling mosquitoes coo.

In the Jersey everglades

!

A last resort—'twas do or die,

—

She turned to the base-ball god.

And he, who would surely shut our eye.

Rejoiced in the name of Maud.

But Maudie, who once was a famous star,

(That is, in former days,)

Was too weak a pitcher for us, by far,

And made some of the stupidest plays.

We knocked poor Maudie out of the box.
The catcher writhed in pain.

She grabbed for Maudie' s scanty locks,

—

Maud will not pitch again !

Oh, St. Anne's, oh, St. Anne's,
Whatever will you do !

But try as much as you please, St. Anne's
Jack " and " Pete" are too much for you

((

AN ARDMORE BUCOUC.

Oh, Dick is a little Billy sure.
And she is a Trilby sweet.

Her hair has quite the Trilby cut.

No long dresses hide her feet !
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Showell & Fryer, limited,

I7W!:pORTINC + GROCeRS
AND DEALERS IN

Imported and Domestie Cigars.

Juniper and Market Sts., {

PHIltAOEIiPHlR.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

; Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

THE ONLY HOUSE
^ - In Pliiladelphiia,

; : In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictures,

• Framed and Unframed. Have you seen
. ; his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

.'' Drop in and see Progress at v ^

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
AKent for tlie American Line and White Star lAne Steamers to and frqin

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

D J. aAU4AaHKB. GEO. W. QIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
--- And Blank Book Manufacturers. -

CoBveirts, Schoolsand Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(OaUagher Building.)

|l"

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

J. J. m(fffLLI$CGR, -1-
DEALER IN

GENXS' SHOES.
Cor. Roberts' Hoad and Lancaster Ave««

Ntxt Door to f(. L. Evant' Provition Store. ROSJSMONT, I'A.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PKRKECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RBPAIRIHG NEATLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

JOHN p. MILLER,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Phyalclani* PrescrlptloDB Accurately Ooiupounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/ll^K U/. PRIWTT. Craduate Ii) pi?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
; -r ,, ,

Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,?
DEALER IN

Bicycfesv

Of all Kinds.
Also Sewlu); Nucltiiivs,

CtuuM, llllleM uu<l

Sportluir Guutis,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING
liANCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWR. PA.

R I. COLAHAN, ^38jarketjt.

Dealer 19 pli^e Coeerles.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..

156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG TV^AKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY [>«6CRIPTI0N.

4^WiK8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatrical8."S*

miNDOCJa ••• GLiASS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTISUT STREET, PMILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE , .

PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRAMCHBS.
Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864.
. H. B. HHNSBV/RV.

JOHN J. BYKNES,
DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND SXREEX»
Below Market, Ea.st Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS,

Undertaker i Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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Imported and Domestic Cigars.

Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHIURDELiPHlH.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.
•

.f Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In P Iniladelphia,!

In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a

specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Unframed. Have you seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques ?

Drop in and see Progress at ; :

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
Agent for the American Line and White Star I^ine Steamers to and frqin

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowent Rates.

D J. GALLAGBBB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, jPub'

r And Blank Book Manufacturers.!

CoBvents, Schoeteand.Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Gallagher Buildingr.)

Publishers of "AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

3. J. mdRiu^tm, -1-
DEALER IN

GENTS' SHOES.
Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave^^

Next Ooor to W. L. Evani' Provition Stor*. ROSMMONT, J'A.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and I^w Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RBPAIRINO NEA.TLY AND PROMPTLY DONK.

JOHN p. MILLER,
Qentji' Fbi<ni^hing l^ood^ Bqd pn^ ManafactDrer

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Pkyslciaiu* PrescriptioiiB Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/*NK ^- PHIWTT. graduate li? pi?arn\aoy,

; ; :

PROPRIETOR.
:, :,,;,; . i

Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists* Sundries.

Roman Ck>llars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN -/.c:

Bicycles -

Of all Kinds.
AImu Sewing NucliliicM,

Ltuiiii, KitlcM uimI

S|>orttiiir laouds,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWAKK.
LOCKSMITH I N6, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING
IiANCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

P. I. COLAHAN. 1^38 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe 0roeerle5.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

v; HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DKCRIPTION.
4^WiK8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Tlieatricals.^D*

miHDOOl ••• GliflSS,
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ALL BRAHOHKS.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. KYIilSTES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC..

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN A. ADDIS.

Undertaker I Embalmer,
241 North Fourth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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TH07VYKS BRT^DLEY,
MARKET AND TWENTY-FIRST ST.

We extend au invitation to you to call at our GREAT WESTERN MEAT MARKET
aud see what a choice selection of

Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Dried Beef, Lard, Hams and Prsvisions.

We have coustauily on hand aud note the Low I'rices at which we are selling. We handle only the Best Goods and, Quality considered, our Prices
are the Lowest in the City. Come, see for yourself.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO PUBLIC AND CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS. ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHHiSTIRfl MOOf^H.-f

ESTABLISHED so YEARS. ESTIMATES FURNISHED.

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Olsterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

CalcimlDing and Jobbing in Plasteringr

Promptly attended to at Beasonable Prices.

Eesidence- QAREETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.
Post Oftlce Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM I.. KI.KINS, President
.MARTIN MALO.NKY, Vicul're»t aud Manager

V K. ROllINSON, Kccritary
GKOKOK S. IIKA.NS, Treasurer.

THE PENNgYLYANIii gLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.3

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

QDr>tra(;tor5for Ij^^I^tipi^ Qities apd Jou/95

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET.
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

W. J. REED, aoi N. EigiiOk St,

Try one of my Special Derbys

$'^.O0 and 94.50

HATS ULOCKED WHILE YOU W.\ir

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call
at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes,;without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'8 OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN • Fism^
DEALER IN

Wiitclies, CUn'kw, .Tewclry,

Sllv«'rware and Si>e«'ta«-l€'M.

Repairing a Sm'clalty.

5-C«(nt Store.

S|M-4-iallie!« in 5 and 10 Cent
T«»j'», Hardware, Glassware,

ete.

,:;, THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Gaine
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

" Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET. 2nd AND CAUOWHILL STS.,

Phlladelplnia.

DR. 8TEINB0CK,

SURGEON DENTIST
1630 flortY) 5u/elftl? Jt., pi?ila.. pa. ,, .

Specialist in Gold and Silver Fillings, and Artificial TeeWi.

GAS AND ETHER ADMINISTERED.

Edwin F. Durang,

«MRCHITeCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building, ^^ '^;

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M4 E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satlsraction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Fnrulsliliig Tlu Ware of Kvery Deacrlptioii

Kept 111 Stock and Illncle to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd FeUows' Hall Building LANCABTEIB AVENUE,
AKDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER,
Hardwood Finish, Enamelling,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to.

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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9P^iMrs
^CAVbAI 0, 1 HAUL MARKs^T^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and an boncBt opinion, write to
BlIINN «fe (!(>., who have had nearly fifty years'
experience In the patent buttinesa. Coniniunicn-
t ions strictly contidfiitial. A Jliinilliook of In-
formation ooncerniUK I'ateiilH and how to ol>-

tain them noiit free. AIho a catalogue Of mecbau-
Ical and scioiitltlo books sent free.

I'atents taken throuKh Munn ft Co. receive
special noticointhe SciRiitilic AiiiPi-icnn, and
tliiiH are brouKht widely before the public with-
out cost to the inventor. This s|)lendld paper,
iHHiied weekly, clcKuntly illnst nite<i, lius by far t ho
lar^'est circulation of any seientille work lu tho
world. !B«;i a year. Sample copies sent free.
UuildinK Kdition. monthly, $2.50 a year. SinRle

copies, 'i!i cents. Kvery number contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and photoKranhs of new
house!), with plans, enabling uui Idurs to show the
latest deslKUs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., Nkw VoiiK, 3«1 Buoauway.

THE CATHOLICWEEKLY.
Established 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Subscription i One year $2.00 Six months $1.00 Single copies 5 ct

Money can be sent by Post Oflice Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PBINTING AND PUBLIBHING COMPANY,
TROY. N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
''''--%

8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE. '

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

w. -w. ^E,A.]srois*
DEALEB Ijr AGEHT FOl

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry and Silverware.

Also a complete stock of Spec-
tacles and Kye Olassea.

Fine Watch and Clock Repairing:,

Spalding's, Reach's anu
Tryon's Sporting Goods.

Kstimates furnished to Clubs at
the lowest club rates.

JOS. c. r^°t^°n mm
^COSTUTVTER,^

955 South Ninth Street, Pbiladelpbiay Pa.

For Grand and Comic Opera, Drama, Masquerade
Balls, Church Festivals, and Arranger of

Processions and Tableaux.

QviT OviT This Coufon. It is Worth $1.00

Each person who sends this coupon and $i.oo iti cash to Uouahoe's
Magazine, 6i I Washington St., Bostoti Mass , will receive the superb -

Catholic Mouihly, DONAHOE' . MAGAZINK, for one year. ^The price per annum is $2x0, and by readers of this publication only, ^
This coupon must accompany the order.

"
'%r^

^-%» ;.;* .

The Acknowledged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. H. I>ITSOI>< & CO.,

laaS Chestnut Strcft, PHILADBLPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

THOOIAS H- CLiEAI^V,

* FUNERAL DIKECTOR, ^
S. W. Cor. Twelfth and Jefferson Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Uotel I^iGl^ardsoQ

/ •.• '.• 1305-7 pilbert 5treet, pi?lladelpl?ia.

' 5;"v One Block from P. & R. Terminal. One
;

" and a half blocks from Broad St. Station.

^vv PRICES VERY REASONABLE • !• J

^ t ; Rooms with Board, Permanent or Tran- ;;^

'y--^-- sient. ^;•v-^-•••

^{Zx:r^ Arthur Lynaugh, ''&;/:

y>'- ':':-.
".' [-. A:'-'M--/]:-:'^:-y.' ::'':-;,. .'.:,; \:r. y, -y--'-' Manager.'-''

> XtraUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253. 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St;,

; PHILADELPHIA.

- Ferfeonal attention day ov night.

:";

O. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR • WINES,
112 EAST 6ERMAN STREET, iriLTIHORE, MI).

(Jold ^ 5ilu^r /T\<^dal8 for all OGea8i095
PlatH and Badge*, etc. Made to Order.

Engravliiga In General and Special 'Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Apoh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'J'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, ^''"^^lliHoElpiiiA.
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
llie health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the -.^—-tt-^i-. /Tn-iT-^i-.T^i-.

^_^ MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
171 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, ?*&.

P. J. TVTCEi^OY
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Serges, Veilings, Linens, Laces, Lace Albs,

Surplice Patterns, Altar Laces, etc.

118 West Ppatt St., Baltimone, fHd.

LOUIS REIMEL,

MANUFACTURER OP UPPERS.
721 and 723 West Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

=* * -^«-
KOR

F=RESH 7XMID REL.IHBL-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NBW SKKD STORB OF

^') ..^y^ft^Kjf^

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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AM standing here to-night,

Where we parted, John, my boy :

The moon was not more bright,

When you started, John, my boy.

The grass is just as green, John,

The daisies full as white.

The sere is all unseen, John —
My heart is not so light.

I have wandered here alone, S :

Since we parted, John, my boy,

I have heard the tree tops moan.

Half-hearted, John, my boy

;

The lads are just as kind, John,

The lasses fully as gay,

But no pleasure can I find, John,

Since you went away !

I have seen the friends we loved.

Since we parted, John, my boy
;

At your name their hearts were moved,

Tears started, John, my boy.

But I had to turn away, John,

I seemed to feel their fears

—

They say you're gone for aye, John,

Art far beyond our tears.

Oh, it can not be for aye.

That we've parted, John, my boy
;

There shall sometime come a day,

When light-hearted, John, my boy,

I shall see you once again, John,

Shall gaze into your face
;

Your heart, I'll know it then, John,

Hath kept for mine its placfr

^^. I. W. '95.

I
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St. Augustine of Hippo.

W= [ ::v -:' . Sixteenth Paper.

Y^t,—and this truth too is admitted by all

sober-minded thinkers, as one ever to be borne in

mind, that no matter how much may vary the

outward characteristics of any organic being, the

form, size, and shape of any individual plant or

animal, (and these often vary very greatly from
their progenitors,) its inner characteristics, its

natural efficiency and temper, rarely, if ever,

change greatly. ^^C--V'^;-:./'^'-':-' " ^'^':'v,;^: :•;•''"':• -(i.

From the beginning of time, so run the records,

all things in the visible world have followed

closely the type set down tor them in creation by
their Maker. All species of plants and animals
have ever remained the same as their ancestors.

As the primitive marks of a plant or animal
have always remained unchanged, the perfection

of vegetable, or of brute nature, is therefore of

itself independent of the outward characteristics

and environments of the subject.

Substantially perfect in their own species the

tiniest plant is as much a vegetable as the mightiest

tree
; a pigmy as much an animal as a giant ; a

snakelet as much a reptile as a python. Their
difference is one not of nature,—of substance, but
only of degree, of size.

And for similar reasons this same typical identity

of nature holds also among all classes of the still

higher orders of created beings,—the intellective,

namely, whether these be human, or angelical.

Moreover a plant and a plant only springs from
plant ; no plant ever has, or can, become animal.

Its elementary peculiarities necessarily following

on their original and primeval lines, a plant cannot

even lower itself to the plane of inorganic being.

And similarly,—such is the unchangeableness in

nature's types, brute is always bred from brute,

and remains brute ; no brute ever yet has, or can,

become man. For as in the economy of nature,

there is no deviation in any being from its ances-

tral type, so has sprung up unchallenged the dictum

that "like ever and invariably begets like."

Always stern and unbending in her ways, nature

never abandons her plane in life ; never changes

or modifies (at least substantially) her characteristic

types in being.

The study of biology, that is of life in creatures

merely of the visible world,—one of the most
interesting and fascinating branches of physics

—

gives the most singular and surprising instances

in its treatment of organic beings, of this main-

tenance of the same characteristics handed down
from age to age to the descendants of the typical

progenitor. Technically this persistence of typical

characteristics is known as atavism.

And this constancy of type,—this unchangeable-
ness of nature, whereby it continually repeats

itself, is true of all merely organic being.

Yet, vastly different in many ways from material

nature, though always running in its own original

groove, intellective nature may, and even some-
times does, vary.

Because of the Godlike energy of his intelligent

will, even when this is most misused, the human
being, may lower himself to the plane of mere
Organic life ; may through his baser instincts be-

come very much like a brute, or even a plant, in

his ways and habits of life. Yet is this degenera-;

tion, this debasement of man, true of him only in

a figurative, or rather a moral sense. For the

most vicious, the most degraded, the most unrea-

soning man is yet a human being.

And moreover because of the same Godlike

power of intelligent will, the human being, when
enlivened by the spirit of the Most High, his

Creator, may also become angel-, or spiritlike,

nay, even Godlike, in his life and the exercise of

Godlike powers. -';..:;.'^:'^'. -'-:> ^^.>.^' :•/. :;;,'••.:/:.':..;•;;•;

This upraising of the human being, unlike his

degeneracy, which needs no divine intervention,

is true of human life—not only in a moral but

even in a real sense. For although no man of

himself can change his natural characteristics,

—

can raise or even lower himself beyond his native

plane in creation, such is the unvariableness of all

finite nature in the visible and invisible worlds,-

yet with God the all-powerful Author of nature, ;

the all-wise Source of grace, the infinite Ruler,

Preserver and Sanctifier of His creatures, the

case is far different.

Though no man can become spirit, nor the

purest of spirits God, yet the Creator because of

His omnipotent will, for which there are no limita-

tions independent of His wisdom and goodness,

may, if so He chooses, ally Himself with any of

His creatures; may even become one of them,

may lower Himself, (as He once actually did,) to

the plane of created human nature, and become
not only like man, but truly and really Man, with

the same humanity, the same human nature, the

same understanding and will, as any of the sons

of Adam, whose son He also chose to be.

This alliance between the Creator and His

creature, this kinship with the children of Adam,
God chose to form, when by an indescribable, nay,

even incomprehensible, display of divine good-

ness. He became incarnate in the womb of Mary
the ever blessed scion of the stock of Jacob. In

Mary the Word—the wisdom, the love, the Son

Himself, of God was made Flesh. God became

Man.
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This incarnation of God in human form, sole in

the exercise of His divine power, is of all facts re-

corded on the pages of history, the most stupendous,

as well as the most authentic and best founded.

But as for the Supreme Being there are and can

be no limitations to His power, (save those laid

down by Himself in the exercise of His most

righteous will,) so instead of becoming Man, as He
actually chose to do, (and this reflection gives one

perhaps a loftier idea of the divine goodness), He
might just as easily have allied Himself with any

other of the creatures of His Bounty in the spirit-

> ual, the human, the brute, the vegetable, or even

the inorganic worlds. ; 'iV

For as works of His Hands all these worlds

are good ; and yet because of their created being

they all alike are unworthy of so sublime an eleva-

tion beyond their natural plane, of so heavenly,

nay, even so divine and infinite a union with their

Maker.

Yes, God who chose to become a member of His

human family, to lower Himself by His kinship

with man, could just as easily have become a mem-
ber of the angelic world, and even of the organic,

nay, more, of the inorganic world ; could, in a word,

have become angel, or brute, or plant, or stone,

with substantially no greater debasement of His

divinity, than He Himself willed when He
actually became Man.

Yet as in becoming Man, (we are forced to repeat

our dictum on the unchangeableness of nature,)

God did not change substantially, physically, the

human nature, which He assumed, any more than

by His Incarnation He did not change His own
divine Nature, so did His own divine Nature

remain the same in its degradation to the plane of

created human life, and His human Nature remain

the same in its elevation to the plane of the divine

life.

In Christ, for thus is termed the Son of God,

who became Man, both His natures—the divine

and the human—remained wholly distinct in His

own divine Person, unblended and unconfused one

with the other, the divine not dishonored by its

union with the creature, the human improved,

exalted and sanctified in inconceivable degree by

its association with the divine. Such is the divine

Incarnation of Christ,—a singular fact in history,

that we allude to merely to show the possibilities

of intellective life in its highest conceivable form.

But to return to the absolute, unvarying depend-

ence of all vegetable and brute life on its mere

physical environments. Let one take away from

plant or brute its individual bodily nourishment

;

let him transfer it to an alien, an uncongenial soil,

with adverse climate, and antagonistic surround-

ings, there without any very long wait the plant

or brute will be seen gradually to change, to

weaken then sicken, and die. For the sole support

of all vegetable and animal vitality and health-

fulness is local, earthly, material in its nature.

The creatures of the merely visible world are not

cosmopolitans in any great degree ; they thrive

only at home, and the home of the plant and of the

beast is earth. No water plant or animal can thrive

on land : no land plant or animal can live in water.

As regards this dependence of all material life,—

of plants and brutes,—on other material beings for

their support, food, vitality and health, it is a law

of all creation, whether organic or intellective, at

least in its human guise, that living creatures be co-

operative, and mutually helpful, that they be asso-

ciated with other creatures (of the same or different

kind) in order to live and thrive. That is to say in

all organic nature there is a kind of sociable instinct

running through it,—a quasi-spirit of fellowship,

whereby creatures are bound with one another to

an interdependent and, as it were, a community life,

to be useful and helpful to one another not only to

their congeners, but to beings of different kinds also.

For all creatures being of their nature receptive,

that is capable of further development and increase,

because they are changeable, need one another's

support and aid in order to perfect their endow-

ments. This fellowship so patent among beings of

the intelligent world, is also noticeable among
beings of the lower world of plants and animals.

These live and feed with and even on one another.

This interdependence, of all organic beings on
one another for their livelihood and development

is moreover an absolute necessity of their nature,

—

a necessity, that while invariably true of all beings

of the physical or material order of life, is true also

in a measure of beings of the intellective, or moral

order. For both man and angel are created for so-

ciety.

Again among beings of the organic world of

plant and brute, their perfections are wholly indi-

vidual to the being ; they cannot communicate
their endowments to their fellows. But in the in

tellective world of angel and man, wherein holds

this fellowship in the highest degree, known as the

Communion of Saints, their perfections,—knowl-

edge and goodness,—besides belonging to the indi-

vidual, are also shareable with others.

The interchange of perfections is the chief aim of

all social bodies. But of the codependence and in-

terdependence of creatures of the intellective world

this is barely the place to say more than we have.

We will return to the topic at another time. Here we
limit ourselves to speaking of the organic world only.

Thus to restrict ourselves to a view of the ali-
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ment, for instance, the food and nourishment merely,

that is needed by all organic creatures, all plants

and brutes, while depending on the mere inorganic

world of air, earth and water for their residence,

depend also on their fellows in the organic world

of plant and brute for the development and perfec-

tion of their lives, for their sustenance and food.

For all plants and brutes fted on their fellows,—on

other plants and brutes ; without this food they

could not live ; though some feed on plants alone,

others on brutes alone, and some others again on

both plants and brutes. The earthly* kingdom of

God's wondrous bounty abounds in instances of

these univorous and omnivorous feeders.

Again another singular fact associated with the

character of the vegetable and animal orders, and

wholly peculiar to them, is their destruction of

whatever they use for the purpose of life.

It is a characteristic, as we have seen, of organic

life, though the same is true also of intellective

life, for it to be operative, beneficent and fruitful.

For it is a universal law that all things should be

of service. But different from intellective life, or-

ganic life in supporting and developing itself,

which undoubtedly is good naturally, does not

build up solely. Organic beings destroy as well as

construct. Every plant and animal is voracious.

In their satisfaction of their wants—especially of

their appetite—they are continually nourishing

themselves with one thing or another. This con-

tinual necessity for feeding arises from the neces.

sity of making up for the changes in their organic

being ; and by the alimentary process whatever is

consumed is thereby destroyed. Whatever a plant

or animal uses as a vehicle of nourishment is

thereby transmuted into some other substance,

wholly unlike its former character—a substance

that becomes no longer nutritious, life-giving for

beings at least of the same species that once has

used it. Its serviceableness as food has ceased

with its first use. Far different in this respect from

being of the material world are the creatures of

the intellective, for whose spiritual support the

eternal Truth and Goodness alone is food and

nourishment. Thus each form of life—the organic

and the intellective—differs widely from the other

in the endowments of its nature and its necessities.

Plant and animal need absolutely and exclusively

material sustenance. This they find around them,

and with this they are content. For beings of the

higher order no material nourishment is needed.

For the mind the knowledge of the truth alone is

the principle of all its life and healthfulness. In

truth the intellect finds the perfection of happiness,

as in goodness and virtue lies the life, the richness

and the perfection of the will.

Again unlike the mere material food of the or-

ganic being—the plant or brute—truth and good-

ness the food of the intellectual being are non-

destructible by use and service. They are un-

changeable.

Both truth and goodness, the same as all princi-

ples of intellective life, of which they are the basis,

may be studied and learned over and over again.

One may analyze a truth, may decompose and re-

fashion it in a hundred ways without doing it

harm. In fact the oftener and more steadily one

studies and recasts the truth, the clearer, brighter

and more serviceable for life's purposes does it be-

come not only for self but for others. Moreover,

the very truths that form the joy and the life of

any one mind, may be shared equally with one's

neighbor. For the essence of truth is its universal

applicability.

Such is the food of the intellective being.

/t. C. M.
{To be continued^

Obituary Notices.

Since our last issue it has been our sad duty to

chronicle the deaths of three members of the

Augustinian Community at Villanova. The first

to answer the fatal summons was the Rev. John J.

Ryan, O.S.A., who died on Sunday, August 25.

He had, as student, professor and confessor, been a

familiar figure in our college for the greater part of

the past twenty years. Father Ryan was born at

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, March 7, 1858. He
received his early education in the schools of the

vicinity, and after graduating from the Central

High School pursued his studies at Villanova
College, from which he graduated in 1876. In
September of the same year, at the age of 18, he
entered the Novitiate of the Order of St. August-
ine, and on June 11, 1881, was ordained to the

priesthood in St. Vincent's Church, Germantown,
by the Right Rev. Bishop Shanahan.

His first mission was as assistant at Hoosic Falls,

N. Y., but owing to ill health he was obliged to

return to Villanova. He was sent to St. Mary's
Church, Lawrence, Mass., in April, 1882, a year
later he was transferred to Atlantic City, N. J.,

where he remained till February, 1885, when he
was recalled to Villanova and appointed Master of
Novices. Here he remained till the time of his

death, filling in turn the oflSces of professor of the

college, sub-prior and sacristan of the convent and
assistant in the parish. A tireless worker and
ever earnest in his endeavors to promote the wel-

fare as well temporal as spiritual of those under his

care, Father Ryan endeared himself to all. Mon-
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uments of his labors remain in the beautiful hall of

the St. Thomas of Villanova T.A.B.S., which was

erected through his efforts, and the literary society

which he organized in the parish. But to most

will he be remembered by his pious example and

the kindly direction which he was ever ready to

give.

His funeral took place on Thursday, August 29.

Solemn High Mass was celebrated by the V. Rev.

C. A. McAvoy, O.S.A., assisted by the following

of Father Ryan's classmates: Rev. D. J. O' Ma-
honey, O.S.A., deacon ; Rev J. F. Fahey, O.S.A.,

sub-deacon, and Rev. F. A. McCranor, O.S.A.,

master of ceremonies. The absolution was given

by V. Rev. E. F. Prendergast, vicar general.

Besides the Rector Provincial, V. Rev. J. J.

Fedigan, O.S.A., there were present a large

number of Augustinians from Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jersey and Massachusetts, and many of

the secular clergy of the Archdiocese. A large

concourse of people from Villanova and Chestnut

Hill, his native place, also attended.

After three years of suffering from a cancer,

Brother Dominic, known in the world as James
Byrne, died Saturday, September 28. He was born

in County Kilkenny, Ireland, June 2, 1826, and

soon after coming to this country he was received

at Villanova as a lay- brother, August 15, 1848.

Six years later he made his profession. With the

exception of a short time spent at Cambridge,N.Y.,

Brother Dominic lived 47 years at Villanova where

he was occupied chiefly in tailoring. -

His funeral occurred Tuesday, October i. After

the oflSce of the dead chanted by the priests and

scholastics of the community, the prior, V. Rev.

F. M. Sheeran, O.S.A., celebrated Solemn Mass

of Requiem, Rev. B. B. Schmickler and Mr. F.

F. Commins, O.S.A.. acting as deacon and sub-

deacon respectively, Mr. M. A. Ryan, O.S.A.,

master of ceremonies.

Another veteran was taken from our midst

Monday, Oct. 14, in the person of Brother Edward

Stack. He was born in County Kilkenny, Ireland,

in the year 1826, and coming to Villanova in 1849,

was received into the Augustinian Order as a lay-

brother. Ten years later he made his profession.

August 15, 186 1, he was transferred to St. August-

ine's Church, Philadelphia, where during 25 years

he performed the duties of sexton. From St.

Augustine's he went to Atlantic City, N. J., but

after a few months returned to Villanova, Nov. 3,

1886. Although feeble for many years he insisted

on doing light work around the place until forced

to take to his bed some three weeks before his

death. .
•

On Thursday, October 17, his funeral occurred.

The office of the dead was chanted by the commu-
nity and Solemn Mass of Requiem celebrated by

V. Rev. F. M. Sheeran, O.S.A. Many priests

from the various Augustinian communities were

present, and a large delegation of people from St.

Augustine's parish, Philadelphia.

The Heart's Awakening'.

A limpid stream all bright and free.

Along the valley wound its way.

Unconscious save of present glee

That cheers each present day.

But in its course as on it sped

A kindred stream it soon espied
;

They met, they kissed, in spirit said

May naught our lives divide.

A pretty rose doth blopm alone.

And, as it quaffs the fragrant breeze.

It thinks itself quite happy grown.

No other flower it sees.

But soon a kindred bud appears,

And now, with joy unknown before.

Each smiles and hopes no future years

Shall seperate them more.

A heart endowed with choicest gifts

Alone enjoys Erato's smile.

As on the tide of youth it drifts.

Still yearning all the while.

But suddenly there comes a light,

A heart aglow with purest love
;

Congenial hearts affections plight

With sanction from above.

Let streams their native beauty share,

Once gone, they've passed forever by
;

Let flowers bloom and scent the air

Their tints and fragrance die.

But love, when true, shall ever live.

The heart that once this blessing knows.

May sleep awhile, and then awake

Refreshed by its repose.

Geo. a. Buckley, '96.
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/ KING RICHARD THE THIRD.

A STORY FOUNDED ON SHAKESPEARE'S TRAGEDY.

No longer frowned upon by the aspect of cruel

war England now reposes in peaceful contentment.

That long and bloody conflict, the " War of the

Roses," has died away, the storm-burst has gone
by, and though the scars are yet fresh, the bitter

enmity between York and Lancaster is quite at

rest. Their heroes, crowned with victorious

wreaths, are now the sportive gallants of chivalry,

and instead of struggling in the gore of combat
are capering in all the festivity of a gay court.

But Richard Duke of Gloster, a brother to the

King and a veteran of the late war, though living

in such peaceful days, is not contented. The
times which England has so long wished for are not

the times for Richard, for he can never grace royal

courts. He is an ambitious hunchback ; an art-

ful dwarf, devoid of every good quality, but pos-

sessing abundant wit and hypocrisy—the only two
qualities not denied him for wooing. But he

loves himself and knows his power notwithstand-

ing his disqualifications. He soliloquises upon
his deformity and ugliness and is convinced by his

persuasions that as a gracious prince he can never

reach his ambition, and therefore determines to

play the villain.

He has a brother Clarence, wiser, affable and
valiant, but the first barrier in his ambitious path.

The dwarfed prince hesitates not a moment to

plot for the removal of this obstacle. By insinua-

tions and libels he incites the deadly hate of the

king against Clarence, who is carried off and im-

prisoned in the tower.

While Richard, in soliloquy, is gazing upon his

vile schemes floating upon the surface of his brain

he meets Clarence guarded by Brackenbury on his

way to prison. With all the pretended surprise,

innocence, sympathy and cruelty that his un-

bounded hyprocrisy can bring into play, he falsely

ascribes the guilt to King Edward's wife, and

as proof cites Lord Hastings, who, he says, was
sentenced to the tower through interposition of the

queen. Then he condoles Clarence, assuring him
that his imprisonment shall not be long, and bids

him farewell for a time. Clarence believes him,

not knowing his mean cunning, and thinks he has

in his brother, a staunch defender. But on the

other hand Richard knows full well that he

has bid his brother a last adieu, and from the

bottom of his black heart sneers to himself, " Ah !

my dear and simple brother, I am told for heaven

you are best fitted, and unless I shall be disap-

pointed, you shall soon be sent on."

Being told by the newly delivered Hastings that

the king is not expected to recover from his sick-

ness, Gloster sees two great obstacles rolling from

his path and to him it is particularly gratifying.

With Clarence and Edward gone the great wall

between him and the goal of his ambition is so

much weaker and success seems certain.

Although he has killed her father and her hus-

band and is held in black hatred by her and her

family, he will marry Lady Anne, the youngest

daughter ot Warwick, the "kingmaker," not be-

cause he loves her, but to receive into his charge

the children of Clarence, who are entrusted to her

care.

As the funeral of Henry VI, with Lady Anne as

mourner, is on its way to Chertsey, the procession

is suddenly interrupted by Richard, who swearing

the death of any one who disobeys, commands the

corpse to be let down. At the sight of one so odious

to her no restraint can curb the anger of Anne from

bursting in accusations and curses upon the hid-

eous toad that has caused her bereavement
;

yet

Richard, undaunted by her raillery, answers with

smoothed reproof and flattery. Then follows a sharp

encounter of wit, which illustrates the choking

bitterness of Anne's passion and the ingenious

replies of cunning Gloster, At length his wit

overpowers her, she condesends to accept his ring

as a token of their peace, and at his request she

leaves the body of the dead king to his care to be

interred, and repairs to Crosby

.

In the meantime Clarence has been stabbed to

death and thrown into a cask of wine in the Tower
by two rufiians whom Gloster has hired, and the

King, after reconciling the unfriendly princes of

his court, was delivered from his brother's bloody

dagger by a natural death.

As the throne is now left vacant by Edward's

death, the crown, according to the law of England,

is bequeathed to the Prince of Wales, the little son

of the late King, and in his minority Richard is

appointed protector. Thus our villain again sees

himself successful. His bloody eyes are now upon

the two little sons of Edward, whom he must nec-

essarily destroy, and he, as Protector, orders them

to the Tower until the coronation of young Wales,

though he is determined Wales shall never reign.

He tempts Buckingham, who has been instru-

mental in making him Protector, and his chief

agent ot success, to dispatch the royal children.

But Buckingham, who it seems had a little of some-

thing besides brutality left in him, shrinks from

the bloody deed, and, as a consequence, declines in

Gloster's favor. This is not at all discouraging

to Richard. With a bag of gold and a promise of

his favor he employs an insolvent gentleman named
Tyrrell to perform the heartless task, who, armed
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with papers from the Protector, is admitted to the

Tower, and is given full charge of the two boys,

whom he smothers and buries in an unknown dun-

geon. In the history of cruel England there is not

a parallel of brutality and cowardice. Even Tyr-

rell shrunk from his ghastly work, and sighed

when the deed was done.

Of course the news of the murders was greeted

with surprise and indignation; but Richard is never

wanting in an excuse. With libellous proofs he

tells all England that the Princes were the illegit-

imate children of Edward, and his crimes are soon

forgotten.

The throne is now vacant; Gloster is heir to the

crown, but he must show no eagerness lest the

people be excited against his ambition and treach-

ery. He repairs to his castle with a few priests,

pretending to spend his time away from the deceit-

ful world in the fervor of religious retreat, but be-

forehand he has instructed Brackenburg to propose

him to the Bishops and Princes. Brackenburg

therefore assembles the Bishops and Princes of the

court, proposes Richard's coronation, and, follow-

ing the instructions of his master, asks them to

go first with him and beseech the Duke to accept

the crown, which he was afraid his modesty would

prompt him to refuse.

This they do, and gain an audience with him after

several efforts. He appears in a gallery above the

courtyard of his castle between two canons, a

prayer-book in his hand. At first he is shocked at

.their proposal, and desires to conceal himself in

prayer. Again they implore him, but he declines.

Then, the third time, they throw themselves at his

feet, begging him to accept the honor which is his,

which he condescends to do, as it is forced upon

him Now Richard is firmly seated upon the

throne, the goal of which he has so long sought

—

the goal which he has reached through a sea of

blood and perjury. Even to those who were asso-

ciated with him in his wickedness he returns the

greatest ingratitude. Even Brackenburg, his pow-

erful accomplice, dies by his orders.

Richard, though now king of England, is not

king forever. The Earl of Richmond is earnestly

pressing the rights of York in Wales. One by

one the king sees his nobility desert to his oppo-

nent, and moreover perceives dissentions within

his kingdom. He feels his throne is now becom-

ing to tremble under him. Threatening disaster

is rumored on all sides, and at length Richmond

has landed a large force upon the Northern coast.

The king makes no delay in collecting his royal

forces and planning a distinctive campaign. Shortly

both armies are upon Bosworth field. Richard

feels his fortune is doubtful, and even hesitates to

trust his own men. The eve of the battle both

leaders are asleep in their tents, awaiting the

dawn to give signal for the fray, when the ghosts

of Richard's victims, arising alternately, revenge-

fully threaten him of his coming doom, and bid

Richmond be cheerful, with words of confidence.

The battle is begun, and Richard rushes into its

thickest. Unhorsed he fight&„bravely on, seeking

his antagonist to engage him in single combat.

He rushes to Richmond's quarters, attacks and

kills the standard-bearer and the few lords left

guarding the Earl, and finally meets the Earl

himself. But now Lord Stanley, who has deserted

the king, comes upon the field with a large re-

inforcement, and totally routs the royal forces.

Richard, fighting desperately, is overwhelmed by

odds and falls bravely defending his standard.

Here our story ends. Richard lives no more

except in the contempt of memory, and Rich-

mond is crowned King Henry VII. of England.

. A. X. DooLEY, '97.

The FUght.

One Sunday morn—the day was bright

;

Young Howard basked in Sol's clear light,
'

' What power doth keep me here ; what right ?

I'll walk the city's streets ere night.

" I'll see the Bijou's charming front,

I'll tread Eighth street as was my wont,
I'll 'scape from here see if I don't?
The risk is great, but I'll dare run't.

" Thank Heaven " said he " the day's not wet
I'm fairly good at walking yet,

I'll take my trusty cigarette

'Twill kill all foes than can be met."

Young Howard then pursued his way
He reached Mrs. Kilflips they say.

And there alas ! Alack aday !

He met some one who told him nay.

" What ho ! An angry prefect cries,

Young Howard skipped, I speak no lies.

Now homeward sure young Howard hies.

Make him, alive or dead, your prize !

"

" Prithee hitch up the circus horse "

The Sultan says, and in due course.

He speeds him down the pike, by force

To stay of anxiousness the source.

"Discovered" Howard hissed, " found out

Who told him what I was about ?

I've not been half an hour out."

But now, alas, too late to shout.

And so young Howard homeward came
But Howard's head hung not in shame.

Next time he'll try another game.
'Twould never do to try the same.
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EDITOBIALS.

It is with feelings of deepest pleasure that Vil-

lanova has thrown open her portals to the students

of '95 and '96, and a most hearty welcome is

extended not only to the students who have been

with us in preceding years, but also to those who,

for the first time, are to enter upon a course of

studies embracing the opportunity afforded to call

Villanova their Alma Mater. Our College has

never been opened under more auspicious circum-

stances than the present term indicates, and that

each student may succeed in his undertaking is

the foremost wish of all who, to-day, express their

satisfaction at seeing so many nutnbered among
the aspirants to good education. It has been said

that a great many men have failed or at least

have been disappointed in this life because they

did not start soon enough. In educational lines

the surest way to meet with disappointment is to

lay too narrow a foundation. A broad and solid

foundation is necessary. The true spirit of success

is Itlie spirit of heroism. Constant persistency is

the true characteristic of life. Then let us en-

courage and urge each one to work for himself, to

form a firm basis for each subject which he intends

to master, and as the years roll on, and his tasks

assume more difficult proportions the foundation

upon which he has built his education will serve

him as, then, only he can appreciate.

Yankee Doodle came to town
Riding on a pony

;

-,.r;.;.^-Y.y,:\.:^~. Stuck a feather in his cap

'v:
"

;: And called it macaroni.

The proud bird of a prouder country unfurled

its wings on the night of September 21, and

screamed to its heart's content. It reared its

noble head, and, looking toward the East, sent a

wild, discordant note—yet so sweet to American
ears—across the vasty deep, which penetrated to

the furthest recesses of England's rock bound
shores, and drove the British lion into its corner,

with a sullen growl. And, indeed, it had reason

to growl. Almost in the shadow of the house

where George Washington engineered his plans W-
defeat the English army, the brawn and muscle of

Yankeedom administered a wholesale defeat to the

flower of Great Britain's athletes. Eleven events

were contested, and in not a single one were

England's representatives victorious. The Ath-.

letic world stands amazed. The victory far ex-

ceeded the most sanguine expectations. The
English athletes are filled with mortification and
chagrin at the showing they made, when they

;

were so confident of sweeping everything before

them. They have returned to England, but have
carried back no spoils of the chase. The golden

emblems presented to the victors will remain under

the fluttering stars and stripes, to keep company
with the cup so gallantly won by the " Defender."

These defeats administered to England's repre- ;

sentatives, on land and sea, will undoubtedly do
much to lessen the interest in international ath-

letics, which has been so marked for the past few

years. The English do not seem to possess, to the

same degree, that dauntless courage, that dogged
determination to conquer, which, from early boy-

hood, is infused into the heart of every American
youth. The manner in which they have taken

their defeat is an evidence that they will be rather

reluctant, in the future, to subject the colors of

their nation to a fair test of superiority in the

athletic world.

On returning to Villanova after the long and
pleasant vacation the old students missed the

characteristic smile, the merry greeting of Rev. Fr.

Ryan, that endearing priest, who has been with us

for so many years. Father Ryan departed this

life on the 25th of August and his death was
extremely sad and depressing to his numerous
acquaintances. By his demise the Augustinians

have lost one who was an honor to the order of

which he was a member, who ever had its interests

at heart and who by his abilities and magnanimity
of character won for himself the esteem and
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respect of all who knew him ; the College has lost

an able worker, an accomplished professor and one

whose power of doing good for others was viewed

as his chief and most lovable attribute ; and the

boys have lost their loved confessor who ever

endeavored by his words of counsel to stay them
in the righteous path.

Just when the day of the hopes of Father Ryan
seemed brightening and broadening into full

morning, in truth, it was darkening into night.

We cannot dwell on the gathering of those chill

evening clouds, they closed in upon him in dear

old Villanova just as he was contemplating a trip

to foreign shores on which he hoped to regain his

much impaired health. The end came very

suddenly, but quietly and painlessly. " An infant

weary with play on a summer's day could not have

fallen asleep more gently."

The College corridors are again enshrouded

in gloom ! Two dear friends of the students have

died since the opening of this term. On October

ist the remains of Brother Dominick were in-

terred in the Community Cemetery and three

weeks later Brother Edward succumbed to an

illness from which he has suflFered for many
years. The old brothers have been serving in and

about Villanova for the past forty-five years and to

have lost sight of their cheerful countenances is a

source ot sorrow to us all. The patience

manifested by each throughout his sickness was
truly remarkable and should serve as an example

of fortitude for all who witnessed the suflferings of

these worthy men.

'•-V
'^^'.

.::: " R. I. p.

For a month previous to the opening of the

school year, workmen were engaged in renovating

the College, especially the dormitories. The walls

have been retinted, new furniture has been supplied

and general improvements have been made
throughout. Thus as each night we make our

weary way toward our haven of rest, everything in

the effulgence of the many|brilliant lights presents

a most pleasing effect. But that which transfixed

the gaze of the old students was the sight of the

new spring beds. Their gratification on witness-

ing this desirable change can better be imagined

than described. It suffices to say that we daily

hear them expressing their appreciation in the

most laudable terms.

At the beginning of the school year we take the

opportunity of calling the attention of our sub-

scribers and patrons to the many advertisements

that appear in our columns. You will find our

advertisers courteous, kind and accommodating,

their goods of a quality second to none, call upon
them and be sure and mention that you saw their

advertisment in The Villanova Monthly.
Thus you will confer a great favor on its managers

without the least inconvenience to yourselves.

You are compelled to make many purchases from

time to time and why not make them at places

where your orders will be highly appreciated and

full value received for your money ? ;

St. Thomas' Day.

Patron's day at Villanova is looked forward to

with considerable impatience by the older students

of the college nor do the new ones remain long in

ignorance of the fact that the i8th of September

is the Feast of St. Thomas of Villanova, when
occurs the first break in the regular class work and

the enjoyment of the many good things which
make the day memorable.

The early morning Mass was said by Rev. W. A.

Coar, O.S. A., Vice-president, at which all the

students received Holy Communion. At 8.30

A.M. the President V. Rev. h. A. Delurey, O.S.A.

celebrated Solemn High Mass assisted by Rev. B.

B. Schmickler, O.S.A. as deacon and W. W.
Donovan, O.S.A. as sub-deacon.

The following day after Solemn High Mass,

celebrated by Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A.,

Master of Novices, three of our former students

Messrs. J. J. McCarthy, Carthage, N. Y. ; E. J.

Murtaugh, Catasauqua; Pa. and D. A. Herron,

Freedland, Pa. were received into the Augustinian

Novitiate by the Prior V. Rev. F. M. Sheeran,

O.S.A. assisted by Father Geraghty. At the

same time Messrs. W. W. Donovan, M. A. Ryan
and F. F. Commins made their solemn and Messrs.

F. E. Touscher, B. J. O'Donnell and N. J. Vasey
their simple profession. Bro. James and Bro.

Mark, lay-novices also made simple profession, and
Messrs Denis McGuire and Francis Allbright

received the habit as lay-brothers.

At the usual hours the students and members of

the faculty were ushered into the dining room to

partake of the bounteous feast prepared for them
in honor of St. Thomas, after full justice was done

to the feast, several short speeches appropriate to

the occassion were made.

There were present at the dinner Rev. Frs.

McEvoy, Waldron, Murphy, Daily, Herlilus,

O'Brien, Nugent, Vaughan and McErlain.
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EXCHANGES.

Again we welcome all those journals which have

graced our sanctum in the past, and those that

have just made their debut upon the stage of

college journalism.

With the beginning of this scholastic year we
go forth with the same spirit as of old, determined

to increase in our students a love for knowledge

and study ; to benefit our patrons, and ever to be

the exponent of the progress of our College. We
hope that wherever our journal finds its way, it

will also find a welcome, and that no one will be

so indifferent as to overlook our motto, Tolle Lege !

Tolle Lege! ..;
/•;-"".'

^.'/.;^;'v'-'

In reviewing the well filled pages of Notre Dame
Scholastic^ the great loss which it has lately sus-

tained by the removal Maurice Francis Egan is

brought afresh to mind.

The absence of so noted an educator must be

keenly felt by the faculty as well as the students

of Notre Dame. But all who are friends of higher

education should greet this change with delight
;

for by his promotion as a professor in the Catholic

University at Washington, his field of labor is ex-

tended, and his erudite influence will be more
universally felt.

In the September number of the Mt. St.

Joseph's Collegian., we read with pleasure the

account of the golden jubilee of Brother Alexius,

the founder of that Institution, whose representa-

tive the Collegian is. We join with you, brother

students, in honoring him who has done so much
for Christian education ; in honoring him who
planted that sturdy tree, whose fruitful branches

now spread forth to nourish and protect all who
partake thereof.

The Sentinel is with us again. True to its

motto it contains several articles which show the

result of earnest labor. We thoroughly appreciate

the enterprising religious spirit of this magazine.

It is not our intention to flatter, but we can-

not pass over, without notice, the Owl from the Ot-

tawa University. It is ever a welcome visitor, and in

point of merit stands in the front rank. So highly

entertaining are the contents, as a whole, that it

would be difficult to specify or make a choice for

commendation.

Sorry, are we to "throw the first stone," at

the Collegium, but we cannot overlook the leading

editorial. Judging from the lofty aspirations of

the editor, the imperfectly instructed world has

much enlightenment to expect from him, and,

Ere this frail bark be long from its retreat.

And o'er the troubled waters wends its way,
Great wisdom in its cargo we shall meet
To guide the world that now doth go astray.

PERSONALS.

The centenary of the founding of St. Augustine's

Church, corner of Fourth and Vine streets, Phila-

delphia, has been announced to take place next

September. It is the intention of the rector, Rev.

N. J. Murphy, O.S.A., to have many improve-

ments made on it previous to that time. ' v

Commencing September loth and closing on

the 17th, Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A., assisted by

the rector, V. Rev. J. J. Feddigan, O.S.A., and his

assistants. Rev. Fathers Jones, Flynn and Farrell,

conducted a very successful mission in St. Nich-

olas' Church, Atlantic City, N. J. Fr. Geraghty

is at present conducting another in Montville,

Conn., in the church of which Rev. James J,

Ryle '76 is rector.

Master Harry Buckley, on Thursday, the i7tb,

was the recipient of a very agreeable surprise in

the birthday party arranged for his pleasure.

There were present, besides his parents and grand-

mother, his classmates, several of the prefects and

teachers. It was indeed a very happy occasion

for Harry, and one that he will long remember.

The College, during the past two months, has

had a very large number of visitors. Among them

were Rev. Frs. Plunkett, of Philadelphia ; Wil-

liams, of Pittsburg, both members of the Holy

Ghost Order; Mistelli, Bally, Pa.; Griflfin, Bur-

lington, N. J.; McManus, Doylestown, Pa.; Con-

way, Philadelphia. Messrs. J. F. O'Leary, J. J.

Ryle, '94, S. A. Kenny, '95, medical students in

Baltimore
; J. I. Whelan, R. G. Kerr, '95, ecclesi-

astical students in Brooklyn and Baltimore, re-

spectively
; J. Stanley Smith, '94, a member of the

U, of P. law department ; Mrs. Price, Jacksonville,

Fla.; Richmond, Washington, D. C; Tichenor

and sister, Burlington, N. J.; Mr. McCuUough and

daughter, N. Y. City; the Misses O'Donnell,

Manayunk ; Mr. Donnelly and daughter, Phila-

delphia ; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Gallagher, J. C.

George Whitely, Esq. , Philadelphia ; Mr. and Mrs.

J. Edwards, Weston, W. Va., on their wedding

tour ; Mr. and Mrs, Stengel, Bally, Pa. ; Bernard

J. Weefers, Lawrence, Mass., the champion

sprinter ; Mr. Cortes, N. Y. City ; Mrs. Cameron,

Miss McVickle, Miss McBride, Philadelphia, ^^iss

Frances Coar, Jersey City.

' y. ',. -i

'
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THE SOCIETIES.

On Wednesday, Oct. 23, the V. D. S. reorganized

with Rev. L. A. Delurey as President. The
following members E. T. Wade and D. Flynn

were elected to fill the Vice-presidency and Secre-

taryship respectively. Messrs. G. A. Bnckley, E. J.

Wade and H. T. Nelson were chosen to constitute

the literary committee.

The first meeting of the Villanova Literary

Institute was held on Wednesday evening Oct. 9,

and the officers chosen were as follows : Pres., F.

F. Commins, O.S.A. ; First Vice Pres.
,
Jno. Bar-

thouski; Second Vice-Pres., Wm. Kennedy; Sec,

Edw. McKeough ; Directors, Jas. McDonald, E.

Fox, Jas. Healey and Thos. Rogers.

The Villanova Athletic Association was reorgan-

ized on Saturday Oct. 12, and the great number of

students registered on the membership roll gives

us boundless encouragement to make '96 the

banner year in its history. Yet, though we have
no cause to complain, there are some, yes, a great

many who continually take advantage of the

several means of exercise afforded by the Associa-

tion, but whose names do not appear on the roll.

This should not be. It is unfair to permit those

who can but will not join us to derive the benefits

from athletics at the expense of those who, each

year, willingly pay their dues. To produce har-

mony among its members, as well as to increase

the interest manifested in its welfare we have
adopted a new method in the management of the

Association. Heretofore one of the scholastics

had been chosen President, a position which in-

cludes the overseeing of all athletic exhibitions.

For the ensuing year, however, one of our number
has been elected to this truly responsible office and
Very Rev. President Father Delurey has very

kindly consented to be present at each meeting.

His presence alone should urge non-members to

enter speedily their applications for membership
and should incite the members themselves to

accomplish great things. For the first term the

following officers were elected : President, A. J.

Plunkett ; Vice-Pres., H. T. Conway ; Recording

Sec, P. J. Rogers, Financial Sec, E. J. Moynihan
;

Treas., Jos. McCullough. Jas. H. Hayes was
elected Referee for the foot-ball contests, E. T.

Wade Umpire and Jas. Dean Linesman.

FOOT BALL.

In as clean and clever a game of foot ball as was
contested on Villanova's gridiron, the College boys

on Tuesday, Oct. 22, defeated the Manual Train-

ing School eleven of Philadelphia, by a score of

12—6. This was the opening game of the season

and as the boys had trained faithfully, they were

in superb physical condition. But when the visi-

tors, as formidable looking a lot of young giants

as ever wore canvas clothes, appeared, many were

the doubts expressed as to the home eleven's capa-

bility to hold their own against such massive

forms of strength. Villanova came later and re-

ceived a lusty greeting from the strong lunged

supporters. They kicked the ball and warmed up

for a moment and then the battle began, the

Manuals taking the ball, the wind and all the

other advantages. Captain Lang rammed his toe

into the ball for the kick off and sent it sailing far

down into Villanova's territory. McDonald picked

it out of the air and scampered back up the field

with it. He cleverly dodged some Manual tack-

lers, others were "kissed off" by his interferers

and then he was downed. And then also it be-

came apparent that the game was not sure for the

visitors and that the wearers of the white and blue

were to be very much in it. It surprised the beefy

Manuals to find them plunging through their lines

and chasing around the ends. That was what

they did though and they could not be held.

Rogers, McDonald and Laberdesque did most of

the work. They outclassed the backs of their

opponents immeasurably. They played with

wonderful dash and vim. Rogers was the star of the

game, but the eleven in general cannot be praised

too highly for their brilliant showing. ''Joe"

McCullough engineered the team like a major as

he found the weak spots in the Manual line and

worked them properly while " big Bill " Hazel

was everywhere and surprised himself and every

one else by blocking and holding a swift kick by

Lang, then breaking through for ten yards. For

the visitors Lang easily carried off the honors as

his line bucking was certainly a feature of the con-

test. Sims and Malin also played well. By only
the most determined efforts did they succeed in

crossing the line during the last three minutes of
the second half, Lang kicking a splendid goal.

The teams lined up as follows :

Villanova. Position. Manual T. S.

Buffington, Right End, Haskell,
Kirsch, Right Tackle, Shuner,
Hazel, Right Guard Rowbotham,
DeForge, Centre, Wigmore,
Nolan, Left Guard, Krisher,
Wright, Left Tackle, Anderson,
Hayden, Left End, Malin,
McCullough, Quarter Back, Stall,

Laberdesque, Right Half Back, Sims,
Rodgers, Left Half Back, Ingraham,
McDonald, Full Back, Lang.
Touchdowns, Rogers 2, Lang ;

goals, McDonald
2, Lang ; time 20 minute halves ; refene, Hayes

;

umpire, Sherwood and Strong ; linesman, Bittony
and Dean, Rules Pennsylvania-Harvard, Cornell.

U-'i--.-
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Pebbles.

Tuesday.

Mince-pie. <

" Vote for me for sec.

"

"We'll take turns." ,

' '"

; , S >

Let it go Cigarettes:
'

Hop-up has been saved.

Likewise on Wednesday.
" Whose nose was bleeding ?

"

"Rah! Rah! Shoelets!''

" Yellow bird for blue cage."

Another room has gone wrong.
" Three cheers for Willie nova."
" Say won't you please take a chance ?

"

Why did you miss that trolley ?

" Now Brother ; tell me what that's for ?
"

"That's for to put your money in,"—Joe.

"Don't try to make sox out of me ; see !

"

" Say Father whom did that big dog chase ?
"

" It was a regular course dinner "—What ?

There is a new canary at the Philos' table.

And we went and renewed old acquaintance.

"Nevermind that, Dan will buy it for her."

Business was very dull while the boys were away.

But it is just as good on Thursday. Eh!
Teacher :

" I advise you to read aloud to your-

self.'''' He should hear him talk aloud to others.

" We are always pleased to see some of the

Alumni."

The Kerr was chasing the Fox around the room.

So say we all of us Saturday, Sunday, Monday.

"Say John! how is Liz? tell her I was asking

for her." John blushed.

The mystery of the blue room, or what was
found on the roof.

"It was worth the brother's life Co go into that

room after you left." I believe it.

We still hear the fierce bark of a Kerr, long may
it stay among us.

" The Crows will not be back as Martin is about

to enter Overbrook Cemetery."

Those happy days of sunny June
Have passed, alas, forever

;

When two of our boys in the pale sweet moon
Did some of their dear friends bring

To listen for fun while they did sing

Of friends forgot, oh never !

To a mighty one the tale was told

And he says, " never more, never more "

Shall the heroes of that march so bold

Go o'er that hill while they tell a tale

And sing of " Brown October Ale "

For he says, 'tis o'er, 'tis o'er!

" I suppose you have heard how I and the other

fellows were thrown down !

"

** Raphael got three very bad ones ;
one on the

head, one on the nose and one on the shin."

If "Mox" could but see the "Green Room"
with his monogram on the wall in letters of gold

how he would laugh over the days gone bye.

At the Rosemont Fair

; :. • While the boys were there

V :> A heavy storm came on

The girls did regret %
'''[

; V That they got wet

V : But all their umbrellas were gone.

V Then weary and sad ^-

''''^-'''S.

And feeling quite mad
They walked the pike that night.

Next morning in bed

They felt almost dead

And wished they were out of sight.
<»> '

A CAPE MAY IDYL.

Oh, the jetty when the tide goes out, goes out

;

'Tis a very pretty sight,

And the diamonds bright.

They glitter and they glisten on the sand.

But the jetty when the tide comes in, comes in
;

Oh, you view it with surprise,

As you see the waters rise,

Sending up a doleful pleading from the strand.

Oh, the tide one day went out, went out.

And the Naiads three,

In a fit of bravery.

Exposed their pedal members on the sand. > x;.- f

But the tide that day came in, came in

;

The Naiads wildly cried

As they viewed the rising tide.

And their Trilbies ground vexatious in the strand.

At the jetty when the tide goes out, goes out

;

You may do just as you please,

For no masculine eye sees

If you doff your shoes and stockings on the sand.
But the jetty when the tide comes in, comes in.

Seems just the sort of place
To spy a manly face

As the sea proceeds to gobble up the strand.

At the jetty when the tide goes out, goes out
;

Ah, you feel so maiden-free,
When you wade quite daintily

Through the waters scarcely covering the sand.
But the jetty when the tide comes in, comes in.

Is hardly to your taste.

For you wade up to your waist.

And the " horrid men " are laughing on the strand.

At the jetty when the tide goes out, goes out,

Dear Naiads, I advise.

Be not tempted by the prize

Of the diamonds that glisten in the sand.
For the tidal wave as sure comes in, comes in,

And you weak-hearted one,

That wouldst rather faint than run.

Those " nice old men " not ever pace the strand. .
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Sporting Goods

,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
L0CKSMITHIN6, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
LANCASTER AVENUE. BHYN MAWH. PA.

P. I. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pii^e (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,
166 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG TV^AKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

49'Wig8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.'QiL

AVM. E. HUSrOH,
OlINDOCU ••• GLiflSS.
WHITE LEAD, COLORS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES, ETC

No. 1 702 Market Street,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTISUT .STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AliL BRAITCHKt.

Special Rates In Groups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. 13Yli>J^JES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SECOND STREET*
Below Market, Enst Side. FHIIjADELPHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTERINE CO.
In COOPER'S POINT FBRRY HOUSB, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HJQH GRADE . . tp g TIT.T! . BUTTERINE
Vine and Shackamaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBALBR at

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lanoaater Avenue. Bryo Mawr, P
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WILSON & ROGERS, INC

DEALERS IN

y;;-
' ^-^'.-J.; TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY.

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., PhiladelpKia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIflfl IWOOt^H.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Olgterns, Gaa Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Besidence-GARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.

Post Office Address, Uosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I,. EI.KIXa, President
MARTIN MAI.OXKY, ViccPrest and Manager

K. ROBINSON, Secretary
GEORGE S. BKANS, Treasurer.

' THE PENNSYLYANIii GLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

Manufacturers of Gas Machines

QDr)tra(;tor5forIj(^l7ti9(5 Qtie5ar?d Jou/95

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

248 NORTH BROAD STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

"W. J. REED, 261 N. ElgUth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$2.00 and 9^.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call
at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
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LEARV'S OLD BOOK STORE
9 South Ninth Street,

f

(First Store below Markel St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHlsr • FISH^^
DCALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

Silverware and Spectacles

Repairing a Specialty.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA

5-Cent Store.

Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

....The Beneficial
^^-^^SRVINO FOND SOCIHTV

i rv of Philadelphia

1200 and 1202 Cheatnut Street.

R/tUPH P. CUI^I^INAN, Presldeot,

JOHN P. incinBNARIIN,
Vlce-Pres. and Treasurer.

ANDRE^V J. KHB'^AN, Asst. Treasurer.

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly, /

Roberts Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, hh-D.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty, '

Alfred J Murphy, , :

Jeremiah J Sullivan,
Ralph F. CuUinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos R. Elcock, "

John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James j. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,
Lorenzo M. Kieflfer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
John F. McMenamin.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL ,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, II 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal -Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Phiiladelphiia,

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DKALKR IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WT. AA^HeLHN.
Manufacturer of aud Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.
House Furiil8lilu|; Tin AVare of Kvery Deiicrlptlon

Kept In Stock anil Made to Order.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCaBTBR AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER
Hardwood Finish, Enamelline, LanCaStCr AvenUC,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to. Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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"THE CLOITD OF GOD'S PRESENCE "

LOUD of the Lord ! Ordained of old

As Israel's desert Guide
;

Thy radiant wings, with mystic fold,

; Both light and shade supplied.

\
/

Symbol of Heavenly Providence,

Which deigns with us to dwell

;

Our constant glory and defence.

As once of Israel.

•%
2

f
O, may our chlidren's opening eyes

Rest on thy guardian shade
;

And see thy radiant lustre rise,

When nature's glories fade !

^^ 4.

\

By day, by night, with us abide

;

And onward as we move,

Before us go, a faithful Guide,

In God's unfailing love.

To that fair land revealed by faith.

Conduct us by His will

;

And when the parents sleep in death,

O guide their children still

!

J. N. B.
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. The Indian of the United States.

It was the golden age of the Indian—that period

when war and the chase were his sole occupations,

taxing to the utmost the heroic virtues of an
unyielding temper and a sinewy frame. In those

days the country which the Indians occupied was
a thousand miles beyond the Westernmost limit of

civilization. Its adaptability to civilized life was
probably unsuspected. But the buffalo and ante-

lope were to be found on the plains ; other large

and small game in the hills. It was an ideal hunt-

ing ground. No one looked forward to the time

when grain and cotton should be raised and shipped

to the States ; when railroads should traverse the

country, and millions of people should reside

there, and when towns and cities would spring up
as if by magic. Thus the desert blossomed ; thus

was the wilderness cultivated. The Indian has

taken to the reservation. Modern observation and
thought have reached the conclusion that allot-

ment of land in severalty and citizenship are the

indispensable conditions of Indian progress. So
the red man was hounded from plain to plain, from

wilderness to wilderness, until the Government
has finally, though reluctantly, set aside sections

of land in different parts of the country for them
to utilize as they will. His wanderings ceased

;

hunting and fishing as a means of subsistence

gave place to a system of gratuitous supplies just

sufficient to allow complete idleness. Can we
doubt then that the Indian is as yet little more
than a savage ; that he is at best in a transition

state from barbarism to civilization? He is, in

truth, in the anomalous condition of being practi-

cally deprived of his traditional laws, customs and
religious forms without enjoying ours. Meantime
the Indians have not been practically stimulated to

industry. Such encouragement as has been given

has been frustrated in the granting of supplies, as

in the distribution of implements. For instance,

one man would receive a horse, another a wagon,
and a third the harness, thus rendering all equally

useless. Why is the Indian the subject of such im-

position? Is he, or are we, responsible for his de-

plorable condition?

In a measure the Indian himself is to blame for

his pitiable situation in life, but we, the people,

the Government and its agents, are its primary

cause.

Let us consider this species of the human race

and its characteristics. Even as soon as he is able

to stand he commences that practice with his bow
and arrow which makes him a good marksman in

early childhood. He is tied in his saddle before he

can walk, and a horse becomes a part of his very

nature. While yet a child he learns the subter-

fuges of the chase, the quiet, breathless watchful-

ness, the stealthy, snake-like advance, which ena-

ble him in adult life to crawl unseen and unheard
upon his unsuspecting victim. From his earliest

years he is taught to consider treachery courage,

robbery and murder honorable warfare, and the

most renowned warrior the one who slays his foe

without endangering himself. His initiation into

the order of warriors is a terrible ordeal of physical

suffering which must be borne without flinching

and murmuring to ensure the success of the candi-

date. Until he has committed some signal act of

treachery, robbery or murder he is without influ-

ence among the braves or attraction for the squaws,:

So he grows to manhood. He, as a rule, is poor,

shiftless and ignorant, without ambition and with-

out opportunity. He will not acquire any land be-

yond a miserable holding of an acre or two in his

own country. He does not seek the opportunities

for further development and civilization. He is

not advancing, he is retrograding. Yet, as I said,;;

we are responsible for all this. We starve the In-

dian ; we deprive him of his arms, the dearest of

all his earthly possessions, with which he might
kill game to eke out a subsistence ; we take away
his ponies, which furnish him food when he is re-

duced to extremity through our fault or failure.

What Christian people would be content under

.such treatment? Can we be surprised that an
untutored savage who cannot understand our clash- ;

ing of bureaus, our shifting of responsibility or our

red tape refinements of official morality should look

upon the white man as the liar of liars, the thief of

thieves, and when he is on the warpath should exe-

cute the wild justice of revenge on any of the race

who happens to come within reach of his rifle ?

Can we be surprised if he leaves his reservation

and chooses to fight to the last rather than be the

patient victim of such a system of injustice and

spoliation ? In our every transaction with him we
strengthen, by example, the lessons of deception

he was taught, in early childhood. It is only

within a very few years that the Indian children

are educated, and even now, though given the tem-

porary advantage of schools, they are permitted at

frequent intervals to return to their rude family

circles, in which existing evils have not been rem-

edied. The older Indians refuse all aid toward

Christianizing and civilizing their children, and

the little knowledge they acquire is thus rendered

useless. The Government has so far been success-

ful in accomplishing nothing of good for the moral

and spiritual training of the Indian children. We
must consider that there is no such thing as civiliz-

ing the Indian race as a wholesale operation. The
individuality of the red man is as marked as that
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of the white man. There are good and bad among
them, well disposed and ill disposed. And pre-

cisely as in the case of other men the Indian must

be treated and dealt with on the basis of his own
individuality and with due regard to all those per-

sonal traits and circumstances that distinguish him
from others around him.

E. T. Wade, '96.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

Seventeenth Paper.

But of these manifold differences in character

and effects between the earthly food of organic be-

ings and the immaterial food of the intellect, and

the bearing that nourishment exercises on vital

power, we shall have occasion to say more further

on.

Of life in the individual organic being we hSve

said enough lor awhile.

Let us consider now briefly animal being in some
of its relationships with its fellows.

For very like human beings in many respects

animals, too (at least many classes of them, especi-

ally the nobler) are formed for community life, and

have social and class instincts strongly developed

among them.

As is well known, many kinds of brutes, in the

beast, bird and insect worlds, have their social

divisions, as it were,—their castes and guilds, for

the conducting of their business in their own pe-

culiar, and highly instructive ways. For instance

they have their commonwealths—their kingdoms
and republics, with all the several functions apper-

taining to civic government, to trade, commerce,
the transport of merchandise, and even to educa-

tion—the object of their most solicitous concern

and life-long energy. Their affairs relating to life

and its comforts they carry on in thrifty and
steady manner, (—there are very few idlers indeed

among brute races,) according to certain fixed and
well-established forms of what we may style polit-

ical animal economy, and indeed all conducted
with much show of sagacity, tact and skill. Un-
fortunately too, or rather providentially as we
prefer to view it, and very like their fellows in the

human world, the brute races have their strifes,

civil dissensions, mutinies, revolutions and wars,

with their attendant sequences of death, dethronal,

exile, followed sometimes even by treaties of peace
and amnesty. They have their armies and fleets

;

their rulers and officers for the care of their in-

terests and the maintenance of order and discipline
;

their courts of trial for the administration of

justice, and for meting out punishment, at times
even death, to offenders against their laws and cus-

toms ; and to this effect they have judges, wardens

and executioners, with all the outer display of

. power demanded by sound policy and equity
;

their market-places for the exchange of goods, of
,

food, etc.; their gardens and coverts; magazines

and store-houses ; for the education of their young

they have their gymnasia, or training-schools, with

instructors in the several branches of art practised

among them, and even species of nurses to take

care of their helpless kinsfolk, besides games and

sports for whiling away their leisure. In their in-

dustries, as weaving, house-building, carpentering,

clay-moulding, tailoring, and especially engineer-

ing, their display of skill and mechanical art

amounting to positive genius is a study as instruc-

tive to man, as it is entertaining and delightful,

because of the many moral as well as scientific les-

sons animal habits convey to us of the industry,

foresight and ability to solve the most difficult

problems of these senseless inhabitants of God's

earthly and outer world.

We have here alluded to the chief characteristics

of animal society in order to show among other

things that their dependence for life, health and

development is based absolutely on certain set and

unchangeable principles—the fixed laws of all

organic nature. This sameness of being is a

prime characteristic of all matter ; and this fact

we started out chiefly to establish. Now we rest

for awhile. But before leaving our subject wholly

—the interdependence of material beings, it is

worth while noting one other fact in the domain

of organic life,—that, namely, the sociable instinct

in material nature—very much the same as among
men—is attended by its burdens, one of which we

will here mention. All individual organisms in

the vegetable and animal worlds, that is, every

plant and animal, as far as known, is subject to

have its life cells filled, (one might almost say

peopled.) with other living organisms,—a race of

tiny, active creatures, each one as completely and

perfectly furnished in its own individual nature

with the means of life as the principal organism

wherein it harbors.

These indwellers in other organisms, whence

they draw their nourishment and support, and

apart from which they would perish, are known

technically as parasites. Here I am applying the

term parasite as including all living animal organ-

isms, that either harbor in, or on, other organic

beings, by burrowing into their flesh or cuticle from

the outside, or having themselves found entrance

into the body by some way or other, dwell in its

interior as their proper habitat. In either case the

word parasite,— I do not know of any better,—is

taken to represent the main characteristic of this

twofold class of foreign life.
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The parasite then is another marvel of visible

creation, that conveys to the observer a very distinct

and pointed lesson on life's beauties and duties.

Here we are constrained to limit our study of them
to merely one feature. These minute guests of

others' vitality,—it would barely be right to style

them invaders, since they are part of the equitable

economy of nature,—have just as well as their hosts

a mighty part to play on the wise and beneficent

stage of creation.

Parasites are proof of one's life and health.

Though it is not at all easy, in fact almost impos-

sible, to understand, and explain for just what pur-

pose parasites were formed, or how they act on the

vegetable and animal system, this fact itself is ac-

knowledged by scientists, that among other benefits

shared by them with their principals, the presence

of parasites in the blood and humor cells of their

hosts is not alone serviceable to the perfection of

life and health, but even needed for its preservation

and development. So indispensable to organic life

at large is parasitic life of one kind or another, that

without these tiny servants and benefactors of cre-

ation plant and animal would sicken and finally

cease to live.

For parasites, as is well known, though they draw

their nourishment from the beings around them,

and really feed on their neighbors, yet withal they

get their living with such nicely regulated and

beautifully balanced compensation of benefits that

while consuming their hosts, they not only

really hurt them not, but indeed conduce to the

perfection of their nature and being, by communi-
cating to their entertainers some part of their

organic energy. Thus parasites are real and sub-

stantial guarantees of health. Moreover, though

some of them are incalculably small, parasites con-

stitute a vast, ubiquitous, and perfectly well-regu-

lated form of community life, just the same as their

congeners on larger scale in the animal kingdom.

For all animals are gregarious in greater or less

degree according to their sociable instincts, as is

seen developed among certain kinds especially of

beasts, birds, fishes, and insects.

Truly might one say of the parasitic world in

plant and animal what has oftentimes been applied

to the social and political worlds among men, that

in their entirety they are made up of an immense
number of petty societies and classes, one within

the other, as so many imperia in imperils^ all with

their peculiar distinctions of rank, grade and office,

all bearing on one the other's healthful develop-

ment, and in the exercise of their powers all needed

to the smooth and nicely adjusted balance of the

integral body.

This topic of animal sociableuess we would will-

ingly pursue further,—it is deeply interesting for

its lessons of Divine Providence to every lover of

nature,—but lack of space bids us return to the

main subject,—life in general. We have referred

to this phenomenon of parasitic life in the organic

world, in order to bring out more strongly the

fundamental law, or principle underlying the intel-

lective world in its highest perfection, that,

namely, all nature even in its lowest forms is

clearly and unmistakeably most God-like, when

chiefly laborious and beneficent ; that the excel-

lence and usefulness of life, far from being restricted

to solely individual progress, to mere self-develop-

ment and perfection, or being hindered therefrom

by the presence and influence of others, becomes

thereby really more healthful, more generous, more

(jharming and more God-like. Community life in

its perfection thus ensures the perfection of each

individual member thereof, v

But to return for a moment to our reflections on

individual organic life. The sober observer will

have borne in mind another conclusion : that

whether in plant, or beast, with the cessation of

life and its energies, perishes also in the creature

with the death of its body all power of self-adorn-

ment and fruitfulness ; the total perfection of its

nature comes to a full stop. With death ensues

unsightliness, barreness, decay.

And this too is another law of life, especially

the intellective, that, namely, as its likeness to its

Maker is the law of its being—the standard of its

perfectness, so the measure, or standard of its per-

fect correspondence to this Type, is its power of

productiveness. For God in infinite degree benefi-

cent is the source in fact of all goodness. His

law is that only by beneficent labor or work can

life be made healthy, and only by serviceableness

can life become happy. These two—work and

happiness—cannot be separated with impunity.

Life and fruitfulness go hand in hand,—the first

as the mark of the Creator's benediction, the other

the mark of the creature's correspondence with

that trust. Or, to put it more briefly, it is a

natural law of life, that in accordance with the

purpose for which any creature was formed,

—

plant, herb, tree, beast, in virtue of that purpose

its fruitfulness is the chief guage of its worth, the

full measure of its life energy. The barren fig-

tree, it will be remembered, was ordered to be

burned. For sterility in the vegetable order (as

well as in the animal) is held as a kind of ingrati-

tude to nature,—a species of unnatural state, a

malediction on the creature's worthlessness.

Moreover the prolific power in the vegetative

and sensitive worlds is fugitive, limited, and on

the wane from maturity until decay. In a plant
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for instance there is energy enough to bear just

so many buds, so many leaves, so much fruit, and
not one more can be grown with all the powerful-

?; ,
ness of intrinsic efibrt, or of extern industry and

XS;';:,/, skill. .
:'. , ;

;-:. ;,
..V-

;-' ; • But it is not so In the intellective order—in the

;v higher fields of life. Here the mine of intel-

|;
: ; lectual wealth is exhaustless ; the powers to reach

;• out for it and grasp it are by practice ever waxing
;: stronger and stronger; the itinerary for excur-

sions into the domain of science are not drawn
:

up for time but for eternity; in fact the longer,

; heavier and more fruitful is one's labor in the

ways of truth, the easier becomes his toil, the

more polished, sparkling, brilliant and refined the

product of his mind. For the enthusiastic scholar

there is no stop to his pursuit of learning; no

limit to his eagerness to grasp the knowable, or

his delight at new discoveries.

Moreover by inverse ratio as the unproductive-

ness of plant or animal is proof of its non-corres-

pondence with the law of life, its degeneracy from

its Godlike type, so with its serviceableness for

self and others at an end,—exhausted, paralyzed,

dormant, (—and the same rule will hold good for

the intellective being also,) vanishes all reasons

for its being.

Hence when plant or beast has once reached

maturity—the end of its fruit-bearing powers,

there is for it no ulterior state in the world of

: God's creation.

For neither plant nor brute has ever brought

any addition to the store of intellective know-
ledge. Ignorant of the source of the agencies

that have set them going, and made them live

and thrive ; with no other care than merely to

satisfy their individual wants, mere organic crea-

tures are unable in the slightest degree to change

their habits,—to either raise or lower themselves

in the scale of their own particular rank in the

organic world. T. C. M.
{To be continued^
—— • <«»

To A Child.

Never, my child, forget to pray,

What'er the business of the day
;

If happy dreams have bless' d thy sleep.

If startling dreams have made thee weep.

With holy thoughts begin the day

And never, my child, forget to pray.

The time will come when thou wilt miss

A father's and a mother's kiss
;

And then, my child, perchance thou'lt see

Some who in prayer ne'er bend the knee
;

From such examples turn away,

And ne'er, my child, forget to pray.

- An Eventful Hour in the Life of Napoleon.
;."

. •; ; •'{.: From the French of ,^'

\:-'--^:"''-r^ Alfred de Vignv.

We were at Fontainebleau. The Pope was about
to arrive. The Emperor, who had waited for him '

very impatiently on account of the coronation, had
gone out to meet the carriage and had greeted the

Pontiff in a manner outwardly indifferent, but at V:

the same time showing a determination neither to '

yield nor advance a step. He was now returning

to the palace ; everything there was in a disturbed

and anxious state. I had left many officers in the

room adjoining the Emperor's suite, and I remained
alone in the room of state. I was looking atten-

tively at a long table, whose top was of Roman '

mosaics instead of marble, upon which was as

usual an enormous pile of petitions. I had often

seen Napoleon enter and put them to a strange

test. He took them neitlier in order nor by chance
;

but when their number irritated him, he swept his

hand over the table froin left to right and from
right to left, like a reaper, until he had reductd
their number to five or six, which he opened. This
action had singularly affected me. All those papers

of sorrow and distress rejected and cast upon the
floor, swept off as by a storm of anger—the vain
entreaties of widows and orphans having no chance ,

of being heard save the scattering of the loose sheets

by the consular hand—all those groaning leaves,
,

wet by the tears of many a family, lying under his

feet and over which he trod as over the dead on a
battle-field, represented to me the present destiny

of France as an unlucky lottery, and, all great as \

was the rude and indifferent hand that drew the

lots, I thought that it was not just to deliver thus 7

to its caprice so many obscure fortunes which, per-

haps, would have been as great as his if some sup-

port had been given to them. I felt my heart beat
and rebel against Bonaparte for this, but fearfully,

as became the heart of a slave. I looked at these

abandoned letters ; unheard cries of grief arose

from their profaned folds; and taking them up to

read them, then casting them away myself, I made
myself the judge between those unfortunate ones
and the master whom they themselves had chosen
and who, to-day, was going to press his heel more
firmly than ever upon their necks. I had one of

.

these despised petitions in my hand when the noise

of the drums beating a salute apprised me of the
sudden arrival of the Emperor. When he entered

the court of the palace on horseback his attendants

had much difficulty to keep up with him and the
palace guard had not even time to present arms
before he had dismounted and was ascending the

staircase. I threw myself in the alcove of a large

bed of state which nobody used and which was
protected from view by a balustrade and curtains.

I had scarcely concealed myself when Napoleon
entered the room very much agitated ; he paced the

floor as one waiting impatiently for somebody or

something, and having quickly traversed its length
three or four times, he went to a window and be-

gan to drum a march with his fingers. A carriage

rolled into the court, he ceased drumming, and
after a few moments of silent reflection went ab-

ruptly to the door and opened it.
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Pius VII. entered alone, Bonaparte hastening to

reclose the door with the promptness of a jailer.

I felt a great terror, I must confess, on seeing my-
self the third person of such a distinguished party.

However, I remained silent and motionless looking
and listening as intently as possible.

The Pope was tall and stately in appearance;
his countenance was lengthened, lean and dark, in-

dicative of much suffering, but full of a saintly no-
bility and unbounded kindness. His black eyes
were large and beautiful ; his mouth was partly
opened by a benevolent smile to which his pro-

nounced chin gave an expression of a highly spirit-

ual yet animated refinement, a smile beneath which
lurked no political cunning, but rather an abund-
ance of Christian charity. A white calotte covered
his hair which was long and black, plentifully

streaked with grey. He wore negligently on his
bent shoulders along cloak of red velvet which fell

over his loose trailing robes. He entered slowly
with a calm and prudent step, seated himself upon
one of the large Roman couches in the centre of
the room, and with eyes cast down waited for what
the Emperor was going to say.

Ah, what a scene ! What a scene ! It is all be-

fore me now. It was not the genius of the man
that it showed me, but rather his character ; and
if his great soul was not wholly displayed, at least

his heart could be seen. Bonaparte was not then
as you have seen him since. He was slender, vigor-

ous and active, convulsive in his movements, some-
times graceful, always exquisite in his deportment.
He continued to walk even after the Pope had

entered ; but now he walked around the couch like

a cautious hunter. Stopping suddenly in front of
his guest, in the rigid immovable attitude of a cor-

poral, he resumed the conversation already begun
in the carriage.

"I repeat it. Holy Father, I am not a free-thinker,

and I like not logicians and ideologists. I assure
you that notwithstanding my republican views I

will go to Mass."
He almost flung these words at the Pope and

stopped in order to await their effect, thinking that
the somewhat impious words and actions which
preceded the interview would give to this sudden
and distinct avowal an extraordinary value. The
Pope lowered his eyes and placed his hands on the
arms of the conch. By this attitude he seemed to

say clearly : I resign myself to listen to all the pro-
fane things that it will please you to make me hear.

Bonaparte took a turn around the room and I saw
by the side glances which ever and anon he cast at

the venerable Pontiff, that he was neither satisfied

with himself nor with his adversary, and that he
was indulging in some self-reproach for having so
quickly resumed the conversation. He began to

talk less abruptly, and while walking around the
room glanced stealthily in the mirrors that reflected

the austere figure of the Holy Father, without look-
ing him directly in the face for fear of seeming too
anxious to discover the impression which his words
were making,

'* There is something," said he, " which troubles
me greatly, Holy Father; it is that you ponsent to
my coronation in the same way that you agreed to
the concordat some time ago. You play the role ofa

martyr in my presence, you are there as one resigned

offering your sufferings to Heaven. But truly, that

is not your position
;
you are not a prisoner, by

Heaven ! you are as free as the air." ' '

Pius VII. smiled sadly and looked him in the

face. He well understood how utterly unreason-

able were the demands of this despotic character,

who, like all similar ones, was not satisfied with

obedience unless accompanied by the appearance ot

having ardently desired that which he commanded.
" Yes," repeated Bonaparte with greater empha-

sis, " you are perfectly free; you can return to Rome
if you wish ; the route is open for you and nobody
will detain you. " The Pope sighed and raised his

right hand in protest without answering ; then he
slowly lowered his wrinkled brow and began to gaze

attentively at the gold cross that hung from his

neck. Bonaparte continued to speak while walking
around the room more slowly.

" Holy Father, if the gravity of your character

did not prevent me, I would say, truly, that you
are somewhat ungrateful. You do not appear to

remember all the good services that France has ren-

dered you. The conclave ofVenice that elected you
seemed to me to have been inspired by my Italian

campaign and by some hints that I let fall with regard

to yourself. Austria did not treat you well then, and
Iwas much grieved thereat. Your Holiness was
obliged, I think, to return to Rome by sea, not hav-

ing been permitted to traverse Austrian territory."

He stopped in order to await the response of his

silent guest ; but Pius VII. made but the slightest

inclination of the head, and remained as if plunged
in a deep dejection, which prevented him even
from listening. Then Bonaparte with his foot

pushed a chair close to the large couch occupied by
the Pope. (I trembled, because, in getting the

chair, he had grazed with his epaulette the curtain

of the alcove in which I was concealed.)

"Truly," continued he, as he seated himself,
" it was because I was a Catholic that the Atistrian

affair grieved me. I never had time to study
much theology ; but I still profess a great faith in

the power of the Church ; she has a marvelous
vitality, Holy Father. Voltaire has tried hard to

injure her, but I like him not, and I am going to let

loose upon him an old unfrocked oratorian. Then
you will surely be satisfied. We could, if you wished,

do right with regard to those things in the future."

Then he put on an air of innocence and of very
caressing youth.

" As for me, I do not know why you could have
any objection to establishing your See at Paris for-

ever. I would let you have the Tuilleries, if you
wished. You will find there your apartment of

Monte-Cavallo awaiting you. Do you not see,

Padre^ that this is the true capital of the world ? I

wotild do everything tor you ; now, am I not a

better child than I am thought to be? Provided
that war and tiresome politics were left to me, you
could arrange Church matters as you please. I

would be your soldier always. See, that would,
indeed, be best for all ; we could have our coun-
cils like Constantine and Charlemagne, I would
open and close them ; I would then put into your
hand the true keys of the world, and would only
ask your blessing after each success of our arms."
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He made a slow inclination while saying the last

few words. /..,:r'y:':'^--:>ii''~.'.' *

The Pope, who up to that time had remained
immovable as an Egyptian statue, half lifted his

head, smiled with melancholy, looked towards
Heaven, and said, with a scarcely audible sigh, as

if he entrusted his thought to his invisible angel
guardian :

'

' Commediante / " •
-' '

'

"''

Bonaparte started from his chair and bounded
like a wounded leopard. A furious passion seized
him. He paced the floor for a short while without
speaking, biting his lips till the blood came. He
no longer walked in a circle around the room, but
up and down with such a rapid, martial stride that

the floor trembled beneath his resounding heels. I

thought that something dreadful was going to

happen ; my hair stood on end, and I was obliged
to support myself in order to keep from falling

in a dead fright. I looked at the Pope ; he showed
no sign, but only grasped more tightly the arms
of the couch.
The bomb burst all of a sudden.
*' I a comedian! Ah! I will give you comedies

to make you all weep like women and children.

My theatre shall be the world ; the role that I shall

play thereon, that of master and ruler; for come-
dians, I shall have all of you. Popes, Kings, Peoples!
and the bond by which I shall hold you is the bond
of fear ! Comedian ! Ah ! you are not the one to

dare either to applaud or hiss me, Sfgnor Chiara-
monti ! Do you not know that you would be but a
poor curate if I wished it? You and your tiara

—

France would laugh in your face, if I but gave the
signal. It is only four years ago that no one would
dare to speak aloud of Christ. Who would speak
of the Pope at all ? Comedian—Ah ! gentlemen,
you have lifted your hand against us too soon !

You are in a bad humor because I have not been
fool enough to sign, like Louis XIV., the disap-

probation of the gallican liberties! But I am not
to be tricked thus. It is I who hold you in my
fingers, it is I who rush you from south to north
like so many marionettes; it is I who appear to

reckon you as something because you represent an
old idea that I wish to resuscitate ; and you have
not the sense to see that, and to act as though you
did not see it. But no ! I must tell you everything

!

I must put these things under your noses in order
to make you understand them. And you believe
in your simplicity that I have need of you, and
you raise your head and dress in your trailing

robes ! But know that they cannot impose on me,
and that if you continue to thwart me, I will treat

yours as Charles XII. that of his prime minister : I

will tear it with my spur."

He was exhausted. Not hearing any longer his

thundering voice, I stretched out my head to see

if the poor old man had died of fright. But lo !

there was the same calmness in his attitude ; the
same calmness on his countenance. He raised his

eyes a second time to heaven, and after having
breathed a profound sigh, he smiled bitterly and
said :

" Tragediante r^
Bonaparte at this moment was at the end of the

apartment, leaning against a marble mantel-piece.

He darted like an arrow towards the old man whom
1 thought he was going to strike in his madness.
But he stopped as quickly as he started, took from
the table a valnable Sevres vase upon which were
painted the castle of St. Angelo and the Roman
Capitol, and broke it into a thousand pieces at his

feet. Then he seated himself and remained for a

long time in profound silence.

I was consoled. I felt that reflection had come
back to him, and that his reason had reasserted its

sway over his fiery wrath. He became sad, his

voice was low and melancholy, and from his first

word I understood that this Proteus vanquished by
two words was at last in his real character.

"Unfortunate life!" said he, at length, as if

speaking to himself, "How true it is! Tragedian
or Comedian. For me it is always playing a part.

One face for this party, another for that, according
to their idea. What fatigue ! What littleness ! To
appear to them what they would wish me to be,

and to interpret aright their idle dreams ; to place

them all between hope and fear ; to be the master
of all without knowing what to do. That is all !

And after that, to be dissatisfied with so much I

do, it is too hard. Yet I must always be doing
something I have plans that would require the

lives of forty emperors to accomplish, but I would
not be able to realize two of them before I would
be exhausted body and soul ; for our little lamp
does not burn long. To be frank, if all my plans

were executed, I would not swear that the world
would be happier, but it would be more beautiful,

and one majesty would reign over it."

As he said the last few words he arose with a

surprising alacrity ; he became lively and animated;
he approached nearer to the Holy Father and spoke
rapidly, but somewhat ironically :

" The imperial mantle, sceptre, crown, what are

they? Costumes! Costumes of an actor! I am
going to put them on for an hour and I will have
enough of them. Then I will dress in my officer's

little coat and mount my horse. Always on horse-

back ! Well, it is my destiny. I must fight battles

and win victories, but I must be well paid for my
work. Surely, a throne is not too much. You will

soon see others upon it, but you will also see that

all dynasties will rise from mine, upstart though I

be, and elected to the dignity of Emperor. Elected
like yourself. Holy Father, and chosen from the

crowd. On this point, at least, we can shake
hands."
And approaching he extended his hand to the

Pope, who, moved perhaps by the gentle tone of

the Emperor, or by recollection of his own destiny

and a thought of the future of Christianity, gave
him the tips of his fingers, still trembling, and I

saw a tear roll from his beautiful eyes down his

pale cheeks.

Bonaparte also saw the tear and something that

resembled a smile of triumph lit up his face for an
instant. It clearly showed me how little and mean
he was in comparison with his holy adversary. I

was not surprised that shortly afterwards he left

the room as quickly as he had entered it.

R. A. G.
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EDITORIALS.

Thk study of Shakespeare which the students of

the Belles Lettres Class are pursuing as a specialty

is one worthy of every effort. Plis was the most

creative mind that ever engaged in the exact copy of

the details of existence, in the profound compli-

cations of all human passions. His irresistible

charm is one which gratifies the imagination

of the reader with all the action and scenery of a

fairy tale, which interests his feelings for human
beings and which every moment draws forth a

smile from him by some stroke of quaint, yet sim-

ple pleasantry. He creates souls, he constructs

arguments and experiences emotions. Of Shakes-

peare all came from within—from his soul and from

his genius. His was one of those souls which vi-

brate of themselves at the slightest touch. He was

extreme in emotions, carelessly troubled with grief

or merriment. Hence a study of his terrible pene-

tration, which instantaneously beholds the effects of

all the details of character and gives such a sub-

lime coloring to his figures, cannot prove other

than productive of the most satisfactory results.

For the benefit of our readers a story founded on a

Shakespearian drama or comedy will often appear

in the columns of our Monthly, which we trust

will meet with the approval and praise worthy of

the endeavors of the students and will induce

others to apply themselves to the study of Shakes-

peare, England's greatest poet and dramatist.

Public interest in games and field sports

^rows keener every year, and in all probabilty

will continue to increase for a long time to come,

for the number of those who either personally

take part in these contests or who throng them
as spectators is continually increasing. There

are, however, many who still see, with apprehen-

sion, the proportions which physical training-

has assumed in our higher institutions of learn-

ing and doubt the utility of the attention paid

to athletics especially in the intercollegiate

games. There are those who look back with re-

gret to the days when a goodly number of the

giants who became famous in law, in the pulpit

and in the senate, were men whose boyhood had

been hardened and invigorated by manual labor,

and query whether modern athletics will produce a

race of men like the old civic heroes. But this is a

progressive age. Manners have changed. There
has been a transformation of the whole social order

and this new era in the advancement of education

must necessarily adapt itself to these circumstances.

That athletics are essential to educatioD is no
longer doubted as the need for mental as well

as physical courage becomes greater in modern
civilization. Of all the sports which have of late

years gained a hold upon the American people

foot ball stands- pre-eminent, and is second only to

the National game. As great as is the interest

shown in the "outside" world, that within the

college ranks has assumed such enormous propor-

tions as to astound even the most sanguine sup-

porters of the game. And, indeed, this is not

surprising, judging from the beneficial results

of which it is the chief cause. Certainly,

whatever physical good can be derived from

any form of college athletics can be obtained

from foot ball, while above all others it tends

to develop self control, calm deliberation and
quickness of preception, in sudden emergen-

cies involving oftentimes personal danger. Natu-
rally to those who consider occasional sprains,

bruised bones and like injuries as irremediable

evils the game is an objectionable one, but our

most learned professors have severally agreed that

these are invaluable to the young man endeavor-

ing to become a brave, manly and high-spirited

citizen. The permanent injuries sustained are ex-

ceptionally few. Foot ball has by no means had
the effect of lowering the academic standard of

either players or onlookers at any of the Univer-

sities or Colleges. Here amid our own unpreten-

tious ranks we find that the "gridiron heroes" are

among those that display marked classical abilities.

Besides, they are Spartans in their habits, and by
their self-control and subordination set an example
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of health, manliness and self reliance to their fel-

low-students. -
'

'

Thus far they have done well—in fact, very well.

They have our most enthusiastic wishes for suc-

cess in their future contests and we would en-

courage them to establish that sense of honor which

makes the College games trials of real skill and

endurance and sets the standard of fairness and

competition for their comrades.

"The world is in tears over Little Boy Blue,

Its sweetest voice is still.

The gentle singer so tender and true.

Has obeyed the Master's will.

With Wynken, Blynken and Nod, he sailed

Away at the break of day.

But his love and his light that never failed

Will be with the world alway.

i The beautiful things he left behind

Will never know dust or mould
The years may come, and the years will find

No rust on the precious gold."

An American poet, Chicago's poet, Eugene
Field, is no more ! But though the hand which

with such inimitable deftness and certainty of

stroke struck chords in the universal heart is

stilled, the startlingly familiar refrain, bringing

back to thoughtless and to care-hardened hearts

the half-lost meaning and mystery, will not soon

cease with its fancy-winged melody to make old

hearts young once more. When Eugene Field

died there vanished from among men one for

whose living the world was decidedly better.

To read his works was to be refreshed men-

tally and morally and to be stirred in soul to

the awakening of one's better nature. After all

the voyaging and exploring of men near and far

the latest world to be discovered is the realm of

childhood. It is a world we all have once trav-

ersed, but of which we know but little. It is a

world which, if not forgotten, is at any rate

strangely misunderstood. There was indeed One,

many centuries ago. Who seemed never to have

forgotten His own childhood, and to Whom the

world of childhood seemed to be the greatest of all

the worlds. He fascinated children, though he

did not stay long among the children and the peo-

ple of that generation. He left indelibly on the

memory of mankind a saying which has still

haunted the souls of both men and women and who
have hidden them in their hearts as among the

greatest words ever spoken :
" Suffer little children

and forbid them not to come unto Me ; for of such is

the Kingdom of Heaven." Since then thousands

in fast growing numbers have clearly sighted the

shores of the long hidden world and have been

seized with somewhat of the same sacred passion

for its fuller exploration. But what almost none

of the educators, legislators or agitators do, a sim-

ple poet, a poet who had for many busy years made

his home in the heart of Chicago, has succeeded

in doing, and for many years Eugene Field will be

gratefully remembered as the children's laureate.

He was beloved of children and the friends of

children. A poet of the people, the people bear

testimony to the depth of his feeling and the deft-

ness of his art. Thousands who have read his

writings with eagerness, with affectionate interest

and awaited the coming of new work from his pen

will grieve over the loss of the children's friend

—

Eugene Field.

"The children weep because they love him
;

Their hands strew violets above him
;

They lisp his dear name in their dreams.

And in their sorrows and afflictions

Old men breathe dying benedictions

Where on his grave the starlight gleams."

THE ARCHBISHOP'S VISIT.

On Sunday, October 27, Archbishop Ryan ad-

ministered the Sacrament of Confirmation to a

large number of children, of the parish of St.

Thomas, of Villanova. After which he was

escorted to the College Hall, where the students

tendered him a reception. Mr. E. P. McKeough,
'96, delivered the address of welcome, to which the

Archbishop, in his usual happy and eloquent man-

ner, responded. Besides the address of welcome
the program consisted of musical selections both

vocal and instrumental.

ST. CATHERINE'S DAY.

Monday, November 25, the feast of St. Catherine

of Alexandria, patroness of all Augustian houses

of study, was observed at Villanova with due

solemnity. At the early Mass the clerics ap-

proached Holy Communion and later assisted, as

did also the College students, at a solemn High
Mass celebrated by the Rev. M. J. Geraghty,

O.S.A., Master of Novices, with Rev. B. B.

Schmickl&r, O.S.A., as deacon, Mr. M. A. Ryan,

O.S.A., Sub-Deacon, and Mr. B. J. O'Donnell,

O.S.A., Master of Ceremonies, The music of the

Mass was rendered by the Scholastic choir under

the direction of Rev. J. B. Leonard, O.S.A. In the

evening the customary entertainment was partici-

pated in by the Philosophers and Theblogians.
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'JS'. Foot Ball.

On Saturday, October 26, our foot ball team de-

feated the South End Wheelman in a well-played

game by a score of 14 o. As this was the second game
of the season, and as the boys had made such a grand

showing before, much enthusiasm was displayed.

The visitors appeared first and received quite an

ovation from their supporters, but when Capt. Mc-
Donald led his band of sturdy warriors on the field

they were cheered to the echo. Then followed a

few minutes of preliminary practice, after which

they took their places for the kick-off, Villanova

defending the eastern goal. Blake sent the ball far

into Villanova's territory, where it was caught by

McDonald and carried well down the field. Then
they lined up and "Shorty" McCullough, with his

ever- ready words ofencouragement, took his place •

the ball was passed, and away they went. From
the beginning the boys evinced much of that foot-

ball essential known as " ginger " and their oppon-

ents could not stop their onslaughts, so that at the

end of the first half Rogers had been twice sent

across the Wheelmen's line, McDonald kick,

ing one goal. After ten minutes rest they again

took their places, but the opposing team took quite

a brace, and the ball was always near tlib middle of

the field. But with about four minutes to play,

Blake was called upon to kick the ball ; he fumbled,

and Hayden, picking up the coveted pigskin,dashed

up the field for a touch-down. McDonald failed to

kick goal. On the next kick-off McCullough re-

ceived the ball and carried it to the middle of the

field, when time was called.

Encouraged by their former success, and know-

ing that they would be opposed by players who like

themselves, represented a college, the team took the

field on Wednesday, November 13, determined to

lower the colors of Hahnemann College! It was a

battle royal from start to finish, Villanova, how-

ever, having decidedly the better of the argument in

the first half. On the kick-off Villanova managed to

get the ball near the middle of the field before

Hahnemann's brawny tacklers brought the runner

down. Then came a series of rushes, accompanied

by steady gains, until Rogers was sent around the

right end for a touch-down after six minutes play.

McDonald kicked the goal. On the next kick-off

the ball was carried well down the field, and the

boys now resorted to their snappy tactics? After a

few minutes ])lay Laberdesque went dashing around

the end for a touch-down, and McDonald again

kicked goal. In the second half the visitors started

off with a vim that, for a few minutes, rather sur-

prised Villanova's representatives, and the ball was

rushed to their 20 yard line, but here they made a

decided stand and received the ball on downs. Now

began a hard up-hill figbt, but they were equal to

the occasion, and up the field went the ball midst

the cheers of Villanova's supporters. Perhaps it

was because they were desirous of winning from

Hahnemann, or it may have been that they had

vague recollections of a special treat, should they

win this game."" ; : ^.'^^•.^•^'.''- .-.v.; ^^'-i.. %.;•.. ^7 ::;.•,,>'-•.
;

Be that as it may, they played with a dash that

surprised everyone. Hardly had their opponents

recovered from one attack when their line was again

besieged, but with the ball on Hahnemann's ten

yard line time was called. Score 120.

On Saturday, Nov. 16, the college team tried

conclusions with the Philadelphia Dentals, defeat-

ing them by a score of 100. It was an ideal loot-

ball day and the Dentals brought with them a

large crowd of rooters, who certainly did their share

in encouraging their players. They seemed to

think it would require no effort whatever on their

part to make Villanova bite the dust, judging bv
the opinions expressed on the side lines, but subse-

quent events made a change of mind necessary.

At precisely 3.30 the teams took their respective

places for the kick-off, and Captain Percival sent

the ball far up the field, where it was caught by
Hayden, who, aided by splendid interference, suc-

ceeded in bringing it about 10 yards into the Den-

tals territory. By steady gains, mostly through

the centre, the ball was brought to within 7 yards

of the Dentals' goal.

Then came the all-important moment : "Guards
back !" cried McCullough, and "big Bill" Hazel

went ploughing through the line for touch-down.

The ball was punted out for a trial for goal, but

was not caught. When the ball was kicked oft

again, then followed a repetition of the playing

which secured the first touch-down, and it was
soon brought near the touch-line. Again "our
trusty Bill" was called upon, and right heartily

did he respond, going over the line for the second

time, and McDonald kicked the goal. During the

.second half every inch of ground was stubbornly

contested by both sides. Neither goal was threat-

ened, however, until near the end of the half,

when, by a series of rushes, the Villanova got the

ball on the Dentals' 5-yard line, when time was
called.

Greatly handicapped by the poor condition of

some of the best players, the team suffered defeat

for the first time on Saturday, November 23, losing

a game to Delaware College by a score of 10-6.

Villanova lost the toss and Delaware chose the

Eastern goal. McDonald kicked the ball far up
the field, and the runner was downed after gaining

10 yards. But here our weakness became ap-

parent, none of the players, with the exception of
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Laberdesque and Kirsch, tackled in their usual

manner. Nor did they break the interference in

the same decided way that characterized their

playing in former games. After the ball had

changed hands a few times, and Reybold had

made a 40-yard run before he was downed by
Kirsch, Delaware crossed the line for a touch-

down. Osmond kicked the goal. No more scor-

ing was done in the first half. Between the halves

Capt. McDonald called his men together, and evi-

dently gave them some very good instructions,

because, when play was resumed, they took their

places with determination to play good ball de-

picted on their countenances. And they did play

good ball. Time and time again they went
through the line for big gains, and Hazel finally

carried the ball over the .line for a touch-down,
McDonald kicking a splendid goal. On the next
kick-off the ball was fumbled, and the runner was
downed on the 25-yard line, where the ball was
lost on downs. By repeatedly bucking the line

Delaware managed to get the ball behind Villa-

nova's goal. No goal resulted from the touch-
down. When Villanova received the ball again
they made a desperate effort to tie the score, but
time was called with the ball on Delaware's 25-

yard line.

Exchanges.

On account of the great interest taken in Foot
Ball there were many followers of the game, who
were debarred from a place on the first eleven

on account of weight, experience, etc. For the
benefit of these a second team was organized
and Chas. D. McAvoy elected captain. Many of

the members are promising young players and no
doubt will soon be candidates for positions on the

regular team. Up to date they have played four

games without having suffered defeat.

On Monday, October 28th, they met the Catholic
High School representatives and defeated them
by a score of 8-6. It was a hard-fought game
throughout, particularly in the last half, when, by
repeated attacks on the centre, they were enabled
to score their second touch-down, thereby winning
the game.

November 2d, notwithstanding
of the weather, they went to

played the Wayne C. C. , defeat-

ing them, by all-round team work and superior

interference, by a score of 4-0. On Thursday,
November 14th, they met the Catholic High
School for the second time, again being vic-

torious by a score of 4-0. In this game McAvoy
received the ball, on what was claimed to be a

fumble, and made a run of 80 yards. The run,

although much disputed, was allowed. On Thurs-
day, November 21st, they journeyed to Ogontz,
Pa., where they played the Cheltenham Military

Academy team. There they demonstrated what
team work will do against weight, winning by a

score of 6-4. It was a game devoid of roughness
and full of interesting playing, and not until time
was called was the result a certainty.

On Saturdav,
the inclemency
Wayne, Pa., and

We are pleased to welcome to our sanctum for

the first time three important visitors in the

form of the following college journals : The
High School Times^ of San Francisco ;

Noruial

Echoes^ Stroudsburg, Pa., and School Hells Echoes^

Merrill, Wis., each containing very interesting

reading matter. :
, ;.

The High School Times is a well filled magazine,

with several instructive and entertaining articles,

among which are adieu to the flowers, a pretty

poem, and an essay on character. In the Normal
Echoes we have a clear concise sketch of Strouds-

burg, describing the natural beauties and historical

interests of the town ; also two essays entitled

"Natural and Social Environments"; a brief de-

lineation of Cuba's struggle for freedom, and a poem,

styled a " Seaside Dream." Judging from the con-

tents of the School Bells Echoes^ we consider it a

progressive little paper, and hence hope to see it

outgrow its present frailty and become a big

journal in the near future.

The Wake Forest Student^ whose interesting

contents should be a source of edification and

amusement to every one of its readers, again graces

our table. The advisability of publishing short

stories as well as essays in every college magazine

is clearly illustrated by the Shident. By this

method such periodicals are less apt to become

monotonous, and hence demand more attention

and find a greater welcome in every home. While

thus considering the merits of the Student^ we

'

advert with pleasure to the Golden Medalioii^

which, though curiou.sly compounded, is really

bright and captivating. And as the scene is

changed the vision of " Daisy Dean " rises distinctly

before us.

While reading the bright pages of those maga-
zines hailing from the different female collges, we
pause to dwell with pleasure on the knowledge
that we have likewise sisters in the journalistic

world. The gentle rebuke for some fault, the

refining influence are the invaluable characteristics

of a loving sister, and such qualifications are found
in the Agnetian Monthly^ The Mount and others.

Hence we bid them special welcome since they

teach us two great mottoes : Virtus in infirmi late

<?/, Prodesse qua)n conspici.

The superstition of the past is well described by
the Manitoba Collrge Journal, in an article entitled

"A Single Instance," As superstition has ever

been the handmaid of ignorance, many of its causes

have been removed by our unparalleled scientific

progress during the 19th century.

Of this vice the Manitoba Journal says: " I>ut of

all the forms of ignorance, the worst has been
superstition ; and of all the kinds of superstition,

none has been more widespread or more terrible in

its results than the belief in witchcraft."
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Bones.

Duster. ;''_.'/"'"
:-^v'''^"^'-' '.''";::.:. \;"'' -'

Mascot. ^^
.

.-.^-.
^^.

' Wouldn't--:;" '^-v VV; ;:.'•,;
;, ;;-;: ,

;i:'
- '-;.;/^ :,>;::-

Smoke up. :- ..-.-^-'o,:
;;/:'-"•

Odd or even? <''
'v'\./''^':;;;;';j/"'^;;'/;,,_^://' :'.-,;

" Pillosopher. " ;

63 won them.

"Frenchman."
" Is it contagious?"

He'd like to be

—

" Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! Supper !"

How's the horse, Mac ?

" Only one lock of hair."

Yes, indeed, President —

Of the Class of '96, O yes. .

"Say Bill, what is asbestos ?"

" Who stole that fat pillow?"

" It cures headache of the feet."

They sing of the cigarette, my amulette.

Now we can add sweet Juliet.

" Who dropped //?«/ in the corridor? "

A darling they call him, O father dear

!

How did he get under the bed ? Who can tell ?

" Father, it was a misunderstanding !

"

" Whoa ! Whoa ! Come down. Well, go then !

"

Have you heard of the new music rack?
" Are you going to have any more funerals? "

" I am afraid not. They are all in good health."

The Philadelphia Dentals were a drawing crowd.

"Joe, what are the principal parts of the verb

hear?" " Here and There.

"

We have a little joker now,
From Philie he doth hail,

But if he doesn't stop, I trow
He'll find himself in jail.

Isn't it about time there was a little rain in
'' Paradise Alley ? " We can have too much " Sun-

shine," you know.
" Gintlemin, the other bys are doin' well, but

you're doin' nothin' at all."

" Do you see that ?
"

" Yes, sir."

" Thats' what the blind man says."

"Are the proprietors in?" asked the visitor

looking around the room.
" I don't see them," answered the other, he is

dusting off the parlor set.

Such sights as Billy saw that night,
'Twas with the window open wide.

They heard him yell for legs in fright-
" He comes ! He comes ! 'Tis Mr. Hyde !"

Why yes, E.—" Kai ! Kai ! Kai ! Yai ! Yai

!

Yai ! is the Indian yell. .

Billy put up a fine game in the picture of the

football players.

" Oh that was a mighty fall " when they pushed

him over the banana stand.

^ - We hear them speaking of a wheel.

And beauty seen astride it
;

But our R. P. will know no peer

When once he learns to ride it.

"They fought till they couldn't see, then they

had their eyes lanced and fought on." Oh, Bill.

Mr. McC. says :
" R. has been debarred from the

Pious Union."

Society is all interest just at present, as the

engagement has been announceed between the dis-

tinguished foreigner. Lord Hawk, and the accom-

plished heiress. Miss Marguerite Marie Casey H.

A team one day came here to play,

And with it a tall man
;

But quickly comes our Joe that way.
To view him closer if he can

;

Throws back his head and looks on high,
'

As if to see the wonder.
But quickly off does Joise fly,

I'm safe, if it falls, by thunder !

Ye Lexicographers, Critics and Dudes ! Atten-

tion !

The Duke de What's-his-name has decided that

the stage is an elevation of boards.

The wise boys vowed they'd have some fun.

So then down stairs they soon did run.

Bearing the means and source of joy,

Then began sport for each wise boy.

Great toasts were made and old songs sung,

To the blue sky their Class yell clung
;

Old Sporty, too, was present there

But George cared naught but for his hair.

Puer et puella,

Ambulant together.

Magna sub umbrella,
Vocant de the weather.

Very slippery via.

Pedes slide from under,

Puer non upholds her,

Triste, triste, blunder !

Cadit on the ground.
Sees a lot of stellae,

Adolescens hastens,

To aid of his puella.

" Rustice !" exclamat,
" Relinque me alone !

Nunquam dice mihi
Till you for this atone."

Non diutius do they
Ambulant together,

Nunqam speak as they pass by,

Non etiam de the weather.
—Eureka Pegasus.
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I> .1. GAL.LAOHUB. GKO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers.

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(Oanagber BuUdlnfr.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

J. J. meALLI5^CGR, ^:-

ii"

DEALER IN

L-7^DIES* KND
GENTS' SHOES,

Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave^,
N.xt Door to W. L. Evani' Provision Store. ROSMMONT, PA,

I^adies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
REPAIRING NBATLY AND PROMPTLY DONB.

JOHN P. MILLER,

Gint'i Foriiihiig i^oU and ^M |||anuffactarer,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Showell & Fryer, limited,

ITW^PORTING -r GROCeRS
/ AND DEALek5 IN

ImportedrnDomestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,:-

-

PHIliADEIiPHlA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.
Orders called for at any time to suii the convenience

of our customers.

THE ONLY HOUSE
• In Phiiladelphifi,
In fact, IN THE COUNTRY, that makes a
specialty of sacred heart pictukes,
Framed and Unframed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placqnes ?

Drop in and see Progress at : : ,

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET.
AKi'iit fur the American Line and White Star Line Steamers to and from

the Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Rates.

PhysicUni* Prescriptiona Aoonimtely Compounded at all boura at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
FR/if/K U/. PRIC^K'TT. Craduate Ip pi?armaoy, /

'>: PROPRIETOR.
IPc-L-Y :..r'.^. :'•%'

41so a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists* Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER in' V ':.;.•

Bicycles ' ''

Of all Kinds.
AImo .SvwluK Rlachliiea*

Ctuua, Rifles and - •

r Kporttnir Ctootia,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING. r
IiANCASTER AVENUE . BRYN MA-WR. PA.

P. J. CULAHAN, iMJA^^MIlJI:

y "b Ip pipe Qroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, #4.00 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..
156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VTKKERS,
HMR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

J$^Wig» and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricala.'dl

JOJ:±JN H, KLl^J^nssS
DEALER IN

FISH, OYSTERS and PRODUCE.
PorelKU and Domestic Fruits.

Store on Garret Avenue, Roseznont Orders balled
'for and Promptly Delivered.

p. O. Box. 17 ROSERIONT. Voui* PatPonagd SoHoited.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IBT ALL BRAWOHKS.

Special Rates in Qroupa, alao to Collages and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBV/RV.
JOHN J. l^YiriNES,

DBALEB IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOVXH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTERINE CO.
Ill COOPKR'.S POINT FBRRY HOVSB, Camden, N. .I.

MANUFACTURERS' IHSTRTBUTINCi AdENtSOK
H,GH QRADE.mnnr.T'

. BUTTERINE
Vine aud Shackamaxon St (Philad'a) Kerry Hoats direct to our door

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBAXER W

Bomaa Ck>llars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods, ^

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, INC.

DEALERS IN

....The Beneficial
^^.^^^SnVlflC FUNO SOCIETY

of Philadelphia

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

-
: TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY. . ; :

v . ;

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY. M

iLEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

4- CHRISTIAfl MOORH.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining' and Jobbing^ in Plastering
Promptly attended to at Beasonable Prices.

Residence-GAREETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA. v

Post Oflice Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I.. ELKINS. President
MARTIN MALONEY, Vico-Pres't and Manager

K. ROBINSON. .Secretary
GKORGK S. BKANS, Treasurer

THE PENNSYLYANipLOBE GAS LIGHT CO.,

iV*anufacturers of Gas Machines

Qoptra(:tor5forlj^l7ti9^ Qti^5ar?d Jouy^s

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

: ; 248 NORTH BROAD STREET. S,
PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE.

^V. J. REED, aoi n Eighth st

Try one of my Special Derbys

$2.00 and 9'i.50

HATS ULOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF you want a book ^no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(Klnil .Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

*JOHlSr • FISH*^
DCALCR IN

\V'Ht«lieM, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectaclfs.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent St«»re.

.Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Olassware,

etc.

RA.L,PH P. C1TL,L,INAN, President,

JOHN F. incDIENAllIIN,
Vice-Pres. and Treasurer.

ANORB'W^ J. KEBGAN, Asst. Treasurer*

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M. to 7 P. M. All

other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LhD.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan,

Ralph F. CuUinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos. R. Elcock,
John A. Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James J. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,
Lorenzo M. KiefFer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
John F. McMenamin.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

,
THOMAS F. SMALL.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
.;
- 'V; .;;.'

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1112, iii4and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelphia,
GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OP THE CITY.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VV. iA^HeL-HISL.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

Honae FnrntsUlng Tin 'Ware of Kvery Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCASTER AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER ,

Hardwood Finish, EnamelinK, LanCaStCF AvcnUC,
Graining, Sign Painting, __ „

Jobbing Promptly Attended to. Dfyn M&V/r, fa.
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JOHN MURPHY & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

ThooKhta and Counsels for VIToiuen of the World, by Mgr.
LeCourtibr, Bishop of Montpellier. Translated from the French
by MARtB Clotildk Kbofkkn. I'ublislied with the approval of
His Hmineuce Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore. One
volume, izmo.. cloth, 246 pages. Price, 91.'/45.

Loyalty to Church aud State, bv His Excellency ARCHBiSHOr Satolli,
Papal DeleRate to the United States. Second Edition. Containing:
all his Addresses and Speeches, delivered before various bodies
throughout the Union, since his arrival in America. One volume,
i2mo., cloth, portrait, 300 pages. Price, 9 1.'45.
" Ivooking to the matter ol these addresses, a wide field is covered :

the Papacy, the constitution of the Church, the spirit of American
lustitutious and their harmony with the spirit of Catholicity, the
UDiiicatton through the Church of the various national elements that
go to make up the American people, education, schools- public and
private religious associations and confraternities are the topics dealt
with by the most Reverend Author."- Cardinal Gibbons.

TIi<4 Baltimore Ordo for 1896, published with the approbation of His
Eminence Cardinal Gibbons. The worlc being done with ihe
utmost care under the supervision of the Church authorities we guar-

;. antee its absolute correctness. 24010., cloth, red edges. Price, 3U
' ' cts. net.

Bible, Science and Faith, by Rev. J. A. Zahm, CSC, Professor of
Physics in the University of Notre Dame. Embracing his famous
lectures oti " The Antiquity of Man," '• RBLiGtON and Science,"
"The Biblical Deluge," etc., and his paper on "The Mosaic
Hexaemeron," and " The Mosaic Account of Creation." Part I.

The Mosaic Hexaemeron in the light of Exegesis and Modern
Science. Part II. The Noachian Deluge. Part III. The Age of the
Human Race. One volume, i2mo., cloth, 316 pages, Price, $l./39 net.

Army Boys and Girls. A series of charming Stories for children by
Mrs. Mary G. Bonbstbel. The experience of the author gained by
residence at Army Posts in the West has been well utilized in giving
these vivid and truthful sketches of army life. lamo., cloth, illus-

trated. Price, $1.00.

JOHN MURPHY &> CO., PVBIjISHBRS,
BALTIMORE, MD.

THE CATHOLICWEEKLY.
Established 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 River St., Troy, N. Y.

Terms of Subscription : One year $2.00 Six months $100 Single copies 5 ot .

Money can be sent by Post Ofllce Oraer or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE OATHOLIO WEEKLY PRINTINO AND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGUE f HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

Cgr OMT This Qompon. it is worth $ 1 .00

^ Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Donahoe's ^^ Magazine, 61 1 Washington St. .Boston Mass., will receive the superb ^
d Catholic Monthly, DUNAHOK' . DIAOAZINIS, for one year d

- The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication only, ^
can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

The Acknowledgea
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. B. DITSOBi & CO.,

ia-48 Chestnut Street, PUILADBLPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

« ARCHirecT »
Beneficial Saving Fund building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* £. ReynoldSi
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-clats Companies with guarantee of

Correctness • • •> «...:

ESTABLISHED 1867

E. J. CARAHER
Insurance, .

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA.,

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
at cost of $5.00 per |iooo. ,

.^ .

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

London & Lancashire, (England),

Queen Insurance Co.,

Qlen Falls Insnrance Co., N. Y.

Assets, U. S., $2,639,587.64

Assets, $3,538,916.65

Assets, $2,155,372

Alice JarviB, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA. >

Hours: 7 AM. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Qas and Ether.
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL.

A voice comes sounding o'er the hill,

A light gleams in the sky
;

And lights may blaze, and songs raise shrill

Their ^/or/as on high
;

And bells may peal o'er all the earth,

In noisy, joyons strife.

To chronicle the Savionr's birth

—

RedemfjQon wakes to life.
;

"

A voice comes sounding o'er the hill,

—

A voice? Yea, voices thousands strong : ,

All nature joineth in their song
;

The rivulets that dash along -

Their treble bring

:

Old ocean's rougher, gruffer roar.

With sound melodious on the shore,

Rounds out harmonious the score

—

The wild notes ring.

A voice comes sounding o'er the hill,

—

Yea, as of old !

—

: I^
The voice that touched with mighty fear,

The trembling shepherds, gathered near
Their lowly fold.

AnH this the sound, the bells they ring.

These are the words the waters bring,

This is the song the angels sing

—

Peace unto earth

!

Ring out, oh bells, your wild refrain,

Sing out your loudest, mighty main.
Stars, blaze your brightest

Hearts, beat your lightest,

Peace, come to earth, proclaim

, The Saviour's birth

!

A voice comes sounding o'er the hill

Touched with new light.

Hear it, my soul, and heed,

Drink of its joy, thy need.

See with thine inward eye the radiance bright

:

Singing, in raptured cry,

Glory to God on high.

And its responding, Peace unto men !

Glory to God on high,
Glory to God, we cry.

Voices may fail us, hearts speak again
;

Glory to God on high.

Glory ! Hosanna ! cry
Christ bringeth down to earth Heaven to-night.

J- I- W., '95.

t̂ V

|
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The Plebeians of Ancient Rome.
,

At the mention of Ancient Rome, the thoughts

of those familiar with history revert to a period

when the Eternal City sat like a queen, mighty in

her wealth and the glory ol her achievements,

surveying as her dominions, the whole of the then

known world ; whilst to those not so conversant

with the events of the past, this name brings an
idea of extensive, .unlimited power and grandeur,

and each alike feels a secret pride in adverting to

' her history, and in considering the vast influence

that once accompanied the mention of that dis-

tinguished name.

But Rome was not always great, neither did

those citizens who contributed much to her

glory and prosperity always enjoy the advan-

tages of impartial laws. There was a class

of her inhabitants forming the sinew of the state,

who, at one time, were looked upon by the patri-

cians as the equal of slaves, and these were the

plebeians.

In the early days of Rome's existence, the in-

habitants were divided into three classes, the

patricians, the clients, and the plebeians. The
former were men of wealth and power, whose an-

cestors had founded the city, and who helped to

strengthen the authority of Romulus and his suc-

cessors against all foreign and domestic enemies.

They alone enjoyed the full privilege of Rome's

peculiar institutions.

Then there were the clients, those who sought

Rome as a domicile, after wars in their own re-

spective provinces, or a reversion of fortune rend-

ered them destitute, and also those voluntary

immigrants, or refugees from other cities, who, for

the sake of protection, attached themselves to the

patricians as free vassals.

And the third class was the plebeians, dis-

tinguished from the clients, in as much as they

did not subject themselves to the patronage or

authority of the patricians. They were mostly

Latins, who settled in Rome for different motives,

and lived as a distinct people, despising the power

of the nobles.

Although small in number at first they gradually

increased until they finally formed a large percent-

age of Rome's population. They were, however,

simply inhabitants enjoying none of the privileges

and protections of the law ; neither permitted to

serve in arms, nor allowed to make a testament,

although tacit consent suffered the children as

nearest relatives to inherit their property.

The marriage of the plebeians was not recognized

by the state, nor were they permitted to oflfer

public sacrifice. Punished for every slight offense,

imprisoned and laden with chains for debt, the

social condition of this unfortunate people was

really deplorable.

Thus they dragged out a miseraWe existence

for many years, until their sufferings were partly

ameliorated by the interposition of Servius Tullivs,

and his many wise enactments. But over two

centuries passed away be'^ore they received any

civil or judicial recognition. Step by step they

fought, and were finally successful in that uphill

battle for social and political equality. The state,

forced to acknowledge their influence in peace and

their power of arms in war, at last listened to their

demands, and conceded to them a certain office,

presided over by tribunes, whose duty it was to

guard the interest of their constituents.

This put a stop to the long and cruel oppression,

and gained for them some definite rights as citizens.

Only for awhile, however, were they satisfied with

this inferior office, for by repeated attempts they

forced their oppressors to open for them an avenue

to the higher offices, until .they finally asserted their

rights as citizens eligible to share all the honors

and dignities of the State. Although emancipated

from their former condition, they still remained a

distinct people, looked upon with disdain by the

nobles, who, by word and act, impressed them with

the inferiority of their position.

History furnishes no more graphic account of a

long and continued struggle between the oppressor

and the oppressed than that of the patricians and

the plebeians. It is true that the nobility yielded

to them from time to time, but it was force rather

than sympathy that secured these concessions.

Their ultimate and entire emancipation, however,

was reserved for a later and more enlightened age,

in which their freedom depended not on the con-

cessions of the patricians, nor the grace and caprice

of kings, but rather on the doctrines and advance-

ment of the Christian faith, which taught Christian

charity and the equality of all men.

Such, in brief, is the progress of a people, whose
history begins with the infancy of Rome itself,

encumbered by the shackles of infidelity and op-

pression, struggling for recognition and justice.

Although ever advancing onward with the hope of

acquiring that great ideal, liberty, the barriers to

its accomplishment were finally removed only by
the downfall of Rome's Pagan throne and the wield-

ing of a new sceptre by a Christian hand.

Geo. a. Buckley, '96.

y>.:

To St. Stephen.
" Nomen habes ' Coronati'

Te tormenta decet pati

Pro corona gloriae."

Who shall take from thee thy name,
Great Stephen ? None. Nor fear nor shame
Shall snatch from thee thy crown !
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St. Augustine of Hippo.
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For as their perfections,—their beauty and shape,

liness of form, the delicacy of their mouldings, the

brilliancy and charm of their colors, and the grace-

fulness of their motion, are in no way the result of

their own fashioning, hence neither plant nor

beast was formed to take part in the higher life.

Hence, as is evident, the possession of science and

the practice of intelligent and righteous virtue is

wholly beyond brute power, and the only organic

creature that could be destined for a life of immor-

tality is the human.
Accordingly, with the consummation of life and

their fulfilment of its services, the creatures of

earth will pass away, and the age of symbolism

will be followed by the age of never-ending Truth

and Reality.

With regard to this non-immortality of organic

or inorganic substances, never, be it observed,

among the peoples of earth, excepting such as

were steeped in the deepest mental, and the lowest,

the most repellent moral, social and religious de-

pravation,—never has it been held that brutes or

plants were to share with their masters and owners

in the glories and joys of the life hereafter. The
essential limitations of plant-and beast-natiire

forbid such misbelief as this.

Of all facts (recorded in story) this stands out

itself in bold and prominent relief as the pre-emi-

nently plain and unmistakable verdict of the

sages of the world. For if the irrational world of

organic and inorganic matter while mysterious is

yet also sublime and God-like in its character,

order, symmetry, harmony, usefulness ; if in this

world each plant and brute typifies in some degree

the attributes of the All-wise, All-powerful good-

ness of God, (and just in this resemblance— the

symbolism of plant and beast—lies their real excel-

lence,) far more mysterious, because more sublime,

is the intellective world of angel and man, wherein

in each individual spirit are reduplicated not only

the marvels of material creation, in symbolic form,

but the wonders of God's living, best and priceless

graces and gifts in all the fulness and richness of

their invisible and spiritual reality.

And similarly by reverse reasoning in every age

of the intellectual world its sages recognizing just

as clearly that beyond the confines of this visible

and perishable life of earth, is another far nobler

and really eternal and divine, have held that life on

earth is for that very reason to be followed by

another life,—the life in Heaven, which in the ful-

ness of its richness and glory, the radiance and

splendor of its knowledge, and the grandeur and

immensity of its infinitely varied beatitudes, is to

be the guerdon of only the virtuous and heroic.

So that human sense, human feeling, human policy,

would have labored to create an immortality of the

after-life of its own, had not revelation already

taught it. But we must not anticipate the majesty

and loveliness of the reward in the higher life.

So tar in speaking of life in its lowest phases,^*'

of senseless life in plant and brute, we have sought

simply to emphasize the principle that all life

worthy of the name is naturally beneficent in its

energies, fruitful, holy, and in so far God-like in

its essential features. This is all we have essayed

to set down ; that God's meanest creatures are truth-

ful, striking and very plain-speaking witnesses of

the power, goodness and wisdom of their Maker.

Nothing so well portrays to the pious and rea-

sonable imagination the attributes of the Almighty

Being Himself, and the refinement, delicacy, gor-

geousness, and infinitely varied beauty of the eter-

nal life of God, as the multiform variety of His

creatures in the visible world, the flowers of the

field, the immeasurable brilliancy of the heavenly

bodies, the beautiful order of life everywhere appa-

rent in His creation. A certain species of saintli-

ness (due to their beneficent character,) that calls

for our reverence and benediction, attaches to all

creatures in the world of divine Omnipotence.

This saintliness of creation is a reflection of the in-

finite Saintliness of the Maker.

We leave out all mention of the wonders of the

vegetable world, the countless species of plants and

trees and fruits and flowers, and will dwell for a

moment only on one characteristic of the brute

world, wherein is viewed this wonderful skill and

forethought of the Creator.

This characteristic is instinct, greatest of all the

marvels of organic life, that peculiarly subtle and

mysterious agency amounting almost to positive

genius,— the inheritance,— birthright— of every

member of the insect, fish, bird, reptile and brute

world;—the power, namely, that instils in them the

most wonderful habits of cunning ingenuity and

careful industry; controls them in their ways of

life
;
guides and leads them to the fulfilment of

their wants and needs ; rules them in their choice

of food, soil and habitat ; warns them of the changes

of temperature and the seasons, of the variations

of the winds and tides ; models their homes, con-

structs their burrows and nests ; watches over them

on their voyages and travels, and like an angel

guardian shows them what to do and what to shun.

Brute instinct ever careful, beneficent, infallible,

as is sound sense in the intellective world, to which

it corresponds, is of all God's likenesses in the or-

ganic world the most peculiarly attractive to the
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scholarly student of nature. We can never cease

wondering at its marvels.

But while recognizing in the visible world these

material and outward counterparts of the infinite

excellence of the Deity,—of His majesty, grandeur,

wisdom, prudence and power, ot the richness, grace

and holiness of His divine Life, we see also that

this masterly handiwork of God, in the sense-

less world, portrays only in gross, dim, symbolic

form the possibilities of the higher life in their

fellow creatures in the human and angelic

worlds. .;;';;:. .^-.r'. -.;.---'/:.
^ -•,,;., v,^';.

For symbolism is nothing else than the setting

forth of any great truth—reality, by an imperfect

sign, as eternity by a circle, the immortality of life

by the phoenix. Thus God wished the potencies

of the outer world and of organic life to be the

first plain, easy, simple lessons in our rudimentary

knowledge of His existence.

But as the symbol is the witness of the truth,

reason recognizes also that it never was, nor could

be, within the scope of divine Intelligence and
Bounty, that the limitless possibilities of healthful

living energy, the realization of God's Wisdom and

Goodness, should be exhausted in merely organic

beings, that are born to-day, and to-morrow perish,

that (in few words) the perishable should be the
• guage of endless bliss and life in God.

To now return to life. Life, as we have observed

it in its varied phases of development, means not

inertia, not inefficiency, not barrenness. It is not

a lethargic state of pent-up energies. Life essen-

tially argues activity, fruitful ness, beneficence, in

the intelligent world of creation, the pursuit and

grasp of knowledge and goodness, with their con-

sequent rewards of grace and happiness. Life,

thus, in its highest phases, denotes a state of com-

plete, hearty, whole-souled restfulness, for in this

alone lies happiness. And yet at the same time

life is a state of blissful activity also ; not of such

activity as bred of feverish, unhealthful, and un-

natural whims and fancies of the disordered mind
only harrasses its holder and burdens and wears

him away, but a quiet, gentle, calming workful-

ness of the spirit alone, wherein viewing Truth,

which it has ever sought, in all its sublimity and

beauty, the intelligent mind now enjoys and de-

lights in this truth, and shares it with others with

the tranquillity of spirit, that born of sure and
never-ending possession knows that what it gives

will be returned an hundred fold.

For, as experience teaches in all our ways in life,

only lasting and unchallenged possession of what
one really loves and esteems, in the intellective

order, the possession of truth and virtue, in, one
word righteousness, wholly corresponds to and

satisfies the yearnings of one's noble and divinely

gifted nature.

Moreover, all nature, because of its God-given

power to serve and to do good, is, as we have ob-

served, invested with a kind of kingly dignity, or

worth, a quasi-divine sovereignty in its excellences

and attributes over its fellows in the created realm

of life.

Far then above the world of sense and instinct

in the grandeur and beauty of its development, its

perfect harmony and order, far more charming and

delightful than the mere fleeting perfections of the

outer world as viewed in plant and brute, is the life

of pure intelligence, of the free and independent

spirit, a life that is not moved as in dumb
and irrational things in the same monotonous

groove of action and their absolutely unchanging

dependence on other irrational things, but a life

that in its complete severance from created life is

dependent, moved, guided, and perfected unto all

bliss solely by the Spirit of divine Righteousness

within it, of that Spirit, which is at the same time

the Life and the Light and the Way. V

Let us for a moment view the greatness of intel-

lective nature. And truly as regards the power,

excellence and beauty of intellective nature, at its

best, utterly indescribable however in adequate

terms, we may by easy reflection see how by its

acumen—the analytic energy of the created mind,

only one of its many and varied powers, the intel-

lect is able to peer into and study the essence and

nature of things in the visible and invisible worlds

of God ; to understand their character, uses, prop-

erties ; to unfold and fathom the mysteries of crea-

tion ; to sound the secrets of the unknown, aye, of

the Eternal One Himself.

For all knowledge—of things in heaven and

earth, is obtainable, according to the promise of

the Maker, by them that follow Him.

Again we may see how by another of its powers

its comprehensiveness, its synthetic and luminous

grasp of all principles of truth, the intellect is able

to condense (as it were) within itself in all their

beauty, glory and order, the marvels of the uni-

verse, of the outer and inner worlds of creation, of

matter and spirit ; and by a kind of creative power

of its own, reproduce—re-create in the laboratory

of the mind,—the treasure-chamber of its memory,

this world of reality in brilliant yet microscopic

form.

Practically there is no measure to the receptive-

ness of the intellect. The inner world of thought

is coequal to the outer world of reality. The more

one learns the more he sees he can learn.

Moreover one may observe how by its construc-

tive energy and genius,—still another ol the attri-
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butes of nature, (for all nature is fruit-bearing, be-

neficent, as well as operative in its ways,) the intel-

lect with its artistic power and skill, illumined by

the Light of divine Truth, is able to grasp all its

treasures of Truth within itself, and assembling

them in minute, nay, infinitesimally small pano-

rama, to picture to itself, (through its intellective

fancy,) all the principles of truth, all the glories

and grandeurs, and lovelinesses of the universe of

God's Bounty, and even of God Himself.

Such in few words is the constructive, decorative

and creative power of the mind,—the real intellec-

tive genius of the creature, when its greatness has

been fully developed and the Spirit of the Most

High is in full sway. T. C. M.
{To be continued.)

Twelfth Night. ;

A STORY FOUNDED ON SHAKESPEARE'S COMEDY.

It was a beautiful morning upon which Sebastian

and his twin sister Viola set sail for Illyria. Not

a cloud was to be seen in the pale blue sky

and the water was as smooth as a mill pond. All

on board were light-hearted and gay, thinking

that they would soon reach the end of their voyage;

but who can tell what a few hours will bring

forth on the sea? They were sailing scarcely four

hours when a terrific storm swept over them, tear-

ing away the sails and masts and bearing the ship

over the waters as though it were a cork. Those

aboard took to the boats, but they were no better

oflf ; for in a few minutes the boats capsized and

their occupants were scattered in every direction.

Sebastian and Viola were separated, and she would

have been drowned had not the captain seized her,

and clinging to a plank soon reached the shore,

bearing her unconscious in his arms. Kind hands

were there to help them, and in a few minutes

they had Viola restored to consciousness.

The captain then told her of the wreck and how
they were separated from Sebastian. Her sorrow

at the loss of her brother was intense, for he had

never before in the thirteen years of their existence

been away from her side, and she felt it the more

now that she was alone in a strange land. The
captain cheered her somewhat by saying that when

he saw Sebastian last he was tying himself to a

mast, and perhaps he had reached land in safety
;

which he did, farther down the coast. He told

her that they were in Illyria, a beautiful country,

ruled by one Duke Orsino, who was deeply in love

with a noble princess, Olivia by name. She did

not return his love, but mourning the loss of a

fond brother denied herself the society of all men.

The Duke sent messengjprs again and again to tell

of his love and devotion for her, but without avail,

and unless she had selected within the past three

months the Duke would be still unmarried. Viola,

captivated by the description of Orsino, desired to

serve him as a page, and she persuaded the captain

to get her the necessary garments to conceal her

identity. ^^^ :/-:;- :--^-:'' :-'^----,-.: '-^. -, ;'''----' -,

When she had donned her male attire, although

quite womanly looking, it was almost impossible

to distinguish her from Sebastian. The captain

took her to the Duke, who was immediately

charmed with this page Caesario, and received him

into his retinue. He soon grew very fond of

Viola, and confided to her the secret of his heart.

He sent her as messenger to Olivia, and commanded

her not to return 'till she had an interview with

the Princess. At first Olivia would not receive

her. Viola persisted, and would not go from the

gates 'till she had conversed with the Princess.

While she stood in front of the palace a clown

came to her, and after much jesting and talking to

her of his mistress, Olivia, tall, dignified, with

dark hair and eyes, dressed in mourning, although

not a beautiful woman, yet possessing that womanly
tact and good breeding which makes one attractive,

appeared and demanded what was her message.

Viola then pleaded for the Duke, telling her of his

long and constant love, how he was prepared to

grant any favor that she might ask if he could but

have her love in return. That his was such a suf-

fering, deadly love, that it could not be recom-

pensed though she were crowned the nonpareil of

beauty.

"Your lord knows my mind," said Olivia. "Go
to him, tell him that I cannot love him. I know
that he is noble, of great estate, that he is young
and handsome, free, learned and valiant, but yet I

cannot love him, and he might have taken his an-

swer long ago."

Viola returned to the Duke and related what
Olivia said, but he would not be satisfied, but sent

her again and again. Olivia, instead of loving the

Duke, grew to love his messenger, and ever watched

for the arrival of Viola, who could not understand

the strange manner in which the Princess received

her, and why at her departure she gave her pres-

ents of all kinds.

On one occasion, when she returned with the

same answer, finding the Duke in a very dejected

mood at his ill luck, she endeavored to cheer him
by telling him that he would yet find some one to

love him as she did, for indeed Viola loved the

Duke as much as he did Olivia, but she could not

show her womanly heart while in male attire.

The Duke was not the only one who pleaded in

vain for Olivia's hand. Sir Andrew Auguecheek,
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an aspiring, pensive, self-conceited fop, who had

more money than brains, and who thought that by

gaining the good will of Sir Toby Belch, a whim-
sical, madcap, frolicsome Toby, as full of antics

and fond of sprees as he was wanting in money to

gratify them, that he might win her. But Sir

Toby made a fool and butt of him, and by promis-

ing the hand of his niece Olivia succeeded in hav-

ing lots of fun and cheating him out of his money.

He was also the means of making Sir Andrew in-

tensely jealous of Viola by telling him that Olivia

was making love to her, to see if Sir Andrew really

loved the Princess. He advised him, and aftei

much labor persuaded him, to scare Viola by a

challenge to mortal combat when next she came to

see the Princess.

It was on one of these occasions that Viola first

met the two worthies, and we can imagine her sur-

prise when she received a challenge from Augue-
cheek to fight with swords. It certainly placed

her in a very peculiar position, and at first she was
about to rush to the Princess for protection, but

upon the assurance of Toby that Auguecheek was
a coward, she determined to brave it out. As they

drew their swords they were interrupted by the ap-

pearance of Antonio, a sea captain and a friend of

Sebastian, who commanded Sir Andrew to put up
his sword or he would have to fight with him in-

stead of Viola, who he thought was Sebastian.

While the two were still talking oflficers appeared

and arrested Antonio as a pirate. As they were

about to take him away he asked Viola for the

money he had given her and which he would now
need. She naturally refused, and told him that she

knew nothing of his money, not having seen him
before that day, but for the kindness he had done

her she would lend him something. Antonio grew

furious and accused her of lying and ingratitude.

Addressing the ofiScers, he said :

*

' This youth I

snatched from death ; I took care of him, hoping

that he would live to be an honorable man, but

what a vile creature he is. Oh ! Sebastian, you

have done an ungrateful thing ; the mind is the

only blemish in nature, for none can be called

deformed but the unkind." The oflftcers then

took him away and Viola, wondering what kind

of a man she had accosted, returned to the

Duke.

Meantime Sebastian, who was to meet his friend

Antonio in a town close by, set out to find him, and

when not far from Olivia's palace was met by the

Clown, who mistook him for Viola, and told him
that the Princess wished him to return to the pal-

ace. Sebastian told him that he did not know his

mistress ; but the Clown insisted that he did, and

that he only had left her a short time before. To

please him, Sebastian concluded to go and see

Olivia, and as he was walking through the garden

Sir Andrew, thinking that he was the page Cae-

sario, struck him. Sebastian thought at first that

he was in a madhouse and struck Sir Andrew again

and again, and only desisted when Olivia appeared.

After sending Sirs Toby and Andrew away, she

addressed Sebastian, being deceived as the others

were into believing him to be Viola : "Let thy

fair wisdom, not thy passion, sway in this unjust

extent against thy peace. Come with me to yonder

walk and remain there till I return." Sebastian,

wondering, followed her, saying :

'

' What relish

is this ? how runs the stream ? am I mad or dream-

ing ? If it be thus to dream, still let me sleep."

She then left him and in a short time returned with

a priest and insisted on their being married. Se-;

bastian consented, and they went to a chdjpel

near by.

While the ceremony was being performed the

Duke and Viola appeared outside and demanded to

see the Princess, but the Clown persisted in keep-

ing them out, and although he entertained them
with his foolish jests, the Duke was growing weary

of his nonsense and was about to use harsh measures

when the Princess presented herself. He renewed

the offering of his love, hand and fortune, but

Olivia again refused and told him he had already

received his answer many times. He and his page

then were about to depart, but the Princess endeav-

ored to retain Viola by demanding why she was
going to leave her wife, or had she forgotten her

pledge so soon. The Duke, thinking that Viola

had deceived him, accused her of being a sneak,

and soon was in a very angry state. Amidst this

confusion Sebastian walked toward them from the

garden only to surprise all still more. He spoke

to Olivia, but she was so amazed that she could not

answer him, when, upon gazing around the star-

tled crowd, his glance fell on Viola, he was as much
surprised as the rest.

"Do I stand there?" he said, "I never had a

brother. I had a sister, but she was drowned.

What kin are you to me ? What is your name ?

What your parentage?" She replied, "I came
trom Messaline ; my father's name was Sebastian,

my brother's likewise, but he was drowned, and if

spirits can assume form and shape you have come
to frighten us."

" A spirit I am, indeed," replied Sebastian, " but

ol the same flesh and blood as when I was born
;

but were you a woman, I should say you are my
twin sister Viola." Imagine the surprise of all

when Viola replied, " If nothing prevents us from

being happy but these clothes, do not embrace me
till I bring you to a captain in this town, with
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whom 1 have left my woman's clothes, and who
recommended me to the Duke as a page."

The Duke then spoke to all :
" Do not be

amazed ; and if it is true, as yet it seems to be, I

will have a share in this happy wreck, and, fair

Olivia, since I cannot marry you, I will take a wife

who has loved me long and whom I will love in

return. Hereafter you and I will be as sister and

brother. Caesario, come here
;
you have said a

thousand times that you would love none other as

you love me, now go change your page's costume

for one that becomes you better, and hencefor-

ward you will be Orsino's mistress and his fancy's

queen, n A. J. P1.UNK15TT, '96.

"Formation of Character."

What a priceless gem is character!— it is the veiy

essence of man's existence. By it he is weighed
in the mind of his fellow-man, by it all the move-
ments of his life are directed. Kings may boast

of the greatness of their domains, they will fall as

others have fallen before them ; merchants may
amass great wealth, yet wealth will avail them
naught when they have cast aside the garb of

mortality. But to the man of noble character

there remains a possession which time can never
impair, an unheard of wealth, though it may not

be the riches of this world, but a treasure which
will profit him when earthly possessions would be
useless.

A man may be an excellent physician, lawyer or

accountant yet if there is wanting in him the

essentials that go to make an upright character

what would his skill do towards putting him in a

position of trust ? For who will risk his interests

in the hands of one who is known to pursue a ques-

tionable mode of life ? If, then, character is such
a potent factor in the existence of man, should not

the greatest car.e be taken in the formation of it?

A sculptor may carve a statue, and after great labor

has been expended on it, if it does not appeal to

his mind as beautiful he can easily destroy it and
as easily begin to carve it anew, but a character

once formed cannot be formed anew, it is a lasting

statue which has been chiselled out by its owner,

and in proportion as he has done his work well so

will it appear to the world at large.

But how can this nobility of character be at-

tained ? In every man there are the essentials, but
his is the duty to cultivate them, he can indeed be
a man but his manhood must be the result of labor

of his own. Above all, he must value reputation

as he would great wealth which had been entrusted

to him, for without that he cannot hope to aspire

to any position of honor. The world needs honest

men and will reward them for their honesty, for

they strengthen the trust which man has in man.
But, in fine, if one would strive for this excellence

of character he must prove himself worthy of it,

and then it cannot be denied him.

To build up this manhood one must begin in

youth, always having in view the end to which it

leads. Youth is the time when destinies are

formed, when associations leave an almost indelible

impression on the mind. This time of life is as

the poet Horace tells us j ^, ; ^

*

<
" Cereus in vitium flecti.'^ ,,;,.; i

But if it is so sensible to impressions of vice,

surely, if accompanied by determination of mind
and remembrance of its great eflfect on after life, ^

will it not, with a slight effort, be just as sensible

to impressions of good ? In youth, associations

have much to do with the bent of one's whole life,

for as companions are chosen, then so will they be
chosen afterwards. When the school-room is first

entered this influence of association usually begins,

so from this it can be inferred that with the early

teachings of parents rests much of the responsi-

bility for the good or evil arising from the early

associations of a child. For when principles of

goodness have been inculcated, naturally, com-
panions who are wanting in these principles will

be shunned, but if the teaching of goodness has
been neglected, the child, as yet ignorant of what
is to be held as good, will not have the same dis-

gust at evil when he sees it in others, and little by
,

little will become accustomed to it, and becoming
accustomed to it means nothing less than finally-

following its allurements. When college life begins
this influence becomes more apparent, for then the

little power that parents might have is removed,
and the Freshman, "just free from mother's apron-

string" is sometimes taught by those around him
that he must distinguish himself by participation

in all the "events" of college life, in which rules

are broken and authority set aside. But, happily,

this element in our colleges is very small, and the

student who has the misfortune to become a mem- •

ber of this small band usually forsakes it in a short

time, and we find him a sedate Junior writing essays

on "Love of Superiors" and " Pleasures of Obe-
dience."

After this comes the final trial, when the world
must be faced, and there is no hand but his own to

guide. Then he must guard every action and
weigh every word carefully, for by these he will be
judged. He is a man then, and must conduct him-
self as such ; there is no loving parent then to

chide him for his wrong-doings, no kindly superior

to correct him, and by words of kindness make him
see his wrong.

No, but there is the cruel, heartless, uncharitable
world to censure him precisely as—yes, how often

more than his fault deserves.

Then it is that character avails him—it stands as

a bulwark against the attacks of his enemies and
goads him on to greater deeds.

And if character is such a noble possession, what
care should be taken lest in anyway the character
of another be injured, for when it is once injured

it cannot be repaired.

As Shakespeare says :

" Who steals my purse, steals trash ; 'tis something,
nothing

;

*Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands
;

But he that filches from me my good name
Robs me of that, which not enriches him.

And makes me poor indeed.

H. T. Nelson, '97.
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EDITORIALS.

It was not so very long ago, it seems but yester-

day, that many people gravely feared, and a few,

perhaps, sincerely hoped that the great rebellion

against the game of foot ball would find its vortex

in the season of '95. In fact, for a time, we all

had our hour of weeping and our hour of appre-

hension, but in the space of a year the complexion

has assumed a marked difference in color, as we find

that on Thanksgiving Day was closed the most
brilliant era in the history of the manly art. And
now that this season has ended in a veritable blaze

of glory, and that base ball and other sports adapted

to warmer months of the years have sought the

Southern clime we should devote ourselves wholly

and perseveringly to our books. On free days we
should hie ourselves to the college library and busy

ourselves in those books in which we seek amuse-

ment and yet find moral and intellectual growth
beneath their genial rays. We need not dwell

upon the advantages that are to be derived from a

familar acquaintance with books. It suffices to

say that, after the grace of God flowing into us

through the channels of prayer and the sacraments

of the Church there is no greater solace to the soul

than the soothing words of a good book. In order

to receive proper instruction and self-improvement

we must read with great care. We must consult

the authorities quoted ; we must verify facts, and

we must have in view the determination to get at

the very basis of the truth underlying statements.

When we are reading any great masterpiece and

begin to find it wearisome, let us not give it up
;

rather let us arm ourselves anew for the task, re-

flecting on the years of labor the master gave to

the gathering together of the material of this great

work, and then the unlimited patience with which

he toiled until it came forth polished and stamped

with his personality and made current coin for all

time. Such an effort will endear the book to us

all the more and impress it more lastingly on our

memory. Let us endeavor to follow the rules for

reading which Bacon has handed down to us:

" Read not to contradict and confute, not to believe

and take for granted, nor to find talk and discourse,

but to weigh and consider. Some books are to be

tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be

chewed and digested ; that is, some books are to

be read only in parts ; others to be read but not

curiously, and some few to be read wholly and with

diligence and attention.

"

y^'K

Christmas, the feast of lights, the metropolis

of all festivals is with us once more ! The bright

sunshine of the Christmas Holidays with all their

benign influence is about to cast aside the sombre

garb of ill fortune and arouse in the heart of every-

one that irresistible joy peculiar to Christmas.

Few are the hearts that do not feel the elevating

and joyful influence of Christmas. It is a time

when we are nearer to God and farther away from

that which is merely earthly and material ; where

we are, so to speak, in contact '^ith the Divinity,

whence we draw inspirations to a deeper devotion

and more clearly appreciate what life means and

what it should be, the stepping stone to eternity.

It is the time when lights gleam from many a win-

dow pane, as inside the joyous circles gather around

the hearthside ; when old stories are repeated by
venerable grandfathers to merry grandchildren,

who in return sing with silvery voices quaint old

carols. Those carols which welcome old King
Christmas right joyfully, and crown him with holly

and mistletoe. We bid him a reluctant farewell

when the hour for his setting out is at hand, for his

departure leaves us dully stranded on the every-day

cares and duties which we have briefly forgotten in

his company. And out of whose shades we emerge

better able to carry on the strife of existence.

May all our patrons, friends and readers enjoy

a very merry Christmas and a most happy new
year, and take advantage of all the joyful occa-

sions of this season of festivities.
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In this edition of our monthly we include a pic-

ture of the students who so valiantly and stub-

bornly fought to maintain the superiority of the

White and Clue on the " gridiron." This Fall has

practically witnessed the debut of our college in

football, and bravely indeed have our representa-

tives fought for worthy recognition in that world

where the " pigskin " reigns predominantly. Con-

sidering this fact and the comparatively light

material from which the eleven was chosen the boys

deserve the greatest credit for their splendid show-

ing and for the many victories which they have

won. Let us hope that next year they will have

an opportunity of displaying their strength against

the teams representing the great universities of the

East- :'-

With this month's issue The Villanova
Monthly closes the third year of its life in the

glad environment of acknowledged success. That

it has proved itself to be a staid and sterling college

periodical, depending solely and simply upon its

literary excellence, is certain, as it has demonstrated

a very strong proof of that excellence that enables

our monthly to hold its own in the teeth of the

^arp competition with its richly-endowed rivals.

To our Very Reverend President we do owe the

bulk of our success. He it was who first distributed

ideas and schemes with a prodigal hand, put a

guiding, a permeating influence into the enterprise,

furnished, as it were, the mortar of fertility to the

bricks of ability he had to work with, and the

result is the structure of The Monthly's success.

We earnestly hope that our friends and subscribers

will be ever so solicitous for its success in the future

as in the past. To them we extend our deepest

gratitude for their constant, willing, and helping

hand. One of the burning questions now in the

colleges for the higher education of the young man
is whether the seniors shall wear the cap and gown.

'*At home" the students of the senior class have

already adopted the wearing of the cap, and on the

opening of the next term expect to add the gown,

in conformity to the style of dress adopted by older

institutions of learning. Although many argu-

ments have been hurled against this custom, certain

it is that the cap and gown are emblems of devo-

tion, for the time being, to an intellectual life.

They help the mind in its effort to set itself apart

from alien pursuits ; they are indications of a sepa-

ration from the prevailing fashions and frivolities.

The wearing of this habit will have a strong influ-

ence on the purposes of the student and help to

keep him up to them. It is like the uniform to the

soldier or the veil to the nun—a sign of separation

and devotion—and with the cap and gown the stu-

dent will, at least, feel that he is in line with the

pure traditions of learning.

A Course of Lectures. ::-';.";..>;/" ^;.-:.v-
''•;

Within a short time a most interesting feature in

Villanova's course will begin. With the advent of

winter comes the shivering desire to be entertained

in-doors, and the Faculty, with that promptness

ever so characteristic in promoting the welfare of

the students, has determined upon a plan which

cannot do otherwise than eSectually aid the stu-

dents in their desire to drink deep of the Pierian

spring. A series of lectures has been arranged to

be delivered monthly in the College hall during

the ensuing term The subjects of same will be

consistently chosen to the calling of the men who
will instruct us. About the end of January we will

be addressed by the first of a list of eminent men,

great masters of experimental science, of ancient

learning, of our native eloquence and ornaments of

the Senate, of the pulpit, and of the bar. What
greater pleasure can be anticipated than that which

is attendant upon the hope of listening to that great

English critic, Maurice Francis Egan, LL.D., of

the Catholic University, who has kindly consented

to deliver the first lecture of the series ? His ability

as a scholar has attracted the attention of all classes

of citizens of the United States. A brilliant de-

bater, a forcible and eloquent speaker, gifted with

a thoroughly equipped and well-balanced mind, he

stands a conspicuous example among the great

English scholars of this age. In February we
hope to be honored by the presence of him whose

name is never to be mentioned without reverence

by every lover of letters. Bishop Keane, also of the

Catholic University, at Washington. Who is he

who has not heard of the wonderfully successful

work of Bishop Keane in behalf of that institu-

tion, which is daily eclipsing the Universities of

America in the branches of higher learning ; who
has not read of his powerful and all-wise utterances

on the necessity of education, and who is not ac-

quainted with the lofty genius and the undisputed

services of Bishop John Keane. Hon. Judge Smith,

of Scranton, and John T. Lenehan, Esq., President

of the Alumni, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., are among
this coterie of prominent men? Fellow-students,

it remains with us to show that their talents will

not have been wasted on selfish or ignoble objects,

but rather employed to promote the physical and

moral good of us all, to broaden our intellects, that

we may defend the cause of true civil and religious

liberty against the tyranny of bigots, the cause of

virtue and order against the enemies of all law,

divine and human.
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Splritual Retreat-

It is a worthy and pious custom in our Catholic

colleges to hold during each scholastic year a

spiritual retreat. During this precious period our
boys divert their attention from study and sport

alike, and attend more closely than usual to the

study of eternal salvation. For while our Holy
Church is most desirous that her children be well

instructed in the science of the world, she wishes

them not to lose sight of the science of Heaven.
Her Doctors and theologians have well proven
that Faith and Reason are compatible and agree-

able companions, and they have shown plainly

that Reason, when illumined by the rays of

Faith, is a weapon infinitely more trusty than when
it is bereft of this pillar of fire and light enkindled

by the hand of God Himself.

On the evening of December eighth, the feast of

the Immaculate Conception, the retreat for the

year '95 was commenced under the direction of

Rev. John J. O'Brien, O. S. A., Prior of the Con-

vent of Our Mother of Good Counsel, at Bryn
Mawr. Pa.

The various conferences and sermons were listen-

ed to with an intense interest which was most
edifying to all, and which was particularly pleas-

ing to the Rev. Director himself. The days of

retreat began with morning prayer and the cele-

bration of Holy Mass. The conferences, morning
and afternoon, were devoted to practical explana-

tions of the Commandments and Sacraments, espe-

cially in their applicability to the young man and

student.

In the evenings Fr. O'Brien discoursed eloquently
on Salvation, Repentance, Perseverance and kin-

dred topics. The exercises of each day closed with
Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament. The
retreat was concluded on Thursday morning with
Holy Mass, at which all approached the altar to

receive the " Bread of Ivife," as pledge of life

eternal, and an earnest of their intentions to per-

severe in the good resolutions made during the
days of grace.

Our Christmas Entertainment.

On Saturday evening, December 21, the Dra-
matic Club will give a Christmas play. "The
Bells," a powerful drama now closely identified

with the names of Henry Irving and the Philadel-

phia favorite, Creston Clarke, will be produced.
Notwithstanding the difficulty of presenting such

a piece in a creditable manner, our boys are con-

fident that they will add to their former good repu-

tation as amateur players. The proceeds of the

entertainment will be devoted to the purchase of
new scenery for the college hall.

It is to be hoped that the Society's former
patrons will attend in large numbers, and that
many new friends will favor the performance with
their presence.

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM.

Near to the cave of Bethlehem
,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
. ;

A little star-flower grows ; - ' v, ;

Tho' nurtured 'mid the rocks and stones,

And sprinkled oft with snows,

Itbloometh at the Christmas time ^ *

Fairer than any rose

.

No color but the blue of heaven ;-;I^^

Was meet fDr that fair flower,

Nor could it wear a shape of earth, '

But bloomed in form a star.

It blossomed first at that still hour
When angels sung to men,

'

When Christ, the Prince of Peace, was born

A babe in Bethlehem.

Then hail to thee. Sweet Christmas flower.

The first in our regard
;

Would that our hearts would bloom as fair

In grace before our God !

— * '

;;;.::'.:.;,: vC.,:,::,!;C EXCHANGES. '"

^-;:? Z;^;: y,'
,
'^:

The Amulet for November contains a very in-

teresting article, entitled the " The Catacombs of

Paris," in which all the peculiar characteristics of

that gloomy city of the dead are vividly described.

In this article the writer leads us in spirit through

this extensive subterranean vault, making agree-

able the journey, and awakening in our imagina-

tion strange fancies of what will occur when those

innumerable skeletons are reanimated and sum-

moned forth from their temporary resting place.

The Sunbeam^ like all sunbeams, is always pro-

ductive of light and cheerfulness. It contains

many choice compositions in both prose and poetry,

notable among these, in the last issue, are the

leading editorial, and the debate. Resolved, that

man has more conceit than woman. Although we
looked in vain for the Madame President's un-

biased decision, we hope our exchange will pardon

us for awarding it to the negative.

The following College Journals have lately made
their first appearance this term in our sanctum

:

The Niagara Rainbow^ from Niagara Falls
; the

Holy Ghost Bulletin^ Pittsburg, Pa. ; the '96 Re-

porter^ Kenosa, Wis. ; the Acta Diurnd^ New York.

In addition to these we have also received the

Salesian^ a journal devoted to the progress and in-

terests of the De Sales Association, of Philadel-

phia. All the above mentioned are journals dis-

playing that true spirit which should actuate all

progressive, up-to-date periodicals, namely the in-

struction and amusement of their readers. Hence
we extend to them a hearty welcome, and hope to

see them often.
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SOCIETIES.

V.D.S.—On Wednesday evening, November 20,

the debating society assembled to discuss the

question : Resolved, that political parties are an
evil to our Government. The affirmative side was
defended by Messrs. G. A. Buckley and E. J. Wade,
and the negative by Messrs. A. J. Plunkett and D.

C. Flynn. After the society had been called to

order by the Rev. President and the minutes of the

last meeting read and accepted, G. A. Buckley
opened the debate and endeavored to show the

evils that have attended political parties wherever
they have existed, but his arguments were, con-

sidered, as a whole, rather weak. Then A. J.

Plunkett, after refuting some of the former speak-

er's remarks, brought forward several good points

in defense of his side of the question. After him,

E. J. Wade, by his timely remarks and flow of

language, did much to impress his hearers. D. C.

Flynn arose next, and displayed great keenness of

perception in the way he brought out all the weak
points in his opponents' arguments. The Rev.

Chairman finally gave his decision in favor of the

negative. The literary committee then reported,

and the following members were appointed to

debate the question, " Resolved, that Ancient Rome
has exerted more influence on civilization than

Ancient Greece:" Affirmative, E. T. Wade and H.

T. Nelson ; negative, E. P. McKeough and A. X.

Dooley. .^-•:%c/vv,;-;,;::;^^-; .V;v<\^v::.-'i'^;M;:-—:^;;;;:

Owing to the eflbrts of the Rev. President a new
feature has been introduced into the society, name-

ly, extemporaneous speeches on the topics of the

day. It is a practice that must be beneficial, for it

brings into use all the faculties of the mind and is

an incentive for members to become conversant

with current topics.

V.A.A.—The Villanova Athletic Association

held its regular monthly meeting on December ist.

As the constitution and by-laws, drawn up by the

committee appointed for that purpose, were to be

acted upon at this meeting, most of the members
were present. The meeting was called to order by
the president, A. J. Plunkett, and after the min-
utes of the last meeting had been read and accepted,

a report of the secretary and treasurer was made
and accepted. The constitution and by-laws were
then read, and after a few changes, deemed neces-

sary by the society, had been made, they were
accepted and the committee discharged. There
being no further business before the house the

meeting adjourned.

V.L.I.—The Villanova Literary Institute held a

regular monthly meeting, on Wednesday evening,

December 4. After transacting the ordinary busi-

ness, a vote of thanks was tendered the Faculty for

the beautiful copy of Walker's International Atlas
presented to the Institute.

i,-
:•" PERSONALS.

The news of the departure of Dr. J. J. Morrissey,

'81, from Hartford, Ct., for Chicago, has just

reached us. Prior to his leaving a complimentary
banquet was given him by his many Hartford

friends. Dr. Nathan Mayer, in responding to the

toast " Our Guest," on that occasion, referred to

Dr. Morrissey as " a man of character, of action,

of talents, of efficiency in his profession ; of loyalty

to his race, his church, his friends. The doctor

has always been a staunch friend of his Alma
Mater and she now wishes him, in his new home,
unqualified success.

Owing to the remarkable success of the foot ball

team, the manager, A. J. Plunkett, gave the mem-
bers and substitutes a dinner at the Hotel Windsor,

on Dec. 4. The table was beautifully decorated

with the College colors, White and Blue^ inter-

spersed with flowers and plants. The manager
presided, and after a very enjoyable meal was
partaken of the following toasts were responded

to • " The Faculty," Fr. Coar ;
" Clerical Enthusi-

asts,'' Fr. Leonard; "Senior Sympathy," E. T.

Wade ; "Athletics," Capt. J. F. McDonald. After-

ward the party attended the Broad Street Theatre.

SPLINTERS,

;;.:
' Little Billie.'» v V, .

;'':;-:>-;.; ^'-r-'^'/'/v:

" I'm so shleepy.

"

"Toast and Tea."

" I'm no longer your child."

" When are you going home ?"

" Will you come and take dinner?"

J bought a baby cradle just for a kid.

" This is the Class of '96." " Oh, is it ! ! !

"

" Gim me the boxing-gloves ! I'll kill 'em."

Query :
—

" Why did he think W.'s name was
Crow?"

(( Hey, Jimmy ! Who is Governor of New York
now?"

" Why, Tom Reed, of course ; any fool would
know that."

Bobby :— " Pa, do they call young eagles

eaglets?"

Pa :—" Why, yes, Bobby !"

Bobby :
—

" Then, I suppose, they call young
bulls bullets."

Even the Union Traction Company, these few
days, is compelling Philadelphians to be true to

nature.
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SOCIETIES.

V.D.S.—On Wednesday eveninj)^, November 20,

the debating society assemljled to discnss the

(jnestion : Resolved, that political parties are an

evil to our Government. The afhrmative side was
defended by Messrs. Ci. A. lincklcy and K. J .Wade,
and the negative by Messrs. A.J. Plunkett and I).

C. Flynn. After the society had been called to

order by the Rev. President and the minntes of the

last nieetino; read and accepted, Ci. A. Buckley
opened the debate and endeavored to show the

evils that have attended political parties wherever

they have existed, but his ar^^uments were, con-

sidered, as a whole, rather weak. Then A. J.

Plunkett, after refutin<r some of the former speak-

er's remarks, brought forward several good points

in defense of his side of the question. After him,

K. J. Wade, by his timely remarks and (low of

language, did much to impress his hearers. I). C.

Klynn arose next, and disj)layed great keenness of

perception in the way he brought out all the weak
points in his o])ponents' arguments. The Re\'.

Chairman finally gave his decision in favor of the

negative. The literary committee then reported,

and the following members were apj^ointed to

debate the question," Resolved, that Ancient Rome
has exerted more influence on civilization than

Ancient Greece:" Affirmative, E. T. Wade and H.

T. Nelson ; negative, K. P. McKeough and A. N.

Dooley.

Owing to the elTorts of the Rev. President a new
feature has been introduced into the society, name-

ly, extemporaneous speeches on the topics of the

day. • It is a practice that must be beneficial, for it

brings into use all the faculties of the mind and is

an incentive for members to become conversant

with current topics.

l\.l.A.—The Villanova Athletic Association

held its regular monthly meeting on December ist.

As the constitution and by-laws, drawn up by the

committee appointed for that ])urpose, were to be

acted upon at this meeting, most of the members
were present. The meeting was called to order by
the president, A. J. Plunkett, and after the min-
utes of the last meeting had been read and accei>ted,

a report of the secretary and treasurer was made
and accepted. The constitution and by-laws were
then read, and after a few changes, deemed neces-

sary by the society, had been made, they were
accepted and the connnittee discharged. There
being no further business before the house the

meeting adjourned.

\'.L.I.—The Villanova Literary Institute held a

regular monthly meeting, on Wednesday evening,

December 4. After transacting the ordinary busi-

ness, a vote of thanks was tendered the Faculty for

the beautiful cop\ of Walker's International Atlas

presented to the institute.

PERSONALS

The news of the departure of I)r. J. j. .Morrissev,

'8r, Ironi Hartford, Ct. , jor Cliica.i;o, has just

reached us. Prior t^) his leaving a complimentary
bancjuet was given him by hi> nian\ Hartford

frien<ls. Dr. Nathan Mayer, in responding to the

toast "Our Guest," on that occasion, refined to

Dr. Morrissev as "a man of character, of action,

of talents, ofefilcieucy in his profession ; of loyally

to his race, his (-hurcli, his friends. The doctor

has always been a staunch friend of his Ahna
J/<f?/<';- and she now wishes him, in his new home,

untpialified success.

Owing to the remarkable success of the foot bull

team, the manager, A, J. Plunkett, gave the mem-
bers and substitutes a dinner at the I lotel Windsor,

on Dec. 4. The table was beautifully decorated

with the College colors, While and /ilui\ inter-

spersed with flowers and plants. The manager
])resided, and after a very enjo\able meal was

partaken of the following toasts were responded

to- "The Faculty," b'r. Coar ; "Clerical Ivnthusi-

asts," I'V. Leonard ; "Senior Syni|)athy," \\. T.

Wade ; "Athletics," Capt. J. V . McDonald. After-

ward the party attended the Proad Street Theatre.

SPLINTERS,

' Little I5illie."
,

" I'm so shleepy.

"

"Toast and Tea."

" I'm no longer vour child."

" When are you going home ?"

" Will you come and take dinner?"

I bought a baby cradle just for a kid.

" This is the Class of './.." " Oh, is it !
'

:

"

" Gim me the boxing-gloves I I'll kill 'em."

(Juery :

—"Why did he think W.'s name was

CrJw .^"

" Hey, Jimmy I Who is Governor of New \ork

now ?"'

" Wh}', Tom Reed, of course : an\ f(jol would

know that."

P)obby :^" Pa, do they call \(M;ng cajoles

eaglets ?"

Pa :—" Why, yes, P.obl.y !"

Bobby :

—"Then, I suppose, \.\\v\ cali voting

bulls bullets."

Kven the I'nion Traction Comj>an\ , thc^e few

(lavs, is compelling Philadel))hians to ln' tnu- to

nature.
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One of our a la mode costumers was overheard

making the following remark :
" If you wish to

be good looking you must be tight."

There were Mr. Hydes in abundance that night

;

eh, Bill !
^- --v. .^.^vv-..^--:-v. :•••,-- '::.:;'^v\'::;;/^^^

He shouldered his gun at the break of day, 'Jy(\.

Of his skill at sport he bragged
;

But when he came home, the knees of his pants

Were the only things he had bagged.

" When I return I will be able to tell you more
about those seven-cent fares."

Where was the fire sale? Red sweaters are

quite plentiful just now.
,

Jimmie's record was only seventeen ;
" but what

could the poor boy do?"

" Raphael isn't giving any chocolate to his

friends. It costs money to get it."

*' I found that it was a bald eagle that carried

away my triend's wig.

"

Oh, who can forget the night of the Fourth !

1 can't. Can you?

The night that we to the city went forth,

Great things to do.

Though cabbies were fooled, and canes were lost.

We had a good time regardless of cost,

And none are the worse of that holocaust

;

I'm not. Are you?

Duque walks in his sleep, hence is going to join

the Philadelphia police force. ,

"A lad boxed my ears and told me that I was hit

in the head."

They call him the sleeping beauty, but it must

be found in gentle Willie's feet.

You should see Shorty chasing a B(l)uflf out of

Mr. Hop-up's sumptuous parlor.

Sleeping away was a lazy lout

In an emerald room close by.

But a naughty boy the gas blew out

And at Billie tin cans let fly.

When he said H.—H—H—Had a g-g-great time,

we believed him.

Who hit Felix in the head with the ice pick.

The Piper blew again when he said that he re-

ported to the head and would not go to they^^/.

The genial and extremely popular Mr. R. wishes

to announce through these columns that he will be
" at home " on New Year's Eve. See !

Open the door cried a voice in the night

To Willie who stood on the floor,

'Twas rich to see him sneak out of sight

When the P—. waltzed in that door.

You can't fool the Spanish, as is evidenced by the

following :
" I no pay seventy-five cents to go to

a play when I can no see." You are making pro-

gress, Raphael.

V V Is it the mumps or a boil

Our Ed wears now I ;

Upon his damask cheek ?

: Oh ! Oh ! dear friends

Hear him bark bow wow,

; Then good humor left the freak.

Johnny S :—George B. has cross-countered on

you this time with the following hard one : A
card shark ought to make a good club swinger.

The latest from our Willie : First I was Piper,

then Sophocles, then Socrates, then a thief and

finally a gol-darn fool. I wonder what they'll call

me next. ^^"^.-V\^/:';.'-.-^-
;• •:;;:: :,

What did he say when they all told him that

they had eaten mince pie ?

You can talk about your Etta's, but what do you

think of a man who is looking for KATiE-(d)etta

CIGARS ?

.'Tis Sunday morn and all is bright

;

But why do crowds with all their might

Proceed in haste down to the sheds.

To see the horses with raised heads

And talk about a black or grey?

Well ! s'pose you walk yourself that way.

SOAPSUDS.

If you read Truth's X-mas number,

On the last page you will find

An advertisement of beauty,

Soap and cleanliness combined.

But our friend so all-observant,

At a glance saw something there

That reminded him of Thompson

—

Trolleys missed one morning fair.

When he paid his quarter, blushing,

(I'll not mention any name,)

How surprised he was to find that

Others knew his little game !

QUERY

:

If he'd risk his little quarter

While we stand around and chaff

;

Truly, what would he not offer

For a life-sized photograph ?
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Showell & Fryer, LIMITED,

ITV^PORTING f GROOeRS
AND DEALERS IN

ImportedrnDomestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHlUADELiPHlA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.
Orders called for at any time 'o suit the convenience }

of our cnstomers.

THE ONLY HOUSE
In Philadelphia,

: In fact, in the country, that makes a;
specialty of sacred heart pictures,
Framed and Unframed. Have yon seen
his Hand-Painted S. H. on Placques?
Drop in and see Progress at

Conway's Catholic Supply House
i8th and Stiles, first Store above Gesu Church. Also

832 ARCH STREET. V.
Agent for the American Line and White Star I>ine Steamers to and from

tlie Old Country. Drafts at the Lowest Kates.

O J. GALLAOHEB GKO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers
And Blank Book Manufacturers. -

"

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.
(GaUagrher Building.)

Publishers of "American Ecclesiastical Review,"

$3.50 Per Annum.

J. J. maLLlSCGR, -:-
DEALER IN

GENTS' SHOeS,
Cor. Roberts' Boad and Lancaster Ave*^

Next Door to V/. L. Evan.' Provision Store. ROSMMONT, PA.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RRPAIRING NEATUY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

JOHN p. MILLER,
(ent's Fi>rBishi>9 Goods and Shirt Dlmufacturer,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

PhyBlcians* PrescrlptlonB Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/i^K U/. PRIWTL Craduatc Ir? pj?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
41so a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH.
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
AIsM SewliiK niaclEiiK-M,

Guns, RlflfB uiiil

Kportlittf <jio(Ml«,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPtCIALTlES IN HARDWARE
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

'

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
Iiancaste3R avenue, bryjn mawb, pa.

R I. COLAHAN. 'MJARKgLJT.

Dealer It) plr^e (JroGeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, ^400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..

I5e North Ninth Street. PhUadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS', '

., ___ '

HMR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricalg.'O

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DEALER IN
FISH, OYSTliKS and PRODUCE.

Foreign and Domestic Fruits.
Store on Garret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called

for anrt Promptly Delivered.
p. o. Box. 7T ROSEMOMT. Youf Patponaga Solicited.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AI<I. BRANCHES.

Special Rates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
joiiisr J. BYiiis^iiis,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, E«st Side. PHILADELPHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTERINE CO.
In COOPER'S POINT FERRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

.NrAKUKACTURERS' DISTRUIUT IN<r AGENTS OF

HIGH GRADE.. tft g -nT.T! . BUTTERINE
Vine and Shackaiuaxon St (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospttals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices; we will save you
|$$ and g^ive better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER nr

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lanoaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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WILSON & ROGERS, INC

DEALERS IN

COT MEATS AND PROVISIONS

:; - s TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY, .v':::^
^

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY. '

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

••CHRISTIAN MOORE. -f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Cisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Ca'cimining and Jobbing in Plastering

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- QAREETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.

Post Office Address, Rosemout or Bryn Mawr.

WM. I,. Et.KlNS, PrBSlileiil

MARTIN MALONKY, Vice-Prcs't and Manager
l! K. ROIUNSON, Secrctarv
OKUItGK S. BKANS, Troa.4iirer

THE PENNSYLVAN^ gLOBE GAg LIGHT CO.,

iVanufacturers of Qas Machines

Qoi>tra(;tor5for Iji^l^tiQi^ Q(:i(^5aod Jou/r>5

Naphtha and Gasoline a Specialty

24.S NORTH BROAD STREET,
:v::'

-

PHILADELPHIA.

Central Hat Factory
. NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRB.

"W. j. REED, aGi N. Eigiitii St

Try one of my Special Derbys

$'4.00 and S'd.riO

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, Mil

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street

(Flrpt .Store below Markel St.; PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN r Fism^
OCaLEN IN

AVatches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent .Store.

Specialties in ,} and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

.••.The Benefieial
^.^^SAVINO FUflt) SOCIBTV

of Philadelphia

1 1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

R/V.UPH F. CUI^I^INAN, President,

JOHN F. racMENAllIIN,
\ :.H';''-/:;-'-:\:^»":'" Vice-Pre8. ancl Treasurer.

ANDREW J. KE;b«^AN, Asst. Treasurer.

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays 9 A. M. to 7 P. M. All

other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LI^D.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J SuUivaq,
Ralph F. Cullinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos R. Eicock,
John A Leslie,

Clias A. McManus,

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas, :

James J. Gillen,
Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty, '

John T. Dohan,
'

Lorenzo M. Kieffer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
John F. McMenamin.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

: THOMAS F. SMALL ,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in ; ; . .i ..^v

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Goitib

Stalls, 1112, 1114 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelplnia.
GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

LANOASTF.E AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VV. AA£Hei-KN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House Fnrnisliliig Tin Ware of ISvery Description
Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA-STER AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER
Hardwood Finish, Enameling, LanCaStCf AvCnUC,

Graining, Sign PaintincT, UI r- V>a
Jobbing Promptly Attended to. rSfyn flflaWr, fa.
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JOHN MURPHY & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Thoan^hta aud CoungeU for MToiuen uf the AVorld, by Mgr.
L.BC0URTIBR, Bishop of Montpellier. Translated from the French
by Marik Ccotildk Rbdfbrn. Published with the approval of
His Emineuce Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore. One
volume, i2mo.. cloth. 346 pages. Price, 9l,'M,

Loyalty to Church and State, by His Excellency Archbishop Satolli,
Papal Delegate to the United States. Second Edition. Containing
all his Addresses and Speeches, delivered before various bodies
throughout the Union, smce his arrival in America. One volume,
i2mo., cloth, portrait, 300 pages. Price, $I.4S.
" Looking to the matter ol these addresses, a wide field is covered :

the Papacy, the constitution of the Church, the spirit of American
lustitutioiis and their harmony with the spirit of Catholicity, the
unification through the Church of the various national elements that
goto make up the American people, education, schools- public and
private religious a.ssociations and confraternities are the topics dealt
with by the most Reverend Author."- Cardinal Giuhons.

The Baltimore Ordo for 1896, published with the approbation of His
I

Eminence Cardinal Gibbons. The work being done with the
utmost care under the supervision of the Church authorities we guar-
antee its absolute correctness. 24mo., cloth, red edges. Price, 30
cts. nfet.

Bible, Science and Faith, by Rev. J. A. Zaiim, C. S. C, Professor of
Physics in the University of Notre Dame. Embracing his famous

. lectures an " The Antiquity of Man," "Rklioion and Science,"
•! "The Bihlical Deluge," etc., and his paper on "The Mosaic

\. Hexaemeron," and " The Mosaic Account of Crkation." Part I.

-. The Mosaic Hexaemeron in the light of Exegesis and Modern
Science. Part II. The Noachian Deluge, Part III. The Age of the
Human Race. One volume, i2mo., cloth, 316 pages, Price, 9i'!i5 net.

Army Boys and Girls. A series of charming Stories for children, by
Mrs. Mary G. Bonestbel. The experieuce of the author gained by
residence at Army Posts in the West has been well utilized in giving

; ,
these vivid and truthful sketches of army life. i2mo., cloth, illus-

' trated. Price, $1.00.

JOHN MURPHY & CO., PUBLISHKBS, v

BALTinioRB, mo.

THE CATHOLICWEEKLY.
Kstablished 1886.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY, At 277 Eiver St., Troy, N. T.

Terms of Subscription! One year $2.00 Six months $1 GO Single copies 5 ct .

Money can be sent by Post Oflice Order or Registered Letter.

Communications should be addressed to

THE CATHOLIC WEEKLY PRINTING AND PUBLISHIUa COMPANY,
TROY, N. Y.

LOGU E^( : #^^^

f
' ': ri K 8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

MONEY
REFUNDED. 1236 MARKET ST.

Cmt 0«t This Comfoh, It is Worth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon aud jfi.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic MontUly, DilNAHOB' MAGAZ INK, for one year, d
The price per annum is *2.ro,and by readers of this publication only,
can it be had for 81.00. This coupon must accompany the order.

The Acknowledgea
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. E. DITSUI>« & CO.,

I'^tN Chestnut Street, PHILADKL.PHI A, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

«KRCHITeCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Qlves to the Public entire satlsractiun, Students call on tne liefore

going elsewhere.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-class Companies with guarantee of '

Correctness „ .. •.•

ESTABLISHED 1867

E. d; CARAHER,
t;:?x:;'#6^^.-.. jnsurance, .,,:..,..,./ .

v:-'.'
•^?'

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA.. '

"^

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
.;:'.•••.,.,.•.;•'':.••;;' •/.at cost of $5.00 per ^looo. ;.'•;.;/'; '/:.':

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

London & Lfinoaabire, (England),

Queen Insuranoe Co.,

Glen Falls Insurance Co,, N. T.

Assets, U. S., $2,639,687.64

Assets, $3,538,915.65

Aasets, $2,155,372

Alice Jarvis, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbeck, D.D.S.

DR8. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253. 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,
"'':--'^"^--'" PHILADELPHIA.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR WINES.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

112 EAST WERMA.N STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

(iold ^ 5ili/^r /T)edal8 for all Oeeasloi>5
Piita and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Engravings in General and Special AVork.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Afeh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

iM't'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)

«'-'.^;j.*.^..'.A.f-
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, """^^^oeI^ia.^
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the _, _j_j_j. _j_, ^^ , -pj-,^ ,
-^ j_,

Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. 7V^CEi£OY
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md,

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities,

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos Hosiery,
Serges, Flannels, Blankets,

Table Damask,
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church I/aces, vSilk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments

INSTITUTIONT BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice 2rsan], Paqcy Sakes

^ and Confectionery
Ice Cream, all flavors, nnade from the purest quality of Cream-

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

- »••» ^^•^

KOR
F=RESH HMD RELIT^BUE

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NE^W SKBD STORK OF

|. w^^^^V^

:..r.i^jkUWL;,!iaj.i;f^aa.jiiaiii'-
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PRICE 10 CENTS.

^t^..^ .'•^.^A^^^-'^.'-'.*- jf "IJ -



BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books. i .

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purcliased for Cash. ^

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The Best

is the Cheapest.

Hallahan^s Shoes

are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES. al;|
i -

"

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MANUFACTIJBBR OF AND DEALER Ih

DURABLE

F B<urpiture ai)d Ijeddli)^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JfS South Second St., ::^

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA

'MAIVCt^"'
Special Discount to Institntions.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS WOOL OILS A specialty:

I I I-

Teleplione 5307. .V.

113 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(i
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books. -

Li])raries and Small Parcels of Books Purcliased for Cash. :

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL:

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The Best

is the Cheapest.

Hallahan's Shoes

are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES, r

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.

D. F. HALLAHAN 9^6 chestnutst

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEAr.KR /A

DURABLE

F
urpiture apd Beddl r>^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4o South Second St,,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA

Special DlBoouiit to IiislitntionH.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telephone 5^07.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 1 1 - 1 1 3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Vol- IV. Villanova College, Jan.—Feb., 1896, No. 1.

Bishop Keane's Lecture. .

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LITERATURE. !

After expressing his pleasure in visiting Villa-

nova and lecturing to the students the Bishop went

on to say : I have chosen for my theme this even-

ing the " Philosophy of Literature." But what is

Literature ? Literature at its best may be defined

as the highest expression of the highest human
thought. But there is so much of literature that

is base and sorded that tests are needed in order to

determine its excellence or want of excellence. As

we all know, the chief test of education is the taste

for reading which it gives to men. But we must

seek the principles of reading which should be

followed through life, or how literature in its pri-

mary object is a source of knowledge and good to

man, and this brings us about to science. Science

aims at stating facts, Philosophy at seeking prin-

ciples and truths, and Literature gives forth man's

thoughts and impressions, for "out of the abund-

ance of the heart the mouth speaketh. " Literary

performances are judged by certain tests. They
must be beautiful, true and good. Beauty, truth

and goodness are not made by man. They are

above him and are called ideas and for philosophy

gods. Then religion and theology add their light,

showing the full meaning of things, the full beauty

of things, and the full power of art. The per-

formances which are true and beautiful and good

are those which have stood the test of criticism.

Such are the standard works. Criticism applied to

literature does not pass away as a transient pleas-

ure, but is oftentimes lasting. No man writes for

himself. He writes for other eyes.

When the literary critics began to examine the

Bible, and to question this, and to question that,

there were many who were afraid that the whole

structure of biblical knowledge was being under-

mined. But the final result has been very different

from that. The critics have learned wisdom as

they proceeded ; their early presumption has been

corrected, and little by little it is discovered that

the criticism has been for the good of mankind, for

nothing remains but that which is capable of with-

standing all the tests.

In this way does criticism pass judgment upon

literary productions and preserves that which is

best for the benefit of man. There are no treasures

that mankind possesses that can be compared with

these heirlooms of the past. I think it was Carlyle

who once hazarded the opinion that England would

sooner be without her Indian Empire than without

her Shakespeare. He said that England would in-

deed be sorry to give up India, but that she posi-

tively could not give up her Shakespeare. No

!

Our literary treasures are better than all the pos-

sessions of wealth, better than all outward acqui-

sitions. Literature at its best is the highest ex-

pression of the highest human thought.

We have seen that criticism passes judgment
upon literature, and separates the good from the

bad ; but what are the tests that criticism applies in

order to determine the excellence or want of excel-

lence of any production ?

The first test is Beauty. The object of science

or philosophy is to instruct, but the first object of

literature is to please. Literature, while pleasing,

may instruct, but that is a secondary purpose.

Beauty, then, is an essential element in literature
;

but what is beauty ? What is it that makes a thing

beautiful ? What is the strange faculty within us

^M^J-Sr^
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that is called the sense of beauty ? It is a very dif-

ficult question to answer. There is probably no

human being totally devoid of the sense of beauty,

and yet perhaps he who has it strongest can hardly

tell us what it is. It is far better, however, to have

a true sense of beauty than to be able to explain

just what it is.

The sense of beauty comes from somewhere, and

we may be sure it comes from God, and that among
ther purposes it is intended to assist in determin-

ing the value of a literary production. But all

good things are sure to have their counterfeits, and

the more excellent they are the more are they

likely to be counterfeited. There is a beauty that

is meretricious and bad and in order to detect the

spurious imitation it is needful to apply other tests

besides the sense of beauty.

The second test is Truth. We have to ascertain

whether the literary work is in accordance with the

facts of science and with the truths of philosophy.

In other words, is it true ? If it is not true, its

beauty is only a mask and a lie—a superficial qual.

ity that will not long deceive mankind. As we
proceed to apply this test, as we proceed to try

whether the words of a writer agree with known
facts, we shall find that there is a great central

fact—a fact of facts with which it must agree,

namely, that of human life. If ever a literary pro-

duction does not harmonize with human life, we
may be sure there is something wrong somewhere.

This brings us to the third test. Goodness. Lit-

erature that does not harmonize with the facts of

human life, if it is not in accordance with the wel-

fare of humanity, is not good. Here, then, we
have the triple tests of beauty, truth and goodness,

and we must apply them to everything that is

put forward for the acceptance of mankind.

But where did these tests come from? Who
invented these criterions ? Reason, in endeavoring

to answer that question recognizes that there could

be no possibility of telling truth from falsehood,

unless there was a Supreme Truth to test things

by. Reason recognizes that we could not discern

between the beautiful and the unbeautiful, unless

there was a Supreme Beauty. In the same way
Reason is bound to recognize a Supreme Good.

Now what are these supreme qualities? Clearly

they are above Man. Art calls the supreme, the

Ideal. Philosophy calls it the First Cause—God.

That which Art calls the Ideal, Philosophy demon-
strates to be God. Thus both Art and Philosophy

look through Nature up to God. Then Theology
comes to their assistance—not looking through

from below, upward, but looking from above, down-
ward.

If we study we may recognize that the Science

of Facts lead to the Philosophy of truths, and that

Philosophy necessarily leads to God and to Re-

ligion. Therefore, in the synthesis of all reason-

able things must be included Science, Philosophy

and Religion. We never see things in their full

meaning until the researches of Science and the

reasonings of Philosophy are irradiated by the light

of religion. We need the union of all these three.

The artist never discerns things in their full

beauty until he sees them in the light of Religion.

It is the light of Religion that gives to Art its Ideal,

and Art is Art only in so far as it shows forth that

ideal. You will see what I mean by observing the

difference between photography and Art. Photog-

raphy simply reproduces facts, but Art strives to pre-

sent those facts in sucha way that the Ideal may be

seen shining through them. Art was born at the

altar. Religion is its soul. This light from on

high not only enables us to recognize the full pos-

sibilities of Art, but it helps to understand the

artistic gift.

Philosophy and Theology both teach us that God,

the First Cause, is necessarily true, beautiful and

good. And when God gives existence to Creation,

Creation must mirror forth in some degree the per-

fections of the Creator. They teach us also that

the culmination of Creation is Man. Man is the

compendium of all. He is the microcosm of the

macrocosm. Hence in Man there must be the

True, the Beautiful and the Good, in such propor-

tions as his finite nature will permit. He should,

therefore, be in harmony with the True, Beautiful

and Good above him, and the secret sense within

him that responds to these harmonies gives him
the sense of truth, and of beauty, and of good-

ness.

Take the piano, and sound over it on a violin

or other instrument any note you please, and

all the notes in the piano that are in harmony will

vibrate together with the one that has been sounded.

Just so is man's nature strung that when he comes

in contact with the beautiful his being is thrilled in

response. In the same way a true man cannot help

being thrilled by any heroic deed. Beauty is the

reflex of that which is Above, and our sense of the

Beautiful is the sense of harmony with the beauty

around us. The world would not be the work of

God if it were not so.

There are Truth, and Goodness, and Beauty at

the heart of things, but a man has to dig through

a heap of trash to reach them. Still it should be

the object of every man to reach the heart of things

and absorb these qualities into his inmost life.

There are many people who are greatly lacking

in these higher attributes of life. Some have no

ear for music ; some are color blind ; some are dull

•";
(
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of intellect or are not sensitively strong. The
artistic gift of which we have spoken implies a na-

ture that is keenly sensitive in various ways—sen-

sitive especially to the Good, the Beautiful and the

True. When anything good conies the artist

should be able to feel that it is good ; if he sees

anything beautiful, he should be thrilled by it, and

his nature must also respond to that which is true.

Sensitiveness to these qualities is the first element

of the artist's nature. The second element is the

power of the artist to express that which he is able

to feel. Keen sensitiveness of nature and power

of expression make the full roundness of the artistic

These two elements of the artistic nature go to

form the subjective side of literature. The ob-

jective side comprises the facts and truths that are

supplied by Science and Philosophy. The object-

ive side is common to all, because the facts and

truths do not vary, but the subjective side is the

separate gift of each man. Every artist has his

own degree of sensitiveness to truths, and he has

his own individual power of expression, and, hence,

is derived the infinite variety and characteristic of

literature.

This artistic gift, combining sensitiveness and

power of expression, may come in one of three

forms.

Firstly, there are those who are impressed

through the eye, who are attracted by the beautiful

colors and forms of natural objects. To these the

power of expression is by means of painting and
sculpture.

Secondly, there are those who are impressed

by the ear—those who hear the throbbing of

Nature's mighty heart. They are charmed by
the melody of sound, but back of every sound they

hear the harmonies of Nature. Their gift is to

give utterance to their feelings by means of music.

Thirdly, there are those who are most impressed

by thoughts. Their power is through the intellect.

Their mode of expression is not by painting or

sculpture or music, but in the utterance of speech.

O I what a marvellous gift is this. The wonderful

power of speech transcends all other forms of ex-

pression and exhausts them all. What painting

has ever given more delight than the word paint-

ing of Homer or Milton ? What music more than

the melodies of Virgil, Pope or Tennyson ?

With some, the expression takes the form of

verse, and with some of prose. Poetry certainly

has its marvellous beauties, but still there are some
writers, like Carlyle and Ruskin, who combine
many of the graces of the poem with the greater

freedom that is permitted by prose. In many
a page of their writings is as lovely poetry as was

ever written in verse. Again, if you read a work
like Father Faber's " Bethlehem " you will under-

stand how there may be perfect art and rhythm
without verse. 'Vv'; ^'.••:'vV',;--..-

.'

Now that we understand that literature is the

highest form of art, and that music, painting and

sculpture are lower forms, let us see what it is that

the literary artist is trying to achieve. If we con-

sider this matter, we shall realize that it is the

mystery of life that is always the most absorbing

thing to the mind of the literary thinker. His

ever-engrossing subject is the wonder of life—its

loveliness and its deformity—its joys, its sorrows

and its eternal destiny. The problem of life that

is the all-important theme to the mind and heart

of man. The great object of the literary artist is

to embody his views of life in life pictures. He
desires to depict the great creation of which man
is the lead. He feels the kinship between man and

nature, and hence a great artist like Wordsworth
knows how to harmonize the two and depict the

vital relations between them. He delights in de-

scribing natural beauties, but the human interest

is always there as well.

More than that, not only is every artistic thinker

impressed by life, not only is he endeavoring to

give utterance to life in pictures, but he has a

philosophy of life. He does his thinking in ac-

cordance with this philosophy and he gives utter-

ance to it by his artistic expression. That philos-

ophy of life may be true or false. It makes all the

difference in the world whether it is a true or a

false philosophy. When you read a strong book
by a strong thinker you are receiving the seed of a

philosophy of life, and perhaps unconsciously

to yourself those seeds will sprout and grow. If

they be the seeds of a false philosophy it may be a

hard task later on to destroy it. A century ago the

philosophy of Voltaire was very much read by
thinking people. It was a philosophy of scepti-

cism, and scepticism leads to atheism, and atheism

to animalism. The literature that follows that

course, that sets forth that philosophy will be a

literature of animals. Zola is an example of the

results of this tendency. The human beings he

depicts are animals. He has declared that he does

not believe in God or immortality. He has thou-

sands of followers who are teaching the philosophy

of animalism. Looking into a great deal of the

literature which is being poured forth, not in

France only, but in England and America, is like

looking at a muddy stream and wondering where
the dirt all comes from.

Such a philosophy of life as that is not only

false in principle and pernicious in tendency, but

it is also disgusting. Paul Bourget once told me
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that the present generation in France hated the

scepticism of Voltaire, and were disgusted with the

animalism of Zola, and that they were now strug-

gling and striving after something better. The
youth of France have found out that there are bet-

ter things—that there are such things as intellect,

and heart and soul. Bourget refers to this subject

in " CosmopoHs," one of his later works. The
book is largely devoted to showing the working of

the animal passion and its harmful results. Near

the close he brings the characters into the Vatican

garden and shows them an old man dressed in

white moving slowly among the flowers—lyco XIII.

The old man looks lovingly at the roses and smells

them without plucking them off. Bourget says

that if men want to seek for that which is true,

that old man is one who can show them where to

find it.

Take the novelist, Dickens. What is his phil-

osophy? He shows us the beauty and sweetness

of humanity, and he makes us hate all that is vile

and unfair ; but he has no notion of the Ideal or

of the Supreme Good.

Literature thus is good and bad in varying de-

gree. Nobody can read everything. You cannot

even read all the good books, therefore try to read

only the very best ; there is no time for the others.

Take the writings of Dante as a type of what is

best, for he reaches nearer the Ideal than any.

Choose only the best, applying the tests to discern

that which is good. And if there are any of you

who will have the full artistic gift, and will be able

to express as well as feel, use that gift only for the

best purposes. Strive to write nothing but that

which shall be recognized by mankind as Good
and Beautiful and True. In this way you may
help to bring a better future for the world.

HUMILITY.

The bird that soars on highest wing

Builds on the ground her lowly nest

;

And she doth most sweetly sing

Sings in the shade when all things rest

:

In larks and nightingales we see

What honor hath humility.

The saint that wears heaven's brightest crown
In deepest adoration bends

;

The weight of glory bows him down
Then most when most his soul ascends,

Nearest the throne itself must be
The footstool of humility.

M.

THE FIBB.

The house was wrapped in slumber deep, .
^

At midnight all was well, '
'

When some one from bed in a hurry jumped '
;

And down the stairs in a flurry bumped, ,! .

And hast'nd to ring the bell. : : ;
'

What was the cause of his hurry and haste ?

" The house is on fire," he said, y V; '; ;-

The Brothers to the rescue ran, ; ; ;ii

Each with an axe, or bucket, or pan,
.

:- \

While the Fathers were still in bed. ^

Hither and thither excited they fly, ^

Down to the cellar they made
Where clouds of smoke shut off their breath,

But bravely " unto the valley of death,"

Down went the bucket brigade.

The Fathers hastened to the scene,

Each one so bold and brave.

And Father McF. with the birdies sweet

Rushed into the night in his stocking feet,

Saying, " These, at least, I'll save."

" Oh, my ! Oh, my ! What will we do ?

See how it blazes bright,

How sadly groan the barren trees.

Alas ! our knees will surely freeze.

For there's a frost to-night."

Now all in scanty dress appeared.

Wondering who was to blame.

When in vain, in vain, the heroes tried.

" Go pack your grips,," the Master cried,

For they can't put out the flame.

Hurrah ! Hurrah ! go tell the tale,

" Of battle fought and won,"
We ne'er can forget the terror and fright

That reigned in our villa on last " Twelfth Night,"
Nor Brother Bill's great run.

A. J. P. '96.

On Thursday morning, February 13, occurred,

at Villanova, the solemn profession of Mr. Fred-
erick S. Riordan, an O. S. A. The ceremonies
were commended with a Solemn High Mass, cele-

brated by the Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O. S. A., with
Rev. M. A. Ryan, O. S. A., as deacon. Rev. F. F.

Commins, O. S. A., sub-deacon, and Mr. F. E.
Tourcher, O. S. A. , master of ceremonies. Immed-
iately after the Mass, Very Rev. F. M. Sheeran,

O. S. A. , Prior of the Monastery, assisted by Rev.
Father Geraghty, master of Novices, received

the profession. A number of Priests and clerics of
the Order, as well as the College students were
present. Mr. Riordan has been for the past two
years a prefect in the College.
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A Story Founded on (Plot) of "As You Like It."

In reviewing the incidents of the sixteenth century

we learh that the French Republic (now) was

divided into dukedomes or provinces as they are

now called over each one of which a personage

titled, duke, was sole ruler. :..,;.
About the year 1598, the rightful heir to one of

these powers was deposed by an elder brother,

Frederick, and banished from the province. The
duke thus sent into exile did not rail in angry strains

at his misfortune but sought a home in the forest

of Arden where with a band of faithful followers he

enjoyed the beauties of human nature, subsisted on

the wilds of his wooded home and sought not the

cares of his usurped dukedome. Each season of the

year brought forth new pleasures to this good man,

boundless delights which had- never before been

experienced and when the cold Winter, with its

furious blasts descended upon him he would but

smile and congratulate himself that he was not

subjected to the sufferings of Frederick's faithful

servant to whom it was thus bidden! "In the sweat

of thy face shalt thou eat bread."

At this time there lived in memory Sir Roland

De Bois who had always been a dear friend and a

true subject to the banished duke and who, on his

deathbed, bequeathed but a paltrysum to Orlando his

youngest son, charging his oldest brother, however,

to shield him through life and to conduct his mode
of living as if he himself were alive. Then began

the sadness of Orlando's life. Oliver, the eldest son,

was untrue to his charge, denying him even the

privileges of the base born and keeping him secured

in his own palace. But Orlando, though his educa-

tion was neglected was yet learned, was full of noble

device, had inherited the spirit ofhis father and soon

rebelled against his unjust persecution. Oliver, on

witnessing his brother's determination to be freed

from the rigorous bond which bound him, became
fearful lest he should lose the distinction which
Orlando's insignificance thrust upon him and de-

cided to intrigue some plot by which his innocent

brother should be removed from this world.

After a short lapse of time, the opportunity longed

for presented itself and the one which would cast all

suspicion of foul play from himself should Orlando

prove as unfortunate as he would wish. During
this period a famous wrestler, Charles, issued a

sweeping challenge to all, whom it might concern,

and Oliver by taunting his brother as to his skill

and courage thought to see him overcome by this

man whose powers of strength none could withstand.

No wiles were necessary to induce this youth to try

his brawn of muscle with Charles and he readily

agreed to wrestle him.

It happened that the exiled duke had an only

daughter, Rosalind, whom Frederick had retained

at his court and between whom and his own
daughter Celia there at once weie formed a mutual

friendship and love which grew stronger as the

misfortunes of one and the sadness of the other

became manifest. Then to divert the attention of

Rosalind who was ever musing upon the injustice

done her parent, Celia invited her to attend the

games wherein the wrestling bout was scheduled

and thither they repaired. When Orlando ap-

peared, each endeavored to persuade him from his

seemingly perilous task by adding her entreaties

to those of Frederick, but neither their underesti-

mation of his strength nor their portrayal of the fear

of his adventure would counsel him to a more equal

enterprise, so he departed with their prayers and

hearts' desires sheltered in his bosom. A moment
later Orlando had proved successful, but on de-

claring his name and lineal descent to Frederick, the

latter met him with ill-favor and expressed that he

would he were descended from another who might

not be his enemy. When the ladies depicted the

grieved look on Orlando's countenance, they sought

to cheer him by words of encouragement and Ros-

alind to testify the sincerity of her remarks took a

chain from her neck and bade him wear it as a

symbol of friendship for the brave young son of

her father's old friend. Rosalind after witnessing

the departure of Orlando, could not erase the pic-

ture of his nobleness of character, of his splendid

physique from her mind and so told Celia who was
inclined to twit her for her sudden love for this

brave youth. But who ever loved, that loved not

at first sight ? When contrary to the wicked hopes
of Oliver, Orlando proved victorious, his malice

knew no bounds and he at once contrived to burn
the chamber in which his brother slept, together

with its occupant. Adam the faithful old servant

of the deceased Sir De Bois overheard the threat

of his master and at once informed Orlando of his

peril and beseeching him to fly from this place he
offered his services and wallet of gold, adding that

although he was old in years his " age was as a

lusty Winter, frosty but kindly." Orlando much
grieved at the cruelty of his brother, accepted the

kindness of good Adam and told the old man " he
was not the fashion of the times " but promised
that ere his youthful wages were spent he would
find some means for their maintenance. Together
they set out, not knowing whither, till they came
to the forest of Arden and there experienced a

great distress for the want of food. They wan-
dered on seeking some human habitation till they

were almost spent with hunger and fatigue.

Adam could go no further and laying himself

down in the bed of the forest, begged Orlando to
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permit him to here find his grave, but the bold

youth chided him for his lack of perseverance

and on receiving Adam's promise to forbear until

he could return with food, set out to explore the

region about him. ' i;^^^^^^*"^ 7 / ^

Wandering about he came upon Jacques, a

peculiar mixture of melancholy, philosophical

nature and good will, who led him to the quarters

of the banished duke. He entered upon the party

of which the duke is master while at dinner and

fearing they were desperate men drew his sword

and demanded food. The duke hears him and

then questions him as to his name, pursuits and

life and when Orlando realizes he is in the presence

of a nobleman he asks pardon for his bold appear-

ance. Then the good duke listens to his appeal for

nourishment for himself and Adam and as Orlando

pictures the sad condition of his faithful servant

and begs him if ever he has felt the terrors of

starvation, if ever he has known what it is to pity

and to be pitied, and if ever from his eyelids he

has wiped a tear, the duke offers him and his ser-

vant the bounties of his meagre repast.

Whilst Orlando seeks Adam to carry him to this

good fortune the duke remarks to his followers:

" This wide and universal theatre presents more
woful pageants than the scene wherein we play in."

And Jacques in replying utters the famous speech

beginning: "All the world's a stage and all the

men and women merely players ; they have their

exits and their entrances ; and one man in his time

plays many parts, his acts being seven ages."

Orlando soon returns, bearing his cherished burden

in his arms and the duke welcomes both, Orlando

for the esteem in which he always held his father,

and Adam in the memory of his constant fidelity.

Frederick, being enraged at the sight of Sir De
Bois' son and being for some time past displeased

with Rosalind, who was admired by all who knew
her, ordered her to leave his palace instantly and

follow her father in banishment. In vain did Celia

plead for her loved companion ; as Frederick

declared, his command was irrevocable. Then
Celia with that magnanimity which ever prevails

in her character decided to share the fate thrust

upon Rosalind and devised a plan by which they

could in safety seek the wronged duke. The effect

of this was that Rosalind should clothe herself in

male attire and assume the name of Ganymede
while Celia should don the dress of a country maid
with the name Aliena, so thus they set out for the

forest of Arden, accompanied by Touchstone a

whole souled character, the fool of the court.

Many were the trials they bore on that daring

journey, and admirable was the courage demon-
strated by Ganymede when Aliena was forced to

succumb to the fatigue which weary days and

hideous nights had brought. However, when they

reached the shelter of the forest of Arden, Gany-
mede, -^orn out, too, in his endeavors to relieve

Aliena, espied a shepherd who led them to the cote

of his master where their hunger and thirst were

satiated and where, after a long rest, the strength

of their overtaxed bodies was restored.

Thus by this strange co-incidence Orlando and

Rosalind reside in the same forest, Rosalind ignor-

ant of his presence until she reads of his many
love ditties carved on the trees about them, for

Orlando longs for a sight of the maiden he so

dearly loves. Rosalind is assured that it is he when
she sees the chain, which she had given him, about

his neck. She, however, played the knave with

Orlando and told him she was only a shepherd boy

but would take the place of his Rosalind. So one

day she made known to him her magical powers,

which were, supposedly, taught her by her grand

father, and promised Orlando that he should wed
Rosalind on the following day. Orlando half

believing, half doubting asked Ganymede if he

spoke in sober truth and he declared that if he

wished to marry Rosalind on the morrow she would
come in person in answer to his wish.

That day as Orlando was going to visit Gany-
mede, he saw a man lying asleep with a huge snake

twined about his neck and approaching nearer per-

ceived that the man was his own brother Oliver

who, he afterwards learned, had been dispatched

by Frederick to find Orlando or lose his own head.

At the same instant he saw a lion crouched low

waiting for the sleeper to awaken (for 'tis said lions

will never attack death-like objects). He at once

gave battle to it and presently killed the ferocious

beast, Oliver witnessing the peril his brother had

passed through for his sake immediately begged

forgiveness for his cruelty and went to the ladies to

inform them of Orlando's mishap (for he had sus-

tained an injured arm) and by his own recognizance.

He met Celia and Rosalind, told them of Orlando's

bravery and made a complete confession of his

misdoings. He seemed so sincere in his demands
for pardon and in every respect such a perfect

gentleman that Celia was impressed very favorably

with him. Accordingly when Oliver, who had

fallen in love with Celia on seeing her, sought her

hand in marriage it was readily given, and Celia

promised to become his bride on the following day

when Orlando and Rosalind would be united as one.

The next day Rosalind and Celia entered upon the

duke and company dressed in becoming female

clothing, and the two couples were joined in mar-

riage, the venerable duke showering his blessings

on the happy four.
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The usurper, Frederick, enraged at the flight

of his daughter and hearing that great bands were

daily joining the banished duke, organized a large

force and repaired to the forest to seize his brother

and put his followers to the sword. But by a

wonderful interposition of Providence he was met,

on entering the forest, by an old hermit who dis-

suaded him from his cruel undertaking and pre-

vailed upon him to jpin an order of monastics.

The first act resulting from his penitence was to

restore to his brother his dukedom and with it the

lands and revenues of his followers and friends.

This joyful news as unexpected as welcome came
opportunely to heighten the rejoicing at the wed-

ding of the princess. Celia complimented Rosalind

on her good fortune as she was now no longer

heiress to the dukedom ; so completely was the

love of these two cousins unmixed with anything

of jealousy or envy. The duke had now an

opportunity of rewarding his true friends, and

those worthy followers who had so patiently

shared his adverse fortune were very well pleased

tojreturn in peace and prosperity to the palace of

their lawful duke. E. T. Wade, '96.

An Episode.

FROM THE FRENCH.
Although wishing to arrive at Lake Constance

as quickly as possible, I was compelled to stop at

Vadutz ; for ever since our departure it had been
raining constantly, and both horse and guide ob-
stinately refused to go a step further, the horse
because he was getting into mud up to the girth,

and the man because he was thoroughly drenched.
In fact, it would have been cruelty for me to insist

on further progress.

Nothing but this philanthropic consideration
could have induced me to enter the miserable inn
at which my equipage had suddenly come to a full

stop. Scarcely had I stepped into the narrow pass-

age that led to the kitchen (which was also a sort

of living room for travellers) when I was almost
choked by an odor of sourcrout, which announced
to me in advance, like the cards on the doors of
certain restaurants, the menu of my dinner. Now,
right here, I will say of sourcrout what an ahhi
once said of a kind of fish called dabs, tbat if there
was nothing in the world but sourcrout and myself,
the world would soon come to an end.

I immediately began to call to mind the whole
of my Teutonic repertory and to apply it to the
bill of fare of a village inn ; the precaution was
not a useless one, for I had just seated myself at

the table, one end of which was graciously yielded
to me by two drivers who were there before me,
when the landlady brought me a large deep dish full

of sourcrout. Happily, I was prepared for this

infamous joke, and I set aside the dish that smoked
like another Vesuvius with a mcAt gut so plainly
pronounced that, for a few moments, they thought
me a full-blooded Saxon.
Then there followed a brief interval of silence

and astonishment, during which the landlady ap- -,

peared to me to be busily engaged in arranging her
;

confused thoughts right side up. The result of

her reflections was uttered in a voice so changed :

that, although the words were perfectly unintelli-

gible to me, I could understand the sense quite

plainly from the expression of her face :
" But, in

the name of heaven, sir, if you do not like sour-

crout, what do you like?"

Alles dieses ausgenotntnen—I answered ;
which

means—everything, except that. :;:Y-/'''-[.:rk^ryi-:-r-:y:yfr

It seemed that my dislike for it produced the

same effect on me as indignation on Juvenal ; only,

instead of inspiring me with satiric verse, it had
given me the power of satiric emphasis. I per-

ceived this from the submissive manner in which
the landlady removed the unfortunate sourcrout; I

awaited a second course, amusing myself, in order

to kill time, by making bullets out of my bread

and tasting, with wry faces, a kind of wine which,

because of having an abominable flavor of flint and
being in a bottle with a long neck, had the conceit

to present itself as Rhein wine. "Well !" said I

to her. '
' Well !" said she.

"My supper !"

"Ah! yes." And she brought me back the

sourcrout.

I did not want that to last all night, so I called

a St. Bernard that was lying before the hearth

chewing a bone. As soon as he perceived my good
intentions towards him he came to me, and when
he had finished I gave the empty plate to the land-

lady. .

" But what will :K<^ eat ?" she asked.
" I will eat something else.

"

" But I have nothing else," she answered.
" What !" I cried from the depths of my stomach, -

"you have no eggs? no cutlets? no potatoes?'*
" None at all," she answered.
A brilliant idea passed through my mind. I re-

membered that my friends told me not to pass

through that part of the country without eating

some of the mushrooms, for which it was famous
both as to quantity and quality. But when I

wished to profit by this happy thought, I could not

remember the German name for them.
" Some—some—" I was saying as if to myself.
" Some," repeated the landlady, like an echo.

I was by this time in a rage. My eyes fell on
my diary. " Wait," I said ;

" wait a moment." I

then took my pencil and on a clean sheet of paper

I carefully drew a sketch of the precious vegetable
;

and I can say that my sketch resembled the origi-

nal as closely as it is possible for a man to repro-

duce the works of nature. While I was doing
that, my landlady's eyes followed me with an in-

telligent curiosity that made me feel quite satisfied.

"Ah! /«, y«, ;«," she said, the moment I had
finished it.

She had understood me, the good, honest, virtu-

ous woman ! !

So well did she understand that in five minutes
she returned with an open umbrella.

" Ah ! here it is," she said with provoking calm-

ness, handing me my sketch at the same time.

Alas ! the resemblance was perfect.

That night I went to bed hungry.
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St Augustine of Hippo.

:.

.'-.:^.l;'-^,;
nineteenth paper. ^-j.-^-'- :.; ^.::'^

'

Above, you have set down in summary form

merely the chief graces and powers of the intellect

at its best. ,

But for the full development of intellective

nature in the prime of its health, strength and

loveliness, to its bearing unto ripeness the imperish-

able fruits of the Spirit, we must needs join some-

thing more,—something that to the fruitful

activity of the mind will add also the equally

hearty and healthful co-operation, or fruitfulness,

of the will. For in the perfection of the will as

well as the perfection of the mind lies the integrity,

or excellence, of all intellective nature.

If then to this perfection of the intellect, we
have just been considering, be united perfection of

will also, if this intellectual perfection be strength-

ened throughout all its energies with the power

—

the unction—of the Holy Spirit of God Himself,

who is the Life as well as the Light of the intellect,

then will the intellective creature, in closest

imitation of its Archetype, sweeping aside the un-

realities, the flimsinesses, the unsteadinesses, of the

creates, soaring Heavenwards to the divine world of

Eternal Truth,—to the throne of the All-powerful

Himself, where unblinded (as the eagle by the

sun) with the dazzling splendor of imperishable

Goodness,—then will the intellect contemplate

the infinite Being of God in the Unity of His

Nature and the Trinity of His Excellence, and

charmed thereby with its blessed vision of the

majesty, beauty and loveliness of the Increate and

Eternal Being, now content, now happy, with

that vision, it will rest in Him, without whom
the heart knows naught but unrest, away
from whom there is naught but death, with

whom only is there life, health and peace.

Naturally, in the purview of the Creator, to

intellective perfection should be joined perfection

of the will also. For these two great and mag-
nificent powers—intellect and will, as they were

created together, are wholly inseparable, and must
always be together, act together, whether for bliss,

or woe. In the healthful working together of

these two powers lies the happiness of Heaven
;

in their misuse, the misery of hell.

Observe well, and bear always in mind, that

in this portrayal of the blessed possibilities of in-

tellective life, the fulness of its peace, we by no
means state, nor would we so have it understood,

that the consummation of its intellective perfec-

tion,—its vision and enjoyment of the Infinite, is

the fruit of the creature's own natural energies.

To make the blessedness of the Creator a result of

created energy only would be grievous error. As

in the nature of things the create and finite can

never of itself by its own unaided energies reach •

the Increate and Infinite. ' r ^
"',

But we simply state that the term, or goal, of

all healthful intellective nature, to which angels

and men were called by their Creator, is God Him-.,

sef—the Increated and Infinite Being ; and that to

win this goal, whither all energy in their intellect

and will calls them, is the fruit of God's own.

special benevolence and bounty.

Moreover as in material life, (as we have been

observing it,) artistic love, ease, skill is needed to

fully develop unto perfect fruitfulness the excel-

lence of plant, or animal, to guard the stock from

all baneful influences on the part of other creates

—plants, or animals, to continually nourish and

succor it in its feebleness, and finally to shelter and

preserve it from disaster, so in the intellective

order of nature, life is made up of three great

stages,—(i) the strengthening, mayhap even the

cleansing, or purifying, of one's life from all un-

toward and evil influences on the part of other

creates,—of one's own inner blemishes, weak-

nesses and faults chiefly ;(2)the hallowing of life

—

the endowing of it with the graces and benedic-

tions of its Maker and Sanctifier. In the present

life of man these two stages in life's progress to-

wards its eternal goal are known respectively as

the purgative stage and the sanctifying , stage.

For in each man no matter how noble, how
saintly, how gracious, there is always something

base, unworthy, godless, that needs the cleansing

and consecrating touch of Infinite Goodness Him-

self. And (3) finally, the Rest, the Peace, the Joy

of lite, whose excellence—the merciful, ever-boun-

tiful and unending reward of God alone, lies

chiefly in union with Him, in undying friendship,

in the everlasting enjoyment of His Supreme

Truth, Holiness and Bounty. This refinement,

this elevation, this sanctification of life in the

intellectual creature—angel, or man—belongs to

the higher life,—to life at its best and noblest, in

the fulness and richness of its periectness,—the pure

intellective life of divine Grace, wherein without

confusion with the create—finite, rules chiefly the

Spirit of the Most High. And this, we repeat it,

if needs be, again and again, is the life to which

every intellective creature—angel, or man,—in

virtue of its being God's own handiwork, tends

naturally, as the magnet to the pole, and easily^

we might almost say, as the ultimate term of

its existence. For the yearnings of the intellec-

tive creature, fitted out as it is, in every energy of

its being, in every chord of its will, for the knowl-

edge and love of the Supreme Being, can be satis-
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fied only by union with him—by possession of

Him, by enjoyment of His Friendship.

And this divineness of vocation in the intellective

creature, this development of the intellect, this

sanctification of the will, this purification of self,

this mastery of spirit over matter, this sovereign

and whole-souled loyalty on the part of the crea-

ture to the Creator, is nothing new in the history

of the world. When at their best, in the noblest

employment of their genius, it is a fact as clear as

midday sun, that men have ever aimed at this

state of blessed perfection in their worship of the

Most High, in their religion, sacrifices, prayers,

in their pursuit of the arts and sciences, in their

customs and their laws.

In this Godward, reasonable and most natural

tendency of man has lain all the excellence of his

civilization. And this civilizing of man in the

proper development of his energies through the

inbreathing of the Spirit of God and the vitalizing

agency of the Most High is seen at its best in the

Christianizing of the world . And the continuance

of this Christianizing energy has brought forth all

works of private or public beneficence. Knowledge

of the Truth has been the parent of countless and

glorious ofispring, and to be able to view the creates

in their true perspective, to model their lives on

this divine Increate, has ever been the aim of all

reformers among men,—of the prophets, sages,

philosophers, patriots, heroes, and the saints of

God. :' '-'-' ^^-'. ^^-'^^:-''-'V/.:/'--:''r '::>.. •"^'''^': ^..-

But this purification of His creatures by the Di-

vine Bounty, this hallowing of them by the in-

filling of His own Spirit, belongs properly to

subsequent treatises. We will not anticipate the

full sanctification and loveliness of the intellective

life.

Here in this paper we have sought merely to lay

down with full and proper emphasis the basic

principles of all genius and perfection in the intel-

lective order of life.

In previous papers we viewed life in its lowest

phases— in plant and animal, in whose manifold

excellences we saw as in perspective, sometimes

brilliantly, sometimes feebly, the excellences of

intellective life. In this paper we have alluded to

intellective life in man on earth, because it is the

midway stage between matter and spirit,—between
mere organic life as viewed in plant and brute,

and mere spirit life as viewed in the blessed

—

angels, or men—in Heaven.
For as regards human life—intellective life in

man, one of the noblest forms of living created

energy, it may be said truly, that by reason of his

composite nature, in part inorganic, in part vege-

table, in part animal, and in part intellective, man

partakes in a way of the characteristics of matter,

of plant, of brute, of spirit. Moreover that while

sharing with all these substances certain character-

istics of their being, certain exigencies of their

nature, he may in his intellective capacity lead the

higher—the divine—life, the life of science, free-

dom, wisdom, goodness, the only life in fact proper

to him as a reasonable being. Nay, even more,

that he may lead the purely spirit life of the angels,

and even the divine Life of God Himself, (for so

the Son of God has taught us,)—a life, which in

the person of this Son of God—the Christ—has

reached the loftiest possible perfection attainable

in the moral—the intellective—world.

For this Son of God, nay, God Himself, being

also the Son of Man, was gifted in virtue of His

human perfectness with intellective life (in its

human guise) in its highest conceivable form, in

all its loveableness, beauty, grandeur ; and more-

over in virtue of the indwelling Spirit of God, He
was gifted also with superhuman—supernatural

—

and divine perfectness, in all its loveableness,

beauty, grandeur, as far as the limitations of His

Humanity allowed.

For as on the perfections of the Word, that was
made Flesh, all things in the visible and invisible

creations were modeled, so in this Word were

reflected as in a mirror all the excellences of the

material world, the vegetative and sensitive worlds,

and the purely spiritual world. Each world of

God's creation was moulded on Him as the Supreme
Type of all perfection, with greater or less clear-

ness, distinctness, reality, according to the greater

or less degree, or power, of receptiveness in each

world of its Godlike character.

For this Son of God is the Power, the Wisdom,
the Beauty, of the Father; and therefore on the

life of this Incarnate Word of God is all human
intellective life to be fashioned.

For the life of the understanding and will, pro-

per to beings of the intelligent creation only, is in

man known as human life, in contradistinction to

mere animate life in plants, and sensitive life in

brutes ; while in creatures of the spirit world life

there is known simply as angelic.

Moreover in both angel and man there is a quasi-

infinite range to the exercise of their intelligence

and will, and similarly a quasi-boundless receptive-

ness in their intellective nature for all—even the

loftiest—gifts and graces of the Almighty.

In fact there is practically no limit to the

instruction of the intellective being,—to its adorn-

ment and energizing with the most Godlike

characteristics.

Once before, it may be observed, we alluded to

this receptiveness of the creature. And we return
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to it again, for it is the key to many an abstruse

problem in ethics,—a truth that helps us solve

many an apparent contradiction in all life of the

intellective order.

For the sake of clearness in our understanding

the problems of life, we here set down this truth in

its threefold guise, (i) That the more the sage

has learned, the readier is he to recognize his

capacity for further learning, and that his hunger

and thirst for knowledge and power is unquench-

able. (2) That as every mind is capable of learn-

ing more than it has learned, so is every will capa-

ble of energy to do more than it has done. (3)

And lastly that no education, (for thus we style the

drawing out and developing of a being's energies

and faculties,) no education even of the highest

character ever has, so far as we know, exhausted

the powers of man's richly endowed and highly

cultured mind.

These three reflections on the practically ex-

haustless character of intellective development

represent then the full possibilities of intellective

life, for which chiefly man was created.

But we will not anticipate too fully our analysis

of human life and the human constitution.

Human life is a most marvellous complex but

little understood, of very many elements, of which
the material and outer ones are only of secondary

value and importance.

Diflficult as it is for us to solve the complexities

of the outer life, whether in man, brute or even

plant, far more difficult is it, if not really impos-

sible, to determine the character of those inner

energies, which in man, brute and even plant, are

displayed so nobly in their efficiency and loveli-

ness in the outer life, and in reality are the basis

of all excellence and perfection in the being.

Our prelude (in the foregoing papers) on the ex-

cellences of national creation,—the usefulness ot

inorganic being, the operaiiveness and fruitfulness

of organic being, has been designed in order to

prepare the reader for the better and truer under-

standing of the higher life in the visible world,

—

of the nobility, richness, loveableness and quasi-

divineness of human life, when developed on the

lines laid down by a bountiful Creator for man's

integrity and perfection.

For though lower than the angels in many of

his endowments, in man alone, (as more than

once has been observed,) was the External and
Infinite Word of God made Flesh.

If, then, we have touched on intellective life in

man, it has been merely because in the scale of

creation man is allied to matter—to mineral, plant

and brute, as well as to spirit. For as he avowedly

is the noblest of all creatures in the visible world,

so is he next to the noblest—the angels—in the

invisible world. Thus has the Incarnation of the

Son of God ennobled human nature.

And moreover there was another reason that led

us to touch on intellective life in man, this fact,

namely, that though in man and angel life differs

vastly in its essence, nature, form ; though the

limits of angelic life and human life are not easily

set, yet in many of its features, human life agrees

substantially with angelic life.
}

For, first, both angelic life and human life are as

one in their term of life's existence—everlasting

beatitude, whither both angel and man were called

primarily by the fact of their divinely endowed
nature. Again, they are as one in the essential

strength and beauty of their natural endowments,
—in the ennobling and adorning character of their

powers of intellect and will, whereby they may, if

so it be their will, know and love the Infinite Being
—source of all their grandeur, and reflect in their

individual and personal life the excellences of

God's own divine Life.

Thirdly, to both angel and man are given sub-

stantially the same powers and graces to secure the
term of their existence,—the same Light, the same
Energy,—gifts of the holy Spirit of God, where-
with they are endowed with knowledge and holi-

ness,—knowledge of the Divine and Eternal Will
of God—the Law of their life, and holiness, that

is goodness and blessedness of will, whereby they
are ready and able to fulfil that Law in all its

plenitude and richness,—the prerequisite of their

reaching the goal of their natural as well as super-
natural and quasi-divine life.

And, fourthly, we may descry the unison and
identity (as it were) of life in angel and man, in

that for both. Heaven with its happiness and glory
will be substantially the same blessed abode for

them that sought it from the outer spirit world, and
them that yearned for it while yet living on earth.

Yes, Heaven with its Vision of undinimed and
ever-brilliant Truth, and its Fruition of unalloyed
and ever-blissful ([goodness in supreme delight
without end, without disunion, will be the lot of
all the blessed of the Most High.

In thus portraying the substantial features of life

in plant and brute, their fruitfulness, and then
showing that their operativeness,—the main char-
acteristics of their life,—are characteristic also of
life in angel and man, we have argued on what
seem to us logical grounds, namely, beneficence is

alien to none of the works of the Creator ; it is a
mark of all true living energy ; that attribute in
the Deity Himself that above all others commends
itself chiefly to our veneration and love, and the
sign of divine goodness that is discernible more
than any other in the lowest creates as well as the
highest.

In proceeding, then, from the creatures of the
lower world—the plant and brute, in arguing
from the less perfect to the more perfect—the
human being and the angelic being, and thus by
close sequence of reasoning, determining the excel-
lence, nobility and beauty of intellective life in

the create, we arrive at the grandeur of life in the
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Increate, on which all created life and the perfec-

tion of life is modeled.
But one word of warning that the reader cannot

keep too plainly always in mind, namely, that in

his treatment of the scheme of life, he essay not to

set bounds to the omnipotence of the Deity, by
entangling himself in a maze of systems and clas-

sifications, than which nothing can be more dan-

gerous—fatal—to all right reasoning, especially

when treating of the Infinite power of God.
Let the reader always heed this, and remember

that had the Maker so wished it, He very easily

might have limited the exercise of His creative

power to bringing forth from nothing merely the

visible world of the heavens and earth, and
their denizens—the bird, fish, reptile, insect and
beast.

Reason teaches this : that the Creator was un-

hampered by any conditions in His divine Will,

and utterly free to display His omnipotence in its

outward guise in whatever way He chose.

Again, let the reader heed this other truth also,

proclaimed just as clearly and strongly by reason :

that God once having declared his purpose of being
the standard and prototype of all intelligent and
loving life,—of creating a world of living witnesses

of His glories, like in their being to His own
eternal and divine Being, like in their life to His
own wise and righteous Life, then in pursuance of

this sublime, most generous and thoughtful plan.

He perforce—we might almost say—had to fashion

a world of invisible and spiritual character,—

a

world whose inhabitants illumined and guided by
His Spirit and His Truth might lead and enjoy a

Godlike life in its fullest development and perfec-

tion. And this heavenly, blissful life is the life of

pure and undefiled reason. v T. C. M.
^^^ - ;^ ; • {To be continued^

The Influence of Music.

" Music the fiercest grief can charm,

And fate's severest rage disarm :

Music can softf-n pain to eise,

And make despair and madness please

;

Our joys below it can improve,

And antedate the bliss above.

Among the many sources of pleasure afforded to

man, there is none to which the heart more readily

responds than to that of music.

Unlike the pleasures of taste, it fills without

satisfying, it intoxicates without stupefying, and

when its strains have died away, and the air in

sympathetic vibrations no longer bears its joyful

message to the soul, like the scent of sweet flowers,

its delightful eflfects still remain.

It is true that the pleasures of sight, such as

gazing upon a beautiful landscape, or viewing a

storm at sea, are often very impressive, and tell

upon the heart with a forcible vigor ; they are,

however, generally transitory in their eflfects and
soon cease to interest. How diflferent the case with

music. How subtle that enchantment that steals

upon the soul and invigorates it, as the morning

dew refreshes the flowers. How delightful that

mystic language that reveals to the heart pleasures

before unknown, or secrets of love, joy, hope, des-

pair. Mark how the very soul vibrates under its

alternating influence. Feel the spell that words

cannot portray ; onward it leads ever disclosing

something new, ever elevating the spirit to a purer

atmosphere, and into regions where angelic voices

fill the air. Witness its eflfects upon children.

When the heart is pure and untrammelled by the

cares of life, its magnetic influence is most visible

:

the young heart, bubbling over with mirth, is

attracted by it, as steel is by the loadstone.

" Friendship's balmy words may feign,
'

' Love's are even more false than they
;

Oh ! 'tis only music's strain

Can sweetly soothe, and not betray !

"

Music has always something to tell us. But it

speaks not to all alike, for what may be a pleasure

to one person is often meaningless to another.

Hence it is that a higher class of music alone

delights those of a refined taste.

Like electricity, it has a positive and a negative

force ; and it charms in proportion to the delicacy

of that susceptibility on which concordant strains

may play at will. Apparently unable to resist its

earnest appeal, the heart is willingly lead by it to

the various shrines of emotion, and in blind

obedience submits to its gentle sway. But its

influence is not confined to man alone, wild beasts

and reptiles are alike subject to it.

The mythological stories of Arion, Orpheus and

others have long since passed into the twilight of

fable, but this is perhaps because they were too

strained. Still it is now generally acknowledged

that music is a very potent factor in the training of

wild beasts. It has often been known that lions,

tigers and boas have forgotten and even abandoned

their prey when subjected to its influence. But it

is by man alone that its treasures are intrusted ; it

is by him alone that its charms can be fully known,

its delights fully apppreciated. It is a pleasure

borrowed from heaven, reflecting, though imper-

fectly, that harmony characteristic of angelic

happiness radiating from a being of infinite glory.

Music to the soul appealing

Is as flowers to the eye

Absence, though its beauty stealing,

Leaves effects that never die.

Music leaves a living spirit,

When its voice hath died away,

As a fortaste of that merit

Faith receives at life's decay.

Geo. a. Buckley, '96.
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EDITOKIALS.

A GREAT deal of controversy has been occa-

sioned dilring the past few weeks by the promi-

nence given to the grievances of a sister republic

and their relation to the United States, as set forth

in the recent message of President Cleveland. The
principal cause for contention is the boundary line

separating Venezuela from the neighboring British

possessions. During the Napoleonic campaign,

England was ceded a portion of Guiana, and has

seemingly held no particular interest in the country

until a German explorer named Schotnburgh, re-

turning from a visit to the Southern Hemisphere,

reported it to be a land full of promise, having a

delightful climate, being rich in gold mines,

abounding in splendid forests and having a very

fertile soil—in fact, possessing untold possibilities

for future development. The English government,

excited over the acquirement of so desirable a

tract, appointed, in the year 1840, a commission to

mark the exact boundary line. The result in-

cluded the rich gold field stretching along the

Cayuni River. The people of Venezuela claim a

boundary line still farther south, which would

leave this valuable territory in their keeping and

from thence the dispute arose. Of late, England

has taken steps to extend still further her claims,

and the United States, deeming such action an

infringement of the Monroe Doctrine, has ordered

the land surveyed and thus prevent any encroach-

ment of the British on the Western Hemisphere.

The air is filled with the rumors of war, and the

spirit of patriotism has enthused the nation into

the wildest and most extravagant discussion of the

situation. Why talk of war ? America knows no

aspirations for other worlds to conquer, and a

course of even-handed justice will be the best and

only defense needed by the republic. The spirit

of the Monroe Doctrine demands that this conti-

nent be kept free from the pernicious feudal sys-

tem of European policy. Morever new methods

are dawning on mankind, one of which, at once

easy, honorable and satisfactory, has been found,

and, it is safe to say, may always be found, in arbi-

tration. There is no need to prolong the bloody

" martyrdom of man " on this American continent,

and to settle national feuds by appeal to arbitra-

tion is merely reducing to the realm of law the

last unconquered stronghold of savagery. The
American people approve of this desirable consum-

mation, and the establishment of such a court of

arbitration is a moral and political development

worthy to crown this age of progress.

Another year has rolled around bringing in its

train a wealth of hopes and fears and ambitions

yet to be accomplished. It is the season of good

deeds and generous thoughts and is laden with

impulses to cast off the old habiliments of distrust

and carlessness and assume the bright garb of the

righteous. Oh, those New Year resolutions

!

How they manifest themselves year after year and

how delightful the ever happy prospect of becoming

better and nobler ! How we revel in the thought

of conquering this habit and of governing that

fault. But alas ! Grim reflection takes us back

twelve months when all was bright and sunny and

we dreamed these self same dreams and aspired to

these still unconquered heights. We pause now
on the threshold of another year and utter these

same longings, but since we are older and wiser

may we not expect far greater things of this bud-

ding '96? Ivct not the dissappointments of the

past thwart our honest endeavors for the future.

Failures may come, but to the truly ambitious they

are merely incentives for greater zeal and ultimately

lead to far more brilliant achievements. The
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The countless number of friends who have from

time to time lent kind encouragement may be sure

that their good wishes are highly appreciated and
will not soon be forgotten. / :.

' Every now and then we hear the plaints of the

chronic grumbler about the insufficiency of our

army and navy, the weakness of our coast de-

fences and our utter inability to cope with foreign

nations in case of conflict For a time after the

Civil War men were content to permit the subject

militarism to enjoy a state of blissful rest, but it still

finds many upholders nowadays who clamor for the

glory that lies in arms and for the development of

that peculiar type of genius which gains prom-

inence only on the field of battle amid the ghastly

scenes of warfare. Our national policy has always

been one of industry, in fact, the modern philoso-

phers of all civilized nations have agreed that the

roll of drums, the shrieks and groans of the dying,

the grim and distorted faces of the dead arid all of

the terrible circumstances of human slaughter

should no longer be used to appease the anger of

contending peoples. Why then build up useless

defences, why maintain, at almost fabulous expendi-

ture, forts and armies that may never be called to

action ? Why sacrifice the comforts of peace with

its public temples of art, its devotion to education

and its interest in commerce and manufacture, to

the unsatisfactory dignity of possessing a great but

useless standing army ? Were there no means of

obtaining equitable treatment than by recourse to

arms, an extension of our naval and military sys-

tems might be salutary, but happily we have found

in modern times a more Christian like method for

settling international difficulties in a bloodless

but justifiable manner.

The college gymnasium whose main purpose is

best described by the term "body building" seems,

notwithstanding, its beneficial results, to be mis-

understood by many. Indeed there are some edu-

cators who fail to realize the extent of physical edu-

cation to be had in the gymnasium and who have
done their utmost to abolish this means of strength-

ening the body against the dangers of ill health.

To us they appear to labor under false impressions,

as it is difficult to conceive how any injurious effects

may be the results when, building up the body in

the best possible way, we are really preparing a

suitable habitation for the brain. Verily the first

development of the brain, like the development of

all nerve centres of which it is the chief is by
movement and principally by conscious movement.

New Year also marks an epoch in the career of our

Monthly. Entering upon a year that is destined

to be memorable in many ways the Villanova
Monthly expects to merit and to gain even a greater

measure of success than it has attained in the past.

The first years of life are taken up with movement,
not always conscious, but as years increase gradually

becoming so and as such grow more numerous.

With these movements the brain develops. Action

,

varied yet continued, is the natural method of self

development in children, as they come toward

maturity less movement is necessary to their health

but some is still absolutely essential if they are to

enter life fully equipped for the exacting demands
of the modern world. So it comes about that, to

the college, the gymnasium and the play grounds

are still vitally important adjuncts. Thus do we
believe that for all students the gymnasium stands

as the gateway to the practice of all athletics and

whose office exerts a twofold influence and hygienic

ducation.

•
To OUR many readers we most humbly apologize

for the non appearance of the January number of

our "Monthly." The opening ofthe New Year with

its attendant inconveniences and obstacles, which

must be surmounted, necessitated an unwonted

delay. However, " while there is nothing so the

equivalent of death as silence, there is no happiness

so sweet as that which springs upon us unexpect-

edly," we trust that this combined edition with its

substantial reading will more than compensate for

any disappointment our subscribers might have

experienced. We promise that in the future each

number will appear in due time.

The first of the series of lectures to be delivered

in the college was dedicated on Friday night, 7th

inst., by Right Rev. John J. Keane, Rector of the

Catholic University at Washington. Although,Vil-

lanova's walls still ring with his magnificent tribute

to education on a former occasion, to be again a lis-

tener to his eloquent remarks was nothing if not a

rare treat. The Bishop's lecture held the audience

spell-bound. His mobile face was capable of strange

transformations and everything he said was said

effectively. Indeed, has it truthfully been said that

in Bishop Keane the literary world has a man
who in national and international affairs has

attained the widest distinction.
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Very many of our exchanges for December came
attired in yuletide garments, so varied and dazzling

that they vied in color with the rainbow itself.

Yet there were many, too conservative to depart

from the beaten path, tliat came in their usual

dress, with the same steady pace and an air of self,

consciousness which seemed to say: "Perfection

needs no addition, our worth is known, let those

who woiild attract a passing notice display their

gaudy attire."

We were pleased, however, to see, at so joyous a

season, that so many of our sister journals thought

it meet, not only to fill their pages with wholesome

brain food, but also to don their nattiest apparel,

in acknowledgement of that great feast which

brings " peace to men of good will."

There has just been concluded in the Niagara

Index an essay entitled, " Woman in Shakespeare,"

in which the author treats the subject from a very

interesting point of view. We do not wish to be

accused of flattery, when we say that we consider

the treatment of the subject worthy of more than a

passing mention. Various have been the ways in

which different writers have interpreted Shakes-

peare's female characters
;
yet the author of the

present article, by the choice selections with which

he has interspersed his work, and the edifying man-

ner in which he has handled his subject, makes it

worthy of particular notice.

The January number of the Niagara Rainbow

contains many beautiful and interesting articles.

The dainty little poem " Time's Rosary " is full of

beautiful thoughts, while the essays on Tennyson,

Moore and Art present to us a fair estimate of the

abilities of the students. Although being much
pleased with the magazine, it is to be regretted that

it does note outain an Exchange Column, in which

the editors could display their power of criticism*

In the Purple^ for January, the most striking

article is "Eugene Field and Father Front." The
writer shows, in a very happy way, the resemblance

between those two men, and treats his subject in a

very intelligent manner. But we cannot agree

with the writer of " Individualism in Literature."

His statements are entirely too broad. Although

a great amount of time is given to "Popular Books,

"

yet the classical works are not forgotten, as the

writer seems to think, but holds a most important

place in the literature of the day.

The Viatorian contains a well written essay

on " Industry," and another on "Joy and Sorrow,''

which are quite interesting. We would suggest

that the editors permit the writers to subscribe

their names, and let the students contribute more

classical essays, which we venture to say would be

highly appreciated by its readers.

The Owl has been read by us with the greatest

pleasure. Its contents are well selected and are

worthy of a place in any of the magazines of the

day. The essays on "Cardinal Newman," "Poetry,"
" Macauley's Poems," and " Love's Nightmare "

display a tact and ease which are very commend-
able, showing the particular manner in which the

writers viewed these subjects. We hope the Owl
will preserve its present high [standard, which is

much to be desired in College journalism.

St. Joseph's School-day Gleanings, and the Flash

Light have just introduced themselvas to our

notice for the first time. They are frail little papers,

with reading matter characteristic of high schools

in good standing.

We bid them welcome, and expect to see them

often, but hope that when the former appears again

it will contain an exchange column.

SOCIETIES.

The regular monthly meeting of the Villanova

A. A. was held in the College library on Saturday

evening, February 8th. This being the meeting

at which the semi-annual election of oflScers was

to take place, all the members were present, and

manifested keen interest in the business carried

on. After the meeting had been called to order

by the President, A. J. Plunkett, the minutes of

the last meeting were read and accepted. The
Financial Secretary and Treasurer then made their

reports, which were also accepted. Then followed

the election of oflScers for the ensuing term, and

the manner in which nominations and elections

were both carried on speaks well for the retiring

ofiicials. Every oflSce was sharply contested, show-

ing a desire on the part of the members for the

success of the Association.

The results of the elections were as follows :

—

President and Manager, D. C. Flynn ; Vice-Presi-

dent, E. P. McKeough ; Financial and Recording

Secretary, W. F. Hazel ; Corresponding Secretary

and Scorekeeper, H. T. Nelson ; Treasurer, J. J.

McCullough ; Umpire, W. F. Hazel. At the con-

clusion of the election D. C. Flynn took the chair,

and after being roundly cheered, arose and thanked

the members for the trust they had placed in

him by electing him president of the associa-

tion, and exhorted all to co-operate with him
for a successful season. Our Rev. President, L.

A. Delurey, whose presence does much to en-

liven the association's meetings, then asked the

members to use every effort to develop the ma-

terial at hand for a base-ball team. By so doing,
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he said, you will be able to maintain your prestige

on the field of sports to which you all look back
with great pride. A vote of thanks was then

tendered the ex-officials, and the meeting ad-

journed. ;/.•: ';.N-:--:,^v/.,-. '-/^i-' :'.:;;..':.> I. -.V--;.. :, ..•:•

V.L.L—The regular meeting of the Villanova

Literary Institute was held February i. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and accepted.

Then followed the semi annual election of officers.

The results show that the work of the officers of

the expired term was very satisfactory as most of

them were elected. The officers for the ensuing

term are : J. J. Barthouski, W. B. Kenedy, Vice-

Presidents ; E. J. McKeough, Secretary ; Frank
O'Donnell, Russell Higdon, Chas. McAvoy, H. T.

Conway, Directors.

V.D.S.—The next debate will take place Satur-

day evening, February 29.

•'The Bells."

On Saturday evening, December 31st, 1895, our

Thespians presented, successfully, a drama entitled,

" The Bells," as acted by Sir Henry Irving. Not-

withstanding the diffidence of the society in under-

taking the play, the rendition was in every respect

creditable, as was evinced by the close attention

and constant appreciation of the audience. The
grouping was splendid, and the actors moved with

an ease and dignity seldom found in amateurs. The
acting of Mr. B. T. Wade, as Mathias, a most diffi-

cult part, was superb, especially so in the last act,

where he dreams that he is being tried for the mur-

der of a Polish Jew, and again, when as a result of

this vision he dies. Catherine, his wife, was im-

personated in a creditable manner by Mr. Hayes,

and Mr. Kelly, as Annett'e, played the part of the

dutiful daughter and blushing bride to perfection.

Christian, Quartermaster of the gendarmes, was ad-

mirably acted by Mr. Hazel. Of Mr. Flynn, who
filled the role of Hans, an Alsatian farmer, it may
be said that he, especially, was true to nature, and

was all that could be desired. Mr. Plunkett de-

serves more than passing mention for his fine make-

up and ludicrous endeavors to tantalize Sozel, the

maid, who was well represented by Mr. Tichener.

Mr. McKeough presided at the court with all the

requisite dignity, and he was ably assisted by Mr.

Shanahan, as clerk. Messrs. Hart, McCullough
and Murphy are likewise to be commended for the

clever manner in which they played the Doctor,

Mesmerist, and Fritz, respectively.

-..:^^ ^:./: :i.-:w PERSONALS. '

" ' -^' '^

'\-i':[

Since our last issue Dr. F. J. G. Martin, J. E.

O'Donnell, W. J. Mahon, S. A. Kenney, N. A.

Dugan, M. J. Mullen, R. G. Kerr, J. J. Hughes,
have visited the college.

We are pleased to learn that Dr. Morrissey, '81,

who recently moved from Hartford, Ct., to Chicago,

111., is well satisfied in his new field of labor.

The following, besides the members of the

Faculty, were among those present at Bishop

Keane's lecture. Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, Rev.

Fathers McEvoy, Fedigan, Herliby, O'Brien,

Dougherty, Carrol, Rev. A. B. Conger, Patrick

Duffy, Esq., Mr. and Mrs. Hookey, John Moore,

J. Stanley Smith, M. J. Mullen and Miss Annie
Crane.

SPLINTEES.

Fire! ;:,;::; .

';.

Twins.

"Grand Mougal."

Irish Melodies.

"The Borgie man."

Tick tack, tick tack,

" Willie get me the ax.

"

Oh but my feet were wet.

Dic-dic-dic-dic-dic.

" Do you smell smoke ?

"That was an awful funeral."

Hop-up is a splendid cook.

That 11,43 exhibition of coat-tail.

"Where did 'Piper' get the chocolate?"

"Why in the neck."

" Now you did it, now you broke my leg."

" That cake is like county Meath bread."

" A cannon ball would'nt go through it."

" I can sing anything from ' Uncle John ' to

' Annie Wooney," Yes Wen.

Bells I Bells ! Bells ! Did you hear or see those

bells."
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*' No-o-o-o Johnnie ; light the gas Johnnie,"

"I turn out the gas and laugh to myself."

I've been taking one every night to-night.

If he did kill you, you would'nt have him
arrested.

" D. S. admits that he says things that he does'nt

know himself." ' '

That Geo. is a poet must be true since the philo-

sophy teacher says so.

Now that the boys are singing, we have a

large attendance.

Announcement : They sell folding beds at

the — -.

He should'nt leave things behind him when he

does'nt want us to know where he was.

She has offers to wed
By the dozen 'tis said

From Duque and Enrique I^araurie

:

But of late sweet and coy

With another young boy

She goes out for a promenade lightly.

You can all guess the rest

For the boy she loves best

Will soon change her name
From R—d. Don. y
Though he may change her name
She'll be known just the same
As the sunshine of " Garrett Hill alley."

" Now you/armersgo around to the back door."

That was a bad one.

From our George.

" Fox you left the door open "

Didn't Josie make a most charming girl ?

Josie would skate with the strawberry blond.

Who told what happened in Mr. 's room?

Do not let your voice fall or you'll hurt it.

O pshaw ! Raphael has no more chocolate.

(( Oh Annie dear and did you hear "

** The news that's going round ?
"

Our Josie is forbidden

To walk on Ch 1 ground.

"How is the fire Gus? " " I'm afraid that it will

go out."

Yes, Jimmie, it is a good picture of that beauty.

"Is it far back in the lane from St. Dennis' ? **

Pipers shoes ; bore the signs : one for sale, the

other welcome home. :\'t-:"'':'A-

" How, did you get in this room? " "Why on

the train." Good Mack.

"Let's sing the boy's 'Laudate' I'll lead it."

" Will you George?" :. ,; ::V^''y-:'-^y.r:ir:^r: a.-v,:

" Papa, papa, papa skate with me," Oh Beckie.

" Maymie : that's the way she spells her name "

( Mary ) nice is'nt it.

*' Two polygons are similar when they are drawn

the same." "Are you bluffing me Mr. Ryan?"

" If the seats were in the rear of the hall they'd

be in them." •

"Mr. Hyde came back with a pair of russet

shoes and some slippers."

" Why Jimmie you could cross the Atlantic in

in that time." "Yes Father."

" Are all the boys here professor ?" " Yes Father,

all except those that are absent.

"

" It's a wonder that he did'nt take the furniture

but his pocket would hardly hold it." ,

/ ST. ANNE'S—A PAEAN. .;'

A sequel to the " Dirge " of the same name published in the

Commencement No, of the Monthly.

Rejoice all ye pitchers of famed St. Anne's

For a victor has come at last.

And although somewhat^late, he is up to date.

Not in vain did the catcher keep crying :
" Wait

"

In the oft defeated past.

Here's a health to Maud of the scanty locks
;

To "anthracite Nit " the same
;

The remembered one who was called away
;

And the Boston king of a former day
;

And the oft mosquito-sting Jersey jay
;

And the hero that hails from a town in Pa.

With the unpronounceable name.

U T4-),It's a long lane that has no turn," tis said

But the " turn " has surely come
;

So now Jack and Pete, since you've met with defeat

That battery so famous must take a back seat

While the new one will make things hum.
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Showell & Fryer, limited,

I7WIPORTING f GROCeRS
AND DeALER5 IN

ImportedmDomestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts., ;

PHIUADEIiPHlA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

FRANK P. MELLON
'Wholesale Dealer In

Flour, Feed and GraiD.
Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 and 30 South Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia.

D.J. GAIiLAGHKB. OBO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers

And Blank Book Manufacturers %

Convents, schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery,

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(OaUasher Buildinir.)

J. J. mcALLISCGR, -t-
DEALER IN

L-KDIES* KND
GENTS' SHOES.

Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave^^
N«xt Door to W. L. Evant' Provition Store. ROSMMONT, PA.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I.awn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RKPAIRING NKATLY AND PR09IPTL.Y DONK.

JOHN P. MILLER,

tiit'i Furililiiig Coodi ind %hU\ IDiiiufaetriir,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

PkyildMU* Prasoriptions Aoourateljr Compounded at all houra at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR^^NK U/. PRIWTT. Craduatc li) pi?armaoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

. : DEALER IN -

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se-wlitK Machlnea,

Cruns, Rifles and
SportliiflT Gooda,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
IiANCASTEH AVENDE. BBYN MAWB. PA.

P. J. COLAHAN, L83LMARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,

156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.
LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Jtg'Wig* and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Tbeatricala.'CIL

JOJdLISr R. KE^RNS
DBAL.ER IN

FISH, OTSTliiKS and PRODUCE.
Foreign and Domestic Fruits.

Store on Garret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called
for and Promptly Delivered.

p. O. Box. TT ROSEMONT. Vou»« Pmtfonag* Solioited.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PMILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AUL BRAHOHBS.

Special Rates in Oroupe, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED .864. H, 3. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. BYRNES,

DKALBB IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

Mo. 37 SOUTH SECOND SXREBX,
Below Market. Bast Side. PHIIiADEIiFHIA*

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPKR'S POINT FBRRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HiiQH GRADE

.

. TABLE • BUTTER
vine and Shackamaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBALKR IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr. P
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WILSON & ROGERS, INC

DEALERS IN

CUT MEATS AND PROVISIONS

:'r::'.XS TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY. :f:;y^^

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
PreecriptionB a Specialty.

•f CHl^ISTIRfl MOOt^e.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Cisterns, Oas Tanks, Etc.

Calciraining and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly attended to at Beasonable Prices.

Kesidence- QARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.

Post Ofllce Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
.:•-: NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRB. ;

W. J. REED, 261 N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$2.00 and $9.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOD WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN -r FISH*
DCALCR IN

'Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles

Repairing a Specialty.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA

5-Cent Store.

Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

vw^.The Beneficial
^ c>^x>,^<^ FUflD SOCIBTV

of Philadelphia

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street, i^

RAl^PK p. CVI^I^INAPf, President,

JOHN F. mciaBNABIIN,
ITice-Pres. and Treasurer.

ANDRB'W J. KHB<SAN, Asst. Treasurer.

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Roberts Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, Lly.D.,

Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan,
Ralph F. Cullinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos. R. Elcock,
John A Leslie,

Chas. A. McManus,

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas, "

James J. Gillen,
Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,
Lorenzo M. KiefiFer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
John F. McMenamin.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Gome
Stalls, 1112, iii4and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

F*l:iilad.elpl:iia,

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7WV. iA£Hei-MN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

Honae Furnlslilng Tin 'Ware of Kvery Description
Kept In Stock and Blade to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO>
Odd Fellows' Hall Building. LANCASTER AVENUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

Hardwood Finish, Enameling,
Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

^»
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JOHN MURPHY & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

Thoughts and Counsels for IVomen of the 'World, by Mgr.
LbCourtibr, Bishop of Montpellier, Translated from the French
by Marib Clotilde Kedfbrn. Published with the approval of
His Kminence Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore. One
volume, i2mo.. cloth, 246 pages. Price, ti.StS*

Loyalty to Church and btate, by His Excellency Archbishop Satolli,
Papal Delegate to the United States. Second Edition. Containing
all his Addresses and Speeches, delivered before various bodies
throughout the Union, since his arrival in America. One volume,
lamo., cloth, portrait, 300 pages. Price, $1.45.
" Looking to the matter ot these addresses, a wide field is covered :

the Papacy, the constitution of the Church, the spirit of American
lustttutioiis and their harmony with the spirit of Catholicity, the
unification through the Church of the various national elements that
go to make up the American people, education, schools- public and
private religious a.ssociations and confraternities are the topics dealt
with by the most Reverend Author."- Cardinal Gibbons.

The Baltimore Ordo for 1896, published with the approbation of His
Eminence Cardinal Gibbons. The work being done with the
utmost care under the supervision of the Church authorities we guar-
antee its absolute correctness. 24mo., cloth, red edges. Price, 30
cts. net.

Bible, Science and Faith, by Rev. J. A. Zahm, C. S. C, Professor of
Physics in the University of Notre Dame. Embracing his famous
lectures an " The Antiquity of Man," "Religion and Science,"
"The Biblical Deluge," etc., and his paper on "The Mosaic
Hexaemeron," and " The Mosaic Account of Creation." Part I.

The Mosaic Hexaemeron in the light of Exegesis and Modern
Science. Part II. The Noachian Deluge. Part III. The Age of the
Human Race. One volume, i2mo., clotn, 316 pages, Price, 9l>35 net.

Army Boys and Girls. A series of charming Stories for children by
Mrs. Mary G. Bonestbel. The experience of the author gained by
residence at Army Posts in the West has been well utilized in giving
these vivid and truthful sketches of army life. i2mo., cloth, illus-

trated. Price, $1.00.

JOHN MURPHY &> CO., PUBLISHERS,
BALiTinXORB, MD.

THEBRYNMAWeiCEMKCO,,
Daily deliveries between

...Philadelphia and Devon....

LOGUE * HATTER
strictly ONE PRICE.

REFUNDED. l<&oD JxLARxLrjT ST.

Cut Out This Coupon, It is Worth $1.00

Each person who sends this coupon and 81.00 in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston, Ma.ss, will receivethe superb
Catholic monthly, OONAHOK'S MAGAZINE:, for one year. ^The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers ofthis publication only, -

can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order.

The Acknowledged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. E. DITSUN & CO.,

1^98 Chestnut Street, PHILADBL.PHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

^MRCHireCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M4 E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-class Companies with guarantee of

Correctness

ESTABLISHED 1867

^^^i g^ CARAHER,
Insurance,

: No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA.,

City household furniture insured in dwellings for Five Years
at cost of $5.00 per iiooo.

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

Assets, U. S., $2,639,587.64

,;- , Assets, $3,638,915.65

Assets, $2,155,372

London k Lancashire, (England),

Qneen Insuranoe Go.,

Olen Falls Insurance Oc, N. Y.

Alice Jarvis, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA,

BRYN MAWRmardmare Go.
Hardwart, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

Qold ^ 5ilu^r [\\eda\s for all OoeasioQS
Plus and Badges, etc. Made to Order.

Kngra-vlngs In General and Special Work.

D. A. REESE, Engraver and Manufacturer,
700 Aveh St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(M'l'r of the Villanova College Prize Medals.)
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies
may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUIJinNGHAM I»IANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos. Hosiery, Table Damask,
Serges, Flannels, Blankets, Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments,

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON, ,

Jce gijeam, Panc^ gaRes

and
^
g©nfectieneif^.

Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream-
Water Ices, Dessprts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps- Orders for parties care-
fully'attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

im A»^ ^.

^^t .'W, i'i'

r=RESH
KOR
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%%:¥.

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THENKW SEED STORK OK

1018 MARKET ST.. PHILA.
«««t M I»HM I t «
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted V)y the Sisters of St. Joseph, has lonj^ since become famous as an institution in which young ladies
may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, ccmifort and pleasure of the ]iuj)ils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods usf<i l)y Religious Communities.

Drap d'Hte, Cloaking. ('Ttrdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
I'lannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask,
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice grteam, |?anGg ^aRes

and (genfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream-

Water Ices, Dess»^rts. IMain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger .Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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^ COPYRIGHTS.^'
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and an lionest opinion, writo to
nl II IS N <&: OO,, who liave buii nearly ftf ly years'
experience in the patent business. Conimunicu-
tions strictly confidential. A Iliinilbouk of In~
formation concerninK I'ntPiitH and bow to ob>
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mecbau«
leal and sclentiflo books sent free.
Patents taken tbrounh Munn & Co. receive

BPecial notice In the Scientific Aiiicvicnn. and
thus are brouuht widely before the public with-
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, elcKantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientiflc work In the
world. $3 a year. Haiiiple copies sent free.
BulldtnK Edition, monthly. ti.SIO a year. Single

copies, 'ZH cents. Kvery numl)er contains beau-
tiful plates. In colors, and photographs of new
bouses, with plans, enablinK builders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., New Youk, 3«1 Bkoadway.

RELS^MOM
VL IN GOOD ^'l

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER & CO.,

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted,"
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TERMS. Expert service guaranteed.

f'f Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY PLACE TO

,* SELL PATENTS, Gen. Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, CLARK, DEEMER & CO., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-
ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
to ONE YEAR'S subscription FREE.

fti " ; -'.-;
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We commence the Spring Season of 1896 with

the most remarkable stock of goods ever offered to

the trade. It is enormous in variety of Men's, Boys'

and Childrens' Wear in our Ready Made Depart-

ment, and our Merchant Tailoring Department is

now ready with the Spring Exhibit. Our assort-

ment is represented by the best styles that can be

secured in the American and foreign markets,

amoug which we are specially recommending Blue

and Black Tricots, Granites, Clay Diagonals, Serges,

and a great variety of Suitings. All new. No old

stock carried over. Come and register your spring

order at once.

We have a large force of cutters and tailors at

work, and will guarantee the best of satisfaction.

We make a specialty of College Uniforms.

Samples sent on application.

GAR I TEE & SON.
No. 518 AAKKET3TKEET;

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Custom Department,

Spring and Summer 1895.

The Wonderful

Blasius

PIANO
in use and endorsed by the

Leading Artists of the world

BLASIUS & SONS
I 101, 1 103, 1 1 19 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

"Royal Sergfe."

We are introducing this goods to America. It is

made by Garnett and Sons, I^eeds, the best Serge

makers in England.

Heretofore their serges have been so high cost

no Clothier dared touch them.

They're Alizarine Dyed, that means no fading,

no glazing, and most important of all no weariug

white. ,...;.;.,..,,,,_, ;.;--,,..„.
.:, ,. ^ ;, ^.,;

v, .V^'^
^-

'Jr :. Z;

When we told Garnetts we wanted 18,000 yards

they opened their eyes, they never had an order like

that before, and so the quantity made the price* /

Qiiif • / Silk linedOUIL. \ Plain lined
» » J15 00

$12.50

E. O. Thompson,

TAIIOS, CLOTHIEB, IMPORTER,

J338 CHESTNUT ST., PHILA. - ^^ ^^ ^ ^

«45 BROADWAY, NBW YORK.

TBLEPHONK CONNECTIONS.: . <i;'-"'':l-' 'r:
:>S;;::'^-

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS ASD PR0VI8I0SERS. •

SLAVOHTUREBS OF AND CURERS W ''^'^'-'' ''^'''---

; ;- . -'";•. '-*-



PRICE 10 CENTS.
',*'->>^.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL:

JOHN
39 North Thirteenth Street,

McVEY,
Philadelphia.'

The Best

is the Cheapest.

Hallahan*8 Shoes

are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5.

D.F.HALLAHAN 926 Chestnut St.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
UANVFACTURBR OF AtfB DBALBB /A

m" ;"
C^. durable' ^v'"v:a

'.-^^

V.-> ><--A'

B.urpiture ai>d ijeddi:)(^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4<3 South Second St.,

(iibove Chestnut)

- PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Ingtltntlons.

John Haugh & Co,
^r

OILS
Telephone 5307.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 1 i-i 13 S. Water Street^' }

Philadelphia, Pa.

;s::-*
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DARKNESS AND LIGHT.

Where the wild waves are surging unweary,

Lashing the rugged shore,

Whilst the sea gulls scream from their eyrie

Response to the sad sea's roar,

Where all seems confusion, upheaving,

Destruction, and darkness, and plight.

The insects, unmindful, are weaving

Coral in wreaths of white.

In the depths, with no bright spot that shows it,

Midst the dark sea's eddy and whirl,

Is a gem ; and the diver who knows it

Dives down for the precious pearl

.

There's a grave in a desolate corner

Near a church yard's mouldering wall
;

No marble to mark it, no mourner,

No tears on the dark grass to fall.

Starless the sad sky above it.

Chilling the sough of the wind.

Owls voice the cheerlessness of it.

Ravens answer in kind.

Yet the angels above it are singing.

Resurrection waits in the skies
;

And that body, a soul will be bringing,

Resplendent to Paradise.

John I. Whei.an, '95.

Shakespeare's Influence on Modern Literature.

iivA RKSUMP: ok the IXTKRKSTING LKCTIRK
MAURICK FRANCIS EGAN.

Prof. Maurice Francis Egan, of the Catliolic

University, Washington, lectured before the

students and faculty of Villauova College, on

Monday evening, February 24, on " Shakespeare's

Influence on INIodern Literature." Profe.ssor Hgan
began with the statement that the great poet is not

only influenced by the past, but moulded by the

circumstances of the present. Shakespeare was

the result of years of Catholic civilization and of

the evolutions and revolutions that had preceded

him. Chaucer and Spenser were his ancestors, so

were Wyatt and Surrey. Dante and Petrarco and

all the nameless illuminators of myths were of his

literary race—Sophocles and luiripides, and Seneca
and Plautus, Montaigne and I^yly had each left

him something. Above all, the P>ible, Job and St.

John, Isaias and St. Paul, had lived for him, and
he had been born of them.

Whether Shakespeare was a Catholic in practice

or not does not concern us. It is certain that he

did not—he could not—escape the influence of the

teachings and practices of the Catholic Church.

We have a hundred instances of this. In " ]\Ieas-

ure for Measure " we find such teaching of the

value of chastity as neither the old Creeks nor

modern neo-pagans nor modern non-Catholics of

any kind have either fully understood or strongly

held. Read the mission of King Hamlet's ghost

as you will, the essentials of Catholic teaching and
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:: DAEKNESS AND LIGHT.

Where the wild waves are surging unweary,

Lashing the rugged shore,

Whilst the sea gulls scream from their eyrie

Response to the sad sea's roar,

Where all seems confusion, upheaving,

Destruction, and darkness, and plight,

The insects, unmindful, are weaving

Coral in wreaths of white.

In the depths, with no bright spot that shows it.

Midst the dark sea's eddy and whirl,

Is a gem ; and the diver who knows it

Dives down for the precious pearl

.

There's a grave in a desolate corner

Near a church yard's mouldering wall

;

No marble to mark it, no mourner,

No tears on the dark grass to fall.

Starless the sad sky above it,

Chilling the sough of the wind.

Owls voice the cheerlessness of it.

Ravens answer in kind.

Yet the angels above it are singing.

Resurrection waits in the skies
;

And that body, a soul will be bringing,

Resplendent to Paradise.

John I. Whelan, '95.

Shakespeare's Influence on Modern Literature.

A REISUM^ OF THE INTERESTING LECTURE BY
MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN.

Prof. Maurice Francis Egan, of the Catholic

University, Washington, lectured before the

students and faculty of Villanova College, on

Monday evening, February 24, on " Shakespeare's

Influence on Modern Literature." Professor Egan
began with the statement that the great poet is not

only influenced by the past, but moulded by the

circumstances of the present. Shakespeare was

the result of years of Catholic civilization and of

the evolutions and revolutions that had preceded

him. Chaucer and Spenser were his ancestors, so

were Wyatt and Surrey. Dante and Petrarco and

gll the nameless illuminators of myths were of his

literary race—Sophocles and Euripides, and Seneca
and Plautus, Montaigne and Lyly had each left

him something. Above all, the Bible, Job and St.

John, Isaias and St. Paul, had lived for him, and
he had been born of them.

Whether Shakespeare was a Catholic in practice

or not does not concern us. It is certain that he
did not—he could not—escape the influence of the

teachings and practices of the Catholic Church.

We have a hundred instances of this. In " Meas-
ure for Measure" we find such teaching of the

value of chastity as neither the old Greeks nor

modern neo-pagans nor modern non-Catholics of

any kind have either fully understood or strongly

held. Read the mission of King Hamlet's ghost

as you will, the essentials of Catholic teaching and
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Catholic morality are found in that wonderful

dramatic poem.

Each line has its special literary expression, and

the direction of this expression is often given

through physical as well as psychological means.

In old Greece there were no newspapers, no
printed chronicles that could be read comfortably

at home by the hearth, though there were thous-

ands of inscriptions to be read on stones in the

open air. The drama was at once the pulpit, the

newspaper, the novel of the Greeks ; and the

marble-walled theatre, warmed by the sun, was a

pleasanter place for their families than the narrow

enclosures of their homes. The theatre was the

centre of their religious and national life, and the

drama was its exponent.

Similarly, in the time of Elizabeth, the news-

paper as we know it, the novel as we know it, the

luxuries and comforts of home as we know them,

did not exist. The playhouse of Elizabeth's time

was not an inviting place. From our point of view

the Globe on the Bankside must have been rather

repulsive. The favored auditors strolled about

among the actors, and if we remember Henri

Taine's description, we must be struck with the

fact that the manners of the pit were not those

that stamp the castle of Vere de Vere. But, in

spite of all this, the Globe Theatre was a pleasanter

place than the average English home. The house

of Shakespeare's father, at Stratford, is not a very

comfortable house, notwithstanding the great fire-

place, with its brown closets, and it was a score ot

times finer than the interiors of the houses of the

London artisans. Chimneys had not long been in

fashion, and England had not advanced much
beyond that ideal Saxon time when the smoke from

the household fires went out through a hole in the

roof—when the wind was in good humor. The
Elizabethan had every reason to love the theatre

;

it filled his mind and warmed his body.

Hence Shakespeare was a dramatist. If he had

lived to-day he would have been a novelist. His

methods were those of the novelist. It has been

often remarked that Shakespeare leaves little for

the scene painter or the stage manager to do. He
makes his scenes, just as the novelist does, as he

goes on. The modern theory and practice of the

drama are to picture everything. If the actor utters

the word " spoon " he handles the utensil, just as

the elocutionist of the old school pointed to the

ceiling whenever he alluded to heaven.

Mr. Egan divided his lecture into three parts

—

the methods of Shakespeare, the methods of the

modem dramatists and novelists and the modern
novel itself. He showed that the modern drama
was un-Shakespearean, but that the great novel-

ists, such as Thackeray, Dickens, Eliot and Wise-

man—who wrote oiie great novel—had used his

methods, and that these methods had become part

of English literature. The novel and the news-

paper have made the drama impossible as the lit-

erary expression of our age. Mr. Egan analyzed

the English drama and showed how the line of de-

scent deflected. He paid his respects to the ethics

of the very modern novel with more vigor than

courtesy. •.:...,,->-. ...;.,.-. v.--- '

THE MONKS.

There's glory in the jeweled sky to-night

;

There's beauty in the glittering snow so cold
;

There's glory in the faces beaming bright

;

When the tinkle of the chapel bell so old

Across the land the vesper hour doth ring,

To call the monks the empty choir to fill

And chant the praises of the Mighty King.

Sweet peace and love light up each face so still

For losing all the world they find no loss,

As happiness more bright than living day

For them was found when Christ to up the cross

And suffered death to guide them on their way,

So to the blessed Sacrament they wend,

And incense sweet to heaven's throne they send.

•:.-r-A-^ :r :/.-::,;,; A. J. P. '96.

THEY SAY.

"They say !
"—ah well suppose they do !

But can they prove the story true ?

Why count yourself among '

' they
'

'

Who whisper what they dare not say ?

Suspicion may arise from naught

But malice, envy, want of thought.

" They say !
" but why the tale rehearse,

And help to make the matter worse ?

No good can possibly accrue

From telling what may be untrue
;

And is it not a nobler plan

To speak of all the best you can ?

" They say !
" Well if it should be so,

Why need you tell the tale of woe ?

Will it the bitter wrongs redress.

Or make one pang of sorrow less ?

Will it the erring one restore,

Henceforth to " go and sin no more ?

"

" They say ! " Oh ! pause and look within !

See how thy heart inclines to sin ;

And lest in dark temptations hour

Thou, too, shouldst sink beneath its power,

Pity the frail, weep for their fall,

But speak of good, or not at all.
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St. Augustine of Hippo.

TWENTIETH PAPER.

From this view of the divine purpose in His

creation of the universe,—we noted it when speak-

ing of brute community life,—follows this conclu-

sion, that the earthly community of God's visible

creation was to display the outer glories and

bounties of His divine life; and the intellective

community of His Spirit the inner glories and

graces of His Spirit. This was the norm that God
set for Himself in His vocation of all intelligent

and reasoning creatures, to fashion in them, in

their minds and wills, a wholly spiritual world,

—

a world of knowledge and of righteousness, wherein

not figuratively and in shadow, as in the earthly

world, but really in its utmost grandeur, as in the

heavenly world, might be reproduced all the in-

finite excellences, perfections and beauties of the

divine I/ife itself. ^^
^

Thus creation, if viewed thoughtfully and ration-

ally in its excellences—its unity, fruitfulness,

activity, is a true and lifelike picture of the infinite

Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God. ; ^

According then, to this divine plan, the realiza-

tion of the godly life (in the created mind and will)

is the vocation of angels and men. For by reason

of the excellences of this life,—its actual personal

knowledge of divine Truth, its actual personal love

of divine Goodness, the divineness of its origin,

support and development, the loftiness of its

aspirations, and the blessedness of its reward, the

godly life of the creature is the only life that truly

represents the grandeur and glory of the divine

Life—the standard of all intellective inward per-

fection. And moreover the excellence of this same

godly life lies in its all-round imitation of the Life

of the Son of God.

We here emphasize purposely and as strongly as

we can this spiritual reproductive power, which is

in every fully organized intellective being. For

the right understanding of this spiritual energy,

sometimes carried to its utmost perfection, yet

sometimes utterly undeveloped, if not misused, is

of vital importance in every scheme of healthy

moral conduct.

We cannot then for this very reason mark too

clearly the God-like character of life in all perfect

intelligent beings, nor insist too strongly on their

need of life-like imitation of God, of their intel-

lectual vision of Him and their whole-souled union

with Him as the necessary and essential term of

their intellective and spiritual beatitude.

Even in this present world faithfulness to one's

chief, loyalty in his service, and the resultant as-

surance of one's guerdon—the Master's benedic-

tion, is guaged rightly by the hearty and whole-^

souled union in desire and work of the follower.

And just here before concluding our analysis of

material life, I may be allowed to make a digres-

sion, and note some of the chief differences between

organic life and intellective life,—points that are

fully worth noticing, and continually to be borne

in mind in all one's ethical researches. And the

first point of difference between the two lives is

this : That intellective life may be richly endowed

and most fully enjoyed without any association

with creatures of the organic world.

For while all nature, even of the lowest grade—of

plants—is of itself characterized by some kind of

operative, beneficent, constructive, and in a way
creative energy, the beings of this vegetable order,

though serviceable sometimes even in high degree

to their fellow beings of the intellective order, are

really none of them necessary for the purposes and

enjoyments of that life, except may be temporarily

and in a passing way. Or, to put it more briefly, there

is absolutely no hard and fast bond of interdepend-

ence between the creatures of the vegetable (and

for that matter the animal) world and the intel-

lective. ,^-',::-:; ^,\.:r:,\ :-:- V ,-;:; •":^'^;'

V'oT as each class of beings differs wholly from

the other in nature, term of life, and the means to

reach thereto, it follows that these two classes—the

organic (much the more the inorganic) and the in-

tellective—are not related to one another except in

a broad and generic way. Moreover in beings of

the material world, life, as we have viewed it, is

utterly dependent on its material created environ-

ments, as soil, food, climate, habitat, etc., for its

proper and healthful development. And further-

more, as we also have seen, only when these en-

vironments are congenial, does the plant or animal

thrive, fatten and multiply ; whereas on the con-

trary when they are antagonistic to the plant or

animal, then it sickens, pines away and dies.

Again, as we have seen, where lite in the organic

world of plant and brute is guided solely by some
unchanging power—instinct, we can always tell

with certainty, or at least the strongest probability,

the outcome of the creature's energy. For instinct

is a power that admits of no modification in its sub-

stantial character, no escape from its environments,

no freedom of choice, no reward, no prize, for

well-doing, no penalty for wrong done.
,

As by marking the pendulum beat one may for-

tell to a nicety the length of its swing, so in/one's

study of plants, or brutes, he may also forecast to a

certainty what in any given contingency it will do.

Such absolute monotony of existence and action

has no counterpart, as far as our experience teaches,

in beings of the intellective order of life. On the
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contrary, intellective life in angel and man, en-

dowed as it undoubtedly is with full measure of

freedom, with the fullest liberty of choice, is

capable of self-guidance, self-direction, self-govern-

ment in its most pertect form.

This difference of motive-power in the two
worlds, in the one of utter monotony of life, in the

other of the utmost liberty, is a vital diflference be-

tween beings of the material world and those of the

intellective world. And this is the second point

of difference between matter and spirit.

And still again, it is a very singular fact, in our

experience of life, (we have referred to it before),

intellective life the same as organic life needs some
kind of nourishment—food—also for its healthful

development. But, what a difference there is be-

tween the vehicle of intellective nourishment for

the spirit and that of material nourishment for the

body!--" "•'.
\'-.'T

Nourished by the spiritual—the immaterial alone,

by their possession of Truth, supported by the power

of their indomitable will, quickened by the vitality

of divine energy, and in no need of any created food

for the life and health of their spirits or for that

matter even of their bodies, men have flourished,

grown strong, worked wonders, in defiance of the

laws of the body, amidst continual harassings on

the part of their fellow-men, and in utter need even

of every created assistance. To give merely an in-

stance or two, Moses—the patriarch—fasted forty

days from earthly food and drink. So too did Christ

—our Lord. Again through uncreated power,

Daniel in the Lions' Den, and the Three Children

in the Fiery Furnace escaped unscathed from perils

that by all the laws of material nature should have

proved unsurmoun table.

We have styled this independence of the spirit

from its earthly surroundings,—this grand, though

somewhat rare fact in the history of mankind, as a

singular fact in biological science. And yet in-

stances of the non-support of the create and bodily

elements of the human frame are not so very

rare in the annals of history. We have cited a few

from the sacred writings. We may draw others, in

fact many of them, from the annals of every day

medical experience, and could easily show many
cases wherein with bodily powers weakened even

unto death, with frame wracked by disease, with all

their energies paralyzed, men, women, and even

little children, in almost absolute contradiction of

experience, in defiance as it were of nature's phys-

ical laws, have yielded not to dissolution—death, as

would inevitably be the result among plants and
animals, but instead,—and here's the marvel,

—

these human beings drawing new energy from some
inner secret resources of the spirit, through sheer

strength of some indefinable power of will, which

we cannot attempt to explain, have prolonged life,

and even had their life and health restored.

It is not ours to attempt to account for these

wonderful victories of spirit over body, of life over

death. It is enough that they are unexplainable

by created science ; that no merely created philos-

opher has ever succeeded in accounting for them.

Intellective life, then, at least of the supernatural

order, depends not, as is certain, on its material and

created environments.

Moreover, to give another instance of the inde-

pendence of intellective life. We are speaking,

(be it observed,) explicitly of men—the lower order

of intellective being, of men in this world. Read-

ing of them we have learned of many in story, who
have made life perfect, and have flourished in its

enjoyment, even under the most adverse circum-

stances. But first, it is a known fact, acknowledged

by all scholars, that beings of the mere organic

world— plants and brutes—in their struggle for ex-

istence draw away from one another the means of

nourishment. Each plant and brute lives on other

plants and brutes. This we have already touched

on in previous papers. But unlike beings of this

organic world beings of the intellective world in

their pursuit of science and happiness are restricted

neither by age, sex, or any conditions of climate or

country. Everywhere may man learn wisdom, and

everywhere has man been the support and life of

his fellow-men ; everywhere has he made the

deserts of life bloom as it were with the graces and

virtues of the spirit, and has adorned life with the

splendor and loveliness of his heroism.

And, again the reader will call to mind that

when we were treating of the interdependence of

organic beings, we observed especially that it was a

fixed and unchangeable law of all material nature

that not only did material life in plant and beast

need earthly and material food for its proper

development, but that it was also unable to dis-

sever itself from the influences of its earthly and
material environments. This association of matter

with matter is a necessary result of nature. But

far different is the case with beings of the intellec-

tive world,—of the realm of divine power, where
in virtue of God's grace and omnipotence, men
seemingly in defiance of all the laws of physical
matter have held these self-same laws in sus-

pense.

Such were the elevation of their bodies in the
air without any material support or prop whatever

;

their annihilation of space, as it is styled, by their

ability to pass through the limitations of space
without reference to distance ; their power of
bilocation, whereby at one and the same time their

bodies were in different places at once.

{To be Continued^)

T. C. M.
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Thomas a Becket.

The Church of Christ was never in its existence

free from persecution in some form. At first its

destruction was planned by the Roman emperors,

but she successfully withstood all these attempts

and came forth from the battle more glorious than

ever, and, like the sun, sent her resplendent rays

of Faith in every direction. To assist her in this

splendid triumph, the great Constantine dedicated

to the use and authority of her prelates all of Italy,

and really made himself subservient to her com-
mands. But the peace and joy which settled over

her members was to be of short duration, for it

seems as if her Djvine Founder has destined her to

be harassed fron^time to time by internal dissen-

sions, as well asby her enemies from without, to

show her divine origin.

Hardly had the successors of Constantine come
into power than they wished to have a part in the

government of the Church, and for this purpose

appointed the bishops and gave them their insignia

of ofi&ce. At first there did not seem to be any
reason for alarm, and although protested, yet it was
not opposed as vigorously as it deserved, but the

pernicious results of this practice soon appeared,

and then ensued one of the greatest struggles with

her members that the Church ever had.

The princes very often placed in this high office

men who would perform their every wish, and were

at times not at all too scrupulous in neglecting

their duties to accomplish the ends of their mas-

ters. The Fathers soon saw that the very structure

of the Church was threatened, as the temporal

rulers were gradually usurping all ecclesiastical

power. The popes made decrees and laws, but

apparently with little avail, for the emperors did

not wish to give up so powerful a means of gain,

and opposed the ecclesiastical authorities for sev-

eral centuries. It was during the great struggle

and before its successful end that St. Thomas k

Becket appeared in England as an ardent defender

of the divine power and authority of the bishops.

Henry the Second had ascended the throne of

England amidst great acclamations of joy and

good will from the people, who imagined that

having at last a king with English blood in his

veins, he would do much to diminish the growing

power of the Norman barons. He promised much
and appeared to keep those promises by undertak-

ing many expeditions against his enemies. He
was about to set out with his army to go into Nor-

mandy, when the Archbishop of Canterbury pre-

sented to him Thomas k Becket, a young man of

poor parentage, but possessed of great ambition

and talents. The king was much pleased with

kt^n^ and immediately received him into his retinue,

and heaped favor after favor upon him until he

was eventually made chancellor. Becket, although

a deacon upon receiving this honor, began to live

in the greatest luxury. He possessed large estates

and castles, and soon was endowed with so much
authority that he seemed to eclipse the king. He
was always accompanied by a large retinue of

courtiers and attendants, and wherever he went it

was with the greatest magnificence. Henry con-

fided and left to his charge all the gravest State

affairs, which he always settled to the advantage

of the king, and although a Churchman he did not

hesitate to severely punish those of his own relig-

ion if they dared to criticise any of his acts. On
this account he merited for himself much deserved

hate and fear, but the king rejoiced in the glory of

his chancellor and was pleased to see Becket, with

authority second only to his own, show and enjoy

his immense power. If he acted contrary to what

his station as an ecclesiastic warranted, we must

consider the power with which he was invested

and also the times in which he lived, when the

courts of all Europe were given over to the greatest

display of wealth and freedom of dress and man-

ners. Becket knew this, and although seemingly

oblivious of his ecclesiastical life never forgot that

he was one of the most conspicuous men in Europe.

But amidst all this splendor he nevertheless abol-

ished many abuses, regulated the tax, made a

standard of money, eflfected much good and laid

the foundation of greater reforms. He loved Eng-

land and the glory of England, and even when his

actions were tainted with unscrupulousness and

want of principle, we always find that they were

performed in order to gain some advantage for his

country.

For this-feason iFIenry never ceased to show his

pride for his favorite, and upon the death of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, using the much-dis-

puted right of investiture and in opposition to

the bishops of England, appointed Becket to fill

the vacant see. Becket accepted the appointment

with much reluctance, but upon being consecrated

bishop he seemed to realize that he was no longer

a tool of the king but one of God's chosen minis-

ters, and he immediately abandoned the splendor

and luxury in which he lived and became an aus-

tere and faithful servant of God. He set himself

to correct many of the abuses of which he had

been the cause, and in this met with stubborn

opposition from the king, who, not understanding

this new character of his 'chancellor and being

instigated by the enemies of the archbishop, heaped

dishonor and shame upon his former favorite. All

this was borne with the greatest patience. But

when Henry attempted to infringe on the ri^ht^
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of the Church, then the true character of Becket

appeared and he opposed him with as much vigor

as he had formerly sanctioned his every act. This

so displeased the king that he deposed him from the

chancellorship and endeavored in every way to

humiliate him. /

Nothing daunted, this champion of God and of

the Church never faltered, but upheld his dignity

as strenuously as ever. He opened his house to the

poor, fed and clothed them, and especially inter-

ested himself in the priests and those in minor

orders, whose condition was deplorable. For these

acts he was dearly loved by all except those in

power, whom they incensed the more. Even the

bishops, who had condemned him for his manner
of living while in secular life, now denounced him,

and even went so far as to renounce him as their

primate. What a sad, noble and divine appearance

this great man presented when he, in his full robes

of office, entered the council chamber where the

king and bishops had assembled to pronounce

judgment upon him, and defied them all to do an
injustice to God's holy Church.

Upon leaving this assembly, he feeling that,

being now hated and feared more than ever, his

life was not safe, fled by night from England and

sought refuge in France. Here he was protected

by King Louis and received letters from Pope
Alexander the Third upholding him in his stand

against King Henry, but he was not long secure

from that monarch's anger, for by misrepresenting

him to Louis and the Pope he won them over to

his cause, and once more Becket was forsaken by
all and had to depend upon charity for his very

sustenance.

Sometime afterwards, Henry fearing that even-

tually the Pope would sanction the acts of Thomas,
consented to a reconciliation and promised to re-

dress the grievances of the archbishop, who then

returned to England. Shortly after his return he

again enraged the king by excommunicating sev-

eral bishops and barons for their adherence to the

king in his usurpation of the rights of the Church.

Henry, being at this time in Normandy, was
greatly enraged upon hearing this news, and ex-

claimed :
" Have I no one who will rid me of this

turbulent priest?" He had hardly uttered these

words when four knights, thinking that the king
wished to have the archbishop dead, swore that

his desire would be fulfilled. They immediately

set out for England, thence to Canterbury, and
having forcibly entered the archbishop's residence,

demanded him to reinstate those whom he had
excommunicated. When he refused, these assas-

sins followed him to his chapel, where at the ves-

per hour, in the presence of his Lord and God,

they murdered this venerable old man at the very

altar steps.

This deed incensed the whole Christian world,

and Henry, although he had his wish, received

very little happiness from it, for the Pope hurled

his anathemas against all concerned in this saint's

death, and it was only after a most severe penance

and a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Thomas that

the king was pardoned. England was rid of this

great man, but the example which he set was soon

followed by others, and the contest so long raging

between Church and State regarding the right of

investiture soon came to an end by the glorious

victory of the power of God.

How much of this triumph may be attributed to

St. Thomas it is hard to tell, but there is little

doubt that his perseverance in guarding with his

life the power of the Church, produced results that

eventually entrusted to her alone the authority to

appoint bishops and give to them their power and

sign of power, temporal as well as spiritual.

V' ''''
'^l

-y'-^^.^^''.''^:'' A. J. PLUNKETT, '96.' '

-••-•-
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Far hence amid an isle of wondrous beauty, -

Crouching over a grave, an ancient sorrowful mother.

Once a qaeen, now lean and tattered, seated on the ground,

Her old white hair drooping dishevelled round her shoulders.

At her feet fallen an unused royal harp.

Long silent, she, too, long silent, mourning her shrouded hope

and heir.

Of all the earth her heart most full of sorrow because most

full of love.

Yet a word, ancient mother.

You need crouch there no longer on the cold ground with fore-

head between your knees,

O, you need not sit there veiled in your old white hair so dis-

hevelled,

For know you the one you mourn is not in that grave.

It was an illusion, the son you love was not really dead,

The Lord is not dead, he is risen again, young and strong, in

another country.

Even while you wept there by your fallen harp by the grave,

What you wept for was translated, passed from the grave,

The winds favored and the aea sailed it.

And now with rosy and new blood,

Moves to-day in a new country.

Walt Whitman.

i^.^'ia^Ms..j^-.a.
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Labor Organizations.

In this age of enlightenment, when we hear the

busy hum of wheels in the factories and the shrill

whistle of the locomotive as it speeds on its way
to distant cities, do we ever reflect as to the great

power that makes all this activity possible? True,

we may say on first thought ; steam is the great

agent, or its more modern competitor, electricity.

But let us go a little farther : Was it not man
who made these mighty giants the slaves of man ?

Is his labor not necessary to control them ? Is he

not the most important factor that enters into their

performing the work for which they were intended?

But this necessity of the labor of man is not con-

fined by any means to the particular agents men-

tioned, but is needed in every occupation and

undertaking of life.

This world of ours however, is not entirely

made of men who are so constituted as to look

upon labor either as necessary or pleasant. There
are many who by cunning, or possibly by labor

itself are placed in such a position that they can

command the labor of many fellowmen
; these are

termed capitalists. And in accordance with the

idea of selfishness originally implanted in man it

is an impossibility for them to reach that terminus

in their life's journey at which they might cease

to grapple for the word's goods and say ; "I am
content."

These men are always striving to amass great

wealth, and in most cases caring very little about

the means used to obtain it. They consider the

man who must labor for the support of self and
family but a mere tool to help them on to their

selfish end, which exists only in their imagina-

tions. If our working man then is placed in such

a position he will surely look around him for the

best means of protection from the insatiable greed

of those who can command labor.

Having done this he has decided that unity is

the strongest bulwark he can raise against his

powerful adversaries; so, calling his fellow-suffer-

ers he forms what is known as a labor organiza-

tion. This has for its aim the recognition of what
are considered the rights of the laboring man

;
pro-

tecting him against monopolies, freeing him from

the powerful grasp of capitalists, and insuring

him a just requital for his labor.

The benefits of such a pooling of interests are

many. It removes those who are under its protec-

tion from the state of crouching supplication in

which they were formerly compelled to exist in

order to insure the necessities of life to themselves

and those dependant on them. To better consider

the benefits of such a cooperation on the part of

the wage earners it would be well to view his

trials and the means employed to lessen them.

Take, for example, one of our thousands of mill

workers, who are obliged to work the longest pos-

sible time for the smallest possible recompense.

He must rise very early every morning in fear of

the scathing rebuke if he is not punctual ;
obliged

to remain silent when he is told that wages must ;

be reduced, for there comes up before his mind a '

picture of dear ones at home who look to him for '

the alleviation of every trouble. Can it be denied

then that anything which removes the weight of

such a dread of power, though only in part, is a

benefit? And how does organization tend to

remove these evils? When men band themselves

together for the attainment of any end, indi-

vidual interest must be set aside and all attention

given to the common good. And so it is in this

case.

When any resistance is made to the injustice of

employers it is not made by the individual but by

the mass of workers. In a body they make known
their grievances and use every means to bring

about a peaceable settlement ; but when this fails
.

:

absolute resistance or what is known as a strike,

is the only alternative. And here appears the dark

side of the picture, which, alas, seems to be a

necessary accompaniment to every human inven-

tion. ,,-. ;.-..

Then work is suspended and this suspension

of work is very often followed by riotous mobs
setting aside law and order endangering the lives

of others and making everything disagreeable.

In the home of the striker despair sits at the

hearth and gloats over the meanings of the mother
and the cries of the children for the food that is

not forthcoming.

So this idea of unity has its disadvantages as

well as its advantages, but let the laborer look for-

ward to a time when his lot will be a happier one.

Let him look forward to that bright future which
is pictured to us and see if he cannot find a solace

in contemplating what may be.

And it is to be hoped that when X-rays will

have been superseded by greater discoveries the

world will bring forward one who will discover a

means by which an equilibrium can be established

between the commander and the commanded.
Then the wrangling that we continually hear will

have ceased and the once greedy capitalist will

meet his employees with a benign smile and while

giving them the reward of their labor will have
that sublime thought uppermost in his mind: '* A
man's a man for a' that."

H. T. Nelson, '97.
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EDITOKIALS.

Maurice Francis Egan, LL.D., of the Cath-

olic University, lectured for the first time in our

college on Monday evening, February 24th, and

although America's celebrated English critic styled

it a *' little talk," his lecture was at once in-

structive, intensely interesting and oftentimes

amusing. Dr. Egan referred to Shakespeare, the

thousand-souled, with great earnestness, depicting

with the most realistic effect the decline of his in-

fluence on modern writings, and in contrasting

Shakespearean literature with that of to-day he ar-

raigned, in expressions full of satire, the authors

of popular, fashionable literature for the decadence

of our novel. The bitter tirade, but only too true,

directed toward the literary fashion of the times

was just, and it would be advantageous to the

world of literature should others, who are capable

and who understand contemporary life and its

needs, arise in all* their mental force and provide a

disinfectant for this contagion spread by the modern

novel. The influence which fiction exerts upon

civilization is too greatly underestimated. That

it is fully as patent as the pulpit we do not hesitate

to assert. The novel is bought, read and discussed by

the great non-churchgoing classes ; it has a fascin-

ation for many for whom the words of the preacher

have no meaning, and whatever doctrine the author

advocates his readers accept and defend with all

their might. He frequently asserts that all clergy-

men are hypocrites, and his socialistic principles

are branded in the hearts of millions, while those

who know either refuse to check this slaughter of

human souls, or are unable to do so. How noble

in its purpose would be the school whose principles

would be founded by men of the Maurice Francis

Egan stamp ! Every man who can should write

something that will be worthy of the test of crit-

icism ; something which will open the eyes of

the populace to the beautiful, the true and the

good, and which will stand as an eternal monument
to his name. However, for the present let us be

optimists. Let us hope the near future will bury

this destroyer of Christianity, and bring forth a

novel instructive to the mind and a grace to the

soul. ,

-..••.-..
,

:..

Astonishing as have been the discoveries made
in electricity during this century, the continuous

development of the science makes speculation as

to its future growth a matter impossible to conjec-

ture, even among the most sanguine. During the

past few weeks, while the outer world was com-
pletely absorbed in the study of international law

and engrossed in the interesting spectacle of great

nations politely warring with each other, a simple

experiment of incalculable value was being per-

formed by Professor Roentgen, of the University

of Wurzberg, which was to startle the learned

scientists of all countries, and even command the

attention of apathetic amateurs. The story of the

"new photography " and cathode rays, which pen-

etrate opaque bodies, and the revelations of a

Crooke's tube, under Professor Roentgen's manip-

ulation, has been thoroughly explained through

the press. Since it has already been successfully

used to locate fractures in the human skeleton and
other derangements of the internal organs, we may
safely conclude that the Roentgen ray will be of

inestimable benefit to the surgical profession. It

has also been employed to detect flaws in iron

castings and, if rumor is to be believed, Edison is

attempting to photograph the human brain. Uni-

versities and colleges are despatching, almost daily,

bulletins of the successful experiments on the new
photographic process, and physicists are giving out

as facts things certainly more strange than fiction.

For instance, the report comes from London that

one Ingles Rogers has succeeded in photographing

his thoughts, and asserts that he can perform the

same office for others if their thoughts run in the

proper channel. Mr. Rogers merely produces

'W,
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objects of definite form, and has not invaded the

realm of abstract ideas. But even at this stage of

his progress what a wealth of possibilities his

scheme unfolds ! What a boon it would be to

the plodding student, when worn out with the

grinding process of a long college term, he finds

his brain filled with a confused mixture of all kinds

of knowledge, and useless at the critical moment
of a final examination ! A happy prospect now
greets him. Armed with a concealed weapon, in

the shape of a Rogers camera, and cajoling his

worthy and most erudite teacher into a suitable

:,mood, he could elucidate his own mind by simply

pressing the button, and the professor would un-

consciously do the rest. We trust that the possi-

bilities of the new discovery will be inexhaustible,

and even though it should not extend its sphere of

usefulness into the sacred precincts of abstraction,

it may, at least, be of wonderful value to suffering

humanity..;.-':'.;'/ '".• '-:'"

The winter has been almost bewildering in the

variety of its significant events and our American

newspapers have not had need to manufacture

sensations for dearth of live and stirring news.

The Atlanta Exposition which created such a

favorable impression upon the nation during its

concluding weeks, was about to come to its final

moment in an exceeding blaze of triumphant

glory, when the entire world was aroused by the

conflicting rumors of war. England has been

encroaching upon both African and American

rights ; Italy has suffered a severe blow in Abys-

sinia which has greatly lessened her military

prestige, and the Cubans with that wonderful

tenacity, boldness and determination characteristic

of their race, are exerting a last noble effort to

obtain their liberty, liberty the dearest of all

earthly possesions. Probably there is no race of

people in the world which deserves more and

receives less stimulus and assistance from other

nations than the Cuban. For the second time

within a half century the Cubans stand a precious

example of valiant patriotism, braving the thous-

and storms raised by the armies of their mother

country, which hover over their fair and fertile

land and resisting by almost superhuman endeavors

the uncivilized and inhuman treatment of the

Spaniards. Of all nations the American should

be the last to place one stone in the way
of the Cuban in his zealous, heroic strides to

seize the priceless gem of freedom and yet there

are some whose lack of sympathy is exceeded only

by their lofty and contemptuous ignorance of

Cuban affairs. When we consider that Cuba is

the only land wherein bread is a luxury of which

the poor man cannot partake ; that it is the sub-

ject of the basest and most outrageous system of

taxation known in modern times ; that the methods

of punishment inflicted by the Government, rival

even Siberia itself, it is no wonder the Cuban
groans under such injustice and seeks, as a last

resort, in the gore and horrors of the battle field

an, at least, temporary relief from his sufferings.

Fortunately in their present extremity the com-

mand of the forces has devolved on two men,

endowed with that courage, activity and persever-

ance which the emergency requires ; men of

peculiar and fertile genius upon whose brow the

chastening hand of time has left its white impress,

who will stimulate the spirit of the patriots, rouse

them to new and fresh exertions and even prepare

the way for the final triumph of Cuban Independ-

ence. :"~:.v:/' .
:'.;:;''•""

Twining around our hearts are affections whose
luster never dims. They are the memories of '93

life at Villanova which the simple mention of the

name of Father McEvoy conjures up. On Easter

Sunday at St. Denis' Church, Ardmore, Pa., Very
Rev. Fr. McEvoy our Jubliee President will cele-

brate thesilver jubilee of his ordination to the holy

priesthood. We tender him our congratulations,

and on behalf of the students of Villanova and of

those who were guided by his masterful hand
along the paths to wisdom in their college course,

we wish him many more years of that strong,

active and vigorous health in which he enters upon
the twenty sixth year of his priestly duties. So
well and so widely known are his accomplishments

and achievements in his quarter of a century, in

the Augustinian habit, that it would be supererog-

atory to detail them here. Charged, though he

has been all those years, with the administration

and supervision of large parishes in Pennsylvania

and Massachusetts, and conscientious and indefa-

tigable as he has ever been in the discharge of each

and all of his public duties, yet in spite of his

engrossing labors, his marvelous industry enabled

him to accomplish much extraneous work. In

recalling his noble deeds the words of the prophet

Jeremias recur to our minds . "The Lord is good

to them that hope in him, to the soul that seeketh

him." May you, most highly revered Father

McEvoy, continue to exercise your pastoral solici-

tude over the faithful " and when the Prince of

Pastors shall appear may you receive a never

fading crown of glory." Ad Mulios Annos.
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The Athletic Association, this year, bids fair to

sustain its reputation for placing first-class teams

on the diamond as the present indications are most

favorable for creditable achievements in base-ball

circles. Financially the association was never in

better condition, and material is not wanting so

with the hearty support and universal concurrence

of all the students it is unreasonable to predict

aught but success to the players. That we extend

our impartial efforts in their behalf is essential.

Unity is strength and in proportion to the manner
in which we unite to support the team so will be

determined the number of victories. The pessi-

mistic individual, with his words of disparagement,

will undoubtedly register on the list of enthusiasts,

but it remains with us to see that his pathway be

not strewn with roses. Should any one entertain

any opinions which he thinks worthy of considera-

tion, let him submit them to the chairman of

base-ball committee and they shall receive the

attention due to their weight. By doing this each

one may have a voice in the aflfairs of the associa-

tion and produce universal concord, thereby en-

thusing the participants in the game to greater

eflforts. In encouragement lies the greatest inroad

to success and if we wish the players to play

winning ball, if we desire to see the White and Blue

wave as triumpantly in the base-ball annals of the

future as it has in past and to crown the season of

'96 with laurels as profusely as in former years we
must be strong in unity, sincere in encouragement

and hearty in support.

EXCHANGES.

The end of education is the title of an essay in

the latest issue of Notre Dame Scholastic in which

the writer has had something to say and has said it

well ; and although he takes exception to many of

our modern philosophers, who say that this is an

age of specialties, even in education, yet his reason-

ing is clear and we quite agree with his conclusion

in which he says :

But the arguments in favor of a liberal education

are living examples of its usefulness in life. The
greatest men in England and America—through-

out the whole world in fact—are men whose erudi-

tion emanated from the intellectual training they

received at college. They themselves advocate

the sort of education which has rendered the his-

tories of Greece and Rome so familiar to modern
times while nations fully as great in other respects

have sunk into oblivion.

The Boston College Stylus is worthy of no
inferior place in the rank of College journalism,

and were it not for its unwieldly size, it might well

vie for supremacy with any of the current maga-
zines whose columns are almost entirely supported

by the students whose progress they represent. In

the February issue there are many well written

essays, particularly those entitled "England's

New Poet Laureate," and "Greek Pronunciation."

The writer of the latter, from the evident study

which he has given the subject, seems to admire

Greek more than the average student. ;:..:>. '^'y:-.
,.

In consideration of the appeal made by
the newly appointed staff of the Catholic High
School Journal^ in their leading editorial, viz:

Not to be too harsh in our criticism,' we will

give them the benefit of the plea which they have

made in their own behalf; but we surely think they

lack good taste in the arrangement of the February

number, and we can scarcely find any excuse for

the very disorderly arrangement of the essays and
advertisements. .': '-- ../•; -•.i.-.,,-

The Georgetown College Journal for Febru-

ary is particularly devoid of interesting read-

ing matter, except perhaps to the immediate
relatives of the students. It is little more than a

quasi diary ^ containing reports of the different

societies and some personal notes. Strange that

the representative of such an established institu- :

tion of learning would not continually display at

least a few choice specimens of the literary advance-

ment of its students. ,.

The latest copies of the Normal Echoes lie

before me. This is an admirable little paper,

furnishing very interesting reading. "How to

Teach Geography " and the pretty poem, " Why "

are deserving of particular notice ; the admirers

and lovers of the Wheel will likewise find some
valuable information in the articl^e on the ' 'Bicycle."

Howeve~, as an improvement to the Normal Echoes

we would suggest an exchange department.

After reviewing the February number of the

Holy Ghost College Bulletin one will inevitably

conclude, that, if its leading articles are written by
the students, they have certainly attained a high

degree of excellence in the art of writing, since

such contributions as " Early Christian Literature

and Schools," the dirge "So Early Flown" and
" Poetry in Religion " possesss rare literary merit.

We extend a hearty welcome to the Voice of the

W. D. H. S., Chicago, which has just paid us its

first visit. We hope to see it often.

The Sacred Heart Review says that The Villa-
nova Monthly is an excellent College Journal.
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SOCIETIES.

V.D.S.—On Saturday, Feb. 29, the Debating

Society assembled in the College Library to listen

to a very interesting discussion regarding the

negro. But prior to the debate, according to the

recent custom, Mr. G. A. Buckley chanced to be

the one to make a short extempore speech. The
subject was " The advantage of taking a college

degree before adopting any of the professions."

The choice proved to be a very good one as Mr.

Buckley, in a very few moments, presented many
standpoints from which to view the matter. He
showed that he was quite well fitted to speak at

length on the subject and deserves much credit for

the manner in which he acquitted himself. Then
followed the question for debate, " Resolved, that

the Negro is not advancing." Mr. E. J. Wade
opened for the affirmative and in a very eloquent

manner presented for consideration some persua-

sive arguments in which he pointed out the

characteristics of the negro, and the little progress

made by him during the last thirty years, which
was very much against the negro. Then Mr. E.
P. McKeough took his stand for the negative, and
in his well known happy way, endeavored to show
from what a delusion his opponent was suffering.

His arguments were good and gave evidence of

familiarity with the question. But when Mr. H.

T. Nelson, the second speaker for the affirmative,

began everyone was surprised, for instead of his

usual unassuming manner, he laid down facts and
cited incidents that were sufficient to convince any
judge, and would have done so had not Mr. A.'X.

Dooley been on hand to assist his colleague with

evidence so conclusive, and delivered in such a

forcible manner, that it became very difficult to

decide the contest. As usual the question was
opened to the house and friends for both sides

were found. Messrs. Buckley, B. J. Wade and
Shanahan were particularly spirited in their

remarks, and advanced many facts to prove that

the negro is advancing. When the debaters had
finished the Rev. President made an interesting

review of the arguments presented on both sides

and gave his decision in favor of the negative.

Our next debate will take place Saturday 21,

inst.

F.^.^.—The Villanova A. A. held its regular

monthly meeting on Saturday, March 7. The
meeting was called to order by the President, D. C.

Flynn, and after the reports of the Secretary and
treasurer had been heard, attention was turned to

athletics in general. The possibility of a spring

field day was discussed, all the members seemed
anxious about the matter and were not backward
in manifesting their approbation of the project.

A committee consisting of Messrs. E.P. McKeough,

E. J. Wade and J. A. McDonald, was appointed to

take the matter in hand. Then followed a lengthy

discussion upon base-ball, and many of the mem-
bers offered, what will undoubtedly prove valuable,

suggestions as to how the candidates for the team

could reap the most advantage from the means of

training placed at their disposal by the association.

The President reminded the members of the

great necessity of being prompt in paying their

dues and giving all possible assistance. The meet-

ing then adjourned.

The candidates for the team are daily seen work-

ing in the gymnasium and nothing but favorable

criticism of their work is heard. Although many
of the old familiar faces are missing from the

ranks, yet the breach will be filled by players who
have shown thus far that they are, at least, willing to

work hard in order to put themselves in proper

condition. As soon as the weather permits we
will see them on the diamond and expect a favor-

able showing. .:;-;:;, :.:,. % :.^:.:
:,':

X:;:^

The manager is busily engaged in making out a

schedule. The games scheduled up to date are

—

April 18.—Atlanta A. A. at Villanova.
" 25.—Delaware College at Newark, Del.

May 2.—Montgomery A. C. at Villanova.
9.—Drexel Institute

16.—Delaware College

((

((

((

u
u
a

Our Easter Entertainment.

On Wednesday evening, April 15th the members
of the Dramatic Society and Glee Club will be

pleased to welcome their friends and patrons to the

Easter play. The entertainment will consist of a

comedietta in one act, entitled "A Friendly Game,"
some very select vocal and instrumental numbers,

and a very funny farce called " The Centennial

Traveler." The comedietta is one which was
made famous by the celebrated Rosina Vokes Com-
pany. The farce will surely seud every one home
in the best of humor. On this occasion we will

use for the first time, our new and complete stage

outfit, now being prepared by the scenic artist and
stage carpenter of a prominent Philadelphia

theatre.

Personals.

The members of our College Glee Club received
a great deal of praise for the creditable manner in
which they acquitted themselves at Fr. O'Brien's
entertainment a short time ago.

The following were among those present at Dr.
Egan's lecture : Very Rev. Fathers Driscoll, J. J.
Fedigan, N. J. Murphy, O'Brien, McErlain, D. P.

Egan and D. A. Morrissey, Professors Powers and
Fontaine, Patrick Duffy, Esq., Mrs. Mellon, Misses
E. M. Gleeson, Annie Hayden, Mary Barr and
Sarah Wagner.
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SPLINTERS.

^ Cocoa.; "^

Sardines.

"Willie!"

"Utique."

: "Ratcatcher."

"Black Mike."

. "Peties Michael.'*

;*' Fireside Companion."
*' You /lad two dishes of coffee."

"I awsked, but I cawnt get it.

"

He will be seventeen in April. (God bless the

mark.)

Moral : — Do not put on your overcoats too

soon.

It's a wonder Willie doesn't get on to himself ?

He often speaks of Dante,

Of him speaks praises nice
;

But when it comes to Shakespeare

Poor Dante " cuts no ice."

" Is that the bell, boys ?" " Oh yes sir ! !
!"

(What fools these mortals be.)

*' Corporis exiqui," read the boy and gazed at

the teacher as unchangeable as a spinx.

Eddie and Willie have pulled off some good
bouts, but Eddie will not be satisfied until Skinner

wer and Mac don the mitts.

All was still and silent as death

Not a sound was heard but our breath,

When the starving cry rent the air

" Have you got any more prunes to spare ?"

*' Meeting of the after last ." Our read-

ers will fill in the blanks and send the correct ans-

wer to us.

"So beautifully bound, etc., etc., it would be

an ornament to any library." Of course ft would
;

we knew all this before.

Lost.—Between Villanova station and , wo7i

guuvt shoe. Sootable reward will be given if

returned to the Green Room. B. M.

" I wonder why our quondam multi-named

gentleman is now called the tin soldier T''

" Si, we sincerely believe your trials every morn-

ing outweigh even those of the '* Morning Herald."

Mr. D.—
They tell of many a great big fire.

How Cr(e)a(zy) boys were wandering there

Z>-rawing water with rope and

—

wyer

While many a shout Brogan the air.

Judging by the way you say it, there will be a

new College needed if he "calls you down again."

Somebody take warning.

" If that is so I don't think that he exists." It

was an awful thing to say but he was awfully

interested on that dark question.

Oh tell me where did Willie go ?

And what did Willie get?

They say that Willie grabbing went
But that's not so you bet.

Sully says that his pants don't fit well around

the shoulders. If the new woman had said this

we wouldn't have been surprised but you should

know better, Sul.

Oh he was di picture fair to see

No fairer e'er graced artist's easels

—

I mean our once famous "little Bil lie

"

Who had to go home with the measles.

"Pretty soon you'll have race track in your

room." Well if you do not you will have it some-

where else ; wont you, Eddie?

' PtMi ANSWER TO THE PiEAN IN LAST ISSUE.

A fly Upon a fly wheel lit, ,> \

to-witf ^ -•,. ^•^:;.'^:;•^^'

And it said, I'll move this wheel a bit

But the fly-wheel, it was fly,

And it caught the belt's hook eye,

And it moved! The fly cried out, 'Tis I
^" '''."^'' "'-'':':';;- ';,;.': Movedit! .-'.;'/

By a babbling, bubbling brooklet's brink

(Grasp the link ? )

A swan was wont to wink
and blink ; :;

And it gave its life away ;: r:>;iV ; ; ~
;

^ Just to sing one roundelay

;

It will sing again some day,

—

I don't think!

Now, then, reason out the why.

Oh, fly,
_

'

If your wheels so swift and spry

and sly

!

Sing, oh, swan ! sing clear and strong,

Your paean is your funeral song,

We'll watch your spii it flit along

—

Jack and I

Swans Sing Before They Die :

The Swan Has Sung.—Requiescat I

So you think you're going to make things hum,
yes some,

And the rest of us had best succumb,

be dumb

!

But your humming ^ it will keep,

—

Wont you look before you leap !

—

Better sow before you reap,

By gum I

Here's a story you should read,

and heed

;

Food for thought, so take your meed
of feed

;

And the moral you can find,

If you but make up your mind,

—

If you wd'nt see, you are blind
Indeed I
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Showell & Fryer, limited.

I7UTPORTING r GROCeRS
AND DEALERS IN

Imported^Domestlc Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHlIiADEIiPHlA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

-.' '.

'.'-.. "1 '
. '. y

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer in

Flour, Feed and Grain.
; Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 and 30 South S«veii(eentli Street, Pliiladelphlu.

D. J. OALLAGHBR. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO., :

Printers, Publishers

; ,

V And Blank Book Manufacturers / ^^

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(Gsllasrher Buildlnir.)

J. J. maLLISCGR, -1-

II"

DEALER IN

GENTS' SHOES.
Cor. Roberts* Road and Lancaster Ave»^

Next Door to W. L. Evani' Proviiion Store. ROSSMONT, PA.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I,awn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RBPAIRING IVBATLY AND PR09IPTL.Y DONK.

JOHN P. MILLER,

gint*! FuiA^*l>i>9 Good! aod Shirt Dlmufaeturir,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Cheatnut.

Roman OoUars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

PbyaidftiM* Prescriptiona Accurately Compounded at all hour* at

ROSEMONT pharmacy!
FR/i^K ^' PHKKni. Craduate fi) pi?ar/naoy,

PROPRIETOR-
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundriea.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Se^vliifc Maclitnea,

Ouus, Rifles and
Sportiiiv Gouda,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE,
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
liANCASTER AVENUE, BBYW MA"WR, PA.

P. J. COLAHAN, lAsSjiAKKET st.

Pealer ip pipe droeeriej.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL.

156 North Ninth Street.
A. M. BUCH & CO..

Philadelphia, Pa.
LADIES' AND GENTS',

iA£IG 7VYMKERS,
HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

49*WiK8 and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricala.'dL

JOJbiN R. KE^RNS
DEALER IN

FISF, OYSTERS and PRODUCE,
Foreign and Domestic Fruits.

Store on Qarret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called
for and Promptly Delivered.

p. O. Box. 77 ROSEMONT. VouP PatPonag* Sollolted.

THE DeMORAT studio.
9^A GHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AI.I. BRAHOHKg.

Special Rates In Oroups, also to Colleges and Societiea.

ESTABLISHED .864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. 13Y±iNE8,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOT^D SXRBET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPER'S POINT FERRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIHUTINO AOKNTS OF

H^GH GRADE

.

. TABLE • BUTTER
vine and Shackamaxon St.(Phila<ra) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices; we will save yon
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most tmtter.

M. A. CALLANAN.
DBAI.ER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies* and Gents* Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, 'Nc

DEALERS IN

COT MEATS AND PROVISIONS

;
TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY.

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEioiANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
V?; Presoriptione a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIAN MOOt^E.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plasteringr

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Eeaidence- GAEEETTVILLE, DELAWASE CO., PA.
Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

^V. J. REED, aei n. Bightk st.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$i2.00 and 93.50

hats blocked while vou wait

renovating done on the premises

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF

you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine otir stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN v FISH*
DCALCN IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

Silverware and Spectacleft

Repairing a Specialty.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

5-Cent Store.

Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

....The Beneficial
SRVINO FU5t> SOCIBTV pg;

of PhiUdelphl*

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

RALrPH P. CVLLINAN, President,
IGI9ATIV8 J. DOHAN,

Vice-Pres. and Treasurer.
ANDRBW J. KBBOAN, AWit. Treasurer*

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays 9 A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days g A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J, Crilly,

Roberts Cruice.M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, L,hD.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan,

Ralph F. CuUinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos. R. Elcock,
John A Leslie,

Chas. A. McManus,

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas, !

James J. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty, .

John T. Dohan,
Lorenzo M. KieflFer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
John F. McMenamin.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and lanie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Phlladelphiia,
QOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting,

Honse Farnlslilng Ttn Ware ot Kvcry Deacrlption
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO*

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA.8TBR AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

Hardwood Finish, Enameling,

QraininK, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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JOHN MURPHY & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

ThoiiKbts and Counsels for Women of the IVorld, by Mgr.
LbCourtibr, Bishop of MontpcUier. Translated from the French
by Maris Clotildb Rbdfbrn. Published with the approval of
Hit Eminence Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore. One
volume, umo.. cloth, 346 pages. Price, $1.SM.

Loyalty to Church »nd St«t«,by His Excellency Archbishop Satolli,
Papal Delegate to the United States. Second Edition. Containing
all his Addresses and Speeches, delivered before various bodies
throughout the Union, since his arrival in America. One volume,
lamo., cloth, portrait, 3cxj pages. Price, $I.M.
"Looking to the matter ul these addresses, a wide field is covered :

the Papacy, the constitution of the Church, the spirit of American
Institutions and their harmony with the spirit of Catholicity, the
unification through the Church of the various national elements that
go to make up the American people, education, schools- public and
private religious associations and confraternities are the topics dealt
with by the most Revetend Author."- Cardinal Gibbons.

The Baltimore Ordo for 1806, published with the approbation of His
Eminence Cardinal Gibbons. The work being done with the
utmost care under the supervision of the Church authorities we guar-
antee its absolute correctness. 24mo., cloth, red edges. Price, 30
cts. net,

Bible, Science and Faith, by Rev. J. A. Zaum, C. S. C, Professor of
Phyaics in the University of Notre Dame. Embracing his famous
lectures on " The Antiaoity of Man," "Rbligion and Science,"
"The Biblical Deluoe," etc., and his paper on "The Mosaic
Hbxaemeron," and "The Mosaic Account OF Creation." Parti.
The Mosaic Hexaemeron in the light of Exegesis and Modern

'; Science. Part II. The Noachian Deluge. Part III. Th« Age of the
Human Race. One volume, izmo., cloth, 316 pages, Price, 9l>!t9 net.

Army Boys and Girls. A series of charming Stories for children, by
Mrs. Mary G. Bonesteel. The experience of the author gained by
residence at Army Posts in the West has been well utilized In giving
these vivid and truthful sketches of army life. i2mo., cloth, illus-

trated. Price, $1.00.

JOHN nVRPHY dt, CO., PUBLISHKRS, ; :

BALTIMORB, MD.

THEBRYNiAWHlCEM'F'GCO.,
Daily deliveries between p

/ ...Philadelphia and Devon....

LOGUE * HATTER
•
. V strictly one price.

REFUNDED. XfyQO JjlARKET ST»

CmtOmt This Coupon, It isWorth $ i .00

Bach person who sends this coupon and fi.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 6i I Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Montlily. DONAHOB'S MAaAZINB, for one year, d
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers ofthis publication only,
can it be had for fi.oo. This coupon must accompany the order.

The Acknowledgred
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. H. DITSOPI & CO.,

laas Chestnut Street, PHIIjADBLPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds^
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Oivea to the Public entire satisfaction, Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-class Companies with guarantee of

Correctness

ESTABLISHED .867 •:

£, J. CARAHER
N: Insurance,

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA..

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years

^ f;::;; at COSt Of $5.CX3 per |IOCX). "!•
V

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

ABBet8,n.8., $2,639,687.64

Assets, $3,638,915.65

Assets, $2,165,372

London b Lanoashire, (England),

Queen Insurance Oo.,

Glen Falls Insurance Oo., N. Y.

Alice Jarvia, D.D.S. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET. PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
philadelphia.

Tliis Ac;i(lciiiy, condiu'tcd by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which younj^ ladies
may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the njr^-r-r rr-i-i <-rri-.i— nT/on^

* ^ *' ^ MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 Wcbl Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

livery description o( (ioods used by Relij^ioiis Connnmiities.

Draj) d'lvte, Cloaking. (.irdliiig Towels,
Diagonals, .Merinos. Hosiery, Table Damask,
Serges, l-'lannels, Hlankets, Haiulkcrchiefs, etc.

.Cliurcli Laces, .Silk \"estjnent ])amask, Galloons,

and Crosses for \'estments,

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

fee (giteam, li'anG^ ^akes

and genfectienert^.
ice Cream, all llavors, made from the purest quality of Cream-

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

Jolin Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

•» «*«•'«**»*••'«««**»***«««*«.«44 *•,-••••«,*.
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I=RESH T^^ND RELIHBL-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THENKW SKKD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

Brompt answer and un honest opinion, write to
nlUNN & CO., who Iiave bad nearly fifty years'
experience in the patent business. Communlco*
tiona strictly confldentlal. A Handbook of In-
formation concernlnK I'ateiita and how to ob«
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechao-
Ical and BCientiflo books sent free.
Patents taken tlirough Munn & Co. receive

epeclal notice In the Srientitic Aiiiei'icnn, and
thus are brought widely Iteforethe public with*
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, eleRantly Illustrated, has bv far the
largest circulation of any Bolentiflc work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Buildins Edition, mont illy, flfiO a year. Single

copies, tiS cents. Kvery number contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and pliotngrnphs of now
houses, witli plans, enabling Duilders to show the

' latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNM & CO., New Youk, 3<>1 Bku^auwat.

rELS°'MON%L IN GOOD To «

Patents
CLARK, DCEMER & CO..

/ Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
* New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-

- ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
"List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UKITED STATES AND FOEEiaN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TEBHS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. N£W YORK 18 THE ONLY PLAGE TO
SELL PATEHTS, Gen Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLAEK,DEEMER & 00, Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
KEW YOE&> Branches: Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
to ONE YEAR'S subscription TREE.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

Sciiool and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND,

' ^^V "
"*' ' "'„ ''

.'^""^ff^

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books.
,

.' ^

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL:

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The Best

is the Cheapest.

Hallahan*8 Shoes

are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $^.

D.F.HALLAHAN^^^ Chestnut St.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MAHUFACTURKR OF AND DBALBR AA

DURABLE .^:.v /;;":

Kuroiture arjd jjeddlrj^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^^ South Second St.,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

'.*"- -» -.' i':

Special Discount to Institutions.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telephone 5307.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 1 1 - 1
1
3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,
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LEGEND OF THE EASTER LILY.

Here is a legend of long ago,

Breathing a tale of the risen Christ
;

Told when the lilies of ICaster blow,
Tonched to life in the morning mist

By a magic kiss from the dewv month
Of the spirit hid in the wind from the Sonth.

Easter eve, and the wind was high,
No hint of spring in the woodlands bare

;

And trooping adown the evening sky,

Grim pilgrim- clonds of the upper air.

In the night were lost, when the hermit poor,

In his rough garb, knocked at the abbev door.

The porter opened to him who stood

Trembling with cold in the wintry blast,

And begged him eat of their homely food.

For it was not written the weak should fast.

" Nay, nay !" said the hermit. " I touch not meat
Till my sins be shriven at Jesus' feet.

" Yester- night, as I kept my watch.
Telling my beads on my cheerless bed.

There came a knocking upon the thatch.

And a mystic voice in the darkness said :

' Go thou to the abbey of Ercilthorne,

Awaiting a sign in the Easter morn.'

" Here am I come, be the duty mine
Earthly pleasures and joys to foreswear

;

So I pray thee lead to the chapel shrine.

For I need no comfort save that of prayer."

And so to the dim of the altar light

He led the hermit and bade " good-night."

And when the day dawn broke in the East,

Greeted by chiming tongues of brass,

They that followed tlie white-haired priest

To the celebration of holy mass
Found the hermit prone at the altar, dead !

Pale, in the light that the tapers shed.

On a graven cross on the marble floor,

Over the tomb of a saint, he lay,

With arms outstretched as the Christ of yore
Hung on the cross of Calvary

;

And out of those lips, so sainted by prayer.

Grew a wondrous flower, divinely fair.

This is the legend of long ago,

Breathing the love of the risen Christ
;

Mystical tale of the buds that blow
At the holy season of Easter, kist

To life anew by the dewy mouth
Of the spirit hid in the wind troin the South.

Thcs. a. Dai.v, '87.
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LEGEND OF THE EASTER LILY.

Here is a legend of long ago, '~

Breathing a tale of the risen Christ

;

Told when the lilies of Easter blow,
Touched to life in the morning mist

By a magic kiss from the dewy mouth
Of the spirit hid in the wind from the South.

Easter eve, and the wind was high,
No hint of spring in the woodlands bare

;

And trooping adown the evening sky,

Grim pilgrim- clouds of the upper air.

In the night were lost, when the hermit poor,

In his rough garb, knocked at the abbey door.

The porter opened to him who stood

Trembling with cold in the wintry blast.

And begged him eat of their homely food.

For it was not written the weak should fast.

** Nay, nay !" said the hermit. *' I touch not meat
Till my sins be shriven at Jesus' feet.

" Yester-night, as I kept my watch.
Telling my beads on my cheerless bed,

Xhere came a knocking upon the thatch.

And a mystic voice in the darkness said :

* Go thou to the abbey of Ercilthorne,

Awaiting a sign in the Easter morn.'

" Here am I come, be the duty mine
Earthly pleasures and joys to foreswear

;

So I pray thee lead to the chapel shrine.

For I need no comfort save that of prayer."

And so to the dim of the altar light

He led the hermit and bade " good-night."

And when the day dawn broke in the East,

Greeted by chiming tongues of brass,

They that followed the white-haired priest

To the celebration of holy mass
Found the hermit prone at the altar, dead !

Pale, in the light that the tapers shed.

On a graven cross on the marble floor,

Over the tomb of a saint, he lay,

With arms outstretched as the Christ of yore

Hung on the cross of Calvary
;

And out of those lips, so sainted by prayer,

Grew a wondrous flower, divinely fair.

This is the legend of long ago,

Breathing the love of the risen Christ
;

Mystical tale of the buds that blow
At the holy season of Easter, kist

To life anew by the dewy mouth
Of the spirit hid in the wind from the South.

Thos. A. Daly, '87.
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Patrick Henry.

Fame !—A very insignificant looking word it is,

- to be sure, but really more highly prized than

words twice and even triple its size. From time

immemorial, history tells us that this precious

flower has been as diligently pursued in the vales

and nooks of politics, science and other depart-

ments, as it is at the present day. Some men
after ceaseless eflforts have obtained the object of

their search quite suddenly, who, as Byron says,

wake up in the morning and find themselves

famous
; others have come upon it gradually,

finding its intoxicating perfumes growing stronger

as they approach nearer the coveted prize.

Amongst the former is numbered Patrick Henry,

with whose name every schoolboy is familiar.

On May 26th, in the year 1736, he came into

this world, selecting as his first stopping place,

Studley, Virginia. His father was a Scotchman,
but his mother was a native of Virginia.

In his early youth he showed a great distaste

for books, and all he wished for was to go off by
himself to fish or hunt in solitude.

After it was found of no avail to attempt to keep
him at school, his father started him in business,

but in a short while it turned out unsuccessful ; a

second and even a third attempt was made to start

him for himself in diflferent business enterprises,

but they were failures like the first. Just about

this time, however, occurred something which
would mark anyone as a genius or a fool : penni-

less himself, he married an estimable, but also

penniless daughter of a neighbor.

Being driven to despair, as a last resource, he

turned his attention to law, but with only six

weeks of study he applied for admission to the bar.

Justly enough he met with great difficulty, but

great talent being discovered in him, he was ad-

mitted.

Although for the first time in his life, he labored

hard at his profession, existence was almost

unbearable to him, with no practice to support a

family upon. But this was soon to change ; he had

now reached the crisis of his life, and was about

to pluck the lovely flower of Fame.

In a very exciting case between the planters and

the clergy, concerning the salary of the latter, all

the legal talent for miles around had given up the

case as lost to the planters ; but as a last straw

they grasped at Henry, who succeeded, in one of

the most interesting and famous cases ever held in

Virginia, in winning a victory for the planters.

The people were so astounded and moved by his

wonderful eloquence that, at the decision of the

court, they lifted him to their shoulders and bore

him about. His time had now come and his suc-

cess was assured, for the account of the case spread

most rapidly ; and as he walked abroad people

would turn to gaze upon and admire him as the

wonderful young lawyer.

But even now he paid dearly for his indolence

in youth and his great dislike for study, for when
a case of jurisprudence came up, he was put to rout

by those whom he could overwhelm with eloquence

in a question of natural right and justice.

We have now reached a point in our hero's life

when began that famous historical event known
as the War of the Revolution, in which, gradually

the infant nation losing patience at the continued

cruelty of the mother country, like the child who
has given up all hope of peace and kindness,

rebelled, and threw off the maternal restriction,

never to return to that cruel parent again. •

In all the gatherings and meetings held by the

colonists for the common weal, Henry was a prom-

inent figure, and none were as bold or forward in

their plans or suggestions as he. At one meeting,

especially, held by the Virginia Convention to

discover the best mode of proceedure, he made
himself an historical character. Different plans

were offered and discussed, but all these appeared

too weak and inefficient for the existing state of

affairs to suit him, when rising, he made a resolu-

tion for war in which occurred those memorable
words with which everyone who has handled a

recitation book is familiar: "I know not what
course others may take ; but as for me, give me
liberty or give me death !"

:'::;:'}'J}::''':y-J?''

The effect of this speech was electric, and soon

the whole house was in disorder ; everyone was
frantic and the resolution was adopted with a rush.

In the early stages of the war he occupied many
distinguished military positions, but resigned them
all. In the year 1776 he was also made first Repub-
lican Governor of Virginia and held this high office

of public trust for many subsequent terms.

During one of his terms of office as Chief Magis-

trate, an anonymous letter was sent to him to aid

that vile scheme of raising General Gates to the

place of Commander-in-Chief instead of Washing-
ton ; but Henry enclosed the disgraceful epistle in

a manly address to Washington himself, who sent

a grateful and cordial reply.

Both during and after the Revolution he de-

livered many an eloquent appeal on various sub-

jects, but the greatest effort of his life was in

opposing the Constitution, which, for some un-

known reason, he greatly feared. But, as we all

know, his opposition was fruitless, and deservedly

so. Mr. Henry, too, gradually saw its beauties and

value, and no one adhered more strongly to its

doctrines than he did afterward.
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His success in court was phenomenal, and what

greatly aided his abilities as an orator was his

knowledge of human nature. Since his boyhood

he was much given to the study of all those with

whom he came in contact, until, as a lawyer facing

the jury, he had its members at his mercy, as his

keen insight taught him how to formulate his

arguments so that they would strike with precision,

and awaken readily a sympathy that never failed

to make a deep and lasting impression.

Perhaps some will say on reading this, that he

was another example of the usefulness of study and

labor in youth, since he became famous without

their assistance ; but upon looking closer they will

find that the ignorance resulting from the lack of

study and diligence was really the great bane of

his career, as is shown by the poor defences he

oflfered to his opponents when it came to a matter

of law ; and indeed, in many cases he sincerely

deplored his lack of knowledge and his want of

application while young.

Although lacking in book-lore his knowledge of

human nature was extensive and his experience

large and varied, and as he once said to a great

bookworm, well advanced in years :
" We are too

old to read books ; read men ; they are the only

volumes we can peruse to advantage."

Patrick Henry was possessed of a fine voice and

a commanding person which lent great weight to

his persuasive eloquence ; but he was also possessed

of that sterling character which we attribute to the

ideal patriot, bold, honorable and aflfectionate, and

as an orator, statesman and patriot his name will

shine as brightly as any in the historical firmament

of our country.

E. P. McKeough, '96.

St. Augustine of Hippo

TWENTY-FIRST PAPER.

Yet in support of these marvellous displays

—

real loving demonstrations—of super-human divine

energy, we have the strongest kind of documentary
evidence,—proofs far stronger in their character

than are usually required among men in their

transactions of even the most important kind.

Of this class is the Holy Bible—the Word of God
—Divine Writ itself, which relates the manifold

exercises of this wonderful power of intellective

being in the person of Christ our Lord Himself
Holy Scripture tells us that when after the

deicide on Calvary had been laid the Sacred Body
of our Lord in the Tomb, by no other power
than His own almighty Will, He raised Himself

therefrom—from the embrace of death itself, that

He had so gloriously vanquished. And again

that after this resurrection from the Tomb, while

one day in company with His disciples, suddenly

and in a wholly unexpected way. He vanished

from their midst. (S. Luke, xxiv, 31.) And
still again that at the meeting of His friends and
followers—the Apostles—in the supper-chamber at

Jerusalem, where with doors closed they had

gathered in order to discourse on the wonderful

events of the last few days, Christ suddenly en-

tered among them—stood in their very midst,

without having employed any sensible means of

ingress into the chamber. (S. Luke, xxiv, 33-36;

S. John, XX, 19.) Moreover that at Emmaus,
where two of His disciples were conversing about

Him, and the events of the last few diys, (this

was shortly after Christ's Resurrection from the

dead,) He appeared to them, but in a guise so

different from His wonted appearance, that for the

moment they knew Him not, not till He chose

to make Himself known to them. (S. Luke, xxiv,

13.)

To the Magdalen, who in her grief at the loss

of her beloved Master and Benefactor was stand-

ing wrapt in meditation near the now empty
Tomb, the Lord appeared in the guise of a

stranger—a gardener. (S. John, xx, 14-16.) More-

over at His glorious Ascension, which took place

in the sight of a great multitude of witnesses, Our
Lord raised His Body above the earth, and thence

ascended into Heaven. ,^

These instances of supreme intellective will-

power on the part of Our Lord are merely a few of

the many displays of omnipotence recorded in

Holy Writ,—in the Gospels and other writings of

the New Testament. This exercise of the most
exalted, superhuman. Godlike, nay really divine

power in the person of the Son of God, of which
the above instances have been singled out from
very many in the revealed Writings, is utterly

unexplainable by mere created reason
; we know

they happened ; of this we are perfectly sure

;

though we understand not in what way they were
wrought ; and yet the accounts given therein—in

Holy Writ— of the visions of Our Lord, His appear-

ances and disappearances, His changes in aspect,

the same as His walkings on the waters of the sea,

are facts irrefutable by any laws of sound criticism.

It may be observed that these facts taken from
the Bible narrative are here noted simply to show
by still further proof the truth of our thesis,—the

independence from, or rather the non-dependence
of, pure intellective nature, on the laws which
underlie and govern mere material and organic

nature.

Nor was this display of intellective independence
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from matter, which we have been relating, limited

merely to its exercise on the part of Christ, our

Saviour Himself, — the Man-God. Wonders that

He Himself worked in Himself by His own divine

power, He caused to be repeated in the person of

those whom He loved. ; ; : > v ;

For by the same divine power of His Will,

which He Himself had called into service in order

to show to His followers the divinity of His Being,

—by this self-same power. He imparted too to

His apostles and disciples, and even to many of

His blessed servants of later days, powers of simi-

lar character.

The history of the faithful children of God
proves that many of His followers excelled in a most

notable way in the supernatural and divine gifts of

His Spirit. Among other things they were proof

against poisons ; serpents, wild beasts and harmful

animals hurt them not ; out from the bodies of

their fellow-men they drove away diseases and

even evil spirits ; they moved mountains
;
passed

over lakes, rivers and seas dry-shod ; and in divers

other ways, all set down in story, showed their

sovereignty over material creation. They, at least

many of them, scrutinized the unseen, held as

naught the limitations of time and space, had the

gift of prophecy and of bilocation, and—in the

most remarkable manner—exercised their master-

ship even over their relentless enemies—the spirits

of the eternal abyss.

In fact the more one reads and studies the history

of Christianity,—the story of its heroes,—of its

saints and martyrs, its ecstatics and wonder-work-

ers, the more clearly and convincingly will he

observe this history to be a vast and unassailable

record of the predominance of spirit over flesh, of

the power of intellective will over matter.

Such then are the main differences, we have

been describing, between the powers of the mere

organic world and the almost limitless character

of spirit-power in the intellective world.

Summing up the attributes of this intellective

world we will be justified then in declaring that

because of its elevation, its sublimity above mere

matter, its essential and elementary independence

from all organic environments, intellective being

is well-nigh limitless in the range and sweep of its

energies and faculties, and (with divine aid of

course) that the intellective creature is able to

grasp all truth that may be revealed to it by God
Himself, and even in a way lead the life of the

Infinite Being of God—the All-powerful, All-wise,

All- good.

Such then is intellective life at its best,—the

only one really worth seeking, cherishing, living.

Now then to the question—clear and pointed.

What is life in the excellence of its nature, in the

grandeur and quasi-infiniteness of its powers, in the

fullest grasp of its beneficence? We may reply,

frankly and unhesitatingly, that viewing life as we
have described it in all its varying features—the

organic—the lowest, and the intellective—the

highest, we may not—can not—for one moment,

since we fully recognize the weakness of our powers,

essay ever to explain to their full all the potentiali-

ties, all the complexities, all the beneficences of

life, whether rational, or irrational.

We may not even suggest, let alone give, a rea-

son for all life's infinitely varied phenomena in

detail in plant, brute, in human or angelic, being.

For because of the utterly invisible character of

life's principle, of its hidden and mysterious nature,

even in the tiniest creatures of the organic world

—

the diatoms, we are forced to the conclusion that

life in its inner as well as its outer workings,

whether these be wholly spiritual, or mainly physi-

cal, or material, in their origin, is in large measure

a mystery to us.

Moreover,—we understand it well enough, since

the experience of ages is rich in instances of the

perversion of the human intellect in its hunger for

forbidden fruit, were any one to attempt to com-

prehend life in its fulness, in its immense variety

of richness, this would be to seek more knowledge

than really is needed for the purposes of happy life

itself. For the question—whence he came—con-

cerns man never so much as the question—whither

he's going.

With regard then to our ignorance of many of

life's mysteries,—we admit our lack of knowledge

frankly,—we know but little of them. Even with

regard to the simplest and feeblest organisms

—

plants, that is life in its most material aspect, let

alone the higher organisms—brutes, we do not pre-

tend, except in a certain vague and in the main a

not wholly satisfactory way, to tell wherein con-

sists their life-power. No, we cannot explain fully

even their bodily structure, or understand how
each plant and brute is quickened throughout by

its own individual principle of activeness. In brief,

deeply though we may feel this ignorance, we must
fain avow our inability to grasp the nature, attri-

butes and possibilities of plant and brute life.

Yet are we not ashamed of this avowal. For the

mysteries of life have always been, (—and may we
not as truly say, will always be ? ) a puzzle to even

the wisest of earth's sages. Yet never has this

want of knowledge disturbed their serenity of spirit

in the wise, hampered their beneficence, or made
their righteous conscience any the less enjoyable.

Moreover,—it's an instructive commentary on

the feebleness of the human understanding, one
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that is well worth noting, that man has never, even

at his very best, been quick to fathom, or even

grasp, the unseen. He is, as a rule, slow, at times

even to stupidity, to understand what is purely

material—sensible—the visible before his very

eyes. Yes, it is really singular to note how little

man knows of the outer material world around

him.
T. C. M.

{^To be continued,')

FiiT, AcatiEscE coNsiLiis sms -leo xm
To counsels of thy Mother Child give ear.

This motto of our Pontiff we revere.

Our Pious Union's badge and emblem dear,

These words he wrote to which we all adhere.

The second Eve, the glory of our race.

Whose spotless soul no sin did e'er deface,

'Tis meet should speak that counsel, full of grace.

To all who yearn to see the Saviour's face.

With gifts of Holy Ghost she was replete
;

Her sinless soul was made His chosen seat

Ere Gabriel Archangel did complete
: ;

" ^ ,

The praise from high, or her with "Ave " greet.

Midst doubt and dark despair, the gentle hand

Of her who next to Christ, her Son, doth stand

Pre-eminent with God in counsel grand.

Shall guide to a home beyond this land.

From ancient yore her name was wisdom's seat.

This gift divine here found a dwelling meet
In her whose bosom was the sole retreat ^ ^

From error's ways and Satan's vile deceit.

:.-:.:. —W. A. J.

The Pleasures of Travel.

In this age of rapid transit, when the methods of

travel have been reduced to a perfect science, and

the dangers and delays that formerly prevented

many people from going abroad have been removed,

nearly the whole human race has become a band

of tourists.

Distant cities have been united, as it were, by a

close chain of railroads, and distant friends are

separated by but a few hours' journey ; and even a

trip across the mighty deep, and into the heart of

the Zulu land, is looked upon now by the traveling

public as a journey to be accomplished in a few

weeks.

Hence, since traveling has thus been stripped of

many of its former perils, and made a pleasure, and

its facilities placed within the reach of even those

of limited means, it has become a common thing

to travel almost the entire globe just for a vacation.

However, like many other human pursuits, it

has its disadvantages as well as its advantages

;

but as we are not now concerned with the former,

we will overlook them and briefly consider only its

delights and benefits. ; / %; ^ a-. l;
-

The pleasures afforded the traveler, like all

others, are enjoyed in proportion to the perfection

of his education, sensibility and artistic taste. If

we could all perceive and learn from our travels as

did Milton and Goldsmith, we might v/ell say that

we were amply benefited by the time thus spent.

The human mind is curiously attracted to what-

ever is strange, antique or novel, and the curiosity

that such things arouse forms the attraction which

induces us to seek and to admire them. On the

other hand, sameness or want of variety produces

monotony, which leads the mind to eccentricities,

if it be continually subjected to it. Still, as it is

not always convenient to gratify our curiosity by

the real or the original, we are often compelled to

content ourselves, at least for a time, by viewing

an imitation or reading a description of them.

What an inexhaustible store and endless variety

of pleasures are presented to the traveler ! The
beauties of nature and art, the mouldering monu-

ments of fallen empires and former greatness, and

innumerable other relics of antiquity and of van-

dalism, in both Pagan and Christian ages, are but

a few of the objects of his wonder and admiration.

To properly understand and thoroughly appre-

ciate the many advantages afforded the tourist, one

should first have stored his mind with all available

information regarding the places and things for

which each country is famous. For, as the ignor-

ant miss many of the choicest and most refined

pleasures of life, even those easily available, so the

traveler, ignorant of the history of each country,

looses the real delights offered by travel.

For example, what a difference between the

pleasures of two tourists visiting the birth-place of

classic literature and philosophy, if they are told

that here it was that Homer and Demosthenes

lived and wrote, or here is the Pass of Thermopy-

lae ; or if passing over the Mediterranean they view

the ruins of ancient Carthage, and if proceeding

farther they visit the once powerful and wealthy

capital where Cleopatra ruled in all her glory ; or

if retracing their steps they view the tomb of the

immortal Virgil, and finally they gaze on the

Eternal City ; what is the difference, I ask, in the

pleasure afforded the two, if the one is ignorant of

and the other acquainted with events of the past ?

The one comprehends at a glance the harmony of

the Grecian poet and orator, and recalls the

scene of a handful of patriots defending the en-

trance to their country against the powerful army
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of Xerxes ; or again, the voluptuous city of Car-

thage with all its wealth and grandeur looms up
before him, and he pictures to himself the decisive

battle of Hanibal and Scipio, which brought just

retribution to a city of such corrupt morals ; when
gazing on the tomb of Virgil he recalls the wander-

ings of ^neas and the founding of the Eternal

City, which is, beyond doubt, the most interesting

city on earth. ,;,;,;,•;,
. .>;;;,. •;>,,:.. .v-^ ,.-vv- i:-"'^;;:.:-,:-'^^-

These are among the many objects to delight

the traveler ; for each particular country furnishes

its peculiar instruction and pleasure. Our own
country, although not so old in historic interest,

yet presents many places and objects worthy of the

greatest admiration and study of the traveler.

Thus it is easily seen that the pleasures of the

traveler, which are numerous and sublime, are,

nevertheless, modified by the degree of learning

and taste of the traveler, for " the mind is a king-

dom to the man who gathereth his pleasures from

ideas."

Geo. a. Buckley, '96.

The Present War in Cuba.

The present formidable strife in Cuba, which by

no means is an isolated phenomenon, has continued

throughout another month to absorb the serious

attention of the country. For six long, weary

months the Cubans have struggled on and on, here

bearing hardships such as cause horror to spring

up in every human heart ; there suffering the

tortures, which alone the longing desire for freedom

is able to sustain ; here hungry and foot-sore, yet

ever persevering and hopeful ; there witnessing

husband torn from wife, child from mother, every-

where struggling nobly, bravely on against the

ferocious tyranny of the Spaniards. This condi-

tion of affairs might be pronounced wildly unreal,

were it not for the irrefragable documentary evi-

dence which emanates from the pens of authori-

ties who have gone to Cuba for the sole purpose of

obtaining a perfect knowledge of the land as it

exists in its present state of chaos. Naught but

woe and lamentation greets the traveler on every

side. To the American particularly does this sit-

uation appeal. More than a century ago our fore-

fathers, oppressed by a similar system of taxation,

actuated by the same principles and stimulated by

a like desire, united to throw off the yoke of

tyranny, hanging like a pall over their fair and

fertile soil, which the British Government refused

to remove. How they fought and won still shines

resplendent on Glory's page. Victory crowned

their glorious efforts. Great Britain's tyrannous

rule was no more, and from the date of George

Washington's inauguration in the presidential

chair the United States has so extended its bound-

aries, so increased its riches, and become so power-

ful in its government, that to-day she stands pre-

eminently the greatest nation in the world. And
just as she, with a mere handful of patriots, so tri-

umphantly changed the unjust attitude of her

mother country, may we not hope that in like

manner Cuba also, " the fairest land human eyes

ever saw" will, with the indomitable courage of

her soldiers, overthrow the Spanish beaureaucracy

enthroned on the island, and gain the freedom

which no other people ever more richly deserved ?

May we not hope to see that self-sacrificing hero of

innumerable battles. General Gomez, exalted to

the highest throne of excellence, when his country

shall have become free, which his bravery and

wisdom merit ? The causes of the war are manifold,

of which the most potent is taxation without rep-

resentation. No Cuban has a voice in the affairs

of his country. True, she has representatives in

the Cortes at Madrid, but the Spanish members
never attend when her welfare is to be discussed,

while the government itself has always turned a

deaf ear to their forcible and well-formulated argu-

ments. The commercial laws which were estab-

lished in 1882 declare that Spanish products shall

not be taxed at Cuban ports, and yet Cuban ex-

ports pay an enormous duty in Spain. The sugar

planters are granted bounties, but by the time

the sugar has reached Spanish ports, the profit

therefrom has been consumed by the heavy taxes.

Year after year there come swarming into Cuba
scores of Spanish office-seekers, with no intention

other than to plunder and rob. By right of their

nationality they gain favor with the governor-gen-

eral, and henceforward their success is assured.

He is vested with the power to remove anyone who
is considered dangerous, and history proves that

his parasites have prevailed upon him to thrust

into prison, and oftentimes to put to death innocent

victims. Then, about a decade ago, to wrest the

voting franchise from the Cubans, Spain imposed

so high a poll tax upon them that many who
were ruined in their previous struggle were de-

barred from voting. The heads of the Spanish

commercial houses, by their own declaration, re-

ceive partners in their establishments, a position

which gives them the right of suffrage. Thus
every Spaniard controls a vote.

After each rebellion Cuba was compelled to pay

the debt thereby contracted, but was never re-

lieved, during these periods, of the accustomed

taxation. Thus are the Cubans kept in a state
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of poverty and degradation, while the Spaniards

thrive and become rich. In the year 1894 the

Cubans again made a vigorous plea for just repre-

sentation, which was, to all appearances, granted,

together with many liberties ; but, alas ! liberties

to be found only on paper. However, the moment
that the Spanish Government again betrayed its

trust and proved faithless to its Constitution it

alienated the respect of its province, and fanned

their spark of discontent into an all-consuming

flame, terrible in its consequences. In the summer
of the following year, determined once more to

place its fate in the God of battle, all Cuba arose

and revolted. Since then the outrages perpetrated

by the Spanish soldiers have daily caused the

hearts of the most callous to ache. The piteous

moans of famishing children; the groans of old

men, who have lived to see what never could be

embodied in words ; the screams, scarcely human,

of men and women writhing under punishment,

and all the vain voices of blood and agony that

die away in that ravaged land combine to throw

our Revolutionary War in the shade. So great

is their dread of the Government that they have

been known to abstain from attempting to save

lives in imminent danger because of their fear of

being imprisoned as witnesses, or punished as

guilty of the death of any they might vainly

attempt to save. .Under these woeful, agonizing

circumstances should we marvel at the heroic per-

sistence of the Cuban in his efforts to gain his

freedom? Of course, the revolutionists have not

been unfailingly successful. Neither were our old

Continentals. But the spirit is there, and the

languors of the tropical climate and the soon

tiring impetuosity of the Cubans are matched

against tyrants possessing the same weaknesses in

a more marked degree. If revolution after revo-

lution fails, yet it will not die, and it is only a

question of time when Cuba will join civilization

and throw oflf the mediaevalism of Spain. Yet

there is no reason to doubt the ultimate success of

the present movement, for in the few months of

its activity more battles have been fought than in

the entire war of '78
; the number of men is larger

and volunteers are refused by the hundred for the

lack of arms and ammunition, and even these are

daily slipped into the island by stealth. It is

estimated that Spain has 70,000 men in the field,

yet the state of the Cuban cause shows that, be-

sides the aid of yellow fever as a destroyer of the

unacclimated conscripts, the revolution is inspired

by the holy zeal of desperate and determined

patriotism,

Edward T. Wade, '96.

"These, Our Actors."

When the friends and patrons of our Dramatic

Club entered our hall on Wednesday evening,

April 15th, they were agreeably surprised to find no

trace of our old stage trappings, but before them
they saw a beautiful new drop-curtain, represent-

ing a scene on the banks of " L<ago Maggiore.

"

The old draperies which had hung on each side of

the drop had vanished, and in their stead, hung in

graceful folds two handsome garnet plush curtains.

When the curtain was raised for the production of

the first of the three plays selected for the even-

ing's entertainment, a handsomely painted oak

breakfast-room met the eye. The play was a one-

act comedietta, a favorite with Mr. and Mrs.

Sydney Drew, entitled a "Happy Pair." Messrs.

Flynn and Tichenor as " Mr. and Mrs. Honeyton "

respectively, interpreted the pretty sketch in a

most delightful manner, showing how easily mis-

understandings may arise, and how, oftentimes,

" Lovers' quarrels are but the renewal of love."

The second part of the programme consisted of

another comedietta, " A Game of Cards," and the

players, Messrs. Wade, McKeough, Hazel and
Kelly, displayed much dramatic ability in their

rendition of their respective parts. The quarrel

of the old chevalier with his friend, the bluff M.
Mercier, was at once humorous and pathetic, and

Anatole and Rosa, the lovers, immediately won the

sympathy of the audience.

The entertainment concluded with a farce called

"The Centennial Traveler." In it Mr. Mc-
Cullough, as the traveler, was, in looks and actions,

irresistibly comical, and the continued laughter

bore witness that he was duly appreciated. Mr.

Sullivan as " Mrs. Bunz," the Teuton boarding-

house keeper, whose table boasted of two cheeses,

limburger and smeer, was also successful in elicit-

ing applause. Master Bachler, as " Jocko," the mis-

chievous monkey, helped the fun along immensely.

The evening was, indeed, a most pleasurable one.

XTRA XTRA XTRA

Walnut Street Theatre. Philadelphia.

Wednesday Evening, June 3, 1896.

The Dramatic Club of Villanova College

will present the sterling Irish Drama

"MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN SINNING,"

preceded by the charming curtain-raiser

"A GAME OF CARDS."

Scale of Prices

—

Orchestra Stalls, $1.00 ; Circle, 75 ; Balcony, 50

XTRA XTRA XTRA
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EDITORIALS.

Glad, joyous spring, in all its vernal beauty,

greets us once more. Now each night the glorious

king of day declined, hastens with prone career to

the ocean isles and in the ascending scale of

heaven the stars, that usher evening, slowly rise

to warn us of the approach of the summer months,

when we are wont to lay aside the cares and tasks

of student life, and recline on the couch of quietude

and ease. It has come, bringing in its train the

tender freshness to the foliage ; to bid the beautiful

flowers to bloom in all their brilliancy. The
melodious song of the nightingale and the cheerful

note of the cuckoo are heard again, spreading

pleasure and happiness over all creation ; the very

air seems purer and clearer, and the melancholy

glory of the deserted wide-spread branches now
bedecked with the beauties of budding leaves. As
the last sprinkle of snow dissolves slowly on our

green slopes under the mild spring sunshine, it

makes the student pause in his musings and,

glancing backward, wonder at the progress of fleet-

ing time. He suddenly realizes how the years slip

by—old Horace sang the song ages ago : " Eheu!

fugaces labuntur anni "—and how Father Time
weaves his white among the black, how he drives

his furrows deep across the brow. Yea, fellow-

students, this is the season of the year whenwe
look back to the fall term, some with the utmost

satisfaction that they have done their part well,

others with the deepest regret because their good

resolutions have long ere this been shattered and

tossed to the winds. To the latter do we especially

direct our words. We bid them bear in mind that

the advent of warm weather is not far distant, and

that during the remaining cool days they should

put their best foot forward in preparation for the

final examination. Just as when the luxuriance

of sunshine may be interrupted by a day of rain in

the valleys, the obscuring veil of mist rises, the

sun breaks out the next morning and the moun-

tains don fresh suits of ermine, so may we after

our vacation clothe ourselves anew in the garb

of earnest study, and thus by removing the

clouds which perhaps have gathered about us,

firmly determine to acquit ourselves creditably on

that day of all days, the twenty- fourth of June.

Anti-Cathouc feeling still runs high, to which

the late most unjustifiable demonstrations because

of the unveiling of the statue of Father Marquette,

the explorer, civilizer and educator, bear witness.

The State of Wisconsin has tendered to Congress

a life-sized statue of P^re Marquette (as one of the

two that she is entitled to place in the national

Valhalla), the Jesuit priest who played so great a

part in the exploration of the lake and upper Miss-

issippi regions during the seventeenth century.

Because Marquette was a Roman Catholic, the A.

P. A.'s wanted to blow his marble image into

atoms—to destroy the sculptor's beautiful efiect of

the likeness of him who, " with no arms but a

cross, no incentive but a desire for good, no sup-

port but his own intrepid and generous soul,

opened to the Old World a region boundless in

area, fertile in soil, healthy in climate, replete with

riches, endowed with nature's beauties, and to-day

the home of millions of intelligent and thrifty peo-

ple." What an open demonstration of the spirit

of fanaticism is this ! How praiseworthy in the

ideal American citizen ! And yet what a shame
to our enlightened nineteenth century ! We should

expect better things from the intelligent men of

our time ; we are familiar with it, being a part of

it, and we know that its ruling spirit is not that of

religious intolerance. We also know from the

teachings of the modern philosophical school of

history that the popular mind and feeling, hgw-
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ever abrupt and unreasonable their outward mani-

festations may be, are strictly logical in their de-

velopment, and that the masses are ruled by irre-

sistible hidden currents of historical life, not the

less powerful because they act at great depths

below the [surface. A. P. Aism and its foolish

aims are too well known and so universally con-

demned that any treatise on their miserable exist-

ence would prove futile in our pages. The late

outburst of its antagonistic spirit but again declares

to the public that its adherents are swayed by
nothing but caprice, by uncontrollable gusts of

passion, or at best by a blind and defective intel-

lect, ---^z':'''
-:y''-^- ':/.- .':--^' -.>/':•.::.: -vr':T,r

'''-''''
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Very slowly and reluctantly, yielding to the

pressure of public opinion, the universities have

first tolerated, then countenanced and, in the

course of generations, at last openly approved new
systems of thought which revolutionized the hoary

but comfortable routine of past ages. One of these

systems embraces largely the idea of advancing

athletics in all colleges and universities, which has

received the universal approval of Americans, who
believe that man's education should equip him
most completely, if not for his profession, then in

a more general way for the struggle for existence.

It should enable him to utilize to the very best ad-

vantage the conditions which surround him ; but

devoid of athletic training he comes to grief as a

fine mind in a sick body is a precious jewel in a

worthless case. The highest intellectual type for

humanity must embrace the most perfect hygiene

of the physique. The truth of this statement has

been powerfully demonstrated in the past Athenian

exhibitions in which the bold representatives

of America's brawn and muscle have again

won the highest honors which can be gained in

the athletic world. The spectacles were worthy

of a new Homeric Iliad. After fifteen centu-

ries, during which the Greek spirit has still kept

alive "the glory that was Greece," despite the

ravages of the Turks, the Olympic games have

been revived upon the ancient soil of Athens.

The young athletes of the New World have met
and vanquished the descendants of the old heroes

of the golden age of Pericles. Athleticism in its

essential modern sense had its birth amid these old

scenes. Greece gave to the world the healthy ideal

of a beautiful mind in a beautiful body ; and the

Christian world of to-day has found a valuable

soul of truth in the old Pagan theory. This past

international congress of athletes has been a fitting

and picturesque tribute by Athens to the entire

world.

Every day it is becoming more evident that no
part of humanity can be hurt without pain to the

whole. The inhuman and almost incredible out-

rages inflicted upon the Cubans by their mother

country are, at last, drawing forth a world-wide

sympathy and a protest almost unprecedented in

swiftness. The quick and burning indignation

expressed so universally and so forcibly in America
is all the more significant owing to the unusual

feeling of friendship that has thus far existed be-

tween this country and Spain. How it will

terminate is a matter of conjecture. It does seem
strange that Spain, once so powerful in its arma-

ments, so all-wise in its government, should now
pursue, with such relentless vigor and tyranny

her hopeless conquests in Cuba. But war is war.

If we examine the great revolutions that this world

has seen, we shall find that, though divergent in

circumstances, they had all very much in common.
They have all arisen from the fact that some one
had what some other one wanted. The present

revolution in Cuba—for revolution it undoubtedly
is—has in it much of what was seen in olden times.

Like the others, it has been brooding for years. It

would be hard to locate or date the first sowing of

the seed. Deep and hidden from the eye of super-

ficial observation, the fire has burned luridly.

There were rumblings beneath ; there was sulphur

in the atmosphere, but now the fire has gained
strength and has eventually burst forth with tre-

mendous effect. Woe has come to those who
lingered near the crater's mouth. From wealth
and affluence the Cuban has been hurled to poverty
and suffering— yet suffering emanating from a just

cause—for the sake of liberty. Justice sits en-

throned in their souls and guides their actions and
inspirations of daily life. Even though they fail

in their present attempt and Spain does not recoil

from its radical measures, the causes being un-
changed, the effects will be identical, and the
same deplorable scenes will be enacted from time
to time. It is hard to understand why this enlight-

ened age should bend a knee before them.

The success which the Thespians have attained

in dramatic circles, for the past few years, has en-

couraged them to explore new fields. On the 3d
of June they will stage two productions in the
Walnut Street Theatre of Philadelphia, and if

their receipts may be measured in proportion to the

efforts extended on behalf of the enterprise, no fears

need be entertained as to the result. We offer our
best wishes for a huge success, and invite our
patrons to come and witness these productions, as

their presence will do much to encourage them for

future achievements.
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^V EXCHANGES.

All those who are acquainted with the task of

an Ex-man will agree with the writer that the con-

tinued increase in the number of exchanges means
more work for him. Yet it affords great pleasure

to review so many excellent journals, and especi-

ally to note the intercollegiate union that these

magazines are eflfecting, and the interest with

which one college watches the progress of the

other. But, notwithstanding all the refined

entertainment offered by the bright covers and

brighter pages of our Easter visitors, the attractions

of the spring weather are greater, and sufficient to

win the hardest student or the most constant

reader from such pleasures, and to allure him to

the peripatetic shades, where he will be taught a

greater lesson by awakening nature. Hence, in

facing the large number of exchanges that crowd

our desk, it may be well to add, in justice to our

contemporaries, that should some very meritorious

literature be overlooked it can be attributed to the

above causes together with the want of space,

rather than to indifference.

It gives us pleasure to acknowledge the receipt

of the following magazines as a worthy addition to

our long list of exchanges : The High School

Heraldy Jersey City, N. J. ; The Chronicle^ Brook-

lyn, N. Y. ; Mercersburg Monthly^ Mercersburg,

Pa. ; K. H. S. Enterprise^ Keene, N. H. ; St. Vin-

cenf s Journal^ Beatty, Pa.; Union School Quarter-

ly^ Glens Falls, N. Y.; The Philalethean^ Myers-

town, Pa. ; The Guard and 7l2^>^/^, Stockton, Cal.

;

The Studejits^Journal^ New York ; Praeco Latinus^

Phi la.. Pa.

After a long absence The Mountaineer again

visits our sanctum. Since we are not anxious to

lose sight of so excellent a magazine, it is to be

hoped that its coming will be more frequent in the

future. The latest numbers contain choice read-

ing in poetry and prose, of which we consider the

following worthy of special mention : "Spirit of

Twilight," Byron's " Childe Harold " and "George
H. Miles and His Poetry."

The Orphans' Bouquet is a valuable paper, reflect-

ing the true spirit of its mission, and should be a

regular visitor to every home. The poems which
adorn its pages contain very beautiful thoughts.

In the April number of the Collegium Forence^

there is a brief but pithy article which rightly in-

sinuated the advantages of a college education,

and also shows by statistics the many chances of

success extended to a college graduate that are

withheld from those who have not been benefited

by such a course of studies.

In the Amulet^ the essay entitled "Art, the

Handmaiden of Religion," is a beautiful piece of

word painting. But it is a pity the artist per-

mitted his pen to soil it with such spots as " Rom-
ish Church," and '*the weary procession of saints

they represent."

The Carmelite Review is a journal of rare liter-

ary merit and is ever replete with instructive essays.

St. John's University Record for March contains

two very instructive articles entitled, " Celebrated

Schoolmen '

' and " The French Revolution. " The
former is a brief sketch of the life and work of

two great scholars, St. Thomas Aguinas and John
Duno Scotus, whose names and works are familiar

to every student of philosophy. The latter shows
the principal cause of that great evil which befell

"The fairest daughter of the Church," and in

concluding the writer points out, in the words of

Lecointre, "That a people without a religion,

without a worship, and without a church is a

people without a country and without morality,

destined inevitably to sink to the level of slaves
;

that contempt of religion had been the ruin of the

French monarchy, and would be the ruin of every

people whose legislation is not founded on the un-

changeable principles of morality and religion." ,

The following is a list of the exchanges received

since our last publication : The High School Argus^
The College Forum^ The Bucknell Mirror^ The
Chisely The Manitoba College Journal^ The Wake
Forest Student^ Acta Diurna^ The Holy Ghost Col-

lege Bulletin^ The Collegium^ The Niagara Index

^

The Notre Dame Scholastic^ The Purple^ The Ford-

ham Monthly^ Normal Echoes^ Niagara Rainbow^
The Viatorian^ Mt. St. Joseph^ s Collegian^ The
Catholic High School Journal^ The Boston Stylus^

The Voice^ St. Joseph's School Day Gleanings^ The
Agnetian Monthly^ The De La Salle^ The George-

town Journal.

Baseball Schedule-

Besides the three games mentioned in another part

of our Monthly, the following games are arranged :

May 2. Montgomery A. C. at Villanova,

May 7. Wynnewood A. A. at Villanova,

May 9. Drexel Institute at Villanova,

May 16. Delaware College at Villanova,

May 21. U. of P. Freshmen at Villanova,

May 23. Open.

May 27. Penna. M. Academy at Chester,

Decoration Day, Rockfords, two games at Wil-
mington,

June 6. Open,

June 10. Manhattan College at New York.
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Baseball.

The Villanova College boys opened the season

for '96 on Saturday, April i8th, when the Atlanta
A. A. team, of Cobb Creek, Pa., was subjected to

a galling defeat. The day was a perfect one for a

grand exhibition of the national game, and about
two hundred spectators were present when the

stocky young collegians took the field for their

preliminary practice. Their appearance was
greeted with loud and prolonged cheers, and the

dash and vim exhibited in every movement infused

great confidence in their enthusiastic supporters.

No one in the crowd could see how the defenders

of the white and blue could lose that day. But now
the representatives of the Atlanta A. A., more
familiarly known as the Cobb Creekers, with their

towering forms and hopeful countenances, appear
to take their turn. Their well-known title recalls

an item of history in Villanova's baseball career.

The old score book of the College nine from 1866
to 1874 records a game played with the Atlanta
nine of Cobb's Creek, on October 25, 1868. The
scene at the end of the nine innings, during which
the College nine had been " goose-egged " once—in

the sixth—and the Atlantas seven times, was 47 to

7, in favor of Villanova. The Rev. Father
Sheeran, vice-president of the College, now vener-

able prior of the monastery, was umpire. The
scorer, John McMahon, and three of the players,

Jas. Wynne, catcher, Jeremiah Ryan, short stop,

and Chas. Marsden, third base, subsequently en-

tered the ecclesiastical state and were ordained
priests. On November 7th, of the same year

—

1868—a return game was played with the Atlantas,

with the result, 32 to 25, again in favor of the

College. This game lasted two hours and forty

minutes. The president of the college. Rev. Am-
brose A. Mullen, was umpire. So we find history

has repeated itself as the Atlanta A. A. nine of

1896, although successful for a few innings in

maintaining a good lead, was unable to do much
with our youngsters. The game after the fifth was
devoid of interest and was called in the eighth on
account of darkness, when the home team had
placed the issue beyond a doubt. The following
is the score

:

VILLiLIIOVA.

R. H. O. A. E.
Downes, c 34700
Barth'akl, of. ... .2 4
Hayden, 3b 4 1 4
Herron.BB., p 8 4 2 2 1

McAr'e, p., SB. . . 2 12
Moy'ban.Sb 2 12 2
B«Kers, If. 2 2 8 1

Conway, lb 117 1

MoCul'gh, rf. 110 11
Total 21 22 24 9 4

Ylllanoya
Atlanta A. A 8

ATLAHTA A. A.

R. H. O.A.K.
Burns, If. 10 4 1

Define, of. 8 2
Lynch, o .23701
P. Patton, lb 2 2 6 2 2
Soalth, 88 12 110
P. Patton, p 2 2 8 1

Devlin, 8b 112
Sbay, rf. 2 2001
McOll'an. 2b 10 8 1

13 14 24 8 7

3 8 11

•

-21
-18

Runs earned, Villanova 10, Atlanta 4. Two-base bite, Downes, Mc-
Ardle, Rogers, Conway, I..ynch. Three-base hits, Hayden, Herron 2,

Devlin. Sacriflce hits, Rogers, Burns Stolen bases, Moynlban, Rogers,
McArdle, F. Patton. Left on bases, Villanova 8, Atlanta 7. Struck out,
by McArdle, 2, Herron 4, Patten 6 Hit by pitched ball, McOilligan. Pat-
ton. Passed balls, Downes, Lynch 2. Time of game, 2.40. Ompire,
Hazel.

MANHATTAN COI.I.EGE, 1 3 ; VILLANOVA, 5.

With great joy and three rousing cheers were
the Manhattan boys greeted on Wednesday, April

22, and as the many old faces appeared on their

nine, the meeting on the green this year seemed
but to increase the friendly rivalry between the

two colleges. During last season two games were

played, each team winning one, and great was the

anticipation previous to the game, which would
for a time proclaim the victors. Let us hope this

will be only for a time because, sad to tell, the

New York boys carried oft the honors of the day

by not only winning by a comfortable margin, but

also by playing a magnificent game. On our part

it is the old, old story of placing a man in a new
position. The visitors could do little or nothing

with Herron's delivery, and did not get a hit for six

innings. Then, in the face of the most wretched

support, he let up, and in the remaining innings

they knocked out eight singles. For Manhattan,
McDonald at first played a beautiful game, as also

did Kelly behind the bat. The other features

were the pitching of Driscoll and the all-around

playing of Hayden. The score is as follows

:

VIU.AHOVA.

B. H. O. A. >.
Moynihan, 8b .... 2 2 1

Hayden, 2b 2 10
Downes, o 10840
Herron, p 21041
McArdle, rf 2
Conway, lb 2 11 2
Rogers, of 00400
Kirsch, 88 00148
MoOullough, If . ...00810

MASHATTAV.

B. H. O. A. E.

McDonald, lb .... 2 2 14
01ennon.2b 3 112
Driscoll, p 2 10 7 1

Kelly, o 81700
Cobalan, of 2 110
Cotter, If 11800
Castro, 88 1 14 S
Shea, 3b 0108 1

Dowd, rf 00 00
Totals . 6 7 27 18 6 Totals

.

18 9 27 16 4

Earned runs- Villanova 2, Manhattan 4. Two-base hits- McArdle, Con-
way, Driscoll, Cotter. Struckiout—by Driscoll 6, Herron 4. Time of game,
2.20. Passed balls—Downes. Bases on called balls- by Driscoll 2, Herron
8. Umpire—Hazel.

DELAWARE COLLEGE, 18 ; VILLANOVA, 15.

After traveling to Newark, Del., with the hope
of receiving the treatment which was accorded to

the Delaware College students on our own grounds
last fall, the ball team was woefully disappointed.

It goes against our grain to set up the oft-repeated

howl of "robbed by the umpire," but if ever

there was any claim of justness to the cry, there

surely was on Saturday, April 25th. Even to a

disinterested spectator it would seem that the

rankness of the decisions was premeditated, and to

all it was painfully evident that the umpire was
determined to win that contest in spite of the in-

ability of the players in whom he placed his con-

fidence. We have been beaten oftentimes, and are

not fond of complaining, but this time the all-

powerful judge was so barefaced in his robbery, so

absurdly unfair in his decisions, that we feel justified

in offering an excuse for the loss of the game. The
one redeeming feature of the was the playing

of Rogers in left field. The score :

VILLANOVA.

R H O A K
Moynihan, 3b .... 3* 3 2 4 2
Hayden, 2b 2 2 3 2
Downes, c 12521
McArdle, p. ... 10041
McCullough, 88 3 12 4 1

O'Donnell. rf ...33001
Rogers, If 10 3
Conway, lb ... . 1 1 12 1

Kirsch, cf 1 U

Totals 16 18 27 14 9

DELAWAXB.

R. H. O. A. .
Osmond, c 8 1 14 11
Willis, lb 117 10
Phillips, p, rf ....21120
Davis, 3b .... 2 2 2 2
Wilson, If . . ..11011
Reed, 88 28008
Baldwin, 2b 110 10
Gamble, cf 84301
Wolf.rf. p 2 2 18 1

Steele, 3b 110 2

Totals 18 17 27 9 11

Barned runs—Villanova 6, Delaware 6. Two-base hits—Moynihan, Mc-
Cullough. etruck out—by Phillips 3. Wolf 8, McArdle 4. Passed balls—
Downes, Osmond. Basses on called balls—by Phillips 2, Wolf 2, McArdle
4. Umpire—Lynch.
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SPLINTERS.

Telegraphy."

" Our turn next. " ?,' ;
;

"I'll not go up!" 7
" Sporting Dutchess.

"

" Did you see that walk ?
"

" Be sure you do it brown." r. v

"And when you do the town." ^

" Laff ! Show youah ignomus !

"

"You should see Bill dodging (?)."

" Let's have a few oranges." Yes.

Henrique's latest :
" Fry my eggs easy / "

" You ain't mad, are you, Johnnie ?
"

" There, Pat ; forgot he was dead."

" For if you don't, the doers will do you !

"

That's the best day's sport I ever had."

Where's the nutmeg beater?^'' He's not a

cook.

" Lord Sponge " fits him better than " Lord

Hawk."
" She loves me and I do not blame her."

Give Si. a chance to tell us once more about the

relay races.

The newspapers prate about Weyler,

And his cruel mode of warfare
;

But Rddie's favorite is Taylor,

, Whose praise he's wont to declare.

Evidently Domine F. is glad his married life is

at an end.

Our play was largely attended, but it was by

"special request."

Let " Texas Bill " and "Mr. Smith" beware!

Even trees have ears.

"Ahyoudeah?" " Yes, Pm here.

"

" Piece don't lefe me !
" " Naw ! Pll take ye

wid me."

I wonder what made John M. laugh so much on

Friday evening?

" Tommie R. was quite sick that evening." So
we've heard.

It seemed like old times to see Dannie " in the

box."

Are the Snake Charmer and the Goddess of

Milkcans acquainted ?

Will you please tell us about your walk on
Thirteenth St?

Whence came Eddie's beautiful Easter Sunday
complexion ?

Eddie F. thinks he saw that blonde dog enter

the room but is not sure.

" Phwere did yez git Mickavoy's clothes ? " Pret-

ty hard on you, Charley. , fe?

Can a man marry his widow's sister ? N. B. Do *

iiot dwell too long on this question.

; !

" Your lordship looks rather flushed this morn-

;.
,_." I'm ail sun h^lrr^t^^ '''//,.:% -^^^

" I'm so hungry, I could eat a horse .' " " There's ;

plenty in the stable.'''' Yes, J^r.^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^

The boys do not understand why Bro. Joe is get-

ting so jocular. Who knows?

"Oh how delightful." They felt so the night

they sang those touching words. .

"Ain't it," prunes, apricots or hash? Well

what is it? " Ask the A/<?«/^^.

"

;

Will some one tell Eddie L. what Mr. F. keeps

!

Is it a hotel or a dry goods store ?

" Do you want me Mr.?'*

" I ^axii you but not the other fellow."

" We can do as well as the boys." "You see

we have the real women ; that's to our advantage."

"Nit!" •

:^=,,^,

' Word has been sent to the Splinter Eds. that

" the Kerr is on the scent." Yea ! But for what ?

He said a great deal but about all we could un-

derstand from his lordship was :
" I hit 'em in

the mouth." ' :

Bill has instructed Charley to throw a pitcher of

water on him when he starts to walk in his sleep.

If he isn't willing, " there are others."

He said he was " horribly disappointed. " What
a shame ! But he has entirely recovered now

;

haven't you William ?

"You are patience personified!" Well, what
can be said for you Jimmie ?

"Somebody said I fell asleep while walking

around bounds." " I wonder if it is true?" We
guess so, Paul.

The night was calm, Fair Luna with her court held sway.

All nature dozed, exhausted from the humid day.

But what was that ? Whence came those sh ieks so wild and
shrill?

All books are left—no villians shall those ladies kill

!

In motley garb all to the scene did run-

Arriving there we quizzed with fear each trembling one.

They said, poor things, 'tween gasps they saw a man,
Truth is when he saw them he cut and ran.
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Showell & Fryer, LIMITED,

ITW^PORTING ^ GROCeRS
AND DEALERS IN

ImportedrnDoniestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHIbADEIiPHIA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer In

Flour, Feed and Grain.
Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 and 36 South Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia.

D.J. OALLAGHEa. GBO. Vf. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

printers, Publishers

V And Blank Book Manufacturers

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(Gallagher Building'.)

3. J. maLLI^CGR, -i-
DEALER IN

L-KDIES' KND
GENTS' SHOES,

Cor. Roberts' Boad and Lancaster Ave*^
Next Door to W. L. Evan*' Provition Store. ROSBMONT, PA,

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I^wn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RBPAIRIMG NEATLY AND PROMPTIiY DONK.

JOHN P. MILLER,
(iit'i Furiiibiig toodi ind Shirt PliBHffaeturer,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

II'

PhxiioiAiu* Prescriptions Aoouratoly Compounded kt all hours at

ROSEMONT pharmacy:
FR/i^K U/. PRIWTT. Craduate fi) pi?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles - ?

Of all Kinds.
Also SewliiK Machines,

;
Guns, Rifles aud

^^"^ Sportlnv Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
LANCASTER AVENUE. BHYN MAWR, PA.

P. I mi.AH AN .838 MARKEfst.

Dealer ip pipe Qroeerles.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO..

156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

49>WiKS and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatricals.-C»

Roman CoUara, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

JOHN H. KEA-RISrS
DEALER IN

FISH, OTSTURS and PRODUCE,
Foreign and Domestic Fruits.

Store on Garret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called
for and Promptly Delivered.

p. O. Box. 77 ROSEMONT. YouP Patvonagft Sollolted.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PMILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOORAPHT IN ALL BRAMOHBI.

Special Rates In Qroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. BYHNES,

DIALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUXH SBCOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHIIjADELFHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPER'S POINT FERRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HIQH GRADE . . ^JL.'Bl^'Z • BUTTER
Vine and Shackamaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and Rive better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DSAX«RIL rw

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS.
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

lAQoaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, INC.

DEALERS IN

CUT MEATS AND PROVISIONS
;/;^^

I^^^^ A SPECIALTY. - '• •

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHRISTIRfl MOOI^H.4

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, OisternB, Oas Tanks, Etc.

Calciminin^ aod Jobbing in Plasteringr

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Prices.

Residence- QAREETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.

Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONe. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WiNtS,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 paw's THBATRB.

W. J. REED, aei N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

S'/i.OU and 9^.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, cull

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN f FISH*
DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles

Repairing a Specialty.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

6-Cent Store.

Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

•...The Beneficial
^ r>r.Wr|L</r pg|4]3 SOCIBTV

;C: of Philad«lphi«

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

RAl^PH F. CVIOLINAN, President,
IGNATIUS J. DOHAN,

ITlce-Pres. and Treasurer.
ANDREW J. KBBCAN, Asst. Treasurer.

,

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, L,hD.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan, v : ..

Ralph F. Cullinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos R. Elcock,
John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,
Philip F.

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,

;

James j. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,

:': Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan.
Lorenzo M. KieflFer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
Anthony A. Hirst,

Heraty.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Gaine
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169, 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelphia.
QOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VT. iA£HeL-7=5N.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

Honsc FnrnUUlng Tin 'Ware of Kvcry Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO-

Odd Fellows' Hall Building. IjANCa.8T£B AVSINUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER
Hardwood Finish, Enameling, LanCftStCr Avcnue,

Graining, Sign Painting,
ta tut D

Jobbing Promptly Attended to Oryn MaWF, 1:'^.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It affords us great pleasure to announce that
we have in preparation a new work by

HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS, x ;

ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE. •?; -V -f;

THE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with "The Faith of Our
Fathers" and "Our Christian Heritage," by the
same author : and will be ready early in the
coming autumn.

JOHN MURPHY & CO.,i

PUBLISHERS.

Baltimore, Hid.

LOGUE » HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE

1236 MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

CmtOmt This Covifon, It isWorth $ i .00

Each person who sends this coupon and fi.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 6ii Washingfton St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Montlkl}'', DONAHOB'S MAQAZINB, for one year.
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers ofthis publication only,
can It be had for S'.oo. This coupon must accompany the order.

The Acknowledgred
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. E. DITSO^ & CO.,

ia-i§ Chestnut Street, PHIIjADBLiPHIA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronag-e. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

^MRCHireCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M. E. Reynolds,
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire B*tlsfaction, Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-class Companies with guaruitv* sf

Correctness •
.•' ; •

ESTABLISHED 1867

i^^^, , ,^^^^^ CARAHER,
;

No. 216 SOUTH THjRD STREET. PHILA..

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
. .vt at cost of $5.00 per .1000.

.i' >; •'
•

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS, y,^;;^

Assets, U. 8., $2,639,687.64

Assets, $3,538,916.65

Assets, $2,166,372

London & Lancashire, (England),

Queen Insurance Oo,,

Olen Falls Insurance Oo., N, T.

Alice Jarvis, D. D.8. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Qas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

BRYN MAWR
HardmaFe Go.

Hardwart, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

L. C. SCATTAGLIA, ^5ii^
CHURCH DECORATIONS,

ECCLESIASTICAL PAINTINS.
STUDIO, 1020 OHE3STNUT STREET.

Booma 40 and 41. PFIIiA.D£2IiPHIA..
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

OUNNINQHAM PIANO
1 717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every desfription of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos. Hosiery, Table Damask,
Serges, Flannels, Blankets, Handkerchiefs, etc.

,Church L,aces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments,

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice grtcam, Pancg gaRes

and genfectieneii^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quaUty of Crtam-

Water Ices, Dessprts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
philadelphia.

This Ac.'ulcniy, conilucled In the Sisters of St. Josc])]!, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may rei'civc an excellent intelleclual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and lilcasurc of the i)\n)ils. For further information apply to the K/ry^-r-r rr-n r^rTni— r-i r^i-»^^ ^J |j_ MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Kvery dts( ription of Goods used by Religions Communilies.

Drripd'Hlc, Cloaking. Cirdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos. Hosiorv, Table Damask,
Serges, I'lannels, Rjankels, Handkerchiefs, etc

,Cliuir!i Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINE3SS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice (grteam, Ji^anc^ (§aRes

and genfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Crtam-

Water Ices, Dess^its. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated W^hite Hall Ginger Snap-4 Orders for parties care
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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^CAVtAI 6, i HAUL MARKS^
"W COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and an lionext opinion, write to
fflUSN & CO., who have had nearly fifty years*
experience In the patent business. Coramunlco-
tlons strictly confidential. A Ilnndbook of In-
formation concerniiiR I'atpntH and how to ob-
tain tbem Ront free. Also a catalogue Of mechan-
ical and sciontlflc boolis sent free.
Patents talcen tbrousrh Munn & Co. receive

special notice in the Si-icntific Aiiiericnn. and
thus are brought widely before the public with-
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, eleaantly i llnstrated, has by far the
lar^rost circulation of any scientific work In the
world. M3 a year. Paiiiple copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. »l50 a year. Single

copies, tiS cents. Every number contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and pliotoprraphs of new
houses, with plans, eiiablinc; builders to show tlie
latest desltms and secure contracts. Address
JdUNN & CO., New Yuuk, 361 Bro.&uway.

rELS°'MONW IN GOOD ^'

«

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER & CO.,

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted.' *

UNITED STATES AND FOEEI&N PAT-
ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TEBMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY PLAGE TO
SELL PATENTS, Qen Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLA££,DE£MEB & 00., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
NEW TORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.
NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
*o ONE TEAR'S subscription PREE.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

OOKS
THAT
TCACM,

The Best and riieapest.
Used in

Iieading Catholic Schools.

., ,,... First Lessons in Book-Keeplng. New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing, New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course), Commercial Aritlimetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business I^aw
(short course), Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy I<essons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced), Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies.

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St., ClilcasfOf 111.

Roctaester, P¥. Y.
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Students,

Attention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

TBLBPHONE CONNBCTIONS.

Chas. Roesch & 5ons,

PACKERS ASD PR0YI8I0NERS.

SL.AUOHTKIlBIi.S OF AND CURKRS OK

1338 Chestnut St.

CATTLE,

HOGS,

SHEEP,

|lii.«L»»IBS,

"STANDARD" BRANDS

HAMS,

BACON,

TONGUES,

For home and export markets.

HatelB^ InstitutiaiiB and Ships

Bupplied.

Pure LA.RD Kettle Rendered.

REFRIGERATORS, 834-36-38 N. 2d St.

PACKINQ HOUSES. 839-41-43 St. John St.

XTRA
a,Walnut Street Theatre,

Wednesday Evening, June 3, 1896,

THE DRAMATIC CLUB OF VILLANOVA COLLEGE
will present the sterling Irish Drama:

"J*^ore Sinned ^gainst than ginning:,"

Preceded by the charming Curtain Raiser:

"A (jame of C^**^^*"
Scale of Prices -Orchestra Stalls, $1.00; Circle, 75c; Balcony, 50c.

XTRA XTRA XTRA
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and .

^^^^^^^^^ M Books, y .
'

' S

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash. - r-.-lr^-

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

The Hest

is the Cheapest.

HallahatiN Shoes

'are the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES, v

All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.

D.F.HALLAHAN^^^ Chestnut St.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MANVFACTUBBIi OFAVD DEALER IS

4

DURABLE

F B.

'eoN'iei^^'

urpicure apd ]^e<idir)<^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^ /South Second St.,
(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special DiHcouiit to InslltntlonH.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telephone 5307.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 1 1 - 1
1
3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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IN THE GARDEN.

I spied her, ni)- dailiniL;^, my Mildrcci, -

Playino amid the flowers,

And I tliou^lit there was tlowret no fairer

Than this hrij^ht bud ol ours.

" I am making a garden," she told me,

" All for myself, you know,"—
And I saw the beheaded daisies

I'lanted in one white row.

^

Igfollowed again to the garden

As she scampered by next day.

And I sighed for her childish sorrow

For the daisies that withered lay.

I clasped to my arms my darling,

I smoothed the curly head,

I kissed from the trembling lips the words,

" The flowers I planted are dead !

"

We see in the fruitful garden

Of a soul that is pure and f lir,

P'lowers t)f excjuisite fragrance.

While our souls .ue parched and bare.

We deck ourselves with the f.iirest,

" I have planted a garden," we say
;

We rejoice in the borrowed beauty,

Alas ! for one short day.

/ \

Oh, who will join in our sorrow,

Who will weep with our te.irs.

When in the morning's awakening,

The blight in the blossoms appears ?

What profit, O Lord 1 our pleading.

If in resjionse it is said.

The garden was there for the planting,

But the flowers, my child, are dead !

loHN I \\'ni:i.Av, 95.
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IN THE GARDEN.

I spied her, my darling, my Mildred,"

Playing amid the flowers,

And I thought there was flowret no fairer

Than this bright bud of ours.

" I am making a garden," she told me,

" All for myself, you know,"

—

And I saw the beheaded daisies

Planted in one white row.

r^foUowed again to the garden

As she scampered by next day.

And I sighed for her childish sorrow

For the daisies that withered lay.

I clasped to my arms my darling,

I smoothed the curly head,

I kissed from the trembling lips the words,

" The flowers I planted are dead !

"

We see in the fruitful garden

Of a soul that is pure and fair,

Flowers of exquisite fragrance.

While our souls are parched and bare.

We deck ourselves with the fairest,

" I have planted a garden," we say

;

We rejoice in the borrowed beauty,

Alas ! for one short day.

Oh, who will join in our sorrow,

Who will weep with our tears.

When in the morning's awakening,

The blight in the blossoms appears ?

What profit, O Lord ! our pleading,

If in response it is said.

The garden was there for the planting.

But the flowers, my child, are dead !

John I. Whelan, 95.
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« Lessons From Nature.

-::,''":. "If thou art worn and bard beset 4;' ' 'fe: -0^-'

J With sorrows that thou wouldst forget, . .'.^

If thou wouldst read a lesson that will keep
Thy heart from fainting and thy soul from sleep,

Go to the woods and hills! No tears

Dim the sweet look that Nature wears.'*.

How true the above words of the poet, and how
beautifully do they expfess dur'^own feelings on
the subject. Even though we cannot use our
pen as well and clothe our ideas so beautifully,

yet all of us have felt that indefinable sensation

which a pretty landscape or a fine day. produces
within us. How we long to be able to seize pen
or brush and put forth our feelings on paper or

canvas. No wonder so many writers and painters

under its subtle charm have laid their greatest

works cheerfully on its altar. And in our hearts

we can understand the disease of the much-per-
secuted "Spring Poet." Let anyone stroll out
into the country on a pleasant day, when the sun
is shining overhead, unobscured by any clouds,

with the green hills and dales stretching away be-

fore him in that inimitable manner which Nature
has of disposing them ; while many varieties of

insects and birds are busily engaged about him
amid the flowers and shady trees, singing gaily

at their tasks in the way peculiar to each. He
stretches himself on the sweet grass beside a clear

little brook, from the bottom of which smile up at

him the tiny white pebbles, while the brook, flow-

ing hurriedly along, mingles its lovely music with
the various songs of life all around it. Now let us
ask this person, whosoever it may be, whether,

listening to Nature's teaching, his inmost soul was
not stirred. Can he answer in the negative? Ah,
no, since it was the Creator whom he heard

manifesting Himself to all His creatures in those

sounds of Nature.

Art, we must all confess, is truly beautiful and
has been brought to a high state of perfection, but

in comparison with Nature, its original, we pass it

by unnoticed. Oftentimes we are .led to think

that she is trifling with us, she gives us such a hard

lesson. Who is the painter that can give us colors

blended like those of the sunset? The sculptor

who can lead captive by his chisel the unattainable

perfection of the human form and place it in his

figure of clay ; or the musician who can reproduce

the dirge of the sea, the carols of the brooklet or

the inspiring song of the cataract ?

See the child as soon as he obtains the use of his

limbs. How delightedly he takes to Nature as to

a fond parent. All through the day he plays upon
the grass as on the bosom of his mother, amused
by the flowers, birds and animals he sees. As he

grows older, " Mother Nature " becomes a boon

companion to him. How lonely, indeed, would he

be if there were no rivers upon which to skate or

sail, or on hot days into which to escape from the

wearisome humidity ; no animals or birds to hunt,

and in the season of plenty, no fruits to enjoy.

Sorry, indeed, would be his plight without the

company of this jovial compj^nion. Ife has now
arrived at manhood, and in his old friend he now
finds a teacher. Those pranks of hers which he

formerly looked upon with indifference and
regarded as the tributes of friendship, he now
begins to view with a new interest, and discovers

a new and interesting lesson in each. He wanders
into the forest and beholds the feathered songsters

which he once pursued in boyish thoughtlessness,

industriously and cheerfully building a home,
feeding their young, or engaged in some
Such bird-like duty. At once he receives a

rebuke for all his time wasted, and learns

the lesson of cheeiful occupation from these

creatures. Here the closing of the flowers at even-

ing teaches him that the time for toil is past, and

now is the season for rest, but not for riotous

pleasure ; and there he is admonished that the

mightiest of worldly things must have an end by
the sight of an old coin lying almost hidden on
the ground, slowly but certainly succumbing to

the remorseless touch of Time. And so on through

every act of Nature we may find something inter-

esting and instructive. Nothing is done in which
we may not find a moral. In this respect, namely,

viewing Nature as a teacher, we will endeavor to

mention a few of the lessons which she daily

teaches us.

After the icy grip of winter has been loosened,

we know that spring is coming by the melting of

the snow and ice, the increasing heat of the sun,

the return of the birds and many other infallible

signs. The high temperature and the advance in

vegetation remind us of summer as surely as do
the appearances of ripeness in the vegetable world,

and the steadily lengthening nights tell us that

autumn and winter, respectively, are at hand.

Nature, through this successive coming and
going of the seasons, inculcates a lesson of life as

year after year she tells us that " life, too, has its

springtime of promise, its summer of bloom, its

autumn of harvest, its winter of rest."

In all earthly gatherings there are always some
distinctions made. Whether it be among the

beasts of the field or the men of the court, a few

are always sure to receive more privileges, to be

treated with greater respect and to possess more
power than others. Is it so with Nature ? Does

the rain avoid the head of the king, or the sun send

its rays with less force upon him than upon others ?

c
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Perhaps history errs when it tells us that the ocean

did not recede at the command of that peevish old

king (Canute) who, possessing unlimited power
throughout his own kingdom, considered nature

also under his sway. In this we may see the rela-

tion we all bear to God. As the Scripture says

:

" Thou art but dust, and unto dust thou shalt

return." On that last day when all will be

gathered together before the judgment seat of the

Almighty, no one shall receive a harp better

trimmed or made of purer gold than his neighbor,

because he possesses a few more thousand of the

"filthy lucre."

At sight of the rainbow in the heavens, what is

the thought that first presents itself to our minds?
Is it not that this beautiful arc of colors was given

by the Author of Nature as a pledge of His infinite

mercy ? to assure us that never again would He
send a deluge ? This being done, it should give

us a greater love for mercy and forgiveness

toward our fellow-men, since God Himself has

sent us poor, erring creatures this sign of His
clemency.

In the volcano we find another interesting lesson.

Peaceful and serene indeed does it appear, popu-

lous cities nestling around it, and its sides luxu-

riant with trees and foliage of every description.

We are charmed with it, and consider it a choice

spot in which to dwell. But, lo ! what a change !

Before we are aware it is belching forth fire, smoke
and lava, and dealing destruction and ruin for

miles around. What is not destroyed by its showers

of stones, soon falls victim to the noxious gases

coming forth. And what a scene of desolation

and havoc is presented after all this. Where once

Peace reigned amid plenty, grim Ruin now sits

amid fitting surroundings of death and want.

From this we may learn that *' things are not

what they seem," and that we should not believe

everything too readily. We ought not to receive

everyone as a friend without some acquaintance,

or, having trusted too quickly, the knowledge of

his treachery will come to us like the eruption of

the volcano, as sudden and destructive.

Although these few lessons compared to those

taught us daily by the mysterious workings of

this wonderful power are but as the fly to

the myriads of his brethren continually darting

about us, yet they serve to show us how, by a little

consideration, we may discover a moral in her

every act. As everything in this great teacher

is "true, good and beautiful," so the lessons

which we learn from her must be naught but true,

good and beautiful, since her slightest move is

regulated by the infinite wisdom of her Author,
who shows Himself in this material form to us

weak mortals in order to give us an idea of His

power and great love for us. Therefore, by giving

more attention to the teachings of nature and by

heeding her commands, we cannot but live a beau-

tiful life of rectitude, true to ourselves, to our

fellow-men and to our God. '•
'

'''V'"f^r:^'-f-j^--'r^^^^^ E. P. McKeough, '96.
/''

St. Augustine of Hippo.

TWENTY SKCOND PAPER.

In the course of ages,—we may be allowed this

brief digression as germane to the subject,—it is

singular and yet withal a very instructive study to

mark how unevenly have run the currents of human
thought, human knowledge. The scholar cannot

fail to observe that while by long study, experience,

and revelation, men, (in seeming defiance of the

common laws of scientific thought), have reached

to a fair, even a thorough, knowledge of the un-

seen world of spirit, of the character and workings

of the human soul, of the nature and beauties of

the inner, the invisible, the higher life,—it is

strange, we repeat, and apparently a contradiction,

that with all this perfectness of ethical knowledge,

man should know thoroughly so little of the world

of sense,—of the things around him in the world

of matter,— things that every day he sees, feels,

hears, touches, tastes ;—that creatures not of God's

highest kingdom, not of the spiritual, the divine,

the infinite world, (as might not so unnaturally be

expected), but that creatures of the very lowest, the

most material world, the one even wholly devoid of

life, should of all others be the least open and

known to him.

Yet, this is a fact of every-day experience that

we do not understand thoroughly very many, if

any at all, of the manifold evolutionary processes

of life even in its lowest form—the plant. Except

in a broad and rather misty way we cannot tell by

what agency the seed-germ buds, how the plant is

fashioned—shaped, colored, ripened, multiplied.

Our ignorance of the mysteries of being embraces

even the very commonest and simplest elements of

matter. For of primal and rudimentary forms of

inorganic being, that is mere matter, man to-day,

even the ablest scholar, naturalist, physicist, chem-

ist, biologist, despite his most searching study, is

almost if not as utterly in the dark as were the an-

cients in the beginning of the world's story. So
far all true scientists avow readily and humbly their

ignorance of the intrinsic character of matter. So
far the elementary composition of bodies has tan-

talizingly defied all thorough scientific research.

Yet on the other hand, vastly different is it with
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regard to the human world, the moral, higher, in-

visible spirit world, (may one not even add the di-

vine world ?) This inner world of intellective being

is plainly laid open to our gaze and study. We
know well what this inner world is in its charac-

ter ; we recognize its magnificence and splendor,

the gloriousness of its truth, beauty,, and grace.

And we mark, admiringly and reverently, its attri-

butes, its powers of beneficence and benevolence,

its efficiency for every form of good ; and even (be

it said however mournfully) its capacity too for

every form of evil.

For of the intellective world man knows, in fact

has always known, a great deal. Mankind has never

been in ignorance of the nature and characteristics

of the human soul, the grandeurs of its powers and

faculties—intellect, will, memory. Man has been

at home in his knowledge of the varied workings of

these faculties ; in his study and contemplation he

has not ignored even the realm of divine grace
;

and has learned, with regard to truth, virtue, good-

ness, happiness, all that really goes to make up the

integrity of life, in order to make it intellective,

rational, better and happier.

We may then rightly conclude that everything

that serves closely and needfully the purposes of

life is known absolutely, clearly, so vast is the

field of ethical knowledge. While on the contrary

whatever regards little or naught these vital prin-

ciples of happiness,--ihe nature of the prime ele-

ments that enter into the composition of the mate-

rial world, of the heavens, the earth, their waters,

their denizens, (apart from their existence, which

is evident to his senses), man knows with little cer-

tainty. So obscure, conjectural, and of merely ten-

tative character is the world of theoretical physics.

Or,—to state the same proposition in briefer

form, man's knowledge of the unseen—the inner

world, the realm of intellective life, is thoroughly

ripened into perfection ; while his study of visible

phenomena of the outer—material world—is yet al-

most wholly in its infancy.

And with this twofold reflection on the feeble-

ness of the human understanding, and the grandeur

and immense development of the same understand-

ing with regard to all that goes to make life hap-

pier, more blessed, lasting, Godlike, we return to

our analysis of life. We therefore state it as a firm

and luminous principle to be viewed as a beacon-

light in all ethical conduct, that though we know
not by any means fully the inner nature and char-

acter of life,—first and chiefest of the divine endow-

ments, are in fact unable to analyze it except

roughly even in brute and plant, to number its

bearings and workings, to comprehend it in its

material and grosser phases, yet by reasoning, ob-

servation, the study of its phenomena, its proper-

ties, its eflfects, we may easily without any very

great difficulty judge of the capabilities—the sweep
and range—of life at its best. '

^

As the result of our study and research in these

papers six corollaries then are to be drawn from our

reasonings, and boldly to be declared as the leading

axioms of all ethical guidance. >iv; ,^..r::;^-'y.,\-i:::'

First. That all life, all energy, all perfection

—

visible or invisible, comes from God—the Author

of all things, the Supreme Giver of all good, the

Endower of life, the Prime Mover, Director and

Preserver of the world, material and spiritual ; that

in His adorning beings with life, and each living

creature with its own manifold excellences, its

powers to multiply goodness and reap the reward

of its labors. He has endowed it with the means
needed to display these excellences, to exercise

these energies, and in the case of the intellective

world, He has perfected them with power unto all

beneficence, all learning, all sanctification.

Second. With the evidences of God's creation

—of the divine bounty—everywhere around us,

all pointing in divers ways to these primal funda-

mental endowments of life, behold the consequence

than which no other can be reached by thoughtful

reverential mind ; that, namely, life (divine in its

origin) is always a blessing of God, always de-

pendent on Him—its Source and Principle—for its

further graces and charms ; and that the last term

—the noblest province (so to style it) of true intel-

lective life, that is the reason of its institution

by God and of its manifold endowments from

Him, is to declare and make manifest the divine

attributes of His own divine power, wisdom and

goodness.

Third. That to do this truly, fully, heartily, is

the specific province of every intellective creature,

—the term, or vocation of all intellective life in the

create, in whose loyalty to this service will lie its

utmost perfection, in whose completeness of de-

velopment will consist the fullest integrity of each

one's individual understanding and will.

Fourth. This supreme, joyful, and quasi-divine

perfection of the individual creature in its under-

standing and will, this development of its energies

through the power of the Creator ripened and

adorned by the power of the Sanctifier, will be the

resultant in it of its harmonious fulfilment of the

divine purpose as viewed by the intellect and loved

of the will during its life of nature and its life of

grace.

Fifth. Through this twofold power of God, the

divine agency working on two distinct yet con-

verging lines—Nature and Grace, the intellective

creature, reaches happiness—the term, or goal, of
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all intellective and therefore, reasonable and most

natural perfection.

Thus in every intellective creature the perfection

of its nature, the development of its energies, ot its

understanding and will, the integrity of its happi-

ness—its life, is viewed in twofold light. There is

the natural development of the understanding unto

truth and the natural development of the will

unto righteousness. This is the natural integrity

of the creature's life,—the perfection of mere na-

ture,—the initial, preparatory stage toward final

happiness. And then there is the supernatural de-

velopment of the creature, the perfection of its un-

derstanding and its will through the special graces

of the Sanctifier, by which the understanding is

enabled through faith, which is supernatural rea-

son, to grasp all truths, to comprehend the Infinite

Truth of God ; and the will is enabled through

grace, which is supernatural goodness, to do all

good, to fulfil the Will of God. The one perfection

results in wisdom ; the other in saintliness. And
this twofold perfection in the creature is thus the

final term of its intellective life, which however

was reached in its utmost conceivable degree once

only in the history of the world, in the Person of

the Son of God made Man. For in Christ only, in

whom were united at His Incarnation the Divine

Nature of God and the created nature of man,

dwelt the Holy Spirit of God—the Illuminer and

Sanctifier—in all the plenitude of His Truth and

Righteousness. And Christ only through His

union with the Father and the Spirit did the Will

of the Father perfectly in all things according to

the will of the Father.
T. C. M.

{To be continued.)

" Bear on ! our life is not a dream,

Though often such its mazes seem
;

We were not born to live of ease,

Ourselves alone to aid and please,

" A word or glance which we give " without thinking,"

May shadow or lighten some sensitive breast

;

And the draught from the well-spring is wine in the

drinking,

If quaffed from the brim that affection has blest.

Then be kind when you can in the smallest of duties,

Don't wait for the larger expressions of love
;

For the heart depends less for its joys and its beauties,

On the flight of the eagle than the coo of the dove."

The Sources of Knowledge.

One of the most marked characteristics of the

human mind is its love for knowledge, and the

eagerness with which it pursues whatever con-

tributes to its gratification and development.

From the moment the first light of reason mani-

fests itself until the clouds of approaching dissolu-

tion overshadow the intellect, the desire to know
all that comes within the limits of the compre-

hension is as unseparable as reason itself.

In this matter man has no choice, as it is a crav-

ing born of nature, since ideas will rush upon

him regardless of his efforts to exclude them ;
and

experience proves that the mind hungers for

knowledge as the body does for food.

That versatile faculty, called reason, which dis-

tinguishes man from the brute, is not contented

with the perceptions of yesterday, it is constantly

in search of other novelties which in turn must

give place to new impressions. Thus, reason is

ever on the alert for whatever contributes to the

satisfaction of this craving for knowledge. It is

through this medium that we endeavor to secure

all we desire, either for our present or future hap-

piness. When, for example, we ask ourselves,

how shall we accomplish a purpose, the first

thought is, by what knowledge shall we guide

our actions as the best means to that end.

Since, therefore, there is in us so strong a de-

sire for knowledge, and its acquirement is so

essentially necessary to the strength and guidance

of our noblest faculties, let us briefly consider what

are its principal sources.

The first thought that this question suggests to

us is truth and happiness, the two objects which

reason is always seeking. Hence, no amount of

falsehood can bestow happiness, nor be called

knowledge, however closely it may resemble truth.

The mind finds no pleasure in untruth, for it ab-

hors it even in childhood before the reason and

understanding are well developed. What is it

that makes the fabulous tales of the nursery so in-

teresting to the child ? Is it simply the story it

admires? No, it is the implicit confidence in the

truth of the story. This is evident from the fact

that as soon as the child discovers the fallacy or

improbability contained in them, it no longer hears

them with a relish.

This, together with experience of maturer years,

proves that knowledge is truth ; and since reason,

assisted by philosophy and theology, teaches that

God is the first cause, He must necessarily be

truth itself, and hence, the first source of knowl-

edge. Knowledge is truth, and truth is an equa-

tion between the intellect and the thing ; but this
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equation must be a fixed principle by which the

mind is guided in determining truth, and God is

this principle; therefore, God is the first source of

knowledge.

Psychological truths have ever been most im-

portant to the speculation and study of man.
Even when the light of true faith was obscured

by the clouds of infidelity, we see men striving by
means of their fallible reason and the rules of

philosophy to penetrate the darkness in search of

the first cause—God. Education and the logic it

implies invariably guide our attention not only to

our present happiness, but likewise to the life

beyond the grave. We are unable to close the

door of reason against such contemplation for any
length of time, for, though banished for a time,

the persistency with which it returns will finally

demand admission.

The writings of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Cicero

and other pagan writers, clearly demonstrate that

these gifted minds, these instructors of notions,

urged on by their conviction of the importance of

such truth to all mankind, were never endeavoring

to find a satisfactory solution to this momentous
problem.

But reason left to herself will grope in the dark

and search in vain for the highest truth ; for

spiritual aid is indispensable in the search for

spiritual truth.

The time came, however, when man was no

longer left to wander unassisted through the

labyrinth of pagan philosophy, nor to stray amid
its ramifications in search of such truths ; faith and

revelation finally intervened, removing all doubt

and error, and instructing him to his entire satis-

faction. The contemplation of a being of infinite

perfections is sufficient to convey to the mind
ideas of the sublime which truly can be included

under this source of knowledge.

Thus we see that the mind in search of truth

tends to the first truth—God ; and, therefore, we
must conclude that God is the first and principal

source of knowledge.

But there are many other sources, of which

nature is considered second in point of importance
;

first, because being created by the God of truth it

must reflect to a certain degree the truth and per-

fections of the Creator.

"Thou hast not left

Thyself without a witness, in these shades,

Of Thy perfection. Grandeur, strength and grace

Are here to speak of thee."

To nature we always turn for our experiment-

ing, as an unerring source of knowledge, since she

is ever true to her fixed laws and incapable of per-

version.

" The laws of nature are the thoughts of God,"
and the great progress of science and mechanical

art is due to the close observation of these laws

and the revelation that such study imparts.

Who has not learned lessons from nature ?

To one she speaks in the language of poetry

^

to another in musical numbers, another she charms

through the spirit of her native woods and moun-

tains, but with all she communes in silence,

harmony and grandeur, and in expressions which

suggest the love and omnipotence of the Creator.

" My heart is awed within me when I think

Of the great miracle that still goes on
; \.

In silence round me—the perpetual work

Of Thy creation, finish'd yet renew'd

Forever. Written on Thy works I read

The lessons of Thy own eternity.

What is the bright, cheerful lay of the lark, or

the enchanting, melancholy song of the nightin-

gale but the melody of nature's joys which finds a

distinct echo in the human heart ?

Let us now turn to another source of knowledge,

namely, ourselves in our communication with our

fellow-man, to whom we impart our thoughts

through the medium of language.

This truth is so evident as to need no proof for

its support, since a moment's consideration will re-

call that we received all our information in this

way before the mind was sufficiently trained to

experiment with nature or to act independently.

Under this head, however, there is another source

called literature, so abundant that, as a great

scholar once said, it is better than all possessions ot

wealth, better than all outward acquisitions.

Since "literature at its best is the highest ex-

pression of the highest human thought," and the

possession of such literature is within the reach of

all, we are not astonished at the fact that men to-

day acquire more knowledge in the brief period of

their existence than they who formerly lived far

longer.

Afier this cursory glance at the principal sources

of knowledge, it is not surprising that men have

such a thirst for the delightful waters of knowl-

edge, and accumulation of such treasures as rea-

son dictates shall be most valuable to them.

For—
" What is man,

If the chief good and market of his time

Be but to sleep and feel ? A beast—no more.

Sure He who made us with such large discourse,

Looking before and after, gave us not

That capability and godlike reason

To fust in us unused."

G. A. BucKLEV, '96.
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' St. Nicholas and the Doves.

BY ELEANOR C. DONNELLY.

^
i;> 'Tis a legend of the past

:ii',''S (In old books and paintings seen),

' Of the Augustinian hermit,

Nicholas of Tolentiue
;

v: ; How within his cell he lay

Once upon his pallet bare.

With a mortal sickness on him,

And the sunshine, like a flame,

Thro' the western window came.

How it lit his wasted cheek.

With the glory of the skies !

Touched his pale ethereal temples,

And illumined his lifted eyes;

And a halo seemed to shed

Round his tonsure on his head !

'Till he cried :
" O brother ! see

What a glorious light it is !

Jacob's ladder, thronged with angels

Must have been, indeed, like this

!

For the blessed spirits go

Up and down with constant wing,

With their tender voices calling

And their white hands beckoning !

Ah ! if God should deem it best,

I would fain go up and rest."

But the Prior said, " Nay, nay "

(Bending o'er his saintly son),

" Thou must not depart, Nicolo,

Till thy ministry is done,

And it is the Master's will

(Now thou art so faint and ill),

Thou shouldst for a time relax

Those austerities of thine
;

Which have worn thy feeble body,

To a shadow,—son of mine !

Therefore, thro' obedience,

You must break thine abstinence."

At a sign a monk appeared.

Bearing on a wooden dish

Two small doves (a feast prepared

Solely at the Prior's wish

;

And the good Superior

Turning to the saint once more

Said :
" O true and faithful son !

Make the victory complete
;

Scorning ev'ry foolish scruple,

Take, and through obedience eat."

Nicholas looked up and smiled.

Tranquil as a little child
;

Took with outstretched hand the doves

(Roasted at the Prior's wish)

And serenely made the symbol

Of the cross above the dish.

Lo ! a miracle of faith !

Ere the monks a word could utter

They beheld the little creatures

On the dish begin to flutter,

—

iDpe their eyes, stretch their wings,

Happy, shining, little things !

Thro' the sunny window fell

Ivy shadows on the floor
;

And a fragrance from the garden

Floated thro' the open door
;

It was spring-time in the land

(Tender grasses and golden mist),

As the little doves exulting

Settled on Nicolo's wrist

;

Then upsoaring through the air.

Whilst the hermit smiling lay,

Round his bed went sailing,

In a grateful, graceful way,

—

Till, at last (the window neared),

Thro' the vines they disappeared.
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EDITORIALS.

The time is fast approaching when the colleges

of the country will hold their days of exhibition

or graduation, when some of the young men go

home to pass the holidays in all the joys of youth,

while others will bid a long farewell to their Alma
Mater, ere departing to struggle for mastery in the

heartless world. Hence, it seems to be a favor-

able moment to say a word about the question that

more or less occupies the attention of all who think

seriously of the future education, and particularly

college education. The word itself signifies the

bringing forth from a state of ignorance and rude-

ness to that of knowledge and culture. Accord-

ingly, the proper state of mind for anyone begin-

ning a course of learning is the recognition of his

want of learning. There is nothing so hurtful as

a spirit of pride ; for this blinds the mind, makes
one overweeningly confident of his powers and

loath to receive instruction. The first requisite,

therefore, for sound education, is a humble state of

mind, a disposition to be taught and to receive

lessons with docility. We come now to a more
directly practical part of our assumed task, and

complain of the sadly neglected condition of young

men who will not enter college because they fail

to see the use of Latin, much less of Greek. As
for philosophy, they say, a man can make a

fortune without philosophy ; as if a fortune should

be made the god of one's life ! How often do we

hear of wealthy Americans traveling in foreign

lands, whose children are looking forward to bril-

ii^t futures, but who themselves, tortured by the

necessity of having to come in contact with edu-

cated people and learn daily their own inferiority,

rush from place to place. Surely no greater boon

can a parent bestow upon his child than a thorough

college education. Every man should receive a

higher mental training, and the place to lay a

foundation for such is in the college. Of the need

of it there can be no question. The greater

number of able, educated Europeans who, from

political causes, have had to leave their native

country and come to ours, and the large number of

Americans who nowadays study in European uni-

versities, all of whom retail to us the wildest

phases of infidel, metaphysical and social doctrine,

are a sufficient argument to decide the matter

should anyone be in doubt. We would urge parents

who have had the experience of the world, who are

the natural guardians of their children, to appre-

ciate the value of a college course which will make
every young man far more able champions of truth

than our young men of the past have been.

The increasing enthusiasm evinced by the sup-

porters of the College ball team has nerved the

players to exert every effort to crown the remain-

der of the season with a series of unbroken victories.

That encouragement is essential to success has

been thoroughly demonstrated. The opening

games were disappointing to the admirers of the

sport, as a consequence of which, there was a woe-

ful falling off in attendance, all interest in the

result of the contests was lost, and for a time the

players themselves were as indifferent as the stu-

dents. Then there came a change in the positions,

and with it a return of that which turns many an

apparent defeat into victory. Let us have enthu-

siasm, hearty and constant, and with all due sin-

cerity we urge each and everyone to cheer on the

boys at every opportunity. Considering that suc-

cess to the team is success and fame to the college

it represents
; that the honor and glory attendant

upon a victory redound also to the credit of those

who have labored earnestly and persistently to

assign the most able players to the respective

positions, and that upon their shoulders rests the

reputation of their Alma Mater in the baseball

world. It is difficult to conceive why we fail to

manifest, proportionately, a like degree of interest

under the remorse of defeat as when victory perches

upon our banner. True, it is natural to feel

despondent in the face of defeat, but despondency

should not be permitted to rule our very beings
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and cause us to sacrifice judgment and common
sense to its wilful dictates. We earnestly trust the

students will continue to be a unit and ever extend

their impartial, honest approval of the praiseworthy

endeavors of the players who spend hours in daily

practice for the glory of their College.

The death of the late Shah of Persia may involve

great issues, for while the country is neither rich

nor powerful, it holds an important place in the

politics of the Old World. England, Russia and

France have incessantly struggled for ascendancy

in the councils of the Shah, whose country lies on

the Russian highway to India and Turkey. The
dead monarch was assassinated while at prayer in

his private mosque, and by his demise Persia has

lost the most competent ruler that ever essayed to

control its barbarous people. His long reign did

much to civilize the Persians, and his personal

magnetism accomplished more for the peace and

welfare of the country than all the strategies of

war resorted to by his predecessors. He had

traveled further than they ever dared, and thus

had gained a clearer insight into the schemes of

European potentates. He preserved peace where

less cautious hands would have taken the sword,

and, perhaps, have perished by it. During his long

reign his people progressed at least as far and as

favorably as those of any Mohammedan country,

and certainly did not retrograde as fast as the Turks
have done. He was a semi-barbarous ruler, but by
no means an unskilful one, as he devoted the

greater part of each day to his own education. His

successor is a man of middle age, who has seen

nothing of the world and little of his own country.

It is impossible to predict his policy. His acces-

sion, however, certainly adds to the responsibility

of the Russian and British embassies at Teheran.

The terrible disaster in St. Louis and its envir-

onments has sent a terror of horror throughout the

world. The appalling details that have been sent

out from the stricken communities reveal a con-

fusion of death and ruin equaled by few calamities

in this century. Conservative estimates claim that

the number of dead and wounded will reach far

into the hundreds. How many millions are repre-

sented in the devastation is even yet a matter of

conjecture. The one terrifying fact only is clear,

that a great metropolis, a modern city of brick and

stone with thick stanch walls and giant monu-
ments to the skill of architects and engineers, has

felt the blasts of nature's immeasurable and con-

centrated forces of destruction, and brick and stone

and iron, and the stanchest defenses that science

can devise have been swept away. More lives have

been lost in other disasters recorded in history,

more widespread destruction has been caused, but

all are eclipsed, in terrifying effect, by this con-

vincing and awful demonstration that not all the

safeguards of even a city of the first class can with-

stand even for an instant the fury of the elements.

Death came to the multitude in one sudden anni-

hilating shock. When floods come, there is at least

a race with death ; when fire rages, there is at least

a battle with death ; but when that grim destroyer

the cyclone whirls itself into their midst there can

be no race or battle possible to the victims. The
floods of fire that followed in the wake of this storm

found the harvest of death and ruin already gath-

ered. The sufferings and grief of the thousands of

homeless have stirred the great heart of the country
to its very depths. In truth, it is a consoling fact

that although the entire populace seemed to be
buried in the political war, yet when the news of

St. Louis' terrible misfortune was sent broadcast
over the land, the pulse of the nation was felt to

be beating only for the unfortunate people of one
of its great cities.

«» r

Ordinations.

On Saturday, May 30th, at the Cathedral in

Philadelphia, Archbishop Ryan ordained to the

Holy Priesthood, four Augustinians of Villanova,

former prefects in our College. Those ordained

were the Rev. W. W. Donovan, M. A. Ryan, F.

F. Commins and F. S. Riordan. The day following,

Trinity Sunday, Father Donovan celebrated

his first Mass at Villanova with the Rev. W. A.

Jones, O.S.A. , as assistant priest. Rev. L. A.

Delurey, O.S.A., preached. At Chestnut Hill,

Father Ryan officiated, assisted by Rev. N. Casacca,
O.S.A. , Rev. C. A. McFadden, O.S.A., preached.
Father Commins celebrated at St. Denis' Church,
Ardmore, the V. Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., assist-

ing, Rev. J. F. McGowan, O.S.A., preached. Father
Riordan celebrated at Bryn Mawr, with Rev. J. J.
O'Brien, O.S.A., as assistant and preacher.

May Celebration.

The Annual May Celebration occurred at Villa-

nova on Sunday the 24th. The Societies of the

Parish, the College Students and the Clerics of the

Monastery marched in procession through the

College grounds, and after stopping before a shrine

of Our Lady, where the Magnificat was chanted

and addresses made by the Sunday-school children,
they proceeded to the Church. Here the statue
of the most Blessed Virgin was crowned. After
which a sermon on " Devotion to Mary " was
delivered by Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S.A. The
ceremony was closed with Solemn Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament given by V. Rev. F. M.
Sheeran, O. S. A., with Rev. M. A. Ryan, O. S. A., as
deacon and Rev. F. F. CQMJSflf^75^S!!^trr"»^b-deacon.

LIBRARY ^
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Baseball

VILLANOVA, 26 ; WYNNEWOOD A. A., 13.

On Wednesday, April 29th, the college nine met
and easily defeated the Wynnewood A. A., of Phila-

delphia. It was a game remarkable for hard hitting

on the part of the College players. Rogers played

second base for the first time, and accepted eight

chances. McCullongh pitched an excellent game,

keeping the hits well scattered. The score :

VILLANOVA.

B. H. O. A. B.

Moyniban, rf 6 4 1 U 1

Hayden, Sb 3 8 3 2 1

Downes, c 438 10
Herron,B8 14 12 2
Uonway, lb 2 1 10 1

O'Donnell. If .... 1

Rogere, 2b S1440
Kirscb.cf 2 1 U
McCuUougb, p ..42040

WYHHEWOOn,

R. H. O. A.
Daly, 2b 2 1 1 4

McEwen, st 2 U
Mab«r, c. If 1 1 4
CuDolngbaui, lb ... 1 1 13
DevJin, rf , c . . .213
Reardon, cf ....210
Fitzpatrlck, 3b ... 1 2 8
Fahy, rf, p .221
McCormick, p, rf . . 2 2 2

Totals 26 19 27 14 4 Totals 13 18 27 17 8

Earned runs-Villanova 10, Wynnewood 8. Struck out—by Mc-Cul-
lough 8, McOormick 3 Two base hits- Moyniban, Herron, Maher. Three-
base hits -Hayden, Herron. Home run-Klrsch. Time—2 hours, 20 min-
utes. Umpire—Hazel.

VILLANOVA, 25; MONTGOMERY A. C. , 15.

That once formidable aggregation known as the

Montgomery A. C, opposed the College nine on

Saturday, May 2d. From the first inning it was

evident that they were no match for Villanova's

representatives ; in fact, they played so wretchedly

that the game was devoid of interest. Barr, their

invincible twirler, was in the box, but he seemed

in a generous mood, presenting a number with

passes to first base. When he did manage to get

the ball within range of the batsman it was sent

into safe territory. After four agonizing innings

he was compelled to retire, and Hoflfman, another

"star" of bygone days, succeeded him. His

shoots and curves were given a warm reception,

and after two innings he followed Barr. Fair-

man volunteered to pitch the remainder of the

game, and fared no better than his predecessors.

For Villanova, Herron and Conway did good

work in their respective positions, as did Hayden at

the bat. The fielding of Montgomery was the

worst seen on the diamond this year, each player

contributing to the error column.

VILLANOVA.

B. H. O. A. E.

Hayden, 3b 6 3 8 1 1

Murphy, 88 6 2 111
Downes, c 4881 U
Herron, p 3305 1

Conway, lb 12 7 10
McArdle, rf 110
Klrsch, cf 2 2 2 1

McDonnell, If .... 1 1200
Rogers, 2b 3 2 1 1

Totals 25 19*24 10 6

* Called at end of eighth inn'ng.

Earned runs Villanova 12, Montgomery A. C. 4. Struck out—by Her-
ron 4, Barr 2, Pairman 1. Two-base hit -Herron Three-base hits- Hayden,
Downes. Home run—Hayden. Time, 2 hours. Umpire—Hazel.

MONTGOHBRT.

S H O A. B
Huston, If

8* 0* 2 1 i

fomroy, 3b . ..31408
McOallloD,lb .... 8 2 7 1

Hoflman, cf, p, If . . 1 2 1

Brennan, c 2 0802
Eyre, ss, cf 8 3 2 1 2
Barr, p, ss .... 1 1 1

Fairman, 2b, p ... 3 2 1

Bevan, rf 10
Totals 15 9 24 7 12

VILLANOVA, 17 ; DREXEL INSTITUTE, 7.

On Saturday, May 9th, the Collegians crossed;

bats with the team from Drexel Institute. McArdle--

started to pitch, but gave way to Herron, who
had the Institute players completely at his mercy,

while McCormick was hit freely.

VILLAHOVA.

•• ' B.
Hayden, 3b 2
O'DoDnell If. 2
Downes, c 8
Herron, If., p 8
Conway, lb 2
McArdle, p., rf. . . 2
Rogers, 2b 1
Kiriich, of. 1

McCullough.BS. . . .1

H. o.

3 a
3 a
4 8

A. E.

DBBXBL IN8TITDTB.

B. B.C. A. .
Geyer. lb 1 » 10 I

Van Deuson. 2b , p. . .22241
Cowan, cf 10 10 1

Potter, If. 1

Morebead.p 1

Drake, c 1 4 1

Shimm, 8b 10 1
Doyle, rf. 10 8
Ives, 88 11021
Willis, 2b., p 1 1

Totals 17 20*21 8 8 Totals 7 « 21 9 7

* Called at end of seventh inning.
Run'* earned— Villanova.O, Drexel 2. Struck out—by Herron 3, More-

head 2. Two-base bits Piayden. Three-base hits— Downes 2, Herron,
Rogers. Home run -Conway. Time, 2 hours and 15 minutee. Umpire

—

Hazel.

VILLANOVA, 21 ; DELAWARE COLLEGE, 12.

When the team from Delaware College appeared

on the diamond on Saturday, May i6th, enthu-

siasm knew no bounds, for everyone expected the

home team to redeem themselves for the defeat

they had suflFered at the hands of Delaware. And
the expectation was fully realized, for when the

smoke of battle had cleared away the score stood

21 to 12 in Villanova's favor. Downes played an

excellent game behind the bat, and many an un-

fortunate Delawarian was obliged to retire after

attempting to purloin second base. The playing

of Hayden and Conway was also of the brilliant

order, while Steel and Osmond played winning
ball for Delaware.

VILLANOVA.

B. H. O. A. B
Hayden, 2b 22712
Downes, e 2 258
Herron, p 8 2 16
Murphy, ss 2 3 14
McArdle, rf 4 2 2
Conway, lb . . . 8 8 9 2 1

McCullough. 3b ... 1 2 3
Rogers, If 3 3 1

Klrsch, cf 1110

DBLAWABB.

B. H. O. A. B.
Steel, cf 80510
Willis, lb 18601
Osmond, c 02600
Davis, 2b 2 4 2 2
VvileoD, If 2 1 4 1

Cameron, ss, p .... 3 1 2 2 1
Baldwin, rf, 3b .... 1 3 1

Pratt, 3b 10 1

Wolf, p, 88 110 2
Gamble, rf 00000

Totals 2120 27 17 4 Totals 1218 27 8 6

Earned runs - Villanova 10, Delaware 6. Struck out— by Herron 3, Wolf
B. Two-base hits— Herron, McArdle, Davis. Three-base hits—Conway 2,
Rogers, Baldwin Time— 2 hours. 10 minutes. Umpire— Hazel.

VILLANOVA, 23 ; ST. ANNE'S, I3.

On May 22d the team representing St. Anne's

A. A. fell easy victims to the College nine. In

the first two innings Mcllhaul managed to retire

the Collegians after nine hits had been made,

which, together with errors, netted eight runs.

Toner, his successor, was hit hard and given poor

support. For Villanova, O'Leary, at third base.

^-
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played a game hard to duplicate, while Downes,
Conway and Hayd^i carried of the honors at the

bat. In this game the utility of team work was
illustrated and sacrifice hits were numerous.

VILtAHOVA. itT. AHMK'b.

O'Leary.Sb . ,

B»yden,2b . ,

Downea, c . . •

Conway, lb . .

Hcrron, p
'MoCoUough, es
HcArdle, rf . .

Rogers, It . . .

Ktrsch, cf . . .

^ ' Totals . .

B. H. o. A.
6 3 8 4

4 2 88
.S
. 1
.2
. 2
2

-.8 8
.8 2

1 U

2 2
8 1

Conroy, 8b t
Kilroy, B8 '.

, I

Toner, 2b, p .... 1

B..U. o A. i

''Jones, cf
Burns, lb . . .

OiUeo.rf ...
Smith, If . « .

Conner8,o .

MoUbaul, p, 2b

Totals .' .. . . 23 27 27 13 3 Totals .' . •• • . 18 9*?« 11 8

* Hayden hit by batted ball. " ^.

Earned runs—VillanoTa 18, St. Anne's 6. Two-b^se bits—O'Leary,
Downs, McA.rdle. Toner. Three-base bit- Rogers. Struck out- by Heron
4, Toner 8. Tioae—2 hours. Umpire- Hazel.

VILLANOVA, 9 ; PENNA. MILITARY COLLfiGE, 2.

On Wednesday, May 27th, the team journeyed

to Chester, Pa., to cross bats with the t^am of the

Pennsylvania Military College of that place. The
day was all that could be wished for and the boys

felt confident of victory. In the first and second

innings five weare|:s of the White and Bhiis crossed

the rubber, but after that runs came slowly, the

.cadets making a brave attempt to redeem those

costly innings. But there was no hope of over-

coming the lead which the Villanova had pro-

cured, for there stood Boyle as cool as an iceberg

in the face of the wildest cheering by the ad-

herents of the Military College. He was the great
~ stumbling block in their road to victory, and
eleven brave soldier boys returned to the players'

bench endeavoring to find the hole in the bats they

had used. Space will not allow a review of in-

dividual work, but every player performed his

part in winning the game. The "game itself was
remarkable-'for clean, fast playing by both teams.

It took the home team six innings to advance a

man as far as third base and then only to 'have

him caught off the base by a quick "throw. In

the seventh inning two passe^balls and an over-

throw allowed two of the home players topross the

plate. Then cheer after cheer rent the air, but the

enthusiasm was short-lived, for after that there

was not a semblance of a run.

VILLAnOVA,

R. H. O. A

PEHNA. MILITARY COLLBOB.

K. H. O. A. E.

Hayden, 2b . .

Murphy, ss . ,

Downes, c . . ,

Conway, lb . .

Boyle, p . .

McCullougli, 3b .

McArdle, rf .'. ,

Kirscli.cf . . ,

Rogers, If . ; .

1 1

1

8 9
2 11

Holeton, 8b 1 2 2
Arnold, 88
Harris, 2b 3
Carr, If 2
Ward, c 1) 2
Arnoldi, rf, o . . . . 2 1

Davis, p 1 1
r Bowerp, cf 6

Meinhard, lb . 2 10
Rickfus, rf 1

Totals ......» 11 27 10 2 Totals 2 6 27 9 3

Earned runs—ViHanova «., Two-base liito- Downes, McCullougb.
Three-base lilt- B.>yle. Struck out-by Bpyle 11, Da^is 4. Time-1 hour,
59 minutes, Vmpire—Williams. \

"" ^- •'-''•—• -^^ EXCHANGES.

Tho^ literary efforts of the contributors to The

College Forum are worthy of commendation, since

each essay reflects care and individuality. The
May issue is made particularly attractive by
" Schiller and Goethe," whose names are so closely

linked together in German classic literature, the

former of whom has often been styled the Shakes-

peare of our times. " An Unsolved Problem,"

which offers encouragement to those who are will-

ing to abandon the present modes of travel in

favor of the air-ship ; and a neat little story en-

titled " A Leap-Year Adventure,"

Judging from the large number of editors on

The High School Argus^ one would expect to find

in this magazine more and better reading matter.

We hope, however, that the efforts of the new
staff", " to advance until The Argits of the High
School of Harrisburg shall be second to no other

High School journal in the State," shall soon be

crowned with success.

The Easter number oi Acta Diurna cowiaAns the

conclusion of a pretty story entitled " Emma and

Eginhard," and the " Eulogy of an Ass" ; in the

latter the wisdom and sagacity of an ass are amus-

ingly vindicated.

The Sunbeam for April contains some very

worthy compositions, notably, "Two Violets,"

"James Russell Lowell" and " Shylock ;
" but

its exchange department is sadly neglected.

The short essays of the 1900's in The Agnetian

Monthly are all well written ; if we take them as a

criterion, 1900 will witness some excellent contri-

butions to The Agnetian.

"The Master Poet of the Jesuits," in The
Fordham Monthly^ although made familiar to us

through the columns of The Notre Dame Scholastic^

is, however, worthy of repetition ; the reasons

given by The Fordham for its re-publication are

likewise valid. The two papers on " Chaplains in

the Civil War" are valuable.

The space allotted to athletic notes in The Buck-

nell Mirror proportionately overbalances that as-

signed to the other departments. This, however,

is not censurable if its editors have vandalized all

mottoes but the following, " Orandum est ut sit

mens sana in corpore sano."

The Sacred Heart Review ever contains subject
matter as varied as it is interestingand instructive.

" Printemps," " Espirina," and all the poems
contributed to The Index by this gifted writer are
ever a source of pleasure to us. His muse is happy
and faithful. *' The Atomic Theory " is profound
and instructive, and bespeaks the author's thorough
acquaintance with this extraordinary subject.

We suppose, however, that the name Democraus,
instead of Democritus, is a typographical error.
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SPLINTERS.
H,0."

" Break away there !"

" Haven't yes any oys?"

" Let's have another dash."

" All serene along the line."

" That's the coldest ice I ever felt."

" What are you trying to do, show us up ?"

"Thursday is my day oflf." Are you sane for

the rest of the week ?

"Where's the yellow blacking?" Then he

wondered why they all laughed.

If this is Villanova proper, will someone tell us

where is Villanova " improper ?"

" It's the best thing in the world." And Eddie

ought to know whereof he speaks.

In his opinion "We sleep to live." Well, cer-

tainly you ought to live a long life, Paul.

His object in life is " to get an education." It's

well he has something to keep him awake.

Si, with his assistants, the two Eddies, are now
ready to take in mopping. Samples of their work
cheerfully shown at their headquarters.

Would that we could reproduce in these columns

that inimitable laugh so often heard coming from

the culinary department. Our fortune would be

made.

Being told that the second box in the theatre was

engaged. Si wanted to know how we were to get

in. Plans and opinions on the question are

solicited.

Jimmie D. says when he is in one part of the

College he knows well enough in what direction

the city lies, but when in any other, he doesn't

know anything about it.

Frankie B., just at the critical time, comes to

our rescue by telling us that if we hold our nose

while drinking the milk we will not taste the gar-

lic. Thank heaven for this, Frank.

The football fiends have cried "down;" the

prize-fighting cranks " threw up the sponge," but

we are now in the clutches of the baseball fans.

May heaven bring us through this season !

The V. R. P. was telling us his birthday was in

March until it was recalled that we ate ice-cream

on his former birthdays, which left no further doubt

on the subject. It's May 15th, by the way.

He said a Trappist he would be.

And said it very earnestly.

But what he'd trap he did not say.

Perhaps a rat, or some old jay.

"Pipe," you'll have to leave Eddie alone here-

after
;
you are jollying him too much of late.

Did you see him go when he heard the voice of

the V. P. calling him from the Dramatic Hall?

" Chic " an(J Jack McC. are said to have arranged

a foot-race. Whoever wins will do it in a walk.

" When you get your hair cut, why don't you get

it clipped ?" Isn't that something dangerous, Zip ?

" Samson was a great ball-player, wasn't he?"
It is more likely that he was a great pianist, Mac.

What were your feelings, Bill, when Charley told

you who they were ? It was an awful mistake for

you to make.

" Stop that ! Do you want to pound the pad-

ding out of that spring?" Nothing was farther

from his intention, Dennis.

Say, Mac, wouldn't it be a good idea if you ate

down there altogether, and saved them the trouble

of bringing up your food to you ?

"They've mopped the flure, and now they do

be throwin' in corn. They wants to raise a crop, I

guess." One joke for him. Who is it?

Teacher—"What is the feminine of songster,

Mr. K. ? ;

Mr. K.

—

^'' Singstressy

B. M.—"What's the abbreviation of German-
town?"

F. G.—"Why, Chestnut Hill, of course." Then
indications of a storm became manifest.

Eddie may have a wonderful laugh.

And those of Jimmie and " Nit " are fair.

But a cross between a shriek and a laugh,

Is hers that almost raises your hair.

According to the Homerites, the " New Woman "

has no claim to the adjective " New," since she is

mentioned in the Second Book of the Iliad. Verily,

as dear old Shakespeare says, "There is nothing

new under the sun."

a novel without a heroine, but three heroes.

Chapter i.

Three heroes go abroad for their health. In con-

fusion attendant on traveling they become sepa-

rated.

Chapter ii.

One hero falls heir to a large fortune. Other two
heroes, as unconscious agents of Fate, bring sorrow

upon a renowned family of ancient lineage.

Chapter hi.

Two heroes return laden with rare treasure and
foreign lore. Other hero comes back in sorrow, and
enters his old home with the fatal message : There's

not a frankfurt in Bryn Mawr." But "they lived,

happily ever afterward " just the same.
[finis.]
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Showell k Fryer, LIMITED,

I7VVPORTING f GROCeRS
AND DEALeR5 IN

: ImportedrnDomestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts., :

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience.;•:' of our customers. i .

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer in

Flour, Feed and GraiD.
Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 and 36 Soutli Seventeentli Street, Philadelphia.

D.J. GALLAQHKB. GEO. W. GIBBONS,

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers

And Blank Book Manufacturers

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

246-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(GaUatrher Buildtngr.)

J. J. mcALLI^^CGR, -1-
DEALER IN

GENTS' SHO
Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave*^

Next Door to W, L. Evan.' Provision Store, ROS^MONT, PA.

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I,awn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

^ REPAIRING NEATLY AND PROMPTLY DONE.

JOHN P. MILLER,
(8Dt*i Furiiihisg {oodi and Shirt Plinufacturtr,

X07 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

Pb^BlcUna* Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY.
ffWK ^' PH'WTT. Craduatc !i) pi?ar/i\aoy,

: : v/ ^ PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Sewlnyc Mactilnes,

Gans, Rifles and
Sportlns Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
IiANCASTESH AVENDE. BRYN MA-WB. PA.

P. J. COLAHAN, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer iij pipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, $400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH 6c CO..

156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatrlcals.*tt»

-Boman Collars, all Sizes, $2,00 per Dozen.

DEALER IN
FISH, OYSTERS and PRODUCE,

Poreign and Domestic Fruits.
Store on Garret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called

for and Promptly Delivered.
P. O. Box. 17 ROSEMONT. VouP Patfonag* Sollalted.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTISUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AI.I< BRAHOHBt.

Special Bates in Oroups, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBURV.
JOHN J. l^YKISTES,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOPi^D STRBEX,
Below Market, East Side. PHIIiADEIiFHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTER GO.
In COOPER'S POINT FERRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HIGH GRADE

.

. TABLE • BUTTER
Vine and Shackamaxon St (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN.
DBAIXR ZH

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, F
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WILSON & ROGERS, INC."

DEALERS IN

COT MEATS AND PROVISIONS

TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY.

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY^
ELEQANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,

Prescriptions a Specialty.

•4- CHRISTIAN MOOf^H.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
^ ConcfHaAn Cement for Floors, Walks, Oiaterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining- and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly aUe' ded to at Reasonable Prices.
EeBidence- GAREETTVILLE, DELAWAEE 00., PA.

Post Office Address, Rosemont or Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, 261 N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

9;j.00 and $!i.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

^JOHN f Fism^
DEALER IN

AVatches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent Store.

Specialties in 9 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

•.•.The Beneficial
^^.^^SAVING BUfit> SOGIBTV

of Philadelphia

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

'•'?'/ 'V'"^'

RAl^PH F. CVLLINAN, President)
IGNA.TIVS J. DOHAN,

Vlce^Pres. and Treasurer.
ANORB'W J. KBBOAN, il88t. Treasurer.

Open daily for the transaction of business.
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M, to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LLD.,
Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan,
Ralph F. CulUnan,
Ignatius J. Dohan, '

Hon Thos. R. Elcock,
John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,
Philip F.

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James J. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,

,

I/orenzo M. Kieffer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
Anthony A. Hirst,

Heraty.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philacielplnia,

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY.
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. iAZmeUHN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting,

House Furnishing Tin 'Ware of Kvery Deacrlptlon
Kept in Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO-

Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA-BTEB AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConneil,

PAINTER
Hard>wood Finish, Knameling,

Qraining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pj
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It aflfords us great pleasure to announce that

we have in preparation a new work by

;i ,. HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS.
;

'

ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE.:--.-' \ -,"',

fHE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with "The Faith of Our
Fathers" and " Our Christian Heritage," by the
same author : and will be ready early in the
coming autumn.

JOHN MUBPHY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS.

Baltimore, md. .

LOGUE # HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE. ;;

1236 MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

Cut Out This Coufon, It 15Worth $1.00

Each person who sends this coupon and $i.oo in cash to Donahoe's
Magazine, 611 Washington St., Boston, Mass , will receive the superb
Catholic Montliljr, DONAHOE'S MAQAZINK. for one year. S
The price per annum is $2.co, and by readers of this publication only, \
can it be had for $1.00. This coupon must accompany the order. W

The Acknowledged
HEADQUARTERS for

MUSIC, MUSIC BOOKS and
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
J. B. DITSOX & CO.,

ia-48 Chestnut Street, PHILiADBLPHlA, PA.
We cordially solicit your patronage. Send for catalogues.

Edwin F. Durang,

« KRCHITeCTi^
Beneficial Saving Fund Building,

1200 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Oiyes to the Public entire satisfaction, Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Aevnue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected In all first-class Companies with guarantee of

Correctness

ESTABLISHED .867

E. J. CARAHER,
Insurance,

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA..
.

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
at cost of $5.00 per i 1000.

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

Assets, U. S., $2,639,587.64

Assets, $3,538,915.65

Aisets, $2,155,372

London &, Lancashire, (England),

Queen Insnranoe Go.,

Olen Falls Insaranoe Go., N. Y.

Alice Jarvis, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbeck, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
; 1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Qas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.
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BRYN MAWR
!_HaFdmaFe Go.

Hardwart, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

L C. SCATTAGLIA, «-5Ii^
CHURCH DECORATIONS,

ECCLESIASTICAL PAINTINS.
STUDIO, 1020 CHESTNUT STREET.

Rooms 40 and 41. PPII1A.DEI1PHIA..
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask
Handkerchiefs, etc.

(Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINE5SS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice (gifeam, Panc^ ^aRcs

and (genfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream-

Water Ices, Desseits. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

FOR
F^RESH TtND RELIT^BL-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKKD STORK OK

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, Chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Acacleiny, conducted by the vSistcrs of St. Joseph, has lonj( since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the t)ui)ils. For further information apply to the , yr^-r- rrr-T-i /-rT-r-.7-^i-.T^i->MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used hy Religions Conmninities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Cirdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask
Handkerchiefs, etc.

(Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice ^iteam, Panc^ ^aHes

and genfectieneif^.
Ice Crt am, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Crt-am-

Water Ices, Dess-rts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated Wiite H^ll Ginger.Snaps Orders for parties care
fully a'tendt.'d to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ire Cream on Bryn M-iwr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

. •^*« «•*•»«>«««• •«*«.«.4««»«.«4«>*«««*»'* 4•»* -*•*
KOR

JPRESH HMD REI_I73|BI-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SHED STORB OF!

1018 MARKET ST.» PHILA.
|
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^^CAVbAI 0, 1 HAULMAKKS^^ COPYRIGHTS. T^
CAN I OBTAIN A LATENT? For a

Srompt answer and an honest opinion, writo to
lUNN &: CO., wholiave had nearly fifty years'

experience in the patent business. Coiuniuniciv-
tions strictly confidential. A Ilanilbook of In«
formation concerninK I'atentt* and bow to ob-
tain tbem sent free. Also a catalogue of mecban*
leal and sciontitio booltB sent free.
Patents taicen through Miinn & Co. receive

special noticcinthe Scientific Aiiierionn, and
thus are brought widely before the public with,
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, olcKantiy illustrate<i,ha.'*by farthe
largest circulation of any scientific work In the
world. S«3 " year. Snini)le copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly. $2.50 a year. Sinifle

copies, "iS cents. Kvery number contains beau-
tiful plates. In colors, and photoRraphs of new
houses, with plans, enablini; huiiders to show the
latest desiKns and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO.. New Youk, 3«1 Buoauway.

rels^mon
VL IN GOOD ^1
Patents

CLARK, DEEMER & CO.,
Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UNITED STATES AND POREiaN PAT-

ENTS quicJtly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TEBMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without cliarge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK 18 THE ONLY PLACE TO
SELL PATENTS, Oen. Rufus King person-

- filly superintends our Selling Department.
Address, CLARK, DEEMER & CO. , Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK. Branches; Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
to ONE YEAR'S subscription FREE.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

BOOKS
THAT
TCACM.

The Best and Cheapest.
Used in

-., '>v'. Leading Catholic Schools.

Pirsl I^essons in Book-Keeping, New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing, New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),

) Business Arithmetic (short course), Commercial Aritkmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business T<aw
(short course), Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced). Practical Grammar, attd Cor-

, respondeuce. Also Business Piactice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies.

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St., CbicaifO} 111.

Rocliester, N. Y.

V" '

.^..'^'*j1 -,,i;^i,.<.v '-i^'i
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Students,

Attention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

Z. 0. TnonF50N,
1 338 Chestnut St.

-^ TELEPHONE CONNBCTIONS.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PR0VI8I0KERS.

SLAUOHTURKBS OF AND CURKRS OF

CftTTLE, <• STANDARD" BRANDS

HOGS, HAMS,

SHEEP, BACON.

LAMBS, TONGUES,

CALVES. BEEF HAMS.

For home and export markets.

HotelB, InBtitutiDHB and Ships
.::,...:.• Supplied. ::i;::-::\::^ ::••: r>:v;;:^^^

Pure IjA.RD Kettle Rendered.

REFRIGERATORS, 834-36-38 N. 2d St.

PACKING HOUSES, 839.41-43 St. John St.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, la.

Thft Host

is the Clioapest.

J1allalian*s Shoes

arc the best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $^.

D.F.HALLAHAN'^^^^ch-^-'^st.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MAKVFACTVRKn OFAlfl) DgALKK ttf

DURABLE

F B.urpiture ai>d Deddii><$

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4o South Secpnd St.,
(above Chestnut)

PHILAOBLPHIA.

Special DlMCOUiit to IiiHlltntioiiH.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telfphoiii.' $3<57-

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 I I - 1 1 3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

r : :m Miscellaneous Books.

Lil)rari(;s and Small Parcels of Books Purchased lor Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

Ik the ('henpest.

Hallahan*.s Shoes

are tiie best.

GENTLEMEN'S SHOES.
All the new and popular styles in correct

and comfortable shapes.

$3, $4, $5'.

D.F.HALLAHAN ^^^^ch-^-^st.

DANIEL GALLAGHER

F

ItANUFACTVRKR OF AND ligALBR IH

DURABLE

urr)iture ai>d jjeddlp^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4-S South Seopnd St.,
(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Apenial Diftcount to IiiHtitiitionft.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telfphone 5307.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

I 1 i-i 1 3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Vol IV. Villanova College, July, 1896. :Nro. 5.

I LOVE YOU! -: S;,>:v;r'0:vVr:

was an urchin bashful but brave,

She was a neighbor's child,

And I loved her, though never a word she'gave.

Nor ever a sign that she knew it, save

The look in her eyes so mild.

4^ 2

r

If she glanced at me, my face grew red,

If I spoke, she would turn away
;

But a something there was in that down-cast head.

That told me as truly as though she had said

She would like to have me stay.

So I walked by her side— I was eight years old,

Six summers her young life knew,

—

And we gathered the daisies of white and gold,

And our fortune by means of their petals told.

And the fortunes we felt were true.

For / loved her,—so the daisies said,

—

(How I loved those daisies then !)

And she loved me,—she hung her head.

But hand-in-hand we homeward sped

—

I was never to see her again !

\ /

I•S
1

•r

The funeral cortege passed our door,

I peeked through the lowered blind.

—

The daisies her grave are growing o'er.

My old heart bleeds for that young heart sore

Of the lad that she left behind !

I love you !—Ah, me ! the words I've heard

When I knew the lips they lied
;

And again have I heard, when my heart was stirred
;

But sweeter was the unspoken word

Of my little love that died

!

John I. Whelan, '95.
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Fifty-third Annual Commencment.

On the day preceding the Commencement a

Requiem was celebrated by the Vice-President for

the deceased students, and on Commencement
morning the President celebrated the Mass of

Thanksgiving.

Notwithstanding the inclement weather when
the exercise began, the hall was crowded to its ut-

most capacity by friends and patrons of the

College and relatives of the students.

The fifty-third annual commencement of Villa-

nova College occurred on Thursday morning, June

25. The College buildings were tastefully decor-

ated with flags and bunting and the Dramatic Hall

where the exercises were held was bedecked with

the College colors, white and blue, the Stars and

Stripes and the Ensign of the nation.

Promptly at 10.30 A. M., V. Rev. L. A. Delurey,

O.S. A. president of Villanova, escorted the Rt.

Rev. Bishop McGovern, who presided, to the stage.

The College Faculty, the class of '96 and many
visiting clergymen followed. A pleasing feature

in the exercises was the wearing of caps and

gowns by the graduates for the first time, the

Bachelors of Art were distinguished from those of

Science by the Class colors, the former wearing

maroon, the latter blue.

After a selection by the Schmitz Orchestra, Rev.

W. A. Coar, vice-president of the College, welcomed
those present to Villanova's Commencement and

after a word on the occasion which brought them
together, he extended to all the visitors the freedom

of the grounds and buildings.^^^^^:^^^^^^^; :

Among those present were Very Rev. Laurence

A. Delurey, O.S.A., president. Rev. Walter A.

Coar, O.S. A., vice-president, Rev. John B. Leon-

ard, O.S. A., Rev. Charles J. McFadden, O.S. A.,

Rev. James F. McGowan, O.S. A., Rev. Richaid

A. Gleeson, O.S.A., Rev. William A.Jones, O.S. A.,

Rev. J. Frederick Medina, O.S. A., Pierce A.

Arnu, A.M., Denis O'SuUivan, A.M., Pr. Hoar,

Very Rev. Francis M. Sheeran, S.T.B., O.S. A.

prior, V. Rev. T. C. Middleton, D.D., O.S. A.,

Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S. A., Rev. N. Cassaca,

S.T.L., O.S. A., Rev. F. F. Commins, O.S.A.,

Rev. M. A. Ryan, O.S.A., all of the College.

Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O.S. A., Provincial of

the Order, V. Rev. C. A. McAvoy, O.S. A., Ard-

more. Pa , Rev. J. J. O'Brien, O.S.A. and Rev J. J.

McErlain, O.S. A., Bryn Mawr, Pa., Rev. J.J. Fedi-

gan, O.S. A. and Rev J J. Farrell,O.S. A., Atlantic

City, N. J., Rev. M. A. Hand, Wayne, Pa., Rev.

T. F. Herlihy,O.S. A. and Rev. J. E.Vaughan,O.S. A.

Chestnut Hill,Rev. J. Nugent, O.S.A., Ardmore,
Pa., Rev. D. Regan, O.S. A., Hoosic Falls, N. Y.,

Rev. J. Reilly, Reading, Pa., Rev. Fr. Heuser,

Overbrook, Pa., Rev. Winters, V. Rev. D. Wal-

dron, O.S.A., Phila., Rev. N. J. Murphy, O.S.A.,

Phila., Rev. Frs. Sinnott and Rafferty, Phila.,

Bros. Isadore, Arthemian, Basilian and Aloysius,

Phila., Patrick Duffy, Esq ,John A. Ward, Esq., J.

Mahon, Esq., Messrs. Woodford, Scattaglia, McVey,
and Gallagher. '?-.:^Vi.-.::.''-.,,-"'.V7-\-;'.c..-- ... ^'V-v;.*. '-•./:

The following degrees were conferred, Rev.,

Walter A. Coar, Vice-President of the College

making the announcements and Rt. Rev. Thomas
McGovern, presenting the degrees : Bachelors of

Arts.—Edward T. Wade, Chicago ; Edward J.

Wade, Lawrence, Mass. ; Dennis C. Flynn, Oxford,

N. Y. ; Edward P. McKeough, Hartford, Conn.
;

George A. Buckley, Baltimore, Md. ;
Andrew J.

Plunkett, Stamford, Conn. Bachelors of Science :

William B. Kennedy, Granville, N. Y. ;
William

F. Hazel, Lyndonville, Vt. ; Walter L. Burns,

Lawrence, Mass.
;
James H. Hayes, Boston, Mass.

;

James L. Kersch, Rosemont, Pa. Commercial

Diplomas.—Thomas J. Rogers, Pottsville, Pa.
;

James P. Murphy, Lansingburgh, N. Y.
; John F.

Jones, Wayne, Pa. ; Thomas F. O'Connor, Jersey

City, N.J.
The following gold medals were awarded :

For Gentlemanly Conduct to William B. Ken-

nedy, Granville, N. Y., presented by the President

and Faculty.

For Christian Doctrine to James H. Kelly, Wil-

mington, Del., presented by V. Rev. C. M. Dris-

coll, O.S. A., Provincial. - V '^-^.'•^:-.'':^-;-'''--:''--i:'---

For Logic to Edward T. Wade, Chicago, pre-

sented by the Alumni. -

For Classics to Edward P. MeKeough, Hartford,

Ct., presented by Rev. James H. O'Neil, Middle-

boro, Mass.

For English Literature to Henry T. Nelson,
Oakford, Pa., presented by Joseph F. Farmer, A.

M., Jersey City, N. J.

For Mathematics /^ James L. Kirscli, Rosemont,
Pa., presented by Rev. J. T.. Emmett, O.S. A.,
Lansingburg, N. Y.
For General History to James A. McDonald,

Andover, Mass., presented by Drs. Jarvis and Stein-

bock, Philadelphia.

For Elocution to Edward T. Wade, Chicago, pre-

sented by T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A., Chestnut Hill.

For German to Henry T. Nelson, Oakford, Pa.,

presented by Rev. J. P. Curran, O.S.A., Water-
ford, N. Y.

At a recent Chapter held at Villanova College,

Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S. A., was placed at the

head of the Missionary band. Father Geraghty's

experience has well fitted him for that work. He
is an earnest and forcible preacher. Those desir-

ing his Missions shouli^ address him at Villanova

College, Delaware Co., P^

,Jaa...ifa^ai.:,.^i.^a^- j„>..^ti.»:>^-;.....^.».ia.»ifcfc:i.
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ORATION.

EDWARD P. MCKEOUGH, '96, HARTFORD, CONN.

Almost daily in the transaction of human affairs,

which fall to the lot of each, we meet with the

word " skeptic." And at first thought what mean-
ing is conveyed to our minds by this word ? In-

stantly, a conception is formed in us, of a person,

to whom we cannot even begin to tell anything,

when, with a shrug of the shoulders and a most
supercilious curl of the lip, he drawls out the

favorite expression of his kind :
*' I don't believe

il,^* 1*1 the language of Webster, this species of

the rational animal (but I am almost sure the word
should be irrational) is defined :

" One whose doc-

trine is, that no fact or truth, however worthy of

credence, can be established on philosophical

grounds."

This is putting it very strongly, but with no
more strength than truth, for from beginning to

doubt in small and trivial affairs, he has gone on
until at last in the ungovernable pride of intellect,

he rejects the belief in everything, even in God,
Himself, '•.. /';-''

This is the particular phase of skepticism which
concerns us, namely, the infidel, the skeptic who
denies the existence of anything, but what is ap-

parent to the senses, and, therefore, with whom
there is no supernatural or immaterial world.

I^et us take one of these persons for the sake of

example and trace him through his career of un-

belief. We will see how he begins ; what pleasures

he receives and what triumphs are his, in a word,

what a fascinating and alluring life he leads, and

with what tranquility and resignation of mind, ex-

hausted and wounded, he lays down his helmet

and shield, after the fierce battle of life has been

fought, to find out, too late, that he has been fight-

ing for a lost cause and to discover with rage that

his endeavors for the wrong standard, which he
followed, were in vain.

To begin, we will view him as a young school-

boy, bright and beautiful, indeed, under the spell-

of innocence and health. Life, truly, has very

little care and trouble for him, so long as his usual

supply of enjoyment is not interfered with. There
are lessons to be learned and recited and then

there are birds' nests to rob and a good swimming
pool to test or some other boyish diversion.

Ah, there is certainly no skepticism here, unless

it is an overwhelming doubt and strong disbelief

as to whether Johnny Jones or Tommy Brown, or

some other hated rival can worst him in a fistic en-

counter ; whether his enemy's prowess or the base-

ball diamond is mightier and whether his father

professes the better party in politics. We are all

skeptics of this sort when we are boys.

Later on, as this thoughtless youngster grows up
and begins to see more of the world, we may per-

ceive a change, slight it may be, but noticeable.

He mingles more with men of the world and ac-

cepts their ideas and ideals. He sneers at the

goodness of his companions and begins to doubt

the authority of his parents. The boy is trans-

formed into a man ; his head is turned. He now
manifests a decided dislike for anything religious.

His attendance at church, very seldom at the best,

is now but to please his family or to make a dis-

play before the eyes of the world. About this

time, he wonders why his friends are not struck

with his great learning, his vast store of informa-

tion ; why he does not receive positions of honor

and trust, that his gigantic intellect may make it-

self felt.

Ah, his friends are, indeed, struck, but not with

his great learning, nor his vast store of informa-

tion, nor his gigantic intellect ; but they are struck

with his leaning towards the bad and his utter

contempt for what is good ; his independent and

domineering spirit towards others and his increas-

ing utterances, downright blasphemies, to which
he is becoming accustomed.

' i<-:c-il'^r<> ^•r^^'t;:>:

Let us now bid farewell to this all sufBcient

youth, who is almost ripe and already promises to

become one of the largest and most lucious frilit on
the tree, to the great satisfaction and daily increas-

ing glee of the skeptic gardener, Satan.

Many years have now passed since we met our

young fiiend, who possessed the talents for a grand

and brilliant career, but was, when we last saw
him, in a fair way to abuse, rather than use them
in the proper direction.

We meet some acquaintances, and in the con-

versation that ensues, we discuss a famous speaker,

who is to deliver a lecture in the Opera House that

very evening. As his asthetic tendencies, and his

blasphemous declarations are well-known and much
talked about, we experience a curiosity to hear and

see him, to see what kind of a man he is, and hear

what his arguments are.

We enter, take seats, and await the appearance

of the speaker, he soon appears and begins his

harangue after having been greeted by a round of

applause. At his on-coming, we notice something

very familiar about him and wonder where we
could have seen him before.

But wait. Yes, now we have it, he is our young
friend whom we had almost forgotten. Yet what

a change. Not the least vestige remains in his

countenance of the innocence so plainly seen in

his boyhood ; the thirst for knowledge and lofty

ambition, in his youth. We see nothing now but

the appearance of one who has lived as he pleased,
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without the necessary restraints of religion and

conscience. One who has sitisfied every passion

without fear or shame, until satiated, he is begin-

ning to turn away with disgust ; but yet, he must
continue to put on a bold front, although, in his

heart he is wearied with his life and convinced of

his error ; he is forced to earn his bread by it and

toward the world, he must always be a skeptic , in

fact, it has become a business with him, the more
blasphemy he utters the greater will his receipts

be.

Another crowd surges in and as he sees them,

he raises his voice, and with unnatural impudence
continues his arguments, which are only empty
sayings, adorned with gems of rhetoric and deliv-

ered with eloquence, each and every one of which

has been refuted time and again. Nevertheless, the

majority of the people, captivated by his silvery

tongue and specious sophisms, go away musing on

the words of Shakespeare, "some rise by sin, some
by virtue fall."

We will leave him now to his unnatural occupa-

tion of heaping abuse and contumely upon his

God and Ceator, and view him in the most impor-

tant and solemn hour of his life, namely, his

last. ".•'/ " '' .'^-'- -:; ^^•. '' ':'"' --^ .'',••:'-

That last hour which tells the tale, in which he

must die in peace with his maker or in emnity.

If in peace, he will go out of this world confessing

his former errors and acknowledging God, that he

may make atonement for his awful life and thank

Him that he has been spared to die a peaceful

death, in comparison with what he might have

expected. If, on the other hand, he dies as he

lived, cursing and tempting God to crush out his

miserable life in some horrible manner, he will go

down to an awful existence, where, for eternity he

must admit there is a God, And well might he

have feared his future condition and departed in

anguish and despair for
;

The weariest and most loathed worldly life.

That age, ache, penury and imprisonment

Can lay on nature, is a paradise

To what we fear of death.

In whatever manner he dies, what an awful lesson

we receive. What a picture he presented in his

boyhood, as innocent as the lily and as dear to God
as one of the saints.

Oh God ! that this beautiful child should so

change, as to lose his trust in Thee, and, thereby,

turn to hate the true, the good and the beautiful

which are only found in Thee
;
yea even to mock

Thee and dare Thee to do Thy worst. What a

man must he be ! in truth, he is not a man that

would do this, but a beast, for when anyone goes

so far as to deny the existence of truth, virtue

and beauty, which are God, he falls from the level

of man and only deserves to be ranked amongst

the lowest animals, which in their own way, have

love and respect for their master. • •: : : .^

Let us imagine for a moment, this beautiful and

well-arranged world of ours to be peopled, entirely

by men of this infamous class. Let us suppose

skepticism to be the ruling doctrine, and law

and religion to be thrown aside, as of no account,

since every individual follows the promptings of

his own passion. Then vice instead of virtue

would be respected ; indolence, instead of industry;

lust, instead of chastity ; and man, instead of

God. The arts and sciences would not be culti-

vated, for when man does not look above material

things, he allows the intellect which distinguishes

him from the irrational animal, to fall into disuse

and only exercises his animal instinct. Commerce,
architecture, education and all the other blessings

which are found amongst men who believe in God,

love and respect Him, would h< re be naught but

empty terms, having no significance whatever.

In short, these men would be like the Yahoos

which Dean Swift tells about in his Gulliver's

Travels, where the horses have the intellect and

the men are without it and act like beasts. Accord-

dingly then, we can see the sad condition of the

human race without the mild and governing in-

fluence, which teaches us to turn to the good and

reject the bad.

Can such men be happy, say you ? No indeed,

having fallen away from their Creator, they have

given up man's gift of happiness.

With no expectation of joy, and no fear of pun-

ishment, hereafter what a life any one's must be.

That of the dog is more noble and exalted than he

who adopts for his God that, motto, " Eat, drink

and be merry for to-morrow we die."

Of what service I will ask, can such a one be to

his country, or his fellow-man ? Putting himself

up as the only idol to adore and serve, and deny-

ing the existence of everything good in this world,

how can he be patriotic or neighborly ? He is

rather an incubus on his race, the greateat obstacle

to its enlightenment and progress, and the chief

source of all the wretchedness and misery by

which the sunshine of man's happiness is ob-

scured.

How grateful to God ought we then to be, that

we have been spared such a fate. Every day of

our lives, remembering that we are christians and

Catholics, we ought to thank him from the bottom

of our hearts. Taking warning from this then, let

us turn closer to God and obtain a deeper love for

truth, virtue and beauty, and when temptations

to doubt afflict our souls, let us humbly kneel
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and pray in the words of the sainted Cardinal New-
man :

Lead kindly light amidst the encircling gloom,

Lead thou me on. .

The night is dark and I am far from home,

Lead thou me on.

VALEDICTORY.

I/'-'

'
• ? • EDWARD T. WADE, '96, CHICAGO.

Where can be found a more sublime, a more
enthusing theme for the young American to dwell

upon than the subject of patriotism ? The very

word fills our hearts with a love of country second

only to that love which is due to our Creator,

From the time when the Father of his Country

was first installed as the head of this nation then

only in its swaddling clothes, to this June day it

has stirred American citizen to love their land, to

bow to her ; it challenges them to guard, as the

treasure of their souls, the magnificent inheritance

which he bequeathed to them. While our feelings

are raised to their sublimest elevation in the con-

templation of the past it cannot be denied that

they are somewhat depressed in the contemplation

of the present, as never was there a time in the

history of the republic more opportune for the

germination and growth of true patriotism than

the immediate present. Though liberty be not

less dear, ambition is more powerful. Liberty

has been cherished around the fireside until it has

become a household word and has even impressed

upon the minds of the most reckless the value of

its possessions, but passions and prejudices creep in

which tend to subvert it or make it but an empty
name. Liberty here, and incidentally the cause

of human freedom throughout the world is too

weighty a trust not to be watched with the ten-

derest care. And we the young men of the

country should be its guards. The land of Wash-
ington and of Franklin, of Henry and of Lee, of

Adams and of Jefferson must continue to be the

hope and the asylum of the oppressed. We have

a country surpassing an empire in magnificence

and yet is only vested with the simple grandeur of

Republican dignity. " We have lords but they

are lords of the soil proud of no title so much as

freedom's sons " When the temples and trophies

of other nations shall have mouldered into dust,

when the glories of their name shall be but the

legend of tradition "philosophy will rise again in

the sky of her Franklin, and glory rekindle at the

urn of her Washington," a century has passed

and Washington's republic still remains ; it has

grown, the infant has become the giant. The

terrible ordeal, that Civil War, that one disturbing

element which for a half century divided the

American people on sectional lines and became

the fruitful source of discord and attempted dis-

union found at last its final settlement in the

arbitrament of the sword and has been placed

forever beyond the possibility of revival. It was,

however, the one test needed to give to her the

consciousness of her own vigor and potency and

never was the country so strong in all the elements

of life, so menacing to its foes as when the sun of

Appomattox shone on her banner and revealed

upon its azure ground the presence of the full

galaxy of her stars. Fortune's favors have indeed

fallen most generously on American's sons. They
have liberty which, although dearly purchased

has made the land in very truth "the most mag-

nificent dwelling place prepared by God for man's

abode." Our government is the rule of all for the

welfare of all.

In the infancy of our national existence we
threw off the oppressor's yoke ; in our youth we
were the admiration of the world and may we not

hope that in our manhood we shall ever be a

blessing to mankind? To be such the highest

order of patriotism is required. It must be willing
;

to give time and labor and money, to sacrifice the

best that a man has on the altar of his country.

It is undoubtedly more prosaic than dying for

one's country on the field of battle but the man
who devotes his life to preserving the honor of his

country, and perpetuating free government is as

much of a hero as the one who falls upon the field

of battle. Happily there is no demand for him to

prove his patriotism in war while there is a great

and pressing demand for him to prove it in the

peaceful duties of citizenship. He is not the

truest or most useful patriot who boasts of his

willingness to fight in a war which may never

come, or should never come, but he gives her his

service in a struggle that is already in progress.

What our country requires is an army of patriots

to exterminate such citizens as corrupt politicians

who would filch from us all " that made it the best

to live in and the easiest to die for." This is a

patriotism which tries men's souls because it calls

for quiet, self-sacrificing, unremitting labor; but

it is the only patriotism which will save American

institutions from destruction and make the Ameri-

can name, the symbol of human progress, hon-

ored throughout the world. We should become

all it is possible for us to become. To do this we
must strive from youth to age even unto the end.

The end, and to-day by striving thus we have

come to the end of our college careers.

Ah ! why do we not rejoice and feel glad at so
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happy, so prolific a culmination of all our college

aspirations ? Have we not envied the seemingly

fortunate ones of former years as they stood here

in all their manhood, full of vigor, of life and of

hope replete with a store of esoteric wisdom culled

from the minds of these rare dispensers ? How
greatly we admired their prowess, their talents,

their abilities, and in the excess of our enthusiastic

veneration we pictured how changed the world

would Le when so much genius would be thrust

upon it. Little did we know of the sentiments

, that filled their hearts, of the fears that oppressed

their souls. But to-day, as we stand in their

places, a stern realization of the misleading signifi-

cance of that word " graduation " dawns upon our

senses. We feel indeed that life is but just begin-

ning. The many years spent within Villanova

have been but a gorgeously tinted dream in a realm

of happiness, of serenity, of peace. And since we
are doomed to a sad memory of that which once

has been and never more can be, let us pause on

the threshold of our new existence and muse
awhile on dear old Villanova. Villanova ! How
musical, how tranquil a title our Alma Mater
bears ! In fancy let us journey back a few years

and think with what a thrill of pride and of preju-

dice, of doubt and of fear we first made her ac-

quaintance. How indifferently we viewed the

picturesque landscape that adorns our college

home ! How uninteresting appeared the ever at-

tractive campus ! How suspiciously we regarded

this and that companion, and with what positive

awe we beheld our new professors. But the en-

chanting atmosphere of this charmed enclosure

soon dispelled the mists of grim uncertainty, and

we felt ourselves being led gently and gradually

into a brighter sphere of thought and action. Our
minds and characters seemed to undergo a process

of elimination. Our hearts and intellects at once

crude were being nurtured by the most zealous of

teachers who sought to endow them with a classical

appreciation of the true, the beautiful and the

good, and at the same time to furnish them with

an examole which shall endure unto the end of

time. How soon we grew to love this favored spot

and how quickly were formed those ties of friend-

ship which shall last while life lasts.

With no little sense of shame do we recall a

sudden burst of temper amidst a spirited debate ; a

savage dart of sarcasm aimed at some unconscious

oflfender ; a lingering bitterness over an unex-

pected defeat—ah I yes, we have all experienced

these shadows in our brief careers, but a curious

anomaly presents itself in the fact that even the

most bitter of college rivalries will now be but a

pleasure to remember. Who can forget our

triumphs on the gridiron and on the diamond?

Will the day ever dawn when the victories on the

college green shall fail to awaken a responsive

chord within us? How proudly waves the white

and blue year after year from yonder flagstaff, and

will we, can we ever forget the cheer upon cheer

that filled the air for our heroes as the grand in-

spiring cry for old Villanova's glory rang out?

Oh ? to-day brings back the past, not only

with its joys, its realities, its events, but more

powerfully still its thoughts of what might have

been.
^'•^'

Regrets and broken resolutions flutter o'er our

souls like some swift-winged bird and warn us that

the past belongs to God alone, that the present

only is ours. Would that the firm, reliable disci-

pline of Villanova could ever go with us to urge on

a vapid ambition, to strengthen us in our trials,

and to spread around us her protecting mantle of

safety. And when I think of that life which opens

long and wide from the morrow, I am led to wonder

where we will ever feel sate again. But the hours

grow apace, and even amidst our recollections

comes the omnipresent warning that time awaits

our farewell message. To Fr. Delurey then, as

our beloved President, we must say a last good-

b)e. We thank you for your ready sympathy, the

scrupulous fidelity with which you ever served us,

for your widespread thoughtfulness for the honor

and glory of Villanova. We regret that this part-

ing should be saddened by the reflection that in the

buoyancy of youth we have oft indulged in an

irrelevancy of conduct which has caused you an-

noyance and pain. Attribute it not to a spirit oi

ingratitude for over our lives you have exerted an

influence which shall be deep and permanent.

Fain would we put off" these doleful utterances,

pregnant as they are with a new-born sorrow, as we
sever in turn the endearing links of college attach-

ments. Ah ! 'tis hard to part with you Fr. Coar

with whom we have been so intimately associated

and who has been in very truth " our guide, our

philosopher, our friend." Do you think, my class-

mates, in traversing the corrodors of time you will

ever find a sanctum so alluring as that wherein he

presided, where we were so oft wont to go to be-

guile many a lonely hour, to lay down our burden

and come forth refreshed ? In him we found one

who could appreciate the enthusiasm of youth, the

sympathy of humanity—whose methods were

founded on the rock of firmly-established princi-

ples and whose discipline was never made repel-

lant. We thank you Fr. Coar for the sound,

practical advice you ever ministered for the illimit-
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able interest you have taken in all concerning our
welfare.

To our professors we owe a debt of gratitude

which can never be repaid. That we have fallen

far below those lofty heights which your painstak-

ing efforts deserve we know full well. To-day in-

iieed wc realize tliat had we been more attentive to

your instructions we would have reaped a richer

harvest of merit for ourselves and have been of far

;
greater credit to the institution. Your patient

kindliness we shall never forget. And now we
must say good bye to those who have shared our
joys and our sorrows, our successes and defeats.

Yes, boys, the Class of '96 leaves you to-day. No
more shall we enjoy the blessed privilege of life

amongst you. We leave behind your cheery

presence, your jolly fellowship, and that bantering
wit "which oft did chase dull care away." We
know that place cannot change our affection ; time
will but sauctify the memory of the good old days

together. Fraternity here established, her hap-

piest vantage grounds, and life under this propitious

roof seemed like an ideal family. Each has fol-

lowed the other's progress during the year, to each
is the honor of our College home equally dear and
as the years roll on we'll follow you still, always
hoping to find Villanova's boys among those great

progressive souls that gild with all that makes it

glorious. My classmates, we too must part. Would
that expression could mirror my feelings as I re-

peat this last adieu. For many years we have
looked forward to this day when we should em-
brace for the last time our Alma Mater ! Do we
realize how much we have been to each other?

How we have been wont to mutually extend and
receive support? Shall we do so well when this

assistance be withdrawn ? Hitherto we have been

journeying through the higher world, in the lands

of immutable laws, drinking of the fountain of

knowledge; but mathematics cannot solve earthly

problems nor can logic untie the Gordian knots of

politics and ethics. We must take into the future

those sturdy principles, those noble purposes here so

persistently inculcated. And in after years when
some of us shall have sought the North, some the

South, others the East and some the West should

the path be narrow and the way seem bleak and
lone and dreary, far away in the distance like a

gleaming lantern in a dark and starless sky, may
we behold our old class motto luminous with its

golden promise, ^^per 'aspera ad astra.^^ Alma
Mater fare thee well ! May Fate weave for thee an

immortal veil. " Length of days be in her right

hand and in her left hand be honor and glory
;

may her ways be the ways of pleasantness and all

her paths be peace. " Friends, the class of '96

bids you farewell. "Farewell a word that must
be and hath been ; a sound that makes us linger

yet farewell.

;' M Fare thee well

And if forever, still forever,

J ; . Fare the well,"

The address to the graduates was to have been

delivered by John T. Lenehan, Esq., President of

the Alumni, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., but on account of

an unavoidable circumstance, at the last moment,
he was prevented from being present. In his ab-

sence Bishop McGovern, who presided, was asked

and kindly consented to fulfil that part of the

program. After entertaining, for a few minutes,

the audience with a portion of his fund of humor-
ous anecdotes, he directed his remarks to the grad-

uating class, and, dwelling particularly on the gift

of counsel, gave some very practical advice to the

young men about to follow their various avoca-

tions. ::"...".;.:'••".' ' y -"^'f::::':-:
':

:/.;''/.,;.;:•
'n'^'C;.

t^-''^^^^'^.^
''

After the exercises were finished a bounteous

repast awaited the patrons and friends of our Col-

lege, and to that they were escorted. During the

course of the dinner the toastmaster, Father De-

lurey, called upon several for speeches. Among
the speakers were Bishop McGovern, Fathers Fed-

igan and Sinnott, Patrick Duffy, Esq., and J.

Henry Magee, who received an unusual round of

applause. Mr. Magee is one of the first class of

graduates of Villanova College.

•4*^

During the evening the Alumni assembled in

the College Library, and after some preliminary

remarks were made the regular business was begun.

Mr. James E. Dougherty, Postmaster of Haverford,

Pa., was elected President ; Rev. R. A. Gleeson,

Vice-President ; Rev. John B. Leonard, Secretary
;

Rev. L. A. Delurey, Treasurer. All the graduates

in arts and sciences were formally admitted to the

association. Then ensued a long discussion as to

the advisability of changing the time and place

for future meetings, and a committee, consisting

of Fathers Gleeson, Delurey and Leonard, was

appointed to take charge of the affair.

After the business was transacted the annual

banquet was partaken of. Many short speeches

were made, and all expressed themselves as hav-

ing passed a most enjoyable evening.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It aflfords us great pleasure to announce that

we have in preparation a new work by

HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS. ;,.

j^/.: .-?.n, . ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE. ^^..::y:/[-Tv.'-:-,

THE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with "The Faith of Our
Fathers" and *'Our Christian Heritage," by the

same author : and will be ready early in the
coming autumn. .y-,_.:%^:\fy-f

::'-': ^ :?:-::

JOHN MURPHY & CO.,

. PUBLISHERS.

Balllmore, lUcl. ;';:;:v

LOGUE * HATTER
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BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire eatlsraction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected In all first-class Companies with guarantee of

Correctness

ESTABLISHED 1867 .; '

-mM^m^^r CA RA H E R,
; ^

':::l:'X^:'?'r':: ; Insurance,
,

,-

.'.'•;

:-";v:

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA., - .;

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years

at cost of $5.00 per |iooo.
. ,.

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

London & Lancashire, (England), AsBets, U. 8., $2,639,587.64

Queen Insurance Co.,

Qlen Falls Insurance Go., N. T.

Assets, $3,538,915.65

Assets, $2,165,372

Alice Jarvia, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVI8 & STEINBOCK.

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET. PHILA. v-M;

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

3:i§.:... Caterers •*• :•:::;::

261, 253. 256 and 257 S. Fifteenth St;,

PHILADELPHIA.

BRYN MAWR
HardoiaFe Ga.

Hardwart, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

L. C. SCATTAGLIA, ^51121
CHURCH DECORATIONS,

ECCLESIASTICAL PAINTINS.
STUDIO, 1020 CHESTNUT STREET.

Rooms 40 and 41. PHILADELPHIA.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
ii8 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask,
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice giieam, p^anc^ ^aRes

and (genfectienert^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THENKW SEED STORE OF

1018 MARKET ST.. PHILA.
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^ COPYRIGHTS. ^^
CAW 1 OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

pcpmnt answer and im hnncnt opinion, write to
MlJNN & CO., who Imvo hml nearly tifty j-ojira*

exporiciico In the )>utflnt bU8inc8B. Coniniunica-
tionsHtrictly cnnlldontlal. A IliindliooK of In-
formation concornlnK l*ateiiltt and how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catuloguo of meuhan-
Ical and sclontltic books sent free.
rutents tukun tlirouKh Munn & Co. recolve

epecual iioti<!oin tho Scioiitillc AtiirvW-nii. iind
tliuH are brouitht widely betorotho |itibllc\vith>
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid piiper.
Issued weekly, elevantly lllnBtrutod, has by fur t he
larKOst circulation of any sclent illc work in thei
world. #:| a year. Sample copies sent free.
DuildlnK Kdltion, monthly. f'i.SO a year. BinRle

ooplos, 'Zli cents. Kvery number contiiins bc-iin-
tiliil plates. In colors, and pliofodiaiilis of new
bouses, with plans, enablinK nnildors to show the
laiest doBl»ni8 and secure contracts. Address
MUMN & CO.. Nbw Yokk, 3U1 BiiuAUWAT.

RELS°'MONi%L IN GOOD ^'li

Patents
CLARK. DEEMER A. CO., .

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UNITED STATES AND FOEEIGN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TERMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK 18 THE ONLY PLAGE TO
SELL PATENTS. Oen. Rufus King person-
miy superintends our Selling Departmei)t.
Address, CLARK, DEEMER & 00. , Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
K5W YORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.
NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
»o ONE YEAR'S subscription FREE.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

OCKS
THAT
Tt«CH.

Thu ItttKt and C huapeat.
ITHeil In

Leading Catholic Si-lioolii.

Fir.st Lessons in Hook-Kccvunn. New Introduclive Hook-Keep-
ing, New Complete ilook-Keepinn, Mental Aritliinetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course), Conuucrcial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodhy's Phonetic Sliorthand. Unsiness I,aw
(short course), Commercial Law (complete cd.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Hconomics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduceil), Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College, :;;.
Cuirency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies. '''':

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers^,

334 Dearborn St., Cbicago, 111.

Rocliester, N. Y.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. P. McEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask.
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON.

Ice ^r[eam, p^ancg (gaRes

and genfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hail Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa,
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^T COPYRIGHTS. ^^
CAN 1 OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

PEOmpt answer uiid an honoNt opinion, writ (• to
MlINN «fc t'O.. who liavo Imd nearly fifty yours*
exporlcncn In tho i>atont bUHliicHH. Coiiiniuiiica-
tloimHtrlctly conllricMitial. A JIaiiillMHik of lit-

formation concornlitK l*ttt(>iitH un<) how to ob>
tnin then) 8cnt free. Also a cat^iloguo Of mechaa-
Ical nnrt RCientltlc b<x)k8 sent free.

I'liteiits taken throiiKh Miwin & Co. receive
epeoial iiotinelii tho Scirnlillc, Aiiiri-icnii. <m(l
tlius are brought widely before tho piihlic wilh>
out cost to tho Inventor. This Kplcndld paper.
Issued weekly. elcBantly ninBtrntod.hoH by furl ho
lai'K'Ost circulation of any scicntillc work in the
world. #:t » year. Snniplo copies sent freo.

JiuildInK Kdltion, monthly. fLWa year. Slnule
copies, '£!i cents. Every number contains bc-nu-
tiful plates, in colors, and photniimiilis of new
houses, with plans, eiiahMne ouildors to show the
laiest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO.. Nkw YoitK, 3«i BuuAUWAY.

RELS-'MOn\L IN GOOD >k'

«

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER A, CO.,

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 1R9 Broadway,
ticv/ York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TERMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY PLAGE TO
SELL PATENTS, Gen. Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, CLARK, DEEMER & 00. , Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
NBW YORK, Branches: Washn and Phila.
NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
»o ONE YEAR'S subscription FREE.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

BOOKS
THAT
TCACH,

TIiv Itcst and ( lit^aitont.
IIs«^<I ill

. laviidtiif; Cnlliollc SchoolH.

First Lessons in Itook-Kiopiiif;. New Intioduclive Hook-Ktep-
iiig, New Complete Itook-Keepinn. Mental Arillinictic (New).
Business Arithmetic (sliott course), Coninierciiil Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgfxjdhy's Phonetic Shorthand. Itusiucss Law
(short course), Coniniereial Law (complete ed.) Civil Covern
nient. Dcsciiptive Hcot'omics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen- Written Copies (reproduceil), I'ractiral Oramm.nr, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Hooks, College
Cuirency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies,

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St., Cbicaso, 111.

Rocliester, 9(. V.



students,

Attention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

E. 0. TnonF50N,
1338 Chestnut St.

TKLKPHONE CONNKCTIOKS.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PK0VI8I0NERS.

SL.AUGHTKRKRS OF
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students,

Attention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

E. 0. THonF50N,
1338 Chestnut St.

TKL.EPHOMK CONIVKCTIOKS.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PROYISIONEKS.

SL.AUGHTKRBR.S OF AND
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School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and •

Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

"

DANIEL GALLAGHER
HAWFACTURBR OF AND DSALKR IN .

>

DURABLE

Hurpiture ar>d Ijeddir)^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4-3 South Second St.,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Iiistitntions.

John Haugh & Co.,

p. I
I

(^ WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.
\J 1 L O

1 1 i-i 1 3 S. Water Street,

Telephone 5307. I nlladClpnld, id.
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MONSIGNOR MARTINELLI.

A brief biography taken from the September number of the

Spanish magazine, La Ciudad De Dios.

Ten months have scarcely elapsed since the

Most Reverend Sebastian Martinelli was re-elected

in the general chapter at Rome to the very im-

portant office of Prior General of the Augustinlans,

an office which he had just resigned at the expira-

tion of the constitutional term. We were all

hoping to enjoy the fruits of his paternal solici-

tude and exemplary virtues, and we anticipated

the great benefits which our Order would acquire

from his extraordinary prudence and indefatigable

zeal, when, to our surprise and partly to the

destruction of our fond hopes, the news at once

sad and agreeable has come to us of his promotion

to a high ecclesiastical dignity.

Leo XIII, renowned all over the world for his

wisdom and sagacity, wishing to send to the

United States of America a worthy successor of

His Eminence Cardinal Satolli, has fixed his eyes

on our Most Reverend Fr. General Martinelli and

has appointed him by a decree of the Sacred Con-

gregation de Propaganda Fide^ dated August 7th,

titular Archbishop and Apostolic Delegate to that

extensive and important nation.

Athough we feel profoundly grateful for the

affectionate regard and wise disposition of the

Holy Father, since, by distinguishing our Superior

in this manner, he has honored us and all the

members of the Augustinian Order, yet such feel-

ings cannot diminish our grief at the loss which
we sustain.

In a word, sentiments of joy, gratitude and grief

are in our hearts to-day ; and we can find no more
appropriate way of expressing them than by relat-

ing briefly the life of this illustrious Prelate, so

full of precious recollections, which, told in detail

and by some other pen than ours, would be a source

of edification and pleasure to all who would read it.

Sebastian Martinelli, brother of Cardinal

Thomas Maria Martinelli who adorned the Church
of (rod and the Augustinian Order by his learning

and virtues, was born on August 20, 1848, near the

town of Lucca, in Tuscany, his worthy parents

being Cosnius Martinelli and Magdalen Pardini.

Endowed with a beautiful disposition and with

a lively genius, it was not long before the seeds of

the good instructions which his parents, and after-

wards a pious priest, had implanted in his tender

heart, began to grow and blossom and bear fruit,

for in the fulfillment of his duties as a student he

was always a model of fervor, modesty, obedience

and diligence.

About the close of his fifteenth year, a period of

life in which other boys full of the impulses of

youth spend most of their time iti sports and
diversions of various kinds, he voluntarily and
resolutely renounced the vanities of the world, and,

abandoning his parents and country, directed his

steps to our sanctuary of Genazzano. There, on

the 6th of December, 1863, following the example
of his two older brothers, Thomas and Aurelius,

he was clothed with the habit of the Order of St.

Augustine. As he had not yet reached the canon-

ical age, he could not commence his novitate

until a few weeks later, the short interval being

spent in the convent as an ediicandus. He made
the profession of simple vows on the feast of the

Epiphany, 1865.

In his devotion to a life of piety, which is the

culture of the heart, he did not neglect the culture

of the mind ; and as he acquired the first by lead-

ing an exemplary life and by being assiduous in

prayer, so he acquired the second by indefatigable

study, convinced that both ought to be united

in harmonious companionship for the proper fulfill-

ment of his duties of life, and for the greater

service of (lod, the Church and society.

Being called to Rome, he was fortunate in hav-

ing as his professor of Philosophy, Theology, and

other kindred sciences, Fr. Luis Lejuaca, after-

wards created Cardinal, under whose direction
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School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MANUFAOTUBKR OF AND DBALBR IN

DURABLE
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OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4S South Second St.,
(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Institntions.

John Haugh & Co.,
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MONSIGNOR MARTINELLI.

A brief biography talcen from the September number of the

Spanish magazine, La Ciudad De Dios.

Ten months have scarcely elapsed since the

Most Reverend Sebastian Martinelli was re-elected

in the general chapter at Rome to the very im-

portant office of Prior General of the Augustinians,

an office which he had just resigned at the expira-

tion of the constitutional term. We were all

hoping to enjoy the fruits of his paternal solici-

tude and exemplary virtues, and we anticipated

the great benefits which our Order would acquire

from his extraordinary prudence and indefatigable

zeal, when, to our surprise and partly to the

destruction of our fond hopes, the news at once

sad and agreeable has come to us of his promotion

to a high ecclesiastical dignity.

Leo XIII, renowned all over the world for his

wisdom and sagacity, wishing to send to the

United States of America a worthy successor of

His Eminence Cardinal Satolli, has fixed his eyes

on our Most Reverend Fr. General Martinelli and

has appointed him by a decree of the Sacred Con-

gregation de Propaganda Fide^ dated August 7th,

titular Archbishop and Apostolic Delegate to that

extensive and important nation.

Athough we feel profoundly grateful for the

affectionate regard and wise disposition of the

Holy Father, since, by distinguishing our Superior

in this manner, he has honored us and all the

members of the Augustinian Order, yet such feel-

ings cannot diminish our grief at the loss which

we sustain.

In a word, sentiments of joy, gratitude and grief

are in our hearts to-day ; and we can find no more
appropriate way of expressing them than by relat-

ing briefly the life of this illustrious Prelate, so

full of precious recollections, which, told in detail

and by some other pen than ours, would be a source

of edification and pleasure to all who would read it.

Sebastian Martinelli, brother of Cardinal

Thomas Maria Martinelli who adorned the Church
of God and the Augustinian Order by his learning

and virtues, was born on August 20, 1848, near the

town of Lucca, in Tuscany, his worthy parents

being Cosinus Martinelli and Magdalen Pardini.

Endowed with a beautiful disposition and with

a lively genius, it was not long before the seeds of

the good instructions which his parents, and after-

wards a pious priest, had implanted in his tender

heart, began to grow and blossom and bear fruit,

for in the fulfillment of his duties as a student he

was always a model of fervor, modesty, obedience

and diligence.

About the close of his fifteeath year, a period of

life in which other boys full of the impulses of

youth spend most of their time in sports and
diversions of various kinds, he voluntarily and
resolutely renounced the vanities of the world, and,

abandoning his parents and country, directed his

steps to our sanctuary of Genazzano. There, on
the 6th of December, 1863, following the example
of his two older brothers, Thomas and Aurelius,

he was clothed with the habit of the Order of St.

Augustine. As he had not yet reached the canon-

ical age, he could not commence his novitate

until a few weeks later, the short interval being

spent in the convent as an educandiis. He made
the profession of simple vows on the feast of the

Epiphany, 1865.

In his devotion to a life of piety, which is the

culture of the heart, he did not neglect the culture

of the mind ; and as he acquired the first by lead-

ing an exemplary life and by being assiduous in

prayer, so he acquired the second by indefatigable

study, convinced that both ought to be imited

in harmonious companionship for the proper fulfill-

ment of his duties of life, and for the greater

service of God, the Church and society.

Being called to Rome, he was fortunate in hav-

ing as his professor of Philosophy, Theology, and

other kindred sciences, Fr. Luis Lejuacd, after-

wards created Cardinal, under whose direction
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Martiiielli, always studious and diligent, advanced
with marvelous rapidity both in learning and
piety. -; v-: ;•.'•:' '"'.;••;: -r .•^.''^v ;;/: r

His regular studies being concluded in 1872,
after a brilliant examination he obtained the

degree of Lector and taught Philosophy in the

convent of Santa Maria in Posterula at Rome,
where he was also Master of Discipline. He
afterwards became Professor of Theology and
other sacred sciences, until, having finished the
five years of regency of studies, he received the

degree of Master of Sacred Theology on the i8tli

of September, 1881.

A few days later he was unanimously elected

Postulator General for the canonizations and beati-

fications in our Order, and in this capacity ob-

tained the canonization of B. Clare of Montefalco
and the beatification of Ven Alphonsus of Orozco.

Through his efforts, also, a decree was recently is-

sued in which the virtues of Ven. Stephan
Bellesini were recognized, and we can thus hope
that within a few years the Augustinian Order will

have another of its members enrolled among the

Blessed.

In 1889 he was elected to the dignity of Prior

General in the chapter held at Rome, and three

years later the Pope appointed him Consultor of

the Holy Roman Inquisition. In the six years of

his generalship he made many visits to the con-

vents of his Order, not only in Italy and Malta,

but also in Ireland, Belgium, Bohemia, Cracow, and
two years ago, in the United States of America.
By his influence and largely by his labors, the

long desired union between the Augustinians of

Spain and the main body was efifected, and a re-

vision of our former Constitutions was made which
resulted in their reduction to a shorter and clearer

form.

Finally, on the 28th of September, 1895, in the
general chapter assembled in Rome, he was not
only re-elected to the oflfice of Prior General, but
also confirmed as such for a term of twelve years,
thus showing the unlimited confidence which his
illustrious acts inspired.

On the 30th of August of the present year he
was consecrated Archbishop by Cardinal Ram-
polla, who is the Protector of our Order and Secre-
tary of State, and in a short time will start for
North America to undertake the arduous and hon-
orable commission which the Holy Father has en-
trusted to him. A wide field is opened for the ac-
tivity of Mons. Martinelli, but we have no doubt
that his solid virtues, his indefatigable zeal and
his great diplomatic talent will rise even to a
greater height than on former occasions, and will
redound to the glory of his oflficial position in a
country full of youth and life, and in which the
Catholic Church has achieved and will achieve
such great victories.

Mgr. Martinelli's Visit.

Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, Papal Delegate, visited our

college and remained from Saturday afternoon until Monday
morning. He was accompanied by Monsignor Sbaretli. auditor

of the Papal Delegation, and Very Rev. Charlis M. Driscoll,

O.S.A., provincial of the order.

In the afternoon the auditor saw the foot-ball eleven of the

college defeat the Philadelphia Dentals.

In the evening the visitors were entertained by the students.

The following program was rendered :

1. Music—" La Fanfare des Dragons" . . Boscovitz

2. Music—Pilgrims' Choiusfrom "I Lombardi " Glee Club

3. Address of Welcome . . . Henry T Nelson, '97

4 Hunters' Chorus . /-,':
:\.t-.:. ,\^^':r^i:"\\y^^ Glee Club

5. Music—Sonata in D . . . , v. .4 Diabelli

6. ' Julius Ciesar," Act III, Scene II . ' . The Forum
Characters—Marcus Antonius, A. X. Dooley ; Marcus

Brutus, W. J. Shanahan ; Cassius, J. H. Kelly; First Citizen,

J. F. Hayden ; Second Citizen, M. T. Kennedy ; Third Citizen,

J. D. Murphy ; Fourth Citizen, H. M. Shelley.

Citizens—J McDonald, L. Delaney, P. Gaffikin, E. Fox, P.

Gallagher, J, Kerr, J. Ford, J. O'Neill, J. Downe?, W. Feeney.

T. O'Connor, F. McCullough, T. Rogers, J. Breslin, J. Heenan.

Guards—J. Bagley, J. Diver, H, Conway, J. McClbskey.

7. Hymn—"Viva Leone!" -i^.\','--i'-*-:r^,'-m-:'-.''-\:. Gounod
A bouquet of exqiiisite white roses was presented to the

Papal Delegate at the end of the performance by F. Reilley

Nolan on behalf of the younger students.

,".•:'./•':.,,.';-;-;.' Address of Welcome. -^
-^.^-'-'--'y ..'

It aflFards me supreme pleasure to bid you, in the name of

the faculty and students of our College of Villanova, a most

hearty welcome. Villanova is always pleased to welcome
within her walls the dignitaries of our holy Church. She has

often had the honor of entertaining bishops and archbishops,

and, indeed, on one occasion her closing exercises were pie-

sided over by the first Apostolic Delegate. To have in our

midst the second representative of the successor of St Peter,

and to recognize in him an Augustinian, nay, more, the prior

general of the illustrious order to whose kindly guidance we
have been intrusted, is, in very truth, an honor to be proud of.

We realize that our efforts to do sufficient honor to him in

whom that greatest luminary of the nineteenth century, our

Holy Father Leo, has seen a fitting representative of himself,

must be but weak. The honor and duty of bidding you wel-

come to our Alma Mater has been assigned to me. The duty

is an easy one, thanks to my fellow students, for do not their

faces, beaming with pleasure, speak louder than my feeble

words? In the words of Shakespeare, the immortal, we wel-

come you :

" Sir, you are very welcome to our house ;

It must appear in other ways than words

;

Hence I scant this breathing courtesy."

Mgr. Martinelli replied in English, expressing his happiness

in being once again in Villanova College, a pleasure which, he

said, was enhanced this time because the boys were here, his

previous visit as head of his order being made during vacation.

He referred briefly to the great advantages obtained by the

students in having a thorough religious and secular education,

and expressed the hope that he would be able to be present at

the next commencement. He also announced that he had

obtained for them an extra holiday.

The address was engrossed on vellum and presented to His

Excellency.

Among those present at the reception, besides the Faculty,

were V. Rev. C. A. McEvoy, O.S.A., Rev. N. J. Murphy,

OS A, Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A , J. J. O'Brien, O.S.A.,

J. E. Vaughan, O.S.A. , and the following laymen : Messrs.

A. A. Hirst, P. J. Duffy, D. O'Sullivan, Dr. J. J. Morrissey,

Class of '81.
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Beminiscences of an Ancient Scottish Town.

John I. Whelan, '95.

Perhaps it is to the fact that our country is com-

paratively new, and must perforce move quickly in

order to make up for lost time, that we are com-

pelled to look for the cause of the American disease,

—that driving desperate haste with which we do

all things, that entire expending of energy which

bends everything to our will, but which, also, of

its very fire, consumes those milder and nobler

qualities of the mind, requiring time and care and

even solitude for their proper cultivation. Nature

has supplied our souls with varying chords, alike

responsive to the touch, but the music of the finer

strings is never called to life by the strong, prosaic

hand which has such perfect control over the

harsher ones, whose every note is sounded in the

key of money or of fame. Here all is confusion

and strife, the restless hurrying of the human tide.

Towering buildings in their artificial beauty attest

the ingenuity of man. Everything is gigantic,

everything is new. - "::"' ^",^'

Let us turn from the noisy doings of our more

progressive country to the serene quiet of an old-

world picture ; let us pause in our mad rush for

honor, to rest in the languorous beauty of an old-

fashioned city, whose almost every breath is

redolent of the chivalry of a now forgotten age.

Where the lashing waters of the Atlantic beat

in softer measure upon the shores of the Firth of

Forth, the eye beholds the wonderful cantilever

bridge, acknowledged to be the greatest triumph

of engineering the world has yet seen. In the im-

mediate vicinity is the ruin of old Rossyth Castle,

where the unfortunate Mary, Queen of Scots, was

sheltered upon her escape from Loch Leven ; and

two miles to the west, as the crow flies, rises the

picturesque town of Dunfermline, the metropolis of

Fife, and a Royal Burgh of the United Kingdom.

Situated on a slope that rises gradually from a

peaceful valley, the morning sun shines down upon

the red-tiled roofs of its houses ; upon the crumb-

ling,moss-covered walls of the ancient Royal Palace,

where kings were born and died, and upon the

majestic ruin that once was a Benedictine Abbey,

beneath whose marble floors the remains of a line

of kings have mouldered into dust. It is truly an

old-world picture ; and the faded glory of past

centuries descends upon us, as we wander through

the narrow streets, lined with long rows of stone

houses, or explore the recesses of the hoary monu-

ments of a country's former greatness.

In a panoramic view of the city, the Abbey, that

grand and venerable structure which, for eight

centuries, has withstood the ravages of time, is the

one great figure. From whatever side the town is

viewed, its walls rise majestic, and its tower, bear-

ing aloft upon its four faced surface the sculptured

inscription, " King Robert the Bruce," tells us

that the ashes of the hero of Bannockburn have found

a resting-place within its sheltering walls. Wecould

not, therefore, better begin our recital of the beau-

ties and the antiquities of the place, than with a

passing description of "The Old Abbey Church."

The foundations of the Abbey were laid by order

of King Malcom Canmore in, or shortly after, the

year 1070, but its completion was not effected at

the time of his death, in 1093, when he was slain at -

Alnwick Castle. It is worthy of note that the first

suggestion of raising this mighty temple came from

Malcom' s queen, Margaret, the Saint Margaret of

the Church's calendar, whose tomb still stands out-

side the Session-house of the modernized portion of

the building. The mention of this sainted lady's

name recalls one of the many pretty legends in

which the locality abounds.

When the Saxon royal family of England was

driven from that country by the usurpation of

William the Conqueror, the widow and daughter -

of Edmund Ironsides attempted to reach Hungary,

of which country the Queen was a native ; but the

tide, or rather let us say fate, bore them northward.

Their boat came to anchor in a little bay in the

unknown waters of the Forth, almost at the very

spot where now the monster bridge joins its shores

together by iron bands. When this sheltered and

secluded spot was reached, the Princess Margaret

is said to have exclaimed, " I hope we shall yet be

saved ;" and from this expression has the bay,

even to this day, been called "Saint Margaret's

Hope." Malcom, who was residing at Dunferm-

line, hearing of their plight, invited them to his

court ; an offer which was gratefully accepted.

They continued to reside with him, and, in 1070,

he married the Princess Margaret. It was at her

request, as we have mentioned, that the church was

built and appointed the place of royal sepulture,

although it was not raised to the dignity of an

Abbey until half a century later, when David I

brought to it thirteen Benedictine monks from

their monastery at Canterbury.

Additions were made to it from time to time, each

designated by a new name ; so that we have the

Old Abbey Church, the New Abbey Church, the

Lady Chapel, the Eastern Church, etc. An idea

of its magnitude may be readily conceived. It was

used continuously as a place of worship down to

the time of the Reformation, in 1560, when, to-

gether with so many other historic and religious

monuments, many of its chapels, including all the

splendid tombs in the Eastern Church, were entirely
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demolished. When part of it was rebuilt, in 1818,

the workmen engaged in clearing the ground came
upon a subterranean vault, in which lay a body
encased in a double fold of lead sheeting, which
had been wrapped around it as a cere-cloth.

But rather than anticipate the sequel to another

beautiful and authentic story, we must go back, in

point of time, to the days when King Robert Bruce

was fighting for the freedom of his coyntry. The
Crusades, as we know, were ended in the latter part

of the thirteenth century, but the eyes of Christen-

dom were still turned wistfully toward the laud

which Christ had sanctified by His blood, that

land which was still in the power of the infidel.

Robert Bruce had made a solemn vow that, when
he had secured the independence of his beloved

Scotland, he himself would lead another Crusade

to the Holy Land. That independence was secured

when, at the memorable battle of Bannock burn, he

completely routed the forces of the English King.

The time for the fulfillment of his vow had come.

But, as though the full measure of his eventful

career had been rounded out, Bruce was stricken

with leprosy, and the world is left to conjecture

what might have been the result of Scottish valor

before the walls of the city of David.

With the memory of his solemn promise still

present in his mind, however, from his friend

Douglas, faithful to him even to the rendering of

the last tearful service upon his death-bed, he

exacted a vow that he would at least deposit his

heart upon the altar of the Church of the Holy

Sepulchre, in Jerusalem, a promise which this other

Pythias died in attempting to fulfill. Douglas fell,

fighting the Saracens in Spain ; but it is related of

him that, in the encounter, hurling the silver

casket which contained the precious relic into the

midst of the fighting infidels, he shouted, " On,

gallant heart, Douglas will follow v;hithersoever

thou shalt lead." Douglas died, indeed, and the

heart that beat high for freedom and for faith

never reached its goal, but was brought back and

deposited in the Abbey of Melrose, where it is ven-

erated to this day.

Bruce's body reposed in the Abbey of Dunferm-

line, but in the destruction which accompanied the

Reformation, its exact resting-place was lost sight

of, and for almost three centuries was sought in

vain. The finding, however, of the encased body

among the ruins at this later day gave rise to the

hope that now, indeed, the grave of the beloved

Bruce might once more be honored with a tablet

suitable to his glory and commemorative of that

national freedom which he had won for his Scottish

brethren. The cerements were removed in the

presence of due ecclesiastical and municipal au-

thority, and the skeleton of a man was disclosed,

with the ribs on the left side sawed through, accord-

ing to the rude surgery of his day. There could

be no doubt that these were the remains of the

Bruce, and they were viewed with swelling hearts

and bated breath, and again covered to awai^t a

suitable resting-place in the chapel then building.

There he rests within the chancel, wrapped once

more in his original winding-sheet, and the brazen

plate above his tomb proclaims to the reverent eyes

of the beholders that here is the " Sepulchrum
Roberti De Brus, Scotorum Regis." -. ^/ /v

Other interesting reminders of past grandeur

;

the stone coffins authenticated as being those

which contained the remains of two of Malcom
Canmore's sons ; the towering stone pillars with

their deceptive circles; the bartizan near the roof,

where the monks were stationed during divine

service ; the Latin inscriptions on the various

tombs, telling of virtuous matrons and of men true

to their God and their king ; although we suflfer

these to pass with but a single word, it will require

no great flight of the imagination to picture the

one grand total when Malcom and his sainted

queen knelt before the church's altars, while
" through the long-drawn aisles and fretted vault,

the pealing anthem swelled the note of praise."

Close to the Abbey, and ranking next to it in

interest, are the ruins of the Monastery and Royal

Palace. These are the property of the crown and

a custodian, appointed by Her Majesty's Board of

Works, exercises a general superintendence over

the place. Here we find new cause of wonder-

ment and admiration, in the stability of the walls

and grandeur of the ruins ; in the artistic beauty

of the groinings, and the carvings by no means
rude, and in the mournful melancholy with which
our poetic imagination clothes all. An English

historian says that the extent of the monastery was
so great that three princely visitors, with their

entire retinues, might be accommodated with lodg-

ings at the same time, without inconvenience to

one another. All that now remains of it are one

wall and the gable end of the Prater Hall, or

Refectory.

There are several beautiful illustrations of the

perfection which the art of the sculptor had
reached in those days. In the gable end there is a

large Gothic window made entirely of stone, and

said to be one of the finest specimens of its class

extant. A tower connecting this building witli

the palace is beautifully arched beneath, and forms

a gateway across the street which skirts the en-

closure. A six-penny bit to the attendant in

charge is the " open sesame " to all the legendary

lore of the place. Here the monarchs of Scotland
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lived from a very early day down to the union of

the two crowns. Here Charles I, of England, was

born, with no foreboding of his tragic end. The
hoary-headed attendant will show you the room

where first his eyes opened to the light. An an-

tique piece of statuary, which has withstood the

relentless touch of time, can be seen on the projec-

tion of a portion of the ceiling of this room. From
the lettering, which is in Latin and hardly legible,

we may gather that here is represented in stone the

visit of the Angel Gabriel to her who was " full of

grace." ., ;.,'. ..;,,.,,.,,

While recalling these scenes of royalty's one-

time dominion, we must not forget to mention
" Queen Margaret's Cave," socalled because it was

to this retreat that Scotland's tutelar saint repaired

for her daily devotions. The story goes that King
Malcom was somewhat disconcerted at the re-

peated absences of his royal consort, and prompted

by curiosity or suspicion, followed her one day to

this secluded spot. Finding her absorbed in

prayer and edified at this evidence of her piety and

fidelity, he had the cave enlarged and an altar

erected within it, at which the queen might make
her devotions with greater solace and convenience.

The cave is now reached by a rather precipitous

descent from one of the streets of the town ; and

the traveler will find only a well of crystal water

from which he may drink, and a rude bench

whereon he may rest whilst thinking of her who
fled to this solitude from the pomp and splendor

of an earthly court, to hold converse with the King
of Kings. Much of the rock has been cut away,

no doubt by relic hunters, in the category of whom
the writer must number himself, for he, indeed,

broke off a piece of the soft sandstone which forms

the side of the cave, and plucked a fern from be-

side its entrance, reminders of a pleasant half-day

spent in its vicinity.

Only one other similar building will claim our

attention at the present writing—the " Abbot's

House ; " and we will say nothing more of this

picturesque building than to call attention to the

peculiar inscription above the door, as indicative of

the regard which the Abbot Pitcairn had for that

maxim which we still use :

" Sen vord is thrall and tliocht is fre, keip weill

thy tonge, I coinsell the." (Since speech is a serf

and thought is free, keep well thy tongue, I coun-

sel thee).

To speak of Dunfermline as it might well be

spoken of, a manufacturing and bustling town,

with the smoke curling from the tall chimneys of

the most extensive linen factories in the kingdom,

with its library and baths and public park—this.

indeed, I could forego; for I love it more for its

historic grandeur, its living, breathing memories

of a day that is past, a glory that is departed.

From these recollections, chaste, simple, grand, my
mind turns with reluctance. But ere I bid fare-

well to this delightful locality, let me recall a drive

made from this ancient town to a neighboring vil-

lage, ever associated in my mind with Dunferm-

line, and for that reason mentioned here. v

Our trip that day was made in a two-horse brake^

as it is called, to a charming old ruin, the entailed

property of the Dukes of Argyle, and rejoicing in

the somewhat lugubrious title of the "Castle of

Gloom." It is situated high up on one of the many
hills in the vicinity, and from its eminence com-

mands an extended view of the surrounding coun-

try. It was practically inaccessible to a rival clan.

Hills surrounded it on all sides save one, where, at

its base, a deep ravine was made by the confluence

of two small streams or burns. A hostile army
could be repulsed from the battlements, as there

was no possible mode of access save by a descent

from the hills and a re-ascent of the one on which
it stood. It was captured, it is true, by strategy,

when the Argyles had gone to render assistance to

a neighboring clan ; but that pertains not to our

recital.

A beautiful legend attaches to the place and de-

serves repetition. Long ago, as all legends run, a

fair princess (all princesses of storied times are

fair), was imprisoned in the castle because she

would not accede to the wishes of her father, who
desired her to wed a neighbor chieftain. The lady

had a knight of her own, who was brave and true,

but whose efforts to rescue her proved unavailing,

and the princess languished long in durance vile.

It is but natural that in her sadness all things

should seem sad, and so she gave to the fortress its

name of " The Castle of Gloom." The one hill

which she could behold from the single window of

her guarded room, and to which she must have

looked long and frequently in the hope of succor,

she called Dolor, from her own great sorrow.

In the splashing of the two little streams, which

met beneath her casement, she heard but the plain-

tive echo of her own repinings, as though their

waters kept time in sympathy with the beating of

her heart. She named the one the Burn of Sor-

row, the other, the Burn of Care, and to the place

of their commingling she gave also the name
Dolor. A little village, which has since sprung

up at the foot of the hill, perpetuates this name.

The castle still is standing, a mute but not in-

glorious reminder of a chivalrous past. The mas-

sive walls remain indeed ; the old stone stairway
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winds its circling path in almost impenetrable

gloom to the battlement, but it echoes now no step

save that of the antiquarian or the curiosity seeker
;

no eye looks down with eagle glance upon the

heathered slope ; no martial array of warring High-

landers appears upon the horizon ; only Dolor Hill,

gloomy, solitary, grand and the peaceful village at

its k>ot,.:-''
-'''%:' ':/^

:'''''::''
:'! y'-':'-'-)'.

.i-:-':-:::'^'''-"':".
'' '^'-'''.

St. Augustine of Hippo.

TWKNTV-THIRD PapRR.

To behold infinite Truth in all its loveliness and

beauty is thus the highest perfection of the under-

standing; to do infinite Righteousness the supreme

happiness of the will.

In the mere create this perfection of mind in the

Truth of God, this happiness of will in the enjoy-

ment of His Righteousness and Glory, realized

only in its fullest grandeur in the Person of the

God-Man, is tempered by the limitations of its

finite nature.

For the created understanding, no matter to

what sublimity of union with Divine Truth it be

raised, can ever comprehend the grandeur, the

majesty of God wholly as He is, as the Son knows
the Father. Nor can the created will, empowered
even by the Holy Spirit of God in the fullest

union of friendship with God of which it is

capable, ever love the richness and worthiness of

the Divine Majesty of God and do His will as

fully as the Son loves and does the will of the

Father, and as the Father loves the Son.

The capacity of the intellective creature for

union with the Infinite Being—to know the Truth,

to love the Truth, to enjoy the Truth, wherein

consists the supreme perfection of the creature

—

the chief honor, glory, happiness and delight of its

understanding and will, is then measured by the

receptivity of each individual being in the intel-

lective world, which in no case ever can be of

boundless character.

In all studies of ethical—intellective—perfec-

tion, ever observe carefully this distinction, the

test of right understanding, that, namely, in the

intellective world there are but two entities of

fundamentally distinct and different nature. There
are the two beings,—One Infinite, the Supreme
Being—God, the other finite, limited being—the

creature ; and that in the union through His
Goodness of the Infinite Being with the finite

being is implied no identification of nature, no
confusion of attributes, no sameness of works.

(Absurd, indeed, would it be to hold otherwise.)

For, as in creation, God is ever distinct from

His works, so does He give to each creature its

own separate, individual being, its own proper

endowments. All these perfections of the crea-

ture, for excellent, indeed, are all the divine gifts,

are like unto His, yet withal they are but mere

likenesses, albeit noble and quasi-divine imitations.

So in the supernatural world, the life of each

intellective creature illumined as it will be by the

Light of divine Truth, ennobled by the Righteous-

ness of divine Goodness, is yet not really divine,

only Godlike, not infinite, only a divine imitation.

For the imitation is God's own work.

Thus the likeness between the intellective

creature and the Infinite Being, Grandeur and

Loveliness of God is one not of the creature's own
fashioning, but of the Maker's pure benevolence of

will. And this is our last conclusion.

In order to develop these truths with greater

clearness, and distinctness, we have observed (as

will be remembered) three great and distinct char-

acteristics, or features, in all created being, whether

lifeless, that is belonging to the inorganic world,

or living, that is belonging to the organic or to

the intellective worlds. And these features—funda-

mental endowments—of all created being some in

higher, others in lower degree, viewed in its three

distinct and separate classes of simple being, or-

ganic and intellective life, are (i) the unity, order and

beauty everywhere recognizable in each individual

entity
; (2) the serviceability, or usefulness (for self

and others) in each being ; and (3) the fruitfulness,

activity, or efficiency of each being. These attri-

butes of the divine origin and character of being

were noted as marks of its substantial and natural

excellencies, as sources moreover of its perfectness,

which in the world of creation find their highest

development in beings of the intellective order only.

For nowhere is truth realized so fully as in the

understanding ; elsewheres it is merely of shadowy,

imperfect, figurative, fleeting form ; nowhere does

goodness find its home as in the righteous will

;

for there can be no perfect enjoyment—happiness,

where there is no understanding ; nowhere are

good works practised in all their excellence, rich-

ness, worthiness, beauty, save by them, who know-

ing what they do, are free in doing what they

choose, and can cherish and enjoy the fruits of

this goodness.

For in the perfectness of its understanding,

through its grasp of Truth, in the nobility of its

will, by its clinging to the Infinite Good, and in

its independence of that will from all other creates,

alone lies the happiness of the creature ; and in

this understanding, this love, this self-determina-

tion, this freedom, this independence alone is the
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creature like to God, to imitate Whom is the aim
of all intellective life.

:
.

^

,
By this triple endowment of real individuality,

serviceability and efficiency in each create, the

work of God displays then, according to the

measure of its nobleness and energy of nature,

the attributes of its Maker and attests His Power,

Wisdom and Bounty. '

We may observe in the world of the higher life,

of the intelligent and reasoning being, to which
hitherto we have made only passing reference,

that the endowments of the create (noted above)

are evidences furthermore of the benevolence,

liberality, generosity, mercy and providence of

God, the Supreme Being. For while in His

material world these divine excellences have been

displayed only in shadowy form, in the intellec-

tive world, as we have shown, they have been and
are realized, as far as the limitations of the create

admit, in all the fullness, richness and beauty of

their divine Type. That is to say the real imita-

tion of God is the grand vocation of the eternal

world of the glorious life, where to the noble per-

fection of nature will be and is added the super-

natural perfection of grace.

In this eternal world whither every intellective

creature is called, to the fullness of its created

knowledge will be joined the fullness of super-

natural knowledge ; and this will be the glorious

perfection of the understanding. To the natural

holiness of the intellective creature will be joined

supernatural holiness ; and in this increase of divine

goodness will consist the magnificent perfection of

the will. So that,—it follows closely, the ultimate

adornment of every intellective create will lie in

its Godlike truth and Godlike goodness,—a con-

summation however to be enjoyed by those only,

who gifted with the Spirit of God—Creator and

Sanctifier, in the fullness of His grace, and forever

to live with Him in union with His life in its

highest and loveliest form of which they are

capable.

This is the higher life of the creature ; this the

eternal, the divine-like and never-ending life of

the saints of God, wherein the intelligent, faith-

ful earnest-hearted, loyal servants of the Most

High will renew and restrengthen the bonds never

to be sundered of fellowship and friendship with

their brethren of the true intellective world. And
this is the communion of the saints.

Still clinging to our argument and drawing

closely together the different lines of our reasoning

they will all be found to meet in this fundamental

and central maxim of life: That life is of two-

fold character—the life of nature and the life of

grace ; the one the sequence, the reward, of the

other; both true, both real, both noble, saintly.

Godlike in their powers; both rich with happi-

ness, glory, joy in their perfection. The one life

is primal, elementary, (to so style it,) given at the

outset in creation, enriched, ennobled with all

needed endowments of intelligent mind, of benef-

icent will, whereby one may discern clearly

enough and seek heartily enough the goal of this

life, and invite the still grander benison of the

Maker on the development, progress, perfection of

life.- ^:-: •-,--;:..•?• :..;-•,;•-. - re'.:: -^^-^ ....;

The other life the resultant not of mere nature

unaided by grace, for of itself the finite never can

win, or reach to, the possession and enjoyment

of the Infinite Being of God; but it is the guerdon

of a power higher than mere nature, of the super-

natural grace—love of the Most High Himself,

who helps His creatures to reach the goal of life

—

Himself, where in adoration, joy and love, the

bond between the Creator and the creature will

be one of never-waning friendship.

The love of the creature of right mind, right

will, for its Creator, will find its consummation

only in peaceful, undisturbed possession of un-

dimmed Truth, of Goodness unalloyed. And God
alone is Truth ; God alone is Goodness.

Of these two lives of which the latter is the

sequence—the perfection—of the former, the natural

life of the creature is then the probationary, ten-

tative, preparatory school of its existence, the

needful stage of all real life on its journey heaven-
ward to its everlasting abode.

While the supernatural life of the creature, in

the perfection—the fullness and richness—of its

blessedness, is its union with God, in the utmost
sanctification of the creature of which its nature
is capable, the final rounding-off and polishing of

its natural endowments, the completest integrity

of its righteousness in mind and will.

T. C. M.

(
To be continued.

)

A Mission at Reading, Fa.

The ten days' mission conducted by Rev. M. J.

Geraghty, O.S.A., rector of missions, and Rev. D.

J. Sullivan, O.S.A., at St. Joseph's Church, came
to a close on Tuesday evening, October 6. Owing
to the tireless endeavors of the pastor, Rev. James
O'Reilly, there was a large attendance at the ser-

vices morning and evening. Over eleven hundred
confessions were heard during the mission and a
temperance society was formed by Father Ger-
aghty.

On Sunday, October 4, the Forty Hours' Devo-
tion was commenced. At its close, on Tuesday
evening, Father Geraghty imparted the Papal
Benediction. The people are to be congratulated
on the good spirit shown and the Angustinians on
their successful efforts to make this the best mis.

sion ever held at St. Joseph's.
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EDITORIALS

With many misgivings we take the chair vacated

by our worthy predecessors, and as we do so a flood

of memories rushes over us. We think of you,

once the sharers of our joys and sorrows ; who, as

students, made our college life so pleasant. We
wish you success in all your undertakings and will

be, in the future as in the past, your friends. But

why dwell longer on this sad subject ? Let us rather

direct our attentions to our new friends. Upon our

return to our beloved Alma Mater., the absence

of many a boon companion was calculated to make

us rather poor entertainers ; but as we soon be-

came resigned to the inevitable, we began to care-

fully scrutinize you who had lately made your ad-

vent among us. And well were we repaid for our

trouble, for we found you as willing to be enter-

tained as we were to entertain. Consequently the

otherwise difficult road to mutual friendship has

been an easy one. We are now fairly well ac-

quainted, and as you have surely freed yourselves

from the grasp of that great enemy of contentment,

commonly called the " blues," take a few words of

advice as kindly as they are given. Many of you

are beginning your college course and should rec-

ognize the fact that a firm foundation is an indis-

pensable quality, for the stability of the whole

structure. Bear in mind that ** whatever is

worth doing at all is worth doing well," and by

making a good beginning half the difficulty of

your labors is overcome.

-Then that spirit of exclusiveness, so detrimental

to the happiness of college life, should be speedily

cast aside. Our college is, as it were, a minature

world, within the bounds of which we are com-
pelled to live. Why not, then, let that inborn

spirit of good-fellowship assert itself and see if you

will not be the gainers thereby ? There are many
who will, at first, find fault with their surroundings.

This is but natural, for college life has many
phases much different from those to which we are

accustomed at home. But time is a balm that will

remedy all. When the student will have become
familiar with his surroundings, he will consider

what he has, not what he cannot obtain. So may
it be with you who have entered upon your first

year at Villanova. Our wish for you is success in

your studies. We will vouch for your ultimate

satisfaction with your new home.

Thk last scholastic year was the banner year for

athletic sports in most colleges and universities of

this country, but the one just inaugurated promises

to outshine its predecessor. In all the range of

college athletics, there is no sport more favored

and admired than foot ball, and what a change is

this ! But a few years ago it was described as

rough, brutal, and fit only for savages to engage
in. It is pleasing to note the decrease in the ranks

of the enemy of this manly sport, and let lis hope
that these "calamity howlers " will soon have been

relegated to the realms of forgetful ness. Certain

it is, there is neither rhyme nor reason in their

efforts to frown down this sport. Of course, they

but look at it superficially, and in this light it may
appear inclined to roughness. But why do they

not make a more thorough examination of the

game and see its ultimate benefits ? In our own
college, foot ball, at present, is the undisputed

holder of the throne of honor. Our team has

started off with a dash and vim, surprising even
its most sanguine supporters. Success has been
theirs in an unlimited measure, due, without doubt,

to the untiring efforts of their captain in enforcing

discipline and exacting a strict adherence to the

duties of the training house, and to each player's

willingness to fulfill the obligations imposed upon
him. Yet foot ball and its many benefits are nec-

essarily confined to a very small part of the student

body, and there are many who must turn their at-

tention in other directions for recreation and exer-

cise. But surely the most exacting can find a

means of exercise, both pleasing and beneficial, on
a campus permitting the greatest variety of sports,
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and within a well equipped gymnasium, lately sup-

plied with the most approved apparatus. Let us see

a more general participation in our sports and

gymnasium work ; it will invigorate you and re-

move that monotony too often attendant upon the

daily routine of the classroom. Each and every

student should be a member of our A. A. You may
not be among the few chosen to try your skill in

the public contests, but those who are chosen will

surely reflect credit upon you and upon your col-

lege, for you certainly glory in their success and

weep with them in the bitterness of defeat.

The visit of Mgr. Martinelli, the Apostolic Del-

egate, whose portrait and brief biography appear

in this issue, was a source of extreme pleasure to

the students of our college, and his words of coun-

sel, though brief, were pregnant with the deepest

interest in our welfare. Undoubtedly they will

produce a very great effect, coming from one who
has always been a close sludent. What a noble,

ideal this dignitary, whose movements are now
watched by the whole civilized world, must have

followed ! As a perusal of his biography will

prove, from his earliest youth he was ever a lover

of wisdom and has been repeatedly chosen to fill

offices of trust ; and now he comes to us as the

choice of our wise and holy Pontiff, Leo XIII, in

the capacity of Apostolic Delegate. It was but

natural then that his visit should be looked forward

to with the greatest interest. He has come and

gone, yet memories of his visit still linger, memo-
ries of his departure, and of the cheers that rent the

air as he boarded the train. Nor shall we forget

the extra recreation that he, in his genial, unas-

suming way, granted to the students.

We, the students of Villanova College, wish him
unqualified success in his very arduous work.

EXCHANGES.

Again our Monthly welcomes to her table all

her exchanges, both those that she now meets for

the first time and those that are her old acquaint-

ances. Again she opens her exchange column to

compliment whatever is praiseworthy, and to crit-

icise what deserves censure. Whatever we have

to say of other journals will be guided by honest

criticism, and we hope to receive similar treatment

from others.

We have already received many exchanges and

admire the excellent work contained in most of

them. The Notre Dame Scholastic is our most fre-

quent visitor, and is, as usual, good. Besides

devoting ample space to college notes, it is well

stocked with bright and commendable essays. Its

last number contains a well written article,

"James Clarence Mangan," which is very inter-

esting, both on account of its subject and the

manner in which it is treated. After giving a

sketch of the poet's sad life the author ably depicts

the merits of his works and expresses his hope that

in the future more interest will be paid to that

gifted exponent of Ireland's literature. " The
Prisoner of Zenda," is another article, in which
Mr. Hope's abilities as a novelist are favorably

considered. Nor does the writer fail to point out

the defects which must be noticed by every careful

reader of this popular book.

We must congratulate the Holy Cross Purple

upon its recent and well-directed step towards ad-

vancement. Heretofore we have seen it like any
of our exchanges, but this year it resembles our

popular magazines rather than a college paper.

Indeed, as to its appearance, it has made a decided

departure in college journalism, which, no doubt,

manifests laudable ambitions on the part of its man-
agers. " The Centenary of Robert Burns," in the

October number is very interesting and full of in-

structive matter. The author shows careful read-

ing and a diffusive knowledge of the great Scottish

songster.
v.; .,.,^.V ;:,,.; ...^,;.;o' :-
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Among our exchanges we are pleased to

recognize an acquaintance so familiar as the

Niagara Index. It comes to us the same lively

periodical that it generally is. In this month's

number the editorials are the most deserving of

notice. Tliey are well selected. "Our Politics"

and "The Ideal in Literature" contain well

written and instructive matter, while " Bishop

Kean's Retirement " pays a worthy tribute to the

eminent ex-Rector of the Catholic University.

But most attractive is the editorial, " Hoodlumism. '

'

It bitterly censures the disgraceful conduct of the

Yale students that hooted Mr. Bryan at New
Haven, and pluckily attacks the New York Sun
on its attempted apology for the students.

" On Friendship," in the Boston College Stylus^

is well worthy of comment. Though a subject

considered almost every day, it never grows old,

and when handled in a creditable manner is as

sweet and refreshing as ever. As we read it in the

Stylus it is certainly pleasing. Quotations are very

copious, but they are well fitted and add polish to

its beauty.

We have also received The Fordhani Monthly^

Agnetian Monthly y The College Forum^ The Mount
and The Bucknell Mirror.
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VILLANOVA, 16; SWARTIIMORE, O.

On Wednesday, September 30, our foot-ball

team began the season of '96, in a blaze of glory.

For the first time in the history of the College they

were pitted against the representatives of Swarth-

more College. Although on their opponents'

stamping ground, they seemed totally oblivious to

the deafening cheers which Swarthmore's sup-

porters were incessantly giving. Swarthmore

started the game in a way very encouraging to its

adherents, but the ball was soon Villanova's on

four downs. Then as the ball was carried nearer

to Swarthmore's goal, the cheering suddenly

ceased, to be heard no more during the entire

game. With the ball on the 25-yard line, Hayden
skirted the end and after a pretty run carried the

ball over the line. McDonald missed the try for

goal. During the remaining time of play the ball

was always in Swarthmore's territory. Score at

end of first half: 4—0.
The second half found our backs going through

holes in the opposing line without any great effort

and Wright was soon pushed over for a touchdown,

after which Bresl in kicked a pretty goal. Again

the ball was kicked off, and again Villanova came
steadily up the field and Hayden carried the ball

over ; Breslin kicked the goal. No more scoring

was done and when time was called, Swarthmore

left the field realizing that they had been given the

practice which they expected to strengthen their

team-play. Final score, 16—0.

Vi/lanOi'a. Line up. Swarthmore.

Hayden left end Wilson

Kirsch left tackle Hubbard

Downes (Murphy) left guard Verlinden

Deforge centre Smedley

Daly right guard Walton

Wright right tackle Farquar

Shanahan . . right end Cahall

McCuliough . ... quarter back Gathrop

Begley left half back Larison

Breslin right half back Patton

McDonald full back Broomfield

VIIXANOVA, 14 ; DELAWARE COLLE(iE, O.

On Saturday, October 3, the team journeyed to

Wilmington, Del., to try conclusions with Dela-

ware College. They seemed to remember the de-

feat of last year at the hands of Delaware, for the

way they started the game showed a determination

to win. After five minutes' play, Wright carried the

ball over the line for a touchdown ; from which no

goal resulted. But Delaware then took a decided

brace, and the half ended without further scoring.

In the second half, Breslin made a touchdown,

after a 40-yard run, McDonald kicking the goal.

A few minutes later Breslin repeated the perform-

ance ; no goal resulting. During the remaining

time of play the ball was carried up and down the

field neither goal being endangered. Kirsch,

Wright and Begley played brilliantly, participa-

ting in many excellent plays. ':./:'\:-,-;':': "-^'.:._ :\^-'-':' '--

Villanova. Line up. 'Delaware.

Hayden, . . . 4 . . • left end . .... , * . .Springer

Kirsch . . . left tackle . . . McCabe
Downes left guard Marvel

Deforge centre . ... Mullin

Daly right guard Morris

Wright right tackle Baldwin

Shanahan right end Vansant

McCuliough quarterback. . . . . > . , Breman
Begley left half back Davis

Breslin right half back . . . . . . . . Sipple

McDonald fullback . ... ,. , . . ; . Mears

VII^LANOVA, 5 ; UNIVERSITY RESERVES, 36.

Wednesday, October 7, brought Villanova's

eleven face to face with the giant-like " Reserves "

of the University of Pennsylvania, who have been re-

peatedly scoring on the "Varsity eleven." Of
course we did not expect our team to win ; far

from it ; we did not expect them to make the

creditable showing they did against such great

odds. Our team is certainly to be commended for

the pluckly manner in which it battled. Useless

to narrate the manner in which the "Reserves,"

scores were made, we will give our attention to that

part of the game which interests us most. The
ball was Villanova's on Pennsylvania's 35-yard

line, the ball was passed to Breslin, who stood cool

as the sphinx and dropped a pretty goal from the

field. The ball was kicked at a big angle and was

said to be, by prominent critics of the game, the

best goal ever kicked on Franklin Field,

Vtllanova. Line up " Reserves. ^^

Hayden left end Regenberg

Kirsch left tackle Zeigler

Downes left guard Wheelen

Deforge centre Hancock

Daly right guard Dean
Wright right tackle De Silver

Shanahan (Rogers) . ... right end Ambruster

McCuliough quarterback Weeks
Begley left half back Fortescue

Breslin right half back ...... Outland

McDonald (capt.) full back Walker
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\ 1!.1..\.\(»\ A, I^» ; .s\\ AK'lll \IOKl', <t.

< Ml W'tdiu s(L'i\ , Stplcmbtr ;<), our foot-hall

leain Wcj^aii the season of '</>, in a hla/c ol" <;loi\-.

I'oi tile Inst time in the liistoiA uf the College tlie\

weie i)itle(l aj^aiust the iei>ie>entati\ ts ol Swarth-

in*)ie Colle.i^e. Althon.iL;h on tlieii opponents'

stain j)in_i^ j^ronnd, tliev seemed t«'tali\' ol>li\-ions to

the <ieafenin« cheers which Swarthniore's sup-

porters were inces-;antly jL^ivin.L;. Swaithniore

stailt-d the '^auK' in a \va\ \'eiy eneouia^^iu'^ to its

adiieunts, hut tiie l)all was soon VilIano\a's on

lour downs. Theu as the hall was carried uearer

to Swai ihmorc-V .^oal, the idieerini^ sudileiil\'

i^eased, to he heard no nn)ie durinj^ the entire

•^ame. With the h.dl ou the >5-yard line, Ilavden

skirted the end and after a i)retty nin carried the

hall over the line. M(.-!)<>uald missed llu' u\' for

i^o:\\. PuiinLi the reinainiu]^ time of play the hall

wa>; alwaxs in vSwarlhiuore's territorv. Score at

end of lirst half : \
— >>.

The second half found <>ur hacks ^.^oiu!^ throu!L;h

holes ill the <ipposin<4' line without any oreat effort

and W'rij^ht wa^ soon ])ushcd o\-er lor a touchdowu,

alter which Iheslin kicked a pretl\' .i^oal. Ai^ain

the hall was kieked oil", and a,i;aiu X'illanova came

stcadih' u]) tin- field .and. IIa\(hn cairied the hall

over ; [''Vesliu kicked the .Li;oa]. \o nH)re sc<)rin<;

was done and when lime was called, vSwarthmore

left the held reali/ini; that they had heen given the

piaitice whi(di the\' expected to stren^^then their

te iin pla\ . I'inal score, lO - o

Ha>iK'ii » , . .

Kirs(Ii . . . .

I )o\\IU s ^^Illr|)hv ).

Deforge

Daly

Wright
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, . HuhlMid

. kit mi.ird ...... .Veriiiidiii
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I mill end .
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« »ii ,S ii unlay, Ucloherj^, the team journeyed to

, V\ ilniini^lon, Del., to lr\ conclusions with I)ela-

wate Colle!j;e. They sienied to n inenihei the de-

feat of last \i.ir at the hands of I)rliw.ire, foi the

\v.i\ they slaitid the game showed a detii iinnati«ui

to win. .\fter five minutes' pla\-, Wright carried the

hall ()\ er the line for a touchdown ; from which no

goal lestilted. Ihit Delaware then took a decided

hrace, and the lialf ended without further scoring.

In the second half, Iheslin made a touchdown,

aftei a |(i-yard run, McDonald kicking the goal.

.\ few minutes later Iheslin repeated the perform-

ance ; no goal resulting. Dmiug the remaining

time ofi)lay the hall was cairied up atid down the

field neither goal heing endangered. Kirsch,

Wright and Hegley jdased hrilliantly, j)articipa-

ting in many excellent jilays.

l'i/liuii>:'a. Pi'/iiuiire.I. in( i(f>.

Ila)den .... .... left end Spiiiijjer

Kitsch. . ..... . . IcU tackK' McCahe
Downes It fl v^iiiird Mitrvel

Deforce ceiitM- Mnllin

1 ),ily li.^lit ^uard .

VVriKlU . . ii>;lit t.u kle .

Shanah.in . . . . . . J . rij>ht end. .

^l( (^illouj^h quarter brick .

I'.e^ley .... . :.-. l<fl half h.ick .

Hreslin ... . v .; ; ;; . , , rijihl half hack

McDanald . ; V . . . ; - . hill hack
. .

. Morris

Haldwin

Vansaiit

I'.renian

. Davis

. Sipple

\ Mears

\ii.i. \\()\ A, -;, ; r\i\ !• k.si r\ Ki'.Si':R\ii:.S, :;6.

Wednesday, Octoher ;, hiought Villanova's

eleven face to face with the giant-like " Reseives"

of the University of Pennsylvania, who have heen re-

])eatedl\' scoiing on the " X'arsity eleven,'" ( )f

course we did not expect (nir team to win ; lai

from it ; we did not ex))ect them to make the

credilahle showing the\- did against such great

odds ( )ui team is certainly to he commended foi

the i)luckl\ mannei in which it hattled. Useless

tonajiatetlu manner in which the "Reserves,"

scoits Were made, we will give our attention to that

pait of the game which interests us most. The
ball VV3.S Villanova'.s on Pennsylvania's 35-yard

line, the hall was pas.sed to Iheslin, who stood cool

as the s])hin\ and droj)|>ed a prettx- goal from the

field Tilt hall was kicked at a hig angle and was

said to he, hy promiiunt critics of the game, the

hesl jroal ever kicked on Uranklin I'ielcL

/ 'tihuio. a '•''^V''
"-'' J'^*"-':'''fi-'::>:: ;•;.; •r'^

^- " f^t'St'rvex*'

Ilayden . . . . 1/:^; .
'

» *. left enH / i' v v, ^ . ,; . Rej^enherg

Kn^(h .... lelt tackle . ..,;,* . . . Zeii;ler

DiAMits. . . ..... hit guard ...... . . Wluclen

I)('i)r};e. . ... . ttiitre. . ..... . , . Haniock

Daly . . ri-ht guard Dean

Wright . right tackle . . . ... . . iV .Silver

.Shanali.m (kt»ger^) . ... right en<l. . . . .. . . . Anihruster

MiCullough. . /' .
';

. (juarter hack. . .... , . .Weeks
Hegley U-ft half hn k .... . h'ortescue

Iheslin right hah h.i<k Oiill.ind

McDniiald .M|.i.) lull hack . .Walker
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VILLANOVA, 21 ; URSINUS COLLKGE, O.

On Saturday, October 10, the first game on the

home grounds was played. This being the first

time the greater part of the student body had a

chance to witness the play of their team, great

interest was manifested. The Ursinus players are

a stockily-built lot, and at first made a stubborn

stand, but after a pretty run Breslin crossed tha

line. No goal. The half ended with the ball on

Ursinus' lo-yard line. The second half found the

visitor's line perceptibly weakened and McDonald
soon hit the centre for 15 yards and a touchdown.

Goal. On the kick-ofi", the ball was advanced to

the middle of the field. After a few steady gains,

Begley was seen to emerge from the scrimmage,

head down. Attempt after attempt was made to

bring him down, but on he went for a touchdown.

Goal was kicked. When the ball was kicked off,

it was carried steadily up the field, but, with the

ball on the 15-yard line, only thirty seconds of play

remaining, Breslin was called upon, and responded

with a goal from the field.

Villanova. Line up. Ursinus.

Hayden (Rogers) . ... . left end Watson
Kirsch left tackle Kopendurfer

Downes (Murphy) .... left guard Hefner

Deforge centre Stick

Daly right guard Beder

Wright right tackle Kopenhaver
Shanahan . . ^ . , ; . . right end .. i ;.>.:.: . .Shelly

McCullough . , ... quarterback ....... . .Grist

Begley. . . ..... left half back . . . v , . . . McKee
Breslin right half back Kelly

McDonald full back Lerch

VILLANOVA, 5 ; HAVERFORD, 4 ;

The game of Wednesday, October 14, was looked

forward to as the all-important one of the season.

Haverford, through a neighboring college, has re-

frained from all athletic contests with Villanova

for many years and the meeting of the teams of the

two colleges on the gridiron naturally aroused the

greatest enthusiasm. The day proved to be very

unfavorable and the Haverford gridiron was very

soft and muddy. As the teams faced each other it

was plainly visible that the Haverfordians were

much heavier than our own team and hopes ran

high on Haverford's side of the field. But when
the game proper began they realized that our men
were to be very much in evidence, especially when
" Shorty " McCullough was seen ambling up the

field with a Haverford player thrown carelessly

over his shoulder. Up and down the field the bat-

tle waged for twenty minutes, McCullough, Begley

and McDonald tackling like fiends. At this point

Haverford, by good end runs by Haines, made a

touchdown. No goal. The second half, at first,

was repetition of the first, neither goal being in

any great danger. But with about three minutes

to play the ball was Villanova's, near the middle of

the field. " Play quickly, boys," cried Captain

McDonald, and the way they responded kept the

opposing line in a constant quandary as to what

was taking place. Haverford's 15, yard line

was reached with but twenty seconds to play and

our hopes were falling fast. But, no, the ball was

passed to Breslin and he dug his toe into it ; it

went sailing over the bar and the game was ours.

Breslin was borne from the field on the shoulders

of his admirers and demonstrations of joy were the

order of the hour.

Villanova. . Line up.

Hayden . left end . .

Kirsch . left tackle .

Downes, . . left guard ,

Deforge . . . . „ . ^, . . centre . ,

Daly (Murphy) ..... right guard .

Wright ........ right tackle

Rogers .... . . , . . Tight end ,

McCullough ... .: . . quarterback .

Begley left half back

Breslin right half back

McDonald full back . .

Haverford.

. . Hallett

. Stadlman

> . . . £ls6

. . Swan
. Freeman

. . McCrea
. .. * Butler

. Varney

. Holoway
. . Haines

Morehouse

VILLANOVA, 10; PHILADELPHIA DENTALS, O.

When the team lined up against the Dentals,

Saturday, October 17th, several substitutes were

found on the line, and from the showing they

made it is safe to say that our team is exception-

ally strong in this department. The game was

wanting in features, save Breslin's long run and

Begley' s tackling and running. Villanova's goal

was never threatened, but it was very noticeable

that our team did not display the same snap that

has characterized its play against stronger teams.

Its defensive play was strong while the aggressive

was far below the usual.

Villanova. Line up. Philadelphia Dentals.

Burns left end

Kirsch left tackle

Downes left guard

Deforge centre

. Capoon
St. Martin

, Shipman
. . . Bean

Daly right guard Jones

Wright right tackle Champagne
Wilson right end Lewis

McCullough quarter back Flynn

Begley left halfback Smith

Breslin right half back Keefe

McDonald full back . Lipscom
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SPLINTEBS.

Springer. •,.'':/',. .-.:;'' '".:/v,;:-"'i' J^-V^
':'''

'^

Paul Joues.^
,

\';,-''
•':'"

'-J''-'
\ ^','/ .-.-'; "-;', ;'^;"..\7-. ;.;'>;;•

Night shirts. yK''\'^'--":"' • ^v-'y?

Captain Mickey. ':
'P-''[-"'' '/^-'V^,.

''':.'' y':'-'^^^

Hear the lightning ?^:>;'^l^l"\'' '••y'l'^r': ':':\-'^]:y-T:.
'

'''v"-

Who pinched the shoes? ' v; • ^ - ?^='^;^^^;^

I'm yellow, but I'm Irish. • v
^

; ^ ;

Howard has joined the gang. ^^^^^^>^
' '^

;

O . Don't yon remember?
Charlie does not believe in signs. ; ; '

;

Mickavoy, bring back that picture.

Good night, Mike, I'll see you later.

Who says Penusy can't beat Yale ; eh, Joe ?

A : What kind of a bird do you call that?

B .• Why, you blooming farmer, that's a chicken.

We had a pull on McKinley, but couldn't work it.

O, Father, I'll study real hard if you'll let me
go-

IN THE VIRGII. CLASS.

ProJ.—Why is '' thymo " in the ablative case ?

Student—Ablative of lime.

Have you a wheel ? he softly asked

As he smoothed her silken tresses.

And the maided flushed, and broke away
From this Knight of the Wheel's addresses.

" What do you mean," quoth she in scorn,

And the sweet thing's eyes flashed fire, "
" When I have wheels, I'll come to you

For an everlasting tire !
"

,

I went off on a wheel last night

I felt so gay

At the thought all day

That I thought I'd never get away,

But I did, I say,

I went off on a wheel last night.

I went off on a wheel last night

I felt so sore

And spilled so much gore

That I cursed a blue streak and swore

I'd ride no more
When I went off on a wheel last night.

The "flyer " took a " flying start,"

He's flying now up higher.

On angel-wings and sundry things

—

No puncture in his tire.

The bicycle craze has struck the town.

And the cynic says that he feels

That an X ray, shed on every head,

Would discover nothing but wheels.

SOCIETIES.

The Villanova Athletic Association held its first

meeting of the year on Thursday morning, Septem-

ber 17th. All the old members that had returned

were present and many new members were admitted.

The following officers elected for the present term:

President and Manager, H. T. Nelson, '97 ; Vice-

President, H. T. Conway, '98 ; Secretary, M. T.

Kennedy, '99 ; Treasurer, J. J. McCuUough, '97.

The following committee was appointed to select

the candidates for the foot ball team: J. F. Bagley,

J. A. McDonald and J. Breslin. The meeting was

a very enthusiastic one and most encouraging to all

concerned.

On Saturday evening, September 19th, the Villa-

nova Literary Society held its first meeting. After the

admission of new members the officers for the year

were elected: President, Mr. E. G. Dohan,

O.S. A.; First Vice-President, H. T. Conway ; Sec-

ond Vice-President, J. A. McDonald ;
Secretary, H.

T. Nelson. Howard A. Shelly, H. A. Adams and

J. B. Ford were appointed Directors. After some

remarks by the President relative to the great

benefits to be derived from a judicious use of the

lyibrary. the meeting adjourned.

On Tuesday, October 6th, the members of the Jun-

iorand Senior classes formed themselves into a debat-

ing society with Rev. L. A. Delurey, O.S. A. , as Mod-

erator ; A. X. Dooley was elected Vice-Moderator

and H. T. Nelson, Secretary. Messrs. M. T. Ken-

nedy, P. Donavou and J. L. Kirsch, Literary Com-
mittee. The first debate will take place Monday
evening, November 2d, when the present burning

political question will be discussed by Messrs. H.

T. Nelson and W. L. Burns for sound money and

Messrs. W. J. Shanahan and J. J. McCloskey for

free silver.

Our Visitors.

Since the College re-opened we have been

honored by a visit from Rt. Rev. Thomas M. A.

Burke, Bishop of Albany, N. Y., Rt. Rev. Henry
Gabriels, Bishop of Ogdensburg, N. Y., Felix

Cabells, who was a student in our College from

1865-69, now Lieutenant- Colonel in the Spanish

Army ; Rev. Fathers Sinnott, Quin, Higgins and

many of the students' parents and friends. We were

also favored with a visit from Father Pambianco,

newly appointed secretary to Cardinal Satolli.
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Showell & Fryer, limited,

I7WTPORTING f GROCERS
AND DEALERS IN

ImportedwDomestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sis.,

PHlbADfiliPHlA-

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the conveoience
of our customers.

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer in

; Flour, Feed and GraiD.
• ; ; Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 and 36 South Sevenieeiitli Street, Pliiladelphia.

O. J. OALLAGHBR. GEO. W. GIBBON8,

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

rs. ers

And Blank Book Manufacturers

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(Oallasftaer Buildingr.)

J. J. mcALLI^CGR, -i-
, DEALER IN

GENT'S' SHOES.
Cor. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave^^

N«xt Door to W. L Evan*' Provition Store. ROSJSMONT, PA,

Ladies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I.awn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
REPAIRING NEATLY AND PROMPTL.Y DONE.

JOHN P. MILLER,

tint*! Furiiihiif Boodi ind Shirt Olinufacturir,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Cheatnut.

PbjaidAiu* Prescriptiona Accurately Compounded at all boura at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/^NK ^' PH'WTT. Craduatc lij pi?ar/r\aoy,

;

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries.

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Alao SewliiK Naclitnea,

Ctuiia, Rlflea and
"'•i: SportliiK Good*,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
- LANCASTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

P. J. mLAHAM, 1838 MARKET ST.

Dealer ip pipe (iroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, I400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,

156 North Ninth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

J^Wiga and Beards to Hire, for Amateur TheatricalB.*C»

Roman Collars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

JOJb±JN K. Kill-A^lilSS
DEALER IN

FISH, OTSTEKS and PRODUCE,
'

: i' "Forelij^ and Domestic Fruits.
Store on Garret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called

for and Promptly Delivered.
p. O. Box. 77 ROSEMONT. Youf Patfonag* Solioited.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 GHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AliL BRAHOHKS.

Special Ratea in Oroupa, also to Colleges and Societies.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HT^NSBURV,
JOHN J. JB\r_KIS[Ji:S,

DEALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,^
RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STREET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA.

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPKR'S^ POINT FfiRRY HOUSE, Canulen, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRlnUTING AGENTS OF

HIGH GRADE .

.

TABLE • BUTTER
vine and Shackaraaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry B jats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save yon
f$$ anri give better satisfaction than most btitter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lancaster Avenue. Brya Mawr, P
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WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, INC

DEALERS IN

.
TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY.

234, 236 and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
; -v Prescriptions a Specialty. <: v^:

•• CHRlSTIAfl MOOl^H.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc,

Calcimining and Jobbing in Plastering
Promptly attended, to at Reasonable Prices.

Kesidence-GARRETTVILLE, DELAWARE CO., PA.
Post Oflice Address, Rosemont or Bryn Miiwr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, lULTIMORE, Ml).

Central Hat Factory
NKXT TO 4 paw's theatre.

VJ. J. REED, aci N. Eigiitu St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$».00 and 99'50

HATS llLOCKKl) WHILE YOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, call

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADBLPHIA.

^JOHN • FISH*^
DEALER IN

\Valclirs, Clocks, iTeweliw*

Silverware and Spei'tai-U-s.

Kf|tairiii{; a Specialty.

5-C'«"iit Store.

Speeialties in .'» and 10 Cent
Toj'N, Hardware, Olassware,

etc.

.•..The Beneficial
<<^ SAVING FUND SOCIBTV

of Philodelphi*

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

RA1.PEI P. CWl.Jf9JLT9, Presidenf,
IGNA.TIUS J. DOHAPf,

Ylce*Pres. and Treasurer.
ANDRH'W J. KBBOAN, Asst. Treasurer.

, : I Open daily for the transaction of business
Mondays and Thursdays 9 A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGHRS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LIv D

,

Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah T Sullivan,

Ralph F. Cullinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos R. Elcock, ; ;

John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,
; Philip F.

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James ]. Gillen,

Charles J Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,
Ivoren/o M. KiefFer,

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
Anthony A. Hirst,

Heraty.

Tnterest Tliree per cent, per 'Annnm.

THOMAS F, SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and GaniB
Stalls, 1112, 1114 and 1116 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. -

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Ptiiladelptiia.

GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY.
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

Ilonse Fiirnisliiiig Tin Ware of Kvery Deicrlptloii
Kept 111 Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO
Odd Fellows' Hall Building LANCA.8TER AVENUE,

ARDMORK, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER
Hardwood Finish, Enameling, Lancaster AvcnUC,

Graining, Sign Painting, D lUf 13
Jobbing Promptly Attended to iJryn Mawr, fa.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It affords us great pleasure to announce that

we have in preparation a new work by

HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS, -->^l0i:^;[

ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE, 'C^5v

THE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with "The Faith of Our
Fathers" and "Our Christian Heritage," by the

same author: and will be ready early in the
coming autumn.

JOHN MURPHY & CO.,

'-^- PUBLISHERS, ;'}-:;

Balllmore, Md.

TO STUDENTS
25 per cent, discount from list prices.

I MANUFACTURE
Football, Baseball, Gymnastic, Athletic, Bicycle Cloth-

ing and Sundries.

:Av-:.-,;,,.v,A,v I sELL'y:®;;:: ,,;;:;:.
;^';

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and Bicycles.

I SUPPLY
New York, Xavier, University Athletic Clubs, Villa-

nova College, University of Vermont, Fordham, Stevens,

Princeton, Yale and Georgetown Colleges, and many

others.

Send for New Catalogue Free.

WM. WOOD,
23 & 25 West 125th Street, Factory 1941-1959 Park Avenue,

New York City, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
6TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

M* E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Fire Insurance effected in all first-class Companies with guarantM of

Correctness '
.

''
. :

ESTABLISHED 1867 :'
,

'

^

'

--;,-^/- Insurance, -^v-^v:: .- •;--;r;;^v:

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHILA..

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
at cost of $5.00 per ^ 1000,

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTSi :

.,.., Assets, U.S, $2,639,587.64

Assets, $3,538,915.65

Assets, $2,155,372

London & Lancashire, (England), ;

Qaeen Insarance Co.,

Olen Falls Insurance Co., N. T.

Alice Jarvis, D.D.S. F. W. Steinbeck, D.D.S.

DR8. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
I301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST,

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

BRYN MAWR
Hardmare Go.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Hardware, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

L. C. SCATTAGLIA, "5ii^
CHURCH DECORATIONS,

ECCLESIASTICAL PAINTINGS.
STUDIO, 1020 CHESTNUT STREET,

Rooms 40 and 41. FHIIiADBIjPHIA.

jHI
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY Chestnut HILL,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as an institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to

the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CimNmGfHAM |»IANQ
1 717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

P. J. HcEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking, Girdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels.

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask.
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Dainask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice giteam, Ji^anc^ ^aRcs

and (genfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water lees, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall BaVery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

F=RESH MND REL-I7IBI-E

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKBD STORK OF

,^^fZ^i^^^%j^^^^^^

1018 MARKET ST.. PHILA.
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^KCAVtAl 0. 1 HAULMARKS^^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAW I OBTAIN A PATENT? Fop a

prompt answer and an honest opinton, write to
wIUNN dc CO., who have had nearly flity years*
«zperlenoe in the patent business. Communica*
tiona strictly oonfldential. A Handbook of In.
formation oonceminfr Patents and how to ob«
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechaD«
leal add sclentiflo books sent free.
Patents talten throuRh Munn ft Co. reoelye

special notice in the 8ctentiflc Ainerirnn, and
thus are brought widely before the public with-
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weelcly, elegantly illnstrated, has bv for the
largest circulation of any scientifle work in tha
world. 83 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, 92.50 a year. Single

copies, 'ia cents. Bvery number contains beau-
tiiul plates, in colors, and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling ouilders to show tho
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUMN it CO., »EW YOHK, 3til Broadwat.

rELS-'MON
VL, IN GOOD ^'1

Patents
CLARK. DEEMER & CO..

Patent Practitionera 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our '^ Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UHITED STATES AND FOEEIdN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
EBAL TERMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. iEW YORK IS THE ONLY PLAGE TO
SELL PATENTS, Oen. Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLABE,DEEMEB & 00., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Olfice 189 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.
NOTE : All orders to procure patents re.

xeived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
o ONE YEAR'S subscription TREE.

STEELE-WEDELES COMPANY,

Wholesale Grocers

Tea and Coffee Importers,

CHICAGO.

J. J. LUCAS. Institation Salesman.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS
Commercial]
Text Books.

BOOKS
THAT
TCACH.

The Best and Cheapest.
Used in

Iieadlng Catholic Schools*

First Lessons in Book-Keeping, New Introfluctive Book-Keep-
ing, New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course), Commercial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business I^aw '

(short course) , Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced), Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies. ,

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St.* ClilcaKOv 111.

BLocliester, N. Y.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY chestnut hill,
Philadelphia.

This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies
may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANQ
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

P. J. ricEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every des( ription of Goods used by Religious Communilies.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos. Hosiery, Table Damask.
Serges, Flannels, Blankets, Handkerchiefs, etc.

Cliurch Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice ^iteam, Pancg ^aRcs

and (Jonfectieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps- Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and an honest opinion, write to
MUNN 4& CO., who liave had nearly flfly yeiirs*

experience in the patent business. Communicft-
tions strictly confidential. A IlnndbooU of In*
formation concernitiK Patents and bow to ob>
tain tbem sent free. Also a catalogue of mechau*
leal arid scientiflo books sent free.
Patents taicen through Munn & Co. receive

epecial notice in the Scientiflc Aiiierirnn, and
thus are brought widely before the public with-
out cost to the Inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by foi'the
larsest circulation of any scientiflc work in tho
world. S3 a vear. Sample copies sent free.
BuildiUK Edition, monthly. $2.50 a year. Single

copies, 'i5 cents. Every number contains beau-
tlful plates, in colors, and pbotopraphs of new
houses, with plans, enablinK ouiiderstoshow tho
latest desitrns and secure contracts. Address
MUiSN & CO., Mkw Youk, 361 Bkoadway.

BELS"M0N
VL IN GOOD ^'1

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER & CO.,

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In.
venters," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions 'Wanted."
UHITED STATES AM) lOEEiaN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TEBHS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK 18 THE ONLY PLACE TO
SELL PATENTS, Cen. Rufus King person-
afly superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLAEK,DEEMER 4; 00., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
NEW TORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.
NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
o ONE TEAR'S subscription FREE.
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STEELE-WEDELES COMPAKY,

Wholesale

. Tea ana Coffee 1 mporters,

CHICAGO.

J. J. LUCAS, Institation Salesman.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commerclalj
Text Books.

OOKS
THAT
TCACH.

The Best and Cheapest.
Used in

lieadlng Catholic Schools.

First Lessons in Book-Keeping. New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing, New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course), Commercial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business Law
(short course), Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced), Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies. ,

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St., Ctalcagfo, 111.

Rocbester, N. Y.
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That easy^whirl^ineans KliBtening poliih to the bearings.

It means ineenious labor expended that ^

result! may please Keating riders , ...

\

Art Catalogue

in Stamps.

Keating Wheel Co.,

HOLYOKE. nASS.

:;<"•.;-

TKLEPHOSE CONNBCTIONS.

We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

-TT imported or domestic goods.

L 0. TnonpsoN,
1338 Chestnut St.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PROYISIONERS.

SLAVGHTKRKBS OF AND CVRBRS OP

CATTLE) "STANDARD" BRANDS

HOGS, HAMS,

f SHEEP, BACON.

LAMBS, 1^ TONGUES,

CALVES.^ I BEEF HAMS.

Fpr home and export markets.

HotelB^ InBtitutianB and Ships

^^^^^^^^^^^^V^^^^^ Supplied.

;( Pure LARD Kettle Rendered.

REFRIQERATORS, 834-36-38 N. 2d St.

PACKING HOUSES, 839-41-43 St. John St.



PRICE 10 CENTS.



T^^m» Catholic
"°^

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books. ;

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased /or Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL j.

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia.

DANIEL GALLAGHER
UiNUFACTUBSR OF AND DgALBR /Y

DURABUE

p urr>iturc aijd tSedditj^

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

J/,S South Second St.,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Institntions.

John Haugh & Co.,

pv T I o WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.^ 1 L O
J , J.J ,^ S_ '^ater Street,

Telephone 5307. F hlldClClpnid, FQ.
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A BROOK.

The gently winding little brook,

On its laughing, joyous way,

Sweet tales of hope and joy and love,

To the daisies fair on its bank above,

It tells both night and day.

It tells of the robin with breast so red,

Of orioles proud and gay.

Of lofty trees where they build their nest.

And nestle their young and sleep and rest

In the boughs that gently sway.

It tells of the lilies so pure, so white.

And it has so much to say

That, by the happy or mournful song

That it sings to the stones as it glides along

—White, and yellow, and grey

—

That the golden sun from his realms on high,

As he looks with brightest ray,

Wonders what this tell-tale little brook.

When the twinkling stars from the heavens look.

Speaks in its childish play.

A. J. P., '96.

INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

John I. Whki,an, '95.

CHAPTER I.

(( THOU SHALT NOT KIH. ))

He who would seek the philosopher's stone must
sacrifice much of his life in that pursuit, and he

who throws himself, heart and soul, into the social

problem will find his better energies more or less

subservient to the mad whims of the sectarist of

the day, be he communist, socialist or what you

will. It was no idle whim that prompted Ralph

Cosgrove to take up his pen in behalf of the Work-
ingmen's Union ; nor yet was it a Quixotic philan-

thropy that had induced his scathing arraignment

of the ministry for its summary treatment of the

Society for the Prevention of Crime. He was

filled with a fire whose origin he could not trace
;

a man whose energies, perhaps never properly

directed, had produced no fruit save the meed ot

literary and journalistic fame his caustic articles

had brought him ; an enthusiast, a dreamer of wild

Utopian dreams. He dabbled in, nay, he plunged

wildly, as he did all things else, into metaphysical

studies. His articles were wild and weird, un-

canny and gruesome ; they were bizarre, novel.

He was a success, as the fickle-minded public

measured success. He would have been lionized,

but he shunned society and hated its vanities and

caprice. He was not exactly a woman-hater, for

he had not yet considered tliem other than as a

^diXi oi i\\e genus humatium. When he would come
to think of them in species^—but that would be

when he would not dare to lift his eyes to an

honest woman's face !

Was man, by the exalted faculties of his soul,

proximate to the angelic nature ; or, by reason of

his corporal passions, a mere animate brute ? Can
a man so subject his material to his immaterial self

as to hold converse with the spirits of the unseen

world ? Does a criminal act, always urged on in

his crimes by a perverted will ; or, his will over-

powered by his pandered flesh, can he be said to

be impelled merely as brutes of the lower order?

Such questions, often dangerous in themselves and
destined to lead to disastrous consequences, his

busy mind was constantly evolving. His religion

was but nominal, and his reasonings were often-

times as wild as the wildest deductions of irre-

ligious men. But he was no iconoclast ; he

believed in God, yet his untrained mind could not

see God in everything.

It is in one of his thinking moods, as he called

them, that we find him in his apartments in Deane

street. Seated at a desk, his hand supporting his

brow—from which the dark hair had already begun

to recede, although he was hardly twenty-five—

puckered now into deep lines of thought, he pre-

sents at once the appearance of the student and
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A BROOK. V ;

The gently winding little brook,
'

'

; .

On its laughing, joyous way,

Sweet tales of hope and joy and love.

To the daisies fair on its bank above, ;

It tells both night and day.

It tells of the robin with breast so red, , .

Of orioles proud and gay,

Of lofty trees where they build their nest,

And nestle their young and sleep and rest

In the boughs that gently sway. ; /

It tells of the lilies so pure, so white,

And it has so much to say

That, by the happy or mournful song

That it sings to the stones as it glides along

—White, and yellow, and grey—

That the golden sun from his realms on high.

As he looks with brightest ray.

Wonders what this tell-tale little brook.

When the twinkling stars from the heavens look,

Speaks in its childish play.

: v. A. J. P., '96.

INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

John I. Whki^an, '95.

CHAPTER I.

(( THOU SHALT NOT KILL >>

He who would seek the philosopher's stone must

sacrifice much of his life in that pursuit, and he

who throws himself, heart and soul, into the social

problem will find his better energies more or less

subservient to the mad whims of the sectarist of

the day, be he communist, socialist or what you

will. It was no idle whim that prompted Ralph

Cosgrove to take up his pen in behalf of the Work-
ingmen's Union ; nor yet was it a Quixotic philan-

thropy that had induced his scathing arraignment

of the ministry for its summary treatment of the

Society for the Prevention of Crime. He was

filled with a fire whose origin he could not trace
;

a man whose energies, perhaps never properly

directed, had produced no fruit save the meed ot

literary and journalistic fame his caustic articles

had brought him ; an enthusiast, a dreamer of wild

Utopian dreams. He dabbled in, nay, he plunged

wildly, as he did all things else, into metaphysical

studies. His articles were wild and weird, un-

canny and gruesome ; they were bizarre, novel,'

He was a success, as the fickle-minded public

measured success. He would have been lionized,

but he shunned society and hated its vanities and

caprice. He was not exactly a woman-hater, for

he had not yet considered them other than as a

part of the ^enus huma/ium. When he would come
to think of them in species^—but that would be

when he would not dare to lift his eyes to an
honest woman's face !

;, a •

Was man, by the exalted faculties of his soul,

proximate to the angelic nature ; or, by reason of

his corporal passions, a mere animate brute? Can
a man so subject his material to his immaterial self

as to hold converse with the spirits of the unseen

world ? Does a criminal act, always urged on in

his crimes by a perverted will ; or, his will over-

powered by his pandered flesh, can he be said to

be impelled merely as brutes of the lower order ?

Such questions, often dangerous in themselves and
destined to lead to disastrous consequences, his

busy mind was constantly evolving. His religion

was but nominal, and his reasonings were often-

times as wild as the wildest deductions of irre-

ligious men. But he was no iconoclast ; he

believed in God, yet his untrained mind could not

see God in everything.

It is in one of his thinking moods, as he called

them, that we find him in his apartments in Deane
street. Seated at a desk, his hand supporting his

brow—from which the dark hair had already begun

to recede, although he was hardly twenty-five—

puckered now into deep lines of thought, he pre-

sents at once the appearance of the student and
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the Bohemian litterateur. Intellect is stamped

upon his forehead ; strength is written in his face,

softened by a mouth perhaps too small. As he

mechanically knocks the ashes from the cigar he

has long since forgotten to smoke, a step on the

stair arouses him from his reverie, and he turns

half expectantly to the door as the latter is boister-

ously pushed open.
" Hello, Ralph, old boy," cries a cheery voice,

" I have great news to tell you !

"

^^ "Great to you or to me ? " queries our friend.

"Ah, there you go again; always making dis-

tinctions. And, of course, you have been brooding

over some social problem. Here, slip on your top-

coat, and, while we drink in a little fresh air, I'll

tell you of my approaching trip to New York."
" To New York ? " questions Ralph, at once

interested. "Why this is news."

Arm in arm they descend the creaking staircase.

Ralph's apartments were by ja.o means luxurious
;

the house was dingy, and the neighborhood the

rendezvous of journalists, clerks and such as

looked for ease and comfort rather than elegance.

The friends were in marked contrast to each other.

Tom Harley was fat and jovial, red-faced and red-

headed. He was Irish, and his philosophy was
his wit. The latter served him better in his busi-

ness than any knowledge of thrible extract dis-

tinctions, and the only quid he wanted was what
he facetiously called his " tobaccy." He was an

expert salesman in a linen draper's establishment,

and his intelligence was of the practical kind that

runs to pounds, shillings and pence.

" Yes," he was saying, '* we have the chance of

securing a very large order from a house in New
York ; that is, it all rests with me."

Tom nodded his head to Ralph's look of in-

quiry, and then rattled on :

" Yes ; we have been sending the Yankees sam-

ples of the pure Irish web—and Belfast never sent

out better than these—but this morning we learned

that a Fifeshire firm had sent an agent yesterday

by the " Castropia " from Glasgow to head us off,

as it were, and foist upon the unsuspecting Ameri-

can the Scotch imitation for the genuine Irish

weave.

"

" And you expect to beat him at his own game ?"

"'Tis yourself is the quick reasoner. Yes; I

sail to-morrow morning, bright and early, by the

"Camptruria," and 'tis a race between the Sham-

rock and the Thistle."
*' Well ; I wish you luck. Do you go alone ?"

" Alone, as far as business is concerned, but I

found out that our old friend Burleigh has secured

passage in the same steamer as myself."

'What, Burleigh of St. James ?^'

<t
Yes. His governor is in a pretty bad way,

and they think an ocean trip will do him good.

I may be back with them, too. Then you and I

will adjourn to Roxie's and dine off my commis-

sions. Hello, what have we here ?
"

Their further progress had been obstructed by a

large crowd which had just come into view, turn-

ing the corner of a narrow side street. With the'

instinctive curiosity which seems inherent to our

nature, they elbowed their way into the crowd.

A dismal picture met their view. Two " blue-

coats" were dragging a criminal off to justice.

The prisoner, making futile efforts to escape, pre-

sented a perfect picture of impotent rage. His

face disfigured by passion ; his eyes bloodshot and

glaring; his hair ragged and unkempt, he was

evidently an object of loathing to all about him.

Nay, there was one look of commiseration cast

upon him. Ralph, resisting the detaining hand

of his companion, drew nearer to the wretched

figure, laid his hand gently on his shoulder and

inquired :

"My poor fellow, what have you done? Why
are they dragging you off to prison ?"

The effect was noticeable on the apparently

hardened wretch, upon whose soul fell those kindly

words, as drops of water upon an arid soil. His

face softened, and, as he ceased struggling, he

murmured

:

" Ah, sir, if they were all like you——"
" Your kindness is misplaced," gruffly exclaimed

one of the officers.

" Howbeit, it has tamed this wild beast some,"

said the other, as, with a hand now disengaged, he

began to mop his red face with a handkerchief of

like hue.
" Then it is too bad, kindness is such a scarce

article," rejoined Ralph.

Officer number one, remarking that " Chaps as

didn't know what they was talkin' about ought

to keep out of it," started once more towards the

patrol station. Further inquiries proved that he

was about right. The prisoner had been taken

open-handed—caught in the very act of a revolt-

ing murder. His victim was an old man, whose

throat he had cut with a butcher knife, and the

bloody weapon was in his hand when the officers

rushed in upon him. He had always been known
to the police as a villainous character, predestined

to the halter. He was a socialist ; one of those

who make war upon wealth. And his victim was
an old man, whose only crime was that he was
rich. The scene had a depressing effect upon
Ralph, who walked on for a time in silence. Tom,
seeing that his friend was still brooding over it,

turned into one of the public squares, thinking to
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attract his attention to the autumnal beauty of

the trees. Presently Ralph spoke ; but it was as

though a continuation of an interior conversa-

tion.

" Perhaps it was years and years ago," he said
;

" but no doubt there was some provocation which

led up to the perpetration of the crime."

"Oh, drop that human beast and turn to some-

thing more savory," cried out Tom.
Ralph turned towards him, as if only then

aware of his presence.

" I can put myself in his place," he said, "and
can almost fancy a passion so mastering my will

that I myself could do this same deed !

"

Tom grew alarmed and gave his companion a

searching glance, as though he feared that Beatty

& Co. might soon be in need of "an upright and

promising youth " to learn the linen business, vice

Thomas Harley, deceased. ;^^^^; v ; •.

"Yes," continued Ralph, " I can imagine wrongs,

not merely personal but against my class, which
would make me hate the powerful and the rich.

With a hate increased each day by violence and

neglect and contempt, I could feel myself becom-

ing a mere sensual thing throwing off the thral-

dom of reason and living in thoughts of blood.

Yes ; with one of my hated foes before me, I could

press my knees upon his chest and with my hands

upon his throat, I could kill
"

While he was speaking, he crouched down over

his imaginary victim, his eyes dilated, his fingers

twitching spasmodically. He had lost his hat in

his excitement, and his dishevelled hair added to

the wildness of his appearance. The transforma-

tion was as complete as that from Dr. Jekyll to Mr.

Hyde. Tom Harley was astounded at the violence

of his friend's emotion. This, surely, was mono-

mania. He could hardly understand the subtle

workings of a mind whose outward expression he

was now witnessing. He feared not only the imme-
diate consequences to Ralph, but he was alarmed to

think of what must surely befall him in the future

if he should continue voluntarily to subject him-

self to these paroxysms. But his object now was

to recall his friend to a sense of his surroundings.

His native instinct made him feel, rather than

know, that he must gain his attention by meeting

him, as it were, on his own ground.

So raising his walking-stick he touched him
rather sharply on the shoulder saying :

" Be thou knighted. Sir Henry Irving, thy ' lago'

hath raised thee from the common herd."

Ralph started ; then, rising, he glanced timidly

into his friend's face. The latter was screwed into

some unrecognizable mass, which the owner
thought was a similitude of that of England's

queen. The eflfect was extremely ludicrous and

the bent of Ralph's mind was turned.

"What have I been saying?" he asked, sheep-
• t_ 1

''{•' y---' 'y^''•^''''/'J'. \'.''k'^'
''"-

"

IShly. ^..-v.'- .- - . . '.'.:...,' '.:-, .^'

" Oh, you were going through a rehearsal of one

of your heavy parts
;
you are an aspirant for Thes-

pian laurels, eh ?
" ,4 ;;

Ralph pressed his hands wearily to his forehead.

"I feel weak and tired," he said, "let us re-

turn."
*' I would certainly like to see you safe at home,"

returned Tom, " but I must call into the office, be-

fore it gets quite dark, I must leave you here but,"

and he placed his hand affectionately on his friend's

shoulder, " I don't think you are quite yourself to-

night and I want you to promise me that you will

go straight to your apartments."

"Oh, yes, certainly," replied the other, absently.

So they parted. Tom could never account for the

impulse which prompted him to return, but hastily

retracing his steps after he had gone a few yards,

he overtook Ralph just as he was leaving the park.

Standing in front of him he grasped both of his

hands and said :

" I may not see you again for three or four weeks,

but we are friends, are we not? "

Ralph nodded his assent.
'

' If either of us needs the other, he will seek him
out? Goodbye!"^ •

Ralph stood gazing with a softened expression

after his retreating friend. " Leaving England is

making Tom rather squeamish. The old man
loves me, it is true." And he sighed. Thus they

parted.

. CHAPTER n.

THE MARK OF CAIN.

Ralph strolled leisurely homeward, his thoughts

of a melancholy, though not so gloomy a cast. As
he turned into Old Hall street, the shadows were

falling and the street lamps had been lighted. He
encountered a number of workmen trudging

wearily home from their toil and he was specula-

ting as to the daily wage of each. A drunken
brawl had attracted quite a crowd in front of a

corner tavern and he was thus forcibly reminded of

the unpleasant scene he had witnessed a short time

before. Poor fellow, he thought, the hangman's
noose is the next chapter in the unfortunate story

of your life. And who shall say that another is

not morally responsible for that crime ascribed to

you and for which you must pay the penalty ?

Fast relapsing into that state of forgetfulness of

his exterior self which we have once before wit-

nessed in him, Ralph unconsciously turned into

one of the quiet residence streets so near to, yet so
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far removed from the busy thoroughfare, and was
now walking apparently without definite aim.

His promise to Tom Harley was already quite for-

gotten, or rather, it was driven out of his mind.

He reverted to his surroundings only sufficiently

to notice that he was now in a locality where the

acknowledged well-to-do people resided, and where

peace and quiet seemed to reign.
,:

, "It is discouraging," he said, half aloud, **to

one of philanthropic bent to find fo much indiffer-

ence and repugnance among those in whose hands

lies the power for so much good. How can we
blame the wretches for their frenzied acts? "

He had paused before an old-fashioned but stately

stone dwelling, attracted, fascinated, he could not

tell why. What impulse drove him to mount the

iron railing and peer in through the uncurtained

window? Was it fate? or the subtile working of

some unseen, unknown power? Ralph was seized

with a powerful trembling as he gazed into that

lighted chamber. And why ? Was it fear? There

was nothing in the sight before him to suggest

other thoughts than those of home and kindred.

An old man, whose whitened hair hung sparsely

o'er his brow, was seated at a centre table upon
which his mail apparently, and papers had been

laid. Some opened letters had been cast aside and

on their scattered heap there gleamed a narrow

blade of steel. Ah, the secret of Ralph's agitation

is sufficiently explained. He lives again the scene

he heard described and which he had so vividly

reproduced before his friend. Well might Harley

have feared to leave his friend in such a frame of

mind. What hand is there to stay, what voice to

calm him now, recalling him again unto his better

self. Oh, better to have missed seeing a hundred

employers than to have subjected this virtual mad-

man to so violent a temptation. A stray ray of

light from one of the many glass pendants of the

chandelier falls upon the blade of steel. Farewell

now to all hope that Ralph's better self would

assert itself. His eye has been attracted by the

metallic lustre and with one bound he has cleared

the railing. Not pausing to raise the sash, he

crashes through the window and strides towards the

helpless old man. With one hand he snatches the

slender blade, the other outstretched to seize his

his victim by the throat !

" Kill ! Kill I
" whispers the demon within him,

and with a hollow laugh he prepares to obey.

Will no hand stay ; will no voice call him back to

reason? Yes, his guardian angel appears in a

fair-haired child whom he had not previously

noticed, crouched in a corner of the room. She

had evidently been too much terrified to speak,

but now, just as the consummation of his crime is

about to be effected, she rushes forward with a

wild scream, and falls senseless to the floor. But

the spell is broken. Ralph recoils. The weapon
falls unheeded to the floor, where the point becomes

imbedded in the thick, soft carpeting. In the

revulsion of feeling, Ralph shudders to think

where else that glittering blade might have found

a resting place. Now he suddenly remembers

that the man sitting opposite to him, the man
whom he was just about to murder, will require

from him a full account of his unwarrantable in-

trusion. Perhaps he will hand him over to justice !

Ralph trembles. His eyes for the first time seek

those of his intended victim. What was there in

that glance to induce such a paroxysm of trembl-

ing ? Huge beads of perspiration stand out upon
his forehead, his knees almost refuse to support his

tottering frame, he feels suffocated and faint. For

in those dull eyes before him no life-light gleams.

Half unconsciously Ralph leans across the table

and touches the hand that lies upon it. That one

touch suffices. Horrible discovery ! The man is

dead I

The air becomes stifling. Ralph can scarcely

draw a full breath. Yet he makes a herculean ef-

fort to move, for withal comes an inward prompt-

ing to fly. Fly ! Fly ! Whither shall he fly, and

the dull, cold eyes of that murdered man shall not

follow him? "Flee from the wrath to come !

"

The words come back to him from somewhere in

the dim vista of the past. He raises his hand to

his head as though to stop its throbbing and enable

him to think. He wipes the clammy sweat from

his heated temples and in doing so glances by
chance into the large mirror above the fire-place.

He recoils as though from a vicious blow. A
crimson streak defiles his pallid brow, a streak of

blood ! With a despairing shriek he dashes from

the room. He had seen the mark of Cain !

{To be continued^

ST, AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.

TWENTY-FOURTH PAPER.

The study of created truth, of the world of mat-

ter and spirit, of plants, of brutes, of men, leads

them naturally, easily, as was within the purview

of the Maker, to the knowledge of the increated

truth, which is God Himself. This was the chief

purpose of God—the Creator.

For by one's knowledge of the material and outer

world of being, of things felt, seen, heard, the

student learns of the spiritual and inner world of

being,—of the unseen world of grace, and thus as a

consequence, by the uplifting of his mind, the

centering of his powers on the primal Truth, he is
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enabled all the better, truer and easier, to learn

of and follow the ways of God. And in this

knowledge of the divine will lies all righteousness.

To know oneself rightly—thoroughly—is thus the

pathway to one's knowledge of his Maker.

And again, so closely, intimately are all truths

intertwined, so closely, naturally, not to say super-

naturally, are these two beings—the created and

Increate—man and God—associated, that one's

knowledge of God is the basis of all one's full and

perfect knowledge of self. For the currents of

human thought, of human learning, of human
genius, run equally and naturally in either direc-

tion—upwards or downwards, to the study of the

unseen world, or the study of the seen. Each one

of these worlds leads to the other. For man dis-

covers truth in his study of God ; he discovers

truth in every create. We are speaking of the

sober-minded scholar, of the truth-loving student,

of the man of righteous sense. And for man to

discover truth in its fulness, is tl^e vocation of his

understanding.

And that man only is your true philosopher, true

lover of learning, who thus aims at getting at truth

in its all-round features both in God and in God's

works. This is all-round, perfect knowledge of

causes and their effects, of beings and their attri-

butes,—a science which because of its truthfulness,

healthfulness and loveliness, is the basis of all true

intellective perfection, of the fullest integrity of the

intellective creature.

Moreover as one's knowledge of visible creatures

leads necessarily to his acknowledgment of the In-

visible Maker and Blesser, that is as the study of

physics leads necessarily to the study of meta-

physics ; so does one's knowledge, reverence and

love of the powers and graces of the Most High

lead back in turn to a truer, healthier and happier

knowledge of life itself. And this is the ethical

perfection of the intellective creature.

For this very reason, as I trust the reader of these

papers will have observed,—to lay down our ground-

work strongly and solidly for future reflections on

God, on His nature and powers, on the higher life,

on the glories and beauties of the intellective

world, for this reason have we treated at somewhat

of length and in detail of the material and earthly

universe of God's creation. We have spoken, (as

the reader will remember,) of being both in its

inorganic and its organic forms,—of life in its ani-

mate and sensitive phases in plant and beast. For

a sound knowledge of these two great, albeit by no

means chief orders of being, aids greatly to one's

understanding of the higher life, of the intellective,

the spiritual, the glorious life in and with God

—

the supreme and infinite Spirit. And to know and

enjoy this life is the supernatural vocation of the

creature.

And thus we have shown how in His wisdom the

Maker of all things has aimed to reflect Himself in

these two great orders of being ; how in them in

~various guises—in earth, in sky, in water, appear

His attributes—His power, His glory. His beauty
;

how too in His instruction and uplifting of man
unto knowledge and sanctification chiefly by His

incarnation. His life. His death,—in all these feat-

ures of His earthly mission He has chosen to make

use of these two orders of beings—the material, the

spiritual,— for man's sanctification and glory.

For through symbols has God taught man

;

through symbols has He saved man. With water

He laves the sinner, and cleanses him from his guilt

of soul ; with bread and wine He feeds man,—with

the bread that He has turned into His own Body,

with the wine which is His Blood ; salt He gives

to man as the sign of His divine wisdom ;
oil as

the sign of the unction of His Spirit ; the wood of

the Cross He employed in consummating man's

salvation, as with the Flesh He took from His

mother Mary He began it.

Worthy then of man's earnest, honest, loving

study is the world of the visible create, because oi

its divine resemblance, because in it by divine love

are employed God's energies, because with it has

the Son of God allied Himself in His incarnation

as Man.;
;; ;'-..\;::'.\ 'v:. :...,/,,.,;,,.

The more deeply then you study physics—the

so-called science of material things, of earthlies

—

visibles in all its varied branches, and (but mark this

clearly,) the less you neglect as trivial and unim-

portant each smallest being in the world of visible

nature, in just so far will become higher, sounder,

and healthier your knowledge of life,—of life in its

noblest forms in the created spirit, of life in its

divine forms in the increated God,—which knowl-

edge is the noblest aim of the intellective creature.

For these two beings in whom reigns life, the

increated Deity and the created spirit alone will be

for all time forever reigning together, God in His

creature through His grace, in His glory, and the

creature in God in the fulness of charity. And
when in the destiny of ages its mission shall have

been fulfilled, the created world, all matter—all

visibles, all earthlies, shall be dissolved into their

primitive nothingness, and the unthinking, un-

reasoning worlds of plant and beast shall vanish

from the stage of life ; then " the old heavens and

the old earth shall pass away," and naught else

will remain but life, the living Spirit of God and

life the living spirit of the create. And the chief

mission of the created spirit is to fulfil the will

of the increated Spirit of the Most High, when
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symbolism will yield to reality, the create to the

divine, and death give way to life.

- Hence are these studies of the physical, the ma-

terial, the visible world of created being and life

useful in high degree to the searcher after truth.

Though you are to observe that strictly speaking

no study of the visible is necessary for the devel-

opment and perfection of intellective life.

In fact the main, if not the whole, value of phy-

sical studies lies in what they teach us of intellec-

tive life,—of its dignity, its purposes, its works.

Take away from fhese studies such help, as we
have been speaking of, whereby man is lifted to a

nobler plane of intellectual action, is made hap-

pier, better, and as any one of sense will acknowl-

edge, these self-same physical studies become then

of little value, are really undeserving of the best

and heartiest efforts of the student. The study of

the physical—the visible—world is then but a

means to an end—to reach the invisible and spir-

itual world, the vocation of every intellective

create.

In the survey we have been making of the visi-

ble world of creation we have given every now and

then glimpses of the eternal world of God, of His

benevolence. For in the visible world—in the

grandeurs, the beauties, the glories of His earthly

handiwork. He has mirrored, as it were, the gran-

deurs, the splendors, the lovelinesses of Himself,

—

of His own divine life. The visible world is thus

a symbol of the invisible world, the material world

of the spiritual world, the earthly world of the

divine world.

The reader may at times find it a little difficult

to bear in mind all the varied reasonings we have

employed in these papers to show this divine sym-

bolism in the create. All deep study especially

when prolonged is apt too to become irksome,

besides being difficult. But he need not keep al-

ways in steady view the numerous and ever-chang-

ing phenomena of the Deity in the visible world.

God is seen alike in any one of His creatures.

Alike in the leaf, in the dew-drop, in the whirl-

wind, is displayed His power.

All then the reader really need remember is that

material life in its various phases in plant and

beast merely foreshadows, as it were, divine life in

God ; that in these two orders of the living create

all their excellences, all their activity, serviceable-

ness, beneficence, are merely symbolic of real merit,

of the works of the just, of the never ending per-

fection of life in its noblest form, in its highest

degree in God.

Let the student remember in whatever he studies

this principle of symbolism,—this relationship

between the visible and the invisible worlds, and

he will have learned earth's story well enough

for our purpose. And whatever else earth may
have to tell of itself apart from this main point we
may set aside as being of little present concern or

importance. We are mounting to a higher plane

of truth. Bear then only this truth in your mind
;

in your studies, your researches, your meditations

ever be on the watch for it, grasp it, nourish it,

cherish it : That in the higher range of life, on

which we shall shortly enter,—the life of the in-

telligence, of truth, of righteousness, there will

you descry in all its real inner, lasting excellence

what you have so far but dimly viewed,—the spirit

of true activity, the spirit of good works, in health-

ful, hearty play; there will you see in all their

grandeur and beauty the works of God's benevo-

lence in the intellective world of His wisdom and

bounty . For intellective life we view as consisting

of two very distinct phases or orders of excellence,

of which we may style the one as the outer,

the temporary, the preparatory stage of the crea-

ture. The chief aim of this form of life is the

study of the Creator in His creatures, to discern in

His works the way to enjoy life with Him. And
this study means work,—the labor of the under-

standing, the endeavor of the will, of which the

outcome is known as virtue. This is the natural

stage of intellective life, the preliminary labor ot

the healthful intellect and will.v^^^^^^^^ ^y ^

: ; ^

The other phase or order of life, which is wholly
inner and eternal, consists chiefly in the study of
the Maker of all things in Himself, so as to discern

in Him all truth, to enjoy in Him all blessedness.

This is the sequence—the reward—of the virtuous
natural life. And moreover this is the super-
natural stage of intellective life—the goal of all

righteous, hearty endeavor, of which the former is

merely the threshold, the starting point towards
the everlasting, supernatural and divine goal,

which is God Himself, who is the end of all things,

as He Himself has been their beginning. There
will the study of physics yield its place to the
study of metaphysics ; the study of the visibles

to the study of the unseen, of the true, the
right ; the study of the creature to the study of
God.
We may here observe that this two-fold form of

intellective life, the visibleand the invisible, thenat-
ural and the supernatural has ever been the study of
the world's real sages. Thither to insure the true
development of their race, on healthful lines of
natural knowledge and natural goodness, to fash-

ion their fellow men into truer semblance with the
Deity, to mould their lives into greater, heartier

readiness to do His will or briefly, to make life bet-

ter, stronger, purer, holier, more divine like, has
been the main aim of all righteous rule, of all

human laws, as it always has been the chief aim of
the Divine Ruler, of all divine legislation.

T. C. M.
(71? be continued.)
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The Marble Waiteth.

"Reserved he moved among the throng, a King who
trod alone,

A world of fancies, vague and fair, an empire of his

own. : ; - ^

A spirit gifted great was his, and power to him was

given,

To prison in ihe rugged rock, a splendor caught from

heaven."

Who is this toiler, chisel in hand, awaiting in

breathless suspense the result of his every stroke,

early and late, ever picturing to himself this one

loved project, this one thing so dear to him, work-

ing steadily, never faltering and never for a moment
allowing the dark presentiment of disappointment

and failure to enter his studio? We wonder if

misfortune has compelled this sculptor to enter

the broad field of labor, or if natural inclination

and ready talent, caused him to adopt this pro-

fession, or is he one who, spurred on by ambition

for fame and renown, ceaselessly desires to sur-

round himself with masterpieces of art and thereby

attain his end. And does he not attain his end ?

Will not the choicest praises of fame and renown

be showered upon him, who gives to this rough

and shapeless mass the likeness of a living thing,

aye, almost the very life ? Of what more is finite

man capable ?

Shall we enter this studio, and in our criticism

predict the future success or failure of our artist?

No ! Let us rather give our attention to another

and greater receptacle for the works and contribu-

tions of the artist. We will contemplate the huge
grand studio of life, in which each and everyone

of us is an artist hewing and shaping his own
destiny out of the great borrowed marble of time.

The marble is a divine gift. The very tools but

loaned the artist,—talent graces even his very

failings. Some receive many tools, others few,

but as little is expected of the artist, with dull and

roughened tools, so will He who has given them
require far less.

Yes truly the marble waiteth.

'

' Carve it, we must, yet only as we will

Artists who work with pencil or pen,

With chisel or brush for the praise of men.

What e'er ye do, what e'er ye design.

Seek firbt the Kingdom of God
When all else shall be given to you."

How diflferent the views taken by the artists in

life's vast studio !

To each of us is given this plastic clay to mould,

for are we not endowed with a conscience ? But

ah ! how few persevere in keeping it in its marble

whiteness? Woe to him who brings this cast to

his Creator marred and sullied by sin. The pages

of history tell of many and lasting monuments
reared by great and noble souls. How gladly,

then, would we erase those darker portions reveal-

ing our loss of courage, treachery and failure ;
but

we may not hoard the glittering gold and disregard

its clinging ore. What is not to be encountered

in this work ? While many present grand and

beautiful images, many, on the other hand, show
but rough and shapeless masses chiseled by care-

less hands—careless, because they fail to keep

before them the one bright star of hope, ever shed-

ding its radiance over the dreariest night of

despondency.

God commands us to carve of the purest white,

that we may be with him for evermore. Perhaps

the work is imperfect or rude-stained. If so, turn

back, O ! Artist, deface those faulty lines. Let

not that which should prove thy fame destroy it

forever. Haste and complete thy work. We fear

for the realization. Work late, work early, work

surely, for the stone will yield to thy mighty

blows, and the heavenly beauty of this completion

shall make thy life an angel's vision of eternity.

Jno. F. Hayden, '99.

Mission at Villanova.

A very successful mission of one week, com-
mencing Sunday, October 25th, and ending Sun-
day, November ist, was given at St. Thomas'
Church, Villanova, by Rev. Fathers Geraghty and
O'SuUivan, O.S.A. The attendance at the exer-

cises was gratifyingly large, many coming from
the surrounding towns of Wayne, Bryn Mawr and
Rosemont to participate in the devotions. Each
evening at 7.45 o'clock there was the recitation

of the rosary and a sermon, followed by Bene-

diction of the Most Blessed Sacrament. In the

absence of Rev. Father Geraghty, rector of the

Augustinian Mission Band, the closing services
were conducted by Rev. D. J. O'Sullivan, O.S.A.,
who preached a powerful and moving sermon on
" Perseverance."
Then the entire congregation, numbering about

800, renewed their baptismal vows. The sight
presented by the entire congregation standing,
each with a lighted candle, repeating the solemn
formula, was one guaranteed to produce a deep
and lasting impression on those present. Benedic-
tion, at which the Papal Benediction was given,
brought the exercises to a close.

About 750 persons approached the sacraments.
An Arch-Confraternity of Sts. Augustine and
Monica, with an enrollment of about 200 mem-
bers, was established by Rev. Father Geraghty.
More than 700 persons were made clients of Our

Lady of Good Counsel, receiving the white scapular
as the badge of their fealty.
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EDITORIALS.

Election is over ! With a sigh of relief the

weary campaigner puts aside his infallible argu-

ments for his favorite doctrine for four years more

and the regular routine of affairs goes on. Now
that the country has passed through a political

crisis that has excited a more general interest than

usual, let us hope for a return of national pros-

perity. Though many are divided in their views

of the political questions of the day, yet, the

people having rnanifested their choice, all political

enmity should be forgotten and the fact that we
are all united under the Stars and Stripes dis-

tinctly remembered. Although the contest just

ended was one in which ultimate good, rather than

party principles, was considered ; although during

the campaign one party predicted nothing but

evil as a result of its opponent's victory, yet pa-

triotism should now rise paramount over all such

considerations. Patriotism, the nurturer of heroes,

the powerful defender of humanity ! Who would

be so base as to consider political prejudice before

the honor of his country? The powers of this

element of man's nature are irresistible. Patriot-

ism it was that made our forefathers go forth

with dogged determination to free themselves from

the yoke of a foreign power. Patriotism, that in

our own day makes the great forces of a once

formidable nation of little avail against a handful

of determined patriots. If then, the present gov-

ernment has for its basis principles which some

think injurious, they know full well that present

remedy is unattainable and that they must look

to the future for redress. Their tendency to

impede the general prosperity is but a boomerang
which will return with overwhelming force. Far

better would it be for such to lend their aid to all

that might give immediate aid to the business

world and set the wheels of trade going with a

merry hum. What difference whether a Bryan or

a McKinley is at the helm. If his subordinates, to a

man, perform their duties faithfully he will surely

co-operate with them and the American Eagle will

flop its wings as of yore and bid defiance to all

who oppose it. .

When the Puritans first set foot on the histori-

cal Plymouth rock history tells us they immedi-

ately appointed a day on which they should give

thanks to God for their safe voyage and other

blessings which He had bestowed upon them.

Through various modifications and changes, yet

always essentially the same, it has come to our

own time as an annual holiday. To some, with

the thought of Thanksgiving Day, loom up in

their fertile imaginations, visions of turkey, sur-

rounded by its inseparable companion, cranberry

sauce, while to others it is more than a day of

feasting and merry-making. God in his goodness

and mercy has placed us here to work out our

salvation and though our lot may seem to us a

hard one, nevertheless, we can readily find many
things for which to be thankful. Ingratitude is

such a heinous crime that no one would be willing

to be adjudged guilty of it, while its contrary is a

virtue most praiseworthy. Though the clouds on

the horizon of life may be dark and threatening,

though sufferings o'ertake us, we should ever re-

member that to be, is to suffer. With the advent of

this national holiday we should revert to the time

elapsed since its former celebration and find in

what way we have utilized those precious mo-
ments that can never be regained. If, negligently,

they have been fruitlessly employed, but the future

is still before us and the burden of life is still to be

borne. That future holds forth golden opportuni-

ties. Shall we grasp them or shall we let them
pass unheeded ? Man, as the architect of his own
fortune, has it in his power to accept or reject all

such opportunities and on his shoulder rests the

responsibility. From the rich, lolling in the lap

of luxury, to the beggar, asking alms at the street

corner there is occasion for gratitude. In what-

ever position we are placed it is easy to conceive

one more miserable and then arises the necessity

of gratitude. As we gather to partake of our

Thanksgiving dinner let us give ear to that voice

within us which bids us think of the poor and

homeless and to thank God for his kindness.
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The benefits of frequenting the reading room

must be apparent to all, but all are not quick to

take advantage of the benefits it holds forth. Now
that those cold wintery days are approaching, it will

be hard to find a more genial companion than a

book of an instructive nature. To the intelligent

reader the pages of a book open up a new and

fanciful world. The author is followed carefully

in all his descriptions and though the wind may be

howling without, the reader may be carried in

imagination to the sunny groves of the South.

The mind, by thus dwelling on the thoughts of a

standard author, becomes pregnant with thoughts

of a similar nature, his whole being seems actuated

by something higher and nobler than before and

life's burden gradually grows lighter. If such

good results may be obtained by a careful perusal

of a good book, why not turn our attention in this

direction to a greater extent than we have hereto-

fore ? The history of our peerless literature is

teeming with the names of writers of every de-

scription. To such a degree is this true that the

most fastidious can be satisfied. From the lofty

genius of such as Shakespeare and Milton, writ-

ings of every grade may be found and very many
of them are capable of affording supreme pleasure.

Let all, then, be active members of the various

literary societies and frequent their rooms as much
as time will permit. Aside from temporal pleasure

that may thus be obtained, there are more lasting

benefits attached thereto. Thus you will lay the

solid foundation for soundness of thought, increase

your elegance of diction and then see more clearly

that • /;:::-:;:...-:;;;: ,i--.-;:-,;.'v,-.;. :_ .,

"At Learning's fountain it is sweet to drink.

But 'tis a nobler privilege to think
;

And oft, from books apart, the thirsting mind
May make the nectar which it cannot find.

'Tis well to borrow from the good and great

;

'Tis wise to learn ; 'tis God-like to create."

J. G. Saxe : T/ie Library.
i»>

Now that the foot-ball season is over, we may
consider the achievements of our representatives on

the gridiron with feelings of pride. Their record

is one fully calculated to inspire greater efforts in

other fields of sport, and place our college in touch

with the leading institutions in the athletic world.

Foot-ball, to be a success, demands a rigid observ-

ance of the laws of training and many a pleasure

must be sacrificed to rightly observe these laws.

Yet gladly did our brawny tacklers refrain from

participating in anything that would injure their

physical condition. That they have benefited

themselves by so doing is beyond question. Flushed

with victory, they have not overestimated their

strength, but have played earnestly in all their

contests. For these reasons they are looked upon
by their fellow-students as deserving of the great-

est encouragement. How long we gazed with

jealous eyes upon the laurels of our neighbors,

Haverford and Swarthniore ! How great was our

disappointment as year succeeded year without

even a trial to manifest our abilities ! But the

season of '96 was destined to procure, at least, a

chance to conquer or be conquered. With fore-

bodings by no means encouraging, we saw our

team prepare for the coming battles ; but lo ! the

aspect is suddenly changed ; they emerge from
the contest unscarred, bearing with them these

long- coveted laurels. Not satisfied with this, they
have successfully been pitted against great odds
and have invariably been a credit to themselves
and to their college. Surely there is a page in the
annals of Villanova for the foot-ball team of '96

!

And when time has separated them, as it surely

will, they will still be talked of by those who saw
their efforts as the heroes who, like Caesar, came,
saw and conquered. In memory there will be a

pleasing remembrance for those who did so much
to place the White and Blue where it would wave
proudly o'er the heads of its opponents.

ST. CATHERINE'S FEAST.

Wednesday, November 24th, was the Feast of St.

Catherine of Alexandria, patroness of philosophy
and philosophers. In accordance with a time-hon-
ored custom, it was a holiday for her clients in

Villanova. ^

The day opened auspiciously with High Mass,
which was attended by the faculty and students.

The celebrant was Very Rev.' C. M. Driscoll,

provincial ; deacon, Rev. W. A.Jones ; sub-deacon,
Rev. Mr. F. E. Touscher ; master of ceremonies,
Mr. E. J. Murtaugh. The choir, under the direc-

tion of Rev. J. B. Leonard, sang Leonard's Mass
in E. Rev. W. A. Coar's magnificent vibrant
baritone and Rev. F. Medina's sweet tenor were
heard with fine effect in the solos.

The members of the philosophy class spent the
forenoon rambling about enjoying the picturesque
scenery in the vicinity. The third eleven played
with an aggregation from the Philadelphia Catho-
lic High School.

In the evening a " ga^ideamus " was held in the
monastery, which was greatly enjoyed. The phil-

osophy class held a reunion, which was a veritable
" feast of reason and flow of soul." A dainty
spread, kindly furnished by the Very Kev. Presi-

dent, proved an enjoyable climax to a very de-
lightful day. We feel sure that as the young men
wooed the sleep-god, Morpheus, Milton's beautiful
tribute to their favorite study kept humming in

their brain

:

*' How charming is divine philosophy !

Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose
;

But musical as Apollo's lute.

And a perpetual feast of Nectar's Sweets,
Where no rude surfeit reigns."
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FOOT-BAIL U;::h-:.:^:

VIIXANOYA, lO ; SWARTHMORE, O. r ,

On Wednesday, October lo, the Swarthmore
eleven came, saw, but failed to conquer. Flushed

with their recent victory over Delaware College they

anticipated but little trouble in making amends
for their former defeat at our hands. They even

went so far as to say that nothing less than thirty

points would satisfy them. They were fully satis-

fied, as the score will show. On several occasions

during the first half they carried the ball very

nearour goal, but each time they were met with a

stubborn resistance. They showed a slight im-

provement in team play since the last game, but

this was rendered useless by their inability to hit

the line with any effect. In this game Shanahan,

McDonald and McCullough did most of the tack-

ling, while Begley and Rogers carried the ball in a

very creditable manner. The first touchdown was
made after three minutes of play, when Kirsch was

pushed over the line, but the goal was not kicked.

In the second half Begley succeed in carrying

the ball over and goal was kicked. During the

remaining time of play the ball was kept near the

middle of the field.

Villanova. Line up. Swarthmore.

Hayden . . . . ,

Kirsch (Murphy)

Downes . ,, . . i

Deforge . . • •

Daly . . .: ; . ,

Wright . . . . .

Shanahan . . . .

McCullough . . .

Rogers (Begley) .

Breslin

McDonald . . .

. . left end Hubbard
. left tackle Wilson

. left guard Verlinden

. . centre Smedley
right guard Watson
right tackle Farquar

. . right end Cahall

. quarter back Gathrop

. left half back Patton

right half back Way
. . full back Broomfield

VILLANOVA, O ; WEST CHESTER, 1 8.

Battling against a team averaging 35 pounds

per man more than ours the team was defeated

at West Chester on Saturday, October 24. In spite

of their weight every man tackled well, and it was

only by plunges through the line that West Chester

was able to score. In the first half McKenzie and

G. Johnson were pushed over the line. In the

second McKenzie again crossed the line, Cashman
kicking the goals. McDonald, Begley and Wright
tackled well and Hayden proved a good ground

gainer.

Villanova. Line up. West Chester.

Hayden left end Roberts

Murphy left tackle McKenzie
Downes left guard Cashman
Deforge centre Corcoran

Daly

Wright ....
Shanahan . , »

McCullough . .

Begley ....
Breslin . .

McDonald

right guard James

.« ,-• »-.•.

• ; •. .§• • .:». ,»

. right tackle .

. right end .

, quarter back

left half back

right half back

full back .

*:,.»• •

t -•!» ». •

• ' » ,* « • ,« .-•.

.Rich

. . Harkness

, . . . Dicks

. W. Johnson

. G. Johnson

. Wunder

VILLANOVA, 12 ; URSINUS COLLEGE, 4.

On October 28 the team journeyed to Collegeville

to meet the Ursinus College team for the second

time. At the start of play it was evident that

Ursinus had improved in team play and their tan-

dem plays soon gave them a touchdown. Lerch

missed the try for goal. On the next kick-

off Villanova received the ball on a fumble and

Breslin soon skirted the end for a touchdown.

Goal. Again Ursinus took the ball steadily up the

field ; our two-yard line was reached. But here

McKee fumbled and Hayden was off up the field

with the whole team at his heels. Goal. In the

second half no scoring was done. Shanahan,

Hayden and Kersh played a good game, as did

Lerch and Shelly. ;: ;
>/^^^^^^^^^^^^^^;^

. ;

Villanova-

Hayden . ... . . . .

Kirsch . .

Downes
Deforge centre Styck

Daly right guard Heflfner

Wright right tackle Spotts

Shanahan right end Shelly

McCullough quarter back Gresh

Begley left half back McKee
Breslin . 4 ,'v . . 0. . . right half back . *'^^;* . . .Packer

McEonald , fullback. . . . . , . .Lerch

VILLANOVA, 12; PHILA. DENTAL COLLEGE, O.

On Saturday, October 31, the team disposed of

the Philadelphia Dental College. The game was

remarkable for the rough playing of the P. D. C.

and our own all-around good work. More scoring

might easily have been done, but Capt. McDonald
wisely refrained from working the men too hard

and resorted to punting. McCullough and Breslin

did good work. Breslin carried the ball over in

the first half and McDonald in the second, goals

resulting from both touchdowns.

Line up.
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VILIvANOVA, 28; JEFFERSON MKD. COLLEGE, O.

With several positions filled by substitutes the

college team defeated J. M. C. on Saturday, Nov-
ember 7. The Jefferson ends were repeatedly

skirted for good gains. Breslin and Kirsch made
splendid runs, aided by good interference. All the

plays were gotten off with such rapidity that the

Jefferson players seemed dazed and unable to

follow the ball ; to this is due the large score. In
this game Wilson and Rogers ran well with the

ball and McCul lough did his usual good tackl-

Villanova. . ::'r:',^
-'':/.

-v'-]:;/
' Z/«tf«^. ; ? J. M. C.

Wilson left end . »v Vm ,., . .May
Kirsch (Burns) left tackle , V ... i ... Sciple
Downes » • • • left guard . . ... 4 . . McBerry
Defbrge . ..,•>».. . centre . . . » . . , . .Morton
Murphy right guard ........ Devine
Wright right tackle Yowter
Shanahan . , ; , V » A . right end . ...;*... Hearn
McCuUough . . ... . • quarter back . , . . . . . . Spratt
Rogers ; . left half back . . . . . Cadwallader
Breslin right half back ..... . Matheny
McDonald , .v.v. , . fullback ..... ^ . .Gibbon

^ VILLANOVA, 24; PENNA. MILITARY COLLEGE, 6.

With the cadets of P. M. C, at Chester, it was
a continual practice in retreat, double quick, on
Saturday, November 14. Their guards back play

was the only one on which they could gain and
even it eventually failed. Long runs were the

order, Breslin, Hayden and Begley carrying the

ball. The interference was the finest of the year

and, what is better, the runner always followed it.

Wright put up his usually good game, as did

Shanahan and McDonald. The touchdowns were
made by Breslin, 3 ; Hayden and McDonald.
Goals: Breslin, 2. For P. M. C, Filde scored;

B. Thistlewood kicking the goal.

Villanova. Line up. P. M. C.

Hayden left end Arnoldi

Kirsch (Rogers) left tackle Hardenburg
Downes left guard Lewis
Deforge centre Lyon
Murphy right guard Filde

Wright right tackle Harris

Shanahan right end McManus
McCullough quarter back . . . , B. Thistlewood

Begley left half back Holman
Breslin right half back . . . . J. Thistlewood
McDonald full back Wood

VILLANOVA, 4 ; SOUTH JERSEY INSTITUTE, 6.

On a day rendered almost oppressive by the heat

the college team was defeated at Bridgeton, N. J.,

on Wednesday, October 18. In the first scrim-

mage Wright ran 60 yards to S. J. I.'s 2-yard line

and Hayden was pushed over the line. No goal.

After this gains came slow and when they were

made the Institute's official graciously made them
null and void. Although it is against our prin-

ciple to cry " robbed," yet his prejudice was so mani-

fest that it disgusted even the spectators. Although
our team work was not up to the standard, yet we
should have won hands down. .;

Our team was considerably weakened by the

absence of Begley, who played only during the last

few minutes. ; ? ,

Villanova.
, .;.:.-''--:.:;'\':;:'.:-:'Line upj'- S.J.I-

Hayden ......... left end O'Brien

Kirsch .......... left tackle Goodman
Downes ..',,.• ;,. . left guard Anderson
Defbrge . » ,; , ^ , ; ; . . centre Greedy
Murphy. . . ... . . . right guard Garton

Wright right tackle Vanhorn
Shanahan ..,,,. . . . right end Denn
McCullough. . . . V . .quarterback Wright

Rogers (Begley) . . . . . left half back McGalliard

Breslin right halfback Wollseiffer

McDonald. ..,,,.,. full back . , Garrison

November 13 the scrub team defeated the C. M.

F. team by a score of 10—o.

November 26 the third eleven defeated the R.

C. H. S. team by a score of 18—0. Jos. Keenan's

runs were the features of the game.

SOCIETIES.

V. D. S.—Monday evening, November 2d, while

the citizens of our grand Republic were anxiously

awaiting the results of the Presidential election,

the members of the Senior Debating Society were

discussing the all-important financial question.

The contestants were Messrs. Nelson and Burns,

Shanahan and McCloskey, the two former arguing

for sound money principles ; the latter for the free

unlimited coinage of silver. The arguments ad-

vanced were an evidence of close and careful study.

While all did well, Messrs. Nelson and McCloskey

distinguished themselves on the respective sides.

Messrs. Dooley, Hauber and Mahon also spoke

at length. A very lively interest was manifest

throughout the debate. The decision was rendered

in favor of free silver.

On Wednesday evening, November i ith, the

Juniors assembled to listen to a debate : Resolved,

that inventions are advantageous to the working

classes. Messrs. Downes and Shelly for the afiirm-

ative, Messrs. Fox and Murphy for the negative.

On account of the earnestness shown by the par-

ticipants in these two debates we have every rea-

son to believe that many a pleasant and instructive

debate will be held during the coming months.

V. L. I.—Plans are being made, in fact are al-

most completed, to have monthly entertainments

consisting of essays and discussions of the cele-

brated authors and their writings.
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The interest manifested in our national election

by our October exchanges merits the praise of all

admirers of college journalism. For is it not

praiseworthy to see the student turn from his text-

books to employ part of his time in studying the

ponderous questions of his country, and to con-

tribute his mite, however small, for the instruction

of his fellow-students, or perhaps of those who
exercise the privileges of citizenship? The edu-

cation which the young man receives at college is

a preparation for life's battle, and he would, indeed,

be poorly equipped to discharge his duties as a cit-

izen if he had not a knowledge of his country's

politics.

T/ie Ow/f representing Ottawa University, is a

first-class college paper, which any journal should

be pleased to number among its exchanges. In it,

besides the serious essay, which occupies too much
space in most college periodicals, poetry and fiction

are found agreeably blended. Its latest number
contains a charming story, entitled "The River

Quelle." It is a tale of the pioneer days of Can-

ada, pervaded with a soft religious sentiment, and

successfully describes the hardships of the early

settlers on the northern frontier.

''College Journalism," in the October number
of the Georgetown Joiirjtal^ should be of interest

and consideration to every editor. In the first

place it is an official article as it comes from the

pen of the president of the Catholic College Puss

Association. Then, again, though a most import-

ant subject, it is seldom considered in our college

journals, and an editor should never neglect to

study it whenever the opportunity is offered. The
writer has manifested sound and mature thought

upon his theme. Besides comparing the different

methods of managing college papers, he points out

the advantages of the editor, and advances good

arguments in behalf of college journalism. Con-

cluding, he says: " They who are drilled in the

school of college journalism may never ambition

the laureate's leaf, but they will be capable of form-

ing a discriminating reading public, which, with

the present auspicious display of literary talents,

will assure us that the future will not hear a new
Cardinal Newman say of American literature :

' It

is made, and it is Protestant.' "

The College Forum^ published by the Philokos-

mian Literary Society of Lebanon Valley College,

is good. Its essays are weighty, and of a high

order, which characteristics might well be looked

for, as B. S. or M. A. is generally found after the

writer's name. "The Ideal Education," in the

October number, is an excellent article. In it the

defects of developing the faculties disproportion-

ately are well portrayed, and the ideal education

described as the moral, the intellectual and the

physical symmetrically combined.

The Mount is, indeed, a lively sheet of college

literature, but would be better appreciated if some

of its articles were drawn out to a greater length.

It is characteristic of this periodical to publish

several short articles of fiction or descriptions,

which, though interesting, would be far more meri-

torious if they were not so brief. In its last issue

the poems, "A Woman's No," and "The School

Bell," would enliven the pages of the gravest

magazine.
-'."-' "^''^"^^-'^ ''' :"-

The Record^ of St. John's University, publishes

a biography of William Marris in its latest num-
ber. It is a good criticism of the poet's qualities,

and is both timely and well written.

SPLINTERS.

Sinkers.

K. D. u. "-'^^' '-''''
'-/':^::''-^^^^^

Roger's dormitory.
" Dat ain't good grammar."

That light has sixty horse power.
" What is the feminine of Amo .^"

There's a new bully come to town.
" Don't get too Balbus aedeficat murutny
Oh, yes ! Villanova has lots of attractions.

Ask Pipe about that Jersey " peach " on the

train.

" Professor " Bill " has composed a new piece of

music.

"Old Active" got three hundred lines for gen-

eral weariness.

The Dentals came here with their forceps ready

for work, but found that they had mistaken the

place.

Many may have participated in birthday parties,

but all will acknowledge that Georgie V. cannot

be equaled as an entertainer. We are anxiously

awaiting another opportunity to a Vail ourselves

of a repetition of the event.

The night was long, the night was cold,

The poor man was infirm and old,

They knock and knock, but he's in bed,

The words he used are best unsaid.

Give me a coat, the " hobo" cried.

They looked at him with much distrust,

A goodly lot in the hall he spied

Just one I'll take and then I'll dust.

But an " eagle eye " was looking on
And a lively chase he gave

;

The bundle was searched for aught to don,

But nothing was found for Jim to save.
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Showell &L Fryer, umiteo,

ITtf^PORTING f GROCERS
AND DEALERS IN

ImportedwDofflestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,

PHlKiADEIiPHlA.

We make deliveries in ViUanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer in

Flour, Feed and Grain.
Recleaned and Clipped Oats a Specialty.

34 nnd 3d South Sevenieenth Street, Philadelplila.

D. J. GALLAGHER. GEO, W. GIBBONS,

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Priirters, Publishers

And Blank Book Manufacturers •

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery,

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila,

(Gallatrber BulldlngrO

J. J. m(^ffLLI$CGR, -1-
DEALER IN

CeNXS' SHOES,
Cor. Roberts* Boad and Lancaster Ave*^

Naxt Door to W. L Evant' Provision Store, ROSJSM.ONT, PA.

IrBdies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, Lawn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
RBPAIR1NG NBATLV AND PROMPTLY DONE:.

JOHN P. MILLER,
"

(nt'i puriiilitii Good! ind Shirt (llinufactiirer,

107 SOUTH EIGIiTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

•If'

Physician*' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded at all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,-
FR/i^K U/. PRIWTT. graduate It) pJ?ar/i\aoy,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundries. ^

A, L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles s

Of all Kinds.
Also Sewluft Machines,

Guns, Rifles and
Sportlns Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
L0CKSMITHIN6, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
IiA.IfCABTER AVENUE. BRYN MAWR, PA.

P, I. CQLAHAN., ^J3yviARKETst.

Dealer \t) pipe (iroeeriej.

BES*r BRANDS OF FLOUR, $4-^ PER BBL.

V > A. M. BUCH & CO..

156 North Ninth Street. PhUadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4©"Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur Theatrlcals.-eH

Roman Ck}llars, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DEALER IN
FISH, OYSTERS and PRODUCE.

Forelsn and Domestic Fruits.
Store on Oarret Avenue, Rosemont Orders Called

for and Promptly Delivered.
p. O. Box. 77 ROSSMONT. Voui* PatKonag* Solieib«d.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOORAPHT IN AIX BRATTOMBI.

Special Rates in Groups, also to Colleges and Sodetiea.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H. B. HHNSBV/RV.
JOHN J. l^YKNES,

DBALEH IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^

RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND SXRBET,
Below Market, East Side. PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPER'S POINT FERRY HOUSE, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HiQH GRADE .

.

TABLE • BUTTER
vine and Shackamaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry Boats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices ; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DBALBR IH

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,

Lanocuster Avenue. Bryn Mawr, P
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ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, INC.

DEALERS IN

cm MEATS AND PROlflSlONS

:
.r:^ TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY. ^:^;m

234, 23b and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•4- CHRISTIAN MOORH.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete In Cement for Floors, Walks, Oisterna, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calcimining' and Jobbing in Plastering'

Promptly attended to at Reasonable Priees.

Kesidence- GARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO,, PA. :

;

Post OfHce Address, Rosenjontor Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALTAR . WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE. ..

"

W. J. REED, 261 N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

$^.00 and $4.50

HATS BLOCKED WHILE YOU WAIT

RKNOVATING DONE ON THE PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fP you want a book, no matter when or where published, will

fit our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

ments. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARY'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

*JOHN r Fism*^
DC«LEN IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles

Repairing a Specialty.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

5-Cent Store.

Specialties In 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

....The Beneficial
^^savino fund sociBxy

of PhiUdelphi*

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

RALPH F. CVLLINAN, President,

IGNATIUS J. DOHAlf,
Vice-Pres. and Treasurer.

ANDRE'W J. KBBGAN, Aast. Treasurer.

Open daily for the transaction of business
Mondays and Thursdays 9 A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGJSR8:
Francis J. Crilly,

Robert B Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LL D.,

Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan,

Ralph F. Cullinan,
Ignatius J. Dohan,
Hon Thos R. Elcock, ^ :'

John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,
Philip F.

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James J. Gillen,

Charles J. Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,
John T. Dohan,
Lorenzo M. KieflFer,.

John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
Anthony A. Hirst,

Heraty.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

; y

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Gaine
Stalls, 1 1 12, 1 1 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market.

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL STS.,

Philadelplnia,
GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OF THE CITY.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

7VY. iA£HeL-HN.
Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting,

House FarnUUlng Tin AVare of Kvery Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Odd Fellows' HaU Building liANCA-STCB AVENUE,
ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConnell,

PAINTER
Hardwood Finish, Enameline,

Graining, Sign Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It affords us great pleasure to announce that

we have in preparation a new work by

HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS, .
•;;

ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE, V .'-0,

THE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with *'The Faith of Our
Fathers" and " Our Christian Heritage," by the

same author : and will be ready early in the
coming autumn.

JOHN MUBPHY & CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

Balllmore, 9Id.

TO STUDENTS
~~~"

25 per cent, discount from list prices.

I MANUFACTURE ff:y.My^Mm-
, Football, Baseball, Gymnastic, Athletic, Bicycle CU th-

ing and Sundries.

I SELL
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and Bicycles.

I SUPPLY
New York, Xavier, University Athletic Clubs, Villa-

nova College, University of Vermont, Fordham, Stevens,

Princeton, Yale and Georgetown Colleges, and many

others.

Send for New Catalogue Free.

WM. WOOD,
23 & 25 West 125th Street, Factory 1941-1959 Park Avenue,

New York City, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER
8TRIGTLY ONE PRICE.

1236 MARKET ST.
MONEY

REFUNDED.

M4 E. Reynolds*
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going elsewhere.

Fire Insurance effected In all first-class Companies with guarantee of

Correctness.

ESTABLISHED .867

E. J. CARAHER, w:

S^":,-:-
'':>:-'' Insurance, ::. : '/•U-- '^

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD STREET. PHI LA..
'

City household furniture Insured in dwelliii^gs for Five Years
> / ,

at cost of 85.00 per iiooo.

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS.

London & Lanoasbire, (England),

Queen Insarance Oo.,

Olen Falls Insuranoe Co., N. Y.

AssetB.U.S, $2,639,587.64

Assets, $3,538,915.65

iAisets, $2,155,372

Alice Jarvis, D. D.S. F. W. Steinbock, D.D.S.

DR8. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hours: 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Specialists in Gas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST*

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

:<;:::; >.V':Ai"'- Philadelphia.
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9t^lMTs
^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTATM A PATENT f For a

prompt answer and un honest opinion, write to
MUnN deCO.t wlio have bad nearly fifty years'
ezp^enoe In the patent buslneas. Commnnica-
tlona strictly confidential. A Handbook of In»
formation ooncemina Patents and bow to ob>
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechan-
leal and solentlflo books sent free.
Patents taken throuRh Munn A Go. Tecetre

BPeclal notice In the Mcientlflo Ainericnn«and
tbuB are brouRht widely before the public wlth>
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, eleiiantly illastrated, has by far the
larfiest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Bdttion. monthly. 8Z.S0 a year. Single

copies, tta cents. Byery number contains beau-
tiful plates, in oolors. and photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabliuR ouilders to show the
latest desiirns and secure contracts. Address
MUNN A CO., Nkw Yohk, 3ttl Bboadwat.

rELS^'MON
'JL IN GOOD ^'1

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER & CO..

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UHITED STATES AHD POEEIGN PAT-

EUTB quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TESMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY UAGE TO
SELL PATENTS. Qen Rufus King person-
afly superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLABE,BEEMEB & 00., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BEOADWAT,
ITEW YOBE.. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
to ONE YEAE'B subscription PB££.

STEELE-WEDELES COMPANY,

Wholesale Grocers

Tea and Coffee Importers,

CHICAGO.

J. J. LUCAS, Institation Salesman..

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

BOOKS
TM*T
TKACH.

The Best and Cheapest.
Used in ,

Lieadlng CathoU<i Schoblsv

First Lessons in Book-Keeping. New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing. New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course). Commercial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business I^w
(short course). Commercial I,aw (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Kconomics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced). Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies.

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers^

334 Dearborn St., Clxicasfo, 111.

Rociicster, N. V.
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, ''"^^1';^IoeIp''hia.
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the MOTHER SUPERIOR.
Buy only the MATCHLESS

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1 71 7 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

P. J. HcEVOY,
118 W^est Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every desr ription of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals,
Serges,

Merinos.
Flannels,

Hosiery,
Blankets,

Table Damask,
Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments.

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice (§i[eam, ji^anc^ ^alies

and (genfectionert^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water Ices, Desseits. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps- Orders for parties care-
fully attended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

~ . .««^«^«. ««.«.«.^4

t

«..'«... .

F=RESH HMD RELIT^BI-E |

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKBD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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^ COPYRIGHTS.^
CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and un honest opinion, write to
RlUNN <Se COf. wiio Iiave bad nearly fifty yeiirs*

experience In the )>atent business. Communica«
tlons strictly confidential. A Ilniidbook of In>
formation conceminK Patents and bow to ob>
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue Of mechan^
leal and scicntiflo books sent free.
Patents talien throuRh Munn tc Co. receive

special nottceinthe Srientiflc Ainerirnn, and
thus are brouftbt widely before tbe public with-
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weelcly, eleRantlyillnstrated.has by far the
larfrest circulation of any scientific work in the
world. 83 a year. Sample copies sent free.
BnildlnK Kdition. monthly, $2.50 a year. Single

copies, "iS cents. Kvery number contains beau-
tiful plates, in colors, and photoKraphs of new
houses, with plans, enabling ouilders to show the
latest desisms and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., Nkw Youk, 361 Broauwat.

rELSo'MON
VL IN GOOD ^\
Patents

CLARK. DEEMER & CO.,
Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, Tvill send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UNITED STATES AND FOEEI&N PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TEBHS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY UACE TO
SELL PATENTS, Gen- Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLAEK,DEEMER & 00, Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
ITEW YORK. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : All orders to procure patents re-

ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
to ONE YEAR'S subscription TREE.

STEELE-WEDELES COMPANY,

Wholesale Grocers

Tea and Coffee Importers, ^

f:|e:.^^CHICAGO. i:iS.i-^n;-

J. J. LUCAS, Institation Salesman.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

OOK«
THAT
TEACH.

The Best and Cheapest.
Used In .' ,

lieading Catholic Schoblsv

First I,essons in Book-Keeping. New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing. New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short course), Commercial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business I^aw
(short course), Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen-Written Copies (reproduced), Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Practice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies.

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers^

334 Dearborn St., CfiicagOf 111.

Roclicster, P9. Y.
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Those

Easy

Bleyeles

That ea*y[whlr)[me«ns glisteningfpolifh to the bearings.

It mears ingenious labor expended that

results may please Keating riders. , .

Art Catalogue

in Stamps.

Keating Wheel Co.,

V HOLYOKE, nass.

TEIiBPHONB CONNiCCTIOXS.
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Students,

Attention
We are selling in large] [quan-

tities, Suits worth I20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling; [at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

L 0. TnonpsoN,
1338 Chestnut St.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PR0VI8I0NERS.

SliAVOHTKREBS OF
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Students,
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We are selling in large].'quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.00 for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling; (at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

L 0. TnonPiON,
1338 Chestnut St.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PROTISIONERS.

SI.AVGUTKRBBS OF AHD OURBRS OF

CATTLE, "STANDARD" BRANDS

HOGS, HkMS,

SHEEP, BACON,

LAMBS, TONGJUES,

CALVES. BEEF HAMS.

For home and export markets.

HatelBj InBtitutioni and Bhipa

Bupplied.

Pure LARD Kettle Rendered.

REFRIQERATORS, 834-36-38 N. 2d St.

PACKING HOUSES. 839-41 -43 St. tidhn St.
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BOOKS.
Catholic

BOOKS.

School and College Text Books
NEW AND SECOND HAND.

Have constantly on hand a full line of Catholic Theological and

Miscellaneous Books.

Libraries and Small Parcels of Books Purchased for Cash.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS OR CALL

JOHN JOSEPH McVEY,
39 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia,

DANIEL GALLAGHER
MANUFACTURER OF AND DKALBR IS

DURABLE

Furijiture apd 3e(i<li 0<?

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4-3 South Second St.,

(above Chestnut)

PHILADELPHIA.

Special Discount to Institutions.

John Haugh & Co.,

OILS
Telephone 5307.

WOOL OILS A SPECIALTY.

1 1 i-i 1 3 S. Water Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,
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CHEISTMAS-TIME.

John I. Whelan, '95.

I look from my casement acrossjthe snow

;

There is a star in the heavens bright,

And its soft light beams with a holy glow,

As it shed on the shepherds of long ago,

On that first glad Christmas night.

There's a voice that is singing a grand refrain

Of Glory, and Peace to earth. ^

*Tis the same sweet theme of the angel's strain,

And the angels again, in that voice proclaim,

The tidings of Jesus' birth.

There's a tiny treble of church bells' peal

;

I respond to its rythmic chime. : ; v

At the Altar crib in His house I kneel.

And the peace that has come to earth, I feel

In the gladness of Christmas-time.

Christmas Festivities.

As the revolving years bring a return of the joy-

ous season of Christmas, it is pleasant to reflect

upon the manner in which this glorious feast is

celebrated. Every country has its particular Christ-

mas festivities. It is generally thought that those

in vogue among us are the offsprings or survivals

of the customs prevalent in England a few cen-

turies ago. Still, when we compare them, we are

inclined to look upon our manner of celebrating as

a strictly modern institution. There was more
mirth in the English Christmas of long ago.

Studied politeness or the refinement of our age

did not then prevail ; but rural customs and jol-

lity held royal sway throughout the length and
breadth of the land. The fun of the old time

merry-makers was boisterous, and not at all com-
patible with our present mode of life. Theirs was
the pleasure of a simple, unaffected society, un-

tainted by the artifice and affectation of a more
cultured age.

Christmas cefemonies in England are time-hon-

ored. The initial task in mediaeval times was
to gather the holly and mistletoe to decorate the

homes and churches ; a custom which we still

retain. Then came the cutting of the Yule log. In
the morning the mirthful party went to the forest

and hauled home a log cut from an elm or the root

of some grotesque tree. They placed it in the
hall, and it became an object of interest for

the entire day. Seated upon the Yule log, the

merry-makers sang their festive songs, and extended
their wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. Night fall crowned the festivities,

when the log was burned upon the hearth, after it

had been enkindled by the embers of its prede-

cessor of the year before.

Carol singing was a pleasing and distinguishing

feature in the Christmas celebration of those merry
days of old, when men were cast in more heroic

moulds. The singers serenaded the homes of the

rich, and with sweet melodies filled the air of the

cold wintry nights. The " waits," or those who
were skillful with musical instruments, assem-
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bled in the play houses, and furnished amusement
appropriate to the gayety of the occasion.

Gift-making then existed, but it was not the

customary means of acknowledging friendship

that it is with us. At Yule-tide, the great land-

lord entertained his servants and tenants with the

greatest cordiality and hilarity. In those feudal

days, master and man, peer and peasant, sat side

by side on Christmas Day in convivial friendship.

The boar's head was an indispensable feature of

the feast. It was carried to the dining hall with

the pomp and ceremony of mediaeval pageantry.

First came the trumpeters, blaring forth the joyful

tidings, followed by the choral singers, intoning

canticles and Christmas hymns. The household

was next in the procession, and, lastly, walked
the ostentatious butler, "observed of all obser-

vers," on whom developed the distinguished duty
of carrying the boar's head.

As time went on the people abandoned the rustic

customs and resorted to the manners of a more pol-

ished, yet artificial, civilization. Though the

English people have always kept pace with the

progress of modern fashion, a spirit still lingers

about their Christmas festivities which links them
with the joyous, rural, homebred merriments of

their ancestors. There is something about the

family gatherings and holiday revels that savors of

the good old days of yore. Nevertheless it is

lamentable that the charms of simplicity and lusti-

hood are gone. They prevailed in a vigorous and
hearty age, and find no place in the elegant, but
less characteristic, society of our time. :

In the United States Christmas festivities have
none of that flavor of gayety which characterizes

them in the old countries. The Russian peasant,

with his bowl of boursh, the Hungarian, with his

goulash, or the Switzer, with his Geneva fritters,

enjoy a more Chrisimas-like feast than we with our
mountains of turkey and oceans of cranberry

sauce. In tlie colonial days our forefathers cele-

brated Christmas by gorging themselves with fat

turkeys and geese. That they held religious exer-

cises, we are also assured. Truly we have pre-

served the customs they have established, and no
doubt exercise them with the same spirit ; for our
comparatively cold observance of the greatest holi-

day on the calendar of Christianity, is worthy of
our Puritan ancestors.

In childhood we are delighted with the gifts of
the Christmas tree and the tales of the feigned
Santa Clans, but as we advance in years the attrac-

tions of the glorious festival are worn from our
minds, and, excepting that it commemorates the
greatest event in the foundation of our faith, we
are iacliwed to consider it only as a day of enjoy-

ment for children. If, as is supposed, we have de-

rived our Christmas festivities from the Yule-tide

customs of Englishmen of a dozen years ago, we
either did not imbibe their spirit or allowed

it to wither away under the blight of modern
fashion. The merry Christmas greetings ex-

changed among us are cold and formal as com-

pared with the flow of true joy and kindness in

other lands. To us they are not the lingerings of

the holiday customs of a noble ancestry, which,

though fading away, are still to be revered.

However, in our observance of Christmas there

is source for real joy. It is a time for calling to-

gether the members of families whom fate has

caused to drift apart. It is the season for gladfully

gathering around the festive mahogany, and for

retiring from bleak nature to assemble at the blaz-

ing, paternal hearthstone, the scene of domestic

mirth, to talk over the halcyon days of youth.

Our Yule-tide celebrations are feasts not wholly

unmingled with mirth. They are still the bright-

est pictures that hang in memory's storied hall.

If modern fashion had not chilled the traits of

merriment peculiar to our ancestors, the beautiful

feast of the Nativity would be commemorated in a

more fitting manner. So that when near the end of

life's book, we could review its pages with sweeter

recollections than ever the frigid observances of

the present will recall. A. X. Dooi^EY, '98.

f;lY--^^^-J^Tp THE LAND OF PROMISE. ;

John I. Whelan, '95.

{continued

)

CHAPTER III.

THE EXILE.

'
' Coldly the beam from yonder sky
Looks o'er the waves that onward stray;

But colder still the stranger's eye

To him whose home is far away.

"

Ralph rushed wildly through the streets impelled

by a desire to hide, if possible, even from himself,

and instinctively choosing the quieter thorough-

fares. On, on, he cared not whither, only to es-

cape from the sight of men, whom he felt must
read in his face his shame. Now he heard a step

approaching. He felt that it must be the oflBcers

on his track. He hid beneath an archway until

his fancied pursuer had passed. Once he was in-

clined to deliver himself up to justice. This would
be manly, heroic. Then he laughed, a hollow,

mocking laugh. What had he to do with heroism ?

He who was a ! He shuddered, but did not

pronouape the name. Whole years of torture he

jc-ilt'^iL A,:>rili'liL' \\Ji:-r
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suffered in that one night. Thoughts of friends

came crowding thick and fast upon him of hopes,

ambition, shattered idols. He had thrown himself

into the gutter, and that must now be his portion.

He cursed his psychological studies as the cause of

all his woe. There was now no need of sym-

pathetic reasoning ; his imagination need no longer

conjure up possible situations. He was face to face

with a reality that could not be shaken off, and in

that dread reality he was suffering the tortures of

a living hell. Yet, not like the impious, he cursed

not God as the author of his being. Alas ! he did

not even think of Him. His sorrow had none of

that sublimity by means of which it chasteneth.

His sorrow was great, his anguish violent, but he

had much yet to suffer, even the repentance that

springs from a supernatural motive would bring

balm to his troubled spirit. On, on, wearily, he

traversed, now hiding, now skulking along in the

shadow of some passing vehicle. Coming suddenly

into the glare of a street-lamp he received a new
shock by glancing at his hand. It was still stained

with blood ! He screamed aloud at the horror of it

and dashed recklessly down the street. He must

wash it away. Alas ! an ocean of water would not

cleanse the stain from his heart. Once he thought

of throwing himself into the river, but something

restrained him. He Felt that he must suffer in the

living. And he was afraid of death !

He arrived at length at a public park where there

"was a fountain playing, and plunged wildly into

the water. His one thought was to free himself

from that stigma, that silent voice of death. He
laved his aching brow and felt somewhat refreshed.

Respite short-lived ! He could see even by the un-

certain light that the water about him was dis-

colored, polluted by the blood. " O, wretch that

I am," he moaned in despair, " that the very

waters cry out against me and proclaim my guilt."

But the sudden plunge into the chilly water had

in part restored his distracted mind. He could

think, and so it occurred to him at once that the

small amount of blood that had cleaved to his hand

from the touch of the dead man could not thus

have multiplied itself. He glanced at his hand.

It was bleeding from a gaping wound. He had

washed away the congealed blood and the wound
was bleeding afresh. The violent mental emotion

he had undergone had made him insensible to

physical pain. Now he could feel the latter ; he

shivered, too, with the cold. But blessed boon !

He could think ! He began to connect ideas that

did not run riot over the subject of murder and of

blood. He tied his handkerchief about the bleed-

ing hand and came out of the water.

Where was he? He looked about him. The

place was familiar. He had been there recently.

Ah, yes, he remembered. It was here he had come
with Tom Harley. Tom Harley ! What a ray of

hope comes with the repetition of that name ! He
seeks out the spot where they had that day parted.

In his abandonment to the revulsion of feeling he

kneels down and kisses the earth, and, with al-

most a prayer, rises from his troubled heart, which,

if it reach its fulfillment, will descend as a bene-

diction upon his kind-hearted friend. He recalls

the latter's words at parting. " Yes, I can go to

him," he ciies out. *' I have need of his friend-

ship now if ever friend had need of friend.

Ralph looks at his watch, but is not

surprised to find that it is now close on to mid-

night. He has taken no notice of time since the

occurrence of the horrible affair, and knew neither

the amount of ground he had covered nor the time

that had elapsed. His path had perhaps been in

a circle. When one walks heedless of what direc-

tion he is going a strange impulse seems ever to

drive him to the right. He realizes, however,

that he has little chance of meeting Tom until

morning ; also that early on the morrow the ocean

greyhound will be bearing him away from Eng-

land's shores. He must see him ere he departs.

The friendship of Tom Harley shines out before

his half-bewildered vision as the beacon light to a

storm-tossed mariner. In the discovery that the

blood upon his hand was from that wounded mem-
ber, Ralph realized that he had gashed himself

whilst breaking through the window of the mur-

dered man's house. The knowledge that the blood

of the dead man was not literally, in its revolting

reality upon his hands, brought only a temporary

surcease to his anguish of mind. He realized

only too well that the uplifted blade had not been

necessary to effect his diabolical purpose ; he knows
that even as he sprang into the old man's

chamber, the rage and hate his features ex-

pressed were sufiicient to shatter the glass of the

old man's life and cause the few remain-

ing sands to run out. Alas, he feels that he

has been the cause of the old man's death ! Little

meed of comfort does it bring to him now to know
that his hand had not descended upon his intended

victim. He has wilfully deprived an innocent

man of his life, and his future must be the atone-

ment.

He is, therefore, none the less overwhelmed at

the thought of his guilt ; but the reaction has set

in and he acts in a more deliberate manner. He
carefully avoids meeting any stray passer by, pull-

ing his hat more closely over his face, and starts

for his lodgings. But once there he is consunud

by a fever of excitement. He cannot rest con-
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tented within those four close walls. He fears

pursuit. He trembles at the slightest sound. He
feels his own presence too much in that narrow
enclosure and longs to be out under the open sky.

He smiles bitterly at the thought that he is leav-

ing home forever. For he must get out of the

way. Tom Harley is sailing for New York. He,
too, will sail if he has to go steerage. So he re-

solves. Quickly he places a five-pound note in an
envelope addressed to his landlady ; and another

he addresses to the proprietor of the coffee house

where he has taken his meals. He hastily crams
a few necessaries into a portmanteau and rushes

from the house. He breathes more freely when in

the open air, but the shadow of a tree across his

path or a rustling sound among the branches

throws him into a paroxysm of terror. Miserable,

indeed, is he "whose conscience with injustice is

afflicted."

And so, for the balance of the night, wearily

and warily, he walks the street. He is surprised

himself at the cunning he displays in avoiding his

fellow pedestrians ; and all the time he is wonder-
ing if they could ever have had such a weight of

grief and shame to bear as that under which he is

suffering. Long before morning breaks there is

bustle and confusion at the docks. He takes up
his position behind a lot of bales and waits for

the arrival of the passengers. The fakirs are busy

sorting out their wares, there is much shouting and
mingling of threats and curses, but he heeds not.

Day has dawned and the passengers are preparing

to embark. He distinguishes quite a number on
the vessel and wonders how they got on without

his knowledge. He remembers that under circum-

stances similar to this of early sailing the steerage

passengers boarded the vessel the night before. He
wonders if all the berths are taken, and now for

the first time he fears he may not be able to take

passage. But his mind is so full of the idea of

getting away from the scene of his guilt that he

mentally resolves to stow himself away in the hold

of the vessel.

A number of the constabulary coming into sight,

Ralph instinctively crouches beneath a bale. He
remains thus concealed for what appears to him
an interminable length of time, until he is aroused

by the sound of a voice crying out the morning
papers. News^ Mercury^ Post. He must obtain

a paper at all hazards. He looks out from his

hiding place. The coast is clear, and he hails the

boy.

''''Mercury^ sir?" calls the boy.

"Give me all of them," answered Ralph ; scarcely

knowing what he was saying.

The boy looks at him in surprise, and hands

him a copy of each. Ralph throws him half a

crown, and waves him off. His munificence has

gained him another friend.

With trembling fingers Ralph unfolds the papers-

He almost totters as he reads the head-lines on the

first page

:

' MURDER!

AN OLD MAN BUTCHERED IN COLD BLOOD !

Ralph is in an agony of despair. His secret is

divulged ; his name will go down to posterity as

that of a murderer. For, surely, he cannot escape

detection now. He crushes the papers con-

vulsively in his grasp ; only to smooth it out

once more, fascinated, impelled to read the sicken-

ing detail. Yet he grows more confident at the

next few words. 'Tis not his murder that is

written of. (How easy it has become for him to

speak oihis murder! Half unconsciously he asks

himself if he is getting accustomed to that word

of infamy.) He recollects that it is of the mur-

derer whom he met in company with Harley that

they are telling.

Quick and efficient work of the Constabu-
lary. The villainous butcher caught in

THE ACT, etc., etc.

It seems so long ago since Ralph met that poor

fellow. Poor fellow ! Yes, he could of a verity

sympathize with him now. His lot was cast for-

ever among the outcasts and the degraded.

Ralph has no heart for reading the details of

that other crime ; but scans the paper eagerly,

looking for that which he fears most to see—

a

description of his own deed. Column after column
he scans the several papers feverishly, but finds

no mention of the duplicated crime. A resultant

sense of quiet comes upon him. His secret was
is yet his own ; his and the little girl whose cry

had startled him in the death chamber. He thinks

of her now for the first time since the affair, and

with the thought comes gloom again. Will she

betray him ? May she not already have spoken !

It seemed he was to enjoy no peace of mind.

Disturbed in his retreat by the men removing the

bales, which had constituted his hiding place, he

shambles off in the sneaking gait of the night

before, and seeks another hiding place. He goes

over the papers more closely, scrutinizing each so

carefully that it seemed as though his eyes would

burn the secret from out the printed page. Finally,

in the Mercury he reads the following notice

:

SUDDEN DEATH OF ROBERT HARGRAVE.

Robert Hargrave died last night at his home on High
street, under peculiar circumstances. A member of the

family found him dead in his chair in his sitting room,

about eight o'clock. He had evidently died without a
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struggle, and there were no marks of violence upon his

person. A most peculiar incident was that the papers

scattered upon the table were stained with blood. It is

quite evident that it is not that of the old gentleman. The
police will try to solve the mystery, A broken window-
sash seems to confirm a theory of robbery and murder

;

but nothing in the room had been disturbed The little

granddaughter of the deceased was found lying uncon-

scious on the floor of the room. She will, perhaps, be

able to throw some light on the matter. At present she

is in a precarious condition, and unable to speak. , ;;

Ralph devoured every line, every word, with

passionate eagerness. He was, as yet safe. No
one could connect him with the crime. He would
fly the country. It was not until afterward that he

realized that another might be made to suffer for

his crime—one of the unfortunates whom he had

been so prone to pity. But time was passing

quickly, and he must make haste to see his friend.

The cabin passengers were embarking. It was
within an hour of sailing time. Ralph hesitated

no longer, but ran up the gangway. He chanced

upon Tom Harley wandering aimlessly upon the

upper deck. .:-,,./.,,

" Helloa! " cried that worthy. Then, noticing

Ralph's haggard appearance, " Have you been

doing the villain's work again ?"

Ralph staggered as if he had been struck.

" Hush," he said hoarsely ;
" I must sail with you

for New York."

"Why, what mad impulse is this? Your
work— " •'--^Jv^i:- --i^'Ji^-:'-: ':':.: '.--:, :

•' )^/:'^-:-.7^--;:-^:r/-''':/'':---/-'''

*' Listen. You told me that if I should need

your help I should come to you. All night long

have I paced the dreary streets until I could meet

you here. I need your help and I have come to

claim it. I must go to New York."

Tom grasped his friend's hand and gazed in-

tently into his face. What he saw there it is

hard to say, but he sighed.

" It may be hard to manage, but I have a plan."

Then he related how he had received a note

from Burleigh the night before, stating that his

father had had a relapse, and that he was afraid

they would not be able to embark.
" He is to let me know this morning and will

send me the tickets for redemption," Tom con-

cluded, " but it seems several people have got wind

of the affair and have applied for the berths. You
know there are always a number who never know
they are going to do a thing until the time for ac-

tion comes."

While they werespeaking the steward approached

with a letter for " T. Harley, Esq.," which he

handed to that honorable gentleman. It contained

the tickets, as also a note saying that Burleigh had

given a letter to a Mr. and Mrs. Price, who were

to present it at the purser's office and claim the

tickets in case he would have had to return them.
" I would have sent the tickets to Mr. Price,"

the letter continued, "but I knew you expected them

and I thought you might have made some condi-

tional disposition of them. I have instructed the

purser to give Mr. Price the first choice and hope

that you, too, will see that that is carried out."

v.; *'I will not, then," said Tom, "but you will

have to sail as Jim Burleigh, my boy, who has left

his father at home. And you'll have to pay for

yonr /a/Aer^s ticket, just the same."

Ralph had no scruple as to sailing under an as-

sumed name. Any name was better than his own,

he thought ; nor did the question of money
trouble him. He would pay anything, do any-

thing to get away. He had been fasting now for

almost twenty-four hours, so that when Tom pro-

posed that they go down to breakfast, Ralph readily

acquiesced. He wished to strengthen his body

that his mind might be aided. While they were

at table the vessel slipped away from the dock and

went steaming down the Mersey. Ralph was

leaving home and country, but not with regret.

There was a new life before him, and the new life

would redeem the past.

CHAPTER IV.

v':?.-:'^^\-;:i.;:-- ;;''TwixT- smiles and tears.
:;
;

- The " Camptruria " had been out now two days,

and our friends were having delightful weather.

Many acquaintances had been formed, and the pas-

sengers, as they paced the deck or lounged lazily

upon the steamer chairs, seemed as one large and

happy family enjoying a reunion. Tom had had

a little of introduction to the captain, and was now
acquainted with every one on board, but Ralph

stood out as the one grand, solitary figure, gloomy,

and to at least two of the fairer passengers delight-

fully poetic. When all was gayety and mirth, his

features expressed no joy. Where every one was

sociable, he expressed all advances. He had not

confided his trouble to Tom Harley, but the latter

ignoring this lack of confidence on the part of his

friend, was doing all in his power to " bring him
'round." He thought Ralph was in "one of his

moods," and ascribed it all to the much-abused so-

cial question. So he did not bother his head much
about prying into the immediate cause of his

friend's hasty voyage.

But to a woman of the sentimental class, Ralph

was a subject "just too lovely for anything," and

the two ladies, before hinted at, proposed to lay

siege to the Castle Cosgrove, and take it by storm.
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And when a woman wills—well, she generally

gains her point, especially if she be of the species

Americana^ but with results not always to be fore-

seen. Miss Anguish and her friend Miss Gushc
were returning from a month's vacation in the

beautiful lake district of England, and were, con-

sequently, full to overflowing with poetry—Words-

worth and Byron. Speak of poetry, and your fair

friend thinks of Byron. She will tell you that she

just dotes on Byron—he had such lovely eyes and

hair, and he wore his ruffled shirt unbuttoned at

the throat, you know. Yes, Byron was a great

poet. And to the firm of Anguish & Co., Ralph

looked like Byron.
" He looks so melancholy," quoth Anguish.
" Yes, there must be a woman in it," answers

the Gushe.
" I would just love to know."
" Oh, I'm quite sure of it. And I think—" here

a giggle punctuated the sentence—"I think she

must look like me /"

Two giggles. /•": '""'v.,
.''-;.'

"You silly thing. Why ?"
,

" Because he has been looking at me for the last

half hour. Say, Lola, how does my hat set?"

"Just lovely. Isn't this too delightful !" The
subject of this paroxysm had been standing against

the rail, buried deeply in thought. He had for the

novice changed his name, but his self he could

never change. He had begun to think now of the

': possibility of another having to answer for his

crime. How could he dare bequeath his infamy to

another. He was beginning to think he had done

wrong in leaving England. Better to have stayed

and face the music, he said bitterly, than to run

the risk by another suffering for his deed. He
thought of this continually, and began to look upon
it as a certainty that another innocent man would
die as the result of his mad act. Fate was forcing

him, step by step, down into the depths. It is in

such a mood as this that we find him when the fair

Americans prepare to lay siege to his heart.

{To be continned.)

"The Sign of the Cross.

"

The theatrical world is all agog over a play which
promises to be an epoch-maker in its history. Wil-

son Barrett, the well-known English actor, during

his recent tour through the United States, wrote a

drama which has set the tongues of two continents

a-wagging, and which has opened up a new field

in dramatic literature.

"The Sign of the Cross," as the name implies,

has a decided religious tendency, which has

caused it to be lauded by both press and pulpit.

This fact alone has aroused much curiosity, and

has caused much animated discussion among the

critics and the general public, noticeably the

clergy, as to the morality of the play.

The dramatic, pathetic stage pictures with

which the play is replete, carry the spectator back

to that age of depravity, when imperial Rome
grovelled in cruelty and licentiousness such as

causes one's very blood to grill at the mere men-

tion.

Marcus Superbus, the young, handsome and

wealthy Prefect, is commanded by Nero to butcher

the Christians "to make a Roman holiday."

Marcus prepares to execute the order of his royal

master, but finds that he has fallen under the

spell of the alluring charms of a young Christian

maiden, named Mercia, whom he had by chance

recently rescued from a howling mob in the streets

of Rome. Here arises what seems to be an insur-

mountable obstacle, upon which turns the whole

plot of the play, and which allows the introduction

of many striking dramatic effects. Marcus' ad-

miration and friendship for Mercia give him his

first real idea of what true maidenly purity is, and

cause his soul to revolt at the gross licentiousness

of the society in which he has hitherto been a

petted darling. He forsakes his former dissolute

companions and retires into solitude to meditate

upon the serene beauty and angelic virtue of Mer-

cia, which has excited such strange, new sensations

within him. '

His attentions to the lovely Christian virgin, who
has not as yet exchanged a dozen words with him,

become the topic of conversation in Roman clubs

and boudoirs. Echoes of his infatuation reach the

court. His former intimates meet him with cruel

gibes and sneers. Berenis, a patrician lady, whose

unsought love he had spurned, womanlike, be-

comes his bitterest, most unrelenting enemy.

A number of Christians are imprisoned in the

palace of Marcus, among whom is Mercia. Marcus,

angry and disgusted, abruptly leaves a party of

roisterers carousing in his banquet hall, retires to

an adjoining room and orders the Christian virgin

before him. Conscious of his intense passion for

her and realizing the awful duty before him, he

begs her to renounce Christianity and become his

mistress. Mercia, calm and indomitable, prays to

God for strength and perseverance. The conver-

sation is suddenly interrupted by the bacchana-

lians, who stagger into the room loudly calling

for their host. Finding him alone with his new.

found inamorata, the carousers stand aghast and

begin to revile them. With eyes turned heaven-

ward, clasping a white cross upon her breast,

Mercia stands, chaste and cold as a marble statue,
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disdainful of the insults of the scoffing Pagans.

Silent, pensive, watching the peerless Christian

maiden with wonder and admiration, sits Marcus,

her lover. Finally, infuriated at the abuse heaped

upon her, the Prefect leaps between her and his

erstwhile boon companions, and drives them from

the room. Drawing the curtains, he looks appeal-

ingly towards Mercia. The scene closes with one

of the most impressive stage pictures in a play

replete with thrilling dramatic climaxes.

The holidays are fast approaching, and the

games and sports of the amphitheatre are ready.

Some of the Christians are to be burned at the

stake ; some are to engage in single combat with

Rome's most tried and doughty gladiators. Mercia

and the women are to be thrown to the lions.

When Marcus hears the Emperor's decree, he be-

comes frenzied with grief. He resolves to rescue

his loved one, though it should cost the friendship

of Nero himself. He supplicates the Emperor to

spare her life, and so powerfully and pathetically

does he plead that he attracts more sympathy than

the condemend girl herself. The royal monster

appears to be moved by his prayers and supplica-

tions ; but refers the decision of the case to his

Empress, Popea. She, hard-hearted as himself,

knows no pity. The sentence stands unchanged,

and Nero withdraws with his suite, leaving Marcus
pleading and madly threatening vengeance.

The last scene is a thrilling close to a series of

striking climaxes. In a dungeon in the amphi-

theatre, the Christians are assembled praying and

anxiously awaiting the hour of death. Mercia is

seen walking among them, speaking words of cheer

and encouragement. Especially does she encourage

the boy, Stephanus, who, with his limbs broken

and bleeding, is about to yield and deny his faith.

The martyrs are led, group by group, into the

arena. Mercia alone is left. Suddenly the bars

are battered down, and Marcus stands before her.

Again he asks her to speak those long-wished for

words of love, but he asks in vain. Puzzled at her

seeming indifference, which has worked such a

wonderful transformation in his one-time besotted

soul, he asks her to explain the mysteries of that

religion, which rendered her so diflferent from all

the other women he had ever known. She begins

to explain the doctrines of Christianity, and the

fire of faith becomes enkindled in his soul, growing

stronger and brighter as she proceeds. At the end

he openly declares his desire to follow in the foot-

prints of the " man of sorrows who, for his redemp-

tion, died on the bitter tree of the cross." Then
he hears from the lips of his beloved Mercia those

long-sought, long-hoped for words: "Marcus, I

love you." Taking her by the hand, he turns to

the Praetorian guard, standing ready to bring the

maiden martyr forth, and says :
" Haste, thee, to

Nero, and say that Marcus Superbus, his one-time

Prefect, is now a Christian." Marcus and Mercia

walk into the arena hand in hand where the beau-

tiful blossom of their love blooms into the red

rose of martyrdom. •=

Such is a brief synopsis of " The Sign of the

Cross." It is a revival along the line of the

ancient miracle plays. It is a noble effort to make
the theatre more than a medium of amusement,

and, perchance, it may prove the forerunner of a

reformation of the stage. The diction of the

drama is not all that could be desired, still the

author is true to every circumstance of fact and

character. His thorough knowledge of stage

craft satisfies nearly all the demands of dramatic

art. By reason of sensuality and coarseness,

which is introduced, the play has been pronounced

immoral by some prudes. The impartial critic

will, however, easily note that these alleged de-

fects are placed in juxtaposition to the austerity

of the early Christians, thus accentuating and em-

phazing the triumphs of virtue over vice. The
disgusting inebriety of Glabrio ; the sickening ef-

feminacy of Philodemus, and the incredulous bar-

barity of Nero, enfeebled by vice, are true pictures

of the darkest epoch in Roman history, and stand

out in vivid contrast with such beacon lights of

manliness, purity and sobriety as Favius, Titus

and Mercia. One cannot but be deeply impressed

and edified by the sentiments of morality which

pervade this drama.
'* The Sign of the Cross," is a marked departure

in theatricals, which we would do well to carefully

consider. When the stage assumes the role of

teacher of morality, a great revolution will be

wrought in modern society. Such a revolution is

not at all improbable. The stage is capable of

impressing men's minds in a more striking and re-

alistic manner than the learned emanations of elo-

quent divines or the most brilliant lucubrations of

the most talented journalists. " The Sign of the

Cross" may never win literary fame for Wilson

Barrett, but it will certainly achieve for him an

honorable and lasting place in the history of the

thespian art.

A. X. DOOLEY, '98.

We are asked to announce that classes will be

resumed January 5th. Hence you are urged to

return on the preceding day to be fully prepared

for regular work.
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EDITORIALS.

" Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good

night !
" In these few words all the feeling of this

happy season is contained. Though the author of

them is unknown to fame, still he has had the

good fortune to couch in a sentence what might
fill pages if we could but express our feelings.

Christmas awakens the strongest and most pleas-

ing associations of any festival of the year. The
child longs for the bright dawn that it may run to

the capacious stocking and gleefully survey its

contents, placed there by that great dispenser of

gifts, Santa Claus, famed in song and story. This
childish happiness becomes infective as those, who
have passed the bright morn of life, think of the

time when they too were the recipients of these

childish treasures. Now heart turns to heart, and
the world feels that talismanic touch which makes
us feel that we are all brothers. We thus become
more impressed with the dependence of man upon
man for enjoyment.

Yet, joy-inspiring as this time is, have not many
of its traditions been mutilated in their transmis-

sion ? Modern refinement has certainly destroyed
many of the pleasing phases of this festival. In
those good, old, merry days which poets love to

sing and novelists weave into their stories, men
had a keener appreciation of Christmas and its at-

tendant pleasures. Now their ideas have expanded,

and they have forsaken many of those innocent

joys in which they formerly delighted. Strppied,

as it surely is, of many former, boisterous customs,

Christmas has yet the power to awaken most be-

nevolent sympathies. As the wintry winds howl

without, the ruddy glow of the bright fireside

seems to sufi*use each face with a kindly welcome.

This feast, which is a commemoration of the

event which brought peace and happiness to the

human race, serves to tie more tightly the bonds

that unite us, those which the world and all its

vicissitudes tend to sever. Even the season of the

year tends to make us realize the pleasures obtain-

able from a more ultimate commingling with our

fellow-men. Bedecked with a gaudy dress of green,

or revelling in all the pomp of autumnal glory.

Nature inspires us to ramble forth and view her

manifold beauties. Now, shrouded in icy garments,

she does not hold forth the same allurements,

and we are led to seek recreation in social

amusements, ''.y----
\

:.<::::. ^x.-,

Then does happiness become reflective, and
every face wreathed in smiles and beaming with

joy causes two-fold enjoyment since it is a delight

to kind hearts to see those about them contented

and joyful. The despondent may receive some
mite of gratification without paying the least at-

tention to the ha,ppiness of their neighbors ; but

by so doing they will never be gratified in the pos-

session of that feeling of sympathy and interest

in others which is the very essence of a merry
Christmas. -

The athlete has now comparatively few diver-

sions to suit his taste. The college athlete finds

it a time when he may give special attention to

his class work. Many are now fallaciously argu-

ing that college athletics conduce to make shift-

less idlers out of young men. Still, we have
but to point to the array of institutions entertain-

ing liberal views on the question of sports. In

institutions where the authorities are extremely

conservative in this regard, there is, on the other

hand, a great danger that the students will be-

come sapless, back-boneless specimens of the genus
homo. Happily the number of such institutions

is exceedingly small, and we find throughout the

land that the faculties of our colleges, are, as a

rule, the first to encourage athletic contests. The
year just closed has been a remarkable one in this

respect. Most of the minor colleges have placed

teams in the different departments of sport, and
not only is this the case, but, what is more, they

have, in many instances, surprised those laying

claim to great superiority in athletics. This fact

speaks well for the minor colleges, and also for
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college athletics. It speaks well for the minor

colleges, since it goes to show that they are de-

veloping a hardier, more doughty class of stu-

dents. It speaks well for athletics in our colleges,

since, by their aid, students receive a stimulus to

greater efforts. Our own college has not been

by any means an exception in this matter, and

rapid strides have been made toward athletic

prowess. We can truly say that by comparing

the names of our athletes and their work with

those appearing first in their respective classes, we
will find that our boys are peers among peers.

After viewing the magnificent results brought

about by regular training, we are led to ask how
any one can be an enemy to the manly contests

on ball field, cinder path or gridiron ?

Where are we to search for "mens sana in cor-

pore sano," if not among the students who are

actively given to sports? Let us then turn him
down who says that college athletics are, as a rule,

indolent, and, by actively participating in all that

tends to develop the body without neglecting the

mind, furnish proofs positive to the contrary.

In naming Very Rev. Dr. Conaty to the rec-

torship of the Catholic University at Washing-
ton, Our Holy Father has certainly made a judi-

cious selection. Though it was with feelings akin

to disappointment that we read of the resignation

of Bishop Keane, who wrought so untiringly to

promote the interests of that seat of learning,

still his successor cannot but prove worthy of the

great trust confided to him Filled, as he is, with

a zeal for higher Catholic education, he must cer-

tainly prove an admirable rector for so important

an institution. The duties that have fallen to his

lot are, at present, arduous and multifarious

;

nevertheless we feel sure that his characteristic

courage will not forsake him, and he will continue

to build up the University along the lines so nobly

begun by his predecessor. We congratulate, and

sincerely wish him an unqualifiedly brilliant

career at the head of what bids fair to become the

foremost educational institution in the land.

Four years have elapsed since one, who is still

in our midst and revered by all, determined to

establish a college journal at Villanova. Con-

fronted by seeming insurmountable obstacles, he,

after much labor, succeeded in accomplishing his

design. We are now closing the fourth volume of

our " Monthly," and, looking back through the few

years of its existence, we realize how much he has

done to make it the success that it is. Whatever

success we, his assistants, have achieved in con-

ducting the various departments confided to us, is

largely due to his kindly words of advice. Our
attention is next turned to our list of subscribers,

and we find that a goodly number have deemed

the emanations from our staff worthy of consider-

ation
;

yet, strange to say, many subscriptions

remain unpaid. We know it is naught but for-

getfulness, and that the slightest intimation that

their subscriptions are due, will cause them to

respond in their usual cheerful manner. As we
send forth the receipts for subscriptions received,

our sanctum will beam with all the joys of the

season, and we will say from our hearts : May the

New Year have abundant blessings in store for our

faithful subscribers. .

Shakespeare and the Modern Novel.

Shakespeare ! What memories his immortal

name invokes ! Memories of the days dead be-

yond recall, when the stage was practically the

chief means of culture, when books were an almost

unknown factor, and when people went to the the-

atre to bs educated and taught the different phases

of human nature.

Shakespeare was himself an actor, and that, no

doubt, helped to pave the way for his success as a

dramatic poet. He was acquainted with the ways
and customs of the stage, not that such knowledge
could have been much of a help to him, for the

theatre of the Elizabethan period was not the gor-

geous palace of to-day. There were then no tiers of

richly-carved boxes, hung with silken curtains, no
handsome stage settings. On the contrary, all was
plain and crude. There were no roofs, no scenery,

so important in the modern theatre, and on which
most of the theatrical managers depend much for

the success of their productions.

Many things, common necessities to the middle

classes to-day, were considered luxuries in the age

of " good Queen Bess." The people then had not

such comfortable homes as we enjoy, hence it was
far more pleasant to attend a performance of one

of Shakespeare's plays at the Globe Theatre, on
the Bankside, than to sit at home in a small, stuffy

room, lighted only by a flickering, sputtering tal-

low ** dip," with no books to help one while away
the dreary, leaden-footed hours.

On the modern stage everything must be real.

We have real rocks, real water, and almost real

lightning. If, during the progress of a play, the

heroine is to be drowned, she falls into a lake of

water ; but it was quite different in Shakespeare's

time. In '' Hamlet," Ophelia is drowned, and in a

beautiful, pathetic speech—a speech, which once
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heard can never be forgotten, Queen Gertrude re-

counts to Laertes the story of the said occurrence,

and we are spared the drowning scene.

It seems strange that the people of to-day, cul-

tured and refined as they are, prefer plays of a

spectacular order. We witness an extravaganza,

and from the beginning to the end, we sit en-

raptured ; our eyes are feasted with scenes of en-

trancing beauty, scene succeeds scene, each more
glittering than the former, and when it is over we
must confess that we saw a production which was

pleasing for the time, but carry away nothing

which can tend to elevate the mind.

It was not thus in Shakespeare's time. Take
for instance his plays ; the speeches, the situations

and the climaxes were the same then as now. The
people of his time, although they did not have the

educational advantages of the nineteenth century,

must have been intellectually superior to us. They
went to hear Shakespeare, out of pure love for the

art ; they saw the history of their country por-

trayed on the mimic stage ; they listened to the

inspiring speeches of Hamlet and the tender pass-

ages of Juliet ; it was that art which is the noblest

of all, they loved and supported.

Women were not allowed on the stage in that

elder age, and the female parts were entrusted to

boys. Their talents and abilities must have been

of the highest order, when we take into considera-

tion the fact' that they successfully enacted such

difficult roles as Desdemona and Ophelia. --

It is the eye chiefly to which the play-house of

to-day appeals, and not the mind. The stage

abounds in sensational dramas, and they are patron-

ized by even the most intellectual class. What is

the matter with society ? Is it degenerating ? No
;

that cannot be, for never before in the history of

the world was there ever a more refined, more in-

telligent people than the English-speaking people

of our fiii-de-siecle age.

What then is the reason ? The most important

cause of this transformation is the influence of

the modern novel. When Shakespeare lived,

fiction was an almost unknown art. The only way a

person could be amused was by going to the the-

atre. Shortly after Shakespeare's age, the dram-

atic art began to decline and has been doing so ever

since, until now it seems to have fallen into its

" age of the sere and yellow leaf."

The novel is akin to the drama of to-day ; it

begins and ends with a sensation. Each chapter

closes with a startling climax which works the

mind up to an unhealthy state of activity. It

abounds in all kinds of absurdities and love

scenes. Of course there are the beautiful maiden,

the handsome, wealthy young lover, and the schem-

ing villain, all of whom have become traditional.

The hero and heroine make love in a most thrilling,

gushing manner. The evening is cool, the

moon floods the earth with silvery splendor, vividly

recalling Artemus Ward's burlesque, "Oft of a

Silly Nite." Under such favorable circumstances,

the gay lover falls upon his knees in the dewy
grass and implores his inamorata to be his forever!

O, joy ! O, rapture ! she consents ; and then follow

the usual denouements, with which we are all so

familiar, so that it is quite unnecessary to give,

even a brief synopsis of them. These are the

books that go to make up much of our young peo-

ple's mental pabulum, while Shakespeare is ne- ,

glected. O, shade of Annie Hathaway I

Such is the novel of the present day. It con-

tains speeches and incidents that a century ago

would have caused our ancestors to hold up their

hands in holy horror, and caused them to reckon

the authors as worthy candidates for the mad
house. Society ladies, and ladies who do not

move in "sassiety," read and discuss the different

characters while driving to the matinee or while

shopping. They even weep over them. These

are the books that our lads and lassies devour. Is

it any wonder, then, that the stage and novel,

being so intimately connected, that the drama has

fallen upon such hard lines?

In a recent publication we are shown a fair

specimen of the up-to-date literature. The heroine

calmly informs her " best fellow " that she likes

him, but will not marry him, fearing if she

does, she may meet some one afterward whom
she might like better. She has no objection to

make an agreement with him to the effect that, if

she does, she can leave to go with a handsomer

man. The demoralizing effect of such books can-

not but sap the morals of our young people.

Away with such books ! Several decades ago the

cry would have been, " Burn them ! Burn them !"

That is what should be done to-day. If such

books were unknown, and people would read only

classic works, what a change there would be, not

only in literature, what an upward trend in public

morals ! Society would be cleaner, healthier

;

moral character raised to a higher plane. '"Tis a

consummation devoutly to be wished."

Of late the new woman has been much in evi-

dence. She wants to do innumerable things that

pertain directly to the sterner sex. She has

appeared on the stage, but we see most of her in

fiction. Writers have literally exhausted their

vocabularies in depicting her many virtues, critics

have loudly extolled her many superior gifts, and the

world is all agogover this new specimen of the genus

mulier. But she isn't new, by any means; she is
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pretty much the same woman who has borne the

human race for 6,000 years, and is really the great

conservative and controlling force she has always

been and ever will be. Let us take women for

granted, and have done with all these vapid inani-

ties about her.

Pardon this slight digression, and I'll promise

not to do so again. There is no doubt but that

Shakespeare purloined many of the plots of his

plays ; this we will admit ; but that Bacon wrote

his plays, never. In some of the immortal Bard's

; plays, we find indelicate passages. It is true that

in some cases he might have been more careful in

the selection of his language, but when Shakes-

peare wrote, morality was by no means what it

should have been. Shakespeare's language, com-
: pared with that of his contemporaries, is remark-
';.' ably pure. / ^-^-'-i:^:/'-:''^/:::' rr''--^('-'''-'r^^'--i"':>'

Shakespeare is an immortal. Much of his wit

is as sparkling as the day he first penned it; the

powerful speeches of Othello, Macbeth and Hamlet
are as magnetic and thrilling as in days gone by.

Shakespeare died two hundred and fifty years

ago ; his noble brain has long since returned to

' dust; but his characters live and speak as when
that brain was busy creating them.

Many great poets have lived since Shakespeare's

time, but he is the greatest genius of our world.

He left us the richest legacy of all the dead—the

fairest treasures of the rarest souls that ever lived

^ and loved and wrought. \y-'---;^---/.:\^:-:f:: 4-''M-^---i^^

To use the words of a well-known writer:

"Shakespeare was an intellectual ocean, whose

waves touched all the shores of thought ; within

which were all the tides and waves of destiny and

will ; over which swept all the storms of fate, am-

bition and revenge; upon which fell the gloom
and darkness of despair and death, and all the

sunlight of content and love, and within which

was the inverted sky lit with the eternal stars.

As a drop of dew contains the image of the earth

and sky, so all there is of life was mirrored forth

in Shakespeare's brain."

Howard M. Shelley, 1900.

The Opening of Oar Annnal Lectare Course.

Dr. J.J. Morrissey, class of '81, now a well-known

physician, practising in New York city, opened

the annual course of lectures Thursday evening,

December 17th. His subject was " Professional Edu-

cation." After defining education in general and

showing its aim and scope, he pointed out the

golden opportunities which await the aspiring, am-

bitious student in the learned professions, es-

pecially law and medicine. He confuted the

popular fallacy that a young man's chances for

achieving success at the bar or in the healing art
.

to-day are fewer than in days agone, as many a

garrulous " laudator temporis acti " would have us

believe. We promise our readers a rare intellec-

tual feast, for we intend to publish the Doctor's

thoughtful and intellectual effort in full in a future ..

issue. ;::
:

„.•.•:•;>;;:. '}y:-::.r-r'/. .,>;/... ':- .':.:;
;.

'

We wish to say to Rev. Father Gleeson, who ac-

companied Dr. Morrissey, that his impromptu re-

marks were as clever and witty as any we have .

ever had the good fortune to hear. There was an

Irish raciness about them which left a decidedly

pleasant flavor on the minds of his hearers. We hope

soon to have the pleasure to have both these gen-

tlemen with us again, and to be both instructed

and amused by the brilliant scintillations of their

genius. •..'*'
«> I

V The Human Tragedy.

MethDught in some strange dream

My soul did hear a play »

That sadder far than any " Lear " did seem,

Or Aedipus in Greek skies far away.

The stage was the green earth

'Neath its blue dome above,

And in this play were Life and Death and Birth,

Sorrow, Despair and Pain and mocking Love.

None know from whence they roam.

Who on this stage may be

—

Its great lamps hung within the distant dome.

Its chorus the deep thunder of the sea.

As o'er some desert waste

The caravans pass by,

So do the distant generations haste

Across the rolling earth and sun-swept-sky.

And ever sad the p)ay

Seemed on this earth that whirls

In its small orbit swinging far away

—

Lone Star of Sorrow 'mid the moving worlds.

From ages long ago

The seers and sages sought

In vain to read Life's riddle here below

—

Find what the play doth mean with its strange plot.

But Sphynx's lips are dumb.

For this no man may know
;

From whence from out the dark the players come.

Or whither back into the darkness go.

In thought too deep for tears

I stood with soul oppressed

And fain would pray, but still I heard the jeers

And the loud vulgar laugh at the fool's jest.

Above new worlds had birth

In depths no eye may scan,

While on this ever-changing stage ot earth

Swept by this endless tragedy of man.
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EXCHANGES.

For some time past the poor arrangement of

matter in college journals has been the exchange

editor's complaint. But, notwithstanding his re-

peated charges, we still often find the local items

robbing the literary department of the space to

which it is entitled. Truly, athletics, societies,

etc., deserve a place in the college paper; but,

when the paper aspires to literary merit, they

should be a secondary consideration. No charac-

teristic is more attractive in a college journal than

a systematic arrangement of its matter, but unfor-

tunately this characteristic is wanting to many.

The Alumni number of the Mounlaineer is

very interesting. Its columns are filled chiefly

with an account of the Alumni reunion. It is

pleasing to read the sentiments of students of

" days gone-bye," returning to their Alma Mater,

especially at times of reunion.

The Niagara Rainbow^ published at Loretto

Academy, an institution for the education of youfag

ladies, contains literary matter which places it

among the best of its kind. It does not exemplify the // -^
statement that woman is mentally inferior to men ;*'

for it puts to shame many periodicals published at

colleges famous for the education of young men.

Most of the magazines of ladies' colleges that we
find among our exchanges are flimsy specimens

of journalism, filled with giddy essays and letters,

but the Niagara Rainbow is an exception which

ought to be appreciated. ::;:-
The November number of the Amulet contains

two noteworthy essays, "The Villain in Litera-

ture" and "Addison's Verse." The latter is

especially good. Addison's fame, as the author

remarks, rests principally upon his prose, but as

it was his poetry that first won reputation for him
we would do well to study it upon its former

merits. The article is written clearly and well,

and is an able criticism upon the subject.

The Viatorian^ of St. Viatuer's College, 111.,

though not a voluminous production, can justly lay

its claims to merit. The talent of its staff seems to

be well balanced, and each article deserves an
equal share of praise. " My Last Day at Home,"
a contribution in its November number, is particu-

larly pleasing to a student.

The High School Argus, of Harrisburg, is a

model High School paper. Its literary department,

though not as extensive as might be desired, often

contains articles of a high order. In its November
number "The Temple," a poem of some length,

is an excellent contribution.

Among our other exchanges we also mention
the Ursinus College Bulletin, the Normal Echo,

St, Pincent^s Journal^ the Messenger^ of Rich-

mond College, the Delaware College Reviw and

the Sunbeam,.

The Amiual Retreat

The annual retreat for the students began Sun-

day, December 13th, and continued three days.

Our esteemed President, Rev. Father Delurey,

O. S. A. , opened the exercises with an impressive

and eloquent sermon on "The Object and Neces-

sity of Spiritual Retreats."

Rev. W. A. Coar, O. S. A., prefect of studies

and discipline, conducted the conferences, which

were veritable models of their kind. An admira-

ble instruction on " Vocation" by the Rev. Presi-

dent was a very noteworthy eflfort and one which

was highly appreciated by the students.

A general reception of the Sacraments by the

students brought the exercises to a fitting close

Thursday morning. Rev. Father Jones, O. S. A.,

enrolled a large number in the white scapular of

: ti^UL Lady OF Goon OauNSEL.

N.

:-\:»

Under tliff Library Lamp.

^^^ti admirable prayer book is that entitled "The
Augustinian Mission Manual," just issued by H. L.

Kilner, & Co., Philadelphia. It is a complete Cath-

olic prayer manual, compiled by an Augustinian

Father, especially for the use of the members of the

Pious Union of Our Lady ofGood Counsel. Its many
excellences will, however, strongly recommend it

for general use. It contains, besides the devo-

tions proper to each branch of Catholic worship

and sacramental function, a mine of information

upon correlated matters, ecclesiastical dates,

regulations, etc. The book is gotten up in very

handsome style.

Art Work of Montgomery Co., Pa., a very hand-

some volume in nine parts, the production of the

Parish Publishing Co., of Chicago, contains beau-

tiful half-tone pictures of St. Thomas' of Villa

Nova Church and the College buildings.

Quarto-Centennial History of the West Chester

State Normal School, by Prof. A. T. Smith, Ph.

D., is an interesting sketch of that well-known

institution. It is a complete record of the

doings of the school from its foundation in

187 1 to the present time. The letter-press

is relieved by a number of well-executed,

half-tone pictures of the

and former presidents. We
Smith upon his work as compiler of the centen-

nial memorial, and extend to the faculty and

students of the Normal School our best wishes for

the continued prosperity of t^e institution.

school buildings

congratulate Prof.
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Showell &L Fryer, limited,

ITtf^PORTING -f GROCERS
AND DEALERS IN

ImportedmDofflestic Cigars
Juniper and Market Sts.,,

PHlIiADEIiPHIA.

We make deliveries in Villanova and vicinity twice a week.

Orders called for at any time to suit the convenience
of our customers.

FRANK P. MELLON
Wholesale Dealer in

Flour, Feed and Grain.
Recleaned and Clipped Oafs a Specialty.

34 and 36 South Sevenieenth Street, Philadelphia.

D. J. GALIAGHEB. GEO. W. GIBBONS.

D. J. GALLAGHER & CO.,

Printers, Publishers

And Blank Book Manufacturers

Convents, Schools and Colleges supplied with all kinds of Stationery.

245-47 North Broad Street, Phila.

(aallagtaer Baildlnif.)

J. J. mi^SLLI^CGR, -1-
DEALER IN

GENTS' SHOeS,
Cot. Roberts' Road and Lancaster Ave*^

Next Door to W, U Evani' Provi»ion Store. ROSJSMONT, PA,

toadies' Oxford Ties, Men's and Boys' Russets, I^wn Tennis Shoes,
High and Low Cut.

PERFECT SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
REPAIRING NEATI^Y AND PROMPTLY DONE.

JOHN P. MILLER,

(•Bt'i Funtthiig Soodi iid %^\tX PlaDufaetarir,

107 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,
Below Chestnut.

|l'

Ph7slol*nt* PrescriptionB Aoouimtely Compounded »t all hours at

ROSEMONT PHARMACY,
FR/ip^K ^' PRIWTT. Craduate li> pi?ar/naey,

PROPRIETOR.
Also a full line of Patent Medicines, and Druggists' Sundriei>

A. L. PLUSH,
DEALER IN

Bicycles

Of all Kinds.
Also Sevt^liiK Machines,

Gnus, Rlllfs and
SportluK Goods,

BICYCLES BUILT TO ORDER. SPECIALTIES IN HARDWARE.
LOCKSMITHING, BELL HANGING, LAWN MOWER AND ALL

LIGHT MACHINERY REPAIRING.
LANCASTER AVENUE. BBYN MAWH, PA.

P. L COLAHAM, iSsTmarketst.

Dealer ip pipe (Jroeeries.

BEST BRANDS OF FLOUR, ^400 PER BBL.

A. M. BUCH & CO.,

156 North Ninth Street. PhUadelphia, Pa.

LADIES' AND GENTS',

iAilG 7VTMKERS,
.. HAIR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

4^Wigs and Beards to Hire, for Amateur TheatricalB."0

Roman Coll8u>s, all Sizes, $2.00 per Dozen.

DEALER IN
FISH, OYSTKBS and PRODUCE,

Porel8:n and Domestic Fruits.
Store on Garret Avenue, Bosemont Orders Called

for and Promptly Delivered.
p. O. Box. 77 ROSEMONT. Youf Patronag* Solioited.

THE DeMORAT studio.
914 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA.

PORTRAIT AND LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AIiI< BRAITOHBIw

Special Rates in Qroupa, also to Colleges and SodetlM.

ESTABLISHED 1864. H, B. HHNSBURV.
joiiN J. i3VJrMsni:s,

DKALER IN

Carpets, Oil Cloth, Linoleums,
^ RUGS, WINDOW SHADES, ETC.,

No. 37 SOUTH SECOND STRBEX,
Below Market, East Side. PHIIiADELFHiJk.

CHICAGO BUTTER CO.
In COOPBR'S POINT FBRRY HOUSK, Camden, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS OF

HIGH QRADB .
. TABLE . BUTTER

Vine and Shackamaxon St. (Philad'a) Ferry Baats direct to our door.

Hospitals, Schools, Homes supplied. Write for prices; we will save you
$$$ and give better satisfaction than most butter.

M. A. CALLANAN,
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS,
Ladies' and Gents* Furnishing Goods,

Bryn Mawr, PLanoaeter Avenue.
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ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON. ASBURY PARK.

WILSON & ROGERS, INC

DEALERS IN

COT MEATS AND PROVISIONS

{V:!>5f;r TENDERLOINS A SPECIALTY. - '^
'"^^

234, 23b and 238 N. Water St., Philadelphia.

M BRYN MAWR PHARMACY.

ELEGANT PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,
Prescriptions a Specialty.

•f CHt^ISTmri MOOf^H.-f

Plain and Ornamental Plasterer
Concrete in Cement for Floors, Walks. Oisterns, Gas Tanks, Etc.

Calciraining and Jobbing in Plastering

Prcmptly a'te ded to at Reasonable Prices.

Kesidence- QARRETTVILLE, DELAWAEE CO., PA.
Post Offlce Address, Rosemout or Bryn Mawr.

D. A. BOONE. C. W. BELT.

Daniel A. Boone & Co.,

ALfAR WINES,

112 EAST GERMAN STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.

Central Hat Factory
NEXT TO 4 PAW'S THEATRE.

W. J. REED, 261 N. Eighth St.

Try one of my Special Derbys

•^.00 and 9i}.S0

HATS BLOCKED WHILE VOU WAIT

RENOVATING DONE ON TH» PREMISES

BOOKS BOUGHT.
fF you want a book, no matter when or where published, aill

at our store. We have, without exception, the largest
collection of Old Books in America, all arranged in Depart-

menvs. Any person having the time to spare is perfectly
welcome to call and examine our stock of two to three hundred
thousand volumes, without feeling under the slightest obligation
to purchase.

LEARV'S OLD BOOK STORE,
9 South Ninth Street,

(First Store below Market St.) PHILADELPHIA.

•»JOHN f FISH*^
OCALCR IN

AVatches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware and Spectacles.

Repairing a Specialty.

5-Cent Store.

Specialties in 5 and 10 Cent
Toys, Hardware, Glassware,

etc.

.•..The Beneficial
; I -^^SAVING FONO SOCIHTy

of Phlladelphis

1200 and 1202 Chestnut Street.

RALPH P. CVI^I^INAN, President,

IGNATIUS J. DOHAN,
VIce-Pres. and Treasurer,

ANDRB'W J. KEB«3AN, Asst. Treasurer. ;

Open daily for the transaction of business
Mondays and Thursdays g A. M. to 7 P. M. All
other business days 9 A. M. to 3 P. M., except
Saturday afternoon.

MANAGERS:
Francis J. Crilly,

Roberts Cruice, M.D.,
Henry T. Coleman, LLD., !

Daniel Donovan,
Edward J. Heraty,
Alfred J Murphy,
Jeremiah J Sullivan, ;

"

Ralph F Cullinan, v .^

Ignatius J. Dohan, '

Hon Thos R. Elcock, : •

John A Leslie,

Chas A. McManus,
Philip F.

Arthur Hagen,
B. N Farren,
Cockcroft Thomas,
James |. Gi len,

Charles J Gallagher,
Michael Daily,
Michael P. Heraty,

, John T. Dohan.
Lorenzo M. KiefFer,

, John A Dougherty,
Walter George Smith,
Anthony A. Hirst,

Heraty.

Interest Three per cent, per Annum.

THOMAS F. SMALL ,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In v ;

Butter, Eggs, Poultry and Ganie
Stalls, III 2, II 14 and 11 16 Eleventh Avenue,

Reading Terminal Market. '

169. 171 AND 173 UNION MARKET, 2nd AND CALLOWHILL SIS.,

Philadelphia.
GOODS DELIVERED FREE TO ALL PARTS OP THE CITY.

LANCASTER AVENUE, BRYN MAWR, PA.

WILLIAM DELANEY,
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Fine Groceries, Teas and Coffees,
1001 SPRING GARDEN STREET,

DEPOT FOR BEST FAMILY FLOUR. PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturer of and Dealer in all Kinds of

Stoves, Heaters and Ranges. Tin Roofing and Spouting.

House FurntaUliig Tin "Ware of Kvcry Description
Kept In Stock and Made to Order.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED AND ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
Odd Fellows' Hall Building IjANCaBTIJR AVBNUE,

ARDMORE, MONTGOMERY CO., PA.

Andrew McConneil,

Hardwood Piniah, EnamelinK,
Qraining, Sitn Painting,

Jobbing Promptly Attended to

Lancaster Avenue,

Bryn Mav^r, Pa.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

A NEW BOOK BY CARDINAL GIBBONS.

It affords us great pleasure to announce that

we have in preparation a new work by

HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS. - : ^,;

I:,::/'''}:-'".
ARCHBISHOP OF BALTIMORE/ •.://; -'^.^i^^

"THE AMBASSADOR OF CHRIST.

The book will be a 12 mo. of about five hun-
dred pages: uniform with "The Faith of Our
Fathers" and " Our Christian Heritage," by the
same author : and will be ready early in the
coming autumn.

JOHN MUBPHY & COt ;

PUBLISHERS,

Baltimore, ]IId.

- TO STUDENTS
25 per cent, discount from list prices.

I MANUFACTURE
Football, Baseball, Gymnastic, Athletic, Bicycle Cli th-

ing and Sundries. , .,

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition and Bicycles.

I SUPPLY
New York, Xavier, Universi y Athletic Clubs, Villa-

nova College, University of Vermont, Fordham, Stevens,

Princeton, Yale and Georgetown Colleges, and many

others.

Send for New Catalogue Free.

WM. WOOD,
23 & 25 West 125th Street, Factory 1941-1959 Park Avenue,

New York City, N. Y.

LOGUE * HATTER

MONEY
REFUNDED.

STRIGTLY ONE PRICE

1236 MARKET ST.

M. E. Reynolds,
BARBER AND FASHIONABLE HAIR DRESSER,

Gives to the Public entire satisfaction. Students call on me before

going ^isewbere.

Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Fire Insurance effected in all firtt-ciast Companies with guarantee of

Correctness. '^.

'

ESTABLISHED .867

,,,.,,£. J. CARAHER,
'^'^'^''M'M:.: Insurance, y.:

No. 216 SOUTH THIRD^ STREET. PHI LA.,

City household furniture Insured in dwellings for Five Years
-;,_;• at cost of J5.00 per <iooo. ::V •: v

COMPANIES REPRESENTED AS GENERAL AGENTS. j.'V V

ABgetB.U. 8., $2,639,687,64
::',.;'.' Assets, $3,538,915.65

.j:; ,:;;,, ,
Assets, $2,155,372

London & Lanoasbire, (England),

Qneen Insaranoe Co.,

Glen Falls Insaranoe Co., H. T.

Alice Jarvis, D. D.S. F. W. Steinboclc, D.D.S.

DRS. JARVIS & STEINBOCK,

SURGEON DENTISTS
1301 MASTER STREET, PHILA.

Hour*: 8 A.M. to s P.M. Specialitta in Qas and Ether.

AUGUSTIN & BAPTIST.

251, 253, 255 and 257 S. Fifteenth St.,

PHILADELPHIA.
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BRYN MAWR
HardmaFe Go.

Hardware, Cutlery and

House Furnishing Goods.

L. C. SCATTAGLIA, "HiSi
CHURCH DECORATIONS,

ECCLESIASTICAL PAINTINGS.
STUDIO, 1020 CHESTNUT STREET,

Boomi 40 ima 41, rSiI<4Paii7HIA,

I
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MOUNT ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY, """^^^I^ia" J
This Academy, conducted by the Sisters of St. Joseph, has long since become famous as au institution in which young ladies

may receive an excellent intellectual and moral education. The buildings are furnished with all modern conveniences conducive to
the health, comfort and pleasure of the pupils. For further information apply to the -__._-___ __ _ r^— — -^^

Buy only the MATCHLESS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ >

CUNNINGHAM PIANO
1717 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

P. J. HcEVOY,
118 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Md.

IMPORTER AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

Every description of Goods used by Religious Communities.

Drap d'Ete, Cloaking. Girdling Towels,
Diagonals, Merinos. Hosiery, Table Damask.
Serges, Flannels, Blankets, Handkerchiefs, etc.

Church Laces, Silk Vestment Damask, Galloons,

and Crosses for Vestments,

INSTITUTION BUSINESS A SPECIALTY.

JOHN HARRISON,

Ice grteam, l^anc^ ^afees

and (genfeGtieneif^.
Ice Cream, all flavors, made from the purest quality of Cream,

Water Ices, Desserts. Plain and Fancy Cakes of all

kinds. White Mountain Cake a Specialty. The Cele-
brated White Hall Ginger Snaps. Orders for parties care-
fully a'tended to. Deliveries Promptly made.

Confectionery and Ice Cream on Bryn Mawr Avenue.

John Harrison, The White Hall Bakery, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

%•»•-. * ;,». .

KOR
f=RESH HMD RELIKBUE

AT MODERATE PRICES TRY THE
NKW SKBD STORK OF

1018 MARKET ST., PHILA.
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9P^1MTS
^^CAVtAl 0, 1 tlAUt MARKSiV^ COPYRIGHTS.^-
CAW I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a

prompt answer and un honest opinion, write to
MUNN dc VO.f who liave had nearly fifty jeiirs*

experience in the patent busiiiess. Coiuniunica*
tions strictly confidential. A Ilnntlbnok of In-
formation concerning I'atentH and how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan-
ical and scientitic liookH 8cnt free.
Patents taken tliruuKh Munn & Co. receive

special notice in the r«riPntiflo Aiiimrnn, and
thus are brouRht widely before the pulilic with-
out coat to the Inventor. This splendid paper.
Issued weekly, cleRantly illustrated, has hj fai the
liir^est circulation of any scientific work in tha
world. 9'i a year, hainple copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2 W a ^ ear. Single

copies, ti5 cents Kvery number coiitiiins beuu-
tilul plates, in colors, and plioto(;rai>lis of new
houses, with platis, enablinK builders to show the
latest designs an<l nee ure contracts. Addresi
MUMN & CU. Siw YOKK, 3U1 BuoAUWAT.

rELSo'MOn
VL IN GOOD >«*1

Patents
CLARK, DEEMER & CO..

Patent Practitioners 20 years, 189 Broadway,
New York, will send Free upon request of
the readers of this paper, our " Hints to In-
ventors," also Patent Guide and a selected
" List ofValuable Inventions Wanted."
UBITED STATES AND FOEEIGN PAT-

ENTS quickly procured on LOWEST LIB-
ERAL TERMS. Expert service guaranteed.
Clients' patents sold without charge. Advice
FREE. NEW YORK IS THE ONLY PLACE TO
SELL PATENTS, Ota. Rufus King person-
ally superintends our Selling Department.
Address, OLABE,DEEMER & 00., Solicitors

of Patents, Main Office 189 BROADWAY,
IIEW TORi. Branches: Wash'n and Phila.

NOTE : Ml orders to procure patents re-
ceived from reaaers of this paper are entitled
»o ONE TEAR'S subscription TREE.

STEELE-WEDELES COMPANY,

Wholesale Grocers

Tea and Coffee Importers,

CHICAGO.

J. J. LUCAS, Institation Salesman.

WILLIAMS & ROGERS,
Commercial
Text Books.

OOKS
THAT
TEACH.

Tlie Best and Cheapest. ;:r
;

Used In
laeadlng Catholic Schooli

First I,essons in Book Keeping New Introductive Book-Keep-
ing, New Complete Book-Keeping, Mental Arithmetic (New),
Business Arithmetic (short couri^e), Commercial Arithmetic
(complete ed.), Osgoodby's Phonetic Shorthand. Business Law
(short course), Commercial Law (complete ed.) Civil Govern-
ment. Descriptive Economics, Seventy Lessons in Spelling,
Pen Written Copies (reproduced). Practical Grammar, and Cor-
respondence. Also Business Piactice Blank Books, College
Currency, Diplomas, and other School Supplies.

Williams & Rogers, Educational Publishers,

334 Dearborn St., ClilcaKO, 111.

Rocbester, N. Y.

I
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Those

Easy

Whirlers

Bieyeles

That easy whirl means glistenicg pohth to the bearings.

It means ingenious labor expended that

results may please Keating riders . . . /

H Art Catalogue

4C.

3 in Stamps.

Keating Wheel Co.,

HOLYOKE, n/I55.

j

nm

Students,

Mtention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.co for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

E. 0. TnonpsoN,
1338 Chestnut St.

,^ .>/,.;\: .. v|^ V;v.-r TELEPHONE CONNECTIOJSS.,;- •;^^.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PB0VI8I0NBRS.

BliAVOHTKRERS OF
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That easy whirl means glistenir.g polish to the bearings.

It means ingenious labor expended that

results may please Keating riders. . . ;
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Students,

Attention
We are selling in large quan-

tities, Suits worth $20.co for

$12.50. Nothing but large sales

would justify us in selling at

that price. You may have either

imported or domestic goods.

E. 0. TiionP50N,

1338 Chestnut St.

Chas. Roesch & Sons,

PACKERS AND PR0VI8I0NERS.

SliAVOHTKREBS OF AMD CVRKRS OF

CATTLE,
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EDITORIALS,

The Monthly.

With this issue, the Monthly enters upon the fifth year of

its existence, and it has been thought proper that it should

don a more up-to-date form. . We believe we have made
a nearer approach to what a first-class college journal ought
to be. We hope for the same loyal support from our

friends in the future as in the past, and we promise to do
our utmost to keep the Monthly up to the new standard

of excellence which we have set for it. Although the major
part of the labor must necessarily fall upon the shoulders of

the editors, still they would be pleased to have their fellow-

students as co-laborers, and would be glad to have them con-

tribute literary matter suitable for such a publication.

A-o\S(o



2 The Villanova Monthly.

The object of the Monthly, primarily, is to encourage

the study and practice of English composition, to placel the

students in touch with those of other colleges, and to keep
the old boys informed of the doings at Alma Mater. So
then, boys, let us give a long pull, a strong pull, a pull

all together, and make the Monthly a grand success.

The Old Year and the New.

The old year, hoary with the snows of age, exhausted with

the labors of its life, tottering under the weight of days,

stood trembling upon the brink of the grave. The closing

day of its life was waning. The last sunset threw its

golden beams over the white robe of the departing monarch.

The stars came out on the tented field of night to keep their

vigils with him. Around the ruddy hearths in many a rustic

home and stately mansion, gathered God's children to watch
"the old year out and the new year in."

Thehours fled slowly by—nine—ten—eleven—howsolemnly
the last stroke of the clock floats out upon the hushed air.

It dies gently away, swells out again in the distance, and

seems to be caught up by the spirit voices of departed years,

until the air is filled with melancholy strains. It is the

requiem of the dying year. Tenderly, mournfully, it lingers

upon the ear and sinks into the heart ; slowly it dies away.

The old clock strikes twelve, the grave opens and closes, and
the old year is buried.

Turning with saddened hearts from the tomb, a gush of

joyous melody bursts upon us. The bells are ringing out the

gladdest notes from a thousand church steeples. Peal upon
peal, the music comes, until an exultant chorus seems to fill

the air and reverberate from the sky. It is the chorus of wel-

come to the new-born year, 1897.

" Brave and strong,

Bright as Phoenix has the young New Year,

Out of the ashes of the old, leaped forth

To rule the world in triumph."

That each and every one of our readers may avail of all

the happy possibilities of the New Year and achieve the
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highest success and truest happiness, is the sincere wish of

the ViivLANOVA MoNTHi^y.

^''

^;./';;''''^'.,,':.;;'V:v^'/:':,/' Here and' Now.

"Not To-morrow, but To-day ; not Over Yonder, but Here.

"

So we might epitomize the wisdom of making the most of

the present. Man, though so short-lived a being, is appar-

ently moved by a contempt for what is ; ever hurrying on

toward what is to be—that ever-receding point, fair with the

enchantment which distance always lends. The space

between those promised successes or gains or pleasures is to

be hastened over as quickly as possible, no matter with what
charms it may try to hold the heedless eyes and stay the

wandering, restless feet.

Always something Over Yonder : some lofty mountain

peak, some fertile and far-reaching prairie, some enchanted

castle peopled with fair women and brave men, some vast

virgin forest, shot through with sunlight—these, in their

turn to become part of the undervalued present. We neglect

to gather the bouquet of little joys we might have plucked

by the wayside, for the sake of some blood-red blossom far

off Yonder, which, when we approach, may prove gaudy and

scentless.

Most of us have an undefined idea, a thought we blush to

own, which we do not put into words, but express plainly

enough in deeds, that " now " is somehow less potent and
pregnant with opportunities than " hefeafter. " Some mis-

leading voice within us seems to whisper, " Wait, Not Now."
The tide must be taken at the flood, for opportunity never

repeats itself

" When the great Clock of Destiny strikes, Now,"

it strikes but once. If we are to be holy, or wise, or happy,

the time to make a beginning is now. The virtues, above all

things, cannot be deferred. The ways leading up to certain

coveted positions are low and narrow ; and though the man
who treads them may say to himself, " One day I shall walk
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erect, " when the time arrives, he is likely to find that stoop-

ing has become a habit.

If it is surprising that man should delay to be good or

wise, it is even less explicable that we find him hesitant to be

happy. He still continues to defer, unwarned by the

example of him who spends all his days in toiling to rear a

palace, and before he can occupy it the narrow, windowless

house has opened to receive him. Wiser was the course of a

certain lady, who said, when advised against contracting a

marriage not prudent from a worldly standpoint :
" But at

least, whatever happens, I shall have been happy. Some
people, you know, are never happy." It was feminine logic

;

yet, in its way, this reasoning of the heart—for the heart has

reasons reason cannot understand—was sound. It is much
to have been happy ; it will be a rich picture, of which time

can never dispossess us. And though to certain natures
" Sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering happier things,"

driving the iron deep into their souls, to others it is consoling

to look back from the desert to that smiling oasis of the long,

golden years of the past, and to feel that life has not been all

a trackless waste of sand. Verily, wise is he who is not afraid

to be happy. Perchance, when we lie gasping in the clutch

of that monarch to whom prince and peasant must alike

yield allegiance, we shall regret not less than our sins the

harmless pleasures we have missed. If there is something in

the end to blot from the pages of the book of life, it will not

be its joys. Rather, they will illumine the leaf like a flower-

garland, hiding from sight many a blot and tear-stain.

We human creatures are always awaiting the tremendous

triumph, the thrilling ecstacy, the inestimable reward. The
merchant will not pause in his quest after gold to feel himself

rich until he has become a multi-millionaire. The poet

vexes his soul trying to

" make a song

The birds would care to sing,"

instead of being content if his strains are echoed by his fellow

creatures. Let us be richer,than wealth, more famous than

fame, more beautiful than beauty, and then we will be happy.

t
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Always it is Over Yonder that allures us, with its greener

grass, its fairer slopes, its higher mountains heights. We
pass by a hundred possible enjoyments, to pursue a single

problematical bliss. We are so miserly of our happy emotions

that we grudge to spend them upon small occasions. It is

the small occasions that predominate in existence—the

glimpses of loveliness, the snatches of song, the broken

strains of melody.

What can give us back the enchanting, empurpled sunsets

at which we did not care to gaze lingeringly ?

What can recompense us for the langorous perfume and

oriental blushes of the rose, by which we so often pass

unheeding?

Some day these apparently trifling things, whether missed

or scorned, shall cry upon us as with '

' the voice of an only

child from the grave.

"

*

The elements of every-day happiness are so simple, that

not to be happy is a crime against life. Truly our lives are

set to the music of singing birds. Those who have been

iourneying toward some wondrous honor or glory which lures

them on like an ignis fatuus^ find that it recedes as they

advance, or, if attained, discover that it is not so bright

—

or perhaps their sense of enjoyment has been blunted by age.

Then Over Yonder will dawn on them as dull a place as Here.

He only is the true philosopher who uses life as the usurer

does his gold, and employs each shining hour so as to insure

an ever-increasing rate of interest. He does not bury his

gift nor waste it in frivolity. " Like the old Doge of Venice,

he lives to a green old age, but does not seem to wear out

:

Senescitinon SegnesciV And he truly lives twice, as an old

classical poet expresses it, his life like a rich Autumn day,

growing lovelier towards the close, inasmuch as he renews

his enjoyment of the past in the recollection of his good

actions and pleasures "such as leave no sting behind."

This is the true philosophy of life, " that divine art which
transmutes every moment into the pure gold of heroic and
changeless immortality.

"
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College Friendships.

Evanescent as the dream of Alnascher, tlie holidays have

passed. We are back again within these halls, " sacred to

thought and to God," to continue the work of laying deep

and solid the foundations upon which to rear life's super-

structure—a vast, stately cathedral. Again we have met as

school-fellows, and that feeling of good-fellowship, which
seems indigenous to the dear old Villa, and which serves to

add zest and lend charm to life here, seems to be more
pervasive than ever.

What rich, priceless pictures these college days paint for

us to hang in memory's storied hall. Pictures to be linger-

ingly brooded over when touched by the soft, mellowing tints

of the golden years of the future, when, perchance, remorseless

fate will have caused us to lose one another in the darkening

mists of life. Other friendships we may know, other hearts

may learn to love us, but there are no loves, no friendships

half so deep or strong as those we form in the bright, halcyon

days of our college career. Truly has the poet sung of these

friendships:

"Old books, old wine, old nankin blue,

All things, in short, to which belong

The charm, the grace that Time makes

—

All these I prize, but (entre nous)

Old friends are best."

Let us cherish, then, the friends of our youth, and
'

' their adoption tried.

Grapple them to you with hoops of steel,
'

'

ever striving to keep brightly burning the fires of cor-

diality and love as best we may, for the night of Time is long

and its winds cold and blighting.

The American Catholic Soldier.

The customary January lecture in the annual course has

been postponed until Washington's Birthday, February 22nd,

owing to the Yule-tide vacation, and the fact that, since
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their return, the students have been busily engaged in

preparing for the mid-winter examinations.

General O'Beirne, Commissioner of Public Charities

of New York City, will deliver the next lecture. He will

speak upon "The American Catholic Soldier." A very

delightful evening's entertainment is promised, for the

General has a deserved reputation as an instructive and fasci-

nating speaker, while his renown as a gallant, volunteer

officer in the Civil War and his successful career in politics,

are bits of household history throughout the length and

breadth of the land.

Mid-Winter. Examinations.

The mid-winter examinations are fast approaching, and

the necessity for careful preparation must be evident to all.

Better far to take time by the forelock and review our matter,

so as to make a creditable showing, than to go about croak-

ing about bad luck "when the ball is over."

It occasionally happens that collegians, who have been
' * soldiering' ' all year, secure good marks in the examinations,

but their example is to be deprecated rather than emulated.

In college, as in every-day life, it is the industrious who carry

off the prizes, while their less energetic fellows stand by and

criticise. Buckle down to work, my hearties !

Notewortiiy Improvement.

The recent introduction of gas with Welsbach burner

attachments into the college, has proved a veritable boon to

the students. It affords increased and more comfortable

facilities for study, which the boys are not slow to appre-

ciate and take advantage. The new burner gives a powerful,

withal mellow light, which is at once restful to the eyes and

conducive to making study a real luxury.

We would call the attention of our readers to Dr. Mor-

rissey's, '8i, scholarly lecture on " Professional Education,"

in this issue. It will amply repay careful perusal.
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TO SHAKESPEARE.

A HUMBLE worshipper at thy famed shrine,

Immortal Shakespeare ! tremblingly I come

To sing thy praise—but ah ! my lips are dumb !

I will but tell thee, then, what joy is mine

Sweet commune with thy gifted soul to hold,

Listening and learning human lessons rare

That thou alone canst teach. Thou dost unfold

New worlds of fancy ever bright and fair

Whereto the soul on swiftest wings may hie,

And there, forgetting her imprisonment

Amid this world's grim care and misery.

Be lost awhile in wondrous ravishment.

Oh ! may'st thou ever be, as now thou art,

An inspiration to my mind and heart

!

R.. A. G.

NEW POETIC STAR.

O EVERAIv years ago, persons of bookish tastes were sur-

^ prised to see a new star appear suddenly in the literary

firmament. This new luminary was Mr. Francis Thompson,

a talented young Englishman, who, before his sudden entry

into higher literary circles, had contributed to an obscure

magazine, named " Merrie England?'* His first volume,

modestly entitled " Poems," was acknowledged by the critics

to give evidence of much splendid talent, and won for the

author a foremost position in the republic of letters.

Francis was urged by his father to pursue a medical career,

but the love of literature was mistress of the young man's

heart, and nothing could swerve him from his purpose of

devoting his life to literature.

To letters he tenaciously clung, and for years knew
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naught but privations and sufferings. Then he published

his little book, and cast it upon the waters, as it were, and it

returned to him not ten but a hundred-fold. To use the oft-

quoted words, applied to Byron, "He awoke one morning,

and found himself famous."

Has Mr. Thompson any claim to the place to which he has

been assigned ? To the skeptical, one can but reply, in the

words of the seraph to St. Augustine, " ToUe, lege. " We
have but to read his dainty volume to become an almost

fanatical admirer of this sweet, new Catholic singer.

We may find nothing in his book to equal Tennyson's

>' Holy Grail," or "I^ocksley Hall," but Mr. Thompson has

not reached the age, and lacks the experience, of the late poet-

laureate. Time alone can tell what the full fruition of Mr.

Thompson's poetic genius will be.

We will notice that he makes frequent use of such obsolete

words as " totty," *' lowlihead," and scores of others, and he

has no hesitancy in coining words to [suit his fancy or the

exigency of the metre. These defects certainly detract

from the beauty of his poems; still no one can read his

volume and not appreciate the beautiful sentiments and
delineations with which the pages fairly teem. His is a high

ideal. There are no shallow, no mediocre flights, but a

sublime soaring into the highest realms of poesy.

The first part of the volume contains poems addressed to

a benefactress who came to his aid in time of need. The
opening poem, " Before Her Portrait in Youth," is very

beautiful. " Manus Animam Pinxit " is an appeal to his lady

love to be ever true and loyal, for should she prove otherwise

the knowledge would kill him. Extract from this poem :

" But, ah ! if you, my summer, should grow waste,

With grieving skies o'ercast.

For such migration my poor wing was strong

But once ; it has no power to fare again

Forth o'er the heads of men."

(( To the Dead Cardinal of Westminister " is very funereal

in tone, and "A Corymbus for Autumn" is a mosaic of
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richly-wrought poetic figures. Keats, in his " Eve of St.

Agnes," has nothing to equal these lines :

'^ The calm hour strikes on yon golden gong,

In tones of floating and mellow light,

A spreading summons to even-song.

See how there

The cowled night

Kneels on the eastern sanctuary stair.

What is this feel of incense everywhere ?

Clings it round folds of the blanch-amiced clouds,

Upwafted by the solemn thurifer,

The mighty spirit unknown
That swingeth the slow earth before the embannered Throne ?

'*

The moon is described as appearing

" In vesture unimagined fair
;

As if she had trodden the stars in press,

; Till the gold wine spurted over her dress

—

Till the gold wine gushed out round her feet,

Spouted over her stained wear,

And bubbled in golden froth at her feet."

In his masterpiece, " The Hound of Heaven," he pictures

the soul of man pursued by Divine grace.

Mr. Thompson's diction reminds one forcibly of Keats, but

his subject-matter is as far removed from that of his unhappy,

poetic precursor as pole is from pole. Keats is a pagan

through and through, while Thompson is a loyal Catholic.

His poems are filled with that lofty morality which
Catholicism alone imparts. Indeed, he could not be other-

wise, for he received his training in that famed nursery of

saints and scholars, Stoneyhurst College, conducted by the

Fathers ot the Society of Jesus.

Thompson's poems proclaim him a master of poetic forms,

a word artist of consummate ability, and a deep and original

thinker—a combination which promises to win for him an
honorable and abiding niche in the stately temple of English

literature.

Howard M. Shellky, 1900.
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PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.

^

A Lecture Delivered at Villanova, December 17, 1896,

By DR. J. J. MORRISSEY, 'Si.

New York City.

I

ASSURE you I very deeply appreciate the honor of the

invitation extended to me by my friend, the President of

Villanova, to address you this evening on such an im-

portant subject as that of Professional Education. I do not

come before you in the capacity of an adviser or as a teacher,

for I am afraid that in either I would be a most lamentable fail-

ure. But I return to these hallowed surroundings—hallowed

by the tender memories and dear associations of the past, of

that period when I, too, sat upon those benches and listened

to the voices of teachers, many of whom have passed to the

great majority—I return, I repeat, to say a few words in coun-

sel to you who have not, as yet, girded your loins for the

battle of life. When I come back to my dear old Alma
Mater, it is as a child to its mother, for no matter where my
lot in life has been cast, I always feel that here, at least, I

can find peace of mind, contentment of disposition, nay, I do

not say too much, happiness of heart. So will it be, I trust,

with you. The trials and sorrows of your student-life are

more than overbalanced by its joys and pleasures, and, in

your future years, you, too, I trust, will ever look on Villa-

nova with happy hearts and loving remembrance. Oh ! the

happy days of youth ; oh ! the joyous days of study. How I

envy you the possibilities of the future if now you will be

true to yourselves and true to your God. Study, that you

may learn ; study, that your minds may be filled with truth
;

for truth gives vigor, endurance, and, above all, the power to

do what is right. Will you allow me to say, and will you

pardon me for saying it here in the presence of some of my
old teachers and even dear friends, that, as a student here, I*

did the best I knew how and left the rest to God, and the
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habits of study which I formed in dear old Villanova have

ever been with me. To-day the proudest boast that I can

make is not that I am a physician, though I glory in my
noble profession, but that I am still, and hope ever to be, a

student.

Before we approach the subject of Professional Education,

it seems to me to be proper that we should have an exact

understanding as to what is meant by education in general.

We may define education in its aim, and in its object.

The aim of education, the humblest as well as the highest,

is to produce harmony, and that both within the individual

himself and between him and his fellow-man. Now, there

can be no distinct harmony within the individual unless

there is agreeable relationship established between the moral

and physical faculties with which man is endowed. That is

a proposition almost self-evident in character. Being so

admitted, that so-styled education which develops, for

example, the physical well-being of the individual, and

ignores the higher, spiritual parts, is incomplete and

unformed. So also, it may be affirmed that when the mental

faculties are cultivated to the exclusion of the physical, the

result is not compatible with our idea of what constitutes

true education. Again, we may say that the aim of educa-

tion is to make a man all that his natural gifts, the accidents

of his birth, and the claims of his future profession, will

allow him to become.

The object of education is truth in its widest and most

distinct interpretation, and as we have said the aim of edu-

cation is harmony within the individual, and the object

of education is truth, the latter may be defined as the

harmony of all things as they exist in God. So the closer

we approach the Truth, the more clear do our intellectual

conceptions become, until finally, when the veil is rent

asunder and we come face to face with the Eternal Truth,

then the intellect will reap the glory of its nature, as the

soul itself will perceive the very essences of things.

From what has been said of the aim and object of educa-

tion, we can easily determine how absolutely necessary it is
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for the educator to be a man of the highest individual moral

responsibility. The true educator must be a true man, and

his teachings should be the faithful expression of his mind.

Want of harmony between a man's moral nature and the

principles he seeks to inculcate destroys sympathy. Being a

true man, he must necessarily be a religious man, and as relig-

ion underlies the whole groundwork of life, it must naturally

form a basis upon which the superstructure of education is

to be reared.

It is evident, from the preceding, that any education which
eliminates God from our schools is no education, as it destroys

the equilibrium between the moral and physical well-being

of the individual. The recognition of this fact, namely, that

there can be no sound education, no true development of

character, which after all is the end of education, where
religion is not a recognized factor, has been given due promi-

nence of late by writers on educational subjects. Thus the

late Hiram Corson stated in one of his publications : "The
most practical education is the education of the spiritual

man, for it is this, and not the education of the intellectual

man, which is, »«wj/ be, the basis of individual character ; and
to individual character humanity owes its sustainment."

"Religion," says Herbart, "will never hold the tranquil

place in the depths of the heart which it ought to have, if its

fundamental ideas are not among the earliest which belong

to recollection—if it is not bound up and blended with all

that changing life leaves behind in the centre of personality."

Education is not, therefore, as we physicians would put it, a

process of alimentation, but it is the growth and progress of

the soul manifesting itself in successive stages of develop-

ment whereby, through its activities and faculties, it arrives

nearer to the eternal verities upon which all true knowledge

is established.

It is the lack of what might be called the spiritual element

in the education of our youth that creates a false atmosphere

f intelligence. Men go forth into the great arena of life only

having learned the most elementary principles of education,

yet deeming themselves able to cope with any and all the
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burning questions which the best minds of the age find it

difficult to solve. Now, the first and most essential influence,

the very corner-stone of our education, of any, and of all edu-

cation, is for the student to know himself, to accurately

guage, as far as his powers will admit, the limitation of his

own capabilities. Once that all important lesson is learned,

then he can legitimately proceed to accomplish great results.

But until he takes unto himself that fact, that embodiment
of all that constitutes the true educational principle, the

results will be as foam of the waters, or as Dead Sea fruit.

I have thought it necessary to enter into somewhat of a

lengthy, and, I trust, accurate definition of education, for

unless we thoroughly understand its general scope and

character, how can we properly estimate what professional

education means ? And I wish to strenuously impress you

with the fact which, however superfluous beneath the benign

influences and surroundings of our Alma Mater, will yet bear

repetition, that there can be no real education, no true devel-

opment of character, without religion as a basis.

The inborn nature constitutes the very foundation upon
which all the acquisitions of development must rest ; it is the

substratum in which fundamentally all conscious phenomena
are rooted—and it were as fruitless to rear the gigantic

proportions of a massive building upon a base dug only for a

cottage, as to strive and erect the structure of a large, vigor-

ous and complete culture upon an education from which the

idea of religion has been eliminated. And when I speak of

culture, I mean that which is intrinsic rather than extrinsic,

that which is quality rather than quantity, that which is

based upon a true consideration of the feelings of others, and

finds its richest expression in the choicest refinement of life.

Herein it differs from mere cultivation. A man may be culti-

vated, and yet be a libertine. Not so with culture, which
embraces within its truest interpretation right thinking and
right living. At times it appears to be a gift hereditarily

transmitted, rather than a mere acquisition to be used only

when some purpose is to be subserved.

Real culture may be said, then, to be based upon true and
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thorough educational principles. And what do these com-

prise ? As a distinguished writer has said, in true education

the feelings are to be disciplined, the passions are to be

restrained, true and worthy motives are to be inspired ; a

profound religious feeling is to be instilled, and pure morality

inculcated under all circumstances. All this is comprised in

education. Since, then, education carries with it not only the

advantage of knowledge, but that greater boon of discipline

—

than which there could be no more desirable attribute to

characterize the man who is destined for success in the battle

of life—this should be an incentive sufficiently urgent to

impel every student to make the most of the opportunities

afforded by a collegiate course. As Tennyson has so beauti-

fully expressed it in that grand elegiac, " In Memoriam ":

" Let knowledge grow from more to more.

But more of reverence in us dwell.

That mind and soul according well,

May make one music as before,

:'„. :'But vaster."-
:

Religion is the basis of this reverence of which the poet

speaks, and the earlier in life this spirit is implanted in the

child's soul, the more permanent and nobler will be the

results; and what an attractive series of phenomena are pre-

sented to the thinking mind as it contemplates the wonderful

evolution of the growing child. We gaze with admiration

and gratitude on the brilliant beauty of a summer night when
the stars of heaven irradiate the darkened sky with the

splendor of far-oflf worlds, when all nature seems to conspire

in awakening those inspirations to higher thoughts, to loftier

purposes than those which usually occupy our every-day life.

We see the firmament enrolled before us, and still beyond
these stars there are other worlds, and beyond these again, in

the more distant stellar spaces, still other firmaments and
other stars and other suns revolving in the mighty majesty

of illimitable space. Yet, despite these, and the other

wonderful transformations of nature upon which we gaze day

by day, in the child's mind the subtle changes that take
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place are still more marvelous. Why ? Because the child

belongs to a higher, a more glorious world than any of these.

Because he is a veritable microcosm in himself, because he

has a brain the wonderful convolutions of which are suscep-

tible of the highest development, and a soul which will live

when the stars and the firmament of the heavens are no
more, '''^/r''""^-':

From education to professional education is the transition

of the college-bred man to the sphere of his future labors,

and whether theology, law or medicine be his choice he
will find that the three great professions have their origin

in human misery. The domain of the priest is the health

of the soul, the field of the lawyer the jurisdiction of the

purse, while the physician deals with the ills of the body.

Whatever may contribute to the soul's health and righteous-

ness is the priest's duty ; the maintenance of the proper

equilibrium of the functions of the body the physician's

concern ; while the equitable preservation of property and
of individual rights is the sphere of the lawyer. " Belief

in the good of knowledge," as Bishop Spalding puts it, " is

not the weakest of the bonds which unite the members of

the learned professions ; for whether our special study be

theology or law, medicine or pedagogy, that which deter-

mines our place and power to render service is knowledge

and the skill that comes of knowledge." Disease, folly,,

sin and ignorance make physicians, lawyers, priests and
educators possible and necessary, and the infirmities upon
which they thrive are so related that he who ministers to

one ministers to all. Disease is frequently the child of folly,

sin and ignorance ; folly, the child of disease, sin and
ignorance, while sin is frequently the child of folly, disease

and ignorance ; while ignorance may be said to be the

common mother of them all. Were there no disease, there

would be no physicians ; were there no folly, there would be

no lawyers ; were there no sin, there would be no priests ;,

were there no ignorance, there would be no educators.

But, unfortunately, human nature is so constituted that

disease, sin, folly and ignorance will be ever with us, and,.

li-
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therefore, the demand for priests, lawyers, physicians and

educators will never cease.

When a man has passed through the doors of his Alma
Mater and stands upon the threshold of active life, gazing

expectantly into the future, a question of great practical

importance arises : Which one of the great professions]will

he adopt for his future work ? Will it be law, or will it be

medicine ? So far as the sacred duties of the priesthoodjare

concerned, they are of such an elevated character that it

would be more than presumption for a layman like myself to

give advice upon that vocation. But so far as medicine and
law are concerned I would say, study out carefully your special

adaptability and seek advice from your teachers, who are

thoroughly competent from their large experience and deep

insight into human nature to direct your special talents to

the goal of success. That was my experience. When a

student of Villanova I was advised to take medicine as a

profession. I have never had reason to regret the adoption

of that study. We cannot all be priests, high and holy as

the calling is, but we can be good business men, good law-

yers and good physicians, and there never has been a period

in the history of the Church in this great country when there

was such a demand for Catholic professional men, and I am
glad of the opportunity afforded me by the present occasion

to state that my experience has been that the men educated

under Catholic auspices have neverhad reason to be ashamed
of their training. The habit of right thinking and the habit

of right doing which have been inculcated in Catholic insti-

tutions have given them a splendid basis upon which to rear

their professional education. Not that I would have you
infer that a college education is a necessary precursor to pro-

fessional eminence. Illustrious examples are to be found in

every city of men, who have attained the highest place in

every profession and every sphere of life, and yet were
debarred by circumstances from acquiring a college educa-

tion. For honest and strenuous poverty often produces some
of the finest bloom and fruitage of civilization, but most of

the world has to move up to a higher cultivation through
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gradual steps. These are exceptional instances, and note-

worthy on account of their rarity.

To-night I can truthfully congratulate you students on the

opportunities afforded you under the guidance of our Alma
Mater. She will be a kind and loving mother if you prove

to be dutiful and willing sons. Here you can gain more
than professional knowledge, a knowledge that is essential

to any man following a profession. This especially can be

said of medicine, for the wonderful advancement it has made
in the past decade demands that the successful physician

must not only be distinguished by his accurate knowledge of

the necessities of his profession, but he should also be ahighly-

educated man—an all-around athlete in the intellectual arena,

—whose comprehensive mind, whose wide knowledge in the

collateral branches of medicine and logical deductions, will

lead him unerringly to first principles.

The great bane of our educational system to-day would
appear to be its superficiality, not only among those prepar-

ing to enter the professions, but even in the humbler arts of

life, and the minor departments of labor ; a good workman
is a rarity. We try to learn too much, and in doing so we
learn too little. What men in past times thought worthy ot

years of study and observation, we fancy can be learned in a

few months, as if God had endowed the human mind at this

stage of history, with a higher and superior order of intellect

to that which our fathers possessed. The youth who wishes

to follow a trade does not enter into a legal apprenticeship,

as very often he considers it to be a system of slavery, but to

the casual observer it would seem as if some distinct advan-

tages in tlie way of good workmen, and consequently a better

order of workmanship, accrued from this system. In medi-

cine great progress has been made in this regard. The
majority of the high class medical institutions of our land are

rapidly placing their teachings on a graded four years' course.

This system has become one of absolute necessity. The
horizon of medicine has been wonderfully extended. The
revelations of the microscope, the profound investigation into

the causes of disease, our more accurate methods of diag-

i \
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nbsis, the progress that has been made in hygiene and sani-

tation, these constitute a basis upon which medicine safely

and securely rests.

There are many things in common to the two professions

which offer an attractive outlook to the thinking student.

Both are laboring for the health and culture of the com-

munity, and for the uplifting of humanity. Both are power-

ful factors in the progress of the race, though they may differ

on constitutional grounds. And though medicine can never

be reduced to the exactitude of the scientific basis upon
which law is established, yet a charm common to the two is

that noble task of the human mind of adjusting the prin-

ciples of truth to the facts and conditions of life. Aside from

the enjoyment to be derived from the mere practice of either

profession, it must not be forgotten that there is a vast

amount of good to be achieved by the conscientious physi-

cian or the prudent lawyer in encouraging morality and up-

building human character, which, after all, is a divine work.

The practice of law may be said to be based upon precedent,

that of medicine upon principles which oftentimes are apt to

vary in different individuals. When we arrive at an exact

science of man, we may expect an exact science of medicine.

As a keen observer has lately remarked, no profession offers

in its conscientious study better opportunities for substantial

mental culture, greater satisfaction in its work, or a wider

independence of opinion in the broad and liberal interpreta-

tion of its principles. But while it is the grandest of profes-

sions, it is the meanest of trades. If the work is done for

the work's sake, there is a continuous and ever-increasing

satisfaction in its pursuit. And I know of no calling in

which a man can, with more profit and pleasure, perform his

duty, first to himself, secondly to his neighbor, and thirdly to

his. God ; to himself by sobriety and self-control, to his

neighbor by the practice of justice, and to God by the observ-

ance of his religious duties. And if, in the final analysis of

human actions, character be the standard of success, then the

conscientious physician will be entitled to wear the laurel

wreath. No man, I might add, knows the measure of his
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work when he performs it under the guidance of the triple

duty'of which I have spoken, or the silent influences he may
be constantly exercising unknown to himself, so that when
the final record is written, it may not be the great sage or the

heroic soldier who will occupy the highest place in. the here-

after. No one can tell what the broadening influences of a

generous impulse may accomplish ; we see only its immediate

effect ; but who can measure its far-reaching consequences.

For, even as a single ounce of attar may bear in its concen-

trated essence the life, strength, beauty and perfume of a

thousand roses, so may a single thought eloquently expressed

bring comfort, contentment and blessed hope to a thousand

hearts.

Men are constantly struggling to master the secrets of

nature, and wrest from her the power that brings wealth,

position, and fame. Some seek her mysteries for individual

aggrandizement ; others, more generous-hearted, for the bet-

terment of humanity ; but, no matter what purposes they

may achieve, we should remember that science alone does

not fulfil man's highest aspirations. There still remains the

spiritual world, over which he has no control ; and, though

his mind, from a scientific standpoint, may attain the highest

eminence, yet there is no scientific phenomenon that can

explain the mystery of a single act of his will. There is

always a desire for higher revelation remaining unsatisfied,

and this desire will never be accurately and definitely ful-

filled until we reach the source of all power, the harbor of all

knowledge. His spiritual aspirations transcend his physical

knowledge, and it is no satisfaction to be informed that he

descends from the ape and will return to nothingness when
dissolution occurs. In every man there is implanted the

instinct for higher possibilities than those afforded by the

cultivation of mere scientific investigations. Never, there-

fore, permit your mind to become befogged by the nebulae of

science ;
for, though there may be an apparent contradiction

between science and your higher religious duties, it is not so

in reality. Science is ever advancing, religion always

remains the same. The theories of the past may be the facts
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of to-day, but the principle of our religion ever remains

without variation.

Do not think that all the prizes have been won by those

who preceded you. There are golden opportunities offered

to-day in either a professional or a business career, that could

not be surpassed in any epoch of the world's history. There

are great physicians, great lawyers, great artists, following

out their own special lines of study. The highest form of

creative imagery will be again recalled, if not surpassed, by
some genius of the future. Art did not die with Michael

Angelo, nor symphony with Beethoven, and a Scott and a

Dickens may yet be found among the coming literary writers

of the twentieth century. The human mind is constantly

branching out into new fields of activity, and in this practical

age the best capital that a man possesses is brains rightly

adjusted, for brains makes capital, but capital does not

create brains. It is a great blessing for some men to be born

poor, for then they have to work and labor in time and out of

time, to lift the incubus of an unfavorable environment, and

their work develops tenacity of purpose, perseverance, strict

application to duty, and other essential obligations which
make for permanent success. It is work then, properly

directed, which makes life successful. The very curse issued

upon our first parent, is a great and decided blessing when
regarded from the right standpoint. Work is not a curse,

but idleness is, and the idle youth will pass the evening of

his life in vain regrets. But when life has been well spent,

and the laurel wreath of victory crowns the fruition of years,

then we can look back with happy hearts to days gone by,

and the sweet memories associated with the passing hours of

our golden youth will strengthen and invigorate us like old

wines, with their subtle fragrance.

These, then, my fellow-students, are a few of the lessons

gleaned from an experience of many years, which I, an old

student of Villanova, bring back to you who have not as yet

passed from her fostering care. Strive to be men in thought

and action. Be true to yourself, and then you will be true to

your God. There never has been a period when there was so
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much need in individuals and in nations for good, old-

fashioned morality. Remember that we as a nation are yet

being tried in the crucible ot experience, and if we hope to

continue enjoying the blessed fruits of that liberty for which

our fathers suflfered and died, we must find private worth in

the citizen, and public virtue in our statesmen. No matter

what our position in life may be, either as a business man,

physician, or lawyer, we should never permit ourselves to be

wrapped up so exclusively in our private aflfairs as to forget

the higher duties imposed by the responsibility of citizenship.

As Cardinal Richard has so well put it, "soundmorality and

manly character are the very heart's blood of a nation's

greatness."

THE COLLEGE BELL

ALONE, apart, thy sombre figure stands,

Unguarded from the touch of vandal hands
;

Nor strife, nor sin, nor passion's stormy sea

Doth rudely break thy midnight reverie.

So silent yet alert dost thou e'er keep,

So conscious e'en when conscience seems to sleep,

That the bright stars thy pale-lit visage see

And wonder at thy taciturnity.

Yet lo ! thy voice disturbs the calm at last

To call the dreaming band to ages past,

Or to ascend to virtue's azure mount

Or to descend to drink at reason's fount.

Again thy welcome sound doth lull to rest

Each melancholy mind and troubled breast
;

Each busy care that oft besets the heart

Doth yield unwittingly to thy sweet art.

Thus each lone hour thy music lures away
Till evening tones bewail the parting day

;

The neighboring woods and twilight's brooding calm

Repeat in sympathy thy vesper psalm.
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Thy melody doth change with changing mood
As each new chord doth wake the solitude

—

Now mirthful song doth greet the anxious ear,

Now mournful sounds make known the passing bier.

What happy memories my soul suflfuse,

When listening to thy blithesome strain, I muse

On days and scenes long past, and music bright

Of voices sweet, and hearts so gay and light.

Full many a victory thy pealing told,

When loud and clear thy fearless music rolled
;

Full many a wind took up thy joyous thrill,

And bore it far and wide o'er vale and hill.

What sad sweet memories suffuse my soul,

Whene'er I listen to thy plaintive toll !

Strange memories of joy with sadness filled,

Of hearts now cold and merry voices stilled.

Full many a death-knell hath the sad note pealed

For hearts once warm that death's cold hand congealed
;

Full many a prayer thy doleful tones inspire

Within the village homes and chapel choir.

Those youthful hours from me have long since fled,

When 'round thy lonely pillar oft I sped
;

Now other ears and other hearts than mine

Respond in joyous throbs to peals of thine.

23

And so 'twill be when I shall be no more,

When wintry winds around my tombstone roar;

As our old college queen thou still wilt reign,

And others sing thy praise in youth's refrain.

Then live and ring, dear old majestic bell

!

To ages yet unborn thy legends tell.

Of many a heart thy merry song hath blessed,

And many a heart thy dirge hath laid to rest.

M. J. M., '95.
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KING CARNIVAL
N THE SOUTH, half a hundred years ago, the sons and
daughters of all the aristocratic families were accustomed

to go to France for the acquisition of European learning and
culture. During their sojourn in Paris, they generally

became deeply imbued with Parisian ideas and took readily

to French customs. A number of gay young Creoles became
so fully carried away by these pleasures that they resolved,

on their return home, to introduce at least a semblance of

French frivolity to the beautiful Crescent City. The task

they had set for themselves, was easy enough of accomplish-

ment, for, from the earliest days, Mardi-Gras in this sleepy

gulf-town had been held an occasion for feasting and high

revelry. The carnival customs were first introduced by the

earliest French and Spanish settlers, familiarizing the pub-

lic with the unlicensed fun attendant on that season. At
that time, so many street brawls followed the maskings that

it caused a shade of ill repute to be cast over the Shrove

Tuesday merry-making. There was no acknowledged leader,

and each masker being on the lookout for adventures, grave

or gay, the results were so serious that the city awakened to

the necessity for a new order of things. Shortly after the

arrival of this party of high-spirited young men, they organ-

ized the first grand carnival procession ever seen in this

country. Needless to say, every success crowned their first

efforts; and it is hardly to be wondered that this great

institution has grown to be an inalienable part of the city's

life and rights. Year after year New Orleans shows that the

reign of pleasure is at an end, and the period of sackcloth

and ashes begins by the maddest, merriest and most sump-

tuous f^te known to either continent. The old adage, " eat,

drink and be merry, for to-morrow we die," is dutifully lived

up to from the time Shrove Tuesday ushers in a wild bac-

chanale, illustrative of merry times, until the carnival moon
drops behind the gray horizon of a pale Lenten dawn.

There is only one reason for the success of the New
Orleans carnival, viz.: the very intensity of purpose and
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absorption in the feast displayed by the people. In the

North people masquerade, it is true, but they do so with

such sober face, all the time yawning dismally under their

masks, that in the end they achieve nothing but hopeless

failure. Those who have had the good fortune of seeing

the Shrove Tuesday celebration in the South, will not need

to be reminded of this difference.

MardiGras stands far and away the first feast in the South-

•ern calendar. Weeks before, people are preparing for the

great event. The Carnival dominates everything. The
mysterious manner in which Rex, his court and his " erewe,"

conduct themselves only adds a keener zest to the bubbling

curiosity, ready at any moment to be filled to overflowing

among J his faithful followers. Year after year, the same gay

pastimes serve as a means of amusement for the people.

With the arrival of Rex, his court and his "crewe," even

those the most sober-minded find it exceedingly diflficult to

overcome that feeling of jollity which seems to pervade

the very atmosphere.

The dawn of Shrove Tuesday finds every pickaninny in

the street, wearing his mask with that true nature of

mimicry which is an essential of him. Even nature contrib-

utes her share toward making the carnival a success, for by

Shrove Tuesday tree and bush seem to don their fringed

robes of spring verdure, gardens are filled with myriads of

exquisite flowers, whose richly-colored censers charge the

air with delicious incense; and from the dark leaves of

orange trees there spring forth millions of small white

blossoms, shedding floods of rich perfume.

The reverence and honor due to Mardi-Gras and its

mystical sovereign, has never been omitted, except during

the years when war and pestilence ravaged the city. Year

after year, the people have wildly applauded the long lines

of beautiful floats, picturing everything imaginable that

could serve to furnish tableaux. Large shining barges are

illuminated by lighted torches, and accompanied by brass

bands and the enraptured throngs.

The mystic orders are months preparing for their parades;
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they make them a genuine success. The " Comus Crewe""

creates a decided sensation. After passing through the

principal streets, they give a series of striking tableaux, and
close the day with a grand ball in one of the theatres.

Of the other mystic orders, " Momus," the "Revellers'^

and the " Proteus Krewe," are unquestionably the most

secret and powerful. No sooner is one carnival over than

each association meets to consider plans for the next. The
different subjects proposed by the committees are reviewed

by the leader of the organization, the final decision being

left to his judgment. Immediately, upon reaching a definite

conclusion, a special artist is called in to sketch suitable

designs for the floats and character-costumes required.

Every detail is costly and correct.

The brilliant carnival festivities culminate in a blaze of

glory at the ball in the old French Opera House. Tier after

tier of lovely women, dainty in silk and satin, and glittering

with jewels, fill the vast auditorium of the theatre; the

crimson-lined proscenium boxes are crowded with Creole

beauties and their attendant maids. Rex and his queenly

consort call upon their faithful subjects to join in this last,

mad revel.

The scene is one to inspire the artist's pencil and the poet's

song. The word goes round, " On with the dance, let joy be

unconfined !
" The dancers move rhythmically, and the

music is like the music of a dream. It is far into Ash Wed-
nesday morning. But hark ! the chimes from the grand old

cathedral mingle with the voluptuous strains of the carnival

waltz. Sleepy beauties, muffled in soft wraps, trip down the

blazing stairway and whisper last adieus as their carriages

rumble home in the chilly, ashen dawn. King Carnival is

dead. lyong live the king !

J. F. Hayden, '99.

>
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ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.
TWENTY-FIFTH PAPER.

THIS then we may set down as the chief reason—the main

purpose in view—for insisting on the self-development

of every individual man. The reason of it—mark this

plainly, is that the proper development of every social body
in perfection, the influence of every community for good,

the wealth of righteousness in every state, depends in

large measure on the integrity both mental and moral of each

individual member thereof.

Such is the motive that has led the wise sense of the rulers

of mankind, of all the law-givers in it, of even God Him-
self, so to direct the powers and energies of individual men as

to have them all each one for himself seek and strive after

his own fullest development in understanding, in knowledge,

.in will, in virtue... ,:,.

Such is the motive that has led these guides and guardians

of society to declare that on this inner whole-souled perfection

of individual man, which is reachable only by the attain-

ment of truth and by the practice of virtue, depends the

righteousness of society.

In the mechanical world, the tiniest flaw, a mere blur, a

speck of dust, can disturb the delicacy of equilibrium in

man's work ; can throw it out of poise and balance ; can

destroy its value ; wreck its efficiency.

With no less certainty, nay, with just as great, if not far

greater, damage in effect, in the social world of church or

state, can one evil-minded man, one miscreant, one sole doer

of unrighteousness, so disturb the wholesome peacefulness of

his community as to lessen its power for good, and even shat-

ter its integrity utterly and forever, without hope of repair.

For wise men have always held it as a dictum in ethics as in

physics, that the excellence of any body, any mass, the worth

of any multitude, the righteousness, the glory of any com-

munity, is to be gauged ordinarily in the aggregate by the

worth, (be this great or small), of the individual units or

members whereof the body is formed.

D
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For a being is ordinarily no better, no nobler, with no-

more influence for good, with no more refinement of charac-

ter, than its weakest unit. Individual men are the units of

society.

In physics no mass, no beam is any stronger, any more-

trustworthy, than its weakest and most ignoble part.

This participation by the integral mass of the characteris-

tic that belongs to its inferior and less worthy unit, is in

accordance with an invariable law of nature^that holds in all

inorganic bodies.

In ethics too, in a very similar way, no community, no
state, is ordinarily better, nobler, more righteous, virtuous,

honorable, perfect, than its weakest, most human and least

trustworthy citizen.

And this measurement of social worth and power by the

energy, or the lack of it, in its frailest subject, is also in

accord with a rule that naturally controls and moulds all

social bodies.

The integrity then of any community of men, the welfare-

of any state, kingdom, institute, depends on the proper

development for good of the inner character of each one of

its reasoning and intelligent members.

For this inner integrity of each man's personal character

along the lines of his natural and supernatural vocation leads

to personal virtuous life,—the realization in him of the

righteousness of God. -

On the development of this godly character in each indi-

vidual man depends the power in him of communicating

his gifts and perfections to his fellow members in the

community.

For by his weakness, not to say his deliberate perversity,

—and let this too be marked down plainly and ineflfaceably

on the tablets of your memory—may one communicate his

plague-like feebleness and viciousness of character to those

that have their lot cast with his.

For strong, almost irresistible is the power—the influence

—of example for either good, or evil life.

And only by this intercommunication of good services,.
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this interchange of personal righteousness among the brother-

hood, is secured the welfare, the happiness, the prosperity, of

the community.

For virtuousness is needed in the social mass for the devel-

opment of perfect fellowship, the security of community

happiness, nearly every bit as much as it is needed in the

individual citizen, for the development of personal righteous-

ness, the security of personal happiness.

There are social, or civic, virtues, there are forms of social,

or civic, righteousness, just as there are personal virtues,

which in the summing up of them constitute personal right-

eousness.

Observe this steadily in your study of mankind, in your

reading of history, which, unless you read it wrong, is the

infallible guide to the past, that, namely, through righteous-

ness alone,—through good works alone, have states prospered
;

while through unrighteousness alone have states invariably

fallen. '/,:'?-:>.

In referring to social integrity, social excellence, worth,

prosperity, we have laid it down as an ordinary principle

that all social, or community, worthiness depends on the

worth—the righteousness—of the individual members
thereof; that moreover a state cannot be good, healthy,

prosperous, whose individual members, or subjects, are evil.

For pretty much the same law,—so we stated it, holds in

social organisms as in inorganics, that, namely, the excel-

lence, or unworthiness, of the mass depends on the excellence,

or unworthiness, of its individual units.

But note carefully the terms we have used to mark the

diflference between the laws, which govern mankind, and the

laws, which control mere matter.

Because there is a likeness, a similarity, in the laws,

whereby God in His providence rules the great kingdoms of

His power,—the spiritual and intellective creatures of the

world, and the senseless and lifeless things therein, confound

not this similarity of law with identity, or sameness, of

law. There is a diflference between them,—between the laws

of social organics and material organics, that is vital.
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Think not that because no mass of mere physical character

is any stronger, any better, than the weakest and least trust-

worthy part of it, therefore no social organism is any more

efficient, healthful, grander, holier, than its feeblest, its most

unworthy subject.

No. There is a difference between the two as vast as

between heaven and earth, light and darkness, between the

intellective world of God's formal, direct and personal

graces, and His world of shadowy, material and wholly sym-

bolic graces. And this difference is the key to the solution

of ever so many difficulties in one's study of social good and

social evil ; and of physicial good and physical evil.

The principle that community righteousness in the social

mass depends on the personal righteousness of the individual

member thereof, holds good and true in all things merely

human, merely natural ; it is the law for all social bodies

wherein reigns not the Spirit of God Himself.

For in such ungodly communities men trusting only in

themselves, are proud in their conceits, reckless of the divine

commands. For this very reason,—so says Holy Writ, so

have declared the wise men of earth,—have the most power-

ful and glorious kingdoms of the world been shattered, and

have crumbled away. They fell because of the baseness, the

selfishness, the unrighteousness of some one or other of their

individual subjects. Thus, we are told, perished Israel,

Assyria, Rome. Thus too in later days have perished the

mightiest creations of men.

It may be that this spirit of unnobleness, of self-destruc-

tiveness, of horrible, ghastly viciousness, was in the ruler

himself, in the law-maker, in the judge, or maybe only in

one of his minions, in one of the myriads of his class.

But it matters little to us whence sprang the baseness in

the man ; or how wide-spread, or narrowed, was this dis-

loyalty to the spirit of righteousness in God.

Yes, in physics the axiom holds good that no aggregate

is better, stronger, more availing for the purpose of its

maker, than its weakest, most trifling, atom. And this law

is invariable.
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But the laws of ethics are not wholly the same as the laws

of physics. In the intellective world far different is it when

the Lord protecteth. Here in the realm of His righteous-

ness, of His own graciousness and power, in the world of true

art, of lofty science, of noble genius, He makes the weak
ones of the earth strong, the ugly fair, the unjust just. And
the reason of this preservative and corrective power in God
is that He best discloses His mighty wisdom and goodness

in caring for the helpless. And for this reason in the

brotherhood of the saints in Heaven will there be seen

those, who, at one time were mere weaklings on earth

;

were mayhap even disturbers of God's own earthly com-

munity, but who are now in full communion with the spirits

of the just, with the Holy Spirit of God Himself. So too

in the intellective world here on earth God oftentimes

maintains the weak against the strong. In the house reared

by His hand, in the guest-chamber enlivened with the joy

of His presence, in the council-hall guided by the Spirit of

His truth, God sheds His blessings on all ; illumines the

minds of all; strengthens the hearts of all, and holds all-
rulers and ruled—within His protecting care, guarding them
in safety, in prosperity, despite their individual unworthi-

ness. This display of God's mercy, graciousness, goodness,

is due wholly to the righteousness of His love. Thus the

disobedience of Adam—the first and most nobly created of

men—kept not the world from its redemption ; for this

reason the disloyalty of Judas—the basest-minded and most
ungrateful of men—barred not the coming of the Spirit on his

fellow-apostles. And so the Christian Faith is always strong

in the social body of Christ—in His Church, is always tri-

umphant despite the weaknesses of its human associates

and its human alliances.

T. C. M.
{To be continued.)
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THE YEAR IN LITERATURE.

The past year was very prolific in books, not good books
particularly—just books. About 5,000 books were published

in English-speaking lands in 1896. This meant the issue

of a book every two hours during the year. An imposing

procession, but how insignificant in retrospect. Of this brave

array how many forced a way to notice, or gained an

entrance to book shelves ? Perhaps half a score.

Of course, the special student was not idle. Of the making
of books there is no end. He enriched in these twelve

months the myriad departments of science with a thousand

monographs. In belles lettres was especially busy with

contributions to the dozen and one popular series of brief

biographies. The best of these were published in England.

The series of" Public Men of To-day," edited by Mr. S. H.

Jeyes, and published by Messrs. Bliss & Co., of London,

was far away the most noteworthy in this department of

letters, r ;.;

No poet produced a masterpiece *'sUch as will mock the

twilight and the night of Time," simply because the race of

poetic giants seems to have perished from off" the face of the

earth, at least, for the nonce. Truly poetry has fallen upon
hard lines. Swinburne and Thompson were virtually mute.

Watson and Austin sang a little in a minor key. The work
of the American poets has been fugitive, and the quality

hardly equal to their best. " Verily, they have all been idle

singers of an empty day." 1896 saw a new star, however,

appear upon the literary horizon in America in the poet-

priest of the South, Rev. John B. Tabb, "whose feet are

alike familiar with the steps leading up to the altar and to

the temple of the muses."

The most distinguished American critic calls him " Vir-

ginia's flawless poet," and says :
" I know of no other modern

songster who puts so much spontaneous feeling into brief

carols of which the art is as unobstrusive as it is perfect.

They have the brevity and unity of the antique, and the soul

of Christiandom." A critical paper on Father Tabb's poems
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is promised for a future issue by one who knows him as son

knows father.

In fiction, Kipling, Besant, Payne, Cable, Howells, Hardy,

James, Mrs. H. Ward, Olive Schriner, et al.y were fecund

enough, but saving, perhaps, Hardy's novel, "Jude, the

Obscure," hardly up to their wonted standard of excellence.

"Jude " is a very readable story. Mr. Hardy is a person of

imagination, and he has a fortunate faculty in the matter of

writing English.

Marion Crawford's "Casa Braccio" ran in the Century^

and, while full of weird situations and high-strung amative-

ness, made little noise in bookish circles.

In accordance with the spirit of the times, the " wimmen
folk" have been very much in evidence. Mrs. Burnett's

"A lyady of Quality" achieved a success cf estime^ to borrow

the French phrase. Mrs. Humphrey Ward continues per-

sistently soporific in her latest three-volume, so-called

novel, "Sir George Tressady," while Mary Anderson

Navarro's complacent superciliousness in her " Autobiogra-

phy" is, to say the least, irritating. Nothing bothers one

more than to think over the novels of the year in search of

one which is deserving of universal favor. It is safe to

say 1896 will long be remembered, in the publishing trade

and by the readers of books, as one rich in the quantity, but

decidedly poor in the quality of its literary output. Let us

hope 1897 has some pleasant surprises in store for the book-

worm. J. A. M.
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INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

By John I. Whei,an, '95.

{Continued.)

CHAPTER IV.

'TWIXT SMILES AND TEARS.

RALPH has not been aware of the fact that, during his

gloomy reverie, he has had his eyes fixed in a steady,

if unobservant stare, upon the fair face of the con-

scious Miss Gush. So that now, when at length he rouses

himself, he is somewhat nonplussed at the pronounced out-

ward indication that the inmost soul of that adorable crea-

ture is in a state of sweet unrest ; that her heart is thrilled

and flutters beneath that yellow bodice ever as a canary

against the gilded wires of its prison-cage. He is annoyed

and is about to move away, when he beholds Harley

approaching them.

"Harley knows everybody," he soliloquizes; "and he will

tell me who they are. '

'

Tom rather enjoyed a half hour's conversation with the

fair Americans. They were sociable and much given to

repartee ; shrewd, indeed, but impressionable, and, therefore,

easily deceived. They saw only the bright side of life, and

sought pleasure and excitement with all the abandon of chil-

dren. They were not as shallow as they seemed ; beneath

their frivolity there was a fund of common sense. Tom had

learned much of their adventures in England and was
charmed with their ingenuousness. Although they prided

themselves on having " graduated " from a celebrated insti-

tution of learning, there was yet about them much of the

school-girl, and many of their expressions are not to be found

in " Webster's Unabridged. " But they were natural, and,

although they frequently lapsed into college slang, there was

about them an evidence of refinement and good breeding. A
man who attempted to open up a conversation with them

without the formality of an introduction, received a stare
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from Lola which, as Tom expressed it, froze him dead in his

tracks.

Tom had learned that the girls were expert wheel-women,

that they had secured two lovely wheels " for a mere song,"

and (confidently) they were going to " get them in free of

duty, too." Tom was not well up in the matters of the New
York Custom House, so he readily agreed with them that

they would be able to do so. They spoke of their wheels as

of the gender feminine, and for a while it had been difficult

for Tom to understand how '

' she '
' could have a punctured

tire or be geared up to 73. Lola was also an elocutionist and

had received a gold medal for her rendition of the fifth scene

of the first act of Macbeth. Her friend Lydia confided to

Tom that Lola was "just dying to go on the stage."

As Tom approached, they made room for him beside them.

They started at once into a very lively conversation, punc-

tuated with "oh's" and " ah's " and many giggles and
glances towards Ralph. Suddenly Tom rises, and Ralph,

who, all unwittingly, has stood there gazing at them, too

much surprised to realize what is going on, finds himself cap-

tured by the scout and elbowed over to the enemy's camp.
*' Sir Tragicus," says Harley, without a smile, " permit me

to present you to the Honorable, the Miss Gushe, and the

Honorable, the Miss Anguish. Mr. Henry Irving, ladies."

Ralph frowned at that name, there were unpleasant associa-

tions connected with it. But it was Tom's theory that Ralph
was best roused from his state of " heroics " by this allusion

to the famous actor. Moreover, he had scented a joke from

afar. He knew the young ladies had made his friend the

central figure in a romance of their own conception, and,

being a practical joker, grasped his opportunities. He rightly

surmised that the girls could have had no opportunity of

seeing Mr. Henry Irving, and the fact that Ralph was travel-

ling under an assumed name, furthered his plan. He argued,

also, that the affair would give his friend a "shaking up,"

which would keep him awake during the rest of the voyage.

Lola observed the look of annoyance on Ralph's face, and
was at once convinced that the person posing as " Mr. Bur-
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leigh," was none other than the eminent actor and the

baronet that -was to be. She did homage at the shrine of

glories and plied poor Ralph with many questions to which,

as may be imagined, he gave the most bewildering replies.

But it is in the province of genius to be mysterious, and the

Anguish was satisfied. The few significant glances which

Tom received from Ralph, prompted that worthy to beat a

retreat, so with a hurried apology to Miss Gushe, he was oS on
*' some forgotten but important business.

"

Ralph, attacked on both sides, resigned himself to the

position and replied to the double volley as best he could.

Yes, he just revelled in Byron, and would be delighted to

hear Miss Anguish in her rendition of the " Prisoner of

Chillon." To Miss Gushe he acknowledged that he was a

great lover of out-door exercise and was an ardent admirer

of cycling, though he confessed that business had as yet pre-

vented his attaining any proficiency in it. Miss Gushe was
sure he would be an apt pupil, and if they should ever meet

in New York, etc. , etc. The gong for luncheon sounding,

Ralph escaped. He owned to himself afterwards however,

that he had really enjoyed the hour, and Tom Harley escaped

a reprimand. There was a certain dash and breeziness about

the two girls that had the power of making Ralph forget

himself and gave him no time for arguing with himself that

he, a homicide, had no right to associate with the honest and

the undefiled. He thought of this afterward, however, and

determined to shut himself up within a cold reserve and to

form no intimacies on board. But that first interview with

the firm of Anguish and Co. was one of several.

" What do you think of him ?" queried lyola of her friend.

" Oh, he's lovely," was the response ;
" such eyes !

"

" And so delightfully mysterious !"

" Yes, I must get his promise to take a spin through Cen-

tral Park."
" And I must sound him about making my debut."

And so on.

Ralph avoided them all next day. But at dark, as he was
moodily gazing over the side of the vessel. Miss Anguish
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appeared, ostensibly in search of her scarf. She had seen

her opportunity for a "nice quiet talk" about "leads,"

" heavy parts," and " soubrettes."

" Oh, Mr. Burleigh," she exclaimed in delightfully[feigned

surprise, " how you startled me ! I never dreamedlof meeting

you here !"

The daughters of Eve take kindly to lying.

"I think I must have left my scarf out here. I can not

find it in our room."

Then a search—fruitless, of course—was instituted for the

missing article. Ralph's silence did not affect Miss Anguish

in the least ; nay, it gave her every opportunity to display

her powers of conversation and to broach the all-important

topic. Ralph's curt and contradictory replies might have

nonplussed another, but she well knew that it was part

of the nature of a greatactor to be always engrossed in

his work and heedless of the lesser things of everyday

*'I must stifle within myself all desire to associate with

these innocent maidens," said Ralph to himself; "they are

too good for me to mingle with now. I must be on my
guard."

Presently Miss Gushe joins them ; and again is he subjected

to a double volley.

" What do you think of the stage as an educator? "

This was a foreward pass.

"Well, really, I can't say, that is, I
"

'
' Mr. Burleigh doesn't talk shop out of business hours

;

do you, Mr. Burleigh ? '

'

Ralph had been about to intimate that he didn't know
much about the stage, but as this counter-question answered

his purpose equally well, he replied simply:

'*No."

"I have just begun reading the catalogue of the ' Ryder '

wheels. I am more than satisfied with my bargain. She^s a

beauty." All this in one breath.

"But," persisted Lola, "don't you think the stage offers

advantages to a young woman of talent ? What would be
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your advice to a young woman of such aspirations, should

she not be encouraged?''

"Oh, by all means," answered Ralph, not quite sure

whether she referred to the woman or the wheel. His mind

was inactive.

Someone claimed Miss Anguish's attention just then, and

she had to retire, reluctant indeed, and sorry to have lost her

golden!opportunity.

"Get his opinion," she whispered hurriedly to her friend.

The other nodded assent.

" Poor dear, she is very much broken up over it." This in

a very mournful tone.

Ralph tried to look his sympathy. He thought of course

she was referring to the wheel. How it got to be broken up,

he couldn't imagine, but of course it could be repaired.

" Oh, I have no doubt we can fix her up again," he said,

encouragingly.

"Oh, will you ? " exclaimed L<ydia, fairly dancing with

delight at her remarkable success. " How shall we manage
it?"

"Well," said Ralph, " I am not much of a mechanic, but

I think I am sufficiently acquainted with the theory of the

thing."
" Yes," exclaimed she, joyously.

" She's all split up, eh?"
"Yes," tragically ; "completely shattered, quite un-

strung !

"

" Then we must restring her, that's all."

Lydia laughed. Their morose friend was getting quite

tacetious. Ralph, too, was quite elated.

'
' What do I know about wheels ? " he said to himself.

" But with such a companion in distress, it is necessary that

I simulate some knowledge in order to console her! "

" Yes, we will first take her to pieces."

"To pieces ? " queried Lydia.

" Oh, certainly. How can we make anything before we
break it? Break down, then build up."

"Oh, yes, I understand."
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" Then we'll build her up and set her agoing. If she runs

smoothly, all well and good, if not ah, well, there may be

a screw loose somewhere which will have to be attended to."

"A screw loose?"
" I am supposing that.

"

''What, that she has a screw loose? "

"That's only a supposition."

"Yes, but we say 'a screw loose' about people whose

minds are slightly deranged."

"Certainly. But that's diflferent. Well, say, she's a little

out of gear?"
" Out of gear? Ah, Mr. Burleigh !

"

" Yes. A little loose in the joints. But that's easily

remedied. We could readily make that all right ; a little

packing " -

" Oh, Mr. Burleigh, surely you don't mean to say that she

would—a—would have to—a—have to wear

—

tights ! '*

"Weartights? Who? What?"
"Why, Ze?/«/"
'

' Miss Anguish wear tights ! Why, you mystify me. Who
said ?"

Just then a truant gust of wind lifted Ralph's cap from his

head and carried it halfway down the promenade. With a

hastily-uttered apology Ralph darted after it. When he had

recovered the truant piece of head-gear and returned, Lydia
had gone to the rooms. Ralph sought his friend Tom. Per-

haps he could unravel the perplexing mystery.

CHAPTER V.

AN AUTOGRAPH.

N

Miss Lydia did not wait to witness the capture of the run-

away cap, but breathless and excited hurried to the ladies'

cabin, whither her friend had preceded her.

"I don't know whether I should congratulate you or not,

lyola," she said, as soon as, after her exertion, she could

manage to articulate.
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it Why ! Has he spoken ?"

" Yes."

"And he said "

" Well, he said he though he could arrange for your appear-

ance on the stage."

" Oh, rapture !" cried Lola, joyously.

" But there are conditions."

"Certainly. Hard study, I suppose. But I shall study as

never actress "

'* Oh, no, he didn't mention study at all. The fact is,

Lola, that whilst he spoke very encouragingly and kindly

there was a dreadful air of mystery about all he said.

"

"I can understand that perfectly, my dear," said Lola,

magnanimously. "You don't expect such a great actor

to comedown from the region of the stars and discourse in

plain every-day language."

"But he did use very plain and very ordinary language.

Indeed, that is just where the mystery comes in."

" Why, what did he say that was at once common-place
and mysterious ?"

"Well, he said—why—now, Lola, dear, don't mind it.

Perhaps I didn't quite understand him."
" You alarm me, dear Lydia. Could it be anything detri-

mental to me?"
Lydia nodded assent. Then she added :

" But only in

supposition."

"Tell me. Of course he had to consider the possibili-

ties?"

" Well, then, he spoke of the possibility of you having a

screw loose /"

" He did /"

Poor Lola sank upon a couch and began to sob.

" But that was only a supposition in case you didn't get

along well."

This was more consoling. Lola determined that when the

opportunity came she would strive so hard for success that it

would be quite evident that all the screws used in her mental

construction were in the proper positions.
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" Perhaps, after all," she said, " it is only his oflF-hand manner

of speaking ; nay, even an expression of the stage, stagey."

" He also spoke of your costume," continued Lydia.

"Of my costume. How thoughful and how thoroughly

business-like he was during your interview."

And Lola began to arrange her skirts in imaginary flowing

folds. She had visions of velvet and lace.

"I am afraid you won't admire his taste in that regard,

though."

"Why? No train?"

Lydia shook her head.

"Abbreviated?"

"Quite."
" You don't mean— ?"

"Yes." :,-
.

,

,

: "What!" \^..::<:\'-:':\y_:,':i-\':'
''^/•v:'\v^-V'-'^:. '^.'^':^A^:;'^

:::/*TiGHTs!'' y;\;'^;^':^^v/

Visions of velvet and lace all vanish. Poor Lola ! This

was indeed a severe blow. But ah ! an inspiration. Surely

he was referring to Shakespearean characters in which the

heroines are obliged to don male attire. Ah, yes, she remem-
bered now having once seen Modjeska as Rosalind. It was
all well once more. To follow in the footsteps of the great

Polish actress—to be a second Modjeska, that were, indeed, " a

consummation devoutly to be wished. " She men tally resolved

to thank Mr. Burleigh when next they met for having so

clearly and so delicately demonstrated all that would be

required of her.

In the meantime Ralph was seeking comfort from the

mischief-making Harley.

"Yes," he was saying, "made a complete donkey of

myself, thinking she was speaking of her wheels all the time,

whilst in reality it was about that silly, stage-struck girl !
"

"Quite complimentary to my poor friend Lola," said

Tom, trying to keep a straight face.

"Friend!" cried Ralph, sarcastically, "and the other

one is your ' dear friend Lydia, ' too, I suppose ! Bah, these

women that go about speaking of their wheels as she !

"
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Tom burst out into a loud guflfaw.

"Don't take it to heart so, old man. Ten to one they

think it was only a mild joke of yours."

And then the idea of a joke perpetrated by his friend who
had been walking around with a funeral face all this time,

set Tom off into another fit of laughing in which he nearly

strangled. But it was infectious, and Ralph had to join him.
" Oh, the look on the face of the Gushe when she said that

Vfoxdi— tights ! No doubt she went in to rinse out her mouth
after having made use of it."

Here they both roared. Tom was delighted at the im-

provement in his friend. He had not heard him laugh since

they had taken passage.

"My little joke is changing Sir Henry into plain Ralph
Cosgrove," he said to himself. Then aloud to Ralph

:

"Depend upon it they will look upon it as one of your

eccentricities. But in order to save yourself from the

implication of such a bull as you have just confessed to

making, you must continue in your role of Henry Irving,

travelling in disguise."

It was too rich a joke and one productive of too much
good to his friend to be allowed to sink into oblivion just

yet.

" But I object," said Ralph, " and, besides, what is the use

of deceiving the girls."

"Well, then, go tell the Miss Gushe you thought it was

wheels she was talking about. Besides, you may never see

them again after we land. And they will be none the worse

off for this pleasant bit of deception."

So Ralph consents. But he was not so sure of his part but

that he might make a slip. And this, indeed, he did. The
four of them were promenading the deck, Tom busy parry-

ing every attempt to revive the topic of the stage. They
had stopped, as though by common consent, to look at the

dying sun and to admire the glorious reflection in the water.

As was usual with him under such circumstances, Ralph's

thoughts immediately wended their way to a region of their

own where there dwelt an old white-haired man and a lovely
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little girl. He was scarcely conscious that they had seated

themselves when he received a gentle nudge from his neigh-

bor and heard the word "autograph." He looked from one

to the other and then at the album which Miss Gushe was

handing him. Taking it up he saw, in large, rough charac-

ters the name of his friend,

Thomas Hanley,

Liverpool.
' Then he comprehended that the young lady was also an

"autograph fiend." He took his pencil and unhesitatingly

writing his name, returned it to the owner. A look of sur-

prise overspread her face.

"Why how many names have you?" she exclaimed.

Then all looked forward to read. Tom bent his eyebrows

into a very ominous frown when he read what his friend had

written. Ralph, unconscious of having done anything out

of the way, took the book once more into his hand. One
look sufficed. A groan escaped him and the book fell to the

deck. He had written his own name, Ralph Cosgrove !

{To be Continued.^
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NATURE'S CHARM.

DEEP love have I for Nature's dower

—

Each spreading tree, each scented flower,

The softest dews that evening brings,

The wealth they give to humble things.

I love the radiant monarch's sway-

That ushers in bright smiling day

—

Refulgent beams that blaze on high

To light the sable-curtained sky
;

The music sweet of wood or grove,

Where trill the birds their songs of love
;

The zephyr's sigh ; the brook that sings

While Fancy writes her wanderings.

I love the stars and the silvery moon,

Deep peace of night when toil is done,

When sleep e'en Nature doth invest

—

Lulled by the soothing charms of rest.

Then what can lend more charming days.

What theme deserves more lasting praise

Than Nature with her powers of worth,

Whose voice her brightest choirs sing forth ?

A. J. P.

s

'96.

UNDER THE LIBRARY LAMP.

New books are as plentiful just now as crocuses in the

Springtime. Justin McCarthy has made something of a

literary sensation with his " Life of Pope L,eo XIII," con-

tributed to the excellent series of *' Public Men of To-Day,"

published by Bliss & Co., London. Many critics of the

secular press regard the work as the best essay on the condi-

tions of contemporary European politics that has ever been

written. The concensus of opinion of Catholic critics, how-

ever, is that the author has gone out of his way to curry
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favor with Protestants, by adopting a liberal, apologetic tone

in discussing the career of our illustrious Pontiff, nothing in

whose life requires an apology.

We are pleased to know that Rev. Father Finn's charming

juvenile stories, " Percy Wynne," " Tom Playfair," " Harry

Dee," "Claude Lightfoot " and "Mostly Boys," have won
such an abiding place in the aflfections ofour younger students.

Many of them, it appears, have transferred their allegiance

from such old-time popular favorites, "Oliver Optic," " Harry

Castlemon," et al. , to this new literary idol. Father Finn
may always be sure of their most distinguished consideration,

and, if it were in their power, they would crown him *' King
of Juvenile Story-Writers."

The venerable and versatile Mr. J. W. Allies is as active as

ever in his chosen field of literary endeavor, and he has

recently added another volume to his magnificent, monu-
mental work, '

' The Formation of Christendom, " which ought

to make his name known and revered by Catholics of future

generations. He has devoted his pen these many years to

the cause of the Church, and has proved a tireless and noble

worker in the field of historical research. His latest volume
is entitled " The Monastic I/ife," and goes over practically the

same ground as that much-neglected mine of research and
erudition," Montalembert's Monksof the West." The peerless

Newman excepted, we know of no writer whose style is supe-

rior in classic beauty and finish to that of Mr. Allies. We
would earnestly recommend the members of the higher

classes to form his literary acquaintance at the earliest oppor-

tunity, and to drink deep of the pellucid, invigorating stream

of his English.
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EXCHANGES.

The Christmas numbers of our exchanges were exception-

ally good. Evidently each editor strove to make his journal

a leader among the holiday publications.

The Holy Ghost College Bulletin is a rather volumi-

nous periodical and is well stocked with matter of high

literary order. "Kosciusko's Death" is a beautiful and

touching poem, and ''Lord Bacon," "The Elizabethan

Age of English Literature," " The Victorian Age of English

Literature," are thoughtful, well-written essays. The Holy
Ghost College Bulletin ought to attain a high rank among
college journals.

The Monthly is pleased to welcome The De La Salle,

It is edited in very neat style, and its literary department is

well filled with interesting matter.

The Messenger^ of Richmond College, for December, is the

best number of that journal we have ever seen. The Mes-

senger is always gotten up tastily, and is in every way an

up-to-date paper. Its worth, from a literary standpoint,

makes the December number especially commendable. It

has a number of good essays, and its editorial page contains

much that is worthy of reflection.

"French Literature," a continued essay, in Mount St.

Joseph Collegian^ is a well-written and instructive effort.

We recommend a careful perusal of it to all who are desirous

of having a good general view of this subject.

Among our other exchanges we also note : The Niagara

Index^ Georgetown CollegeJournal^ Bucknell Mirror^ The

Mounts The College Forum^ The Collegium Forense^ The

Holy Cross Purple^ The Stylus^ The Fordham Monthly^ and

many others.

" Of all those arts in which the wise excel,

Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well.
'

'

" Ability to use terse, lucid and elegant English is, in the

opinion of Dr. Eliot, of Harvard University, the crucial test

of true scholarship. A system of training which fails to
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develop accurate, fluent and graceful writers, has failed of its

chief purpose, since skill in composition presupposes accurate

thinking and a firm grasp of the precepts and principles set

forth in the text-books. Good writing is the perfect fruition

of the wood of the library and lecture-room, the very bud

and flower of a college course. The opinion of the scholarly

Doctor is but an echo of a thought which the elder Dumas
uttered years ago, to the effect that to be deep versed in

text-books is not to be a scholar, for there are the learners

and the learned, memory cramming makes one, and the

philosophical application of principles, the other.

Thepoetsays:

" True ease in writing comes from art, not chance,

As those move easiest who have learned to dance. '

'

The best way to learn an art is to practice it assiduously
;

so the surest and quickest way to acquire ease in writing

good English is by frequent and careful exercise in com-

position. After you learn, it is just as easy to write good

English as bad English. In return for your trouble, you
will stand higher in the estimation of educated people and

be looked up to by the uneducated. Perchance only one

man in two hundred will be able to appreciate the beauty of

your English, but he is the only man in the two hundred

whose appreciation is worth anything. Read the masters of

English to saturate your mind with their best thoughts and

choicest expressions. Study the construction of their writ-

ings ; try to unravel the intricacies of some great oration or

closely-woven essay, and you will soon find that it is as good
a mental discipline as proving the pons asinorum or finding

the solution of some salt.

The college magazine affords the student splendid oppor-

tunity for applying himself to this most practical work
within the scope of the curriculum. By fixing his ideas

upon paper, to be held up before the public for scrutiny, the

student is able to gauge his ability and learn the trend and
limitations of his talent. The college paper has been the

practice ground for many a writer whose pen won him repu-
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tation and wealth in after years in the broader arena of the

public press.

A few examples rush to mind as we write, Brisbane Walker,

Father Cronin, Dr. Phelan, Conda B. Fallen, Bishop Quigley,

et alii aliorum plurimorum, etc.

Speaking of newspapers and magazines, recalls the fact

that in looking about for specimens of good English, the

student will do well to dip into them occasionally. The
rewards oflfered by wide-awake newspaper owners are so great

nowadays that many of our cleverest writers are harnessed

to the hack work of the press.

Mr. Dana, of the Sun^ writes a style of inimitable beauty,

terse, lucid and witty. lyawrence Godkin, the mugwump
editor of the New York Press^ has command of a wonderful

vocabulary and a most suggestive and surprising style. The
caustic Alan Dale, dramatic critic of the Journal^ evinces

excellent taste in his reviews of matters theatrical, and writes

in a round and informing style, which is animated, pictur-

esque and original, yet never redundant.

A beautiful style, simple yet classic, is that of William

Winter, of the New York Herald staff. Mr. Winter is a

devoted worshipper at Shakespeare's shrine, and has written

some of the sweetest tributes in the language to the memory
of the "myriad-minded bard of Avon." Jli^ writings

are replete with high and unaffected moral slatlstEIBBlS, Ihe

very reverse of the phariseeism so often displayed by

some modern writers. The noble style of John Fiske will

repay close study. Andrew lyang, the genial, elongated

English literary censor, is master of an enviable style as

every one will declare who knows his "lyCtters to Dead
Authors."

The late Robert Louis Stevenson's style is sometimes

uneven, but is often great. He is seen in his most charac-

teristic vein in his books of essays, " Memories and Por-

traits " and "Virginibus Puerisque."

Horace Greeley was master of a purely American, racy,

individual style, and his distinguished contemporaries, the

elder Bennett, Ra^niond, Prentiss and Storey, had extraor-
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dinary styles—audacious, witty, cunning, reckless, full of

humor that amused even while it destroyed.

Joseph O'Connor, editor of the Rochester Post-Express^ is

easily one of the cleverest writers of our country and of our

day. He has not only wit, but imagination and feeling also.

Still, newspapers and magazines, at best, are but mental

dessert^ and the mind can no more live upon such food alone

and be strong and healthy than can the body alone upon des-

sert. President Garfield made it a rule to read three pages

from some English author every day, and he was one of the

most accomplished public men, and fluent, graceful speakers

of this generation. Be not only newspaper fed and fattened,

but be also classic fed and fattened. Let the student seeking

models of style devote his leisure hours to carefully studying

the Bible, a book of eternal and therefore of contemporaneous

interest. Thither it is that all great poets and writers, who
have felt within their breasts the inspiring flames of the

muses, have run to quench their thirst at the scriptural foun-

tains of ever-living waters. A book in which the human
race began to read thirty-three centuries ago, and although

reading in it every day, every night and every hour, have

not yet finished its perusal. Cardinal Newman's '

' Apologia^''

Matthew Arnold's " Literary Essays," Channing's "Essay
on Napoleon Bonaparte," Sumner's " True Grandeur of

Nations," Webster's " Speech in Reply to Hayne," Lincoln's
" Speech at Gettysburg," are the kind of works to be thor-

oughly studied and made part of tlicii''
' mental furniture by

every English-writing student who seeks to cultivate that

last and most delightful perfection of the literary art—^a

chastened, pregnant, elegant, fresh, imaginative and
fascinating style.

THE DELEGATE VISITS NEW ENGLAND.

Archbishop Martinelli, Apostolic Delegate, visited New
England during the Christmas vacation. His journey proved

a veritable triumphal tour, the utmost respect and honor
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being shown him by all classes. He visited Worcester,

lyawrence and Boston. In each city he pontificated, after

which he was tendered a reception and banquet.

In Lawrence, he was entertained at St. Mary's Rectory by

his religious confreres, the Augustinians. The freedom of

the city was tendered him by the Mayor and Board of

Aldermen. The City Hall was used for the reception, and

over 10,000 persons shook hands with the distinguished

guest. The celebration at Lawrence was the grandest in its

history.

Boston did itself proud in honor of the Delegate's visit.

He was entertained by the venerable Archbishop Williams,

and by the members of the Young Men's Catholic Club.

Archbishop Martinelli's visit to old New England was a

veritable red-letter event in its history, and will undoubtedly

be one of the most pleasant recollections of his sojourn in

the United States.

In appreciation of the cordial welcome extended to his

representative, Our Holy Father, the Pope, sent his special

blessing to the citizens of Lawrence.

FATHER PROVINCIAL'S GIFT.

Very Rev. C. M. DriscoU, provincial O. S. A., brought with

him from Italy last Autumn two beautiful oil paintings, the

works of Gagliardi, a well-known Roman artist. The sub-

jects are two Augustinian Saints, St. Clare of Montefalco and
Blessed John Stone. Father Provincial has generously pre-

sented them to the college, and they will be hung in con-

spicuous positions on the walls of the Students' Library.

On behalf of the faculty and students, we wish to thank

Very Rev. Father Driscoll for this most recent token of

kindly feeling for the old Villa and its denizens, and to

assure him of our grateful appreciation of his fatherly

interest and solicitude for our college and all those con-

nected with it.
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THE SOCIETIES.

V. D. 5.—The Senior Debating Society met Saturday

evening, January i6th, in the Dramatic Hall. Rev. Father

Delurey, O. S. A., presided. The question :

* 'Resolved, That

Monopolies are Detrimental to the Wage-Earner," was dis-

cussed. Messrs. A. X. Dooley and C. McAvoy espoused the

afl&rmative, while Messrs. Kirsch and McDonald spoke for

the negative. The arguments adduced by each speaker

showed considerable study, and the telling points were liber-

ally applauded by the auditors. At the close, Rev. Father

Delurey made some very appropriate remarks upon the

advantages to be derived from properly-conducted debating

societies. After criticising the eflforts of the debaters, he

awarded the decision to the speakers for the affirmative,

Messrs. Dooley and McAvoy.
The subject for debate for the Seniors' next meeting is,

"Resolved, That the Annexation of Canada Would be Detri-

mental to the Best Interest of the United States. " Messrs.

Mullane and Hauber have the affirmative, Messrs. Hayden
and Donavan, the negative.

The Junior Debating Society will meet Wednesday even-

ing, February 3rd. The question for discussion will be, " Is

England Progressing or Retrograding as a Nation?"

V. D. C—The Villanova Dramatic Club is preparing an

entertainment to be given Wednesday evening, February

24th. A double bill, "The Violin Maker of Cremona," from

the French of Francois Coppee, followed by " Oliver Twist,"

will be presented. The rehearsals are being conducted under

the able direction of Rev. W. A. Coar, O. S. A. , which is in

itself a sufficient guarantee of an enjoyable evening.

The Villanova Athletic Association met Saturday evening,

January i6th, and accepted games with Ursinus, Fordham,
Manhattan, Mt. St. Mary's, and the Catholic University.

As there are ai number of cracker-jack ball tossers in Villa-

nova this year, the team ought to be able to make a good rec-

ord in college athletic circles.
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PERSONALS.

Rev. J. J. Fedigan, O. S. A., Atlantic City, was a guest of

the Faculty recently. He delivered an address at the

twentieth annual celebration of St. Thomas of Villanova

T. A. B. Society. Many of the Faculty were present.

Messrs. George Hanrahan, lyawrence, Mass., a student at

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia; E. P. McKeough, '96,

Johns Hopkins; John I. Whelan, '95, Brooklyn Seminary
;

E. T. Wade, '96, Catholic University ; B. J. Wefers, George-

town University ; G. A. Buckley, '96, were visitors at the

College during the Xmas vacation.

Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O. S. A. , Mission Rector, is spending

a few days at the College, prior to his very busy work, from

Sunday, 31st inst., until about the first of June. During

that time he will conduct missions in New York City,

Brooklyn, Boston, Cincinnati, Chicago, Harrisburg and

other cities.

SPLINTERS.

Ride the " Skinner Special."

Try Fr. C.'s new toothache cure.

" McAvoy, I'll kill you in a week.'

'

" Jimmie, make them stop guying me."

Who is the lad that shoots pool so well ? That's Herr.

" There is a shed down there for horses and pugiljists."

Why can't you fellows call these trousers, breeches ?

Old Alabaster says he will spend the winter up in j 1.
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Jack—I heard you had a funeral last night?

Mac—Yes, we buried Rosie O'Grady

—

Requiescat in pace.

The latest from Hogan's alley is, that the " Yeller Kid " is

" playing possum."

Dr. Carmichael said he had his weather eye open for gold-

brick men on his recent visit to New York.

Why did they all jolly Mac when he told them how he
knocked out that big scrapper? /

Mr. R wishes to announce that his superb collection of

china is now on exhibition at his headquarters. Open day

and night.

lyook out, there ! that leg has only three chairs.

'' Yaller" had the "blues" during the Christmas holi-

days.
":--':.' '.^:--

There is a little story going de rounds about " Bill." It

is something about the scare that the " hobo " gave him.

But every one knows that " Bill " is not afraid of " hobos."

Never leave any signs behind you ; a word to the wise is

sufficient.

u The blow (out) almost killed Jim. " There were others.

Talk about " Flim-flam '

' games, you should see ' * Room-
mate's " " gold brick."

The K. D. U. held a lively meeting a few evenings ago.

Much important business, besides election of officers for

the ensuing year, was transacted.

" Our cooking days are over."

The boys found out that ''Hugh "is a contortionist as

well as singer, when he sat on the business end of that

writing pen.

"Take back the ' Welsbach ' you gave me (nit)."
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Are you a Singer?

Nope ! I'm a Wheeler & Wilson.

Gee! funny, "ain't" you?

QUERIES ANSWERED.

J. J. D.—Use Anti-fat.

H. Up.—We cannot recommend vaseline as a moustache

producer, as we have never tried to raise wind teasers.

W. B.—Your inquiry as to whether the United States is a

republic or not, cannot be answered in this department. You
might inquire at Washington, D. C.

J. D. H.—Your suggestion to hang those " pants" in the

basement to scare the rats, is a good one, but for the fact

that there would be danger of setting the building on fire.

J. McC.—Really, Joe, the whereabouts of your stove is a

mystery to us. We would advise you to consult a detective,

who would no doubt locate it in about one minute.

F. R.—We have never been in the cooking business ; but

would suggest that you use cream when you wish to make
chocolate without milk or water.

«&-o
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niTORIAL
New Session.

The new session began under most auspicious circum-

stances. New life seemed to be infused into many after

making a creditable showing in examinations. Still, a few

seemed pleased to speak of examinations as being *' tem-

poris acti," while a very few seemed disposed to be entirely

silent in the matter. Yet, for these, there is yet time for

reparation. An old proverb tells us that " all things come to

him who waits'
'

; but it would be better to consider waiting a

rather monotonous occupation and become more aggressive.
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Better fkr to take the kindly advice implied in the words of

Horace, when he says :

" Nil sine magno
Vita labore dedit mortalibus.

"

hook at the duties of the class-room in the light of aids

for the future, which they really are, and half of their dis-

agreeableness will disappear.

i

Catholic Winter School.

The second session of the Catholic Winter School of

America will begin formally on the 29th inst, and all indica-

tions point to a most successful opening. The Delegate

Apostolic will grace the quaint city of New Orleans with his

presence, and will celebrate Pontifical Mass there on the 28th

inst. A rare intellectual feast is surely in store for those who
attend this session of the Winter School, for subjects that

absorb universal attention will be discussed by linguists

whose sound principles are talked of the world over.

Such schools are certainly beneficial, for they give an

insight to many perplexing questions in such an elevated, yet,

withal, simple manner as to make lasting impressions on the

mind.

A review of the course of lectures that has been mapped
out will show that something will be found to interest minds

occupied in every line of thought.

When this movement was first contemplated, it was believed

that the people of New Orleans, professed lovers of life and

frivolity, could never be induced to turn their attention to

things of such a serious nature. But quite the contrary hap-

pened. The speakers seemed to be endowed with a magnetic

power that held the undivided attention of all who heard

them. May this session prove as successful as the former,

and may its promoters receive a full measure of encourage-

ment.
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Change of Administration.

The time is fast approaching when the president-elect will

take up the reins of government and endeavor to guide the

nation into a haven where it will be safe from the storms

that now assail it. Speculation is now rife as to the probable

effects that will follow upon the installation of the people's

choice. Will the same dark, oppressive atmosphere still

hover over us, or will the bright sunlight of prosperity dispel

all the mists that envelop the horizon ? Let us desert the

fast-decreasing ranks of the pessimist and be as optimistic as

possible in our views. Experience teaches that it is darkest

ere dawn, and the depleted circumstances of the present may
be but a prelude to the greatest prosperity that the future

can hold in store for us. Those never-to-be-forgotten days

of 1775 were but the forerunners of those days of dearly-pur-

chased liberty, which constituted a priceless gem in the eyes

of all nations.

During those restless times of the Civil War, a national

election was held, which was signalized by unusual quiet,

and gave an example of control never equaled by any free

country. The short space of a few months after their dis-

bandment found the one-time members of a great army
engaged in peaceful occupations. Our chief magistrate was
assaulted by an insane fanatic and the cry was set up :

" The
republic will never survive." Yet his successor was

appointed without a ripple to break the calmness of the sea

of national government. Can the future bring forth any

greater difficulties ?

We are looked upon as leaders in the family of nations, not

by reason of the pomp and splendor displayed by our officials
;

for in such things we are most unassuming. But we are

looked up to as the possessors of a government for the people

and by the people. Let us, then, place entire confidence in

that government and firmly trust that the new administration

will set the wheels of trade going with a merry hum and
make us the possessors of " those good old times " once

more.
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Anent the Library.

The reading-room with its choice collection of standard

works is certainly an alluring spot at the present time, still

its frequenters show a decided inclination to ignore the con-

tents of its well-filled cases and eagerly devour the columns

•of current papers and magazines. This is certainly wrong.

True, it is well to be conversant with the agitated topics of

the day, and many interesting articles appear in our maga-
zines

; but, as a rule, their tendency is not to aid in forming

an elegant style or imbuing our minds with those same lofty

ideas that must follow from the careful perusal of a well-

written book.

Look to it, then, lest, by attending too earnestly to the

daily topics, while neglecting to pay sufficient attention to

some master-pieces of our language, we will find our lan-

guage cramped and harsh-sounding. "Remembering that

there is an art of reading, as well as an art of thinking and
writing."

Archbishop Ryan's Jubilee.

The approaching jubilee celebration of Philadelphia's dis-

tinguished prelate, His Grace, Archbishop Ryan, is a project

which has, and should have, the hearty approval of all

Catholics.

No trouble should be considered too great to be overcome

by the societies of the diocese, to make this a glowing tribute

to one who has so endeared himself to all with whom he has

come in contact, that to know His Grace is to consider him

worthy of the greatest reverence man can show to man. With
great wisdom and prudence he has ruled over the destinies

of the diocese of Philadelphia, and no matter how enthusiastic

his people may be, or with what splendor they attempt to

manifest their appreciation of his efibrts in furthering the

interests of the Church, their efibrts will not express in all

its fullness the affection they must have for him in return

for his fatherly love.
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The words of wisdom that flow from his lips in that

mellow voice, which so appeals to the heart as to at once

make it a captive, have made him pre-eminent as an orator.

Who has ever heard him who did not go away feeling that

he had listened to one upon whom all the gifts of oratory

had been bestowed ?

Among his countless other good qualities he has always

been a staunch friend of education. No project to promote

education but found him among the leaders, no institution

of learning but found him ever ready with words of encour-

agement. If, then, inspiration were needed to give impulse

to the now maturing movement which will culminate in his

jubilee celebration, surely a review of his efforts in behalf oi

the church and education would give it.

May he be long spared to his people to disseminate the

seeds of faith and encourage the advancement of every good
work that has progressed so auspiciously under his leader-

ship. ' ''

^7'"'''^''^'y'''^'^VV:^'.^ -^^

College Athletics.

Those canvas suits, whose wearers a short time ago
absorbed all our attention, have been relegated to their

receptacles for another year, and though it may seem rather

previous to talk of athletic prospects for the coming season^

still they will soon be the all-absorbing topic. Villanova's

prospects for a successful year on the diamond were never

brighter. The new men, judging from the indoor practice

thus far engaged in, are a promising lot. Nothing is now^

needed but that greatest essential to success, unity. Let all

petty prejudices be placed aside and let each work with the

sole aim in view of helping to goad the team on to victory.

Our teams in the past have been our pride, and now shall

want of unity put a blot on our fair, unblemished record in

the athletic arena ?

From the beginning let our motto be : "We are one,'*^

and nothing but success will attend our efforts. That
tendency to grumble and predict nothing but failure is most
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disheartening to those against -whom it is directed, and

certainly does not redound to the credit of its originators.

Let us go go forward, then, shoulder to shoulder, proudly

waiving Villanova's revered ensign and do all in our power

to make '97 a banner year in athletics.

The Father of His Country.

The Father of his Country ! So do we epitomize all the

reverence and pleasant rkmkmbrance of that glowing star

in the historical firmament who was famous from the time

he was able to wield that proverbial hatchet until he cast

aside life and its burdens. Now that the anniversary of his

birth is an event of the near future, we Americans naturally

feel proud when we review his many excellencies.

He is the grand unit with which we compare all others.

Paramount in energy, resolution, fortitude and skill, his

memory inspires others to emulate his example.

When we review the history of his times, all other char-

acters seem to form but a pleasing background for the scene

in which he alone stands forth in bold relief.

His was not the life of a dreamer, but one dealing with

grave realities. His was the mind in which originated

mighty plans ; he was the one ever ready to brave the dan-

gers of their adoption.

Faithfully has Byron protrayed our lasting remembrance of

his name when he said :

"Washington's a watchword that such as ne'er

Shall sink while there's an echo left to air.

"

Plague in India.

Still the famine rages in India, and latest reports have it

that there will be no abatement before September. With the

same report, we learn that Russia's attempted movement to

bring succor to these poor unfortunates has proven a dismal

failure, and the same movement in England seems to have

come to a decided standstill. Where is Europe's boasted

sympathy and charity for suffering humanity?
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T
AMOR CONSTANS.

HE stars above to-night are pale

—

There's a white moon in the sky

;

And my lover's love from me doth fail,

For a fairer maid comes by.

But the stars their steadfast light outpour,

Tho' the crowned moon is queen

;

And my love for my love doth not give o'er,

Tho' a lovelier love he hath seen.

For the stars do know but still to glow

In the moon's eclipsing rays

;

And my love doth know but to love e'en so

As it loved from the first of days.

Wm. McDevitt.

AN AFTERNOON ON THE ALLEGHENIES.

SETTING out one October afternoon from my hostelry,

which was formerly one of the post-houses on the stage

route between Philadelphia and Pittsburg, I turned toward

the East and proceeded along the old pike.

This place occupied a position almost midway between

Altoona and a town by the name of Gallitzin, which lies on

the Allegheny mountains, that cross the western part ot

Pennsylvania. It is but sparsely settled and travel is reduced

to a minimum on account of the neglected condition of the

roads, so that a traveller wishing to be alone is rarely denied

that pleasure.

In this manner I pursued my way and had an excellent

opportunity to study the scenery, which is most picturesque.

Nowhere, in my opinion, does Nature exhibit herself in more
grandeur and sublimity than on the mountains, whose hills

and peaks, rising above one another, seem to pierce the clouds

with jagged crests. Thus I thought gazing in admiration at
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the huge forms of the Alleghenies that rose up around me
;

while these lines came vividly to my mind :

" Ye are the things whose forms robed or unrobed

Do all the impress wear of awe divine,

"

Huge hills, forming, as it were, a natural causeway for facili-

tating the journey of the traveller through this region reared

themselves about me ; deep valleys watered by narrow moun-
tain streams, whose ripple made delightful music for the ear

;

the soughing of the enormous trees ; the singing of the birds

as they sported in the fading foliage, mingled with the faint

sound of some miniature water fall produced many varied

sensations. The stately magnificence of the trees, with

which this section abounds, is one of the chief sources of

pleasure to the mountain wanderer. Innumerable wide-

spreading oaks, majestic chestnuts here and there embraced

by the entwining arms of the wild mountain ivy, extending

their long limbs over the earth, which they had covered

with luxuriant carpet of leafy material.

These were intermingled with gnarled and stunted beeches

and copsewood so closely united as to form one of those

inextricable vistas in which the eye delights to lose itself and

which the imagination considers as a most romantic place

for sylvan solitude. I slowly walked along the path, over

which nature had so profusely spread her leafy shroud, awed
into silence by the sombre impressiveness of this grandeur.

1 realized what an infinitesimal nonentity I would be among
God's works devoid of my immortal soul. Never, until

now, did I realize to their full extent the power and majesty

of Him who governs all things. As I slowly walked along

the side of the mountain I stumbled upon the deserted

remains of an old coal mine, whose turmoil and activity,

once so prevalent, had long since abandoned it, and nature

again was slowly but surely reasserting her claim, so that at

a not very distant period this scene of human activity would

be entirely effaced. Here and there, as I proceeded on my
journey, a pheasant, disturbed from its retreat, would start

up at my approach and fly away with a loud hum. A rabbit
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or a squirrel would dash across my path and disappear so

quickly in the stone grottes or piles of fallen trees, torn down
by some ruthless mountain storm, that their retreat was

secure from my sight.

Along the road, a mountain stream, augmented by the tor-

rents that had descended from the heights, during a recent

storm, flowed rapidly along with the roar of thunder, and in

some places made inundations that threatened to engulf the

road. Across this a bridge had been thrown at some previ-

ous period, when a railroad had been constructed there, and

although the railroad had disappeared, the bed of it still

remained, betokening, with its curious windings, one of those

remarkable pieces of engineering which had been accom-

plished by Yankee ingenuity in the construction of railroads

across the mountains. From thence I ascended a steep

declivity and arrived, after a hard climb, at a partially open

spot from whence I was enabled to obtain an unobstructed

view of the surrounding country. The panorama amply
repaid me for my tiresome ascent, for I obtained one of

the most exquisite views of my life. The summits of the

surrounding mountains, extending as far as eye could reach,

gave it the appearance of some huge, billowy ocean, the

green of the hemlock standing out in bold contrast against

the leafless boughs of the other trees ; while the roofs

and chimneys of small cabins that some enterprising

settlers had constructed just appeared over the top of

the opposite mound, and afar off" to the right a train

was just rounding the famous horseshoe bend at Kit-

tanning Point. To my left the sun, just taking his last

glimpse over the earth, made a scene such as few have ever

beheld.

At the foot of this mound a little spring bubbles from the

earth, and after a short run makes a tiny waterfall into a

hollow slab of marble, which, the tradition of that place

asserts, was placed there by Father Gallitzin, from whom the

town Gallitzin takes its name, in the year 1783, which date

is chiselled in the rock over which the spring flows. This

spring is said to contain medicinal waters, besides making a
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delightful potion for the weary traveller fatigued by his

mountain climb.

Here I also refreshed myself, and after a short rest returned

to my hostelry, just as night was dropping her shadowy
mantle over the earth.

Too soon for me, indeed, did my mountain visit terminate,

and ever shall I delight to revert to my afternoon, spent in

the Alleghenies, which are associated in my mind with a

delightful and instructive ramble.

J. L. KiRSCH, '97.

lii' 1
,.

"AMBITION."

LIFE with its smiles and frowns is an, enigma which every-

one must endeavor to solve. A sorry task it is, indeed,

to many, and one which does not repay the labor, yet abso-

lutely necessary to insure even transient content. For one

cannot imagine a man taking absolutely no interest in

the happenings of everyday life. From the cradle to the

grave there is always some event which absorbs his atten-

tion and in which he is interested. He is ever actuated

by some unknown power which continually whispers to him
that all significant word, "Excelsior." This same power

says to him :
" Be not weary and sick at heart, though you

are now surrounded by the mass of strugglers, for high up
on the ladder which leads to fame you will not find so many
to jostle and hinder you from attaining that at which you
aim." And encouraged by this seemingly kind advice the

recipient of it will renew his efforts in the race of life. This

strange principle, which has such an influence on the actions

of our lives, we call ambition.

The child, as soon as it begins to notice its surroundings,

is anxious to possess something which it happens to see.

Here ambition takes its root and grows strong and powerful

;

remaining so until the world and all its hallucinations are no

more. Ambition was the baneful motive that actuated our
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first parents to transg^ress the law of God, and has been

handed down to all humanity as an heirloom.

Maurice Francis Eagan has said that fairy tales are the

dreams and ambitions of the poor ! If, then, ambition is

capable of such lofty flights, it is a difficult task to designate

any bounds within which it might be restricted.

Our business man of to-day is a striking example of its influ-

ence. See him starting in business with a small capital, yet

ever laboring to increase it and outstrip his competitors. Little

by little that capital is augmented until he is able to live in

luxury and possess every temporal enjoyment that he may
desire. Yet, strange to say, when he is surrounded by every-

thing which tends to his present happiness, that spark, which

impelled him to put forward every efibrt by which his then

small income might be increased, instead of having died out

has, on the contrary, burst forth into an all- consuming flame.

He is totally given up to the acquirement of power, for money
is power, and is likewise the scale in which he weighs his

happiness. With him ambition might almost be termed an
uninterrupted passion, for night and day his thoughts are

given to the counting house with its risks and investments.

Another example is the modern politician. He sees before

him the bright prospect of political honors, and to attain

them, he must trample under foot all who stand in his way.

Nothing is of value to him save the one coveted prize, and

every means ot putting it within his grasp, be they good or

bad, are used without the least thought of the harm they may
eventually bring to others. Another station in life which

may or !may not be influenced by ambition is student life.

But, happily, in most cases, the student is ambitious. For

the great unexplored world lies before him, and in order to

become acquainted with its mysterious workings, the greatest

efforts are required. Perhaps, at times, he may regard the

intervening years of study as time uselessly spent ; but study

itself will bring about a change in his ideas, and he will see

the necessity of the training which fits him to cope with his

fellow-man. He pictures a future and strives that he may
accomplish all that he has proposed to himself. Yet this rule
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has its exceptions. Occasionally one may be found who is

mindful of the present only, leaving the future to care for

itself. How sad must be the realization of his error when it

is too late to profit by the knowledge

!

Yet ambition is what makes life worthfliving.lfBy it one

is prompted to strive after the ideal which he has formed.

True, in some cases, it has the effect of blinding,![one*[to a

sense of justice, but this is exceptional. A|page from the

history of our everyday life will furnish^numerous examples

of men striving to attain an end which had been mapped out

in boyhood. And though many never reached the lotty

goal for which they had set out, nevertheless, it was a conso-

lation for them to have tried, and though but partly success-

ful, they were happier than if they had been content to plod

slowly onward in the well-beaten path, for, as the poet has

told us,

" To the expanded and aspiring soul,

To be but still the thing it long has been

Is misery, e'en though enthroned^it were.

Under the cope of high imperial state.

"

H. T. NE1.SON, '97.

H

ODE TO VILLANOVA COLLEGE.

.1.

AIL venerated pile ! that 'neath the shady wood
Of dreamy hemlocks doth so gravely stand

—

So stately staid ; so solemn and so grand

!

Where erstwhile, as dim legend saith there moalty stood.

The wigwams of the children of grim hardihood,

The shell cave of the Indian tribes no more.

But in their stead a temple blest to love.

II.

Hail venerated pile ! remote from worldly din.

Where undisturbed. Wisdom, on the throne of Truth,

Reigns o'er the willing minds of light yet glorious youth

;

That batten on her words prolific, filled with mean
;

Or if unfelt, shall later on their brilliant sheen
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Their untrained minds illume, and with the rushing in -

Of these celestial rays, shall their pure souls arise

In virtue higher still, than those most far-off skies

—

The Milky Way of men who scan the heavens' track

—

Those tablets of Almighty Power reflecting back

—

The uncommensured littleness and puny ken

—

The weakness of the might—the nothingness of men.

Beneath those sombre cloisters have I sometimes strayed.

And, as the sunlight on thy silent arches played

;

I've seen the shadow cast the hour, and so have they

—

The youthful throng that wearied, anxious, yearn to play.

And dreaming surcease from the mountain poet's song,

From Iliad's theme relief. O ! happy, happy, throng!

Could ye but feel the uncommingled bliss of years,

That know no grief, nor ask the useless need of tears.

To soothe the anguish of the heart beset with cares and fears

!

Here 'neath the fost 'ring love of them who sagely know
The pastures sain of Truth, the gentle flock doth go.

Innoxious is their food ; no baleful weeds crop there.

To poison when they rank decay, the untainted air.

Daughter of Truth ! begotten from all time art thou !

O, Sacred Science ! come and gird the anxious brow
Of thy disciple fond who worships at thy shrine.

Whose youth and early love he ardent pledged as thine.

Put on the ivy crown—not gained in woful strife

;

He was the peaceful toga e'er, and gentle was his life,

Conned he thy sacred tomes, in toilsome glad delight.

And secrets deftly veiled he oped unto the light.

Nor hath he Science, this well-favored child of thine

Forgot the path that leads to fair Religion's shrine

;

Where wisdom purer, higher, nobler, all divine,

Doth fill his soul and perfect it sublime.

Bright are- its rays efiulgent, as they scatter 'd stray

To guide him safely o'er life's dire and dangerous way.

IV.

O blessed youth ! These columns gray senile-

The peaceful walls of this beloved pile

Shall later on thy weary hours beguile.
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Then, as a dream, the past shall seem to thee,

A dream, alas ! of past felicity.

Others have ta'en thy place beneath those cloisters grey

Another youthful band, as bright, as buoyant, gay.

As hopeful, ardent
;
generous, perhaps, as they

Who toiled and sported in the past-remembered day.

Betimes thy fancy fond may thoughtful roam.

And seek those hallow 'd spots of boyhood's home

;

Where naught is changed, save they whose loving care,

Watched o'er thy tender years ; nor earnest zeal did spare.

To arm the for life's combat, hard and sore withal.

Where are they now ? Alas ! where are they all ?

VI.

Then shalt thou say

—

Here was the favor 'd spot, wherein I sat of yore

And studious bent, upon the toilsome task did pore

;

sacred spot ! another sitteth pensive there,

Nor thinketh of the love I towards him bear.

My pilgrim steps then guide me to that hallow 'd shrine—

The Chapel quaint, beloved—that Holy House divine

Where, 'neath the Presence of my Saviour, lyord beheld,

1 learned to pray, that I from sin withheld,

Should faithful serve the best of masters with delight

—

My soul's sweet I,ord yclept by Him the lyife and Light.

Ah ! reverend shrine of God ! oft did my soul-felt on them rise

Midst voices virginal, and float unto the blessed skies.

vn.

O how the past before my mental vision graphic flies

!

Oft in those verdant meads I've sported, played and then.

As athletes spent with tiresome efforts wisely ken.

We'd seek the grateful shade beneath the ive-clad grove

And there, what future projects vast we thoughtless wove !

Alas ! 'tis later on we, sadly grieved, shall know
Our boy-built airy heights shall heartless time o'erthrow

For satiating bliss we'll never find below.
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VIII.
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Dream on, O happy youth, beneath the balmy shade,

Thy future bliss in fancied colors now portrayed

Is sweet delight to dwell upon—ambrossial food

—

The well-filled need of boyhood's present good.

Yet shall such happy dreams the ardent soil inspire.

To aim at nobler things ; albeit thy desire

(In boyhood brooded on, in after life o'erthrown)

Hath changed its course ; still grateful shall it own
That in its strife towards lofty aims and good

Upheld it was ; and fearlessly withstood;

By boyhood's impulse strengthfully imbued.

Hail venerated pile ; the shades of eve draw nigh

And Phaeton's Car hath sloped into the Western sky.

I've put aside my lute
;
yet shall the Zephyr sigh

Breathe softly forth the echoes of my monody.

Caedmon.

i

A WINTER IN CANADA.

WHEN the wintery blasts come howling over the lofty

Canadian peaks, hurling their chilling breath over

hill and vale, when the rivers and lakes are glistening in

their coat of transparent ice, and the barren ground is

covered with the virgin snow, then the Canadian rejoices

;

for he knows that now the brilliant season of sleighing,

tobogganing and skating has began, by means of which he

will spend many a merry day and night. Then it is that

the members of the snow-shoe clubs meet and make arrange-

ments for the annual " tramp. " This is a joyous occasion,

and the loud laughter of mirth is heard on all sides, as,

plodding along, over hill and vale, through lonely forests

and past silent rivers, each hastens to be first to arrive at

their rendezvous, which is a log cabin built many miles out

in the forest. Having arrived here, the jolly Canadians

find everything arranged for spending from two days to a

week in their own peculiar fashion. But for those who care

not to take part in the weary " tramp," there are innumer-
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able other means presented for enjoying themselves, among
which we may mention the countless numbers of driving

clubs. These unite, and, having arranged a large sleighing

party, drive to a small forest, where a large fire is soon send-

ing its cheerful glow in every direction. Then, seats being

arranged, all partake of a delicious meal cooked over the

fire, after which, a few hours are spent in singing and tell-

ing of stories, and, the fire having burnt low, they all glide

joyously homeward. But the most joyful event of the year,

and the one towards which every Canadian looks eagerly

forward, is the winter Carnival, which annually is held in

one of the large cities of the Dominion.

As the writer spent the winter of 1895 in Ottawa, at which
place the Carnival was held, he was privileged to witness

the gorgeous sights which such an event ofiers, especially

to Americans. The Carnival lasts for five days ; beginning

on a Monday morning and continuing until Friday night.

As this was the first time that the celebrating of the Carnival

was allotted to Ottawa, the city felt justly proud of the

honor, and endeavored, most successfully, to make it an

ever-memorable onel The site selected for the erecting of

the palace was very beautiful, and the Rideaud River, on

whose lofty banks the palace was erected, seemed, during

these few days, to stand still in order to avail itself of the

beauty that stood above its banks. Immediately in front, the

magnificent Parliament Buildings extended, which were

opened to visitors during the whole week. The palace itself

was built in the form of an ancient castle, and as the sun

glanced on the buttresses and turrets of different sizes and

heights, some square, some round, some angular, varying

the outline of the building, his scintillating rays produced

the most gorgeous effect. At the entrance arose a lofty arch

of evergreens, that stood out in bold relief against the glit-

tering towers that flanked either side, and amidst the ever-

greens were interspersed countless variegated incandes-

cent lights, so arranged as to form the word "Welcome."
These lamps, with the myriads placed in the interior of the

building, so enhanced the beauty of the scene that it would
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be impossible to describe it ; in fact, one would imagine

that he was in fairy land.

The greatest excitement prevailed during the erection of

the palace, but was increased ten-fold during the days of the

Carnival. Every day there were large parades, in which

were represented characters of every description, a prize

being given to the most grotesque ; hockey matches were

played, masquerades were held and most sumptuous banquets

given. Perhaps the most picturesque sight was the number
of Indian squaws, dressed in all their poor finery, with the

little papoose strapped to their backs, mingling in the well-

dressed crowds, and enjoying the excitement as eagerly as

their more fortunate neighbors.

But Friday night has arrived, when the excitement has

reached its height, for to-night the Castle is to be stormed.

Barly in the evening the difiierent regiments of the province

made an extended parade, and, though the wind howled and
raved, hurling the snow in sheets, yet the eager crowds stood

for several hours on Parliament Hill awaiting the climax.

About ten o'clock the report of many cannon were heard,

and suddenly the palace was ablaze. Over tower and turret,

through window and arch, a brilliant train of fireworks shot

toward the studded sky, rivaling in their brilliancy the rays

of the sun. At the same moment the soldiers attacked the

Castle with firearms of every description. The noise of

shooting and the blaze of rockets, mingled with the colored

illumination ascending fiom the interior, produced an inde-

scribable sensation in all who beheld it, suggesting to many
the attacks of old feudal Castles in the chevalier days long

past. After the storming had lasted about two hours, and
when the huge castle was melting in ruins, then the crowds

repaired to the banqueting halls, where the remainder of the

night was spent in eating, drinking, dancing and in general

making merry, which is an occupation dear to the Canadian

nature. Thus ended the gorgeous event for which every

Canadian's heart yearns and to which the people of Ottowa
look back with so much pride.

F. J. MiLLANE, '98.
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ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.

TWKNTY-SIXTH PAPER.

O O far in these papers we have treated of living realities in

^ the visible world, of their divers characters and their

three-fold nobility of life. In speaking of their excellent

nature we have referred to its healthfulness ; described its

activity in good work ; and noted the conservative and hal-

lowing influence of life at its best. We are laying down

—

the reader will observe—the foundations of the intellective

edifice of science and holiness. These two virtues of the

healthful spirit of man—the basis of his happiness—are the

perfection of his intellective life.

But our survey of living being has considered its endow-

ments merely in their broadest outlines, in their most general

characteristics. Our panorama of life has aimed at nothing

more.

Broadly speaking, the writer has proposed mainly to show

that for the science—the understanding—of life, take it

whatever way you will, in plant, bug, beast, man, or spirit,

one must view creation in its integrity of being, in all the

orders and classes of being in it, in the excellence of all

nature in the vegetable, animal and human kingdoms ; in

the various relationships these bear to one another, and in

the co-ordination of everything in creation to the purpose of

the Divine Being, as known to us in the order of reason and

the order of grace.

Creation, if -not viewed and studied in its entirety, is a

riddle that bars every attempt at solution, nay, it will be

found to be nothing else than a chaos of unmeaning phe-

nomena. But when gazed at in the light of the central Truth

of God's wisdom and mercy, it will be recognized in its

integrity, as a perfect system of beings displaying in every

part of it the utmost excellence conceivable outside of God
in its laws, its order, its beneficence. And—such is our

thesis—only by his loving, careful, reverential study of

creation will man reach to perfect knowledge, the science of
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truth. Therefore has the writer sought throughout his

papers on plant life, brute life, and human life, the great

community of the living world of creation, to trace this

family likeness—one might almost call it, running through all

these orders of divine workmanship,—likenesses that they bear

to one another, reflections, each one of them shows of God's

power, wisdom, goodness. Our sketch of the various animates

in creation, of organic life in plant, and beast, pointed

simply to this : that in His providence and bounty God
endowed the living albeit unreasoning world with this triply-

linked strength and beauty of nature, that they might serve

as His aids in the instruction of men in knowledge and

virtue, in disclosing to them the infinite and glorious attri-

butes and excellences of His own divine nature and life.

Creation is thus the informer, the school, of man in the

lessons of wisdom. This is the primary mission of all crea-

tion. Every other development and work in the creature is

merely secondary in its character and subordinate to its

service of God—the Creator and Ruler. The revelation of

reason makes this known to us ; the revelation of God
confirms it.

The reader must then bear this divine purpose in creation

steadily in view in his studies of intellective life.

He should also bear in mind this other truth that in the

eternal decrees of the Ruler all organic as well as intelligent

life, all material as well as spiritual beings were to be united

to God as their Source and the last Term of their being. This

truth, too, is axiomatic in character among scholars, of those

who to the teachings of natural science add the teachings of

divine revelation.

Union with their Maker at the close of their finite existence

is the ultimate mission of all creates. And this two-fold

vocation of created being, this co-dwelling and rest in

Him was carried out in the Incarnation of the Son of

God.

In His Incarnation, wherein was effected the union of His

two natures—the divine, the human—in one sole person,

who was God Himself, the infinite Being was united,
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blended, "with finite being. In the Incarnation all creates thus

found their ultimate complement and perfection of being.

Because, as physics teaches us, inorganics are inseparably-

mingled with organics in the composition of man, a similar

dignity and nobleness of mission as had been awarded to

organic life in the Incarnation was given to the inorganic

world also. Whatever there is in the human body of man
that of itself is lifeless in character was present in the human
body of Christ. So that in His Incarnation all matter,

all lifeless being united to Him just as it is united to

any other living man, shared in the honorable ministry

of His body as so many vehicles of His grace, as so many
instruments in His teaching and redeeming the world.

For in the Incarnation by the blending of His two natures

in Christ were united to God all orders of being—both divine

and create; all orders of life, both spiritual and material;

all things in a word in the world of nature and the world of

grace.

That the universe is thus a manifestation of God, is thus

filled with varied, marvelous and magnificent proofs of divine

power and bounty, with innumerable likenesses of His

own Image, all co-ordered to one purpose, needs no labored

proof; this harmony of creation with the will of the Maker
is clear to any sober-minded observer.

Science shows us many of these divine similitudes and
relationships in God's creation; faith shows us more of them

in His order ofgrace. And both science and faith declare that

beings of the nobler and higher order of intellective life

by their life, their personal wisdom, their personal goodness,

their personal holiness of life, must recognize this double

relationship of theirs with other creates, and with God, so as

to share with Him union not only in physical likeness, physi-

cal being, physical nature, which is common to them in

a way with all other beings of the mere physical world, but

also in the moral and spiritual glory of their lives, which is

shared with them in no real respect by the lower world.

Moreover, our studies of life have shown us that all

realities in the universe are either visible or invisible, either
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matter or spirit, or a blend of these two characteristic classes

of being.

There is the spirit world of intelligence—of life everlasting;

there is the material world of corruption—of life temporary;

and the human world, wherein meet these two extremes ot

spirit and matter, of which man is formed, that he may-

enjoy life forever, or failing to reach it, suffer death without

end.

In order to understand this representative character of man,
by which he is a member of the spiritual world as well as

of the material world—a blending of such contradictory

elements united in one real body, a union so unexplained by
reason alone, one must recur to the purpose God had in

view in His creation of man.

Here we may briefly repeat that this purpose, so plainly

apparent in the teachings of grace, was ultimately to unite

Himself to all His creatures, to group in one body—the Body
of His Son—all orders of being material and spiritual ; to

blend in one Person—the Divine Being Himself—both created

nature, which He Himself had formed, and divine nature,

which was God.

That such was the divine idea in creation appears from

God's chief work—the Incarnation of His Son. In the

Incarnation He joined the order of nature to the order of

grace ; He blended in one Being the create and finite with

the increate and the divine. Thus in the Incarnation all

creates formed the complement—the perfection—of their

existence, the glory of their nature, the reward of their

mission.

With belief in the Incarnation—masterpiece of divine

workmanship and art—science can solve all the mysteries of

creation. Through the Incarnation the mind can begin to

understand the diversified character of creates that otherwise

must remain inexplainable ; to account for all their peculiar

afiinities with other creates, that to reason alone defy inter-

pretation ; to unlock the mysteries of nature, which while of

themselves leading only to unbelief, or superstition, viewed

rightly with and in God lead to religion.
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For witli the light of Faith illumining the mind with

divine truth, the dimness of human reason will vanish before

the splendor of the glory which raised the humanity of

Christ to partnership with God.

In His creation of the world God united Himself to His

creatures merely by reflecting therein His own divine

attributes; in His Incarnation, however, by personal

union.

The Incarnation of Christ was followed by His death, then

by the resurrection of His body from the tomb, and finally

by the glorification of His humanity in heaven. In His

Ascension to the right hand of His Father in glory, is solved

another riddle to human science. By His Ascension all

things returned to their Maker.

As in His Incarnation were united to His Divinity all the

orders of being in His humanity, all the orders of life in the

visible world of matter, all the orders of life in the invisible

world of the spirit, of intelligence, of human will, of human
liberty, so in His Ascension to glory all these creatures began

their eternal life in Him—their never-ending existence in

glory with Him.
Our Lord's humanity was the first of all creatures to enter

through the portals of heaven to eternal life, and with Him
entered, therefore, all the orders of being in that humanity

to dwell with their Maker, to abide with Him forever.

Such, then, is the destiny of creation in its substantial

excellence and character, never, namely, to perish in its per-

fectness, never utterly to be annihilated, but at the judgment

seat to take its place in honor according to its mission, so as

to proclaim everlastingly the grandeur of its divinely-given

endowments.

To the two unions whereby God has joined Himself to

His creatures, first in creation, then in grace, must therefore

be added a third union—the union in glory, which is

the ultimate reason of their existence, the finishing stroke

given to creation by the divine Artist.

T. C. M.

{To be continued.)
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ARBUTUS.

John I. WheI/En, '95.

sprig of the trailing arbutus,

Its flower a tint of the rose

;

Sweet harbinger of the springtime,

Growing beneath the snows.

Bare were the brown trees above it,

A last touch of frost in the air,

Yet Flora, I knew, was approaching

When I found the arbutus there.

I bring thee the blossom, beloved.

That the blush of its bloom may impart

The story of fondest affection

I hold for thee deep in my heart

;

That the bright evergreen of each leaflet,

Enfolding the blossom so pure,

May whisper : Forever, beloved.

Forever my love will endure.

I have waited with passionate longing

In the desolate silence alone

;

With the winter of sadness about it,

The flower of my love has grown

;

But look thou upon me, beloved.

Behold the fair flower I bring.

In thy smile, like the trailing arbutus.

May I wake to the knowledge of spring.

77

BOOKS.

SOME one once wrote " That is a good book that is opened

with expectation and closed with profit." He who
knows the value of a good book is rarely able to praise it

sufficiently. The most illustrious men have never ceased to

acknowledge the wisdom, joy and health flowing from books.

An orator's influence is transient and dies with him, but

books will live always ; soothing and cheering, where the
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orator's voice can never reach. Should we wonder, then,

that books are called "friends," "counsellors," "compan-
ions," " bringing joy and never-failing comfort. '

' The more
one learns about books, the more will he cherish them, and

the less will he criticise and smile at those who grow
enthusiastic in recommending to their fellow-creatures a

book redolent with the airs of Arcady.

No one will deny that knowledge is a power ever faithful

;

a mine of wealth, which we need no fear will be stolen, a

friend ever at our beck and call. How are we to gain

knowledge ? Who is to be our teacher, and how are we to

satisfy the craving to know, unless through books? The
past is dead, its thoughts, deeds and glories are long since

faded, and would never be known but for books. " There is

no past so long as books will live ; laws die, books never."

The only gem that will gleam and glow, that ever burns but

never decays, is knowledge.

Hence, we should never be surprised when we learn that

knowledge gives us surcease from sorrow. The lover of

wisdom will feel at home and comfortable in an attic or

cellar, if he can only have the books he loves.

Many famous men often pinched themselves for weeks,

enduring hunger and thirst with the greatest fortitude in

order to buy the book on which they doted. To such men
pleasure is a wine cup, drugged with deadly aconite ; wealth

they esteem as so much dross. Their ruling passion is for

books, good, uplifting books. Book-gluttony is, we are told,

the great sin of our day, of great libraries, when cheap

printed matter falls from the press " thick as the leaves in

Vallambrosa. " We are accused of scorning the masterpieces

for the latest erotic poetry or the popular sensational novel.

This feverish love for books will never entirely disappear.

Books will be always sought for these four ends :
" Wisdom,

piety, delight or use." In this age of much-vaunted enlight-

enment, it is a pity to see the crowds of all classes that are

devoid of the happiness that books surely bring. The hum-

ble classes, because they cannot afford them
;
the wealthier

because they secure them for no better purpose than to look

I?
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at the covers or to fill up some vacant shelves in the book-

case. In either case they are not read, and the benefit to be

derived from them is lost. Though we may possess few or

many of the authors, whether we possess a library in the true

meaning of the word, is to be determined by the use to which

we put what we have.

Seneca very aptly says :
" No book can be counted so good

as to be profitable when negligently read." So that to have

access to an unlimited library is useless if we do not use the

books to proper advantage—namely, for improving our
': condition,' ^

And perhaps there is nothing of more importance, and

which is more conducive to the happiness ol all ranks, than

the cultivation of the mental faculties and the attainment ot

* knowledge. But, as knowledge seldom grows of itself, we
should avail ourselves of every opportunity that is presented

for increasing its growth ; and the best means, perhaps the

only means, that can be adopted for acquiring knowledge, and

the one that produces the greatest improvement in society,

and a more extensive difiusion of knowledge, are good books.

M. T. Kennedy, '99.

FROM GENEVA TO MONTE CARLO.

A FEW glimpses of a trip in Europe may be pleasant

reading to your fellow-students. From Geneva we
started for San Remo, via Turin and Genoa. Turin is the

coldest city in Italy, but it has blue skies and sunshine,

which were very agreeable after so much fog and rain. We
only stopped there one day, as there is little to see except the

Superga, which is the burial ground of the royal family ot

Italy, of the family of Victor Emmanuel, and the Duke
d'Osta, the brother of the present king, are all buried at II

Superga. They have very handsome monuments in the

chapels beneath the church, and from the height on which

the church is built there is a very extended view, similar in
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extent to that of the Mountain House in the Catskills. At
Turin we found the only strict douane which we have expe-

rienced abroad, but there it is very strict ; and there is a duty

on new clothes which have not been worn, and my declara-

tion that we had "^Rien^ rien^ du touf'' did not prevent the

inspector and his assistant from opening all our trunks and

going through our things very scrutinizingly, until at last

B..got tired and told him that she believed that he wanted to

see the latest Parisian styles. And really there was quite a

crowd of those Italians looking into our trunks as though

they enjoyed seeing our effects ; but finally the inspector

turned on his heel and walked off without presenting us with

a tax, much to our relief. As a general thing, the customs

are a mere matter of form, but they are always a nuisance,

and cause detention and delay. They are stricter in examin-

ing men's belongings, and they usually pull everything out

of their trunks, as tobacco and spirits are the objects that

they are most particular about.

Between Geneva and Turin we passed through the Mont
Cenis tunnel, which is the longest in Europe, and it requires

half an hour for the express to pass through. I was glad

then that our only travelling companion had a good face (he

was a young student from Geneva going home to Turin), for

you know the system over here, and how people are locked

in these railway carriages with quite dreadful-looking char-

acters sometimes, and often the " cloche d'^alarme'''' is out of

order and won't work. There are a great number of tunnels

between Genoa and San Remo, but they are short ones. We
only stopped over night in Genoa, as it is very cold in that

city, and we had been there before.

We spent some weeks at San Remo, which is a typical

Italian town, and a very curious and interesting place.

The houses are built with archways for security against

earthquakes, and many of them in the old portions exhibit

vestiges of the last "quake," a few years ago, being rent

and seamed in many places. It is not pleasant to think

of earthquakes, but we are told that they only occur here

about every thirty years.

I .:J
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One funny story I have heard about the last one of a

lady {An£-lazse sans doute\ who during the excitement

hurried to the railway and demanded "Two first-class

tickets to the earthquake." People were quite wild with

anxiety to leave the place. The hotels at San Remo are

situated on high ground outside the town and overlooking

the sea. These grounds are beautifully planted with orange

and lemon trees, also with palms and groves of olives.

When we first came we had some charming weather, when
we could sit out all day ; but of late we have had high

winds and colder weather than is usual here ; indeed, we
are told that such cold has not been experienced for thirty

years. We have had several inches of ice, and the winds

bring clouds of dust, which is very disagreeable.

This region is subject to winds called the " Mistral and

Brise," but at present they seem to blow from all points

of the compass at once. The Italian oranges are acidy,

and do not compare with our Floridas. The olives are

now ripe, and the peasants are gathering them for the oil

mills.

In many of the old streets of San Remo there is not

room for a carriage, but they are very picturesque, with

the bits of color in the shop windows and the bright

dresses of the people, or the passing through of a Capu-

chin in his brown habit, and suddenly one hears the clat-

tering of hoofs as a donkey comes trotting along with his

queer-looking bundles strung across his back, causing a

stampede into the doorways or close to the walls. These
donkeys are very wise-looking, and I saw one act most

sagaciously lately. He was already laden with two large

bundles, when his owner tried to mount between them.

She would get his head to the wall, when his tail would
recede, and when she succeeded in that direction his head

receded, and so on. She kept it up, assisted by a man, for, I

suppose, twenty minutes, when she had to walk oflf leading

"Blanchette" (they all have pet names) instead of on his

back. The donkeys are in great demand here to make excur-

sions into the neighboring mountain towns, some of which
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are inaccessible to carriages, and they are rather far to walk
to, unless one is quite strong. These towns were formerly

built on these high places to afford the inhabitants security

against the pirates who used to infest this coast. I should

love to see one of these villages—St. Agnese, on the moun-
tains back of Mentone—but I never could venture to ride

there on a donkey, and so I must give it up. There ox^fetes

there, when the peasants will congregate from various places

and have a dance on the village green. Accidents often

happen from tourists falling oflF the animals, and one gentle-

man has had his collar-bone broken by his donkey stopping

in descending the mountain, and the other animals following

it pushing him off. There is another mountain town, called

Gorbio, which one can drive to, and we went there the other

day. It is a very ancient place, and it was amusing amongst

the old houses to see the Curb's modern one, with an attempt

at a bay window and a letter-drop at his door ! We could not

picture to ourselves any pleasure that he could derive Irom

sitting out on the balcony overhead, above the narrow streets^

with the houses so close that the few women at home could

almost shake hands from their windows. One can never

imagine their uncomfortable houses being used for any pur-

pose but to sleep in.

The concerts at Monte Carlo are very fine, the orchestra

being one of the best in Europe. It is only twenty minutes

by rail from Mentone, so we go there occasionally for the

music and to look at the play. The Salle de Jen is a beau-

tiful room, but it is not pleasant to contemplate the counte-

nances of the habitu'es of the tables, their whole attention

nervously absorbed in their losses or gains. But Monte Carlo

itself is an ideal place, with its beautiful scenery and fine

buildings ; and were it not spoiled by the gaming-tables, it

would be one of the most favorite and charming spots on the

Riviera. The Casino is a magnificent building, in the Moor-

ish style, and the hotels are very fine. The places are so near

in the Riviera that one can travel from one to another in a

short time. It is only an hour from Mentone to Nice, and

we will go there for the Carnival before Lent M.

%
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INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

By John I. Whei,an, '95.

{Continued,)

CHAPTER VI.

EI.BANOR.

'
' Every turn and glance of thine,

Every lineament divine,

Eleanor !
'

'

—

Tennyson.

IN one of the quieter thoroughfares of the up-town district

of New York, far enough removed from the moil and

turmoil of the great district, a homelike looking little brick

dwelling peeped out from between two more pretentious, yet

far less cozy brown-stone dwellings. It was in such a spot

as this that if one were looking for happiness and peace and

content, in the midst of so much contention and strife, he

would confidently expect to find them. And here, indeed,

they were found. But as a touch of garish yellow is

required to bring out the real artistic beauty of the milder

colors in a floral bouquet, so the touch of sadness is necessary

to perfect the otherwise imperfect peace. If Eleanor Sel-

kirk's life had been without its one great sorrow, she would

never have known in its fulness the exquisite pain and delight

which she felt in the affection of her little niece. There was

a meaning far beyond the expression of words in the intense

love of Little May for the woman who was to her now her

only known mother. Alas, if words had been necessary to

voice the devotion of the child for the tender-hearted woman
who clasped her to her bosom, that love would never have

been expressed ! The child was dumb ! A sad affliction,

surely, but one which we can the more readily appreciate

and deplore in the young and helpless. Many a passer-by

had marveled at the child's wonderful beauty, whose sensitive

soul spoke so eloquently through those deep-blue eyes. She
was indeed fair to look upon, with clustering curls of gold

about her mobile forehead. She was an extremely sensitive

creature and, like those in whom the spiritual element dom-
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inates, seemed possessed of a wonderful sense of intuition,

by which she felt, rather than knew, your presence.

She stood now, looking out into the street from the window
of an upper room, and half-abstractedly she watched the long

row of street lamps as one by one they gradually burst into

light. Her real purpose at the window was to catch the first

glimpse of her aunt, who she knew would shortly be on her

way home. Suddenly she darted from the room, and slip-

ping noiselessly down the carpeted stairway and out into the

hall, opened the door before her aunt had time to ring the

bell. This was a favorite trick of hers, and one which
always ajBforded her the keenest amusement. A merry laugh

greeted Eleanor as she entered the hall.

" There you are again, puss," she said gaily, as she gath-

ered the child in her arms. This was always the reward of

acting the porter's part.

It was a beautiful picture that the two presented as Eleanor

leaned over the child. The woman, young indeed, for she

was not yet eight and twenty, calm and stately, gazing with

something of the rapture of a mother and the self-sacrificing

affection of an older sister, upon the child; the latter endeav-

oring to show by fond caresses and glowing countenance the

love that was in her heart.

" What have you been doing all afternoon ? Helping

grandma with her knitting?"

The child nodded a vigorous "Yes," and manifested a

desire to furnish proof by leading her out into her grand-

mother's sanctum. So, smilingly following the little guide,

Eleanor, having laid aside her wraps, joined her mother and

proceeded to give an account of her own day's doings.

The family had not always lived in New York. In fact,

they had been in the country only three years. Coming over

originally at the solicitation of relatives, and thinking that

the child might be benefited thereby, they had stayed on
from day to day, and finally taken the house in which they

now resided. They were happy in their new home ; the

child's health had improved by the change, and the elder

lady shrank more and more from making the tedious journey
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back to I/iverpool. Home, as she herself said, was anywhere

now, since her husband's sudden demise. Home was the

company of her daughter and little grandchild. The child

was, of course too young to have any fond recollections of

their old home in England, and Eleanor had long since

ceased speaking of returning.

Why has Eleanor thus readily agreed to ostracize herself

from all her old friends ? Surely one of her age and char-

acter must have made friendships which it would be hard

thus to abruptly sever ? What, then, was the new link in the

chain of her life which bound her so willingly to America?
Eleanor Selkirk was by no means an emotional young

woman, and would be ruled neither by caprice nor fancy.

Those who thought her cold or haughty had yet to learn,

however, how ardent a friend she could be ; she herself was
all unconscious of the passionate longing now dormant
within her breast, which would one day make her willing to

lay down her life cheerfully without a murmur for the man
she would love. And well would that man be rewarded,

fortunate might he call himself who could win the love of

this self-reliant but womanly woman.
She had won respect for herself in her chosen avocation,

and a just appreciation for her work. She wrote for one of

the New York dailies ; not from necessity, indeed, but from

choice. Her mother had been left a sufficient competence

for them to live upon without undue economy. But there

was no especial necessity/ of her busying herself about the

house, and the doctors had strongly declaimed against any
measures being taken as yet for the child's education. Katy,

their trim little maid, who had accompanied the family on the

trip to America, had continued to live with them, and she and
the cook were fully competent to manage the domestic

affairs of the little household. Eleanor then devoted her

time to writing. Her articles were distinctly feminine, and

in this fact consisted their chief charm. She pleased by

being natural ; she charmed by being womanly. Her contri-

butions, therefore, were gladly received, and liberally piad

for; and in this way she "put money in her purse." She
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had many opportunities to witness the poverty and degrada-

tion and squalor of the great metropolis, and in proportion

as her heart was touched, her hand extended itself in unosten-

tatious charity. Many a benediction was showered upon her,

and God hears the prayers of the poor.

She had on several occasions met a young man who, like

herself, seemed ever bent on charitable errands. His face

had from the first struck her as that of one who had known a

great sorrow. Although they had met in more than one

home, and it was evident to each what the object of the other

was, there had never on his part been any overture to form-

ing any acquaintance. She had met him in the newspaper

office once or twice, from which she argued that he was a

journalist, but he showed no sign of recognition. He
neither courted her acquaintance nor shunned her presence,

and this, to a woman who knows she is handsome, and feels

that she is still young, excites her curiosity. The sister of

curiosity is sympathy, and sympathy has the peculiar faculty

of begetting a more tender passion. Yes, Kleanor Selkirk

was quite willing to continue residing in the American

metropolis. .::

But two young people cannot, for a long time, continue to

meet each other in the every-day walks of like without

eventually becoming acquainted. Nature looks after her

children, and adjusts things to their proper end. So if ordi-

nary means are futile, the extraordinary are called into effect.

And so also, if a runaway team were required for the

"machinery" in nature's drama, why the runaway team

would have to be dragged in. " Nee deus intersit, . .
."

says Horace. But necessity demanded the runaway team.

The horses came tearing down the street at break-neck

speed. The driver had been thrown, and the frightened

horses, maddened by the lines which had become entangled

in their legs, rushed madly on. A crowd had gathered,

mostly of women and children. It is the special province of

the latter to run into danger, and Eleanor, who had just been

making a visitation to one of her sick proteges, beheld with

horror the woman's little daughter attempt to cross the street

':S||;;

t
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in the face of imminent danger. Without realizing her own
danger, she dashed towards the child. Too late ! The
frightened steeds were upon them. With a half unconscious

prayer for safety, Eleanor remembered waiting during a few

seconds of terrible suspense to be trodden under foot by the

wild animals. But that horrible fate was averted. A young
man, resolute in the face of a great danger, had rushed upon

the runaways, and seizing one by the bridle, hung his whole

weight upon it. In this way he turned them from their

course, bringing both down upon their haunches. Assistance

came, and the horses, tumbling and panting, were secured.

Eleanor freed the youngster whom all the time she had held

by the hand, and looked around for their rescuer. She was
not surprised to find in him her unknown friend of many
meetings. Indeed, she was pleased that it should be he.

Approaching him, she thanked him in a few well-chosen

words, and oflfering him her card, begged that he would call.

He replied simply that she exaggerated what he had done,

but promised to accept the invitation to call. He oflfered her

his own card, which she accepted without glancing at it.

Afterwards, when recounting the incident to her mother, she

remembered she had the card, and looked at it. She read

the name aloud

—

Ralph Cosgrove.

CHAPTER VII.

" The secret that can keep forever."

—

SchilIvER.

We must now take up the thread of Ralph's experiences

which we so unceremoniously dropped at the time of his

encounter with the autograph-fiend. Three years have passed

since then ; three years of an almost perfect solitude so far as

confidence in those around him was concerned ; three years

of much unnecessary mental sufiering through the clouds of

which the soft beams of hope were gradually, but irresistibly,

forcing themselves. Ralph had parted from Tom before the

big liner was moored to the dock, and had managed to avoid

the two ladies. For he, it will be remembered, was practically

unencumbered as to luggage, whilst they—well, if you have

ever gone to the mountains or to the seashore for a two-weeks*
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trip with your mother or your sister, you may imagine the

baggage (the English word is so much better !) that a conti-

nental trip entails upon a woman. Tom was the true knight

gallant, and stood by the ladies as they ran the gauntlet of

the custom house inspection. Ralph never heard whether the

wheels were gotten in without duty, but Tom had told him
that the girls had reported " nothing dutiable " to the agent

who had interviewed them in the cabin of the steamer. If

Ralph ever thought of it afterwards, we may be sure he was
of the opinion that Uncle Sam received no duty on the

contraband goods.

Ralph wandered aimlessly about the city for a couple of

weeks after his arrival. He was not pressed for money as he

had sufficient for ordinary needs ; but he finally concluded

that work was the sedative he needed, and consequently

sought employment of the editors. The products of his

facile pen were forceful and stamped with an originality which

won for them a ready recognition. There was a certain cyn-

icism about his articles which was in marked contrast to the

optimistic views of his fellow-laborers. He was peculiar,

pungent, ecentric ; therefore a success.

His spare moments were devoted to frequenting the art

galleries, museums and theatres, and the enjoyment he

received out of them necessitated no confidant. He took even

his pleasures seriously. Alone in the midst of crowds, as Tom
Moore puts it, he wandered on. His interest in the outcast

and the criminal had never abated, however much more
rational it had become, and he was enabled to be the instru-

ment of much solid good. This was his ambition, almost a

mania with him. He took a zest in almsgiving ; and as a

father toils and slaves for his children, so Ralph devoted every

energy toward the acquirement of money, only to hand it over

to his adopted children—the poor. And what he gave was
given humbly, for he felt himself as low as the lowest

criminal ; far inferior to the honest poor.

In the parlance of his fellow-workmen, he was a ' crank.'

But he recked not of that. We have seen that there was

such another crank. How fitting that they should meet.

\i
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Ralph had not been entirely unconscious of the visits of Miss

Selkirk among his chosen proteges. He was struck by the

gentleness which she manifested for those in distress

;

admired the womanly virtue and dignity with which her soul

was adorned ; learned to look for her in the various hovels

which he knew she visited ; and when he casually learned

that she was an employed writer of the same paper on which

he was employed, came gradually to watch secretly for her

gpings-in and comings-out as a child watches for the smile

upon its parent's face. This is rather a round-about way of

saying that Ralph was in love with Eleanor Selkirk, in love

with her long before he knew that such was her name. But

up to the time of the incident of the runaway, Ralph was all

unmindful of the impression that she had made upon him
and of the depth to which Cupid's dart had transferred his

heart ; and it was only by going over in the secrecy of his

own chamber the various incidents here recounted, that he

eame to a full knowledge of the truth.

She had spoken to him, he had felt the touch of her soft,

warm hand. Like a spark from a flint, it had set his heart

on fire, and he was wrestling with a fierce and conquering

and hopeless love.

" Who am I," he exclaimed, in anguish, " to dare raise my
eyes to her face ?

"

Then he thought of his promise to call upon her.

" I will not go !" he said, fiercely. He would hug his love to

his heart, and though it should kill him, he would never

reveal it. And so he vowed again and again he would not

call upon her. But men in his condition have made such

vows before—and broken them. And time would show that

even in his case there was a power stronger than will, he
would not be able to resist. Even as he reiterated his deter-

mination, the power was working within him.

"Your secret is safe," it said; "why condemn yourself

when no one else accuses you?"
He searched through his papers and found two letters

which Harley had written him. One of these he had read

time and time again when the feeling of despondency was
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heavy upon him, and it had always given him hope. It was
in its author's happy-go-lucky style and un-dated, but its

contents showed that it had been written soon after Tom's
return to Liverpool. It was as follows, the interpolations

being Ralph's:
" Dear Boy : I reached home safely and in good spirits, as

you may imagine, having effected a good contract and beaten

the Scotchman. The firm were pleased, and J. Harley, Esq.,

now draws more pay. The girls were disappointed not to

have seen you after we landed. Aren't they jolly !

(Tom's a fool, I used to say there). I certainly would like to

do the proper thing by Lydiaand make her Mrs. T. H., but

can't just yet make up my mind to having anyone share ' me
fair name' and my humble fortune. But she's going to write

to me and we shall not be strangers. Perhaps if I ask her,

she'll be a sister to me. But no, I'll wait. I don't feel

brotherly ..... There is nothing more in the

papers about the affair now. I enclose you the clipping

in regard to the coroner's jury. The house is to be let. The
family have gone away, to America I hear. I don't blame

them for that. (Evidently not. You came yourself at the

first call). * I ain't sayin' a word to nobody.' Only to you.

And that word is this: Stop interfering and meddling in

these murder cases. (I wish to God I could !) They'll do you

no good. You'll be trying to make a murder out of this

case of old Hargrave, when the ' twelve good men and true'

have said he died of heart disease or apoplexy, or something.

. . . . Burleigh's old man has croaked ....
You are in the land where my young love lies dreaming, I

don't feel a bit strong since I returned. I think I need

another ocean trip. Everybody is wondering where in the

thunder you have shipped off to. Command me if I can

further serve you. Amen. " Tom H."
Ralph had always enjoyed reading this letter of his good-

hearted and good-natured friend. But to-night it had no

charm for him. He merely glanced at the other letter

which was full of the praises of " my wife, Lydia" and the

"purtybye',' from which expressions the reader may judge
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that the firm of Anguish & Co. had dissolved partnership.

It may be said in passing that lyola is teaching school some-

where in New Jersey. The stage has suffered a loss. lyola

deserved a better fate !

No, Tom's letter was too full of domestic happiness and
connubial bliss to suit Ralph's temperament just then. If

Tom's marriage had been a failure, he would, perhaps, have

gotten some grim sort of satisfaction out of reading the letter.

" It's work I need," said Ralph. Then he suddenly

remembered the "ad" he had heard them speaking about in

the office that morning. He searched among the debris

about his table, and found the morning's edition of his paper.

Yes, there it was—$1,000 for the best story of 5,000

words—conditions .... judges to be ....
" The very thing," said Ralph, breaking in on his own

reading. " There is sufficient incentive to do my best, and

that means concentration of thought. But of what shall

I write ? Where find a plot, thrilling and condensed ?"

As if in answer to his own question came the suggestion

—

old Hargrave's murder ! The thought repulsed, attracted,

fascinated him. It was one truly to which he might do

justice.

" I shall write the story," he said,

{To be Continued.^

BISHOP PRENDERGAST.
Rt. Rev. E. F. Prendergast, V. G., was consecrated Aux-

iliary-Bishop of Philadelphia at the Cathedral Wednesday,

February 24. The ceremony was attended with much pomp.
Cardinal Gibbons was present, assisted by Bishops Phelan,

Horstmann, Mullen, McGovern, O'Hara and Hoban.

The Bishop's elevation comes as a well-merited reward

after his long and laborious years spent in winning souls to

Christ. In extending to Bishop Prendergast our congratu-

lations on being raised to such an exalted dignity, we hope

he may enjoy many happy years and continue to help to

administer, as brilliantly as is his wont, the affairs of this

populous and important See. Ad mutos annos

!
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BISHOP-ELECT ALLEN.
^^ Prolific Mother of Bishops " is the distinctive title which

Mt. St. Mary's College has long and justly worn. From her

hallowed walls have gone forth, over the length and breadth

of this glorious land, valiant sons and true who have borne

the heat and burden in the vineyard of the Master. From
the time the institution was founded along deep and enduring

lines, by the saintly Father Dubois in 1808, down to the

present rector, the genial, erudite and courtly Dr. Allen, who
has just been named Bishop of Mobile, Ala., four of the

presidentslof the " Mount " have been raised to the hierarchy.

Bishop-Blect Allen's ability as a financier, and well-known

energy and zeal, will find ample scope in the diocese over

which he has been set ; for, like most of the Southern Sees,

Mobile is no plush-lined sinecure. He will, however, have

the traditions of a long line of saintly predecessors to inspire

and encourage him. If his brilliant and successful adminis-

tration of Mt. St. Mary's may be taken as a criterion, the

new Bishop must prove a bright particular star in the Ameri-

can hierarchy. Our best wishes for a long, properous and

useful episcopal career are cordially extended to Dr. Allen.

May his Northern laurels gain fresh lustre in his new, sunny

Southern home. Hail and farewell !

RECEPTION OF NOVICES.

Messrs. J. McDonald and J. Moran were invested with

the Augustinian habit Tuesday, February 2d, in the College

chapel. The services were very impressive. High mass was
celebrated by Very Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O. S. A. , rector of

the Mission band ; deacon. Rev. M. A. Jones, O. S. A.

;

sub-deacon, Mr. Frank Touscher, O. S. A.; master of cere-

monies, Mr. J. McCarthy, O. S. A. After benediction the

prior, Very Rev. Sheeran, O. S. A., received the Postulants.

Mr. McDonald led the white and blue on to victory in

many a hard-fought battle on the gridiron during the seasons

of 1895 and 1896.
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DELIGHTFUL OUTING.

Rev. Father Geraghty, O. S. A., rector of the Mission band,

prior to setting out on an extended missionary tour, kindly

tendered the novices a very enjoyable sleigh ride, followed by

a dainty supper, February 4th. The merry party left the Col-

lege in the roomy, luxurious sleigh, " Bryn Mawr," drawn by
four horses. Fairmount Park was reached after an invigora-

ting drive of three hours. The picturesque scenery along the

romantic Wissahickon Creek was greatly enjoyed by the

sleighers. Supper was served in a private dining-room in

the "Indian Rock Hotel," after which a few hours were

whiled in a musical way. The party ventured home by way
of Conshohocken, and, mirabile dictu^ was not massacred.

The noble red men were probably attending a medicine

dance.

The outing was, to use the facetious and felicitous words

of one of the party, "just what the doctor ordered, and it

did the patients a world of good." Rev. Father Geraghty
will please accept the thanks of the novices.

^<>^ '^^>^
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We note with mucli pleasure that Benziger Bros., New
York, have just issued a second edition of Walter I^ecky's

fascinating novel, "Mr. Billy Buttons." The genial and

versatile author has drawn down upon his head the beni-

sons of the leading critics, as witness the following extracts.

Charles O'Malley, in the Midland Review^ says :
" Lecky's

work is the strongest of any American Catholic fictionist. It

is a genius, and an inspired one, that places on paper charac-

ters that move, weep and suflfer, and then die, leaving the

reader filled with the pitiful problem of life that is included

in the rule of three : we are born, we suffer and die." So
erudite and well-known a literary censor as Dr. A. J. Faust

pays the work this tribute :

" 'Mr. Billy Buttons' is an American novel in the best

sense of the term. It is rich in variety of painting, and its

movements may now and then border near the region of tears,

as again it reaches fruitfulness of laughter in the queer say-

ings and doings of characters well worthy of picturesque

setting.

"

The critic of the Ave Maria writes thus :
" Walter Lecky's

Adriondack people are as truly of the soil as Bret Harte's

Rocky Mountain people. They are not so picturesque as the

Western mining folk—they have not their uncouth humor or

contempt of civilization ; but they are incomparably more
lovable. The figures who move in rugged grandeur through

these pages are as fresh and unspoiled in their way as the
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good folk of Maclaren's Drumtochty. Blind Cagy and Milly

and Weeks, and the Doctor himself are also finished pictures,

and P^re Monnier is a grand old priest.

" One of the chief charms of the book is the mode of speech

aflfected in Squidville. Some of it has filtered into other

localities ; but many of the half humorous, half grotesque

forms of expression, and many of the wise sayings of

* Buttons ' and ' Cagy,' are the exclusive heritage of

Squidville."
; ,

-.-•
;

'^- ,^.-

Walter L<ecky, we are proud to say, is an old Villanova

boy, and, of course, his literary successes naturally enough

tend to warm the cockles of the hearts of his friends here.

We do not wish to pose as a specimen of the genus we-told-

you-so^ but those who knew the now-brilliant novelist in his

college days, recall his bookish ways and strong, promis-

ing literary bent. Not to tell tales out of school, Mr. Lecky
was given to wooing the muses in his salad days. We notice

he still hugs this habit, and " many a time and oft " we are

delighted to read his virile graceful poetic contributions in

the magazines. .

In prose, Lecky is seen at his best. The little volume of

criticism, " Down at Caxtons," published about two years

ago, has been very widely read, and has won for him a

foremost place among American critics.

In this book, the leading American Catholic writers are

discussed sympathetically, and, incidentally, the author takes

occasion to enunciate his literary canons in no mincing,

uncertain tone. The critiques on John Boyle O'Reilly, late

editor of the Boston Piloty and Novelist Marion Crawford, are

veritable masterpieces of literary reviewing.

In " Mr. Billy Buttons," Lecky takes his own prescription,

set down for novel-writers in the " Caxtons," to wit : "Tell

your story for the story's sake. " " Billy Buttons " proves that

he is, what he declares his pet aversion, no literary trades-

man, no intellectual cobbler, no mere word-juggler with the

pearls of language, but a consummate literary artist. Indeed,

he satisfies in every respect. Cardinal Newman's well-known
definition of a finished writer :

" He is master of the two-fold

#*>
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Logos, the thought and the word, distinct but inseparable

from each other. He always has the right word for the right

idea, and never a word too much." His touch is as light as

that of I/Oti, and as firm as Crawford's. Add to this faculty

for expression his travel, extensive culture, profound knowl-

edge of the world, and we have Walter Lecky, a man with

all the savoirfaire of the French, all the sense of beauty ot

the Italian, all the love of nature and out-door exercise of the

English, all the warmth of imagination and manner of the

Spaniard, superadded to the breezy originality, grit and " go '^

of the American.

His success is due largely, we think, to the fact that he
has put in practice the lesson which he sought to impress

in another work: "No author," he says, "will achieve

success or attract a devoted clientele of admiring readers

whose art merely imitates. Realism produces only a corpse.

It lacks the vital spark, the soul, which is the ideal, and

which is necessary in order to create a living organ's reality

that will quicken genius and arouse enthusiasm throughout

the ages." Ivccky is the rare and fortunate possessor of a

fine and discriminating spiritual sense, and to him apply the

words of the poet

:

" Vaster than the ocean's moan,

He hath caught within the human soul the undertone.

"

Books have their atmosphere as well as men ; deprive them
of it and their charm is lost. " Billy Buttons," fragrant with

balsamic odors from century-old Adirondack pines, acts as a

tonic to one's intellect. In its pages we breathe " that moun-
tain air that has dallied with streams and stolen the fragrance

of a thousand clover fields." The tone of the story is as
** sweet as a bell-note on a calm, frosty night."

'

' Far from the crowd 's ignoble strife,

And the busy hum of men,

"

Lecky lives and works in his mountain hermitage amid

Romance's very basking-grouud, surrounded by the simple^
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rugged people, by whom lie is loved, and whom in turn he

cherishes. Perched in his aerie, is it any wonder that he

should catch and embalm in his pages the aroma of Nature ?

lyike Wordsworth, he confesses that

" the meanest flower that blows could give

Thoughts that often lie too deep for tears ;

"

and also that.

" the sounding cataract

Haunts him like a passion : the tall rock,

The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood.

Their colors and their forms, are now to him
An appetite; "

"At my feet," he says in one of his essays, "a river bites

the sandy shore, laug tiing when a saucy stone falls into its

current. For the hum of the city's wheels I have the song

of birds, the music of waterfalls, the purr of mountain

brooks, and the harmonies of winter winds playing through

the thousand species of trees, each one differing in melody,

but combining in one grand symphony. Orchestras are

muffled music when compared with Nature's lute." Lecky's

descriptive powers prove that Nature never betrays the heart

that truly loves her.

We notice that we are drawing this paper out until it

promises to become as interminable as a tale in a weekly

newspaper. A word more, and we'll throw aside the pen

and give the reader a "surcease from sorroWv" Some few

critics, with more foolhardy courage than horse sense, sought

to break a lance with Lecky recently, and, to borrow the

argot of the day, '' he didn't do a thing to them."

Speaking of these criticisms that have lately assailed his

and the Catholic writers' books, Walter Lecky has this to

say in a letter to the Boston Pilot

:

"If my book is worthy to live, I don't fear the critics or

their senseless prejudice. If it is not, then let it die—the

quicker the better. That I am a Catholic will neither kill
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it nor save it. It is concepts and their working out that

must hold its life or its death. Dante, Camoens, Calderon,

Dryden, Pope, Crashaw, etc., were Catholics, and their

works live; James Montgomery, Martin Tupper and the

long dull line were Protestants, and their works are dead.

" We should be above begging anything on the score of

our Catholicity. Do good work, and a pinch of snuflf for the

critics. "...;.•..;'.

Apropos of Lecky, a great many papers have told that he
is the Rev. William A. McDermott, in charge of the parish

of Redwood, N. Y., in the diocese of Ogdensburg. They
dwell on the fact that his literary ability comes from the

experience gained in newspaper work. This is partly true,

but Father McDermott received a good training, and a

thorough one, from the Augustinian Fathers at Villanova

College, Pa. He was ordained for the Congregation of

the Fathers of Mercy, and taught at their College of Vine-

land, N. J. ; so that he owes to the Augustinians and Fathers

of Mercy most of the religious thoughts and the power of

observing scenes and characters, which he displays.
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It is generally conceded that the exchange column of a

paper should be devoted entirely to summing up the merits

and defects ofjournals that have been submitted to criticism.

Though this is the correct and popular opinion, nevertheless,

it is apparently unknown or unobserved by the ex. editor of

many a presentable college paper. How often do we find

this department filled with such unfitting items as " Boston

has a new public library," or " Hartford is to have a manual
training school." When the exchange column of any journal

is stuffed with such matter, that journal loses the attractive-

ness which it would possess if this department were rightly

conducted. It would be well for the " ex. men " on the staffs

of some of our exchanges to ruminate this matter, and try to

make their columns what they purport to |be, and not con-

densed encyclopedias.

We heartly congratulate the editor? of The Stylus for the

good taste displayed in the last issue of their journal. The
erstwhile unhandy form has been changed for one that is

more artistic and up-to-date. Prose and poetry of high

literary quality are judiciously blended in its pages.

" Roman Comedy" is a lengthy, but very instructive essay
;

while " Mother " "Talents," and "A Thought " are beauti-

ful bits of verse. The Stylus is a progressive paper, and its

well-printed pages are redolent with a delightful classical air,

which is decidedly bracing to the ex. man after browsing

among some of the sensational, fin de Steele rubbish which

comes to our table between college magazine covers.

Among our regular exchanges we do not hesitate to assign

a foremost place to La Cuidad de Dios^dL bi-monthly magazine
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published at Madrid, by the Augustinian Fathers of Spain.

It is a periodical of much merit, devoted to literary, scientific

and religious subjects. The leading article of its January

issues is a biographical sketch of the Right Rev. Thomas
Camara, O.S.A., Bishop of Salamanca. To this gifted

prelate is accorded the credit of having contributed largely,

both to the establishment and to the prosperous career

of this magazine. Seventeen years ago, while Professor of

Philosophy in our college at Valladolid, Father Camara was
the leading spirit in starting this publication, first known as

La Revista Augustiniana^ which from the beginning has

been recognized as a standard work in Spanish literature.

We hope to favor our readers from time to time with trans-

lations from this magazine.

We always pick up The Agnetian Monthly with pleasure

and satisfaction. It is a bright, interesting magazine, and

holds a high rank among college journals. The short,

interesting contributions, with which it is filled, are so

attractive that we would wish them longer. Its exchange

column is judiciously conducted. The January issue found

the fair ex. editor training her intellectual batteries with

precision and dropping hot grape-shot into sanctums of some
of our esteemed contemporaries. We hope the fair Agnetian

bears no grudge against some of her fellow scribes because oi

their sex. " We propose," says The Agnetian^ *' that some of

the college journals change their exchange editors, for, to us,

it seems a trifle strange that, although at the beginning ot

every scholastic year, a new staff enters upon their official

duties, the critic remains a fixture. How is this apparent ?

In the style of reviewing articles and dealing out doses of

sarcasm, which betray that the same familiar hand wields

the quill of critic, and probably will continue to do so until

old age renders it powerless."

A critique on " Edgar Allen Poe" in the January number
of The Mountaineer^'' is a scholarly effort. The writer dis-

cusses Poe as a writer of fiction. The logical arrange-

ment, the ease and grace of style, the deep and sympathic
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insight into the gifted Poe's soul, pronounce the critic a very

clever man and a finished writer.

Other exchanges which graced our table were : The Weekly

Bouquet^ Mercersburg Monthly^ The Viatorian^ St. John^s

University Record^ The Normal Echoes^ The Notre Dame
Scholastic^ The Eatonian^ The Sentinel^ The Amulet^ The

Mount^ Delaware College Review^ The Franklin Mirror^

St. Vincents Journal^ The College Forum^ Mount St.

Joseph Collegian^ High School Argus^ and The Porcupine.

THE SOCIETIES.

A meeting of the Athletic Association, Wednesday even-

ing, February 3d, Henry T. Nelson, '97, was elected Presi-

dent and Manager for the coming season. H. T. Conway,

'98, Vice-President; C. D. McEvoy, '98, Secretary; Wm.
Shanahan, '97, Treasurer. Messrs. J. Downes, John Hayden,

H. T. Conway, Manager Nelson were appointed to select the

team. J. Breslin, J. Bagley and Frank McCullough will do

all the pitching. The captain will not be selected until the

team has been named by the Athletic Committee having that

matter in hand. The candidates for positions on the team

are Messrs. Boney, Downes, Breslin, Frank McCullough,

Conway, Hayden, Bagley, Carroll, Rogers, Kirsch, Mullane,

Diver, Perea, Galbreath, Keegan, Reilly and Devlin.

The Villanova Library Society met Saturday evening,

February 6. Mr. E. G. Dohan, O. S. A., presided. The
following ofiicers were elected for the ensuing term : First

Vice-President, H. T. Conway ; Second Vice-President, B. E.

Daly ; Secretary, H. T. Nelson ; Directors, H. Shelly, H.

Adams, J. Keegan, F. Hauber.

A cage has been fitted up in the gymnasium, and the can-

didates for positions on the team are required to put in an
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hour each day in practice. Thus far fourteen games have

been taken on, and several of our old-time rivals have not

yet been heard from.

A gold medal has been offered, to be competed for in the

Spring games, which will probably come oflf the first week
in April. Breslin is going to represent Villanova at the

games to be held in the Armory, Philadelphia, February

20th. He is entered in the 50 yards dash and 50 yards hurdle

race, and feels confident of winning at least one of the events.

A number of the students will accompany him to cheer him
on to victory., ;„:::'/

A 220-yard cinder path will be made in the campus as soon

as the snow disappears. A good running path is something

that has been a long-felt want, and will be highly appreci-

ated by the athletes. A dressing room, adjoining the shower

bath, is being fitted up for the use of the ball-players.

PERSONALS.

Among the old boys who came back to visit the Villa,

and live over again for a few hours the glorious days that are

dead, was Dr. J. A. Kene, '75. He is now located in Brook-

lyn, and enjoys a large and lucrative practice. With him
came his distinguished friend. Judge Hagarty, to place his

cousin in college.

We are pleased to learn that M. A. Tierney, '93, is fast

forging to the front in his chosen profession—the law. His

recent appointment as clerk to Judge Nason, of Renssalaer

County, N. Y. , is hailed with delight by his many old friends

and admirers. While at college, Mr. Tierney was a thorough-

going scholar and gentleman, popular with his preceptors and

his school-fellows alike. His college career was filled with

promise for the useful and brilliant career in which he is now
making such rapid strides.
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The many college friends of Mr. Fred. Graeber, '87, of

Shamokin, Pa., were shocked to read of the terrible accident

which happened to him a few weeks ago. Mr. Graeber was

out riding with Miss Maud Gothic, a young lady to whom
he was about to be married, when an old, abandoned mine,

over which they were passing, caved in, engulfing horses car-

riage and occupants. Miss Gothic was instantly killed and Mr.

Graeber was so firmly imbedded in the sand that he could

not extricate himself, and it was not until some hours after-

ward that a searching party rescued him. Owing to the

exposure, and the position in which he had been detained,

his condition was indeed precarious. For some time his life

was despaired of, and to save it it was found necessary to

amputate his left foot. According to last reports, Mr. Grae-

ber was convalescing, and it is the hope of his many friends

that his recovery will be speedy and, as far as possible,

complete.

.1

REV. JAMES C. WYNNE.

Monday morning, February 8th, Rev. James C. Wynne, '69,

died at the home of his brother in South Bethlehem, Pa. He
was taken ill early in December.

" Father Wynne," we quote from the Standard-Times^ " was
born in Buck Mountain, Carbon county, forty-six years ago,

and was the son of John and Bridget Wynne. He was a man
of commanding stature, being over six feet in height, and

during his student days was noted for his athletic prowess.

While making his preliminary studies at Villanova he was
catcher for the college team, known as the "Keystones," and

was the only man who could successfully receive the delivery

of Pitcher McGee, famous at that time for his speed. McGee
pitched and young Wynne was behind the plate in the famous

game which ended in the defeat of the previously invincible

Chicago team.
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Father Wynne's finishing studies were carried on in the

diocesan seminary, and he was ordained at Overbrook on

February 2, 1876, by Archbishop Wood.
His first assignment was as assistant at St. Patrick's Church,

Philadelphia. Subsequently he was sent to Summit Hill,

and thence to St. Charles' Church, Philadelphia. Twelve
years ago he was put in charge of St. Kyran's Church, Heck-

sherville, where he has been located ever since. Two other

brothers, John and Peter, who were priests, and his parents

have preceded him to the grave. He is survived by a sister,

Miss Mary, and a brother, Edward, of South Bethlehem, and
another brother, Michael, of Jeanesville, Pa."

Father Wynne was one of those amicable souls whose smile

is a benediction ; the mere glance of whose eye is a Sursum
Corda. To him may the poet's words be most fittingly

applied

:

" None knew him but to love him,

Nor named him but to praise."

To his bereaved family and his parishioners, we extend

our most heartfelt sympathy.

SPLINTERS.

Have you heard the " Irish Cuckoo?"

The latest song :
" Sweet Rosey O'Reddy."

He, of iron-jaw fame, has left us.

" Our Willie " will be a cannon ball in the third act.

Murphy, the trainer's understudy, is with us.

Ask " Pinky " about the annexation question.
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Some people like to see their names in print, even in the
" Splinter " column, and that's no joke. How about it,

Yeller? ,;,; : •
,

It is reported that they change their collars three times a

day in the room in the corner.

"Yes, I have travelled all over the country, and besides,

dontcherknow, papa is a naval officer. " How nice.

, Willie is not going to the opera any more, so we will now
patiently listen to the Raines law for the next five months.

We wonder why people prefer to patronize a barber shop

that is so far away ; two and two are four.

Say ! Maybe the " Yeller Kid " won't get his shirt up
when he reads further along in this column.

Prof.—What is the latest novel you have read ?

Read(y)—Tragical, comic or love?

Charlie—Do you think I got stuck when I bought this

sweater?

Hogan—Sure, Mike.

Charlie—Well, I don't care, I always look well in black.

Prof, (returning heavily-blue-penciled composition) Mr. F.

Give me the principal parts of the verb to write.

Mr. F.—Write, wrote, rotten.

The following official notice will be served on a certain

person by the K. D. U. in the course of a few days :
" You are

hereby notified that unless that consumptive shoe-brush that

adorns your upper lip disappears within twenty-four hours,

the K. D. U. will take effective measures in that direction.

Signed by the Most Exalted Muck-a-muck."

QUERIES ANSWERED.

W. R.—No, Billy, you were'nt jollied about Jack's being

a sprinter.
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Gimmie—Try axle-grease for the hair. It is just the thing

you need. Apply twice a day with a hay-rake.

G. P. C.—Say, George, we don't mind a quiet game ofjolly

occasionally, but when you want to know what part of the

ox they make "ox-tail soup " from, we'll call a halt.

J. H. K.—No, we would not advise you to be too hasty in

getting your first shave. If, as you say, your " fuzzers "

measure only an inch and a quarter, you are foolish to con-

template anything so rash.
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DITORIAL
"Ye Tardy Subscribers, Hark!

A number of subscribers have kindly paid up. To those

who have forwarded their subscriptions, we feel extremely

grateful. Many are still to be heard from. We would ask

them to come forward as soon as convenient. The new
Monthly entails increased expense, and, while compliments

are sweet music to our ears, still we would appreciate more
deeply something more tangible and concrete, for kind words

will hardly satisfy the printer and his satellites on pay day.

We feel assured that no further mention need be made of this

matter. We ask all our friends to help us in a practical way
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by sending in " their long green. " That recalls a little advice

in Shakespeare :
" If it were done when 'tis done, then it were

well it were done quickly."

President McKInley.

Mr. Cleveland became a private citizen March 4, and a new
Executive, Mr. McKinley, was inducted into office the same
time. Whether the retiring Executive laid down the burdens

of the office with a reluctant sigh, or with pleasure, is not

known to us. His successor took the helm of State, and, in

an able inaugural address, notable for an absence of rhetorical

clap-trap, pledged his word to try to secure such legislation

as will relieve the great financial depression which exists in

the country.

The people are hopeful for the best from the Republi-

cans. May all their expectations be realized. If the

President's inaugural be taken as a criterion of the policy

which will characterize his administration, his most narrow-

minded pot-house opponents will be compelled to admit that

patriotism and the real welfare of the country, and not party

interest, will be the animating principles of his regime.

Yes, the Ship of State has taken aboard a new pilot, who
will endeavor to steer her safely through the shoals which
threaten to sink her. May he guide her quickly into the

harbor of prosperity. The crew has unbounded confidence

in the captain's courage and skill. May the balmy breezes

of early success fill the sails, and may the noble vessel scud

before the breeze like the gallant clipper that she is. Here's

to you. Captain McKinley—to you, and your gallant crew !

'4t'.

" Light of the World."

Catholics throughout the world turn Romeward during

the month of March to offer sincere congratulations to the

Father of the Faithful, Leo XIII, who has just added another
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bead to the rosary of his years. The eyes of the whole

world are fixed upon the venerable Pontiff, whose saintly

life, and wise, inspiring utterances have won for him univer-

sal respect and admiration.

His remarkable intellectual activity stands out in sharp

contrast with the frailty of his physique. The faithful fear

lest the labors soon prove too great for one so frail. All are

hoping and praying that he will be spared to see the dawn of

the new century—to enjoy the partial fruition of his great

work.

"A Hero Eulogizes Heroes."

Seldom has it been our good fortune to enjoy such a literary

treat as on the evening of February 22d, when General

O'Beirne, Commissioner of Public Charities of New York,

lectured on " The American Catholic Soldier." He was com-
plete master of his subject, and not once did the interest of his

hearers flag. In a pleasing, orotund voice, he portrayed the im-

portant and distinguished services of the American Catholic

soldier in the armies of the United States from the Revolution

down to our own day. Down the long line of heroes, he came,

describing the life and deeds of each. His picture of Gen-
eral Shields was particularly interesting, and was as vivid as

one of Carlyle's cameo-like descriptions on the " French
Revolution."

The lecture was replete with brilliant passages and thrill-

ing climaxes. There was a fascination about the subject,

which was heightened by the pleasing way the General has

of bringing out a striking point. Much of the lecture con-

sisted of personal experiences, incidents of which he had been

an eye-witness, and this added greatly to the interest of the

subject.

We would be delighted to have the distinguished lecturer

with us soon again, for we assure him that he has won a very

warm place in the hearts of the Villanovans.

'..:^U:n;>i^;}^'U^iit]
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Robert Emmet.

Foremost among Irish heroes stands Robert Emmet. On
each recurring Fourth of March, his countrymen bear ample
testimony that his name, is still enshrined in their memory.

Emmet sought to incite an uprising of the Irish at the

moment when Napoleon contemplated invading England.

Indelibly printed in the heart of every Irishman is the pict-

ure of the events that followed. The uprising proved a

brilliant fizzle. Emmet fled. Betrayed into the hands of

his enemies, he was tried for treason. The trial was hollow

mockery. Emmet would not allow anyone to defend him.

He died a hero's death. His trial is memorable for the mag-
nificent and pathetic burst of oratory which it called forth.

Emmet's death has made him a martyr in the sight of his

warm-hearted countrymen. His last words are familiar to

every school boy :
" Let no man write my epitaph, for as

no man who knows my motives dare vindicate them, let me
and them remain in obscurity and peace, and my tomb be

uninscribed until other men and other times can do justice

to my character. When my country takes her place among
the nations of the earth, then, and not till then, let my
epitaph be written. I have done."

Literary Conferences.

The project set on foot by the moderator of the Literary

Society is one that should interest every lover of good litera-

ture. To stimulate good reading, he has endeavored to have

discussed, at the regular meetings, the works of some English

author. The delightful lack of formality, which he has made
a characteristic of these discussions bids fair to engage the

interest of the whole student-body.

It is, indeed, beneficial to express one's views on a standard

work, and to hear the views of our fellow-students. Such
work stimulates a laudable literary activity among the

students, and is fraught with much good. We hope sincerely

]|
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that the meetings of the Literary Circle will be attended by

the bulk of the students, and that they will derive great

benefit from these discussions.

Athletic Practice.

For some time past there has been a notable increase in the

ranks of our athletes. The candidates for positions on the

base-ball team have settled down to hard, earnest work, and

seem to fully realize the necessity of being in the pink of

condition when/ the season opens. Day after day, they go
through the routine work of the gymnasium, and no fears are

entertained as to their being able to make a creditable show-

ing when the gong sounds.

Candidates for the track team are out in force, and, with

careful supervision, some good material ought to be developed.

All this is most encouraging, and indicates almost certain

victory in the athletic arena.

Political Economy.

The course in Political Economy, which has been

added to the curriculum, is certainly an innovation for

which the faculty should be commended. When one sees

how closely the "science of national housekeeping," is con-

nected with our work in after life, it must be conceded

that a knowledge of this science, is indeed very essential to

the young man who would fully grasp what is going on

about him in the world. While the instructor modestly

insisted that lecturer was too dignified a name for the part

which he played in the classroom, yet we feel sure that his

bright, instructive remarks might fittingly be termed a lec-

ture.

The eyes of the world are eagerly watching the course of

Greece in her dispute with the Powers concerning Crete. It
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seems that the Greeks have not lost all the martial spirit of

their ancestors ; and, though the odds are great, yet Greece

stands for what she thinks is right, and insists on pursuing

her course regardless of what the other powers think. If

Greece persists in her purpose, she may yet set Europe in a

blaze. Things look about right for a bonfire, and we hazard

the guess that when it is put out, there will be nothing but
" a great big spot of grease and blood " on the map of Europe

to tell where Turkey once was.

Bishop-Elect Quigley.

The consecration of Bishop-Elect Quigley took place

February 24, in St. Joseph's Cathedral, Buffalo. Archbishop

Corrigan, assisted by two suffragan bishops, officiated at

the consecration services. Bishop Quigley is an alumnus of

Niagara University, and a beau-ideal American priest. We
felicitate his Alma Mater on her distinguished son ; and to

the worthy prelate, we extend our heartiest congratulations

on his elevation to so exalted a dignity. Ad multos annos

!

Dr. M. F. Egan's Lecture.

Dr. M. F. Egan, of the Catholic University, delivered the

last of the annual course of lectures to the students Tuesday
evening, March 23d. His subject was "A School ofJournal-

ism," and his early and long experience in journalistic work
made his talk most interesting and instructive. The Doctor

dwelt at length on the preparation necessary to fill credit-

ably the editorial chair, and on the good and evil accruing

from the Press. He condemned, in no mistakable terms, the
" New Journalism. " Continuing, he proved how necessary

a full college course is for the success of the future journalist,

and encouraged the students to take active and constant

interest in their College Magazine, which would be a most
advantageous experience.
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MOTHER.

AIvOVING face encrowned by silvery hair,

A loving voice that whispered words so sweet,

Two loving arms to lead to that retreat,

A heart, wherein to bury all my care

!

Such was my mother. And the very air

Seemed brighter for her presence, when she'd greet

My childish prattle with a kiss, or seat

Me at her side. Then life was one sweet prayer.

*Twas Heaven on earth, and mother was its queen

!

lyife's sweetest joys are brightest, and for me
This heavenly dream swift sped. No more is seen

My angel-mother's face. But if it be

That mother-love hath charm to lead, I ween
'Twill guide me to her in eternity.

J, I.W.

INTELLECT AND SCIENCE.

Dr. J. J. MORRISSEY, '8l.

MAN has been most aptly called amicrocosm or little world.

In him are to be found united in a greater or less

degree all the varying attributes which exist isolated and there-

fore single in the manifold genera of creation. In his mere

material part he is subject to the laws of cohesion, attraction,

and gravitation, not less than the inanimate world which sur-

rounds him. The principles of nutrition, growth, and repro-

duction are common to him with the merely vegetable order,

while the lite of sense and locomotion places him on a plane

with the varied occupants of the animal kingdom. But

beyond all these there is in man something loftier, nobler,

which belongs to him as man, and distinguishes him from all

that is beneath him in the scale of living, and that is intel-
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lect. Man has intellect ; that is a truth, and when you have
enunciated it you have given in its root and source the reason

of his superiority over the world of matter.

For centuries, scientists have been striving to discover

beneath the material scalpel the immaterial soul ; and, failing

to find the source of life in the inaminate tissues, they claim

it does not exist, putting aside as unverifiable everything

which the senses cannot verify. But materialists may rave

as they will, and deny the existence in man of any supra-

sensible or immaterial faculty, their utterances must ever

come to naught, as being based upon gratuitous assumptions

and as contradicting the unvarying experiences of the human
race. If no other argument could be brought against them
they will at least have an insurmountable difficulty in

accounting for man's superiority in the material world. They
cannot answer that this superiority is due to the perfection of

his sensible nature, for who does not know that in this man
is far inferior to many mere brutes?

The soaring osprey from its lofty eminence in the clouds

piercing the very depths of the sea, and beholding the tiny

fish that swims beneath its waves, the keen-scented hound
that with unerring instinct tracks at immense distances the

object of its pursuit, the vigilant but timorous hare that

crouching in its little form, discerns the far-off sound of the

hunter's horn awakening melodious echoes in valley and

dell, the clatter of the horses' hoofs, and the heavy breath-

ings of the panting dogs as urged on by the fire of the chase

they pursue with rapid bounds the object of their ardor—all

are far superior to man in the perfections of sense. Yet man
rules them all. The horse, the ox, and the elephant far sur-

pass him in strength and bulk of frame, and yet he exercises

over them now as lordly and despotic a sway as at creation's

dawn, when the Creator's voice bade him rule over the fishes

of the sea, and the fowls of the air. Whence then comes

this great superiority on man's part? It is not for his mere

physical organization, for in that he is vastly inferior to many
inhabitants of the animal kingdom. It is not from the pos-

session of gigantic strength, or the power to pierce the azure
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depths of the night's starry spaces unaided by science, for

here the soaring eagle in his lofty flights can excel, and even

the infinitesimal ant with almost microscopic accuracy can

make use of his surroundings in a manner unequalled by

man. '-"

Man's superiority then arises, not from what he has in

common with these, but from what he has of peculiar, from

what he has as man, and that, I repeat, is intellect.

"Man's more divine, the master of all these

;

Lord of the wide world, and wide watery seas.

Endued with intellectual sense and soul.

"

Now, if intellect be man's noblest faculty, the source of

his pre-eminence and his most striking characteristic, it fol-

lows, as a matter of course, that its exercise is his noblest

occupation, while its cultivation and perfection should be his

most cherished pursuit.

As a great writer has remarked, man stands on the confines

of two worlds, and unites in himself the sensible and spirit-

ual orders, but his bond of unity with the spiritual world is

intellect. Deprive him of that God-given gift, and the

world's master is shorn of his strength, his kingship becomes
the veriest of mockeries, the most unreal of unrealities.

Now, the proper end and aim of the intellectual life is the

attainment of science. Let us not be misunderstood when
we voice this truth. When we affirm that the proper end

and aim of the intellectual life is the attainment of science,

we are not supposed to employ the word science in its broad-

est etymological sense, but rather in a much narrower significa-

tion. Taken broadly, it may be applied to any knowledge,

whether acquired by intellectual intuition, or by mere sense

perception.

Thus employed, it may mean, as well the knowledge of

passing, unstable events of every-day life, as of those eternal

and immutable laws whose truths transcend the limits of

time and space. Here it is confined to a much more exclusive

*iai.tj.Jif^:,
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itieaning. Science, as we use the word, is not the mere
|)erception of individual facts, or varying sensible qualities,

for such knowledge is common to us with the brutes, but it

is the knowledge of things in their causes, as well formal

as efficient. Science is not, therefore, concerned with what
merely meets the senses in the objects perceived, it pene-

trates the cortex and dives into the heart of its object, it

casts aside as valueless the merely relative views of sense,

and moves on to an adequate and absolute knowledge of its

object. Science is properly concerned with the universal

and immutable, while the individual and transient has a

value for it only inasmuch as they serve to reflect in some
manner the necessary and the universal. For it is true that

in the varying individuals which belong to any one species,

there is to be found one and the same essence, eternal, immu-
table, necessary. Individuals are ever changing in an unceas-

ing ebb and flow, coming, flourishing, vanishing.

'• Our little systems have their day,

They have their day and cease to be ^

They are but broken lights of thee.

And Thou, O Lord, art more than they."

These, then, are not the objects of science, they furnish as

such, no groundwork for the stable edifice of science, but

deep down beneath their individual peculiarities and varying

sensible qualities there lies an unchanging essence, a gleam

of the eternal sunshine, a spark from the bosom of Deity,

and it is this which our intellect perceives in the objects

of sense and the more or less perfect perception of which

constitutes true science.

This is why science is eternal and immutable, not true

to-day and false to-morrow; not true to me and false to you?

no, but true, absolutely true and stable, as true here in

America as in Europe or Asia, as true in the nineteenth cen-

tury of the Christian era as in the olden time when the

Stagynte penned his immortal volumes, or Egyptian priest

or Chaldean seer first strove to unlock the secrets of heaven's
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mechanism. Science is a surpassing perfection for the

human mind; by it the soul becomes as it were all things,

for through it the varied and multiplied objects of every-day

lite are brought into unity and harmony in the mirror of an

intelligent nature. It gives to the soul one grand, ideal

formula which expresses in full and overflowing complete-

ness the nature or essence of whatever may be its object, and

sheds a brightness and a glory over the objects of sense, illu-

minating them with a spiritual illumination, until they, too,

speak forth the nature which lies hidden beneath their sen-

sible veil. What wonder, then, that man loves science and
scientific knowledge? What wonder that in all times, and
in all places, the names of those who have devoted themselves

to its advancement are held in respect and veneration ? And
in that bright constellation of self-devoted lives, too numer-

ous to mention in this connection, are to be found the names
of many medical men who heroically and unselfishly offered

up their lives on the altar of humanity, unheralded and
unsung.

The highest faculty of man's many faculties, the noblest

life of his various lives, the crowning perfection of his lofty

nature, finds in science the food on which it subsists, and
without which it were but an imperfect and undeveloped

germ. Therefore it is that I, too, add my voice to swell the

song of praise which a grateful world chants in honor of the

votaries and advancers of true science. And whence, I ask,

can this note of approbation be sounded with more propriety

than in a magazine representing the interests of an institu-

tion consecrated to the advancement of true science—conse-

crated to the advancement of science beneath the aegis of that

church in whose hand the torch of science has been borne

aloft unquenched and unquenchable, amid the shock of ages

and the wreck of empires ?

But when I thus praise science, and glory in its great

advancement and wondrous development in our age, I wish

to be understood as speaking of true science, and not of the

crude and conflicting theories and hypotheses which fre-

quently pass in our days for science. Most of these theories
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are in apposition to Revelation, and because the Church

refuses to discard the old and time-honored doctrine in order

to embrace the new-fangled and false notions of everyone

who takes it into his head to theorize, she is frequently cried

down as an enemy to science.

But there can be no actual discrepancy between the unfold-

ing of Revelation and the discoveries of science. Truth

must be one in every and all things. The contradiction is

more apparent than real. If both Revelation and science

came from the one authority—the source of all truth, it is in

the interpretation of the so-called scientists, and not in the

science itself, that error exists. But because these apparent

contradictions cannot at times be explained to the entire sat-

isfaction of modern scientists, therefore Revelation is in the

wrong ! Truth is the same to-day as it was ere the world was

evolved out of chaos ; it is indestructible and will exist when
time and space are no more. It is an attribute of God Him-
self, and is the harmony of all things as they exist in God.

The Church is not opposed to science, for she is opposed

to no truth, being truth herself, and there can be opposition

not between truth and truth, but between truth and error.

But it is a fact that she is opposed to the teachings of many
modern scientists. This proves nothing until it is first shown
that the theory which these scientists adopt is true and con-

sequently real science. A man examines a number of indi-

vidual cases or facts, and finding them all alike in some
respect he proposes to himself an hypothesis or supposed law

which, if true, he thinks would prove these facts. But he

may be wrong nine cases out of ten for various reasons,

imperfect observations, rash conclusions, incomplete induc-

tions and so forth. We may therefore admit his facts, but

deny the conclusions he draws from them, the theory he

builds on them which is often false and the work of pure

imagination. This is what the church does and what we
too may do, while we reprobate false theories and absurd and

groundless hypothesis we do honor to true science and pro-

claim it the most glorious inheritance that has been vouch-

safed to man in the natural order.
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THE ARMENIAN TROUBLE.

Robert E. Anderson, '97.

IT is the object of this paper to present a brief survey of the

Armenian situation!; to sum up briefly the early history

of these people, and the causes which have led to their unfor-

tunate situation ; to call attention to the sufferings and indig-

nities to which they have been subjected ; and to venture a

few observations concerning the remedy to be applied.

Armenia was formerly an extensive country of Western

Asia, which is now divided among Turkey, Russia and Persia.

Turkish-Armenia, the scene of the present trouble, is a vast

plateau of sixty thousand square miles in area, culminating

in the historic peaks of Mt. Ararat. It reaches from the

Russian frontier on the North to the Mesopotamian plain on

the South, and from Persia on the East to Asia Minor on the

West. The country is watered by the Euphrates, the Tigris,

and the Aras, and among its many lakes is Van. Vast tracks

of fertile lands, though sadly neglected, lie within its border,

and the beauties of its luxuriant and romantic scenery have

been subjects for such historians as Moses and Lazarus.

J^Nearly half the population of Turkish-Armenia is Moham-
medan, consisting of Turks and Kurds. The latter are a

fierce, proud race, numbering about 1,500,000, and are either

engaged in pastoral pursuits or lead a nomadic life. Their

early history reaches back to before the fall of Nineveh, after

which they coalesced with the Medes, and, in common with

other nations of the high plateau region of Asia, became
Aryanized. Their most flourishing period was during the

Twelfth century, under the great Saladin, who established

Kurdish chiefships, which exist even till to-day. During

the Mongol and Tartar rule over Western Asia, the Kurds

in the mountains remained passive. For the last three or

four centuries they have been subject to the Turkish and

Persian crowns.

These people, by nature brave, hospitable and proud of the

boast of ancestral greatness, have lost their fine sense of honor
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under the rule of the Turk, so that, in most regions, they

have degenerated into a set of lawless brigands, treacherous

and cruel. Their hatred for the Turk who conquered them
is only exceeded by their contempt for the Christian, who, for

years, was their serf, and whose progress and increase they

cannot tolerate.

The remainder of the population consists chiefly of Armen-

ians, an intelligent, industrious, and upright people, who,

according to legendary history, are descended from Haig, a

grandson of Japhet. Their physiognomy identifies them
with the best types of the Caucasian race. They are said

to be the first race to accept Christianity, having been

converted to its doctrines 376 A. D. From their location,

they have been most unfortunate, having suflfered from

the campaign of Xerxes and Alexander. The Romans
despoiled them, as did the Saracens and the Crusaders.

They have also been the victims of the Ottoman, the Roman
and the Kurd.

The Armenian Church was founded by St. Gregory, the
" Illuminator," and in its doctrines is almost identical with

the Greek Church. Whether members of the ancient

Armenian Church or converts to other creeds, these people

are intensely religious, and have endured persecution and

suffered martyrdom rather than abandon their faith for the

dogmas of their conquerors. For the sake of protection they

are generally gathered into villages, and a large portion of

the population supports itself by caring for the flocks and

fields in the valleys.

Here, then, we see a population made up chiefly of Moham-
medan Kurds, Turkish soldiers, and Armenians. The Kurds
and soldiers armed with all kinds of modern firearms, the

Christians deprived of every weapon of defence.

The underlying causes of the present difl&culty in Armenia,

as well as past disorders of like character, have been well

summed up in the following :

" I. A race antagonism, which, instead of being reduced

or modified by governmental policy, has been fostered and
used for sinister purposes by that policy.
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" 2. A semi-barbaric theory of government in a form of

despotism which overrides the rights of individuals—even the

right of the innocent to live ; which denies justice ; which
makes official corruption its very atmosphere ; which habitu-

ally violates its most solemn pledges, whether to individuals

or to great communities ; which, by scientific and systema-

tized lying, misleads its well-meaning subjects into appalling

crime ; which either directly commands or indirectly abets

murder and every most horrid atrocity, and this on a scale

more vast than any other so-called government of modern
times.

" 3. A religion which, whatever may be its modicum of

truth and its beneficial influence in some directions, shuts out

the nation from its share in modern enlightenment by encasing

it in intolerance and self conceit, and fosters a savage cruelty

by expressly commissioning its votaries to make converts by

the sword."

No part of Turkey is free from oppression, but most
especially is the burden felt by the Christians. Taxes are

levied and farmed out to the highest bidder, who is usually

some powerful Kurdish chief. Either in consequence of his

power, or by means of bribes, he is secure from interference

on the part of the Government. He collects the amount
due, and takes for himself as much as he chooses. While he

is collector for these villages they are considered as belonging

to him. His followers pay frequent visits to the villages,

and, being brutal and ignorant, treat the inhabitants with the

utmost severity. All assessors take with them a retinue of

soldiers and servants, who must be kept at the expense of the

village.

Collectors visit the villages on Sundays, profane the

churches and interrupt services. They disregard the impov-

erished condition of the people, and even when famine was
abroad in the land the full tax was exacted with severity.

These Kurds, with the sanction of the Government, have
possessed themselves of entire villages, and have made the

inhabitants practically their slaves. For generations citizens

have sown the fields of Kurds, tended their flocks all, without
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recompense. This shows the relation existing between

Kurdish master and Christian slave in time of peace.

Outrages without limit have been perpetrated upon the

defenseless Christians, and I copy this table to show the

extent of the massacres permitted by the Sublime Porte

:

1822, Greeks . . . . . . . . .

1850, Nestorians and Armenians

i860, Maronites And Syrians . .

1876, Bulgarians . . . . , . .

1894-5, Armenians, . . . ...
• •

•. •
'

'' •

. 5o,oco

. 10,000

. 11,000

. 10,000

. 40,000

121,000

The last and most revolting massacre was that of the

Armenians, in 1894-95. To gather from conflicting testi-

mony the causes which precipitated this butchery is difficult.

An official report issued from Constantinople attempted to

place the responsibility on the Armenians, claiming that

they were the insurgents. It stated that they had burned

and devastated several Musselman villages, and burned alive

a Musselman nobleman. " Regular troops," says the report,

" were sent to the scene to protect the peaceable inhabitants,

and these troops did protect the women and children and

such others as were submissive." The charges made against

the Kurds, say the Turks, are untrue, and the villages

destroyed, they claim, were so dealt with by the Armenians

themselves, who withdrew their property first, with the inten-

tion of becoming brigands.

The most authentic report seems to be that the trouble

originated in the refusal of the Armenians to pay taxes,

claiming that they had become impoverished through the

raids of the Kurds. Troops were sent to enforce payment,

and a struggle arose, whereupon the Governor of Bitlis

ordered the troops to begin a relentless slaughter. There

was friction between the Kurds and Christians in '93, and it

was claimed that the next year the Kurds made raids upon
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the Armenians and stampeded their cattle. This, it is also

claimed, led up to the trouble.

There is no doubt that village after village was pillaged

and crime heaped upon crime ; but the climax came in the

massacre of Sassoun. From correspondents these facts are

gained: '':'^''-^

"A gigantic and indescribably horrible massacre of Armen-
ian men, women and children took place at Sassoun and
neighboring regions September i, 1894, at the hands of

Kurdish troops armed by the Sultan of Turkey, as well as

regular soldiers sent under orders from the same source."
" That they were executed under the personal direction of

high Turkish authority " says the correspondent, " there can

be |no doubt, for the leader, Zekki Pasha, has since been

specially honored by a decoration from the Sultan, who also

sent silk banners to four of the leading Kurdish chiefs."

This undoubtedly fixes the responsibility."

Another correspondent says: "Twenty-seven villages

annihilated in Sassoun, six thousand men, women and chil-

dren massacred by troops and Kurds."

Another correspondent writes :
' 'A number of able-bodied

young Armenians were captured, bound, covered with brush-

wood and burned alive. A lot of women, estimated at about

one hundred, were shut up in a church and the soldiers let

loose among them. Many of them were outraged to death,

and the remainder dispatched with sword and bayonet. A
lot of young women were collected as spoils of war, and were

carried off to harems ; or, resisting, were slaughtered ; and
so the story is repeated and corroborated by a score of corre-

spondents until it grows so horrible and fiendish that we can

hardly realize that Christian nations have remained passive.

Thirty-two villages destroyed, sixteen churches burned, six-

teen thousand slaughtered, fifteen thousand homeless, the

sanctity of the fireside defiled, and innocence out-

raged and tortured, is a tale little befitting twentieth century

civilization.

Open massacre has ceased to some degree, but the most

oppressive and degrading tyranny yet exists. The sole
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alternative for the Armenians seems to be Islam or the

sword. For a man to refuse to accept Mohammedism means
not merely death to himself, but oppressive degradation, and

outrage worse than death to his family. Is it any wonder

that thousands of them have accepted the false faith, and that

for months, in places where Christian churches flourished,

not a single service has been held? These people, unaccus-

tomed to the use of arms for centuries, are defenceless in the

hands of their brutal oppressors. Their suftering from famine

and cold is hardly less than that from persecution. The
famishing crowds practically besiege the homes of Americans

in their appeal for relief

The motives of the Turk are apparent. The scheme of

reforms proposed for Turkey would devolve civil ofiSces on

Mohammedans and non-Mohammedans proportionately.

To a people who had ruled the Christians with an

iron hand for four hundred years, this would be a bitter

concession ; so all that was necessary was to change the

proportion of Christians to Mohammedans. This policy

was immediately put into execution without mercy to age or

sex.

In the Treaty of Berlin, July, 1878, religious liberty and

the public exercise of all forms of religion were guaranteed

to all subjects of the Porte, and one of the articles of the same
treaty reads as follows

:

"The Sublime Porte undertakes to carry out, without

further delay, the improvements and reforms demanded by
local requirements in the provinces inhabited by the Armen-
ians, and to guarantee their security against the Circassians

and Kurds."

It is evident that it is poor policy to entrust the protection

of a people to a power that rewards their assassins, and
when a power openly violates such sacred provisions of a

treaty as those referred to, the only way to reform is through

the force of arms.

And why do not Christian nations interfere ? Jealousy

and the fear of war are given as the main reasons
;
yet Glad-

stone suggests that the fear of precipitating a war is a mere
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phantasm, and suggested to England, as a last alternative,

that diplomatic relations be suspended with Turkey, and if

this be not suflScient warning to guarantee immediate

relief, that it becomes the duty of England to consider the

proper means of enforcing its demands. He further suggests

that first a self-denying ordinance be passed, a declaration

that on no account will the war be turned to private advan-

tage of England. Further, he has no fear that any part of

Europe will make war to continue the massacre.

James Bryce, in the Century^ suggests, as an expedient,

that those regions where disorders are common be placed

under a specially constituted administration, the powers

compelling the Sultan to erect Armenia into a distinct prov-

ince with a European governor, who shall control the revenues

and maintain out of them a strong police force, and who shall

be free to introduce administrative reforms.

Thus far the United States has practically done nothing

except to show her disposition to protect American property

and citizens, and to send financial aid to the sufierers. It seems

that she has hardly done her part. By position the United

States is removed from all interest in the possession of Turk-

ish territory, and, hence, a demonstration on her part against

Turkey would not be misconstrued by the Powers, and none

would interfere.

The closing words of Mr. Gladstone's speech at the Reform
Club might well be adopted as our sentiment: " Come what
may, let us extricate ourselves from any ambiguous position.

Let us have nothing to do with countenance of and so

renounce and condemn neutrality, and let us present

ourselves to Her Majesty's ministers, promising them in good
faith our ungrudging and our enthusiastic support in every

eftort which they may make to expose by word and by deed

their detestation of acts, not yet, perhaps, having reached

their consummation, but which already have come to such a

magnitude and such depth of atrocity that they constitute the

most terrible and monstrous series of proceedings that have

ever been seen in the dismal and deplorable history of human
crime. n
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THOUGHTS IN A GRAVEYARD.

"oivD swedes'," W1I.MINGTON.

JnO. I. WHEIyAN, '95.

THE streets deserted were. None dared, it seemed,

Like me, to quit a garden's leafy shade.

Or forced darkness of a curtained room.

To brave the King of Light, 'Twas well, for I

Was tired of men. I wished to be alone.

So on I walked, nor stopped until I found

My further progress barred by wall of stone.

I well knew where I was—my childish feet

Had oft before sought out this hallowed spot.

I smiled to think how little sacredness

To those, my youthful visits, was attached

;

The overflow of life and mischief then

Alone had urged me on to this same place,

Where I, with sacrilegious hand, had scaled

This very wall.

Before me, hid, in part,

By maples tow'ring round it, rose the church.

An ancient Swedish one. I glanced it o'er,

With feelings softened, from its modest tower,

Where hung the bell, e'en to the porch that formed

Its entrance, and which even now doth bear,

In letters most unsightly, on its posts.

The names of men forgotten years before.

'Twas like a meeting with some dear old friend,

This vision of that place, when, hand in hand,

We look into his loved face ; and tho'

The joy of meeting thus is great, it were

Not half so sweet, but for the counter-play

Of saddened feeling, which arises when
We think of former parting.

O'er the wall,

The old, familiar places were unchanged.

Save that the grass seemed wilder grown ; and yet

Its very wildness bade me enter in.

A smoother sward were less in keeping with

My mind : for all things artificial seemed

Most wearisome. I wanted to be free.

i
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Not o'er the wall, as oft in fonner days,

But through the arched gate, as more behooved

My advanced years, I entered ; tho' I wished

That I might enter by the good old way.

And think myself once more a boy. No change

I noticed in the entrance. The old pump.

Whose silvery flow had often dared me brave

The sexton's watchful eye and steal a draught,

Did willing duty in the outer yard

As formerly. The gate that, fastened by
A chain and weight, had barred our exit when.

In frightened haste from out the ancient grounds.

We had been driven, in its 'customed place

Still hung, and as I pushed it idly by.

Swung to against the same old white-washed post.

But once within the hallowed grounds, I paused.

As thought fast chasing thought rushed thro' my mind;

It seemed half strange that, all unwitting, I

Should find myself in such a place :—^but yet,

A better place there could not be to rest,

And more than plenty food for reverie.

In thought, I saw myself as last I trod

Those paths, remembering the vast delight

We boys were wont to find in running o'er

The graves, with ne'er a thought to those whose homes
They were ; for I^ife was then too sweet, and Age
Seemed far, so far away, to harass us

With other thoughts than those on pleasure bent.

A strange anomaly,—so much of life

Amidst the very realms of death.—And well

Remembered I the joy to be increased

The more, since it forbidden was. For we
Were ever on our guard lest "Daddy Bates,

"

The digger of the graves, should find us out

And, as indeed he did, give chase to us.

K'en now I smile to think what fancies queer

My youthful mind had framed concerning him.

He was the only sexton I had known.
Nor was it to be wondered at that I

Had thought all others of his class must be,

Each one, a man of halting gait, and each.

Like him, a spade upon his shoulder bear.
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Such had I known him. If at any time

The spade were lowered to the ground, I knew
It was to give him better play of arm,

To hurl at us some missile.

Poor old man,

Poor "Daddy, " as we called him then, he too.

Now sleeps beneath my feet, nor heeds my step.

And so, I mused 'twill ever be the same,

A life exceeding brief and then—ah, then

!

The sweet remembrance of my boyish glee

Now faded at the stern reality

Of Life's too fleeting step. I sighed to think

How soon, indeed how very soon, that I,

There in the confine portioned out for me,

Might lie, and knew that when my course was run,

In mad luxuriance above my head

The wild grass would be growing, with perchance

A cross to tell some heedless passer-by

The thread of one more life had been spun out,

Half vexed I rose, but petulance was vain.

I wandered on past old decaying tombs.

Grave after grave, that had no mark to tell

Who rested there. None knew. They were unknown.
Oh, mournful word, so desolate—"unknown!"

Far to one end, where careful hands the spot

Had beautified, there was a Bishop's tomb
;

And I remembered how, in those sweet days.

Oft had I paused to view the iron rings

Upon the slab which said that here was laid

A Senator to rest. And here, a flag.

To mark the spot where some brave soldier lay

—

Another here, for one of earlier time.

Whose heart had bled to set his country free

—

Here, some fair monument upraised its head

In arrogance to mark a parent's bed

—

Here, loving hands a modest cross had raised

For love of brother or of sister dead

—

Here, some small mound, nor need of word to tell

The story of an earthly cherub fled

—

Here, all ; the rich, the poor, the bad, the good
;

1
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The one remembered, tho' perhaps it was

In carven stone alone, the one forgot.

To all appearance, but whose memory lived

In some fond heart.

Why, then, despondent I ?

The mounds before me showed me all too well

That life in any state, in any age.

Was brief. The old, old truth came back to me
Again, "Live as we might, yet die we must."

lyive as we might ! Live rather as we should.

That was the thought which seemed to force its way
Into my mind unbidden, and which seemed

To make me ask myself how I had lived.

Scarce had I ever thought, but now, indeed.

As wandering home, I took myself to task.

My eyes at last were opened, and I saw
The frailty of all things here on earth.

The simplest things oft turn to greatest good.

As sturdy oaks from modest acorns grow

;

My visit to the graveyard, made by chance,

A lesson taught, my heart will ever know.

129

A KINETOSCOPE PICTURE.

A. X. DOOLKY, '98.

AN old man sits at a table in a dismal, old-fashioned

room. The dim rays of a flickering candle, that burns

beside him, enables us to see his enfeebled form. His

dress, a brown waistcoat and knee breeches, is of the Alsatian

style of fifty years ago. Dark, luxuriant locks, besprinkled

with gray, cluster around his corrugated brow. His face

is that of an old wretch, overshadowed with some secret

choking sense of guilt. There are hard lines about his mouth
and forehead, which every movement of his distorted features

horribly accentuates. Now and then, he rubs his ears, and

runs his long, trembling fingers through his curly hair, as if

to drive off some unpleasant vexatious thought. His breast

.

heaves and relaxes with distressing convulsions, his large,
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dim eyes protrude from their socket, and his head raises in

defiance, and falls in dejection upon his struggling breast.

He is speaking. We cannot hear his words through the

kinetoscope without a phonographic attachment ; but from his

manner, we may well imagine their import. Is he soliloquiz-

ing ? No. He is resenting and defending himself against

the charges of the court, whom we see assembled among the

shadows in the back of the room.

Suddenly he ceases. There is a commotion among the

jurymen. Another figure enters. His odd appearance reminds

us of one who delves in the mysteries of the " Black Art.'*

Yes ; he is a mesmerist. He walks stealthily in the direction

of the table. He raises his hands and waves them fantastically

over the old man's head. The old man is gradually falling

asleep. His large, roving eyes peacefully close, his head gently

reclines upon his shoulder, his hands fall carelessly upon the

table, and his ghastly face, composed as if cut in marble,

turns towards the flickering candle.

The mesmerist signals the court, and retires a few paces

from the table. ;;

Again the old man speaks. He is answering the questions

of the mesmerist. He is speaking, too, without emotion, and
in a mechanical manner. Now he raises his head, and his

eyes are fixed with a vacant stare, as if some mysterious

vision were passing before his gaze. Ah ! again he becomes

agitated. He falls upon his knee, and nervously clutches at

the table, as if feeling for something. He listens. He coils

his trembling form, and eagerly peers into the distance.

Now he is pointing, and cautiously advancing a few steps,

still keeping his horrible gaze fixed on the same object. He
raises his hand to wipe the cold drops from his burning

temples. He trembles like an aspen. He is struggling as if

in mental agony. His grimaces would be ludicrous, if they

were not terrible. He listens. Suddenly, he springs forward

with a fiendish bound, and deals a terrible blow at some

imagined object on the floor. Again and again, the blow is

repeated. He looks around. With a horrible expression

upon his countenance, he falls upon his knees and appears to
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grasp at something. He has it. He buckles it around his

waist. Bending low, he endeavors to lift the imagined object

from the floor. At last, he has it upon his back. He
staggers across the floor, almost falling beneath the heavy

load. He pauses a moment to answer the mesmerist. Then,

advancing a few steps, he turns, and appears to be throwing

the burden from his back into some unseen receptacle.

Suddenly, he seems to utter an awful cry of horror. For a

moment the muscles of his jaws become stifiened, his pro-

truding eyes stare wildly, and a terrible expression is frozen

upon his pallid face. He appears to shrink from a terrifying

scene. Frantically muffling his face with his hands, he

staggers towards the table, and, falling into the chair, assumes

the same composed attitude which he assumed when the mes-

merist waved his magic hands over his head.

There is commotion among the court. The mesmerist

again comes forward, and waves his hands over the old

man's head. The old man awakes. He appears bewild-

ered. He is rubbing his forehead as if to recollect some-

thing. How his eyes roll! The clerk of the court hands

him a paper. He appears to understand its import. He dis-

covers that he has been put to sleep by the mesmerist's magic

power, and forced to confess how he killed and robbed a Polish

Jew. He turns in rage, and addresses the court. He tears the

paper into a thousand pieces. He waves his hands wildly in

the air, as if madly calling upon some one for assistance, and

then falls back into the chair in despair.

The judge is speaking. From his solemn manner, we
imagine he is rendering the verdict. The old man gradually

arises. The pallor in his cheeks becomes more ghastly than

ever. With one hand he is pressing his forehead, and with

the other he is clutching at his jumping heart. He reels,

and falls upon his knees. The court is dumbfounded,

and starts in terror. The room grows darker. Suddenly a

bright light arises in the rear, and the Polish Jew appears

driving over the hill in his sledge.

What is the title of the picture? Sir Henry Irving as

Mathias, in the dream scene of "The Bells."
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ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.

TWENTY-SEVENTH PAPER.

CROM the Incarnation it follows, then, that union with God
* its Maker, in the three-fold order of nature, grace and
glory is the mission of the intellective world.

But right here, at his entrance into the contemplation of

this phase of the higher life, let the reader guard most care-

fully from confounding the sign, or symbol, of life with life

itself. Let him not confound matter with spirit, the create

with the increate. For this would be grievous error regard-

ing the very nature of things. Since in their individual

physical existence all realities outside of God, being merely

creates, and therefore changeable by nature, are unchangeable

and eternal only in their essences or types. The three orders

of visible life in plant, brute, man, as well as all other

beings of the visible world, with changing form of existence,

are imperishable only in their character.

Let not the reader think that because in the human Body of

our Lord, of which we have been treating, were united all the

various orders of visible and invisible being, among them
the material and inorganic, therefore in His Manhood the

mere earthly matter in it was of itself eternal, much the

more that the matter itself became divine.

All mere matter, because it is composite, is simply symbol

of the spiritual and therefore eternal world, and will neces-

sarily pass away. Observe, however that the inorganic ele-

ments that entered into the composition of the Humanity,

or, better, the human Body of Christ, remained by their

exaltation not simply matter, but in Him became, as they

become in every human being, living or vitalized matter,

organized matter, humanized matter. For, as in the human
being, all his members partaking in a way of the excellence

and nobleness of their prime subject,which is reasonable being,

are and must be human. In every man human is his body,

human his flesh, human his bones, because human is his

soul. So in our Lord, though in a very eminent way, all the
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members of His divine Body became not themselves God,

but divine members of God's human Body. In Him the

Flesh was elevated to a quasi-divine order of human being
;

became, we might almost say, divinized or deified matter or

Flesh in the person of the divine Word. And so in the

kingdom of glory, in the world of spiritual eternal bliss, the

humanized matter in the bodies of the saints now in heaven

will not remain as it was on earth, corruptible, subject to

decay, to death. But in the everlasting life whatever was
earthly in them will put on the immortal, whatever fleshly

will become spiritual, whatever transitory, imperishable. In

this sense, and in this sense only, is matter eternal, the

inorganic eternal, the human body of man eternal.

But with this note of caution to the reader let us resume

our reasoning on the realities in the world outside of God

—

the objectives of our thoughts, the elementary basis of all our

knowledge. The three-fold order of being, of which we have

been speaking, deriving as is clear from the divine bounty

of God Himself, being thus ruled and sanctified by Him, is

composed, or made up of countless individual members,

among them plants, beasts, men, spirits, each one of them with

its own individual entity, endowments, mission. Every
reasoning man perceives of himself this vast multitude of

fellow creates in the world, in the heavens, on earth itself, in

the community of mankind all bound together by a variety

of ties. Now, all these individual beings serving one

another, influencing one another, must therefore be con-

sidered in what we may style their social affinities and

relationships.

Science, in order to view things fully, must consider all its

objectives in their individual integrity not only, but also in

their totality of being, in their order and harmony in crea-

tion. The more we study objects in the outer physical world

of being and life, the more easily do we see, not only their

dependence on their common Maker, but their interdepend-

ence on one another also. Animals, for instance, cannot live

apart from the vegetable world
;
plants, apart from the inor-

ganic world, nor either of them independent of the imma-
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terial world of light, magnetism, electricity and celestial

influence. Thus the heavenly bodies influence the earth, the

waters of the earth, and their denizens ; earth in turn affects

the rest of the material universe—the atmosphere above it,

the plant world and animal world in it and on it ; and all these

worlds of heaven and earth, both attracting one another, by
their powers influence man—the visible representative of the

universe,who in turn, by the inner worthiness of his personal

life, by his prayers and supplications, moves the higher order

of intellective life, the spirit world, which, in unison with

him, influences the central Ruler of all things—God. The
universe is thus directed to God, influenced by God, and

made sharer through His divine bounty of the excellence of

God.
"

In the organic world of plant and animal these varied ties

of natural kinship and relationship, through their gift of

community existence and life, are even tightened strength-

ened—far more closely by the actions of the various members
thereof, by generation in the case of some, by selection of

partners in sympathy in the case of others.

This interdependence of all material entities—we have

spoken more at length about them in former papers—is

just as strongly reflected in the human world of mankind.

For by nature, by reason of his gifts, of his endowments, man
is necessarily a social being. In society alone does man
develop his energies, his talents; in society alone does he

reproduce—perpetuate—himself in the images of God ; while

away from the hallowing influences and beneficence of society

man dies and sinks into oblivion.

Nor in the world of grace—of the saintly intellective life

—

is the natural interdependence of man, this necessity in him
for social communion, any the less clearly marked.

All men, by reason of the graces of the Spirit within them,

have a common mission, which, for its proper fulfilment,

depends on their mutual co-operation with the purposes of

the Almighty, on their mutual beneficence towards His

co-laborers, on their mutual sympathy with their less highly

blessed brethren.

^.
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The fulfilment of his spiritual mission, the attainment of

his spiritual happiness, depends on his co-existence as well

as co-working with his fellows. In the social bonds of

creatures lies, then, another class of scientific objectives.

Therefore, to view creation rightly, intelligently, to descry

the excellence in it of all things in their integrity of purpose,

of mission, one must study them as they are in themselves

not only, but in their co-ordinated relationships also.

For all beings in the outer physical world of plant, beast,

man, not to speak of the inner world of grace, or the divine

world of glory, were made to exist together, live together,

work together, and together reach the destiny of their being.

Now, for the understanding of all these truths, the study

and contemplation of all these objectives of knowledge,

science, as oftentimes understood, the mere intellectual pro-

cess, we may say, of the mind, will barely suffice.

To view the universe in its glory and fulness is needed

faith—belief in the unseen, a reliance on something else

—

something nobler than the mere testimony of one's own
senses or the mind itself. We may say—don't be startled at

our assertion, for we maintain it stoutly, that in this world

without faith of some kind there can be no proper under-

standing, no proper science.

Guard here, however, from thinking that we refer to super-

natural faith, or divine faith, as the needed condition for all

knowledge ; that without the illumining and moving spirit

of God within him we mean that one's understanding could

not avail to grasp any knowledge. This would be grievous

error, and is far from our mind to utter. For, as must be

clear to even the stupidest of men, excellence in learning is

sometimes not alien to the wickedest of hearts. The worst

of men at times have been the best of scholars. But by faith

we mean the spirit of trustfulness in other's teachings, that

accompanies the devotedness of the scholar in his labors ; by

faith we mean the spirit of humility that leads one to recog-

nize the superior wisdom of his master, even though he may
fail to understand his teachings. For your true-hearted

scholar, far from being sceptic in the fulness of his learning,
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in his modesty of heart, in his reverence for truth, believes

heartily in others' experience that thus he may increase his

store of knowledge beyond what has come to him by his own
unaided endeavors.

Thus are we taught by the history of mankind. The
merest tyro in human learning relies on the word of his

teacher, from whom he derives many a bit of knowledge in

fact ; the proficient trusting to the reports of discoverers and

investigators, which of himself he would be unable to

verify, thus blends science with reverence for authority ; while

the illumined delights in the study of the past as portrayed

in the pages of story. So that, as one will readily acknowl-

edge, by these three representative classes of human scholar-

ship, with equal willingness, is accepted the evidence of

authority with the evidence of reason itself. If, then, reliance

on others' teachings, trustfulness in their uprightness, belief

in their word, is not foreign to the dictates of the true scientific

spirit, much the more should the scientific heart accept believ-

ingly, lovingly, the teachings of the divine word. But this

homily on the humility of true science is merely a digression

that the writer is led to make lest from his survey of the

universe the reader be tempted in his pride of learning to

exalt his reasoning powers beyond their meed of honorable-

ness, and trusting wholly to them, forget (as have done so

many others before him) that all the objectives of science are

also signs of their Maker, and need to be interpreted at times

by Him. While all the works of God—symbols of His great-

ness and wisdom—are so many lessons set by Him for the

scholar, most of them are interpretable by oneself, by one's

own scientific spirit, one's own faithful and honest reasoning;

yet some of them are specially ordained by His goodness and

providence for His beloved, and need Him—their Institutor

for expounder and instructor. And of these there are seven

—the Sacramental symbols—by divine institution all neces-

sary (one way or the other) for the excellence—the perfection

of intellective life, the full instruction of the spirit either in

itself, or in relationship with kindred spirits in the com-

munity of the learned.
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We return, then, to our reflections on the grandeur of the

universe.

Thus considered first in its elementary constitution, then

in the various forms of fellowship between its different orders

of beings, and finally in its relationship to the Supreme
Being Himself, creation—the masterpiece of divine work-

manship—will be recognized as co-ordered in all its parts and

members, in all its agencies and energies, to one divine,

eternal end.

For this reason in living man, and him only we are now
considering, in this microcosm of creation, you cannot sepa-

rate in him except in thought, by mental analysis, the inor-

ganic elements in his composition from the organic powers

that derive from his life. In no man can you find any vege-

table, or sign of vegetative life, nor any beast, or sign of

sentient life, apart from his rational, human life.

For in man, as we have shown, in his human nature all

these powers of vegetable and animal character, though very

distinct in their specific nature, wholly separate as to their

purposes, widely different in their nobility, are yet joined

inseparably in him, all vitalized by one sole agency—the

spirit.

By creation these merely organic potencies in man were

all subordinated, not to instinct, nor any other ignoble and

unreasoning faculty, but only to the intellective principle

and genius of life within him. In virtue of this dependence

in Adam of his bodily and less noble powers on his spiritual

and divine-like powers, his senses—all his energies of body
as well as spirit were under the direction and uniform control

of his will, the heavenly principle of life in his soul. Herein

chiefly in the dominance of will over matter, of spirit over

body, lay the likeness of Adam to his Creator.

Such was the excellence and dignity of human nature by
creation, destined by divine goodness to be ruled in all things

by the understanding, aided, illumined, elevated by divine

grace.

By divine decree, which, however, was thwarted by the

foolishness and evilness of the creature, this three-fold order
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of powers in man was destined to act together in concrete

personality, in harmony and accord with the Spirit of life,

never to be parted on earth by death, nor in the next world

through sin ; but on earth to be subject wholly to the will of

God, in heaven to share His glory with the Spirit of God.

Such was the curriculum of human life, of human instruc-

tion, of human energy, as mapped out in the school of divine

wisdom.

T. C. M.
{To be continued.')

LAUNCH AT CRAMP'S SHIPYARD.

H. M. Shei,i<y, 1900.

ON the right bank of the placid Delaware, within hailing

distance of the spot where the old Quaker, William

Penn, signed his famous treaty with the Indians, stands an

establishment which has caused that river to be known as

the "Clyde of the New World." I speak of the shipyard of

Messrs. Cramp's Sons, at Kensington, Pa.

Here most of the vessels of Uncle Sam's new navy, and

many magnificent transatlantic liners, veritable ocean grey-

hounds, have slid down the ways into their native element.

When through the daily press Messrs. Cramp's Sons,

announce a launch, the citizens of the Quaker City and sur-

rounding towns, especially the denizens of Kensington, look

forward to the day with pleasurable anticipations. The
Kensingtonians look with laudable pride on the yards, and
evince a great interest in all that takes place there.

The day ofthe launch is here. The first beams of the sun fall

upon countless flags fluttering in the breeze. From every

flagstaflf and window " Old Glory " proudly flaunts. Ken-
sington is radiant with color in honor of the bride of the

sea. Ten o'clock sees the tide at its height, and the

ceremony is set for that hour. Hours before, the streets

leading to the yards are choked with people. Crowded

jUliMt£EII^U^^^U^dMR&
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trolley cars crawl along tbe streets, while the passengers

amuse themselves waving their hats and flags from

the windows. Girard Avenue for miles is one long line of

carriages. -',;'.;.','.
-^:

Through the four wide gates surges the mass of humanity,

each individual intent on securing the most advantageous

position possible for witnessing the ceremony. The people

climb upon the vessels still in the ways ; they swarm the

incompleted men-of-war, and crowd in, until every available

nook and cranny of the spacious yards is filled.

High into the air towers the prows of the vessel about to

be launced. If it be a battle-ship or a cruiser, the hull is

painted white to the water-line, and below a bright red.

Hundreds of flags and pennants saucily flap the breeze as if

conscious of the ceremony which is taking place beneath

them. '

In the bow is the platform for the invited guests, and in

front of it is the spot where the sponsor stands when she

breaks the bottle of sparkling champagne, and pronounces

the words :
" I christen thee, etc."

Senators and Representatives come from Washington on

the " Royal Blue Express " to grace the occasion with

their well-groomed presence. A gayly decorated stand

is reserved for them, and a plentiful supply of liquid refresh-

ment is furnished the thirsty statesmen.

The appearance of the fair godmother, usually the

daughter of a Senator or a Governor, causes a ripple of excite-

ment, and, at once, she becomes the cynosure of all eyes,

especially those of the gentle sex, who forthwith begin a

critical analysis of her face, form, and gown. Reporters are

as ubiquitous as Jersey mosquitoes.

What a sight the yard and river present! Thousands and

thousands of upturned faces meet your gaze ; tall buildings

swarm with spectators; the masts and yard-arms of ships, aye,

even from the very topmost beam of the huge floating crane,

faces gaze down upon you. The river is alive with vessels

of every type ; fussy little tugs lie side by side ; the music on

the pleasure yachts ceases; the excursion boats careen to one
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side as the people on board crowd over to the side facing the

yard.

Down beneath the ponderous hull great brawny men are

hard at work, knocking away the blocks that support the

vessel. These blocks out, the hull settles down upon the

ways, which are covered with tons and tons of tallow, to

allow the ship to slide off smoothly into the water.

Knock ! knock ! knock ! The metallic ring of the ham-

mers wake the distant echoes. The workman lay aside

their tools, an almost deathlike stillness falls upon the

multitude. Swish ! swish ! The men saw through the

shore piece, the last block that holds the vessel on the ways.

The spectators are on tiptoe, all eyes are focussed on the

godmother. A sound of splintering wood, a sharp cry from

the men at the saw. *' Strike !
" says a voice in the sponsor's

ear. She swings the gaily-decorated bottle aloft. Crash|!

the glass is shivered, and down the immaculate hull flows the

sparkling effervescent champagne. The ship gives a start, a

tremor passes through the keel, she moves, she glides, and
gradually gaining speed, slides down the ways into the

water, throwing a mighty wave and a huge volume of spray

high into the air. As her prow leaves the ways, she makes a

saucy, graceful bow, as if making a profound obeisance to the

sturdy workmen for setting her free. The people cheer

lustily, bells are tolled, cannon boom, whistles shriek, and,

high above all the deafening roars, the sharp, ear-splitting

voices of the sirens on the men-of-war rend your ears.

Far out into the river moves the ship. The sailors heave

the anchor, and she rides the waves as gracefully as a swan.

Tugs attach hawsers to her and tow her to the wharf, there

to be tied up until completed. Much work still remains to

be done to the ship after the launching. Boilers and engines

mus*- be put in, and on a manof-war, the turrets and armors

have to be placed in position. Usually a year and a half is

required to finish a warship, while six months is ample time

for a liner.

The invited guests are entertained at a magnificent banquet

by the firm, at which the godmother toasts the new ship, and
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in turn is toasted by some silver-tongued orator. The ban-

quet over, all hasten to catch the train for home ; and Ken-

sington resumes the even tenor of its way until next launch-

ing day. /;""''

INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

By John I. Whsi,an, '95.

{Continued.)

CHAPTER VIII.

MY SISTKR SYMPATHY—I,OVR !

IT was with a multiplicity of feelings that Ralph found

himself at the door of the house of Miss Selkirk, about

to make his promised call. He was swayed by many impulses,

yet above all was a mad desire to see her whom he loved with

what he called a wild and fearful love. Ralph's three years

of solitude and philanthropic charity had been little calculated

to rid him of his morbid, melancholy and exaggerated self-

depreciation. And he felt that he was weakly yielding to a

temptation in calling upon this woman, a temptation which
might lead to disastrous consequences.

In all of his reveries and self-examinations, Ralph, with a

sort of unappreciated self-worship, was constantly viewing

his actions as they reflected back upon himself. In a con-

fused way, he felt that he was leading a life of expiation.

His charities, his many words of encouragement to the suf-

fering, his efforts with his pen, all these he felt to be bearing

some fruit. Yet, he never considered the full amount of the

good work he was performing, nor ever looked for gratitude

or thanks. For him, it sufficed that his inner consciousness

told him he was doing right, that he was atoning for the one

great crime of his life.

He had, as we have said, lapsed into a feeling of self-wor-

ship, insomuch as he hugged his sorrow to his breast, per-

suading himself that he was a stoic, rejoicing in his own
pain. And so he had never thought of the effect of his life
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upon the life of another ; that was something he would never

consider except in the abstract.

But there is an awakening to every dream, the more sud-

den as the hallucination has been more violent. And our

friend, standing at that doorway, was suddenly brought face

to face with a question which astonished, terrified and morti-

fied him. Wonderful are the workings of Providence, and

although Ralph could not then understand or appreciate the

sublimity of the sorrow which chastens whilst it afflicts, the

sliock which he was then experiencing was but to prepare

him for the greatest pleasure Heaven might have in store for

him. '.';

For, as he stood there, realizing his own unworthiness, he

thought of Eleanor. How would she receive him? Would
she be glad to see him, glad .to welcome him for his own
sake? Could she ever respond in kind to the mad longing,

surging in his heart ? Could she love ? Ralph staggered

at the wildness of this thought. He must be mad ! How
could such a thought creep into the remotest corner of his

mind ? He wished he could retrace his steps. He would

turn and flee—but, no ; he had already rung the bell, and

Katy was ushering him into the hall. A point has been

made in his own favor, although he knew it not ; he was
already less of a martyr ; self-satisfied, glorying in his own
sufferings. The world was full of people whose sorrow

might eclipse his own.

Presently Eleanor entered the room where he was sitting,

and Ralph's heart gave a great bound. Never had she

appeared more lovely. A new light shone in her eyes, a rich

color suffused her cheeks. She seemed agitated, yet was not

confused. Ah, love ! love ! ruler of the human heart. Ralph
was ready to throw discretion to the winds. How he longed

to take her to his heart, to shield her from all the troubles of

this troublesome life ! It was she who first spoke, and Ralph

was thankful afterward that he had been saved from making
a disastrous mistake,

" I must apologize for my mother's non-appearance, Mr.

Cosgrove," she said in a voice whose sweetness thrilled the
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now over susceptible Ralph, " and indeed I fear she will not

be able to come down this evening."

Ralph, recovering himself, murmured his regrets. He
owned to himself that he was a base prevaricator.

'

' I trust she is not unwell. '

' This, at least, he could truth-

fully say.

" Oh, no," she added ;" it is May."

Then, to Ralph's look of inquiry, she added :
" May is my

little niece—a strange child. This is her picture."

She showed him the little one's portrait, and Ralph was
struck at her marvellous beauty.

" How full of expression !
" he exclaimed.

"Alas, yes," she said sadly; "she speaks through her

eyes."

By an act of intuition, for which he could not account at

the time, Ralph grasped the truth. He understood that those

beautiful smiling lips could utter no sound. He realized that

he was in the presence of a great sorrow, and love exalted his

sympathy. He felt, too, at the moment something of reproach

towards himself for having magnified his own sorrow, which
now paled before this great affliction. The child suflfered and

was innocent, whilst he
" How sad, how unutterably sad !

" he exclaimed, almost

reverently. His hand involuntarily extended to hers in

honest sympathy. She was quick to recognize and to

acknowledge the genuineness of his sorrow for her sorrow

;

but she was the first to recover from the shock which both

experienced at that almost solemn hand-clasp.

" It is something we do not care to talk about," she said,

gently ;
" as though, by ignoring in silence the child's afflic-

tion, we could shut our hearts to the truth. But do you
know "—and she gave Ralph a look which sent the hot blood

tingling to his cheek—"I feel a strange impulse to tell you
her story."

What lover could resist such a temptation ? To be made
a confidant of; to be trusted; to sympathize; to console!

How beautiful she was ! Oh, Ralph, Ralph, have you for-

gotten your vow ? How very much in love you must be !
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*' Our little darling," continued Bleanor, " was not always

deprived of speech. In fact, I think that in that consists the

real severity of her affliction. Up to about four years ago she

was a charming little thing, romping about the house and

gladdening the hearts of all of us by her merry prattle. We
idolized her. It was wrong; and it looks as though God's

judgment was resting upon us—upon her innocent head

especially." ''

** Oh, don't say that," said Ralph in a shocked tone. But,

she went on, as though unmindful of the interruption.
*' She was her grandfather's darling, and his constant com-

panion. It seemed strange that she alone should be with him
when he met his death."

"And the shock—" said Ralph, intuitively.

" Yes, the shock was too much for her poor little heart, and

she has not spoken since. There was something strange

about our poor dear father's taking off; but the secret is

buried in that child's bosom. Whether he died in pain and

made some outcry and so frightened the child, is a matter of

tender speculation, but no certainty."

"Do the doctors give no hopes of her ultimate recovery?"

questioned Ralph.

"Yes, they do," she answered; "the physicians on the

other side, as well as the best doctors in New York, tell us

that she will recover, but cannot say when the recovery wiL
take place. And all agree that it will be as sudden and as

complete as the affliction. A severe shock was the cause of

her suffering ; a similar one will break the seal of her lips."

They sat for some time in silence. Eleanor lapsing evi-

dently into a revival of the happy, sorrowful past, and Ralph

not daring to break in upon her meditation. It was she who
first spoke.

"She is a strange child, a very bundle of nerves, I might

say, and if I believed in such things, I would say she was

gifted with a species of second sight. She is very pronounced

in her likes and dislikes ; and very often anticipates our

desires before we have a chance of giving expression to

them. Even whilst you were in the hall, she was taken with
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a violent trembling, another symptom of her trouble ; and

that is the reason mother could not come down to meet you

this evening."--. ^;;

With that ended their conversation concerning the child,

and they devoted themselves to more commonplace topics.

Eleanor was a charming hostess, and Ralph was delighted.

Her presence was the very sedative he needed. In thinking

of her, he forgot himself. That is, his true self asserted

itself and he was a delightful surprise to her.

Their work was so identical, their lives so near akin in

aim, that they found themselves upon a sold footing, as it

were ; they could understand and be understood. Speaking
of their individual writing brought up the subject of the

prize story. .-/.''.

"I am going to try for the thousand dollars," she said,

merrily; " for I am very mercenary."
" Then we are rivals," he answered, gaily ;

" for I also am
athirst for the filthy lucre.

"

"Ah, but I have a theme——" then she paused.

"And I another."

"Granted," laughingly ;
" but I mean that mine is a sure

winner."
" Oho !

" said Ralph ;
" don't boast ! What makes you so

positive? "

"Well, you see, there's a murder in it." There was a

note of sadness there, but Ralph did not heed it then.
* 'A murder ?" he asked.
" Why, certainly ; does it startle you ?

"

" It does, undoubtedly."
" And why, pray ? " This in a half-piqued tone, as though

she thought he doubted her ability to do justice to that sub-

ject.

Because my theme touches upon a murder."

A murder !" she exclaimed, unconsciously repeating his

own words. " How strange !
"

Then they both laughed. It was indeed a coincidence

how great a one neither as yet knew.
" Well, may the best man win," she said, at length.

((

((
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" Or woman," added Ralph.

When the latter took his departure, he had received an

invitation to call again, and in accepting it, he intended to

keep his promise. Eleanor went immediately to her mother's

room. lyittle May was still with her, although it was very

long past the hour for her retiring. When she beheld her

aunt she rushed towards her, throwing her arms about her

and sobbing as though her heart would break. They had
never beheld her in such a paroxysm. Suddenly she clutched

at Eleanor's dress and started towards an inner room.

Eleanor followed, wondering. The child stopped in front of

a life-size portrait hanging upon the wall. She pointed

toward the picture, her eyes gleaming, her whole body
swayed by some terrible emotion. The picture was that of

an old white-haired man seated at a table—the portrait of the

child's grandfather !

CHAPTER IX.

;-§;

S'

..'AS OTHERS SEE US. /;

The moon shone not unkindly upon Ralph as he walked

home that night ; he did not care to ride, he wished to be

alone. And yet there was nothing selfish in this feeling for

he felt at peace with the world. A strange delightful feeling

of rest was stealing over him, a new life was born within

him.

How great the change which love effects ! Now all the

world seemed gay, for there was joy in his heart. Walking
down Broadway—a street he had hitherto but seldom fre-

quented, it was so full of life and therefore misery—he took

an almost childish delight in watching the stores and the

passers-by. For even at this late hour the street was
thronged with people. Cabs and coaches rattled along the

streets and the bells of the cable-cars added their quota to

the din. Now a belated cyclist sped by on his silent steed.

The theatres and the clubs had turned out fashionable

crowds ; decrepit old women were selling late editions of the
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papers ; children were offering flowers and matches for sale.

And the moon beamed down on it all and smiled at Ralph's

prodigality, as he cast his money now to one, now to another

unfortunate.
*' How delightful is life !" cried Ralph's newer self.

" How potent is love 1 " smiled the old moon above.

It was long after midnight when Ralph reached his lodg-

ings, yet he did not at once retire. He threw himself into an
easy chair and lazily rolled a cigarette.

" What will be the end of it all ? " he asked himself again

and again. And the answer ?—the smoke ascended in little

rings which widened and scattered and melted away, but

there was no answer.

Presently Ralph seized his tablet and pencil and hastily

jotted down a few lines. They were "pointers" for his

story.

" I shall make a goddess of her," he was saying, " she shall

be tall and stately, with a voice as soft as a summer zephyr.

Her eyes shall be the color of—of—well, that's strange !

What kind of eyes has Eleanor—Miss Selkirk ? At any rate,

my heroine shall have eyes like hers. Yes, and the child

shall be stricken dumb ! Thafs a happy thought. And the

villain ! Ah, I shall paint him black as night, a fierce,

unreasoning fellow—no !
" as a thought of who the murderer

really was came back to him with startling reality.

"My God !" he cried out, "there was an excuse for me.

I was not entirely to blame ! Eleanor ! Eleanor !

"

He buried his face in his hands, and for the first time in

all of those long years of suffering, tears came to his relief.

He felt none the less manly for that womanly indulgence.

The Rubicon had been passed ; he was no longer over harsh

with himself.

" I shall paint him with some redeeming traits," he con-

tinued ;
" I shall soften his character so that she may at least

pity "

He stood up abruptly, re-lit the cigarette which he had
allowed to go out, and walked over to the mirror. He looked

at himself in the glass. His gaze fell upon the picture of his
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friend, where he had thrust it into the frame. He gave it a

loving push. '-/"^,

"Harley," he said, "your old friend is a d fool, for

he's in love !"

i.; i

The old moon was shining in a no less friendly spirit on the

house which Ralph had left. The child, exhausted by the

violence of her emotion, had sunk back exhausted in the arms

of her aunt, and had finally fallen into a deep slumbej:.

Eleanor, watching at her bed-side, gradually let her thoughts

wander far away into the wonderful regions where all the
ladies are damsels fair, and all the knights are brave.

Suddenly, moved by some idea more potent than the many
chasing through her mind, she drew forward her escretoire

aud began to write. But it was with a deliberate hand.
" Poor pa," she said to herself; *'it seems too bad to bring

up the story of your sad ending, and yet"—the artistic

supremacy gaining the ascendacy^" it is so full ot mystery.

But I have a fine hero ! So manly, so noble, so— well, this

is strange ! What is it that I noticed so particularly about

Ralph—J/r. Cosgrove?"

There is a great sedative in action. Eleanor arose, a deli-

cate flush suffusing her face, and paced up and down the

room. She threw open the window and looked out. The
moon was shining full upon her. It had never looked so

strange before. Was it laughing at her ?

" You silly old moon !
" she said, " I—I— yes, I do! Hove

him /
"

{To be continued.^



UNDER THE LIBRARY LAMP.

A little volume to which attention can be worthily directe

is " Field Flowers," a book of verses by the sweet singer'

Eugene Field, " whom we have loved and lost awhile," and
very artistically embellished with illustrations by Hopkin
son Smith, Standford White and many more of the leading

illustrators of the day. The proceeds of the sale of this

volume are to be used to erect a monument to the dead poet,

and as a contribution to his family.

Eugene Field was the children's laureate. He was one of

the gentlest, most quaint-hearted, merry-eyed poets who
ever sung his way into the human heart. It is a sad thing

when this old world of ours loses one of its poets. It is like

the stopping of a companionable clock, or a cheersome

cricket dying on the hearthstone. The sunlight of Field's

deep, reverent and blithesome personality obtrudes itself in

his verses. The news of his death, that drear November
evening in 1895, came like a black blight to those who knew
and loved him. How sad at heart were his legions of

admirers when they learned that the sweet singer, whom
they cherished, would sing no more—that the lute had
dropped from his lifeless hands, that the golden bowl was
broken, and all life's holy incense spilled.

Field was always generous of voice and pen, and had less

of "high mightiness," as he himself would call it, than
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any other famous writer who ever embalmed an incense-

breathiug spirit in verse, and his memory, no less than his

living poems, are like a pleasant tapestry of country shade

in days of June. -.,;

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, have just published a

new edition of the works of Agnes Repplier. She is an

Alumnas of the well-known, Sacred Heart Convent, New
York City, and is acknowledged by critics to be one of

the cleverest and most versatile essayists in America. *' In

the Dozy Hours," " Essays in Idleness," " Books and

Men," are a dainty and charming series of books, which

worm themselves into the affection of the reader. " The
Story of Christine Rochefort " is Miss Repplier's latest work.

It is an interesting tale, the scene of which is laid in a French

town during the labor troubles.

American Fonostenografy.—A modern system of rapid short-

hand . * . formulating and applying an entirely

original principle oflegibility and brevity—the fonosteno-

grafic root. By William McDevitt, LL. M. Judd &
Detweiler, Printers, Washington, D. C.

McDevitt' s Fonostenografy has been introduced into the

classes at Villanova with the best practical results.

After having given this admirable system of shorthand,

felicitously called ' Fonostenografy,' a very careful and prac-

tical test, we find it the most scientific, withal practical,

system of which we have any knowledge. It is, far and

away, an advance over the older and popular systems, some

of which are so scientific as to be practically worthless, and

others so utterly ignore theory as to degenerate into mere
agglomerations of arbitrary word-signs, which would tempt

even an Admirable Crichton to self-destruction were he to

attempt to memorize the one-hundredth part of them.

The author has succeeded in evolving a beau-ideal sys-

tem of short hand-writing, in which he has indeed success-

fully grappled with the vowel difficulty. It is absolutely
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legible, if the writer takes the least care. It is learnedly

scientific without sacrificing one iota of the practical. He
has ' plucked out the heart of the matter,' taken the basic

phonic principles, and upon this granite- like foundation built

a magnificent superstructure a synthetic system of short-

hand.
" The synthetic method is the only method to be adopted in

teaching. Our experience is that unless the pupil sees him-

self making palpable progress from the outset, he becomes

discouraged and soons joins the vast army of has-beens'

whose bones, metaphorically speaking, lie whitening over the

length and breadth of the land. An intelligent student

studying this system finds himself making appreciable and
practical progress from the very start, each lesson being a

link in the chain which will lead him to the goal of his ambi-

tion—a mastery of ' the winged art. ' The synthetic is the

only method that will show these results, and we are

delighted to see the able word Mr. McDevitt has said for it.

Ordinary pupils grappling with the older systems find them
about as intelligible as Chinese puzzles explained in Chinese

by a Chinaman.

The phrasing features of Fonostenography commend them-

selves heartily to the student, and are admirably adapted to

facilitate manual rapidity, the importance of which cannot be

overestimated in practice, as all well know.
Not the least valuable portion of this work is that

in which the author gives the student a few ' pointers,'

which, if followed, will prove of incalculable benefit. He
strikes the nail on the head when he insists that more
students fail of success from ignorance of the vernacular

than from any others combined.

In short, we find this system brief, legible, and easily and

quickly mastered by an intelligent pupil who will study it

systematically, and give it a tithe of the time now spent in

trying to puzzle out some one of the non-vowel-coalescing

and position systems with their labyrinthian sinuosities.

We can heartily recommend this system to all who are

looking for the very latest and best thing in shorthand.
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CARNIVAL AT NICE.

To the Editor Vii,i,anova Monthly.

Nice, March.

In my last, I mentioned that I was going to see a carnival,

a description of which will, perhaps, be interesting to your

readers.

We have been at Nice for several weeks, as we wished to

see the carnival here, and we have been enjoying charming

weather, brilliant sunshine and lovely days, when we can sit

out of doors from morning till night.

This was our first carnival, and we have enjoyed it all

greatly, from the evening of January 31st when King Carni-

val was inaugurated with street processions, Bengal lights

and bands of music, both military and civic, until the ending

of it on the eve of Ash Wednesday. The most novel thing

to us was the confetti, which consists of pea-shaped pellets

whose size and composition are strictly regulated by law ; in

fact, I believe that they are manufactured by the Govern-

ment. These little pellets, owing to the lime which they

contain, are so irritating to any part of the skin which they

happen to break against, and, also, so destructive to clothes,

that every one must wear a domino, and to protect the eyes

a wire masque, with a small satin one over it. B. and I.

donned black and yellow dominos with the masks, and we
had to keep close together or we should not have been able

to recognize each other in the crowd, where there were many
similar ones. Thus attired, we betook ourselves to the Place

de la Prefecture, where we had seats in the Tribune, for in

the beginning of the f^tes we each took an Abonnement,

which saved us money and gave us excellent seats for the

different batailles, street parades, etc.

The places in the Tribune were raised in tiers, and at 2

o'clock, precisely, a salvo of artillery announced that hostil-

ities were authorized to commence, for they are very strict

that no confetti shall be thrown before 2 or after 5 P. M.
It is, indeed, fun for those who are prepared for it and well
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protected, and who have nothing on to spoil, but woe to the

unfortunate ones who have neglected the necessary precau-

tions ; every vulnerable point is taken a4yantage of. This

was the case of a luckless pair near us on the stand, who
were so pelted (owing to their having come in street dress),

that after they had shown much ill humor and greatly amused
their tormentors by threatening to have them arrested, they

were forced to. retreat, but not until the back of the man's

neck looked quite blistered, and his hat and overcoat, also

the lady's wrap and bonnet, were a sight to behold !

People provided themselves with large sacks of the con-

fetti and as soon as one bag was emptied, the venders were

ready to supply another, and most of the Dominos carried

canvas bags strapped to their waists and filled with the stuflF.

One of the masquers had an ingenious contrivance, contain-

ing the confetti, attached to a tin horn and so arranged that

he could spring it with much force and eflfect amongst the

people above him, and, although I tried to avoid the shower,

I came in for a fair share of it, for whenever I stood up I was
between two fires, from the people at the windows behind me
and those on the street below. I got a bag of it with a tin

measure to facilitate the pelting, and so there was plenty of

sport in all directions.

In one carriage load of masquers the driver had six sacks

of the stuff piled all around him on the seat, and these car-

riage loads of private masquers presented a curious appear-

ance in the parade, with their vehicles draped and their horses

in dominos. Poor animals ! I don't know how they behaved

so well with the pelting which they also encountered, and
with all the noise and hilarity. But it was a most gorgeous

and picturesque sight, all the variety of colors in the dominos
and the beautiful cars which had all appeared before in the

Inauguration of King Carnival, on the night of January
31st.

Amongst the cars, some ofwhich were 30 or 40 feet in height

by over 50 in length, drawn by from three to six horses,

were : first, the gigantic and realistic figure of King Carnival

seated on a huge champagne cask, and attended by a crowd

t ii.ii^KM<.^iL.,,Udlli^iMi^
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of servitors (these latter being real men), laden down with

sausages, radishes, etc. His immense head was covered with

red curls, and his face wore a most urbane and genial expres-

sion, as he turned from right to left, bowing to the assembled

multitudes. Then there was an immense centre-j^asse propped

on volumes of bound music, whereon appeared the names of

the great French composers.

Where the sounding-board and strings should have been,

seats were fitted up for the musicians. Another car repre-

senting the Devil's Kitchen, or L'Enfer, was very ingenious,

that improper personage standing over a huge stew-pan, into

which his long arm descended (he was also a mechanical

figure); and each time he drew forth a squirming mortal, and

after holding his living freight suspended in mid-air, he would

drop him into the flaming tophet below, where they took

part in a wild-dance and their antics could be observed

through the iron gratings which formed the sides of the car.

But one of these devils came near being ushered into eternity

in earnest, or, at least meeting with an accident, for after he

had been held out from the kettle, the long arm failed to

return to its proper position and lowered itself outside, and

there the poor object was suspended in imminent peril until

his companion devils below took hold of his legs and so

helped him to a place of safety, but before doing so they had

to break the gigantic hand.

Amongst the paraders there were also an ostrich group, ten

learned dogs on donkeys, the dwarfs, a quaint conception,

with large heads and small bodies, and the private masquers

—a very funny one—a woman promenading with a real

stuffed dog on the back of her bustle ! We had also a Bataille

de Fleur, and for this also our abonnement provided us with

excellent seats. Flowers were scarce this year, owing to the

severe winter, and there were very few roses, principally

violets, hyacinths, and such like, yet many of the carriages

were beautifully decorated with these and with white lilacs,

even the wheels being covered and the coach ers' whips. In

one vehicle covered with white flowers the men occupants

wore high white silk hats, which produced a pretty eflfect.
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This show passed through the Promenade des Anglais, and

we took seats in the front row of the Tribune. There, also,

it was great sport, owing to our nearness to the carriages.

The French fleet at Nice went in a boat (not of flowers), and

they were vociferously applauded and pelted whenever they

passed. But the Comity des F^tes made a great mistake in

admitting to the route about 200 venders, who were princi-

pally roughs, all that was necessary to secure them admission

was that they should each pay a franc for the band on their

hats, and, as a consequence, they followed the carriages and

early in the procession they despoiled them, taking advantage

of the excitement to pilfer some of the handsomest decora-

tions from the back of the vehicles, or even from the very

seats. And then they offered these flowers, with all that they

could secure besides, to the people in the Tribune, or even to

their very owners in the barouches, so that the same flowers

were sold over and over again. But it was a very pretty

show, and the sides of the procession were fringed with

gendarmes, which added greatly to the effect.

The next best thing, we thought, was the burning of King
Carnival and the attendant fireworks on the eve of Ash Wed-
nesday. This exhibition was also held on the Place de la

Prefecture. A space in the centre of the place was cleared

for the dancers, who looked very weird and picturesque in

dominos all whirling madly about, the whole scene illu-

minated by thousands of Chinese lanterns and small lamps

.

And while King Carnival was still burning, many of the

masquers formed in line, carrying lighted tapers, and so

marched to the Veglioni or masked ball, which began at 11

P. M. We also went to it in our dominos as spectators, and

we were fortunate to secure good seats, as the ball-room soon

became very crowded. The women who danced went in fancy

toilettes, and the most attractive were presented with fine silk

banners by the Comit6. There have been similar fi^tes on
alternate days at Cannes, at Menton, and at Monte Carlo, so

people who had strength and energy for all could see carnivals

to their heart's content.

M.

II
-
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The recent numbers of the Georgetown /ournal have man-

ifested rapid strides towards improvement. We agree with

many of our exchanges that the Journal does not display

good taste in arranging its matter, but from a literary stand-

point, it is certainly a praiseworthy periodical. The college

notes are particularly interesting. This department of a col-

lege paper is designed principally for the students' benefit,

but the news columns of VneJournal cannot fail to arrest the

attention of any reader. Its literary department is rich in

varied and ably-written articles. The abundance of verse

that isfound judiciously blended with the prose, is especially

noticeable. "The Publicist," in the February number is a

thoughtful and well written essay. "The Dream of Geron-

tins" is a beatitiful review of Newman's sublime poem.
" Sume et Suscipe " is a poem full of deep religious feeling,

and *' Nigris Oculis Nigroque Capillo " is a charming piece

of verse.

The Orator, published monthly at the NeflF College of

Oratory, Philadelphia, reached our sanctum for the first time

during the past month. We heartily welcome this new
exchange to our table. It is a bright, instructive journal,

and, though not a voluminous production, nevertheless its

literary excellence places it among the foremost of our

exchanges. Every contribution to its well-printed pages

bears the stamp of ability and experience. In the February

number, "The Interpretation of Literature," "The Aim of

Oratory" and "Authorship" deserve special notice.
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T";^^ OzW is a decidedly up-to-date college magazine. Its

form is both wieldy and artistic. It contains literary matter

of a high standard. The editorials are well written and con-

tain many pointed remarks. The Current Topics column is

ably edited. An excellent article on Cuba and her lamented

patriot, Maceo, can be found in this department of its last

issue. .

" The Physical Conditions of Happiness," by lyawrence F.

Flick, M.D., now running in St. VincenfsJournal^ is a con-

tribution of more weight than is usually found in a college

paper. The writer evinces wide research and depth of

thought, and clothes his practical ideas in an attractive and

elegant style. ' * Anna Hanson Dorsey , '
' an ably written

critique, also appears in the February number. During the

past month The Chronicle and The High SchoolLeader found

their way to our table. We congratulate the editors of these

new exchanges and wish them every success in their eflFort.

Other exchanges which graced our table were : University

Record^ The Messenger^ The Holy Cross Purple^ Bucknell

Mirror^ The Owl^ The Ursinus College Bulletin^ Niagara
Index ^ K. H. S. Enterprise^ The Mirror^ The Sunbeam^
Union School Quarterly ^ S. V. C. Student^ The Porcupine^

The Perkiomen Seminary Bulletin^ The Philalithean.
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THE BASEBALL SCHEDULE.

April 21. Ursinus at Villanova.

" 24. Open.

May I. Catholic University at Washington.

5. Manhattan College at Villanova.

8. West Chester Normal at West Chester.

12. Manhattan College at New York.

13. Fordham College at New York.

15. Delaware College at Villanova.

19. U. of Pa, Freshmen at Villanova.

22. Catholic University at Villanova.

26. Ursinus College at Collegeville.

Decoration Day. Open.

June 2. Delaware College at Newark.
" 5. Pennsylvania Military College at Chester.

" 10. Fordham College at Villanova.

12. West Chester Normal at Villanova.
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DIT0RIAL5
General Grant's Tomb.

The mausoleum of General Grant, which was dedicated

on April 27th, fittingly honors the memory of one whose
glorious achievements are emblazoned on the pages ofhistory,

and is a grand monument to the labors of the citizens of

our great metropolis, New York. New York certainly

deserves commendation for the success of the event, which
will be recorded in future historical accounts of America.

General Grant has always occupied a dear place in the

hearts of all loyal citizens of our glorious republic. Though
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envy may prompt some to disparage him or defeat cast a

passing shadow on his fair record, yet, weighed in the bal-

ance, no one can truthfully say he has been found wanting.

Who shall say that he did not pursue,with a determination akin

to obstinacy, the course he believed to be, and which really

was, the only one to make the rebellion a thing of the

the past ? Read his brave words at the outset :
" I demand

unconditional surrender." Surely no words of mortal ever

inspired a nation to greater eflfort. No braver, more sin-

cere words were ever spoken. This was not a single

happening, but one that characterized his actions until they

were put into efiect at Appomatox.

"Ivct us have peace!" (his words when the cruel strug-

gle was over). Are there not summed up in these two

utterances the attributes of a noble character ? We are not

so rich in those of especial glory that we can pass over the

name of one who dared to do and die for his country. Our
Republic will indeed be well repayed for honoring the

memory of men like Grant, the mere mention of whose

name is sufficient to recall all the trouble and hardships of

their times and arouse in us the spirit which actuated them.

Let us have more such demonstrations !

Hail! Spring!

Wreathed in smiles. Nature greets us, the birds are singing

sweetly in the trees now bursting forth into bloom, man
seems to be at peace with man, and this dingy world of ours

seems to have cast aside some of its wonted gloom. Have
you not sometimes felt these thoughts forcing themselves

upon you when once more the happy springtime has come ?

When we consider the unpleasantness of the season of snow
and ice, we surely look back upon the past as something

which had some inkling of the sting of death. Happy
thought, if we will but resolutely turn our backs upon the

story of the past, often so sad to recall, and facing events to
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come with an unflinching will, endeavor to make the most

of this life. How well can this be applied to our life in

college. Few can read the story of college days gone by

without a sigh at beholding so many opportunities neglected,

so many precious moments squandered that might have been

profitably utilized. Still the storied future is before us and

its golden opportunities will be within our grasp if we will

but: .'^' ',:[:-".

, be up and doing,((

With a heart for any fate
;

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait."

Athletics.

Cinder path and diamond present a gay appearance

thronged with the numerous athletes. There we see the

stalwart youth with well-developed physique ever ready to

struggle for the supremacy and thereby bring honor to his

college. The day has long since passed when the derider ot

sports of this kind existed ; all are of the opinion that they

infuse new spirit into student life. In our own college we
see the athletes undergoing the strict discipline of training.

Our baseball candidates are working tooth and nail and

that happy spirit of unity has indeed come to stay and

in all contests in which they have engaged they have

played a game that has strengthened confidence in them.

Our track team contested in the annual relay races held

under the auspices of the University of Pennsylvania and,

although defeated, made a showing that, considering the

fact that this was our first efibrt in that direction, was any-

thing but disheartening.

What joy is brought to the heart of an Alumnus
when he sees the representatives of his beloved Alma
Mater striving for the palm of victory in the athletic arena

;

his voice may be heard joining in that inspiring old
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slogan that goads them on to" greater efforts. But ask him
to aid materially in preparing the athletics for these con-

tests and, sad to say, very, very often you will receive the

" marble heart." We do not say that this can be predicated

of any of our Alumni, but ge were just speaking in general

terms and feel sure that when they|have time to read the appeal

recently sent to them for the aid so needed at present, their

responses will be liberal and to a man.

Thanks.

Some of our Alumni, not so busy as the others, perhaps,

have already responded to the call for aid in our athletic

contests and we wish to thank them most sincerely for their

generous contributions. We confidently hope that many
others will have sent in their checks before our next issue

and thereby enable us to express our gratitude in the above

style.,-,
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THE CATHOLIC SOLDIER OF AMERICA.

By Gkn. Jas. R. O'Beirnb, Com. Public Charities, New York City.

THE following is a synopsis of a very able and delightfully

entertaining lecture, delivered at Villanova on the even-

ing of February 22d, by the distinguished orator and

soldier, Gen. O'Beirne, Commissioner of Public Charities,

New York City. We have been reluctantly compelled to

omit many beautiful and striking passages, in order to bring

the effort within the limits of our space. The lecture as it

stands, though stripped of much of its rhetorical splendor, is

still a noble and touching tribute to the well-earned and
valiantly-worn fame of the Boys who wore the Blue^ by one

who is himself a shining example and magnificent type of the

Catholic Soldier of America.

I incline to the opinion that one who had not been a

soldier could do more justice to this subject than I,

because, viewing from a merely civilian standpoint, he

would be likely to see it in a fuller light, and, perhaps, more
fittingly discuss the personal side of it impartially. But it

seems to me that, in placing a paper before this learned and
distinguished audience, the significance of the subject

assigned to me has more for its purpose and scope, namely,

the placing on record of facts as to men, in connection with

our Divine and Holy Religion, in this great and new land of

man's best development, to be considered morally, mentally

and physically, rather than the military careers exclusively

of patriots and soldiers, no matter how gifted, self-sacrificing

and heroic. It is not, however, to be wondered at, that a

religion, founded at the birth of Christianity has in its his-

tory such examples of exalted and superhuman courage, such

calm heroism, harmony of thought, and soul-music, " like

that of the rapt spheres." Christ, the greatest Catholic

Soldier of all time, has left us a perpetual model of the true

soldier, and a pattern for the loftiest aims of him who would
truly win a martial name and fame. But in these days,

when the sacred name of the unmatched Soldier of Nazareth,

is lightl)'^ bandied about, and mere mediocre specimens of
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manhood are compared to the great " Light of the East,"

even by consecrated lips, in moments of generous fervor and

religious ecstacy, I will be pardoned if I say a word of posi-

tive dissent before this great Catholic institution of learning.

No comparison is possible with our Divine model. Few
have ever approached Him, even in a slight degree, while

His example shines out as bright, still as of old, to the

Christian world for imitation, furnishing the truest standard

of heroism in the walks of the brave and fearless.

When we turn to the records we know full well, because

of the peculiar construction and genius of our form of gov-

ernment, there can be no characteristic trace followed indi-

vidually or generally as to religious faith among those

who wear the Chaplet of the Republic, whereby we can

can recognize as such, in the ranks of military fame by the

description rolls, the exclusively " Catholic Soldier of Amer-
ica. " It remains for me, then, to treat the subject from the

limited field of personal acquaintance and experience. I

assume, then, that though the title of this paper is broad and
comprehensive, I am permitted to deal with soldiers as I have

seen them in the field, in the forum, or in the Councils of

the Nation, on the Union side in the late rebellion.

In the ranks of the armies of the United States the Cath-

olic soldier was a frequent subject of consideration. In many
regiments where he was numerously found his identity was
not so well known as in those where, by reason of larger

numbers and an exclusive identification with some Catholic

regiment, he had, in a Catholic priest, a chaplain who offered

up Mass every day to the Throne of Heaven, heard his con-

fessions watched him carefully, gave him good advice, and
when he fell, his white face turned to heaven for the last

time, to compose itself in marble rigid ness amidst the rattle

of musketry, the bursting of shell, the groans of the

wounded and dying "at the front," sped his last thoughts to

the Maker above, with the sweet consolations and fortifying

graces of the last sacraments and holy absolution of dear

Mother Church. He had jauntily passed that same Catholic

chaplain but a few hours before, with a song on his lips and

the love-light in his eye ; and as he wheeled into line or left

'^
'>'
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the road with his command to plunge into the deep woods,

at a double-quick, for the last time, brave, joyous, light-

hearted in the open—he bowed and took oflf his cap as he

went by, receiving his good priest's benediction, which lifted

him on his way, as with the wings of faith, gilded with the

sunshine of a bright hope that he might come out unscathed

and undismayed, to go home cheerily, covered with honor,

to his mother, wife, sister or sweetheart. But ** never" was

the fiat ! He fell. They folded his arms, adjusted his dis-

arranged blouse of blue, put back his scapular away from

the still-bleeding, fatal wound in his chest. His comrades

had gone forth with a hurrah! "to seek the bubble reputation

at the cannon's mouth." The pioneers came, dug a narrow,

shallow grave under the nearest pines that sighed his requiem

in the summer breeze. The air around is rent with artillery,

smoky with powder, while sod and earth are hastily covered

again over the dead hero. His comrades have placed a piece

of cracker box at his head or whittled a stick smooth, on

which to write his name, regiment and company. The beads,

so often told over by him, now strayed from his pocket as he

fell in the rude shock, are put back, and the silent decades,

that so oft told his unspoken, heartfelt prayer to heaven, are

left to sleep with him, never to be pressed again by his

devout fingers, or to be kissed by his fervent lips. And so

the boy died, and so he was laid to rest on the field where he

had " trod the carpet of gold," and where he had won undy-

ing glory as a defender of his country's flag and its sacred

cause. Such is the history of a Catholic Soldier of

America.

But I apprehend that I am not to address myself to the

consideration of the private soldier alone, though he is a

very important factor in the army, and, I may say with truth

and justice, the most important factor. You cannot have

good men and non-commissioned staffs without good ofiicers,

without good men in the ranks. I infer that I am right in

making this allusion, and that you desire not alone to con-

template satisfactorily the Catholic Soldier of America as to

his creed, and the credit he reflects on his religion, but you
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also require to know something of him as to his military

qualities in the higher ranks. You would be right in assum-

ing that he could not be up in one without being unassail-

able in the other characteristic. Such is the nature, influence

and glory of our Holy Religion, that it always makes good

soldiers morally and physically, when its salutary laws and

regulations are faithfully observed.

The escutcheon of the Catholic Soldier of America caught

its brightest burnish and sheen from the person of General

Phil. Sheridan, the commander of the armies of the United

States of America. The funeral dirge is but a few years

hushed in St. Matthew's ancient Catholic aisles at Wash-
ington, where the Church, with all its pomp and splendor,

honored the dead soldier- officer, one of the most distinguished

of this or any other country, by the last, sad, solemn rites.

There before the humble, bowed heads of his family, and

the most eminent representatives of our Government, civil,

military, naval and judicial, from the President of the United

States down, was chanted during the Solemn High Mass the
" Dies Irae " for the great chieftain, who had died in the rich

fruition of all the honors of his Church, and of his beloved

country. We may well turn with pride to this shining

example of our country's greatness, and type of the Catholic

Soldier in America, and cite it for the admiration of all man-

kind. He was all that a soldier ought to be, and all that an

American ought to be. He was modest, unassuming, tender,

and sensitive as a girl, wonderfully gifted intellectually, with

a clear mind that carried quick and keen perception into

everything. With remarkable decision he was prompt and

convincing in reaching conclusions, never wavering, which

was perhaps his most predominant trait.

The battles of Winchester, Cold Harbor and Hanover
Court House, where he commanded, will ever stand out

clearly as unexcelled in the whole history of military great-

ness. He was one of the great officers who in a single hour

changed defeat, with its temporary rout, confusion and

disaster, into unlimited victory, which of itself, if there were

nothing more to his credit, would entitle him to the reputa-

1
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tion of being one of the greatest military heroes of ancient

or modern times.

Who does not know of the Corcoran^Legion and the Irish

Brigade ? Who has not heard of their glories, as a body of

Catholic soldiers who were marshalled by the brave, uncom-
promising, temperate and unflinching Michael Corcoran ? He
was succeeded in command by another of the highest type

of Irish chivalry and courage, in the person of General

Thomas Francis Meagher, the exiled patriot and eloquent

orator, who had so much evidenced the capacity of his race

to shine in the forum or on the field, in the I^egislature, or

the camp. It was, probably, more at the headquarters of the

Irish Brigade than anywhere else, at least, in the Army of

the Potomac, that all the full vigor of the Catholic Soldier

in America, during the War of the Rebellion, was exhibited

in his deeds of prowess and the practice of his religion. So
thoroughly at home in the discharge of their military duties

were they, officers and men, that I have met them one hour

in the midst of an exciting steeple-chase, conducted as well

as one at Jerome Park or at Cedarhurst in the past, within

the next, marching to the front, to repel an attack on the

picket line and an advance of the enemy. Their ready

courage and unyielding resistance were never questioned or

doubted for an instant. Mass every morning in their Chapel

of Cedars and Evergreens, or on the road, and even in the

open, muddy field, where the Catholic chaplain stood some-

times on a cracker-box at the rear of an army wagon, and

offered up Holy Sacrifice to the Most High. Dashing, full

of soul, blending the seriousness of life as a soldier with the

poetic imagination and love for the beautiful, which was part

of his lovely nature. General Meagher was a very courtier

and chevalier on the field as well as in the camp, where,

from time to time, he entertained all the most distinguished

officers of the army, from the Commander-in-Chief down.

I have heard his bursts of wondrous eloquence and flash of

wit, as we met under canvas with gay comrades on some
holiday or festival, when all without was cheerless and

depressing in the gloomy hours of our winter campaigning.
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He was not less distinguished as Brigadier-General, com-

manding the famed Irish Brigade, than he was as Secretary

and acting Governor of Montana, in conducting an Indian

war.

Here, in the words of Thomas Francis Meagher, traced

but a few months before his lamentable death, is the simple

explanation of the motives and vindication of the character

of these men who took up arms for a principle, and who
fought with the valor and the chivalry of true soldiers

:

" A chivalrous—and I may with perfect truth assert a

religious—sense of duty, and spirit of fidelity to the Govern-

ment and Flag of the nation of which they were citizens,

alone inspired them to take up arms against the South ; and
this I well know, that many of my gallant fellows left com-

fortable homes, and relinquished good wages, and resigned

profitable and most promising situations, to face the poor

pittance, the coarse rations, the privations, rigors and savage

dangers of a soldier's life in the field."

A German staff" officer of the Confederates says of the

Irish Brigade, and describes thus, how they fought in the

memorable seven days' fight in front of Richmond :

" The attack was opened by the columns of Hill (ist),

Anderson and Pickett. These gallant masses of the Irish

Brigade rushed forward with thundering hurrahs upon the

musketry of the foe, as though it were a joy to them. Whole
ranks went down under that terrible hail, but nothing could

restrain their courage. The billows of battle raged fiercely

onward ; the struggle was man to man, eye to eye, bayonet

to bayonet. The hostile Meagher's Brigade, composed

chiefly of Irishmen and Catholics, offered heroic resistance.

After a fierce struggle our people began to give way, and, at

length, all orders and encouragements were vain—they were

falling back in the greatest confusion. Infuriate, foaming

at the mouth, bareheaded, sabre in hand, at this critical

moment General Cobb appeared upon the field, at the head

of his legion, and with the 19th North Carolina and 14th

Virginia regiments. At once, these troops renewed the

attack ; but all their devotion and self-sacrifice were in vain.
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The Irish Catholics held their position with a determination

and ferocity that called forth the admiration of our officers.

Broken to pieces and disorganized, the fragments of that

fine legion (Cobb's) came rolling back from the charge."

To me one of the most striking and thrilling subjects

for our admiration is the unparallelled and almost super-

human defence of lycxington, by Colonel Mulligan, another

Catholic soldier, who was sent with but 2,800 men and eight

field pieces, and ordered to remain until relieved, or rein-

forced. On the nth of the month he was attacked by Price

with 14,000 men, and reinforcements arrived making 20,000.

Colonel Mulligan took position on rising ground, close to

the river, east of the city, formed of a plateau of fifteen acres,

and fortified. On the i8th. Price organized his command into

five divisions, each under a general officer, and pushed his

siege vigorously. On that day, a force proceeding through

the city of Lexington, under cover of the river bank, cut

Colonel Mulligan off" from his water supply, and carried a

mansion close to Mulligan's works, overlooking them. A
sortie and a desperate struggle regained the house. Price

closed in on the beleaguered works, and firing became con-

tinuous and uninterrupted on Broadway. On the 20th, Price,

having a footing on the plateau, carried up numbers of bales

of hemp and used them as movable entrenchments. By roll-

ing them forward, he pushed his line close to Mulligan's

works. The besieged were suffering from want of water, and

surrender could be no longer postponed. How different from

the surrender of Bazaine at Metz. Nine days hard fighting,

hungering and thirsting, a handful of men fought nearly ten

times their numbers. But these latter were the Catholic

soldiers of America. One of the most prodigious feats of

valor identified with their fame was again exhibited at lyittle

Round Top, Gettysburg. On 4th of July, 1893, in company
with Major-General Joseph B. Carr, also one of the Irish-

American heroes of Gettyburg, formerly the worthy and

popular Secretary of State of New York, I stood upon the

hallowed spot made memorable as one of the most bloody

in the loss of valuable lives anywhere around that terrible
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field. Vincent's Brigade was detached to protect it, because

it was a key to our position, and a great strategic point.

His troops were nearly overpowered. Colonel O'Rorke, who
had just graduated at the head of his class at West Point, and

who, I believe, had been a Professor, took an advanced posi-

tion with a battery of artillery, which had been dragged to

the top of the mountain with great difficulty. He there

sealed the fate of a soldier with great heroism, and, though

he lost his life in a stubborn hand-to-hand fight of his troops,

saved the day. Vincent rallied his men, and was killed near

the same spot as that on which O'Rorke fell. General Weed
and Captain Hazlett, who commanded the battery, where
also killed there. The huge rock was scarred crudely with a

record of these deaths just after the attack at the exact point;

and near it now are placed beautiful monuments by the

States and the Government, to mark the ground thus con-

secrated by the more than Spartan valor of the Catholic

Soldiers of America. These shafts look down now calmly in

chiselled marble upon the frowning Devil's Den below with

its huge boulders and declivities, which was a regular

slaughter pen.

At Chancellorsville, where I had the honor to fall wounded
in a sudden, early morning charge, made to save the parked

artillery of the 3d Corps, and where, after being wounded
through the right lung, I was twice removed from a burning

field hospital, set on fire by explosion of shells, on a crude

stretcher, formed by my men out of a blanket and two muskets

with bayonets fixed as side-bars, there was another splendid

exhibition of the courage and dash of the Irish soldier of

America. There was but one way to delay Stonewall Jack-

son, which was imperative to save the army. Some force

must be sacrificed, and General Pleasanton, commanding the

cavalry division, ordered Major Peter J. Keenan, a brilliant

and experienced officer, to charge 10,000 men with 400.

Keenan saw in a moment, as General Doubleday says, that

if he threw his force into that seething mass of infantry his

horses and men would go down upon all sides, and few would

be left to tell the tale. A sad smile lit up his noble counte_
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nance as he said, " General, I will do it." He was gentle as a

seminary girl, and some of us regarded him almost as eflfemi-

nate. Thus, at 34 years of age, he laid down his life, liter-

ally impaled on the bayonets of the enemy, but saving the

army from capture, and his country from the unutterable

degradation of slave-holding rule in the Northern States.

The service rendered on that occasion is worthy of being

recorded in history with the sacrifices of Arnold Winckel-

ried, in Switzerland, and the Chevalier d'Assas, in France.

Another occurrence recalls an incident which happened at

the battle of Ratisbau and which is mentioned in one of

Browning's poems. An Irish officer of the 6th Wisconsin

approached his commanding officer after a short fight in

the railroad cut. The colonel supposed, from the firm and

erect attitude of the man, that he came to report for orders

of some kind, but the compressed lips told a different story.

With great effort the officer said, " Tell them at home I died

like a man and a soldier. " He threw open his breast, displayed

a ghastly wound, shoving aside his scapular, and dropped dead

at the colonel's feet as his message was pronounced. These
and many such instances illustrate in a striking manner,

by incidents which transpired at critical periods, the

intensely heroic side of the character, temperament and
deeds of the Catholic Soldier of America.

The heroes who commanded the regiment, and those who
commanded the squad, the non-commissioned officer and
private, all deserve to be recorded as showing high types, of

whom there were thousands on thousands, illustrating the

high standing and unsurpassed reputation of the Catholic

soldier. In every branch of service they were found. There
were the great Irish Chaplains, Reverend Fathers Nash,

Dillon, O'Hagan, Gillen, Mooney and others —especially

the learned heroes of that great order of soldiers, the

Society of Jesus, the followers of Saints Ignatius of Loyola,

who have done so much for civilization, and to conquer the

world. There was General Joseph B. Carr, who held the

most perilous position at Gettysburg, commanding a brigade

in the Third Corps, and afterwards, I believe, the whole
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of the Second Corps. He held the bloody-angle in the

wheat-field near the high water mark of the Rebellion,

where Colonel Huston, of the 82d New York Volunteers, one

of the great heroes of the Army of the Potomac, gave up his

life at the head of his reginient and helped to save the day.

Who is this stately, tall and erect man, and all of sixty

summers, who comes this way? He looks like a piece of

adamant, yet there is a calm self-poise and easy carriage

about him, which tells you that the trained civilian, of legal

and judicial mind, has suppressed the fiery soldier and the

man of flint. The hero of the two great wars, the Mexican
and of the Rebellion, he still moves about with his eagle

eye and lordly mien, fearless and unsubdued, intrepid and

unwavering. Though of medium and compact build, he was
a giant in action, and became apotheosized. It is General

James Shields, the only man on earth who whipped Stone-

wall Jackson in the Valley, still iron enough left to make a

Chancellor. With uprightness and honesty he fought the

battle of life against odds, and lived to see his services unre-

quited, and his party ignore his deeds of valor. His many
swords presented to him for the great prowess were, I believe

bought by the United States Government to relieve his family

from embarrassments.

Eighty-three years ago, in the Emerald Isle, a boy was

born, of marvelous career. Amid the ruined towers and

crumbled fanes of his native land, he saw but poor recom-

pense for honest endeavor in any walk of life, since even his

faith debarred him from ofiice or exalted station. All the

learned professions were closed to him, because he worshipped

God according to the dictates of his conscience. Though the

daisy-clad hills and valleys of Tyrone were dear to his heart,

and the melting notes of the linnet were sweet to his ear, yet,

with that keen forecast of the future which he intuitively

possessed, he firmly resolved, like millions of his country-

men, to seek another land—a freeman's home. With no

friend but his talents and the integrity of his character, no

ambition but that which was laudable, conscious that there

is a nobility far above that of birth, and a wealth beyond and
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superior to riches, he left his home where patriots, " vainly

brave, died for the land they could not save. " Instinctively

he turned to the land "where the sunbeams rest when they

promise a glorious morrow," and, bidding adieu to all who
were near and dear to him, at the age of sixteen he embarked

for America in a craft less seaworthy than the Santa Maria.

He studied jurisprudence, a science ' which does more to

enlarge the human miud than all others combined, which

establishes the criterion of right and wrong, and seeks to

maintain the one and prevent the other, and to which all

nations are subject. He became a shining light in that

profession, which has at all times, in this country at least,

furnished more heroes, warriors, jurists and statesmen than

any other that can be mentioned. His capabilities were

great, his discernment keen, and judgment sound.

When the tocsin of war was sounded on the Mexican

frontier, James Shields "offered his services yor the field^^''

and was appointed by the President, Brigadier-General of

Volunteers.

With General Scott he marched from Vera Cruz to the

Capital of Mexico in command of a battalion of marines, and

New York, South Carolina, and Pennsylvania Regiments of

Volunteers.

Santa Anna was hurrying his forces to the rear, and General

Shields was upon them in a moment. While forming his

men for the attack, under a heavy fire from the enemy's guns,

a grape shot, an inch and a quarter in diameter, passed

through his right lung and out of his back, and he fell sup-

posed to be mortally wounded, while his brave volunteers, to

avenge his loss, charged with enthusiasm and a spirit, cap-

tured the enemy's loaded guns, and the rout was complete.

President Polk brevetted him Major-General of Volunteers

for gallant and meritorious services at Cerro Gordo.

In the further advance to the City of Mexico he was again

severely wounded at the battle of Chapultepec, but did not

leave the field.

From the lips of the grand old hero I learned an unwritten

chapter in the history of the capture of the City of Mexico.
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It is this : General Scott's plan was to enter the city at a

different point from that which General Shields was ordered

to attack, which fact was also well known to brevet Major-

General Shields, yet so brave were the Marines, New Yorkers,

South Carolinans, and Quakers, whom he so gallantly led,

that they drove the Mexicans before them with headlong

speed, to the pride of their commander, and the surprise of

General Scott. He, therefore, sent one of his staff to General

Shields, with orders to withdraw his forces. When the

officer reported. Shields told him to wait a minute, until his

message could be received, while the troops were spurred on
by Shields, then another officer reported a message from

General Scott, to whom a similar reply was given. General

Shields said to me :
" I then remembered that at the Battle

of the Nile an ensign reported to Nelson that the signal

'cease firing' had been displayed on Nelson's superior's

ship, just when the French fleet were in such a position that

Nelson could crush and capture them in a few minutes, he

being blind of one eye, put his glass to it, and said to the

ensign, ' I see no such signal,' and then continued his pursuit

of the enemy winning deathless glory thereby. General

Shields further stated that Major-General Quitman, his

superior, was then sent by Scott to ascertain why he. Shields,

persisted in disobeying General Scott's orders, by not with-

drawing his troops. When Quitman asked Shields this

question, he adroitly answered, " I have received no such

orders ;" then Quitman gave them verbally, and said, " The
City of Mexico is not to be taken in this way," whereupon
Shields remarked, "My men, if permitted, will soon enter

that gate (pointing to the Belen Gate), and plant our colors

on the walls of the city, but, if withdrawn now with no sup-

port at hand to cover their retreat, the enemy will turn and

slaughter them before they can reach their camp. Under
these circumstances, General Quitman, what would you do ?

He replied, ' You have received General Scott's orders ; I will

not advise
;
you are in command, and must take the responsi-

bility if you disobey,' when Shields said, 'I will take it,'

rallied his troops, continued the pursuit of the enemy, and.
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in a few minutes, Old Glory, and the colors of New York,

South Carolina, and Pennsylvania, in triumph waved from

the walls of the City of Mexico. Then Shields turned to

Major-General Quitman, and said, ' Present ray compliments

to General Scott, and say that the City of Mexico has been

taken in this way.'

"

Ivadies and gentlemen, that metal had the true ring. Of
such materials heroes are made.

Of that little band of heroes which won so many victories

in Mexico, he richly deserves the title of " Bravest of the

brave." One sensation he never had the faintest conception.

That was fear.

General Shields' popularity was so great that he defeated

Senator Breese, and, in 1848, was elected United States

Senator for the term of six years. As the colleague of

Stephen A. Douglas, he represented Illinois from 1849 to

1855, which was during a very important and critical period

of the country's history.

August 19, 1861, he was commissioned Brigadier-General

of Volunteers for that State, and, on March 23, 1862, he won
the first great victory on the famous battlefield of Winchester.

The supposed invincible—Stonewall Jackson—was making
rapid strides southward, hotly pursued by Banks, under whom
Shields served at that time, and the Confederate forces were

a few miles south of Winchester. Shields was anxious to bring

on a battle, and, for that purpose, marched his troops thirty

miles in one day. His forces then consisted of the Thirty-

ninth Illinois, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Indiana, Fifth

Seventh and Eighth Ohio, Eighty-fourth and One Hundred
and Tenth Pennsylvania. His plan was to induce Jackson
to turn and attack the Federal forces, and, for that purpose,

he posted the most of his forces in a secluded position in the

rear and north of Winchester, while, with one or two regi-

ments, he advanced through Winchester, and attacked Jack-

son's position. The battle opened, and for awhile was hotly

contested, when, upon a given signal, the Federal troops in

action suddenly retreated through Winchester, hotly pursued

by Jackson's men, who learned from their sympathizers
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in Winchester that there were but a couple of regiments of

Federals. Then the Confederates in large numbers rushed

through Winchester and endeavored to capture the Northern

troops, whereupon Shields ordered all his reserved regiments

into the field, drove Stonewall's forces through Winchester,

capturing several hundred prisoners, and killing and wound-
ing many. Historians, North and South, concede that in

this fight the "Man of Bronze "defeated the " Man of Stone,"

and the signal honor was reserved to Shields of having beep

the first, and it might be added the last, man who ever

defeated Stonewall Jackson.

His stainless record of over forty years of usefulness in

field and in forum, in peace and in war, is one which the

youth of our country should endeavor to imitate, since it is

noble and self-sacrificing.

Gentleness and generosity, candor and courage, coupled

with a differential manner, were a few of the graces that won
him hosts of friends whom he always retained. He was one

of those truly great men who laid the foundations broad and

deep of the great commonwealths of Illinois and Minnesota,

and made an impress on the times in which he lived that

few equalled and none excelled. His lofty ideals and

genuine patriotism were the admiration of one and all.

He brought to the discharge of his important duties as

Justice of our Supreme Court, Brigadier-General in the

Mexican War, and United States Senator for Ikree States^ a

mind well stored with legal principles, a vast knowledge of

constitutional law, as well as rich and varied experiences

which thoroughly equipped him to adorn every position that

he was called upon to fill, and particularly those just referred

to. He was a perfect gentleman, a lover of truth ; on the

bench he was dignified, and held the scales of justice so

evenly that he became known and appreciated as an impartial,

bold and fearless judge, whom no flattery could influence,

and no power control. He was humane, sincere, honest and

sagacious. His was a development of the noblest and best

traits of humanity that was seldom seen even in that era of

great men. His fame is secure. Illinois has embalmed his
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memory. Imperishable as the everlasting hills will be the

fame of his gallant deeds and sublime thoughts. On the roll

of honor his name is inscribed in letters of living light, and

unborn ages shall cluster round the base of his statue, and

wonder to see this triple-crowned hero, the pride of three

great States, and the glory of this indestructible Union.

No brighter example of worthy citizenship was ever

placed on pedestal or reared by art for public

admiration. This tribute to departed worth will, for

generations, teach all that genuine patriotism shall

ever be highly prized by a free and intelligent people,

and that honoring the noble dead is the most pleasing

duty that the living can perform. His monument shall

speak in unmistakable language of the fervent love and

undying aflfection of the millions who are to-day represented

in this hall to honor the memory of one whose character wag^

above suspicion and beyond reproach. It was not while the

nation was bent in sorrow, bewailing his death, and every

soldier was experiencing the loss of a friend that acting on
the impulse of the moment, he was chosen as the elect

of Illinois, but, after the search-light of impartial investiga-

tion into the lives and characters of hundreds of the great

men who have made the Prairie State second to none in this

Union in all that typifies progress and development, that

General James Shields was named to be the first whose

statue should be placed in the Capitol at Washington. I

utter no commonplace when I say that thereby Illinois has

paid a national debt of gratitude to one of the noblest of

men, who in youth and in age oftered his life for the honor

of our flag, and the integrity of our Union. He fought that

our great inheritance of liberty should live forever; he felt

that
" 'Tis not death to fight for Freedom's right,

He's dead alone that lacks her light.

"

He was a hero that won battles for the free, and the thanks

of millions yet to be.

At the age of three-score years and ten his spirit winged

its flight to His Maker. It was after a day spent in prayer,
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during which he three times knelt before the altar at which
ten millions of his countrymen pay their reverence, that he

received the final summons, calm, resolute and self-possessed,

he arose from his couch, and, while the king of day was

bathing the western heavens in glory, he clothed himself in

his army overcoat, "like one who wraps the drapery of his

couch around him, and lies down to pleasant dreams."

" We tell thy doom without a sigh,

For thou art freedom's now and fame's,

One of the few, the immortal names.

That were not born to die."

When the lips of all within the sound of my voice in this

brilliant assemblage shall be sealed for ever, and each shall

have taken his place "in the silent halls of death," his

statue shall stand in the halls of Congress in the language of

the peerless Webster, " A memorial of the past, and a moni-

tor to the present and all succeeding generations. Its speech

will be of patriotism and courage, of civil and religious

liberty; of free government," and of the immortal memory
of General James Shields' devotion to his country.

WILD FLOWERS.

SOME dainty little blossoms
In gracious numbers grow.

And deck the old earth's bosom
With fairest flowers that blow.

Whose tender, smiling faces

Their hidden thoughts expose.

When golden sunlight graces
The woodland's deep repose.

Their lives so full of gladness.

Of wisdom, beauty, love,

Tell naught of pain or sadness
To wooing shades above.

No moods, no frowns, no sorrows
Their open hearts unfold.

No gloomy thoughts of morrows
But sweetest joys untold.

A.J. P., '95-
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THE COLONIZING POWER OF ENGLAND.

The present power of England includes nearly one-third

of the total area of that which is occupied by civilized

nations. She has immense possessions in India, South

Africa, Egypt, Australia and America, besides having

planted her flag on many of the scattering islands, and on

nearly every spot of the earth where she could monopolize or

control the strategic advantages of location for her own
interests. England has taken under her motherly wing any

little island, or in fact any portion of country, that would

benefit her in any way. Truly we may say that the British

lion is a prowler in search of prey, which is land—land any-

where, everywhere—land to convert the present boast of

possessing one-third of the earth's surface into one of hold-

ing one-half, and then two-thirds; land, more land, to

extend the tribute to be paid the British crown indefinitely.

That England has been successful in her colonizing is

beyond doubt ; that she has civilized more territory than any

nation, or all nations combined, cannot be doubted, but that

England is hated by more nations than any one nation on

this globe, is also beyond doubt.

England uses different methods in her colonizing; in some
cases she has colonized by missionaries and explorers, in

others by force of arms, but India was rather an exception to

her general rule. She began with a trading company

—

English, and British arms and a British warship to help it to

its rights. And now India is all a British possession.

Before England acquired control of India the mass of her

great population was almost as low in the scale of civiliza-

tion as it is possible to conceive ; the experience of the coun-

try had been one of constant war and disorder, contingent

in a great part on foreign invasions, and in part on the bitter

antagonism of religious creeds and the diversity of races.

The Indian peasant was practically a slave with no
acknowledged rights to the products of his labor, and when
anyone of either high or low degree acquired anything in the

way of money-wealth, it was almost the universal practice to
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speedily secrete it under ground to prevent its arbitrary-

plunder on the part of rulers. So that even to this day, the

amount of buried treasure in India is regarded as almost

fabulous. There can be no denial that England acquired

control of India in the first instance by conquest and arbi-

trary methods. But in this respect she acted in accordance with

the then accepted policy of all nations. It is only too true

that for some time India was unjustly oppressed by England,

owing to corruption in government, but that was long ago

;

the point of interest in respect to England's connection with

India is not what she did a hundred years and more ago
;

but what she has done within a comparatively recent period,

and what she is doing now. Her work of ameliorating the

condition of her Indian subjects began when she abolished

slavery in her East Indian provinces, and made many
millions of people free. To-day the humblest Indian

peasant is secure in possession and control of his property,

and if wronged in any way can appeal to and find protection

in the courts which England has established. Unquestion-

ably, there is peace and order under British rule in India, but

under native rule the population was kept down by war and

local feuds. Then we can truly say that nothing like this was

ever done by a civilized or Christianized government, in fact

it is not too much to say that the present population of India

would not have found food under any previous government ot

that country; and that its very existence has been made pos-

sible only through the condition of food production and dis-

tribution established by England's Government.

India is only one example of England's colonies ; the recent

history of South Africa will also show her colonizing power.

Twenty years ago, when the safety of the Europeans was
menaced by a general revolt of the dark-skinned races, Eng-
land assumed the government of the Transvaal or South

African Republic, no other government coveting the task or

expense of so doing. To provide for the common safety of

the various people who, allured by the diamond fields and

other inducements, were flocking into it, some rules of

government became necessary.
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She accordingly formed laws granting all the natives the

rights of freemen endowed for the first time with an absolute

title to land and other property the result of his own labor,

and if injustice was done him the English courts were open

to him for redress and protection as speedily and impartially

as to any white man.

There are other provinces that England controls, such as

Ireland and Canada.

It is only too true that the people of Ireland suffered many
wrongs and abuses at the hands of England. But these

originated in the conquest of Ireland at a period when an

old-time theory that "might makes right " was generally

accepted and practiced by all nations. After the Reforma-

tion these abuses and wrongs were multiplied owing to

the diflferences in religious belief and a general opinion

that such differences warranted persecution and a debar-

ment from all participation in government. And it is this

policy that has entailed a condition of affairs in Ireland that

has not been easy to remedy. But England herself now
leads the way in her desire to abolish this policy, and the

day cannot be far distant when the grievances of Ireland

will be amicably and satisfactorily settled by her. And
that real progress in this direction has been attained is

proved by the fact that no subject of England in Ireland, or

in any other country under her sovereignty, is now debarred

from participating in her government by reason of his relig-

ious belief, which is more than can be affirmed of the condi-

tion of affairs in some other countries claiming to be free,

Christianized and civilized.

Canada is an example of England's home government.

When the population became considerable, and there was a

manifest and intelligent desire on the part of her inhabitants

to be practically free from close dependence on the mother
country, England granted them a substantially free and
independent government. The Crown appoints a Governor,

whose duties are mainly ceremonial and nominal, the people

elect their own officers, impose and collect their own taxes

and maintain their own military forces.
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Other nations have attempted to colonize, but with little or

no success ; none has displayed such energy as England in

this line. When England grabs she generally benefits those

whom she grabs, which is more than can be said of other

nations. France has attempted to grab, and Madagascar is

the fruit of her grabbing. By her colonizing she has made
this great island an almost exclusive French province.

Should Russia grab, her government would be in the high-

est degree despotic. If Spain were to grab we know what her

policy would be from the experience of Cuba. But Eng-
land's colonizing is far diflferent. Wherever her sovereignty

has gone 'two blades of grass have grown where one grew
before. Her flag, wherever it has been planted, has bene-

fited the country over which it floats, and has carried with it

civilization, the Christian religion, order, justice, and pros-

perity. And under her rule whatever is law for the white

man is law for his black or red or yellow brother. We need

not be surprised, then, at the fact that England alone of the

nations has been successful in establishing and maintaining

colonies, nor at the more extraordinary fact that a compara-

tively small insular country containing less than forty mil-

lions of inhabitants can successfully preside over the destinies

of one-fourth the population of the globe.

Chas. D. McAvoy, '98.

ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO.

TWENTY-EIGHTH PAPER.

OBSERVE that we are speaking here of the primal con-

stitution of man as adorned by the Maker. In a

former paper, referring to the gift of immortality made to

our first parent Adam, we stated that his body being com-

posite in its elementary character, just because it was not

spiritual but earthly in its make, was therefore corruptible

by nature ; moreover that by singular benevolence of the

Deity Adam, by preserving his soul unstained by sin, could

i'^^-^'°^-'^''f^'^^^#^^'''^ i:;ffr^^ifi^££j^
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have kept his body free from the bondage of death also, had

he chosen to use rightly his divinely-gifted powers of soul

—of mind and will.

We also stated that through his misuse of these gifts

Adam in losing the spiritual liveliness and beauty of his

soul forfeited the power in him to escape the death and cor-

ruption of his body.

In this present paper we allude to the primal constitution

of the human race—to the primitive excellence of human
nature, so as bring out in stronger light the perfect order

and harmony that reigned throughout creation,—the perfect

equilibrium in every part of it, in the human nature of

Adam, between all the faculties, powers, energies of his soul

and body. For we wish to show that this order of divine

reason, of divine goodness, in Adam,—the result of divine

grace itself, though subsequently sadly disturbed by sin, was

yet substantially repaired by the Redeemer Himself.

It will, perhaps, be better for our purpose, will, may be,

illumine the thought running through these pages on the

real character of all objectives of human science, to enlarge

somewhat on this singular predominance and nobleness of

man in creation.

In order to show more clearly this three-fold grandeur of

the human mission in its natural excellence, its supernatural

adornment, and the glory, to whic^ it was destined, we
therefore speak of that Man who in His human form was the

noblest of Adam's descendants.

We speak of the God made Man,—of Him, who, while by
His created nature He was the chief sign of divine benedic-

tion—the living picture on earth of God Himself, was yet in

virtue of His divine nature united really with God—the

Maker of his earthly frame, in one being, in one person.

We speak of Him who, while by grace—by boundless holi-

ness He was really like God—the Sanctifier, was also really

united to God by His own personal moral goodness of the

highest, leven the divinest type. We speak of Him who,

by reason of the glory reserved for His manhood in His

Ascension, was also really united to God in wisdom, power
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and majesty. But in these reflections on the dignity to

which human nature was raised in Christ, let the reader

observe that we are not considering the individual nature of

any mere created being such as it is, or even has been, in

other descendants of Adam.
Let him know that our paper is on the individual human

nature of Christ alone, as it was in Him—the typical Man,
the exemplar of all other men, the model, in fact, ot all

creates, who Himself was the noblest—the most intelligible

sign, given to the world by the mercy of His Father and

ours.

And we speak of our Lord—of the Humanity in Him,
for divers chiefly three reasons : first, because in our concept

of humanity in Christ we will view human nature in its

loftiest type ; and this uplifting of the intellect will itself

be ennobling to the spirit of the thinker ; secondly, because

through our understanding of Him, in our contemplation

of things divine, we will more easily learn of all other

objectives of our thoughts ; for science that has for its

objective the Deity Himself, has already the master-key

whereby to unlock all mysteries concerning His creatures

;

and, thirdly, because with this illumination of mind one's

knowledge of Christ begins to give the spirit a fore-taste

of the enjoyment of Him, in whom will consist the reward

of life everlasting.

In thus studying the human constitution not in its lowest,

most ignoble, grade, but in its highest, its divine, embodi-

ment, we proceed on strictly scientific lines. For science

in its perfection being the understanding of things in their

causes—their principles, must in the ultimate analysis of

these correspond to the ideal of the Workman, to the pur-

pose of the Maker, to the scheme of the Adorner.

Since the excellence of all work, the meaning of things,

the explanation of them, necessarily depends on the mind of

the maker who contrived them, on the interpretation he

alone chooses to give them.

When we understand the divine purpose God had in

becoming man, when we put into practice the lesson He
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"wished to be learned by us in His Incarnation, then will be

realized in us the perfect knowledge of divine life.

For, by this study of Christ, who was both God and man,
by this contemplation of realities, create, as well as divine,

the human understanding raised thereby to the loftiest

sphere of objective truth, will be filled with hopefulness in

its vision of divine mercy, will be enriched by the enjoy-

ment of divine beatitude.

But guard here very carefully from thinking that because

the right interpretation of the will of God is the basis of

all perfect science of life, therefore, is needed divine revela-

tion for the understanding of everything ; and that without

such revelation one could have no knowledge at all of earthly

objectives, of the stars, for instance, or plants, or animals.

But what we do maintain is that for the science of life, for

the perfectly happy intellective life, the Will of the Supreme
Being needs to be interpreted to us by Him ; what we mean
to say and wish to emphasize stoutly is, that He alone can

explain to us fully His works in creation, in grace, in glory
;

and that on this perfect unsolving of His mysteries by Him
in the three-fold order of being depends the healthful and
living sense of the intellective creature. Such, all through

these pages, has been the aim of the writer.

In earlier papers on the intellective world—on man in

general, the reader will doubtless remember how minutely

we ran our investigations of mere physical nature through

all the diflferent orders of creates in the inorganic and organic

worlds of the universe. For the intellect in its pursuit of

science generally runs on this line ; at first, the mind grasps

at truths in their lowest plane of reality, wherein it describes

the phenomena of them. This is intellectual apprehension.

Thence, mounting upwards in its survey of truth, the mind
considers the reality of the object of its thought in its

loftiest and noblest form.

For, from one's analysis and study of objectives of ignoble

order,— the easiest, commonest, and most natural process of

all mental work, man reaches in his study of them to the

fundamental—central—truth, which underlies them all. And
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to grasp this basic truth is the last end—the perfection—of

all science.

Every objective of the mind in the three orders of being

just mentioned, you will find, if you examine it closely, asso-

ciated not only with other objectives of the same class as

itself, but even with those of a still higher order of existence.

Thus in the created plane of the universe everything in it is

co-ordinated not only with all other creates, but with the

realities in the world of grace also
;
just as these in turn, by

their interdependence with one another, are all co-ordinated

to the world of glory—or of God Himself.

From the study of low types of being in plant and beast-
all of them shadows—symbols—of the grandeur and excel-

lence of intellective life—of spiritual virtue, the faithful,

clear-minded, and devout understanding begins to compre-

hend life and virtue in its fountain-head, which is God. For

in Him, and through Him alone, who is their Source, can

one understand what life and what virtue really is. So by

reverse movement of the intellect, by working downward
from God to His creatures, one will learn best just what
creatures are in themselves. Notice that between the object-

ives of the lower world of creation and the divine world of

glory there is a broad chasm of immeasurable width. On one

side of it is the create—the symbol—of God ; to understand

this finite being suffices one's own good natural sense.

On the other side of it is the Infinite Being Himself in the

fulness of His divine Reality, in the glory and majesty of His

divine Goodness, which, because it is boundless, is utterly

incomprehensible by the created intellect alone, nor can heart

of itself enjoy the blessedness of the Deity, unless He who
gave its pristine energies give also to it its spiritual or

supernatural sense.

The natural meaning of things is the sense that reason per-

ceives in them. The spiritual or divine sense of things is the

meaning God Himself attaches to them.

Hence, as one reads in the life of our lyord, as written by
His evangelists, the people were on the alert always for His

instructions, for His explanations of His works, of His
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miracles, for the interpretation of the signs He was contin-

ually giving them of the higher and better life.

Some of these signs the people understood of themselves;

these were natural signs; many others He explained to them
;

w;hile some of them He would in no manner interpret, but

bade them wait till His Father should reveal them their

meaning. Hence, moreover, true philosophy recognizes

mysteries in all things that concern life in the triple world

of nature, grace and glory, for the full understanding of

which is needed some other power than the mere intellectual

sense of the scholar.

The point we want to make briefly is this : The study of

creation—of the lowest beings in it, in all their co-ordina-

tions, necessarily leads heavenwards. This truth one must
perforce lay down as of axiomatic value admitted in all ages

by the intellective sense of the learned. While the study of

their Creator just as naturally leads to a better understand-

ing of His Will as disclosed in His works, all of which are

in some way or other manifestations of that Will, the under-

standing and fulfilment of which is the mission of the

intellective world ; and the ignorance and disregard of it

their doom. T. C. M.
{To be Continued.) m

THE DAISY.

FAIR flower ! whose lovely blossoms dwell
Untrimmed in nature's field,

Whose tender fragrance doth excel
All buds the woodlands yield,

Tho' time should eat, and wound and fade
The beauty of thy cheek,

Thou 'It bloom again in summer's shade
When golden sunbeams speak.

E 'en damask roses, red or white.
Such fairness never grew

;

Thy very wildness gives delight
That tame flowers never knew.

Thy snow- drop face, heart golden deep.
In garlands crown the day,

When gentle spring-time wakes from sleep

In Queen of Nature, May ! G. F. Vail, 1900.
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RICHELIEU.

AMONG the clouds of civil dissension which overshadowed

France, and which were occasioned by the indiflferent

reign of Maria d^ Medici, there could be seen but a single

star—a star which, although obscurie at first, was destined

gradually to increase in size and brilliancy, until it engrossed

the entire political firmament of France. Armond Jean du

Plessis, Cardinal Due de Richelieu, was born of an illustrious

but almost indigent family at Paris, September 5, 1585. He
was educated for the military profession at the College of

Navarre, but on the retirement to a religious life of his

brother, who held the see of Lucon, he began (with a view

to succeed him) ecclesiastical studies, and underwent the

preliminary examination for his degree at the Sorbonne.

Thus began the career of him who was to be "the masterful

servant and the subservient master of lyouis XIII."

He was appointed a representative of the clergy at the

States-General in 1614, and attracted the attention of the

queen by an address which he delivered in the presence of

the young king ; this resulted in his installment as secretary

at war and foreign afiairs. He now enjoyed the protection

of Marshal d'Ancre, and his way to political success seemed

open; but after the assassination of his patron, and the exile

of the queen to Blois, he was banished from the court, first

to his diocese, and then to Avignon, where he employed

himself in writing theological works. It would seem, from

this manifestation of animosity on the part of the French

government, that the prospects of Richelieu, so dazzling at

first, were now to be completely undermined ; but no,

through the agency of a very remarkable man (the celebrated

Capuchin Father Joseph), he succeeded in accomplishing the

reunion of the queen-mother and the king, and, in restoring

the queen to her former position at court ; by this timely

coup cTetat the foundation of his influence was solidly laid.

Richelieu, on regaining his power, formed an alliance with

the Due de Lugnes, who was then a powerful favorite. In

1622 he was created cardinal, and, two years later, in 1624,

Ui
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took his position in the council of state as first minister. Itwas

in this position that, "by his indomitable will, he ruled not

only his inferiors, the people, but his superior, the king."

His first important measure was the conclusion of the alliance

with England, by the marriage of Henrietta, the king's

sister, with Charles, who was then Prince of Wales, in 1624.

By his successful conduct of the war of the Valteline, an

aflfair of much delicacy (the Pope was the antagonist of

France), his power was still more strengthened. But his

enemies were always on the qui vive to discover some
opportunity of effecting his downfall, and as his movements
were not always worthy of his profession they were not

always unsuccessful. The queen, his former friend, with-

drew her favor, and the king, who trusted him implicitly,

at the same time, never ceased to fear him. At last, on

the eleventh of December, 1630, the crisis of the contest

took place.

Richelieu believed that his disgrace was inevitable. His

opprobrium was indeed decided ; the king had refused him
an audience. His attempts to force an entrance to the king

at the Luxembourg were in vain; but Louis, in his fear,

having withdrawn to Versailles, the cardinal there succeeded

in obtaining an audience, and, by his influence over the king,

firmly and irrevocably established his supremacy. This day,

so famous in history, is known Sis''^ lajourney des dupes^

The administration of Richelieu forms an epoch in history

which is memorable for several great measures, through

which the position of affairs underwent a complete change.

The first of these great measures is the one by which he

established the absolute authority of the king. From the

medieval period the authority of the French kings had been
restrained by the feudal privileges of the nobles ; and in the

stormy conflicts of the sixteenth and of the beginning of the

seventeenth centuries the power of the crown was reduced

to a cipher. By a succession of vigorous, energetic and fre-

quently unscrupulous measures, Richelieu succeeded in break-

ing down the political power, and subduing " the arrogant

assumptions of the great families." Many of the nobles
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were brought to the scaflfold, and a few were condemned to

lifelong imprisonment. One of Richelieu's greatest enemies

was Gaston, Duke of Orleans, brother of the king. Gaston

was at the head of a party opposed to the Cardinal, whose
assassination he meditated. Gaston, by his fickleness and

cowardice, ruined his accomplices. By disclosing the con-

spiracy to Richelieu, he reconciled himself to the court.

Never was a statesman affronted by so many diflSculties, but

they only gave scope to his genius. Even Maria d^ Medici

was obliged to bow before his unbending spirit, and to with-

draw into exile at Cologne. One of the greatest ofRichelieu's

undertakings was the demolition of the Huguenot party as

a political power, and an emulator of the throne in France.

The siege and capture of Rochelle, the chief stronghold of

the Huguenots, which he conducted in person, was enough,

in itself, to establish his valor as a soldier, and his skill as a

general. The following, an account of the siege and fall of

Rochelle, is taken from Taylor's " History of France"

:

" To exclude the English succours, the Cardinal had caused

a mole to be constructed across the entrance of the harbor.

He was not interrupted in the execution of this daring pro-

ject, for the Duke of Buckingham having been assassinated

at Portsmouth, the sailing of the English fleet was delayed

until after the great work had been completed. The inhabi-

tants of Rochelle bore all the horrors of a fierce siege and

pressing famine with unparalleled courage and patience.

Guiton, their mayor, would not listen even to the proposal

of a surrender. When told that the majority of the inhabi-

tants were fast falling victims' to hunger and disease, he

replied :
" It is enough if one remains to shut the gates."

The mother and sister of the Duke de Rohan animated the

garrison by their spirited exhortations, and encouraged the

citizens by their example of patient submission to privation.

But, though heroic perseverance may be exhibited with the

very faintest glimmerings of hope, it decays and perishes

when the failure of the last faint expectation is witnessed.

The hope of relief from England had supported the Rochel-

lans under all their sufferings. The English fleet hove in

ui'j«L^«:A-.,&L^w^i!gjaigiaakilj
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sight. The worn-down inhabitants crawled to the walls,

eager to witness the success of this, their last and only

chance. They saw that fleet, after a weak and ineflfectual

effort to break through the mole, tack about and leave them

to their fate. The courage by which they had been hitherto

supported at once failed. They immediately surrendered

almost at discretion, and a royalist garrison manned the walls

of Rochelle, ere the topsails of the fleet that had been sent

for their deliverance were out of sight.

The victorious army seemed, on entering the city, to have

come into the abode of death ; more than two-thirds of the

inhabitants had fallen victims to the calamities of the siege,

and the survivors resembled skeletons rather than living

men ; the streets were silent and deserted ;
" there was not a

house in which there was not one dead ;" and one of the

victorious generals was compelled to exclaim, " We have

only triumphed over carcasses." Having subdued the

Huguenots, Richelieu prepared to prosecute his great project

of crushing the house of Austria. He was successful in

Italy, but it was in Germany that he so perfectly displayed

the resources of his genius, for he had there an ally whose
heroism has been seldom equalled. The Emperor Ferdinand,

by the most glaring violations of treaties, had excited the

Protestant princes to take up arms. They found a leader

worthy of their cause in Gustavus Adolphus, King of

Sweden, called in history " the Lion of the North." Richelieu

also allied himself with the disaffected Spanish provinces in

the Netherlands, but he was here unsuccessful, Richelieu's

internal administration of France has been severely criticised
;

he has been accused, and justly, of having been reckless and
unscrupulous in the means to which he resorted for the

defeat of his enemies ; but it cannot be said that he was
worse than his enemies. He lived in a period of France in

which public virtue seems to have been unknown, and, a

crime perpetrated by him was twice magnified by the con-

spicuousness of his office. His personal expenditures were

magnificent, rivaling those of the king, and the Palais Royal,

which he erected, is to the present day one of the nobles
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structures in Paris. Richelieu is said to have been vain,

but opposed to this accusation is the vigor with which he

resisted the whole nobility of France, and destroyed the

remnants of their feudal power. It was by him that France

was formed into an absolute monarchy, and it was he that

made lyouis XIII "the first personage in Europe, and the

second in France." Remembering these facts, Peter the

Great of Russia once exclaimed, " I would give half my
doi^inion for one Richelieu to teach me how to govern the

remainder."

The many plots which were formed to assassinate him
caused Richelieu to forget the meaning of the word mercy
and to lose all faith in man. He once said to one of his

secretaries : "Show me six lines written by the most honest

man in the world, and I will find enough therein to hang
him." His secretary, thinking to trap him, wrote upon a

card: " One and two are three." The Cardinal displayed

his promptitude by the immediate comment :
" Blasphemy

against the Holy Trinity. One and two make one!

"

Not only did he extend the glory of France and com.

mand the respect of all the powers of Europe, but

he was also a zealous patron of literature and science.

Notwithstanding the many occupations by which he
was constantly distracted, the writings which he left

fill several volumes. Some of these were written

before his entrance into political life. His '

' Testament

Politique" and his "Memoirs" have attracted much
notice. His letters are numerous and interesting, and he
also wrote two plays. To him France is indebted for the

establishment of the royal presses, the enlargement of the

College of the Sorbonne, and the foundation of the French
Academy.

Richelieu died on the fourth of December, 1642, in the

arms of a Carmelite friar. On his death-bed, pressed to

forgive his enemies, he replied : "I have none but those of

the State."

John F. Jones, 1900.

\
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INTO THE LAND OF PROMISE.

By John I. Whelan, '95.

(
Concluded. )

WHO IS " lONA " ?

We dare not drink too deeply of the pleasures of this life

without tasting of the dregs of disappointment and sorrow,

and just as we stretch out our hands to snatch the roses, the

tingling sense of pain shows us we have gathered the thorns.

It has been with no mercenary motive that Ralph had

entered the lists to battle with his imagination and his pen

for the thousand dollar prize ; but there had been a friendly

rivalry between himself and Eleanor as to who would be the

winner. He had succeeded, but was evidently to pay dearly

for his success. Another's work had proven as acceptable as

his own, and he and that other, known to him as yet only

by the nom du guerre of "lona," were to share the reward.

But it was not this halfing of the prize-money that had

disturbed Ralph's pleasurable emotions. The judges, in

descanting upon the equal merits of the two stories, had

commented upon the almost identical nature of their plots,

which differed only in characteristic development. In each

there had figured the sudden taking off of an old man, the

circumstances of time and place, the accessories of a violent

intrusion, the broken window-frame and the paper-cutter

imbedded in the carpeted floor, were given an identical treat-

ment. Nay, in both there was a minute description of the

chandelier and mirror, and a picture of a fair-b aired child

cowering in a corner of the room. None knew better than

Ralph that it was the one scene recounted by different eye-

witnesses.

The similarity was lost in the delineation of character, in

the clearing up of the mystery. Ralph had not, to any

extent, indulged his imagination; but gave, in vivid por-

trayal, an account of that night's awful work such as he

alone could give. The child, too, had died, the victim of

fright, and the hero (Ralph smiled bitterly at that misnomer)
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was twice a murderer. In spite of his determination to

soften his own character in the person of Jack Langdon^ he

had painted him relentlessly in the most sombre coloring,

a villain—but, oh, a villain with a conscience and a heart.

Impelled by that inward monster, Jack had gone back in

after years ; hungering, as all murderers hunger, for knowl-

edge of the consequences of his crime. In this bit of

description, virile, passionate, Ralph had excelled. Then
came a description of a woman, the sister of the murdered

child ; a woman whom Ralph endowed with every womanly
virtue, a woman womanly, yet strong, loving yet stern. In

this delineation he had then before his mind the picture of

Eleanor Selkirk, the one woman whom he ardently loved.

The portrait, as he painted it in words, did ample justice to

Eleanor's beauty of face and character, but was one with

which Ralph had not been satisfied. As was to be expected

of such a prodigy of the •' school realistic, " Jack had dared

to raise his eyes to the face of the woman whose father and

whose sister he had killed. Just to add coloring (said Jack
as he wrote it), the fair Irene looked not unkindly upon her

passionate lover. The unhappy Jack was thus upon the

brink of a moral precipice; but conscience triumphed.

In an intensely dramatic interview, and in almost inco-

herent words. Jack discloses his identity to Irene. In abject

despondency, but spurred on the while by an unconquerable

love, he threw himself at her feet. In spite of his love for

the original, the ideal Irene was a trifle dramatic and stagey,

calling upon her lover to leave her, yet entreating him to

stay ; at one time caressing him with passionate tenderness,

again shrinking from him as from a viper.

Ralph, no doubt, longed to have the unhappy Jack to

remain, and to make himself and the adored Irene forever

miserable. But he yielded to the dramatic climax he had
been working up, and the hero-murderer dashes from the

room, leaving the unfortunate Irene in a swoon, from which,

save outside of the story, she never revived.

Such was the story, which Ralph, under the nom de plume
of " Henri," had handed in. There was a vitality about it,
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an intensity of situations, which more than atoned for it

crude and rather hackneyed theme.

The story written by " lona," had, as we have said, the

same predominant features ; but the villain was less villain-

ous and the heroine less heroic and more gentle. The child,

Kathleen^ did not die; but, having recovered, was a link

binding the sister, Isabel^ to the mournful past. Through
her came the softening influence that was to ennoble and
sanctify the elder, and to prepare her for the final scene

when she should come face to face with her father's self-

declared slayer. ';'-'.•'.

The character of Claude was rather poorly drawn, as

though the author had departed from his original intention

of painting him in sombre colors, and by after-touches of

light had made of him a hero, blindly dooming himself to a

life of self-sacrifice. Claude has not murdered the old man,
nor is there any attempt made so to deceive the reader. But,

in his own heart he is a murderer, and so cut ojBf from his

fellows by his one great sin. A psychological study of a man
fighting against a great and overwhelming sorrow is ingeni-

ously presented. But there are no touches of even lighter

pathos, and the unfortunate Claude is on the verge of suicide

when, in a delightful scene with Isabel^ he becomes aware of

the fact that he is yet worthy of the love of the women he

adores.

Ralph, reading the story and comparing it with the prod-

uct of his own pen, was struck not so much with their

similarity as to plot and detail, but with the identity of the

description of the chamber in which the old man had been

found.

That it could but be the chamber, there was no doubt

;

there could be many houses, even in remote places, built

upon the same general lines, but the details of the broken

window pane, the paper knife and the terrified child, crouch-

ing in a corner, were circumstances that could be accounted

for by no mere coincidence. The house described was the

same as he had pictured ; the murder, whether so-called by
" lona," or not, was the homicide he had taken for the basis of

I
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his plot. Who could have written this story! Who was
" lona ! " That must he find out.

It was characteristic of Ralph's rejuvenation, which had

been eflfected by his love for Eleanor, that the idea of his

secret becoming known had no appalling terrors for him.

His mind had become more rational. He began to doubt if

he had really killed old Hargrave. And, if so, was he at

the time morally responsible? At best, or rather at the

worst, knowing the hopelessness of his passion, he would

have to tell her of his love, and then there was no conse-

quence, what mattered it ?

So all his waking thoughts came to be centered around

Eleanor. In the first elasticity of spirits at his success, he

was about to rush off" to tell her and to rejoice in her con-

gratulations ; now, with this new knowledge come to him,

he would go to her, not for consolation (for he was not yet

ready to tell her how much of reality there was in his fiction),

but with the thought that her woman's wit would arrive at

some explanation of this more tban coincidence. Taking the
" ly " train uptown he was soon at her modest mansion, sur-

prising the staid Katy by the vehemence with which he had

set the bell a-going. But, disappointment.
'

' Miss Eleanor had taken little May out with her and

would not be back for luncheon," so said the important

Katy, all in one breath.

" And don't you know whither she went ? Toward the

park, perhaps ? " There was pleading in the tone, and

Katy's sensitive soul was touched.

" Well, I'll tell you, sir," she said, " they have gone down
to the little Italian church on the East Side. Miss Eleanor

is superintending or doing something or other down there,

and she took May '

'

But Ralph waited to hear no more. He was more than

ever desirous of seeing Eleanor now that he had experienced

a temporary disappointment, and so, thrusting a silver- piece

into the hand of the not-unwilling Katy, he was down the

stoop and away, bound for the church of Santa Maria

Magdalene di Pazzi. And in his pocket was the check for

five hundred dollars.
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CHAPTER X.

"and a little child shall lead them."

Arrived at the church, Ralph wondered why he so

ardently longed to see Eleanor on that particular morning.

True enough, he wished her to know of his success ; but the

strange similarity of the plots of the two stories might lead

to unpleasant explanations. He had thought that her ready

ingenuily might be able to throw some light on the perplex-

ing mystery ; but was he willing to afford her the necessary

data upon which her woman's wit might exert itself ? He
could not bring himself to answer this question. But the

Divinity that shapes our ends looked down kindly upon
Ralph that morning, though perhaps he knew it not. The
Father of the poor has said that a cup of water given in his

name shall not go unrewarded, and it was fitting that here

among the poor and the lowly, whose condition both he and

Eleanor had striven to alleviate, Ralph's day-star should

begin to diffuse its benignant rays.

As he tried the door of the vestibule, he heard the deep

tones of the organ overhead, but rightly judging that she

whom he sought was not with the organist, he prepared to

descend to the basement. This was a very large, well-

lighted room, where the children were wont to assemble for

instructions and where entertainments were given on Sun-

day evenings. A number of children were present now, and

seated in their midst was Eleanor. Her face was sufiused

with smiles as though she were enjoying the recountal of the

little "fair Angelina."

Ralph's entrance had been unnoticed, and he was now
screened by one of the large furnaces ; so he concluded to

enjoy for a while this happy scene unnoticed. The little

Italians were perfectly at home with " the lady" whilst he

was never able to elicit from any of them more than a shy

smile. Eleanor repaid their confidence generously. Ralph
had heard her graphic description of her proteges to a

"Missionary Lady," who had been looking up information

concerning the foreign poor of New York. Eleanor had
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characterized her little friends as "angels." Now Ralph
was to hear from one of themselves just how the angels

behaved. ' - ''-'-[':'''-': ^

:'''' -'^''

" Oh, miss, " Angelina was saying, '

' you ought to hear how
the boys behaved to the nice lady that you brought to see us.

It was awful !
" --;;''", ^

" Why, what did they do? " asked Blearnor, surmising that

the boys would not take kindly to the austere face of the

missionary lady.

Fair Angelina's voice descended to a tragic tone. She well

realized the grave nature of the news she was about to

impart.

" TAey broke the chair under her "

The rest was left to Eleanor's imagination, for Raph
broke out into a fit of uncontrolable laughter, disclosing his

presence and putting an end to Angelina's volubilty. The
children departed.

*' I am afraid I have spoiled a very thrilling recital," he

said, as he came forward to greet Eleanor.
" Oh, that I cannot tell, but," gaily, "we may be assured

that the missionary lady will not care to renew her acquaint-

ance with the angels of the species Italianay

Then followed a pause. Ralph was wondering if she had

seen the morning papers. A strange sense of depression was

stealing over him. Eleanor, on the contrary, seemed joyful,

and there was a gleam of mischief in her eye.

"Where is little May ? " asked Ralph, more to break the

silence than for sincere regard for the whereabouts of that

elf-child whom, as yet, he had never seen.

" She is upstairs with the organist, who is practising a

Mass," she answered ;
" May is fond of music."

Then, almost without a pause, she continued, " I have

great news for you—great, at least, to me."

"Then great also to me," said Ralph, gallantly; "why
the distinction ?

"

" Did you see the paper ? she asked in turn, parrying the

compliment, whilst her color rose.

" Yes, indeed. In fact, that is—why I—you know I
—

"
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**0h, certainly," said she, demurely; "I know you were

only too anxious to congratulate me."
" Congratulate ! You !

"

"Why not? Did you not say, 'May the best woman
win?'"

'* Then you are—

"

"lona ! " And she waved before his astonished gaze a

check for five hundred dollars.

Ralph sat as one stunned. His mind refused to grasp the

situation, but struggled impatiently to solve the several

questions that arose within it. And all the time Eleanor was

playfully teasing him about his own defeat, and accusing

him of being jealous of her success.

She was " lona " she, the woman lie loved ; whom he had

dared to hope that he might one day win as his bride. She
was " lona !" Then she knew ! Dreadful thought ! Suddenly

the full horror of it all burst upon. Who was she ? What
had she to do with old Hargrave ? He looked toward her,

half furtively, and his eyes met hers gazing questioningly

into his. She had discovered that he was suffering, and there

was an expression of sympathy, nay of love, upon her face.

This, at the time, brought a rapture to Ralph's beating

heart, a rapture giving way to intense pain. He put his hand
in his pocket to get his handkerchief, for he could feel the

cold perspiration on his forehead. In the drawing forth of

the kerchief, the check, carelessly thrust into his pocket,

was also disengaged and rustled to the floor. Eleanor,

stooping to pick it up, saw that it was the couterpart ot

her own. She looked at Ralph with increasing astonish-

ment.
" Then you are ' Henri,' " she said softly; " how strange !

"

There was no horror expressed in her voice ; only astonish-

ment; surpise. Ralph took heart, but his voice quavered as

he spoke.

" Tell me, Eleanor, who are you. What was old Hargrave
to you ?

"Old Hargrave!" said Eleanor, lingering over his name,
" he was my father ; and you—

"
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"Oh, my God! my God! I killed him! I killed your
father ! Elearnor, my darling—for I love you—I dare to tell

you—I love you better than life—send me away if you will

—

nay, I shall go away, but I shall love you forever! Hate me,

loath me, despise me, if you will, yet this last message shall

ring forever in your ears; I love you, I love you! "

Eleanor drew back, trembling at the sight of his great

frenzy. Ralph, mistaking her emotion, burst forth into

another heroic.

"How could I know he was your father—you said your

name was Sekirk—and his is Hargrave—I would not have
told you—I would not now tell you, but that my love

has mastered me—I hate myself for loving you—but / love

you r^

Eleanor drew nearer to him, taking his head between her

hands, and forcing his gaze to hers.

"Hush," she said, softly ; "you did not kill him. Katy
found him dead in his chair."

"Ah, yes ! I know," sobbed Ralph, "in his chair, just as

we have pictured it in the stories ; but it was I, ah, God ! it

was I who broke through the window and frightened him to

death. It was my blood you say was scattered over the

papers ! My blood ! Would to God it were flowing in his

veins! And the little child, too. I killed her." Then
adverting to the fact that this May whom Eleanor had with

her was perhaps the child of that awful night, he continued,
*' but no, she lives ! Oh, tell me she is yet alive !

"

Did she feel that her presence was needed ? Did she know
that they were speaking of her? She had a mind, a soul,

whose subtlety they could not fathom, and—yes, she stood

before them ! Trembling and pale, she glided towards

Eleanor. Then obtaining a clearer and fuller view of the

all-depressed Ralph, she gave one great cry.

"Auntie!" she gasped, and fell in a swoon at Eleanor's

feet.

Ralph was diverted from his own distress to the sufiering

and helplessness of the woman and child. Silently they

chafed the little hands and attempted to restore her to con-
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sciousness, but without avail. Finally, Ralph hurried for a

physician, who applied restoratives, and the drooping eyelids

once more opened.

"Auntie!" once more, softly but clearly, fell from the

trembling lips. Then she fell back, this time asleep, into the

loving arms that were about her.

Ralph summoned a cab, and, at a glance from the now
radiant Eleanor, silently entered it with them. It would be

hard to analyze the feelings struggling for mastery in her

breast. Above all there surged a mad, tumultuous joy. Nor
could this be accounted for by the child's recovery of speech,

and the hope that the recovery would be complete. But the

man she loved, with all the great love of her womanly soul,

this man had said, had almost swore, that he loved her. How
her heart beat with pleasure at the thought ! What though

he should say he had killed her father ? That, she knew,
must be proven false. There was a sense of peace and

security stealing over her that she could hardly resist. And
yet she did resist, for very love of him. She was happy, he

was sad ; she joyous and elated, he depressed. She touched

him gently on the arm. :

" There is some mistake," she whispered ;
" all will yet be

well." ,:^:; ::_:,,

Then she felt that she had made an unmaidenly admission,

and the hot blushes suflFused her face. But Ralph gave her

a mute look of thanks. No more was said until the carriage

drove up to the door.

"You will come in? " It was the look and the tone more
than the words which caused Ralph, who was thoroughly

crushed and abashed, to answer in the affirmative.

Eleanor had the child carried to her own chamber, with

Katy to watch over her until her awakening. May, she rea-

soned, was oblivious to pain, but here was another who
needed every consolation. And so while the child upstairs

was sleeping, unconscious of the heaven-restored gift of

speech, Ralph and Eleanor sat hand in hand in one of the

lower rooms. May every penitent have as gentle and as con-

soling a confessor ! No need for us to dilate upon the dove-
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"Oh, my God! my God! I killed him! I killed your
father ! Elearnor, my darling—for I love you—I dare to tell

you—I love you better than life—send me away if you will

—

nay, I shall go away, but I shall love you forever! Hate me,

loath me, despise me, if you will, yet this last message shall

ring forever in your ears; I love you, I love you! "

Eleanor drew back, trembling at the sight of his great

frenzy. Ralph, mistaking her emotion, burst forth into

another heroic. :.,...:..,/;.; ;:.^.'

"How could I know he was your father—you said your

name was Sekirk—and his is Hargrave—I would not have

told you—I would not uow tell you, but that my love

has mastered me—I hate myself for loving you—but / love

you /'

'

Eleanor drew nearer to him, taking his head between her

hands, and forcing his gaze to hers.

"Hush," she said, softly ; "you did not kill him. Katy
found him dead in his chair."

"Ah, yes ! I know," sobbed Ralph, "in his chair, just as

we have pictured it in the stories ; but it was I, ah, God ! it

was I who broke through the window and frightened him to

death. It was my blood you say was scattered over the

papers ! My blood ! Would to God it were flowing in his

veins! And the little child, too. I killed her." Then
adverting to the fact that this May whom Eleanor had with

her was perhaps the child of that awful night, he continued,
*' but no, she lives ! Oh, tell me she is yet alive !

"

Did she feel that her presence was needed ? Did she know
that they were speaking of her? She had a mind, a soul,

whose subtlety they could not fathom, and—yes, she stood

before them ! Trembling and pale, she glided towards

Eleanor. Then obtaining a clearer and fuller view of the

all-depressed Ralph, she gave one great cry.

"Auntie!" she gasped, and fell in a swoon at Eleanor's

feet.

Ralph was diverted from his own distress to the suftering

and helplessness of the woman and child. Silently they

chafed the little hands and attempted to restore her to con-
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sciousness, but without avail. Finally, Ralph hurried for a

physician, who applied restoratives, and the drooping eyelids

once more opened.

"Auntie!" once more, softly but clearly, fell from the

trembling lips. Then she fell back, this time asleep, into the

loving arms that were about her.

Ralph summoned a cab, and, at a glance from the now
radiant Eleanor, silently entered it with them. It would be

hard to analyze the feelings struggling for mastery in her

breast. Above all there surged a mad, tumultuous joy. Nor
could this be accounted for by the child's recovery of speech,

and the hope that the recovery would be complete. But the

man she loved, with all the great love of her womanly soul,

this man had said, had almost swore, that he loved her. How
her heart beat with pleasure at the thought ! What though

he should say he had killed her father? That, she knew,

must be proven false. There was a sense of peace and

security stealing over her that she could hardly resist. And
yet she did resist, for very love of him. She was happy, he
was sad ; she joyous and elated, he depressed. She touched

him gently on the arm.
'* There is some mistake," she whispered ;

" all will yet be

well."

Then she felt that she had made an unmaidenly admission,

and the hot blushes suffused her face. But Ralph gave her

a mute look of thanks. No more was said until the carriage

drove up to the door.

"You will come in? " It was the look and the tone more
than the words which caused Ralph, who was thoroughly

crushed and abashed, to answer in the aflfirmative.

Eleanor had the child carried to her own chamber, with

Katy to watch over her until her awakening. May, she rea-

soned, was oblivious to pain, but here was another who
needed every consolation. And so while the child upstairs

was sleeping, unconscious of the heaven-restored gift of

speech, Ralph and Eleanor sat hand in hand in one of the

lower rooms. May every penitent have as gentle and as con-

soling a confessor ! No need for us to dilate upon the dove-
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tailing of that mutual explanation. One thing only has to

be accounted for here, and that is the answer to one of

Ralph's former questions: What had Old Hargrave to do

with Eleanor Selkirk ?

Robert Hargrave was the only father Eleanor had known,

just as she in turn had been a mother to his little grandchild.

Hargrave's sister in dying had left to him the only pledge of

her affection in her little Eleanor. And so she had grown

up in his household as a daughter to himself and to his

amiable wife, whom she viewed in the light of her parents.

Whilst they were thus engaged, Katy came^ runningdown

to tell Eleanor that May had awakened, and that she was

asking for her. Katy was in a great state of excitement, and

did not know whether to laugh or cry.

"Auntie ! " exclaimed the soft voice, "I can speak ! I can

speak !
" .

'

Eleanor now knew that the cure was complete. So much,

she thought, did they owe to Ralph.

"And auntie, the man—the man who came into the room

after grandpa died. Where is he ?
"

Had Eleanor heard aright

!

"Did you say after grandpa died, dear?" she asked,

breathlessly.

"Oh, yes," said May, positively ; "it was after Katy came

j

in to light the gas. Grandpa was dead then. I saw his face

i grow white, and he fell back in his chair. He frightened

me, and I could not speak. Then a man—the man—came
through the window. I screamed. He seemed afraid of

i

grandpa, and he ran away. Then Katy came back with

[/,,.. you."

I

Eleanor had heard enough. She stopped the childish

I

mouth with her kisses. She questioned Katy, who said she

had been twice in the room. The mystery was solved.

I
Ralph was innocent. The clouds were drifting away from

I his life. And so we leave him with Eleanor. A child's
'

hand had opened up to him a future worth living forr—had

led him into the land of promise.

The End.
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Rome,
To the Editor Villanova Monthly :

We left Nice about two days ago and made the first break

in our journey from there at Genoa. We stopped there two
days and then rested again at Pisa where we looked at the

lyeaning Tower, the Cathedral and the Palace Sanfranchi,

where Byron lived for three years. We thought that he must
have been of a happy disposition to occupy such a gloomy
building. We left Pisa at about 5 o'clock P. M., and reached

Rome about 12.30 midnight. Since we have been here we
have seen several churches, and we spent last Sunday morn-
ing at St. Peter's. We thought that, in grandeur, it far sur-

passed our expectations, and as B. observed, it alone is worth

a journey all the way from America to see.

The Colosseum, also, is so wonderful! The guide pointed

out to us the entrance place of the wild beasts into the Arena;

the cells where the Christians were confined prior to the com-

bats; the spot where the Emperor sat surrounded by the

Vestals, and the sunken way where the bodies of the Chris-

tians and beasts were cremated within twenty-four hours after

death. How terribly cruel those Romans were ! There is

so much to see here that it is quite appalling to contemplate

all ! One sees so many different orders of monks ; one that I

had read of called, I think, the Holy Brotherhood, has features,

except the eyes, entirely covered. I believe that they bury

the dead. The efiect which they produce on a stranger is

quite weird. I listened to a long sermon in Italian at St.

Peter's last Sunday ; it seemed to be very eloquent, and the

music was heavenly. To-day we visited the church where
Michael Angelo's statue of Moses is. The guide said that

it is the finest statue in the world, and I can well believe

that it is. The expression of Moses is most majestic. There
is a perfect bijou of a church near here called, I think, St.

Vittoria. One statue in marble there, of St. Theresa in

ecstasy, is most beautiful. I think it is the work of Bellini.

But later I will write you more about all.

^*'- -
-
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We rather dreaded coming to Rome on account of the

climate, and what we have heard of the fever, but it seems to

agree with us better than Nice, and the air is more bracing,

and at present the weather is clear and lovely. We intend to

take advantage of it to drive along the Appian Way. Last

Sunday afternoon we saw the King, Umberto, driving. He
bowed to everyone most graciously.

L/a Grippe, as they call it here, reached our hotel a few days

ago, and we have had so many ill, both guests and servants,

that the hotel has been more like an hospital, nearly all the

help, as well as the guests, being afflicted. The concierge,

the porter, the head waiter, our femme de chambre, all had to

go to the hospital for 5 or 6 days. Many of the waiters tried

so hard to keep up, but one after another succumbed. So it

was dull for me, B. being in bed, but fortunately I was able

to be about, and I managed to go to St. Peter's to service.

It was not very satisfactory there, the service being con-

ducted in one of the side chapels, and the music no better

than usual, but, of course, I enjoyed the mere fact of hearing

Mass there./; ;:--,,:;.:.;..;.

There were crowds of visitors going and coming all the

time. In the evening this hotel had a f§te, to which we were

all invited ; we had also a fine sacred concert at which there

were some singers from the Pope's Chapel. Then there were

drawings for prizes. I took one ticket and was lucky enough

to win a pretty Japanese wall ornament. The proprietor

called out the lucky numbers in four different languages

—

English, French, Italian and German—which was amusing,

quite Polyglot. There were a number of Italian officers

present in their splendid dress uniforms. I felt so sorry that

B. could not see it all. The hotel had also a very fine din-

ner, but I had no appetite for any of it. We have had a

change from the beautiful clear weather which we enjoyed

here for so long, and it has rained everyday for the last three

weeks. The Sunday before B. was taken ill, we started out

to hear Mass at the Church of the Agostino, the Augus-

tinian Church here. Three diflferent Cochers, or Vetturinas,

as they call them here, put us down each time, telling us

-.('ilfcik,a.
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that we were at St. Agostino. Upon entering the churches

we would discover our mistake.

I suppose they took advantage of our ignorance of the

localities to shorten the course for themselves. However,

finally, we reached the church, but not until service was
over. You have, no doubt, had it described by some of the

Fathers at Villanova. It is a very handsome church, with a

fine Madonna Child in marble. This statue is held in great

veneration ; there is also a fresco, by Raphael, of the prophet

Isaiah, but so blurred and dim that I could scarcely see it.

The remains of St. Monica are in this church. I suppose

the Convent of the Monks is attached to the church, but I

do not know. Perhaps I shall succeed again in attending

service there. We have also been to see St. Paul's, outside

the walls ; a magnificent church, scarcely finished yet. The
marble columns, or rather granite columns, are very highly

polished. I think there are at least eighty of them, and the

marble floor, also highly polished, is very beautiful. I have
heard that the church has cost thirty millions, but it is so

cold there that I don't know how they can hold service in it,

Now, St. Peter's seems to regulate itself with regard to heat»

being as warm and comfortable as though having steam or

furnace heat, and I believe quite cool in summer. We have
also been to the Catacombs of St. Calixta, which are in

charge of the Trappists. One of the monks showed us
through a few of the chambers, and each of us carried a

lighted taper on emerging into upper air again. I offered

him what remained of mine, but he told me to keep it as a

souvenir of the Catacombs. They had some pictures and
beads for sale, and one of them who spoke French told B.

that she had best remain over here and be a nun. She told

him no, that it was too sad (si triste), when he laughed and
asked her if they looked sad. B. said no, but that men have
a better time than women, which caused all three of them
to laugh again, and one remarked to the others that she had
no vocation. They were very jolly and talkative, though I

believe they never speak in their convent without necessity.

They seemed quite amused at B. Another day we went to

iMiiiiiiiii^^
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the Capucini Church where there is a beautiful picture of

St. Michael by Guido Reni, and we looked in at their vaults

where they have arranged the bones of the monks in many
fantastic shapes. They are not underground, as we had

thought, but in a long passage opening off a court which is

used as a stable. B. felt quite sick after seeing it all. She
thought there was an odor like dried flesh, but I think it

was from the stable. I am glad that they are not permitted

to bury there any more, as it seems to us to take from the

respect due to death and the dignity of the body which is to

rise again. I must not neglect to mention that we made
application at the American College to see the Holy Father,

and that late on Sunday night about 10.30 o'clock our invita-

tions arrived. So I went out to the Vatican about 9 o'clock

the following morning, and after much waiting, which, how-
ever, was not devoid of interest, watching the Cardinals as

they arrived, their long, purple, silken trains being borne by

the men in waiting as they passed into the Sistine chapel,

also the Swiss guards in their splendid uniforms. Well,

after about two hours the Holy Father was borne along on his

chair by about eight men splendidly uniformed in red damask.

I was fortunate enough to secure standing room on a bench

to the front before the procession formed, and I saw it all per-

fectly. The Pope was robed in white, and looked very pale

and sick, much older than in his portraits. He blessed all

as he passed along, but we were too crowded to kneel. It was
the Consistory, where three new Cardinals were created. '

In the Church of the Aracoeli is the picture of the Bam-
bino, which is held in great veneration. The image is

covered with jewels, and is carried to the sick, many cures

having been eflfected by it; at one time it was said to receive

more fees than any doctor in Rome. In this same church

there is a kind of stage erected during Christmas until

after Epiphany, where children recite verses bearing on

the season. There are 124 steps of marble to enter the

church. I thought that I would never reach the top when I

went there last week. M.



The recent death of William T. Adams (Oliver Optic)

removed a familiar figure, and caused sincere sorrow in many
a household, for no one man in our midst seemed so near to

both youth and middle-aged people. Nearly a half century

ago he began to gather the family of little ones around his

pleasing tales, and from that day to this his followers and

admirers have yearly increased. Yet, during all these years

of toil, travel and varied adventure, his purpose has been to

instruct as well as interest, and it was his proud declaration :

" I have never written a story which would excite the love,

admiration or sympathy of the reader for a bad character.

I have never made a hero whose moral character or whose

purposes could mislead the young reader."

His success in that style of literature has been simply mar-

velous. He sold more than a million copies of his books, and

the sale of these stories is in nowise abating. He and Capt.

Mayne Reid divide the love of small boys who have not yet

outgrown their desires for caves, out-door life, rafting on
rivers, fishing and hunting-. He was a very good Christian,

and ever paid attention to moral matters, and the marvel of

it is that his works have captured the fancy of boys. His

heroes are always good, never tell lies, go to Sunday-school,

whenever they can, and never take advantage of other boys

not as strong as they.
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"Oliver Optic" was born in 1822, in Medway, Mass. His

ancestors were English. His first book for boys appeared in

1850. His pen name was suggested by a play produced

about that time in Boston, in which one of the characters was
called Dr. Optic. The name took his fancy, and when he

cast about for a nom de plume^ he simply added the Oliver to

the name already in his mind, and he had it.

The two books that are first in favor just now are "On
the Face of the Waters," by Mrs. Flora Steele, and "Quo
Vadis?" by Sinkiewicz. " On the Face of the Waters" is

a story of the Indian mutiny. The scenes are laid in and

about Delhi, and move from the court of the native king to

the camp of the English. The narrative is interesting, but

the characters do not stand out in bold relief, nor is the

author always veracious. The book is somewhat beyond

the average. In ''Quo Vadis?" the history is lost in the

romance. The cruelty of the truculent age of Nero is

painted in the most lurid colors, and we see Rome quailing

under a mad and bloodthirsty tyrant.

The revival of "Brotherhoods" has been a good deal

talked about in recent years, and " Monasticism, Ancient

and Modern," by the Rev. F. C. Woodhouse, is an outcome

of the increased interest in the question. It sketches the

early history of monasticism, and its rise and fall in Eng-
land. The writer relies largely upon quotations, and he has

certainly brought together an interesting collection of

excerpts from authors of very divergent views in praise of

the monastic life. He proves monasticism to be sanctioned,

if not ordained, by the Founder of Christianity Himself, and
the history leads up to " an inquiry as to the possibility of

its revival " at the present day.

(IX

(Sr"
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The excellence of the Notre Dame Scholastic is so uni-

formly high that it is difficult to attribute special merit to

any particular number. It is rich in varied and well-written

prose and verse, and redolent with an air of brightness that

cannot but be refreshing to the reader. The delightful

fiction which is found in abundance between its bright and

artistic covers is always a feature of the Scholastic, The
athletic columns and college notes are well edited.

What has become of that spicy little college paper The

Mount? We were always pleased to welcome it to our

sanctum, but, it seems, we are never again to have that

pleasure. All last fall and winter it came to us faithfully,

and its short, sprightly articles were always entertaining
;

but with the advent of spring its regular monthly visit was
missed, and it has not yet made its appearance. We hope

the fair editors have not caught that disease which is

especially prevalent in spring-time, and as we feel sure that

they bear no grievance, we are still confident that The Moimt
will again appear on our table.

The University Record^ published weekly at the University

of Chicago, though a diminitive specimen of journalism is,

nevertheless, evidences considerable merit. Its literary

department is limited to one article, usually a lecture

delivered by a member of the faculty, but that one article is

i I
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often more than is ordinarily found in a college paper.

The "University and Its Effect Upon the Home," a lecture

delivered in the University auditorum by the Countess of

Aberdeen, and published in the April 2d number of the

Record^ is very interesting, and contains many thoughtful

and thought-provoking remarks.

One of the best conducted of our exchanges is the Fordham
Monthly. It still retains what might be called the old form

of a college paper, and is without covers. The first charac-

teristic that the reader is likely to notice, is the superior

quality of the paper. The press work, too, wins for it

merit of excellence. The various departments are inserted

with faultless arrangement, and from every standpoint the

Monthly is a presentable paper. The little poem "Thoughts,

"

in the March number, is the expression of a beautiful

idea. In our opinion, verse is always the leading feature

in the Monthly^ but it is not every month that it publishes a

gem like the one above mentioned.

We are always pleased to welcome a new and promising

exchange. During the past month The Orange and Blue of

Bucknell University, reached our table for the first time. It

is a weekly periodical devoted entirely to college news, and

though it has completed but one month of its existence, it

bids fair to hold an honorable place among college weeklies.

That the editor will achieve every hoped-for success is the

Monthly's earnest wish.

•»-o
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SPLINTERS.

I know I can't lick you, but I ain't a scared of yon.

Buck says he's ready to go down to Pyle's anytime.

We understand that Willie is on good terms with the

coachman ; how about it ** Will ?"

The latest in Easter bonnets is a white felt, with white

and blue band. All the " Gussies" are wearing them.

Somebody wishes to know if the office of the chief

of this column is in the horse-shed. Certainly, old man,

come around and see us.

Won't Charley be disappointed this month! He hasn't

been doing anything worthy of a mention in this depart-

ment. Never mind, Mac; cheer up!

We are dining with the Chinese consul this month. Oh!

maybe the editor won't catch it for this ! To be continued

in our next.
,,

,...

Ask Ryan how to be forcibly ejected from his downy
couch, and at the same time to corner the corncob market.

They do say that old Morpheus is playing a star game at

third base.

What kind of an animal do you call the one which
*' Skinner" has caged in the room next to Brother Bills' ?

Poetry is a " very seldom thing" in our sanctum, and it

does us good to publish a gem of purest, etc. , by our Jersey

Spring Poet

:

On a moonlight night

When the stars were gone,

And all the birds sang

As if they were one.

The grass grows green,

Honeysuckles peep.

Let me lie down
In the cradle of the deep.
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QUERIES ANSWERED.

Doc. D.—No, John Paul, you can't sing.

E. W. F.—We are glad to hear that you have recovered

that mysterious key.

Morpheus.—You are only suffering from insomnia.

W. H. R.—It is bad "form" to say: "We will have a

rehearsal in the near/or??ier. You probably meant well.

Jersey—No, you cannot very well kid a billy-goat, but

I would advise you to keep your oculary organ on your room-

mate.

Johnnie H.—Yes, he must have been an excellent sprinter

if he almost caught you.

Prof. R.—Yes, Rosie, we heartily sympathize with you in

your earnest endeavor to develop so much hidden talent.

P. S.—The Editors of this column at a recent meeting

have decided that no more free advertising will be given in

this column. We are not running this machine just to wear

out our young lives, so hereafter the actors will pay for their

pufis. Terms at office.

'Ill
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DITORIAL
"The End Crowns All."

Yet a few more weeks and the scholastic year of '96-'97

will have been added to the countless yeais of the past.

Hard as it is to realize, that for many the book of their col-

lege life must be forever closed and its contents reviewed

only by the aid of that dearest faculty, memory, still it is a

realization that is essential to our future contentment.

Another year has nearly passed ; another landmark looms up
in the journey of life. Shall we be content to plod wearily

onward in the well-beaten path, cf shall we rest by the way-
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' side a disinterested spectator of the endless strife going on

about us ? Surely the question can be answered in but one

way. We will not rest by the wayside, nor will we be con-

tent with that path of indiflference so alluring to many.

No ; we will dare something nobler, something loftier, and

if we fail, we will fail not as sluggards, but as those who have

put forward their best efforts and only succumbed to obstacles

when resistance was folly.

Remember, there are others to follow, and they must not

behold the unmistakable signs of failure; but if the past has

not been fittingly employed, let that not serve to discourage

us. One supreme effort may atone for many past mistakes.

Let us resolve, then, to make that effort and it cannot but

bring 'its reward. All together, then, boys, and may the

end crown your work.

!'

Washington's Monument.

The stranger arriving in Philadelphia on May 15th must
certainly have been surprised at the gala attire of the staid

Quaker City. Everyone seemed hurrying to that garden of

beauty, Fairmount Park, to view the monster military

pageantry display, and see the unveiling of the monument
which was erected in honor of the " Father of his Country."

The event brought together those most potent in making
laws and governing the people, and served as a memorable
testimonial of the esteem, honor and reverence feltlby Phila-

delphians for Washington. Philadelphia may justly feel

proud of being the custodian of such a beautiful monument.
Still it is but right that this honor should fall to the lot of

the city of "Brotherly lyove." Here stand the old historic

buildings wherein the seed of liberty was nourished until it

bore fruit in that defiant utterance, "Give us liberty, or give

us death !
" Yet, if it may be considered as a special honor

for Philadelphia, nevertheless, it cannot but enkindle the fire

of patriotism in every breast. While the great powers of
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Europe are endeavoring to inculcate the doctrines of despot-

ism, a people who were primarily fugitives from such teach-

ings are paying homage to the memory of one who gave his

life for the firm establishment of the home of lyiberty. When
freedom is being trodden under foot in Europe, in this land,

where freedom is so precious, such a monument stands as a

pledge that the rule of the despot will never deluge our

country in its hated depths, and we can salute this majestic

figure as a guardian of our country—in the words of the

poet

:

" There's freedom at thy gates, and rest

For earth's down-trodden and oppress'd,

A shelter for the hunted head.

For the starved laborer toil and bread."

We call the attention of our readers to a dainty little

poem in this issue from the pen of a distinguished ex-Villa-

novan, the popular and versatile Walter Lecky. Every one

who has not read his latest novel, " Mr. Billy Buttons," has

missed a rare literary treat, for "Buttons" is one of the

raciest American books that has fallen from the press these

many months. Richard Malcolm Johnson, certainly a com-

petent and fair-minded critic, says that "Billy Buttons" is

sure of a permanent place in literature.

o-^
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A

ILLUSION.

Walter Lecky, '83.

TRAV'LER saw a shining stone,

The glitter caught his eye
;

A diamond rare, I truly own,

Within this stone must lie.

He took it to a keen-eyed Jew,

And asked his stone to weigh
;

The Jew replied, what can ensue ?

It's worth its size of clay.

The moral 's old : the glitter can

By times deceive the wisest man.

^1

11
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RUDYARD KIPLING.

RUDYARD KIPLING was born in Calcutta in 1865. His

early life is an impenetrable forest into which many
hardy and daring news explorers have tried in vain to pene-

trate, for Kipling has a deep-seated dislike to be questioned

about his halcyon years. The few who have, so to speak,

bearded the lion in his den in order to elicit data about him-

self and family, have been most unceremoniously " turned

down."
Kipling was educated in England, and after his return to

India acted as sub-editor and war correspondent for a Calcutta

paper. It was while thus engaged that he began to write

both poetry and prose. He had just reached his majority

when his first volume dropped from the press. He visited

England in 1889. In India he had long been recognized as

a genius, and it was not long before the English critics rec-

ognized him as a new literary star of great brilliancy. His

first novel, "The Light that Failed," was published in 1891.

"He committed matrimony" the same year, and came to

America to live. He settled near Brattleboro, Vt., and lived

there for several years.
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Among the Vermont hills Kipling lived an ideal literary

life. There was a great deal of Horace's " Otium cum digni-

tate "about his days among the Green Mountains. He would

shut himself up in his " den " early in the morning, and under

on pretext could he be seen until one or two o'clock in the after-

noon. Then he threw his pen aside and spent the rest of the

day in recreation, riding his bicycle, rambling over the coun-

try, or, if it happened to be winter, indulging in a tramp on
snow-shoes.

Kipling, like dear old Sir Walter Scott, is a great lover of

outdoor life, and a devoted follower of old Walton. In

appearance, he is under the average size ; his eyes are quick

and alert, his complexion has that swarthy hue which only

the eastern sun imparts, and his stooped shoulders tell of the

slavery and daily grind of his long years in newspaper

offices.

•Kipling's is not an effusive nature, and, on first acquaint-

ance, he seems rather frigid ; but, when known for some
time, this coldness disappears. In truth, to his intimates he
is a warm, genial soul. He cares little for society and dis-

likes ostentation, and would not tolerate such a thing as

"lionizing." He is modest and wholly without affectation.

For decades of years critics have been calling for an author

who has the divine spark of originality in his soul, and it

seems as though all works of fiction have been cast in the

same mould for centuries. While this clamor for an author,

who could cast aside the trammels of mediocrity, was at its

highest pitch, Kipling came modestly forward with his

famous jungle stories. Presto ! At once the loud lamenta-

tions ceased, and he was set up as the literary idol of the

hour.

His genius was lauded to the skies, the reading rabble

dropped roses at his feet, and the critics ceased their thunder-

ing anathemas and set about offering incense and bending

the knee to this new-found literary god.

Kipling wrote his wonderful short stories while assistant

editor of a Labor newspaper. His duties in the hot newspaper

office were very arduous, and when his ' 'grind' ' for the day was
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over he went home and wrote those admirable tales which
are at once the delight and envy of the reading world.

The chief characteristic of Kipling's short stories is the

calm, collected way in which they are told. Kipling has a

clear, sharp brain, and he is very discriminating in regard to

the matter which he uses for his tales. He writes a fairly

legible hand, and his manuscripts are very compact and neat.

His first draft does not always suit him, and he rewrites it

again and again until it is nigh perfect.

In style, he is probably unexcelled to-day. He possesses a
straightforward, concise way of saying things, and of work-
ing up climaxes. It is quite refreshing after reading books the

pages of which fairly bristle with words of Latin derivation,

to come across a book in which the simplest Saxon words
are made to tell a story as vividly as in flashes of lightning.

Kipling is a poet of no mediocre order, and this is appar-

ent since the publication of his latest work "The Seven
Seas." The little verses which head the chapters, in most of

his books, are all original and, before he issued a book of

poems, these gave promise that he would one day blossom
out a singer of no ignoble strain.

His natural facility for versification is wonderful, and he
has cultivated his muse until it has reached a remarkable

degree of perfection. His poems are written on no one
theme, and he leads us from India to Vermont with amazing
rapidity.

Kipling's greatest charm is that he mystifies us, and we
do not know how. His works possess that incomprehensible

something which cannot be explained. His memory is

wonderful ; something once heard or seen will never be
forgotten, and such incidents are always ready to be used in

his book.

Kipling achieved his greatest success in " The Jungle
Stories." One would think they are tales which would not

find favor with adult readers, but, on the contrary, they are en-

joyed by the older people much more than by the youngsters.

His tales of the Wajahs are wierd and uncanny, and, in some
parts, remind one strongly of Poe in his wierdest moments.
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Kipling has a strong aflfection for the United States, and

the people of this country esteem him very highly. He left

America for India in 1895. It is to be hoped he will return

in the near future. We think, with Andrew Lang and other

competent critics, that Kipling has won an abiding place in

English literature.

Howard M. ShelIvEy, 1900.

i ST.^ OF HIPPO.

TWENTY-NINTH PAPER.

A GAIN there is another reason for this study of the Incar-
^~^ nate God, namely, that science, which is the basis of all

intellective life, the main subject of these papers, bears but

little love for mere details. For the aim of true science is

nobler, loftier than to learn of and find delight in, the mere

creates of the inorganic, organic, or, for that matter, even of

the spiritual world.

True science then rightly views all creation in its physical

integrity, whether this be material or spiritual, as simply a

means to an end. And this final and supreme end of all

learning is the Being Himself, who has created all things,

has sanctified all things, and directed all things to His own
divine purpose.

With a ceaseless yearning for the knowledge of this divine

purpose, which really constitutes all synthetic truth and

beauty in its fulness, the blessed goal of intellective life, the

understanding is contented with nothing less than the knowl-

edge of things in their completest entirety, in the sum total

of all their associations with this Divine Being, of all their

relationships with Him and their fellow creates. For only

in the comprehension of all truth, in the correlation of the

world of nature with the world of grace, of the world of

grace with the divine world in God, lies the blessing of

knowledge. For knowledge means mastery of self; self-

denial impllies loyality to the Supreme Being; religion—the
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worship of Grod—insures one in the possession of truth, and

union with truth is the basis of love.

Now in man (as we have seen) all these divers relation-

ships in creation between one order of being and another, all

these varied co-ordinations of creatures to God, are centered

in him as in a common meeting-point.

For of all creatures man alone was destined to be, and really

is, the living representative of the Deity in all the fulness of

power, of grace, of knowledge. And moreover for man
alone, for his sole use and instruction were all things in the

visible and invisible worlds created. Man only can study

them, learn of them, use them.

This lofty representative character of man, which is dis-

cerned so luminously in the magnificent extent of his diver-

sified powers of body and spirit, shows clearly all these rela-

tionships with the world of creation and the world of God
closely bonded together in him in the one real unity of his

individual person.

So clearly is manifest this convergence in man of all the

lines of created being, that if you only look at things care-

fully, so neatly and truly are all powers co-ordered in the

human constitution, you cannot fail to observe that the study

of any one class of powers in man leads unerringly to a

knowledge of the Creator. Thus physics, for example,

which is the study of creates, by the gradual unfolding

through it of the mysteries of created life, will lead you to

the acknowledgment of a Deity, in whom in eminent degree

all things exist.

Again, if you run your studies on loftier lines—on theology

for instance, which is the study of the Divine Being Him-
self, you will observe that the science of the Deity and of

things divine will unlock for you many a mystery in creates,

which so far has evaded your comprehension. So that (this

is the conclusion) the physicist, geologist, botanist, chemist,

astronomer, if honest in his reasonings, if upright in his

sense, must naturally be a believer in a Supreme Being

;

while the theologian, or man of God, will through his refined

knowledge of the Maker understand all the better, all the

;
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more sensibly and truly the various characteristics of the

beings around him in the material and visible world.

Nature, reasoning, the good understanding, always when
not used amiss tends Godwards. Intelligence is productive

of belief. In turn the grace of faith, of divine revelation,

leads to a better understanding of man himself.

Thus knowledge of one class of beings aids man to learn

of another class, whence springs rightly the perfect

knowledge of all things. Our main reason then for ascend-

ing gradually in these papers from the study of created

beings in their lowest types and forms to a consideration of

God in the Incarnation of His Son, which was the com-

plement of divinelcreative energy, is that in this Incarnation

by reasoning from it we may all the better understand

creation in itself in the world of matter and the world of

spirit. ,

For in the Incarnation—the masterpiece of divine work-

manship—is best disclosed the purpose of the divine Intelli-

gence in creating the world, which was to school the

intellective and reasoning world by progressive lessons to

divine knowledge.

In the Incarnation, as we shall see, our knowledge of each

order of realities in the physical body of Christ our Lord will

disclose some divine mystery, or order of divine reality. In

the Incarnation the world of symbol in our Lord's human
nature will be seen to prefigure in darker or brighter colors

the glories of the eternal and divine world in God—His

Father. And thus by degrees with their knowledge of

humanity in Christ ever rising Godwards in its loftiness of

object, in their conception of His Incarnation, of the truths

it embodied, of the mysteries it realized, scholars will, of

themselves, be led to realize in their minds and hearts the

divine Will of the Father—who sent His Son to do His Will

—to be the Truth and the Light and the Life of the world.

For by His Incarnation the Son of God—the second Adam
—deigned to unite in Himself in His own Person all that

was best and truest and holiest in the nature of the first

Adam.
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Thus through His Incarnation Christ revealed to us the

Will of the Father ; for He had bid His Son become Man
;

in Himself in His own divine life Christ fulfilled the Will of

the Father ; by His graces to man He interprets the Will of

the Father, and thus aids man by truth and holiness to

enrich mind and will with knowledge and righteousness,

whence springs the enjoyment of all intellective life, the

union of it with God—source of all truth and of all bliss.

This view of real perfect intellective life, as we see it in Our
Lord's incarnate life, wherein was the closest conceivable

union in one being of divine life and created life, has in all

ages had a singular and yet perfectly intelligible charm for

scholarly and devout minds.

We are given glimpses of the excellence and grandeur ol

the divine Incarnation in the dim visions of it revealed to the

prophets of the olden days, who, filled with the Spirit of the

Most High, have disclosed to us little by little (though in

figure and symbol) the coming of the Incarnate God.

At times too even heathen poets, heathen sages, dreamed
of this union of the Divine Being with man as the crowning

of the dignity of human nature and the last benediction of

the Maker of it. While in awe and humility the Christian

philosopher and sage has always looked upon the Incarnation

of Christ as the final solution of all the mysteries of life.

But let us to the point. For if we essay to view truth, not

piecemeal, but in its fulness of reality, we must study it in

all its co-ordinations of nobleness and beauty, in all its

relationships of one truth with another and of all truths with

God.

Let the reader then single out for his study any one subject

he chooses in creation—man is a good example, a worthy

topic for thought, for we know so much about him in body

and spirit. In man, then, carefully discriminating in him
what belongs to body and what to spirit in the order of nature

and the order of grace, we will observe that each man is a

composite being.

As a member of the visible world we find that man in him-

self reflects, or rather participates in, all the elements of the

i
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material world, embodying, as it were, in bis frame, all the

powers, grandeurs, excellences of matter. Similarly as a

member of the invisible world we find also that man reflects,—

we might almost say, idealizes all the powers, grandeurs,

excellences of the spirit.

In the body of man there is in its composition something

earthly, fleshly, mortal ; in his spirit—his soul, something else

which is itself invisible, immaterial, immortal, eternal; while

over both body and spirit there is a third something else in

him which is super-dominant, increate, divine.

Truly then does man partake of all orders of being. He
belongs to the inorganic world, because he is made of clay,

—

of the dust of the earth; in so far is man a material being
;

then he belongs to the organic world of life, because in com-

mon with plant and beast, he is gifted with the powers of

vegetative and sentient life ; in so far is man an instinctive

being ; moreover, man belongs to the moral world, because he

is endowed with intelligence, reason, whence his power of

self-determination,—of free-will, whence too his capacity to

merit and demerit. For every man, if he chooses, may live as

a hero, a saint ; or like a beast, a sinner, a devil. And in so

far is man a reasoning being. For in man there is a wonderful

capacity in his mind to grasp knowledge, or remain sunk in

the deepest slough of brutish ignorance
;
and similarly in his

will a beneficent, almost boundless power, to soar to the

heights of divine virtue, or vie with the demons in their

malice of will. And in so far is man a heavenly being.

But pre-eminent, far above all orders ot created being, man
belongs to the divine world of God Himself. For by creation,

he was made to God's own image in his physical being ; by
sanctification he was made to God's own likeness in goodness;

and chiefly,—but here let the reader rise in his contemplation

of the grandeur to which human life was destined. I<et him
gaze reverently, humbly, and all the time marveling at the

unheard of and incomprehensible benevolence of the Deity-

let him contemplate that noblest of all the divine works of

God, that most stupendous of mysteries, wherein God Him-
self became man—the Son of God, the Son of Mary.
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A study of the Incarnation of Christ in its natural

and supernatural features, a meditation on this mystery

unique in the story of the world, will (as has been observed)

disclose to us knowledge of all things ; of the divine purpose

in creation ; of the dignity of human nature ; and chief above

all, the vastness immeasurable between you, reader, and that

typical Man—Christ, to whom we refer.

Therefore, with this God-man in view, do we amplify our

thoughts on human nature in man, who by creation the

noblest of all visible beings became by grace the noblest of

all invisible beings. Because of the sublime character of

their nature the spirit beings of the created world outrank

men
;
yet because of the far more sublime character of their

grace men—only some of them, however—outrank angels

—

spirits. God Himself became Man ; Mary, the saintly daugh-

ter of Joachim and Anne, became the Mother of God.

For in His Incarnation by the closest—the most intimate

—

union conceivable of matter and spirit, of earthly nature and

divine nature, God chose to ally Himself with His creation,

yet not by a confusion of His divine nature with the nature

of created things, but by a union, both friendly and personal,

of His Divinity with the human nature of His Mother.

This alliance between nature and nature God—the Source

and Principle of both of them, the Sanctifier of all things

created, Himself in substance and person divine Holiness,

chose to make with this human race of beings rather than

with any other order of His creates. T. C. M.
{To be continued.^
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DANIEL O'CONNELL

THE year 1775 is one memorable in the annals of freedom.

In that year America entered upon her long and

glorious war with England ; in that year Henry Graltan

entered the servile and dependent Irish Commons ; in that

year, on the sixth of August, Daniel O' Council, *' the Tribune

of the People," was born to be the great liberator of his

country.
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O'Connell was the son of Morgan O'Connell, whose fore-

fathers were brave and illustrious soldiers. His mother,

Catharine O'Donahoe, was a daughter of the " Black Chief,"

of Clan O'Donahoe, whose standard waved for many decades

over the green hills and valleys of sweet Killarney.

O'Connell's first tutor was an Irish priest, Rev. Mr. Har-

rington, who conducted a classical school near Cork, and

who, in his old age, made his home with O'Connell. When
19 years of age, Daniel entered Douai College and, later,

St. Omers, where, under the Jesuits, he formed his great

soul to Christian virtue and acquired deep and ready knowl-

edge of Catholic philosophy and elegant literature which, in

after life, stood him in such good stead in the forum and on

the hustings.

Graduating from St. Omers, he returned home. He began

the study of law in London at Middle Temple, where he was
known as a hard student and a jolly young blade. Finishing

his course, he proceeded to Dublin where he was called to

the bar in 1798. O'Connell was at his best in criminal and

constitutional cases. His ability as a cross-examiner has

rarely been equalled, and in winning juries he was easily

the first advocate of his time.

In 1828 he was elected a member of Parliament from Clare,

but he refused to take the oath of oflSce. Another election

being necessary to choose a member from Clare, O'Connell

was again elected, and this time he took his seat in Parlia-

ment. He made his first speech in 1800, a speech which

gave notice that a great orator and a great man had been

born into the world. During O'Connell's stay in Parliament

he proposed and advocated many bills, which were for the

welfare of the Irish people. The most important of these

were " The Repeal of the Union," "The Reform Bill," and

the " Abolition of Tithes. " The latter was the abolition of

the payment of dues to the parish clergyman of the Anglican

church.

In 1842 the agitation for the repeal of the union between

Ireland and Great Britain began, and enormous popular meet-

ings were held by the priesthood under the direction of
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O'Connell. English statesmen grew alarmed at the popular

uprising, and O'Connell and twelve of his followers were

convicted of sedition and imprisoned by order of Peel, the

Prime Minister. O'Connell appealed to the House of lyords,

and the decision was reversed.

His brief imprisonment of three months, however, impaired

his health, and left an ineradicable mark upon his spirit. He
was advised to travel on the Continent to restore his shattered

health and drooping spirits. He fell mortally ill at Genoa
;

and on the 15th of May, 1847, while on his way to Rome,
where he wished to meet the Pope and receive his blessing,

he passed away. His dying words were : "I bequeath my
soul to God, my heart to Rome and my body to Ireland.

"

O'Connell was singularly fitted to his mission and his time.

He was honored and respected by his countrymen, feared,

and consequently respected, by his enemies. As a father, he

was aflfectionate ; as a husband, loving ; as a Christian,

sincere ; as a Catholic, rigid ; as a man, honest ; as an orator,

eloquent ; as a lawyer, deep ; as a representative, able ; in

the field, valiant ; in the senate, wise; in debate, overwhelm-

ing; as a companion, jovial; as a citizen, patriotic; as the

leader of the Irish people, faithful, incorruptible, unpurchas-

ble and unintimidated.

" What O'Connell did for Ireland has been underrated,

because of Ihal which he did «6>/." But if we contrast the

political condition of Ireland as he found it with her condi-

tion as he left it, we shall see how grand and successful he

was in his political agitation. He found the Catholic

peasantry serfs, he made them free ; he found the middle-class

timid and dependent, he stirred them into courage—he raised

them into citizens. In a word, he restored every citizen, no

matter how humble, to his place in the commonwealth. After

a long sleep in bondage of submission, millions of Irishmen

awoke at the call of his clarion voice to the desire of freedom.

O'Connell did all this by the force of public opinion. He
was a born leader, and his magnificent oratory was only an

instrumentality of his power. He was the beau ideal tribune,

and ruled popular assemblies as he willed.

'! '

i
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He was in the van of every movement that favored liberty

or the elevation of this countrymen. •' He fought the good

fight for Ireland's liberty to the last, and even unto death he

kept its ancient faith."

P. J. Gallagher, '99.

DANDELIONS.

JOHN I. WHKLAN, '95.

THE dandelion whispers of the winter that has flown,

And it tells its cheering story in a way that's all its own
;

For it grows and keeps a-growing in a way that's hard to beat,

Though we pluck it up, and tear it up, and tramp it with our feet.

But through it all it grows and grows, and growing seems to say—
I am no poor weak hot-house plant and I have come to stay

;

I travel in the wake of Spring and, humble though I be.

The children laugh and dance with joy at just a sight of me.

And so I would not change my place with any flower that grows.

The lily that's too frail to stand, or the heavy-scented rose;

I only wish to be the flower that tells you when 'tis spring,

And feel repaid in hearing how the children laugh and sing.

Deep in my heart a flower—a dandelion, if you will;

You heed it not, you love it not, it keeps a-growing still

;

And it will flourish ever, in its poor old-fashioned way,

A dandelion ever, but touched with love's bright ray.

Oh, crush the flower of my love, it will not cease to grow
;

The passing blight to-day has left, to-morrow will not know.

If I may touch your life with light, or free your soul from care.

Enough for mine own heart to know the dandelion there.
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O'Coniiell. English statesmen grew alarmed at the popular

uprising, and O'Connell and twelve of his followers were

convicted of sedition and imprisoned by order of Peel, the

Prime Minister. O'Connell appealed to the House of Lords,

and the decision was reversed.

His brief imprisonment of three months, however, impaired

his health, and left an ineradicable mark upon his spirit. He
was advised to travel on the Continent to restore his shattered

health and drooping spirits. He fell mortally ill at Genoa

;

and on the 15th of May, 1847, while on his way to Rome,
where he wished to meet the Pope and receive his blessing,

he passed away. His dying words were :
** I bequeath my

soul to God, my heart to Rome and my body to Ireland."

O'Connell was singularly fitted to his mission and his time.

He was honored and respected by his countrymen, feared,

and consequently respected, by his enemies. As a father, he

-was aflfectionate ; as a husband, loving ; as a Christian,

sincere ; as a Catholic, rigid ; as a man, honest ; as an orator,

eloquent ; as a lawyer, deep ; as a representative, able ; in

the field, valiant ; in the senate, wise; in debate, overwhelm-

ing; as a companion, jovial; as a citizen, patriotic ; as the

leader of the Irish people, faithful, incorruptible, unpurchas-

ble and unintimidated.

"What O'Connell did for Ireland has been underrated,

because of that which he did «<?/." But if we contrast the

political condition of Ireland as he found it with her condi-

tion as he left it, we shall see how grand and successful he

was in his political agitation. He found the Catholic

peasantry serfs, he made them free; he found the middle-class

timid and dependent, he stirred them into courage—he raised

them into citizens. In a word, he restored every citizen, no
matter how humble, to his place in the commonwealth. After

a long sleep in bondage of submission, millions of Irishmen

awoke at the call of his clarion voice to the desire of freedom.

O'Connell did all this by the force of public opinion. He
was a born leader, and his magnificent oratory was only an

instrumentality of his power. He was the beau ideal tribune,

and ruled popular assemblies as he willed.
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O'Connell. English statesmen grew alarmed at the popular

uprising, and O'Connell and twelve of his followers were

convicted of sedition and imprisoned by order of Peel, the

Prime Minister. O'Connell appealed to the House of lyords,

and the decision was reversed.

His brief imprisonment of three months, however, impaired

his health, and left an ineradicable mark upon his spirit. He
was advised to travel on the Continent to restore his shattered

health and drooping spirits. He fell mortally ill at Genoa
;

and on the i5tli of May, 1847, while on his way to Rome,
where he wished to meet the Pope and receive his blessing,

he passed away. His dying words were : "I bequeath my
soul to God, my heart to Rome and my body to Ireland."

O'Connell was singularly fitted to his mission and his time.

He was honored and respected by his countrymen, feared,

and consequently respected, by his enemies. As a father, he

was aflfectionate ; as a husband, loving ; as a Christian,

sincere ; as a Catholic, rigid ; as a man, honest ; as an orator,

eloquent ; as a lawyer, deep ; as a representative, able ; in

the field, valiant ; in the senate, wise; in debate, overwhelm-

ing; as a companion, jovial; as a citizen, patriotic; as the

leader of the Irish people, faithful, incorruptible, unpurchas-

ble and unintimidated.
" What O'Connell did for Ireland has been underrated,

because of that which he did not. " But if we contrast the

political condition of Ireland as he found it with her condi-

tion as he left it, we shall see how grand and successful he

was in his political agitation. He found the Catholic

peasantry serfs, he made them free ; he found the middle-class

timid and dependent, he stirred them into courage—he raised

them into citizens. In a word, he restored every citizen, no

matter how humble, to his place in the commonwealth. After

a long sleep in bondage of submission, millions of Irishmen

awoke at the call of his clarion voice to the desire of freedom.

O'Connell did all this by the force of public opinion. He
was a born leader, and his magnificent oratory was only an

instrumentality of his power. He was the beau ideal tribune,

and ruled popular assemblies as he willed.
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He was in the van of every movement that favored liberty

or the elevation of this countrymen. " He fought the good

fight for Ireland's liberty to the last, and even unto death he

kept its ancient faith." ,

\^ P. J. Gallagher, '99.

DANDELIONS.

JOHN I. WHELAN, '95.

THE dandelion whispers of the winter that has flown,

And it tells its cheering story in a way that's all its own
;

For it grows and keeps a-growing in a way that's hard to beat,

Though we pluck it up, and tear it up, and tramp it with our feet.

But through it all it grows and grows, and growing seems to say

—

I am no poor weak hot-house plant and I have come to stay
;

I travel in the wake of Spring and, humble though I be.

The children laugh and dance with joy at just a sight of me.

And so I would not change my place with any flower that grows.

The lily that's too frail to stand, or the heavy-scented rose;

I only wish to be the flower that tells you when 'tis spring,

And feel repaid in hearing how the children laugh and sing.

Deep in my heart a flower—a dandelion, if you will;

You heed it not, you love it not, it keeps a-growing still

;

And it will flourish ever, in its poor old-fashioned way,

A dandelion ever, but touched with love's bright ray.

Oh, crush the flower of my love, it will not cease to grow

;

The passing blight to-day has left, to-morrow will not know.

If I may touch your life with light, or free your soul from care.

Enough for mine own heart to know the dandelion there.
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HENRY GRATTAN.

HENRY GRATTAN, the Irish stateman and orator, was
born on July 3, 1746. His father, a Protestant, was
for many years a city official in Dublin, and represented

that city in the Irish Parliament from 1741 to 1746. Young
Grattan, after passing through the common schools, entered

Trinity College, Dublin, in 1763; while there he made a

name for himself as a classical scholar. We have several

well-established anecdotes of his college life, in which are

disclosed the powers which in after life made him one of the

most famous statesmen and orators of his generation. While
at the university, he fiercely denounced the Tory principles

of his father, and the latter dying in 1766, before the anger

caused by this action of his son had abated, deprived Henry
of the paternal mansion and all other property that had not

been secured by settlement.

Grattan entered Middle Temple, lyondon, to study law in

1767. Two years afterwards he was admitted to the Irish

bar; but he never secured a lucrative practice, for he gave

most of his time to the study of politics and popular oratory.

When a mere stripling, he acquired a great admiration and

taste for the silver-tongued orators of Greece and Rome, and
while living in I^ondon he spent most of his evenings in the

galleries of the House of Commons, or at the bar of the

House of lyords, studying very carefully the art of eloquence

as practised by such orators as Pitt, Fox and Sheridan. His

great love for oratory was still more increased by the tower-

ing genius of lyord Chatham. Grattan, in one of his letters,

gives a glowing account of the eloquence of Chatham ; and

he also wrote a eulogistic description of his character, which

appeared in the then-famous political journal. The Barataria^

published by Sir Hercules lyangrishe.

Grattan now began to apply the knowledge gained by the

study of the best specimens of ancient and modern oratory,

and by unfailing attendance at the debates in the English

Parliament. He overcame, to a great extent, his many
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physical defects, by constantly speaking before imaginary

audiences and by taking part in private theatricals. He
always wrote out the showy passages of his speeches, and

subjected th6m to a rigid examination, and in this way
he secured a diction which, for antithetic force, limpid clear-

ness and picturesque beauty of expression has rarely been

rivalled and never surpassed in the whole range of modern

oratory. Grattan added much to his already large store of

political knowledge, by the most painstaking study of the

history and the political constitutions of both ancient and
modern nations. He became an adept with the duelling pis-

tol, which was at that time a very necessary accomplishment

for an Irish politician.

On entering Parliament, Grattan found Ireland in a very

precarious condition. He called her up from the dust of the

most servile degradation. Her condition as it stood in the

parchment, apart from the restrictions on her trade, and the

laws which created such untold misery and suffering, appar-

ently did not differ much from that of England. Ireland

seemingly enjoyed her own separate nationality and possessed

her own national Parliament. She had a legal administra-

tion of her own, and the right of trial by jury, and also

something resembling a municipal government. She had

these privileges, however, only in form, and, instead of being

the guardians and protectors of her liberty, they were the

chains that bound her to discontent and mutiny; and though

the Test Act and the Penal laws were carried out with less

vigor than in England, they effected a much larger part of

the population. Over four-fifths of her otherwise efficient

population were forbid to enter the jury-box and were
denied the rights of parliamentary suffrage. Their judges

could at any time be dismissed at pleasure, and the Irish

Parliament had no independent authority. It was, however,

by means of this same Parliament that Grattan and his fol-

lowers were to redeem their country from tyranny and

suppression. Grattan, from the moment of his debut in Par-

liament, was recognized as the leader and champion of the

people's cause, not only from the power of his oratory, but
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also from the sympathy he aroused among all classes, regard-

less of political or religious affiliations.

He was aided indirectly in his undertaking by the change

wrought in public opinion by the successful termination of

the American Revolution, which was a struggle for rights

similar to those for which he was battling, and by the spirit

of liberty engendered by the French Revolution, which
created in Ireland a large class of people clamoring for sur-

cease from English misrule and thraldom. In 1778, Grattan

delivered a speech in which he said that Ireland could no

longer endure her condition ; although this eflfort failed to

change matters, it was not without its good effects, and in

the following year Catholics were granted the privilege of

holding a lease on property for 999 years. Shortly after this he

effected the repeal of the Restriction and Test Act. His

next step was his famous tentative resolution, in which he

stated that the king, with the consent of the Irish Parlia-

ment, was alone competent to make laws to govern Ireland
;

and that Ireland and Great Britain were united only inas-

much as they were under a common sovereign. Pleased with

the tone of the debate which followed the introduction of

the resolution, he did not press its passage then, but bided

his time.

To bring greater stress on the Bnglish Government,

Grattan, Flood and Charlemont brought up for consideration

two resolutions to further Irish independence, and to these

Grattan, without the knowledge of the others, added a third,

which advocated the relaxation of the Penal Laws against

the Catholics. These resolutions were adopted by the dele-

gates. Now, strong in armed support (forty thousand volun-

teers stood ready at his beck), he again brought forward his

motion for a declaration of independence, and although it

was lost it created such enthusiasm that when, on April i6th,

he arose to make another motion for a declaration of rights,

he congratulated his countrymen on the successful issue of

the struggle in these memorable words :
" I am now about to

address a free people." England did not dare refuse freedom

to the Irish, for these were days when hoary monarchies rocked

i!-i-\i}k'^^ii^ii&i:!;ituiiil>di
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on their foundations, and Europe was still shaking from the

French Revolutionary earthquake. The Spanish and French

were laying siege to Gibraltar, so the Irish were thrown this

sop to quiet them.

Shortly after this the Irish Parliament granted him a vote

of 100,000 pounds for his labors in behalf of the Irish cause;

but he was with difficulty persuaded to accept half this

amount, and only did so because it would relieve him from

the necessity of practising law, and enable him to give all his

time to politics.

During the next ten lyears Grattan had poor success, as

nearly all of his measures were rejected. But, at last, in 1793
the Catholics were granted parliamentary suffrage through

his efforts ; however, this only increased their desire for

further redress, and when the hope of obtaining this was
taken away by the recall of Fitzwilliam as lord-lieutenant,

the result was the bloody rebellion of '98.

Previous to this, Grattan had left Parliament, but in 1800

he again entered the Irish Parliament, as member from

Wicklow, to oppose the Union with England. He knew that

to work against the influence of the British Government was
hopeless, still his last words in'the Irish Parliament were

:

" I will remain anchored here with fidelity to my country,

faithful to her freedom, faithful to her fall." After the

Union he was elected member of the English Parliament.

While on a journey to London to vote for the Catholic Relief

Bill he took sick and died. He had the honor of a public funer-

al and was buried in Westminster Abbey, alongside of such

statesmen and orators as Pitt, Fox and Sheridan. Henry
Grattan should find a warm place in the hearts of all true

Irishmen, for his life was one long struggle to redress their

wrongs.

To use his own words :
" I sat by the cradle of Ireland's

liberty, but alas ! I have lived sorrowfully to follow her

hearse." " Ireland he loved with an enthusiasm which only

death could quench. She was the passion of his soul, the

devotion of his life. Mighty in his eloquence, he was yet

mightier in his patriotism.

"

P. J. Gaffikin, 1900,
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LIFE.

HAT are hopes amd joys and fears ?

A vernal breath, an idle sound,

Or whispering voices choked with tears

Disturbing solitude profound.

What are glory, trust and pride ?

A broken staff, a dying cry,

A ruined tower, time and tide,

A shadow of a victory.

Ambition, fortune, birth and fame?

A slimy tomb, a vault, a cell

;

To sap life's blood, a wily name
In glaring rockets wont to dwell.

Then what is life ? A broken arch,

Unfinished pile ; a shallow stream,

A stepping stone, a palsied march
To run its course, to end unseen.

Mis-shapen thought, gay fleeting dream,

A sudden shock of grief and pain
;

Such is life! A flickering beam
To gleam awhile, to die again.

A.J. P., '96.

Rome, .

To the Editor Villanova Monthly :

I heard some very fine music at Vespers at the Church of

the Jesu. Over the altar are a number (I should think at

least fifty) of beautiful crystal chandeliers filled with candles

and hanging from a great height. Men, in order to light

them, mount ladders which are attached to the uppermost

balconies, and thus suspended in mid air, they stretch out

the long poles to the tapers. It made me dizzy to watch

them. It is a very gorgeous church. In one of the side

chapels is preserved an arm of St. Francis Xavier.
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We have visited tbe Mamertine Prison, where St. Peter

baptized his jailers, also where Jugurtha was starved to

death. We have also been to St. Pietro, in Montorio, and

seen the temple designed by Bramante, in which is shown
the spot where St. Peter was crucified. The monk gave us

some of the yellow sand from it. The view of nearly all of

modern Rome is very fine from the Janiculan.

To-day we were walking through the Vatican Museum for

at least two hours and a half. Such wonderful galleries and

statuary ! We had previously been to the galleries of paint-

ings. Yesterday I made the ascent of the dome of St. Peter's.

It certainly paid me for the effort. The view of the church

from the gallery running round the interior of the dome
being the best means of gaining a more correct estimate of

the extent of the church. Then you continue (going outside

of the gallery again) to ascend between the walls of the drum
to the top of the dome, from whence a magnificent panorama

of Rome with its Compagna and Alban Hills and snow-

capped Apennines, is presented to view. I looked up inside

the staircase going from the summit of dome to bronze ball

on top, which is said to be capable of holding sixteen per-

sons; but the thought that after leaving the stairs there was
an almost vertical ladder to climb before reaching the ball,

prevented my making the attempt until two ladies, who
were bent on going up, encouraged me to follow them. So
I did ; but I did not leave the upper rungs of the ladder ; I

merely put my head in ball, to say I had done so. The air

is very stifling there, and of course there is nothing to see.

There is a waiting-room at the top of the stairs, beneath

which there seemed to be nearly two dozen people awaiting

their turn to ascend. For the men it is a comparatively easy

task, but for ladies a very difficult one. This alternoon I

went up the Scala Sancta. You know they are the twenty-

eight steps on which Christ descended from Pilate's house in

Jerusalem. Of course they must be ascended on the knees,

and much as I desired to perform this pious action, I very

much feared when I had mounted about midway, that I should

not be able to accomplish it. I saw quite elderly ladies
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ascending so much better than I could ; but I suppose they

were more accustomed to it. However, I succeeded, but my
knees felt as though I could not have gone any farther.

There is an indulgence of nine years for every step ; I trust

that I have gained it. The doctor advises B. to go farther

South, as he thinks that the change of air will benefit her.

But we are told that the hotels are very poorly kept there,

and people who go only remain a short time ; however, we
may like it very well. It would be so interesting to visit

Pompeii and the Museum of Naples. It takes about five

hours by rail from Rome. I think that we shall go there

soon, and then return to Rome to finish our sight-seeing.

We are going to see the Church of St. Lorenzo, where Pius

IX. is buried. Dr. Neno, O.S.A., also is interred there.

Fr. L. has been very kind and attentive to us ; he has taken

us some pleasant trips—one to the Palatine Hill, where he

pointed out to us the ruins of the palaces of the Roman
Bmperors Caligula, Domitian, etc. ; and he showed us there,

in good preservation, what remains of the house of Livia.

It affords one an excellent idea of the best style of their pri-

vate mansions. The rooms were quite small. On another

occasion he accompanied us to the Church of St. Cosmas and

Damian, to see a Cardinal take possession of this his titular

church. It was very interesting; and attached is the house

where the two Saints were martyred. He also took us to the

Basilica of San Lorenzo, where Pius IX is interred. His

monument is a plain marble sarcophagus, over which is a

fresco copied from the Catacombs, representing Christ, the

Good Shepherd. The chapel in which it is placed is beauti-

fully frescoed, and altogether one of the most tasteful that

we have seen. In the adjoining Campo Santo, which resembles

that at Genoa, and is quite handsome. Dr. Neno reposes in

the Augustinian vault.

On the feast ot St. Agnes I attended at her church (fuori

le mura), the blessing of the two lambs, the wool of which

is used for the palliums. It was a pretty sight to see the

little things decked off with ribbons and flowers, and curious

to hear them bleating as they were carried to the altar.

Uui&^taiK^sJKfjUfciiiettMjI'jil
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When I described it all to B., she said that as the little lambs

were to be killed, she would not have cared to see them, but

Fr. L,. did not suppose that they were to be killed, but only

sheared for their wool ; however, even if they were, he did

not think that they could die in a better cause.

He procured us tickets for two ceremonies at St. Peters, in

the chapel over the vestibule, fitted up by Leo XIII. In the

morning was taking place the beatification of a member of

the Christian Brothers. The music was very fine and the

chapel a perfect blaze of lights; about six or eight Cardinals

were present. And in the afternoon the Holy Father was

present for about twenty minutes. This was the second time

for me to see him, but the first for B. , and I was so glad that

she had the opportunity, and that she was fortunate enough

to secure a seat on both occasions, as there was such a crowd

and the iatigue of standing would have been too great for

her. She made use of the bench, on which she sat with four

other ladies, to stand on when the Pope arrived ; so that she

had an excellent view of him over the heads of the crowd and

of the Swiss Guard, who kept the line clear. The people

crowded so on His Holiness, that it seemed as though they

would have crushed him, had not the Guard held them back.

The Holy Father walked with a quick step along the line

to the Altar, blessing all to right and left, and^^after. praying

some minutes he returned, when the people broke into vocif-

erous acclamations of *' Viva Papa Rey." I was quite laden

down with chaplets and pictures, etc., which I had taken

with me to receive his blessings. The pictures are quite

large, representing the Pope in difierent attitudes, and there

is a plenary indulgence for the hour of death attached to

each after being blessed by him. One answers for a family;

the names had to be written on each; perhaps you have some
of them at Villanova.

Dr. Mattioli, O.S.A., called on us, and as we were out he

left word on his card that he would see us next morning at

10 o'clock. So he came again this A. M., and we had a

delightful visit with him. We managed to carry on a con-

versation rather satisfactorily, considering that he speaks but
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little French or English, and we but a few words of Italian !

I was sorry that we had not some one present to interpret for

us, but he came alone. However, I think that we managed
to understand each other right well. He told B., who now
speaks some Italian, that she would soon, with a little practice,

speak it quite well . He is a very agreeable and kind man,
he was pleased to learn from us that we knew Dr. Neno. I

hope that we shall meet him again.

We have been having some charming weather in Rome
lately; it resembles our most pleasant Spring days at home.
We shall probably go to Naples next week for a short time.

M.

^

^^^^^^^ % SOLDIER BOYS IN CAMP.

IT was in the autumn of 1896, when the shadows of day

and night intermingle, spreading over the earth the

thickening gloom that denotes the decline of the year, that

the State Militia of Connecticut were preparing to go for a

week's encampment to their favorite camping ground,

Niautic. Being at that time much interested in Company
" G" of the Second Regiment, to which some of my com-

rades belonged, I was a frequent visitor at the armory, and

often heard of the excitement attendant on all their opera-

tions. These companions were desirous for me to enlist,

and, after much persuasion, I did join the company. This

was about a fortnight before camp week, and the days passed

very rapidly, being spent in acquiring the necessary military

tactics, until the last day arrived when we were set to work
rolling blankets, packing knapsacks, polishing the metal

of our uniforms and doing a hundred and one other things.

Early in the morning of our departure I arose and hastened

to the armory, which presented a scene of utmost confusion.

Soldiers were everywhere, running to and fro, completing

the preparation ; some were strapping on their knapsacks

or cleaning guns ; others were assisting the officers. Sud-

denly the command was given, " fall in !" Immediately all

..^i^' : t'-je^yJtLi: A'lcil^^iiuMihtW'iUIn
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bustle ceased, and in an instant every man was at his post.

This order was quickly followed by the second, " shoulder

arms !
" Then the final, " forward ! march ! " Hardly had

the last word sounded before the whole company faced for-

ward as though but one man. The clanking of arms,

and anxious quick beat, mingled with the notes of the bugle,

produced the most soul-stirring eflfect such as inspires the

veteran hero at the front in a dreadful charge. The march

to the station was quick and short, and in a few minutes we
were on the train, rolling along toward Niantic, a hundred

miles away. Here the march was again resumed, and after

half an hour's tramp, we reached the camping ground.

Many companies had already arrived and presented a

striking appearance as they moved hither and thither on the

field dotted with snow-white tents, which had been pitched

to the number of five thousand. The tents were arranged

in squares, nine tents being alloted to each street. The
quarters of the Captain and I^ieutenant were situated at the

head of the street occupied by their company.

Having arrived at our quarters, we spent the remaining

part of the day "getting things in shape."

On the following morning I was startled from my slumber

by the boom of a cannon, and, quickly rising, hastened out-

side, expecting to see the whole field alive with soldiers.

What was my surprise, however, at not seeing a single soldier,

with the exception of the guards who were solemnly "doing
their rounds."

Wondering what the firing of that cannon could mean, I

re-entered my tent, but had hardly done so before the shrill

blasts of a bugle rang out on the morning air ; at times

soft and low, then loud and told, echoing and re-echoing from

the surrounding hills. In a moment the camp was alive

and five thousand voices caught up the " air " and sang out

that strain so dear to the soldier's heart

:

" Oh I can't get him up,

I can't get him up,

I can't get him up this morning. ))
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Then came the roll call, and after the names had been

answered, we enjoyed a typical soldier's breakfast.

During the morning there were two drills, one at eight,

the other at ten. Both of these were very interesting and

gorgeous, but at two o'clock the sharp guard mount was per-

formed, and only one who has seen this manoeuvre can realize

how brilliant it is. The soldiers, flushed and excited, the

glittering uniforms, clashing of sabres, the neighing and
prancing of horses, while above all is heard the loud tones of

command—all combined to make this the noblest and most
splendid ceremony in the camp. It is the more exciting

as each company endeavors to surpass the others by the

quickness and stateliness with which it takes its place in the

line and in the execution of the captain's commands.
This was the programme for the whole week, but, rest

assured, the minds of the jokers were not idle, for they had an

abundant supply of tricks with which to break the monotony of

military life. Of course, these jokes could be practiced only

when the officers were lost in dreams. A few of these are, toss-

ing some one in a blanket, dipping him, while dressed in his

lay me-down " easies," in a nearby watering trough, or mak-
ing him shoulder a gun and stand guard over a pump, with

orders to let no one drink, and innumerable such others.

These tricks are usually practiced on recruits, and unhappily

I was numbered among the latter.

But the most exciting day in camp was Friday, Governor's

day. On this day the Governor and his staff reviewed the mili-

tia, and each company was out in its best, this being the last

and most magnificent parade of the week. This drill lasted

from three until five, at which time the cannon began to

roar, gattling guns to belch fire, mortars to hurl their hissing

shells, and Winchesters to send forth their spiteful contents.

This bombarding continued up to five o'clock, after which
the fort vomited fire for an hour longer. Then the honors

were awarded to the best drilled regiment, and the signal

being given, the colors were hauled down ; the colors were

raised every morning at sunrise and taken down when he

began to sink behind the western hills. This, the last night
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at camp, presented a gay scene ; every street was decorated

with varigated lanterns and banners ; brilliant trains of fire-

works shot through the vaulted night, rivaling the sun's rays

in their brightness, yet leaving the sky more gloomy after

the blazing lights were extinguished ; cannons roared, guns

screeched, horns tooted, drums were beating, soldiers sang,

the Second Regiment band discoursed sweet music, and every-

thing seemed in a blaze of glory. Suddenly, above the din,

the shrill notes of the bugle sounded and immediately all

noise ceased, lights were extinguished one by one, taps

sounded, and silence reigned supreme. It was all so sudden,

it seemed like a dream. Five minutes before the earth

resounded, the sky was ablaze ; but now all w&s silent, like

a battlefield where the murderous fire had ruled during the

day only to be stilled during the gloom of night, leaving

over the earth a silence all the more deathlike.

Next morning was the task of breaking up camp, and a

scene of confusion it was. When we were ready, the Second

Regiment drew up in line, and with colors flying marched oflF

to the inspiring strains of " The Star Spangled Banner."

Company "G" rolled home light-hearted and gay, and as

the members were about to depart to their homes, the bugler

played in soft refrain :

" We're tenting to-night, we're tenting to-night,

We're tenting on the old camp ground."

J. F. BagIvEy, 1900.



Rev. John B. Tabb, of St. Charles' College, Ellicott City,

Md., has published a new volume of poems. This means a

rare intellectual treat for all lovers of true poetry. A distin-

guished English critic says: "Father Tabb' s works live.

. . . Sidney Lanier and Father John Tabb are, so far,

the most poetical poets who have chanced to be Americans."

Father Tabb's new book will not disappoint the admirers

of his " Poems." Many of the "Lyrics " are here published

for the first time. All have the individuality, distinction

and charm that readers have learned to look for in the verses

of the Maryland poet-priest.

One critic calls this dainty volume :
" A veritable casket

of jewels. The poems are all short, but into their brevity is

compressed a wealth of poetic thought and feeling. These

poems should find a place in every household, and should lie

somewhere close at hand, so that they may be taken up to fill

in the ' odd five minutes of leisure ' which come into the

busiest life."

The sweet simplicity of Father Tabb's poems on religious

subjects makes them what Father FideHs,C. P., styles "ejacu-

latory prayers."

These " Lyrics " are crystallized heart throbs every one,and
crystallized in such purity of poetic form, and in such tender-

ness of imaginative luster that every lover of poesy will be

glad to fix them in the firmest setting of his memory, and wear

them as choice jewels next his heart. Father Tabb evidently
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does not make verses. They make themselves in his heart and

brain. The heart of Nature sings them to him, until he can-

not help but utter them to the world. Poetry is an inspira-

tion from the universal heart of humanity to the heart of the

seer, whose finely strung nature vibrates with the impulse

borne in upon it, and sings, it knows not whence, a wild

seolian strain, which moves the hearts of all, because it comes

from the hearts of all.

Every page of the book contains a treat, and not the least

of them is the delicate correspondence of sound to sense in

the verses, and the perfect, harmonious movement of the

rhyme and rhythm. There is not a jar or discord in the

verse ; all is smooth, polished, complete. The author evi-

dently realizes, what many poets seem to forget, that poetic

form is as essential to true poetry as poetic feeling. Poetic

form is as variable and adaptable as the human form, but any

rude transgression of it produces a monstrosity in poetry as it

does in humanity. Many people imagine that it is a mark
of genius to disregard all form and rule, and present for

poetry a lot of highflown words, chopped up into unmetrical,

irregular lines. Poetic license, they call it, forsooth ! It is

a license that the genius of Homer, or Virgil, or Horace, or

Shakespeare, or Milton, or Tennyson, or Longfellow never

took ; and the reader will be pleased to find that Father Tabb
does not take it.

Here are a few gems culled at random from his latest book,

and from a volume published some thirteen years ago :

TO THE WOOD-ROBIN.

The wooing air is jubilant with song,

And blossoms swell

As leaps thy liquid melody along

The dusky dell,

Where silence, late supreme, forgoes her wonted spell.

Ah, whence, in sylvan solitudes remote,

Hast learned the lore

That breeds delight in every echoing note.

The woodlands o'er

;

As when, through slanting sun, descends the quickening shower ?
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The heritage is peopled with the dreams
That gladden sleep

;

Here Fancy dallies with delirious themes
Mid shadows deep,

Till eyes, unused to tears, with wild emotions weep.

We rise, alas, to find our visions fled !

But thine remain.

Night weaves of golden harmonies the thread.

And fills thy brain

With joys that overflow in lyove's awakening strain.

Yet thou, from mortal influence apart,

Seek'st naught of praise,

The empty plaudits of the emptier heart
Taint not thy lays

:

Thy Maker's smile alone thy tuneful bosom sways.

Teach me, thou warbling eremite, to sing
Thy rhapsody

;

Nor borne on vain ambition's vaunting wing,
But led of thee,

To rise from earthly dreams to hymn Kternity.

The following group of sonnets are near the high-water-
mark of American poetry. " They give a hint of some of
the influences that have played a very important part in the
poet's development," says a critic :

POE

Sad spirit, swathed in brief mortality,

Of fate and fervid fantasies the prey.

Till the remorseless demon of dismay
O'erwhelmed thee—lo! thy doleful destiny
Is chanted in the requiem of sea

And shadowed in the crumbling, ruins gray
That beetle o'er the tarn. Here all the day

The Raven broods on solitude and thee

:

Here gloats the moon at midnight, while the Bells
Tremble, but speak not least Ulalume

Should startle from her slumbers, or Lenore
Harken the love-forbidden tone that tells

The shrouded legend of thy early doom
And blast the bliss of heaven forevermore.
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SHELLEY

Shelley, the ceaseless music of thy soul

Breathes in the Cloud and the Skylark's song,

That float as an embodied dream along

The dewy lids of morning. In the dole

That haunts the West Wind, in the joyous roll

Of Arethusan fountains, or among
The wastes where Ozymandias the strong

Lies in colossal ruin, thy control

Speaks in the wedded rhyme. Thy spirit gave

A fragrance to all nature, and a tone

To inexpressive silence. Bach apart

—

Earth, Air, and Ocean - claims thee as its own

;

The twain that bred thee, and the panting wave
That clasped thee, like an overflowing heart.

243

AT KEATS' GRAVE.

" I feel the flowers growing over me."

Prophetic thought ! Behold, no cypress gloom

Portrays in dim memorial the doom
That quenched the ray of starlike destiny

!

K'en death itself deals tenderly with thee

!

For here, the livelong year, the violets bloom

And swing their fragrant censers till the tomb
Forgets the legend of mortality.

Nay : while the pilgrim periods of time

Alternate song and holy requiem sing.

As through the circling centuries sublime

They scatter frost, or genial sunshine bring,

With gathered sweets of every varying clime

They weave around thee one perpetual Spring.

Mr. Fisher continues in his book, " The Colony and Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania," the work which he has already

done for the earlier history of Pennsylvania. He describes

Penn, narrates Indian relations, puts in a vivid light the

Revolution, and sketches the pre-eminent position Philadel-

phia held at the close of the last century and the beginning

of this.
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The study of " life's ironies," by Mr. Paul Ivawrenec

Dunbar, in " Majors and Minors," is worth any amount of

the ordinary verse which raises the old flower from the old

seed. Mr. Dunbar is the first of his race to win attention by

his verse, but when one remembers that in Europe two poets

and two dramatists of the last half century share negro blood

the promise of poetry from Africa seems bright.

Barrie's '' Margaret Ogilvy " is having a tremendous

sale, and it is really a charmingly written book ; but to some

people these simple, tender, personal recollections of his

mother might be regarded as something too sweet and sacred

to be set down in cold print, and exposed, for praise or

censure, to a hypercritical public.

It is seldom one comes across any real poetry now-a-days,

but a sonnet on "Time," in Harper^s for January, by Mr.

Williston Fish, a Chicago business man in real estate and

street railways, surely deserves that title. He is a graduate of

West Point, where he made a brilliant record. For power

and richness of imagery, for magic of melody, for the rounded

completeness of its expression of the soul's protest against

mortality—it demands a place among the perfect things in

the golden treasury of English song.

In the last decade, machinery has in some degree modified

French agriculture, but Theuriet's pictures in " Rustic Life

in France " are, in the main, true to this day. They give us

the French peasant as he is, not the ineJBfable beast depicted in

Zola's '' lya Terre," or the somewhat idealized person of Mr.

Gilbert Hamerton, but the real, plodding peasant. Shrewd
he is and thrifty, somewhat suspicious, and, as a rule, truly

religious. He pins his faith to steady work, and he lives up

to the old Norman proverb :
" Hay is the foundation of the

farm, and hay means toil." He and his wife pride them-

selves on pigs with silky skins, which are treated as tenderly

as if they were babies, and which give results, in the way of

pork and hams, that make one understand why Frenchmen
of taste desire to keep the products of the Chicago abattoirs

out of the land, as tending to demoralize the national epi-

curean palate. The French peasant woman works as hard
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as her man, and if she has no musicalinstrument with which
to make night hideous, she has her vegetable garden, a

poultry yard full of fat fowls, and a dove cote full of pigeons.

In fact, when you think of this scene of concentrated, steady

industry and thrift, with a rich soil and a good climate,

you cease to wonder at the recuperative power of French

finance, and that in. many lines the French farm supplies the

I/ondon market. Of course, there is the other and darker

side to the picture. The French peasant is often brutal, and

as the years pass by he tends more and more to become
a tippler. In days that are dead, he was content with cider

in Normandy, cheap wines in the wine belt, and, if he was
very poor, he satisfied himself with that inefiable beverage,

piquette. Now, however, cheap brandy is in great demand,

and the small farmer and country mechanic pour down
" liquid damnation," as Christy Johnstone put it, at a rate

that has made of France the second spirit-consuming nation

of the world, only Denmark leading her.

Some light may be thrown upon the question. Who is the

most popular American novelist ? by a reference to the num-
bers of Mr. Crawford's novels which have been sold in the

United States alone, without considering the large number
sold in England and her colonies, or the numerous transla-

tions made into French, German, Italian and other lan-

guages. The sale of Mr. Crawford's novels in the United

States has been, we are assured, upwards of five hundred

thousand copies, even according to the incomplete estimate

upon which this information is based, wherein one of the

lesser novels is not mentioned at all and some years' sales of

others are not included. The intelligent reader, amazed at

these figures, pauses and asks, " Is Crawford destined to find

an abiding place in hearts of novel readers of future

generations?" That is another story, as Kipling puts it.
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The time is now fast approaching wlien the college editor

will lay aside his pen, and resign his chair to him whose

shoulders will next year sustain the arduous and trying task.

Whilst he who is about to leave the editorial table will,

probably, breathe a sigh of relief upon ridding himself of a

burdensome charge, he must also have some feelings of regret

in departing from that circle of companions with whom his

labors and trials were shared. It will be the first of those

many sad adieus which he must bid, when the setting sun of

his college days recedes far away beneath the distant horizon.

For him, in particular, whose office it was to peruse the many
journals that were submitted to him for criticism, it will be

the last good-bye to that circle of acquaintances, with whom
he has become familiar through their admirable efforts in

their college papers. , Of some, perhaps, he will afterwards

hear much, when their ability shall have gained recognition

in the busy and trying world. Some day it may be his pleas-

ure to meet, if Fate has ordained that they should cross one

another's paths ; but the majority he may rest assured will

fade away into oblivion, never again to rise in his memory
with the recollections of his earliest journalistic efforts.

Whatever may be the Editor's pleasure or regret in retir-

ing from the staff, let him always remember that his college

paper was a medium through which he was equipped for

life's hazardous battle. And when he shall have passed

many days of his stern manhood, struggling nobly in the

midst of the fight, let him listen to the solicitations of those

who will then comprise the editorial staff, and turn occasion-

ally to his Alma Mater, when fond recollections will assure

him that his youth was not a fruitless blank.

^-f- -:
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With the April number of the Boston College Stylus the

editors of that excellent magazine bade adieu to their con-

temporaries and retired from journalistic labors. The
Stylus has always been one of our favorite exchanges, but,

in our opinion, no staff has done more than the retiring one

to advance that journal to its present degree of excellence.

Special praise is due the athletic editor, not only for raising

the standard of his department above that of other years, but

also for recording the athletic events of Boston College so

tersely, that in this respect the Stylus is superior to any other

college paper. It is the tendency of college journals to imitate

the daily newspapers in recounting their victories or defeats

on the athletic field, and in consequence, present an unwhole-

some conglomeration of slang. From this defect the Stylus

is free. The editor maintains a clear, manly style, and

infuses into his writings vividness and elegance.

Among the many exchanges we receive from Pennsylvanian

colleges, the College Forum maintains an honorable rank.

No journal comes to Our sanctum whose matter is better

arranged. The April number contains much excellent

literary matter. '

' Hail ! Greece !
'

' the contribution of a

senior, is an exquisite little poem, written in a very sentimen-.

tal strain. ** Evangeline" is an interesting review of Long-

fellow's famous poem, and "The Intellectual Nobility"

manifests sound and mature thought. It detracts nothing,

however, from the merits of the other departments to say

that, in depth of thought and ease of expression, the editorials

are most excellent. The editor wields his pen in a graceful,

manly style, and his work is stamped with the admirable

characteristics of clearness and originality.

Our Lady of Good Counsel^ edited and published by the

Augustinian Fathers, has recently been greatly enlarged and
improved, and now is justly classed among the best Catholic

family magazines. Its bright, entertaining stories, the con-

tributions of some of our foremost Catholic authors, can be

read with equal pleasure by both old and young. The May
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number contains several ably-written essays. " The Con-

version of St. Augustine," by Matilda Cummings, is a brief

but instructive article, presenting a very vivid pic-

ture of the conversion of "the world's greatest peni-

tent." "Rome," a poem of much grace and beauty,

by Rev. M. J. Locke, O.S.A., formerly professor of

Philosophy at Villanova, now professor of Theology at St.

Monica's in Rome, may be found in the same number. The
author triumphantly recounts with rare poetic beauty the

fall of pagan Rome and the establishment of the true Church
upon its ruins. But, reflecting upon the degraded condition

of Italy, he sorrowfully adds :

" Old Rome is gone, and pagan sway
No longer frets the Christian band

;

But pagan Christians live to-day.

And deeply foul this Christian land."

The last verse is particularly beautiful.

"O Roma Felix! at thy name
A countless army bows the head.

They'd die for thee with loud acclaim^
Fit offspring of thy martyr'd dead.

Beneath the banner of thy cross.

As fought their Christian sires of old,

They'd fight and bleed, and deem the loss

A priceless gain of wealth untold.''

We regret that we have not sooner mentioned the Child in

this column. That the oversight was not due to a lack of

interest in this charming little magazine, we can assure you.

The Child^ in our opinion, is a model. Its attractive cover

and beautiful illustrations are sufficient to arrest the attention

of the little ones, and its short, interesting stories cannot fail

to cultivate in them a desirable taste for reading. We
heartly congratulate Father Bulivet upon the success which

his paper has achieved,and sincerely hope that it will win new
and greater laurels in the future.
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PERSONALS.

Among the old boys who visited the Villa recently were :

Messrs. John I. Whelan, '95, Brooklyn Seminary ; E. T.

Wade, '96, and J. Hannan, Catholic University ; W. F.

Hazel, B.S., '96, Georgetown University Medical School
;

B.J. Corr, B.S., '95; M.J. Mullen, CD., '92, Philadelphia,

Pa. .. -r :^

During the past two months, Messrs. J. F. O'Leary, J. J.

Ryle, '94, and W. J. Mahon, B.S., '94, have gradtiated in

medicine. They were all members of the editorial stafi, and

we wish them unlimited success in their profession.

E. J. Mahon, 1900, Hartford, Conn., is a decidedly clever

pen-and-ink artist, as the department top-pieces in The
Monthly show. In a future issue we hope to present some
specimens of his pen-work.

Saturday, May 15th, occurred, suddenly, the death of Mrs.

Katherine Nolan, wife of Wm. Nolan, of Reading, Pa. We
extend our sincere sympathy to the family in the great loss

they have suflfered. Her four sons, students at our College,

Frs. Delurey and Coar attended the funeral.

George P. Carmichael's ('99) uncle also died in Lawrence,

Mass. George left to attend the funeral.

RECEPTION OF NOVICES.

Tuesday, May 4th, the feast of St. Monica, Messrs. B. E.

Daly, Lawrence, Mass., and H. T. Conway, Chestnut

Hill, Pa., were invested with the Augustinian habit in the

collegiate chapel. High Mass was celebrated by Very Rev.

L. A. Delurey
; deacon. Rev. W. A. Jones, O.S.A.; sub-

deacon, Mr. F. Touscher, O.S.A.; master of ceremonies, Mr.

E.J. Murtaugh, O.S.A. After benediction, the prior. Very
Rev. F. M. Sheeran, O.S.A., received the postulants, and
Messrs. A.J. Plunkett, O.S.A.; A.J. Viger, O.S.A. ; E. J.

Moynihan, O.S.A.; J. J. Barthouski, O.S.A.; J. J. Dean,

O.S.A., made their simple profession.
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BASE-BALL.

Villanova, 14—U. of Penna. Picked Nine, ii.

Wednesday, April 14th, saw the base-ball season opened

with a game between the college nine and a picked nine

from the University of Pennsylvania. The team, as a

whole, made a good impression, Downes and Kirsch using

their bats with good effect. The score :

Villanova.
R. H.

Downes, c . . 4 3
Hayden, 2b . . o 2

Bagley, 3b . . 2 2

Conway, ib . . 2 i

Reilly, ss . . . i i

Carroll, If. . . o o
Breslin, p . . . 2 o
Kirsch, cf . . . 2 4
McCullough, rf, i

Total . .

o.

II

I

2

9
I

2

o
I

o

A. E.

2 I

I

2

O
I

o
2

t

O

I

o
o
o
I

I

o
o

14 13 27

U. OF Pa. Picked Nine.

R. H. o. A. B
2 I I 2 I

I I o o I2012200610
I I 7 o 2

I I 3 I o
I I 3 2 3
1 I 2 o o
2 I I 3 4

Tracy, If . . .

H. Johnson, rf

.

Gelbert, 2b, p .

Montague, c .

Huston, lb . .

Kennedy, 3b ,

Mintzer, p, 2b .

Murphy, cf . .

J, Johnson, ss .

9 4

INNINGS.

Total II 7 24 II 13

Villanova 3
U. of Pa. Picked Nine 2

234567895210TIIXoooooi 80
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Villanova, 17—Ursinus College^ 8

On April gist, the Ursinus College team fell easy victims

to the home aggregation, being out-played at every point.

None of the Villanova's errors were costly, and their batting

was strong and timely. The score:

Villanova.
B. H.

3Downes, c . .

Hayden, 2b . .

Bagley, 3b . .

Conway, rf . .

Reilly, ib . . .

Kirsch, cf . . .

BreBlin, p . , .

Carroll, ss . . .

McCullough, If.

Total . . .

o
2

3
2

3
2

I

I

4
I

2

4
I

I

I

o
o

o.

10
2

4
I

8
I

o
I

o

A.

3
I

3
o
o
I

I

5
o

E.

O
I

I

O
o
I

I

I

I

17 14 27 14

Kelker, c . .

Henson, ss .

Raun, lb . .

Kugler, 3b .

Stublbein, cf

Slangier, 2b .

Heiges, If . .

Kelley, rf. .

Yost, p . . .

Laros, p . .

Total

INNINGS.

Villanova 3
Ursinus 2

Ursinus.
R. H
2

1

2

I

O
O
I

I

O
o

2

O
O

3 4
3 2

I 3

o.

3
4

13
2

2

o
o
o
o
o

A.

6
2

o
o
2

o
o

3
o
o

E.

O
O
I

o
2

3
2

o
o
o
8

8 10 24 13 —

5
o
o

6789
4 o 5 X0020
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Villanova, 10—Manhattan College, 16.

The home team was beaten by their old rivals from Man-

hattan College on May 5th. The defeat can be attributed

to the fact that hits were not bunched, and all the errors

made proved costly ; while Breslin was decidedly '* oflf color.

"

The score : .

^.

Villanova.
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V1L1.ANOVA, 5—Manhattan College 10.

For the second time the team suffered defeat at the hands

of Manhattan at Jasper Oval, on Wednesday May 12. Her-

ron was in the box, and pitched a steady game. Until the

eighth inning it was a pretty contest, when three hits and

two costly errors netted Manhattan five runs and the game.
The score

:

Villanova.
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VILLANOVA. 9 ; U. OF PA. RESERVES, I.

On Wednesday, May 19th, the Reserves ofthe University of

Pennsylvania proved easy victims to the home team. The
game was marked by all-round good playing for the home
team at bat and in the field.

VILLANOVA COLLEGE.

Carroll, ss. . . .

Bagley, 3b . , ,

Hayden, 2b. . .

Downes c. . . .

Kirsch, c.f . . .

Herron, l.f . . .

Breslin, p. . . .

Reilly, ib . . .

McCullough, r.f.

Total

R.

o
2

I

3
I

o
I

o
I

H. O. A, E.

I I 4 O
I

I

2

2

O
2

2
I

7
I

o
2

I 13
o o

2

I

2

O
O
4
O
O

9 10 27 13 I

Frazier, c.f.

Gregg. 2b. .

Walker, s.s,

Cheyney, 3b
Anderson, l.f

Wentz, lb .

Layton, r.f,

Swartz, c. .

Pearsall, p .

U. OF PA. RESERVES-
R. H. O. A. K...00200
O
O
O
O
I

o
o
o

!•

I

O
I

o
o
2

O

2

I

2

O
O
o
o

4

I

I

o
I

S
o
I

o

Total. . . 5 24 9 7

INNINGS.

Villanova
U. of Pa. Reserves

123456789
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MINSTREL SHOW.

The Villanova Minstrel and Glee Club gave a very well-

attended and enjoyable entertainment, Monday evening,

May 6th, and Messrs. McCullough, Shanahan, Breslin,

Donovan, Bagley, Kelley, McCloskey, Kennedy and Mellon,

sang and acted themselves into the good graces of the audience.

We had almost forgotten to mention that the success of the

show was due largely to the efforts of Mr. Wm. Reddy, who
has clearly proved himself to be in Charlie Frohman's class

as an impresario.
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SPLINTERS.

"Butch."

"Who robbed the cradle?"

"Who was it that said Pat couldn't scrap?"

"Oh, heavens ! I met an awful shock !"

They say Villanova air is very embracing.

Ask the Professor to tell you about the bicycle race at

Meriden.

"I never get splintered because I never make no breaks,''''

Oh, Jimmie!

Uncle Tommyrot paid us a flying visit on his way to

lyonesomehurst.

With impressive ceremonies, the front door has, at last,

been officially opened for the season of '97.

They say Pipe danced for two hours when he found the

missing clothes in his bed.

" I just found out during the Easter vacation that the Post-

master-general is a relative of mine."

Jack, it's too bad you stopped at that toll-gate. Think of

the irony of fate and the loss of six cents.

There is a letter at the office for the man that bored the

holes in the shoemaker's window.

The Molly A. A. played the A. O. H. a championship

game of handball recently. The latter had an easy thing,

as John and Hughey were in the piuk of condition.

Our Jersey spring poet has been troubled with that tired

feeling for some time, and, consequently, was not able to do

much with the Muses. However, he has about two hundred
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beautiful sonnets, which he will give away as souvenirs

during this week. "Beautiful Snow" poetry for '98 now
ready. .;

-'mi.

QUERIES ANSWERED.

E. F. M.—Yes, Ed ; we have your overcoat ! Please call

at the office, and get it.

J. J. D.—Beware of the A. O. H.

W. H. R.—You have been relegated to innocuous desue-

tude.

J. T. H.—No, Joe ; we never heard of prunes with garlic

in them.

Dubs' Roommate.—No ; we don't know where your coat is.

However, it pays to use monthly ads.

M. K.—Why not have your new suit lined vfiih. Jlannel f

F. T. B.—No, dear; Virgil did not write Horace.

J. F. H.—You should not pay any attention to Pinkey,

Johnnie
;
you are a sprinter, and that's no joke. Yes, you

got oflf pretty easy this year.

George H.—Yes ; it's bad form to ask a friend to have soda

when you have only nine cents in change.

Jersey.—No more foolish questions will be answered in

this department, as you are evidently trying to get some free

advertising. You are hardly safe in saying that the diflfer-

ence between a ground-hog and a guinea-pig is a sand-snipe.
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DITORIALS
Commencement.

Commencement Day, with its hand-shakings and sad fare-

wells is almost with us. Our respected President and faculty

have spared no pains to make the exercises this year even

more attractive than usual. The Apostolic Delegate, Mgr.
Martinelli, together with many Bishops, will be present,

while our own revered Archbishop will also grace the occa-

sion with his presence. From present indications, the

attendance will be very large, and we should all vie in

making it as pleasant as possible for the visitors.
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Welcome them all witli royal Villanova hospitality, and
make them feel that the College is not an Alma Mater in

name alone, but in very deed.

Vacation. '^ ,;'-:/ /.'^.^..^..V..
'-''- .'':'

Looking forward with anxious eyes the student now sees

before him that joyful time for which he has often longed

and sighed. Yes, vacation is about to dawn, and the ques-

tion presents itself, how do we intend to spend it ? Unusual
liberties will certainly be ours. But, on this account, are

we to throw duty to the winds, and act according to caprice,

or are we still to keep a zealous guard over our every

thought, word and action ? Surely, the latter course is the

only one for Catholic students to pursue during these months
of rest. The world gazes scrutinizingly at the college

student, and his actions are subject to the most careful study,

for he is supposed to be a very model.

Let us, then, always conduct ourselves in such a manner
that we will be an honor to our College ; and endeavor to show
the world that our Catholic colleges can, and do, turn out

real gentlemen as well as bright scholars.

The Victorian Era.

On June 30th, Victoria completed her sixtieth year as ruler

of Great Britain and Ireland. When we look back over the

history of the world during her regime, we must, indeed, be

pleased to view the great progress which the world has made.

While prejudiced against England, our national rivalry may
cause Americans to underestimate the very important part

the Britishers have played in the progress of the human
race, still we cannot but accord them much credit for the

development which has been brought about during the Vic-

torian era. To enumerate the many eflforts which English-

men have made for the amelioration of their fellow men.

Q
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would, indeed, be a herculean task ; but, in a general way,

their inventions in the mechanical arts have made possible

undertakings which were once considered far beyond the

range of possibility. The intellectual side of Victoria's

reign presents an even brighter picture. At the mere men-

tion of it, what a magnificent array of illustrious faces crowd

before us. In spirit, we behold Christian statesmen like

Gladstone, *'the Grand Old Man," who is at once the mar-

vel and glory of his age ; Salisbury, the leonine diplomat,

who now holds the fate of Europe in the palm of his hand,

not to mention those princes of statecraft, the once courtly

Disraeli, the polished Palmerston, the fiery Bright, who
have long gone over to the great majority ; matchless mili-

tary leaders like Wellington, the Duke of Cambridge, Well-

esley. Sir George Sartorious, and General Wood ; learned

divines like Newman, Manning, Wiseman, Ullathorne, Pusey,

Farrar, Temple, Keble, and Benson ; scientists like Mivart,

Huxley, and Tyndall, whose works are worthy the crown of

an academy ; authors like Thackeray, Dickens, Lytton,

Bronte, Carlyle, Smith, McCarthy, Macauley, Allies, Faber,

Hedley, Mill, Froude, Eliot, Freeman, Reade and Napier,

whose places are forever secure in the Temple of Fame

;

orators like Peel, O' Council, Chalmers, Cobden, and Stanley,

men worthy to wear the mantles of the golden-mouthed

forensists in the prime of Grecian and Roman eloquence
;

majestically, their brows bound with the unfading laurel of

Parnassus, pass the sweet singers Tennyson, Browning,

Hood, Clough, Swineburne, DeVere, Thompson, Patmore,

and Morris, all of whom have uttered such music

" As shall mock the twilight and the night of time."

So, hail to the Queen ! She has ruled over her vast

dominions in a truly regal, conservative way; she has done

much to batter down the prejudices which exist between

the classes and the masses in her realm. She has surrounded

herself with incorruptible ministers and able advisers ; she

has patronized art, letters and science ; and above all, she has

set a beautiful example of noble living.
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Adieu! Adieu! Adieu I

With this issue, the staff lays down the editorial pen to

give place to the incoming board of editors ; and we hope

that their efforts will carry with them as much pleasure and

benefit as ours have. To our fellow journalists, we feel

greatly indebted for whatever kindly encouragement or hon-

est criticism they have given. May our successors put forth

their best efforts, and continue to make the MONTHiyY a

brilliant success, which all admit it to have been in the past.

Here's to the Monthly, and wishing it innumerable years

of prosperity, we sadly say Farewell! Farewell!

A

"I WILL WORK FOR YOU."

John I. Whb;i,an, A.M., '95.

MOTHER bending o'er her darling

Hears her baby boy.

Whispered words of sweet affection

Fill her heart with joy.

Mother love and childish prattle,

Castles in the air
;

Clouds lie hid, the sun is shining,

All is bright and fair.

Little hands that know but weakness,

Little heart of love,

Little eyes with lingering glory

Of that land above.

Little hands, but full of promise

Ofthe good they'll do
;

Little heart, but growing ever,

Filled with love so true.
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Little eyes that see the tear-drops

As she turns away

—

Dark foreboding of the future !

What did baby say ?

Only part of baby's castle,

Telling what he'd do :

' * When I'm big and strong, dear Mama,
I will work for you."

Castles rise—and castles vanish !

Ah, the mute despair

When the little ones have left us !

Darkness everywhere.

Mother bending o'er a plaything

Baby used to own.

Feels her heart weighed down with longing

For the joy she'd known
;

Clasps him once again in spirit

As she used to do ;

Hears those loving words of promise :

" I will work for you."

Little hands are cold and lifeless,

Little heart is still
;

No one now to work for mother,

Love her now who will ?

Oh, the dreariness of living !

Mother's heart must break.

But there's meaning in that promise

Darling baby spake.

For she knows that up in Heaven,

Where her baby boy

Joins the angel choirs chanting,

God will give her joy.

So she says, between her sobbing,

" Father, close to Thee,

Is my darling working, building

There a home for me !"

261
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KINETOSCOPE PICTURE- NO. 2.

A. X. DooLEY, '98.

A PARTY of gay young swells " of purest ray serene " are

gathered around the banquet board, where shining

silver-ware and glittering cut glass vie with the potted

plants and langurous flowers- In their midst sits a broken

old man. From his actions we surmise he is "mine host."

He is seated at the head of the table in a half-reclining

posture, his feeble form is hardly able to support itseli

upright. He does not partake of the costly viands and
epicurean dainties which the well-groomed and ebon-hued

waiters are passing. His dress is that of a very glass of

fashion ; his face, that of a shattered old rake on the very

verge of dissolution. And now the loving cup, "the beady

bubbles winking at the brim," circles round, and all is mirth

and jollity.

A young roysterer at the foot of the board arises and
motions his companions into silence.

He speaks, but we are unable to hear his words. From
his mien we may imagine their import. He is ofiering a

toast. He leans upon his chair, and talks with that indolent,

graceful air, common to the wealthy, curled darlings of

society. His hearers appear listless. He pauses to yawn.

His auditors can endure his tiresome twaddle no longer.

Suddenly they rush upon him, and with much persiflage and
banter, force him down into his chair beneath an avalanche

of confections, fruits and flowers.

There is a lull in the hilarity. The host is endeavoring to

rise. His valet assists him. His limbs totter under him.

How like an aspen he trembles ! At last, he gains his feet.

One hand rests upon the snowy damask. The other, uplifted,

holds a glass of sparkling champagne. The pose is that of a

bon-vivant in his happiest after-dinner mood. The figure is

that of an enfeebled old man of pleasure. His forced smile

only accentuates the hard lines about his mouth. The
unnatural brightness of his eyes cannot illumine the leaden-
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huedjcircles under them. He smirks and bows, but beneath

the thin guise of politeness, shows the horrible grinning death

mask. ,.;;-,; ;;,.

He is speaking. From his bearing one may readily con-

jecture the tenor of his remarks. They are the rose-scented

nothings'of the after-dinner orator, conversational bon-bons

with, perhaps, a little spice, judging from the sardonic smile

and the knowing glance of the eye. He pauses to hold the

bubbling goblet to his lips, and the banquet hall is vocal

with the tumultuous plaudits of the revelers. Again he is

speaking. His manner is as before, save that he is speaking

with greater hesitancy. Fatigue is gradually creeping upon
him. There is a nervous twitching of the muscles of his

face and an unnatural light in his faded eyes. He is trem-

bling, too, more than before. His hand can hardly hold

aloft the glittering wine. The banqueters exchange

alarmed glances. Ah ! he is struggling. Articulation has

left him. The muscles of his jaw stiften and stand out like

whipcords. A horrifying look of despair is frozen on his

distorted face. His eyes protrude and roll wildly. He
clutches at his throat in his struggle to speak, but his tongue

is paralyzed. He gasps, and reels, and the wine from the

uplifted goblet spills in silvery spray. The glass falls from

his hand and is shattered into a thousand pieces upon the

marble floor. Assisted by his friends, he rises and tries to

stagger up the few broad stairs that lead to a sumptuous,

moonlit balcony. Will he ever reach the top ? Yes ; he

has reached the top ; he is standing in the centre of the

brilliantly lighted landing He turns his horrible gaze

towards the scene of his revelry. With one hand he clutches

at his flickering heart. With the other he feebly waves

adieu to his affrighted boon companions. For a moment he

is still, then he reels, reels, reels and falls to the floor a

wreck, like the glass which, but a few moments before, fell

from his palsied grasp.

Reader, what is the title of the picture ? Richard Mans-

field as Baron Chevrail in the banquet scene of " A Parisian

Romance."

:Mi
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JUNE.

Sidney Lanier.

O pulse, and pulse, thou rhythmic-hearted Noon
That Hest, large-limbed, curved along the hills,

In languid palpitation, half a-swoon

With ardors and sun-loves and subtle thrills :

Throb, Beautiful ! while the fervent hours exhale

As kisses faint-blown from thy finger tips

Up to the sun, that turn him passion-pale

And then as red as any virgin's lips.

O, tender Darkness, when June-day hath ceased,

—Faint Odor from the day-flower's crushing born,

—Dim, visible Sigh out ot the mournful East

That cannot see her lord again till morn :

And many leaves, broad-palmed towards the sky

To catch the sacred raining of star-light

:

And pallid petals, fain, all fain to die.

Soul-stung by too keen passions of the night

:

And short-breath' d winds, under your gracious moon
Doing mild errands for mild violets,

Or carrying sighs from the red lips of June

What aimless way the odor-current sets :

And stars, ringed glittering in whorls and bells.

Or bent along the sky in looped star-sprays,

Or vine-wound, with bright grapes in panicles.

Or bramble-tangled in a sweetest maze.

Or lying like young lilies in a lake

About the great white Lotus of the moon,

Or blown and drifted, as if winds should shake

Star blossoms down from silver stems too soon.
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Or budding thick about full open stars,

Or climbering shyly up cloud-lattices,

Or trampled pale in the red path of Mars,

Or trim-set in quaint gardener's fantasies :

And long June night-sounds crooned among the leaves,

And whispered confidence of dark and green,

And murmurs in old moss about old eaves,

And tinklings floating over water-sheen !

ARLINGTON— CITY OF THE DEATHLESS DEAD.

M. J. Reii,i.y, '98.

IT was Keats who said in his own inimitable way that in

every season there is one perfect day, the consummation

of the time it typifies. Somewhere within the round of

summer there shines a day that holds in brimming measure

that season's tide of sunshine, bloom and song. Between the

time of flower and fruitage there falls a span of hours

between the sunrise and the close of some full-orbed mid-

summer day, when the sky is like a gentle flower, the sun-

light like a daffodil, and all the earth so gay and splendid

with its wealth of verdure, hung over by golden bees and

butterflies, that it seems as though paradise could give us

nothing lovelier.

In June, if ever, happen perfect days. It is the season for

fresh and fragrant flowers, those gaudy and brilliant gems
with which Nature bedecks herself ; the very air is perfumed

with their rich odors, and

" Many a hidden brook, in

This leafy month in June,

To the sleeping woods, all

Night singeth a quiet tune."

In this delightful month we have the haymaking, the

corn begins to peep out here and there, the meadows are ablaze

with glory, and the grass waves in all the rich luxuriance of
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wild flowers. This month closes just half the circuit of the

calendar, and now is the high noon of the year.

On the most perfect day that Jun6 held within its calendar

some years ago, I visited the Soldiers' National Cemetery at

Arlington, Va. This city of the Nation's patriot dead lies

on a lofty plateau directly across the Potomac River from

Washington.

I do not think I ever got more near heaven than I did that

day. There was something in the long rows of countless

headstones that marked the last resting places of our dead

soldiers that made me feel like putting the shoes from oft

my feet and bowing my head in the presence of the Holy of

Holies. The great elm and century oaks that crowded thick

along the grassy slopes dropped shadows as soft as coverlets

of down upon the grassy mound where, for over a quarter of

century, the brave boys have been lying. The birds, undis-

turbed by fret of huntsman or shock of rude alarm, made
day one long festival of delicious song around and about

those " windowless palaces of rest where the heroes of the

cruel war are sleeping the years of their manhood away.'*

The spaces between the songful branches of the trees gave

glimpses of a sky so vast, so blue, so deep, it seemed an aerial

sea whereon my fancies, like white-winged ships, might sail

heavenward. At every turn rustic panels confronted us

bearing some verse of Theodore O'Hara's beautiful poem,
" The Bivouac of the Dead,"

The muffled drum's sad roll has beat

The soldier's last tattoo !

No more on life's parade shall meet

That brave and fallen few.

On Fame's eternal camping ground

Their silent tents are spread
;

And Glory guards, with solemn round,

The bivouac of the dead.

No rumor of the foe's advance

Now swells upon the wind
;

No troubled thought at midnight haunts

Of loved ones left behind

;
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No vision of the morrow's strife

The warrior's dream alarms,

No braying horn or screaming fife

At down shall call to arms.

Their shivered swords are red with rust,

Their plumed heads are bowed
;

Their hauty banner, trailed in dust,

Is now their martial shroud
;

And plenteous funeral tears have washed
The red stains from each brow

;

And the proud forms, by battle gashed,

Are free from anguish now.

The neighing troop, the flashing blade.

The bugle's stirring blast.

The charge, the dreadful cannonade.

The din and shout, are passed
;

Nor war's wild note, nor glory's peal.

Shall thrill with fierce delight

Those breasts that never more may feel,

The rapture of the flight.

Like the fierce northern hurricane

That sweeps his great plateau.

Flushed with the triumph yet to gain.

Comes down the serried foe,

Who heard the thunder of the fray

Break o'er the field beneath.

Knew well the watchword of that day

Was victory or death.

267

Full many a norther's breath has swept

O'er Angostura's plain.

And long the pitying sky has wept

Above its mouldered slain.

The raven's scream or eagle's flight.

Or shepherd's pensive lay,

Alone now wake each solemn height

That frowned o'er that dark fray.
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Sons of the dark and bloody ground,

Ye must not slumber there,

Where stranger steps and tongues resound

Along the heedless air
;

Your own proud land's heroic soil

Shall be your fitter grave
;

She claims from war its richest spoil,

The ashes of her brave.

I
l!!

Thus 'neath their parent turf they rest,

Far from the gory field,

Borne to a Spartan mother's breast

On many a bloody shield.

The sunshine of their native sky

Smiles sadly on them here,

And kindred eyes and hearts watch by

The hero's sepulchre.

Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead !

Dear as the blood ye gave.

No impious footstep here shall tread

The herbage of your grave.

Nor shall thy glory be forgot

While Fame her record keeps,

Or Honor points the hallowed spot

Where Valor proudly sleeps.

Yon marble minstrel's voiceless stone

In deathless song shall tell.

When many a vanished year hath flown.

The story how ye fell
;

Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's flight,

Nor Time's remorseless doom,
Can dim one ray of holy light

That gilds your glorious tomb.

The silence seemed vocal witb an eloquence learned of

heaven. In my mind's eye, I saw the crowds ofnigh forty years

ago start forth at sound of rallying bugle, to march the weary

march and make the sudden sortie. The tramp of their feet

filled all the land with clamor. The flutter of the flags
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startled the air like flights of strong-winged birds. The
crash of their sabres and the ring of their canteens made music

that paled the cheeks of loving women and hushed the

song on laughter-loving lips. And to-day how still they are !

Ended the march of eager feet. Stirless the folds o£ the

dusty and moth-eaten flags. Hushed the clatter of saber and

clink of canteen. I wonder in what part of heaven the souls

that once dwelt within these long-crumbled bodies have

pitched their glimmering tents ! Very near the throne of

love, I wot, for it seems to me there are few qualities that

bring the soul nearer to God than that of pure and uncor-

rupted patriotism.

FAME'S TEMPLE.

Jokn Langdon Heaton.

THREE men set forth, long, long ago,

To seek Fame's stately shrine,

Though never map the road might show

To where its portals shine.

In strength and speed and manly pride,

With never thought of fear.

The first, a brave man, gayly cried :

" I'll find it in a year !"

The cautious second said :
" I know

The task is hard and long
;

I'll make haste slowly ; better so

Than perish in the throng

—

For many by Ambition's goad

Are urged upon the way,

And bleaching bones along the road

Tell where the stragglers lay."

" I'd dearly love," the third man said,

" Fame's lofty walls to see
;

But I must first earn daily bread

For wife and children three."
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Within the year the first man died

;

The second, old and gray,

At last the distant walls espied

From where he dying lay.

The third one day chanced to pass by

A shrine quite near his home,

And, entering, looked with curious eye

Up to its narrow dome
;

Then went his way ; he did not know
It was the House of Fame.

But even yet her trumpets blow

For his immortal name !

OUR NEW NAVY.

JAMHS HOBART KTSil,Z,Y, '98.

AMERICANS have always been proud of the brilliant

record achieved by our navy. We point with pardon-

able pride to the various engagements won by our heroic

bluejackets, often, too, against great odds ; but up to the

last few years we have been obliged to bear the taunt from

nearly every great nation of the world, that our navy could

hardly compare with the meanest in Europe. True, our

navy was small and not strictly modern, but for that an
excuse can be found. At the close of the Civil War, in 1865,

we had a navy able to cope with the most powerful. Our
ships were at that time of the most improved type and pos-

sessing the most up-to-date appliances ; and, moreover, the

fifty thousand men who manned them were all seasoned by
the experience gained in actual warfare.

Foreign powers, profiting by our experience, cast aside the

prevailing wooden ships, and began the construction of iron-

clads, whose superiority had been so thoroughly tested in

our naval battles. While other navies were thus being

strengthened and increased, ours was at a standstill. Our
Government was too busily engaged in repairing the havoc

wrought by the four years' struggle between the North and
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the South to give much attention to its navy. The natural

consequence was, that our navy, instead of keeping its place

among the foremost of the world, soon dwindled into insignifi-

cance as compared with those of other great powers. Within

the last ten or twelve years, however, the Government has

been expending its energies on the building of a navv which

seems destined, at no very distant period, to rival the best of

the much-vaunted navies of Europe. Such great progress

has been made in this important undertaking, that within

the last six years our navy has advanced from twelfth to fifth

place among the navies of the world.

At first, a few small, unarmored cruisers were built, but

as soon as it was proven that we were able to build war ships

equal to those built by other nations, work was begun on

larger and more powerful ships. The famous White Squad-

ron, of which the Chicago was the flagship, was the first

worthy result of these efibrts to place our navy on an equal

footing with those of other countries ; and, truly, the result

was one which reflected credit on American skill and energy.

The pride with which Americans beheld these ships, the first

of our new navy, was certainly pardonable. Our shipbuilders

were complimented abroad for their skill, and the belief that

our Government would not relax its eflforts in this direction

has been fully verified. Ship after ship was launched and

completed, each one better than the last ; and it was not long

before other nations were again looking to us for new ideas

in naval architecture.

The Government no longer confined itself to the building

of small cruisers and gunboats, but began the construction of

battleships and large armored vessels, capable of giving

battle to the best war ships of other nations. Six huge sea-

going battleships have been built, namely the Indiana, Iowa,

Massachusetts, Oregon, Maine, and Texas, all of which,

with the exception of the Maine and the Texas, are known
as first-class battleships, and are considered equal to any war

ship afloat. With such weapons as these ships carry, it is

hard to imagine what the naval battles of the future will be

like. The main battery of the Indiana, which may be taken

I
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as a perfect specimen of the modern battleship, consists of

four thirteen inch breech-loading rifles, eight eight inch and

four six inch rifles. The thirteen inch guns throw a project-

ile weighing eleven hundred pounds a distance of twelve

miles or more, and at each discharge five hundred and fifty

pounds of powder are used. The eight inch guns throw a

shell weighing two hundred and fifty pounds, and the shells

used in the six inch guns weigh one hundred pounds.

Besides these, there is a secondary battery consisting of a

multitude of smaller guns and several torpedoes, the most

dreaded weapon of modern naval warfare.

The four thirteen inch guns are mounted in revolving tur-

rets protected by fifteen inches of solid steel, and the

barbettes, on which are mounted the eight inch guns, are

protected by seventeen inches of steel. Along the sides are

armor plates eighteen inches in thickness. The Indiana is

three hundred and forty-eight feet in length and carries

a crew of nearly five hundred ofiicers and men. She was
built at a cost of over three million dollars.

Of the class of ships known as armored cruisers, we have

but two, the Brooklyn and New York. Of these two war-

ships, the Brooklyn is recognized by naval critics as superior

to her rival in many respects. She is larger than the New
York, being four hundred feet long, while the New York is

but three hundred and eighty feet in length. Her armament
is also heavier than that of the New York. A person looking

at the Brooklyn for the first time is struck by the extreme

height of her smokestacks, of which there are three. These
rise to the unusual height of about ninety feet above the

deck, giving a most peculiar appearance to the ship. This

extraordinary height of the smokestacks has a double object.

First, it carries the smoke clear of the deck, and second, it

causes a greater draught in the furnaces, thus taking the

place of the artificial forced draught employed on transat-

lantic steamers of high speed. The cost of these two ships

was nearly three million dollars each, and the crew of each

consists of about five hundred and fifty officers and men.

The New York was, up to the time of the completion of the
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Brooklyn, the pride of the navy, but now she is compelled to

take second place. The Brooklyn will represent the United

States at Queen Victoria's Jubilee.

Among the unarmored cruisers of our navy are two which

deserve special mention. They are the Columbia and the

Minneapolis, commonly known as "commerce destroyers."

These two ships were a departure in shipbuilding; every-

thing was sacrificed to speed, and speed such as never before

had been shown by a warship was attained. The Columbia,

on her trial trip, attained the remarkable speed of nearly

twenty-three knots an hour, but within a year this record

was broken by her sister ship, the Minneapolis, which suc-

ceeded in making nearly twenty-four knots an hour. On
August 2, 1895, the Columbia reached the port of New York
after a passage of six days, twenty-three hours and forty-nine

minutes from Southampton. That time has never been

beaten by any warship afloat. On that run the Columbia

covered three thousand one hundred and nine miles, the

longest high speed passage ever attempted by a modern
man-of-war. This run stands to-day as the world's record.

It was to prove the ability of the Columbia to overtake

steamers of high speed that she was subjected to such a long

run at a high rate of speed. Had she used forced draught

the passage would, without doubt, have been made much
more quickly. The Columbia and the Minneapolis are each

about four hundred and twelve feet in length, being the

largest ships in the navy. They are not, however, intended

for anything but the capture of an enemy's merchant vessels.

Two such ships as these could drive an enemy's commerce
from the seas in a short time. It has never been much of a

secret that both the Powerful and her sister ship, the Terri-

ble, were built by Great Britain to oflfset the Columbia and
the Minneapolis. It is believed that the Powerful will soon

try to lower the time made by the Columbia from Southamp-
ton to New York.

A vessel which has excited much comment is the steel

ram, Katahdin. The Katahdin is the invention of Rear-

Admiral Daniel Ammen, and her value as a warship depends
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entirely on the ponderous steel prow, or ram, with -which she

is fitted. With this immense mass of steel and moving
through the water at the rate of sixteen or seventeen knots

an hour, she, it is expected, will be able to strike a blow
powerful enough to send the largest battleship to the bottom y
but how much damage the Katahdin would herself receive

cannot be estimated. The idea of the ram as a weapon is

not at all new, it having been used by the ancient Greeks

and Romans on their war galleys ; but as applied to the

Katahdin, it is a decidedly novel idea, inasmuch as she has

no other oflEensive weapons except four guns of small calibre.

Probably the most peculiar looking ships in our navy are

the monitors. The first of these, the Monitor, was invented

by John Erricson, and was built during the first year of the

Civil War. After her famous battle with the Merrimac in

Hampton Roads, the Government began the construction of

several more of these doughty little ironclads. No descrip-

tion of these ships suits them better than that given of the

Monitor, when she was jokingly called " a cheese-box on a

raft." At present there are nineteen of these monitors in

our navy ; thirteen of these are single-turret monitors, built

in 1862, and of but little value now; the remaining six,

however, are double-turret monitors, all of which have been

built within the last twenty years and are equipped with all

the modern improvements in guns and machinery, making
them most formidable opponents. Their principal use is as

coast-defense vessels, and as they are so low in the water,

they have a great advantage over the huge towering battle-

ships, which even at a distance of two or three miles present

an admirable mark for hostile gunners. Despite the gen-

erally recognized efficiency of vessels of the monitor type,

it is noticeable that they have never been adopted by any

other nation.

At present the total number of ships in our navy, including

all those built since the Civil War, but still fit for sea service,

is about seventy-five. About twenty-five of these, including

all the single-turret monitors and several iron ships of the

old navy and a few wooden ones, belong to the old navy.
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Among the new vessels there are six sea-going battleships,

two armored cruisers, sixteen unarmored cruisers, six double-

turret monitors, one ram and a large number of smaller ves-

sels, such as gun boats, torpedo boats and dispatch boats.

There is a large number oftorpedo boats and gun boats now
in the course of construction, but the principal ships now
building are five new battleships. Two of these will bear the

historic names of the Kearsarge and the Alabama.

It is a noticeable fact that the best of our new men-of-war

have been built by private ship-building companies instead

of by the Government. Many of our best vessels have been

turned out from Cramp's shipyards at Phila^delphia.

Our navy now ranks about fifth among the navies of the

world, but if its present rapid rate of progress continues we
may yet see it contesting for first place. In our facilities for

shipbuilding we are surpassed by no nation on earth, and in

the rapidity with which our ships are built, England is our

only rival. The material used in our men-of-war is the finest

that can be made, and is only accepted by the Government
on its merits. Every armor plate used is subjected to the

severest test before it is accepted. In the building of her

navy the United States has given another example of what
American energy can accomplish when necessary. Fifteen

years ago nearly every navy in Europe was superior to ours
;

now there is not a nation that would not hesitate before try-

ing conclusions with the formidable navy which the United

States has built up in such a short time.

T

A SINGER.

Walter Lecky, 'Sj.

HE singer passed unknown
;

His little snatch of song

;

In care and grief long grown,

With time has run along.

Think not the singer dead,

His voice rings in each heart

Through which the song has sped
;

Such is the singer's art.
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CHIEFS OF THE AMERICAN PRESS.

W. J. Shanahan, '97.

THE public press exerts a great influence on contemporary

affairs and current history. In fact, it is history itself,

since it narrates the events and occurrences of each day.

It may sometimes echo the voice of the people, or it may
utter the opinion of one individual, whose far-reaching eye

has detected loop holes in some measure or law. As. the

mouth-piece of a political party, it is free to attack the mem-
bers and opinions of the opposition with all the crushing

weight the skillfully wielded pen possesses. To-day there

are three men in the United States who stand pre-eminent in

the journalistic world. They represent two distinct types of

journalism, namely, the old school and the new. I refer to

Charles A. Dana, of the Sun^ James Gordon Bennett, of the

Herald and Joseph Pulitzer, of the World.

Charles A. Dana,who has earned, justly and honorablyworn,

the title of ''Mentor of American journalism," is probably

the oldest man occupying an editorial chair in this country

to-day. He has seen the rise and decadence of the old school

of newspaper men. Since he assumed control of the New
York Sun that paper has become one of the most influential

journals in the land. Slowly it has grown, yet surely, under

Dana*s matchless guidance. Mr. Dana is descended from an

old and illustrious family of jurists, writers and statesmen.

He was educated at Harvard, and lived lor a short time with

Emerson and Hawthorne at the celebrated " Brook Farm."
Going to New York when 35, he found employment on the

New York Tribune^ then edited by Horace Greely, but did

not remain long with that journal, as he could not agree with

Greely. When the war broke out he became a field corres-

pondent, and did such brilliant work that he was made
Assistant Secretary of War to Edwin Stanton. In 1868, he

entered upon his duties as editor of the New York Sun^ and

has occupied its editorial chair ever since.
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Strictly speaking, the Sun has no political creed. Its

motto seems to be " Tempora mutantur et nos cum illis
;

"

one day it is supporting protection, another, free trade. It is

much to Mr. Dana's credit that he has been successful in this

method, yet the same policy almost wiped out the circulation

of the Tribune under Greely. In the last election Dana
fought tooth and nail for the gold standard, and now he is

bitterly attacking the methods of " new, sensational journal-

ism. " He believes that the work of a newspaper is to publish

the news of the day, and to explain it, and he has said:

" Anything that God permits to occur is fit to publish." So far

the Sun has been kept free from the taint of sensationalism,

and is the only metropolitan journal that does not run gaudy
colored prints and decollette illustrations. So carefully is

the Sun edited that it has become a current saying in New
York that "If you see it in the Sun^ it is so."

Mr. Dana is considered by some a selfish and miserable

cynic. On the contrary, he possesses a very fine and genial

sense of humor, and delights in satirizing the fads and follies

of others. He never looses his temper, and always looks at the

humorus side of things. In fact, some one has said that *' he

always seems to be enjoying and laughing at the struggle and

turmoil of this work-a-day world." He does not believe that

a council of editors is at all necessary to manage a paper

successfully.

He believes that a newspaper editor should be a veritable

czar, and a law unto himself. Mr. Dana is the last of the great

teachers in the now nigh extinct school of personal journal-

ism, and, as I have said, one of the strongest upholders of the

old journalism. He towers giant-like above all his contem-

poraries both in strength of character and intellectual attain-

ments. His writings are models of English, and his brain

is a veritable storehouse of well-digested knowledge. When
the last word on the history of American journalism is

written, Charles A. Dana's name will be found very near the

top on the head roll of fame.

James Gordon Bennett, editor and proprietor of the New
York Herald^ succeeded his father, who was a journalistic
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colossus in his day. He has the distinction of living in one

country and successfully managing a paper in another. He
lives in Paris, where he is in touch with the workings of the

European powers. He is informed of every important move
on the national chessboard beforehand, and instantly the

news is flashed across the Atlantic. Everything is sacrificed

to advance the interests of his paper. Friends are treated

as strangers in the Herald sanctum, and their confidences

are unceremoniously published.

No reporter on the staflf works harder than Mr. Bennett

himself. He not only dictates the editorials, but many of

the jokes found in the paper are from his pen. The Herald
is Mugwump in politics. It is considered a truthful paper;

and, while it does not afiect the starched rigidness and

Siberian coldness of the journals of the old school, neither

has it descended to the ** gutter journalistic" methods of

the sensational school. The management is in charge of a

staff of editors called the council. All important matters

are voted on by this board and the result is cabled to Mr.

Bennett. It is his intention to make the Herald a paper for

the people instead of a one man organ.

Thus far, his efforts to make ^^ Herald an open-forum

sort of sheet, have not been strikingly successful.

Bennett overcame great obstacles when he first published

the Paris edition. Europeans not only becamemore acquainted

with this country, but they also gave its news greater space

in their papers. This was especially so in England, where
American affairs used formerly to be almost totally ignored.

Bennett has grown enormously wealthy from the fat profits

of the Hearld^ and spends much of his income in charities

and for benevolent purposes. He is a great lover of out-door

sports, owns many valuable shooting grounds, horses and
yachts. He is a polished man of the world, and as a host he
shines out a bright particular star.

The last of this great trio is Joseph Pulitzer, editor of the

New York World. He rose from a tramp to be the owner of

one of the richest newspapers in the country. He was born

in Hungary, and came to America shortly after the Civil War.
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In 1867 he was a reporter for the Westliche Post^ of St. Louis.

He soon attracted notice by his energetic work and he soon

became editor and part owner of that influential German paper.

St. lyouis received a thorough scouring, and many frauds were

exposed. In 1874 he went to Europe to complete his educa-

tion, and on his return, took the stump in support of Samuel

J. Tilden, then a candidate for the Presidency.

Again Pulitzer sought the far West, and purchased the St.

Louis Dispatch. Here again his original ideas and untiring

energy asserted themselves, and the Dispatch became one of

the most influential and opulent papers in the West. He
bought the then moribund New York World in 1883. This

journal was on the ragged edge of bankruptcy. Immediately,

he infused new life into it, and did what Mr. Hearst is now
doing for the New York Journal, The other New York
papers were surprised at the boldness of this new sheet, and

constantly ridiculed it, but finally they were compelled to

acknowledge its astounding success, and reluctantly to copy

its methods.

Mr. Pulitzer does not now personally conduct the Worlds

as he spends most of his time in Europe. Within the last few

years the New York World has become one of the most sen-

sational papers in the country and an ardent supporter of the

new " gutter snipe " school. Mr. Pulitzer has revolutionized

the methods and ideas of journalism. He is a vigorous

worker, and has, as Mr. Dana says, " a quick, fluent mind."

He dislikes all fraud in government, and many of the reforms

in St. Louis and New York were wrought by his editorials.

He delights in the good opinion of others, and is kind-hearted

and friendly in manner. His hobby is to tell of his early

struggles from the time he slept in Union Square on a park

bench to the day he bought the World.

INSPIRATION.

JOY now hath reached her utmost goal

And sunrise bursts upon the soul

When some immortal thought or plan

Runs riot in the mind of man.

—

Robert Loveman.
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AMERICA'S GREAT NAVAL WRITER.
Edw. F. Mahon, 1900.

CAPTAIN A. T. MAHAN, author of " The Life of Nelson—the

Embodiment of the Sea Power of Great Britain," was born in

New York, September, 1840, and was appointed from that

State to the navy on September 30, 1856. After graduating from the

Naval Academy in 1859, he was on duty in Brazilian waters until the

outbreak of the Civil war, when he became attached to the fggate

" Congress," and later was transferred to the " Pocahontas," in the

South Atlantic Blockading Squadron. He was commissioned Lieu-

tenant on August 31, 1 86 1, and, after his transference from the

South Atlantic Blockading Squadron in 1862, was engaged as

instructor at the Naval Academy for a year, when he was appointed

to the steam sloop "Seminole," of the Western Gulf Squadron,

where he remained until late in 1864. He was then transferred to

the steamer "James Adger," of the South Atlantic Squadron, on

which vessel he remained until the close of the war, when he was

commissioned Lieutenant-Commander.

The next year he was made president of the War College, and con-

tinued in this office for three years, when he was appointed president

of the commission for selecting the site for a navy yard on a northwest

coast. He was on special duty connected with the Bureau of Naviga-

tion from 1889 until July, 1892, when he returned to his old post as

president at the War College and Torpedo School at Newport.

This office he held until May, 1893, when he was placed in command
of the " Chicago," of the European Squadron.

The idea of writing a "Life of Nelson " first occurred to Captain

Mahan upon his being ordered to the command of the " U. S. S.

Chicago," in the spring of 1893.

The works which have won Captain Mahan his reputation as a

naval historian are :
" The Gulf and Inland Waters," a history of

the movements of our navy during the Civil war in the desiginated

places; " Life of Admiral Farragut," "The Influence of Sea Power

upon History, 1660- 1783," and "The Influence of Sea Power Upon
the French Revolution, 1793 1812."

Following is his account of the death of the great Admiral Nelson :

" Nelson remained below for a while, probably too much jarred

for physical exertion ; but his restlessness sought vent by beginning

a dispatch to the Admiralty. The secretary being too agitated to

write. Nelson tried to do so himself, and it was characteristic that

1
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the few lines he was then able to trace, blinded, suffering and con-

fused, expressed that dependence upon the Almighty, habitual with

him, which illustrated a temperament of much native energy and

self-reliance, and is more common, probably, among great warriors

than in any other class of men of action. The first outburst of

emotion, excited in him by the tremendous event wrought by his

hands, was identical in spirit, and not improbably was clothed in the

same words, as those with which began the dispatch actually sent :

' Almighty God has blessed His Majesty's arms 1*

" Fifteen minutes after Hardy left him for the second time, the

admiral became speechless ; and when this had continued five min-

utes, the surgeon, who was busied among the other wounded, was

summoned again. He found him upon the verge of dissolution, the

hands cold and pulse gone ; but upon laying his hand upon his fore-

head, Nelson opened his eyes, looked up, and then closed them

forever. Five minutes later he was dead. The passing was so quiet

that Dr. Scott, still rubbing his breast, did not perceive it until the

surgeon announced that all was over. It was half past four o'clock,

just three hours after the fatal wound was received. Not till an

hour later did the last of the eighteen prizes strike, and firing ceased

altogether ; but the substantial results were known to Nelson before

consciousness left him .. .There, surrounded by the com-

panions of his triumph and by the trophies of his prowess, we leave

our hero with his glory. Sharer of our mortal weakness, he has

bequeathed to us a type of single-minded self-devotion that can

never peribh. As his funeral anthem proclaimed, while a nation

mourned, ' His body is buried in peace, but his Name liveth forever

more* . . . Other men have died in the hour of victory, but for

iio other has victory so singular and so signal graced the fulfillment

and ending of a great life's work.

"... His part was done when Trafalgar was fought. The coin-

cident of his death with the moment of completed success has

impressed upon that superb battle the stamp of finality, an immor-

tality of fame, which even its own grandeur could scarcely have

insured. He needed, and he left, no successor.'

'

These last words are from the concluding paragraph of a fine and

eloquent chapter, and the strong and simple ending is in keeping

with the dignity and sobriety which characterize the work through?

out. It is finely written, whether in its portraiture of character, its

delineation of incident, or its broader handling of events in their

national and historical bearings.
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JOAN OF ARC.

p. J. Gapmkin, 1900.

IN those dark days of the gloomy period known as the

Hundred Years' War, the French nation seemed destined

to be annihilated, and the individuality of its people forever

efiaced. ••

Orleans, the last bulwark of the nation, was laid siege to

by Salisbury at the head of a large English army, and the

overthrow of the French nation seemed only a matter of a

few weeks. But, as the deepest gloom precedes the dawn, so

in this seemingly hopeless state of alBfairs, Divine Providence

sent a deliverer in the person of a pure and simple maiden,

who was to humble the enemies of her country and re-

establish the monarchy of France. We speak of Joan of

Arc.

In the peaceful hamlet of Domremy, situated in the

picturesque valley of the Meuse in western France, Jeanne

Dare (the name of Joan of Arc being merely a mistake in

orthography) was born, January 6, 1412. Her father and

mother were devout Catholics. '

Joan's young life was spent under the guiding hand of her

pious mother. At times, we find her working in the harvest

field, again watching the sheep upon the hillsides. Such a

life is conducive to a healthy constitution, and to a pure

heart. She was an obedient and loving daughter, and learned

from the lips of her mother and the teachings of her pastor,

the mysteries and doctrines of her holy religion.

Although she was never taught to read or write, still she

possessed marked intelligence. This is proven by the man-

ner in which she defended herself in after years against the

calumniators of Rouen, who sought to impugn her character

and tarnish her fair name.

She found great delight in spending hours in the parish

church whose altars she loved to decorate.

This pure and simple maiden was selected by God for a

great mission. And no less task was hers than the leading
ijlC
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of the king's atmy, the overthrowing of her country's enemy,
and the re-establishing of the French monarchy. It came
about through celestial agencies. At the age of thirteen,

she first heawi a voice calling her to God. She was bewild-

ered and frightened at first ; but, finally, her fears were

quieted as the voice proved to be that of St. Michael,

who appeared in a vision accompanied by an angelic troop.

He told her to lead a holy life, to visit the church,

and God would help her ; that she was to aid the king,

and that Sts. Katharine and Marguerite would come to her

assistance.

They came shortly after to counsel and console her.

Finally, the voice told her that she must go to Vancouleur
to Robert de Baudricourt, who would supply her with men
and means for her contemplated attack on the English

invaders.

Joan had an uncle living near Vancouleur to whom she

told her story. He was very much surprised at first ; but

was finally convinced of its truth by the sincerity of the

maiden. He took her at once to Sire de Baudricourt. He
gave her a very cool reception, and her project was laughed

to scorn by his followers. She was not at all daunted,

however, as her guiding voice had predicted this first

failure.

After her first setback she returned to her home in Dom-
remy, where she remained until the time indicated for her

second venture.

Her second visit to Sire de Baudricourt proved successful,

and he agreed to supply her with a number of trusty men at-

arms to accompany her on her journey to Chinon. She
donned the martial trappings of a soldier to protect her from

the dangers which beset females during those troublous times.

The journey to Chinon was a very perilous one, through a

country occupied by a resentful foe. Joan's heart, however,

was stout and brave, for she placed full confidence in the

protection of her heavenly guide.

She and her troops arrived at their destination after a hard,

wearisome march of eleven days. A messenger was at once

>:»
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sent to the king to announce the object of Joan's visit and to

ask an audience with him. At first, all sorts of objections

were raised in order to prevent her from seeing the king ; but,

at last, she was admitted to the royal presence..

She recognized the king at once, although she had never

seen hira before. To confuse her Charles said: 'VI am not

the king ; " but she still insisted that he was, and that God
had sent her to aid him, that she was to raise the siege of

Orleans, and that it was God's will that the English should

be driven pell mell from France.

To put her claims to a test, she was put through a severe

examination, all through which she never once flinched.

She gained the full confidence of the king by revealing to

him a secret known only to himself. As a final test, Joan
was arraigned before the Council of Poitiers, which was pre-

sided over by the Archbishop of Rheims, assisted by other

eminent ecclesiastics.

They found in her nothing but what was noble and good,

and advised the king to follow her advice. She was given a

retinue, guards, a sqnire and a valet. She was presented

with a magnificent sword, but she asked for the one that was
buried under the altar of Catharine of Tierbois. The blade

of this sword was decorated with five crosses, and was said to

be possessed of miraculous power.

The inhabitants of Orleans were now on the verge of des-

pair, for its capture by the English was looked for at any

moment, and with the fall of Orleans, France would fall. Such
was the critical state of affairs when Joan, at the head of her

troops, entered the city amidst the rejoicing of the inhabi-

tants. After waiting some days for reinforcements, Joan
sent a message to the English summoning them to withdraw,

in the hope of preventing bloodshed. The English com-
mander rejected her offer, and threatened to burn the sender

if captured. Preparations were now made for the first

attack. Joan, carrying her standard, led the charge. The
French were successful, and the city went wild with joy.

The English were defeated in the second attack, and were

finally compelled to raise the siege.
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The English were driven from every post and put to

ignominious flight. Joan now wished to accompany Charles

to Rheims, the ancient city in which the kings of France

were crowned. Charles and his retinue reached Rheims
on the i6th ofJuly. The king was crowned in the ancient

Cathedral, amidst all the pomp and splendor of those ancient

days. Joan, standard in hand, stood beside him during the

imposing ceremony. It was now five months since she had

left her humble home in Domremy. Her divine mission was

now successfully terminated. Her wish was to lay down her

arms, and to return to her native village.

The king, however, was unwilling to lose her services,

and, at his earnest request, she decided to remain with the

army. In trying to raise the siege of Compiegne, she was
captured by the Burgundians, and sold to their allies, the

English. She was thrown into prison, and treated with

neglect by her friends and with the utmost cruelty by her

enemies. ' "

Joan was tried for sorcery. The result of the trial was
that she was condemned to be burned alive. On the 20th of

May, 143 1, being then about nineteen years of age, Joan of

Arc underwent her martyrdom.

"Go," she said, to the priest who was attending heir

during her last moments, "lift up the cross before me that

I may see it in dying, and speak to me pious words to the

end." Her last word was the name of Jesus.

A soldier, who had sworn to throw a fagot on the pile,

hearing the last prayer of this noble girl, turned away, a

penitent for life. He said that he saw a white dove ascend

to heaven from the ashes, where this brave girl was
burned. .

"The English destroyed her body," says a distinguished

author, '* the French have burned or broken her statues, the

very seal that held a single hair from her sacred head. Even
down to the destruction of these few last remains, the nation

which burned and the nation which deserted I^a Pucelle

remain equal in the competition of shame. ' She came to

her own, and her own received her not. '
"
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AN IMMORTELLE.

M. M.

N immortelle of a tender thought,

—

A thought, but never a word,

—

I will send to you from my soul to- night :

Are the lily's blossomings heard ?

Is any pulse of the white day stirred

By the birth of a rose or the death of a bird ?

A thought,—the speech of the soul that lives :

A word,—the speech of the lips that die :

—

Deep calleth deep, soul calleth soul,

Through the voiceless language of wave or sigh,

Does the rose- breath speak, as it passeth by?
As bees to the flower love's thoughts should fly.

ST. ANNE DE BEAUPRE.

W. J. Gai,brkath, 19CO.

IF
we had been living on the Isle of Orleans, below the ancient

city of Quebec, in the summer of 1661, we might have noticed

a party of Christian Indians paddling across the pellucid waters of

the St. Lawrence to the northern shore, where they landed on Petit

Cape, the site of one of the oldest hamlets in Canada. Here stood

about a dozen houses and a rude stone chapel.

If we had followed the trail of these Indians, we would have seen

that they were Hurons, the always staunch allies of the French.

Headed by a devoted missionary, they slowly wended their steps to

the little chapel to hear Mass.

About 1670 the name of this hamlet was changed from that of

Petit Cape to that of St. Anne de Beaupre, or La Bonn6 St. Anne.

Within the past quarter of a century this picturesque chapel has

become the most venerated shrine in Canada, the centre of miracles

as wonderful as any performed in the shrines of mediaeval Europe.

Who, you may ask, is this saint so revered by the devout

Canadians ? Tradition tells us that St. Anne was the mother of the
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Blessed Virgin Mary, and that she was descended from the royal

family of David.

Her bones were transferred by miraculous means from their

burial place in Eastern Europe to the chapel of St. Anne de Beaupre.

This Canadian shrine has an authentic date as far back as 1658,

when an inhabitant of Petit Cape gave a portion of his land to the

parish priest on the condition that a chapel should be erected in

honor of good St. Anne.

Whilst the building was in course of erection, a workman was

miraculously cured of a chronic affliction. This was the first of the

miracles recorded, and the news spread rapidly among the people

who came in large numbers to pray.

Cure after cure followed, and these pilgrimages became regular

monthly events. The fame of these wondrous cures, wrought by

the intercession of her who was the mother of the mother of Him
who made the sick whole, the deaf to hear, and the blind to see,

spread abroad ; and now each year sees over 100,000 pilgrims come
to find surcease from mental sorrows and alleviation from the

numerous " ills to which this poor flesh of ours is heir."

These pilgrims come from all parts of Canada, and not a few

journey thither from the United States. Most of them go to St.

Anne on the magnificent steamers which ply the St. Lawrence.

Some days two and three thousand pilgrims land at the little wharf.

Headed by a brass band, they file up in long procession to the

chapel, followed by the halt, the Wind and the sick assisted by
friends, and a pitiable sight they make.

The first thing that attracts attention as we enter the chapel, is a

beautiful large painting of St. Anne by the famous French artist,

Le Brun.

On the side altar is a large reliquary containing the bones of

"Good St. Anne." A great pyramid of crutches and other aids of the

sick and crippled, twenty-two feet high, divided into six tiers and

surmounted by a large gilded statue of St. Anne, stands in

the middle of the chapel. During the services the pilgrims

crowd up to the altar and kneel in long rows in Iront of the

railing.

The officiating priest carries the relics in procession around the

edifice, and then each person kisses them and retires. The pilgrims

spend the remainder of the day in devotional exercises, and at

night they return with weary steps to the steamers, and another

pilgrimage to St. Anne de Beaupre' s is over.
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LAND OF THE SUGAR CANE.
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J. C. DEVUN, I9OI.

LOUISIANA sugar plantation is sagaciously and taste-

fully laid out for beauty and for productiveness. The
gardens occupy a large area, and at once astonish the eye by
the magnificence of their shady avenues of orange-trees.

Unbroken retreats of myrtle and laurel defy the rays of the

sun. Flowers of every description perfume the air. Exten-

sive orchards produce every fruit of which the climate is

susceptible. By judicious culture remarkable success has

been obtained in producing an abundance of juicy grapes,

every bunch of which, however, when they begin to ripen,

is enveloped in a sack of wire as a protection against the

depredations of birds. The fields are cultivated with such

a careful observance of the variable exigencies of every suc-

cessive season, that there is seldom a short or half crop.

It is a self-suflScient little domain, exporting a good deal,

and importing but meagerly, so that the balance is very

much in its favor. It is largely supplied with sheep, with

geese, ducks, turkeys, guinea-fowls and every variety of

poultry. Eggs are gathered by the bushel. Pigeons cloud

the sun, and when the small, black cherries are ripe, feath-

ered epicures eat them voraciously, get royally drunk, and,

falling from the trees, strew the ground beneath. Numer-

ous herds of cattle, under the care of old Sambo and his

ebon brood of youngsters, pasture luxuriously and grow fat.

What a quantity of fresh butter, rich cheese, milk, cream

and clabber ! Vast barns gorged with corn, rice and hay
;

hives bursting with honey; vegetables without stint; a

varied supply of carriages always ready for use, and horses

for the saddle or for driving, all glossy and sleek ; spirited

mules, well-fed and well-curried, the pride of the field-hands
;

shrimps and fish from the river ; multitudes of crawfish from

the deep ditches; raccoons and possums to gladden the

heart of the most surly negro.

liiii
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Pass we now to the consideration of the great industry

which furnishes the title of this paper and the planters with

the resources to keep up these luxurious old homes and

broad, fertile plantations.

Among the sugar-growing States in this country Louisiana

takes the lead. There is suflScient sugar produced in this

State to supply the Union.

Sugar plantations extend for miles in diflferent directions.

No artist can portray the beauty of a field of sugar cane.

The stalks are of a dark green color, and grow to the height

of about five feet. It means a great deal of labor to produce

one spoonful of sugar. Large gangs of negroes work at

cutting the cane under the sharp eyes of the overseer.

They earn from 75 cents to $1 per day, according to their

skill. Each has a large sharp knife, something about the

size of a butcher's cleaver, with a hook on one end and a

saw on the top. The cane-cutters have to have lots of dis-

patch or stand what we term " a good call down." The cane

is about five feet long, and is gathered into piles. It is then

hauled to the narrow-guage railroad which runs through the

different parts of the plantation. The contents of the carts

are hoisted into the cars by means of derricks, and the cars

proceed to the refinery, where the cane is ground into sugar.

The cane is not handled after it leaves the cars. There is

a traveling platform on which it is thrown and carried to a

large machine fitted with heavy iron rollers. These rollers

are about 15 feet in diameter, and have large teeth which

draw the cane through them and press out the juice. The
stalks come out nearly dry. The cane is drawn through a

second set of rollers, and comes out as dry as sawdust and

as light as paper. This refuse is used for kindling in the

boiler room. The juice now runs down through holes in the

rollers and empties into big vats, which hold about 3,000

gallons. The fluid is of a greenish color and looks more like

slop water than anything else. From this dirty looking

water we get our nice white sugar. But before it becomes

sugar all the dirt must be taken out, and the remaining

saccharine bleached until it is crystal color.
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As I said before, the sap is first sent into large vats througli

Wiiicli run large pipes. These pipes are filled with sulphuf

gas, and this is blown through the sap in order to clarify it.

Lime is also used for this purpose. After the sap has passed

through the several tanks it is ready for boiling. This is

done in large copper kettles by means of large steam pipes.

After being boiled it is carried away in pipes to another tank

where it is turned into sugar by drying machines. This

machine separates the molasses from the sugar, and in the

room below you will see the white sugar falling in dense

clouds from the perforated ceiling. It is shoveled into piles,

and is now ready to be barreled and shipped all over the

country.,.
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COURAGE.

J. McCULLOUGH, '99.

THE etymology of courage means manliness, bravery,

boldness, fearlessness, springing not from a sense of

physical power or from insensibility to danger, but from

the moral habit of self-command, with determination,

fully considering present dangers and clearly seeing future

consequences. The highest conception of fortitude is weak-

ness conquering by suflfering, and power conquered by firm

endurance of wrong. And this can never be achieved by
the strength of the arm, but by the greatness of heart.

Courage is not a muscular but a moral virtue.

Courage, then, is a quality of the heart. We say, be of

good lieart, to those who are down-hearted. It is a matter of

self-command. It may be acquired by discipline, and it

must be sustained by will. This is not so with physical

courage. They who have it, have no need of encouragement,

and those who have not got it, by no encouragement can be

made courageous. A strong body is sometimes united to a

weak mind, and nothing can cast out its fear. But a weak
body united to a strong mind may carry all before it. The
coward in the war was beyond all reasoning. Fear reigned
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over him. This panicy fear is involuntary. The will cannot

control it. It is a disease of the moral and physical nature.

The word apprehensive is often used as equivalent to fearful,

because the mind is quick to apprehend all dangers of the

present and to see all dangers of the future.

Courage does not consist in ignorance of danger, nor in

undervaluing the risks before us and the power of our antag-

onists. It carefully measures all dangers and calculates all

risks, and is inclined even to suppose them greater than they

seem to be, and yet, after all, it calmly gathers itself to await

a shock, or even to go onward to meet it.

The noblest examples of this which the world has ever

seen, were those who have laid down their lives for their

faith. They were not only men hardened in warfare or pub-

lic life, but the gentlest and meekest and most yielding in

all other things. They were also women of every condition,

simple and refined, or they were boys full of faith, or girls

with a "martyr's constancy." In all these it was the forti-

tude of the heart, calm and firm. This is the courage not

only of heroes but of saints, and we look at it afar oflf. Men
may have the desperation of Macbeth, but desperation is not

courage, for courage is full of hope. Even physical courage

fails when moral courage is palsied, for physical courage is

only a weapon which moral courage wields. There must be a

sense of duty, the mission of an apostle, the fidelity of a

Christian, the loyalty of a subject, all these and the duty of

each in the manifold lot and conditions of life, create an end

for which to live and die.

Add to these the habit of self-command. Courage does

not consist in the absence of fear, but in the subjugation of

fear. Some of the bravest of men have had the most intense

perception of danger, and the most sensible apprehension of

its fatal consequences. But fear has not swayed them to the

right or left. They have not swerved from the direct path

into the danger which they both saw and feared. The agita?

tion of the nerves, and the beating of the heart, and the

trembling of the body, are no signs of cowardice. The brave

man and the coward are the same in this, that both feel this
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suffering physical motion. But the brave and the coward

differ in the result. The brave man conquers his fears, and
the coward is conquered by them.

The highest courage in a soldier is said to be the standing

still under fire without returning it. It is simply the com-

mand of duty in obedience to authority. In a forsaken hope,

there is the excitement of action and the forgetfulness of

one's self which comes from it. But to stand under fire,

motionless, is a supreme act of the will. Such, also, was the

wonderful obedience of the men who, on the deck of the ill-

fated '* Elba," stood shoulder to shoulder in line while the

ship was sinking. All was over, effort was useless, disorder

would only hasten the end. To submit in the perfection of

order and obedience was the highest moral act, implying

submission and the supremacy of duty. Such is the courage

of soldiers and seamen.

Courage is also signally shown in the exposure of life for

the saving of life from danger of fire or of water. Every
fire company has its list of heroes, and a list of deeds well

performed in daring the violence of fire. And no nobler

record of human courage the world has ever known than is

written down every year upon our shores in the life-boat ser-

vice. In both these kinds of courage, the physical and the

moral courage are united, and sustained in the highest

degree. It seems invidious to compare when heroic bravery

reaches the highest point ; but, if possible, the continued

firmness of buffeting for many days on a stormy sea, demands
a self-command not for a single act of daring, but for a con-

tinuous power of fearless self-sacrifice, which can hardly be

equalled by any passing actions, no matter how heroic.

Are we Americans a courageous people ? What shall an

enemies to answer for us. We are abused and criticised by

foreign nations, but no one as yet has ever said that Ameri-

cans were cowards. They tell us we are slow and never

ready, over confident, and wanting in the lookout which

American say of Americans? We may leave it to our

prepares for danger, that we continually pay dear for our

dullness, but in spite of this we manage to pull ourselves
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togfetber througli the greatest diflBculties. One more answer

will be sufficient. What has built up America ? We answer

the courage of the American people.

THOMAS MOORE.
p. J. MlI,I,ANK, '98.

THOMAS MOORE, Ireland's sweetest poet, in the sweetest

strains of the sweetest muse, has sung her praises so well

that in poetry her position is an eminent and enviable

one. He was possessed of an intellectual genius together

with a sparkling and captivating manner that are the gifts

of but few men, reminding us of the romantic minstrel in

the palmy days of Provencal song. In his early boyhood

days, while a student at Trinity College, in Dublin, he

evinced signs of the rich poetic vein with which his patriotic

soul was endued. And though the fact of his being an Irish

Catholic was the means of strewing his path with obstacles

and difficulties, to remove which required no little effort on

his part, yet the untiring zeal and incessant perseverance

that characterized his life, enabled him to remove this

inborn prejudice, while his great worth as a poet placed his

name upon the roll of immortal bards, for his is a name that

was born not to die. His biographers have declared his

style to be clear and brilliant, the wit and fancy of his allu-

sions are the personification of graceful thought. Some
attribute to him the fault of irreverence and indelicacy in

many of his efforts, but these are cheerfully overlooked in

the abundance of beauties and embellishments which adorn

his works. His writings earned for him universal popularity

and respect among his contemporaries who cherished no
antipathy for the race and religion to which he belonged.

He possessed all the qualities, both personal and poetic, to

endear him to the hearts of his countrymen, and his society

was sought by the most prominent families of his time.

Moore's chief poetical writings consist of serious and comic

lyrics, the most celebrated of which and perhaps the bright-

t^4^^&L&it3i,^^iL'^ i,k-
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est gem of the whole casket is *' Irish Melodies." They are

replete with patriotism, love, melody and beauty. The
language is most lucid and consistent and frequently attains

a lofty degree of majesty and tenderness. Though his poems
are said to be devoid of that feeling which eminated from

the heart of Burns, yet, like Burns, he appeals to the

universal sentiments of his countrymen, and his popularity

is as great. His feeling and love would s^em to destroy such

a belief and place Burns and Moore side by side as the

greatest lyrists of modern times. The unsurpassed beauty

and sweetness of Moore's melodies stand out as an example

of the eminent ability of this celebrated Irish bard.

Throughout all his works he has shown an inexhaustible

invention of quaint and ingenious ideas, together with the

power of bringing the most remote allusions to bear upon
his subject, which he does with remarkable facility. How-
ever, his life was not devoid of troubles. Having obtained a

government appointment, in 1803, in the island of Bermuda,

he visited America and the Antilles, which visit afforded him
an opportunity of composing some of his most sparkling

poems. While acting in the capacity of an English envoy,

he neglected the duties that accompanied his oflSce and in

his place a deputy for a short time fulfilled the position.

This deputy, however, subsequently proved to be an embez-

zler and Moore had to make good to the English govern-

ment the defalcations of his deputy.

This proved to be the first of a series of troubles, for on his

return to England he was vigorously attacked about his writ-

ings, by Jeflfrey, the editor of the Edinburgh Review and so

personal was the purport of the editorial that Moore chal-

lenged the editor to fight a duel. The challenge being

accepted, the combatants met, and each was provided with

an amount of powder sufficient to make a noise, while both,

for the same reason, had forgotten the bullets. This little

episode caused no end of merriment at the time, and after-

wards was an occasion for Byron in his " English Bards and

Scotch Reviewers" to exclaim with true faceliousness,

"When I/ittle's leadless pistol met his eye."
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This reawakened in Moore the bitterness of Mr. Jeffrey's

attack and all the additional pungency which could be given

it by the embodiment of the incident in the wittiest satire of

recent times. Byron and Moore were steadfast friends after

this, and when the Great Poet called Byron to his eternal

home, Moore still further embellished his literary career by
writing an excellent biography of Byron. His prose

efforts, though they are few, display rare tact and skill, and
had not imbecility stolen upon him in his old age, his name
would, no doubt, be handed down to posterity as the equal of

Macauley, Addison, Swift or Steele. Ireland being sadly in

want of national airs, Moore gladly undertook the task of

adapting words to the airs given him by musical publishers,

whose object it was to have the words contain allusions to

the manners and history of the country. In this he was
remarkably successful, and this work surely won for him the

immortality which his memory possesses.

" Varied as was the character of the airs, some being mar-

tial and spirited, others soft and tender, some being lively

and mirthful, others plain, live and touching, there was
hardly one which the poet failed to match with verse, admir-

ably corresponding to the emotion excited by the music."

The Irish Melodies are so universally known that they need

no encomium here. Suffice it to say, that Moore ranks among
the foremost singers of lyric verse. Longmans & Co. , a

great publishing house in London, offered Moore three thou-

sand pounds if he would write a poem. This he undertook

to do, and at the time of the contract he had not decided

upon its title. This is the largest sum that, up to this

time, has ever been given lor a poem. In 1817, it made its

appearance under the title of "Lalla Rookh," an Oriental

romance glittering with bright fancies and the eminent char-

acteristics of its author. In this poem he endeavored to

emulate the vigor of Byron and the sensitive pathos of Scott,

but he failed conspicuously. However, his attempt to lay the

scene in a country of which the writer knew nothing, except

a few facts which he had gleaned from his books, and this

want of knowledge was suflSicient in itself to make the poem
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destitute and devoid of any appearance of naturalness.

Withal, its readers were at first disposed to overlook this, and
did not criticize the work harshly, as its remarkable bril-

liancy concealed its defects, and it was edited many
times. The plot of " Italia Rookh " is laid in India, in the

delightful valley of Cashmere. Abdalla, King of Sesser, in

Bucharia, was about to abdicate the throne in favor of his son,

Feramory. As the king, passing on his way to the shrine of

the prophet, he was entertained by Aurungzebe in a most

hospitable manner. A marriage was agreed upon between

between Italia Rookh, daughter of the Emperor and son ofthe

prince. Although they had never met, it seemed as though

they were intuitively attracted towards each other, and the

consent of each to the marriage was readily obtained. Lalla

Rookh set out for the home of Feramory, and her person,

adorned with the brightness of costly jewels, was as resplend-

ent as the noon-day sun. Having arrived at her destination,

she was immediately introduced to Feramory, whom she

thought was the embodiment of all that was good and holy.

They were married very soon afterwards with such dazzling

splendor as had never before been witnessed in the Eastern

country. But their happiness was destined to be short-lived,

as the relentless voice of war called the king from the side

of his happy bride. She was happy in sorrow, gleeful in her

gloom till her beautiful vision of future happiness was

disturbed, for as—

" Month after month, in widowhood of soul

Drooping the maiden sought, two summers roll

Their suns away—but, ah, how cold and dim

Were summer suns, when not beheld with him !

From time to time ill-omen'd rumors came,

Like spirit tongues, mutt' ring the sick man's name

,

,

Just ere he dies ;—at length those sounds of dread

Fell with' ring on her soul, ' Ayim is dead !

"

Grief-stricken at the fate meted out to Feramory, she

rapidly sunk into a melancholy mood, and was constantly

dreaming of her loved one. The sublime passage that

Moore had moulded from her lips, is worthy of frequent
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repetition. We will content ourselves with his beautiful

quotation from her dream :

** Hoped ! my Hoped ! if it be

Thy will, thy doom this night to die
,

Let me but stay to die with thee,

And I will bless thy loved name
Till the last life breath leave this frame.

Ah I let our lips our cheeks be laid

But near each other while they fade
;

Let us but mix our parting breaths,

And I can die ten thousands deaths !

You too, who hurry me away
So cruelly, one moment stay

—

Oh ! stay, one moment is not much

—

He yet may come—for him I pray.

Hoped ! dear Hoped ! all the way
In wild lamentings that would touch

A heart of stone, she shriek'd his name
To the dark woods—no Hoped came ;

—

No—hopeless pain—you've looked your last ;

—

Your hearts should have both broken then.

The dream is o'er—your doom is cast.

You'll never meet on earth again !

"

Lalla Rookh was practically the author's last effort at

writing serious poetry. In his declining years he devoted

his labors to writing a history of Ireland and a few political

squibs for a newspaper. As time went on, he gradually fell

into a state of complete imbecility from which death

released him in the year 1852. As a poet he was inferior to

some of his illustrious contemporaries, but he was a consum-

mate master of his art, and as a lyrist he is surpassed by none.

His odes won for him a place alongside of the great masters,

Dryden and Pope.
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Ib:.»>LC'' • V ^ If the highest art be that which
conceals itself, it must be apparent

to the thoughful that Stevenson, Howells, et al.^ cannot

rank among the highest kind of artists. Stevenson has

put on record his method of work: "I kept always two
books in my pockets, one to read and one to write in. When-
ever I read a book or a passage that particularly pleased me,

in which a thing was said or an effect rendered with pro-

priety, in which there was some conspicuous force or happy
distinction in the style, I must sit down at once and set my-
self to ape that quality. I was unsuccessful and knew it. I

tried again and was again unsuccessful, and always unsuc-

cessful, but at last in these vain bouts I got some
practice in rhythm, in harmony and construction and co-

ordination of parts. I have thus played the sedulous ape

toHazlitt, to Lamb, to Wordsworth, to Sir Thomas Browne,

to Defoe, to Hawthorne, to Montaigne, to Baudelaire and

Oberman ;" and to these he added Ruskin, Browning, Mor-

ris, Keats, Swinburne, Chaucer, Webster, Congreve and

Thackeray ; summing it all up by saying, " that, like it or

not, is the way to write." It is certainly one way and in

Stevenson's, Howell's, Lang's or Reppelier's hands it is an

immensely successful way. But it is not the only way, nor

is it the best. The purest literary style is the inevitable, so

unobtrusive in its perfection that you only notice it with an

effort. " That style is the best which results from the imme-
diate prompting of innate power and not from labored
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obedience to a theory or rule ; indeed, the presence of genius

or innate prompting is directly opposed to the perpetual con-

sciousness of rule." The action of style is imperious and

altogether supersedes the reflection why it should act.

** Every man should write his own English," said the sar-

donic Swift ; only another version of Richter's dictum that

no tongue is eloquent save in its own language. " Swift him-

self was one of the greatest makers of real style English

literature has ever had. Reading him at his best, there

seems to be nothing but print between your mind and his."

Now, take one of Stevenson's or Howell's or Lang's brilliant,

graceful essays. Anybody can see the style there. They
seem to play with the pearls of language. It is dexterous,

wonderful, fascinating, but assuredly not inevitable; the

product of a highly finished, conscientious artificer ; an ex-

quisitely elaborated piece of mosaic, but too self-conscious to

be called good architecture. Compared with Swift or Gold-

smith or Addison or Thackeray, Stevenson is merely an agile

verbal gymnast ; a chef, rather than an artist.

Alfred Austin, who is by all odds of inferior calibre to

Tennyson, but who can no more help that than the " pop '*

can help being an inferior songster to the mocking bird or

the linnet to the skylark, but who is not on that account to

be rudely disparaged, has a higher or at any rate a better

combination of poetical qualities than probably any of the

others whom we have mentioned, barring of course Tennyson

and Wordsworth. His sentiments are always healthy and

breathe sturdy English patriotism ; his fancies are chaste and

elegant, and are mostly tinged with an aroma of sadness,

which makes them singularly sweet. They are pure in con-

ception, and generally dainty and often beautiful in expres-

sion. The manner of his muse is superior to either William

Morris, recently deceased, or Watson ; the matter of his

poesy puts him easily ahead of Henley or Lewis Morris or

Dobson. He is only a third-rate poet, it is true ; but the

great majority of the laureates have not been, intrinsicially,

of rank equal to his. Far away inferior to Dryden and

Wordsworth and Tennyson, he stands leagues ahead of

iiilihiMx.
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Eusden and Tate and "the poetical Pye." Austin would
stand precisely among those votaries of the muses among
whom Rome's great epic poet in his younger days classed

himself: "Nos gravitem tenui musam meditamur avena."

grave-digger's song.

The crab, the buUace and the sloe,

They burgeon in the spring
;

And, when the west wind melts the snow,

The redstarts build and sing.

But Death's at work in rind and root,

And loves the green buds best

;

And when the pairing music's mute,

He spares the empty nest.

Death ! Death

!

Death is master of lord and clown.

Close the coffin and hammer it down.

When nuts are brown and seer without,

And white and plump within,

And juicy gourds are pass'd about,

And trickle down the chin
;

When comes the reaper with his scythe,

And reaps and nothing leaves.

Oh, then it is that Death is blithe.

And sups among the sheaves.

Death ! Death !

Lower the coffin and slip the cord.

Death is master of clown and lord.

When logs about the house are stack' d,

And next year's hose is knit.

And tales are told and jokes are crack'd,

And faggots blaze and spit.

Death sits down in the ingle-nook.

Sits down and doth not speak
;

But he puts his arm round the maid that's warm.

And she tingles in the cheek.

Death ! Death !

Death is master of lord and clown
;

Shovel the clay in, tread it down.
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Here is another song, " The Haymaker's Song," but in a

more roystering key :

THE haymaker's SONG.

Here's to him that grows it.

Drink, lads, drink

!

That lays it in and mows it,

Clink, jugs, clink

!

To him that mows and makes it,

That scatters it and shakes it.

That turns and teds, and rakes it.

Clink, jugs, clink !

Now here's to him that stacks it.

Drink, lads, drink !

That thrashes it and that tacks it.

Clink, jugs, clink

!

That cuts it out for eating.

When March-dropp'd lambs are bleating

And the slate-blue clouds are sleeting.

Drink, lads, drink!

And here's to thane and yeoman,

Drink, lads, drink!

To horseman and to bowman.
Clink, jugs, clink

!

To lofty and to low man,

Who bears a grudge to no man.

But flinches from no foeman,

Drink, lads, drink!

We incline to think that, even judging from these two
extracts, our readers will agree with us that, although not in

any way a great poet, Alfred Austin possesses a fine vein of

poesy, which does not, of course, place him anywhere nearly

on the some pedestal as his two immediate predecessors in the

laureateship, but which should easily save him from the

sneers and abuse with which his name has only to be men-
tioned to be accompanied. It is a good deal easier for the
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wit to get ofif after "glorious John" such a quatrain as

this

:

Two Alfreds in one generation born,

The laureateship of England did adorn
;

But Nature found the first throes so exhaustin'

That after Tennyson she bore an Austin

than to accouch himself of a poem like either the "Grave-
digger's Song" or the " Haymaker's Song" which we have

quoted. ,

"Phroso," Mr. Anthony Hope's last, follows the sound

advice once given a tyro by the editor of a "Saturday night

story-paper,"—to make them young, one dark and the other

light, put in difficulties and have something happen every

one thousand words. All this Mr. Hope has done ; but it is

hard to see that he has done anything else in this romance

of an English lord on a Greek island, with a fair maiden,

Turks and brigands.

The following sounds like a Percy anecdote; we give it for

what it is worth :>,.,:.;:::.;;

"A tramp," says an exchange, " appeared at the house of

J. H. Barton, three miles south of Columbia, Mo. , one morn-

ing, and asked in Greek for cold victuals. He stated that he

was a graduate of Princeton. Mr. Barton, himself a Greek

scholar, was just about to start for Columbia, and his horse

was hitched in front of the house.

"Jestingly, he offered to give the tramp the horse if he

could recite the Greek alphabet without a mistake. The
tramp looked at the horse and then at Mr. Barton, and then

inquired if the bet included the saddle and bridle. Mr.

Barton said that it did, and then went into the house to get

a Greek book.
*

' Returning, he found the tramp mounted on the horse.

As Mr. Barton stepped from the porch the tramp rattled off

the alphabet without a mistake, and, turning the horse's

head, disappeared in a cloud of dust. The animal on which
the Princeton pilgrim rode away was one of the best horses

in Boone county, noted for its blooded stock."
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Readers of Coventry Patmore will be glad to read his admir-

able characterization of Cardinal Newman. "The steam-

hammer of that intellect which could be so delicately adjusted

to its task as to be capable of either crushing a Hume or

cracking a Kingsley is no longer at work, that tongue which

had the weight of a hatchet and the edge of a razor is silent,

but its mighty task of so representing truth as to make it

credible to the modem mind, when not interested in unbelief,

has been done." v^ :;..:,:;-. v^.i -,..,;

Senator Mark A. Hanna, erstwhile of Cleveland, now of

the National Capital, seems to be the largest pebble on the

beach just now. The time-honored cut of the " Grand Old

Man " Gladstone has been relegated to the bottom drawer of

the art department of the newspapers, and the extensive, if

not supremely lovely, lineaments of Mr. Hanna now stare the

faithful reader in the face every day. Mr. Hanna must be

happy, for he has reached the goal of every true American's

ambition. He is clothed with conspicuity. In the beautiful

words of the poet, "he bathes in the broad sunlight of pub-

licity." The newspapers are full of him. His sayings and

doings, his silences and his speeches, his outgoings and his

incomings, are reverently recorded and duly treasured up.

The Rocky Mountains are decidedly less protuberant than

he is. Niagara does not pour a stream as steady as is the

talk of, by and with Mr. Hanna. By some mysterious

process, common in the United States, this business man has

suddenly become a statesman. He has been evolved into a

statesman of the thirty-third degree with trimmings to match.

A statesman of the thirty-third degree sits on hotel sofas and

thinks he thinks, while the reporters watch him ; or converses

while the reporters take down his words. One brief year ago

this great Mark was no more of a statesman than, for example,

any gentleman in the coal and wood business in Rosemont.

In this country growth is very sudden. Mr. Hanna is one

of our quickest growths. Having jumped in a hop and a skip

within the sacred enclosure of statesmanship, it was inevita-

ble that his opinions on all subjects should possess great value.

Greatness such as his, is emulative and multiform.

ij
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Rah! Rah! Rah! Villanova! Villa-

nova ! Villanova

!

The old Villa may well be jubilant

over her doughty base ball "cracker-

jacks," who closed a very brilliant sea-

son, June 1 2th, with the splendid record

of thirteen victories as against only three

defeats. Early in the season, before the

boys got down to playing the gingerly,

clockwork team game, which was de-

veloped towards the close, our sanguinary

old rivals, the '

' Manhattans,' ' came
down like wolves on our fold and

slaughtered us in two games. Of course it was very heart-

breaking and all that ; but the team suddenly took a regular

Boston Brace—large B, if you please—and the impenetrable

gloom which had settled down on the College rooters was sud-

denly changed into exhilarating sunshine. Now that it's all

over, and we have plucked magnificent victory from what at

one time looked like complete and ignominious rout, it is

ours to rejoice, ours to shake hands with ourselves, and ours

to shy fragrant bouquets at our pulchritudinous personalities.

Truly hath the poet sung, as well the Villanova fans know

:

" Sweet are the uses of adversity."
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Following are the batting and fielding averages

:

305

BATTING AVERAGES.
a. 6. isi b. h. Average,

1 Herron 26 13 .500

2 Conway 29 14 .488

3 Hayden 58 26 .448

4 Carroll 53 24 .436

5 Bagley 59 24 .406

6 Reilly 48 18 .375

7 Downs 58 22 .358

8 Krisch 51 16 .311

9 Breslin 54 15 .277

10 McCullogh 24 6 .250

11 Diver , 7 4 .570

12 Millane 2 i .500

Herron played in seven games and leads with the magnifi-

cent percentage of .500. Of the regular players who have

participated in every game, Hayden leads, closely followed

by Carroll and Bagley. All three batting over .400. Con-

way also played in only seven games. The team has the

excellent average of .381.

FIELDING AVERAGES. ,V"
'''

:

p. o. a. e. Averages,

1 Reilly . . ...... 138 2 3 .970

2 Downs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 20 4 .962

3 Herron 8 3 i .907

4 Bagley 27 35 7 .898

5 Conway 12 i 2 .864

6 Hayden 35 26 13 .866

7 Breslin 7 23 6 .833

8 Carroll 17 31 13 .830

9 Kirsch 15 2 4 .809

10 McCullogh 4 o 2 .666

11 Millane o o i .000

12 Diver o o o .000

In fielding Reilly leads with .970, making only three

errors in thirteen games, closely followed by Downs. Bagley

on third base has the splendid average of .898, while the

work of the remainder of the team in the field has been only

fair. Fielding average .806.

h^i^^SJ^iS^kjX,Z^^^i^ji
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Catholic University vs. Villanova College.

On Saturday, May 22d, the Catholic University, of Washington,

was shut out for the first time in their base-ball career. Regan
occupied the rubber for the University boys for the first three inn-

ings, but " our boys" took kindly to his curves. Captain Cash-

man thinking a change necessary, called the " Invincible' ' McTighe
in from the field, but he was received as warmly as his predecessor,

a double, a triple and a single following in succession, showing that

the "boys" had on their batting clothes.

Breslin pitched a magnificent game for the home team, holding the

visitors down to two hits, while the team behind him fielded superbly

Herron in left field making several difficult catches, while all

played well. Carroll, Bagley and Reilly excelled in their respect-

ive positions. For the visitors Cashman and Hannon carried of

the honors. The score :

Carroll, ss .

Bagley, 3b
Hayden, 2b
Downes, c

Kirsch, cf

.

Herron, If

.

Conway, rf.

Breslin, p .

Reilly, ib .

Total . .

Villanova.
R. H.

. . o
o
I

I

o
2

I

I

o

2

I

2

I

O
I

2

O
O

O.

O
1

2

I

O
2

I

O
II

A.

5

5
I

o
o
O
I

5
O

E.

I

O
I

I

O
o
O
o
o

9 27 17

Catholic University.
R. H. O. A.

O I I o01200042
o O I o
O O 16 200152022000200020010

Igoe, cf . .

Collins, If . .

Cashman.ss .

McTighe, rf, p
Twohy, lb .

Hannon, 2b .

Burns, c .

O'Brien, 3b .

Regan, p . .

Bolton, rf , .

E.

o
I

o
o
2

o
2

I

O
o

Total 2 24 15

Villanova College vs. Ursinus College.

On Wednesday May 26th, the home team easily defeated Ursinus,

of CoUegeville, in an uninteresting game. Laross proved an easy

mark, while Breslin pitched well. Diver, McCuUough and Kirsch

played well for the Villanova boys. The umpire was decidedly

* * off color.' ' The score :

Carroll, ss . . .

Bagley, 3b , .

Hayden, 2b . .

Downes, c . .

Kirsch, cf . . .

Breslin, p . . .

Reilly, ib . . .

Diver, rf . . .

McCullough, If.

Total ....

Villanova.
R. H.

. . 3
2

I

I

I

I

I

o
I

3
2

2

I

2

I

2

2

2

o.

2

3

3
o

3
o
12

2

I

a.

3
2

3
I

o
o
o
o
I

E.

I

o
I

o
o
o
o
o
o

II 17 27 10

Kelker, c . .

George, e cf

.

Rahn, ib. . .

Kugler, 3b .

Zimmer, ss .

Heiges , If. .

Spangler, 2b.

Carmany, rf

.

Laross, p . ,

Total . . .

Ursinus.
R. H
I

o
2

. O
. I

I

I

o
o

o.

4
2

8
I

o
I

4
2

o

A.

o
o
o

3
o
o
2

I

o

E.

I

O
o
2

3
I

3
I

3

5 24 6 14
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ViLLANOVA vs. RICHMOND.—Morning Game
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On Decoration, Villanova played two interesting games with the

strong Richmond A. A. The morning game was interesting and

exciting throughout. The college boys won out in the ninth on a

succession of hits by Carroll, Bagley, Hayden and Downes, and a

wild pitch by Shoenut. For the Villanova team Bagley, Downes

and Reilly played well, while Gray and Kennedy excelled for

Richmond. The score :

Villanova.
R. H, o. A. E.

Carroll, ss . .

Bagley, 3b . .

Hayden, 2b . .

Downes, c . .

Kirsch, cf . . .

Herron, cf . .

Conway, rf . .

Breslin, p . . .

Reilly, ib . . ./

Total

.

, .

I

I

2

I

I

I

o
I

I

2

3
3
I

I

I

2

I

I

I

2

4
5
I

I

o
o
13

4
3
2

3
o
o
o
I

o

2

o
2

O
I

I

o
o
o

9 15 27 14

Richmond.
R. H.

Kennedy, rf . .

C. Kilroy, bs . .

Gray, If ... .

Mat. Kilroy, cf

M. Kilroy, ib .

W. Shoenut, p
W. Kilroy, c .

Sowter, 2b . .

Riley, 3b . . .

2

I

I

I

I

o
o
2

o

I

3
I

I

I

I

2

o
o

o.
I

I

2

o

5
o
15
2

I

A.

O
o
o
o
o
I

o

3
2

E.

O
O
O
O
O
I

o
2

I

Total . . . 8 10 27

Villanova vs. Richmond.—Afternoon Game.

Villanova lost the afternoon game through costly errors. By a

bunching of hits in the fourth inning Richmond scored six runs,

and practically won the game. Herron pitched good ball for

Villanova, and to errors behind him may be attributed our defeat.

The score

:

**

Carroll, ss

Bagley, 3b
Hayden, 2b
Downes, c
Kirsch, cf

.

Herron, p .

Conway, rf

Breslin, If .

Reilly, ib .

Total .

Villanova
R. H.

. . I

I

I

o
I

2

o
o
I

o.

3
I

3
3
I

o
o

3
13

A. E.

I 2

4
4
o
o

3
I

o
o

o
2

I

o
o
o
o
I

7 15 24 13

Richmond.
R. H. o. A E,

Kennedy, rf . . i o 3 o o
C. Kilroy, ss . i 2 2 4 2

Gray, If ... . i i 41 o
Mat. Kilroy, cf 2 i 3 o o
Mike Kilroy, ib 2 i 9 o 2

W. Shoenut, 2b 3 3 2 2 i

W. Kilroy, c . i i 2 i o
Riley, 3b ... o 2 2 2 i

L. Shoenut, p . o o i o o

Total II II 27 II

Villanova College vs. Delaware College.

On June 2nd, for the second time this season, the home team

easily defeated Delaware College at Newark. Phillips was hit hard,
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while Breslin was a mystery to the Newark boys. Hayden, Bagley

and Downes played well for the home team. The score :

Villanova.
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Berwyn High School vs. Villanova Reserves.

The Reserves defeated Berwyn High School in a ten-inning con-

test, both teams fielded loosely, while the batting of the Reserves

was remarkable. Diver and Perea played the best ball for Villa-

nova, while Campbell and Quimby excelled for the visitors. The
score

:

Reserves.
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REVIEW OF FOOT BALL SEASON.

The Villanova Football Team went through the season of '96 with

much glory to themselves and to Alma Mater. Every member
proved that he was "chock full of sand and likewise ginger;'*

and, moreover, the boys demonstrated, beyond a shadow of a

doubt, that they could play the football of gentlemen without, in the

least, impairing their records as brilliant athletes. The genial

captain, Mr. J. A. McDonald, '98, proved himself a clever general,

and deserves much praise for his masterly tactics at critical stages of

the "mix-up" with Haverford and Swarthmore, two of the most

stubbornly contested games one would care to witness. May I then

express the wish indulged by all that the Villanova Football Team
may flourish and grow strong with the years as they flow, and that

the 'Varsity yell and the grand old college slogan may " make the

welkin ring " on many a victorious gridiron.

The Villanova College foot ball team opened the season of

'96 on the 30th of September, defeating the strong Swarth-

more eleven by the score 16—o. The Swarthmore boys

thought tliey would have little difficulty in downing the

wearers of the white and blue, but much to their surprise

and chagrin Villanova trailed their colors in the dust.

Hayden and Conway did notable work.

The team journeyed to Wilmington on the 4th of October

to play the Delaware College boys, whom they defeated

hands down by the score 14—o. Villanova's goal was at no

time in danger. Breslin and Kirsch played a fast game for

Villanova.

October 7th, Villanova lined up against the University of

Pennsylvania Reserves. Our boys were pigmies in compari-

son with the Reserves and were defeated by the score 36—5.

The features of the game were the tackling of McCullogh,

our clever little quarter-back, and Breslin' s pretty drop kick

from the thirty-yard line.

Ursinus came to Villanova, October loth, and lost by the

score 21—o. In the first half the visitors played a steady

game, but the second half found them rattled and our boys
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won about as they liked. Shanahan and McDonald carried

oflf the honors for Villanova.

On Wednesday, October 14th, our team after a stubbornly-

contested battle plucked Haverford's goose by the score 5—4.

With the odds against them, our boys fought like tigers, and

when at last victory perched on our standard a most enthu-

siastic outburst of applause greeted us. With only twenty

seconds to play, Breslin sent the ball spinning over the bar

for five points and the game. McCuUough won thunderous

applause by his clever tackling.

Philadelphia Dental College eleven met defeat at the

hands of Villanova, October 17th. The score was 10—o.

The nearest P. D. C. could get to Villanova's goal was the

twenty-yard line. Conway, Kirsch and Shanahan tackled

well, while Breslin carried the ball in a creditable manner.

October 20th, Swarthmore met a second defeat at the

hands of Villanova in a well-played game, by .the score of

10—o. The visitors showed great improvement in team play

since the last game ; but Villanova had not forgotten any of

her tricks, and kept the Quaker lads guessing all the time.

In this game Shanahan's tackling was of a high order, as

also that of McCuUough, while Rogers proved himself a

steady ground gainer.

Battling against a team averaging twenty-five pounds a

man more than ours, the wearers of the white and blue were

defeated at West Chester on Saturday, October 24th, by the

score 18—o. McDonald and Conway put up a very strong

game, and Hayden skirted the ends for good gains.

October 28th, the team went to Collegeville to meet
Ursinus for the second time. At the start, it was evident

that Ursinus had improved very much in team play. For

Villanova Shanahan, Hayden and Kirsch did clever work.

Score, 12—4.

Saturday, October 31st, we met and defeated the Philadel-

phia Dental College. The ball was in the P. D. C. territory

most of the time. Score, 12—o.

Villanova had an easy time with the Jefferson Medical

College, and almost ran them off of their feet. The plays

iirWi'''''*^fl'iWii'li1ii^-*-''^'^*^'*''-^'-''''Mi^mViitii^^^^^
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were gotten oft so quickly that the J. M. C. were dazed, and

were unable to follow the ball. In this game Villanova used

several of her reserves. Wilson, Rodgers and Burns never

failed to gain ground when called upon. Conway put up his

usual heady game. Score, 28—o.

Villanova added another victory to her already long list

by defeating the Pennsylvania Military College, on Saturday,

November 14th, by the score 24—6. I^ong runs were

the order, Hayden, Breslin and Shanahan carrying

the ball. The interference was the finest of the year.

Conway played well, as did Kirsch and McDonald.

October i8th, Villanova was defeated in Bridgeton, N. J.,

by the South Jersey Institute team, by the score 6—4. It

was one of the best played games ever seen in Bridgeton.

The features of the game were the long runs of Conway and

the tackling of Shanahan and McCullough.

Thanksgiving Day, the team went down before the War-
ren A. A. team at Wilmington. Villanova played a strong,

steady game in the first half, allowing the Warrens to score

only one touch down, but the second half found us " up in

the air." Score, 22—o.

John F. Bagi^ky, 1900.

I

THE YOUNG TENOR.

John B. Tabb.

WOKE. The hardened melody

Had crossed the slumber bar

And out upon the open sea

Of consciousness afar

Swept onward, with a fainter strain,

As echoing the dream again.

So soft the silver sound and clear

Outpoured upon the night

That silence seemed a listener

O'erleaniflg with delight

The slender moon, a finger tip

Upon the portal ofher lip.
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With the January issue, Thk Monthly entered upon the

fifth year of its existence. The form was changed, and it

was much enlarged and otherwise improved. To-day it is

acknowledged to be one of the best edited college magazines

in the country. Witness some of the kind opinions our

contemporaries have been expressing about The Monthly.

" We congratulate The ViLLANOVA Monthly on the first

number of its fifth volume. In form it is more artistic and

up-to-date, while, in the variety and excellence of its contri-

butions, it has made a nearer approach to what a college

magazine ought to be. A lengthy editorial column is an

especial feature of the Monthly. ... * Professional Edu-

cation,' a lecture by an Alumnus of Villanova to the stu-

dents, is a valuable contribution to the Monthly, and

demands a careful study. A point well brought out by the

lecturer is the fact that, although he has long since left the

halls of study, he is still a student. The sentiment under-

lying 'The College Bell' is beautifully expressed. The
serial, 'Into the Land of Promise,' still delights us with

with unique and thrilling episodes, and the author has so

skillfully developed the plot that we find ourselves uncon-

sciously sharing in the pranks of the mischief-making

Harley and sympathizing, in his troubles, with the mys-

terious Ralph. As we have already congratulated the

Monthly on the success of the initial number of its fifth
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volume, we hope that its success will not only be repeated

throughout the year, but that the Villanova boys may win
higher victories in untried fields."

—

Stylus^ Boston College.

(C V11.LANOVA Monthly, you certainly do deserve all

praise possible Yor the charming magazine of this month.

The cover is a vast improvement over the old one ; it is both

neat and pretty. The articles in it are excellent ; the one on
' Professional Education ' we read with interest, the sketch

of ' The Old Year and the New,' was indeed a pretty word
picture, while the one that touched us most of all was
'Friendship.' Maybe because for us soon the old school

ties will be broken, never to be filled up with such unselfish .

friendship, for there is a sacredness in the old friends of

those happy days that bars all repetition. Truly the poet

knew when he sang*' Old friends are best." Taken as a

whole your magazine is one of the best literary treats we
have read for some time."

—

The Mount.

"The Viiyi^ANOVA Monthly has assumed an entirely

new dress, and now wears dark blue and white, and looks as

elegant as a midshipman in full dress. The January num-

ber contains an admirable sonnet on Shakespeare, Dr. Mor-

rissey's address on 'Professional Education,' delivered at

Villanova in December, and among other things, a brilliant

recipe for making chocolate without either milk or water.

* Use cream,' isays the young editor. The Mount will

attend to the case. (Villanova, Penna.)"

—

Pilot ^ Boston,

Mass.

" The Villanova Monthly by appearing in a new and

handsome dress has manifested that its editors are thoroughly

up-to-date. Its present form is that of a modern magazine.

It is tasty and convenient, and entirely unlike the awkward,

ungainly paper which formerly came as The Villanova
Monthly. Its contents are also of a high grade, and we
congratulate its editors upon the progressive and enterpris-
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ing spirit they have displayed."

—

Scholastic^ Notre Dame
University.

"The contributors to The Vili^anova Monthly have

attained a high point of excellence in vividness of descrip-

tion, and the subjects chosen for articles are original and

interesting. ' A Kinetoscope Picture * and ' Launch at

Cramp's Shipyard' give ample proof of their descriptive

power. The conception of the poem, ' Mother, ' by John I.

Whelan, is extremely beautiful and rings with the sincerity

of heartfelt affection. "—6'i^;//«j, Boston College.

'"Into the Land of Promise,' in the Villanova
Monthly, is a story of more merit than is usually found in

school or college papers. The plot, though commonplace,

has some original features, and while the action cannot be

styled rapid, yet after reading an installment, you find your-

self wondering what developments the next chapters will

unfold."

—

The De La SallCy De La Salle Institute, New
York. ,....:^,

"The Christmas number of The Villanova Monthly,
which contains a splendid review of Wilson Barrett's play,

' The Sign of the Cross,' reached our sanctum too late to re-

ceive an appreciative notice in our last issue. To those who
have not had the good fortune to witness the play, this ably

written criticism will prove most interesting and instructive."

—Agnetian Monthly.

" Three splendid journals come to us from Pennsylvania,

the Washington Jeffersonian^ the Villanova Monthly and

the Dickinson Union. The Washington Jeffersonian has a

handsome cover and some excellent literary matter. The
last Villanova Monthly has an elegant dress and is praise-

worthy."— The Eatonian^ Eton College.

K Villanova College Monthly of January appeared in

a very attractive attire, and we wish to compliment the
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editors for the fine work which they are doing at present.

The lecture delivered by Dr. J. J. Morrissey, of New
York City, on Professional Education, is an interesting

eflfort.

—

Mercersburg Monthly.

**The VilIvAnova M0NTHI.Y most assuredly has, with its

January issue, 'donned a more up-to-date form,' and its

editors deserve the highest praise, for every page is more
pleasing and instructive than ever. '

'

—

Sunbeam,

" And still the new dresses appear ! The Vii^lanova
Monthly has followed a very wise lead and boasts now an
* up-to-date' magazine form. We congratulate the editors

on their taste and keen business judgment, and wish them
success beyond expectation."

—

Fordham Monthly.

"The Vii,i.AN0VA Monthly is a new and welcome
exchange. Its editorial department is unmistakably healthy.

Its literary department is equally so."

—

Abbey Student^

Richmond, Va.

"We congratulate the publishers of The Villanova
Monthly on the improved condition of their magazine. It's

a great credit to the college. The January number is teem-

ing with excellent literary matter."

—

The Philalithian.

A. X. DOOLEY, '98.

o

CHILD-WORLD.

James Whitcomb Riley.

WONDERLAND of wayward childhood ! What
An easy, breezy realm of summer calm

And dreamy gleam and gloom and bloom and balm

Thou art !—The lotus land the poet sung,

It is the Child-World while the heart beats young.



(^Tv MONG the college societies which do much to while

i^ away the wintry hours, the most conspicuous is the
^^-^ Villanova Dramatic Society. The members of

'96-' 97, not less zealous than their predecessors in keeping

up its time-honored traditions, have done much towards

advancing its interests, and, while equaling, at least, the

old-timers in the excellence of the plays, they have outrun

them both in the number and variety of the entertainments

given. Among this year's Thespians are some of the old

familiar faces, but not a few are new. Of the former Augus-

tine X. Dooley as the jeune premier enacts his roles most
commendably. Mr. Dooley's stage appearance adds much
to his histrionic art. His features are of the old Roman
type, and being of heroic stature, he is the cynosure of all

eyes when on the stage.

William J. Shanahan, one of this year's graduates, played

the heavy roles. He is a competent actor, and his eflforts

have been duly appreciated both by the students and the

public. Another capable player is James Hobart Kelley.

Three years ago he made his first bow to the public in an

ingenue role, but this year he surprised his most ardent

admirers by winning golden opinions as I^ieut. Forbes in

the drama, " From Sumter to Appomattox."

"Joe" McCullough, our sweet-voiced comedian, made his

d^but a few years ago in a minor part in " The Colleen
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Bawn." "Joe " is now far and away the most versatile and
popular of our actors. Among the new members William
Feeney, as leading lady, does good work. John Sheehan
makes a very chic soubrette.

The first entertainment was given November 7th, on the

occasion of the visit of His Excellency, Archbishop Mar-

tinelli, Apostolic Delegate and Prior General of the

Augustinians.

Following is the programme :

1/ Music—"La Fanfare des Dragons" . . . . . . Boscovitz

2. Music—Pilgrims' Chorus, from "I Lombardi," Glee Club

3. Address of Welcome . . . . . . . Henry T. Nelson, '97

4. Hunters' Chorus .... . ..,,.,.. Glee Club

5. Music—Sonata in D . ... . . . ^ . . . . . Diabelli

6. "Julius Csesar," Act HI., Scene n The Forum

CHARACTERS:

Marcus Antonius Augustine X. Dooley

Marcus Brutus William J . Shanahan
Cassius . ...>... . * . . . . . . . James H. Kelly

First Citizen. ; . ^ . ... . . . . • . John F. Hayden
Second Citizen Michael T. Kennedy
Third Citizen . . . . John D. Murphy
Fourth Citizen Howard M. Shelley

7. Hymn—" Viva lycone !
" Gounod

On the evening of February 24th the stirring war drama,

"From Sumter to Appomattox," was rendered before a large

and enthusiastic audience. The success of the entertainment

was due in great part to the careful training and able direc-

tion of Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A. Following is the pro-

gramme :

Julian Farnsworth, Captain U. S. Army .... Mr. Dooley

George Roberts, Major Confederate Army . . Mr. Shanahan

Judge Thorne, Colonel Confederate Army . . . Mr. Hayden
Lieutenant Forbes, U. S. Army Mr. Kelly

Lieutenant Ellsworth, Confederate Army . . Mr. Kennedy
"Wash," a runaway contraband .... Mr. J. McCullough
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Corporal Bungelstein, U. S. Army ^
Gotlieb Wilkins, a country judge i Mr. Downes
Mrs. McCue J
Clare Thorne, a daughter ofJudge Thorne . . . Mr, Feeney
Kate Spencer, her companion Mr. Sheehan
The Invincible Squad—Messrs. Breslin, Bagley, Mahon,
Reddy, Diver, O'Connor, Bridgman, F. McCuUough, Fox,

Carroll, Herr and Devlin.

Incidentally—"Wash" and " Mrs. McCue " sang ; "Maj.

Roberts " gave an exhibition of skill in using the baton, and
the " Invincibles " drilled.

The firing on Fort Sumter, the quarrel and the escape,

were put on with much efiect. An accident which happened

during the explosion scene by which a window behind the

scenes was blown out, gave an air of realism to the scene.

Until January the rehearsals were directed by Rev. Father

Coar, Vice-President ; but owing to sickness he was compelled

to relinquish the work. The society, under the management
of W. H. Reddy, 1900, gave a vaudeville show St. Patrick's

night before the faculty and students.

The last bill presented to the public, May 3, was as follows :

1. Prologue by the Vaudeville and Glee Club.

2. Sketch by Mellon and Kennedy.

3. Songs by Michael Kenny.

4. Violin solo by Mario Diaz.

5. Sketch by McClosky, Kelly and Shanahan.

6. Sketch by Reddy and Donavan.

7. Sketch by Reddy, Devlin and McCullough.

A feature of this entertainment was the acting of M. T.

Kennedy and Jno. Mellon.

Messrs. Breslin, Reilly, Kirsch, Bagley, Herr, McCloskey,

Carroll, Hayden, McAvoy, Frank McCullough, E. F. Mahon,

Bridgman, Fox, Devlin, Diver and O'Connor possess trained

voices of great sweetness and purity, and have all displayed

dramatic ability of no low order.



The Villanova Debating Society, under the able direction

of Rev. Father Delurey, O.S.A., held a number of interest-

ing and well-conducted discussions on up-to-date topics

during the past year. If there be a form of expression

which more than any other requires and calls out the whole

force of a young man, it is the art of debating as practiced in

our college societies. The young debater must put in prac-

tice grace of presence, bodily vigor, voice, memory, choice of

words, logic, style, in fact, do all that in him lies, to win the

sympathy of the judges and the auditors in order to win the

decision for the side of the question which he has espoused.

There is no better exercise for one's temper, and none which
develops in the young collegian greater readiness of thought

and fluency of expression. Debating is also an excellent

preparative for actual life, for the cut and thrust methods of

discussion tend to broaden his views and engender respect

for the opinions of others.

Probably the two most interesting debates were those held

January i6th and February 20th. The question on the first

evening was :
" Resolved, That Monopolies are Detrimental

to the Wage-Earner." Messrs. A. X. Dooley and C. Mc-
Avoy argued for the affirmative, while Messrs. Keish and
McDonald espoused the negative. The decision fell to

Messrs. Dooley and McAvoy. February 20th the subject

was: "Resolved, That the Annexation of Canada would be

Detrimental to the Best Interests of the United States."

Messrs. Hauber and Donovan spoke for the affirmative, and
Messrs. Millane and Hayden for the negative. Rev. Father

Delurey gave the decision to the affirmative.
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The arguments adduced in these discussions were excel-

lent both as to arrangement and expression, and the telling

points brought out by each speaker were liberally applauded

by the audience.

The Villanova Library Association has always been one of the

most popular and progressive of the college organizations, and this

year the members, under the very capable direction of Mr. E. G.

Dohan, O.S.A., have more than done themselves proud. Meetings

were held every alternate Wednesday evening during the wintry

months, and they were always attended by the students in large and

enthusiastic numbers.

The object of the society is to cultivate a taste for good reading

and to give the members a chance to get together and exchange

views on debatable topics. During the year which is now closing

particular attention has been given to the study of the works of the

new school of American Catholic writers.

Within the last few years a new school of Catholic fiction has

arisen in this country. It has ventured to throw aside many of the

characteristics of its forerunners and to stand fresh and vital, to some

extent representative of existing conditions. "While notably non-

doctrinal and non-controversial, it essays to be essentially Catholic

in tone and character. It attempts greater approach to art, and

striveis to be more natural in structure and design. Its sympathies

are broader ; its hopes no less fair. It desires to teach through

beauty, charity, and hope. The people who throng its pages are

such as we find in every-day life. They are born, baptized, attend

Mass, love, marry, or become priests or nuns, struggle, hope, and

die—in short, are real human beings, so far as the artist has power

to limn them." The producers of fiction of this kind evidently do

not think it wrong that people should love and laugh as well as weep

and pray. All these things are incident to human existence, and

the Catholic fictionists of our country are now beginning to give us

that American Catholic life which we know. In contrast to the

godless realism of the French school they are presenting us the first

strong muscles of Catholic realism. Walter Lecky, Maurice

Francis Egan, Father Finn, John Talbot Smith, others here

unnamed, are Catholic realists. " They are the forerunners of those

who eventually shall succeed in creating the literature of hope.

Their work is that of spiritual, moral, and physical health; in the

years to come such work will overthrow the literature of disease."

I

'
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At present the new school is in its infancy. Its limitations are now
apparent; yet in the future it will be a giant force. It has been tried

and found safe, and, may we not say, found popular as palpably

necessary.

The study of history, which, as Bacon avers, makes men wise,

was not overlooked, and, indeed, some of the most entertaining

papers read and discussed were those on historical subjects. Mem-
bers were chosen several weeks in advance to prepare papers on

selected topics, which were followed by critical and analytical discus-

sions, in which all the members were free to participate. The result

was that the subject received general consideration, and the field a

thorough gleaning. Among some of the notably, interesting and

instructive papers read, were the following :
" Savonarola, and His

Times," by A. X. Dooley, '98; " Thackeray as a Master of Style,"

by M. J. Reilly, '98 ;
" Oliver Twist," B. E. Daly, '98 ; "Pickwick

Papers," "Joe" McCullough, '99 ;
" Dickens, The Humorist,"

F. M. Hauber, '98. Next season the meetings will be held more

frequently, and the course of reading greatly widened.

Following are the officers : Mr. E. G. Dohan, O.S. A., President ;

H. T. Conway, First Vice-President ; B. E. Daly, Second Vice-

President ; H.T.Nelson, Secretary; H. M. Shelley, H. Adams,

J. Keegan, F. M. Hauber, Directors.

F. M. Hauber. '98.
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IFLPTEf^SI

r~.S ^y^i

J. A. C.
—" The raven himself is hoarse."

Macbeth, Act I, Scene 5.

C. D. M.—" Thou hast no figures nor no fantasies,

Which busy care draws in the brains of men
;

Therefore thou sleep' st so sound."

Julius Caesar, Act II, scene i.

F. J. M.—"I do not like ' but' yet."

Anthony and Cleopatra, Act II, Scene 5.

p. R. O'D.—" Ay, he spoke Greek."

Julius Caesar, Act I, Scene 2.

J. C.
—

" Full of wise saws and modern instances."

As You Like It, Act II, Scene 7.

H. J. O'N.—" A slight unmeritable man.

Meet to be sent on errands."

Julius Caesar, Act IV, Scene i.

M. J. R.—" Words, words, words."

Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2.
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F. H.—" He's a conspirator."

Julius Caesar, Act III, Scene 3.

F. X. 0*D.—"Too swift arrives as tardy as too slow."

Romeo and Juliet, Act II, Scene 6.

A. X. D.—" What a monstrous fellow art thou."

King Lear, Act II, Scene 2.

J. H. K.—"Was accounted a good actor."

Hamlet, Act III, Scene 2.

T. O'C.— " Ha, Ha ! how vilely does this cynic rhyme !"

Julius Csesar, Act IV, Scene 3.

P. F. R.

—

" Go get some water,

And wash this filthy witness from your hand."

Macbeth, Act II, Scene 2.
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T^HURSDAY, June 24th, Villanova College, after a most bril-

* liant session, closed its portals, and added another to the

long rosary of its years, another to the wreath of laurels which

for more than five decades has crowned its work.

Additional interest was given the event by the presence of

Pope I^eo XIII. 's delegate to the Catholic Church in the United

States, the Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, O.S.A., who happens
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'T'HURSDAY, June 24th, ^''illauova College, after a most bril-

* liaiit session, closed its portals, and added another to the

long rosary of its years, another to the wreath of laurels which

for more than five decades has crowned its work.

Additional interest was given the event by the presence of

Pope Leo XIIL's delegate to the Catholic Church in the United

States, the Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, O.S. A., who happens
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to be at the same time Prior General of the Order of St. Augus-

tine. It was by members of this ancient order that Villanova

College was founded and has been successfully conducted for

more than half a hundred yea^s, and its history may be said to

present in a manner an epitome of Catholic experience in the

United States.

There were also in attendance between 250 and 300 priests and

members of the Alumni Society from Pennsylvania, New York,

New Jersey, Ohio, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland and the

District of Columbia.

The program for commencement week was as follows:

Saturday, June 19th.

Prize Declamation Contest, at 8 P. M. in Dramatic Hall.

-: Sunday, June 20th.

Baccalaureate Sermon, Collegiate Chapel, at 8 P. M.

Monday, June 2 1St.

Examinations for Under-graduates closed.

Tuesday, June 22d.

Meeting Villanova Athletic Association at 8 P. M.

Wednesday, June 23d.

Memorial Mass for deceased students at 8 A. M.
Reception to Archbishop Martinelli by Faculty and student body at

•::• 2P.M. .,,;;.:•

Thursday, June 24th.

Holy Communion for student body at 7 A. M.
Solemn Pontifical Mass, Mgr. Martinelli celebrant, at 8 A. M.

Distribution of prizes to Under-graduates at 9.30 A. M.
Comniencement exercises at 10 30 A. M.

Alumni Banquet at 2 P. M.
Annual Meeting of Alumni Association, 4.30 P. M.

DECLAMATION CONTEST.

Saturday, Junk 19.

A T 8 P. M. the annual prize declamation contest was held in the
*^ Dramatic Hall. Those who competed for the Mulhearn
Medal were: Messrs. W. J. Shanahan, '97 ; F. M. Hauber, '98

;

J. J. McCloskey, '97 ; C. D. McAvoy, '98
; and M. T. Kennedy.
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The judges were : Prof. Silas F. Neff, Ph.D., President of the

Neff College of Oratory, Phila. ; Prof. W. C. Kent, B.I,.C., of

the same institution; and Prof. De Mott, A.M., Boston, Mass.

The order of merit, as announced by Prof. Neff, was : First, W.
J. Shanahan ; second, F. M. Hauber ; distinguished, C. D.

McAvoj'. After the contest. Prof. De Mott congratulated the

speakers and entertained the audience with an interesting talk on

elocution.

BAGCALAUREATE EXERCISES.

Sunday, Juns 20TH.

SUNDAY evening, June 20th, the Baccalaureate exercises were

held in the Church of St. Thomas of Villanova. Promptly

at 8 o'clock the faculty, graduates, undergraduates and visitors,

filed into their places. A trained choir under the direction of

Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A., and Rev. J. B. Leonard, O.S.A.,

chanted the solemn Gregorian Vespers. Rev. J. F. Medina,

O.S.A., presided at the organ.

The altar was tastefully decorated with flowers and potted

plants. After the sermon. Solemn Benediction was given during

which the Te Deum was intoned by the whole congregation.

The scene was harmoniously impressive, the brilliantly lighted

church, the beautifully decorated altar, the clouding of the
fragrant incense, the silvery tinkling of the bell and the chains

of the swinging censer^ the ancient dignified rites, and over all

the sweet voices, praying and praising in litany and hymn—all

combined to make up a picture which those who were so fortun-

ate as to witness, must need never forget.

Those participating on the altar were :

Celebrant, V. Rev. I,. A. Delurey, O.S.A., '90, President of Villa-

nova College.

Deacon, .... Rev. W. A. Jones, O.S.A., '85.

Subdeacon, . . .Mr. B. J. O'Donnell, O.S.A., '93.

Master of Ceremonies, . . Mr. K. G. Dohan, O.S.A., '97.
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The Baccalaureate sermon was preached by the Rev. J. J.

O'Brien, O.S.A., '85, rector of the Church of Our Mother of

Good Counsel, Bryn Mawr. His subject was " The I^ove of

God in the Blessed Sacrament. " The preacher explained

how the love of God was manifested by the Creator and by
His Divine Son, the Redeemer, whose love was perpetuated in

the Sacrament of the Altar. " If God has given such a great

proof of His love for men," Father O'Brien declared, "it

devolved upon men to continually manifest their love for

Him."'">^::.,

Unfortunately we are unable to give the whole of this very

able and inspiring efibrt.

Addressing the students, the preacher said: "There are

two paths in life ; one, presided over by the spirit of the

world, bright and cheery, beautifully adorned by Nature's

most delicate touches, skillfully embellished with grandeur

by the genius of science and art, thiat dazzles the eye and

blurs the intellect, dwarfs the mind, corrupts the heart

;

whereon iniquity holds sway ; whereon unholy passion, vile

and monstrous, panders to its votaries and dries up the springs

of divine love that a gracious Creator once opened in the

human heart. This is the path in which Godless men live,

move and act ; on which the silvery flame of heaven's light

never sheds a single ray ; on which the designing arch-fiend

forecasts false joys and empty pleasures that glut the sensual

thought, and that lead to infidelity.

''The other path may be portrayed as seemingly narrow,

at times cheerless, often abounding in sorrows, but lighted

from afar off by the burning lamp of hope that seems to speak

to the weary toiler and penetrate the veil of mysticism that

hides the unseen. This is the path of which the prophet

spoke and sang, of which the pastoral reed gave out its music

soft and sweet, of which the God-man told in accents clear,

for it breathes an inspiration to loftiness of purpose and

leads to an eminence of honor here below, to the infinite joys

and undying glories of hereafter.

"Go forth, young men," said Father O'Brien, in closing,

' with Christian courage, and may success crown your every
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effort. Remember that your Alma Mater does not say ' fare-

well,' for she will watch over you, rejoice with you in your

successes, grieve with you in sorrow and disappointment.

Remember that your glory will be her glory, and your

dishonor, if there be any, must be shared by her. Go
forth then, carrying in one hand your diploma, the record of

your worth; in the other, the testament of your faith ; and
let these be the handmaids to accompany, direct and counsel

you through life. Be loyal sons to honored Villanova, carry-

ing with you safely guarded the lessons of wisdom that will

make you the pride of Holy Mother Church, patriotic sons of

country, entwining your brows with fadeless wreaths that

will bud and blossom with deeds well done. And thus, when
your course is run, and Time's cold waves close over and

engulf all that is temporal and mortal, you can raise your

eyes to the Eternal City and reach out to grasp and hold the

immortal."

VILLANOVA A. A. MEETING.
/^ '• Tuesday, June 22.

,

,';''--:

IT has hitherto been the custom to allow the football team to

' elect a captain at the annual banquet in Decembei'. This

year the election was held before Commencement, all the mem-
bers of the Athletic Association voting. The result of the

polling was the choice of C. D. McAvoy, '98, for Manager, and

John T. Bagley, '00, for Captain.

MEMORIAL REQUIEM MASS.

Wbdn^day, June 23.

\17KDNESDAY morning, June 23, at 8 o'clock, the usual

^ ' Solemn Mass of Requiem for the deceased students of Villa-

nova, was sung by the college choir, under the direction of Rev.

J. B. lyeonard, O.S.A. Those on the altar were :

Celebrant,

Deacon;

Subdeacon, .

Master of Ceremonies,

Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A., Vice-Pres.

Rev. W. A. Jones, O.S.A.

. Mr. B. J. O'Donnell, O.S.A.

Mr. K. G. Dohan, O.S.A.
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reception to archbishop martinelw.

At 1.30 P. M., Wednesday afternoon, the Faculty and students

•went down to the Pennsylvania Railroad station to greet Arch-

bishop Martinelli, and a delegation of distinguished clerical

visitors. As soon as His Excellency and party stepped off the

train the students greeted them with the rousing college yell. The
procession wended its way to the monastery,, where a reception

was tendered the Apostolic Delegate. With Mgr, Martinelli

came Mgr. Sbarretti, Dr. Rooker, Rev. C. Gillespie, S.J., Rector

of Gonzaga College, Washington, D. C, and V. Rev. C. M.

Driscoll, Provincial of the Augustinians.

COMMENCEMENT DAY.

Thursday, June 24.

ii \I7HAT is so rare as a day in June? " asks the poet, and,

' ' in very truth
,
perfect weather ushered in the long-Iooked-

for, anxiously-awaited Commencement morning. To borrow an

Oriental word-picture, it was

"Sweet day, so pure, so calm, so bright,

The bridal of the earth and sky."

The programme on CommenirMoent Day began at 7 a. m. with

Mass in the College chapel, at which the entire student body re-

ceived Holy Communion. Reverend President Delurey was the

celebrant.

PONTIFICAI, HIGH MASS.

At 8 o'clock Pontifical High Mass was celebrated in the College

Chapel by Archbishop Martinelli, assisted by the attending pre-

lates and the Very Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O.S.A., Provincial of
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the Augustinians. The services opened with an imposing

procession from the monastery to the chapel, in which the gradu-

ates and alumni, wearing caps and gowns, preceded the members

of the religious community and the oflScers of the mass into the

church. Mgr. Martinelli walked last.

The deacons of honor were the Very Rev. Francis M. Sheeran,

O.S.A., S.T.B., Prior of the Monastery, and the Very Rev.

Thomas C. Middleton, O.S.A., D.D., Prefect of Studies ; deacon

of the mass, the Rev. N. Casacca, O.S.A., S.T.L.,; subdeacon,

the Rev. James F. McGowan, O.S.A.; master of cermonies, the

Rev. William A. Jones, O.S.A., Master of Novicesj assistant

master of cermonies, Mr. F. B. Touscher, O.S.A.; crosier bearer,

Mr. B. J. O'Donnell, O.S.A.; mitre bearer, Mr. J. A. McDonald,

O.S.A.; book bearer, Mr. P. K. Moynihan, O.S.A.; candle

bearer, Mr. A. J. Viger, O.S.A.; thurifer, Mr. J. J. Barthouski,

O.S.A.; acolytes, Messrs. M. J. Murphy, O.S.A., and E. J.

Murtaugh, O.S.A.:;' :::;V^-;';':.-.;;':^

The altar was artistically decorated, and the archiepiscopal

throne was resplendent with parti-colors, in which the Papal hues

predominated.

The music was rendered by the college choir, augmented by

members from other religious houses of the order, who sang

Leonard's Mass, under the direction of the Rev. John B. Leonard,

O.S.A. The organist was the Rev. J. Frederick Medina, O.S.A.

The soloists were Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A.; Rev. J. K.

Vaughan, O.S.A.; Rev. J. J. Farrell, O.S.A.; Mr. D. A.

Herron, O.S.A. ; Mr. A. J. Plunkett, O.S.A. ; and Messrs.

W. J. Shanahan, J. J. McCullough andG. G. Herr.

undb;rgraduatk bxsrcisbs.

The distribution of awards to the Undergraduates took place

in the Library shortly after High Mass, and was conducted by

Rev. W. A. Coar, Vice-President and Prefect of Studies. A
noteworthy feature was the distribution of a large number of

works by contemporary American Catholic writers, viz. : Walter

Lecky, Maurice Francis Egan, Agnes Repplier, R. M. Johnston,

Louise Imogen Guiney, Charles Warren Stoddard, the late Bro.

Azarias and others. /
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THB commbncbm:rnt exercises.

The Commencement exercises were held under a large tent

stretched in the grove fronting the College, where sombre

hemlocks blend their songful branches with grand, century-old

oaks. A more ideal spot for such a function it would be next nigh

impossible to find. Here, in the languorous days of spring and

early summer, with the sunlight falling aslant the velvet sward,

the sweet carol of birds supplying a musical accompaniment to

the strollers' idle reveries, the students are wont to take their
*

' constitutional' ' walks, or otherwise while away their leisure

hours. As the years of Villanova' s existence have lapsed,

generations of students have loitered about this romantic spot,

and have felt those pulsations of poetry which nature never

fails to stir in young souls.

From this enticing spot one may drink in the quiet beauty of

the surrounding scene. In front, slopes a well-kept lawn down
to the Pennsylvania railroad tracks where rolls the main line,

freighted with the opulent traffic of this glorious land ; in the

rear, tower the stately college buildings, artistic in design, im-

posing in dimensions ; to the left, lies the well-laid-out campus
;

to the right, stretch the 200 lordly acres of Villanova, with their

fields of ripening corn and waving wheat.

The platform beneath the gayly decorated tent was a veritable

bower of flowers and potted plants, overhung with flags and parti-

colored bunting. The music was rendered by the famous Phil-

harmonic Orchestra of Philadelphia, Prof. C. F. Schmidt wielding

the director' s baton. To the inspiring strains of the '

' Anniversary

March," the visiting prelates, clergy, distinguished layman,

faculty and graduates, filed upon the stage shortly before 11

o'clock. Seated on either side of the Delegate were Archbishop

Ryan, Bishop Wigger, of Newark, Bishop McGovern, of Harris-

burg, Auxiliary Bishop Prendergast, Mgr. Sbarretti and Dr.

Rooker, of the Apostolic Delegation, at Washington, D. C. The
Augustinians wore their cowled habits, and the graduates and

alumni were attired in the regulation Oxford caps and gowns.
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The following is

THE PROGRAM.

"Anniversary March " ..... Rosey

Charles F. Schmidt's Philharmonic Orchestra.

Salutatory .......
Walter Linn Burns, '97, Lawrence, Massachusetts.

" The Butterfly " Bendix

Orchestra.

Master's Oration ......
John Ignatius Whelan, '95, Wilmington, Delaware.

"Beautiful Picture" ..... Catlin

Orchestra.

CONFERRING OF DEGREES.

"Cavatina" ...... Rafi

Orchestra.

Valedictory ......
Henry Thomas Nelson, '97, Oakford, Pennsylvania.

" II Trovatore " ...... Verdi

Orchestra.

Address to the Graduates .....
Hon. P. P. Smith of the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.

" The White Flag

"

. . . . . Gauntt

Orchestra.

Address ... . . .

Mt. Rev. Mgr. Martinelli.

"ElCapitan" . . , . . . Sousa

Orchestra.

SALUTATORY.

After an overture by the orchestra, the salutatory was given

with much grace by Walter Linn Burns, '97, of Lawrence, Mass.

He said

:

"Your Excellency, Your Grace, Rt. Rev. Bishops, Very Rev.

Fathers, Members of the Faculty, Alumni, Fellow-Students and

Dear Friends :

—

" The eve of another scholastic year is now at hand, and that

day, so eventful and so important in the life of every collegian

—
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the day of graduation—has come to the class of '97. After

years of faithful and assiduous study, we come forth to-day to

extend to you all a welcome to these exercises which commemo-
rate the close of our college life. We are conscious of our indebt-

edness, and feel that on this occasion we are singularly honored.

A true son of our Holy Church always considers himself amply

repaid in having his labors meet her approval, and merit her

blessing; in his endeavors he is anxious that the benediction of

the Spouse of Christ should rest on him. Hence, we feel that

to-day our exercises are especially graced by the presence of such

illustrious dignitaries of our Holy Church.

"Your Excellency, to-day, we deem ourselves exceptionally

fortunate and blessed in having the opportunity of extending to

you a welcome as sincere as it is humble. Our Holy Father, that

illustrious patron of all institutions of learning, has seen in you

those qualities and prinqiples by which you are aptly fitted to

become his delegate in this broad land of ours.

"To have in our midst the representative of our Holy Father,

and at the same time to recognize in him an Augustinian, nay

more, the Prior General of the illustrious order to whose kindly

guidance we have been entrusted, is, in very truth, an honor to

be proud of. .v.:
;;.:;.^

"To you, our own dear Archbishop, we also express our grati-

tude and joy in extending to you a most sincere and hearty

welcome. Your beneficence at the shrine of learning is, indeed,

well known; therefore, we are most grateful for the honor which

you confer on us to-day.
'

' To the other distinguished prelates, we are indebted for this

visit, and that we may show our appreciation of this honor, is our

most earnest desire. We bid you a hearty welcome, and as the

reputation of our Alma Mater for welcoming her friends has

become proverbial, let it not be found amiss to-day, for those

principles of hospitality shall be strictly adhered to in the

minutest details.
'

' Your presence here to-day bears ample evidence of your

interest in and appreciation of our efforts. Kncouragement at

this time is for us a necessity.

" As this is the period of transition for us, so we stand upon

the threshold of life, and each and every word of encouragement
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is a fresh impetus in that direction toward which, for the last

few years, we have been steadily guided.

" This day, awaited with such feverish expectation, is the last

opportunity of expressing that love which we bear for our Alma
Mater, and at the same time of testifying to that esteem and

regard which mutually beats within the breasts of the members

of the class of '97. This is the day, which, in future years, will

be selected from all the others as the most memorable event of our

lives. On this day, in the name of Villanova, we bid you a

most cordial welcome. Our dear Alma Mater rejoices to see her

sons present on this occasion ; it brings back the story of the

past, a past so fraught with struggles, laborious yet persevering,

and, withal, crowned with success. Villanova is to-day proud

and happy to welcome her friends and patrons ; and she sends

forth her new representatives with the sincere hope and convic-

tion that they will ever be found in the foremost ranks of re-

ligion and country.

"That your visit to-day will be productive of nothing but

pleasure and good results, and that your satisfaction shall cor-

respond to the sincerity of our welcome, is the earnest prayer of

the members of the faculty, the class of '97 and the members

of the student body.
*' We are especially happy that this commencement day is asso-

ciated with memories of the Silver Jubilee of our dear Arch-

bishop. We congratulate him heartily, and trust that God,

whom he has served so long and so well, will spare him to

celebrate his golden feast."

master's oration.

The master's oration fell to John Ignatius Whelan, '95, Wil-

mington, Del. His theme was "The Domain of Universal

Knowledge. '

' It was a very brilliant effort, and at the conclusion

Mr. Whelan was loudly applauded. He spoke as follows :

" Your Excellency, Your Grace, Rt. Rev. Bishops, Mem-
bers of the Faculty, students of the college, ladies and gen-

tlemen:

—

" The sculptor has taken the marble in the rough and by

dint of patient labor and artistic sense has fashioned it into
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the semblance of a man. It is what we call a speaking

likeness. But the sculptor, though fully alive to the sub-

limity of his art, and in love with this expression of it produced

by his own hand, flings aside his hammer and his chisel, and

throws himself, in a torrent of grief and despair, at the foot of

the statue. And why ? The legend, as it is handed down
to us, gives us the answer. It is because he realizes that he

has produced only the semblance of a man ; a man of stone,

a man without a soul ! The Divine Artist in fashioning the

first Adam made him just such a model as the human hand
had framed, but He showed His greater power by breathing

into that perfect shape a living, dominating soul—a soul

endowed with the heavenly gifts of Memory, Understanding

and Will. Adam stepped forth from the hands of his Maker
a perfect man. All that he was, God made him ; all that he

had, God gave him ; and as God does nothing inaptly, he
was to use these faculties for furthering his own ends. He
had, then, within him the power to know things, and this was
his intelligence ; he had the power to remember things, and

this was his memory ; he had the power to do things, and
this was his will.

" But besides these, there was within his breast the spirit of

desire. The human mind was ever and is ever on the alert

for something new, but it was not until the advent of the

beautiful Eve that this desire developed into anything like

curiosity. So, however disparagingly we may speak of the

attainments of our fair sisters, to them must be accorded the

honor, if in this case it were honor, of an independent

seeking after knowledge. Eve was consumed with an
intense longing to eat of the tree of wisdom. She satisfied

that craving. O, curiosity, thy name is Woman ! Such is

her portion forever. And what more fitting than that, in the

fallen state of man, curiosity should have developed into

one of the strongest passions.

" The desire for knowledge then is almost congenital with

man's nobler faculties. It seems indigenous to our very

nature. We must learn. Everything in nature that we see

is an incentive to study, is fuel for the fire of our ever
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burning desire. But even as Eve's thirst for knowledge led

her to excess, so we, in drinking at the Pierian fount may
imbibe more than is wholesome or beneficial. Loot's wife

was turned into a pillar of salt because she wanted to know

—

she was a woman !—just how Sodom looked in its new dress.

So for us, too, there is danger in an unrestrained desire.

"The thirst for knowledge then, which we experience

within ourselves, is an instinct of nature. Convinced of this

fact, we may rest assured that nature will give us the

criterion by which we may judge what to study and what
mental food to leave untasted. For as in the very beginning

of the history of mankind, we sinned by excess of desire of

knowledge, so to-day there is many a specious fraud waving
aloft the torch of science, clothing itself in the vesture of the

Goddess Minerva, only to lead our steps astray. Knowl-
edge of itself and for itself is something for which to sigh.

'Who,' says the late laureate of England, 'shall rail

against her beauty ? But on her forehead sits a fire . . .

she leaps into the future chance, submitting all things to

desire . . .A higher hand must make her mild, and
guide her footsteps, moving side by side.' We may send

our Pearys and our Nansens to explore the regions of the

Polar seas^our astronomers may turn their gaze towards the

starry heavens and make astounding revelations concerning

the movements of the planets—we may descend into the

bowels of the earth and find remains of a colossal race of

men—we may cry out : Knowledge is power ; Science is

supreme ;" of what avail is it if man in his pride shall dare to

say there is no God ! What profit, if he condescend to

acknowledge the existence of God, yet deny Him omnipo-
tence in regard to children of Nature.

" Yes, knowledge is a great thing ; and the dawning of the

twentieth century finds man basking in the sunlight of its

greatest glory. We have subdued steam and made it our

servant ; the fiery elements of the skies are chained to earth

and do our bidding ; we converse with our neighbors across

the broad Atlantic as easily as though they were at our side

;

we traverse all the countries of the earth, we peer into its
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mysteries ; we have knowledge. Have we also wisdom ?

If so, we would not forget that knowledge, like everything

else, is but a means to an end. Life is real, life is earnest.

We must labor, we must study. Yes, but life is brief. And
one day we must lay aside the pen, we must close the book.

" Knowledge, as we have said, implies an intellect. Intel-

lect bespeaks a soul. We have no desire to encroach upon
the domain of the churchman, but, be we students of nature,

students of astronomy, of grammar, or of any other of the

liberal arts, we must remember that we are Catholic students,

and direct our studies accordingly. When we use the powers

of our soul, then, we must remember that we have a soul

;

when we dive into the depths of science, we must remember
that it is our spiritual nature that we are nourishing and

recreating. We exercise our bodies in a rational manner, we
nourish them with wholesome food. Shall we give to our

souls that which is not only not harmless, but absolutely

dangerous ? The knowledge that tempts us away from God
is not the knowledge that a Catholic wants. Ifwe gaze into

the mud at our feet, how shall we see the bright sun shining ?

If we are continually engaged with matter and delight our

minds with weighing it and measuring it, and examining

its minutest details—if we do this we forget that it is but a

means to an end, our labor is lost. And what end ? Answer
the question for yourselves.

" But you will say this is sermonizing. To be told to keep

in view one's future welfare smacks much of the long homilies

we are accustomed to hear on Sundays. It is, no doubt, a

good thing, and very proper—but oh ! it is very irksome. Let

the Doctors of the Church do that for us. And we can't all

be moralists. True. A dull man once intimated to his

friends that he was about to study for the ministry. 'And
why are you going to study for the ministry ?

' inquired his

friend. 'To glorify God, by preaching His gospel.' ' My
dear fellow, you will best glorify God by holding you tongue.'

And so I do not mean to say that we must be ever running

around with long faces ' seeking the things which are of the

kingdom of God,' but we can make our researches tend that
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way, as we shall later on show. And we must avoid the

knowledge that is purely artificial and superficial, as well as

that which is really dangerous. We have no time for looking

through the dictionary for eight-story words. If you hear a

man speaking of the ologies and isms\ and descanting upon
the wonderful properties of oxythymoquinone^ be assured that

each such ejection from his mouth has left an awful vacuum
in his brain.

** I once overheard the following dialogue between Priscilla

and Ruth :
' So you are studying Philosophy now, aren't

you ?
'

' Oh, yes ! It's lovely. All about molecules, and
molecules are just the sweetest things.' 'Why, what are

they ? ' 'Oh, molecules ? Why, they're little bits of things
;

and it takes ever so many of them. Do you know, there

isn't a thing but what has molecules in it ! And Mr. Smith,

he^ s lovely, he explains everything so beautifully. And then,

protoplasm ! I don't know which I like best, molecules or

protoplasm!' 'Oh, protoplasm must be grand! What is

it like ?
'

' Oh, you ought to hear Mr. Jones tell about it.

It would stir your very soul. The first time he spoke about

protoplasm, there wasn't a dry eye in the school!' 'How
I wish I had been there !

' 'And then differentiation ! Ifis

lovely ! Something to do with species—so that you can tell one

hat from another. And then ascidians ! They^re lovely !

*

'Why, what are ascidians?' 'Ascidians? Oh, I never

saw one. No one ever saw one except Mr. Smith. But

they're something like an oyster with a reticule hung on its

belt. They^re lovely !
' And then she went off into another

rapture about Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith.
" You will agree with me, I think, in saying that knowl-

edge of this kind is what we do not want. But what is the

knowledge for which we all should strive ? I am going to

tell you. It is the knowledge of the human heart, the

domain of universal knowledge. And how shall we study

our hearts ? By mere introspection ?

" We are not merely speculative ; we are not entirely

spiritual. We have a body as well as a soul. Humanly
speaking, we are very human. Ladies and gentlemen, you
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stiidy your heart when you read a great man's life; you
study your heart when you turn the pages of history

;
you

study your heart in the sound of a melodious voice, in the

reading of a poem or a novel, in the witnessing of a play.

" A great man stands out in life's drama as the central

figure of a play. He is the model, the representative man.

You study him, and your soul is stirred to emulate his virtue.

We are naturally imitative ; from the cradle to the grave

we exercise this trait. We know in our own hearts how
near to or how far away we are from his greatness. Why
was he great, why is kts name handed down to posterity ?

Was he virtuous, brave and noble ? Study your heart to see

if those characteristics are written there. Will there be no

incentive in that survey for you to strive to go upward
and onward?

' Lives of great men all remind us

We may make our lives sublime
;

And departing leave behind us,

Footprints on the sands of time.'

" It is so with the study of history. But we must be sure

to read the history that is authentic. Then turn the light

of your souls upon it. The world, ever changing, dying ever,

nascent ever, passes before our gaze in a panoramic view.

Warriors, statesmen, philosophers, poets and kings pass by

us in a fluttering pageantry. Lands, arid and fertile, cities,

prosperous and depressed, countries, barbaric and civilized,

appear and disappear before our vision. And will not all

this bring up an idea of the immensity, the eternity of God ?

Gaze into the depths of your heart and judge it by the knowl-

edge of the past. What knowledge have you not gained if

you learn only to appreciate your many privileges, if you
know the better how to perform your every-day work ?

' 'Take up the works of the poet. You may say that you have

no taste for poetry
;
you have the instinct of poetry within

you though perhaps you know it not, for you have a soul.

What is poetry but nature? What is nature but the expression

ofGod's bounty ? The trees and the flowers in their abounding
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fragrance, their marvellous harmony of color, their variety

of design ; the birds of the air, with their gorgeous plumage
and their choruses of melody ; the sunshine and the joyous-

ness of summer ; the frost and the exhilaration of winter, all

tell us that God is near. If we rest in the plenitude of His

bounty, and, looking into our hearts, find gratitude written

there, we have learned the lesson the poet has taught.
*

' And so with the novel or the drama. Who does not feel

his soul stirred at the portrayal of a chivalrous or heroic deed !

That sympathetic feeling tells you that your heart is right.

Cultivate in it those traits so admirable and so grand. Who
does not shudder in sympathy with outraged or afflicted

innocence ! Crush within you the promptings of selfishness

and petty meanness. And you have read the novel or wit-

nessed the play with something more than mere enjoyment

It has helped you to study your heart.
*

' So, after all, we come down to the trite motto of the Greek
philosophers

—

Know thyself. Who am I ? What am I ? For

what am I intended ? Can we keep these questions in our

mind ? Then will our researches in the domain of science

be guided aright. To be able to answer these questions is to

have universal knowledge, for we shall know the past, the

present and the future. I^et us pursue our studies then along

any chosen line ; let us join hands with the philosophers in

metaphysical research ; let us with the historian peer into

the hazy distances of the past ; let us break through the blue

veil of the heaven and measure the distances of the stars, one

from another—let us do all this aright, and we shall find it is

ourselves we have been studying, that we have been learning

the lesson of life.

'
' Friendship is a very good test of the proper study in our

universal domain ; true friendship leads us on step by step.

It is not selfish. It tends toward the universal. It embraces

all mankind in a true, sincere and universal love. The study

of the human heart thus teaches us to be men, not gentlemen

merely, but men—strong, noble, manly men. And it teaches

you, our admired and admirable friends, you so-called weaker

vessels, it teaches you to be something more than ladies, it
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teaches you to know more than molecules and protoplasms.

It teaches you to be women—strong, virtuous, womanly
women. And God bless woman when she is such !

'*

CONFERRING OP DEGREJES,

The degrees and medals were then conferred by Mgr.

Martinelli, the names of the successful students being announced

by Rev. W. A. Coar, O.S.A., Vice-President.

The following are the names of those upon whom degrees

and diplomas were conferred:

The Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred

upon John T. Lenahan, '70, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

The Honorary Degree of Doctor of. Philosophy was con-

ferred upon Joseph A. Kene, M. D., '75, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Bernard F. Daly, M. D., '80, Boston, Mass., and John J.

Morrissey, M. D., '81, New York city.

The Degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon John J.

Dolan, A. B., '94, New York city; John I. Whelan, A. B.,

'95, Wilmington, Del.; Richard G. Kerr, A. B., '95, Avon-

dale, N. J.; Bernard J. O'Donnell, A. B., '95, Freeland, Pa.,

and Michael J. Murphy, A. B., '95, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred upon Henry
T. Nelson, James L. Kirsch, James J. McCloskey, Walter L.

Burns, William J. Shanahan, Robert F. Anderson, Thomas
F. Condon, Nicholas J. Vasey, Edward G. Dohan and James

J. McCarthy.

The Degree of Bachelor of Sciences was conferred upon

John T. Sheehan, Francis A. Hauber, Patrick J. Gaffikin,

James H. Kelly, Daniel A. Norton, Peter F. Ryan, Joseph

F. McCullough, Peter R. O'Donnell, Francis X. O'Donnell,

Patrick F. Gallagher, John F. Hayden, Michael T. Ken-
nedy, Thomas F. O'Connor, John F. X. Jones and Edward
W. Fox.

Commercial diplomas were awarded to Francis A. Hauber,

James A. McCloskey, Francis T. Bridgman, James J. Devlin

and Mario Diaz.
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award 01*' medals.

Medals were awarded as follows :

The gold medal for Gentlemanly Conduct was awarded

to Peter R. O'Donnell, presented by the President and

Faculty.

The gold medal for Christian Doctrine was awarded to

Francis A. Hauber
;
presented by V. Rev. C. M. Driscoll,

Provincial, O.S.A.

The gold medal for lyogic was awarded to Henry T. Nelson;

presented by his Excellency, Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli,

Delegate Apostolic and Prior General O.S.A.

The gold medal for Classics was awarded to Henry T.

Nelson
;
presented by the Alumni.

The gold medal for English Literature was awarded to

Augustine X. Dooley
;
presented by Joseph F. Farmer, A. M.,

Jersey City, N. J.
' rr:,: :.:.:' y.j ;:.•:,:

The gold medal for Mathematics was awarded to John T,

Sheehan
;
presented by Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A., Chest-

nut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

The gold medal for General History was awarded to Howard
M. Shelly; presented by the Rev. John H. O'Neill, Rock-
land, Mass.

The gold medal for Elocution was awarded to William J.

Shanahan; presented by Edward M. Mulhearn, Esq., Mauch
Chunk, Pa.

The gold medal for German was awarded to William J.

Shanahan
;
presented by Drs. Jarvis and Steinbock, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

The gold medal for French was awarded to Augustine X.
Dooley; presented by Rev. D. D. Regan, O.S.A., Hoosick

Falls, N. Y.
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VALEDICTORY.

Henry Thomas Nelson, '97, Oakford, Pa., followed with the

Valedictory. These were his parting words :

Your Excellency, Your Grace, Rt. Rev. Bishops, Rev.

Members of the Faculty, Rev. Fathers, Alumni, Fellow-

Students and Dear Friends :

—

In nothing is the distinction between man and inferior

beings more marked than in his capacity for increasing his

knowledge.-:- : ,,

Year after year we see the animal kingdom, man excepted,

plodding wearily in the same well-beaten path. But with

man, that "lord of creation," it is diflferent. Through the

long vistas of time and experience, he must search after per-

fection, his approaches to it being blocked by great obstacles.

The compensation for this is ample. Think of the almost

limitless range of the intellect ; its capacity for improvement,

and the pleasure derived from efforts in an intellectual

line. '

For there is pleasure is seeing the practical application of

any knowledge entirely distinct from any benefit we may
receive ourselves. It is a gratification to see the workings

of some invention which is a decided novelty, and on closer

inquiry to find that it is beneficial to those engaged in some
particular occupation. What more pleasing occupation could

the mind have than endeavoring to understand clearly some-

thing at present obscure, to search out truth by comparison,

and to become thoroughly imbued with that know-more-

to-day-than-yesterday spirit ? The present enjoyment of such

pursuits is even surpassed by more lasting benefits, for they

have a tendency to give all our faculties an aversion for low

pursuits, and give reason a stronger grasp on the headstrong

passions. So, when the mind is thus engaged, there is present

that industrious principle which might be expressed in two

words, ever onward. How striking the words of Addison :

" To look upon the soul as going from strength to strength
;

to consider that she is to shine forever with new accessions of

glory and brighten to all eternity ; that she will be still add-
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ing virtue to virtue, and knowledge to knowledge, carries in

it something wonderfully agreeable to that ambition which
is natural to the mind of man. Nay, it must be a prospect

pleasing to God Himself to see His creation forever beautify-

ing in His eyes, and drawing nearer to Him by greater degrees

of resemblance.

"

So would man, in his endeavors to satisfy that innate long-

ing,delve into the mysteries of nature. And this is man's privi-

lege, to search out and solve those great questions which take

their rise in nature; for, as Aristotle says, they are " inborn

with every man, and have for the subject of their contempla-

tion the essential nature and destiny of things and man him-

self.'* To rob man of this privilege would be ta take away
the noblest heirloom of the mind, and to fetter that colossal

intellect which ever desires to soar above the commonplace
of this busy world. In these endeavors man must limit him-

self to the minutest fragments, and he is powerless to view

the grand totum in the mechanism of universal harmony.

So true is this that it is now held a mark of a scientific mind
to busy itselfwith one particular branch of science. Although

this may seem perfectly justifiable, still it has its evils when
the specialist, as such scientists are called, considers himself

so allied to this specialty that to delve without its confines

would be productive of nothing but evil. This is the limita-

tion that proves the one great obstacle to man's betterment

from a closer intercourse with nature.

Hear the harpings of those who say that a positive dualism

exists between theology and other sciences, and note how
they must proceed by individualizing the sciences, and who
can find no advantage save in particularities, while it is the

duty of the one who searches after truth to take his stand,

as far as possible for generalities.

Too often is a halt made at the mere threshold of science,

and that sterling advice ignored :

*

' Drink deep or touch not

the Pierian spring." These superficialities are the prime

causes of the flimsy objections brought by scientists against

revealed truth. To her disciple, who presses on her inmost

caverns, science discloses her great mysteries and wonderful
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workings. Man, surrounded by the allurements of the

world, is apt to see a striking opposition between his

own course and the workings of nature, but let him raise

his thoughts above these mundane fancies and he will see

that her course has a decided tendency to the goal of his own
desires. /-^^

From a contemplation of nature, then, through the medium
of science, man is placed in a closer relationship with his

Creator, for the works, of God are an image of His unshadowed

beauty. This, then, is the end of science—how pleasing to

contemplete such an end, for in the end all benefits are dis-

closed ! Yes, the end discloses all benefits ; and for us, this

is the end. The day for which we were always so expectant

has at last arrived. How we have looked forward to the day

when we could read the last page in the book of college life,

and, blinded by the enchantment that distance always lends,

we saw nothing but pleasure ; but now when the stern

reality forces itself upon us, we see wherein we have been

deluded. Now, we must go forth from these classic halls,

we must leave those with whom we have been so closely

allied that their joys and sorrows seemed our own. > ^

How hard it is to say farewell when pleasing recollections

force themselves upon us and well-nigh overpower us.

Would that this duty had been assigned to another, for it

brings with it nothing but pain
;
yet what must be done,

were better done.

Reverend Gentlemen of the Faculty :—Thoughts of the

words of wisdom and counsel poured into our too often unwill-

ing ears make it hard to say good-bye to you. We realize that

by our indifference we have caused you many an anxious hour,

but we feel assured that, with your usual magnanimity, you

have forgiven us. How often have we drunk in the words ot

wisdom falling from your lips ; how have we run to you plead-

ing for a holiday and not pleaded in vain, and how have we
sought you for assistance in all our difficulties. All this is past.

We must leave you, and cannot longer be benefited by your

refining presence ; but we will ever look back with pleasure

and think of you, laboring steadfastly to mould the youthful
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mind and send forth men who will be an honor to them-

selves, their country and their Church.

Classmates :—Our course is nearly run, a few more hours

and we will be separated in the wide world and the ties of

good-fellowship which bound us, though far from being

severed, will, nevertheless, be rendered less potent. Yes, we
must go forth and engage in the battle of life whose din

reaches even these dear old walls, sanctified by study. And
shall we go forth with a look of fear and be overcome by the

mere thought of the terrible odds ? Shall we not have faith in

the trusty weapons received in our dear old Alma Mater, and
go forth fearlessly to meet the foe ? Yes, a thousand times

yes ! Villanova will never be compelled to say that one of

the class of '97 succumbed without an eflfort. When our lot

may seem a hard one, and there are no kind classmates to

help us, let us look into the dim distance and there we will

see those inspiring words, those words that have always been

our motto, that always shall be :
" Volenti nil difficile''*''

and we will find pleasure greater than was ever attributed to

storied Utopia.

Fellow-Students :—How can we say good-bye to you ?

To say good-bye to those who have done so much to make
our college days happy, and with whom we have been as

brothers, is indeed, a sorry task. We have been ever at your

side to render what assistance we could, and, need I say, we
have ever been with you on gridiron and diamond when we
fought for the supremacy of the White and Blue, and gloried

when the dear old colors waved defiantly in the breeze, and
were sad when defeat was our lot. But now we must leave

you and know your dear companionship no more. Still, do
not think our interest in you will diminish

;
your good for-

tune will be ours, and we will still join in that song so dear

to us all, that tells of the fame and glory of our peerless

colors. But do not follow our examples, for I fear as ex-

amples we have been dismal failures. Rather follow the

precepts so easy to obey and so beneficial, and when your
graduation day comes, you can run to meet your friends, and
with a look of triumph say :

" I have done my best."
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Dear friends :—Your presence here to-day is ample proof

of the interest you take in Villanova and her sons. Perhaps

many of you have experienced the sad pangs of a separation

from those you loved. And this is, indeed, a separation for

us, since these surroundings, these companions have an

especial fascination for us, and we must leave them now.

Yet a few more hours, and yonder convent bell will be toll-

ing the last sad knell of the class of '97, yet a few more
hours and we will be separated ; still, we will ever look back

with pleasure and think of you, who by your presence have

done so much to encourage us. But the precious moments
pass by unheeded, and, though 'tis hard to say, still it must
be said, the saddest of words.

" Fare thee well,

And if forever,

Still forever

Fare thee well."

ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES.

The address to the graduates was delivered by Hon. P. P.

Smith, of the Superior Court of Pennsylvania. The Scran-

ton Truth of Friday, June 25, pays him the following tribute,

proving clearly that he "is not without great honor even in

his own land:"

*'Scranton was signally honored yesterday at the

brilliant commencement exercises of Villanova Col-

lege, near Philadelphia. It was the fifty-fourth annual

commencement of the Institution, and the occasion derived

special 6clat from the presence of the Papal Ablegate, Arch-

bishop Martinelli, Prior-General of the Augustinians, who
presided. There was also present a distinguished gathering

of prelates headed by Archbishop Ryan, of Philadelphia.

In an assemblage so scholarly and eminent it was a high

honor to be invited to deliver the address to the graduates,

but an honor that was fittingly bestowed in the selection of
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our esteemed townsman, Hon. P. P. Smith, of the Superior

Court, whose eloquent, thoughtful, and practical words were

admirably suited to the occasion. Judge Smith's address is

the crystallization of a ripe experience into sentences that are

informed by candor and true logic. He placed before his

hearers high ideals, and showed how well they were worth

striving for in the earnest battle of life. He clearly empha-

sized the fact that the success which ignored the loftiest

principles that could possibly animate the human heart,

was not worth winning. Judge Smith himself has been

and is a close student, and the fruits of his application

are seen in his admirable work on the Superior Bench,

which has recently been winning golden opinions in various

quarters."

Judge Smith spoke as follows

:

"Your Excellency, Your Grace, Rt. Rev. Bishops, Rev.

Fathers, gentlemen of the graduating class and ladies and

gentlemen : The world has come to look with good-natured

tolerance, not unmixed with an element akin to sarcasm,

upon the college graduate, as one who goes forth from his

Alma Mater with little knowledge of life or of the world, but

flushed with high hopes and noble purposes, and with the

feeling that to him is given the mission to reform and ele-

vate mankind. As he will in due time discover, the work of

reformation and elevation has limitations, growing out of

man's nature and his material environment. Yet the high

resolve and noble purposes, at which, in his maturer years,

with enthusiasm tempered by experience, the graduate him-

self may smile, are by no means to be discouraged, since they

lie at the beginning of human progress in its best aspect. It

is only with a hope that a few suggestions, based on the expe-

rience of mankind, may in some measure aid in giving direc-

tion to your efforts in behalf of progress, that I venture to

address you to-day.

"On the vantage ground of scholarship which you now
occupy, you are already far in advance of the mass ofAmerican

youth who have enjoyed only the educational opportunities

it. 'i^i^jitsiy^^li^ii^ .-'.
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afforded by the common schools. This great advantage

should be appreciated, utilized and made to yield its best

fruits. Adventitious aids are gifts of fortune and the recip-

ient can best manifest his gratitude by employing them so as

to produce the most beneficial results. The "self-made

man " is too often a worn-out man, and advanced in years,

when, under great disadvantages he has by his own efforts

acquired the measure of information which is here imparted

so systematically and lastingly. Presumably, each is ambi-

tious to pursue the so-called higher vocations, requiring for

success a high order of mental development. This will call

for hard, earnest and prolonged work. The successful brain

worker labors, works from dawn until twilight, and later.

The manual laborer alone can afford to work but eight or ten

hours a day.

"It must be borne in mind too that those who have had
superior educational advantages are charged with correspond-

ingly higher responsibilities ; and the nation has a right to

expect from them a high order of citizenship and effective

service. The fundamental principles of our form of Govern-

ment rest with the people for their practical exposition and

enforcement through the right performance of the duties of

citizenship. One of the basic principles on which our Gov-
ernment rests is that of the equality of its citizens; equality

alike of rights and duties. Equality of rights can be pre-

served only by the co-operation of all citizens in the faithful

performance of duties. A denial of the rights of one is a

menace to all ; and no law-abiding citizen will seek, on any
pretext, either openly or covertly, to abridge that participa-

tion in public affairs by another which is the right of all, or to

interfere with that participation by another which is the duty

of all. The chief object of popular Government is the hap-

piness of the people, the pursuit of which is one of the

inalienable rights of man, and the promotion of this object

should be the aim of those by whom Government is ad-

ministered.
*

' For ages man has sought relief from the various burdens

which life has cast upon him, and communities, large and
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small, have experimented with remedial measures. One
result of these experiments, now gaining special prominence,

is a tendency to seek in legislation a cure for economic ills.

On the other hand, we are at times warned that the hope of

cure by this method is delusive ; that legislation affords no

remedy for the material ills of man's estate ; that, in short,

we cannot legislate ourselves into prosperity.

** This proposition I must regard as a mistaken view of the

nature, purpose and effects of legislation. On the contrary,

I am constrained to hold, not only that a nation is largely

affected, for good and for ill, by legislation, but that on many
points very materially affecting the well-being of a nation,

we cannot reach prosperity except through legislation.

THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE NATION.

"The individual, and the mass of individuals that form the

nation, are subject alike to the conditions on which pros-

perity depends. The individual who would succeed must

take carefully into account his natural gifts, his training, and

all the circumstances and conditions that make up his

environment. He must estimate the influence and the

bearing of all these, as they may affect the results of any

projected line of action on his part. On the scope of his

knowledge, the accuracy of his perceptions, and the correct-

ness of his judgment, on these points, and the completeness

with which he adapts his course to their requirements, his

success largely depends. The individual, having in view all

these considerations, determines on a plan of action. The
mass of individuals that constitute the nation does the same,

through its representatives. Under our representative sys-

tem, the relation which the directorate of a private corpora-

tion bears to its stockholders, the orovernment bears to that

greater body corporate, the people. The legislative body,

like the individual, taking into account everything that may
affect the result, determines on a policy, political, industrial,

or financial, which shall affect the mass of individuals for

.::.iJS^^»^w^^]^sii^e^^ii£ih'^^ti-^i^^^^
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whom it thus acts. The adoption of a policy—of a plan of

action—whether by an individual or a legislature, is an act

of legislation on the subject ; in the one case for the indi-

vidual by himself ; in the other for the mass of individuals,

by their representatives. In both cases the results depend

mainly on adequate adaptation of the policy to the existing

or prospective conditions. In deciding on a policy or plan,

the individual legislating for himself, and the body legis-

lating for the nation, may act wisely or unwisely ; but as

surely as the individual will gain or lose, so surely must the

nation gain or lose, through this wisdom or unwisdom. To
hold, therefore, that we cannot legislate ourselves into pros-

perity is to hold that prosperity is in no wise dependent on the

policy adopted ; and this alike of the nation and the indi-

vidual. The contrary is self-evident. We legislate our-

selves into the prosperity or the adversity which follows the

adoption of any policy.

EXAMPLES OF HISTORY.

,!!-

" Historyabounds with examples illustrating this principle,

and some of the most striking instances are found in our

experience as a people. Our immortal Declaration of Inde-

pendence was a legislative act. In the adoption of our Con-
stitution, an act of legislation created a nation, healed the

ills of a situation that had become intolerable, and laid the

foundation of a prosperity never equalled elsewhere. There
are other examples which this generation has witnessed.

All the prosperity which may be attributed to a sound cur-

rency is due to the legislation which abolished the ruinous

system described by our fathers as "wildcat banking" and
substituted a currency that circulates unquestioned in every

quarter of the land ;
that restored specie to its normal place

in finance ; that has given equal monetary value to every

dollar and every representative of a dollar. On the other

hand, all the prosperity hoped for by those who advocate the

i
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free coinage alike of gold and silver must be the result of the

legislation which shall establish this as the monetary policy

of the country. And, without entering on the vexed ques-

tion between the relative economic advantages or disadvant-

ages of protection and free trade, it is not to be questioned

that as far as the prosperity of the country may be affected

by either policy, it is affected by legislation. As a matter of

course, the efficacy of all legislation depends on its enforce-

ment. Without this the legislation of the individual

becomes only a good resolution never carried into effect,

while that of the nation remains a dead letter.

" It is, therefore, of the first importance that you legislate

intelligently and judiciously concerning your future ; that

you legislate yourselves into success by adopting a policy

which shall, so far as may be, lead to success in life. By no

other method can you become successful. Such legislation

demands a careful study of all matters that may affect you for

good or ill, a firm grasp of the conditions under which the

policy you determine on must be pursued, an adequate knowl-

edge of their operation, a clear perception of the results to

which they tend, and a just appreciation of their advantages

and disadvantages. It demands, further, a capacity for em-

ploying your powers most effectively, for adapting yourselves

to the conditions before you, for seizing on the opportunities

they offer, and avoiding the difficulties they present—in a

word, for dealing with them to the best purpose ; and this

involves such acquaintance with yourselves as shall enable

you duly to estimate the true nature and scope of your

endowments.

INTEI.I,ECT AND CONSCIENCE.

" And in all this—in the determination as to your course in

life and the methods whereby success shall be sought—bear

ever in mind that the intellect and the conscience sit together,

and that upon any questionable point the final appeal is to

the conscience. Though legislating for yourselves, you can-

. is&i^Aikiii^iaM^klij:.iiMiiiii:,a
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not legislate for self alone. The policy which you shall

formulate must touch your fellows at innumerable points. It

is not enough, therefore, that you consider the effect upon
yourselves of the conditions surrounding you, and of your

action in relation to them. You are bound to take account

also of the manner in which others may be affected by your

course. Your methods should involve no wrong to another.

A success won by disregard of right can rank only as a vic-

tory of selfish greed or ambition. It is success of the lowest

order. The noblest and truest success is that which is won
by co-ordinating the mental powers and the moral sense ; by
the union of intellect, industry and conscience. It is only a

success of this character that will give your Alma Mater the

right to proudly claim you as her sons ; and that will inspire

with noble emulation her children in days to come. It is

only upon such a success that you can look back with real

satisfaction at the close of your life work.

I

1 u
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PREPARATION FOR SUCCESS.

'

' This day completes the first period of your preparation for

winning success. The diplomas you have earned signify,

not that your education is finished, but that you have gained

some insight into the process of education, some mastery of

its methods. In the life that lies before you, with powers

adequately exercised and rightly directed, with the aims that

centre in self justly limited by an alert sense of duty, the

right performance of each day's task will form part of the

unceasing process of education and serve as an element of

preparation for struggles yet to come.
'

' That your life struggle will be manly, firm, consistent,

honest and worthy of this historic institution, which has sent

forth so many to reflect the result of her noble teachings, I

feel confident. That it may be ultimately crowned with the

success which I have endeavored briefly to indicate, is my
sincere wish, and in your efforts to attain this I bid you God
speed."
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THE PAPAL DEI^RGATE'S ADDRESS.
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V. Rev. Father Delurey introduced Mt. Rev. Sebas-

tian Martinelli, the Papal Delegate, giving a brief sketch of

his career.

Mt. Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, brother to the late Cardinal

Thomas Martinelli, who was a Dominican, was born August

20, 1848, near the town of Lucca, in Tuscany. About the close

of his fifteenth year he voluntarily and resolutely renounced

the vanities of the world, and, abandoning his parents and

country, directed his steps to the sanctuary of Genazzano.

There, on December 6, 1863, he was clothed with the habit

of the order of St. Augustine. His studies being concluded

in 1872, after a brilliant examination, he obtained the degree

of Lector, and taught philosophy in the convent of Santa

Maria in Posterula at Rome. He afterwards became pro-

fessor of theology and other sacred sciences, until, having

finished the five years of regency, he received the degree of

Master of Sacred Theology on September 18, 1881. A few

days later he was elected Postulator General for the canoni-

zations and beatifications in his Order. In 1889 he was ele-

vated to the dignity of Prior General, and in 1892 the Holy
Father appointed him Consultor of the Holy Roman Inquisi-

tion. In the quality of Prior General he visited the convents

of his Order in Bohemia, Belgium, Ireland and the United

States. Last year he was re-elected Prior General, and con-

firmed for twelve years. Upon the elevation of Mgr. Satolli

to the Cardinalate, Father Martinelli was appointed to suc-

ceed him as Delegate at Washington.

Mgr. Martinelli said in part

:

" I see on the program that I am expected to make a

few remarks. I will be very brief, but I will do my part the

more readily because I promised the students a few months
ago to be present at these closing exercises, and so to prove

my satisfaction at the end of the year's work, and to encour-

age them in the future to greater efforts.

" The presence of the Archbishop of this great and glorious
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diocese is an honor which I myself and the other fathers of

my order greatly appreciate. That he is the true friend of

Catholic education and of Catholic educators is evidenced

from the many institutions of learning that flourish under

his direction and patronage; I am sure that the many
manifestations of appreciation which he has received in

this year of his silver jubilee, will still further urge him
to go on with the work he has done in behalf of Catholic

education.

"We are honored here to-day, also, by the presence of

other bishops who are interested in the work of education,

and of so many of the clergy and the laity that we are en-

couraged. Too much encouragement cannot be given to

Catholic educators. Their lives are lives of self-sacrifice.

Their scope is not only to develop the faculties of the mind,

but also of the heart—to develop the whole man ; to prepare

youth not only for this transitory life, but also for the life to

come.
" That education is manifestly incomplete which seeks

only the development of the mind and in which the moral

is not inculcated. The scientific and moral must always go
hand in hand. We are all God's creatures. Whatever we
receive of good is from Him, and to Him we must give an

account. The youthful mind must be impressed with a

sense of responsibility to God, and to live in such a way as

to be ready at all times to give an account to Him. Thus
the State is saved when men are made ideal citizens. The
times in which we live call for just such honest men, and

our Catholic colleges endeavor to respond to such a call.

" Let the graduates to-day resolve to put into practice, in

whatever sphere of life they may hereafter enter, the prin-
'

ciples instilled into them during the years which they have

spent at this college. Let them be faithful and bring credit

to their Alma Mater.
" Boys, I would be pleased to be here with you always, if

I could ; but to-day I am glad to manifest to you my full

satisfaction. I wish the graduates success in this life, and

that the other students will have an enjoyable vacation, and

A
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in September, when they return, enter new fields of study.

In closing, I thank the faculty and the learned judge for his

beautiful address. Ladies and gentleman, I thank you for

your courteous attention."
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AI^UMNI BANQUET.

A bOUT two hundred and fifty guests sat down to the annual
'*• Alumni Banquet, which was served at two o'clock in the

Dramatic Hall, and which, as usual, proved one of the most enjoy-

able of the commencement programme. The banquet hall was taste-

fully festooned with white and yellow bunting, the Papal colors,

and the Philharmonic Orchestra played popular selections, while

the guests discussed the following dainty

MENU.
OlvIVES Radishes

Peas

Sainted Almonds
Little Neck Clams
POTAGE A LA REINE

Deviled Crabs
Filet de Boeuf Mushroom Sauce

New Potatoes Baked Tomatoes
Roman Punch

Bacon and Greens
Salad

Cheese and Crackers
Ices Cakes

Coffee
Cigars

After the coffee. Reverend President Delurey announced the

toasts and introduced each speaker in a few well-chosen words.

Speeches were made by Mon^nor Martinelli, Bishops Wigger
and McGoveru, Dr. J. T. lycnahan, '70, Dr. J. J. Kene, '75, Dr.

J. J. Morrissey, '81, and General J. R. O'Beirne, Commissioner

of Public Charities of New York city.

Archbishop Martinelli spoke briefly, thanking those present for

their interest in the cause of higher Catholic education. Two
very felicitous speeches were those of Bishops Wigger and Mc-

Govern, two staunch friends of Villanova. By their sparkling

I; !
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sallies of genial wit, both prelates kept the tables in constant

merriment.

Dr.' J. J. Kene, '75, spoke of the great pleasure it gave the

members of the Alumni to wander back to the happy, peaceful

shades of the dear old Villa, after battling a twelve-month in

the busy, bustling world, and to greet in glad reunion the old,

familiar friends of their salad days. After paying a touching

tribute to the deceased Alumni, he said that as the decades have

rolled their rapid round, men of the most pronounced moral and

intellectual worth and attainments have occupied the president's

chair, and have passed, many of them, too, into the silent halls

of Death, there to rest from their loving labors.

The names of O'Dwyer, Hartnett, Moriarty, prince of

orators; Mullen, the erudite Stanton, the saintly Galberry, the

energetic Coleman, always awaken thoughts of the most grateful

remembrance in hearts of the students of the elder time, more

enduring far than any eulogy sculped in stone above their

graves, for
'

' To live in hearts

We leave behind, is not to die.
'

'

" On the world's broad field of battle, in the bivouac of life,"

continued the speaker, " hundreds of Villanova' s sons, who are

winning fame or fortune or both, love to turn retrospective,

lingering glances toward the grand old walls of that genial

mother of their youthful intellects, whom they are proud to call

by the endearing title of Alma Mater. '^

The name of the next speaker, Dr. J. T. Lenahan, '70, was
greeted with enthusiastic cheering. Mr. I^enahan, who is always

in a very happy vein in his after-dinner efforts, was at his best on

this occasion. He indulged in some delightful persiflage at the

expense of his old friend, Dr. Morrissey. Dr. lycnahan said that

he was turning green with envy at the thought that his once

dizzy eminence as an Alumni orator of multitudinous gifts was
no longer impregnable. It had been scaled at a single bound by

Dr. Morrissey, who now sits upon the same mountain top as him-

self, and listens to the same music of the spheres and is fed on

the same ambrosia by the platter-bearer of the gods. He
banteringly referred to Dr. Morrissey' s oratory as " a trumpet

call, a tinkling of the light guitar, a noise of thunder, a sigh of
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mtisic in the trees, a movement of vast armies, an interlude of

forest aisles and nymphs and dryads swaying to the cadence of

a thousand harps."

Coming to the more serious part of his speech, he said that the

system of education pursued at Villanova is based not upon
fanciful theory, but on long, practical, intelligent experience, so

that when a young man goes forth from her halls he is fully

equipped to fight the battle of life successfully, and to make rapid

Strides of advancement in the career for which he has qualified

Wmself. The students of Villanova have always been recognized

factors in development of the communities in which they live.
*

' Into all ranks and avocations has Alma Mater sent worthy sons,

into the busy marts of trade and commerce, into the learned

professions of law and medicine, into the ecclesiastical states her

sons have gone. Sons schooled under a discipline that seeks in

all branches of human knowledge the highest development of

man's intellectual faculties, yet reckon this of lesser worth than

the impress of honor, honesty and integrity, which the heart is to

receive."

' * The happiest and friendliest relations existbetween the profes-

sors and the students at Villanova. The faculty know how to

yield that true and quick sympathy which boys so intuitively

understand and appreciate, while the students, in turn, regard

their professors not only as their teachers and guides, but as their

truest friends and best companions. This association of com-

panionship of teachers and students is productive of the healthiest

moral tone and atmosphere, the boys feeling the noble influence

of men whose intellectual view embraces the history of the world,

who are familiar with all science, whose aim is to rouse, strengthen

and illumine the mind, to give to the soul purity of intention, to

the conscience steadfastness—in a word, to bring true philosophy

to the aid of the heart and the will, so that the better self shall

prevail and each day introduce its possessor to a higher plane of

hfe."

1 Dr. Morrissey, one of Villanova' s most loyal and devoted

sons, was the next speaker.

In his opening remarks, Dr. Morrissey stated that this

would not be the only time that day that the physician
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would be called upon to prescribe for those present, judging

from the appreciative manner in which tbe splendid dinner

with its adjuncts had disappeared. Continuing in the same

vein of humor, the doctor said that there was nothing that

would so quickly allay the irritability of the digestive organs

as a bottle of cool seltzer the following morning. And as few

the magnum caput—well the magnum had undoubtedly been

disposed oflf, the caput would inevitably follow. " As for my-
self," he continued, "I am an exceedingly abstemious man,

in fact, it is a matter of necessity more than of choice, as I

feel the New York delegation present would not be entirely

safe if its members did not have a protector. And in the

morning when their impaired digestive capacity will neces-

sitate my services, I will, in the words of poet, feel that

**0f all sad words of tongue or pen.

The saddest are these : It might have been."

*' But seriously speaking, and as a supplementary observar

tion to what has already been so well said by the dis-

tinguished orator of the occasion, Judge Smith, to whom we
have all listened with such delight, instruction and enter-

tainment, there is much in the two professions of law and
medicine which oflfer an attractive outlook to the thinking

student. Both are laboring for the welfare of the community,

and for the progress of humanity. Both professions are

powerful factors in the progress of the race, though they may
differ on constitMiionalgrounds^ and a charm common to the

two is that noble task of adjusting the principles of truth to

the facts and conditions of life. Aside from the mere enjoy-

ment that may be derived from the mere practice of either

profession, it must not be forgotten that much good can be

accomplished by the prudent lawyer and conscientious phy-

sician by encouraging morality and upbuilding human char-

acter, which after all is a divine work. Law may be said to

be based upon precedent, medicine upon principles, which

vary in different individuals. When we have attained an

exact science of nian, we will establish an exact science of

\jtiM^ ^S^i^kii^i^A
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medicine. But, gentlemen of the Graduating Class, remem-
ber that the tree ofknowledge is lofty, its branches hang high,

and in order to gain its fruit, you will first have to learn how
to climb. But if you are true to the principles instilled into

your youthful hearts in this venerable institution—your

AUna Mater and mine, endeared to us by so many tender

memories and sweet associations of the past,—oh, the charms

of recollection that hover over things in the past, are among
the sweetest indulgences that memory aflfords—if you are

true to those principles, I repeat, you cannot but be success-

ful, for then you will be true to yourselves, true to your

country and true to your God. It is many years since I stood

where you now stand, on the very threshold of active life,

gazing expectantly into the future, around which the roseate

hues of hope and expectation seemed to cluster. But I

found that there were many lessons yet to be learned

in the hard and bitter school of experience—of

that experience which teaches to-morrow what yester-

day should know. Remember the uplands of profes-

sional knowledge are not to be won by every seeker

after fame, they are only to be reached by the industrious

student. The way is long and weary, beset with trials and

temptations ; but, when once attained, how charming the

prospect, how fair the view, beholding radiant beauties that

seem to mirror in their very depths the glories of the Eternal.

Remember, too, that the best capital a man can have in this

practical, every-day world is brains, rightly adjusted, for it is

brains that create capital, but capital can never make brains.

And in order to achieve great results in commerce or in

professional life, one of the most important studies to be

cultivated and accurately ° learned is to study yourself, to

accurately guage, as far as your limited powers will admit,

the limitation of your own capabilities. Once that all-im-

portant lesson is learned, then you can proceed legitimately

to accomplish great results. Our best efforts should ever be

directed to the development of our better selves. Our con-

science is constantly knocking at the door of our hearts,

striving to enter and remonstrate.
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But, while you are cultivating the higher fields of thought

and activity, be careful also of your bodily health. As a

physician I tell you that mens sana in corpore sano is one of

the greatest natural blessings that God could confer upon
us. Yes, health is man's most precious national possession.

We value it least when we most possess it, we value it most

when we least possess it.

And now I wish to say a word directly to the Alumni of

this college, and of its President. We all thoroughly recog-

nize what he has done since he was called upon to fill

the President's chair. By his tireless energy, his splendid

business capacity, and his earnest and enthusiastic efforts,

ably seconded by the other members of the Faculty, he has

placed Villanova in the very fore-front of Catholic educa-

tional institutions, and this despite the fact that the country

has passed through an era of financial depression that should

have antagonized his best efforts.

I am giving this testimony in favor of the present incum-

bent, without in the slightest degree casting a word of asper-

sion or criticism upon his predecessors. They did whatever

could be done with the material placed in their hands. And
no men worked more arduously or faithfully for the welfare

of this institution than my honored and revered friends,

Frs. Fedigan and McEvoy. Now, what we alumni should

do is to try and support, by every means in our power, the

great work being accomplished by Fr. Delurey. He needs

all the encouragement that we can tender him, and what is

more to the point, he requires our aid and assistance. Each
alumnus should constitute himself an individual committee
to see that the good work is carried on. Too long have we
been derelict in our duty. Let us go to our homes and pre-

pare the soil for Fr. Delurey 's tilling. I can see by the

expression of my friends, Lenihan and Kene, that they have

already each determined to send five boys from Wilkes-

Barre and Brooklyn.

And if I may venture to say it in the venerated presence

of His Excellency, we are looking forward to the day when
a grand new building will take the place of the old college.
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and may we hope that it will be soon. This, then, is our

duty, gentlemen of the Alumni Association, and may I add

your duty also, members of the clergy and friends in general,

who are interested in the work of higher education ; we wish

you to be one with us in this great labor of love and duty,

so that when the new college is built we will see not one

hundred and fifty, but double that number enter its doors.

II

Gen. J. R. O'Beirne, a splendid type of the Catholic Soldier of

America, was the last speaker, and he was given a veritable

ovation. We are sorry that we cannot furnish a verbatim report

of his magnificent effort. It was replete with brilliant passages,

and was delivered in a manner which held his hearers captive, and

elicited round after round of tumultuous applause. After the

banquet Dr. I^enahan facetiously, and we think felicitously,

referred to General O'Beirne' i. speech as " a summer day, a vision

of all things beautiful, a dream of houris, a clash of Wagner
and a murmur of the rebeck and the lute.

"

Gen. O'Beirne said in substance that it was a red-letter event

in his life, and a supreme pleasure and privilege to be called upon

to speak on such an occasion, and in the presence of one so justly

honored by the Holy See. Gathered within the hospitable walls

of one of the most venerable and famous Catholic institutions of

learning in the United States, such an auspicious moment
served to evoke all the fond associations that cluster around such

a spot "sacred to thought and to God," where for more than

half a century ardent, truth-loving minds have meet to garner

and treasure the golden grain of virtue, and to drink deep of the

pellucid, life-giving stream of knowledge.
'

' Loyal sons and true, the Alumni of Villanova have gathered

this day to place on Alma Mater' s fair, unwrinkled brow, the

amaranthine wreath of their love and fealty which her fostering

care and tireless solicitude in their behalf so fittingly deserves.

It is the duty of loyal Villanovans to cherish for always the

teachings of Augustine's zealous sons, and, by the daily beauty

of their lives, to be ever true to the principles of loyalty instilled

into their youthful minds—loyalty to the See of Peter, loyalty to

Alma Mater, loyalty to this
'

' Land of the free and home of the

brave."
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Touching education, the speaker said it was the most important

object of life. The world is a vast school, and we are dismissed

only when the great lessons of life are learned, and kindly Death

ushers us into the eternal play-ground.
" The struggle for daily bread ; the fever and passion of ambi-

tion ; the glory of attainment ; the mortification of defeat ; the

attrition of man with man in society, in war, in literature, in

business, in politics
;
pain, pleasure, love, hate, exaltation, gloom,

are our instructors, and we carry nothing out of the schoolhouse

but what we have acquired in it. Life is thus valuable mainly as

a means of gathering and hoarding up golden experiences—wisdom

from failure, sympathy with others from anguish suffered by our-

selves, strength from conquest ; courage in adversity, because we
see how little fate can really harm us ; humility in prosperity,

because we learn how accidental and superficial prosperity is
;

charity, because we find with what surprising evenness the great-

nesses and littlenesses of humanity are distributed, and because

we recognize in ourselves an epirome of them all ; kindness,

because the fire we kindle on our brother's hearthstone warms

and irradiates our own.

"In this world every man worth his salt is a worker and a fighter

of some sort, and education is the Vulcan who forges the tools

and the weapons. In every school where boys and gfirls, men
and women, learn what shall fit them to become porters, seam-

stresses, clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers, salesmen, heads of

business houses, mechanics, engineers, architects, and what not,

the swart god's hammer rings. Well-tempered must be the steel

and keen the blade, for in the Battle of I^ife each man has only

what he can seize and hold against unrelenting competition, and

he who falls rarely rises.

'

' We are social creatures, and education is the Muse who embel-

lishes life with every art and accomplishment. All that adds

sweetness and polish to society, that softens the asperities and

lends grace to the amenities of daily intercourse, deserves culture

as the very flower of civilization.

" lyastly, we are incarnate spirits, coming into the world alone,

living alone, dying alone. Education is the Hebe who hands us

the divine draught of the gods—wisdom, knowledge for its own
sake ; the brain that thinks and weighs ; the eye that questions

^SS^-iWUfJi^.T^i'iUtl j
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and discovers ; the ear that listens and hears echoes of voices

inaudible to grosser senses ; the keen intellect that keeps step

with the march of sages, philosophers, aud writers of every age

and nation ; the heart that throbs in comprehending sympathy
with the passion of the poem, the soul of the painting, the frozen

beauty of the statue, and the motif of the sonata.

" The gifts of all the gods were needed to make a Pandora, and
no one of these three can evolve a man. The first alone would
fashion a sordid machine, the second a frivolous dude, the third

a visionary hermit. Education should include in its province the

useful, the ornamental, and the elevating."

He gave this good advice to parents who contemplate sending

their sons to college :
" In trying to select a college for his son the

wise parent will ask first, not where the most learned professors

are (still less, of course, where the best baseball team is, or where
most sons of millionaires congregate) , but where the tone of social

life is purest and manliest ; where the young men behave neither

as young monkeys nor as rakes ; where the conditions for com-

plete moral autonomy are most fully established. At the same
time he will ask what college best understands its business, which

is to impart that culture, intellectual and moral, which is essential

to free manhood, and does not attempt to forestall the university

by dabbling in professional knowledge or condition."

He paid a deserved tribute to the work of the Catholic priest-

hood :

" Catholic priests have ever been the champions of virtue, and

the Church is always a barrier to tyranny and social disorder.

Virtue ! virtue ! is their constant theme. They insist on the

observance of law and the keeping of the commandments.

Childred learn from their lips the obligation of obedience, aud

parents are reminded of what they owe to their offsprings. Hus-

bands and wives are taught fidelity and the necessity of mutual

forbearance. Compassion for the afflicted, mercy toward the

erring, alms-giving to the needy and charity for all are among
their frequent lessons. When selfishness corrupts the hearts of

men they hear echoing the solemn duty of bearing each other's

burden. These are the doctrines taught by the priesthood. There

is not a virture necessary for the individual or society that has

not its teacher, its champion and its model within the ranks of the

vy
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clergy. With a zeal all their own and a power all divine, they

illumine the intellect, fill the soul with grace, purify the heart and

rescue the sin-laden from eternal misery."
" When the impermanent veils of time and matter are lifting and

thinning, and the substantial realities of the world invisible to

sense are assuming color, form and solidity ; when that strange

concatenated cosmos of mud and fire we call ourselves is on the

point of disintegration—the baser half to be resolved into its

elements, the nobler to draw apart and upward as the inmost core

of the living man ; when the shifting phantasmagoria of rank,

station, petty failures, childish triumphs, unworthy exultations

and ignoble miseries, is vanishing like mist ; when vices, pas-

sions, pains, weaknesses, the stains of ancient sins, and the rags

of vain conceits are dropping from the limbs of the emancipated

spirit like garments that are old—then the immortal Ego, strong

in the consciousness of his divinity, will gaze fearlessly into the

night, certain that the sun will rise again for him on the rippling

waters, the opening blossoms, and the glittering dewdrops of a

new and Eternal morning.

"

In concluding he said :

"One of the pioneer educational institutions of this great land,

none have surpassed Villanova in the efiiciency of the work it

was and is her mission to accomplish. Her past has been honor-

able and brilliant, her present is prosperous and filled with

brighest hope. Among those who have labored to spread her

renown, no one is more conspicious than the present worthy

incumbent of the presidential chair—Very Rev. Father Delurey

—

a young man who has not yet completed his fourth decade, but

who is full of holy zeal, splendid talent and magnificent energy.

It is a genuine pleasure, and I am proud to testify to his many
sterling qualities of head and heart here in the presence of such

illustrious representatives of the American Catholic hierarchy. '

'

'

' May I then express the hope, indulged by all, that Villanova

may continue to flourish like the perennial bay tree, and to grow

strong with the years as they flow, and that we may all live to

assemble to celebrate her Diamond Jubilee and to place her three-

quarters century's crown."
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T^HK best evidence of a mother's care, it is truly said, is the
* affection of her sons. The graduates of Villanova cherish

a lasting filial regard for their Alma Mater, and a large and

flourishing Alumni Association is an outgrowth of this spirit.

At 4, 30 P. M. the members of the Alumni assembled in the

I^ibrary for the regular annual meeting. In the unavoidable

absence of the president, J. E. Dougherty, A.B., '80, Rev. R.

A. Gleeson, '88, occupied the chair. The following officers were

elected for the ensuing year: President, Rev. J. T. O'Reilly,

A.B., '71, Lawrence, Mass.; Vice-President, Dr. J. A. Kene,

Ph.D., '75, Brooklyn, N. Y, ; Secretary, Rev. J. B. Leonard,

A. M., '91, Villanova, Pa.; Treasurer, V. Rev. L- A. Delurey, A.

M., '90, Villanova, Pa.

The new graduates in the arts and sciences, some twenty in

number, were then formally introduced and enrolled as members
of the Association. The feasibility of holding a mid-year reunion

was debated at length. Revs. J. P. Fahey, '85, O.S.A.; Rev. F. A.

Greagan, '87, and Rev. W. H. Griffin, '83, and Drs. Lenahan, '70;

Kene, '75, and Morrissey, '81
,
participating in the discussion. The

question was referred for action to a special committee, consisting

of Rev. J. T. O'Reilly, V. Rev. L. A. Delurey and Dr. Mor-

rissey. The suggestion of Dr. Morrissey that each year, during

commencement week, a day known as "Alumni Day" be set

apart for the foregathering of the '

' old boys '

' within the classic

shades of Alma Mater, met with very generous approval, and it

is probable that the suggestion will be carried out this year.
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ALUMNI JOTTINGS.

R. G. Kerr, A.M., '95, Annandale, N. J., is now pursuing a

theological course at St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore, Md.

F. M. Hauber, B.S., '97, intends to enter the University of

West Virginia next October to begin the study of law.

Messrs. Leonard and Stanley, I^awrence, Mass., were recent

guests of Rev. J. B. I^eonard, O.S.A., at Villanova.

Dr. J. J. Ryle, '94, and Dr. J. J. O'Leary, '94, were among
the graduates from Buffalo Medical College, May 12th.

Dr. W. F. Mahdn, '94, was graduated from Bellevue Medical

College, June loth, and has opened an office at Albany, N. Y.

John I. Whelan, A.M., '95, who delivered the Master's Ora-

tion at the Commencement, received minor orders at St. John's

Seminary, Brooklyn, June 1 6th.

J. Stanley Smith, B. S., '93, Scranton, Pa. , is now a full-fledged

lawyer, the University of Pennsylvania having honored itself in

honoring him with the degree of I^L. B.
,
June 15th.

Rev. J. T. O'Reilly, A.B., '71, O.S.A., Lawrence, Mass.,

President of the Alumni Association, delivered the sermon at the

opening of the Summer School at Plattsburg, July nth.

Among the visitors at the Summer School, Plattsburg, N. Y.,

we note the names of Rev. W. A. Jones, '85, O.S.A., Villanova,

Pa.; Rev. D. J. O'Mahoney, '85, O.S.A., and Rev. J. M. Flem-

ing, '88, O.S.A., Lawrence, Mass.

Among the visitors recently were Rev. Frs. Murphy, both pro-

fessors in the Jesuit College of the Immaculate Conception, New
Orleans, La. They were the guests of their cousin, Mr. E. G.

Dohan, O.S.A.

Of this year's graduates, W. J. Shanahan hopes to become an

adept in pedagogy , W. L. Burns expects to enter Harvard Medi-

cal School ; St. Charles' Seminary, Overbrook, Pa., will claim J.

J. McCloskey ; while W. L. Kirsch and H. T. Nelson intend to

study law at the University of Pennsylvania.
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We see in our esteemed contemporary, the Fordham Monthly^

that her distinguished alumnus, Gen. James R. O'Beirne, A.M.,

'69, lectured on " Ireland in America's Struggles," on Sunday

evening, June 6, under the auspices of St. Vincent de Paul

Society, at Grand Central Palace, New York. The lecture was

given for the Catholic Boys' Association.

We are pleased to learn that M. A. Tierney, '93, is fast forg-

ing to the front in his chosen profession—the law. His recent

appointment as clerk to Judge Nason, of Renssalaer County, N.

Y., is hailed with delight by his many old friends and admirers.

While at college, Mr. Tierney was a thorough-going scholar and

gentleman, popular with his preceptors and his school-fellows

alike. His college career was filled with promise for the useful

and brilliant career in which he is now making such rapid strides.

We are pleased to learn that our distinguished alumnus, Walter

lyccky ,
' 83, is soon to publish a new novel.

'

' Apropos of Mr.

Lecky , '

' says the Boston Pilot,
'

' a great many papers have told

that he is the Rev. William A. McDermott, in charge of the

parish of Redwood, N. Y. , in the diocese of Ogdensburg. They
dwell on the fact that his literary ability comes from the experience

gained in newspaper work. This is partly tiue, but Father

McDermott received a good training, and a thorough one, from

the Augustinian Fathers at Villanova College, Pa. He was
ordained for the Congregation of the Fathers of Mercy, and

taught at their College of Vineland, N. J. ; so that he owes to

the Augustinians and Fathers of Mercy most of the religious

thoughts and the power of observing scenes and characters, which

he displays."

The Scranton Truth of June 25 said :

" Wilkes-Barre's share in the honors of Villanova yesterday

was notable, honorable and well-deserved. That city's gifted

son, John T. L<enahan, who is an ornament to the noble pro-

fession of the law, received the degree of LL. D. The
Luzerne bar has long been famous for its able men, and its

reputation is well sustained in the person of Dr. Lenahan.

He is still young in years, but his fame is co-extensive with

the State, and extends even beyond the borders of this
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Imperial Commonwealth. Some of the finest traditions of

forensic oratory are recalled in his masterful efforts ; and to

his clear grasp of complex questions he adds a splendid

energy and convincing earnestness that are charged with

magnetic power and a persuasive quality which are at times

irresistible. Dr. I^enahan is a graduate of Villanova, and
his Alma Mater has been justly appreciative of his merits

in conferring upon him the coveted degree of Doctor of

Laws."

CGI,. 1,. E. TIERNEY, '84. :

It is real pleasure to be able to present the '

' old boys '

' with the

following brief sketch of Col. L. E. Tierney, '84, which appeared

in' the Industrial Edition of the Bluefield Daily Telegraphy one of

the most ably edited newspapers in West Virginia : "Col. L. E.

Tierney was born in Schuylkill county, Pennsylvania, in i860.

He worked in the anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvania during

his boyhood, afterward taking a course at Villanova College, in

Delaware county, Pennsylvania, from which he graduated in 1884,

with the degree of Bachelor of Science.

" In 1886 he accepted the position of assistant mining engineer

for the Flat-Top Land Trust, being the pioneer engineer in the

work of accurately locating the Pocahontas, or No. 3 vein, in the

Elkhorn Valley. ;
" In the summer of 1889 he was tendered and accepted the posi-

tion of general manager of the Powhatan Coal and Coke Com-
pany ; in March, 1891, he accepted the position of general man-

ager of the Lynchburg Coal and Coke Company; in May, 1892,

he accepted the position of general manager of the Eureka Coal

and Coke Company, and in 1893 was elected vice-president of the

same company. On June ist, 1893, he took charge, as general

manager, of the Elk Ridge Coal and Coke Company, and was

elected secretary, treasurer and general manager of the same com-

pany on May 26, 1896. He is a stockholder in the Powhatan,

Lynchburg, Eureka, Elk Ridge and Keystone Coal and Coke

companies, being general manager in the first four named.
" Col. Tierney is a prominent member of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, and is also one of the most prominent

Democratic politicians in the field, and is a member of the staff of

>„u. ^iU "i:w:^u ^b.iLiJi
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Hon. William A. MacCorkle, Governor of West Virginia. He
was a delegate to the Democratic convention at Chicago that

nominated W. J. Bryan for the presidency.

" Col. Tierney resides at Powhatan, West Virginia, and enjoys

the distinction of being the only bachelor operator in the great

Flat-Top field at present engaged in the active management of

mining operations. .„>,';/

"The whole career of Col. Tierney has been attended with

success in every undertaking in which he has embarked, and he

has fully deserved and honorably earned whatever in the way of

compensation has fallen to his lot. That he has prospered in the

battle of life is due almost solely to his own efforts, his keen

insight into business affairs, and his capacity for recognizing and

taking advantage of opportunities, and shaping them to accom-

plish the desired results. '" •^' ;; - jv'-^-V-

'

' He has made himself thoroughly conversant with every

detail of the science of mining, and nothing in connection with

the working of either the mines or ovens of the operations under

his management is too trivial to receive his personal attention, the

result being that the companies with which he is associated have

given him the management of four separate operations, each and

every one of which, owing to the systematic methods by which

his work is governed, receiving equal attention, and being kept

in first-class condition in every respect. The inside workings of

each of these operations is arrange on the plan by which it can be

most advantageously and economically worked, and the same

close attention to detail is noticeable there as prevails about the

outside workings, and there lies the secret of the success which has

invariably attended business enterprises under his management."

OBITUARY.

Rkv. J. C. Wynnk, '69.

We reprint the following sketch of this estimable servant

of God from a former issue: "February 8th, Rev. James C.

Wynne, '69, died at the home of his brother in South Bethlehem,

Pa. He was taken ill early in December.

Father Wynne was born in Buck Mountain, Carbon county,

forty-six years ago, and was the son of John and Bridget
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Wynne. He was a man of commanding stature, being over

six feet in height, and during his student days was noted for

his athletic prowess. While making his preliminary studies at

Villanova he was catcher for the college team, known as the

"Keystones," and was the only man who could successfully

receive the delivery of Pitcher McGee, famous at that time for

his speed. McGee pitched and young Wynne was behind the

plate in the famous game which ended in the defeat of the

previously invincible Chicago team.

Father Wynne's finishing studies were carried on in the

diocesan seminary, and he was ordained at Overbrook on Feb-

ruary 2, 1876, by Archbishop Wood;^^^^^^^^ V \

His first assignment was as assistant at St. Patrick's Church,

Philadelphia. Subsequent he was sent to Summit Hill, and

thence to St. Charles' Church, Philadelphia. Twelve years ago

he was put in charge of St. Kyran's Church, Hecksherville,

where he has been located ever since. Two other brothers,

John and Peter, who were priests, and his parents have pre-

ceded him to the grave. He is survived by a sister, Miss Mary,

and a brother, Edward, of South Bethlehem, and another

brother, Michael, of Jeanesville, Pa.

Father Wynne was one of those amicable souls whose smile

is a benediction ; the mere glance of his eye is a Sursum Corda.

To him may the poet's words be most fittingly applied :

" None knew him but to love him,

Nor named him but to praise."

'^

MONSIGNOR CONATY.

At a dinner in honor of Mgr. Martinelli, given by Brother

Justin on Tuesday evening, June 27, at De La Salle Insti-

tute, it was announced by the Apostolic Delegate that the

Holy Father has conferred a new honor upon Dr. Conaty,

rector of the Catholic University. The guests at the dinner

included Archbishop Corrigan, Brother Justin ; Very Rev.
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ly. A. Delutey, O.S.A., President of VillailOva College

;

Dr. Morrissey of Hartford, Dr. Bonnet, Father Charles, Prior

of the Dominicans in Florida ; Brother Eulogius, Director

of the De lya Salle Institute ; Brother Qiiintinian, Assistant

Visitor. The guests were at the dessert when Dr. Conaty

entered, accompanied by Brother Bernard. He was cordially

welcomed, and Brother Bernard introduced him to the

assembled guests, using the words, " Permit me to introduce

Dr. Conaty."

Then it was that Archbishop Martinelli rose, raised his

hand for silence, and said with a smile. " Pardon me ; but

it is no longer Dr. Conaty. It is now Mgr. Conaty." The
announcement by the Archbishop was a complete surprise.

Dr. Conaty could hardly believe what he heard, as it was

the first intimation he had that the distinguished honor was

even contemplated. The Archbishop then explained that

he had the day before received word from Rome of the

elevation of Dr. Conaty, and he told at considerable length

just how it came about, aud what the new title is to be.

The dinner was interrupted for several minutes, and all the

guests crowded about the newly-made Monsignor to tender

their congratulations.

CHARTER JUBILEE.

Next commencement will witness the fitting celebration of the

fiftieth anniversary of the granting of the charter by the state

legislature to Villanova College. While its portals were thrown

open to students as early as the fall of 1842, still it was not until

six years later, under the presidency of Rev. William Hartnett,

O.S.A., that Governor Francis R. Shunk signed "An 'act to

incorporate the Augustinian College of Villanova, in the County

of Delaware and State of Pennsylvania.

"

Among the names of the incorporators appears that of the

illustrious Rt. Rev. Francis P. Kenrick, then Bishop of Phila-

delphia. During the fifty-five years of its existence, Villanova
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has sent out more than 4,000 students. The exercises in 1898

promise to eclipse even those of the famous Golden Jubilee

in 1892.

THE AUGUSTINIAN MISSIONARIES.

Rev. M. J. Geraghty, '90, O.S.A., Mission Rector, is spending

a few days at the College, prior to his very busy work, from

August 15th until about the first of next June. During that time

he will conduct missions in New York City, Boston, Cincinnati,

Chicago, Harrisburg, Stamford, Conn., and many other cities.

It is, indeed, gratifying to be able to testify to the magnificent

success of the mission bands under his able direction ; and we
sincerely hope that he may be spared for many a year to continue

the noble work of successfully guiding the labors of the zealous

and devoted priests who are thus engaged in winning innumerable

souls to Christ.

To instance the splendid work the Augustinian Missionaries

are now doing in the vineyard of the Master, we may state that,

within the past twelve months, they have enrolled over 38,000

persons in the White Scapular of Our Lady of Good Counsel,

heard more than 70,000 confessions, and given about 65,000 com-

munions.

Pastors who desire Missions will do well to communicate with

the Rector of the Missions, the Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A.,

Villanova, Delaware Co., Pa.

VALUABLE PAINTINGS.

Archbishop Martinelli presented the Faculty with a fine oil

painting of himself by Gagliardi, a well-known Roman artist.

It has been hung in a conspicuous place in the main cor-

ridor of the college. The Faculty is also indebted to Rev. J. J.

Fedigan, O S.A., Atlantic City, formerly president of Villanova,

for a portrait of himself.

^
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Very Rev. C. M. DriscoU, Provincial O.S.A., brought with

him from Italy last Autumn two beautiful oil paintings, by the

Roman artist Gagliardi. The subjects are two Augustinian

Saints, St. Clare of Montefalco and Blessed John Stone. Father

Provincial has generously presented them to the college, and they

are now gracing the walls of the Students' I^ibrary.

IMPROVEMENT.

The introduction of gas with Welsbach burner attachments into

the college, during the past year, has proved a veritable boon to

the students. It affords increased and more comfortable facilities

for study, of which the boys are not slow to appreciate and take

advantage. The new burner gives a powerful, withal mellow

light, which is at once restful to the eyes and conducive to making

study a real luxury.

I.,-}]:

Those present were: Archbishop Martinelli, Apostolic

Delegate and Prior General of the Augustinians ; Archbishop

Ryan and Auxiliary Bishop Prendergast,of Philadelphia; Rt.

Rev. Bishops Wigger, of Newark, and McGovern, of Harris-

burg; Mgr. Sbarretti and Dr. Rooker, of the Apostolic Dele-

gation, Washington, D. C. ; V. Rev. Fathers Fitzmaurice,

D.D., Rector; McCabe, D.D., Drumgoole, Henry, Garey, all

of St. Charles' Seminary, Overbrook, Pa.; Rev. S. Carr,

Ph.D., Catholic University ; V. Rev. C. Gillespie, S.J., Rector

of Gonzaga College, Washington, D. C; Rev. Frs. Scully,

SJ., Nagle, S.J., Jordan, S.J., Philadelphia ; V. Rev. Fr.

McGill, CM., Germantown, Pa., Provincial of the Congre-

gation of the Mission; V. Rev. C. M. Driscoll, O.S.A.; Provin-

cial of the Order; V. Rev. C. A. McAvoy, O.S.A.; Rev. C.J.

McFadden, Ardmore, Pa.; Rev. J.J. O'Brien, O.S.A.; Rev. J.

J, McErlain, O.S.A., Bryn Mawr, Pa. ; Rev. J. J. Fedigan,

! '
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O.S.A., Rev. J. J. Farrell, O.S.A., Rev. E. A. Flynn, O.S.A.,

Atlantic City, N. J. ; Rev. T. F. Herlihy, O.S.A., Rev. J. E.

Vaughan, O.S.A., Chestnut Hill; Rev. D. Regan, O.S.A.,

Ho9sic Falls, N. Y. ; Rev. N. J. Murphy, O.S.A., Rev. D. J.

Waldron, O.S.A., Rev. D. J. O'Sullivan, O.S.A., Rev. C. A.

Cullinane, O.S.A., St. Augustine's Church, Philadelphia

;

Rev. J. T. O'Reilly, O.S.A., Lawrence, Mass.; Rev. J. P.

Fahey, O.S.A., Mechanicsville, N. Y. ; Rev. J. P. Curran,

O.S.A., Waterford, N. Y. ; Very Rev. U A. Delurey,

O.S.A., president; Rev. W. A. Coar, vice-president; V.

Rev. F. M. Sheeran, S.T.B., O.S.A., prior; V. Rev.

T. C. Middleton, D. D., O.S.A. ; Rev. N. Cassaca,

S.T.L., O.S.A.; Rev. J. F. McGowan, O.S.A.; Rev. R. A.

Gleeson, O.S.A. ; Rev. M. J. Geraghty, O.S.A.; Rev. W. A.

Jones, O.S.A.; Rev. J. A. Nugent, O.S.A.; Rev. J. B.

Leonard, O.S.A.;. Rev. J. F. Medina, O.S.A.; Rev. F. F.

Commins., O.S.A.; P. M. Arnu, A.M.; D. O'Sullivan,

A.M.; J. F. X. Harold, Ph.D.; all of the college;

Rev. Frs. Carr, Spaulding, MoManus, Donovan, Malloy,

McGlinchey, McCabe, Crane, Coyle, Graham, McPhil-

omy, Fitzpatrick, Mullen, Winters, Brehomy, Dalton,

•Hannigan, Shannon, Egan, Barry, Zellar, Hand, Nash,

Isoleri, Quinn, Carroll, Dougherty, Sullivan, O'Brien,

McLoughlin, Terry, Trainor, O'Neill, Vandergrift,

Moore, CM., Murphy, CM. ; Rev. Bros. Isadore,

President of La Salle College, and Faber, Director

of St. Francis' Industrial School, all of Philadelphia;

V. Rev. L. J. McCullough, D.D., Lancaster, Pa. ; Rev. Frs.

Griffin, Syracuse, N. Y.; Wallace, Kernan, Newark, N. J.;

O'Hare and McCarron, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Gleeson, New York

City ; Gregan, Albany, N. Y. ; Kohl and Seubert, Harris-

burgh, Pa.; Judge, Scranton, Pa.; Rev. Bro. Quintinian,

Visitor of tjie Brothers of the Christian Schools, and

Rev. Bro. Blimond, Vice-President of La Salle College,

New York City; Rev. A. B. Conger, Rosemont, Pa.; Gen.

J. R. O'Beirne, Commissioner of Public Charities; Hons.

Hugh O'Donnell ajjd J. A. Slavin, New York City
;
Judge

Kene, Judge Hagerty and J. A. Kelley, U. S. N., Brooklyn,
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N. Y. ; Hons. J. T. Lenahan and P. A. McGahran, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. ; Dr. W. Mahon, '94, Hartford, Conn. ; E. J. Mc-
Keough, '95, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. ; E.

T. Wade, '95, Catholic University, Washington, D. C. ; Prof.

A. T. DeMott, Boston, Mass.
; J. S. Smith, '93, Scranton, Pa.;

J. Barclay, Bryn Mawr, Pa. ; Hon. T. R. Elcock, Profs. Kent
and Neflf, K. J. Tenner, J. J. McVey, D. Gallagher, Dr. Moy-
lan, P. Duffy, J. A. McGee, Drs. Jarvis and Steinbock, C.

G. Hookey, Philadelphia.

,*,

lyCtters of regret were received from the Rt. Rev. Bishops

Tierney, Hartford, Conn.; Monaghan, Wilmington, Del.; Burke,

Albany, N. Y., and Hoban, Scranton, Pa.

y^
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